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DIVISION 

THE SOCTAL CONSEQUENORS OF CONSERVATION ‘cra 
Aldo Leopold Caen 1897 

Progress is deadlocked in several fields of conservation today becouse 

various groups of men, all of one mind as to the imperative necessity of 

conserving our outdoor environment, are uneble to agree on the ways and 

means to be employed to get actual results. 

There are, for instance, two radiexlly different schools of thought 

as to hov to conserve came. 

There is the gunpowder school, which believes that game will thrive in 

spite of hunting tf vrovided with a suitable environment, and that it will 

disapreat in spite of complete protection {if a suitable environment is not 

maintained. The gun vowder school propges to utilize the love of hunting 

as the incentive to conserve environment and hence conserve game. 

Then there sre the wild-lifers, who believe thet the basic menace to 

gome is hunting, end thet with inereasing vomistion hunting mst de 

gredually restricted, or where necessary abolished. They maintain that ; 

‘the promsel to conserve game by hunting is basteslly absurd, and that the 

gunpowle? conservationists are hypoérites who would sooner sacrifice wild : 

Life than forgo their own pleasure in hunting it. 

Ton years of costly oxverience has shown that the two schools sre : 

irreconcileble. The vsychology of the eaders hae gradually become a war 

psychology, 2nd lost the aspect of friendly debate as to the best way of 

achieving a common end. The situetion 1s extremely serious. Neither 

faction crn initiate any action without being attacked by the other, even 

when such action is obviously benefietal. Part of the rank and file have 

kent thelz heads and refused to follow either school blindly, and it fs 

only this thet has prevented a blockade. 

Just why is it that our leeders have become bitter-enders over this
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issue? For the present at least, . There are many stevs which 

. : could be taken which ought to be equally agreeable to both factions. 

. s Initiating a netion-wide system of refuges for waterfowl is an example. 

_ Surely a refuge system is an unmixed blessing to both the wild lifer and 

- the hunter, not to mention the birds. Yevthe wild-lifers will not allow 

= the hunters to pass a National Refuge bill, even though they themselves 

= ten years ago imitiated the widespread use of refuges as a device for con- 

. serving game. 

om T repeat: just why is it that our leaders have become bitter-enders 

over this iseue? 

: In my opinion it is because each fears the ultimate sociel consemences 

c of the other's program. 

: Neither as yet admits this fact. Probably they are only dimly aware of 

p it. Yet it 1s inereasingly clear to me that the basic point of difference 

: ; involves a social iseue. 

: To make this clear it is necessary explain some of the technical as- 

- f | vects of game management and their relation to social and economia development. 

ae | Hurope has deen able to conserve game in spite of an expanding vomulatfion 

7 by utiliging the love of hunting as an incentive to pervetuate a fevorable 

= I environment. The gunpowder school is unquestionably right in contending 

sz : that America can eonserve its game in spite of sn expanding pommlation by 

utilizing the same fundamental incentive. 

ee But when population inereases beyond a certain point this incentive is 

no longer operative unless the ownership of the game, or the control of the 

8 hunting privilege (either or both) passes from the public to the landowner. 

3 | Marope hes passed this voint, America is avoreaching it. 

| When the private londowner assumes control of game end hunting becomes 

i | & Commercial commodity, a land crop, there is a strong tendency toward
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| producing game at the exvense of other wild life. Predatory or semi- 

predatory species ere rigidly controlled or even exterminated, and there 

| is comparatively little incentive to conserve harmless non-game forms. 

Moreover free public hunting tends to disappear, and all hunting becomes 

artifictalized to a marked extent. 

All thinking game conservationists know that these tendencies inhere 

in economic lew, and that America is subject to the same economic 

law as Burope. 

But the gunvowder faction believe that the democracy of sport can be 

| preserved in spite of economic law by such devices as public shooting 

grounds. They do not see in it any reason for abendoning the self-interest 

| of hunters as the fundamental incentive for keeping the game thrifty. The 

implication 1s that they would rather take a chance on the denocrecy of 

r sport then on the disappearance of game. 

The wild-lifers, on the other hand, deeply resent the vrospective 

damage to non-game species inherent in the deliberate employment of hunting 

| as an instrument of conservation. They construe public shooting grounds 

as merely another subterfuge to perpetuate killing. They have no remedy 

for monopoly in sport, presumesbly because they believe that as population 

i increases, sport mst be restricted and if necessary abolished. 

! These briefly are the points of difference. Experience does not throw 

much light on which basic idea works the best in sctual practice because 

(1) the point offransference of title has not yet been reached in this country, 

and (°) the actual tests embodied in law have been administered so poorly 

that the results are inconclusive. Wild life has in reneral continued to 

disappear no matter which basic ides was being tried out. Of course this 

merely proves that no system of conservation is effective unless actually 

| executed on the ground, although each faction maintains that it vroves the
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futility of the other's contentions. 

| We are now ready to diceuss the real point of this article. Focus 

| his mind and his soul on the next statement, because on it depends not only 

| the reconciliation of these warring factions, but the whole future of out- 

| door America. 

The gunpowder school end the wild-lifers afe in very fact irreconcilable, 

| vrovided an indefinite and uncontrolled increase in population is assumed as 
provided 

i a fixed vremise., But their viewpoints are easily reconcilable,/we could 

assume the population of America be controlled and kept above certain 

qualitative and below certain quantitative limits, 

The dangers which the wild lifers see in the gunpowder idea, for 

intence, are solely a matter of populetion-pressure. No one cen deny thet 

| the gunpowder idea in Burope vroduces geme in enormous quantities. Its 

deleterious effects on other wild life end on democracy in sport could be 

lergely avoided by supplementing it with public shooting grounds, provided 

| economic pressure does not force it to the point of passing title to the 

landholder. These deleterious effects oan be controlled up to that point 

| but not beyond it. Beyond that voint it is hopeless to try to simltaneous- 

ly raise game, conserve other wild life, and maintain democracy in sport by 

ki the gunrowder system or any other system. 

| The wild lifers policy as a means of conserving game, is basically un- 

sound because it omits control of environment, and because it is biologically 

| demonstrable that vrotection without control of environment is ustally less 

beneficial than utilization with control of environment, and because it is 

impractica ble to secure control of environment on a large scale except through 

the incentives set up by prospective utilization. 

The dangers which the wild lifers see in the guipowder idea, are, 

| however real dangers, not only beyond the point of private game ownership
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(as has already deen admitted) tut in the immedlate present. The gunpowder 

school is prone to discard the protective system as soon as its own system 

has been expressed on paper, but before it has been put into actual effect 

on the ground. We cannot effectively change horses until the new horse 

hes arrived. 

The important point is that the two systems cen be combined to 

| accomplish the objectives of each up to a certain point of pomlation pressure. 

| T am asserting that the objectives of each are so important thet their point 

| of population pressure should not be exceeded. 

The. forgoing arguments would lose a great deal of weight if wild life 

conservation were the only field where sound mblic policy is endangered 

by uncontrolled vomlation. An entirely parallel situation, however, is 

developing in every other field. 

| Stream vollution, for instonce, is a notable exemple. The mbdlie is 

Just awakening to the fact science can devise processes which utilize human 

and industrial wastes and thus greatly decrease both the volume and the 

harmful neture of the effluents which are discharged into pmblic waters, or 

in a few cases entirely prevent their discharge. The public is awakening to 

the fact that the employment of these processes is cleaning uo streams 

which a mere state of moral indignation failed to clean up. All conserva- 

| tionists look forward hopefully to a nation-wide cleamp of the pollution 

i evil. 

But do we look forward far enough? liven after scientific vro cesses 

have deen employed to reclaim a part of our waste effluents there is usually 

® remaining part which must go somewhere, usually into the stream. 

| Tt is a eold hard scientific fact thet the ability of the stream to 

“murify itself” {s limited. Seience, in analyzing the processes of "pri- 

| fieation"” has discovered a series of biological and chemical reactions and
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reletionships vastly more delicate and complex than even the most indignant 

enti-pollutionist ever dreamed of. And always science discovers the same 

fact; there is a limit. Up to that limit selence can keep the stream 

healthy and relatively pure; beyond that limit even science can do nothing. 

|



"SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES" MATERIAL 

Om Monday the American business man attends a meeting of his Chamber 

of Commerce and feels a genuine pride in having done his bit to make good 

on the slogan "100,000 by 1935". On Tuesday he sends in his membership 

check to the Izaak Walton League" to preserve for his boy the outdoor America 

of his ancestors". He feels not the slightest antithesis between these 

actually more or less irreconcilable ideas. Both are part and parcel of 

the current ritual of good citizenshin. He takes a healthy pride in doing 

his bit, and pride becomes him well. 

| Yet a moment's reflection makes it cleareenough that it is our inereas- 

ing human vopulation density and our vell-mell mechanization, not only of 

, industry but of outdoor recreation as well, which makes Isaak Walton Leagues 

necessary. The conservation movement in effect a "protest" against the 

worldly success of its own members. But for that success, the "Outdoor 

Americe of our ancestors" would creserve itself. 

There are of course hundreds of parallels in human history for this 

simultaneous fealty to mtually exclusive ideas. It is merely the repeti- 

tion of Beard's forma for all history: thesis, antithesis, and synthesis. 

The thesis of economic exvansion is 2s 01d as human history, and in simpler 

form as old as evolution itself, but never before in biological history (in 

so far as we know it) has any species evolved the conscious antithesis that 

its success, like Shakespeare's "virtue grown into a pleurisy" may "die of 

its own too moh". In the lower animals, too mech success is automatically 

cured by disease or w edatora, without any conscious effort on the port of 

the "patient". The antithesis of exnansion in these lower forms sie /etaaaiil 

force, which comes into play automatically. The conservation movement in 

modern Americe is a new kind of antithesis, arising from an internal force - 

| an idea. A snecites for the first time in history foresees and fears the 

}
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consequences of its own success. Can it formulate a synthesis between its 

| biologics] momentum, as expressed in its fear of the going too far, as ex- 

| pressed in its Trask Walton Leagues? Within whet limits is that synthesis 

workable? By whet devices con ideas of synthesis be executed as fects? Does 

the behavior of conservationists offer any clue to what they really want and 

what seerifices they are willing to make to get it? An enalysis of these 

questions, however imperfect, may help give significance and direction to 

what is superficially appears to be a hopeless mddle. 

oceanside netittaattseeittireiaatimentaeniieenmatitneatrtmenantttt 

; "SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES" MATERTAL 

The social values which inhere in contacts with wild nature are realized 

in two ways: hunting with intent to kill, and the hunting in various blood- 

| less forms collectively known by that hackneyed word “natyre study". The 

devotees of each like to consider it the antithesis of the other. The 

nature student is at small pains to conceal that he is sm perior to mere 

atavistic blood-letting, while the svortsman sees a lack of Roosveltian 

robustness in hunting with field glass or camera. This mtual intolerance 

| would be ameing if it were merely personel. “he fact is however, that each 

side is nationally orgenized mi that a state of deadlock between the oppos- 

ing factions has more than once rrevented action on measures obviously ad- 

vantageous to both, not to mention the develorment of ideas which might 

lessen the apparent conflict of interest. 

Wo one seems to admit the (to me) evident fact that hunting and nature 

study are merely the beginning and the end of a cyele normal to advancing 

age in each individual. The desire to hunt, at least in the male, begins 

with puberty. Need of food formerly vervetuated this desire to the end of 

the life-span, but now thet this need no longer exists, the desire to kill 

ts in a normal case gradually replaced by a “less personal" interest in 

| the sheer beauty of the game and its environment. Hunting mey in some cases 

| 
|
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become @ mere contest of skill, in which event their normal transition does 

not take plece. The bloodthirsty o14 man is probably a phenomenon of com- 

petition, rather than of normal instinct. ‘The hunting instinct may mother 

| individuals never be activated at all, or it may heve ceased to exist. My 

| main point, however, is that the killer is the incipient nature-lover. Just 

ag the evolution of the species is repeated in the pre-natal history of 

| each individual, so the evolution of the nature-lover is being reveated in 

each boy keen for the hunt. It is conceivable that the hunting stage could 

| eliminated by educational pressure on the youth but it seems equally 

probable that too mech preseure of this kind might cut off or subvert the 

whole vréeess, nature-lover included, and thus sever the last personal 

t tie which binds the city-dweller to the land. 

| 
| 

| 
| 

| 
| 

J



| THE GAMZ POLICY IN OPERATION 

Aldo Leopold 

This is a minds-eye description of upland game conditions in the North 

Central Region in 1950. 

It ie not a prophecy, but an attemot to clarify what the Game Policy 

means by deseribing my personel impressions of what it might lead to if 

carried out. The policy is necessarily a list of first moves. Their 

meaning may be clarified by an exposition of what they are driving toward, 

even if that exposition be imaginary. 

While the exposition may sound positive, it should be kept in mind 

that I omit the "ifs" and»"perhapses" merely to save space. No one knows 

better than I how many things might upset the apple cart. 

Let us begin with the deer range in the north woods. The area will 

ve divided, into lerge units or blocks, each owned and operated for combined 

forestry end game mansgement by the state or county, by a licensed lumber 

company, or by a licensed club. You will be able to hunt on a state or 

county forest for a small fee, but you will have to draw a ticket which 

tells you which one. The toll on a lumber holding will be higher, and the 

membership in a club very mech higher. 411 will have more deer than now. 

The open season will be months instead of deys. Hunting accidents will 

force the state to svread the crowd over a long season, and conservation will 

in turn force limiting and allocating the crowd by a ticket aystem. When- 

ever the year's allotted kill on any one forest hae been made, no more 

tickets will be given out for that unit until the next year. 

Buck laws will prevail as atipresent. Periodically. however, the old 

does will be culled out by the administrative force throwgh the use of "mercy 

buliets" which permit revival in ease en error hes been made. 

Ruffed grouse management will be practiced with great success on some 

holdings, with the result that the cycles on such areas are less severe,
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and recovery quicker. Ruffed grouse will be only periodically abundant 

1 on the other lands. 

Each unit, public or vrivete, will be under the supervision of « resid- 

ent mansger technically trained in both geme and forestry. Their individual 

suecess in various phases of each will be widely known to the sporting 

public, juet es the batting everages of vrofessional athletes are now none. 

Toward the south edge where the deer country is thin, end in other 

localities where stray bullets are especially dangerous, hunting will be 

confined to bow-end-arrow, or possibly to other short-range projectiles yet 

to be revived or invented. 

The whole deer country will be spattered withrefuges both public and 

private, but these will have more importance ss assured eating-places than 

ag assured hiding-places. Every wintering yard will be carefully kept. 

Predator control will be moderate on podlic lands, but private owners 

will tend to make it too stringent, and will have to de controlled through 

their licenses. Contro? will be regulated by density, more than by species, 

the mblic voliey being to maintain a certain low density of predators in 

sone fixed relation to 2 certain hifh density of game. 

The state will, in short, reeulete private enterprise in deer manage- 

ment, pertly by lew and by license renewal, ani partly by the direct competi- 

tion of mblite ownership. The mblic problem will be not so mech to conserve 

f deer; but to so regulete the crowd as to keep deer hunting safe and enjoyable. 

The forgoing deseribes conditions on the better forest soils. The 

poorer soils will be idle both as to game and forestry. 

South of the deer belt will lie the prairie chicken country -- a great 

stretch of mized prairies, forests, ani farms in which the prairie chicken 

erop will be a matter of major interest to every resident and landowner, end 

also to the huge annual influx of sportsmen. Bird dogs will arain be known 

in the northlend. As in the deer woods, the country will be divided between
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/ public shooting grounds (under ticket), private toll grounds, and clubs. 

There will be 2 hundred chickens where there is now one, each holding being 

carefully guarded against over or under shooting, and planted with numerous 

food patches not only to winter the birds but to prevent fheir drifting 

"gratis" to the neighbors. These patches, made by tractors, will be small 

and mamerous to prevent disease. 014 cocks will not count against the 

hunters permitted kill, hence the most skillful hunters and shots will 

“have the edge". Falling this device for removing the 014 birds, owners 

will de vermitted to trap at feeding stations for the same mrvose. Both 

svecites of chickens will contime to experience cycles, but monogement will 

decrease their severity and accelerate recovery, so that at least three 

years out of four will be feir to good. In dad years the state will close 

down all shooting. 

Waterfowl (ineluding geese) and fur will be ean important secondary 

crop on reflooded drainage districts. The properties on which sandhill 

cranes breed will be charged with their care, under pain of closure of their 

chicken hunting. 

Pheasant planting will not be vermitted in the chicken country, and there 

will be a yearlépg op_gn season on drift from the South. 

Periodically there will be irruptions of mail, which will be open 

. during these irruptions, but otherwise closed. 

The chicken food patches may induce veriodic pests of jackrabvita, to 

control which the state will encourage commercial exploitation for meat. 

The forgoing describes probable conditions on the soils not good 

enough for solid ferming, but not poor enough to suprort game. These very 

poor soils will be idte. 

South of the chicken belt, on the richer agricultural lands on both 

sides of the southern border of the lake stat>s, will be the pheasant belt.
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Pheasant management will be practical almost entirely by farmer cooperatives, 

vrivate creserves, and clubs. There will be mblic shooting grounds on some 

of the larger state-owned marshes, vut not enough to accomodate more than a 

fraction of the hunters, the big bulk of whom will find shooting, oat « emall 

daily toll charge, on the blocks of farms under farmer-cooperatives. Or elee 

the sportsmen will pay the farmers for mansgement rather than shooting, in 

which event the term farmer-sportsman coorerative is more proper. 

These cooperatives will be licensed by the state and thus subject to 

public control. They will operate on the tieket system. Some will permit 

members to sell tickets. In such case the state will retain authority to 

fix the maximum price, but competition will usually keep the price down of 

its own accord. Others will not sell, but use the tickets for hospitality 

only. 

Extra large ferms may operate as individual toll farms. The state 

will fix a minimum screage, however, below which shooting cannot be sold. 

Private preserves will occur mostly near large cities around estates, 

or toward the borders of the agricultural belt where land 1s cheap enough 

to hold for shooting alone. 

| Clubs leasing blocks of managed farms will be the



BR YOUR OWN EMPEROR 

A report on the crogrees of wild life cropping in Wisconsin 

Aldo Leopold ; 
University of Wisconsin 

It 16 now five yoars since this university first began to discuss wild 

life ag a possible land crov. It should de time, therefore, to take stock of 

the successes, failures, and trends of the entervrise to date, and ite needs 

and vossibilities for the future, 

To do this, we should first understand something of the history of game 

cropping and how the vresent Wisconsin enterprise differs from thet of other . 

states, and from its historicsl counterparts in Zurove and Asia. 

Bistory : 
Game cropping was first practiced in the Holy Romen Empire in the 12th 

centtiry. Frederic IT, who has been called the first selentist tn Burone, had 

an elaborate game cropping system in Sicily. He hunted entirely with hawks, 

and his “king of game birds" was the crane. The doseriptions of his opera- 

tions are all in Latin and sre widely scattered through ae lerge literature, 

hence no one has dug them out. I wish I cowld be the graduate student who 

exhumes end reconstructs the Sicilian victure. 

In the 13th century an equally elaborate system was vracticed by the 

Wongol emperors in eastern Asia. Marco Polo has left us a brief but convine- 

ing account of its methods and resulte. The methods ineluded food patches, 

feeding staticns, closed seasons, wariens, and all the versaphernalia of a 

modern conservation devartment. The results were an annual hunt by the whole 

; fiaperial court, plus “camel-lods of birds" for the imperial table throughout 

the winter season. 

In the 18th century Edwar’t of Yor records the beginnings of the present 

Buropean technology Hie "Little simple book", "Master of Game", dedicated 

to the heir of his sovereign, Henry IV, is a delightfully naive exposition
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of that oldest of 211 mtual sdmirstion socteties--the srorting fraternity. 

Hearken to Sdward: 

“This book tresteth of what is to every gentle heart 
the most disportful of all games, thet is to say hunting-- 
which 1s so noble s game, and lxsts through all the year 

of divers beasts thet crow according to the season for 
the gleddening of man. - ~ Hunting causeth @ man to 
eschew the seven deadly sins. ~ - When a man is idle, he 
abides in his bed or in his chamber, @ thing which draweth 

men to imaginetions of fleshly lust and pleasure. Such ... 
/ monithinik in pride, or in svarice, or in wrath, or in sloth, 

or in gluttoning, or in lechery, or in envy. 

"(But) when the hunter riseth in the morning, he hoareth 
the song of the smal) birds, the which sing so sweetly with 

great melody and full of love .. . and when the aun is risen, 

he shall see fresh dew unon the emall twigs and grasses, 
and the sun by his virtue shell make them shine. After when 
he shall go to his ouest---he shall meet anon with the hart, without 
ereat seeking, --- (which) ie graat joy and liking to the hunter. 

“And when he cometh home he cometh joyfully. - - He shall 
doff his clothes and his shoes and his hose, and he shall 
wash his thighs and his lees, aod veredventufe 211 hie body. 

4nd in the meanwhtle he shell order well his suyver, with 
roots, and of the heck of the hart, and of other good mests, 
and good wine or el*. And when he hath well eaten and drunk he ~ 
shall be glad . . and at his ease. - ~ And thon he shall lie 
in hie bed tn fair fresh clothes, snd shall sleep well and _ 
steadfastly all the night without any evil thoughts. 

" .- To be idle end to have no pleasure in eithor hounds or 
hawks 19 no good token." 

I could prove f¥om this many things irrelevant to game cropping. 

In fact, I could prove almost anything, from the fact thet hunters originated 

the bath, to the fact that only woodsmen are virtuous. 4ut this has been done 

ammally in every address to sportsmen from the days of Zenophon, through 

Teddy Roosevelt, to the last national convention of the Izaak Walton League. 

So let us return to our knitting. 

All three of the historic expansions of the art of game cropping--the 

Sieilien, the Mongolian, and the Muropean, are alike in that their techniques 

were empirieal, not scientific. Hence no matter how well they worked, the 

techniques could not be translated to other countries. This may answer the 

persistent question: “Why don't you get your game management from Murope?"
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All three were also alike in that game was rroduced for private pleasure. 

The objeative im-each case contained not even a trace of the present idea of 

public recreation. The one-gallus hunter dates from the days of Robin Hood, 

but the notion of riving him eny volitical recognition is very modern indeed. 

All three were 2lso alike in that the former had no vlace on game: lands-- 

he was either expropriated or overridden. 

Lastly, wild life other than game did not enter the picture. 

Henes the vresent attempt to crey game, while superficially similar, is 

really radically unlike what Prederic, or Kublai Khan, or feudal Europe did 

in centuries past. It is an attenot to graft together five historically 

separate and hitherto antagonistic elements: the Edwardian idea of wholesome 

snort, the democratic idea of ~mblic recreation, the esthetic idea of nature- 

study, the economic ides of diversified ond mitually supporting crops, and 

the scientific idea of cropping techniques based on diologie#1 science, It is, 

in short, en attemnt to encourage the American farmer to be his own emperor. 

So mch for the pipedream. Whet progress is it making? 

Between the time of Robin Hood and the American Revolution, there cerminated, 

grew, and flowered a deep-seated revulsion arsinst special rrivileges, inelud- 

ing hunting privileges. Im our vioneer days of ebuniant game, this idea threw 

out its roots like a green bay tree. When the game played out, the American 

hunter concluded that hunting mst vanish from civilized countries. Even up 

to the time of Roosevelt it clearly was assumed thet the game mst eventually 

fo. But oretty soon he had a new idea, wholly original and wholly indigenous 

to thie dark and bloody ground we live in. Government, he found, could do 

anything. Why not vase a law to let government vervetuate his game supply? 

We have spent fifty years finding out that came cropping is one of the things 

government cannot do, except on its own landd. 

The idea of free wmblic game dies hard. The average conservationist
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still believes that government can, by some waving of legislative wands, 

spontaneously generate a game crop, to be harvested by «11 comers, on lands 

not owned by them, end on lands increasingly devold of food and cover fit for 

wild life. As long as the wublic believes in and supports this legend of an 

official Sante Claus, our public officers are not likely to suddenly disclaim 

the role. Let us try to reapvraise the fable to see what degree of truth it 

may contain. 

Wild Lends 
The salient new fact bearing on this question is the universal admission 

that our low-grade Janis not only are wild, but will remain so, and thet they 

are goming inte public ownershin by the automatic orocess of reversion for 

taxes. To this extent the fable of free padlic game is no longer a fable, 

but a very real opportunity. We heve or ere getting the land--a#1] that re- 

mains to be done is to prepare it for game cronping ond to regulete the harvest 

to its vroductive capacity. Are we ready to do this? 

In Wisconsin there are two main owners of this wild domain, and we shall 

have to considor them sensrately. 

The first is the county. The averace county obviously is not prepared 

to itself engace in a technical land-cropping entervrise. It has two ways outs 

lease the land to vrivate enterprise, or entrust it to the Conservation Sommis- 

sion. The latter seame to be fevored. There are now evolving two vehicles 

for state cropping of reverted county holdings: the "county forest" and the 

"state conservetion district.” Both are promising. On a trial area of some 

120,000 aeres in Central Wisconsin we have the somewhat umeual spectacle of 

active federal participation in an enterprise to be run by the state. The 

AAA is buying out the scattered farme, while the FHRA and the GCC are build- 

ing the needed dams to crop came. 

The second modern land-baron is the Forest Service. Unlike the county,
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the Forest Service has » field foree and hence can crop its own holdings. 

Until this year, however, it hes entirely neglected its opportunity, resting 

upon the antiquated assumption that game eutomatically grows wherever silvi- 

culture is practiced. It is now making a very spirited effort to build up 

@ game personnel and a cropping technique. 

In my ovinion there are five weak points which ere most likely to retard 

progreas toward the successful cropping of wild’ public lends: 

(1) The Jov-sided snd inadequate research program. Neither the state 

nor the Forest Service ere spending one cent for laying a selentific foundation 

fortthts huge venture. The only game resesrch now under way in Wisconsin is 

carried by the university, and deale only with grouse. Mone of the other 

wild-land epecies, such as deer, trout, or wild furs, have been studied, here 

or elsewhere. 

(2) Conflicting techniques. There ie still a ead lack of coordination 

between engineers, foresters, snd game men, due not to any leck of mtual good 

will, but simply to lack of mtual understanding. For ex mple, after having 

completed a gridiron of fire lanes opening n-arly every wild spot in the north 

woods to motor travel, it was suddenly realized that these roads threaten to 

deplete our deer. An effort is now being mate to mt locked getes on them. 

TI hope it will work, tut I doubt it. A breachy cow has nothing on an exelted 

hunter with a car. 

(3) Laok of technical personnel. The Conservation Commission has virtually 

the same technical overhead es it had five years ago, to carry responsibilities 

easily ten times as great. These men literally have no time to think--a 

dangerous conilition when history is being made daily. 

(4) Leek of control of rublic use. Mo one has yet devised a way to 

spread the public over public lands in such a way ee not to ruin the land, as 

well ae the recreation. The present intolerable concentration of deer- 

hunters, for example, will not be corrected by making the land a county or
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national forest. ‘This problem remains a thorn on the rose of subsidised 

recreation. 

Desvite these delays and discouragements, it 1s a clear fact that the 

idea of free rublic game has, in respect of wild lands, taken a new lease 

on life. 

($) Poor Interspersion. The reverse is true of farm game. 

Farm Jands 
Contrary to usual belief, the farm lands of Wisconsin, by reason of thelr 

richer soil, are canable of »roducing more man-deys of hunting recreation than 

the wild lands. A stand of one game bird per 4 aeres and a kill of a bird per 

12 seres, is easily vossible. This would yield, on 12,000,000,000 seres of 

farms, a kill of 1,000,000 birds per year. There are 200,000 licensed 

hunters, so our farms could vroduce 3 for each licensed hunter. The maximm 

stand of wild birds on farms would be only thrice as great, or 15 ver hunter. 

The additional yield of wild lend birds might double this. Hence those who 

fear future overproduction may forget their worries. The problen is to get 

the erep grown, There ig no tugedoo of too meh. 

Our farms as they now stand are operating at porhaps a tenth eapacity. 

4A tally of 600 farms made in the winter of 1932 showed only 1 out of 4 habit- 

able for game. Half were devoid of both food and cover, a querter had only 

the one or the other, and a querter had some of both. But those which had 

both seldom had enouch to realize the capacity of the land. Game cannot 

live in auartere provided only with beds, or only with dining rooms, or with 

neither. All animals, including ourselves, need both. ‘hen one or doth are 

laeking, reproduction end survival decline. Pomlation shrinks until it fits 

the habitable fraction of its environment. That fraction on Wisconsin farms 

is 10 ver cent or less. 

Hew mat food and cover on the other 9C per cent? This is the very
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heart of our vroblen. All the conservation laws and dollars and commissions 

and wardens and speeches in Christendom cannot mt game, or any othersit14 

life,on fields bare of food and cover in winter. 

Meny short-cuts to this end have been promosed. Host of them are, I 

think, spurious. One faction would heve the state cede rmrivate title to the 

game, end by giving the farmer « wide-open market for both shooting privileges 

and meat, make game so profitable thet it could compete outright with other 

erops. But what would this game be? Mostly theasants. What would become 

of rare or unprofiteble species? They would likely disappear. With open 

markets for resident game, what would become of migratory? I will leave you 

to guess. 

Nevertheless there is an intrinsic merit in the idea of creating en econ- 

omic ineentive for game cropring. The Americon Game Policy provoses to 

encourage the sale of shooting privileges, but not of meat. The state re- 

tains title, tut the farmer is its ecustodisn, and is encouraged to crop the 

resource, subject to control by the atate. This, I think is sound, 

But there are serious obstacles to gettine started. One of the most sefious 

is the short seasons made necessary by the progressive failure of the public 

Santa Claus idea. Oven seasons on upland svecies in the north central region 

averaged 60 daya in 1905, 45 days in 1915, 29 days in 1925, ond 14 days in 

193%). The producing farmer cannot market his shooting in a week or two. 

Neither can the state relax its restrictions on unmen ged farms for the sake 

of encouraging the few managed ones. The way out seems tobe a differential 

season, long for lands on which managed game crops can be shown, short for 

other lands. 

The Wisconsin Shooting Preserve Law establishes such a differential. It 

is an opening wedge, so far applicable only to artificielly raised vheasants. 

The state says: "For every 100 pheasants you turn out, we will let you shoot 

75, and give you 4 monthe instead of 4 days to do it.” We now have 40 such
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preserves. There would be many more, but for the high cost of chicken-wire 

production. It costs $1.50 to raise a echicken-wire pheasant, perhaps 15 cents 

to raise a wild one. The wild bird 1s superior in quality. 

Why 16 the differential season limited to liberated pheasants? Beceuse 

they can be counted out by the warden. Our wardens have been too busy chasing 

poachers to learn how to censue a wild game crope-a task often tedious and 

ealling for skill, for favorable weather, and for dogs. Lowa, though, is 

doing it on quail. TI rredict the gradual svread of the differential season 

to all kinds of wild resident game. Yhat tt amounts to is thet the state 

delegates ite restrictive functions to the »roducine landowner, subject to 

cancellation for abuse. This 1s sound vrincivle, and tenis to relieve the 

wardens of the verfectly impossible job of volicing came e'nele-handed. More- 

over {t ovens to the farmer, or through him to his sportsman friends, a power- 

ful incentive to earn additional shooting privileges by erowing a crop capable. 

of withstanding them. The old system, on the contrary, makes shooting eaesler 

to steal than to earn. It contains the seeds of its own death. 

I would not, however, leave the impression that came Jaws or farmer- 

revenue are the only or even the winoipal means to wild life restoration. 

The problem is not eo simple. An even more basic reason for the modern 

foodless, coverless, lifeless farm is the pioneer tradition that uneut or 

ungrazed brush, weeds, grass or timber besneak an incomplete victory over the 

wilderness, and that any vestige of them in gully, rockpile, benk, or fence- 

row brend the farmer es 2 sloven. It ts an indismtable fact that the 

agricultural colleges have aided, abetted and intensified this tradition, 

sometimes with sound scientific reason, but more often out of that same 

4 dlind subservience to fashion which dietates the color of our hats, the 

height of our heels, or the length of ovr coattails. 

T plead thet wild life cover, at least on waste corners and fencerows,
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now become an ernression of localized setentific reasoning and the owner's 

personal taste, rather then s badge of compliance to social regimentation. 

T submit that the sliek-and-clean countryside is neither more beautiful nor-- 

in the lone run--more useful than that which retains at least some remnants 

of non-domestidated plent and animal life. Ths brushy fencerow and the 

wild-grown bank, the clean-boled woodlot and the undrained svot of marsh-- ; 

I nenetiiy agree that the presence of these things on the farm portray the 

cheracter of the omer, but in my view they portray him rot as a sloven, bub 

ae one who, desvite the stanpede of his neighbors, has refused to trade his 

birthright es © husbaniman of living things for the shoddy imitetion ef a 

factory. 

It mst be confessed, in oll fairness, the: our tax lawe, ond incidentally 

our highway engineers, have contributed their ouota to the creation of the 

American steppe. The farmer who uses tilleble or grazable land for conserva- 

tion does so at his ownctost, but the lumbermen who sacrifices the immediate 

versonel venny to the ultimate oudlic good gets a handsome subsidy for public. 

services performed. Is not a narsh, a prairie, a fool-patch, a grape-tangle, 

® grove of veteran oalts, a patch of ladyslivvers, or even a conse of flowers 

ing hawa a mblic service in the same sense as a comnercial forest! There 

mast be some sound way in which the mubite which wents these things to exist 

can ease the economic pressure which now tends to wipe them out of existence. 

The public is spending millions to perretuate such things in rublic parks 

and reservetions, but what kind of "lendseaping" is this? Théce things should 

not be crowded into distant reservations, they belong on farms, where they oan 

be seen by everybody every day. The esthetic dietary implied in parke is too 

much like that of the sterving prospector who ordered forty dollars worth of 

ham and eges. Strang out a bit more, they might do more good.
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Gane Technology 
Ye heve in Wisconsin five species of farm game, four of wild land 

game, half a dozen fur-vbeerers, and a dozen of migratory birds; total 

avout 25 spectes. 

Host of these are as distinct in their cultural requirements es slfalfe 

ts distinct from corn or oats. Bach has its distinctive kinds of food and 

cover, in certain provortions, ot various seasons. Mach has its diseases and 

enemias. It ales a good research men four years to discover the rudiments 

of a technology for each. This adds uv to a total liability of 100 man-years 

of research to get started in Yisconsin game cropping. 

Ye heve so far had abont 10 man-years of research. Fortunately they 

have been effectively spent. ‘ve now lnow the madiments about quail and 

prairie chickens. Michigan hos done something on pheasants, Minnesota on 

4 ruffed grouse. Towa hs¢ made a start on two ducks. We ean borrow this : 

information until we have bette:. But of deer, cottontall, all the fur~ 

bearers, and most of the waterfowl, we now, biometrically speaking, nothing. 

What little we do ‘mow has neatly uvset many time-honored beliefs, 

among them the belief that one less hawk moans several more game birds. I 

am beginning to believe that Hrrington's @iscoveries in predation, lergely 

based on his Wisconsin quail data, are of general importance to science as 

well as . fame menegement. He finds, in short, that predators trim down the 

quail po-ulation to the capacity of the food and cover, buf no further, and 

that this shrinkage occurs anyhow, regardless of whether predators ere 

abundant or searce, or of what kinds they are. In other words, the only 

effective vredator control is food and cover improvement. "Vermin" baiting 

is, apparently, ® needless waste. These indications, if substantiated, are 

a fundamental contribution, not only to conservation policy, tut to ecological 

selence.
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Game cropping is under way in @ slowly increasing list of definite tracts 

of Wisconsin land. These include: 

Coon Valley Project 92,000 acres 

6 University Demonstrations 10,000 * 

ho shooting vreserves ' 40,000 " (40,0007) 

Upver Missiseipp! Refuge ~50,.000 
190,000 acres or 16 of state 

Tt is pretty definitely in the offing on a moh larger sreat 

Central Wisconsin Conservation District 120,000 

National Forests 2, 500 ,000 

Horicon Marsh ar 
7650,000 or 10 percent of state 

Perhaps one of the most severe hand'eans we work under is that no one is 

againet it. Farmers are very clearly favorable. Al” respectable mublic agen- 

cles are for it, as a matter of course. If ve had e good thinking contro- 

versy maybe more people would actually practice it. I am sot promising that 

there will be none such. 

As for the contribution of the University, nothing has given me nore 

eneouragenent than the voluntary participation of other Departments, even : 

to the extent of spending funds. ‘Thue agronomy and botany are using 2 

fellowship to study the ecology of marsh plants. The upbuilding of a tech- 

nology lies not in the chair of Cons., wt in Zoology, but in the biological 

devts. collectively. All the cheir can do is cooperate and support. 5 

Only eron can't overproduce =



, "Unfinished Mamiseripts" 
Aldo Leopold 
(no title listed) 

Most of us are dots on the census-tally. Such a dot becomes a person- 

age only when he combines personalities ordinarily distinct. Some country 

is like that. In Central Wisconsin there are half a dozen counties which 

combine the flavor of the north: white pines, trout streams, blackberries, 

deer, sharvtails, vartridges, and peat - with the full essence of the corn- 

belt hills: quail and oaks, hickory nuts, and pennyroyal. In such a 

synthesis there is usually achieved something over and above the sum of the 

components. 

T have long searched for this supernumerary element in Central Wisconsin. 

One day this summer IT found it. T was sitting on an oak-sheded knoll, gazing 

aeross & greet reat bog. The summer breeze blew rolling combers across the 

sea of grass and cane. Along « highway on the far horigon. cars scudded by 

like nervous fleas, each doubtless full of north-bound vacationists yawning 

over the monotony of this dreary marsh. Non-existent to them were the 

myriad tiger lilies, yellow cone flowers, and blazing stars which studded 

this verdant meadow, or the pink orchids hiding under its scattered copses 

of tamarack. Non-existent to them the geological drama which in ten brief 

milleniums, converted this glacial lake into thet stuvendous library of 

botanical artifects which goes by the lowly name of veat. Non-existent to 

me too, until thet moment, was the living creature which epitomizes the 

centrel Wisconsin country, - the Sendhill Crane. With a blare of trumpetings 

which seomed to almost knock the dewdrops off the nodding lilies, a pair of 

these incredible birds took wing from the foot of the knoll. Like a pair of 

paleontological airplanes they sealed the sky, still voleing their defiance 

of my invasion. Some dey a drainage-ditch will destroy this last of their 

ancestre! nastures. On that day something destructive in the personality 

of the central counties will die. ‘There will still be oaks and pennyroyal;
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there will sti11 be peat and vartridges, but to those who understand the 

speech of hills and rivers, these will be but living molds upon a corpse. 

| It 1s the cry of the crane, echoing through ten thousand dewns, which fuses 

these heterorenovs components into a living country. 

It is our tacit assumption that we can interpret the human drama alone 

and ¢all it art, It is our tacit aseumption that we oan raise corn and 

hogs and call it agriculture. It is our tacit assumption that we can build 

tools to this end and call it industry. Whatever other beauty has been 

achieved by organic evolution is pleasant to see, unless and until it \ 

“hanvens to be crushed under the juggernaut of progress. It is these assump- 

tions which constitute the ultimste imvertinence of "“eivilization".



ROONOMICS OF THE WILD : 

Aldo Leopold 

Many conscientious citizens are losing sleep over whet they take to be 

@ socialistic or vaternalistic trend in the general current of economic 

thought. They do not seem to have noticed one field of activity in which 

the very opposite is taking place. 

In this field state ownership and overation has been tried end found 

wenting; as & consequence a deliberate effort is being made to develop 

vrivate initlative as a means of getting vroduction. 

| The leaders in this field sre unaware thet they heve been conducting 

an exveriment in statecraft. It has never occurred to them thet their former 

policy was "radical", and that their present trend is conservative. Their 

present action is impelled by »# fear simpler, more naturel, and more eogent 

reagon: experience has shown that state orerationa did not get remlts. 

To push the anomaly farthert some of the very "bureaucrets" who have 

been overating stete plants. and who are supposed never to let go of a ‘ 

governnent function, are trying to develop» private initiative in order to 

relieve themselves of a task they find they eannot fulfill. Meanwhile at 

least nart of the consuming “proletariat,” although supposed to dote on 

government hend-outs, is realizing that free-and-equal distribution is 

academic unless and until there is something to distribute. 

The whole show makes one suspect that people might be less easily 

stampeded if all the vre-existing labels which mark our political and 

economic factions wore cut off, and each individual had to base his behevior 

on what his neichbor eetually did, rather than on what his label said he 

might do. 

The field of activity of which I am speaking is no piddling matter, so 

amall and unimvortant thet in it peovle can afford to reverse their norma)
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conduct, It deals with the »roduction, distribution, and consumption of 

a land erop worth, according to government experts, $150,000,000 anmeally. 

One-tenth of the pormmistion are consumers, end these consumers vay an 

: additional $170,000,000 for the privilege of going out in the country and 

picking their share of the crop in person. The demand is so insistent thet 

| galebility is little affected either by' depression or prosperity. I refer 

to the crop of wild fish, game, and fur produced annually by our farms, 

forests, and stroams. 

Ever since we exhausted the virgin abundance of came which svarmed 

about the wilderness clearings of the pioneers, wild life production has 

been a highly paternalistic enterprise. The state taxed the hunter (in the 

form of a doller license), and used the money to hire wardens and plant 

birds, on the condition, tacitly implied, that the farmer on whose land 

the birds were planted would let the mblic hunt free of charge. 

This "gentlemen's agreement" worked for a while, but there came a 

time when the hunting wubiic included fewer and fewer gentlemen. It 

acquired mumbers, avtos, and automatics faster than it learned manners or 

moderation. The vresent-day farmer is thoroughiy "burnt out" on free public 

trespass on his premises. 

a So ts the game. It is inconceivable that a breeding stock ean be 

maintained without some restraint on killing more effective than that 

efforded by the geme laws, which merely preseribe that it cease on a certain 

legal dete. As well kill ali the chickens anybody can find on the farm in 

November, and then exvect eges in March. That is exactly what we have been 

expecting of farm game. ve are now in process of a belated realization that 

somebody has to provide food and cover, and call a halt on shooting as soon : 

ag the surplus has been killed.
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Of course, when we say that the present 150 million dolbr game crop 

is “produced.” by human hands, we are stretching the term. Game, like Topsy, 

just grows uv, but so far it has had a chance to grow up only where tough 

old nature was able to take advantage of economic eccident. ‘hat has “pro- 

d@aucedi" our game cror is not so meh the expensive birds released by the 

_ stete with its pate nal blessing, as the cover which the farmer negiscts 

to out or graze, the grain accidentally spilled in the fields, sand the weed 

seeds accidentally missed by the cultivator. 

No one of these elements of a habitable geme range is effective without 

the other two. Thus the reverted farme of New Wnkland have millions of 

seres of cover, tut no grain ani few edible weeis. Nence there is little 

game. On the other hand the cornbelt has vast quantities of waste grain 

end weeds, but no cover. Hence there is little game. The great gamefields 

of the South all lie where cover and food come together. Millions of acres 

of southern forms leek food, and henee game. 

What would hapven 1f the cornbelt farmer dgliberately left brush and 

weeds of the right kind on every waste snot, to balance the waste grain in 

his fields? A vrodigious inercase in game would hapven. I heve made counts 

of all the game, cover spots, and food svots on nearly a thousend farms in 

helf e dogen cornbelt states, and can certify to the fact that the game 

pomlation is proportional to the cover and food available to house and feed 

4% in winter, and this is usually true regardless of whether it is shot or 

unshot. 

This vroportionelity between game sbundance and game living conditions 

holds good up to an uvper limit of about « bird ver acre. The averace 

stand now is around « bird ver ten acres. Therefore the deliberate vro- 

vision of cover and food would et least quintuple the stand of game, especially 

where the shooting is conducted with due regard to leaving seed-stock.
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Why not, therefore, lesve to the private initiative of the farmer the 

E whola/job of providing food, cover and vrotection for game, and let him 

charge the costs to the varticular hunters with whom he shares the result? 

5 This is the "new idea” in farm game conservation, vromlgated in "The 

American Game Policy" of 1931. Many leeding came officials are signers of 

: that polley, despite the fact that it relegates them to the position of 

teachers of game-production technique, as distinguished from their forner ; 

| (hypothetical) status of state same-mamufacturers. As I said before, 

7 exnverience has shown these officials that state game operations on private 

farms have usually failed to operate, 

It must not be supposed, however, thet anyone propeses to discard 

the old system in toto, wktion’ regerd to ite good points. The state etill 

owns the game, and sence can end should regulate any abuses which mayserise 

out of the proposed farmer-custodianship of its property. Some farmers may 

over-charge for shooting privileges. If competition fails to bring down 

their prices, let the state close up the offending property. Some farmers - 

may be short-sighted enough to cash in on the breeding stock, ae well ae 

the surplus. The same remedy apyiies. These are samples of the future 

function of came officials: they must inspect and study private practice, 

end exercise regulatory authority over it when it becomes necessary to step 

in andpprotect the public intereat. 

Fish-production is in different case, because nost fish grow in public 

} waters rather than on private farms. ‘The state will have to continue to be 

the owner and operator of the aquatic producing vlant, but some statos are 

taking @ leaf out of the game book and are vroviding their streams with 

cover and food, as well as with plantings of brood stock. Michigan hes 

proven that a tront-stream can be “rebuilt,” to the vast enhancement of its 

trout population, and that such rebuilding is often a chearer means to more 

fish then the anmal dumping of millions of fry, which has so far constituted
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fish culture in most states. The motive-power used in remilding streams 

is the current. The material is the snags, logs, and roeks which lie on 

the bank. The fish-manager furnishes only wire end brains. . 

All state fish-cnlture is paid for by licenses. More money is needed. 

Shall this "more money” come from higher licenses, or maybe from an entrance 

fee to certain streams? Pay-as-you-enter fishing on whblic streams is an 

unheard-of innovation, but it has its points, like pay-as-you-enter hunting. 

One point is thet it taxes the citizen who fishes once a week heavier than 

the man who fishes once a year. Reasonable, isn't it? 

A imottier problem than fish is that of ducks and waterfowl. At dawn 

@ flock of mallards may be revosing on a publica lake, at noon oe are 

g@uztling in Farmer Jones! cornfield, at evening they are winging the far 

reaches of the sky, sizing un vrospects of guns vs. grub {n some neighboring 

state. Who will take care of ducks? 

The government, says the Supreme Court. Right,-the government is doing 

4t ag far as restrictive laws on seasons, bag limits, etc. can take care of 

anything. But what the ducks neod worst of all is the reflooding of thousands 

of lakes and marshes drained in the boom days to grow two-dollar corn, and 

now growing mostly tax bills. Whose job is it to restore these marshlends? 

Most states have answered by passing the buck to the federsl government, and 

then loudly boo-ing every federal bill to tax duck-hunters for the purpose. 

Congress, to be sure, passed one bill which called for no tag, but then, by 

i failing to apvropriate anything to carry it out, effectively passed the ball 

back to the states. The states are now lining up dvehind & bill which calls 

the proposed federal tex a stenp instead of a license. I hope it will pass, 

but I hope conservationists will also appreciate what a first-rate ball game 

they have been watching for the vast ten years. 

A few states have actually buckled down to business, and are vreparing
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to “un” their ow license schedules, to let their duck hunters and fishermen 

pay for restoring their own waters on a big scale. Towa is the most notable 

example. Some others have restored a marsh or two out of ordinary revenues, 

and are now clucking like a hen whieh has laid “a” ege while a dozen egeless 

men are waiting for breakfast. A egg is admirable, but two dozen would be 

more 80, 

Knottter and tougher still is the problem of wild-lond geme, such as 

deer end grouse. Where wild londs are mbdliely owned and taken care of, 

such as on National forests, there is little to worry ebout. But the trouble 

with most wild lands is that nobody wants to om them. Hillions of acres 

are being leid on the doorstens of our counties and states, which usually 

lack either funds or ideas ag to what to do with them. Nevertheless Mr. 

Babbitt expects them to be stocked with game, fish, and forests when he 

visits the back country on his annual vacation. 

Previous to the debacle, most states had fond hopes of developing their 

hew public domain as a free mbdlic recreation ground. But where are the 

funds to do anything free in these days? Why not try, as an experiment, to 

practice conservetion on some of these lands and let those who wish to 

camp, hunt, fish, or trap on them vay at the gate? By this means something 

might be accomplished. The alternative is to let them burn up. As I write 

the smell of burning ~eat-bogs i¢ in the air,-an ominous warning that the 

vractice of conservation is not a luxury to be vostroned t111 better times. 

Tt is an tmmediate problem of either taking care of certain living property, 

or throwing it away. Why not let that vroverty earn its keep by vutting 

its development and use on a revenue bagia?



COVSY PADTERNS ; 

Aldo Leopold 

A good shotgun throws 70 percent of the shot charge into a thirty- 

inch elrole at forty yards. The number and distribution of the shot within 

this circle is the "pattern" by whieh you decide whether you have a good or 

a poor gun. 

Nowadays, however, ost guns are good. What we lack is not guns, but 

birds to use them on. Some sportsmen are beginning to catch the idea that 

the stand of birds, as well as the pattern of guns, can be improved by 

skillful tinkering. A few are actually trying their hand at improving 

the food and cover which determine the bird crop. 

Bot what is a good stand? We need « standard, corresvonding to that 

for shotgun performance. ‘hat "“nattern" of ouail coveys ean ve throw on 

_& section of land? 

For smaller areas of farm sige a standard is already available, in 

the for of nearly 700 sample covey counts, each representing the pomlation 

of @ single farm. These figures indicate that "Perfect" is a bird per acre, 

or @ covey yer 15 acres, or about 10 coveys per quarter-seetion. Any farn 

which averages half of thet, or 5 ecoveys per querter-section, is very good, 

Any farm which averages s tenth of that, or one covey per farm, is poor. 

Bat these densities cannot be applied to a large block of ten con- t 

tiguous farms, or to a township, or s county, for the reason that as the 

sige of the area increases, it usually contains more and more “blanks” 

consisting of bare fields, solid woods, villages, marshes, rivers, or other 

qnail-less places. This is exactly analogous to seleeting a 12-inch sample 

out of a shotgun pattern. An invisible force moves your hand away from the 

"holes" or bienks. : 

The average hunting "unit" covers meh more than one farm. what is a 

good stand for large blocks of ground? How meh mst the standard for ema) 1
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blocks of farm size be "knocked down" when applied to large Dlocks in the 

same region? 

Theory is of small avail in answering such a question, What we need 

i is the setual density or "covey pattern" which quail actually attain on 

$ representative large blocks of “good quail country". If mumerous observers 

, will turn in their actual results, a stendard or a series of standards will 

formate themselves. The "70 per cent" rule in shotguns is simply the 

approximate common level of good perforvance, ae reported by many observers. 

} Just as we know the number of shot in an ounce, so do we have the "quail 

per acre" rule as 5 "perfect" datum against which to score our actual range, 

. For the last three consecutive years I have had the privilege of 

.shooting qvail near the Doniwali Cabin in southern Missouri. That thie is 

"good" cuail range will be readily attested by many a well-known svorteman, 

; including Ozark Ripley. Senator Harry B. Hawes, and Andrew Brooks. 

The set-up happened to be ideal for getting - covey-pattern on quail, 

Hach year we hunted in the same township, at the same time (Christmas 

holidays), for the same period (5 days), with the same dogs (including Ray 

Roark's Tuck), by the same method (on foot from the cebin), in the same kind 

of weather (no snow or severe cold, nlenty of sun and md). 4ach successive 

year we re-hunted enough of the vrevious year's ground to double-check many 

covies, but also enough new ground to extend our census into new territory, 

Being afoot, there was little temptation to scatter ourselves over the County. 

Excerpt for a few vosted farms, canebrakes, and cockle-burr heavens, we left 

no gavs. 

On a rough map tacked on the eabin wall we recorded the location of 

each covey as found. We have now censused seven square miles. We have 

found a total of 58 coveys (20 per year or 4 per day, not Sllowing for 

occasions! days dedicated to rain or cabin chores), $1 of which lie within the
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seven square miles. The location or pattern appears in Fig. 1. About a 

dozen covies were found in the same location in two or sometines three suc- 

cessive years. These double-checked covoys appear on the map as only one 

“yellet" each. 

Yes, dear reader, I hear the question that makes the tip of your 

tongue ache for utterance. "Did we find them all?" No, of course not, 

especially in those years, like 1932, when many coveys were using the woods, 

eating acorns, What proportion did we find? I don't know. Possibly as 

high as three-quarters; certainly not less than half. I am going to dis- 

regard this problematical and evasive residue of wunfound birds, because 

every other oteerver who is going to contribute data for a standard, inelud- 

ing the scientific game investigator, is up against the same difficulty. 

The unmeasured residue inheres in every quail census on large areas, except 

in those rare cases where a big crew can turn out immediately after a new : 

snow in weather mild enough to oneourage the dirds to make tracks. If the 

reader insists on correcting for the reside, add a third to all the birds- 

per-savare-mile figures, ond subtract a third from all the acres-ver-bird 

figures. 

To resume ovr pattern count: We found 51 coveys on séven square 

miles. But certain svots, by reason of posting, eotliaerl: ete., were not 

Imnted (seo shading, Fig. 1). Throwing these out leaves $1 coveys found on 

5,8 square miles, or 11.4 coveys ver square mile. There are lots of un- 

shaded holes in the pettern. Our map (see article in previous issue) tells 

us that these are solid woods, coverless fields, foodless sedge patches, , 

and other true blanks. The net result is a density of 73 acres per covey. 

Assuming 15 birds per aovey (they wore smaller than this in the poor ycar 

1931 and bigger in the good year 193°) gives a round average figure of a
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quail per § acres. I provose this as standard for findable coveya in "good" 

Ozerk-foothil] quail country in blocks of 1 to 10 square miles. 

1 might add that there had been little or no previous shooting on 

; our grounds, so that these figures would hold good at either end of the open 

season. 

| To illustrate the contrast between big and little blocks: The heaviest 

: quarter-section on this mav contains five (and part of the sixth) coveys, or . 

say 80 birds, or a quail ver 2? scres. This cheeks with the definition of 

| "good" already given for areas of farm size. 

The contrast between big and little bloaks would be greater in Iowa, 

Illinois, or Indiana, where quail tend to be confined to narrow sones of 

cover along creeks, but within such gones are often more abundant than on 

"good" southern range. In fact, most southern quail range is "good" by 

virtue of the tremendous continuity of inhsbited range, rather than by 

virtue of densely inhabited spots. 

This homely truth, perceived but not articulated by thinking sportsmen, 

is unknown to many ornithologists. They walk down a draw in a closed 

state like Towa, see 2 lot of mail, and solomly affirm in the selentific 

prints that the closed season ts sctually inereasing the birds. I measured 

the shrinkage in the mmbor of habiteble draws and found helf had been 

grazed out in the last decede. Of course on open season would not restore 

cover, but an open season granted only on those hunting units showing plenty 

gf both birds and cover would mt o premium on ection, and let us garn our 

right to shoot. 

Back to our imitting: If we lay out the actual average covey-pattern 

of 11 per square mile on a circle of that area, and compare it with a similar 

circle stocked at the rate of 1 bird per sere (42 coveys) we get the compari- 

son depicted in Pig. 2. Of course no such quail range actually exivte this 

side of the Elysian Fields (where, lot us hope, all good setters go, with
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the privilege of taking their owners along, and don't forget the gon and the 

coffee rot). Neither, for that matter, does there exist any shotgun which 

throws 16¢ ver cent of the shot into a 30-inch circle. (We don't need such 

shotguns, even in Elysium, if the birds are there, It will be more fun 

without them.) Our covey pattern, in short, is 20 per cent of "perfect". 

Now this is for range wholly innocent of thet new-fangled device for 

improving pattern-density now generally known as “game management". Tf 

object to batter shotguns, but I like better covey patterns. What could 

managemont do for these Ozark foothills? 

Ask Herbert Stoddard ~ he is the only man who has so far actually 

improved the pattern on lerge "standard" circles of = square mile or better. 

In my opinion, a few food patches would work wonders. If our farmers would 

install them, we would cheerfully pey for our shooting. Until they do, we 

like it free. 

I say food because agriculture is declining in this Missouri foothill 

country. One reason is the exhaustion of the s0‘l by erosion. Hroded soil 

won't grow food-bearing weeds, any more than it will grow corn or cotton or 

big miles. Broom-sedce, sassafras, and versimmon on old fields, which are 

commonly regarded as the very stuff ouail-heaven is made of, are as a matter 

of fact the symvtoms of = destructive agriculture, a disresvectiful attitude 

toward the earth, which is the common enemy of real farming, real game manage- 

ment, or real culture of any sort. The faney concrete roads with which we 

have leced these ancient hills, and the Chambers of Commerce boosting the 

tourist trade for these decrepit villages, are, if we knew it, only a mockery 

of ~rogress. The very life-blood of this land, hard-won for us since the day 

of the Natchitoches Trace, is passing yearly down each creek and river, to 

the ultimate impoverishment, not only of the quail-pattern, but of that larger 

and more intridate man-pat*ern which we call civilization.



: MAP YOUR HUNTING GROUNDS 

$ Aldo Leopold : 

Zo make 8 ner 43 2 courageous thing to do- Ho one but an artist, 
an emotiat. or & Lonozravhice) engineer would try it without grave proveca- 

Sion. Houtvoeation is impossible. Maybe al) histeriens oucht to moke mapa. 
: : The modern historian who spoke these fronical words might have added 

game manarers end sportsmen to his list. He says, in effect, that a map 

, makes it hard to prevaricate or pass the buck. We all kmow, from exner- 

. tence, how easy it is without one. 

' The first man to spin a fish story, a hunting yarn, or a tale of 

battle, wa a historian. Certain men became historians when they took on 

| ‘ Ph.D. and set about compiling the fish stories spun by others. 

Now most fireside historians, including sportemen, think that map- 

less yarns, »eing the more elastic, are the more interesting. To my mind the 

opposite is the case. The loss in elasticity is more than offset dy the gain 

in circumstantial detail gleaned from a glance at thermap. This is true 

whether the story-teller be a plain hunter trying to lengthen the proncs on 

his buck, or a scientific investigator trying to enlighten a bioclogival 

eudtenee on the vomlstion density in quail. In both instances a map will i 

suggest circunustences which the narrator would otherwise forget to mention. 

If the narrator fails to look at his own map, his audience may. They may 

then honor him with questions, which are the coin in which all historical 

labors are paid. 

It is macics] how a maw revives memory. Glorious doubles which I 

hed forgotten, inglorions misses not so easy to forget, the whir of an un- 

suspected covey which the poor dog tried to hold while I was innocently 

cracking hickory nuts, the scent of wot lesves in a certain draw, yes even 

the last remnants of color in a certain blackberry leaf where a certain bird
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; fell - these and a thousand other recollections come rushing to mind in a 

pent-up flood of forgotten exveriences, 211 released by one glance at a map. 

5 What shall it profit a man to hunt end then forget these things? Why 

not make a map of your favorite hunting ground? A map which you can seize, 

F like Aladdin's carpet, and forthwith it is November, with titmice whistling 

; in the rustling oaks, ani the old setter looking back st you as he edges up 

:. the lee side of a likely draw! 

: Some men can remember without mans. Simon Kenton is said to have kept 

t on mental tap a complete and detailed picture of 211 that vast sea of 

' billowing wilderness which we now call Kentucky, Ohio, and Indiana. He 

could pull out of his mighty brain at any time an aeourate yes or no to 

eny question effecting a nlace to settle, or a wey to fight Indians or kill 

geme, in any vart of it. Though he drew no mans, and though he couldn't 

write his own name til] middle are, he was - peograrhic genius. But did he 

recall with equal ease the flash of cardinals, the slean of morning light 

on a buck's horns, and those innumcradle liftle sights, sounds, and smells 

whieh you or I would give three fingers for, and which had once been his 

in thousands? [I doubt it. My pieture of the ultimate in philenthrony 

would be to hand that aging pioneer a map! 

Perhaps you thin a bunter's map is a leborious thing, to be created only 

by dint of transits, stadie, end hired engineers. Not at 211. The one here 

shown, on the contrary, required only a stub of pencil, and the back of an 

envelope or a notebook, carried constantly in the hunting coat during three 

annual trins of a week each to the same hunting ground. ‘While your vartner 

is hunting e# eripple, you climb up on a stump, sit, look, see, and sketch. 

Yonder cross-roads must be a section corner. Draw a skeleton section in the 

notebook. It's so far east to the woods, so fer sovth to the creek. Sketch 

them in. Here is the broomsedge field where the covey rose. Here is the 

thicket where they scattered. Here is the abandoned cabin, with the old
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+ orchard just behind. Map them. @iven s commanding view, it takes hardly nore 

st time then the telling of it to delineate every point important to a hunter or 

naturalist on a whole quarter section. Por field sketching of this sort a 

" convenient unit of distance is the double-pace used by timber ernisers. Count 

7 the left foot 120 times end you have covered one-eighth mile, or helf the side 

t of a square forty. One soon learns to estimate distances and areas by such 

4 units. 

That evening, cfter dishes are washed, get out the large sheet of 

; paver, laid out in quarter-inch squares, which you have prepared as your ver- 

; manent map. All printers carry such squared paver under the name of “tabulat- 

: ing sheets". On this you will have vreviously coried, on a scale of at least 

four inches (16 squares) to the mile, all of the basic network of section 

| lines, farm boundaries, and rivers shown on the Township Plat filed in the 

4 County ecorder's office. This is your base map. On it cony the detailed 

sketches of particular localities made during the day. It doesn't teke 

| long. Gradually the patches of detail merge, and you have a map nearly as 

| good for your murrose as en engineer could make with fussy instruments and 

expensive crews. 

“he aceomaenying man is a tracing of just such an agglomeration of 

field sketches, made at odd times by three different members of a hanting 

varty which has enjoyed « week's hunt on the area in oestion each year for 

the last three yoers. This man shows mainly quail covies snd cuail cover, 

What to show denends on your ~urvose and your came. My vurpoen in addition 

to the rleasurable stimlus to yarn-solnning and reminiscence, was tomake 

& rough covey-census of a large ares. The conclusions to be drawn from this 

map will appear in a leter isme. :



"Unfinished Manuscripts" 
Aldo Leopold 

: Dear Friend Botts: 

: How does a nel follow » trail? What is scent? By what alehemy of 

nose does a dog know back-trail from forward? Does a fox, or a quail, or a 

: fawn, withhold? These age-old mestions, which we pondered at our last meet- 

' ing, have suddenly struck me in 2 new light. We svortemen, of course, cannot 

answer them, but why not unleash on them the hounds of seieneet They are the 

| perfect queat. 
r a a a a eee 

Dear Judge Botts: 

T mist tell you first, my specifications of a perfect research enterprise. 

First and foremost, the field of inquiry must promise to yield no gainful 

knowledce. Any field holding out « prospect of new facts which some inventor 

might patent and sell, or some manufacturer use to build a new machine, or 

some Chamber of Commerce endorse as a contribution to progress, or some 

vreacher heil as uplifting, or some editor headline in an extra, or some 

advertiser blazon upon a billboard, is disqualified thereby. The perfect 

mest mst seek something entirely useless to all practical men, such as why 

a mnset is regh., or how a dog finds a covey. 

Second, and of like importance, the cuest mst be so diffieult, and 

promise sach long and devious paths, as to hold out no assurance of ultimate 

success. Tt must demand the keenest research nose, set in the stoutest and 

most and highly trained and persistent hounds of seience. 

Thirdly, the quest mst lie in no single field of science. Like a cold 

trail laid at random across a thousand hills, it mst transect with contemtu- 

ous abandon all those little patches shich the vriests of ‘mowledze have 

labelled, fenced, and preempted es separate "sciences". Should by any chance 

the fox be one day run to earth, no burean or devart: ent or learned society
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: mist strut or crow as the successful master of hounds. Rather should men 

: marvel at how little each has Imown or done over what wide horigons a 

single quest can teed, and even then be Wt a single svider's skein. laid 

on the panorama of the unknown hills. 

:



| Articte for 
"american Forests & Forest Life" 

THE TREWD OF GAME MANAGEMENT 
IN THe NATIONAL FORESTS 

Aldo Leopold 

The National Forests were vlaced under management in 1905. Up to that 

time, the ous conservation movement had given birth to only two major ideas. 

The first was the reservation or park ides--withdrawing samples of game 

renge from economic development with a view to the rerpetuation of threatened 

species, : 

The second was the idea of limiting the annual k111 on hunting grounds 

to the ennnel increment or "natural inerease” of the game thereon, ‘This 

idea of limitation of kill was really contemporaneous with National Forests, 

and vart of its develonment may be credited to the foresters who hed then 

in cherge. 

In the interim, however, one additional major idea has emerged. 

This idea is corollary to the idea of limiting the kill to the anmal 

inerement. It asserts that the annual increment of any given game pomlation 

may be increased at will by manimlating its environment. Such increase is 

limited only by the carrying capacity of the range, or (more rarely) by the 

unimpeded increase rate or “breeding potential" of the species. 

For instance, a herd of 20 deer may now be holding its own under a 

kill of one buck per year. Under the "limitation of ki11" idea, the killing 

of only one would be allowed. But under the idea of "environmental control" 

some factor such as food, cover, vredators, disease, or parasites would be 

menimlated so as to allow of killing two or more bucks. However, no manip- 

ulation of factors can make it safe to exceed, or even approach, the breed- 

ing votential, which for 20 deer is sbout 5 bucks. (We do not yet knew 

enough sbout deer to determine this theoretical votential with certainty.) 

Environmental control, in its essence, and as amlied to hunting grounds,
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is in effect the shifting of mortality from natural enemies to human hunters. 

It is not e new idea. In various emoiriesl forms it has been practiced 

in “urope since the Middle Ares, and in Asie since the days of Stietigti Khen. 

The biological equation reaponsible for its success was probably not unier- 

stood, tut this did not worry the Great Khan as long as his hunting was good. 

, Tt should, however, worry us. Environmental control, like every other 

really ohiad idea, is a two-edged sword. It is the only possible way of 

keeping alive the sport of hunting in the face of unregulated human porula- 

tion growth. This is one edge of the sword. The other is that over-control 

is onen to many abuses. The bitterness which Bvropean nature-lovers feel 

toward the excessive and indiscriminate predator-control practices on private 

hunting vreserves is a case in point, and should be a lesson to menagers of 

voth private and ovblic hunting grounds in this country. Moreover, excessive 

manipulation of environment tends to artificialize sport, and thus destroy 

the very social values which the conservetion movement seeks to retain. 

By end large, these abuses, as far as America is concerned, are in and 

of the future. For the present. controls ere not practiced at all, except 

as the incidental result of other eativities. The question to be here dis- 

eussed is: how do they, and the other basic mechanisms of came management, 

bear on the future of game on the National Forests? 

It should first of o11 be observed that while the "old" ideas of reserva- 

tion and limitation can be mt into effect through lecislative enactments, 

the idea of controlled environments has little or nothing to do with law. 

Laws cannot restore life to the over-grazed forage plants of the Falbab. 

It is these dead mahogany bushes. and not the elicts of legislatures or 

conservation societioas, which will shortly limit the deer vomiation of the 

Kaibab, and this limit will hold for severe! decades to come.
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: The over-gragzing of the Kaibed, though foreseen years ago by experts, — 

at this time revresents the restoration of something gone. A much better 

example of the need for environmental control is to be found on the Gila 

‘ and Datil Forests, where the deer carrying capacity ie now in vrocess of 

; being badly reduced by deer and cattle grazing; not through the destruction 

of the forazse as a whole. tut by the elimination of two particular forage 

. plents, live oak and mountain mahogany. The same grazing has let in a vast 

amount of coniferous reproduction, which will make splendid additional deer 

coverts. Forest Service protection has restored the grass to a large vart 

of this range, but not the browse. The net result a decade henee will be 

an unbalanced range, offering deer (and to a lesser extent, eattle) an ex- 

cess of coverts covviled with a deficiency of winter feed. Here is a threat- 

ening situation so complex thet even trained foresters may fail to see it. 

Suecessful restoration of grass and conifers may seen to then a sufficient 

secomplishnent, es indeed it would be on any ordinary Forest. But this 

region is sa roveh ond incecessible that its reereational value seons to 

me to far exceed its timber-oroducing value. Tt is at least debatable whether 

creating a balanced environnent for game should not be a nrimary objective 

of National Porast administration on such lands. 

One already familiar aspect of environmental manipaletion in the 

interest of game is the prodator control work undertaken by the Blological 

Survey in cooneration “ith the states. Of course, the orimsary interest is 

livestock, but this does not change the biological effect. Much of the re- 

ported recent increase in National Forest gane may safely be asoribed to 

this work. The future. however, must bring « grester recognition of the 

necis of game, as distinct fro those of livestock. A case in point; coyotes 

heve recently invaded the “roughs" or box canyons of the upper Gils basin, 

where they are seriously devileting the Sonoran Whitetail Deer, a dward form 

of outstanding ond distinetive regreational and scientific value. Wo voice
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is as yet heard in protest. A similar raid on livestock would be loudly 

heard from, but with less reason. 

The coyote's invasion of Alaska is another case, by this time well : 

known, but by no means adequately acted upon. 

By and large, future predator control mst be localized and discriminate, 

with game management as one of its vrimary objectives. There should prob- 

ably, 1n most localities, be more control of small and verhaps less of large 

predators. [It is vossible that the low net productivity of many deer herde 

is due to the non-removal of suneranmated females coupled with high fawn 

nortality. Continuation of such & tendency mi¢ht easily over-grage a 

range with but a small net vroduction of killeble bueks to show for it. 

Intelligent manimmlation of game environments is impossible without 

research. In only - few coses are the main feectors affecting National 

Forest game ss yet known. This is no reason for a do-nothing attitude, but 

it 1s a powerful reason for a radical expansion in the present game research 

vrogram, esvecially that authorized (but not yet financed) under the McSweeney- 

MeNery Act. : 

The foregoing sketch tries to show the votentialities (and dangers) of 

envircnmental manimulation as ». means of enhoncing the crop of game on the 

ational Forests. It 1s vossibly not very convincing, but this is because 

research has yet to disclose what to manivulate. It 1s true, because the 

inexorable law: of methematies deeree thet onvironnental factors alone pre- 

vent the realization of the enormous brecding potential inherent in each 

species. The only question ist What are they? Which ones can be bene- 

fictally controlled? These mestions research mest answer. 

The "reservation" idea has enjoyed & satisfactory growth, end requires 

no lengthy comment. A far-flung system of refuges is grodually being 

built up. These, to be sure, differ somewhat from the original taea of
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et preserving a sample. Refuses sre a machine to feed breeding stock to the 

viet adjoining range; reservations sre a museum specimen set away for safe- 

keeping. Both are needed. 

ai The limitation-of-rill idea has not developed rapidly. Since ites 

inception, @ new need for 1t has come to light, namely, the need of regulat- 

Be ing the mob of hunters as well as limiting the kill of game. There are al- 

in ready many localitics in the Nationel Forests where the hunters are thick 

rm enough to destroy the recreational value of the hunting ground, quite re- 

of gordiess of their effect on the game. This is true even on some of the 

yr "wilderness areas" set aside for wilderness recrostion. Unfortunately many 

“y hunters are too thick-skinned to be annoyed. Nevertheless it is unthinkable 

that the pubdlic-service value of the national property should be allowed to 

+ progressively deteriorete from overcrowding. Until we advanee enough to 

4 regulate human porulations, the only remedy is for the Forest Service, or 

> the state, to spread the same crowd over @ longer veriod (or possibly to re- 

t duce the crowd) through 2 lottery or turn-sbout system of hunting privileges. 

{ The seme will be even more necessery on mublic shooting grounds operated by 

the states. 

One basic question effecting the future is whether the atete Conserva- 

[ tion Devartmoents will improve rapidly enough to merit continuance of their 

primary control over National Forest game resources. There has been in- 

provement, but it is snotty and slow, and sometimes offset by relanses. 

If National Porest game alone were at stake, I wmld say the evidence better 

suvports a negative than a positive answer. But the game resources outside 

the National Forests demand « revolution in the quality of state leadership 

in any event. 

In conclusion, it may fairly ve said that game management has made a 

fair start in the National Forests; that the status of game in the gross
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mer or quantitative sense is less discouraging than/the country at large, and 

AS that game activities on the National Forests have svread a valuable leaven 

33 of ideas into the surrounding territories. The National Forests are the 

largest mblic shooting erounds operated by any nation. Neither their 

f vregent nor their votential social value as such are as yet appreciated. 

St Their management is beset by many perplexing difficulties, due to acceler- 

+: ating human pomlation pressure ani to leck of knowledge. The first cannot 

° as yet be helped. The second demands facts, and yet more facts. A relent- 

4% lesa search for facts, baclzed by a relentless determination to apply them 

2 to game management, is the chief future need. 

f The noxt most important need, in my opinion, is a more flexible con- 

; cantion of the relative imvortence of game and tinber production respectively. 

r The National Forests were founded on the assumtion of impending timber- 

L famine. Under this assumntion nearly every acre of Nationel Forest land, 

no matter how much or what quality of timber it would grow, has been dedi- 

cated to timber vroduction, with all other rossible "crops" relegated to 

: second place. 

The ensuing 25 years of so¢ial and economic evaluation have not under- 

mined the validity of the timber-famine ides, mt they have eplit it up 

into certain component parts which differ from each other. and they have 

added certain new ideas unheard of in 1905. The present situation in my 

mind sume ur ag follows: 

1. Timber-famine is more a matter of quality than quentity. {ft is the 

larre high-grade timber which will be scarce, and which will be least likely 

to de vroducedson private lands. 

2. Tinber-competition is as important as timber-famine. Wood must 

bettle for nerkets against a growing host of wood-subetitutes. 

3. In this battle, » complete re-alignment of wool-uses may take 

place. The ultimate placa of various kind end qualities of wood in the
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- national economy will be largely determined by the skill with which wood is 

z grown, advertised, harvested, and used. 

4. No one cen predict the outcome, but it is daily clearer that in 

; this battle, wood crown on rich secessible land under intensive forestry will 

have a competitive advantare over that grown on poor rough land. As in 

: eerioulture, marginal land will have to drop out of the race, or be used 

for other vurposes. 

5. Meanwhile, the existence of a recreation-famine, especially of a 

wilderness~recreation famine, has emerged as an incontrovertible fact. : 

6. The logical deduction is to eoncentrate silvicultural operations 

: on the richer and more oceessible portions of the National Yorests with 

envhesis on high-quality timber, and to dodieate the remaining portions 

primarily to recreational fonetions. These functions include game manage- 

ment, and various forms of recreation varying from wilderness areas on the 

one hand to tourist-oreas on the other.



DUCK LIMITS 

Aldo Leopold 5 

The Federal bag limit is not so mech a question of what is a fair 

day's limit as it is a question of vhat limit will fit the enormous varia- 

tion in conditions, 

Regions like the South and the West which have relatively contimous 

shooting could justly stand a lower limit than the middle West which usually 

has only a single flight of o fow dsys duration when the November storm 

comes down, 

The local hunter who lives near his shooting could justly stand a lower 

linit then the hunter who mst travel such ® long distance to a shooting 

ground that he ean only fo once &® year. 

The men of leisure who can hunt for weeks at ea stretch could justly 

stand « moh lower limit then the working man whose leisure is measured 

by ocensional half-days. 

All taken torether, these variables seem to me to argue for a rather 

liberal daily bag limit to take care of the man of restricted opportunities 

with ea rather severe possession limit end also a season limit to restrain 

the man who enjoys many opvortunitios. ; 

Savvosing, for instance, we had: 

Daily bag 15 dueks 
Possession limit 30 ducks 
Season limit 100 ducks 

Under such a system the “one-gallus man" in a poor region could take 

advantage of a really good day, when he happened to strike it right, by 

killing 15 ducks, - a generous allowance for anybody anywhere. 

The city man who has to travel s long way for a single anne] hunt 

Could bring back 30 ducks and spend four or five eventful days getting 

them, without resorting to the sometimes dubious exredient of interin shinnente. 

\
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On the other hafi@, the day-efter-day hunter (and he is the one that 

gete eway with the duck supply) would be up against the season limit of 100 

pirds or about 6-2/3 full limits. One hundred birds, even under the most 

favorable conditions, ought to be good for a dozen deys of hunting. It 

means a mess of ducks for a family every three days for three months. Who 

could reasonably ask for more than that? Yet, there are many men who now 

legally kill several times and even many times 100 ducks yearly. They 

consist rrincipally of two classes: (1) well-to-do club members, and (2) 

men who for one reason or another have leisure and live in favorable 

localities. The second category includes many “one-gallus" hunters. I | 

reveat that they are the men who vut the dent in the duck supply. 

Of course, the above system hinges on whether a season limit is 

enforeible, I admit that a eedeen limit would overate as a moral standard 

rather than as a rigidly enforcible legal requirement. But even in relatively 

unprogressive commnities every hunter has a pretty definite impression of 

how often his neighbor has gone hunting and what luck he had each time. 

Mental caleulations of his own and his neighbor's bag to date would quickly 

become a habit, and no man could flagrantly over-run the season limit with- 

out his neighbor knowing it. Accordingly, if the commnity were possessed 

of sort of concention of sporting ethics, the season hunt would be pretty 

substantially enforced by moral pressure. If it were not, neither the ' 

season limit or any other limit or law would be enforeidie in any real sense. 

A nation-wide season limit on migratory birds would be enormously ; 

helped by a compulsory report by each state license-holder of his geason's 

| bag. Such a report should, of course, be required by each state as a condi- 

tion for obtaining a new license, Its falsification should be punishable 

by revocation of the license privilege for a year or more. Bach state will 

| eventually have to adovt a report system anyhow. Why not do it now?
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Such a reporting system would likewise furnish e real basis for future 

: regulation of seasons end limits, and for a program of acquisition of 

f refuges end shooting grounds by doth state and national governments. It 

- 1g the logical followsmp of the Migratory Bird law, the Public Shooting 

2 Ground Bill, and the vorlens supporting measures which have been or will 

) be adopted by the several states. 

; The reporting system is no untried exveriment. Minnesota has denon~ 

; strated its workability and value. 

, The seagon limit is likewise rapidly passing out of the experlnental 

, stage. The last ten years have seen a steady growth of season limits as 

. applied to upland and big same. If they work for ruffed grouse, they ought 

to work even better on ducks, becamise of the more restricted nature of 

their haunts and the more conspicuous nature of the duck hunters equipment 

: and results. 

1 
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REORGANIZING OUR NATIONAL GAME FACTORY 

e, Aldo Leopold ~ United Stetes Forest Service. 

“e 
when © mamfacturing concern with a splendid plant, a highly desirable 

: product, and en unlimited market begins to fall in arrears, the stockholders 

, generally call a meeting to find out what is the matter. Sometimes they 

, find that in spite of tolerable efficiency in al] departments, the business is 

| in arrears because poorly orgenized. In such case they do the obvious thing - 

” reorgenize the business. 

| . It is time to call a meeting of the stockholders of the National Forests, 

2 the Big Gomdfaetory of America. In the opinion of the writer, it is time to 

; i reorganize at least one branch of the business. In spite of tolerable 

: efficiency in all departments, and notable suacess in producing range, 

‘ timber, and such major lines, the devartment devoted to protecting and 

R raising big same is not delivering the goods, Under existing organization, 

it cannot. And 5,000,000 Americans are clamoring for nore game. 

The National Forest Game Plant consists of __ acres of the roughest 

parts of Hast Afries, tt is, by naturel endowment, probably the finest game 

country in the world. With the excention of quite limited areas it is, as 

anatter of present fact, almost gameless. Millions of acres ore actually 

devoid of big came, and millions more retain a mere sprinkling - not 

enough to be called a "factory" at all in that sense of the word which 

implies an annual production of large numbers of killable game animals. 

The National Forests of Arizona and Mew Mexico, for exemple, are pro- 

| dueing, aceording to figures collected by the Forest Service, less than 

2,000 deer and about 1,000 wild turkey per yoor. Their srea ts twenty 

million acres, an ares as large as most of which, as far ag concerns both. 

i variety and quantity is almost the finest natural game country in the West, 

| These partioular Forests ought to be prodncing at least 20,000 deer, 30,000 

turkey, 100 elke, 1,000 mountain sheep, 1,000 antelope, and 1,000 Javelinas
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per year. No other industry or interest would suffer through maintaining a 

breeding stock adequate to turn out such an animel product, and its produe- 

tion would net the two states hundreds of thousands of dollars in cash, not 

. to mention sn even greater return in health and recreation for the mblic. 

: Conditions on these Forests are essentially typical of all the others. 

: Why are ‘none ¥orests running, as « game factory, ot less than one-tenth 

canacity? Because of the exheustion of the breeding stock. If you wish to 

| raise ten calves a year, you mst maintain fifteen cows and a bull to do it. 

; 4 It cannot be done otherwise. If the Southwest wants to raise 20,000 tek a 

; | year, it mst maintain 200,000 deer as breeding stock. It cannot be done 

: otherwise, 

. This, of course, is all very obvious and simple. The question is: 

Why hes the big came of our Forests been so managed as to allow the exhaus- 

tion of the breeding stock, and why is it now so managed that immediate and 

effective steps cannot be taken to restore it? 

To begin with, the game supply of the Rocky Mountains was hadly re- 

| duced before the National Torests were established. Its destruction was en 

| unnecessary but nevertheless actual incident » the conquest of the West. As 

: i is well known, it is our custom to consider the abuse of natural resources 

| &8 one of the essential forerunners of the march of vrogress. e now pre- 

} tend to have learned better, but we are doing it again, just the same, with 

the geme of Alaska. But that is somewhat aside from the story. 

Ynen the National Porests were established, it seemed desirable to 

make a reasonable effort to save the game from further depletion. But Forest 

Officers were confronted with the fact that the game was the property of the 

| State, and its administration met de under state laws,which they, as federal 

i offieers hed, no authority to amend, improve, or enforce. Weither was the 

| expenditure of Forest Service funds for game work legally possible. 

a
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en There was adopted what was probably the best possible makeshift at 

rd that time. The Forest Service entered into agreements with the various 

tt fitates, which provided thet Forest officers would hold commissions as 

ot demty state game wardens, and would enforce the game laws as far as they 

oo could without interferences with their other duties. In return the State 

would pay thelr expenses while doing so. The agreenents also provided that 

ao Forest Officers would report Gases they could not handle to the local dem- 

eT tles for action. But in general there were no local deputies who would de 

#1 enything - so that the imnortant vart of the egreement was mostly ornamental. 

oy% These agreoments are still in offect. They have worked out as well as 

to could heve been expected - which is not very well. Thoir fundamental de- 

feats are dusl authority and dual responsibility, with the attendant handi- 

qe cans of red tape, lack of initiative, and sbsence of constructive evolution 

ie of the work. ft is really « huce task. The Forest Officers of the Southwest, 

te for instance, have managed to eke out 15 convictions per year during the last 

two years. Most of the results have been educationel. Suffietent has been 

oh done in this line to lsy the foundations for a better system. 

oe Little has been done, but there te mch to do. The general requirements 

2 | of the situation ere as follows: 

2A (a) Law Enforcement. The writer has repeatedly made the public state- 

4 ment that the game lews in the Southwest are violated 100 times for every 

{3 offense thet 1s brought to book. The assertion has never been contradicted, 

and is believed to be a fact. It speaks for itself. ; 

smn The duty of locating and arresting an offender and taking him tocgourt 

to is not 2 pleasant one. The average man, will eavotd it if he can, and perticul- 

te arly if he has plenty of other work, which by various degrees of interpreta- 

to tion might be interfered with, With the Porest Ranger there is plenty of 

“9 | other work.
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By Aldo Cold, Torest Products Lab, 

By all odds the most important thing fron the standpoint of the Porester 

who soopverates with game officiels te the recent inpetus toward merit ae 

distinguished from patronage appointments in vortous State rane departments, 

Vey Mexteo sportamen, efter 8 yoars of uphill fighting. seem about to 

pass theiy dil] suthorising the Comsiseion (uaneld, convosed of sportenen), 

rather than the Governor, to employ the State fame Yarden. 

: Governor Hyde of Misaourl hres broken the vrecatent of doeades of 

polition] game woptens by arpointing Mr. Wielendy, 9 conservation worker and 

officer of the Izacr Walton League, oo State Game “arden. 

Oklahoma claing to heve tte department cut of velities. At the 

National Game Conferences there vas 2 surcrising rropertion of game officials 

who thought, spots, ate, and slent ways to sesomplich rane production, as 

distinguished from ways to nake a noive iike it. 

tm tome of the loss vrogressive States the reastionary ¢roune sre 

going to such extremes and the vrogreselve gronns getting so impatient 

that reforms moy be safely predicted to be in the offing. The ferment is 

svpeading. Outdoor Amerten te coming to renlize thet there is no use con- 

versing sbout game production without commetent oni enthuetastic official 

lesderchip to wot 1t into offect on the ground. 

The next most signifiesnt thing to forestors ia the growth of the 

podlie shooting eround iden, 1 ony "idea" rather than "bi11", decause the 

bill now in Congress, important se it ts, 19 only ono of mony of the inevi- 

table ramifieationap? the principle of public semisition of reeroation 

| sveas, their dediestion to some srecialised forme of recreation and
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their administration as units of a system offering many specialized forms 

oo of play to each commnity. Of course there is nothing new about the prin-~ 

ciple. Landscave and recreation engineers heave urged it for decades, and 

the Forest Service has actually used it up to a certain voint. But now the 

public has discovered it and wants it pushed meh further. Right now 

’ drainage and clude have pushed the “one-gallus" duck hunter off the map, 

7 end in the Tublie Shooting Crounds Bill he is serving notice thet he wents 

Sea on, and is willing to pey collectively for the privilege. His wishes 

. should, and will, prevail. 

x But there are other sorts of “one-gallus" men in Outdoor Ameries. 

There is the man who likes to make wilderness Imnting trips, and who means 

, canoes and pack miles, not motor and golf stockings, when he saye "wildere. 

. ness." There is not a doubt in the vorl4 that cood roads, gasoline, and 

gumner resorts sre pushing him off thenmap. Yet he mst be recloned with 

: in all far-sighted vlans of development. The public in its entirely com- 

. mondeble zeal for motorized recreation grounds to accomnodate the golf 

: stoekings met not entirely overlook the wilderness hunter. He could be 

accommodated very nicely in regions best suited for that curpose and not 

Peally adapted to the motorized form of development, "vup-on-edge” regions 

, that weren't laid out for roads anyhow, And Tf mean regions, not merely 

: a bush to sit behind and practice the diamond hitch. 

: Yorgetting the wilderness man is such an easy ond natural mistake 

to make, beaause for centuries he has needed no attention - there was al- 

weys plenty of room for him out on the edge of things. But now our redl- 

r roads have pushed the edge of things off into the Pacific, end our imotor 

roads are pushing the remmantes up over the timber linc. All I om arguing 

| for is to demotorize our plans for those remnants before it is too late. 

|



HISTORY OF GAME PROTECTION IN NEW MEXTCO 

$ Aldo Leopold 
: Formerly Secretary, Mew Mexico Game Protective Association 

> Previous to 1914, game protection in New Mexleo followed closely the 

} ideas and aetivities then prevalent in most States. The State Game Depart- 

1 ment was directed by a politically appointed ous worden, with a meager 

force of paid deputies and little or no accountability to any superior officer 

, and little or no support from the public. Any efforts ab constructive work 

f were hopelessly handicapped by unstatle tenure of office, limited authority, 

e insufficient funds, and lack of any concrete program or cooperation on the 

part of the sportsmen and conservetionists of the State. Several local or- 

ganizations of sportsmen had been formed from time to time, but their efforts 

D toward improvement of conditions were sporadic end consisted princinally of 

5 minor seated chies tinkering. 

, In 1914, under the leadership of Miles ¥. Burford, a strong soortemen's 

i agsogiation was formed at Silver City, and soon after a similer one was 

. formed at Albumeraue. The efforts of these tyvo associations to workwiith 

, each other and with the State Game Department soon demonstrated the need for 

, & state-wide organization, which was dully orgenized early in 1916 with the 

x participation of the State Game Department. It was called the New Hexieo 

t Game Protection Association. 

; The first fow yesrs of the association's activities were confined to a 

general educational campaign to arouse public sentiment and to crystallize 

: public thought on the concrete problems in need of section. This educational 

v work was conducted lergely through the association's quarterly paper, “The 

, Pine Cone", toward the suprort of which the Permanent Wild Life Protection 

P Fund contributed valucble financial aid. 

: The association attempted from the start to improve the machinery of 

the State Game Department, but this attemnt wes not very fruitful by reason
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of the fect that it failed to crample with the fundamental question of 

reorganizing the department from the bottom up, by removing it from the 

field of political pabeonage and remodeling it for the performance of a 

technical service in edition to mere police duties. 

: In 1920 the Game Protective Association matured a plan for the re- 

: organization of the State Gane Devartment, and embodied that plan in « bill 

a which was presented to the Legislature early in 1921. The dill provided 

: for an unpaid commission of three men who were to constitute a Board of 

; Directors in full charge of the game resources of the State. It conferred 

c on this Board full authority to hire their own executive officers, full 

a regulatory powers to declare suitable open or closed seegons in any locality 

at any time, authority to establish « system of game and bird refuges by 

: proclamation, authority to establish and operate fish hatcheries, authority 

to manage the funds of the Gane Depsrtment, and, in general, to make such 

} rules and remlations and establish such service as might be necessary for 

: the management of the game and fish resources of the State. The Bill pro- 

; vided for a graduated change of versonnel, each incoming Governor annoint- 

, ing one Commissioner. This was aimed to secure contimiity of volley. 

. By this time the 4ssoctation was able to bring to bear the united 

) support of fourteen local organizations commrising over 1000 merbers. The 

Rew bill became a campaign tsene and was indorsed in the platform of both 

: parties. The Legislature duly passed it, but with one vital amendment. 

This amendment retained the state game warden as on annointee of the Governor 

j rather than of the Commission, thus, of course devriving the Commission of 

the full euthority necessary to oxeeute its policies. This «amendment re- 

| tained the volitieal natronage of the valid offices of the Department in the 

hande of the party in vower, and was only accented by the sportsmen as a 

| [ temporary concession to the old order.
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q While the new bill feiled to change the complexion of the patd officers 

i of the Department, it mst be said to the credit of both political parties 

. that the calibre of the unvaid commissioners appointed under the new dill 

; hag beon gratifyingly high from the outset. The new comaissioners, with the 

assistance of the local associations, vroseeded immediately to establish a 

" system of ble game refuges in the mountainous sections of the State and a 

; system of waterfowl refnges along the Rio Grande. Valucble cooperation 

‘ from the U. S. Forest Service was obtained tn the selection and opers=tion 

. of the big came refuges within the National Forests. 

: At each suecessive Lerisiature the Association renewed its attemt to 

: roves! the vitlating amendment which perretuated political control of the 

; state come warden's offied, but these attempts were not successful until 

; 1925, when the aprointment of the state came warden was finally placed in 

. the hands of the State Came Commission. 

. Meanwhile the Commisaion had made steady vrogress in building the 

. foundations of a system of game manerement. The refuge system ie by now 

i. fairly complete, consisting of shout f rty big seme and a dozen waterfowl 

a refuges. A central fish hatchery has been esteblished on the Pecos River, 

and is being supplemented by a system of smell one-man hatcheries in the 

- inaeeeestble distriets, torether with a system of rearing ponds on many of 

a the imoortant streams. Tew enforcement, with the becking of the local 

: associations, hag improved to the extent of trebling the revenues of the 

; Department. In the Silver City region there hes been in successful ope7a- 

tion for three years 2 svectel form of cooperative patrol in which the 

State, the loeal associetions, and the Forest Service 211 pool their resources 

r in a common plan for handling the big-game season. It has worked s0 successfully 

that it is being extended to the other big-cane regions of the! State. Predatory- 

: animal eontrol conducted by the Biologics] Survey in esoperation with the State 

and live-stock interests has contributed greatly to the actual improvement of
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‘ game conditions. 

; In general, New Mexico has built solid foundations for a system of 

, wild-life management. ‘while « few of the rare or badly depleted species 

; like Antelope, Mountain Sheep, and Ptarmigan have continued to decrease, 

: the principal game species have probably held their own during the last 

. decade. Wild-life management is confronted by four almost insuperable 

. handicaps: (1) the tremendous area to be- administered, (2) extremely 

: meager funds, (3) the almost universal deterioration of vegetable cover due 

to over-graging, and (4) the almost universal extension of good roeds. On 

' the other hand, New Mexico probably has a more active, intelligent body of 

: organized sportsmen than any other State in the West. In spite of her 

. hendicans, there is © reasonable hope that with the continuance of past 

' efforts by Federal, State, and private agencies the State's wild life can 

be fairly well conserved. 

4 
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cosas Chamber of Commerce 
by Aldo Leopold, Secretary. 

THE BIRD LIFE OF NEW MEXICO 

sy 

New Mexico is not only a state full of bird life - it is a veritable 

a aviary. It is a bird-garden, in which are gathered, under one roof, as it 

rf were, representatives of bird life from the four corners of the earth. The 

i$ reason for this extrsordinery veriety is not hard to find. It arises from 

7 the fact that New Mexico embraces so many dif*erent kinds of country. Birds 

zcf of the eretic tundra - birds of the Mexican jungle; birds of the treeless 

™ plains - birds of the farm end orchard; birds of the piney woods - birds of ; 

3 the sagebrush and send; birds of the lakes and rivers - birds of the barren 

[+ hills; birds of the ocesn and air - birds that burrow underground, - all 

0 these. and more, find a cengenial home somewhere in New Mexico. Selentists 

a tell us there are over three hundred and twenty bird svecies native to the 

is state. If New Mexicans are wise, they will not suffer the destruction of a 

¢ single svecies of this rich heritage. 

Is New Mexico a waterless desert? lookine down on the state, as it 

were, from above, it is a little white bird which conclusively gives the 

lie to this very common assumption. This little white bird is the arctic 

vtarmigan. ven the seasoned traveller naturally associates the ntarmigan 

with dim wastes of Alaskan tundra, - with midnight suns and caribou; with 

the great white reaches of the "land of little sticks". But New Mexico 

also has her lend of little sticks: Ask the mountaineer of Sangre de 

Christo Range, end he will take you there. High up on the naked timberline 

peaks beside little snow-fed lakes fringed with eretic wild flowers, you 

will find the ptarmigan. Only a few to be sure, and those rigidly protected 

by game lews, and by rewards offered by the New Mexico Game Frotective Assoc- 

lation for the apprehension of vandals who molest them. But still they are 

ptarmigan, - enow white in winter as they cruise sbout on feathery snowshoes} 

| vrown-white in summer as they make their nests among the lichen-covered 

i‘
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grenite crags. And with then you will find the little rabbit-eared cony, 

the whistling marmot, the little drowfish conifers, the scant grasses and 

v2 willow bushes, and 411 the proper settings for a little aretic islend in the 

ow sky. 

se In flat countries a thousand miles of transitional territory separates 

4 the home of the ptarmigan from the pine woods. In New Mexico the two are 

is hardly more than » stone's throw apart. Flanking every mountain range of 

be the state is o broad belt of coniferous timber, which lies mostly within 

‘ the National Forests, and ts endowed with its own collection of n-tive birds, 

4 including dozens of especially interesting species. 

mr The characteristic bird of the New Mexico pinerles 1s the wild turkey. 

o These Southwestern pineries are, in fact, the only place where thie typically 

: American bird, so permanently interwoven with our National history end 

. traditions, is sti11 to be found in suffietent mmbers to afford the 

ordinary traveller or vacationist even s slender chance of seeing one. 

a "Surkies", ag Lewis and Clarke called them, are scarce enough, even in 

t New Mexieo, but if the efforts of the State's bird-conservationists are 

i. successful they will remain for all time an interesting feature of the 

‘ Southwestern National Forests. A flock of wild gobblers is a splendid 

} sight, and well worth many days travel to see. 

a To the eastern bird-lover, the most amazing performer among the 

; pinery birds is the little gray water ousel. The ousel frequents the cold 

: @ushing trout-streams of the mountain sloves. He frequents them literally. 

. He lives not by, but in the ice-cold snow water of the Alpine torrents. He 

' does not even swim - but walirs among the drinving boulders, quite indifferent 

as to whether his circumembient medium is the water or the air. ut the 

final touch the astonishment of his beholder comes when he flies "avat!* 

| inte the very face of a roaring waterfall end diseppears therein. Only the 

initiated imows that he has gone to his nest, which is often built on the
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7, cold wet rocks behind the wall of water - safe from every preying thing that 

dd creeps or swims or flies, 

be Hundreds of other birds likewise frequent the pineries. Faintly 

fe cheeping flocks of vygmy nmutheatches animate the vine boughs; gaily rainted 

hummingbirds dart like little meteors above the flowered carvet of the woods; 

{3 vend-talled piceons boom and coo in the teps of the towering fir-trees, and 

aif maybe @ splendid blue-grouse will thunder out from under the stroller's feet 

fF) and disappear into quivering curtain of aspen leaves. And in the evening 

it the ringing melody of the thrush echoes from out some still abyss againet 

rt the hushed thickets of the mountain sides. 

"glow the vineries lies an ocean of rolling cedar-covered foothills. 

IT dutum is the time to see the foothills of New Mexico, and the Pinion day 

A io the bird whose memory is indelibly assoctated in the mind of the dird- 

t lover with the foothil! country. Greet flocks of these rollicking fellows 

° wander about among the sntey groves of cedar ond sinion, rending the erisv 

" eutumn air with their merry cries, and conductins themselves for ali the 

% world like a floalk of shouting schoolboys out on #8 mutting tour of »« sunny 

e Saturday afternoon. PinSneros they are called by the native people. The 

2 name has a ring to it which is sinmlarly aovropriste. Sranish names possess 

. this quality of musical deseription to a extraordinary degree - witness also 

the cadomices, or little blvue-gray foothil! quail, known to seience as the 

. scaled partridge. The word has no partioular liters] meaning, but it some~ 

, how fits these swift-footed little fellows ag they dart to cover among the 

{ sege bushes with raised crests and soft whistles of alarm. 

; Penning out from the foothills in great graceful svaeps, measured not 

; in miles, but in scores of miles, lie the New Mexieo plains. Bven these 

great reaches of treeless country have their distinctive birds, - nostily 

| qulet little sparrows, threshers, and lar’s that flit noiselessly from one
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2 Little clump of snskeweed or pingue to another. The most characteristic 

e pird of the plains is the burrowing owl. He often inhabits the prairie-dog 

towns, where he sits solemly blinking at the mouth of his burrow. The 

P real relation, or lack of relation, between this little owl and his prairie- 

A dog neighbors vresents an interesting field for ornithological study which 

f has by no means been exhausted. 

# The nearly birdless plains are a fitting interlude to prevare the 

® traveller for that real paradise of birds - the river valley. PFlenked by 

; miles of treeless mesas, these valleys are like ribbons of oasis, threading 

E the state in every direction, end crowded vith birds of « hundred varieties. 

. In the spring the grassy yegag ring with meadowlark music. Along the edges 

> of the cotton wood bosque flash red and yellow teanagers, bright blue gros- 

beaks, and long-tsiled magpies resplendent in black end white. Woisy chate 

scold from the willow thickets, and in the hedgerow and orchard thdvestern 

nockingbird sings all day and all night. Slee: waterfowl svlesh and play 

on every pond, end swift winged doves dart in end out of the gnarled old 

. cotton woods that line the roadside end the banks of the Irrigation ditches. 

In the valleys of the southern pert of the state the traveller also finds many: 

unfamiliar species that belong to 01d Mexieo. The rose-colored pyrrimloxia, 

the vermillion flycatcher, the white-neeked raven, the white-winged dove, the 

diminitive ground deve, end a dozen other semi-tronicel species furnish @ 

real treat to the bird-lover. And ocessionally,in the southern foothills, 

the persistent observer may even find several species of parotts and 

paroquets, so rare that the scientists are not yet ready to recognize them 

as duly suthenticated visttore on our side of the international boundary. 

But they are there, and who knows how many other spectes not yet scientifically 

recorded. It is a rich field for the ornithologist - this vordér country - 

| > truly thrilling @iscovertes are vet to de made in it.
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tr New Mexia is one of the few western states which has awakened to the 

ie interest and value of her bird life. Wational Bird Refuges have been 

¢ established on the waters impounded by the Elevhant Butte Dam and the 

+ Carlsbad Dam, and the New Nexico Game Protective Association is now can- 

6 paigning for the establishment of a third Refuge at Stinking Lake, which 

# is one of the most wonderful breeding grounds for waterfowl in the whole 

west. The bird-lovers and real sportsmen of New Mexico are making © really 

3 earnest effort to prevent the destruction of the wonderful variety of wild 

. life with which nature has endowed their state. Thoy have begun by eliminat- 

; ing partisan politics from their state game department, which has resulted 

r in a mech better enforcement of the game laws. Forging ahead under their 

. Slogan “Remember the Buffalo", the outlook on the actual practice of wild 

j life conservation in the state {s a particularly favorable one.



THE CONSERVATION PRESS 

Aldo Leopold 

: 

, A generation ogo the function of a sportsman's magazine was to tell 

) its readers how to hunt game. 

r Today, whether we like it or not, thet function hes changed. The 

: present job is to tell how to provide game to hunt and how to provide a 

, place te hunt it. The snorting magazine has become the conservetion press. 

) We readers are ready enough to admit that time has thus handed the 

magagine a new and heavy job. But do we realize that by the same token time 

has handed us a new job too? Do we sense the fact that the title of "sports- 

men", which could once be earned by exhibiting a modieun of enthusiasm, 

ethics and skill as s menber of a mtual admiration society, (1 speak 

humorously and include myself) now requires in sdiition the willineness 

and the ability to help steer a vast cooperative enterprise? 

Onee when my finencial shell-vest was a bit emty T cancelled my sub- 

scription to a certain sporting magazine. ‘The editor cane back with a 

friendly inquiry asking why. 1 replied: "Beemse I am interested in game 

man qgement and your magazine runs almost entirely to hunting yerns®. "Yes," 

he said, "that true, but my resters went the yarns. They won't nay for 

anything else." ji 

His reply contains the basic issue of conservation, especinlly game 

conservation. The basic issue ts this: Do we want outdoor recrestion as 

long sc it “tomes easy", or do we need outdoor recreation even though we 

heve to workeand think for it? 

I suppose some would add: "and vay for it". 1 omit the pay as in- 

cidental. Certainly we mst vay, but cash alone is never going to conserve 

the opnortunity to hunt es part of an all-American standard of living. 

| Game conservation in the American sense is really a new thing in human 

&
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history. It is a great social experiment. It proposes to make every acre 

of land, regardless of ownership, produce two simultaneous cronvs; first a 

crop of sconomic materials, second a crop of human exnerience, and this in 

#3 spite of the obvious fact that any direct personal economic incentive to 

produce the second will often be lacking. It is a highly technical job to 

at grow oven @ single crop on land, witness agronomy, animal husbandry, forestry. 

fg It ig a still more technical job to grow two and dovetail both to mtual 

advantage. 

ee Now the conservation press is really the technical journal of the Amer- 

os jean sportsman. It is the medium through which he must teach and learn game 

fn management. He is like other technical men in that he cannot possibly do 

2 his job without such a medium. He is unlike other technical men in thet he 

ef pays instead of being paid for his work. He is a new thing under the sun, - 

& a non-profit coonerative technician. 

Of course he will have to employ « few full-time managers for his 

d ecoonerative organization and full-time researchers to untangle the scientific 

t knots. It is hieh time he established schools to train such men, Gan you 

B imagine a cooperative croup of engineers entrusting their leadership and . 

t their research to untrained laymen? 

/ Let no snorteman thin for a minute that came management because & 

technical subject is therefore a dry one. It has in it as many edventures, 

mente) and vhysical, as hunting itself. I+ raises woodcraft from the status 

of a versonal ornament to that of an implement of progress. The search for 

, knowledge of life histories takes on the dignity of true research, livery 

hunting or fishing trip becomes a scientific exnedition, 

The consolidation of two of our important svortsmen's magazines seems 

| ® suitable oceasion to reflect upon these things. Outdoor life has already 

+
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aid 

to shown © strong tendency in the direction of game management. This is 

= simply my personal plea, as one of its readers, that we support and en- 

ee courage this tendency. 
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For Scientific American 

GAME MANAGEMENT - A NUW FIELD FOR SCTEVOE 

; Aldo Leopold 

le 

de The flood of science which has inundated the affairs of everyday life, 

So hag, like any other ewift current, exhibited certain Dack-washes or eddies. 

For a long time one of these "slow spots" was agriculture, - the art of pro- 

ducing crops of domesticated plants and animals. There is still another 

"slow spot" which has just begun to feel the impetuous onset of the scientific 

method. This is game management--the art of producing crops of yiJd enimals 

for recreational use. 

The "vest" game crop is of course that which has produced itself, with- 

out human aid or interference. It is ineressingly evident, however, that 

in settled countries the entire lack of human aid means the ultinsbe oblitera- 

tion of wild game, and also the obliteration of the various field sports and 

recreations involved in its pursuit. 

Some kinds of game can, of course, be confined and artificially vropa- 

gated, but the costs ver head are high, while the product, even after release 

to the fields and woods, leeks "that something" which the American sports- 

man demands in his quarry. Hence artificial provagation, while an invelu- 

able source of “seed stock", is not by itself » sufficient anewer to the 

question of gama shortage. : 

Wild animals, umder ideally favorable conditions, increase with inered- 

ible repidity. Is there not some way in which a part of the trenendous 

"breeding potential” can ve realised, - sone way in which, by increasing 

the wild survival, an abundant annual crop of wild game can be restored? 

Yo search for an answer to this question, some of the industries 

affected vy the decline in the game supply have financed a "Game Survey." 

| 4 modern Solomon might say "of the making of surveys there is no end," : 

but lebel it what you will, this Survey is on attempt to apuraise the 

chances for game restoration in America. It hes so far examined a block
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of eight states in the tipper Mississippi Valley. A report of its findings 

has been recently published.” 

es The fundamental reason for game scarcity in this region, the report 

we says, is a new entity without a name. A name for it has been borrowed from 

i the physicist and the electrical engineer. It is “environmental resistance." 

es The meaning is this: "Slick and clean" agriculture has removed the game 

a food and cover, and thus increased the resistance which the environment 

oe offers to natural increase. Hence a lesser fraction of the breeding potential 

. is realized; hence game is decreasing. 

in A sample of the evidence on which the findings of the Gane Survey are 

oe based is the analysis of sail "density" (pomlation per unit area) in 

et various states. A quail census was made of nearly 400 sample ranges, each 

ee about the size of an ordinary farm, and the density of each commted by ) 

: dividing the ouail pomlation by the ares. A map of these densities shows 

low ecbundence to prevail in the prairie farming regions, whether shot or 

ms unshot, and esvecially where farming custom hes decreed the renovel of hedge 

ae fences and fencerows which serve as quail cover. The sao shows high den- 

ce sities to prevail in the semifarmed Ozark foothills, and along the river- 

oe breaks of the prairie states, where brushy woodlots, draws, and fencerows 

— are still found, but where grain is also available for winter food. low 

we densities, on the other hand, prevail in the high Ozarks, where there is 

5 endless cover bt little grain. 

.. The ponelusion indicated is that environmental resistance to quail 

=e inereasesis least where agricultural methods happen to provide food and 

: cover in close juxtaposition, but that the resistence rises where either factor 
sits 

ty pat + Game Survey of the Worth Central States," Americon Game Association, 
il Washington, D. G. 1931. 

xa 1i0 : :
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to gets “out of balance" with the other, 

| fhe same "low" is apparent from an historical study of food and 

cover chenges on a single farm through a long period of time. The Report 

2 cites the Phil M. Smith farm in Missouri (see diagram) which, in 1923, 

td supported over 200 quail. At that time it was a "backward" farm, with plenty 

(F of brushy dréews, hedges, and on ungrazed woodlot. For the next five years 

% its owner, who had just graduated from an agricultural college, subjected it 

© to the vcrocess of "modernization." As the livestock, brush-grubbing., and 

} fence-clearing on this farm increased, the quail decreased. tn 1929 less 

than half the original quail pomlation remained. The Report says: 

nd “There has undoubtedly been a large incrense in the sale value of the 
farm, due to the enhanced working capital of livestock, fertility, and 

¥ pasture area. 
"The question is, however, whether this enhanced value of the farm as 

'e a productive agricultural unit could not have been attained without so 

: heavy a sacrifice of its game-producing capecity. 
h "There can be no absolute yes or no answer to this question. The 

answer is a matter of degree. 
ft "The question is statewide, because thousands of farmers are doing, 

or will eventually do, the same thing. A powerful and extremely effective 

3 machinery is maintained in each county at governmental expense to hasten the 
process, and to show the farmer how. Could not this same machinery show him 

+ how to conserve at least a vart of his game-vroducing capacity, if he cares 
to do so for either pleasure or profit? 

¢ "To illustrate concretely whet tg meant by ‘conserving game-producing 
capacity! on an improved ferm, the map depicts an imaginary reconstruction 

é of the quail coverts on the Smith farm, and the hypothetical resvonse in 
quail population. The intent is to show how 'concentrated' coverts can be 

S squeezed into odd corners without sserifice of valuable ecrenge. Whether 

agricultural experts would approve this particular reconstruction is sot 
F; known. Probably not. The major plea is thet they start experiments on this 

question, and tell the farmers what perticular measures for the benefit of 
fame woud neet with their apvroval, and what response in game might be 
expected, 

The technical process of adapting agriculture and game production to 

; 
each other, - this art of raising same as & wild by-vroduct of the land, 

: the revort calls “Game Manegement." I offers an almost virgin field for 

f the practiesl application of biologieal science. Its techniques are just 

beginning to be develoved. To hasten their development, and start the
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a training of a professional class competent to apoly them, the ammnition 

i industry has set uv a series of research fellowships at several universities 

2 or agricultural colleges. One in Minnesota is studying the management of 

. Ruffed Grouse, at Wiseonsin the management of Bobwhite Quail, at Michigan 

of Hungarian Partridge, at Arizona of Gambel Quail. Under the eye of the 

= agriculture] authorities, and with the advisory guidance of the U.S. Biological 

. Survey, these "Game Fellows" are amassing a body of skill on how to raise 

wild game on modern farms and in modern forests. The keynote of the whole 

: venture is to find out what slight modifications in netheds of managing the 

. primary efop will decrease the environmental resistance to the increase of 

games 

Ny That agricultural crovs are overproduced is now universally admitted. 

é It would seem to follow that the dedication of the poorer parts of thousands 

ei of farms to valuable game crops would be an economic move for the farmer, and 

as a substantial answer to the unsolved question of game conservation. Game is 

. the only land erop in which there is no present or vrospective overproduc- 

[ tion. An unlimited market for hunting privileges existe in the form of five 

s million hunters, annually licensed by our various states to hunt a game 

° ¢rop which in many regions is gradually passing out of existence. 
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: Game Policy Symposium 
Ameriéan Game Conference 
Nov. 28, 19392 

. THE AMERICAN GAME POLICY of PREDATORS 

> : Aldo Leopold 
<6 

wt The Game Policy passed by this Conference in 1930 is, of course, not 

to vinding on ite members as individuals, but when many members, in their 

mss canecity as game officinis, wree policies in contravention of it, it is 

we binding upon the Policy Committee to call mbite attention to that fact, 

Sw and to urge that either the national or the local policy be amended, 

ov One of the seven “standards” for vredator control sugeested by the 

ad national policy is that rare predators should not be controlled, and no 

:3 species should be exterminated over large areas. Yet on page 31 of the 

1931 Proceedings of this Conference, a speaker points with pride to a a 

$7 state which offers cash prizes to farm boys in a vermin-control contest 

to conducted on the lines of the old-fashioned "side-hunt," with 15 points 

es allowed on Duckhawks. ; 

ig Ts it necessary for me to explain thet the duckhawk is one of she 

y rerest and most beautiful of our raptors, and being rare, is worth far more 

4 to the public then the game it may destroy? One ornithologist estimates 

‘3 there are two nesting pairs left in the state in question. A few more are 

seen during migration. 

We have in predator control moot questions by the dozen, in which any 

one of a dozen opinions may be right, but there can hardly be more than 

one oninion on offering sportsmen's money 2s a crise for the extermination 

of a rare species. 

The point at issue is no mere biological peesdillo. There happens to 

be a minority of citigens, including myself, who get as meh thrill out of 

' Seeing a duckhewk as in seeing 2 swan or an antelope. There is e larger 

| majority who cannot distinguish a due hawk from an airplene, and who
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neither know nor cere whether the species exists. Both groups have the 

same constitutional right to their respective personal attitudes. But when 

the majority, in disregard of the growing volume of minority protests, 

nté attempts to use public money end public officers to steamroller a species 

eas out of existence, then we suffer the tyranny of the mod. 

sid Duckhawks are so rare that if every one in the United States were 

hes annihilated today, it could not possibly enlarge next year's game crop by 

one-tenth of one ver cent. Hence we cannot condone mech actions by pleading 

tan that biologists disagree over the destructiveness of the species. wWhat- 

are ever demage the duckhaw inflicts cannot be material. 

per If the cethice of this matter be not understood, mayde the volitics 

ate will be clearer. I know of three states in which the sportsmen sre sub- 

ro mitting to this winter's legislatures novel but promising solutions of the 

fe problem of total closure on quail. The future of quail shooting depends 

on their enectment. These solutions are too new and unfemiliar to cass in 

ert the face of substantial objection. Need we be surprise! if the bird-lovers, 

ot gmarting under the lash of our majority whip in the metter of predators, re- 

uid fhse to entrust us with new powers and responsibilities in the matter of 

soe quail? 

I admit f have chosen an extreme case to illustrate my point, and that 

ao for eech case there are s hundred others the merits of which are biologically 

sia debatable. For once, however, I am not talking biology, but rether human 4 

*6 attitudes. The danger lies not in debstes--for these signify that somebody 

is learning something--but rether in our often ruthless assumption that there 

aed is nothing to debate about, our frequent disresvect for dissenting opinion, ; 

yer our tacit belief that because we as sportsmen pay the bills and constitute 

it ® majority, we are free to follow what we congeive to be our interest, and
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ae jet the long-haired naturalists weep if they will! 

These attitudes have been aggravated during the past year by the un- 

dd fortunate ettenpts of news-mongers to induce Jack Miner and other practicing 

a conservationists to pontificate on this predator question. It is time for : 

- somebody to say flatly that little as the scientist knows about it, the 

woodeman tyne of neturalist knows even less. Tach is familiar with certain 

a bolts, wheels, and belts of the biological engine which we call Nature, dut 

ae that does not mean that either is competent to change ite Jesign, or to 

dt discard and destroy what he conceives to be unneeded parts. Nobody is, yet. 

‘be It is not his engine, enyhow end once stalled, we cannot buy a new one. 

All through history tyrannical majorities have condoned their acts of 

hae violonce on the grounds of punishing “wickedness.” The hawk which kills 

bie my vheagant is wicked and ernel, and hence mst die. Some haw:s tn some 

a situations doubtless should die, but let us at least admit that we kill 

3 the hawk out of self-interest, and in doing so we act on exactly the same 

“a notives as the hawk did. 

a. Bird-lovers would have scant complaint if predator-control were resorted 

- to reluctantly, selectively, and only ofter other measures fail to restore 

ea the game. As a matter of fact, however, predetor-contro] cempaigns are 

usually indiscriminate, and are resorted to before anything else has been 

ise tried. 1 could name a dozen states using miblic money for wholesale "fermin" 

‘of campaigns which have never lifted e finger to bring about wholesale food or 

se cover improvements. : é 

ws Conferences like this vresent a danger, as well as an opportunity. As 

= we sit in our compact circle of mitual understanding, we may possibly forget 

* that there is such « thing as a sporting attitude toward other grouns, as 

Be wall as toward game and toward each other. Above all, it is the essence of 

voth svortsmanshin and setence habitually to doubt our own ability to truly 

Understand all that we see in nature, i
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR, IXEMOTO 

ms September 13, 1918. 

Bird Plen for University Cagms 

os As a result of an inspection of the University campus yesterdey morning 

ie by Icemote and myself, I recommend the following measures to increase the 

ue attractiveness of the University grounds from the standpoint of birds. 

ae Cover and Food Plants. Northwest of Rodey Hall, near the clump of wild 

nee bamboos, and north of the garden where it adjoins the golf course, are two 

ut sproyes or sinks, which have deen dammed and where water collects. Both of 

nth these places should be planted thickly next Merch with the native gray 

} willow at the rate of at least one or two cuttings per square yard. These 

cuttings may be obtained anywhere along the Rio Grende and should be 18 

fy inches long, thrust about 16 inches into the ground. By cutting the ditch 

- banc, the ground can be previously softened for this purpose. Within a 

ae year these cuttings will produce a dense thicket and efford admireble cover 

wo for birds. I do not advocate these bush willows along the ditches them- 

oe! selves for fear of clogging then, and spoiling their accessibility for garden 

work. 

“ The outside edces of the ditches which surround the garden should be 

oe Planted with yellow willow cuttings approximately 20 feet apart with the 

ee idea of training them to a single stem and to about the height of 6 feat 

™ and then pollarding them. ‘These pollarded willows will be very effective 

on from a landscaping standpoint and will also furnish good cover for birds 

PP without spoiling the diveies. Cuttings may be used from the size of small 

switebes such es recommended for gray willows to the size of limbs 8 or 10 

bi 4 feet long sunk into the ground like fence posts. The larger the cuttings, 

i? the quicker results will be obtained. There te one yellow willow on the 

few R. BE. Dietz farm from which these cuttings could be obtained. Some nursery ‘ 

pet! houses also handle these willows. 

IT
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‘ Seattered in among the willows in places as widely separate as possible, 

there should also be half a dozen mulberry trees planted as summer feed for 

birds. Mulberry trees can %& bought for about 50 cents each from any nursery. 

By selecting several varieties, a succession of berry crops ean be obtained. 

we At various places on the campus, end especially around the walls of 

$s 

oe buildings, the following food and cover crops could be planted to very good 

advantages 

a Berberis Thunberzii, shrub, 2 feet high, berries are good winter 
: feed. Obtained from any nursery. 

ry Algerita, evergreen shrub, 10 feet high, berries sre good winter 

feed. Can be dug up at certain places in the Mountains. 

e Red berried Hider, shrub, 10 feet high, berries are excellent 

“ summer feed. Can be dug un almost anywhere in the mountains. 

} Mountain Cholecherry, shrub, 10 feet high, fruit is excellent 
summer feei. Can be dug un almost anywhere in the mountains. 

é 
Hackberry, tree, the eastern variety can be obtained from some 

i mursery, and the western varicty can be dug uy at certain places 

: in the foothills. The berries are excellent winter feei for birds. 

a7 

" Persian Rese. This is the common yellow rose, and can be obtained 

from any nursery or ct various places throughout Alpucuerme. Very 

' hardy, and makes excellent cover for birds. 

F Wild Rese. While not suitable for the cams, itself, it would 

do well along ditches, and other places whore trees or large 
shrubs would not be desirable. Excellent cover for birds and 

: the fruits are also eaten during winter by robins. 

Virginia Creeper, Japanese Ivy, and Wnglish Ivy are aleo excellent 

vines to plant on buildings, and furnish berries which are relished 

: by robins, blue birds and wood peckers during the winter months. 

; The Virginia Creeper requires special support, but the other two 

: climb on a bare wall. 

Native honeysuckle, which can be dug up anywhere in the mountains 

is also an excellent cover for birds and can be trained an old 

| dead trees, fences, etc. 

All of the foreroing vlants are recommended in the beltef that they 

will thrive in the soil and moisture conditions around the University. 

Bird Houses. The cammn alresly has almost ae many bird houses as it 

| sen mecesesfully carry, but they are poorly placed.
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aie All of the wren houses should be removed from the trees in which they 

| s are now vieced, and placed near to thickets and vines such as are found 

: : around the swimming rool, on the dining hall, and near the pine plantation, 

ens They should not be hung from a limb but should be hung on a house among vines 

hse or on trees among thick limbs so es to be at least vartially screened. 

ae The biue bird hovses will do in their present locations as nesting sites 

for linnets. They will not, however, attract blue birds as this species does 

not nest in so low an elevation. 

Three or four wood necker houses could be profitably added to the 

existing colleetion, and should be placed high uo on the trunks of the 

lerger trees, such as are found north of Rodey Hall, and surrounding the 

pine plantation. 

Only a very limited success need be expected with the wren houses until 

@ larger amount of vines end shrubbery have been rrovided. : 

It would de on interesting experiment, althongh by no means #n assured 

success, to erect a martin house somewhere on the camms. This should be 

placed on the tov of a special vole 20 feet from the ground and clear from 

trees or other obstrvetions. Martins have so far not been successfully attracted 

in Albucnerque, but if they could once be started here, they would return every 

year afterward end constantly increase in mmbers. The neerest nesting colony 

that I mow of are near Flagstaff, Arizona. 

Bird Feeding. Suet cases should be hung about six feet from the ground 

on the south side of the lorger cotton wood trees near the pine plantation. : 

s Additional suet for creepers and nut hstches should be rubbed on the bark of 

trees in the seme general locality. The feeding toxes should elresdy st hand, 

ad should be hung 6 or 8 feet from the ground on one of the larger trees in the 

Same locality. In addition, it might be vossible to attract 2 few jays from 

38 the foothills by nailing ears of corn to trees near the feeding station. 

.
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The feeding boxes will be found somewhat more convenient but not nearly 

915 80 successful as the eaattering of feed at a certain fixed plece on the 

re 2 ground, This place should preferably be among the young vines on the south 

AT slope, west of the main hall. tn this way 1 large number of juncoes can 

to donbtless be fad. ‘ 

Sparrow Control. The establishment of « feeding station would natur- 

ot ally encourage sperrows, and in addition they will try to nest in the linnet 

on boxes, vlue bird boxes, and wood pecker bexes. Agcordingly control measures 

will be advisable. The automatic syarrow trans, erected by Mr. Cline last 

% yeer have evidently not proved satisfactory. The wire sparrow trap may be 

af found vracticable but the sparrows should first be baited at some point, 

ber preferably near the pig pems, so as to get them accustomed to the feeding 

places and to the trap. I do not believe, however, that any tranving 

8 measures will prove adequate. It will be best to conduct nolsoning opera- 

tions during the winter months in seeordance with the general plen for the 

e town which is now being worked by the U. 8. Biologic 1 Survey. The voison 

o naterial should ve placed on roofs of buildings, out of reech of juncoes end 

¢ other valusble birds, and should be in charge of one men resvonsible for 

i the operation. One good poisoning would doubtless remove the svarrows 

g from the neighborhood and would relieve the canmus for et least a year. 

t The details of the method to be recommended by the Blologiesl Survey are 

not yet known to me, but will be obteinable during the carly vart of the 

coming winter. 

ALBUQUERQUE GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION 

By Aldo Leopold 

'



* Outdoor America 

QUAIL FOOD AND COVER IN THE CORNEELT 

aa Aldo Leonold 
In Charge Game Survey. Sporting Arms & Ammunition Mfgrs' Institute 

OFS 

om Before embarking on any venture in game management it is often 

ink necessary to decide which of two or more tracts of land is the best 

range for a certain species of came. If both tracts are small or {tf one 

fle tract is mech better then the other, that fact can be easily ascertained by 

ae just looking at them. But if, on the other hand, it is a "nip and tuek* 

fhe choice, end esnecially if the tracts sre lorge,some more accurate basis of 

y comparison is needed 28 2 cheek against visunl imoressions. Two field trial 

— grounds which are nearly elike are a case in noint. 

tee Assuming thet the food and cover preferences of the game ere known, 

ie such = comparison involves two questions: 

bia 1. hich tract now offers the highest percentage of habitable range? 

34 2. How mch end how easily can the carrying capscity of each tract 
be improved? 

we I know of no way to lay a yardstick on a piece of lend for the purpose 

ae: of answering the second cuestion. We must rely on opinion, backed by as 

to moch bird-sense, business Judgment, and imagination as we can meter. 

id The first qestion, however, can, I believe, be measured with a yard- 

vt stick. This paper describes an attempt to develop one. I hope that others 

fe will use it, cheek the conclusions for themselves, and improve it for applica- 

OF tion to other regions. Its use requires no technical knowledze, but it does 

eP Yoquire an understanding of game, what it eats, and where it harbors. 

What I tried to measure is the hebitability for quail of various parte 

of northern Missouri, southeast Iows, and northwest Illinois. Quail manage- 

nent cennot begin to produce a crop until the renge is hobiteble, i.e. in 

&004 enough shape to support at least s few birds. The real job of nenegement 

lies in the subsequent process of nltering the range so that it will produce
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: more than few birds. It is of present importance, however, to know what 

Wii proportion is hsbitable to begin with. 

The habitability of any given spot is determined usually by whether it 

offers both food and cover, or, if only one of these is vresent, whether the 

fe other is available within a quail's datly “cruising radius." 

_ By food and cover is meant those kinds or quantities of vegetation 

oe usable during the critical season, which in the cornbelt is usually late 

ert winter or early spring. 

At that season all the quail food and cover within a radius of one-~ 

ey qearter mile is usually visible from the window of a rallway or motor car. 

us Its kind can be determined at a glance by noting its color or position. Thus 

@ red weed wtch in a low spot is emartweed; a gray or black aftermath in a 

weg stubble is ragweed; a black fencerow is wild plum; ® brown one is sumec, 

etc. You can also estinate the quality of the cover or the probable amount 

of food with fair accuracy by noting the vigor of the growth and degree of 

Srazing. 

So The method used consisted of taking samples of the food end cover by 

Sie eye, from the window of a Pullman car, «at intervals of 30 seconds. If the 

train is traveling 40-50 miles an hour, this uskes the samples fell about 

ita 1/3 mile avert. Bach such sumle I will call a "station." Sampling ceased 

fiw whenever the train slowed down, or whenever it was running through « deep 

8 cut which rendered the country invisible. Mach sample considered only the 

et ground beyond the right-of-way fence, since that inside the fence represents 

an abnormal ungrazei, unvlowed condition not rovresentative of the range as 

to & whole. ; 

ee About 400 "stations" were tallied in March, 1931, in developing « method, 

0% and 789 more were tallied in applying it to arrive at the basis for this 

oa
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or At each atation the range immediately outside the right-of-way was 

Str tallied as falling into one of ten tynves of game food, arranged at the 

head of the vertical columns on the telly sheet, and arranged in decreasing 

2% order of food value, as follows! 1, shocked corn; 7, standing corn; 3, 

ite weeds; 4, weedy stubble; 5, feedilot or barnyard; 6, winter wheat; 7, weed- 

less or hey stubble; 8, pesture; 9, plowed, 10, towns. 

aan Before the telly mark was put dow, the country vithin o quarter of a 

rede mile of the "station" was examined for cover. This distance is about the 

daily cruising redius of a queil, which means thet for cover to be effective 

a:00 it met usually be within one quarter mile of food. Mach tally mark fell 

pit into one of ten types of cover, arranged at the left of the horizontal 

"a columns of the tally sheet, and also in decreasing order of value. as followat 

ude 1, ungraged woods or brush; 2, thick hedge; 3, cover draw; 4, heavy graes or 

ode weed patch; 5, grazed woods; 6, thin hedge; 7, fencerow; 5, contferous 

to shelterbelt; 9, bare draw; 10, none. 

8X3 If the combination of food and cover at the station was judgad to be 

habitable for quail, the tally mark was mle with a black pencil. If the 

ax combination was judged to be too poor to de habitable for quail, the mark 

at was mede with a red vencil. “his is the only "yersonal judgment" used in 

e\s the method. fvery quail hunter will understand that while ungrazed woods, 

egy for instance, is usually the best of cover, there are oceasional instances 

te where such woods are too wet, or too small, or too devoid of sround vegeta 

nts tion to be any good. Again, grezed woods is poor cover after the graging 

aa has. continned for a long timo, but a freshly-cleared pasture full of hazel- 

8 tush and briar may for some years ve the best of cover, even though crazed. 

Uikewlse weeds are usually high-class food if they consist of racweed, 

ra smartweod, pigweed, or vigeon grass, but on the other hand if the vateh is 

“ad of some other species it may have no food value at all. Allowance for all 

[these variables was made at the time that they were under the eye, end the
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a red. or blac: tally mark denotes the verdict. Its position denotes ‘the 

Pfs combination of food and cover tyres. The number of marks in each vosition 

ad indicates its frequency, 

irec When in doubt, the station was tallied as habitable. Undoubtedly the 

aie resulting conclusions ere more optimistic then they would be if each sta- 

kat tion had been worked on foot with a bird dog. 

Now for the results of the tally. Table 1 compares the h-bitability 

Bas of five "routes." Table 2 summarizes #11 of them. The most important 

‘Bed conclusions are: 

aa Present Conditions 

tet 1. In the region as © whole, 33 rer cent of the renge is 

oo hebditable, while 67 ver cent te non-habitable. This 2/3 

bal represents "idle plant--awaiting repairs." 

oir 2. Northern Missourl and eastern Kensas routes contain 5-10 

ese ver cent more habitable quail range then the northwestern 

s Tllinots route. 

ial 3. The per cent of samples falling into "usually foodless" 

ca tyves ig less then the perccent showing "deficient cover" 

a on all routes except esstern Kansas, where the opposite 

oat is the case. 

50% 4. The most frequent h-bitable combination is standing corn 

aie with a cover draw (6 ver cent), with thick hedge (2 per 

aT cent), or with woods (7 ver cent). Standing corn constitutes 

nd the food for half the total habiteble samples (17 per cent of 

val total). 

ing 5. The most frequent combination non-habitable because of de- 

ak fictent cover is standing corn with too thin » hedge (5 ver 

to cent) or with no cover ot all (5 per cent), or with a bare 

id draw (2 per cent). ‘Total, 20 per cent. 

i
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om 6. The most frequent combination non-habitable because of deficient 

fee food is a cover draw in pasture with no food near, but all such 

hed combinations sre very infrequent, totalling only 4 ver cent, 

7, yenty-one ver cent of all samples contain woods, 2/3 of which 

eae is grazed. Nearly all the ungrazed woods ere habitable while 

wet only holf the grazed woods are. 

f. Wineteen ver cent of all samples contain hedges, 3/4 of which 

oe are too thin (clipped down or vruned un) to be yalusdble. Three 

_ : fourths of the thick hedges are habitable while only 1/14 of the 

e thin ones are. 

9. Twenty-eight ver cent of 211 samples contain draws (gullies or 

drainage channels), half of which bear vegetative cover sand the 

other half are bare. None of the bare draws are habitable for 

quail, but easily could be so because they revresent waste land 

which is usually eroding. Six-sevenths of the cover draws are 

habitable. (Tt might here de interjected that these dravs are 

peculiar to the riverbreak tyne of the Tllinolen ¢lact abion. They 

ao not occur on the Wisconsin glaciation, or Til) Plain, and seldom 

: in the Prairie Tyne.) 

10. Cover types eonprive only 15 ver cent of the total area. Standing 

corn covers 31 ver cent of the entire land; pasture, 24 ver cent. 

Possible Conditions 

11. The habitable quail range could de increased un to 20 ver cent by 

letting bare draws come up to brush, Ui per cent by letting 

hedges thicken, and ? per cent by letting woods go ungrazed; 

total, 41 ver cent. This would more than double the area of the 

present range. (Motice these «actions merely involve Letting 

‘ nature work, and not vorforming work outselves.) 

fy, é
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12. The habitable quail range might be increased 3 per cent by plenting 

: food patches in the better vastures, but this is less conclusive 

then (11). 

13. If the corn borer ever forces the farmer to out his cornstalks in 

fall, the present habitable ranze will be eut in half. 

A special tally was made on the route from Fort Madison, Towa, to 

Mare@eline, Miseourt, on the frequency of visible erosion. Thirty-four per 

cent of oll the stations showed erosion so fresh and so severe as to strike 

the oye painfully and unmistakebly. This erosion takes the form of gullies 

in the drainsge channels, and also lendslips on the hillsides. It is as 

plain es daylight to anyone who has ever hed his hands in the soll that a 

laree vrovortion of the northern Missourt vastures will gome day be so 

gutted by erosion as to force their reversion to scrub timber. I suppose 

in a sense this will be favorable to game, tut only from a short-time and 

superficial point of view. In the long run the sroduetivity of the land 

for any kind of cron, ineluding game. denends on its fertility. and this we 

are destroying at a rate which ts alnost appalling. ‘There may be rood 

economic rensone for clean fencerovs, but there ean de no good reason for 

the heavy vercentare of bare draw: which are washing millions of tons of 

fertile soil into the Mississinel, there to be dealt with by vast appro- 

priations for river and horbor improvement and flood control. 

Another special tally was made of freshly pulled hedces from Fort 

Medison to Chillicothe. Sixteen rows of brushpiles and fresh osage fence- 

posts indicated the mortality in this strip 103 mil s long and 1/4 mile 

wide, or 26 sqneare miles. Since such brushpiles lie on plowland, they are 

promptly burned. The tally doubtless is less then helf of this winter's 

logs, which wonld therefore appear to be a hedge per section ver year. 

Some of these hedges carry 2 covey each. Thus do we get nowhere faster
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end faster in game conservation. 

This tally deals with quail, tut by ond large the cover ond fool neo- 

essary for other game is similar. ven rabbits cannot persist in numbers 

where cover or food are deficient. Rab its heave a short cruising radius, 

and their needs in this region reduce to the same fundamental format Jorn 

or weede near unerezed timber, hedzes, or draws. : 

rah The protectionist may see in this presentation an unwarranted. omis- 

HO9 sion of the faetor of shooting, while the came-farmer will wonier what 

edi about predators. The ansver to the one is that even an inviolate sanctuary 

ref as big as a state could not restore game to & coverioss cornfield or a 

afte foodless woods. The enswer to the other is the same. Much of this country 

ref is undoubtedly overshot, and will be until the farmor versonally sees to it 

$1 thet his farm retains its seed birds. Mut in the face of all but the most 

xt flagrant overshooting, I can say from thirty years! experience in quail hunt- 

rene ing in this very region that wherever there is cover ond feed togethor, there, 

rot in a normal, year, you will find birds. Maybe not es many as there ought 

_ to be, but nevertheless birds. 

aa This whole investig»tion raises again the fundamental question dis- 

e cussed repeatedly in the report of the G.me Survey: What is the use of 

ot legiel sting, releasing, and agitating "more" game unless the farmer is given 

“cr on incentive for keeping the renge habiteble for game? T do not know just 

how to eo about it to give the former an incentive to take core of his game. 

aif the Gane Polley makes some suggestions worth trying. TI do know, however, 

yt that it mst be done, and done soon. and that the continuance of the present 

ty effort of doing it direct, without the cooperation of the farmer, is * foot~ 

“ less gesture which cannot vossibly meceed. 

of 
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te WHEREFORE WILDLIFE BOOLOCY? 

Aldo Leopold 

nas At the beginning of this course I did not try to define its object, 

tesy because any attempt at definition would at that time have consisted of mean- 

bse ingless words. I shall now confide in you what the course is driving at. 

wZ6 The object is to teach you how to read lend. Land is soil, water, plants 

an@ animals. Mach of these "orgens" of land has meaning as a separate entity, 

phe dust as fingers, toes, and teeth have. But each has a much larger meaning 

yade as the component part of the organism. Wo one can understand an animal by 

fge learning only its parts, yet when we attempt to say that an animal is “use- 

boot ful", "ugly", or “ernel" we are failing to see it as part of the lend. We 

ya! do not make the error of calling a carburetor "greedy." “e see it as part 

fast! of a funetioning motor. 

gs Mach can be learned sbout land with amateur equipment, provided one 

wil learns how to thini: in selentifiec terms. Hence I am asking you to read the 

Bat dest vcrofessional literature, but in the field to use only the eyes, ears, 

tnd and notebook which everybody carries. The leetures try to connect the two. 

What I hope to teach is perhaps ecological research as an outdoor 

PBEID "sport." Yet "sport" is hardly accurate, because in sport one tries to do 

ae well what thousands have done better. In ecology one tries to do well 

fo 5 what few heve ever done at all, at least not in one's home region. The 

wor thing I am teaching, then, is amateur exploration, research for fun, in the 

field of land. 

iad I have an ulterior motive, as everyone has. I am interested in the 

te thing called “conservation”. Yor this I have two reasons: (1) without it, 

se! our economy will ultimately fall apart; (2) without it many plants, animals, 

and places of entrancing interest to me as an explorer will cease to exist. 

| I do not like to think of economic bankruptey, nor do I see much object in
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continuing the human enterprise in a habitat stripped of what interests 

ne most. 

That there is some basic fallaey in present-day conservation is shown 

660 by our response to it. Instead of living it, we turn it over to bureaus. 

yard Bven the landowner, who has the best opportunity to practice it, thinks 

of it as something for government to worry about. 

Sere I think I know what the fallacy is. It is the assumption, clearly 

pest, borrowed from modern science, that the human relation to lend is only 

ee economic. It is, or should be, esthetic as well. In this respect our 

sof present culture, and especially our sclence, is false, ignoble, and self- 

fot destructive. 

ob If the individual has a werm personel understanding of land, he will 

to perceive of his own accord that it is something more than a breadbasket. He 

will see lend as a community of which he ts only a member, albeit now the 

eel dominant one. He will see the bemuty, as well as the utility, of the 

aed whole, and know the two cannot be separated, We love (and make intelligent 

hers use of) what ve have learned to understand. 

Hence this course. I am trying to teach you that this alphabet of 

ve" “natural objects" (soils and rivers, birds and beacts) evelle out a 

few story, which he who runs may read - if he knows how. Once you learn to 

ane read the land, I have no fear of what you will de to it, or with it, and 

bat T know many pleasant things it will do te you. 

pi? 

we 7 
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duly 12, 1943 
Aldo Leopold 
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$roo Land ag @ Cireulatory Systen 

Cy I provose to describe the workings of land by following the known 

i history of a series of landscapes or commnities. First, however, we mst 

a enlarge the conventional concept of a landscane. 

= A landscape is nutrients in motion. The nutrients result from the ‘ 

: decay of rock. They are sucked out of the soil by plants and combined 

with sunlight to produce growth. The plants are eaten by enimals, which 

a6 in turn are eaten by other animals in certain fixed sequences called 

pd food-chains. Thust 

ae goil - alfalfa - cow - man, 

_ soil - oak - squirrel ~- hawk - parasite. 

The nutrients which enter a food-chain are spilled back into the soll, 

a both at its terminus and enroute, as waste products and as dead bodies. 

un Onee back in the soil, they decay and reenter other food-chains. The 

oe plant-enimal commnity, then, is a kind of circulatory system for nutrients, 

= and food-chains are the channels of flow. We shall later explore the 

oa routes, speeds, and other attributes of this system. 

on Animals carry nutrients from one spot to another, but most of these 

e movements are short in length and random in direction. Hence each landseape 

ee was originally self-contained in resvect of animal transportation of its 

se nutrients. At present, this local autonomy has of course been broken up 

: ly the wholesale transport of fertilizers, plants, and animals. 

Water also moves nutrients between each trip through the food-chains. 

These water-movements may be short in length, but they are never random in 

direction! they always proceed downhill. The circulatory system of any 

large landscape may be visualized as a continnous rolling vrocess in 

which gravity 18 pulling nutrients downhill but plents and onimels are 

resisting tha poll by impounding them for food-chains.



NUTRIENT DEFICIT 

The speed of this downhill roll is of the utmost importance to the 

continuity of land. It 18 determined by the reletive strengths of the 

downhill pull of grevity and the retarding pull of plants ond animals. 

zs Gravity pulls continuously, whereas plants ani animale relax their retarding 

me agtion between rolls. Hence gravity always wins, but by how much? 

If by @ small margin, the deficit in nutrients is met by the decay of 

. rocks, and the land has continuity in any time-scale short of geological. 

_ If by a large margin, the deficit sccumlates and the land lacks 

- continuity. : ; 

ote In either case nutrients move from ridgetop to valley, and thence 

through pond, lake and river to the sea (Figure 1). Conservation is a mattor 

of the size of the deficit in the circulatory system. Land is healthy 

; when its nutrient deficit is met by "new earnings". 

: The deficit is too complex to be measured in its entirety, but two 

= partial expressions of it have been measured at the LaCrosse (Wisconsin) 

Experiment Station since 1933. These indices will suffice to give the 

> reader some notion of the range of magnitudes involved. On six sample 

* areas strung along a hillside with a 16 ver cent slope, each with a different 

Plant cover, the following occurred: 
Okt 

ee Pe Intell sot, Habba Lost Por sere 
Absorbed (Runoff) Per Year. 

1 Contimous corn 18-20% 62-100 

. 2 Continuous barley 15% 4 

3 Corn-barley-clover rotation 12% 25 

. 4 Grazed pasture 

7 5 Ungraged binegrass 6 3 

: 6 Ungrazed woods 

rE | Index 2 hows that the downhill vash of mutrients is 20 times as rapid 

ae
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in corn as in ungreased grass, and times as rapid in corn as in ungrased 

tta00 woods. 

frrwns The six areas feed into one common food chain, which ends not on the t 

brant) hillside, but in the milk and butter delivered at city doorsteps. To 

ttoa measure its collective retarding effect is difficult, but some of the 

minor chains end locally and may be compared: The longest possible retarda- 

50% tion of a nutrient particle is the sum of the life-svans of the links in 

these minor chains; thus: 

tro Area 1: corn 1 year } fieldmouse 1 year } fox 3 years - about $ years) 
) ratio 1120 

Area 6: oak 100 years + squirrel 1 year } 2 years - 103 years) 

oud’ This tells us that the length of « trip through the local food chain is 

t %o mech greater in woods than in fields, due mainly to impoundment in long-lived 

re dw trees. 

The reason for the retarded wash in the ungraged woods, as compared 

toc with rapid wash in the cornfield, is a peculiarity of soil and water whieh 
(3, Chap. VIII) 

perk T will call Lowdermilk's Law (2) It soems to me almost as 

baer fundamental to humen continuity as the law of gravity. but for some curious 

BOTS reason it is never taught in schools. Hence I mst digress to describe 

mel it briefly. 

wei" When a raindrop strikes soil, its subsequent history depends on the 

plant and animal residues present on and in the soil. If these residues 

af are abundant the rain water remains clear and is quickly absorbed. If 

. 5 they are searee, it becomes mddy, and this md filters out at or near the 

pe surface to form a thin maddy film, which chokes the pores of the soil. As 

, #4 & result, only part of the rainfall is absorbed; the remainder flows over 

ee the surface, downhill (3, p. 83), and carries with it both soluble nutrients 

8 | and topsoil,
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mi In southwestern Wisconsin, ebout half the original topsoil has disappeared 

sou since farming began a century ago. To replace this by rock-decay might take 

$00 centuries (4). We mst conclude, then, that the present mtrient deficit 

rik is large and eurmlative, and that land continuity is by no mesne achieved. 

son Contimity met have existed up to the time of settlement, for the 

tim pollens imbedded in peat bogs indicate « stable flora (save for a gradual 

yf warning) since the ice age ($). The fossil bones of animals lirewlse indicate 

pat a substantially stable fauna during the seme reriod. Indeed it seems 

probable thet nutrients secumioated during the vre-settlement period, and 

thet this eecounts for the large crop yields of the newly-broken pioneer 

farm (6). Modern egriculture has improved the rump whilst drying up the well. 

vst The status of the nutrient deficit in other North American regions 

nd differs from southvestern Wisconsin in degree, but not in trend. A regional 

review of it, in terms of erosion, is given by Bennett (3), and a world-review 

dw by Jacke and Whyte (7). 

a The Channels of Flow 

wt Paleontology tells us thet food-chains were at first short and 

Ot simple, snd that the whole trend of evolution has been to make thom 

é#h longer and more complex. When a landscape is taken over by modern agriculture, 

domesti¢ plants and animals are mbstituted for wild ones, ond the difurca~ 

iq tion of chains tends either to disappear, or to be routed back to man as 

) the terminal enimel. Thuss 

dé hawk 

oe onthe conger inci 

4 soil - oak ~ de ce Indien becomes goil -¢ aie - man 

te A Ss 
d¢ erouse wolf poultry 

| a ;
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There is also little {mpoundment in long-lived plants, such as trees. 

rhe Forestry imrounds nutrients in trees, but for briefer periods than in 

Oe wild woods, and only on soils too poor for farm crops. 

ef As agricultural countries become crowled, there is a tendency to 

shorten food-chains by direct human consumption of crops, and by using 

‘of only short=lived livestock such ae roultry, mutton, or veal. Only a 

-_ hich standard of living" can efford the bessiannet incident to feeding 

ip erops to long-lived meat~animals, such as beef steers. 

tt In either case what matters most to conservation is whether the animals 

lt (livestock and people) return their intake to the soll, or to rivers and 

at lakes via sewers. In the latter ease the circulatory system suffers a 

short-clrouit which mst ultimately imvoverish the land. 

Ib What hapnens to wild animals and plants when they are no longer needed 

e* as links in the human food-chain is a complex subject, which will be de- . 

xd veloped historicslly in the following charter. Some of them tend to be 

deliberately killed off (predators); others disapnear despite protection 

(prairie grouse, many wildflowers); others are relegeted to soils submarginal 

te for agrleulture (deer and turkey); others vrofit by agricultural plants end 

af remain sbundant (rheasant); others profit so mch as to become pests, es- 

of Peeially when trensnlmmted to new regions (plant weeds and also animal 

te weeds like carp, sterling, @nglish srarrow). Regarded collectively, the 

ia adjustments in flora and fauna consequent to civilization are prolonged, 

rediceal, and complex. The conservationist knows many of them as facts, 

but previous attempts to exvlain those facts have been unsatisfactory, 

‘a Ddecrnse our ecology was too rudimentary to cone with them. Attempts to 

aide these adjustments (conservation) have been largely unsuccessful for the 

reason. This book is on attempt to exvlain and guide these adjustments in 

| the light of recent advances in ecological knowledge. 

i :



A HAWK AND HERON TALLY FOR SAUK COUNTY, 1938-1944 

Aldo Leopold 

oT i 

ae For several years prior to 1938 ornithologists in the Madison region 

ne had noted a rapid decrease in hawks end great blue herons. With a view to 

aes measuring any further change in poyulation levels which might occur I 

neg begen, in November 1938, to record ©11 hawks and herons seen during week- 

: i end visits to my farm on the Wisconsin River in Fairfield Township, Seuk 

“i County. 
€%o 

fhe river at this point runs east along the northerly leg of a twenty- 

a mile bend. Migrants following the river northward or southward probably 

7 eut across the bend, end thus are not seen at my farm. The locality, there- 

i ‘i fore, reflects the status of resident hawks, or of those migrants temporarily 

z localized; in any event 1t does not reflect the status of non-stop migrants. 

The nearest heron rookery is five miles to the northeast. 

“fd A summary of the record through 1945 is presented in Table 2. Hawks 

= other than marsh hawk are grouned into "mteos" and accipiters" in order to 

avoid separate categories for distant birds which could not be identified 

a as to species. ; 
T0% 

ote Days tallied 6 7 89 76 90 75 72 486 

row Hawks, marsh 0 63 75 2h 16 32S 255 

ba Buteo $$ wo wm uw 3 6 OM OW 

a Ageipiter wt d& 6 RM OS A 

tars total , We i wo «6 Oe Eee 

+ ner dey 
| : Herens, Great Blue 0 62 100 48 36 33 SH 372 

ax Per day



Divide and Rule 

Aldo Leopold 

i In the last issue of Field and Stream, Ray Holland describes the sport 

baul of organised hawk-hunting by the use of an owl decoy set out on a migratory 

ae flightline. Mr. Holland enjoys shooting hawks, but he enjoys still more 

aged heaping contempt on those bird-lovers and biologists who disapprove of it, 

bre and sayf sol 

1709 In the last issue of Audubon Magazine, John Baker reports to the Audubon 

Society on his efforts to mllify the "more ammunition" campaign. Between 

rE bes every line is written the tacit assumption that sportsmen are not to be 

ter trusted in any conservation issue involving gunpowder, Mr. Holland's article 

rot goes to prove that this is true. 

oof Meanwhile events of common concern to both these wildlife conservationists 

are quietly taking shape. Agriculture, under pressure of war, is making the 

biggest raid in history on the soil. The forest industries ere slashing at 

tito a rate heretofore unheard of. New pollutions go unchallenged. Post-war 

ove planners are blueprinting new dams and new roads. The Alaskan highway has 

ea exposed the soft underside of the last large wilderness on the continent. 

hee Air transport is abolishing isolation even in the arctic. Most of these new 

i things are threats to wildlife. Most of them are unavoidable. All of them 

a present wildlife problems of staggering difficulty end complexity. Are Mr. 

Holland and Mr. Baker thinking about these problems? No, they are tusy with 

the internal war among conservation groups. 

The war books are wrong in asserting that “divide and rule" is a Nagi 

technique. To divide is the natural and automatic tendency of al] human 

oH groups, ineluding the conservation group. It is based on the simple fact 

that it takes less work to sneer than to think; less work to cast contempt 

on your allies than to analyze your differences with them end to organize a 

united front.
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Predators 

No issue pops up so frequently as a cause of inter -conservationist 

quarrels as predator-control. Those who lead the querrelling soldom heve 

tes time to keep up-to-date on the facts. Here are some of the new facts 

= about predators. 
Tae 

Gase 1. The total removal of predators is now clearly visible as a 

Ms catastrophe, at least to all cloven-hoofed game. A substantial fraction of 

. the big game ranges sre being ruined by excess deer and elk. These irrup- 

am tions were unknown before 1910, when organized predator-control began. The 

aa forma for catastrophe seems to be predator removal plus buck laws plus 

= refuges plus law enforcement. Given this combination, and you have the 

a makings of biological explosion. 

When an irruption starts, the sportsmen invariably say: "Don't worry, 

= we'll do the trimming." But they invariably fail. I challenge anybody to 

= show a single instance in which rifles alone hove "trimzed" on irrupting 

ee herd so as to avoid deterioration of either the range or the herd or both. 

a Apparently rifles plugs predators are the only combination that works with 

ed sufficient precision to protect the deer tribe against itself. 

Incidentally in Mexico, where rifles plus predators are still at work, 

oe irruntions are unknown and hunting is excellent. 

a Cage 2. The removal of predators is now xnown to be unnecessary to the 

ae building up of abundant small game, at least of some species. On 1000 seres 

- of small game refuce near here I have carefully protected «11 game and all 

predators, and censused the game each year since 1932. This winter there 

- were present about 2 horned owls, 2 redtails, 1 Coopers hawk, 4 gray foxes, 

a 25 long-eared owls, 10 mink, 25 weasels, 10 opossums, 10 feral cate, 25 

4) feral dogs. The vhensants, first stocked in the 1920's, now stand at 400. 

= | They are so thick that the surrounding farmers are demanding relief, and 

ag
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we are removing 200. We have been unable to census the rabbits, but we 

have removed 700 this winter, and there are still enough left to eat up 

Bis our planting, and most gardens round about. About 100 mallards and 60 

edd woodeocks nest successfully each summer,-- at least they must be success- 

fous ful, for they increase year by year. 

Mr. Hollend's assumotion that you must shoot predators to have game is 

fac pure theory. I admit it gounds reasonable, but it fails to stand up under 

edé actual test. 

old One thing that Mr. Holland overlooks is the vrinciple of inversity in 

10% breeding ecains, now known to hold for quail, ruffed grouse, end snowshoe 

tea hares on certain areas, and probably holding cood for other small game 

fer: species on all arees. The inversity principle is as follows: the larger 

the breeding pomlation, the less the per cent of successful reproduction. 

ow Cutting down the breeders is compensated by added success in reproduction. 

ie This 1s the same character in game porulations as permits thom to be shot, 

ert in moderation, without diminution of next year's crop. 

gh Another thing thet Mr. Holland overlooks 1s the threshold of predation, 

38 now known to hold for quail in this region, and possibly for other game birds. 

It works this way: birds in excess of the threshold level are vulnerable 

ai both to predators and to weather; birds below it are vulnerable to weather 

but only to nominal predation rates. The net effect is that barring killing 

ug weather, enough birds are secure fron predation to "sash in" on the inversity 

te law and make a big crop next summer. 

re Taversity plus thresholds are an amazingly perfect noueaton for gafe- 

Ds guarding the game crop from dimimtion by predators. I am not going to 

‘S reverse Mr. Holland's error by claiming that all gane birds are perfestly 

; protected by natural devices and never need help from natural enemies. f 

t do daim that shooting hawks on the supnesition that to do so saves game is 

® perfectly transvarent rationalization, and a thin disguise for plain
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ew trigcer-Lt ch. 

— Principles 

"tte The thing which really irks me, and which is the real barrier between 

site gonoowder end non-gunvowder conservationists, is Mr. Holland's assumption 

tnt that game dirds are more valusble than other wildlife. 

Mr. Holland may not know it, But hawks and owls are getting scarce. 

bathe They are just as severely threatened by gunvowder as many of the rare game 

whe birds. Yes, they still concentrate during their migratory flights, but so 

aid ducks in 1933, Mony naturalists, including myself, are just as much 

wid worried about the duckhawk as we are about the trunmeter ewan. ‘hen we read 

meee! of “svrortamen" like Mr. Holland travelling 400 miles for an organized hawk 

eon shoot, ve see rel. The underlying eseumrtion that his kind of wildlife is 

ett vriceless, but thet or kind of wildlife is of no value, is @ piece of 

$240 arrogonce dangerously similar to that emanating from Berlin in recent years. 

iat Until the sportsmen themselves challenge such attitudes by their leaders, 

oat there ean de no cooperetion in the conservation camp. 

The non-punrowder group has contributed plenty to the universal dis- 

wor harmony whieh now prevails. One of its worst dishonesties is clinging to 

aT the ovtmoded notion thet some predators are "sood" game and "bad" enenles 

ited of game. All predators sre wildlife, and as such entitled to existence, 

aa 4s in game, pomlation levels may need regulating. and not all species can 

aide be tolerated in ell habitats, but to shoot certain species on sight because 

‘eal somebody forty years ego classified then as “bad" is an untenable philosophy 

that will stir up discord until it is discarded, 

PRED 
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COWS AND CONTOURS 

salad THE FROBIEM OF STHRP FARMS I SOUTHWEST WISCONSIN 

Aldo Leopold and Joseph Hickey 

eGo When the whistle blew quits for the ice age, the Wisconsin gleciter had 

pa not finished ite job. Its gimt bull-dosers, with blades of ice a mile 

deep and as wide as a county, had levelled off all stee» hills in the eastern 

it and northern parts of the state, leaving a terrain either flat, or with 

brie @entle slopes convenient for the plow. It oven mixed fresh-ground limestone 

sib with the soil, as if antielvating the needs of alfalfa and Holsteins, then 

as 20,000 years in the offing. 

m2, Preoeoupied with their gigantic task in the east end north, the ice- 

oe sheets never reached the southwestern counties. From Madison, Baraboo, and 

‘ie Bleck River Falle westward, the original hills remain as in ages past, 

— many of them as steen as the roof of a house, Some of the valleys, however, 

a served as gubters for the melting ice, for there were cubic miles of cold 

aa debris-laien water which, in blind obedience to gravity, had to reach the 

Mississippi somehow. Such valleys were scoured out, and then left choked 

ae with deep sands end gravels. 

i. Setence, with charectoristic understatement, calls this region the 

5 ariftless area. 

os Despite its steep sloves, the driftiess area developed rich soils for 

— prairie sod on the ridges and oak forests in the coulees geve the raise little 

“ chance to wesh fertility away. When the settlers broke the fletter lands 

ne in the 1840's erosion was unknown, for the accumlated stores of organie 

matter sheorbed the rain, Mot until the whest boom of the 1870's did the 

stores give out. Then the fields began to wash. Rows of “wheat gullies", 

eventuakly anchored by cottonwoods and elms now up to 70 years old, still 

StBeak many a hillside in the southwestern counties. Like the Greek
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; goathera who sees the relics of the golden age only as rocks, so the modern 

dairy farmer sees these relies of his own past merely as inconvenient gashes 

in hie rastures. The city-dwoller, whizzing by in search of scenery, sees 

even less. 

son The wheat boom collapsed when the prairie states to the westward out- 

seh did us in overwheating their lends, and when chinch bugs came as the venalty 

fiers for our debeuch. 

cek The wheat boom gave the soils of southwestern Wisconsin a brief pre- 

tly liminery rush downhill, but the dairy boom gave them a sustained relentless 

OS battering which continnes to this day. 

It is important to understand that there is nothing inherently destruc- 

site tive in cither wheat or cows. Cows, in fact, are inherently conservors of 

aff soil, for they give back most of what they take. Gows become destructive 

Yee only when there are too many, or when their pasture is too steep. Cows 

To" are slowly wrecking southwest Wisconsin because there are too many, end 

feb because the nastures have been extended too far up the hill. 

> Siri There are three reasons for this. 

bw Modern aatrying requires a heavy investment in buildings and machinery. 

This cost ts oagier to vay off when svread over more cows. 

th Dairying reouires meh corn ond grain. When the farmer extends his 

plowland uphill to raise this feed, he rushes his heylend uphill into the 

™ pasture, and hie nasture uvhill into his timber. 

tis A third reseon fa the ovadrangular lend survey, which wes and is a 

a! misfit for rongh country. Many farm units never did inelude enough flat 

or plowlend to dbelance their hayland snd pastureland. Others, by plowing 

te slones too steen for plowing, heve lost by erosion even thet which they 

re had. 

te his we have two economic trends plus on histories] accident combining
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" to distort the landscave of "America's Dairyland". 

sts This net result is to msh all three land-crops requisite to dairying: 

” plow, hay, and pasture, « notch higher up the slope than they should de, 

mn while the fourth land-crop, timber, requisite to hold the steepest slopes 

against wash, is being crowded off the farm-nap. 

= Many farmsteads are situated on flat ridges, and crowd thelr operations 

ie downhill instead of up. The result is the same: every crop tends to usurp 

ground too steer for it. Often the farmer in the coulee, crowding his opera- 

me tions unhill, meets the farmer from the ridge, crowding down. The rosult 

“4 is worse. 

Some farms ere “two-storied”, i.s. they cultivate flat lands both on 

” ridge and in the valley. The time and sweat wasted climbing up and down 

_ "stairs" te the theme of much local humor. 

e The suverfictal observer, motoring through this region. sees much 

~ timber still growing on the sloves. ‘hat he does not see is that 87 per F 

- cent of 1% is pestured, therefore it cannot reproduce, therefore it must 

diseprear as the mature trees are out, or blow down, or die of the drouths 

an@ diseases thet 211 wood is heir te. 

AT * * * 

Erosion, like poison-lvy, is spread by its own irritations; one sore 

im spot begets enother. ‘Thus the fermer who hes cloared « slope just a little 

— too steep, must, when it begins to go down the ereek on him, clear another 

still steerer in order that his cows may eat. We have personally meesured 

tr formerly timbered slopes of 75 per cent (75 feet of rise four ten-feet of 

fe horigontal distance), clean-out to maxe pasture. _ per cent is ordinarily 

- Considered the limit of safety. 
ext



ECOLOGY AS AN WTHICAL SYSTEM 

ot Aldo Leopold 

The conservation professions, et the present moment in history, 

= oceuny ® pequlisr and interesting position. They are something like the frog 

mn in a railroad switch, which "started out in life", so to speak, to be just a 

= plain and humble piece of stecl, tut which later, by accident of placenent, 

finds itself responsible for routing the world's traffic. 

- The reasons for this secident, and the nature of the traffic to be 

a routed, sre the subject of this raper. 

ot By the term “conservetion nrofessions", I mean all of those callings 

= which deal with land use, from agriculture and forestry to wildlife manage- 

ment, including their base science: ecology. The torm "lend" includes not 

= only soil, bat also water, plents, animals, and areal space. 

ts" * * * 

We mst begin with the vremise, rerhaps unpalatable to many, that the 

ts possible "species" of human society sre mech more nunerous than those which 

_ have so far evolved. By "snecies" is meant systems of ethics, economics, 

aft government, and general culture. 

a For example, at the present moment we sey (and perhaps really think) that 

"denoeracy", “commnism", ond "fascism" are three alternatives which collect - 

{vely comprise the entire range of possible choice in human organisation at 

os this time. ‘This seems to me to be a pure assumption, and a very improbable 

per one. It may be true if the underlying premises are considered immutable, 

re vat they are not. The underlying premises are: an industrial economy, an 

— othte dealing solely with the men-man relation, and certain {nnate human be- 

we havior patterns. 

_ Of these three premises, only the behavior-patterns are inmtbeble, and 

those only in an historic time-scale, and for the races now dominant. Other
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races, now suvvressed. mi¢ht have somewhat different behavior patterns. 

Whether an industriel] economy is the only possible economy hinges on 

7 questions of @ofinition which I will not here debate. What I wish partioular- 

ly to voint out is thet an ethte dealing solely with
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(Popular Form) 

Wildlife Food and Cover Hendbook for Wisconain 
PS OST 

Introduction: Why food and cover? Principally winter. Palstability 

‘dei sequence. Sessone] cover needs. (State in terms of 

fet common spectes, i.e. rheasent, quail, deer, radvit). 

(Query: How give lay reader rudiments of plant 
sugcession? Give examples, or omit and bring out 
in case material?) 

Chap, I. Semple farm layouts with disgroms, such os ueed in 
Fermers' Short Course. Pesulte in increased populations. 

Chap If. Food patches snd feeding. 

ttt. Cover plantings. Artificial cover. Sources of stock. 

tv. Improvement of natural food and cover. Fencerows, woodlots, etc. 

v. Wisconsin food and cover plants. (Treatment by species) 

VI. Plant lists. Palatability liste for common species. 
Disease risks. Tolerance lists (drouth, shade, livestock, 
etc.) 

vit. Plants important to particular animals. 

VItt. Protection and use of managed farms. Posting. Trespass. 
Neighborhood orgenization.
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(Technical Form) 

Game Managers’ Nentbook for the Lake States 

et Introduction: Weed of techniques. Regional in scone. 

ay Part I. Food and Cover 

Chap. I. Food Patches and Peeding 

Il. Cover Plantings 

{If. Food and Cover Stivieulture. Wild Yields 

a IV. Food and Cover Species 

id Vv. Plant Liste. Palatability Liste for Animal Species. 

alo VI. Food and Cover Designs ‘ 

VII. Plantes Important to Particular Animale. 

Part Tf. Other Techniques 

VItlT. Ceneus 

TX. Nesting Studies 

X. Preming 

XT. Banding and Marking 

, XII. Food Habite Studies. Pellet Analyses 

ETI. Surveys and Maps? (or in Part ITI) 

Part fff. Classified References 

Collections Designs for structures 
Herbaria Teaghing materials) 
Surveys and Naps Animal spectos (prin. publ. in region) 
Technical writing Clinatic records 

Port IV. Bibliography 

(Vor easy reference in all] preceding chapters)
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et QUILINE OF LANMRONKS* 

To be treated in: 

exist | phaser Technical Yermers* 

- fraps and Trapping... ++ +s se ee ee ee 6 Yas Ho 

ond) Banding and Feather-—maricing. Toe anshing oses Yoo Partly 

Peeding and Pood Patches . 6 6 ee ee ee ee ee LOS Yos 

it Food and Cover Plantings, Layouts, Maintenance. . Yes You 

[ Food Habits Study~-Birds, Mammals, Rentorsa .... Yos Partly 

COON ct eee CR he eee ew TU Partly 

r Surveys and Maps . 6 1 ee te ee ee ee eee ee YO Ho 

iY Reference Collections «+ + «+ ee ees ee ee Yes No 

Artificial Cover and Nests . 6 66 6 ee ee ew ee Foe Yes 

rTy “‘Westing Studies 2. 6 eee th tee te ww YOO Partly 

rT Predation Studies . 6. ss ee eee eee eo oe Yee Partly 

Phonological Reeorfa . 6 1 6 ee ee ee ee ee TOS Bo 

x . Reference Iitersture . 6 6 ee eee ee ee ee Tee Ho 

rx Sex and Age Determination. . 6. 6 + ee ee ee + TOs Yo 

rr Artifiatal Propagation... + + 6 ee ee ee oe By ref. By ref. 

7 Geme Guyweye? «oe te ee he ee te ee eee Tee Ho 

Wetghte and Trophies... ee es ee ee ee ew Yes Yos 

Supplies and Boulpment?, . 6 6 + ee se ee ee Los No 

TA i et ee es ey Partly 

Organisation Problems? . 6-6 6 ee ee ee eee Tom Yes 

*Ae IT now eee it, we are headed for thdvroduction of two handbooks, one technical 

end the other for farmers. ‘he basic information needed ia identieel for both 

projects. lineh handbook would be a "translation" from a special point of view, 

The yes and no columns indicate aprroximately the sllocation of the mibject matter. 

Please give me your suggestions the next time we confer. As soon as T heave time, 

a binder will be set up in the office under the revieed chapter headings to 

receive basic material. as
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ules for Llanting Conifers for Came Cover 

Planting Steek is obtainable from the Conservation Department at cost, or 

ce. from private nurseries at comercial prices. Wild-dug stock is sometimes 

obtaineble from overatoeked stands of natural reproduction. 

Never use stoek emaller than 21 (2 years in seed-bed, 1 year in trangplant 

ved). 2-2 stock is better. (Exceptions: Jack vine may be used as emali as 200, 

Temarack met de higher than the growth in which planted; usually 2h" ts the 

minima usable height.) 

If your stock is gmaller then this, hold it in a transplant bed unbil 1% 

reaches the required size. 

Yhen to Plant. The dest time is before growth starts in spring. Fair raeults 

are sometimes obtained by planting in fall after growth has ceased but before 

frost. After frost the roots fail to "take hold." Wet hoavy soils should 

never be planted in fall because of the danger of "frost-henving." 

Planting Sites. To secure the greatest chanre of success with the least 

labor, it ts very important to fit the requirenonts of the tree to the 

sheraoter of the plenting site and the method of planting. ven with the 

most careful fitting, an elemont of chance enters any planting operation. 

A site which is right for a drouth year may be too wet or shady for a normal 

year, while a eite which is right for a normal year nay ve too hot and dry 

for a drouth year. 

The table gives the tolerance of each coniferous species commonly 

| eh available in Wisconsin in terms of soll acidity, soll moisture, shado, and 

hor Special digease riske. 

, on 

ae! Soll Acidity. In ease of a large planting job it is best to have soil seid- 

a ity actually measured by a soils expert.
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ad In the absence of goll tests, the following soils may de assumed to be 

“ limey ond henee suited only to red cedar, creeping juniper, white cedar, or 

a duetrion pine: 

a (a) Glacial drift bearing fragments of limestone. 

(>) Former prairte. 

ee {e) Soils underlein by marl. 

eg Other conifers may thrive temporarily, especially Seotch vine or white 

oe spruce, bub no acid~-loving conifer will long retain its thrift on limey 

soils, nor will thay eventually make timber. 

a Any soil which originally grew acid-loving conifers may be assuned to 

pak be still guitable for then. 

OTe 

ett Soi}, Moisture and Shade. These are partially interdependent, and together 

avon determine the degree of competition from other plants. Within the acidity 

mits already discussed, these three considerations determine both the 

- species to plant and the method of planting. 

Any species will endure more shade when anall then later on. 

“aig The light-demending spocios, once suppressed by too much shade, will 

ze not recover on later release, tut the shede-tolerant species will reeover. 

le 

cco | Method of Planting. This ts determined by the size of the stock, the oros- 

sot pective competition from other plants, end the shade tolerance. 

Conifers may be planted on "scalps" in plow furrows, or by "elite." 

Paes Slits should be used only on dry sends whore the competition of other 

sOr8 plente t@ light, or in the bottom of furrows for smell stock. 

Furrows are good for any sits except in very heavy sod where they are 

i too narrow, or in very dry sand where they are too hot and where slits ere 

sgt? vetter.
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Serlne are recuired for heavy sod. Tho radius of the sealp should equal 

wel! | the height of the grase soithat the grass, when lodged, will not smother the 

séeu | tree, 

The intervlay of moisture-tolersnce, shade tolerance, competition, re- 

covery from suppression, and nothed of planting is complex, and may best be 

described species by species. 

coi White Ping. Never plant in full eun except on sub-irrigeted eoile. Never plant 

ine in full shade exeept under brush which ean be progressively opened, beginning 

at the time of planting. White pine is best in half-shede, but the right degree 

9h ag of shade for starting it is too great later on, so that gradunl release of each 

tree should be kevt in mind from the outset. ‘This means it should not be planted 

dist under or close to valusble growths which mst later be sacrificed. 

rates These conéiderations reduee thencelves to two possible sites: (1) plant 

tkekt on the north side of tut not too close to mature trees where there is shade 

‘geet part of the dey, or (2) vlant under aspen, hazel, sumac, prickly ash or other 

eenkents brush, and open nrogressively by release cuttings. 

White pine thus implies maintenence, 2nd should not be used where main- 

e or tenance is not available. 

tot | Morvay Pine endures 1ittle overhead shade at the outset, end none after s few 

b Saat years. It 4 the best #li-around conifer for game cover in Wisconsin. A 

typien! cover-planting job often calls for white pine or exruce in shady 

svots, jask pine, red cedar, or ereeving juniper in the hot dry spote, and 

a8 | Norway pine elsewhere. 

4a Jsek Pine makes faster initial growth then eny other conifer, but is recommended 

a only on sites too ary for more valuable timber species. 

Ret Coder and Creeping Juniner. These do not survive transplanting as easily 

88 the pines and avruces, and since they are not grow wholesale for forestry
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purposes, are expensive to buy. On open limey soils, however, they are the 

‘ti only native species available. 

ev! | nite and Norwey Somuee. Yhite spruce lives longer on limey soils and hes denser 

foliage than HNorwey spruce, and is oreferable where spruce is to be used. On 

J does rich, moist bottoms comneting growth is so heavy that only spruce survives. 

neo h 

White Geder ond Tamarack are recommended for limey and acid marshes respectively. 

Lick The big vroblem in marshes is the renknees of the competing growth. Stock met 

: A be lerge enough to stend sbove the competing weeds and grass. 

t ta 

a Seotsh Pine has sbout the some characteristics as Norway pine, hence where 

sii either ‘s suitsble the native Norway pine is preferred. 

pbienis dustrian Ping has the seme charasteristics ae Norway and Scotch, but tolerates 

more limey soils. Hence on limey soils Lt fie the best of the three. 

tao F Don'ta. Never viant omy conifer-- 

yas (1) Fear grane, bittersweet, or other alimbing vino, because without 

naee constant attention the vine will strangle it. 

(2) Near poison ivy, beeeuse the ivy say vrevent cleaning when it is 

ane! most needed. 

bist (3) In nettles. They cast too quick and dar: a shade. 

ion (4) Im ploughed furrows which are not fresh. The weed growth in old 

oe furrows 1s too heavy. 

fone ($) On lond oubjeat to flooding or standing water (tamsrack will 

west endure the standing water common in degs in suring). 

(6) tn quack grass, without carefully ronoving every varticle of 

Lesh quack roots for = distance at least the height of the grass. 

i (7) In s hole more than 3" below the level of the surrounding surface. 

bol Vever set the trea near the grassy eige of a furrow or sealp except 

$ 88
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on poor sendy soll which bears only a thin sod. 
 ¥las 

Never use red cedar or creening juniper non apple, crab, thornapple, 

eile) servieeberry or any other nenber of the apvle family. The cedar-rust disease 

ssifot| may eventually kill both. Radius of donger } mile, 

felt Never use white pine near currant or gooseberry. The blister rast 

ae disease may eventuslly kill them. Radius of denger 1 mile. 
23 tsi 
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Site Remirements of Conifers 
Shede while young 

Soll Acidity Seil Moisture Full Half Must not be near 
Bative Spectes Aetd Limey Bry Moist son shade 

White Pine EXXEEX XEXKEEK xxxXE currant}, sooseberry 

Norway Pine RXXXEX xXxxKx XAXRAKEKEEK 

Jack Pine XXxxEX xx XXAEXX 

Rea Cedar EXXAAKEKKEAEKK xxxxx XAREKERK apple, erab 

Creeping Juniver xeExcoxoos XEX=x =xxaxxxx apple, erab 

White Svruce XEXARAKERE SAXXKEKEEK XXXEXEXAXENE 

White Ceder oo: XXXXEXXKKEEK xExKx 

Tanereck XEXKEX =xxx XRAXEEXX 

Exotics i 

Scotch Pine XXXXEIR XXX =xXKxEx 

Austrian Pine AXEAAKKKKK xxx AEXEX 

Norway Svruce xxXEKK XXRKKXKK xxxuxx 

wm te 21. ask? 12 81k eee
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Letter to J. G. Moore, Horticulture Dept., from @. W. Keitt, Plant Path. Dept., 
April 6, 19378 

“In secordsnee with your request of this morning, I om sending 
you a list of the alterncte (telial) hosts thet have been reported for 
the common apple rust fungt. 

For & Z duijnarh-rinelalsaae (apple rust); Juninems 
ee! ‘ - gommois, 2 horisontelic, 1. soomlema, 
and J. geabina var. fagtl . 

For Gumoaneremeium globosum (hawthorn rust, which also affects 
epple): duniveme vircinians, 2- berbedenals. 2: homizontalis, 
2. geringides, and J. geromlamm. 

These records are taken from A. 2. Seymour's host index of the 
fungi of North America (Iorvard Untversity Press, 1929) and D. E. 
Bliss' "The pathogenicity and secaons! development of Gymosporangiun 
in Towa" (Ta. Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bul. 166, 1933). f have not lated. 
the several varietias of J. yirginiana recorded by Bliss, thinking 
that you will wish to exclude the entire svectes." 

Prof. J, &. Diokeon says; 

Juninerus gommnis spp. with leaves tending toward J. yinelniana 
tonds to be alternate host for both mate mentioned tn Kelst letter. 
Thet Communig spp. with the true eee leaves are not so susceptible 
as alternate host~—varttenlarly to the Hews. 

Junivers con be pnlanted with fair safety 1000 feet away fron 
apples or haws. <A distance of 20-0 cere area is fairly safe if there 
ta some cover between to alft out om stor spores. 

Spores less viable on dry days=cilled in few seconds, Viable for 
longer period depending on Increased huntdity. 

Roferencess 

Dietz, $. M. The rolevof the geome Rhamve in the dissemination 
of crown rust. U. 8. D. As Dept. Bul. 1162, 1993. 

Meime, 1. B., 8. M. Diets, and FP. Willey. Alternate hosts and 

viologio specteligation of crown rust tn America, Is, Agr. 

Bxp. Sta, Res. Bul. 72, 1922,



Chair of Gamo Menagement 
University of Wisconsin 
dune 15, 1937 

ase. 
than Erebiminery Outline of Heat Study Technique 

| Students and Cooverstors: Atteched 1s a supply of Nest Record Cords. Ploase 

| carry these in the field and mske ont for all 1937 game bird and raptor noste 

encountered in your work. File a cony with me. The enrds do not take the 

place of your more detailed notes. 

Algo please revise, oxtend, and refine the following outline for dis- 

evasion at the first seminar this fall. Obfeot: To collect for future use of 

the groun sll esdtiie techntame which een be axvressed on paper. 

Possible Deduations fron Nest Cards 
1. Bh nenology. DMisrersion of nesting dates; relation to environment. 

bis 2. Predation losses. 
fai 3. Hayfield lomees: relation to other cover. 

4, Sreeifientions for disturbance causing desertion. 

5. Cyeles in clutch size. fertility, rhenology. 

6. Re-nesting. 

Fhonology. tn a successful nest the sequence of dates can be directly 

observed by reveated visite. In a broxen nest they eon often be tnternolated 

quite securately. Yor example: If # hayfield nest waa mowed over on dune 16 

pnd shows 4 hatched shells and 4 pipped egrs, undisturbed by the rake (as 

often hannens if the nest is in a depression), it ts certain that hatehing was ; 

in process June 16. Subtracting 22 deye for inevbation, we interpolate Mey 23 

as the berinning of ineubation, May 22 as the interval, Mey 21 aa the date of 

the last ogre, and 21 - & equels May 13 as the date of the first egs. 

Such deductions rest, however, on the agsumstion thet neither the 

rake nor wredatore here renoved any eres. Tf shells should be fount nearby, 

the clotech number mat be correated, or--more likely--no defuetions made beyond 

the dete of hatohing.
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Deductions should usually ond where a probable error of more than 

ro brit? three days Degines. — 

vert Sunrose now that the same nest of eges shows vartial incubation in- 

erronte atecd of being vart pinned and pert hatched. You would know, then, that 

soale the elutch was complete and could enter its aise on the ecard, but you could 

not internolate a chenology unless you een judge degree of ineubation with- 

fees in 3 days. 

2 ort Again you may find s otover nest. part scattered by the rake, de- 

‘Haat eanse not in a depression, but showing the same mixture of hatched and 

| pipping eggs. At the nest lie mover-clipped tail feathers of the hen, but 

| no legs, wings, heed, or other sign that she wes killed. It 1¢ certain that 

she was brooding the hatching ege@s, go the date of mowing is the date of 

hatehing. ut the size of the clutch is uncertain, and since clutches vary 

vy more than 3 eges, hence no pre-hatehing chenology accurate within 3 days 

een be interpolated. 

sre! Again you find a mowed-over nest of 3 fresh undisturbed eggs. This 

rende could nob be a eluteh, and if there ie no predator sign you may safely 

ng Bist intervolate June 16 - 3 equals 13 as the date of the first egg. 

p fer Sumpose, howover, that these 3 eres are flecked with md, faded, 

notte and on opening, are decayed. You then heve a clear case of vre-hay ing 

ee rel desortion from which no vhemology can be internolated. 

{2 #9 But {f there hae been no rain for 10 days, you ean infer the egrs 

adit vre-date June 16 - 10 equals Juno 6. 

Again you might find undisturbed eggs mddy, faded, and lying in 

sti A matted nest which han all but diaaveared. On opening then they prove 

— to be egma of the previous year. Year-old ones in shade may show little 

; att fading, but the state of the nest is diagnostic.
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Suprose you find e deserted undisturbed nest of 12 eggs, tut are 

eenctd uncertain whether the clutch is complete. If the eges line the nest 

cavity, they are being tnenbated; if they are olled several deep, there 

nate vare more to come, In the former erse slight traces of blood vessels may 

. edit show incubation had just begun, in which event rhenology moy be intervolated 

don with less than 3 deys error. In the letter case, phenology is intervolated 

font directly. 

Predation Losses (= suggestive sketeh to be written by Hawkins). 

asinn Hayfield Losses. One important question is why birde nest in hayfields. 

sqia Are they first or second choice nesting cover? You may throw light on this 

f of byt 

ede (a) Comparing the number of hay nest on a given ares for 

pied a series of years during which pormlation density is 

a yd chenging. 

m8 (b) Comparing the mmber of hay and non-hay nests on ® given 

area during a aingle yesr. (The weak point here is to 

Eon find the non-hay nests.) 

sds! (¢) Comparing the dates of hay and non-hay nests (see vhenology). 

(4) Comparing the proportion of hay nests for areas of known 

i porulation but varisble outside cover. 

wah (e) Commering the nesting density for hay end other cover. 

These are all studies requiring mass~data. 

aia 4nother important question is nest and hen mortality in hay as 

Compared with other cover. Mest mortelity in hay is mainly a question of 

8 phenology: How many broods come off before the hay is cut? 

ea Another is the possible redvetion of mortality by flushing devices. 

hat Tt 4s not to de assumed, of course, that nests found and marked vrevious to 

haying and left in an uncut island are therefore safe. Desertion and
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predation are hecvy in unevt islands. 

"98" | desertion. The rule thet the intensity of dieturbence needed for desertion 

ont increases as ineubation advenees is only & general rule. Its variations as 

ae to species, neture and duration of disturbance, time of day, etc. remain to 

we be worked out. 

oy Cyeles. King found clutch size to vary inversely to the cycle in ruffed 

“st grouse. Schmidt found no such variation in either ruffed grouse, prairie 

wan chicken, or sharptail. ft is highly importent to collect mags data on 

elutch size so these questions can be resolved. 

na There may also be fluctuctions in fertility. Comparisons of 

iy fertility in wild end confined birds of the same srecies are neefed. Per- 

tility should be measured tn all neste known to revresent a commiete clutch. 

An infertile eer can de distinguished from an 014 tut fertile egr by 

oe 

Since migration dates may be eyeliec, it is not improbable that 

nesting dates are. ; 

Renesting. The persistence of each svectas in re-nestine efter destruction 

of an earlier nest needs definite commarstive measurement. Some ducke and 

shorebirds may not re-nest. 

The demarkation date before which re-nesting oceurs, but after which 

it does not occur, needs to be definitely establiched for each species. ; 

Thet the hatching date ic the date of demarkation is only a rough preliminary 

assumption. 

sa All re-nesting studics call for bended or marked birds. 

ster 
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Wild Life and Soils 

Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

In both agriculture and forestry we recognize, as between regions, & dis- 

patity in the richness of the farm and forest flora and thelr responsiveness 

to cultural effort. This 1s over and above the detaile of mitability for 

varticuler crops. Thus the cornbelt is ri chend New England is voor farmland; 

the Pacific northwest is rich and the vrairies are voor forest land. 

Ye also recognize that within a given region ani as between similer 

soils, resvonsiveness to culture varies with certain “invisible” conditions. 

Previous hendling and previous crops introduce beneficial or injurious organ- 

isms, or produce chemical or physical changes, which snell the difference be~ 

tween a large crop or none. 

This paver ains to speculate on the differences in ridness and in re- 

sponse to cultursl effort which are beginning to be discernible in a new 

form of culture: wild life management. 

By whet yerdsticks do we compare the “fertility" of two localities for 

wild life? For the rrposes of this paver I will arbitrarily define it as 

= ecomoosite of 

1. The variety and beauty of their larger birds, mammals, end fishes, 

especially game, and especially resident species (richness). 

2. The natural density of their poywlations: (abundance). 

3. The resistance of such porlations to use or abuse (toughness). 

kh. The ease with which polation levels are raised by cultural 

measures or nanagement (responsiveness). 

Wiehness and esbuniance sre criteria, not only of the amount but also of 

the quality of esthetic satisfactions available to the sportsman-naturallst, 

Toughness ae responsiveness determine whether these satisfactions may be 

nade permanent by management. Collectively these four proverties of the 

founa determine the rewards of conservation.
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A disvarity in resvect to these proverties hes long been recognised in 

the traditions of the chase, The Indian ideal of a "happy hunting grounds" 

postulated an ethereal region perfect in such properties. The “sportsman's" : 

paradise" of the outdoor press is its earthy counterpart, its flavor steled by 

the injection of poker chins, outboard motors, and automatic guns. 

To what extent are such disrarities in fertility confirmed by biological 

seLence? . Richness; Toughness : 

Theat they exist admits of little doubt. Compare, for example, the 

richness of the uplend geme feune of the four largest blocks of otert-saritih 

land within a day's travel of Chicago: 

Central Central Ohio River 
Wisconsin Michigen Kills Ozarks 

: Quail Oe x rt x 

Wild Turkey --- x ——- — 

Prairie Chicken x --- --- x 

Sharptail Grouse x -— woe ome : 

Ruffed Grouse x x x. x 

Deer x x ones x 

7. a Me i * 

Central Wisconsin, with whatever similer area it be compared, has the 

advantage of vrairie chicken, or sharptail, or both, - a fact which adds nota 

little to its inherent value in the eyes of the sportsman or naturzlist, 

Disvarities in toughness are more striking. Bobwhite and cottonteail on 

the east central seaboard mst be (or at least are) constantly pampered by 

artificial restocking, whereas in the cornbelt, under equally hard shooting, 

they cling with the utmost tenacity to every little shred of cover. Compare 

cottontails, for example, in Wisconsin and Pennsylvania, both about half farm 

and half forest:
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Wisconsin Pennsylvania 

Artificial restocking, 1991 ...+.+.+ ee. none 59,207 

Estimated kill in 1932. 6 4. 6 © 0 6 + « 2,000,000 3,126,512 : 

Months of open season . 6. ss sb ee ee 2.3 1 

Reg init per day sc bk eee 8 ele owe 5 5 
over 

Cover on farms... 4+ se es «ee + + + OVergrased seldon/grazed 

YooR 66 farmh 6 ok tw ee ee A ele es et Ce poor 

In general, Wisconsin shoots nearly ag herd and twice as long on poorer 

cover with no restocking, and still hes rabbits. 4A comparison of Pennsylvania 

with, let us say, Missouri, would ve ever so mech more striking, but cannot be 

made for lack of statistics. All we know is that Missouri shoots rabbits all 

year with no bag limit, and after exnorting verhavs 3,000,000 over and above 

her own kill, still has more rabbits than Pennsylvania, - »robably more than 

Yigseonsin and Pennsylvania combined. ’ 

Another exemple of toughness in Minnesota quail. For years totally sur- 

rounded by closed states and periodically beset vy killing winters, Minnesota 

has persisted in an open anail season, despite the continual and progreasive 

shrinkage of her coverts under the onslaughts of dairy cows and intensive farm- 

ing. There has been no restocking, and no management beyond desultory feeding. 

By all the rules of the game, Minnesota quail ought to have been extinct long 

ago, but they are not. Only a part of the southwestern quarter is queil range, 

but here is how that pert stacks up against the whole of Pennsylvania: 

Part of : 
Minnesota Pennsylvania 

Artificial restocking, 1932 none 12,000 

Estimated kill, 1932 11, 02% 115,552 

Months of open season 1-1/6 a 

Bag limit per day 10 6
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It is heard to elude the thought that both bobwhite and cottontall show 

incressing toughness, or resistance to use and sbuse, as one vroceedts westward 

from the central Atlantic seaboard to the Mississippi and the great plains. 

It is also common knowledge that egricultural fertility gradually increases 

from east tdweat. Is toughness in farm came associated with agricultural 

fertility? We may leave this question in abeyance until we have examined re- 

sponsiveness. ‘ 

It seems probable that a game fauna which resists destructive use will 

be correspondingly responsive to cultural measures. Such measures are stil) 

too new, end the results are still too immerfectly measmred, to adduce figures 

a@ evidence, but a general comparison between pheasant management in Michigan 

and Iowa may shed some light on the question. On narts of the Williamston 

Area Wight has brought about, dy fencing and planting, e seemingly perfect ‘ 

combination of food and cover. There mst be sections which run as high as 

20 percent
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las Cruces, May 2, 1933 

WILD LIFE AND SOTLS 

Aldo Leopold 

Our comprehension of wild life conservation exhibits four stages. 

The first stage sees bloot-lust and gunpowder as limiting wild life, 

The second sees the vlant and animal environment as also limiting wild 

life. 

The third sees industry as limiting the plant and animal environment. 

The fourth sees soil as limiting all three, and being in turn limited 

by them. i 

Doubtless there is a fifth (ani a fiftieth) stage, but the immediate 

task is to male the fourth concent the common nroverty of all those minds ; 

not yet too civilized to care whether wild things versist or verish. This 

is the task of research. 

In the last decede the minie of a majority of conservation leaders 

have reached stare three. Mot yet commrehending the ultimate devendence on 

soil, they are in danger of making certain errors. 

One very prevalent error is to sunnose that the reversion of lands efter 

they have been aitinned by economic exploitation is a benefit to wild life. 

We look out of the train window at the endless stretches of broom-sedge in 

the southern cutovers, or at that empire of vovple brush which was once the 

north woods, and feel a secret glee that here the wild things disrossessed 

by itinerant industry may once epain find haven and refu¢e. But our gratifics- 

tion is ninety vercent illusion. 

Take the southern eutovers: Stoddard has proven conclusively that they 

will support game only while in proeess of ebandonment. When the broom-sedge 

stare is reached, and thenceforward until a new forest has grown and opened 

up, the ground is barren of those weeds and herbs which supply food for game. 

When a sedge-field loses tte quail, Stoddard nlows strips through it to re- 

start the plant mecession, whereunon agricultural weeds reappear for a few
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years, and with thom quail. That is, they reapnear if there is enovgh 

fertility left in the soil to support the weeds. 

In Wood County, Wisconsin, we have at this moment an incredible abund- 

anee of grouse, -- pinnated, sharvteil, ruffed. Have the good old days come 

beck? Hardly. There was a huge fire here in 1930, which burned enough neat 

to re-fertilisze this land, abandoned as hoveless first by lumbermen, later 

by farmers. From the ashes of this fire heave svrung unnumbered seres of 

ragweed and smartweed, both virtually unknown since the farm-boom days. The 

fire, in short, was an ecological “shot in the arm". It havnened to coincide 

with the "high" of the rame cycle, hence the grouse. 

On the lowa vrairies the viant euocession of whole counties starts each 

| year from seratch on the day when spring plowing is over. Here are several 

dozen demonstrations where the stand of quail and vheasants increased as soon 

ag one or two percent of the area was left unplowed end ungragsed to resume its 

upward climb toward climax. On certain demonstrations in Michigan pheasants 

doubled, and on others in Wisconein queil inereased tenfold, after two or 

three years of feeding plus regrowth of small patches of cover. 

What do these things mean? What nrinciple lies behind their snecessful 

restoration of game? What is the ecologics1 definition of a range conducive 

to a rich and abundant wild life? I will venture an answer to these ques- 

tions, admittedly based only on impressions and opinion. It may vrovoke 

somebody to venture 2 more thorough ‘answer based on measured facta. 

Granted that evolution supplied species and that civilisation hag 

failed to exterminate their seed, a rich and abundmt fauna is in my mind very 

definitely associated with two concurrent conditions: 

(1) An upward thrust of the plant suecession. 

(2) Sufficient soil fertility to sustain that thrust.
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That ie to say, rich wild life is associated with the healing of 

ecological wounds, but the wounding must not be too severe, and the soil 

mist be strong enough to make the healtne vigorous. Rich plant life is, f 

thin, likewise associated with the same conditions. The plants induce the 

animals. 

All this vertains to small units of terrain. When we consider larger 

units, two other factors enter the equation. For maximum variety, and to 

some extent for maximum density, the terrain iould show a varied t opograrhy. 

This may be called the geological factor; it 1s relatively stable, and (ex- 

cept for drainage) little subject to human control. Secondly, for both 

variety and density, the wounds shovld be small, and each unit of terrain 

should represent many stages of recovery. This second factor is determined 

largely by the prevailing system of agriculture or forestry. 

Assuming tovogravhy and available species to be fixed, all these vari- 

| ables sre summed up in three concevts of game management! 

1. Variety of rence tyves 
2. Interspersion of range types 

3. Oruisine radii of game species 

Broadly svealting, the richest favina occurs where the largest variety 

| of tynes are so intersnersed as to be accessible within the cruising radii 

| characteristic of the available svecies. 

} Let us now try to avnly the test of exnerience to these hynothetical 

| relationshins. 

The southwestern faunas are shrinking becmse the wounding has been 

too violent and widespread. lrosion is sapning the strength of the soil, and 

| in the mountain valleys has virtually eliminated the riverbottom tyoe which 

was once the heart of the ecological orgenism. Graging wounds have, in this 

region, proved vastly more severe than fire wounds, possibly because of the 

continuity of their incidence. Trrigated soils end deltas are an excertion 

to the prevalent deterioration. These are, in effect, saprophytic faunas,
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Consider now the cornbdelt. When settlements first diversified the game 

types and its wounds showed all stages of plant succession, game, end prob- 

ably other wild life, rose to unprecedented heights of atundence. Clean- 

farming and drainage destroyed this diversity, reducing whole counties to a 

nearly homogenous interspersion of plowland and pasture. Consequently, game 

disapreared. Very recently game management has again diversified the types 

on a few sample sreas, with prompt faunal response. The little fenced areas 

employed for this mrpose are upward thrusts of the plant succession. The 

soll, though slipping, is sti1] strong. It is uy impression thet the per- 

cent of diversification needed to restore a covey of quail to the black soil 

of Towa is smaller than that needed on Wiseorgin drift, or Ozark flints, or 

Indiana sand dunes. This revresents the grester vigor of the thrust on the 

; richer soils. 

I have hoard many svortsmen say that the decline of agriculture in 

the Ozarks, in southern Indiane, and in southeastern Ohio assured a quail 

crop for future years. This is beceuse they find covies in newly-ebandoned 

fields, by reason of the ragweed which versists there for several years. 

But this land erodes end much of it is already too poor for heavy ragweed 

| seed crops; moreover by the time it reaches the sessefras -versinuon -vroomsedge 

stage the ragweed is crowded out. I anticipate a shriniage, not an increase, 

in the qvail crop, excent where food-patches are maintained, and even food- 

: patches are impracticable. where the soil has become too poor to raise grain. 

The setonishing faunal poverty of the reverted farms of the upper Atlantic 

3 seaboard is, IT eusvect, a phenomen of soil-depletion and undue simplification 

; of range tyres, but since I know less about this region, I will make no 

assertion. 
% 

9 

3 ;
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tT said there will be a fifth stage of comprehension in wild-life 

ecology. The next will, I think, pertain to soil chemistry and bacteriology. 

We game managers find occasional pieces of range which seem to meet all the 

eriteria here discussed, but which certain species refuse to enter, or to stay 

in if planted. The bacterial flora or mineral content or vitamin content of : 

the soil or plants may be temporarily or permanently wrong. One I know is 

an ungrazed woodlot adjecent to a swamp which has not been "wounded" for 

decades. This winter the woodlot is being cut. I susnect the healing, if 

allowed to follow its normal course, may bring {n some game. 

&



WILDERNESS 

Aldo Leopold 

y The two creat cultural advences of the vast century were the Darwinian 

theory, and the development of geology. ‘The one explained how and the other 

where we live. Compared with such ideas, the whole gant of mechanical and 

chemical invention pales into a mere matter of current ways and means. 

Just as important, however, as the origin of plants emnimals, and 

soil ts the mestion of how they operate as a commnity. 

Darwin lacked time to unrevel the more than the beginnings of on angwer. 

That tack has fallen to the new science of ecology, which is daily uncovering 

a wed of interdevendencies so intricate as to @mmaze ~ were he here - even 

Darwin himself, who, of 211 men, should have the least ceuse to tremble 

before the veil. 

One of the anamolies of modern ecology is that it is the creation of 

two grouvs, each of which seens barely aware of the exietence of the other. 

The one studies the human commnity elmost as if it were a severate entity, 

ond calls its findings soclology. economics, and history. The other studies 

the plant and enimal commnity, comfortably relegates the hodge-vodge of 

polities to "the liberal arte". The inevitable fusion of these two lines 

of thought will, verhers, constitute the outstanding advance of the present 

century. 

= :



Wildlife Research Institute. 

(for consideration of Jay Derling, Dean Russell, 2 
Dean Christenson, Herbert Stoddard, P. $. Lovejoy) 

3 The scarcest element in wild-life conservation is trained brains. 

All brains heretofore available are largely self-made and more or less 

devoid of real scientific training. In the next decade, however, there will 

be a hatch of selentific wild life managers, a few of whom will have out- 

standing ability ond experience, each along some particular line. A few . 

of these few will have the ability to transmit knowledge and inspire those 

to whom they transmit. These will be the "kéy men" who will make or break 

i the wild-life movement. 

Much depends on what mechanism, if any, is set up to make them aveil- 

able to the country at large. They will not be fully available if contimous- 

ly confined to s mrely local station. Neither will they retain their "spark® 

if continuously engaged by a bureau or Department or Association. The better 

; the man and the longer he stays in one place, the surer he is to become over- 

loaded with extraneous obligations. 

, I here broach the need for pooling of interests in building and using 

: such men. The vnool might be called an "Institute" or what-net, but its 

3 object would be to preserve the fluidity of the human assets in the conserva- 

: tion bank. 

Por example, according to my own limited viewpoint, two such men have ; 

already emerged: Paul Errington on the basic mechanism of predetion, end 

Franklin Schmidt on prairie chickens and related grouse. 

The proposed "Institute" would see to it that such men are periodically 

"mt in cireulation" wmong whoever needs them. There need not de any large 

cost as whoever borrows them should ordinarily pay for then. 

Take Schmidt for example. Without question he has forgotten more about 

chickens than most game men know. He will complete his Ph.D. here in 1936,
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emd ¢on then take some job where he ean contime some kind of work on 

chickens. But he should not contime indefinitely on such a job. very 

few years he should be borrowed by the Institute and "booked" for a miata 

round of the agencies needing coaching on chickens. Right now, whether thay 

know it or not, this would include: 

1. The USFS for "The Windbreak" j 

2. The SOS for their plains erosion projects. 

3. The USBS for their new research units in "chicken" states, 
and for marsh restoration projects involving chickens. 

bh, Wisconsin for her game areas being acquired in chicken 

country, end her prairie restoration project on her University 
Arboretum. 

5. Wyoming for her sage-hen study. 

6. Michigan for her sharvtail study. 

7. Kensas for her Davidson Ranch chicken project. 

8. Wew York for her sharoteil stocking vroject. 

9. Towa for her chicken refuges. 

10. Illinois for her chicken refuge end prairie restoration project. 

11. Now Mexico for her chicken and sage-hen restocking project and 
mrasing districts (Taylor Bill). 

It ought not be difficult to "book" a year's services for Schmidt if 

even a quarter of the agencies which neod him would sign up. The Institute 

need carry only his keeo during the "erseks" in his schedule, - it would be 

the underwriter and promoter, rather than the suprorter of his consulting 

vork. Automatically it would, of course, be enhancing the value of his 

services by snowballing his experiences. 

Bventually each such man should pubdlish a monograph on his subject. 

Here again the Institute should loan its sponsorship, or otherwise facilitate 

the job. 

The Institute should be a veol of the agencies nost interested, tut
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would have to be financed at the ontset by a substantial cift or bequest. 

It might proverly be attached to some university, or to the National 

Research Council, or to the USBS. The main voint wld be the availability 

of the contributed time of an executive competent to run tt. Its overations 

should be reviewed annually by all members of the pool. The members might 

include: 

1. ‘The Bureaus interested in game saa : 

' 2, American Game Assoc, 

3. Aududon Society ‘ 

4. TWLA 

5. &£.0.0. 

6. Soe. of Mammalogiats 

The purpose of this memo is to ask your judcement as to the soundness 

of this idea, and {f sound, your helv in thinking out the details end in 

keening a lookout for possible donors of the requisite funds. 

Aldo Leovold



? Wisconsin Society 
Chicaro 3-20-35 
Aldo Leopold 

The Wisconsin Ides in Game Conservation _ 

Shrinkage in wild life and expansion in liesure and desire to hunt. 

Shrinksge greater than usually credited: Telly of 161 farms - La Crosse 

to Madison . showed only 10% with food and cover, 20% had cover but no food, 

20% had food but no cover; 50% had meither. Plent working at 10% capacity, 

demand equal to full canseity. If every farm produced at rate which repre- 

sents max. economy - state could only supply 10-20 birds per hunter per year. re 

No denger of overproduction. om 

Why does production lag bohind demand? Beemse of cutworn tradition m 

that production is a public function. We we veetediied farms with state 

birds at $2.00 each when farmer can produce them in the wild for 20 cents. 

Why? Political unvomlarity of giving farmer custodianshin of game. Vree 

hunting. 

Farmer-custodian idea not impossible, given 

1. Time to demonstrate ) 

2, Knowledge of technioue (Reseerch) ) also Town and Michigen 

3. Leadership (trained men) ) 

W.A.R.F. ~ chair of Game Management. 

Research and training are one and the same operation. Not necessary 

to found a school. Plenty of Univ. training in basic subjects. Take biol. 

grad. - turn into game manegers by eiving him a problem te solve and 3 years 

to do it. Thus: 

Quail wan - Errington, Hawkins ; 

P, C, man ~ Schmidt 

cycles ~ Wing 

Also baser problens - tryouts of himan material 

food patches - Arboretum 

Univ. farms 

i.
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also courses 

Survey course - 20 ; 

Farmers Short Course - 20 last, 100 this year. 

also related problems in other fields, thus! 

Botany. Eeology of marshes. Frolik 

Beonomics (hoped for) 

Vitamin nutrition as affecting disecse end reprod. . hoped for 

Demonstration : 

1. "ft has been done". Demon. Areas - Riley Lake Mills, Monroe 
Centre, Arboretun 

2. Farmer Handbook. "Teach it in Schools". 

3.. Govt. Demonstration - Coon Valley, Cent. Wis. Game Area, USBS 
refuges, Bat'l. Forests. 

Pitfalls and Difficulties 

1. Duplication. t of Ornith. Bot. Populations - cycle - ifruption. 

Hunen analogy. Mode. 

2. Funds. Came researchers mst travel. 500-1000 per year. 

Cons. not yet a “respectable” profession. 

Racine-~Konosha-Mil. fellowship 

Univ. Fellowship 

Needs Demon. Areas 

3. The Yarmer Mind. Neon. Incentive? Suild fortune vs. build enjoy- 

ments. Farm voys don't know game, 

4, Tradition of “slicking-up". Usthetie standards. 

5. Combining Research * Organ. Functions. Separate training not recognised. 

6. Private Initiative at a time everything is going public. 

7. Game not a separate vroblem. forestry, erosion, water-resources, 
recrestion.



Proposal to Mr, Darling for 
Coordinated Game Research in Michigan and Wiseonsin 

Prouises 
1. It is the expressed murpose of the USBS to coordinate as well as 

stimulate game cropping as s land-use. . 

2. The needed coordination is: (1) geographic (as between states); 

(2) internal (as between various categories of research and various educa 

tional activities; (3) externel (as between game and other lend crops). 

3. It is wise to start this intricate 3-way process on a modest scale, 

go the attemnt will not bog dow of its own complexity. 

hk, Michigan-Wisconsin would be « suitable ceogreaphie unit. It hanpens 

also to be one of the few unite which is ready to train monvower to start 

the process in other units. 

Organization. In setting up the Michigen-Wiseconsin unit, the specifieations 

to be met are: 

(a) The set-up should be loose, flexible, and sultable for recetving 

not only came funds but also other funds for develovinge other land-uses 

bearing on conservation, should such become avatlabdle. 

(>) Tho set-up should geer un or be capable of gearing up not only all 

the oxisting research institutions in the two states, but also the adminis- 

trative devertments, feteralbureme and planning boards. 

(ec) The federal coordination mentioned in Mr. Darling's letters should 

be limited to (1) the rover to discontime federal money contributions, (2) 

the power to arrenge for federal servicing; and (3) the resronsibility for 

advising es te what is being done or what is ‘now elsewhere. The setual 

initiative in positively coordinating and doing research should rest with the 

states themselves. 

It 1s suggested that a 3-man committee on wild life in each state,
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attached to the State Planning Board, would be suiteble. Such already 

exists in Michigan. The supervisor of the system, travelling out of the 

USBS in Washington, is the only overhead personnel needed. ‘The committee 

chairmen should deal directly with him as to setting up projects. The 

institution in which a project is placed should deal directly with him as 

to executing projects. (See Diagram attached). 

Before either state embarks on any further game research project, the 

two chairmen should inventory #11 research work done or under way, and all 

expert personnel available for consultation. The future work should "tie in" 

to these pre-existing facilities. A rough preliminary inventory of this sort 

is attached. 

Categories of Gane York. One of the prine objects of coordination is to seek ‘ 

a balance, not only between states, but tetween the various stages or cate- 

gories of research in each state. These include the followings 

(A) Research 

1. Iife History Studies. The Stoddard tyve of vreliminary evaluation 

of factors in a single species. Examples: Errington quail study, Yeatter 

Rungerian study, Schmidt Grouse Study. This includes laboratory tests of 

field deductions: viz: Srrington's starvation experiments. 

2. Miscellaneous Field Studies. Usually a follow-up on No. 1 dealing 

with groupe of snecies on their joint habitat. Examples: Kellogg Sanctuary 

studies, Gentrel Wisconsin Area Development Plan, Ceorge Preserve studies. 

3. Deponstration Areas. Testing the findings of No. 1 on a piece of 

land. xamplest Willicmston Pronena’ Area, Lake Mills Iungarian Area. ; 

4, Field Feolorical Studies. Usually a follow-up on No. 1, dealing with 

special aspects of species or groups. Rxamples! Grange and wing Cyele Study, 

Havicins Quail Irruvtion Study; Green Disease Study; Pirnie Duck-banding Study. 

5. Non-Game Studies. Ramifications of game projects extending into
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fields not esnecially concerned with geome, but having svecialized personnel 

able to contribute valuable work. Exammlet cycle study is blocked until 

: certain work in astrophysics, endocrinology, and physiologicol chemistry 1¢ 

done, 

6. Lsboratory Investications of the standard type. Example! lung 

worm studies by O'Roke and ; Gehalane study of eriteria for 

éetormining age in deer. 

(B) Bducation 

7. Uxtenston Work. Educational, mublic relations, and publieity werle 

of the usual sort, aimed st rudimentary education of the general pubdile or 

of special groups. 

| 8. Orientation Courses.



, PTA, Randall School 
4/10/38 . 

Hobbies 

, . Aldo Leopold 

' I cannot easily imagine a greater fallacy than for one who has several 

hobbies to speak on the subject to those who may have none. For this implies 

prescription of avocation by one person for another, which is the antithesis 

4 of whatever virtue may inhere in having any at‘all. One does not annex a 

hobby, the hobby annexes you. To prescribe a hobby would be dangerously akin 

to prescribing a wife--with about the same probability of a happy outeome. 

For children, esrecially, is the indignity of prescription to be avoided. 

> Let it be understood, then, that this is merely an exchange of reflections 

among those already obsessed--for better or for worge--with the need of doing 

something oveer. let others listen if they will, and profit by our behavior 

if they can. 

What is a hobby anyway? Where is the line of demarcation between them 

and ordinary normal pursuits? I have been unable to ansver this question to 

my own satisfaction. At first blush I an tempted to conclude that a satisfactory 

hobby mist be in large degree useless, ineffichont, laborious, or irrelevant. 

Certainly many of our most satisfying avocations today consist of making some= 

thing by hand which machines can usually make quicker and cheaper, and some- 

times better. Nevertheless ! mst in fairness admit that in a different age 

the inne fashioning of a machine might have been an excellent hobby. Galileo, 

I faney, derived 2 real and personal satisfaction when he set the ocelestias- 

tical world by the ears by embodying in a new catapult some natural lew 

which St. Peter had inadvertently omitted to catalogue. Today the invention 

of a new machine, however noteworthy to industry, would, as a hobby, be trite 

stuff. Perhaps we have here the real inwardness of our question: A hobby is 

& defiance of the contemporary. It is an assertion of those permanent values 

which the momentary eddies of social evolution have contravened or overlooked,
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If this be true, then we may also say that every hobbyist is inherently a 

radical, and that his tribe is inherently e minority. 

This, however, is serious, which is a grievous fault in hobbyists. It is 

an axiom that no hobly should either seek or need rational justification. To 

| wish toido it ig reason enough. To find reasons why it is useful or beneficial 

converts it at once from an avocation into an industry--lowere it at once to 

| the ignominious category of an "exercise" undertaken for health, power, or 

profit. Lifting dumbbells is not a hobby. It is a confession of subservience, 

not an assertion of liberty. . 

Let us see, now, whether some of the avocations which we know intuitively 

to be true hobbiss square with these theorems. I choose this method because 

it is unscientific. 

The most glamorous hobby I know of today is the revival of falconry. It 

hae three addicts in America, and perhaps e dozen in Ingland~-a minority indeed. 

Yor two ond a half cents one can buy and shoot a cartridge which will kill the 

heron whose capture by hawking requires months or years of leborious training 

of both the haw and hawker. The cartridge, as a lethal agent, is the verfect 

of industriel chemistry. One can write a formula for its lethal reaction. The 

hawk, as @ lethal agent, is the perfect flower of that still utterly myster- 

fous alchemy--evolution. Wo living man can, or possibly ever will, understand 

the instinct of vredation which we share with our raptorial servant. No man~ 

made machine can, or ever will, synthesize that perfect coordination of eye, 

muscle, and pinion as he stoops to his kill. The heron, if bagged, is in- 

edible end hence useless (although the old faleoners seem to have eaten him, 

just as a Boy Scout smokes and eats o flea-bitten summer cottontail which 

has fallen victim to his sling, club, or dow). Moreover the hawk, at the 

slightect error in technique of handling, may either "go tame" like homo 

sapiens, or fly away into the blue. All in all it is the perfect hobdbdy. 

s
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To make and shoot the longbow {s a close second. There is a subyersive 

belief among leynen thet in the hands of on expert, the bow is an efficient 

weapon. Last fall sixty Yisconsin experts registered to hunt deer with the 

weapon. Last fell sixty Wisconsin experts registered to hunt deer with the 

broadheaded arrow. One out of the sixty got a buck, and he was surprised. 

One out of five riflemen gets his buck. As an archer, therefore, and on the 

basis of our record, I indignantly deny the allegation of efficiency. I ad- 

mit only thist that making archery tackle is on efficient alibi fof being 

late at the office, or failing to carry out the esh can on Thursdays. 

One cannot make a gun--at least I can't. But I can make a bow, and some 

of them will shoot. And this reminds me that perhaps our definition ought to 

be amended; # good hobby, in these times, is one that entails either making 

something or making the tools to make it with, an@ then using 1t to accomplish 

some needless thing. When we have passed out of the present age, a good 

hoboy will be the reverse of all these. I come again to the defiance of the 

contemporary. 

A good hobby mat also be a gamble. ‘When I look at e@ rough, heavy, 

lumvy splintery stave of bois d'arc, and envision the perfect gleaming woapon 

which will one day emerge from its gracelees innards, and vhen I picture that 

vow, drawn in a perfect are, ready--in a split second--to cleave the sky with 

its shining jevelin, I mst envision also the probadility that it may--in a 

split second--turst into impotent splinters, while I face another laborious 

nonth of evenings at the bench. The possible debacle 1s, in short, an 

essential clement in all hobbies, and stands in bold contradistinction to 

hum-drun certainty that the endless belt will eventuate in a Ford. 

A good hobby may be a solitary revolt against the commonplace, or it may 

be the Joint conspiracy of a congenial group. That group may, on occasion, 

be the family. In either event it is a rebellion, and if a hopeless one, all
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the better. I cannot imagine a worse jumble than to have the whole body 

politic suddenly "adopt" all the foolish ideas which emolder in happy dis- 

content beneath the conventional surface of society. There is no such danger. 

Non-conformity 1s the highest evolutionary attainment of social animals, snd 

will grow no faster than other new functions. Selence is just beginning to 

discover what incredible regimentation prevails among the "free" savages, 

and the freer mammals end birds. A hobby is perhans creation's first denial 

of the "peck-order" which burdens the gregerious universe and of which the 

majority of mankind is still a part. :



February 9, 1943 
HeAs Wildlife Conference 

MISTAKES I HAVE MADE 
IN WILDLIFE RUGEARCE 

Aldo Leopold 

All of the errors listed below I have made, but some I am now cured 

of. Others I am still making, but hope some day to learn better. 

1. EASY SHORT.cUTS IN RESRARCH. In 1923 it was possible to learn 

something new ebout almost any species by simple observation. In 1943 

this "easy money" {is seldom available, Most species now yield only to a 

combination of banding, census, and sex and age classification applied to 

a unit pomlation through a period of years. 

The cost of failure to realize this runs into at lesst six figures 

anmally. 

Tt follows that most research projects set up to end in three years 

are not research, and that the absence of banding, censuses, and sex and 

age criteria from a research program labels it as a noble experiment. 

2. OQVER-PLANNING. All research is cut-and-try. It 1s good to draw 

blueprints for the future, but futile to expect a good man to adhere to 

them for long. The best way to test whether a blueprint is out of date 

ia to write up the vroject ag if for publication. Usually such a test 

write-up reveals holes large enough to throw a cat through. 

The mistake is to postpone writing until the project is "finished", 

Every research project should be written up at least every two years. 

3. MISC¥LLANZOUS. The following miscellaneous errors are frequent 

enought to deserve listing: 

(a) Falling to digest the literature until field work 

is well along. One never finds all of it, but to search 

the literature ex post facto is to find too little of 

it too late.
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(>) Ignoring statistical cautions. Most "old-timers" lack 

statistical training, but we are not for that reason 

excuse from developing at least home-made rules of 

statietical safety. 

(ce) Valling to “trenslate" research for the layman. There 

is no research job 20 complex that it cannot be described 

in non-technical terms. Searching for these terms is : 

part of the job. 

(4) Leaving a fitid worker “out in the sticke" for protracted 

periods without a break.



, Aldo Leopold 

Rough draft of Technical Note 

WOOD FOR ARROWS 

Properties Required in Arrow Shafts 

The properties required in arrow shafts are: (1) "spine", (2) re+ 

sistance to shock, (3) low warpage, (4) resistance to splitting, (5) hardness, 

(6) gluability, (7) ability to make a sulooth finish. 

The first three are essential; the last four are desirable but of lesser 

importance. No one wood combines them all in high degree. The problem is 

to combine the essential properties and as many of the others as possible. 

An arrow is propelled by the bowstring toward the axis of the bow, 

whereas it actually moves past the edge of the bow. Accordingly, the arrow, 

to fly true, mst whip around the bow. "Spine" is the property which en- 

ables the arrow to whip around the bow with a small horizontal deflection 

against it and a quick return to straightness after leaving it. Without 

spine an arrow “wobbles” in flight. Spine is a composite of stiffness per 

unit weight and resiliency. A strong bow requireg more spine than a weak 

one, but in selecting arrow wood maximm spine should be sought regardless 

of the weight of the bow. The arrows can then be adjusted to the particular 

vow in which they are to be used by varying their diameter. 

Shoek resistance prevents shattering behind the head upon impact. 

Low warpage enables a straight arrow to stay straight in spite of 

fluctuating atmospheric molsture. 

Resistance to splitting prevents the string from splitting the nock; 

hardness reduces abrasion; gluability holds feathers and footings; a smooth 

finish reduces the air friction in flight and facilitates removal of md 

and dirt. 

In addition to these properties, arrow wood mst obviously be well
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seasoned and free from cross grain and visible defects. Straight grain is 

easier to find in conifers than in hardwoods, In hardwoods the shaft should 

be rejected if the grain crosses it in less than 6 or 8 inches. In conifers 

the shaft should be rejected if the grain crosses it in less than 18 inches. 

Selecting Shafts tor Essential Provertios 
Selection cannot begin until the pieces have been cut to rough size and 

stored for a few weeks under the atmospheric conditions in which they will 

be stored after mamfacture, Such storage brings out any latent warpage. 

Warpage up to 1/8 inch can be planed out with reasonable assurance that it 

will not reappear in the finished shaft. : 

Species alone {s an insufficient criterion of good essential properties. : 

It is necessary not only to choose the proper species, but also to select 

the right wood of the species chosen, 

Ho one species combines the three essential properties in high degree. 

Selected shafts of the best hardwoods are high in shock resistance but only 

fairy in spine and warpage. Selected shafts of the best conifers are high as 

to epine and warpage, but low as to shock resistance. Hence all coniferous 

shafts mst be spliced with hardwood "footings" to prevent shattering behind 

the head. In addition, coniferous shafts are usually reinforced with a horn 

or fibre nock to prevent splitting, or else are wrapped at the nock with 

bindings laid in glue. 

The best hardwood species are yellow birch, hickory, and cucumber 

magnolia. Other birches can be used but se/itesly to contain good wood. 

In selecting birch and hickory, shock resistance may be assumed 

satisfastéry in all pieces. The best criterion of low warpage is that the 

shaft be straight to degin with. Spine is the important thing, and may de 

Selected by feol in beriding the shaft in the hand, or by the use of the de- 

flector later described. Contrary to the usual assumption, the derk
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| heartwood of birch and hickory is often better than sarnwood. No color 

| eriterion should be used, 

; In selecting cucumber shock resistance may be assumed to be somewhat 

| weak in all nieces, warvage may be assumed satisfactory in all nieces and 

spine may be selected by feel or by the deflector. 

: Good arrow wood may be found in most of the coniferous species but is 

most commonly found in the hard pines (Norway pine, Murovean Scotch pine or 

"ped deal" or the southern pine), Douglas fir, the spruces, and Port Orford 

: eeder. Since all conifers mst be footed to give them shock resistance, se- 

' leetion involves only spine amd warpage. Warpage may be assumed satisfactory 

if the plece is straight in the rough and devoid of "compression wood." (For 

a description of this abnormal wood see Technical Note No. de 

; The best spine conifers is found in wood which has (a) the clearest, 

sharpest demarcation between springwood and sumnerwood, (b) soringwood bends 

: on the cross seetion not more than 2 or 2-1/2 times ae wide as the summer- 

wood bands, (@) rings on cross section 16 per inch or more (a) summerwood 

, bands continuous and of uniform thickness in longitudinal section. Coniferous 

a shafts should be made only from wood of this tyne. The deflector can then be 

employed to commare the spine of the individual shafts. 

In selecting spruce speciel care is necessary to reject wood containing 

: compression failures (see Technical Note ). These failures pre-exist in 

. the living tree, and are marked by fine hair-lines running transverse to the 

grain. When compreseion failures are present the shaft will usually bresk 

“ when carved 3 inches in the hand. 

Selecting Shefts for Other Provertiog 

. All of the hardwood listed in this note are reasonably safe against 

* splitting, but none of the conifers are safe unless reinforced with either 

: horn noeks or bindings.
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All of the woods listed are hard enough to resist ordinary abrasion. 

The softest are Port Orford cedar, spruce, and cucumber magnolia, 

All of the woods listed glue readily. All take a smooth finish easily 

except spruce and Port Orford cedar. These should be shellacked and sanded 

vefore varnishing, and the varnish should be brushed thin. 

Deflector for Selecting Spine 

This comprises a clamp capable of holding one end of the shaft firmly 

in a horigontal position, a pound weight, and a vertical scale to show de- 

i flection when the weight 1s hung from the shaft 2 inches from the clamp 

support. 

The following table indicates what constitutes satisfactory arrow 

shafts as measured by the deflector after storage in @ heated houset 

ccna ac CALC ONL CN CC AT CC CL LAL AAA A, 

Svecies Diameter Weight of Deflection not 
28-inch nore than 

emererererereetees wrieeninnnmnaminceeninteeninen en nernuenmrenseran see nate te TE wns men sn enem ernie etnies ne emt tee 

Inches Grans Inches 

Yellow birch $/16 25 3 
11/32 35 2-1/2 

3/8 39 2 

Sitka spruce and 
Port Orford cedar 14/52. 22 3 

Douglas fir 11/32 27 3 

3/8 30 2-1/2 

Cucumber 11/32 30 3 

CCC OO CLL OO ALA LLL A AN 

Use of Deflector for Matching Sete 

fhe deflector may be employed not only to reject unsatisfactory shafts 

bub, in conjunction with a weighing scale, to bring satisfactory shefts to 

uniform spine and weight. In a given lot of shafts of uniform dimensions 

the heaviest will almost always be the stiffest. By alternately sanding, 

deflecting, and weighing the heaviest and atiffest pieces the whole lot can 

be Drought down to the same weight and deflection. The lot will then constitute
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a matched set. 

Footings 

The vroperties required in footings for arrow shafts are shock re- 

sistance, gluability, end ability to take a smooth finish. Species its a 

sufficiont criterion of suitable material. Beefwood is usally regarded 

as standard, but many tough hardwoods are usable. Some hardwoods high in 

extrectives such ae greenheart and osage orange, do not take glue readily 

and require extra care in gluing to assure a strong joint. 

Genera) Gheragteristios of Svectes } 
In the following summery by species all coniferous shafts are assumed 

to be footed and reinforced at the nock. 

Birch has the merit of combining all the properties in some degree 

without recourse to footings. Its demerit is its variability and hence ite 

high percentage of cull for cross grain, crook, end limberness. The heaviest 

birch is likely to be the best. ‘ 

Hiekory has the same merits as birch. Its demerit is its tendency to 

remain crooked after deflection. ‘There is hickory which stays straight, 

but it is hard to find. The heaviest hickory, such as is sought for handles, 

is not good for arrows. 

Cueunber magnolia has the merit of uniformity and low warpage. It is 

@ little too light, requiring large diamters to get the requisite stiffness, 

shook resistance, and split resistance. Henee the heaviest cucumber is the 

vest. 

The hard pines and Douglas fir have the merit of good spine, and of 

uniformity if cut from one block. The spine is not as good as the best 

spruce or Port Orford cedar. 

Spruce and Port Orford cedar excel all species in spine, but both lack 

hardness and require special care to assure a smooth yest Both are subject 

to compression failures, especially spruce, and to compression wood, especially 

: cedar.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN WILDLIFZ RESEARCH AND MDUCATION 

Joint Report by Russell W. Oumley and Aldo Leopold 

Our Fast 

We Americans have been dynamic destroyers. Within the few generations 
of our national existence, we have managed successfully to wipe out vast 
traets of virgin forest, devastate millions of acres of fine soil, pollute 
innumerable streams with human refuse and industrial waste, recklessly 

destroy our mineral resources, and obliterate the native animal life with- 
out the slightest compunction. 

Pana 

Some years ago various scientific groups and individuals expressed 
doubts as to the desirability of our traditional policy of exploitation, 
But at that time we lived in a land of plenty, - or thought we did, - and 

the far-sighted individual was scorned. Not until 1934, when the dust storms 

svept the country from the Great Pleins to the Atlantic, did the mblic 
awaken to the peril of our plight. Today the American people are acutely 
aware of the necessity of measures designed to protect our natural resources, 
of which our native wildlife is one. 

But before we came to our senses, we had exterminated the great ouk, 
the Pallas cormorant, the Labrador duck, the passenger pigeon, the heath 
her, the English curlew, and the Carolina paromet. The giant mink is gone; 
the buffalo barely survives; and in the United States the grissly bear is 
nearly extinct. There are many other species, too, which are threatened 
with extinction. The trumpeter swan, the canvasback duck, the redhead, the ’ 
upland plover, the whooping crane, the golden plover, and the ivory billed 
woodpecker are tut a few of our game birds which are going fast and whose 
decline we seom impotent to prevent. Zven if those species of which we 
still have relatively large numbers, the decline has been strikingly ob- 
vious. Compare the breeding range of a species today with the original 
breeding range, and the facts are brought clearly home. The following three 
maps show these ranges for the long~billed curlew, the Canada goose, and the 
Wilson snipe. See how broad the breeding ranges of these species once were. 
See how restricted their ranges now are, Q 

The Situation Today 

We have come to our senses. The pubdlic hes pretty well decided that 
it wants wildlife restored. But the truth is that we actually do not know 
how to restore wildlife or how to preserve what we now have. And there is 

& good reason, viz.: The scionce of wildlife conservation is still very, 
very young. Most of our sciences date from antiquity; by the dawn of history 
a greet mass of information was avalleble to mankind in the form of practical 
and theoretical knowledge. Other sciences arose during or after the Renais- 

sanee, and have been developing for over two centuries. There are relatively 
few lines of endeevor, today, that are less than 50 years old. 

But the sctence of conservation, in America, is different. Gifford 
Pinchot, who is still living, was America's first forester; and Theodore
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Roosevelt was the first statesman to bring foreibly before the wblic the 
necessity of conservation of our natural endowments. These men were ahead 
of their time, and it has been only within the last decade that a dynamic 
program of conservation has been undertaken. In five to ten years, there- 

fore, America has attempted not only to create a science, but to realize a 
profit on it. 

Naturally, in our embryonic efforts at wildlife control, we have made 
many mistakes. In the main, these mistakes have been due to our ignorance 

of fundamentel natural laws. These laws can be understood or detected only 
through the medium of research. In order to learn how to restore our wild- 
life, then, we must employ the same tiethods used in agriculture and industry. 

We mst study fundanentals. 
Up to three yeare ago there was a great scarcity of research funds 

throughout the wildlife field, Congress then passed the Pittman-Robertson 
Act which diverts the ammunition excise tax and makes it available to states 
as federal aid for research and for the purchase of wildlife lands. 

There is, therefore, considerable research money available, but the 
distribution of the funds is exceedingly uneven and unsatisfactory. The 
state conservation derartments have the last word in deciding what funds 
are to be used for, and they naturally give preference to "practical" pro- 
jects. There is still] no money for basic scientific research in wildlife, 
and the experiences of agriculture and industry show clearly thet unless 
euch scientific work keeps pace with practical work, we end up in a blind 
alley. There are still no funds €efor exploring new fields such as wild- 
life vhysiology and psychology. There is also a great wastage of funds due 
to the cutting off of important university projects when the graduate studept 
has received his degree. Instances of these defects will be cited later. 

That the right kind of wildlife research can actually result in restora- 
tion of abundance is proven in the southeastern states, High. Stoddard began 

. in 1924 a research study of bobwhite quail. There wes at that time no 
| appreciable success in cropping or management of quail. He learned by re- 

search how to crop and manage this species, and today a highly successful 
| system of quail management is in operation on hundreds of thousands of acres 

throughout the southeastern states. 

Ways bo Work 

Any new enterprise set un with private funds should be surervised by a 
emall board of trustees, carefully selected for their knowledge of biological 
selence and their achievements in wildlife research and management. ‘The 

; services of such a board will be readily available for any enterprise set 
up on sound lines, 

: There are four mechanisms through which new work in wildlife research 
and education ean be accomplished, namely: 

: 1, Research grants 
2. Chairs in universities 
3. laboratories for education and extension work 
4, Research laboratories. 

: 1. Research Grants 

This is the most flexible and least risky of the four ways to work and
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is tho stendard method in other scientific foundations. The board decides 
where the best brains are being applied on the most important subjects, and 
alds such enterprises by a grant of funds. ‘The grents are continued only so 
long as the brain work continuos and the subject remains important. Research 

{ grants totalling millions per year are available for general science, for 
: education, for art, for medicine, etc., but THERE ARH NO RESZARCH FOUNDAS 

TIONS WITH UNENCUMBERED PRIVATE FUYDS FOR RESRARCH GRANTS IN WILDLIFE. 

There is one foundation local to Missouri (the Edward K. Love Foundation). 
The American Wildlife Institute has s small fund from which research grants 
are made, but it has no continuity and may give out at any time. None of the 
standard scientific foundations have ever given a CENT to wildlife, because 
they do not consider this field to be science. 

2. Chairs in Untversities 
While interest centers in a particular state, both research and educa- 

tion can be stimlated by setting up a chair for wildlife in the state 
university. Thus, the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation set up @ chair 
of wildlife menagement in the University of Wisconsin in 1933. They sup- 
ported this chair until last year when support was taken over by the university. 

Chairs sre, of course, inadvisable except where outstanding talent 
exists in a state which has outstending need and which is not likely to get 
started in any other way. Chairs can cover research and teaching or any 

combination of the two. 

3. Laboratories for Education and dxtension 

The education of the general mbdlic in the meaning of wildlife has 
not employed the most modern tools. Yor example, the various museums 
have developed a technique for teaching natural history through habitat 

eroups. This technique is emally applicable to wildlife management but 
) has never been used, because few mseuns know what wildlife management is, - 

and wildlife managers do not have the funds for habitat groups. A further 
development could result in the preparation of portable habitat groups which 
would have enormous educational value. There are thousands of 4H and Conserva- 

tion Clubs, for example, which need such portable exhibits but have no access 
. to them. They woul’ be gled to vay transportation end even rental on such 

materials if they were available. This idea has beon broached both to the 
Field Museum and to the Milwaukee Public Museum, but there are no funds to 
exeente it. 

4. Research Laboratories 

It le possible to construct and finance lobvoratories for wildlife 
; research, but this sethod is somewhat riskier then number 1 and number 2. 
. Permenently well-financed research enterprises seen to go to seed. However, 

obviously, that is not necessary if the organization is properly managed. 
; A research laboratory for wildlife physiology and psychology is badly needed, . 
. and if some university would mit up the building. 1t could de “inanced with- 

out great risk, the understanding being that funds would be withdrawn when 

vroduction ceases. There has been one such laboratory. the Baldwin Bird 
Pesearch Laboratory in Cleveland, but it came to an end with the death of 
Mr. Baldwin because his family was not in sympathy with it, 

4
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Seale of Qverations 

A set-up of funds could cover one or more of the four ways to work. 

A minimmm set-up would attemrt only research grants and might operete 
on an annual budget as low as five or ten thousand per year. Naturally, 
on suoh a restricted budget, the grants would necessarily be smell, However, 
one should remember that throughout this country there are dozens of scienti- 
fie workers with interests in the wildlife field, who are without sufficient 
funds to carry forward a program of wildlife research. These men are nost 

often supported by some school or college which has little if any money for 

research. To these men, then, the difference between victory and defeat 
generally means $200 to $500 ver year, 

As to the other ways to work: the minimum budget for s chair would 

be eight thousand per year. The minimum budget for an educational and ex- 
tension laboratory would be shout ten thousand per year. The minimum budget 
for a research labotatory where the university furnished the building would 
be the same as for a chair, nomely, eight thousand a year. 

Sample Problems 

In the following paregraphs are set forth some pertinent problems, of 
a fundamental biological nature. whose solution would well be within the 
scope of a reasonably well endowed organization. 

Sex Ratio in Ducks ‘ 

The decrease in breeding range of the mallard duck is shown on the 
following map. 

The decline of the duck supply has clearly had three causes: over- 
shooting, drouth, and distortion of the sex ratio. Distortion as high as 
70 males to 30 females occurs in some species. Overshooting and drouth are 
not within the province of research, but the diagnosis of sex distortion is. 

In the 17th century Fabricius discovered that birds of the year could 
ve distinguished from older birds by the presence of a blind sack at the 
end of the intestine called the bursa. Three years sgo Carl Gower of 
Michigan revived the use of the bursa as a means of aging birds, but he 
applied it only to deed birds in the laboratory. Two years ego Albert : 
Hochbaum of Wisconsin found he could examine the burse in live ducke and 
could readily tell both their sex end their age in one operation and with- 

out injuring the bird. 

Since that time Hochbemm end also Hawkins of Illinois heve sexed and 
aged thousends of ducks, both alive end dead and found that: 

1. Botulism, which hits the breeding mershes in August, falls aif- 
ferentéllyuon sex end age classes. Tt tends to kill the old females and 
the young, because their moult is deferred, and they cannot fly when botuliam 
hits. The drakes soult earlier and thus escape disease. 

2, Shooting fells differentially on sexes and ages. Early pvot-hole
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shooting is hardest on the old hens. The old hens, furthermore, constitute 
the most imvortent class of ducks, becuse they vossess the instinct to re- 
turn to their original breeding eround. 

3. Migration shows difforences as to sex and age. ‘The hens and young 
come down first and get hit hardest by the hunters. 

If these vreliminary indications can be verified and extended to the 
whole continent, it mizht be nossible to cure the distortion of the sex 

ratio by manipulation of seasons and without decreasing the total kill. 
What te nesded is funds to start a system of sex and age tallies of duck 

vars throvghout the country, especially the migratory zone, end wholesale 
banding on the breeding grounds. ‘The Biologics) Survey and the various 

states and duck elubs would carry most of the cost once the preliminary re- if 
search is commleted. Al) thet is needed is a little "yeast" to start the 
process, 

Research grants would be the best, although a chair for the permanent 
study of duek banding is needed in some Canadian university. Pittman- 
Robertson funds cannot flow across the border into Canada where the need 
for work is greatest. 

Breeding Mecheniom of Prairie Grouse 

The continental deciine of the prairle ehieken and sharptalled grouse 
is known to all, and is a threat to the future of all sports based on the 
work of bird dogs. 

These two grouse have a unique breeding mechanism known as booming. 
A booming ground was long regarded as the fighting place of males ready to 

breed. Hamerstrom of Yisconsin, by the use of modern research nethods, has 
now proven this supposition to be faise. ‘The whole booming performance is 
evidently 4 preparation for breeding, and the decline of the prairie grouse 
may be ascribed to the fact that their numbers are no longer sufficient. 
Adequate prenaration depends on intensity of booming, and intensity depends 
on numbers, Mating tekes place only when preperation is completed in both 

males end females and when their veriod of readiness overlaps. The well- 
known cyele in mmbers of grouse may likewise depend upon disturbance of 
the breeding mechenitem. 

Similar studies by Davidson in Oklahoma, Lehmann, in Texas, and Schwarts 
in Missouri point to similar conclusions. All of these investigations face 

discontinuance beceuse the students involved have completed their doctor's 
degrees. A small fund would serve to meh one of these projects to the 
roint where the value of the new appraisals of the grouse problem conld be 

proven or disproven. A reseerch grant would be the proper mechanism for 
temporary wor, tut a chair of grouse menagement either in this country or 

in Ganade wonld be a more adeqnate vrovision for long time action. 

Improvement of Wild Turkey Stocks 

The decrease in wild turkey range is shown on the accompnnying map. 

A dozen states have spent large sums on the restoration of the wild 
turkey, but in no ease have such efforts proved entirely successful. Up 
to five years ago the cause of failure was obvious because of the use of
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mongrel stocks which had crossed with domestic breeds. Since that time 
breeding has ~roduced by seleetion a bird which looks like the wild turkey, 
but recent studies in Missouri show that even these immroved birds lack the 
power to spreed and recolonize the turkey range. Their cruising redius in 
a year is often less than the daily cruising radius of genuine wild turkey 
stock. This indicates that while these improved birds look like wild turkey 
stock, they actually lack the inner equipment for wild survival. In a word, 
they are not wild turkeys "at heart". 

We now know how to study this inner equipment, both in the laboratory 
and in the field. If research can show that the best available game farm 
stocks are defectiv:, a complete about-face in methods will be necessary. 
The defective stock on the range will have to be eradicated and the range 
will have to be repomlated by allowing gemine wild nuclei to spread. 
This will be a slower but perhaps a sounder technique. 

The only large population of genuine wild birds is in the southeast 
and in Mexico. A much more intensive study of these gemine wild remnants 
is needed. Pittman-Robertson funds cannot be used across the border. 4 
private foundation could do a lot of good in hastening the further work of 
the wild turkey restoration program. Temporary work could best be carried 
out through research grants, but long-time work through @ chair of wild 
turkey management. 

Co * * 

The above ere merely sample problems. There are dozens of others of 
equal merit and in equal need of action, and in most cases, there is equal 
need of unencunbdered private funds to undertake jobs which mblic funds 
are inhibited from undertaking.
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The Role of the Federal Government 

wi Lome Conservation 

(A) Outline of Jobs 

Heed of Definition. Recent years have brought about a radical change in the 

yoblic viewpoint toward wild life resources, In the vast, wild life was re- 

garded ae a mblic proverty which mst be weber. from diminution through 

misuse. A logical allocation of this protective function had been worked 

out. 

At the vresent moment there is a rapidly spreading realization that 

the exercise of this vrotective function ia not sufficient; that wild life 

resources must not only be protected, but mst also be expanded and built 

up through a cultural operation which has come to be known as game manage- 

ment. In short, wild life has become a land crop, end its conservation 

has become a problem in agriculture, forestry, and range management. 

This re-orientation has thrown into temporary confusion the pre-existing 

allocation of protective functions. Tt calls for a re-definition of functions, 

and a radical revision and expansion of programs for their execution. 

What ig the role of the Feders] government inthis new order? 

Guiding Principles. In the esse of forest and farm crops, history has 

evolved, and experience has vindicated, two principles now applicable to 

game. (a &b). To these may be added (¢) which is already thoroughly 

recognized. 

(2) The Federal government's funetion in connection with crops grown 

i on vorivate or state land is to help the states and crivate land- 

owners work out better cropping methods. In short, the Federal 

funetion is research and demonstration. (Vist agricultural 

colleges and extension service.)
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(b) On Federal lands the Federal government should conduct ita own 

cropping operations. (Viz: National Forests.) 

(c) In wild life we heve in migratory birds an interstate crop not 

encountered in other forms of land use. 

The Federal government's special function in relation to migratory 

birds has already been recognized and defined by Congress and by the courts. 

Feder) Jobs Rolating to Particular Clagses of Game. Some specific jobs 

now visible are listed in the following outline, in a manner to conform to 

the pevateing soluntyion. Mach Job will be described in more detail later. 

The jobs so far recognized by Congressional appropriations, or started 

without onpropriations by the Department of Agriculture, are underlined. The 

Jobs not yet recognized or started are not underlined. Of 15 Federal jobs 

which seem imoortant, only 7 are as yet acted on in any degree. 

Farm Game. 

1. 
| private parties. 

2. Nelp the states organize fact-finding. Advisory service, 

3. Help the states organize demonstration areas, Loan (or furnish) 
, treined men to operate mech areas, just as the Bureau of Fish- 
" eriles furnishes trained men to operate hatcheries. 

| Forest and Renge Game. 
| 1. Furnish biologists to Forest Hxveriment Stations to conduct fact- 

5. n cooperation with the ates, place mo of the Nationa 
fate asthe als Pep ¥ = out cooperative plans 
for limiting and alloesting the annual kill. 

6. Game management on the Public Domain. 

Migratory Gang. 

?. Eegt-finding under the Morbeo Andresen Act. 
8. Refuges under the Morbeck-Andreson Act. Interstate Refuge Plans.
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9. Inteynational vrogran. 

Hildernees Game, 

10. More Wilderness Areas. Congressional recognition of sreas set i 
aside for wilderness recreation. 

ll. ¥Fact-finding on wilderness gome species. 

Game in General. 

12. Game Surveys. loan came exverts to states wishing to reorganize 
their game vrograms, and desiring « preliminary orientation. 

13. Goeme extension. Furnish game experts to agricultural colleges 
presenting satisfactory progrems for game fact-finding and 
extension work, or else heln finance such men. 

14, Buropeen Geme Survey. Send selected exverts to Barove to gather ‘ 
information, through and with the existing foreign service, on 
Burorean practice avvlicsble to Americen conditions. 

18. Fundamentel Pesearch. Request the President to inter-st vrivate i 
funds in a yrogrem of research in the vhyslology and ecology of 
game, to serve as © foundation for the expanding program of 
vraction! fact-finding, or applied research. 

(B) Explanetory Comment 

142. Gogperative Investigationg, In 19% the Biological Survey loened 

a trained came expert (H. L. Stoddard) to a group of private quail vre- 

serves in Georgia, to conduct a quail investigation at their exnense. 

This vroject was so euccessful thet it has alrendy deeply influenced all 

subsemont develonments in some conservation, even though its findings 

are only recently available in vrinted form. ; 

Por instance, the financing of five game research “s)lowships in 

various agricultursl enlleges by the snorting arms and ammnition industry 

is the direct onterowth of the Georgin Qeil Investigation. Most of the 17 

other game investigations now being conduated inderendently by the vartlous 

f states and associations are likewise offorts to emiJate the Georgia idea. 

All these new activities constitute convincing roof of how useful the loan 

of trained Blological Survey men can be in stimlating state and private
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infative in farm game research. They show that the true function of the 

Federal government in relation to farm game is to help the states and 

private groucs to help themselves. 

In spite of the extraordinary success of this venture, however, the 

Biological Survey still has only one man available for similar cooperative 

investigations. It should have more. 

3. Denonstration Areas. Life history investigations have now in many in~ 

stances vrogressed far enough to call for the large scale application of 

their findings in the actual manegement of denonstration areas. Demonstra- 

tion areas have long been an outstanding success in extension of agricultura} 

resesrch. They are equally applicable to geome. One such area is already 

organiged in Michigan. The Biological Survey should have sufficient trained 

personnel so that it could loan or furnish men to states or other parties 

to operate such ereas, just as the Bureau of Fisheries furnishes trained 

men to operate state or association hatcheries and rearing ponds. 

4h. Forest Blologists. The MeSweeney-lellary Act suthorigzes the Biological 

Survey to furnish biologists to forest exveriment stations for the rurpose 

; of conducting research necessary to coordinate forest management and game 

management. The cresent avpropriations, however, suffice for only four 

. such men, whereas 2 larger number is needed. 

An even greater need exists to coordinate game management with farm 

management. Project 13, to be covered later. would constitute in effect 

| ean extension of the McSweeney -Mclary Act from forestry to both forestry 

and egriculture. . 

: 5. National Porest Game Nanazement. It is clearly the function of the 

Federal government to practice game management on the National Forests 

) which are elready under Federal cdministration. National Forest game
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is under concurrent iidiaivantan of the states. Progress has been hampered 

by the fact that attention to game on the wart of forest officers seated 

a subtraction of attention from other activities, If Congress would 

finance on game manager for each National Forest region, 1t would stimlate 

the wider practice of game management on the National Forests. One function 

of such game managers would be the working ovt of ples, in cooperation 

with the states, for limiting and allocating the annual kill. The Federal 

government should set an example on its own forests to show that the control 

of the kill, es well as the control of environment, is necessary for proper 

game managemen t. 

6. Public Domain. Until the questions pertaining to the future ownership 

and management of the public domain are anawered, no suggestions can be 

offered. 

7, 8, and 9. Migratory Game. The existing Federal activities under the 

various migratory bird acts need no comment, except to urge their more 

adequate support, and to point out that even with such support they con- 

atitute but a fraction of what needs to be done. Nore state and local 

cooperation is the outstending need. Local action might be stimlated 

if the Biological Survey laid out plans, state by state, indleating the 

kind of local cooperation needed. For instance, when a Federal refuge 

is established, a pretty thorough survey of migratory bird conditions 

| in the surrounding region is usually made. If the Biologicsl Survey 

would express its findings on the surrounding region in the form of a plan 

. or program of the needed state, county, mniciveal, and mrivate refuges, 

it might help stimlate popular interest in the loeal refuges necessary 

| to back up the Federal refuges. 

; 10 & 11. Wilderness Game. ‘There has been administrative recognition 

z
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of the fact that a nunber of areas in the National Forests and National 

Paris are more valuable for wilderness recreation than for other mrposes, 

Congressional recognition of these areas, and Congr-ssional sanction for 

the policy which they represent, might afford some adidiitional safeguard 

agsinst the inevitable local pressure for their eonomic exvlottation. 

Life history research work on wilderness game is also thus far 

entirely tnadequate. 

12. @ame Surveys. At least a dozen states are looking for game experts 

to appraise thelr respective situations end to formlste state game 

progrems. Meny of them wish to train selected men to remain in their 

employ, and assist in executing their rrograms. One of the most effective 

ways for the Federal government to stimulate state activity would be to 

finenee the development of a corns of vame experts in the Biological 

Survey to be loaned to states to make game surveys, and to train state 

employees to undertake their execution. i 

13. Game Nxtension. It is the custom of the Denvartment of Agriculture 

to station at evoropriate agricultural colleges exverts in various 

, biological subjects relating to domesticated plant and animal erove. 

. Many agricultural colleges now desire to assume their natural 

; funetion as technical advisors to state game devartmants and to landowmers. 

The Devartment of Agriculture should cooperate with sueh collezes by fur- 

nishing men to assist then, both in game research and game extension 

activities. There sre not euffielent qualifled men in the country to 

start this service at once on a large scale, but a small-scale start is 

3 badly needed. 

} Wb. Borepean Game Survey. tn spite of the fact thet game management has 

' deen practiced in most Buropean countries for centuries, it is a fact that 

*
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only a emall pert of the accumlated Maropean experience is available for 

the guidence of en American game program. : 

Most of the literature on Buropean geme management is in foreign 

lenenages. Much Puropean practice is not written up in any languege, 

being on empirice? art not yet expressed in writing. Most of the 

Muropeans who have written about game in American periodicals are game- | 

keeners or estate owners without biologicsl training, henee their opinions 

on what will work in this country cemnot be safely accepted. Unless sone 

provision is mate to give Ameriean game administrators and scientists 

ready access to the results of Ynrovean experience, it is inevitable that 

much time and money will be wasted in needless work. 

The exieting corcs of apricultural representatives in the foreign 

service constitutes a usable foundation. The Biological Survey should 

have funds to send selected experts to Europe to gather information on 

the respective fields in which their exnertness lies, with the help and 

eooreration of the existing forelgn service. 

15. Fundementeal Research. The accumlated experience of the rast century 

hes shown again and agsin that whenever any form of applied science is 

| develoned end expanded, without » corresponding development and expansion 

in the pure ae¢lence on which tt is based, mmt the apnlied researches end up 

| in blind alleye, from which they e=nnot extricate themselves until the funda- 

. mental researches have caught up. 

; At the present monent we are evidently on the threshold of « vigorous 

; expension of research in that part of applied biology which we call cane 

, menagenent. It has already made wonderful strides in showing how to in- 

' crease yields and decresse costs. This, however, should not blind ue to 

t the fact that the ecology, and especielly the ~hysilology, of wild animals 

s remain obscured in almost tote] derkness.
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Experience in other viological fields shows that governmental depart- 

nents are not usually well adapted for researches in wre biology. Private 

endowments are carrying the bulk of the best work in these fields. 1% would 

seem highly appropriate for this Committee to recommend that the President 

use his good offices to interest private funds in a program of research in 

the vhysiology and ecology of gane mammals and birds, in the same manner 

as he has already effectively done in other scientific fields. Unless the 

scientific foundation grows as fast as the superstructure of practical fact- 

finding, progress mst ultimately be halted until the foundational work ‘ 

catches up.



: Game Policy Symposium 
_ American Game Conference 

Yov. 28, 1932 

Aldo Leopold 

The Game Policy passed by this Conference in 1930, is, of course, not 

binding on its members as individuals, but when many members, in their 

capacity as game officials, tursue ~olicies in contravention of it, 1% is 

binding upon the Policy Committee to call public attention to that fact, i 

and to urge that either the national or the logal policy be amended. 

One of the seven "standards" for predator control sugeésted by the ; 

national policy is that rare credators should not be controlled, and no 

species should be exterminated over large areas. Yet on page 31 of the 1931 

Proceedings of this Conference. a speaker points with pride to a state which 

offers cash prises to farm boys in a vermin-control contest conducted on the 

lines of the old-fashioned "side-hunt," with 15 points allowed on Duekhawks: 

Is it necessary for me to explain that the duckhawk is one of the - 

rarest and most beautiful of our raptors, end being rare, is worth far more 

to the mblic than the game it may destroy? One ornithologist estimates . 

there are two nesting pairs left in the state in question. A few more are 

seen during migration. 

We have in predator control moot questions by, the dogen, in which any 

one of @ dozen opinions may be right, but there gan hardly be more than one 

oninion on offering sportsmen's money as a yrigze for the extermination of a 

rare species. 

The point at issue is no mere biological pecadillo, There happens to 

be a minority of citizens, including myself, who get as moh thrill out of 

seeing a duckhawk as in seeing a swan or an antelope. There is a larger 

najority who cannot distinguish a duckhawk from an airplane, and who neither 

know nor care whether the species exists. Both croups have the same consti- 

gybionel right to their respective personal attitudes. But when the majority, 

‘
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in disregard of the. growing volume of minority protests, attenpts to use 

public money and public officers to steanroller a species out of existence, 

then we suffer the tyrenny of the mob. Y 

Duckhawks are so rare thet if every one in the United Stats were . 

annihilated today, 1 conld not possidly enlarge next year's game crop by 

one-tenth of one per cant. Hence we cannot condone such actions by plead- 

ing that biologists disagree over the destructiveness of the ‘species. What 

ever damage the duckhawk inflicts cannot be material. 

If the ethiea of this astter be act understood, maybe the politics will 

be clearer. If know of three states in which the sportsmen are submitting 

to this winter's legislatures novel but promising solutions of the problem 

of total closure on quail. The future of quail shooting depends on their 

enactment. These solutions are too new and unfamiliar to pass in the face 

of substantial objection. Weed we be surprised if the bird-lovers, smarting 

under the lash of our majority vhip in the matter of predators, refuse to 

entrust us with new vowers and responsibilities in the matter of quail? 

I admit I have chosen an extreme case to illustrate my point, and 

that for each case there are a hundred others the merits of which are 

vdiologically debatable. For onee, however, I am not, talking biology, but 

rather human attitudes. The danger lies not in debates--for these signify 

that somebody is learning something-~~but rather in our often ruthless assump- 

tion that there is nothing to debate about, our frequent disrespect for 

dissenting opinion, our tacit belief that because we as sportsmen pay the 

vilis and constitute a majority, we are free to follow what we conesive to 

be our interest, and let the long-haired naturalists weep if they will! 

These attitudes have been eggravated during the past year by the ‘ 

[ unfortunate ottempts of news-mongers to induce Jack Miner and other practic- 

ing conservationists to pontificate on this predator question. It is time 

i for somebody to say flatly thet little as the selentist knows sbout it, the
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woodsnan type of naturalist knows even less. Zach is familiar with certain 

Dolts, wheels, and belts of the biological engine which ve call Nature, but | 

that does not mean thet either is competent to change its design, or to dis- 

card and destroy what he conceives to be unneeded parts. Nobody is, yet. 

Tt &s, not his engine. anyhow, end once stalled, we cannot buy a new one. 

All through history tyrannice] majorities have condoned their acts of 

violence on the grounds of punishing "wickedness." The hawk which kills 

my pheasant is wicked and cruel, and hence must die, Some hawks in sone 

situations doubtless should dis, but let us et least admit that we kill the 

hawk out of self-interest, and in doing so we aot on exectly the seme motives 

ag the hawk did, ! 

Bird-lovers would have seant complaint if predator-control were re- 

sorted to reluctantly, selectively, and only after other measures fail to 

| restore the game. As a matter of fact, however, predator-control campaigns 

} are usually indiscriminate, and are resorted to before anything else has been 

| tried. I could name a dozen states using public soncy for wholesale "vermin" 

campaigns which have never lifted a finger to bring about wholesale food or 

: cover improvements. 

f Conferences like this present a danger, as well as an opportunity. As 

we eit in our compact circle of mtual understanding, we may possibly for- 

} get that there is such a thing as a sporting attitude toward other groups, : 

; as well as toward geome end toward each other. Above all, it is the essence 

) of both sportsmanship end seience habitually to doubt our own ability to 

f truly understand all that we see in nature, 

i 
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An Outline of a 

: 
Prepared at the request of the Wiseonsin Isaak 

Walton League by 

Aldo Leopold, Consulting Forester 

Need. An agercssive development plan is needed because 

1. The present policy of restocking and uncontrolled open seasons 

cannot further expand the game supply. It ie necessary to increase 

food and cover and limit the kill on each farm. 

2. This cannot be done at state expense. The job is too big, and the 

funds are not available. The farmer mst be given the custodian- 

ship of farm game, and encouraged to develop it at his own expense 

for his own profit. 

3. There is at this moment an exceptionally good stock of game birds 

whieh will be lost during the next normal winter unless farmers 

are definitely given a chance to profit by providing food and cover. 

Depression. An aggressive development plan is justified in spite of current 

economie conditions because: 

4, Game crors promise a small but sure source of new revenue to 

farmers. Game is the only farm crov for which the demand far 

exceeds the supply. 

5. The installation of game food and cover promises a small but worth- 

while reduetion in marginal acreage of staples now over-nroduced, 

6. Unemployment has foreed abnormal leisure on many citizens. If 

this can be absorbed by wholesome outdoor sports which cost little, 

and incidentally yield food, the effect is socially desirable. 

7. Game production in the past has been aluost wholly a state activity. 

Its own future success now demands that it be shifted, at least on 

ferm lands, to a basis of ~rivate initiative under state leadership
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and regulation. This will ultimetely largely do away with the 

need for state restocking expenses now running to $50,000 per year. 

1. Zorn Game 

Status. Pheasants, quail, end (in southeast Wisconsin) Hungarian pertridges 

| have now been built up, partly by reason of a vigorous planting policy and 

pertly by reason of two extra-mild winters, to an abundence as great as 

the available food and cover will support. In the case of quail, the abund- 

ance is far greater than what the available food and cover will support. 

The next normal winter will kill most of them, in spite of the state's best 

efforts to feed. 

Nevertheless it is a moot question whether these species are abundant 

enough to justify a widespread open season. It is a certainty that a 

liberal open season followed by a hard winter will bring calamity. 

Further plantings, unless aeconpanied by improvement of the range, 

will cost much money without doing any good. 

: Why not use this opportunity to induce farmers to practice game manage~ 

' ment, end thus enable the birds permanently to withstand both shooting and 

, hard winters, and ultimately do away, in large nart, with the need for 

extensive state vlentings? All that the farmer needs to do to insure an 

annual crop from now on is to: 

1. Provide food 

2. Provide cover 

3. Stop shooting on his farm 2s soon as the birds have been reduced 
to a certain level. 

It is probably too late in the year to attempt immediate statewide 

salvage measures on an adequate scale, but it is not too late to organize 

certain test areas whero game management cen be given a trial. If it works 

on these areas to the satisfaction of farmers, sportsmen, and the public, ; 

it will ultimately spread of its own accord to the rest of the farm territory. 

2
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The following tests are suggested for immediate organization: 

Public Pheasant Areas. Organize four test areas, two in the southeast and 

two in the southwest, both selected to represent the best pheasant stands 

and pheasant renge. 

On each pair of tests, organize the farmers to try out (1) straight 

fee shooting grounds, as compared with (2) free shooting with state -leased 

refuges. Class (1) would be equivalent to fee golf courses, open to the 

mablie at a fixed fee, but operated by private landowners. Class (2) 

would be the Pennsylvania system of free publie hunting. 

Let the state vrovide each of the four groups of farmers with technical 

advice on methods of installing food and cover, and methods of regulating 

shooting. 

Two such ereas are already partly organized, but are not being 

aggressively pushed. 

Pheasant Preserves. Encourage farmer groups who prefer to operate under 

the "Shooting Preserve Law" to do so. Provide them with technical advice. 

{ At the next Legislature amend the law so as to credit wild-raised as well 

[ as pen-raised birds, in order to reduce costs. Wild-raised birds can be 

, produced for $0 cents or less; pen-raised birds cost $1.50-§2,00. To safe- 

guard against abuse, however, the state will have to train its wardens to 

census wild-raised stock. 

Hungarian Stock Area. All favorable districts need to be stocked with this 

fine bird, but in these times of depression the state is not justified in 

paying $9 for imported stock, or some lesser but nevertheless high price 

; for pen-raised stock of its own, when superior stock can be produged in the — 

. wild, and trepped un for replanting, for less than a quarter of the price 

of imported birds. All that is needed is to \ 

} 1. Make some group of formers a standing offer for their surplus.
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2. Yurnish them technical advice on how to produce a surplus. 

The game officers of the Department have besis proposing to organize 

such a stock-producing area for the last three or four years, but the 

Commission has withdrawn the funds once set up for the purpose. 

The methods of manegement worked out on such a stock area will anto- 

matically apply to ferm-groups which may wish to manage this bird for ~- 

shooting purposes. 

Qpail Areas. If an open season is to be allowed, it should preferably be 

confined to areas organized for permanent care of the quail resouree. The 

general assurances that quail will be fed, proposed in the ciroular of 

June 15, are not what I mean by an organized area. 

Now is the opportunity of a generation for Wisconsin to get the quail 

resource back on a self-sustaining basis. 

The next Legislature should also be asked to extend the present shoot- 

ing preserve law to wild-raised quail. Quail are not suscentible of manage- 

ment under free mblie shooting in any form. 

Rabbits are getting scarce in parts of Wisconsin. Rabbit management should 

be an incidental objective on the areas organized for game birds. 

It. Grouse 

Status. In the semi~agricultural districts of central and northern Wisconsin 

there is now a heavier stand of sharptall grouse and prairie chickens than 

has existed since 1927. The Commission has wisely finenced a study of these 

birds, so that we now know something of their requirements. 

The game cycle will again thin down this stock, probably in about 1935 

or 1936. There is an excellent chance that management can speed up the 

rate of recovery of normal numbers 1f 1t sete started before the cycle hits. 

If Wisconsin grouse can te thus stabilized, landowners can derive a small cash 

<
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revenue from millions of sercs of marcinal lend, the precarious status of 

which ig now a major economic problem in this state. Game revenue will not 

make the owners prosperous, but it can help tide them over until other 

economic uses, such as forestry, have time to develop. 

Grouse Areas. The state should at once install two test areas, one in the 

north for sharptail, and the other in the central sand area for prairie 

chiekens, to try out management methods. The game officers of the Department 

) have been recommending such areas for several years, but the Commission has 

: not yet finaneed them. The basic specifications and plana are already in 

; rough form. 

Ill. Waterfowl 

Status. The marshlands of the state suitable for waterfowl production have 

; been largely drained, but often without subsement successful use for agri- 

culture. ‘ 

' The remaining undrained marshlands (exeept public lakes) are privately 

: held for private shooting, but almost invariably without any compensating 

effort by the owners to add to the miblic waterfowl supply. The public lakes 

- are lergely overshot, and the food and cover is often suffering deterioration 

r through cerp. 

The state has started to restore one marsh but has not completed the 

a restoration. The ineufficiency of this one exception simply accentuates the 

¢ rule that Wisconsin has noomarshland program. 

af 
Restoration Plan. The situation demands the following consecutive steps: 

. ‘1. <A survey to a1 lakes ond marshlands, drained and undreined, 
: to determine the status and needs of each. 

"1 2. A eomprehensive plan for state ownership, restoration and improve- 
ment of all lakes end marshlands offering good opportunity. 

é 3. A 50 cent increase in the license fees, to be devoted exclusively to 
tT the execution of this plan through a 10-year period. 

4
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Towa has already drawn such a plan. There is no evidence that Towa 

sportemen object to an increased license fee, even in these times, once they 

are convinced that it will be economically used for a specified purpose. 

The general plan should include for esch leke and marsh @ map, an 

engineoring plan and cost estimates for «roper water levels, a blological 

plan for food, covor, and nesting facilities, and a management plan for patrol, 

refuges and regulétion of hunting. 

Regulation of Private Areas. Experiments to determine nethods of restoring 

| breeding stock to idle breeding crounds, and how to improve anmual breeding 

| output by management of food, cover, etc. should be started by the state. 

| Ag soon as preeticable methods sre known, they should ve put into practice 

on public lakes and marshlands, and private lakes end marshes should be 

licensed, and if necessery required to cooperate to the degree that their 

lands allow, under penalty of closure. Most progressive private clube will 

cooperate, once thermethods are developed. 

TV. Big Gane 
Statue. Big game is in a mch less precarious situation. The present 

. methods and trends of :dministration are mainly sound, end require no 

; emergency revairs. 

V. Bxeoution 
The detailed development and execution of this plan requires: 

r 1. Bechnicel Personne). Some experienced nen will be needed over and 

ft above those already availebdle in the Derartment for a period of a year or 

more. Such men can possibly be borrowed from the U. 8. Biological Survey, 

the University, and from the national conservation organizations, provided 

the state is able to show that it will be use loaned men to advantage, and 

eet on their findings. 

2. Draining, The existing field force will need organized training. by the 

&
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borrowed personnel, so that the locel men may be able to carry on after the 

borrowed men leave. Such training cen take place “on the job," mt in addition 

an outdoor training camp will be advisable. Some kind of orientation will 

also be needed for county agricultural agents end other public officers, to 

tell them whet game management is and how the Department hopes to get it 

started, To this end the Devartment should arrange a "short course" with the 

cooperation of the university. 

3. Handbook. An illustrated vemphlet summarizing in simple terms the dest 

known methods of providing food, cover, and protection for each Wisconsin 

game especies, should be compiled. This should deal exclusively with Wisconsin 

conditions, and be written for Wisconsin farmers end sportsmen. Joint spon- 

sorship by the Department and the University would help assure the impartial- 

ity of its recommendations. 

4. Public Information. This plan embodies certain new principles with which 

the public {s not familiar. Its execution mst be paralleled by a campaign 

of public information to make sure that it doesrnot outstrip the growth of 

podlic ideas. The bulk of this educational work should be volunteered by 

} existing state conservation organizations, farmer orgstizations, ete. 

Possibly the agricultural extension force could be asked to take a part. 

* gertain residual function of correlation and leadership, however, would 

have to be assumed by the Department. 

5. Runds. Except for a limited sum to start immediate work, the execution 

| of this plan calls more for a re-allocation of existing revenes than for 

; large new expenditures. Exact costs cannot be foreseen until the coopera- 

: tion available from outside the state has been determined. A rough estimate 

of the foreseen cost is as follows:
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Item Cost Per Near Wo. teers Source 

(a) Expenses of organizers 
end technical advisors for 
farm game test areas $10,000 2 ? 

(bd) Publications, training’ camp, 
and educational work 5,000 2 ? 

(ce) Preparation of marshland re- 
storation plan 10,000 2 ) 

) 50 cent 
(a) Exeation of marshiand re- ) lieense 

storation plan 200,000 10 ) inerease 

(e) Grouse test areas and research 10,000 5 ? 

This proposed budget ie heavy, but the big items are all "self-sustaining" 

in that the 50 cent license increase will esrry then, and the public will grent 

the increase when vrover plens for these big items are laid before it. 

There is no real lack of funds to embark on an aggressive game program, 

sinee heavy expenditures are now being made for game farms and wardens which 

are of no avail for farm game unless and until farmer-initistive in game 

production gets started. Diverting a part of those funds to get farmer- 

production started is necessary insurance to prevent the ultimate failure of 

the entire present outlay. 

I eam proposing, in short, a long time vrogram for the Game Division 

to work itself out of a job as far as farm game production expenditures are 

concépned. T cannot but construe the present farm game program as one of “ 

short outlook, and one which can never be exnanded except through expansion of 

Zevenmes ox eppropriations. .
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Report to the Izaak Walton League of America on 

_  TASUAL EDUCATION IN GAME MANAGIOEN? 

Aldo Leopold 

The Problem. The history of this winter's legislative sessions proves be- 

yond a doubt that the educational mission of the Isaak Walton Lesgue mst 

be carried out among its own members, as well as among the public at large. 

The almost universal preoccupation with controversies and unimportant 

detail indicates that the conservation problem is being attached from the 

top down instead of from the bottom up. The "bottom" consists of an accum- 

lating store of biologi¢al facts and sctual experiments in their application 

to land. This bottom layer of non-controversial facts offers a foundation 

on which & sound structure can be built. An understending of these facts, 

disseminated widely among the mblic at large, should be the vresent objective 

of the conservation movement. 

Edueational Media. All conservation agencies have so far relied on speeches 

end printed matter for telling the yblic shout the biology of game and the 

experiments in raising game as a crop. Experience has croved that these 

media are insufficient. Only versons already more or less familiar with 

the subject grasp the meaning of the printed or spoken word to an extent 

which enables them to differentiate the important from the unimportant, 

Other more experienced public movements have long since ceased to 

rely on the spoken or printed word for educating the general public. They 

have found by experience at least two mch nore successful media: (1) exhibits, 

and (2) motion pictures. Agriculture, Good Roads, and the Red Cross are ex- 

amples in point. 

Exhibits. This term is here used to indicate an artificial scene built up 

in an f{lluminated portable case or box in such a way as graphically to por- 

tray what an idea looks lite when translated into physical action. Public 

museums, for instance, have developed an amaging skill in teaching natural
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history through the reproduction of typical landscapes and their indigenous 

wild life, 

Natural history, however, is not conservation or management. Tt seems 

to me more important to use exhibits to teach neople how to conserve than to 

teach them what needs conserving. : 

Exhibits are either suverlative or worthless, depending on the skill 

with which they are executed. The only exhibit worth showing at all is one 

that has been executed with such skill as to hold the eye by its beauty, 

and the mind by its significance. 

So far all exhibits consist of a combination of taxidermy, photography, 

painting, and the synthetic construction of vegetation, water. ete, Skill 

in these erts, however, would not be sufficient to portray the idea of game 

management. The artist, in order to do a good job, mst himself understand 

game menagement. 

Movies. Moving pictures are already widely used to entertain conservation 

gatherings, but there are as yet no films which teach anything except 

anademic natural history facts. The reason for this is thet the expert 

photographers and naturalists who are entrusted with the job of making 

these films do not themselves understand what management is, or what it is 

for, It seems almost obvious that motion picture films portraying not only ‘ 

wild life, but the process of making its environment favorable for its per- 

petuation, will prove to be a very valuable educational medium. 

Examples. At the back of this report is a deseription of a sample game 

management exhibit, and the rough scenario of a sample game management film. 

Tt goes without saying that both media ean de used with equal snecess 

for teaching fish management, pollution, watershed conservation, and other 

| conservation subjects. They sre already being used to teach fire control 

[ 
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and forestry (see Appendix) tut these exhibits are not portable and hence 

cannot be easily shown to many people. 

Heed of Demonstration. At least a dozen state conservation departments al~ 

ready maintain motion picture photographers who would probably switch their 

emphasis from entertainment to education if somebody demonstrates thet there 

is such a thing as an educational film. At present their films merely pro- 

vide entertainment. Helf a dozen sporting magazines aleo show filmgzof the 

entertainment type. 

Probably a hundred museums are already using exhibits to teach natural 

history. They would probably extend their activities to teach euabiondihen 

methods {f someone demonstrated how to go about it. 

In addition large sums are being exvended in ordinary “mblicity cam- 

paigns" which vropagate material a large part of which is of little sctual 

value. Publicity men fight shy - valuable material because the mblic 

cannot understand it vhen tt is expressed in vords instead of visual images. 
Mnch of this large pre-existing expenditure of energy can be directed 

into more useful channels if someone demonstrates the possibilities of 

visual education. ; 

Costs of Demonstration. The costs of moving victure films to visualize game 

management would vary so widely with local difficulties end circumstances 

that no cost estimates een be given. It is possible, however, to set down 

the approximate cost of s demonstration in game mansgement exhibits. A 

trial exhibit consisting of two or three portable cases, such as deseribed 

in the appendix of this report, would cost: 

9 months salary at $6,000 per year... . $4,500 
rent of workshop at $40 per month .... 360 
travel to gather facts ani material. ... 750 
3 Gases at $75 each v5 be ee 228 
3 painted backgrounds at $40 each .. . . 120 
toole and miscellaneous materials .... re
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Some of these items, such as rent, might be avoided or reduced if coopera- 

tive facilities were made available. 

Expert Services. At the outset it would likely be impracticable to take on 

more than one man to feel out the possibilities of visual education. If doth 

exhibits end movies were to be tried, his versonal qualifications would have 

to include expertness in: 

Photography 
Taxiderny 
Seulpture 
Building up synthetic materials 
Natural History 
Game Management 
Creative ability to synthesize all of the sabove 

There are probably 2 dozen men in the country who possess expert 

knowledge in part of these fields, but probably only one or two who possess 

fairly expert knowledge of all of them. Any action on this recommendation 

should be preceded by a most painstaking man hunt, since anything short of 

| the very highest skill would not be a profitable investment. Advice in the 

selection of the very best man could be obtained fron universities, mseums, 

and agencies which have applied this technique to other fields. 

3 Recommendation. The real need for thie demonstration is not merely 9 sum 

| of money, but rather the intelligent leadership of a single individual who 

| aprrectates the voseibilities of the idea, end possesses not only the means 

to give it a trial, tut the steering ability to see that the trial is mate 

in the right way et the right scale under the right auspi¢es and that the 

| resnits come to the attention of the right peonle. The project needs to be 

underwritten both financially and "morally" in the same sense that the game $ 

management end the fish management vrojects of the Michigan Division have 

been underwritten. There ts «already strone evidence thet these vrojects 

will promotly be conied in the surrounding states. The svreading power of 

this visual education idea ought to be emally great or greater.
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It will, I think be the rart of wisdom to saferuard the disinterested— 

ness of the messages conveyed, in the seme manner that educational institu- 

tions safeguard the disinterestedness of their research findings. One way 

to do this would be to work through the Izaak Walton Foundation. 

It is recommended that the Isaak Walton League bring this opportunity 

to the attention of a few selected leaders in its strongest state divisions, 

in the hope that one of them might take it up. 

Whoever takes this up can heve full use of the biological facts being 

developed by the game fellowships, and I am certain that the Biological 

Survey end all other game research institutions would likewise contribute 

their results and cooperation. : ; 

Photographs of exhibits built by Paul Fair for the U. &. Forest Service 

and the Galifornia State Museum are presented in the appendix. The ommission 

of color of course fails to do justice te their real merit. 

If the trial were successful, then ita sponsors should work toward 

putting the findings of 211 the most important game work into visualized 

form. Sneh findings in the game and fish field are available from 

1. The Georgia Quail Investigation. : 

2. The Williamston Project. 

3. The Xelkaska Project. 

4, The Institute Fellowships on Quail, Ruffed Grouse, 
Hungarian Partridge, and Gambel Quail.
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: APPENDIX 

; Sample Mxhibit 

General Idea. Prepare two portable cases illustrating conditions on the 

f same farm, before and after improvement for pheasents. The foreground would 

: show a typical pot hole swamp surrounded by fields with a woodlot and farm- 

house in the Aistance. 

| Case I. Before Management. Show a single cock pheasant on the edge of the 

| swamp picking at a seanty food supply of wild fruits. A stubble of cut corn 

partially covered with snow and devoid of either food or cover adjoins the 

swamp. The pheasant's tracks show his recent return from an unsuceessful 

: forsging trip. The fencerow of this and other surrounding fields is bare. 

: On a nearby tree is e "No Trespass" sign. A series of explanatory labels 

around the exterior of the case connect by barely visible threads to the 

various features of the landscane which account for the scarcity of pheasents. 

A single rabbit track also avpears in the foreground. A general label ex- 

plaine that the swamp {is wintering only three or four birds, beeanse there 

is not enovgh food to go with the cover. 

Case Il, After Management. “he same swamp, but bordered by a food-pateh 

of uneut corn in which several pheasants ere feeding, and the tracks show 

that more have been there. On the further edge of the swam is a conifer 

plantation where several birds are visible in the Dackcround on & snow- 

dni opening, while another bird on the wing is headed for the conifer 

cover. The formerly bare fencerows now show a thin fringe of cover and 

food plants, and the formerly bare hayfield shows the ovter swathe of the 

last cutting during the preceding autumn left to qton the early spring
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nests and thus avoid haying mortality. On the tree which formerly bore 

the "Ko Trespass" sign appears the sign of the Williamston Farmers Cooper- 

ative, Tracks in the snow show how the fence line and food pateh improve- 

ments have been heavily used by pheasants, and numerous rabbit tracks show 

: that they, too, have been making use of the pheasant food. Appropriate 

exterior labela, agein connected with the various points of interest with 

: berely visible threads, explain the function of each item in the improved 

environment and the eugmented po~ulation of pheasants wintering in the 

swam. Possibly a man's track could be added to show that the farmer is 

keeping his cye on the birds. 

Other Possible Subjects. This pair of exhibits to explain food and cover 

imvrovements ere by no means the only asvects of vheasant management which 

could be vortrayed by exhibits. The improvement and dispersion of “erowing 

, areas" would make an equelly good or better exhibit. In such case a crow 

| ing cock in the forerround conld be the center of interest.
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} Sample Film 

| 

: 
General Tdea. Prepare a film showing chronologically the transition from 

| unregulated "free shooting" to the present system of cooperative came manage- 

| ment and regulation of hunting. 

. Scene 1. Before Management. A farmer wales up in the carly morning on the 

opening day of the shooting season and finds his farm full of trespassing 

hunters who are having no luck. He goes out to talk to them and finds some 

appreciative of their position as guests and others not so. He also finds 

evidences of the abuse of the trespass privilege, such as trampled grain or 

broken fences. He finally decides to post his farm, but while in the act of 

doing so falls into a conversation with a sportsman who tells him about the 

Michigan plan. 

Scene If, After Nenagement; This shows the same farmer teking eare of his 

birds in winter, marking nests during the haying, and finally going out to 

hunt himself on opening dey after issuing tickets to several visiting sports- 

men and declining vermission for others after his allotment of tickets has 

deen exhausted. In the course of his hunt the various provisions for the 

welfare of game are filmed and explained. 

Comment. This sample has intentionally been made very brief since the use 

of movies to portray this subject is so obvious as hardly to require explana- 

tion. The value of the film would depend on the skill with which the subject 

matter {s selected and the various basic ideas implied by the film and by the 

titles.



LZAAG WALTON TEAGUE AND TRS RELATION 20, 

EQRRSTRY IN WISCONSIN 

Aldo Leopold 

It is, T think, an affront to the intelligence of any except a blind 

men to assert that forestry is needed in Wisconsin. 

There are, however, a number of unsettled questions pertaining to the 

best ways of encouraging the vractice of forestry in this state, and the 

time when we may reasonably expect to see actual forestry practiced in the 

woods, This paper attempts to answer some of these questions, and set 

forth their relation to the Izaac Walton League. 

Question 1. When will the time be rine for forestry? There is « widely 

accented theory to the effect that es timber values go up due to scarcity, 

they will some day reach a point at which forestry shows a margin of profit. 

That point, according to the theory, is the time to begin to practice 

forestry. Before that point is reached it does not ray to invest time or 

. money in the sane of timber as a crop. That voint having not yet been 

, reached in Wiseonsin, it is assumed that the time is not yet rive to expect 

| forestry to be practiced, at least on vrivete lands. ; 

| It is a perfectly food theory, but is liable to be very misleading to 

| the citizen-conservetionist who accents the phrase "margin of profit" as 

having a fixed and readily calculable meaning, and who is uneware of the 

fact that the costs of not oracticing forestry may be quite as real and 

quite as heavy as the costs of practicing it. : 

; Let me illustrate what I mean by the costs of not vracticing forestry: 

. Suppose that @ land-owner has sone standing timber worth $8.00 per thousand 

; feet on the stump. He wantea to harvest this timber. He wonders whether he 

ean afford to practice conservative logeing end hold his lend for future 

crops, or whether econom's conditions are such that he mst slash it in the 

usual way. After correctly ealou) $1n8 @ll his costs, he concludes that 

a
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stumpage mst be worth at least $10.00 ver thousand before he can afford 

even the most rudimentary forestry. Therefore he decides to slash. 

Let us now make the not unreasonable assumption that the time of 

$10.00 stumpage is only a few years off, and examine the situation in which 

the landowner has placed himself: 

First, by slashing his timber he has destroyed any residual value ex- 

cent that of practically bare land, which will yield mo revenue for many 

years to come. Therefore, when the time does come for forestry, his costs 

for protection or planting or taxes mst be compounded against the future 

crop because there is no current income to charge them to. tf, on the other 

hand, the land had been properly eut it might have yielded enough to absorb 

these costs year by year as they come up. The enormous difference between 

simple and compound interest on carrying charges needs no explanation. 

Secondly, at least part of the carrying charges have been increased by 

Slashing. There would be no planting charge if the land had been cut con- 

servatively, because such land usually revroduces itself. The charge for 

fire vrotection would have been less under conservstive eutting, becmse 

Slashing lets in the grass end weeds, which involve a meh heavier fire 

liability than does forest cover, becense they are dry through « longer sea~ 

son and over wider area. 

Thirdly, in slashing, the landowner almost invariably removes ® lot of 

small and low-grade wood st a loss, which if left to grow or increase in 

value could with rising stumpege have been later removed at a profit. This 

is the material whieh ought to have been left to absord the carrying charges 

. first referred to. The timber operations at Cloquet, Minnesota, for instance, 

are being carried almost entirely out of this left-over wood. Standards of 

} nerchantability co down and utilization methods improve as stumpage goes up, 

, emda it is Just as safe for the lendewner to banr on them as for him to bank 

t on rising stumpage.
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Fourthly, in slashing, the landowner has deteriorated the capacity of 

the land for rrodueing tneidental revenue from recreational uses. I! know 

of one company actuslly growing hardwoods in the overflow lands along the 

Mississipoi which pays @ considerable vart of its carrying charges from 

recreational leases. 

To sum unt By slashing his land just before the time arrives for 

vrofitable forestry, the landowner has to run up his carrying costs and run 

| down hig current revenues that he cannot vrsetics forestry even when the 

time is rive for it. This ts what T mean by “the costs of not vracticing 

forestry." T am inclined to belleve that excessive conservatism in judging 

| whether forestry pays has been more costly thon excessive optimism, and is 

one of the underlying reesons why everybody wants to sell but nobody wants 

to own cutover lands. 

Of course, the hynothetical case I have cited treats the various factors 

entering into forest finance vory sketchily. [f claim nothing for it except 

that it illustrates a vrinciple that works counter to the «sual “margin of 

. profit" theory. This principle is commonly overlooked. 

| There is an actual case in the southern oineries of = company which 

began practicing forestry 15 years ago, before the theoretic) time was . 

ripe. To-day this comveny is ready to harvest its second crop, while its 

neighbors are just vienting theirs. It has mede no noise about ite early 

| venture in conservation, but it certainly does not show any evidence of 

reventing ite rashness. 

It seems to me that the bierest single obstacle to forestry in Wisconsin 

1s not the velue of stumnare, or cost of fire vrotection, oreven the mal- 

adjustment of taxation. These obstacles are serious, but they are removable 

in a short time. The fundementel obstsele is the run-down condition of our 

cutover lends. Most of them have deen go deteriorated in their crowing 

a stock that they yield n> current revenve, and hence the costs of starting
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forestry must be carried at comround interest. Most of them are vrogressively 

deteriorating in fertility by reason of repeated fires, so that the first 

erov or two will be below normal in both volum: and quality. The further it 

progresses, the herder it will be to profitably grow forests. 

Now let us answer the question: When will the time be ripe for forestry? 

The state's enswer should be: now. I mean by this that while stumpace 

values might indicate that some future time would be better, the facts which 

I have deseribed would indicate that some time in the past might have been 

better. Of course there is no single answer for any and all conditions. 

If high taxes, or lack of State aid in fire protection, or the arti- 

ficial competition of sgriecultural wremtions, or the difficulty of supporting 

counties, vrevent practicing forestry now, let ug not delude ourselves by 

assuming that the future removal of these obstacles will ¢ive us a clear f 

slate, because the single obstacle of deteriortion of eutover lends is 

piling up while the other obstacles are being torn down. Time, in other 

) words, ie working ogainst forestry through deterioration, while working for 

it in rising stummace and mbdlic suprort. 

The bearing of this on the attitude of the Irack Walton Leage is 

: obvious. It means that the League's demands for action on the forestry 

: problem cannot be answered by the pious hope that time slone will solve the 

' forest problem of this State. It means that the Stete may actually be losing 

. rather than gaining ground by a “watchful waiting" policy. I¢ means thet 

. if we hope thet time slone is going to establish commercial incentives to 

forestry without any decisive State ald in taxation and fire, we may de 

deluding ourselves badly. 

Question 2. Mho shell write forestry policy for Wisconsin? when a 
citizens! organization like this League gets behind a big and difficult task 

' for the rmblic benefit, there is 2 strong tentency to confuse the mshing of 

j
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: that task with the exeeution of it. 

; Tt is a pretty safe rule to remember that while groune of men can in- 

5 sist on end eriticize plens, only individuals can create them. This is true 

‘ in our privete professions and business, and I think it is just ae true in 

public affairs. ; 

. I have often thought that I detected « tendency to confuse the League's 

7 insistence on an ageressive forest policy with some vague assumption that 

I the Leegue is going to write one. There was certainly a tendency in the 

g Legislature toward confusion of thought on this very important distinction. 

T do not think thet I am merely juggling words when I recommend that we keep 

% the distinction between urging and creating a sereit polley very carefully 

0 in mind. Being a forester, the job of creating a forest nolicy probably 

pa looks bigger and harder to me than to you. Our job in the League is to in- 

2 sist on an ageressive forest policy. It is the state government's job to 

hes secure the leaders who can write it, 2nd who will call on the mblfe to dis- 

we ecuse it, criticize {t, approve it, and back it un with mblic sentiment and 

tt proper laws. E 

Question 3. How aro forests grow? So little forestry has actually 

de been practiced in this country that there 1s a widespread tendency to assume 

mer that there is no existing knowledge of how to do the things which need do- 

ot ing in Wisconsin TI would lilce to point out that while this is largely true, 

at {it is by no means always true. We are facing many fobs in Wisconsin about 

ny which there is a lot of knowledge elsewhere if we will go out and look for it. 

o% In recent years, for instance, the State has been orranizing fire dis- 

ab triets in the northern part of the State. These districts are necessary for 

exeetly the same. reason as fire denartments ere necessary in eities, namely, 

lo thet the cost of individual fire vrotection in laree agererations of orivete 

rot holdings is prohibitive. Collective fire protection 1s the only evallable
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: recourse. It so happens that in cities the protective orgenization is main- 

tained entirely at public expense, while in forests it is maintained wholly 

or in vart at orivate expense. Now if a city were organizing a new system 

of fire protection, it should certainly utilize the experience of other 

cities with similar rroblems. In fact, there is a national organization to 

make that experience available. So aleo should Wisconsin utilize the exper- 

fence of other states in organizing its fire control activities. 1 cannot 

find thet this has been done, due no-doubt to the usual short-sighted 

policy of discouraging state officers from travelling in other states. Out 

in the Northwest and in California, for instance, organized collective fire 

protection on lands of mixed ownership has deen developed to a high state of 

| perfection. They have tried out and developed the fairest methods of agsess- 

ing costs against the sev rol landowners; they have worked out fair cost 

: differentials between out and uncut acresge and between the acreace of 

: absentees and operators; they have learned how to spread out the costs 

> without spreading out the resvonsibdility for making the fire machine work; 

Cs they hare tested and standardized tools, survlies, and transportation and 

commintontsién facilities and issued manuals for thelr maintenance and use. 

é In the Southwest and in Coloredo they sre developing training camps for the 

- instruction of fire guards and rangers, and are enormously improving the 

i inspection methods whereby fire organtzations are made to function ensethiy 

: and effectively. Again in Arkansas they are develoning a "Chinese Doctor" 

¥ plan of naying fire euards for tho fires that don't havpen, instead of for 

those thet do. Certainly our leaders in the State Conservation Department 

2 should be encouraged to keen ur with these developments, so that they can 

8 adapt them to ovr Wisconsin problems tf they are applicable. f can assure 

(? you from exnerience that nodvody can do {tt withort travelling to inspect 

oft them on the ground.
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f I have mentioned here perhaps # dozen itens perteining to the single 

problem of fire organization. It would tale on able man e dozen years to 

really absorb the gist of what has been learned about them in the last few 

years. Consider now that fire organization is only one of many fields of 

forestry in which Wisconsin can learn from other rogions, and I think you 

will get my point thet we mst borrow freely from all available sourees in 

working out our answer to the question “How sre forests crown?" 

The job of the Izaak Walton League is to insist on euch leadership in 

forestry as will seck the best available kmowledge, and to insist thet our 

leaders be ¢iven the euthority, comrensation, and tenure of office which 

will enable them to embody such knowledge in a real forest policy. 

Here t think we have in a nutshell the votential usefulness of our 

League, doth in this state and alsewhere. The League's biggest task all ' i 

over the nation is to make Conservation Devartments safe for conservationists. 

: They are seldom so at vresent. TI am not criticising the men now holding down 

} those Departments here or elsewhere; I am criticising the voters who shout 

' for results in conserving natural resources without giving to their offieial 

: leaders the confidence, authority, and seeurity indisnensible to leadership. 

' Results in conservation are hard enough to get with these things. Theypare 

: impossible to get without them. 

y 
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Pathological Forces in Lend Use 
Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
3 

: The properties of animal and plant populations, and their interactions 

with environment, sre now the domain of science, Predictions of behavior 

: are made with certainty and used daily in farm, factory, and hospital by 

y 3 laymen who know nothing of the basic ecology involved. 

The properties of human populations, and their interactions with land, 

: ave the domain of politics. Predictions of behavior are made, but with meh 

f uncertainty, and hence are seldom used by legislators. “economists, conser 

vationists, and planners are just beginning to decipher the basic ecology 

involved, 

i Philosophers have long since pointed out that society is en organism : 

‘ and that land 4e its medium. The properties of human pomlations, and their 

3 interactions with lend, are the joint domain of sociologist, economist, and 

statewman. We may never rut sceiety and land in a test tude, tut certain 

, of their interections are discernible by ordinary observation. This paper 

attempts to define and discuss those which pertain to land conservation. 

t Conservation is a protest against destractive land use. It secks to 

t preserve both the utility and beauty of the landscape. It now invokes the 

ald of science as a moans to this end. Seience has never before been asked 

to write a preseription for an esthetic ailment of the body politic. The 

effort may benefit scientists ae well as land. 

i Conservationists, to their own detriment, are sharply divided into 

groups, interested respectively in soil fertility, soll erosion, forests, parks, 

ranges, water flows, game, fish, fur, non-game animals, landscape, wild flowers, 

ete. These divergent foot of interest clearly arise from individual
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limitations of taste, knowledge, and experlence. They also reflect the age- 

old conflict between utility and beenty. Some conservationists believe the 

two gan be integrated, on the same land, to mtual advantage. Others believe 

their opposing clains mst be fought out and settled by exclusive dedication 

f of each parcel of land to either the one use or the other. 

5 This paper proceeds on two assumptions. The first is that there is only 

c one soil, one flora, one fauna, one people, and hence only one conservation 

problem. Hach acve should produce what 1t is good for, hence it may serve 

8 one, or several, or all of the special groups. 

7 The second is that economic and esthetic land uses can and mst be 

r integrated, usually on the same acre. To segregate them wastes land, and is 

t unsound social philosophy. The ultimate iseue is whether good taste and 

technical skill can both exist in the same landowner, This is a challenge 

7 to agrieulturel education. 

E When we examine the history of interactions between society and land, 

: there emerge at once a series of observational deductions. We cannot check 

$ their accuracy by controlled experiments, tut they may at that be more dependable 

- than deductions drawn by historians and statesmen who commonly imew nothing ~ 

of ecology in the lower organisms. These are: 

t (1) Before the machine age, destructive intersetions between society 

B end land tended to right themselves ty automatic adjustments 

similar to those now seen to exist in animal communities. These 

$ inelude population cyeles, emigration, interpredation, ete. 

(2) The early phases of machine civilization occurred on land especially 

5 resistant to abuse, Northwestern Burope, for example, seems to 

x possess in ite plant and animal guecessione extraordinary recuperative 

» capasity, i.e. capacity, when disturbed, to establish new and relatively
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f stable equilibria between soil, plants, and animals. 

2 (3) Destructive interactions probably contributed to the decay of some 

t early societies even before the machine age. Semi-arid climates 

+ much as the eastern Mediterranean, and continental climates such as 

9 the Chinese interior, are possibly especially susceptible to upsets 

of equilibrium. All this, however, is conjectural, due to the 

6 possible masking effect of climatic change. 

¢ (4) Americe presents the first instance of a sooiety, heavily equipped 

° with machines, invading a terrain in large part set on a hair-trigger. 

The accelerating velocity of destructive interactions is unmistakable 

} and probably unpreesdented. Reeuperative mechanisms either do not 

= exist or have not had time to get under way. The mechaniem of these 

; intersetions in such resources as soil, forests, ranges, and wild life 

: haw been traced, at least in its grosser aspects, and found to be 

strongly inter-conne ted. 

m (5) Not all the destruction ie wrought directly by machines. The machines 

4 rather release natural forces, such as fire, erosion, floods, and 

3 disease, and give them an unnatural play, devoid of checks snd balances. 

6 Machines also, in one way or snother, nullify the cheeke and balances 

on domestic animale, 

(6) Remedial practices are deing worked ont but are not being applied 

except on public lend at mblic expense. Public conservation presents 

no mafficient solution beemse of the universal geographic dispersion 

of the destructive processes, Public action ¢annot become universal 

withont breaking down the tax-base. Moreover it fails to provide for 

the intelligent day-to-day cooperation of those who oecupy the land. 

(7) The present legal and economic structure, having been evolved on a 

more resistant terrain (furope) and before the Machine age, contains
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no suitable ready-made mechanisms for protecting the public interest 

in private land. It evolved at a time when the public had no interest 

in land except to help tame it. 

(8) The unprecedented velocity of land-subjugetion in America involved 

mich hardship, which in turn created traditions which ignore esthetic 

land uses. The subsequent growth of cities has permitted a re-birth 

of esthetic culture, but in landless people who have no opportunity 

to apply it to the soil. The large volume and low utility of con- 

servation legislation may be attributed largely to this maladjustment; 

also the dissentious character of the conservation movenent. 

(9) Rural education has deen preoccupied with the transplantation of 

machinery and city culture to the rural commnity, latterly in the 

face of economic conditions which are evicting the occupants of 

submarginal soils. The net result has been to intensify destructive 

forces on the abandoned land, and to further defer any rebirth of 

land esthetics in landowners. 

With this background, we may now pose the question! What can the social 

and physical sciences, as now mobilized in this or other universities, do 

toward hastening the needed adjustment between society as now equipped and 

land-use es now practiced? 

Ve may first, perhaps, narrow the field by exclusion. For the moment, 

at least, it would seem safe to conclude that all those remedies which hinge 

upon yublic purchase or the extension of existing types of law or administration 

need no particuiar stimlation. Their momentum is already almost abnormal. 

We may also conjecture, from recent history, that it will require the : 

injection of some new and potent forces to effect any real change. 

In my opinion, there are two possible forces which might operate de novo» 

and which universities might possibly create by research. One is the formation
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of mechanisms for protecting the public interest in private land. The other 

is the revival of land esthetics in rural culture. 

The further refinement of remedial practices is equally important, but 

need not here be emphasized because it already has some momentum. Out of these 

three forces may eventually emerge a lend ethic more potent than the sum of 

the three, but the breeding of ethics is as yet beyond our powers. All 

selonce can do is to safeguard the environment in which ethical mtations might 

take place. 

The possible ethic, and the philosophical basis for predicting its emergence, 

has been discussed in several recent publications (1, 2). Land esthetics lies 

outeide the scope of this paper. A preliminary discussion of vehicles for 

public influence on private land-use has been published (3), but will here 

be reviewed from a different Licht. 

A chronology of recent exverience is a convenient way to open up the 

subject. 

It wae at firet aseumed that the profit motive would impel landowners 

to conserve. This expectation is so far frustrated, and we can now see at 

least appeared cheaper, to exploit new land than to conserve old. 

Another ie the profit motive operates only during the early stages of 

land deterioration, It often pays the individual owners to reclaim slightly 

damaged lend, but in these early stages ike does not yet know it is damaged. 

By the time he sees the damage, it is beyond his means to cure it. It has 

3 become a commnity damage, and thus becomes a charge against the public 

| treatury. 

Another is thet the competition of synthetic materials, usually of mineral 

Ti) De Beaux, Oscar. 1932. ene oS. — Wail and tribune, Florence. 
(2) Leopold, Aldo. 1933. The Conservation Zthic. Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXXI, 

No. é, October, pp. 634-643. 
=a’ 1934. Gonservetion Economics. Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXXII, Mo. 5, 

May, $37-Sivy.
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origin, has destroyed confidence in the future of such products as lumber. 

Confronted by these obstacles, conservation has turned to governement 

ownership and subsidy on a large scale. The fallacy inherent in this policy 

has already been pointed out: There is nothing to prevent al) our vulnerable 

land from eventually running through the same sequence of private deteriora- 

tion followed by wblic repairs. The system contains the seeds of its own 

eventual breakdown. 

It lacks some way to prevent the beginnings of the landslide--some mechanism 

for checking deterioration while costs are still low. This eritical point lies 

: Anse facto on private holdings; the government holds only the wrecks. We may 

: also derive the corollary that it would cost the government less to prevent 

, then repair them. 

Incidentally, there never was even any initial assumption as to how 

esthetic resources were to be conserved. A few parcels of outstanding 

scenery are immred os parks, but under the onslaughts of mass transporta- 

tion their possible function as “outdoor universities” is rapidly being in- 

: paired by the very forces impelling their creation. The vast bulk of land 

; beauty and ‘band life, dispersed as it is over a thousand hills, continues to 

waste oway under the same forces as are undermining land utility. A few 

: feeble attempts at legal prohibition only emphasize the futility of present 

’ policies. The private owner who undertakes to conserve beauty on his land, 

: does so in defiance of ali man-made economic forces from taxes down--or up. 

: There 1s much beauty left--enimate and inanimate-- but its existence, and 

: hence ite contimity, is almost wholly a matter of economic accident. 

- IT plead, in short, for positive and substantial wmblic encouragement, 

5 economic and moral, for the landowner who conserves the public values-- 

economic er esthetic--of which he is the custodian. The search for practic~ 

able vehicles for that encouragement is a research problem, and I think a
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soluble one, Those charged with such research, to specify a vehicle, mst 

also seat to intellectually encompass this whole sitwation. I¢ mst mean 

something far more wrofound than has yet found expression in either written 

or spoken words, If we can comprehend how it came to be, we might the 

better influence its future course. 

The whole thing {s clearly a misapplication of social energy, brought 

about, at least in part, by a too-sndden improvement in economic tools, 

applied with the same sudden accession of zeal as effected the improvements, 

Keulpped with those tools, society has developed om unstable adjustment to , 

its environment, from which both mst eventually suffer demage or even ruin, 

Regarding society and land collectively as an organism, that organiem has 

suddenly developed pethological symptoms, 1.¢. self-aceelerating rather 

than self=compensating departures from normal functioning. Granted that 

selence can invent more and more tools, which might be capable of squeesing ; 

a living even out of ruined countryside, yet who wants to be a cell in that — 

kind of a body nolitic? I for one do not. 

: 

¥ 
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Forestry Congress, Dec. 4, 1931 

FARM FORESTRY AND THE GAME PROGRAM 

Aldo Leopold 

There are available go many generalized discussions of the forest-game 

| relationship that I am going to make this paper very particular, specific, 

| and loeal to this region. Tf will dismiss generalizations by saying that the 

usual assumption, “raise forests and you will have plenty of game," is not 

| true. It all depends on what kind and age and condition of forest, how big, 

, what lies adjacent, and vhat kind of game. 

First, let us consider the forest-game ecology of this central region. 

Waiving squirrels and rabbits, which seem to do pretty well in spite of our 

| worst efforts at conservation, what is the influence of woody growth on the 

) stands and yields of our valuable species: quail, wild turkey, and pheasant? 

| A quarter-section farm with 20 acres of timber can have from sero to 

, 160 quail, depending on the condition and dispersion of that timber. If it 

; is all in one block and grazed out, there will be no quail. If it is all 

' in one block, ungrased selection forest, it will have one covey; if one- 

block, ungrazed coppice (or group selection), two coveys; if this but broken 

into blocks or stringers along ravines end creek banks, it may have as many 

coveys as there are blocks and stringers, up to the saturation point of one 

bird ver acre. In short, the disposition of the woody growth varies the 

quail stand 1,000 per cent. 

All this assumes that there is corn or regweed adjacent. If not, the 

potential stand is reduced from 50 to 100 per cont. Gut corn would mean 

the end of shootable quail in this region. 

So mich for quail stands. The safe yield or kill from the full stand 

of 10 coveys might be 75 birds; the safe yield from the thin stand of one 

covey might de zero. Pew conservationists as yet comprehend that as the 

density of any kind of game goes uv, the safe percentage of kill goes up
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faster still, and the total kill yet still faster. On this farm the spread 

in per cent is, say, 5 to 50, or 1,000 per cent; the spread in head of 

quail $ to 75, or 1,500 per cont. Zo him that hath dense quail shall de 

| given; from him that hath not shall be teken away even that which he hath." 

Towa, Ohio, and Wisconsin please notice. 

Now for the ecology of pheasants: except on the wind-laid solls of . 

northwest Iowa, thebe are none, and probably will be none, south of the 

| Wisconsin and Iowan drifts. The [1linolan and Xeneam drifte, and points 

south, are quail, not pheasant, country. As well try to grow beech in 

Kengas. On these newer drifts, the pheasant does not extend north beyond 

the corn lines His timber requirements, curiously enough, vary geographically. 

They are zero in Dakote, end increase steadily eastward, especially where 

heavy grass is sbsent. In Michigan the pheasant's timber relation is roughly 

that of quail. The outstanding forest-pheasant relation centers around the 

“grove” or windbreak. Half the pheasants in Iowa winter in maple groves 

hogged, grazed and scratched bare enough to play marbles under.. Lacking 

such, the birds winter in the lee of the chicken coop, or hide behind a 

fencepost, with a barbed wire for "foflest cover." Thies ability to winter 

on nothing (save only standing corn, which the steers are progressively 

| thinning down) is a biological miracle. When we are given one miracle, we 

always expect two. We expect these lee-of-a-fencepost pheasants to breed 

vigorously. They don't, any nore. than would poultry given like treatment. 

They are slipping under a 2-day open season, when they should stand up 

under a month of pounding. The popilar remedy: shorter seasons. Some 

nathematicion should anticipate what our geme policy is headed for: he 

should examine the theory of minus quantities of time. Or maybe the pheasant 

is a gongbird. i 

Pheasant density limite and the sliding seale of yield and density, are
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about the same as quail (or a little better, since the bird is polygamous 

and if overshot can be more cheaply replanted). Let us see then, what 

revenues a quarter section can realize in either species. 

Shooting privileges are worth, roughly, from 50 cents to a doller a — 

bird. The farm with its 10 acres of cover properly disposed in relation to 

food can safely kill 75 birds, or take in $40 to $75 either in cash or in 

sport for the owner. The same farm, with ite cover Improperly disposed, can 

safely kill 5 birds, or take in $2.50 to $$. The same farm, without cover, 

ean kill nothing, and take in nothing, 

All these revemes are virtually net, unless the owner considers that 

hie incidental attention mst draw wages (which it does not), or that his 

waste corners (now idle) cost rent and taxes. That such net revenues are 

worth while, when added to the value of forest products (and in many cases 

soil conservation and erosion control) needs no argument. 

T am omitting intangibles, such as keeping-the-boy-on-the-farn, land- 

scape beauty, and insectivorous service of game and songbirds. These are 

more important than cash reverme; hence harder to measure, hence our law- 

givers laugh at them. We have to be serious in talking to these men. 

This brings us to the meat of the game question: under what kind of a 

legislative and human set-up can’ these biologic and economic potentialities 

be realized? 

The first obstacle is the songbird list, and ite forerunner, the short 

season, A 2-day open season for golf would kill the revenue-value of @ links, 

Just so does it inhibit the revenue-value of a farm for game. 

Next week there meets in this town a special comnittee of conservation- 

ists, to pick a new exotic game bird for the hill country of southeastern 

Ohio, southern Indiana, and Kentueky. ‘The pheasant has failed, and the 

quail is closed or closing, in this region. Therefore ve mst import a 

foreigner.
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Tt is difficult for me topspeck with proper restraint on this proposal, 

I wonder how the bird-lovers like it, as the culminetion of thetr efforts at 

"protection." It is saddening to think that fifty years of "yablic educa~ 

tion" have cone to this. The only consolation is. that whatever foreign 

birds are tried, they will probably fail. 

The mental hurdle which these good people are trying ta walk around 

is the same as the obstacle which prevents the cropping of farms for game 

everywhere! failure to recognize that only the landholder can produce game 

crops, and that he will begin to function as the custodien of the state's 

game only when he is encouraged to regulate the’ harvest. Do you imegine that 

any foreign bird is going to thrive in these hills without management by 

| the landholder? If we mst heve management, why not manage our native quail 

end turkeys? ; 

. A dlanket relaxation of shooting restrictions is of course unthinkable. 

There will be farmers willing to "cash in" on their capital assets the 

minute 1t ie legal to do so. We foresters know this. Why not, then, re- 

lax the restrictions only on organized blocks of farms which have shown 

| evidence of readiness to practice conservation management? Such dloeks 

could de licensed, and the license promptly revoked for: 

1. Excessive rates 

| 2, Overkilling 

3. YVailure to provide food end cover 

4, Any other abuse of the public interest. 

| This would be dangerous in states with politically minded game depart- 

ments. In ell othar states it ought to constitute a fundamental remedy for 

the present unsatisfactory conditions in upland game on farms. It is the 

. same principle as the forest tax lew of Indiana and the shooting preserve 

laws of Mi¢higan and Wisconsin: let that farmer reap who first sows, and 

=.
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keep the lid on the rest. Isn't this solution better for the protectionist, 

: the sportsman, the farmer, and the public than any other yet in sight? 

This principle of revarding management gubjest to good behavior directiy 
links game with forestry, because ungrazsed cover 1s the principle criterion 

of good behavior, and ungrazed cover is potential forest. It may be regarded 

as & way of making came pay the initial expenses of the transition from the 

pioneer land-use philosophy, and the conservation land-use philosophy. We 

have overproduction of farm crops for the same reason. The reduction in 

Plowland acreage which the proposal implies would be @ direct contribution - 

to a remedy for overproduction. It is a way to keep living on marginal 

farms, and to enrich living on good farms.



Speech at University of Missouri 
April 26, 1938 

Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

One Saturday night a few weeks ago two middle-aged farmers set the : 

alarm clock for a dark hour of what proved to be a snowy, blowy Sunday. 

Milking over, they jumped into a pick-up and sped for the sand counties of 

central Wisconein, a region productive of tax deeds, tamaracks, and wild 

hay. In the evening they returned with a truck full of young tamarack 

trees and a heart full of high adventure. The last tree was planted in the 

home marsh by lantern-light. There was still the milking. 

In Wisconsin "man bites dog" ts stale news compared with "farmer plents 

tamarack." Our farmers have been grubbing, burning, draining, and chopping 

tamarack since 1840, In the region where these farmers live the tree is 

exterminated. Why then should they want to replace it? Secanse after 

twenty years they hope to re-introduce svhagnom moss under the grove, and 

then lalyslipvers, pitcher plants, and the other nearly-extinet wildflowers 

of the aboriginal Wisconsin bogs. 

Mo extension burean had offered these farmers any prise for this utterly 

quixotic undertaking. Certainly no hope of gain motivated it. How then can 

one interpret ite meaning? I call it Revolt--revolt against the tedium of 

the merely economic attitude toward land. We assume that because we had to 

subjugate the land to live on it, that therefore the best farm is the one 

most completely tamed. ‘These two farmers hed learned from experience that 

the wholly tamed farm offers not only a slender livelihood but a constricted 

life. They had caught the idea that there is pleasure to be hed in raising 

wild crops as well as tame ones. They propose to devote a little spot of 

marsh to growing native wildflowers. Perhaps they wish for their land what 

we all wish for our children--not only a chance to make a living, tut also 

a chance to exvress and develop a rich and varied assortment of inherent 

S
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capabilities, both wild and tame. What better expresses lend than the 

plants which originally grew on it? 

I am here then to talc about the pleasure to be had in wild things, 

s about natural history studies as a combination sport and science. 

Mi History has not conspired to make my task an easy one. We naturalists 

9 have meh to live down, There was o time when ladies and gentlemen wandered 

if afield not so meh to learn how the world is put together as to gather subject 

t metter for tea-time conversation. This was the era of dickey bird ornithology, 

4 of botany expressed in bad verse, of ejaculatory vapors such as “ain't nature 

erana.” Sy if you will sean the amateur ornithological or botanical journals 

3 of today you will sce that a new attitude is abroad. [f shall not try to 

3 define it, but rather to describe to you some people who exemplify it. In 

és selecting these peonle I shall inelnude only amateurs--that is to say, I ex- 

4 elude all who receive either pay or university credit for their natural 

‘$ history work. 

i 1 Imow an industria};chemist who spends his spare time in reconstructing 

the history of the passenger pigeon and its dranatic demise as a member of 

© our fauna. ‘The pigeon became extinct before this chemist was born, but he 

0 has dug up more knowledge of pigeons than any contemporary possessed. How? ‘ 

t By reading every newspaver ever printed in our state, ae well as contemporary 

2 diaries, letters, and books. I estimate that he has read 100,000 documents 

fa in his search for pigeon data, This gigantic labor, which wonld kill any 

$ nen undertaking it as a task, fills him with the keen delight of a hunter 

£ scouring the hills for scarce deer, of an erecheologiat digging up Rgypt for 

ve a scarab. And of course such an undertaling requires more than digging. 

rt After the scarsh is found its interpretation requires the highest skil1- 

Ww a skill not to be learned from others, but rather created by the digger 

4 ag he digs. Here, then, is a man who has found adventure, exploration,
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science and sport, 211 in the backyard of current history where millions 

of lesser men find only boredom. 

imother exploration--this time literslly of a back yard, is a study 

of the Song Sparrow conducted by an Ohie housewife. This commonest of 

, virds had been scientifically labelled, pigeon-holed a hundred years ago, 

and forthwith forgotten. Our Ohio amateur had the notion that in birds, as 

, in people, there are things to be known over and above name, Sex, and clothes. 

| She began trapping the song sparrows in her garden, marking each with a 

celluloid anklet. and being thus ale to identify each individual by ite 

, eolored marker, to observe and record their migrations, feedings, fightings, 

: singings, matings, nestings and deaths; in short, to decivher the inner 

workings of the sparrow community. In ten years she knew more about sparrow 

society, sparrow polities, sparrow economies, and sparrow psychohogy than 

. anyone had ever learned about any bird. Science beat a path to her door. 

She has published the first volume of a monograph on her backyard researches. 

Ornithologists of sll nations seek her counsel. 

Bnese tvo amateurs happen to have achieved fame, but no thought of fame 

motivated their original work. Fame came ex poet facto. It is not fame, 

| however, that I am talking sbout. They achieved perscnal satisfactions which 

| are more important than fame, and hundreds of other anateurs are achieving 

| these satisfactions. 1 now ask: What is our educational system doing to 

encourage personal amateur scholarship in the natural history field? 

We can perhaps seek an anewer to this question by dropping in on @ 

typieal class in a typicel zoology department. We find there students 

memorizing the names of the bumps on the bones of a cat. It is important, 

of course, to study bones, otherwise we should never comprehend the 

evolutionary process by which animals came into existence. But why menorize 

the bumps? We are told that this is vert of biological discipline. I ask,
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though, whether a comprehension of the living aninel and how it holds its 

place in the sun is not an equally important pert. Unfortunately the living 

aninal is virtually omitted from the present system of zoological education. 

In my own university, for exemple, we offer no course in ornithology or 

mamnalLogy 

Botanical education is in like case, except perhaps that the displacement 

of interest in the living flora has been not quite so extreme. 

The reasons for this eviction of outdoor studies from the schools goes 

back into history. Laboratory biology came into existence at about the time 

when amateur naturel history was of the Jickey-bird variety, and when profes- 

sional natural history consisted of labelling species, and amassing facta 

about food habits without interpreting them. In ehort, a growing and vital 

laboratory technique was at that time placed in competition with a stagnated 

outdoor technique. It was quite natural that laboratory biology soon came 

to be regerded as the superior form of science. As it grew it crowded natural 

history out of the educational picture. 

The present educational marathon in memoriging the geography of bones 

is the aftermath of this perfectly logicel process of competition. It has, 

of course, other justifications: medical students need it. Zoology teachers 

need it. But I contend that the average citizen does not need it as dvadly 

as he needs some understanding of the living world. é 

In the interim, field studies have developed techniques and ideas 

quite as scientific as those of the leboratory. The amateur student is 

no longer confined to pleasant ambles in the country resulting merely in 

lists of species, lists of migration dates, and lists of rarities. Bird 

vanding, feather-morking, censusing, and experimental manipuletions of 

behavior and environment are techniques available to all, and they are 

quantitative seience. The amateur can, if he has imagination and versistense, 

-
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, select and solve actus] scientific naturel history problems as virgin as 

E the stratosphere. My two amateurs are cases in point, 

. The modern view is not to regerd lsboratory end field as competitive, 

t but rather as complementary studies. Curricula, however, do not yet reflect 

& this new situation. It takes money to enlarge curricula, henee the average 

college student who inclines toward natural history avocations 1s rebuffed 

o rather then encouraged by his university. Instead of being tmght to see 

: his native countryside with appreciation and intelligence, he is taught to 

iS Garve cats. Let him be taught both if this 1s possible, but if one mst 

Me be omitted let it be the latter. 

a fo visualize more clearly the lop-sidedness and sterility of biological 

Sia. edneation as a means of building citizens, let's go afield with some typical 

sf Phi Beta Kappa student and ask him some questions. We can safely assume he 

sO knows how angiosperms and cats are ut together, but let us test his com- 

28 prehension of how Missouri is mt together, ‘ 

La We are driving down a country road.in northern Missouri. Here is a 

farmstead. Look at the trees in the yard and the soil in the field and tell 

et us whether the original settler earved his farm out of prairie or woods. 

to Did he est prairie chicken or wild turkey for his Thanksgiving? What plants 

eet grew here originally which do not grow here now? Why did they disappear? 

se What did the prairie plants have to do with creating the corn-yielding 

: capacity of this soll? Why does this soil erode now tt not then? 

sp Again, supvoss we are touring the Ozarks. ere is an abandoned field 

ont in which the ragweed is sparse and short. Does this tell us anything about 

AL why the mortgage was foreclosed? About how long ago’ Would this field be 

rad & good place to look for quail? Does short ragweed have any connection with 

ief the human story behind yonder graveyard? If all the ragweed in this water- 

ap shed were short, wonld that tell us emything about the future of floods in
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2 the etroam? About the future prospects for bass or trout? 

¢ T fear that. our Phi Beta Kapva biologist would consider these questions 

insane, but they aro not. Any amateur naturalist with a seeing eye should 

oi be able to speculate intelligently on all of them, and have a lot of fun doing 

2) it. You will see, too. that modern naturel history deals only ineidentally 

with the identity of plonts and animals, and only incidentally with theiy 

a“ habits and behaviors. It deals principally with their relations to each 

if other, thetr relation to the soil and water in which they grow, ond their 

6 relations to the human beings who sing sbout "my country" but see little or 

ef nothing of its immer workings. This new science of relationships is called 

ecology, ut what we call it matters nothing. The question is, does the 

8 edueated citizen know he is only a cog in an ecologicel mechanism? That 

of if he will work with that nechanism his mental wealth and his material 

a wealth can expand indefinitely. But that if he refused to work with it, 

ct 4{t will ultimately grind him to dust. If edmeation does not teach us these 

things, then what is education for? 

3 You here in Missouri are just reorganizing your conservation department. 

7 You are hearing sbout teaching conservation in the schools. The implication 

He is that something is to be added to the curriculum. I submit conservation 

£3 is no new excrescence on an already. bulky curriculum. It seems to me that 

48 4f all teaching does not deal with our relations to the land, it is not 

‘a teaching at all. 

Conservationists have, f fear, adopted the pedagogical method of 

Ps the provhets: we mtter darkly about impending doom if people don't mend 

chee their ways, The doom is impending, all right; no one ean be an ecologist, 

s even an amateur one, without seeing it. But do people mend their ways for 

ig fear of calamity? I doubt it. They are more likely to do it out of pure 

ie curlosity and interest. We shall be ready, f think, to practice conserve~ 

ij tion when "farmer planta tamarack" is no longer news.



Whither Missouri! 

$ ; Aldo Leopold 

The conservation movement in Missouri at this moment is like a fisher- 

man wading a swift and deep bass streem. To cet serosa without wetting his 

, feet he hes to step on four slippery rocks, Missouri hhs reached the thira 

rock and is still right side up. Where is the fourth? 

. I here try to show it to you. I speak as one with wet feet who hopes 

: you can keep yours dry. 

’ * * * 

' The first step in conservation is to want it. You, and may other 

' states, have taken that step. ; 

: The second step is to create competent authority. You have done an 

: extra good job on that. I speak not so mech of your new law (after all, it 

is not rare for states to pass good laws) as of the quality of your leader- 

. ship. Rarely hag any state enlisted the sagacity, openmindedness, and 

foresight displayed in your present leaders. If you lmow a good thing when 

‘ you see it, you will give them your confidence, your support, and your 

thoughtful criticism. 

, The third step is to learn how to develop the technical specifications 

as to just what shal be done to make your fields, woods, and waters pro- 

. duetive. You have landed right side up on this rock, but don't think you 

are across the creek. 

' Have you, read Bennitt and Magel's "Game Survey of Missouri"? If so, 

you will realize how moh remains to be found out about eropping quail, 

turkey, deer, fur in your coverts. You will realize that this finding out 

how to grow wild crops in coverts is moh like finding out how to grow corn, 

cotton, hogs in the fields. It is a job calling for research, then testing 

' in practice, then more research. 

> 
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Tho wild cropving system mst dovetail with the tame cropping system. 

Therefore the Agrieultural College is the proper plese to build both. You 

have eet up, at your agricniturel college, a new Research Unit in which, 

with the help of the Biological Survey. the technical process een and will 

be worked ont. 

; The fourth step is to practice conservation on the land. The first three 

steps are of little use unless we ean take the fourth. We are not yet across 

; the creek. 

Who is going to practice conservation on the land? I am afraid that 

the average conservationist thinks that the government ts going to do it. 

: By government I mean the Conservation Department, the Bological Survey, 

the Porest Service, the Park Service, and the other governmental agencies. 

: These agencies are going to do it, but only on the lands which they own. 

. How much of Missouri will they eventually own? 1 would call it an optimistie 

‘ guess to say one-fifth of Missouri, that is to say, the corbined area of 

; national forests, state forests, parks, refuges, ete., can hardly exesed 

: even in the remote future more than a fifth of the area of the state. We 

; can't produce ontdoor facilities for five-fifths of our vaople on one-fifth 

of our area. Let's buy land by #21 moane, but let's not dolude ourselves 

" with the thought that buying land ia a econmrehensive solution. There can be 

; no solntion until conservation practices are habitual on the private farms 

‘ of the state. : 

Just how mch practice of conservation is as yet habitual on Missouri 

2 ferme? In the search for some sort of an answer I yesterday made a tally of 

r 100 farms strung slong the highway throngh north-central Missouri from the 

: Towa line to Columbia. 

Of these 100 farms, 40 had cover enough’ for quail, 12 had bird houses 

x
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at tho farmstead, 12 had den trees in the wootlot fit for coon and squirrel. 

i Only 40 ont of the 100 had any woodlot, and of these 40 woodlots 39 

ut were grazed and thus doomed to ultimate extinction. 

Me Of the 60 farms without woodlots, only 3 had tree plantations and only 

4 12 had planted Windbreaks in coot order. 

Forty farms had hedges still standing. 

fe Of the 100 farms, 62 showed raw gullies or ox-bowing watercourses 

ae visible from the road. It is unthinkable, of course to sustain any perman- 

ent conservation practice on any farm in process of active erosion. Wildlife 

- is an oxnression of fertility, end a farn which is losing ite fertility ts 

fo necessarily losing its wildlife tn the long run. : 

nj Of the 100 farms, 23 showel fields recently abandoned beemse the 

fertility had been exhested by orosion. Many more sbandoned fields have 

of been converted to pasture and could not be recomnised with certainty and 

i) henge could not be tallied. 

ais Of the 100 farns only 4 had vonds or marshes big enough for waterfowl. 

ve Of course, the region in question is not a marsh region. 

Bo T passed 10 creeks, 4 of which showéd artificial straightening, a 

to practice subversive of all conservation principles. 

iw I am afraid one is forced to conclude that there is as yet very little 

an visible conservation vrastice on Missouri farms. Why? Meeause wildlife 

to productivity Ls not yet one of onr votnts of vride in land. The farmer 

takes pride in his gedrets, that is, his radio, car, leeboxr, treator, 

ae nilker, ete. This is as it should be. He takes prid- in his tame crops, 

ses smd this ie ns it shouldbe, 

hd Put how often do we find a farnor who takes pride in hie wild erovs, 

ee
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7‘: hie woodlot, his stand of quail, his coon dens, the fish in his ereek or 

pond? Until a majority of onr farmers are as proud of heving a flock of 

2 prairie chickens as of owning a new car, we shall not have the chicicens. 

Conservation cannot come until the gsmeless farm is considered as unbalanced, 

: until a farmer would no more tolerate erosion in his fields than he now 

: tolerates a contagious disease in hie flocke and herds. 

Farmers do not yet heve this attitude, mither do we who are not 

2 farmers. We still regard the farm as a plese to retire from instead of 

: to. We look upon farming a9 a livelihood, not a life. Our present wild 

’ crops are, I fear, an expression of neglect, not of care and forethought. 

é When they have become on expression of oride in land, then and not until 

then will ve have conservation in Missourt. 

*% 
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The Basie of Conservation Mugation 

" Aldo Leopold 
ome 

wi Conservation ig living on land without spoiling it. ; 

2 What is land? Whet is spoilage? The sporteman is content if there are 

nm plenty of pheasants and trout. It doesn't worry him if all the hawks and 

Y owls are sacrificed in producing the pheasants, or all the kingfishers and 

herons for the trout. 

st Farmer--soil. Cover and food for wildlife gone. 

ot iisthetes--here and there a park. Rest of country a shambles. 

co Conservationists collieotively seem to worry about distant problems 

i but don't even see what is under their nose, Hence content to yess laws 

ig and spend money. Not critical of whether laws are doing any good, or 

expenditure making any change in the landscape. 

* * » 

Only one way out of this confusion: Yor the average citizen to 

have a wider appreciation of land, a more critical understanding of it, 

especially his own land, 

You who are business men can doubtless ride past a store or a 

factory and make, at a glance, pretty sound deductions as to its mode of 

operating and its condition. 

You who are professional men can walk through a hospital or a court 

of law and make, at a glance, sound deductions as to what is going on. 

Can you do this with land? Who can? 

Until thinking citizens become critical readers of lendseape, we can 

have no sound development of conservation policy. 

Our colleges teach lots of science, but can their graduates read the 

land? President Dykstra remarked to me that John Muir as a young student 

probably saw more in looking at Wisconsin landscape then the average professor 

of natural sclences does today.
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; Slide Dead Tamaracks 

- Tamarack swamp Many have died thie sumer. No obituary in papers. 

511) Mot discussed in conservation meetings. Nobody trying to find cause. 

X-103 The plents living on a bog (not the laws passed in Madison) determine 
‘¢ what other plants and what animals can live there. History of the 

ragweed natch. 

: Weod stage (1933). Mothing can live except meadow mice and blackbirds, 
ak 

Intermediate stage (dogwood). Pheasants and rabbits can live. 

Climax stage (tamarscl:). Waterfowl, lone-eared owl, woodcock, 
red-backed mouse, and a rich bog flora can live, 

"Takes all kinds of people to make a world." 

s Probable ratio of plent and animal species 5, 10, 100. 

“i Tamarack, then, is the signal fleg that denotes a swamp still habitable 
for a rich variety of wildlife. let's examine some of it in detail. 

. us) ladyslipvers. Can grow only in live moss, which (in this latitude) can 

674) grow only under. temaracks. Dead tamarscks mean dead orchids. 

76h Under live moss, the soil is so cold it is actually "dry". That's why 
a the roots of a tamarack run so close to the surface. 

J 819 Piteher plant (only "upedatory" plant we have) and leatherleaf, both 
Canadian forms, found here only in temarack. Dead tamerack means the 
eviction of these forms from S. Wis. 

% 452 Long-eared owl depends on tamaracks and pine groves. 

0 635 When a swamp loses its tamaracics it is usually dried out, and hence 
wurns. (Pitted peat) 

681 After burning, you get a desert of nettles, in which nothing can live. 
© (Yet we burn nettles to get rid of them.) 

362 Why do pheasants, quail, and rabbits avoid a nettle ewemp? We don't 
know. We simoly keen dumping pheasents into them. History of ragweed patch, 

687 For one thing, there is nothing to eat. (Jewel weed) 
a 

688 Stun cabbage. Another food. 

335 Also, there is no cover in deen snow. Bushes are essential as snow 

t cover, and occur only in the upper stages of the plant succession. 

ws 765 ‘Tamarack is regarded by foresters as of no economic importance. Most 
2 farmers are clearing their tameracks to make room for canary grase. 

-
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2 Sommentary 
A Pallacy in this is to regard ony plent or animal as a “separate” 

2 thing. There are vlenty of varts of your industrial plant "of no economic 

= _importance." Do you tear them out? Wo--not if they are parts of the orgeniem. 

In conservation we don't yet realize that every living thing is part of the 

organism. To the conservationist, the spar of a dying tamerack is not merely 

a dead tree--it is the symbol of a countryside which is losing ita wholeness, 

its integrity as an organism. We "love its rocks and rille," but are not even 

avere that it is sick. 

Dead Qux Qake 

872 O14 bur oak. Many of these are dying since the drouths of the 1930s, 
"Too bad--let's plant an elm." 

X-100 Again I heve to trace some history to explain the meaning of a dead 
on tree. A wr osk is a monument to commemorate a battle which began : 

20,000 years ogo. It is a battle between forest and prairie. Southern 
‘3 Wisconsin is the battlezround. 

ss Prairies were maintained by fire, end oceupled the level ridges over 
which fires couldusweep. Forest occupied the ravincs and moraineé. 

. Bur oaks grew on the edge of the prairtes--the point of conflict. 
re 

864 Why? One reason! cork-insulator bark. Dronth-resistance. 

; 470 These edge trees srew in open orchard-like stands ealled "oak openings." 
+ 

: has Remnants of "openines" frequent on Imolls. 

r 2h When you seo a farmstead with a white oak in yard, you can be sure that 
farm was carved out of the woods. 

a 

419 When @ farm ie shaded by cottonwood. maple, or Norway spruce you can 
be sure it was a prairie farm, treeless. Shade was planted. 

946 But when a farm is shaded by bur oaks, it was on prairie edge. 

Aa 518 When there was enough plowland to @hecl fires, the old edge trees 
were goon swallowed up in thickets of young red oaks. These have since 

ay been opened by grazing. 

aa 203 Another edge momunent now surrounded by youne crowth. 

303 Same. Count back the rings, and you can find the veterans always pre- 
my date 16/0; the youngsters ere slways of later origin.
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The bur oak, then, ie an historical momment. The fect thet*few can 
read its inscription is simply our hard luck, our biological illiteracy. 
(A few writors have tried to teach us reading--Peattie's "Prairte Grove." 
How many read it?) : 

971 Defoliated bur oak in June. Baten by June veotles. 

973 Beetles also est other plants (hazel) but prefer oaks. 

972 June beetles come from white grabs, which spoil pastures. Why? 

873 Becanee pastures are overgrazed. This is also why they erode, and 
4 why we spend a billion or so per year to hold our westing soils. Why 

do farmers over-grase? Agricultural economics--derressions--mechaniza~ 
tion of dairy industry. ; 

410 A dead tur oak, then, 1s @ monument to 20,000 years of post history, 
and also to thet insanity we call depression, 

* * % 

Lend Yah. 
360 Buried topsoil. Did this hapren since settlenent? 

3599 Oxvowing creek. This farmer's sheep got caught in this streem in 1840's. 
Gontained large trout. Stacked hay on bank, 

367 Row old is this gr-liy? (Bore into cottonwood.) 

“976 How fast ts this one advancing? (Pace to hickory tree--meke note) 

. » * * 

, We have a law compelling echools to teach conservation. Just what is 

\ to be tenght? 

{ At present, about 211 we are ready to teach is the names of plants and 

animals, end somebody's opinion thet sueh end such a bureau has a good 

: polley, and ought to heve more money. The first is mere memoriging; the second 

> is propaganda. Melther 1s worthy of being called education. 

: tT see no way out except to teach the voting citizen to make his own 

avvretsal of the lendseane, and then decide for himself what he wants done 

° about it. This is a long slow nrocess, tut a sound one. Quite aside from 

E ite practical results. 1¢ will quintuple the pleasure and interest of o day 

in tholfield. 

4



The Ferm Conservation Prozram 

2 Aldo Leopold i Z 

ie We wildiifers assert that we are finding, by research, that wild and 

2 tame erops cen be grown side by side, to the mtual advantage of each 

8 other, the farmer. and the public. 

Our use of the term research is not quite accurate. Research is suvvosed 

it to start with a wishless premise, snd to go where the facts lead. Our re- 

seareh is fer from wishless. It begins with not merely a wish, but with the 

positive conviction thet cohabitation of the land by wild and the tame 

things is good. We then prove, by research, that it is possible. When we 

x find that it is possible, we conclude it is also advantageous. 

i As far as I know, we are scientifically honest in sifting mr evidence 

* on ways and meons, but I think it is time for somebody to admit that our 

. ‘ objective is a wishful one. why do we wish for bobwhite to whistle forever i 

from the farm fences of ¥isconsin? Let me ask you one: ‘hon it becomes 

possible for the laboratory to under-sell the cow and the cornfield as a 

= source of bread and meat~-when the tractor finelly and completely displaces 

the team as a source of vower--are you ready to turn over the function of 

as food-production to chemist and engineer! Or will you havo lingering dovbts-- 

e unscientific doubts--about the fundamental goodness of men living on land 

: with and by plants and animals? 

Tf the husbandry of living things ie good, is not the husbandry of a 

= large variety of them even better? f om here cointing out the fundamental 

- x kinship between agriculture and conservation as human convictions. 

* Admitting, then, that wildlife as a farm crop is a possible but not an 

inevitable thing, I turn to a question mech discussed of Inte; the 

i
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interdenendence of various irinds of conservation. fo what extent te wildlife. 

an optional thing--the automatic accommaninont of soil conservation, flood 

prevention, erosion control, end forestry? And are these things in turn 

optional or necessary! 

We wildlifers have assorted that tf you devote lnnd to soil rrotsctive 

se structures end cover, and to woodlots, that you head just as well let it 

r supvort wildlife, I think 1% is strictly true that by slight modifications 

of the kind and pattern of vegetation on reserved lends, you can inerease 

of the carrying capacity of the farm for animals. Sut this is a self-serutiny; 

let it then be clear that these modifications are optional. A woodlot may 

™ produce much wood end soil cover, but little camo. A check-lem enclosure 

" or a terrace-outliet may beer vegetation cood for soil tut poor for birds. 

' Moreover there is gross exaggeration of the food-bearing capacity of small 

dits of wild vegetation. Winter food, on intensive farms, comes mostly from 

= weels, waste grain, end deliberate feeding. 4ushes and vines, as winter 

. food, are salad. Deliberate feeding is necessary, and obviously optional, . 

» Omit it and winter canacity is greatly reduced. Then strike off the aceid- 

= ental food on fields, and little food is left to balance cover, even good 

oe cover. By and large, then, wildlife (especially resident wildlife) is only ; 

. in slight degree the mtonatic product of farm sroston-control and forestry. 

se Finally we face the queition of whether the voodlot end other reserved 

= cover sre in and of themaclves necessary or optional. Certainly the average 

y Wisconsin farmer acts as if his woodlot were about as vital to the future 

as the horse-ond-bugey or the spinnine-wheel. By eutting off the old and 

carving off the young trees, he is whittling at both onds of the woodlot as 

: ® farm institution. He is exterminating productive woods as on element in 

: the land-use pattern of the dairy belt. Is he doing this deliberately be- 

: cause he exvects, when his woods are gone, to han] eoal or to burn be
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ia Roosevelt's electricity? Te he doine it rerretfully, as a makeshift, . 

is until better times enable him to retrench? Or is he doing it thovehtless- 

as ly, unaware that he {a signing cheeics on capital? I don't know, but our 

“é self-scrutiny on wildlife crovs squarely raises the question of the disvens- 

ability or indisnensability of farm woods and other wild cover areas. : 

te On flat unspoiled soils I think the woodless ferm is vossible. We have 

on plenty of such already. We algo have, in plenty, the coverless marsh. But 

6 on eroding land, and on all hilly land, 1t is cleer by now that not even 

dg pasture is a safe cover for the steeper slopes. A ponalty+-erosion and 

ef floods--attaches to the use of vulnorable slopes and banks for tame crops, ; 

7 Thet renalty accrues, in part, to the ower. It accrues, in part, to the 

<0 svbjoining owners, but these social venalties we reserve for later discus- 

sit sion. The vresent point 1s that vulnerable sloves present the first clear 

i¢ case of land which the individual owner mot leave wild. He hag no option. 

ap Whether he elects to encourare tinber or animals on it is, as we have seen, 

o% largely ontionsl. 

0 We may generalize, then, by saying that the dediestion of farm land 

aS to wild cover is ineviteble only where orosion threatens, and even there 

ae a | is, from the viewpoint of the owner, optional whether he deliberately 

af snkipnges timber or animals. 

The Moctrine of Private Profit and Public subsidy 
as What, now, determines whethor the farmer exercises his option of 

we growing tinber or wildlife? We have a doctrine of land-uee, and it is 

ga thist Lat the crivete owner grow what te vrofitable to him. If the mbli¢ 

ne needs unprofitable crovs, let the mblic buy submerginal lands and raise 

+ them. or subsidize the farmer if they want him to do it. 

= My particular concern tonicht 1s the edemaey of this doctrine. Lot 

an
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4 us try to picture its effeets on the lendserve of Wisconsin if the farmer 

: and the public were to follow it until 1975. 

Looking down from a high plane. we would see in sontheast Wisconsin 

an agriculture] stevve, substentially treeless save for a few erosive 

’ moraines. <All drainnble marghes are tn corm and canary. All fencerows 

g are bare. Along the hichways are a few trees and bushes, arranged in that 

i stiff informality which betrays the intervention of the landscaper. 

For fuel and posts the region is on a coal-and-steel, or electricity- 

a and-steel basis. For game a few Hungarian partridges rersist, plus rabbits 

where the woodelucks have dug cover underground. There are local nheasants ; 

: near undrainable marshes, such as around public lekes, but not elsewhere. 

% Bur animale are such as can live on drainage eanals. ail, prairie chickens, 

: ruffed grouse, nesting waterfowl and woods wildflowers are gone. There are 

' sumner birds, but the whole bird fauna {ts shifted toward the steppe commnity, 

: In southvest Yiseonsin only the larger hich prairies present a similar 

[ pieture. The ravines have as mech timber as now, and that in better condi- 

tion. Wood ie st111 used for fuel and posts. The fauna is unchanged. : 

F From centrel Wisconsin northward, all submargine) lends are in woods, 

} probably under government forestry. Tumber from these woods reaches the 

A dairy farms, but the vastly sreater volume of non-sawlog timber represents 

non-transportable fuel. Part but not all of this is absorbed as mlpwood. 

# The mip mills have conpeted the ruin of the larger streams. The land fauna 

a persists about as now, excert for the nesr-extinetion of the temporary 

$ prairie biote now occunying the burns, and the usurpation of hayneadowsa by 

ee scrub as result of former fires, 

t Whet is wrong with this Yiseonsin of 1975? The main deficit, in my 

> opinion, is the trend toward monotypes. “The doetrine of private profit and 

x 2 mblie subsidy pushes constantly toward an extreno degree of erop-specialization,=
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Pe. toward the grouving of uses in large solid blocks, The idea of self- 

- wuffictont farn units ts submerged. “he intersversion of wild and tame 

crops approshes sero. Such intersversion is the essence of wildlife manage- 

- ment, ond, I think, of forest monsgement. I will comment later on whether 

6 it is good farm management. 

aa My present point is that the doctrine of orivate vrofit and vublic 

iss subsidy produces 2 landscane just as monotonous os the inherent variability 

of soil will permit. What with dredge and drain-tile, check-dam and ter- 

Heh race, it rermits a good deal. 

” The Commnity Iden of Profit 

ate Let us now examine the soundness of the current doctrine of land-use, 

fk first from the vrivete and second from the sublic standpoint. Is it sound 

ut to relegate to government every cropping function which shows prospective 

a red ink when scrutinised as private enterprise? 

I claim it is not. The thing that is lacking from our idea of private 

te entervrise in conservation is the realization that a given action mey show 

it a red vrivate balance when attempted by one mam, but a dleck balance, both 

privete and public, when carried out by many. Conversely, a vrofitable pri- 

ae vate action, when widely carried out, may prove to have costly venalties 

ab which reach back to the individual. 

os _ The fdea of commnity profit at individuel cost is not new. Tn engineere 

at ing enterrrises mch as good roads and drainage systems, it ie es olf as the 

ae usehine age. It romaine to apply jt toe ecological entervrises which are 

et less tangidle but no lese real in their commnity benefits. Is the wind- 

ae swept dirdless steppe good commnity agriculture? I dowbt it. Conversely, 

the re-establishment of a fencerow or woodlot on such a stevpe may show red, 

5. bat the collective ef°ect, a variegated countryside, will, I think, show 

ee : : :
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£ profit, not only to the poet, but to the boolkeener. 

; We recognize the validity of this principle of commmal ecology in 

individual cases, but we do not yet recognize it as a law of commnity wel- 

fi fare.’ Take the mestion of straightening streams. An individuel farmer 

may ease his flood problem by talking out the oxvows, Just as he may enhance 

his gross income by taking out the woodlot. Out ig everybody does it, the 

neighborhood is injured. 

fake ground waters. There has, of course, been much nonsense ebout 

: water, but there remains the basic fact that the vrivate profit doctrine, 

. as apolied in the past, hastens water downhill. at if everybody does it, 

7 4t may be hastened too mich. And ultimately may not the level of wells, 

streans, and lakes--a rather large asset--suffer? : 

Take insect pests. The simmle thing for the individual farmer is to 

remove all wild harborage for insects. For the individual this is good 

emough, as lone as the neighbors furnish cover to keep some birds and 

predatory insects in the locality. But if all the nel¢hbors mopped up on 

11 cover, both for injurious insects and their predators, is there an ; 

entomologist ready to sey that the comninity woul? be as well or better off 

than now? 

All things that make the land good to lock upon follow this law. Wo 

individual, according to the vrivate-profit public subsidy doctrine, can 

afford to donate good land for the ol4 burr-ocak, the crab-anple thicket, 

the orchid marsh, or other esthetic Iusuries. But everybody having followed 

this doctrine, everybody is now taxed to let the lendseapers install park- 

ways, artificial lekes, ond other more or less miserable substitutes for , 

: lendscape beenty. Who is in the red? 

: Winally, teke erosion. Advanced erosion, everybody admits,is cheaper
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: to abandon than to cure. But if everybody did it, could the mbiie treasury 

atand the load of re-stabilizines the abandoned screage? Or if the lend 

wureaus said “let her wash," could the water bureaus ultimstely cope with 

: the damage to navigation, irrication, vower, ond Flood-control? T opine they 

i couldn't. : 

f These are negative instances of pudlic nenalty for private thrift. 

' There are also mblic rewards for urivate extravagance, although T can't 

find a good instence in this country. Teke substitutes for wood, the bete 

; noir of 4nericen forestry. Our lumbermen cautiously stay out of timber 

: cropring, mostly because they fear substitution, but Germans go right ahead. 

Consequently no German industry doubts the availability of wood in the future, 

consequently enbstitntes male distinetly smaller inroads on the German wood 

narket than on ours. 

, The Boms Individuelisn of Our Land Dootrine 
| So mech for the hidden ecolorical penalties inherent in our current 

doctrine of land-use. Notice that in most eases « mmblic subsidy is being 

paid as a more or lees ineffective offset to those nied, In fact the i 

greater vart of the vresent public conservation program is a public palliative — 

' for the doctrine thet the private landower has no community responsibilities 

over and ebove taxes and versonal conduct. T now raise the question: Ie 

land-abuse anything ut a tax on the neichbors? Is there any form of per- 

: sonal conduct more vitel to society than land-conduct? Is the viogranhy 

of a farmer or lunberman or stockman, es written on his lond, of lesser 

ethical immort than St. Peter's memo of his oral veccadillos? 

I think not, and I conclude that the eurrent doctrine of vrivate profit 

F and public subsidy is defective in these resvects: It exvects sudsidics to
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do more--and the vrivete owner to ‘o less-for the commmity than they are 

eavable of doinr. ‘Ye rationalize these defects as individualism, but they 

imply no real reenect for the landowner ss an individual. They merely condone 

the ecological tenorance which contrasts so strongly withhis preeeeity in 

mechanical things. But the fine] vreof thet it 1s bogus ‘ndividualism lies 

in the fact that it leads us straight into the most radical naternaliem, the 

most abject devendence von government, ever tolerated by the landowners of 

eny frec country. Quite aside from the probeble insolveney of the "Let 

Uncle Sam do it" forma, it is, | fear, in the long run, ineffective. 

Husbandry of land ‘s inherently an action ealling for contimonus synthesis 

. of thea idezl and the practical. The government cannot furnish the one in- . 

eredicnt while the owner furnishes the other. The government is not around 

while the things thet matter hapven. 

; 

J 

J 

g :



4 Outline for I.W.L.As 
e March 27-28, 1942 

WILDLIYE Ti LAND-USE PLANNING 

| Aldo Leopold 

; 

F One trouble with lend-use vianning is that it has "gone high-brow". 

: All kinds of abstruse ventures, many impossible of exeoution, are discussed, 

t while obvious vroctical onnortunities are warlatied. 

i Land-use planning ts rractioal to the extent that the planner owns 

, the lend. or has some tangible control over the fellow who does own it. 

; The federal government owns meh land and has scores of planners, but 

i they have overlooked many obvious needa of wildlife. Take the grigzly bear, 

i which is fast Aisavvesaring from the national forests and parke, mainly for 

> lack of » few lerge areas free of livestock ond ranches, and hence free of 

% predator-control. How many wilderness areas have been cleared of ranches 

y and reserved for grizzlies? One, that I mow of. That one is in Montana, 

and I salute the Forest Service for creating it. Meanwhile the grizzly is 

almost gone from New Mexico, Arizone, end Utah, to my personal lmowledge, and 

I thin: the same is true of nost western states. The saleries paid land-planners 

would by now have cleared a system of srizzly ranges from Canada to Mexico. 

Much wildlife land-planning is a laudeble effort to induce the private 

landowner to to something he has not yet heard of. We can't expect a high 

score from such efforts until conservation education entehes uo. The wildlife 

planning carried as a "rider" on S011 Conservation plans, for example, has 

come to little in most regions. In the southeast, however, on exception 

seems to exist; farmors are really cdopting the idea of edge-strips of food | 

and cover on fields. let's continve the "rider" vlan by all means, but let's 

algo remenber that we are trying to reverse in a decade a full century of 

land-owner education which ignored and condemmed all wildlife values.
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‘ Some 
lond-planning 

has uixed 
effects 

on wildlife. 

Shue 
the County 

Zoning 
Plan, 

sow in vigorous 

growth 
in the Ieke 

States, 
benefits 

wildlife 
vy milling 

submarginal 

poachers 

out of dack 
dictriete, 

bub also 
injures 

it 

; by reducing 
the intersversion 

of cultivated 

fields. 
Deer 

probably 
benefit 

from 
soning; 

sharptail 

grouse, 
prairie 

chickens, 

and ruffed 
grouse 

are in- 

jured. 
Zoning, 

of course, 
is Justified 

on economic 
grounds; 

its impingement on wildlife 

is ‘neidental. : Broadly 
spesking, 

planning 
cannot 

help wildlife 
»meh until 

the landowner 
: wants 

it to. Where 
the landowner 

happens 
to be the government, 

it can help 
. 

E a lot, and right 
avay. 

I om impressed 

by the fact 
that 

government 

officers 
; in backwoods 

districts 

seldom 
take 

a broad 
national 

view 
of wildlife. 

They 

J eare 
too mech 

about 
improving 

hunting 

and fishing 
for the locel 

sportsmen; 

i 

: not enough 
about 

preserving 

the integrity 

of the biota. 
Deer, 

elk, 
end 

3 other 
shootable 

species 
interest 

them; 
ericzlies 

and other 
species 

too scarce 

t to show 
in tabulations 

of kill 
do not interest 

them 
enough. 

It myself, 
while 

— 

J serving 
"in the sticise"”, 

heve 
felt 

this 
tendency 

toward 
vrovincialisn 

in ~ 

thought. 

1! feel 
at liberty. 

therefore, 

to warn 
others 

ovainst 
it. 
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Society of American Foresters 

Second Revort of Game Policy Committee 

€. M. Roehford, U. &. Forest Service, Yeshington, D. C. 

P. S. Lovejoy, Conservation Department, Lansing, Mich. ‘ 
Ralph T. Fine, University Farm, St. Peni, Minnesota 
Walter P. Taylor, U. $. Biologicel Survey, Tucson, Ariz. 
Aldo Leopold, Chairman 

Scope. The early efforts of the committee envisaged the preparation of a 

report so comprehensive and farseeing as to furnish, for some years to come, 

& groove down which policy ections might profitably run, 

The last two years, however, have brought increasing confusion of thought 

to the entire conservetion field. An intelle¢tual revolution seems to be in 

process, the net effect of which is to vastly expand both the importance and 

, the difficulty of the conservation ides. During this process, it is difficult 

to sec far ahead. At any rate, it is difficult for us. 

| This report, then, is in no sense comprehensive. It is rather a collee- 

tionb? fragments of policy sugested by current events. It supplements the 

| preliminary report mblished in the Journal for March, 1935. 

The Complexity of Multinle Use. One mistake, vrobably made by us as individ- 

uals ag often as by others, is the notion that coordination of land uses is 

easy. In the enthusiasm of trying to get both game management and silvi- 

culture sterted, both professions have adopted the uncritical assumption that 

they fit beautifully torether. 

They do fib beemtifully, but not always easily. Wor em the fitting be 

accomplished without mtual concessions. It should coeasion no surprise when 

the hiring of a game technicien to argue wildlife interests with the timber 

stand improvement crew raises more questions then it answers. Fitting uses 

ig inherently a complex and difficult job, and can be accomplished only in. 

the course of time. Hxeetly analagous difficulties and delays are being 

experienced in fitting together the sciences underlying land-uses. (1) 

Such game-forestry frictions (2) as those erising out of the silvicultural
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operations of the CCC are, tn this light, the inevitable penalty of abnormally 

rapid expansion. ' 

Tt seems to us of chief importance at this time: 

To persist in the effort to fit, despite the fact that the Job 

has proven to be difficult. Z 

2 To expand the local researches, especially in food habits, which 
mst form the basis for a good job. Some examples (3) of such 

researches appear in the bibliography. 

. Game ys. Wildlife. Yoresters have usually avoided, in thought and word, the 

sporteman's error of assigning to non-game wildlife a lesser value than to 

; the killsble species. In action, however, non-killeble wildlife has been 

j consistently neglected by all. It is hard to find instances in which the 

: new and powerful tools now available have been deliberately employed in the 

; interest of non-gamc, rare, or threatened species, either by foresters or by 

anyone else. 

} For example: [¢ is now common to employ land-exheange, lend purchase, 

r relocation of settlers, stock exclusions, wilderness ereas, life-history research, 

: continous census, and administretive treaties in the interest of elk or ducks. 

£ But how often have these new tools been employed in the interest of such forest ; 

, elie as the grizzly bear’ The desert sheep? ‘The Mearns quail? The Calif- 

> ornia condor? The ivory-bill woodpecker? Thesruce hen’ The fisher, otter, 

; nerten, and wolverine? 

This is an imoortant hlatus in forest game policy. (4+) It presents an 

; attractive opportunity for the forest administrator to assume a positive role 

: ag custodian of these national resources. Some promising beginnings have been 

made during the past year, but the bulk of the field remains untouched. 

| Philosovhy of Public Accesg. This comalttec feols deeply disturbed about what 

seens to it an erroneous vremise underlying the current vhilosovhy of recrea- 

: tional use.
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: It 19 commonly assumed thet where the rublic pays for the administration 

¢ of mblic lands, it is necessary to give the mblic unconditional and even 

effortless access to esch and every recreational feature on such land. 

Ve submit that no mbile library or mblic mseum cives unconditional 

aceess to the rerer ani more verisheble of its books, varers, or specimens. 

It recognizes that preservation is in some cases on even higher nablic 

obligation than use. It holds its technicians responsible for “nowing more 

then the public Imows shout the valucs and verishability of the objects in 

F ite care, and it holds its technicians responsible for building a polley of 

4 mublic use in accordance with such suverior knowledge. 

: The fellecy of unconditionel aceess to rare or perishable features has 

. of course been partially recognized in the case of official wilderness areas, 

? but the principle extends mch further. The whole current tendency to measure 

. recrentionel service in terms of thousands of users and ease of use is, in 

our view, 2 dangerous one. There mst be brought into the picture three 

. equally importent but opposing rrineiples, namely: 

. (1) Letting the user earn his recreation by virtue of some degree of 
i nental or physical work. 

si (2) Recognizing the biological limit beyond which mass-use destroys 
either the quality or the vroductivity of the resource. 

. (3) Recognizing that the responsibility for preservation is on the 
de administrator. end thet exhorting the public to be decent does 

not absolve him of resvonsibility for damage done. 

Stated in enother way, there is an absentee mublic, including not only 

. those who do not use mblic rroperties but also those yet unborn whose tastes 

- and vreferences may differ from those of the user. This absentes mbdlic has a 

- vroverty right in nations] resources equal to that of the user. 

- The ramificetions of this question in mblic forests and pars policy 

- have been recently discussed, directiy or by tmulioation, by *right and Thomp- 

- son (5), Marshall (6), Smith (7), and Clerk (8).
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Game Jurisiiction and Land Owership. On the National Forests, on the Public 

Domain, and to a rartial degree on state mieratory bird refuges, we have game 

under one Jurisdiction oeennyine mbite land edministered by another. Mutual 

confusions, end delays are increasingly common on such areas. 

The only basic remedy so far proposed is to cede jurisdiction over the 

game to the land-owning a-ency. In some states, however, the federal lands 

are 30 extensive that such a volicy might ultimately weaken stato game adminis- 

tration, and thus lesve outside came virtually unmanaged. = 

4 newer and verhaps sounder remedy may lie in delegating responsibility 

for details of managenent to the land-owning erency, without changing ownership 

oy jurisdiction, in much the some manner as states now delegate to private 

) landowners certsin authority over gome on licensed shooting preserves. 

On a@ shooting preserve the state delegates to the licensee the task of 

t vroducing game on his land, and also of limiting his own kil! by means of 

) tags. The latter is in lieu of the state's usual attemmt to do the same 

thine by seasone and baz limits. The renewal of the license is contingent 

upon satisfactory verfornance of the delegated task, as determined by veriodie 

reports and inspections. The net result is that the licensee is given an 

incentive to do constructive work, in exchenge for unusual ocrivileges, and 

without any actual transfer of ownership or of ultimate responsibility. 

What prevents the extension of this same orinciple to public landowners 

who now have no muthority over thelr own game, ond who are now inmeded tn 

their -fforts to do constructive work by the delays incident to cooverative 

effort? 

The proposal is, of course, at this stace theoretical onc, but one 

possibly worth serious discussion and a loe:] try-out. Many important details, 

if such as an ad leestiton of revennes and costs, ore not here discussed. 

2 Ratio of Research to Operations. {t was polnted out in the first report that 

‘ the then-prevailing ratio between public outlays for game management operations and
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outlays for game management research was probebly 100:1 or greater. 

| During the past year the public outlay for geme research has grown by 

nearly $100,000, but game operations have probably inereased in equal proportion. 

It would be conservative to estimate that half of the operations expend- 

itures were used un in flounderings due primarily to lack of facets and lack 

of trained experienced men to apply them. 

If 0, then the diversion of funds from operations to research would, up 

to the voint that research agencies know how to use them, be profitable. 

What bureaus ond departments are aware of this fact? Of those aware of 

1t, how many have disclosed it to their appropriations committees? The con- 

tinued aseeptance of appropriations for entervrises pomlar with legislators 

but otherwise unimportant, to the detriment or neglect of sounder and more 

 upgent work, has emerged as a real problem in professional ethics. 

The outlines of a national wildlife research program are now, for the 

first time, available in print (9). 

Penalties of Owerstocking:; Mammals vs. Birds. The current year has seen the 

| emergence of a biological principle, perhaps long realized, but not previously 

asserted es a positive and generslized rule for guidance in wildlife administra- 

tion, It is this: overstocking range with game birds carries no invariable 

penalty in loss of future carrying capacity, but overstocking range with 

browsing manmals does. Hence greeter administrative caution in avoiding 

overstocking {s called for in the latter case. 

The reasons are of course evident: seed-eating birds seldom destroy next 

| year's crop of food-plants becouse there is usually an excess of seed. and often 

i a reserve in soil-storace; browsing mammals on the other hand may readily destroy 

their future food supply beemmse they usually wealzen the palatable species, in- 

hibit their reproduction, and thus allow usurpation of the soll by non-valatable 

. species,
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Whether or no biologists have been guided by this rule, it is certain 

the public mows nothing of it. The vublie alamor for winter-feeding or 

predator-control on an overstocked deer range is just as insistent, sincere, 

: and uneritieal es on an understocked quail, turkey, or pheasant range. 

A transfer of emvhasis is needed from "more game" to “more carrying 

| capacity" (10). 

Game on Public Domain. One of the least-known assets of the avproximately 

162,188,000 acres of the unallotted and unepprovriated nublic lands is the wild- 

: life which exists or might exist upon it. Happily an able and up-to-date analy- 

sis of the condition of the western range, including the mblic domain and its 

wildlife, is now availebie (11). 

: The public domain is in worse condition than any other vart of the vestern 

range (namely 67 per cent depleted, 95 per cent still depreciating, 2 per cent 

oo improving). It is suggested that other forme of use than livestock grazing 

must be found for much of it. Some of the most interesting and valuable of 

t species of wildlife are found, in part, on the public domain. These include 

a antelope, desert mile deer, veecary, various forms of bighorn sheep, Gambel 

9 quail, sage hen, Mearns quail, sealed quail, mountain lion, coyote, ring~ 

a tailed cat, badger, and desert fox, also euch interesting reptiles as 

; chuckwalla end Gila monster. 

ne Why not apply the "simple naturalistic method" of leaving most of thie 

a lend to game, reerentional, wilderness, and watershed uses? Note the follow- 

i ing authoritative statement: "Before white settlenent, the range was used 

only by game, the great numbers of which »re attested by the revorte of all 

'Y the early explorers. Desnite these numbers and climatic cyeles, end drought 

eR periods which were undoubtedly ae severe as any of recent years, the ronge 

iv aid maintain itself, excert for natural variation and for localised and 

pf temporary overgrazing, and would have continued to do so if the white man 

ze had not upset its neturel and fairly stable equilibrium. Truly, man has
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shown lees wisdom and vision in the use of the range resource than did un- 

eontrolled nature. Mis erenteast ach!evement seoma to have been the removal 

of the naturel checks end balences which had maintained the virgin range over 

thousands of years." (The Western Renge, 1936, n. 8). 

It seems to the committee that to save something from the wreek of this 

vast area, there mst be 2 swift and effeative reduction of livestock to a 

point where the renge can begin to improve. This alone would bring about a 

| fundamental venefit to its remaining wildlife. Steady improvement of the 

range ond a considerable quantity of wildlife will go together. 

An inventory of the resources of the mblic domain should be made. A 

: scientific land classification #1) mew mach of it good for nenght but 

wildlife. Common sense dictates that a large part of these lands be set 

. aside for wildlife purposes. 
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: Madigon, Wisconsin 
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Committee on Forest Game Policy 

C, E. Rachford, U. 8. Forest Service, Washington, D. C. 
5 P. 8. Lovejoy, Conservation Department, Lensing, Mich. 

Ralph T. King, University Farm, 5t. Peml, Minnesota 
Valter P. Taylor, U. S. Blological Survey, Tucson, Ariz. 

: Gentlemen: 

President H. H. Chapman has requested owr committee to submit a preliminary 

’ report on Jameary 29 at the meeting of the Society of American Foresters. 

Attached 1s a draft of a proposed preliminary report based largely on the 

replies te my meno of July 9, 1934. I have been remiss in not sending this 

y 
sooner. I have not appended our names because I am not sure this will reach 

you in time to reply. 

IT cannot attend the meeting, hence I am designating Rachford as acting 

) chairman to present the report, and to act for the committee at the neoting. 

If you object to any part of the report, please wire Rachford to withhold 

) that part, or send him any additional material you want him to informally pre 

sent. 

) 
Yours sincerely, 

') /s/ Aldo Leopold 

Aldo Leopold 
} Chairman 

ir) vh 
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Preliminary Report to the Society of American 
Foresters on Forestry and Game Management 

Field. This Committee conceives it te be its function to eritieize, apply, and 

3 extend the work of the pre-existing bodies dealing with wild life policy, in 

' so far as such work aprlies to forests and forest lands, These bodies include: 

Came Policy Cormittee American Game Conference 

Committee on Wild Life Studies Nations] Research Council 

Fish Policy Committee American Fisheries Society 

Qoordination. Such committees as these exist because antecedent land-uses, 

: especially agriculture, have until recently ignored wild life as a land«erop. 

In developing wild life policy, we must avoid the opposite error of ignoring 

: other land uses. 

; Real coordination cannot be grafted upon pre-existing vractices--it mst 

; be built into them. This implies a reorganization and wuhiake of all land- 

relationships, including the professions which lead them, the schools which 

: teach them, the research which guides them, and the laws which regulsete and 

support them. Since the mrpose of wild life cropping is recreation rather 

’ than utility, there is implied a gradual recasting of the esthetic as well as 

the economic relation between land sand peonle. 

A forest game policy, then, is not ne to be attained vyfiat in a 

single generation. It is a small fraction of a vast process in social and 

econonic evolution. Such a revort as this can present only the first gropings 

v toward a distent end. 

at Such gropings may logically start with the machinery for finding and inter- 

preting a distant end. 

Such Fropings may logically start with the machinery for finding and inter- 

preting facts and training manpower. 

The Drend of esearch and Mducation. Research cannot precede practice, nefher
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should it leg unduly behind. The vresent situation is that it legs very badly, : 

2 Relief progrems have suddenly accelerated the public outlay for game -rojects, 

8 with no corresponding resesrch outlay. For exmmple, game expenditures in 1934 

& rose to well above 30 million, but less then one per cent of this went for 

research in imvroved technique. This disproportion is especially aggravated in 

forest game. Important forest species, such as whitetail deer and turkey, Te+ 

main almost untouched by ecological studtes. This is tatamount to launching 

: a national program of silviculture without any silvical knowledge of white 

: oak and yellow pine, and without making any attempt to get any. 

. Legislative bodics should either increase research aprropriations, or 

: else mthorize the use of 2 fixed percentage of other appropriations. 

: Universities, including forest schools, show an unhealthy tendency to 

undertake the teaching of game management without any provision for sugment- 

ing by research, their fund of teachable knowledge. 
’ 

at Gane Inrisdiction and Land Qmershin. On the National Forests, on the Public 

Fe Domain, and to a partial derree on state migratory bird refuges, wo heve game 

tt under one jurisdiction oecunying public land administered by another. 

fé The only basic remedy so far vroposed is to cede jurisdiction over the 

gameto the land-owning esency. In some states, however, the federal lands 

tp are so extensive that such a policy might ultimately veaken state game adminise 

ae tdration, and thus leave outside game virtually unnanaged. 

of 4 newer and perhaps sounder remedy may lie in delegating responsibility 

for details of management to the land-owning agency, without changing own- é 

£6 ership or jurisdiction, in much the same manner as states now delegate to 

private landowmers certain suthority over game on licensed shooting preserves, 

wr On a shooting preserve the state delerstes to the licensee the task of 

it producing game on his land, and also of limiting his own kill by means of 

tags. “he latter is in lieu of the state's usual attempt to do the same thing 

=
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3 by seasons and bag limits. The continuation of the arrangement is contingent 

upon satisfactory performance of the delegated task, as determined by period- 

ie reports and inspections. The net result is that the licensee is given an 

incentive to do constructive work, in exchanee for unmasneal privileges, and 

without any setual transfer of ownership or ultimate rosnonsibility. 

hat vrevents the extension of this same principle to public landowners 

who now have no suthority over their own game, and are now impeded in their 

efforts to do constructive work by the delays incident to cooperative effort? 

The vr@posal is, of course, at this stage a theoretical one, but one 

possibly worth serious discussion and leter a locel try-out. Many important 

details, such as allocation of revenues and costs, sre not here discussed. 

Organization Charts. Most lasislators and conservationists share the naive 

conviction that faulty administration of wild life and other resources can be 

cured by shifting bureaus or changing organisation charts, without changing 

either personnel, plans, or methods. In view of the impending annual drive 

for such makeshifts, it seems timely to point out this fallacy. 

Multiple Use. Neerly 211 maladjustments in land heve one thing in common 

the difficulty of adjusting two or more simultaneous uses for the same soil. 

Yet land warranting exclusive dedication to a single use is exceptional, es- 

pecially in forest regions. Diversity of use inheres in diversity of soil, 

vegetation, and topography. 

The rority of harmonized and balanced uses doubtless harks back to the 

rarity of harmonized and balanced users. 

A vart of the remedy seems to lie in the development of a keener ecological 

: pereeotion in foresters and other land technicians. Courses in ecology may 

or may not impart this perception. Those which do may have become more im- 

: veeiak to foresters than silviculture, 

: The present prevalence of overgraging and erosion, even on public forests, 

es is a threat not merely to game, but to the whole ides the techni¢al men Imow how
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to conserve land. Continued overgrazing of public properties which have been 

under technical administration free from politics can be ascribed only to two 

things: lack of courage, or lack of ecological perception (ability to “read 

country"). Of the two, the latter seems by far the most probable. If this 

is true, it constitutes a challenge which the forest schools and the Society 

of Anerican Foresters mst meet. 

This is relevant to game policy becense the greater part of our present 

geme troubles in the West hark back to overgrazing, and because deficiencies 

in ecological percention are the principal obstacle to the development of 

game manegenent. 

Game and Ranch Properties. Isolated private ranch properties surrounded by 

National Forest land often constitute an inportant obstacle to game manage- : 

ment and land conservation. After reducing the crazing preference attaching 

to such a ranch to the minimum subsistence level, 1t cannot be reduced further 

without virtual confiscation, and heneé is often continued indefinitely. On 

overgrazed ranges, however, the damege to forage, watershed, and game resources 

; may continue until the cost of repairs, plus the deterioration in natural 

resources, vastly exceeds the economic value of the ranch. The logical remedy 

is to buy out such ranches so as to put all the land under actual public control. 

Local Game Techniquess. Scientific game literature is seldom useful as a guide 

to non-specialized local administrators or private landowners. Only a smell ; 

portion of it aprlies he loeal problems. To fi11 this need local or regional 

compilations of biologicel information and policy are needed, such as recently 

started by the Game Committee of the Now England Section, and earlier by several 

Wationeal Forest Regions.
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: TMoks and Deer i 

A Lesson in Conservation 

4 preface written for a report by Roy Komarek on tick and deer research. 

Underneath every law, regulation, policy, platform, directive, manifesto, 

_eode, creed, and crusade lies an assumption about comparative values. All 

such commitments assume that one thing is better than another. 

These asgumptions, which Wilson called "the decent opinion of manicind", 

‘ are very stable. If they were not, there coula be no culture and no soeial 

erowth. But like all forms of truth, they are reletive, and onee in a while 

one becomes obsolete. 

From the beginnings of civilization it has been assumed that any domestic . 

beast is more valuable than any wild one, and that any man-made thing is 

more valuable than the natural thing which it replaces or destroys. Thus 

a fowl is better than a fox, a field than a forest, a highway than a 

wilderness, a power dan than a natural river. : 

This escumed priority for the man-made or the man-kept was entirely 

logieal, i.e. "true", during the centuries when man was the “under dog", 

strugeling for survival against an ubiquitous wilderness. It is becoming i 

obsolete now that the wilderness is "under dog", struggling for survival 

against an ubiquitous mankind. Civilisation and wilderness now show a 

common danger: too many people heedless of the real values of both. 

The idea called conservation might well be defined as a state of 

doubt about the automatic superiority of the man-made and the man-kept. 

* % * 

This report tells the story of a government bureau on the last lap 

of a campaign to free the southern states of ticke dangerous to cattle. 

In Florida, it encountered a new tick that was dangerous! to cattle, and 

also carried by deer.
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When the bureau decided, in 1937, to kill off the deer es a tick-eradica- 

tion measure, it was only carrying mt the heretofore universally accepted | 

dictum that man-kent cows are more veluable, regardless of the circumstances; 

This dablidten followed a deen groove of historicel vrecedent. Govern- 

ment bureaus had just finished eradicating the grizzly and the wolf from 

the western range, Sllowing no exceptions, even on the poorest ranges. On 

these poor ranges the cost of eradication sometimes exceeded the value ‘of 

the livestock, and the cost of erosion-control made necessary by the live- 

stock was often ten times as great. Yet no bureau Jumped its groove of 

precedent; no burean suggested that 4 denendable grizzly on an unused range 

might be more valuable than a problematical cow on a ruined one. - 

, To return to Florida: The deer killing program spread over the range, 

Es virtually unopposed, until it encountered the Big Cypress Seminole Indien 

f Reservation. There it was challenged by the Commissioner of Indian affairs. 

5 This report tells the rest of the story. 

: Re * * 

¢ ‘The thoughtful reader will discern that the importance of this episode 

* lies not in ite detaile, nor in its dramatic personnae, nor in its somewhat 

a anti-climatic eventual outcome, but in the challenge itself. To doubt the 

- suverior value of a man-kept animal ie something new in history. 

i Some of the circumstances bearing on the question of value are worthy 

: of svecial mention. 

‘ In the first place, the cattle industry in this locality is new and 

: of dubious economic seundness, whereas the deer herd is a dependable naturel 

resource which has fed the Seminole Indians for centuries, Yet a dubious 

. cow was automatically considered the more valuable of the two, ‘ 
~ y 

al 
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Secondly, the cattle-culture, which in Florida was born day before 

yosterday, was sntonatically considered more valuable then the Seminole 

culture, which was 01d when Columbus landed. ' 

Thirdly, the deer-extirpatior edict was sugar-coated with the promise 

that after the tick had been cleaned up, the range would be restocked with f 

deer. Restocked with what deer? The deer of the Florida jungles is in all 

probability a specialized race, adapted to survive the insect scourges 

cheracteriatie of its habitat. It is improbable that deer of outside origin 

would thrive, and even if they did, the esthetic value would be on a par 

with the Yellowstone ell herds now thriving in Wisconsin, West Virginia, 

and points east, the Wisconsin beaver now thriving in the Oszarks, and the 

barnyard turkeys now polluting native stocks from Texas to Pennsylvania. 

The proposed liberation in Florida of American deer not adapted to ; 

Plorida is bad enough, tut it appears from this revort that Asiatic deer 

| were actually liberated in at least one instance. That this could occur 

without wudlic vrotest, either from the Fish and Wildlife Service or the 

Florida Game Commission, sveaks volumes for the quality of thought behind 

the restocking program. As Mr. Komarek points ovt, the only defensible 

; restocking in this case is to protect the remants of native deer so as 

to allow them to reoceupy thetr former habitat. 

lastly, this episode shows that a scientific burean, confronted with f 

‘ & question of wildlife eradication, may prefer to lose the wildlife than to 

lose time in selentifie research for alternatives. In one sense this is 

> water over the dam, but in another it carries a lesson for the future. At 

t best, the scientific dbase in this case was sketchy, and no imagination had 

S been used in searching for less destructive alternatives,
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It is appropriate that Ploride should have furnished the stage for this 

little Grama. Florida harbors not only ticks, but that post-pioneer ailment 

of the mind in which the only sin is not to be developing something. 

It is also appropriate that this challenge to old assumptions should 

arise during the war. What will hapven to wild values after the war when 

the fruits of military chemistry and military engineering fall into the 

eeger Lap of modern man? DOr, capable of eradicating everything from 

’ mosquitoes uy and down? Family airplanes, ready to eradicate solitude 

from the face of the map? Power machinery capable of rebuilding the earth 

on a scale almost comparable to the lee-age? If such tools are to fall 

short of achieving our ecological suicide, it is time for us to learn 

caution and restraint in our power to eradicate wild things. 

Aldo Leopold
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TOWA CONSERVATION PLAW 

REMUOE POLICY ! 

: Aldo Leopold 

DELLINITTONS: 

The word refuge, s# herein used, means enarea closed to shooting at all 

seasons, and so manned that it may produce an ovt-flow of same tow the 

benefit of the surrounding area. Improvement of shooting on the surrounding 

area is usally an object. 

The word sanctuary means the same thing, except that it may be used 

where an outflow is not necessarily expected or where the area deals with 

non-shooteble or non-game species. 

for brevity, the word refuge is used inclusively in this policy where 

both categories are being diseussed, but the principles apply to sanctuaries 

as well as refuges. ; 

HESTON: ; 

Various states have built up systems of state “refuges" which consist 

merely of the signs tacked up on their boundaries. They perform no function, 

alither by virtwe of their terrain or their administration, which could not 

be performed by a good trespass law, or good ame laws adequately enforced. 

Such practice, while often well intended, actually sibverts the meaning of 

the word refuge, and damages conservation by veclouding the inadequacy of 

the trespass or game laws or the inadequacy of their enforcement. 

UNORTONS; 
The policy in Iowa will be to give state recognition only to such 

refuges as verform a definite and useful funetion or service for a particular 

species or group of species. 

The various species differ greatly in the degree to which they are
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susceptible of being benefited by vefegees Outflow, for instance, depends 

largely on mobility. Mobility is very great in migratory birds, moderate in 

Prairie Chickens and Pheasant, low in Hungarian Partridge and Ruffed Grouse, 

end very low in quail or cottontall rabbit. ; 

Outflow also depends on population pressure within the refuge, due to 

favorable environment end resulting natural increase. 

Porsible density of pomlation also greatly limits the feasibility of 

refuges. Upland geme does not usually tolerate densities in excess of one 

bird per acre, excent in winter concentration areas. It is usually un- 

profitable, therefore, tomy expensive land as refuges for dedentary upland 

game specios. : 

The functions justifying a refuge are: 

(a) Outflow by reason of mobility of the species serwed. 

(>) Outflow by reason of environmental imorovement. 

(ec) Protection of seed stock. 

(4) Terrain either inherently more favorable than the surrounding 
land, or made so by improving food, cover, etc. 

IOWA FamaRs: 
The foregoing principles as applied to Iowa species and conditions 

usually justify state recognition only in the following essest 

1. Waterfowl Breeding or Rest Areas: Waterfowl are so mobile, and 

breeding or rest areas so inadequate, thet almost any marshland or water 

used for breeding or rosting to any noteble extent will qualify, provided 

the refuge can be enforced. Breeding areas, in order to qualify, should be 

nrotected from heavy grazing and fire. Lerre open waters which cannot be 

shot in eny event qualify only when the shore, s¢ well as the water, is 

. inelnded, 

2, Senetuarics for Rare Snectes or Breeding Coloniess Any aroa eon- 
taining ruffed grouse, resident prairie chickens, wild turkeys or other 

a pe
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rare species, or breeding colonies of gregarious tirds like herons or gnils, 

usually qualifies as a refuge by reason of the desirability exeluding guns 

and shooting from the vicinity. I¢ is desirable, however, to stipulate 

reasonable enforcement and control of grazing, *ire,ete., where needed. 

3. Pheasant Refuges: Areas of heavy cover especially adapted to con- 

serving a seed stock of vheasants deserve recognition as state refuges, ap 

to the limit of the state's ability to patrol and improve them, and pro- 

viding the surrounding area is open to public shooting on reasonable terms. 

Provision of nesting cover, wintering cover, or winter food on euch 

refuges is usually of even greater importance than protecting seed stock 

from shooting. 

Waterfowl refuges can frequently funetion as Pheasant refuges. 

The state cannot afford to own more thansa skeleton system including 

the larger and more important pheasant refuges. The maximm state ownership 

should usually be one per township. ‘The state oan, however, properly recog- 

nize privately owned refuges provided they constitute vart of an organised 

game management demonstration area. 

| OWTERSHIP OF AUXILIARY ReyvGyS: 

The state has full muthority to establish refuges whether or not it ; 

| owns the land. It should own the land only when it already belongs: to the 

state, or when ownership is the most feasible way to accomplish the purpose 

| of the refuge. 

Refuges not owed by the state, wut established by ite euthority, may 

é be called "Auxiliary", 

‘ THE LEASED AUXILIARI ES, which are now in effect should be contimed until 

> each has been exemined by the administrative force to see whether they 

qualify, under thie policy. 1+ shonld be explained to owners who do not 

z i.
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qualify, how they can accomplish their legitimate purposes under the tres- 

pass laws, ; 

There are probably many areas which need to be closed to shooting for 

Generel purposes, dbut which do not qualify under the specific purposes 

recognized in this policy. The desired closure may, if the area is other- 

wise qualified, be obtained by establishing a park. 

} 
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Gene Surveys 
Aldo Leopold ‘ 

; Definition. The term "game survey" is used to designate two quite different 

thinge: (1) current anmal “crop reporting" as a basis for current reguia- 

tory measures; (2) an appraisal of the trend of productivity factors, and 

a forecast of policy measures necessary for game restoration. 

i The torm is here used in the latter sense. "“Orop reporting" is 

covered in Chapter VI. 

/ In the sense hore used, end at the present time, a game survey is an 

atteupt to change the orientation of thought and action on wild life con- 

servation from the old concept of retarding the diminution of a dwindling 

resource to the new concept of cropping and building up that resource 

through environmental controls. However meh individual ideas may differ 

on questions of method, there remains a fundamental distinction between 

the old idea of hoarding, and the new idea of building. Obviously no 

"came survey" can transform the public mind, bet it can, if rightly executed, 

mobilize and activate the forces which hasten the rate of change, and in- 

fluence their direction. 

Functions. Any useful change in mblic attitude toward game mst be built 

upon a better rubdlie understanding of whet detormines came abundance. The 

average citizen still thinks that 

Abundance - (laws } artificial restoeking | vermin control) - shooting. 

The first function of a geme survey is not only to weigh these factors, 

but also to see actual historical evidence on whether agricultural and 

forest practice, by influencing food, cover, and other factors, are not 

even nore powerful. ‘The pest history of the land, the game, and the laws 

must be reconstructed, and their trends projected into the future. 

A second and more diffientt function is to show whet would hapnen
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if landowners regulated suentine end Seote care of game environment. To 

remove this question from the realm of mere conjecture, places met be 

found where one or both of these things happened accidentally, and some 

kind of comparative measurements of their effect on game built up. 

Who is the future landowner? The surveyor mst project into the future 

the trend of economic changes in the land-owning industries, and the land 

vrogram of related conservation activities such as forestry and parks. From 

these he must forecast some give-end-take adjustment which will fit each of 

them and also the needs of game. His mind, if not his report, mst contain 

some sort of picture of 2 future system of land use. 

4 fourth end mé@h easicr function is to demonstrate our »resent biolog- 

feal ignorance. Actual cases of mis-eppraisal of conservation questions due 

to misunderstanding of the relative strength of biological forces can de 

fonnd by the dozen in any state, together with the historical evidence to 

prove them. : 

More difficult 1s the planting of a conviction that research can 

gradually dissolve this ignorance, and that local institutions ean and 

should undertake such research. The surrounding territory may furnish : 

eotual exemples. 

The local yobli¢e almost invariably expects a survey to recommend 

changes in appropriations end administrative organization. It is usually 

necessary to show that what administrators think about is more important 

then how they are organized or how mech money they have, 

Demonstrations. Surveys are usually expected to recommend policies | 

rather than to initiate actions. In the fleld of game, however, it seems 

doubtful whether theories end plans alone, no metter how well supported 

by evidence, are snywhere nearly as usefvl ae samples or demonstrations of 

how those theorles and plans work.
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The effect of environmental controls by the landowner, for inetance, 

can be tested by actual trial on a lend unit tynical of the area being 

surveyed. The utility of research can likewise be tested. Both kinds of 

demonstrations commonly begin to yield significant results within a couple 

of years. A real game survey should be given (or should -seek ont) the 

funds necessary to initiate such demonstrations as its findings call for. 

The wbdlic, within a short neriod, can thus Juige those findings by the way 

in which they work in actual test. : 

Personnel. It is usually footless to make a game survey without at the same 

time training personnel which will know how it was made, which will know 

what it means, and which will remain in the locality to follow up and ex- 

ecute its findings. If the losality is a state, this means that the sur- 

veyor should have as his "first lieutenant" a carefully selected man who 

will continue in a position of leadership in that state. 

Technique. The history of game and of changes in land-use can be partly 

reconstructeifrom the local diologt@al and agricultural literature, which 

mst be pretty thoroughly reviewed in advance. A wealth of less accurate 

but nevertheless useful detail can be hung uron the framework by compiling 

the recollections of local veonle. Diaries and journals of sportsmen and 

naturalists, the books of former commercial game dealers, official reports 

on various land industries, weather records, statutes, old files of sport- 

ing and eerievitural verlodicals, and a multitude of other scurcesoof in- 

formation lie ready-to-hand. The problem is to make a good ruess as to 

which are worth skimming, 

All of this bears on reeonstructing the past. Probable future trends 

in land industries are usually quite definitely forevast by agricultural 

colleges, forest schools, official departments, and vrivate organizations
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for the promotion of this or that activity. 

The surveyor, however, cannot afford to be merely a "lute on which all 

winds can play." His historical conclusions and his estimate of trends 

mist ‘ constantly checked against that greatest but least-read of all books: 

the face of the lani. It is astonishing how many naturalists read the present 

page only. The stumps in a woodlot, the species, age, and form of fencerow ; 

trees, the plough-furrows in a reverted field, the location and age of an 

old orchard, the height of the bank of an irrigation ditch, the vegetation 

in a gully, the fire-scars in a sawlog--these and a thousand other road- 

| side objects spell out words of history, and of destiny, of game and of 

peoples. They are the finel suthority on the recent past and the immediate 

future. 

. Finally, a practioel understanding of the laws,customs, prejudices, 

enthusiasms, and social outlook of the peonvle mst be picked up in the 

course of the survey, and the immovable points carefully charted. The 

future course to be recommended mst steer around and between these 

fixed points, or end uv as morely “a new book for the library."
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A WILDERNESS ARRA PROGRAM 

Aldo Leopold 

Need for Progran. 

In order to focus discuasion and thought, and in order to give both ; 

the prononents and opponents of the Wilderness Idea something definite to 

defend or attack, a program of proposed action is needed. : 

The following draft lsys no claim to representing the convictions of 

even the vroponents of the idea, and certainly no eiete to finality. It } 

is placed before you for your personal criticism and comment, in the hope Se 

that we can arrive at something which can in due time be presented to the a 

mblic as representing the opinion of those in favor of wilderness areas. 

| het 19 2 Wilderness! 
A wilderness, within the meaning of this program, is en erea pudlicly 

| owned and»permanently dedicated to mblic use for some distinctive form of 

| outdoor recreation or study requiring primitive means of subsistence end 

| trevel in a wild environment. 4 

; Examples: Foot, canoe or animal pack trivs for hunting, fishing, 

vhotogranhy mountain climbing or general exploration purposes. ; 

Sufficient trails, telephone lines, towers and cabins for fire control 

and administrative vurposes must in all cases be allowed. 

Motor roads and motors to be excluded, excent in exceptional cases 

where a limited mileage of low-class roads is ebsolutely necessary for fire 

control. 

All cottages, hotels and permanent improvements to ve exeluded. 

Timber cutting and grazing under forestry principles ere allowable ; 

(except if within a Park), provided no permanent roads accompany them, and — " a 

provided that precautions to vrotect Teereatt nal values are observed. } 

Hunting and fishing, subject to existing laws, to be allowed if the 7
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area in within a Forest, but fishing only if within a Park. 

Lands of the lowest possible economic value and the highest available 

recreational value to be used for wilderness purposes. 

Program of Wilderness Areas. 

A. In the Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast States and Alaska. 

| 3 At least one srea in the Bational Forests of each state of 

from ne fourth to one million acres. 

| , 2. In addition, at least one area of similer size in each of 

| the larger Nationel Parks. 

3. A similar program for Alaska, but larger areas. 

B.. In the Lake States. 

1. At least one area in each state, preferably in National Forests, 

of one fourth million acres if possible. 

C. In the Atlantic States. 

1. At least one area in each of the northern and southern mountain 

ae types, preferably in National Forests, of one fourth million 

acres if possible. 

D. In the Southern States. 

1. At least two areas in the coastal swamps and one in the Ozarks i 

of one fourth million acres each if possible. Preferably in 

National Forests. 

EB. In all States, either in conjunction with the above or separately, 

relatively small areas sufficient to preserve a samole of virgin conditions 

suitable for: 2 

1. General public education and recreation. 

2. Setentific study, as recommended by the American Bcological 

Sootety.



Summary of Discussion Before 
the Get-Away-Club by Aldo Leopold, 
2019427. 

THE CONSERVATION OF WILDERNESS RECREATION AREAS 

There has been » rapid shrinkege in both the number and size of the re- 

maining areas suitable for wilderness recreation, especially since the 

initiation of the good roads movement and the wholesale financing of roads 

for recreational purposes. 

Eoonomie need for the utilization of resources has not been the usual 

reason for this shrinkage. In the Southwest, for instance, there were six 

large areas in 1910, of which only one remains today. Of the five which 

have been opened up, only two have been opened because of the need for 

timber. 

With regard to the provision of facilities, there are two kinds of 

recreation: (1) the kind that tends to be self perpetuating under the 

operation of economie laws, and (2) the kind that tends to disappear under 

the operation of economic laws. All ordinary sports, and even fishing and 

hunting, are of the first kind. Wilderness recreation, such as cance and 

pack trips, are of the second. So far, all governmental provisions for the 

conservation of recreational facilities have dealt with the first kind, 

whereas the real need for governmental intervention is getuaélly in the 

second. 

The comparative social value of the two kinds of recreation may be 

summarized as follows! The first is imitative, competitive, gregarious, 

and suitable for mass enjoyment. The second is individual, solitary, non- 

competitive, and less suitable for mass enjoyment. It also tends to become 

expensive when suitable areas are too distant from centers of population. 

This hamdicap, however, could be overcome by the proper distribution of 

suitable areas. In general, wilderness recreation is qualitatively a better
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antidote for an industrialized society than is the first class. On the 

other hand, only a minority are inclined to desire it. In view of its 

qualitative value, however, that minority should be provided for at least 

in proportion to ite relative weight in the porulation. It seems illogical 

that all of the land area and all of the funds should be devoted to the self- 

perpetuating types. 

While there is a legitimate place for all degrees of wilderness in any 

national recreation program, it is the extreme degree of large wilderness 

areas that especially needs governmental provision. Such provision could 

be made by the designation of suitable large areas in the National Forests 

and National Parks, and the exclusion of roads, hotels, sumaer homes,and 

Like improvements from such areas. Trails, televhone lines, lookout towers, 

and other improvements necessary for their patrol and protection should not 

be exeluded. 

Wilderness areas have been tentatively set aside within the Gila and 

Superior National Forests and in a few other cases. 

The timber productive capacity of the Nationsl Forests would not be 

materially lowered by a well selected system of wilderness areas for the 

reason that the poorest sites would be chosen. The economic situation 

indieates that forestry will be intensified on the better sites rather than 

extencified over all sites. This is analogous to the tendency in agri- 

culture, where the economic trend is toward intensification on the better 

lends. In agriculture the reason for this trend is over competition. In 

forestry the reason ie the competition of substitute materials. 

Wilderness areas like the Superior exist merely on paper until the 

mumerous alienations are cleaned up by the process of exchange. Even 

areas like the Gila are in grave danger until the Government owns all the 

lend.
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Partial utilization of resources within wilderness areas is often 

possible. On the Superior, for instance, the timber can be taken out over 

the lakes, while on the Gila grazing does not necessitate roads. 

Wilderness areas constitute a reversal of the normal economic process : 

and an assertion of the national as against the local interest. The reversal 

is not more radical, however, than in the case of a city park where local 

interests are subordinated to the general welfare and the economic process 

reversed, often on very valuable land. 

A national system of wilderness sreas should include at least one area 

in each of the western States possessing suitable locations on National 

Forests or National Parks, one area in the Lake States, one in the Ozarks, 

one in the coastal swamps on the Gulf of Mexico, one in the southern 

Apralachians, one in the northern Appalachians, and one in northern Maine. 

Mere wublic acquiescence in such a program will never get anywhere 

because of the normal pressure of economic development and the ahove-normal 

pressure of recreational wildcatting. An aggressive public movement in 

favor of such a system is necessary to its successful establishment.
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Aldo Leopold 

This article is a plea for establishing in each of the Roaky Mountain 

states at least one area in which there shall be a permanent closed season 

i on roads. 

It would, of course, be an absurdity to ask whether we need more and 

vetter roads in eny state. Obviously we do. But where we need them is 

another question. We need thom almost but not quite everywhere. I believe 

that every state needs at least one roadless hunting ground, just as every 

city needs a factoryless park, every community a clubless fishing water, and 

every summer playground a cottageless camping ground. Factories, fishing 

clubs, and summer cottages are good things - to those that profit by them - 

but that is no reason why they should be allowed to exclude other good 

things incompatible with them. 

The practical point is that good roads are being pushed into the 

western mountains so rapidly that in some states at least there will soon 

be no place left for the wilderness hunter whose recreation comes from 

getting out into a wild roadless area. It seems to me just as important, 

(and infinitely less expensive), to provide the wilderness hunter with his 

roedless playground, as it is to provide the motor tourist with his surfaced 

highways and free pblic camps. 

As long es there remained a roadless frontier, the wilderness hunter 

was of course "well heeled." But the roadless frontier is just about gone. 

The well-to-do sportsman is already going to British Columbia, Alaska, 

Africa, and Siberia instead of to the Mogolions or Jackson's Hole. But the 

expense of such trins mts them out of the question for the citisen of 

moderate means, and he is the man I am talking about. I am trying to make
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4 it clear that a wilderness hunting trip is by way of becoming a rich man's 

vrivilege, whereas it has always been a poor man's right. Are we prepared 

to aecent the consequences of the change? Do we really realize its possible 

effect on the nation's character and happiness? 

Yow if our remaining frontier consisted of $200 corn land there would 

not be mch excent theory to argue about. The point is that it consists 

mostly of the National Forests - rough mountain lends embracing here and 

there particular areas of such crumpled topogrephy and high altitude as to 

make the customary development of roads, Fords, and summer boarders of very 

questionable practicability. One would think that the ordinary laws of 

economics would automatically tend to exclude roads from such areas. But 

mark this well:- the laws of economics are the last thing the roads booster 

is thinking about. Roads are going to continue to de built into such areas, 

unless the public at large thinks it is best not to, and unless the public 

says what it thinks. 

To illustrate: ten years ago there were six big areas of exclusively 

“nack" country in the two states of Arizona and New Mexico. Let us see 

what has happened. 

Firet, there was the White Mountain and Blue Range Country of Arizona, - 

the cream of the Southwest. The Forest Service, in cooperation with the 

. local counties, is ebout to complete the Clifton-Svringerville road right 

through the heart of this magnificent region. Stub roads to develop the 

variousrrecreational facilities will undoubtedly follow. There is a good 

: deal of logic in "sacrificing" this area, since thebbig copner-mining 

: centere in the hot valleys to the southward need the tiinber and the opror- 

tunity to eseape from the summer heat for week-ends in the cool mountains. 

: Second, there was the Jemez division of the Senta Fe National Forest
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of northern New Mexico, - a splendid wilderness, but with too mech valuable 

timber and range and of too smooth topography to justify exclusion of roads. 

A railroad is now tapping the timber, and the Forest Service - wisely I 

think - 1s building the trans-Jemez road which will open it to motor recrea- 

tionists, 

Third, there was the Peoos division of the same National Forest. Its 

foothills contain many Spanish-American villages which make very intensive 

use of the higher mountains for grazing. It would have been impracticable 

to avoid the road which the Forest Service has recently built up the Pecos 

River. Moreover, the surrounding cities needed summer home facilities on 

the Pecos, and the onlyiiway to provide them was to build a road up the 

| Pecos River. 

| Fourth, there was the Tonto Basin of Arizona, famous in cowboy song 

and story. Into the crumpled hills of the Tonto are set many little green 

valleys, which filled upywith settlers away back in covered-wagon days. 

Obviously these existing settlements could not be kent locked up by lack 

of roads, which the several counties and the Forest Service are trying to 

build as rapidly and as well as the crumpled hille will let them. 

Fifth, there was - and is - the Kaibab. Obviously the Kaibab contains 

two predominant values, the scehery of the north rim of the Grand Canyon and 

the Kaibab Deer Herd. It 20 happens that both need at least a limited 

amount of roads. In the case of the scenic values of the Canyon, the reason 

is plain. In the case of the deer herd, the reason is this: the Kaibsb 

is a country of limited water-holes. Apmsrently it will require somewhere 

around 2000 hunters each year to utilize the natural increase of the deer 

(would this were true elsewhere!) To camp 2000 hunters on a couple of dozen 

water-holes would entirely destroy the recreational value of the hunting.
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These hunters will have to camp dry; dry camps are practicable on such F 

. @ gealé only with motors; and motor camps mean at least some roads. Hence 

the Kaibab is not adapted by nature to be a roadless hunting ground. 

Sixth there was - and is - the head of the Gila, in the Gile National 

Forest. The Creator mst have foreseen the present plight of the wilderness 

hunter, for in this precious remnent of the old frontier he piled up the 

hills “high, wide, and handsome". At every point where roads might enter 

is set a rugeed mountain. Wherever a foaming trout-stream has out its 

way through the mountain wall a jegged box canyon says “They shall not 

vases". Agricultural valleys are few and these the merest shoe-strings, 

from which prescient floods have torn out the little fields as if to say 

"This is the last stand - these hills are meant to play, not to live in". 

There are three or four frontier cow-ranches tucked away in the Gila hills - 

but somehow they decorate the wilderness, rather then detract from it. The 

| dedication of the Gile headwaters as a wilderness hunting ground need in no 

| wise interfere with the continuance of their grazing privileges. 

fo sum up: Our six big wilderness areas of a decade ago have been, 

| for good and sufficient reasons, reduced to one. Are those reasons good 

| and sufficient to "develop" that one also? TI say no reason is good enough 

to justify opening up the Gila. I say that to open up the Gila Wilderness 

; is not development, but blindness. The very fact that it is the last wild- 

erness is in itself proof that its highest use is to remain so. 

whet I am trying to make clear is that if in a city we had six vacant 

' lots available to the youngsters of a certain neighborhood for playing ball, 

. it might be "development" to build houses on the first, and the second, and 

) the third, end the fourth, and even the fifth, but when we build houses on 

s the last one, we forget what houses are for. The sixth house would not be 

development at all. but rather it would be mere short-sighted stupidity.
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"Development" is like Shakespeare's virtue, “which grown into a pleurisy, 

dies of its own too-mech". 

In objection to the dedication of the Gila as a permanent wilderness 

hunting ground, 4t has been truly said thet a part of area which would be 

"locked up" bears valuable stands of timber. I edmit thet this is true, 

Tikewise might our sixth lot be a corner lot, end hence very valuable for 

® grocery store or a filling station. {I stil] insist it ts the lest Jot 

for a needed playground, and this being the case, I am not interested in 

grocery stores or filling stations, of which we have a fair to middling 

supply elsewhere. 

It has been likewise objected thet to keen ronde ot of the Gila would 

cripple the fire control system. The Gila fire fighting organization was 

vat to a pretty severe test in the big fires of 1922, and the result would 

seem to indicate that the present system of Forest Service trails, telephone- 

lines, and lookout towers will handle the fire situation, even in a bad year. 

In fact to build roads into this kind of country micht introduce quite as 

mach new fire risk as they would help combat. 

Yow the question is this! Why should not the Gila area, and other 

similer areas, if possible one in each western state, be deslared permenently 

roadless, end dedicated to that particular form of wbdlie reereation beloved 

vy the wilderness hunter? The necessary suthority would seem to already 

exist, the Forest Service already having discretionary power to determine 

what constitutes the highest use of each resource in the National Forest, 

and if any erea has its highest use in wilderness hunting, the Service should 

dedicate it to thet purpose, just as it dedicates particular areas for mill- 

sites, summer-home sites, and public camping grounds. It certainly would 

require no additional anpropriations, the wilderness is the one thing on : 

earth which was fornished us complete and perfect. The one thing required
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is a sufficient expression of public sentiment to assure the Forest Service 

that the thinking citizens of the country would back up such a policy when 

subjected to the acid test. The acid test would surely come, even on an 

area of as low economic value as the Gila. Some day somebody will promote 

a railroad into the Gila timber, and the tangible benefits of exploiting it 

will have to be weighed against the intangible benefits of keeping it. For 

unnumbered centuries of human history the wilderness has given way. The 

priority of industry has benome dogma. Are we as yet sufficiently enlightened 

to realize that we mst now challenge that dogma, or do without our wilder- 

ness? Do we realize that industry, which hes been our good servant, might 

make a poor master? Tet no man expect that one lone government Bureau is 

able - even though it be willing - to thrash out this question alone. 

It so happens that an agency suitable for exvressing public opinion 

on such questions has now been established, namely the President's Commission 

on Outdoor Recreation, If the public wants wilderness areas established 

in the rougher, less valuable parts of the National Forests, the Commission is 

ie the agency through which to express the want. 

It should require no explanation that this proposal of wilderness 

areas is not, primarily, a game conservation measure. Certainly ninety-nine 

per cent, figuratively speaking, of our country should and mist have roads. 

We mst learn to raise game and build roads on the same ground, or go game- 

less. Tt so happens, however, that the establishment of wilderness areas 

would provide an opportunity to produce and hunt certain kinds of geme, / 

such ag elk, sheep, and bear, which do not always "mix well" with settlement, 

but the majority of game species can and must be prodused on all the grounds 

suitable for them. 

Wilderness areas are primarily a proposal to conserve =t least @ sample 

of a certain kind of recreational environment, of which, game and hunting ie
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an essential part, but nevertheless only a pert. Who shall say that the 

diamond hitch and the tumpline are not ag mch worth conserving as the 

vlaektail buck or the moose? Who shall say thet the opportunity to disappear 

into the trackless wild is not as valuable as the opportunity to hang up a 

trophy? Who shall say thet we have not room enough in this huge country to 

earn & living without destroying the opportunity to enjoy it aftor it is 

earned, eoch after his own taste? 

Some centuries ago that conqueror of the wilderness, Sir Humphrey 

Gilbert, naively remarked: "The countrios Jving north of Florida God yeth 

reserved to ve reduged into Christian civility by the English Nation”. Put 

even old Sir Humphrey might turn uneasily in his grave if he could know at 

what rate they have deen "redinced". and with what profligate waste of 

their beauty and their resources. The question now is not whether they 

will be "reduced", but what constitutes that ‘Christian Civility’ for which 

‘God heth reserved’ them. There are some of us who challenge the prevalent 

assumption that Christian civility is to be mencured wholly by the roar of 

industry, and the assumption that the destruction of the wild places is the 

objective of civilization, rather than merely a means providing it with a 

livelihood. Our remnants of wilderness will yield bigger values to the 

nation's charecter end health than they will to its pocketbook, and to des- 

troy them will be to admit that the latter are the only values thet interest us. 

Fig. 1. Bvery state needs at least one roadless Hunt ing Ground. 
Fig. 2. Roads are being pushed into the western mountains so rapidly that 

in some States st least there will soon be no place left for the 
wilderness hunter. 

Fig. 3. At every point where roads might enter is set a rugged mountain. 
Fig. 4. Wherever a foaming trout stream has cut its way through the mountain 

wall, & jagged bom canyong says, "They shall not vass." 
Fig. $. Who shall sey thet the diamond hitch and the tumpline are not worth 

conserving?
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Aldo Leopold - United States Forest Service 

“nem When the vioneer hewed a path for vrogress throveh the American wilder- 

ness, there was bred into the American people the idea that civilization and 

forests were two mtually exclusive propositions. Development and forest de- 

atruction went hand in hand; we therefore sdopted the fallacy that they were 

synonymous. A stump was our symbol of vrogress. 

We have since learned, with some pains, that extensive forests are not 

only compatible with civilization, but absolutely essential to its hichest 

develonment. 

The same fallacy as characterized our idea of forests was bred into our 

attitude towsrd game and wild life. and unfortunately it hes not yet dis- 

appeared. There are still millions of people whose opinions on wild life 

conservation, if they have any, abe besed in some degree on the assumption 

that the abundance of game mst bear an inverse ratio to degree of settle- 

ment, and that the cuestion of how long our game will hold out mst de 

measured by the time it will take for man to completely occupy the land. 

It 1s the writer's belief that this assum tion is not only incorrect, 

but that it is exerting an inealenlabdly mischievous influence asstenk the 

progress of the movement for wild life conservation. To let the pudlic think 

that economic progress srells the disappearance of wild life, 1s to let them 

velleve that wild life conservation is ultimately hopeless. 

It is true that the eottlement and economie development of the United 

States hes inevitebly bronght into operetion meny factors inimical to wild 

life, but a carefnl anelysis of each will almost invarisbly reveal en accom- 

penying counter-influence, decidedly beneficial to wild life perpetuation. 

Hunting, for instance, destroys millions of game animals and birds yearly. 

But at the same time hunting hes destroyed millions of natural enemies of
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game. The destruction of vredatory animals should enable man to take 

yearly, for his pleasure and food, the enormous amounts of game which, in 

@ state of nature, were the food of “varmints". 

Agriculture, for instence, has usurped o large part of the former 

haunts of game. But at the same time it has added greatly to its food 

supply and has to some extent at least supplented the natural coverts with 

artifictal ones. At least in the case of small game, a square mile of fern- 

ing country has just as great a capseity for raising wild life as a square 

mile of the wilderness which was destroyed to create it. In some oases, 

agricultural development has done more than this - it has literally created 

a@ game supply. In eastern Few Nexico, for exemple, there is a large area 

which has recently been homesteaded by dry-farmers. It formerly had little 

or no small game. Today it is abundently stooked with Prairie Chickens. 

They came by natural migration, attracted by the stubblefields, and are 

rapidly spreading vestward with agriculture. Nature was actually improved 

upon by civilisetion. 

Artifiotal drainsge has destroyed many marshes and lakes which were 

formerly the feeding and breeding grounds of myriads of waterfowl. But at 

the same time man is building yearly hundreds of artificial lakes which are 

quite as good. A good example is the huge swamp created by the Keokuk Dam 2 

across the Missisaippl. This is now one of the best shooting grounds in the 

Central West and by way of vecoming an imoortant breeding place for wood 

duck. Moreover it 1s permanent, whereas the natural ‘evanps along the 

Mississippi often dried up. In the end we will probebly give the wiléfowl 

ag many waters ae we are taling avay from them. ; ‘ 

Overgrazing of the wmblie domain of the West no doubt was a powerful 

factor in the destruction of the antelope. mountain sheep, mle deer, turkey, 

and sage-grouse. But now these same grazing ranges are Goming to be dotted
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with thousands of artificial reservoirs for watering stock. Milifons of 

acres of “dry range", - waterless deserts almost devoid of life - are being 

made usable for stock, and, incidentally, for game. And at least on the 

National Forests and on the holdings of progrescive stockmen, overgrazing 

hag ceased end the ranges sre recovering. Without any doubt, intelligent 

use of the westorn ranges for grazing purposes can be made an improvement 

on nature with respect to all our western big came excert the buffalo. 

While there was no excuse for the wholesale extermination of this splendid 

animal, the ultimate disappearance of the huge migratory herds was inevitable. 

Forest fires ond prairie fires incident to the early stages of settle- 

ment burned up or starved out a great deal of game. But today these destroy- 

ers are on the wane. Under the influence of man they are approaching zero, 

whereas many fires ravaged the aboriginal wilderness, set by lightning and 

by the Indians. The time will come when there will be much less destruction 

by fires than took place before the coming of the white man. A sign of the 

times is found in the National Forests, where except in extremely dry years 

fires are being held down to the almost negligible average of a few acres 

each, : 

A few diseases of game are supposed to have deen induced by settlement, - 

though probably to a lesser extent than is generally Sattebel: Seabdies is 

lleged to have spread from domestic to mountain sheep but the latest re- 

searches indicate thet this is not the case. It is also doubtful whether 

the sactinosis (lumpy jaw) of antelope was derived from domestic cattle. The 

enemies of the game have vrobebly suffered from imported disesses Just as 

badly as the game itself. Western coyotes have died by thousands of rabies. 

Moreover man is to an increasing degree sble to check the ravages of natural 

epidemics among ceme. He is studying the wild duck disease. He has prohibited 

the importation of the quail disease from Mexico. Some day civilization will
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prevent more diseases of wild life than 1t introduced. 

Finally, 2 great and ever-increasing crea of game range has been 

actually occupied by railroads, dwellings, and cities. In vart, euch areas 

are lost to wild life. Sut our sative dirds, at least. Have readily adapted 

themselves to the new conditions. Dozens of species like the chimey awift, 

the house finch, and the eastern robin now actually prefer the haunts of ; 

man. It has become a common achievement to have 20 pairs of birds make 

their home on a half-acre city lot. Who shall say that a square mile of 

suburban dwellings, with -edern methods of bird feeding and housing, cannot 

raise more wild life, though of a partly different kind, than the original 

wilderness? 

Notable instances are not lacking in which the abundance of game seems 

to bear «a direct rather than an inverse ratio to the degree of settlement. 

Gonvare. for example, the National Forests of New Mexico - comparatively 

speaking @ wilderness ~ with the thickly settled New England states, In 

1913, nacording to estimates prepared by the New Mexico Forest rangers, 656 

deer were killed on 13,000 square miles of mountain forests; roughly one 

ver 20 square miles. Maine, Vermont, Michigan, and New York, in the same or 

immediately preceding years, sveraged roughly one deer killed per 2 square 

miles - ® preponderance in productiveness of ten to one for thick settlements 

as compared with wild mountains. Who shall say that only a wilderness can 

raise deer? 

It has often been contended that the fencing of the western ranges has 

destroyed the antelope. As far as concerns the ocoupation of the range by 

solid blocks of homesteads, this is crobably true But this is not the 

whole story. A recent analysis of figures collected by the Forest Service 

, on the remnants of antelope in New Mexico show that of the 38 herds now 

| existing, 32 are found on the open range and 6 in large fenced pastures, 

I
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The open renge herds average 30 head eagh, tut the pasture herds 127 head 

each. Three fourths of the herds reverted as increasing are in fenced 

pastures, and all but one of the herds reported as decreasing are on the 

open range. The pasture herds average 4 times as large and 15 tines as 

thrifty as the open range herds. Who shell say that only en unfenced 

wilderness can reise antelope? 

Bven those who do not believe that a wilderness is essential to a 

supply of game are likely to assume that where there is a real wilderness 

left, the game supply is comparatively safe. Alaska, the greatest remaining 

wilderness in North Ameriea, is by way of contradicting even this assumption. 

; It appears to be & fact that pal remotest regioncéf. Alaska indiscriminate 

slevghter is spelling the doom of the game supply. No wilderness seemsyvast 

enough to protect wild life - no countryside thickly populated enough to 

exclude it. 

It seems safe to call the idea that civilisation excludes wild life a 

fallacy. It is time for the American public to realize this. Progress is 

no longer an excuse for the destruction of our native animals and birds, vat 

on the contrary, implies not only anobligation, but an opportunity for their 

perpetuation. American wild life + confronted by only one unmitigated 

menace - indiscriminate slaughter. Its future as a part of our permanent 

nationel environment is in our hands - or its blood will be on our hands + 

as the case may de.
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What Shrinks Wilderness? 

Aldo Leopold 

Every year we have bigger and better enthusiasms for wilderness, and 

fewer ond smaller sreas likely to remain wild. Why? 

If the dragons who prey on wilderness were the main reason why, then 

we could be optimistic, for the crop of St. Georges goes up and up. The 

real reasons sometimes walk on legs, but they are seldom sstisfactory dragons. 

Private lands lying within wilderness areas are one of the common rea~ 

sons for dismembermont. This is one of the basic troubles on the Superior. 

Until we make more headway in cleaning un alienations, we met continue to 

lose wilderness. 

Here is a new one: «4 road is being built through the Salmon River 

country because there are too many deer and elk. This in turn is because 

the deer and elk have been rushed un out of their normal winter range by 

renches, and are thus belng forced to winter where they don't belong. I 

heve not seon the salmon and emmnot vouch for the correctness of the 

diegnosis, but the story has the ring of possibility. I¢ implies, of course, 

thet the modern sportsman will not mnt where he can't hunt from se car. This, 

too, has the ring of fact. 

The Gila wilderness was originally split with a road because of too 

many deer. There were too many deer becouse of half a oontesy of too many 

cattle plus a decade of too meh predator control. 

These losses involve no dragons. In each cease the loss harks back to 

old mistakes in land use arising from their graves to form new and unforeseen 

combinations. 

A large wild area at the mouth of the Little Coloredo is threatened
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by new roads. The danger lies in the fact that this 1s desert country set 

on end. It does not conform at all to the classical pleture of pine-bordered 

lakes hence nobody thinks of 1t as having eny wilderness value. The reason 

here is plain lack of eduestion in esthetics. Ye are still in the stage of 

evaluating wild land by its prettiness. 

Another trouble with our wilderness polley is lack of functional plan- . 

ning. Thus state after state is losing its lost grizzlies despite a growing 

system of national forests, parks, and wildlife reservations. How many 

times have you geen a groun of buroaus and state departments sit down to 4 

may and say: “Here is 9 grizzly range; what jobs need to be done by what 

agencies to consolidate the area and to regulate and buffer the bears?” With 

all the easy money since 1933, this should have deen possible. Without it 

we shall lose all of our mobile rare species. 

Another evidence of the lack of any functional concept of wilderness 

is that when you get into areas smaller than a national forest or park, 

the idea of wilderness disappears. Surely there is room for some degree 

of wilderness in any tract of wild land, howeyer small. Is it any wonder 

that some of us would rather leave our favorite wild spot to the dragons 

then to heve it fall into a state varkt Or thet Kenneth Reld is proposing i 

a third category of public land which shell be neither forest nor park?
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For Evening Herald 

HOW TO BUILD BIRD HOUSES 

Aldo Leopold 
Albuquerque Game Protective Association 

The first lesson the builder of bird-houses mst learn is the same 

as the first lesson the rosl estate man must learn, namely - that houses met 

be bullt, to suit the tenant. | 

The second lesson is that there are tenants and tenants, each whith his 

own notion of whet is a house. ach species of bird demands a different 

plan of dwelling. 

All Dirds are alike, however, in their vehement distrust of ginger- 

bread trimmings end brand-spanking-newness. In this respect they set many 

humans @ lesson in good taste. Avoid therefore new lumber, bright vaints, 

and "fixings". Stick to weathered boards, slabs, bark, or round wood for 

material. 

The beginner mst also keep in mind that not ali birds will occupy 

houses. Robins, orloles, grosbeaks, warblers, vireos, hummingbirds, and 

hundreds of other species never do. The following species, however, will 

agcet houses here in Albuquerque, if properly made and placed: wrens, 

linnets, phoebes, and the various woodpeckers. With patience and ingennity, 

we may some day hope to add martins, tree swallows, sereech owls, barn owls, ‘ 

bluebirds, and possible robins to this list. 

Linnet_- Houses. These cheerful little songsters sre easy to attract. 

Any old box with the upper half of the front open about six inches square 

inside, and with a kind of shelf crojecting inward for a couple of inches 

from the bottom of the opening, so as to hide the nest, will be speedily 

occupied. The houses should ve inconspicuously placed in a tangle of vines. 

A good plese is under the eaves of a vine-olad porch. Linnets also nest in 

vines and trees. The thick sppouts on the trunks of Lombardy Poplars are a
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favorite situation. Keep the sparrows away. 

Wren Houses. The gine qua non of the wren house is an entrance hole 

exactly one and one sixteonth inch in diamoter. This is just large 

enough to admit wrens,and just too small to admit English sparrows. Build 

the house sbout five inches square inside and cheat seven inches deep. Put 

the hole in the uvper vart of the front side, with a small perch just below 

it. Bore a marter-inch hole in the bottom for drainage of rein water and 

& couple of the seme under the oaves for ventiletion. Place inconspicuously 

under low eaves, or on a pole or tree, fron eight to twelve feet about the 

eround. There must be shrubbery or vines near. Wrens make their living by 

eating the hidden insects which meke life miserable for the gerdener. Cats 

are the wren's worst enemy. These annuals in their hypothetical function as 

"mousers", destroy 25,000,000 birds yearly. You cannot have both cats and 

birds. : 

Uhoebe Sh@lveg. ‘Thoebes do not want houses. They nest naturally on 

little shelves on the faces of cliffs, but will accett artificial shelves, 

about six inches square, if inconsplcuomsly placed on the walls of houses in 

geble-ends or under eaves. Use @ yough board, otherwise the winds will blow 

the nest off, or the sparrows will push it down. If you can’t find @ really 

rough one, drive in ao few tacks or small nails for the birds to tie the nest 

40. Thoebes eat mosquitoes and flies. Uneourage them. They arrive in March. 

Have your shelf ready on tine. 

Noodpecker Houseg- Woodpeckers drill their homes in hollow snaga. 

The closer such snags are imitated, the greater the chances of having your 

“for rent" sign responded to. 

The best woodvecker house is a genuine hollow snag imported from the 

woods. The cavity should be about fifteen inches deep, six inches in 

diameter at the bottom, and the hole two or two and one half inches in diameter.
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Put on a roof to exclude rain, and leave the inside rough so that the little 

tots can climb out. 

The next best woodpecker house is a solid section of log, split, 

gouged ont, and then wired together egain. To make one of thease is real 

work, and requires good tools. 

The next dest is 2 tude built of old boards. This will sometimes work. 

i Always plece the house in a tree, fifteen to twenty five feet above 

the ground, and always place a few handfuls of fresh sawdust in the bottom 

to imitate the china resulting from natural excavation. The woodveckers 

Duild no nest, but lay their eggs directly on these chips. 

There are two species of woodpecker which nest here - the small, 

biask and white downy, and the flicker or yellowhommer. The solemn little 

dowmy ia the vartieuler friend of the orchardist. His specialty 1s boring 

insects. ‘The filcker is a clownish bird, with on oxagcerated sense of humor, 

but he ie death on ants, and withal » useful and liveable neighbor. 

Adventuring in Bird Houses. Yor those who like to achieve something 

new and diffionit, there are many special problems in bird-housing whose 

solution is both interesting and important. The ~urcle martin, for instance, 

has never been successfully lured into making his home in artifieis1 quarters 

| in this state. In the Kast, martin colonies are very successful, mony dosen 

vairs of birds often nesting in a single house. These houses are built on 

the apartment plan. We heve martina here in the Southwest, but so far they 

cling to their ancestral houses in hollow snags, preferably over water. 

Martin houses should be tried here. The Altucuerqe Game Protective Assoaia- 

tion will furnish plans on request. 

Mew Mexico i9 Building Bird Houses for the first time in her long 

history, New Mexico ig awakening to the possibilities of bird houses. The 

| 4
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Santa Fe Boy Scouts, the Boys Club of the Albumeraue Geme Protective Associa- 

tion, and the Mamel Training clasees of the Albuquerque High School are 

making the chips fly this spring. These boys are doing valuable pioneer 

work in attracting more birds to the vicinity of our homes, where we can 

enjoy them, and where, the velue of their work in destroying noxious insects 

will soon be better aporeciated.



a Sent to Jay N. Varling 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. Jamary 30, 1935 

Specifications for a Gane Research Set-up 
at an Agricultural College 

A. Qatine of Set-up 

That would be offered to the college in the contract 
1. per year for game research, to be paid to the Regents 
Say Bs pre variate renewable beyond 3 years to be contingent 

on the showing made, ond on the availability of funds. 

2. siren services of a U.S.2.5, game manager to visit the project at 
din Be 

3, Services of the U.S,3,5, in analyzing stomachs and pathological 
material. 

That would be expected of the eollece in the contract 

4, Designation of a faculty member to supervise project. 

5, Selection and appointuent of a fellow to work on the project for 
3 years, for a specified stipend plus travel expense, ‘The fellow to 
receive resident privileges as to tuition and fees whether or no a 
resident of the state, 

6, Yurnishing land, seed, fencing, pens, leboratory facilities, office 
| space, and such other physical equipment as is needed. 

7. Furnishing the usual consulting and cooperative facilities of the 
faculty and field force, 

8, Publishing the findings of the project, 

9. local onenert ee eaaienastinn: ate, Saeeeek 0 Ae eer ee 
3 years (or sooner if this seaas wise), 

10, Organization of demonstration areas to apply the findings. 

11, Freedom from intra~mural or inter-departmental disputes affecting the 
success of the project. 

12, Active working relations between the college and the state conservation 
department, and between the college ani the state conservation societies, 

13, Compilation and publication of a general gome survey of the state. 

14, Ultimate compilation and publication of a "Farmer's Handbook" of game 
management. 

15, Ultimate initiation of courses in game management, especially for fam 

boys and prospective agricul tural field workers.
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3. Comment 
Limpee To maintain a research assistant or fellow on field research is now 
costing me as followst 

Stipend (12 MOB) 6 60-00000.00000000000008 ee % 

Travel (for field subsistence A mileage)... 
Incidentals (reprints, equipment, thee) on 5608. 

On projects entailing mach travel, such as a game survey, travel will run 
up to $1,000, During years when the student is taking class work, it will fall 
down to $200-$300, am Sertake peasants seqnizans Ganeaiey Sees, ie 
"“4neidentals" item will go up. ‘The total yearly cost of the will never 

drop below $1,200 or rise above $2,000, ‘hese changes from year to year can 
ually be foreseen ani allowed for in the ammal deposit. 

Be en ee. were soe craks oes Waa tented ade ¥ ae A 10,000 
edition of a technical bulletin costs » which spread over 3 years is $170 
per year, If a handbook is untertaken, this outlay is doubled. 

sara lari ae My eerience 1s thas both the sialiir ant rariebr of Me 
trav sory service is of great importance, when a man of high 

| quality 4s availeble as the regular advisor, I would have him bring with hin, 
ot indeevals saitelie men of Sipitas TMCS Sue 86 Ty a. ant 
as well as various specialists in U.S.3B.5, staff, It would be worth while 
to "hold back" « emall fraction of the funds to retain much occasional visitors 
not obtaineble otherwise, 

The selection of the traveling advisor is of course vital to success. 

sehdane The college mst be given full authority ani regponsibility for 
ecting the fellow, aubject, however, tot 

1. U.8,B,8, acceptance of him after selection, 
2. Probation for at least 1 year. 

It is iwmaterial whether the fellow is a post-graduate student working 
Se s dngyee ont waing the yongeet a0 his Hosvtation, or Veeieet bh Shree 

| hag his degree ani is working simply to make himself a game manager, In ei 
| event his quality is the paramount question, Errington's paper, "Wild Life 
Research as a Profession," may help to acquaint local colleges with the humn 
specifications needed. 

ood The project should be selected jointly by the U,9.B.S, and the college 
in the light of both its local importance and how it fits into the national 
pleture, ‘he following species are still blanks in the national picture, as far 
ag a rounded quantitative appraisal of factors 1s concerned, 

Wild Tarkey Jadkcsnipe 
Wiitetall Deer All ducks, geese, swans 
Cottontail 411 furbearers except Beaver 
Sage Hen 

In addition, there are still immmerable aspects of the other species which 

remain blank.
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Mo attempt is here made to cover "fundamental" research projecta, 
although these are of equal importance, and will become more so as technical 
projects advence. 

Maehimame Tt weds be of peetinder sieiagis Meesuaet 32 Se oe 
ed to Canada, Canada already has research funis for other 

lines open to U, 3, students. 

There may be need of & non-governmental agency through whom to feed the 
funds, ‘the need for this depends somewhat on the nature of the donors, ani the 

| likelihood of their ever being accused of “influencing” findings. 

| It would be not unreasonable to stipulate financial participation by the 
college, and by the state conservation department, to a greater extent than 
proposed on page 1, Such participation might ru up to 50-50, I have draw 
the set-up, however, on the theory that they would finance the exansions. 

r Aldo Leopold 
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3 Oetoder 23, 1933 

: A Conservation Plan for Wisconsin Farns 

Aldo Leopold 

Conservation is the integration of economic with osthetic lend use. 

The over-expansion of economic land-use is a prime factor in, if not a 

basic cause of, the disturbed conditions which now prevail. 

5 Tt is at least doubtful whether the sudden contraction of economic land 

uses by fiat or subsidy is feasible. A complex mechanism which took centuries 

; to evolve mst taken decades to "devolve." : 

| { A more natural, though slower, remedy is to encourage the exvsansion of 

"competing" esthetic uses, which, in a broad sense, may be called conservation. 

ez These uses do not, of course, compete in the ordinary sense. They are the com- 

plementary parts of one harmonious social and economic whole. They have--to 

our present cost--been momentarily subordinated, both on the average farmstead 

and in the mblic mind. To speed their catching up is a sound but neglected 

. opportunity for vublic service. 

= This fact was sensed in the early days of the Farm Board, when farmers 

were urged to convert excess grain acreage into woodlots. Such adjustments, 

however, are confronted by obstacles which only time and effort can dissolve. 

For instance: 

. 1. The excess grainiland may not be the logical place for a woodlot. 

If so, the fence system and the physical layout of the farn 
mst be reorganized. 

2, The tax structure, excent in a very few states, does not encourage 
devoting erainiand to forestry. 

: 3. A woodlot onght to do more than grow wood; It ought to produce 
game, fur, and "scenery." It ought to control erosion and 
improve the regimen of streams. The techniques for these secondary 
functions were not ready, nor did the farmer realize that same of 

them could be made to yield a revenue. The laws in some cases 
; discouraged the orderly marketing of conservation products. 

he 4, The profitable marketing of woodlot vroduets often requires 
3 community organization which does not yet exist.
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In short, this verfectly sound suggestion fell flet because, Like other 

lend changes, it was too complex to be accomlished "out of hand." Such 

changes teke time, they met evolve, they require steering and the running 

down of side issues. Often they require research, or the demonstration of 

research findings. : 

There is at this time every prospect of a plethora of research and its 

concomitants in all the economic chases of land-use. Hundreds of state and 

‘ federal bureaus, university departments, legislative comnittees, and urivate 

foundations are seizing the present opportunity to investigate, plan, and 

: report what should be done to, by, or for the land industries. Many of them 

‘will seek to develop the esthetic uses of lands. Those that do will probably 

follow existing grooves and centre their attention on mblic development of 

"recreational resources" on wild lends by conservation bureaus at public 

exvense, rather than private development of esthetic values on going farms by 

the farmer, for the enrichment of farm life end farm income. 

It is the purpose of this paper to broach the need for an organization 

devoted to this neglected field. 

The Towa Conservation Plan 

One vravious attemt to execute a nearly identical idea is available for 

guidenee. The "Towa Conservation Plan” (drawn 1931-32, published 1933) was 

similar in objective, but differed in these resnects: 

1. Tt was svonsored by the state government, hence an immediate 

"showing was necessary in all lines of thought, whether 
reaty for action or wholly immature, and whether or no the 
public was reacy to support the action recommended, 

2, Ib necessarily carried a heavy flavor of "public works." 

3. It carried no funds for follow-up research, and inadequate funds 

for initial compilation. 

h, It was prevared by a staff of technicians {mmorted for the pur- 

pose, but got nerbiciveting in ite excoution. 
# 

a 
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A short way to describe the idea here nroposed is to eyolye, in some 

sample state, a "Conservation Plan," rather than to write one out-of-hand; 

to import no staff for the vurpose of compiling end mbdlishing a conservation 

"blueprint," but rather to encourage, dy financial help and otherwise, ell 

forees in that state holding promise of speeding the harnonious integration 

of esthetic with economic land-uses. In short, it is proposed to help some 

sample state solve its own land-problem, in the hope that others may follow 

suit. : 

The Towa staff did its best to arproach this method, tt under severe 

limitations of time, funds, and personnel. 

The Forces of Integration 

Wisconsin presents a sample array of the forces which might be utilized 

for evolving o "Conservation Plan" in the special sense here defined. The 

following sketch of their status and plans will tatdeate how, by skillful guid- 

aneo, & sponsoring organization, might act as the leaven rather than the flour : 

for the loaf. (This aphorism holds good in a financial as well as an intel- 

lectual senae.) The inventory includes both the agencies which are likely 

and those which are unlikely to do original work toward the end here under dis- 

cussion. In the latter ovent the inventory indicates the reason why. 

Public Aconcies 

Conservation Devartment. This body is soundly organized, and has most of the 

lezisiative foundations for a constructive vrogrem. It will cooperate to launch 

proven ideas, but will not pioneer new ones of the sort here in question. 

Forest Service. The same comment apniies as to the Conservation Department. 

The Forest Products Leboratory is of grent ultimate imvortence. If, for instanee, 

it could invent a farm cas plant using wood os fuel a large acreage would probably 

at once go over from overproduced crops to woodlot in a sound and natural way, 

ay
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to the joint benefit of all the lend uses. A nere request from the right 

source might suffice to ret this project started, at Forest Service oxpense. 

Soil Erosion Service. The la Crosse Project (see Exhibit A) is the most 

ambitious for 1} years, but will inevitably give insufficient emphasis to 

research, and to social and esthetic aspects of land, and to follow-up 

observations. 

University of Wisconsin. The university has amassed a great volume of 

: scientific deta on anuaculture, but there is a large hiatus between these data 

and their use on lend. Help in bridging this gap is needed. The nature of 

this help {ts indicated in Project VIII, Mxhibit B. Use of land for squaculture 

(fur, fish, waterfow), and other marshland erovs) is one of the most direct 

and promising means of reducing competitive acreage in "standard" crops, and 

at the same time enriching farm life and serving the mblic interest in the 

regimen of streans. ; 

A vlological technique for aquaculture can never develon to the fullest 

extent without an adjustment of the tax status of marshes. This is a virgin 

" field in which the university is the only agency qualified to design new 

policies (see Exhibit C). 

A Chair of Game Manerzement hes voun finsenet by the Alumni Research 

Foundation, but its research program is hampered by lack of funds. (See 

Mxhibit B®.) Game crops offer a direct way to reduce competitive acreage 58 

on every farm in the state, without loss of farm revenue, and to the enrich- 

ment of fern life. 

The university's "short course" for younr farmers offers an ides] medium 

for disseminstion of the above idess to farm owners. 

Meny kinds of trained men, not now available, are needed for this vrogram. 

A supply of the needed kinds of men could be created by the ueval device of 

eratmote research fellowshins. For instance, there is no mech thing as a supply 

an i
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of men equally skilled in forestry, srosion control, and game management. There 

ere no fish managers. There sre no men equally skilled in landseaping and wild 

life. ; 

Milwaulcee Public Misqum. Conservation uses of land require "visual education.® 

The university has no facilities for viological exhibits, but the Milwaulee 

Public Museum has. It lacks, however, any manpower in land management, and any 

funds to construct exhibits. A small sum, plus the advisory services of 

university lend-manacers, would enable it to f411 this new function. Oonserves 

tion exhibits and movies could be made partially self-supvorting by charging 

out-of-state ogencies for their use. 

irivate Agenoles 

Izaak Walton Leagues This once influential organizetion is about te become 

defunet, probably because its program is written in terms of legislation rather 

than lend practice. Wo more legislation is needed, hence it “has no job." f¢ 

could be very useful in develoving patronage for conservation enterprises on 

farms, and could be easily turned into this channel. It cold also sponsor the 

training of young mon for conservation practice, ani give valuable commnity 

recognition to farmers apylying the ideas here in question. 

Extends of Our Native Landscape. This is an idealistic organization without a 

vrogram. It includes, happily, a considerable number of farmers. It could 

serve the same functions as the I.W.L.A., but from the lendseaping anproach 

rather then field sports avproach. It could easily be induced to svonsor the 

idee of training men in "landseaping" for animals as well as for plants. 

| Foundations. Exhibit C shows a sample of how local wealth might be enlisted 

| in local conservation programe. 

The foregoing is merely a sugrestive sketch of the opportunities now open 

to contract economie land-cropping by expanding esthetic land-cropping. The 

sketeh deals with only one state, but @ parallel situstion exists in ell states. 
ee > 3 .
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lft left to themselves these opportunitinas will develop slowly, and with 

the usual false starts and loss of energy. If steered and encouraged, they 

will develon ranidly, with a lesser loss. There is a grave question whether 

the present social and economic sat-un will awsit the slow ~rocasses of un- k 

guided evolution. What devices can be set up to speed the re-balancing of 

land-uses without resort to the politicel technique of fiat and subsidy? 

Proposed Organization 

In my opinion a small board of picked men, with the funds to apply help : 

at those spots which seem to be developing promising leads, could vastly 

accelerate the processes of adjustment in land-use. Such a voard could either 

centre its effort in a sample state, or otherwise. No existing foundation 

occunies this field. Most existing foundations are dedicated either to : 

science as an end, or to science as a means to general economic expansion. 

' This proposal deals with science as a means to & gpecific economic and 

social pdjustment.



Prepared by Leopold 
for Fred Trenk 

B. What should be done about it? : 

6. Develop private game management. 

There is no chance to develop game on shotgunned private cutover 

holdings until the owners pool their holdings into units or blocks. Once 

a unit is blocked out, and posted so that hunting is under control, then 

it becomes possible to develop the deer, prairie chickens, ruffed grouse, 

_ fishing, fur, ete., as a crop. Take the deer, for example. 

What Are the Objectives? First, to build up the carrying capacity 

of the range. Second, to regulate the deer pomlation, by increasing or 

decreasing the annual kill, so that it is as high as possible but safely 

within the capacity. 

When is & Range Overstocked? How to judge whether a deer range is over 

or understocked cannot be described on paper, The guiding principle is 

that the deer mst not be allowed to kill the most palatable food plants. 

Thus if all the white cedar seedlings which project above the snow are 

eaten off, the range is overstocked, even though plenty of hazel, aspen, 

or ironwood browse remains untouched. 

How Build Up Capacity? By refraining from cutting or burning the 

white cedars or other palatable winter foods which bear available foliage, 

or are needed to produce seed for reproduction. By encouraging raspberry, 

blackberry, bog birch, maple, oak and other natursl growths which consti- 

tute winter foods. By raising food patches of corn or soybeans to supple- 

ment natural browse foods. By establishing white or red clover patches 

to supplement summer foods, and winter rye patches for fall and spring 

usee By using salt or food patches to distribute the deer as evenly ae 

possible during spring, summer, and fall. 

Itt 19 dangerous to feed deer artificially without at the same time 

watching the natural foods and trimming down the deer whenever the load
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of browsing induces signs of distress in palatable plant species, 

How Roguiate the Fill? It ie important to control not only the size 

of the herd but the sex and age classes in it. Less than 1 mature buck to 

2? mature does is, in the long run, not conducive to vigor and health. On 

the average, the northern range should not carry more then 1 deer per 

: 25-40 acres. If the average buck killed has Jecs then 6-8 points per 

antler, it is a sig of shortage either in the quality of bucks, the 

quantity, or both. If the fawning dates, the antler-shediing dates, or the 

dates of color change in pelage are widely dispersed, or unduly late, it is 

a sign of malnutrition, and a signel to reduce the herd radically in size. 

Usually the symptoms of malnutrition do not appear until after the range 

has been spoiled. 

Predators. A few coyotes, wolves, and bobcats are good for any wild 

deer herd. Those natural enemies keen the deer on their toes, cull out 

weaklings, and especially they tend to prevent the deer from bunching up 

unduly on favored spots and killing the feed there, to the neglect of 

' other good svots. They thus help the game nenager ¥é keep a healthy 

herd well distrituted and to prevent overloading the range. 

On the other hand over-abundant vredators may unduly reduce population. 

The o hiective is to Iceen predators at a reasonable level, not to exterminate 

| them. This can usually be accomplished by ordinary trapping for fur. 

Hunting Revermee The lendowners who ere members of a pool or game unit 

will often wish to do their own hunting. If so, this constitutes their 

"revenne" from such a venture. 

If they do not, then they are justified in charging for hunting privi- 

leges, and in regulating the kind, number and behavior of hunters to whom 

privileses are given. There is no dondt that the crowding, danger, wastage 

and lawleesness which constantly incrense on unregulated hunting grounds 

‘ makes it worth money to have the privileze of hunting on a regulated area,
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where these abuses can be muaranteed not to spoil the hunter's pleasure. : 

In order to keep the good will of the local community, however, it is 

importent for any pool not to stop at mere posting, but also to practice 

the constructive measures hereinbefore described. To merely nost is to de- 

prive the public of a privilege heretofore unchallenged, without any corres- 

ponding public service in the better development of natural resources. : 

Qther Game, For each other species there is a technique, more or less 

developed, similar to the deer technique here summarized. Many of the 

: measures taken for deer are also useful to other species. Thus the food 

. patches are useful to prairie chickens,and the clover patches to ruffed 

grouse,
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Memorandum for Mr. C. FP. Winslows 

I promised to send you a sketch of field experiments needed in connec- 
tion with the development of vegetation for erosion control and game manage- 
ment in this region. This kind of work might be done on an exverimental 
area for the joint use of the Forest Products Laboratory and the Lake States . 
Experiment Station, and would constitute an addition to the genetical research 

field which has already been discussed. 

Root Binding Proverties of Plents. In using vegetation to reterd the advance 
of a gully head, a combination of deep and shallow rootage is needed. Ordinary 
timber trees when used alone probably tend to give good deep rootage, but poor 

shallow rootage, whereas grass or shrubbery used alone probably tend to give 
a good shallow rootage, but defective deep rootege., There must be some combin- 

ation of grass, shrubs, and trees which on any given soil vroduces an optima. 
This optinmm should be determinable by experimentation. Only a few trees ad- 

mit enough light to allow a growth of grass. Locust seems to be one of these. 

In stream bank control there is a question of how far above and below 
the water table a dense rootage cm de vroduced by the use of willow or other 

plants. 

Tor experimentation in root binding, an artificial water mpply is prob- 
ably necessary for use in simmlating rainfall and floods. 

Any search for the best svecies mst, of course, be predicated not only 
on the mechanical properties of their root systems, but also on the ease of 
propagation, the commerciel velue of wood products, {f any, game cover value 

and general desirability on the farm. 

Sprouting and Succering Properties. The sudden growth of erosion control has 
disclosed a lamentable lack of knowledge concerning the capacity of various 
species to grow from cuttings and the capacity of such cuttings to spread up 
banks of streams and gullies by root succers. 

Hundreds of thousands of willows of some half-dozen species are this year 
being plented for erosion and game cover purposes without any certainty that 
we are choosing the best species for the particular local purpose or even that 
the cuttings will grow at all. We know little or nothing about the season at 
which euttings should be made, the manner of storage, if any, the season for 
plenting or the sites on which they can be planted. Neither do we know the 

age of the wood which should be selected for cuttings. e know still less 
about the vruning or other treatment which the plents should receive to accom- 

plish the particular purpose of holding banks, impeding floods, retarding 
gully heads, making game cover, etc. I sm aware that there are fragments of 
information concerning particular species such as the basket willow, but this 
was gathered for an entirely different mrnose. It remains a fact that large 

investments are being made without technical guidance. 

I personally em also convinced that there are important things still 
unlmown etout the succering properties of species. I notice especially in 

plum and willow that vigor of succering is a spasmodic affair in point of time, 
A large thicket of either species will be all of one or two ages; in other 

on
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words, succering proceeded with great vigor for e year or two and then ceased, 
Why? We cannot use these plants intelligently until these things ere known 
end they are coming to be of equal importance with the silvical character- 
isties of forest trees. . , 

Graszing-resistant Plants. In the unglaciated area there are numerous pastures 
so shaped that incipient erosion cannot ve fenced without destroying the 

pesture. For such svots a erazing-resistant erosion control plant is badly 
needed. There is need to search for species which are unnalatable to stoel, 

cheav to propagate, and plant, and which spread vigorously but not too 
: vigorously, so as to be a auisance on the farm. Prickly ash, lilac, Symphori- 

earpnos, and possibly some of the roses are possibilities. The plant should 
also, if possible, have game cover value. 

Erosion Cover for Dry Slopes. On the Coon Valley project large investments are 
veing made in planting Scotch pine and cedar on steep south slopes heretofore 
pastured. There is a grave auestion whether the Seotch pine under such condi-+ 
tione has any timber value whatever, and even ao question whether it offers 
any better erosion control than the ordinery broom sedge grass which would 

come in without plenting or which might be propagated. 

Cedar presents the difficulty of precarious survival. 

The whole broad mestion of what to do on such slopes needs to be re- 
exemined, if necessary dropping entirely the idea of producing forest products 
of commercial value. Creeping juniver, or the procumbent form of ordinary 

eedar or even the native grasses might be a better bet than the species now used. 

Gonsre’ Siscuseh ip: The foregoing are merely samples illustrating a horetofore 
neglected fiel ich might be called "The Silviculture of Hrosion and Game 
Vegetation." This field, of course, extends over into agronomy, horticulture, 
and snimal husbandry, but the Forest Service, should stake its claim on allthat : 
part of the field touching upon woody vegetation and range management. My rea- 
son for this statement is thet the Forest Service has the personnel for start- 
ing this work. It is already clear, however, that if a start is delayed, the 
initiative will fall more and more to the other organizations. 

Most of this field required local experimentation. The probleme of southern 
Wisconsin cannot be solved at St. Paul or Trout Lake. My mental picture is a 
central area at Madison with branch exneriments at numerous scattered points 
throughout the state. 

A realistic micture of these problems as they have come up on a single 
farm i¢ indieated by the attached mimeograrhed "Manual" which I extemporized 
last fall for the COC erosion camps. 

There is en equivalent series of questions in connection with marsh 
vegetation, end another series in connection with aquatic veretation, which 
IT have not mentioned because they are apparently outside the field of the 

Porest Service. 

Aldo Leopold
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Submitted to Mr. Dan H. Otis 
Room 522 
First National Bank Bld. 

» Medison, Wisconsin 

Fortunately the changes in lerd-use needed for soil and moisture conser- 

vation can also, in many cases, be made to produce annual crops of desirable 

wild life. Thus the vegetation needed to prevent erosion of terrace-outlets, 

gally banks, steep slores and creek banks can, if properly laid out, also 

serve as cover end sometimes as food for crops of upland game and fur. Water 

i {mmounded for any purpose ean usually be made to produce waterfowl, fur, or 

fish. 

The expenditures required to produce these wild crovs is usually one of 

forethought and skill rather than of cash. Wild crops can in some cases be 

made to yield a ensh revenve through the sale of shooting or fishing privi- 

‘ leses or raw furs. In all cases they tend to yield sport or food for the 

farmer, and thus make for a more satisfactory farm life. 

Cropping Methods. As in regular farm crops, success in wild+life cropping 

denends on selesting the species dest adapted to the soil, and applying to 

them the right methode of culture. This technique is called "game manage- 

ment." Tt usually consists of altering the food and cover to allow the game 

to aecomlish rapid netural increase, and then limiting the kill or harvest 

go as to leave ample breeding stocks. Where an initial breeding stock is 

: lacking, 1+ mat of course be artificially planted. 

Agrimltural colleges are beginning to build up game management techniques 

suitable for their reavective states, and to supvly interested farmers with 

literature and personal consultation on cropping methode. Conservation com- 

missions are beginning to supnly interested *arners with breeding stock and 

with nursery stock for cover plantings, and to pase legislation aimed to en- 

courage farmers to crop their wild life. There is a growing realization that 

in farming country the public can accomplish more wild-life conservation
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indirectly through the farmer than directly through the effort of mblic 

agencies. Wild life cmnot increase without food, cover, and protection. 4 

These can be supplied cheaply and effectively only sy the man who lives on j 

the land. 

Examplee of Wild-life Cropping. The farmers of Williamston township, 

Inghan County, Michigan, organized themselves in 1930 for the double mrnose 

of controlling trespass and building up gemc, especially pheasants. The 

University, the Conservation Department, and the Izank Walton League furnished 

technical service, seed for food patches, and planting stock for cover. No 

Yirds were planted, but within two years the vheasant populetion had quadrupled, 

and this despite.the continuance of controlled shooting. 

A group of nine farmers near Riley, Dene County, Wisconsin, organized : 

themselves as a game cooperative in 1931, at which time they had a few quail 

but so pheasants. In 193, 5? pheasants were killed, with plenty of seed 

stock left over. Quail are not shot, but heve quintupled in number. 

| In 1933 many farmers on the Coon Valley Soil Erosion Project, near 

La Crosse, Wisconsin, began a winter-feocding and cover-improvement program 

on their farms in cooperation with the Soil Mrosion Service. Quail doubled . 

and pheasants quadrupled in one year. Wo shooting is done as yet. 

| ' 

|
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[mprovin he Wild Program 9: 

| 
| Aldo Leopold : 

| Premise. The attempt to Justify this program in terms of individual profit 

economics is false and should be discontinued. There are particular items, 

| guch as a fur marsh, which may "pay" and can be demonstrated to pay, but 

most of the things to be done for and with wildlife on Wisconsin farms rest 

upon either: 

(a) the pleasure to be derived from then 

(b) the benefit or profit to the commnity (rather than the 
individual ) 

(ce) an apprectation of benefits which are usually indirect, 

often small, often long deferred, and always interlaced 
| with farming, forestry, and other "activities". 

In either event, the creation of » motive for a wildlife conservetion 

| progrem demands an antecedent process of education which is not yet started. 

This progess of education mst be czenuine and spontaneous else it will 

i fail, and it mst be addressed to the "teaohers" (i.e., the 5.0.5. personnel, 

the county agent, the school teacher) as well as the "piles" (the farmer, @ 

his family, the local banker, merchant, ete.). 

Content of the Education Program. The mere propagation of biologicel fasts, 

however interesting, is sterile unless those facts are woven into the cultural 

vattern of the commnity. Thore are other new "threads" which must be woven 

in at the same time, elee the wildlife threads lose mch of their significance. : 

Some of these are 

1. A sense of history 

2. A sense of art ‘ 

These are dengerous words beceuse, in the sterile educational systen ¢ 

todey, they convey the idea thet the farmer should be reading history and
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should be teanght esthetics. The exact opnosite is truth. Every farmer, 

willy-nilly, 19 writing history, and painting a new landscape for Wisconsin. 

fhe only swestion is whether he is aware of it, and whether he is critical 

of the result. 

Once a new pattern is started. there are many satisfactions to be 

derived from it, and few of them need de of a “highbrow” nature Yor 

example, there are dozens of rural sports, from coon-dog field trials to 

wildflower pienies, which are now passing out because their physical basis 

is disepvearing, but which can regain vitality when their vhysicel basis 

exnands with a good wildlife program. A good wildlife program reduces itself, 

in essence, to the deliberate pervetuation of a diyerse landscape, and to 

its integration with economic and cultural lend-use. Before we can get the 

farmer to create such a landscane, he moet taste the satisfactions it offers 

| et all seasons to all ages and all degrees of intellectual advancement. who 

| is to show him how? 

Parties to the Job. The professional wildlifers in the S.C.S., the university, 

and the Conservation Department certainly cannot undertake this alone. Why 

not mobilize the help of those who are equally interested in the result, 

and who ean contribute what we can't? 

It would be good for the historians as well as the farmers if they (the 

historiens) were oalled upon, whenever a new 5.0.5. project, district or 

what-not gets under way, to inventory the historical values within its 

boundaries. Here, let us say, is the hill from which the Illinois militia 

shot at Blackhawk's scuaws when they attexpted to raft across the Wisconsin. 

All right, here is an old bur oak which may have witnessed that little 

drama. Let the botanists and foresters bore for its age, and tell us how big 

it was at that time, and what landscape surrounded it. Then let the $.0.8
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contract with the farmer who owns the oak to designate it as an historical 

momment of which he (the farmer) is the eustodien. Let the 8.C.8. furnish 

the teacher of the nearby school with the whole story in written form, with 

pictures, for use in class. Yet the historians list the books neeted for 

historical background; the botanists those needed for biological background; 

let the school board add these books to the library. Poerhavs the teacher 

will read them. If "bur oek" carries no vital connotation to the teacher, 

/ advise her quietly to read Peattie's "Prairte Grove" and Muir's "Boyhood 

and Youth". 

Here, then, is at least one possible local "backdrop" against which 

the wildlifer can portray the significance of bur oak to coon, fox squirrel, 

flying squirrel, owl, and scarlet tanager, and while he is at it, to white 

grub, pasture, and cows. So can the artist and the landscaper now raise 

the question of the role of bur o#k in printing, photography, and landscape 

design. Without the backdron, all these elaborations would perish in yaquo. 

; Likewise the 8.C.S. wildlifer ean now raise the question of whether 

the foresters, in their "timber stand improvement" operations, are doing 

unnecessary violence to bur oaks. Without the backdrop. all these 

elaborations perish. 

A



VEGETATION FOR EROSION CONTROL IN THE CCC CAMPS 
OF SOUTHVESTYRN WISCONSIN 

Aldo Leopold 

A. THEORY 
| 

| Functions. Vegetation is most effective for erosion control when combined 

with engineering structures, and conversely engineering structures sre most 

effective when supported by aprvropriate vegetation. Henee in building en- 

@ineering structures on farms at public expense, it is reasonable to ask the ‘i 

farmer, by contract svecification or otherwise, to plant or let grow such 

veretation as will augment the function of the structure and serve the mblic 

interest. 

In southwestern Wisconsin the following opportunities to establish new 

or different veretation seen to be the most frequent: 

1. Rootbinding earth fills and abutments of dams and spillways. 

| 2. Rootbinding raw spots representing incipient gullies. 

3. Rootvinding banks of gullies in the sector just below a dam 

| where the delta of the subjoining dem (if any) will not cover. 

. 4. Rootbinding and preventing the deepening, elongetion, or finger- 

ing of small gullies too steep to make dams feasible, or too ' 

rocky to require them. 

5. Rootbinding eully-heads or lips which are 

(a) Nob too deen to be held by rootage. 

(») Deep large heads or lips which have advanced so fer up 4 

slope that there is little land left to save, and which 

accordingly do not justify expensive structures. 

6. Rootbinding the discharge channels of terraces. 

7. Rootbinding deltas behind dems where not to be used for grass crops. 

8. Desilting flood flows on outwash areas or fans by the mechanical 

obstruction offered by the stems.
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' 9, Rootbinding stream-banks ont deflecting (by means of tree trunks) 

the currents undercutting such danke. 

10. Rootbinding road fills, road cuts, eulvert discharge, and pro- 

tection ditches. 

Incidental to these functions, certain species of vegetetion supply commer- 

eial sawlogs, fencerosts, valuable fuel, food or cover for game and insectivor- 

ous birds, or wild fruit or mits. 

Sven when not necessary for the safety and permanence of local engineering 

structures, vegetation may often decresse the silt load which passes through 

them, and thus sugment their usefulness to public streams below. 

Glasses of Veretntion. Trees, shrubs, grasses, or vines may be used, or com- 

binations of them, depending on the mechanical effect desired. 

| Trees are appropriate where deep rootagelis needed, and where the lever- 

| age of the tree top presents no objection Some species of trees have ultimate 

commercial value. 

Shrubs or vines give decy rootage without the leverage of a t#1l top. 

Thus shrubs are preferable to trees for holding the caving lip of a gully or 

a steep bank. Shrubs are usually more valuable os game cover than trees. 

Grags is approvriate where shallow rootage will suffice, where very small 

apots neod protection, or where agricultural implements must be moved across 

the area. 

Selection of Species: Relation to Graging. Choice of species is limited 

chiefly by: 

1. Whether the site ts to be grazed. 
2. Whether the vegetation is to be plented, or allowed to come uo 

naturelly. 

3. Whether the leverage of tree tops is objectionable. 

4, Danger of suckers spreading into adjacent fields. 

—
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All Wisconsin soils not subject to repeated fires automatically stock 

themselves with shrubs and trees when relieved fron grazing. Only a few 

species of shrubs and almost no trees, however, can be established on closely 

| grazed pastures, even by artificial plenting. Netural restocking seldom oeours 

on pastures, and cannot be relied upon. 

Within field fences many trees and shrubs revroduce naturally, or can be 

plented, since such ground is grazed only in fall after crops are harvested. ‘ 

_ The proverties of svecies likely to be useful for erosion control in 

this region are summarized in Chart I. (ohart and map not copied) 

Hethods of Mstablishment. Vegetation may be established by: 

1. Watural reproduction. 

2. Planting seed. 

3. Planting cuttings or rooted stems obtained from wild stands. 

4, Planting seedlings dug from wild stands or nursery-grown. 

§. Planting sods. 

The choice of method deponds on the species and quantity desired, the 

limite of permissible cost in labor and materials, whether ultimate commereial 

products are wanted, and how quickly a stand is needed. 

In natural reproduction, it is uncertain just what species will come in, 

and the process may take savers] years, but otherwise it is cheap and sure. 

Tt is the best method for ungrazed land where eny kind of shrub or tree will 

do, and where no ultimate yield of commercial products is expected. 

Planting seed 1e uncertain exce t for oaks, walnuts, or other large 

-  wiable seeds. 

Planting cuttings 1s cheap, racld, and sure, but only willows and cotton- 

woods grow from cuttings. Plum, dogwood, rose, and other suckering species 

| grow from rooted suckers or root-eprouts, which may often be dug in quantity 

A from wild stands.
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Plenting seedlings is feasible only in species produced in quantity by 

nurseries, or wild seedlings which can be transplanted. 

All planting of seedlings, cuttings, or rooted stems mst be done during 

the dormant season: i.e., between the time the leaves fall in autumn and the 

buds open in spring. 

Sed »lants may be established by planting seed, or by setting sods. The 

latter is best for small svots in immediate danger of srosion. The former is 

cheaper for largecsareas. Areas to be sodded should be first smoothed and com- 

pacted to avoid the formation of gully "lips" or heads which might enlarge. 

B. SAMPLE FARM 
The attached layout of a sample farm (Map I) (not copied) illustrates 

| how to take adventage of the varying vropertios of vegetation to support 

engineering works. The soil of the farm is loess. 

The deep gully (A) in the southwest forty is being controlled by two | 

structures: a spillway to prevent the advance of the gully through the 

| farmyard, end a soil-saving dem lower down. Just below each structure, 

steep banks of the gully will remain exposed. Such banks can be root~bound 

by plenting at their base some shrub or tree with the capacity to spread up 

banks by suckering. This gully lies in pasture hence it will either have 

to be inclosed or else plented to a grazing-resistant species. 

It can be inclosed by moving the present fence from the west to the east i 

bank of the gully, thus throwing it from the pasture to the tobacco field. If 

this is done, the base of the exposed bank should be planted to willow cuttings 

: or plum suckers. These species, as indicated by Chart I, have all the desired 

properties excevt grazing-resistence. 

| If left uninclosed, the base of the exposed bank should be planted to lo- 

cust seedlings. If there vre any "shelves" on the bank, plant them aleo. 

| Locust as indicated on Chart I, tends to resist grazing, and as explained
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later, thrives on loess banks and will climb up their faces by suckers. 

The dam-f11) which the contract recuires to be fenced in any event, 

should be planted to grass or sodded. 

There are three raw snote (8%) on the hilleide south of the dam which could 

be planted to walnuts. These raw spots are too small to fence and e@ locust 

thicket on good vasture would be undesirable, so a grazing resistant, lunber- 

producing tree is selected. The nuts mst be protected as svecified later. 

Even walnut trees sare better fenced, because they 4o not thrive where the soil 

is tremped es it is in a pasture. 

In the south-central part of the farm o gully-head (C) is advancing south 

eastward up the fence, while several raw spots in the old road adjacent threaten 

to form fingers. This series of bad spote hapnens to lie bunched in a corner 

of the pasture which cen be fenced off without loss, excevt that the old road 

| will need two gates instead of one. The fenced triengie should be planted to 

| plum, sumac, crab, or haw, or better still. a mixture of all. The addition of 

/ e few crave vines or red cedars would make thie an excellent winter quail cover. 

The plantings should extend “0 feet above the lip of the mily. The sodded 

spot above the lin should never be plowed. Wo diversion is recommended for 

the lip of this gully beesuse there 1s no viace to which to lead the water 

without forming a new lin. 

The raw gully banks (D) in the vesture below the fenced triangle should 

be vlanted to eraging-resistant locust, or (where shaded) to prickly ash. 

Chert I explains thet prickly ash tolerates shade. ‘his sectonsof the gully 

contains rocks and will not be hard to hold. 

Just north of the gully heading in the fenced triangle is another gully 

(B) containing raw spots. [ts head is now sodded, but threatening to out. 

‘This head ls within the field fence and hence ungrazed. In the fieid above
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are several strings of raw spots or stubble. All of these should be sodded by 

seeding. The nasture sector (D) should be planted to locust ond prickly ash. 

Northeast of the farmhouse and just east of the road 2 bad glly-head (F) 

is advancing into the field. A diversion dem shovld be built, and the whole 

heed of the gully, including the diversion terrace, planted or allowed to re- 

produce naturally to brush . Yo fereing will be needed since the osrea lies 

within e field ond is ungrared. The rew srote on the slopes of the field shove 

should be sodded by seeding. The rew banks in the pasture sector below should 

be planted to loenst or prickly ash, preferably the latter asithis 1s « shady 

vlace. 

West of the road end north of the house » raw gully bank (@) parallels the 

cornfield fence. The fence shovld be moved to throw the gully out of the pas- 

ture, sfter which it can be planted to plum, sumac, or willow, or it can be 

| ellowed to rerroduce naturally to whatever species volunteers. 

| Where this same drew first enters the farm, just north of the road, ieee 

| raw syot (ft) which should de plented to loeust or prickly ash. The latter is 

preferable as this ground is rartly shaded by scattering tres, and 2 shade~ 

tolerant srecies is needed. This planting, in conjunction with the thicket on 

the adjoining ferm, will furnish winter cover fof a covey of quail. A few 

cedar or grepe tangles would strengthen it for this purpose. 

The small remaining raw snote near the north boundary of the ferm are in 

or near timber, while those just north of the housevare on a gentle grade; 

hence, these remaining svots enn be left untreated. 

This plan for the use of vegetetion calls for the sacrifice of about 2 

eeres of pasture, or 1.4 ver cent of the 120 acres in the form. It also calls 

for the moving of 190 rods of 014 fence and the construction of 10 rods of new 

fence. This is regoried as reasonable ineurance to safervard the future sta- 

bility of the soil and sdd safety to the dams already built.
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C. 
There 16 no maintenance vroblem in any of the kinds of vegetation here 

mentioned, provided 1t be ungrazed end unburned. Ontting if not followed by 

grezing does no harm from the erosion control stendpoint, since 11 of the 

species listed in Chart T fexcent Red Ceder and White Pine) sprout vromptly 

after cutting, and their roots rem=in alive and intact. Grazing following 

eutting. however, kills the svrovts. ence the combination of cutting and 

grozing is ultimately fatal to #11 tree and chrubd cover excent the few graz- 

ing-resistant srecies listed on Chart I, 

Where grazed woodlots are situated on a watershed subject to rapid run 

off, 1t may be well to specify the exclusion of grazing from the woodlot by 

fencing it. The loss of vasture tneident to such fencing is often offset by 

the greater yield of wood end the greater stability of the soll. Ungrazed 

woodlots revroduce promtly even if clean-ont. whereas crazed woodlots sre 

| eventually wiped out by entting due to lack of renroduction. 

| 
D. PROPERTIES OF SrEOIRS 

This caption explains in more deteil the salient properties of each 

@pecies indicated in Chart I. 

Bleek locust ts particularly valuable beceuse of its ability to sucker uy steep 

banks, and its non-nalatabdtlity to stock. It grow vigorously on loess soils, 

but its suitabdllity for the sandy soils of glacial terraces is doubtful. It 

makes excellent fence posts but efter attaining post size is subject to at- 

tack by borers. 

Looust seedlings sre available from the Conservation Department Nurseries. 

A full stand need not be plented, since it spreads by suckers. 

where locust 1s planted in pasture, it mest be covered by stiff brush to 

prevent trampling, unless situated on a steep bank where there is no passage 

of livestock. : 

—
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Black Yalnnt mekes valuable sawtimber and is unpalatable to stock. It is 

suited, therefore, to nlsnting in oastures, but is injured by the tramping 

i of cattle and will not attain commercial size exeant on rich dean alluvial 

or loess soils. Do not use walmt on sandy terraces. 

Walnut seedlings are obtainable from nurseries, but they are oxpensive to 

viant beceuse of the deep tan-root. Por small jobs, it is better to plant mts 

which heve been stored so as to be ready to germinate. The planting spot (a 

foot or two square) mst be deeply cultivated before planting, and after plant- 

ing mat be covered by stiff brush to prevent trompling. If within 100 yerds 

‘ of soutrrel woods, the nuts mst be further protected by plecing thom under 

a tin 14d in which an axe-cut has been made to allow the sprout to emerge. 

If this is not done, squirrels will dig out the mts. Use half e dozen mts 

ver planting erot. Where commercial logs are desired, interplant with other 

trees or shrubs to force the walnuts upward. For small jobs, it is better to 

| plent nuts by yrregsing then into the ground with the heel. Plant 10 times as 

meny nuts es the number of seedlings desired; or, if nuts are sprouted, plant 

; only two for each seedling wented. This is the better method. 

Tree Willows. Bush willows are better then tree willows axcept for stream- 

dank work, where the trun'cs are used to deflect flood currents. Tree willows 

ere propagated by vinadine cuttings, which may be anything from a short section 

of vbrench to s whole trunk. Where trunk cuttings need to be braced against 

floods, drive e nine clongside and tie the willow trunk to it. 

Stock for cuttings 1s obtainable locally almost anywhere. 

Cottonvood. This has the same properties ac the tree willows and may be 

used in the seme way for the same rurnoses. 

Yor plonting near dwellings, select the cuttings from male trees so they 

will not boar cotton. 

Birch snd Alder. white birch often seeds in naturally on ungrazed ground, 

especially on steep sandy bens. Tag elder seeds in on moist bottoms or seeps
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if ungreszed. Artificial planting 1s not recommended. 

White Pine. Good for planting sandy land where commercial sawlocs are de- 

sired. Natural reproduction is uncertain. It is best to plant nursery seed- 

lings, which are obtainable in quantity te the State Conservation Department. 

White pine is subject to the probeble future invasion of blister rust. 

Red Cedar. Wild seedlings are often obtainable locally in small numbers. 

This species is good for dry, rocky or sandy benks. A few cedars or vines 

mixed with other shrubs enhance their value as game cover. 

: Wild Plum. This has the same property of suckering up banks ae locust. 

Planting stock in emal) amounts is obtaineble from wild thickets. Dig up the 

euckers with a small piece of root attached to each. A plum thicket makes 

valuable game cover. A full stand need not berplanted; = few plants soon fill 

up the intervening spaces. 

| Red Haw and Grab Apple. ‘These are like plum, except that they lack suek- 

ering capseity. 

i Sumag, even more than locust and walnut, is cattle-proof, and hence is 

valuable for pasture plantings. Wild suckers with roots attached are easily 

obtainable locally. 

Prickly Ash, « thorny shrub characteristic of southwestern Wisconsin, is 

nearly as cattle-vroof ss sumac, and has the additional property of tolerating 

partial shade. It is especially adapted for, holding rocky gullies in vartly 

timbered pastures. Wild seedlings or suckers are obtainable locally doen wild 

thickets. 

Eush willow. There sre several species which differ in suckering capacity. 

The ordinery sandbar willow sends out vigorous suckers, but the "Puesy" willows 

| sucker less freely . The non-suckering kinis must be planted more thickly to 

| make a stand. ; 

| All bush willows are easily vropagated by sticking cuttings into the 

| eround, but competing weeds mst be cut away during the first year, lest the
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new svrouts be choked out. No willow withstands grazing, but any ungrazed spot, 

if not extremely dry. can be quickly snd rermenently root-bound with willows. 

A row of cuttings at the base of a bank will anickly clixb to the top. 

Bush willows are by far the best plent for desilting floods which spread 

in a sheet over wide flat chennels. Where such « channel is dumping sand on a 

field, the send load can be arrested by plentingy dense willow thicket above 

the field where the water mst flow through it. 

All suckering trees and shrubs mey tend to svread into land where theyvare 

not needed or wanted. If this 1s plowlands, cultivetion usuelly is a ouffictent 

check. If pasture, occasional cutting beck may be necesczary. It is usually 

better to risk the need for a brushhook then the loss of valucble acreage by 

erosion. 

| ; Dogwoods. “hese tushes ard-propagated by planting rooted suckers, ag in 

| wild plum. The red oster dogwood is best for wet ground and the penicled doge 

| wood for dry ground. 

Wild Rose, Blackberny. Where something deeper-rooted than gress, but of 

less height than shrubs is desired, use rose or blackberry. Wild suckers with 

roots are readily obtainable. Both species have value as game cover and food. 

Wild Grane has no special erosion value, but a few grapes running over a 

thicket of shrubs add greatly to its value as game cover in winter. Grape 

grows from cuttings, but the small mumbers needed are best obtained by transe 

| Plenting wild seedlings. : 

j All Gragses are propagated elthe by seeding or planting sods. Root density 

| is probably enhenced when the grass grows ungrazed, but mowing does not affect 

root density. Bluegrass, timothy are already in common use, and are excellent 

for erosion purposes. Native prairie grass, being deover rooted, is even better, 

but it does not withstand grazing and sods ere hart to move. It is sulted only 

| to black prairie soils. Clovers are un agcentable substitute for grass, espe- 

| clally sweet clover, but they grow vigorously only where the soil bears lime. 

|
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The Crow og a Game Predator in Southern Wisconsin 

; Aldo Leopold 

That crows eat eggs when they can find them is admitted by e11. They 

| doubtless alse cat chicks, but this loss is less thoroughly esteblished, and 

| hag not been measured. 

| The debatable muestions sre: How many nests do crows find? What effect 

1 do these losses have on the game bird pomlation? : 

In 1931 Penl Errington followed through on 69 quail nosts near Prairte 

au Sae. Of these 69 nestings, 3§ feiled, and of these failures $ were due to 

rredstore, of which none were crows. 

In 1933-35 ¥. MN. Hamerstrom Jr. followed through on 445 pheasant nests 

in Towa. Of these 79 rer cent failed, and of these failures 4 per cent were 

“due to crows. 

Tn 1935-38 Arthur Hawkins and Irven buss studied severel hundred pheasant, 

Hungarien vartridge, and upland plover nests near Leke Mills. ‘The results are 

not yot compiled, but the crow loss was similar to that found by Hamerstrom. 

In 1938 Albert Hochbeun started a duck nesting study at Delte, Manitoba. 

So far he hes followed only 30 nests, 5 ver cent of which were robbed by crows. 

| On this ares, crows had been controlled. In the other cases. there wes no control. 

These measurements give some idea of the size of the crow loss. It might 

of course be lergor or smaller elsewhere. < 

The next question is: if we have, let us say, a 10 per cent nest loses from 

crows, whet effect does this have on the game crov? 

The natural suprosition is that the game erop will be 10 ver cent less. 

Five years ago T would myself heave sunvosed this to be true. Some recent 

exveriments, though, now lead me to doubt it. 

| One of these exveriments deals with pheassnt vomlstions on the 

University Arboretum. We bevan these five years ego with only a few birds. 

| :
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They have been steadily building up each year. “one have been planted. Our 

last census drive shows a pomlation of at least 300. 

Each year we have removed, by trapping, about a third or 4 half of the 

population (100 to 150 birds). These were released at a distance. This is 

probably equivalent to the removal by hunting on open range So we can say 

that on the Arboretum refuge, pheasants have steadily increased, despite an 

annual removal equivalent to hunting: 

I now direct your attention to the range on which this increase took place. 

The cover is perfect. The srea is vell fed. The predator conditions are what 

& game keeper would eall "very bed." 1.e., the area is heavily pormlated with 

owls, foxes. minks, skunks, weasels, possums, houseests, and self-hunting dogs. 

To be sure there are few crows. IT have no figures from hesvy crow areas. 

In short the Arboretum pheasants have become abundant. and have stood up 

under a heavy "kill," desvite the depredations of numerous natural enemies. 

| Most veople would say this is imvossible, but it is nevertheless a feet. 

Similar experiments, but in much poorer cover, are under way with pheasants 

at ‘Lake Mills and Riley. Heretthe pomlations are meh lower, dnt good in- 

: Greases have been obtained desvite the absence of predator control. 

I do not know why povulatione behave in this way. I am not sure the same 

jm be true of other species or other tenn tithes: My guess is that pormlation 

levels in southern Wisconsin are set by food and cover. not by predators, and 

that the only way to raise the levels is to improve food and cover. Removing 

predators, I suspect. has little or a0 effect on pheasants because the population 

level tends to come beck to what the food ani cover cen carry, no more, no less. 

I think the best support for this theory comes from our own hunting. 

Observing sportsmen know, from experience, that limited hunting does not change 

next year's crop ofygame birds. Whether the birds are hunted a little, or not 

at all, mekes no difference in the population. Isn't it remeon ble to think
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that limited predation acts the same way? 

This theory can also be applied to crow hunting. I hunt crows during the 

winter when there is nothing elee available. It is good sport. I doubt whether 

ordinary hunting has any effect on the crow pormletion. I suspect that like 

pheasants, the crow vomlation tends to come beeok to what the range can carry. 

I would oprose highly organized or mechanized crow control, such as the 

dynamiting of roosts in Illinois, for the same reason that I oppose excessive 

destruction of eny wildlife. The crow is a part of the notural mechanism of 

wildlife popnistions, and we know 30 little about that mechanism that we vend 

ve foolish to diccerd or remove any nart of it. 

There are rarts of the duck breeding vdelt in western Canada where the crow 

‘te not netive, but hse come in recently 28 en invader. I do not opvose stringent 

| crow control there. The crow is not part of the natural mechanism there. f 

| doudt, though, whether radical crow control in Wisconsin in winter is justified 

on the grounds thet our crows summer on the tuck grounds. The duck grounds are 

far west of here, and unless our crows migrate northwest they do not reach the 

duck grounds. If they migrate north, they would nest in the woods of Ontario, 

which is not duck breeding ground. Bending work to loente these migration 

| routes is badly needed, dbut hes not been undertaken.
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WHAT DATE FOR DUCK SHOOTING? 

Aldo Leopold 

The federel authorities offered Wiseonsin the choice of Setober 7 and 

October 21 for opening the duck season. Vrom the etandpoint of getting our 

share of the kill, October 7 is, beyond cuestion, the "best" date. 

The Commission chose October 21 for an entirely different reason: to con- 

serve our "locals". or breeders. 

It is now an established fact that ducks tend to return year ofter year to 

the same breeding grounds, and that once a local stock is depleted, it may take 

years to restore it. Under the early oveninge of the vast decade, Wisconsin's 

locals have been shot out, and are approaching gero. 

Experience shows clearly that "flight" ducks often pass us un entirely; 

lecals are the only known method of rebuilding our local stocks. 

The argument that a late opening merely passes our locals to Illinois is not 

& sound one. Every duckhunter knows that migrating ducks beheve differently from 

locals on their home area. When we onen early, half the locals on a marsh may be 

killed(during the first 30 minutes. When we open late these locals have migrated 

| south and have mixed with large gatherings of other migrants that sit safely on 

| big lakes by day, and feed in tho corn by night. The totel number killed from 

j such gatherings may be large. but the proportion killed ie small. But for thie 

fact, the continental duck supply would have been exhausted long ago. 

In selecting the later opening, the Commission was guided solely by the need 

of making a start in rebuilding our locals. It may take five years of late open- 

ings to rebuild a setisfactory stock, 

Wisconsin hes a lerge investment in public marshes, paid for out of dollar 

duck stamps, by the 50 cents tacked on licenses for wublic hunting grounds, and 

| by Pittmen-Robertson federal aid. ‘this investment will shortly run into millions, 

| These public marshes are the core of our waterfowl] conservation volicy. But if
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we took the carrying charge on these marshes and divided by the number of 

locsl ducks they now produce, each such duck might cost a hundred dollars. 

It 1s imperative that production of locals be stepped up. Does anyone know 

how to step it up without rebuilding breeding stocks? 

I personally regret thet the Fish end Wildlife Service offered us the 

choice of such extreme dates. October 15 would have been a gsensidle date; 

it would have given ovr locals 4 chance, and it would heve given us our 

share of the flight birds. But October 7 would be ruinous to our local dirds. 

The conservation of our locals is a responsibility we cannot pass to the : 

federal government; it is the responsibility of this Commission. I had 

hoped that Wisconsin duck hunters would suprort the Commission in its effort 

to tele care of our local birds, but it is evident that they have deen 

dhexpeted vy the usnel grab-bag argument: “if we don't kill them, somebody 

| else will". As long as we think of duek shooting in terme of a grab-bdeg, 

the conservation of ducks is impossible. 
: é
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HOW TO MAKE THE HOME PLACE ATTRACTIVE FOR BIRDS 

Aldo Leopold, Secretary 
Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce 

In previous articles the writer has given suggestions as to the why and 

how of bird houses. Bird houses are not effective, however, without attrac- 

tive grounds where birds may find safety, cover, water and food. 

| fo attract birds, first of all banish the cat. Cats are very genbrally 

i overrated as mouse-catchers, and under rated as destroyers of beneficial 

birds. Any one who doubts thiststatement should read the report of the 

| State Ornithologist of Massachusetts on the House Cat He shows that use- 

less cats kill twenty+five million birds ver year in the United States, and 

that as a mouser the everage cat ie a failure. 

Secondly, plent trees, shrubs, and vines that furnish cover, nesting 

places, and food. Nothing is more attractive to birds than masses of ever- 

green vines,and of these the common honeysuckle is the best for Albuquerque. 

The Englisch ivy and the Virginia creener are equally good, and furnish 

| quantities of berries of which robins and bluebirds are especially fond 

/ during the winter months. 

| Thorny berry-bearing shrubs, planted in masses or as a hedge, are also 

| esvecially attractive. Of such shrubs, the native New Mexico barberry is 

by far the best. The Japanese barberry, which is the common kind obtainable 

from nurseries, does not stand our summers well. Native barberry grows in 

all our mountain ranges, and any quantity can be obtained there. It grows 

easily and bears a large handsome holly-red fruit which is very pretty in 

the fall and winter. Ordinery privet also furnishes good cover. 

| The best trees for birds are evergreens/for cover and a mlberry for 

| food. The best everrreens for small grounds are the native cedar, native 

pinon, and the Arizona cypress. The latter is obteinable!/from nurseries, 

| while cedar and vinon seedlings can be picked u» anywhere slong the foot of 

|
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| the mountains. 

| Mulberries are a better protection for orchards than traps, poison and 

| gons. Prait eating birds sare so fond of mlberries that they will leave 

the finest cherries, apvles, or pears to feast in the mlbderry tree. By 

planting early and late varieties, a supply of mlberries can be kept on 

hand throughout the summer. 

| Water is a daily necessity for most birds, and a bath is ea luxury which 

they especially appreciate. A bird bath is easy to make. Construct a 

shallow basin of stones, two feet wide over all under the drip of the 

hydrant, and cover with portland cement so as to make a receptacle not over 

one inch deep at the deep end and tapering to nothing at the other. Leave 

the coment rough, so that the birds will not slin on it, and you will have 

dozens of customers all summer. Let the water drip a drop at a time to keep 

the supply fresh. 

It stands to reason, of course, that guns and air rifles in the hands 

of irresponsible persons will exclude birds from any premises, no matter how 

attractive. There is no exeuse for skooting around houses to clean out 

| English sparrows, and even they are better controlled by the wire sparrow 

traps that can now be obtained from most large dealers in garden seeds and 

supplies. 

|
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| Paper for American Fisheries Society, 

47th Annual Meeting, St. Paul, 8/29/17. 

| MIXING TROUT IN WESTXRN WATERS 

| Aldo Leopold, U. S. Forest Service, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

If a trout stream:is stocked with 10,000 natives, 10,000 eastern 

| brook, and 10,000 rainbow, and granting that the conditions are suited to 

each, will that stream produce more or less pounds of trout ver year than 

| if stocked with 30,000 of either one of the three? 

i In the West, at least, this is a live question which does not seem 

to have received serious study. It is the object of this vaper to summarize 

such data as the United States Forest Service has been able to collect with 

the odject of arriving at an answer. At least a tentative answer is needed 

as @ guide to present practice. 

First, the question obviously involves variable local factors whose 

reactions are not susceptible of generalization. These variable factors 

may even preclude a general "yes" or "no" in answer to the qmestion. 

Second, too little is known about the actual relations of the species 

| to their environment and to each other to allow of reaching an answer by 

| inductive reasoning. 

: Third, the question seems to involve}the law of hybrids, from which 

inportent conclusions bearing on rules of practice can easily be deduced. 

Fourth, the question can in some degree be illuminated empirically 

from actual observations. 

The United States Bureau of Fisheries is authority for the statement 

that trout hybrids so far studied have been fertile, but decreasingly so 

with suecessive generations. The Bureau believes, however, that hybridiza- 

tion is rare, but states that nobody knows exactly how rare. 

| The law of hybrids would indicatethat any trout hybrids which do occur 

|
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are infertile, or at least less fertile than the pure stock. In either 

| case the existence of hybrids would reduce the productive capacity of the 

water in which they occur. They mst necessarily consume food which might 

| be feeding fertile fish. 

The actual observations of the writer, though meagre and confined to 

| the Southwest, are as follows: 

1. Rainbow, eastern brook, cutthroat, and German brown trout have 

been indiscriminately mixed with the native black-spotted trout of our i 

southwestern streams. 

2. Where so mixed, it is commonly believed by fishermen that (a) the 

rainbows and natives have crossed extensively, although the alleged hybrids 

have never been scientifically identified as such; (b) the Germen brown has 

not hybridized but is preying extensively on the others and is becoming pre- 

dominant; (c) the eastern brooks have not hybridized (for the obvious reason 

thet they spawn in the fall and cannot hybridize with spring-spawning species). 

; 3. It is the writer's impression that the streams stocked with several 

svectes do not "stand up” under the drain of heavy fishing quite as well as 

those with only one species. One of the most resistant streams known to 

| the writer is Sabino Canyon on the Coronado National Forest, almost on the 

Mexican bounieary. Tt was stocked once with eastern brook trout in 1908, 

hes been heavily fished ever since, and showed no sign of giving out until 

this year. Much less resistant is the Pecos River on the Santa Fe National 

Forest, a much larger stream. It has been stocked every year with natives, 

rainbows, and German brown, and is no more heavily fished, in provortion to 

ite size, then the Sabino. These impressions are, of course, merely 

indicative. 

| It apvears therefore that available knowledge on the question of mixing 

| species may be summarized as follows: 3 

|
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1. Species of trout svawning at the same time may hybridize. More 

knowledge is needed on when and to what extent. 

2. These hybrids are less productive, and therefore less desirable, 

| then pure stock. More «knowledge is needed on how much their reproductive 

capacity is reduced. 

| From the foregoing conclusions the Southwestern District of the Forest 

Service has arrived at and is now adhering to the following rules of 

' practice in stocking trout waters in the National Forests of Arizona and 

New Mexico. 

RULES FOR STOCKING PRACTICE 

é 1. Mature, in stocking trout waters, sticks to one species. The Forest 

Service will do likewise where mixing has not already occurred. 

| 2, Umvty waters will be stocked with the species that seems most suit- 

able. Where there is danger of depletion through heavy fishing, avoid rain- 

bows, Where there is danger of the water being too warm, avoid natives and 

eastern brook. Where a lake is large or md-bottomed or warm or otherwise 

liable to produce large logy non-rising fish, avoid natives. 

3. Stocked waters will not be further mixed. Restock with the best 

| adapted svecies, natives always vreferred. 

| 

| 
| 
| 

| 

| ;
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| nan 1944 GAMB STTUATION 

Aldo Leopold 

| The present winter in Wisconsin shows ® puzzling situation. There is 

| a high in foxes, especially red foxes, and a low in pheasants, rabbits, 

| prairie chickens, and sharptail grouse. These changes in small game 

coincide with an irruption of deer, widespread winter-feeding of deer, last 

| fall's open season on deer of all sexes and ages. and a discontinuance of 

the usual wolf bounty. They also follow a recent extension of limited pro- 

tection to hawks and owls. 

Citizens quite naturally search for cause-and-effect relationships 

among these events. Some of them undoubtedly are related, others might 

possibly be. The question is: What cause-and-effect relationships are 

sustained by evidence, and what can be done about it? 

Foxes end Pheasants. Many insist that foxes are accountable for this 

yeer's shortage of pheasants. 

Let me say first of all that in my opinion no one can prove, or disprove, 

this widely held opinion. ‘There is, however, considerable evidence which, 

while falling short of vroof, throws some light on the »robabilities. 

| The strongest evidence 1s shown on the accompanying map. The seven 

darkened counties have been nearly foxless during the last five years, 

i.e. they have reported a kill of less than 50 foxes per year. Nevertheless, 

they report a 1943 shortage of pheasants of 50 per cent or more. 

The final 1943-4 kill figures are not yet in, and may of course modify 

these figures in some degree. 

If foxes were the cause of the pheasant shortage, it seems improbable 

| that these nearly foxless counties would show the same shortage as counties 

| “Witten for the Wisconsin Conservation Dept to refute agitation about 
predators. Mot used.
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with many foxes. 

Wisconsin had a previous high in foxes in 1935. ‘The vheasant kill 

| climbed steadily through this fox high with no sign of faltering. The 

foxes subsided in 1936 and returned to normal after 1937. The present fox 

| high will probably do likewise. 

Michigan reports a shortege in pheasants without any change in foxes; 

| Minnesota a shortage in pheasants and a notable increase in foxes. 

All of the states which are short on pheasants had a wet cold) nesting 

| season. This unfavorable nesting weather occurred everywhere, while excess 

j foxes did not. It therefore seems a more probable explanation of the pheas- 

ant shortage. 

It of course stands to reason that an abundent fox population will kill 

a good many vheasants. It does not follow, however, that all pheasants are 

vulnerable to foxes at a1] times; thus one series of 15 red fox stomachs 

taken in Dunn County this winter contained no pheasants. Neither does it 

| follow thet such killing necessarily depresses the pheasant population; we ; 

now have proof that something (probably mostly predators) kills 70 per cent 

of the pheasants on the University Arboretum Refuge each year, yet the 

population is so high that in 1943 a reduction had to be made to reduce crop 

| damage td surrounding farms. In short, a high predation rate does not 

necessarily mean scarcity. 

The practical question, of course, is whether pheasants will recover 

normal levels in 1945. If they do not, it should be remembered that this 

winter has brought not only mild weather, but a discouraging revival of 

wholesale imarsh-burning. Pheasants without cover are helpless not only 

| against foxes, but egainst all other enemics. These fires may well hurt 

| next year's crop more then the mild winter has helped it. 

| | ; 

|
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| Foxes, Hawks, Rabbits. Grouse, ond Nice. Some Wisconsin hunters 
| see @ connection between the grouse end rabbit low and the fox high. A few 

| also allege that hawk protection has injured grouse. : 

| The present low in grouse is in al] probability a recurrence of the 

| 10-year cycle. The vrevious lows. hit in 1935, 1927 about 1916, end about 

| 1908. Cottontail lows have coincided with the grouse lows, at least during 

| the last two grovee cycles. 

As to hawks, it is thépunanimous trend of all actual counts that hawks 

are gti11 decreasing, desvite the belated protection extended to them. The 

hawk decline vrobably presents a more urgent conservation problem than the 

pheasant shortage, because the first is a sustained trend, while the second 

is a temporary one. 

Wiseonsin prairie chickens and sharpteile are undoubtedly suffering a 

decline, in that each successive cycle peak is lower than the lest. This 

decline has continued through all the recent ups and downs of foxes. Its 

causes undoubtedly lie in the habitat. and are probably mech more closely 

related to forest fire protection than to predatory enenles. 

There seems to be little publie realization of the fact that there 

was a high in meadowmice during the winter of 1942-43. This might conceivably 

be related to the oresent high in foxes. There is much more evidence for the 

| principle that prey population levels determine the abundance of predators 

than vice versa. 

Wolves. The timber wolf is » threatened species. Government hunters 

plus bounties have recently extirnated the wolf from many states. The 

Wisconsin timber wolf vomlation in 1943 was down to a few dozen individuals. 

| It is probably no accident that the near-extirpation of the timber wolf 

and the cougar was followed, in most big-game states, by a plague of excess 

deer and elk, and the threatened extirpation of their winter browse foods. 

This situation was described in the Conservation Bulletin of August, 1943.
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| The Conservation Commission acquiesced in the temporary abandonment of 

| wolf bounties in 193 because the timber wolf was about to disappear from 

| the state, and because, in our opinion, the wilder counties need a few timber 

| wolves to help keep the deer herd in cheek. It is all very well, in theory, 

| to say thet guns will regulate the deer, but no state has ever succeeded 

| in regulating its deer herd satisfactorily by guns slone. Open seasons 

are a erude instrument. and usually kill either too many deer or too few. 

The wolf is, by comparison, a preeision instrument he regulates not only 

the number, but also the distribution, of deer. In thickly settled counties 

we eennot have wolves, but in parts of the north we can and should. ; 

Much of the present confusion over wolves arises from failure to dis- 

tinguish the timber wolf, which is rare, from the coyote or brush wolf, 

| which is comaon and in no danger. The coyote is less effective as a 

deer-reculator. but he too has his place in the native fauna. 

There is, of course, no intent to build up either wolf or coyotes to 

| high levels. Control meesures should be resumed when the timber wolf is 

| out of danger of oxtirnation. 

Game, Forestry, ani Farming. Behind meh of the debate over the 

| Commission's predator policy lies the tacit sesumvtion that the Commission's 

sole job is to furnish more shootable game for hunters. 4 little reflection 

should show the fallacy of any such view. 

In parts of the southern counties, pheasants, wo to 1943, had increased 

to the voint of inflicting serious demage on crops, while cottontails 

threatened the reproduction of desirable trees in woodlots. There is only 

| one way to increase the shootable supply of pheasants and cottontails 

| without increasing the damage: create new winter cover on farms now gameless, 

| and thu gepreed game production over 4 wider area. Most farms in southern
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Wisconsin are now devold of cover capable of wintering geme, and this idle 

area {¢ increasing year by year. 

Even if predator-control were an effective way to increase pheasants 

and rabbits, its effect would be to intensify the concentrations which are 

the source of damage to crops and woodlots. ; 

In the northern counties deer have alresdy made forestry impossible in 

many areas. Uxcess deer are eating up many of the forest plantations made 

by the 0OC. Deer damage to natural forest reproduction, and to natural 

deer food plants. is very serious, and is piled on top of snowshoe hare damage, 

which occurs at each high of the cycle. Snowshoe hres cannot be controlled 

with guns. for few people hunt them. For the Commission deliberately to 

sacrifice what help it can cet from wolves, coyotes, foxes, and bobdeats 

| would be not only poor conservation, but in the long run would ruin the 

| forest habitat of the deer and the health of the ‘herd. 

| Winter-feeding of deer is no anever, beeuse it has been the universal 

| experience thet fed deer vrowse just as much as unfed ones. The present 

feeding policy ts an exn@dient, whereby survlus deer whichwould otherwise 

: starve are held over until they can be utilized by hunters. 

whet Ls known snd not Jnovn shout oredation’ There is, of course, a 

seoming inconsistency between the Commission's reluctance to believe that 

foxes caused the pheasant shortage, and its provosed use of wolves to help 

control deer and rabbits. 

The answer is that most: predation is automatically regulated to fall 

heaviest on surplus prey. In upland game birds, et least, the predation 

rate is known to decline as the prey declines, and to become nominal when 

the prey porulation has shrunk to the permanent carrying capacity of the 

range. ; 

| Tt is not lmown whether sny suchyautomatic control exists as between



| . 
deer and wolves, but it makes no practical difference, because the wolf 

populetion ¢an be reduced at will whenever the deer-level has been ; 

sufficiently reduced. 

It ia not known whether predators are actually effective in trimming 

off surpluses in very fost breeders like rabbits and mice, but predators 

are the only tool at hand, especially in the ease of snowshoe heres and 

mice. Their use, in moderation, might help; their removal would certainly 

aggravate an already bad situation 

Tt should be clearly understood that when wettry to manage the inner 

workings of the fauna end flora, we deal with few knowns and many unknowns. 

In arriving at the policies here outlined, the Commission claims only ‘that 

it has used all the knowns that are availebdle. 
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Aldo 

RIE RIVER i 

I retned up, not sure whether the old cow was dead, or just dying. 7 

She had come down out of the drouth-stricken hills to drink, 1 guess, And : 

now she lay there, quite still, on the hot sand ver. A swarm of brilliant 

green flies bussed about her head, and plegued her mouth end eyes. She ; 

had craned her neck - the mark wae there in the send - as if for one last 

look up inte the cruel eliffs of Blue River. 

t was reflecting on this - especially the gmlieh flies - when it 

happened. A flash of vermillion -- a soft tobbvling warble — and, @ Little 

red bird hovered over the 014 covs head, snapving un flies right and left, . : 

one ofter another, for each « ery of ecstacy, in very joy of living. And 

then with one quick erinson sween of wing, it disanreared inte the green : 

depths of a cottonwood. 
3 

Dia the old cow see the bird? No. Her dead eyes stared up into 5 

the cliffs. Her calf was somewhere up there. : : 

Por awhile I looked at the old cow, end thought about the little red . 

vird, Then I rode on down Blue River. 

(Stella = do you think this 1s any good? It happened lest yeer on the : : 

Dine, I've been thinking for o year how to write it. Afraid tt can't 

be done. Ack, 6/11/22. Bird ie the Vermillion Flycatcher. I've told 

you about them.) 
‘ 
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“4 F Unfinished mamseript 
— 

‘ Diary of a Duck Marzh 

: Aldo Leopold 

- There are tw kinds of marshes, those that hold water, and those that 

- hold ducks, “very duckhunter knows that some mrshes are no good some 

: years, but he sel‘om kmows why, I didnAt, until I bought one, andlived 

: The story goes back to June 13, 1940, when the river rose from a 

rain on the headwaters, and spilled water into my marsh. After the water 

as dried uv, I noticed that the sedge in the lower swamps (7), where water 

| stood longest, had been killed. Here was a new wrinkle: thie tough and 

: vorthless “ripgut" ean't stand wet feet in June, On July 20 f wrote in ay 

; Journal "Carex has been killed over large areas. What will {nvade the vacant 

ms groufd? Gnartweed?" 

"| By June, 1941, my question was anawered, ‘The dead spote produced a 

: jungle of smartwedds (polygamm punetatws and P, +) mixed ith 

= i Spanish needle (Bidens). +=By August the marsh was splashed with acres 

: i of pink and yellow bolims, I now had assurance of ample pheasant foody but 

i hardly of ducks, My Journal for Sept, 1 saya “Water lowest yet; marsh bone 

, | dry. Wot even a mos mito," 

: Bat even before I wrote these wrds, the dice had fallen duckwise, 

i Great rains flooded northern Wisconsin on Aug. 29 and 30, and an Sept. § 

: the river spilled into my suartweed beds, flooding them with acres of deep 

¥ 001 water. 

i By the time I arrived on Sept. 7 the teal were already in possession. 

‘ They raced over the madows, stunted against the high=piled thunderheads, 

: | and at times nearly brushed the roof of my shack, 

‘ —
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I think a September flood on my river channelizes the fall migration, 

each successive species @olléwing in the track of the preceeding one, At 

any rate by Sept, 11 the pintails had joined the teal, By Sept. 17 the 

teal hed gone, but a hundred mllards had replaced them. ‘the first jack 

snipe had also arrived, All was set for opening day. ‘ 

i I had better explain here that I own only a third of the marsh; two 

neighbors own the best parts, All three of us post, but each honors the 

other's guests. When one has ducks, guests have a way of getting numerous 

and the problem is how to avoid having more quests than ducks, Tvery fellow 

you ever borrowed a match from expects an invitation to shoot, and when you 

I say yes for one day, that fellow is holding down your blind for you the rest 

i of the season, 

i Business took me elsewhere on opening day, tt when I returned a week 

later, there were hatfuls of empty shells in each of a dozen blinds. Of 

the 100 original mallards, 90 were still using the marsh. ((Omsitted)+ but 

only after closing hour, ‘They had already learned to spent the day on the 

| river bare and even after four were circumspect in approaching the smartweed 

f beds.) Of the other fifty I surmise half were dead and the other half had 

: departed for Illinois, where the season had not opened, 

a This second weekend was calm and bright, ‘The fifty using birds sat 

; on the river bars all day; then eane in to the warsh to feed after closing 

E hour. Nothing was killed save a single scratched down as the birds went 

out at daylight. ‘There were 6 hunters but they quit before noon. 

fhe third weekend was rainy, and might have been hard on the ducks 

]
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but for the opening of pheasant season, ‘The remnant of 20 went out before 

daylight, without casualties, and the pheassnt bombardment kept them on the 

bars alll day. 

| The fourth weekend was duck weather. A flight of northerns had re« 

i plenished the using (7) flock, which agein numbered o hundred mallards, 

| They seened bigger than their predecessors, and ware obviously less familiar 

i with the marsh, but more trustful of bushes and blinds, By closing hour 

‘ their repeated attempts to return to the marsh had cost them dearly, Here 

: is a typical atteapt: a passing motorboat... 
& 
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. Unfinished manusoript 

a Deadening 

Aldo Leopold 

E 
e 

k 
t 
E The old oak had been girdled and was dead, : 

There are degrees of death in abandoned farms. Some 014 houses 

cock an eye at you as 1f to say “Somebody will uove in, Wait and see,* 

But this ferm was different, Girdling (an) old oak to squeeze one 

f last erop out of the varnyard hes the same finality ao burning furniture i 

| tokkeep warm. 

5 

i . 

(Note at bottom “degrees of death) 
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' Unfinished Mamuseript 

Conservation Baucation: A Revolution in Philosophy 

e Alde Leopold 

e "If the public were told how much harm ensues from unwise land-use, 

«Ab would mend ite ways." This was onee ay credo, and I think still is a 

‘fairly accurate definition of what is called "conservation education." 

Behind this deceptively simple logic he three unspoken tut important 

assumptions: (1) that the punlic is listening, or ean be made to listen; 

' (2) that the public responds, or can be mie to respond, to fear of harm 

a (3) that ways can de mended without any important change in the public itself. 

f None of the three assumptions is, in my opinion, valid. 

a 

'
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Unfinished Manuseript 

i Rcological Haves and Have-Note 

a Aldo Leopold 

j the basic question in conservation is not the Condition ofthe: land, 

i but the proportion of people who love it. 

i There are people who see the land + 1f they see it ak ali = as an 

eneny to be subjugated and put to work. To them, outdoor life is a string 

of hardships, non-commercial plants are weeds, mammals and birds are sither 

meat or potential pests. To them, the yardstick of culture is the distance 

i from the realities of land. These are the ecological have-nots, 

; Phere are people who see the land as the opposite of all these things - 

i they are the ecological haves. 

| I have always supposed that the have-nots are a new breed who had no 

; survival value until buffered by civilization, but I now doubt this. 

Apparently the two categories have always existed, + at least I encounter 

! type specimens of each far batk into history. I here compare two sueh who 

' marched from Fort Leavenworth to Fort Vancouver in the fateful year 184 

} 
. 
3
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‘g Rere species ay 

: q : Respect for minority experience 

| “oposerving the variebility of the human snectes" ; 

3 3 "The Trees" 

“a Conred Richter - 

BEE rrr otnehemenenegnaein eminent annarinnmDNntle 
: Seoreity Values: in Conservation 

oa Aldo Leopold 

; q } Nostalgia for the good old days when everything was sbundant is alnost 

: a universal among conservationists. Comparison between the then and the now 

a B furnishes the pettern for most of our books, talks, and dreams. We lement 

a f the lost thunder of galloping buffalo, the sky-darioning clouds of pigeons 

a : ani waterfowl, the flowery sea of vrairie, the velvet silence of the virgin 

a woods. Yet nothing is clearer than this: our grendfathers, who had the 

if oprortunity to see these thincs did not value them, es personal exverience, 

q as highly as we think we would have. 

z There sre two possible oxplenations. Aprrecitation mey heve been en- 

‘ haneed by the intervening ceins in education, or we may be Lneapsblo of 

4 appreciating anything until it has grown scarce. 

4 ! The first explanation flatters us, the second does not, so we usually 

a admit the one and ignore the other. This peper attempts to shed light on 

a oth, for both undoubtedly play importent roles tn conservation thoucht. 

a ee a oe 

o Wilderness, by common consent, has value ae a husan experience. That 

J consent bocame common, however, only when the last remants of wilderness 

u in this country were cbout to aleappear under the onslought of good roads, 

% : Daniel Boone valued the wilderness meinly as an outlet for his personal 

al prowess in iestroying it. Nothing cen be clearer then the fact thet scarcity 

es 
=
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ve 4 hag created a part of the value which we now sttach to wilderness. 

4 Did education also create a vart? Perhaps in the case of a few ; 

4 ecologists and evolutionists who happen to be also voodsmen, but these men 

2 are searce. The average =roponent of wilderness areas in the Fational 

, Forests and Parks has little more appreciation of ecology and evelution than 

: Daniel Boone aid. Eis biological edmeation, if any, dealt with the anatomy 

Z ond vhysiology of frogs, not with the enetomy and vhysLology of biotas. He 

a aprresiates wilderness because it is an outlet for his personal prowess in 

a wilderness reercations. He differs from Boone in only two respects: his 

gadgets fill a rack train rather than a pocket, ani he has the notion that 

if he sets no fires, leaves no cans, and obeys the game laws, that he can 

‘ come back and do it all again. That is to say his mind hes grasped the 

_ idea of repeated use of wild land, or (as a forester would say) suoteined 

a "—s yhel@ of wilderness values. 

a Ib would be idle to belittle the potency of this idea of repeated use, _ 

‘ : yet I think we heve jumped from 1t to one further idea which needs belittling. 

r f refer to the #11 tut universal aseumption that the more people use & 

4 wilderness area, the more benefit society reaps from its establishment. 

if As a matter of practical administration this doatrine that wilderness 

a must be ased by many in order to be useful to many will one day defeat the 

‘i whole systen of wilderness conservation, An earnest young technioten 

. writes, in substenes: Tf you show the trumpeter svane to the public they 

a can't breed; if you don't show they they have no value. A zealous gene 

aa official said to me: the caribou are too scarce to hunt, snd the bogs 6 

: prevent showing them to tourists, so what good are they? A conselentions “a 

forest Supervisor said: the elk and deer are getting too thick in the ' 

a wilderness area; few uiters will go in after them; what can ve do but 

4 bulla the roads needed to let the huaters in? When I mildly mgeested thet — 

vs,
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4 amesty for wolves and lions might dispense with the roed, my remark seemed 

TEE irrelevant. vat vaine 19 0 game herd, the inersase of whieh benefits only 

4 wolves end lions? 

3 f * * «* 

4 _ In polities, a fow advanced thinkers in » few advanced eountries hare 

4 . developed a respect for wkanattion. A vare viewpoint, ereed, or eulture is 

4 | perhaps not wholly unlike a rare kind of country, bird, or mammal in its 

| possible contribution to the good life. Certainly both have the common 

a denominetor of possible extinguishment. i 

q Just why do ve respect yoliticel minorities, and accord them @ value 

a worth vreserving? Perhaps the anewer would shed light on the value of 

. = ecological “minorities” such as wild country or threatened species of 

3 wildlife. : 

be : 

=
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4 4 Beolocy and Zeonomics in Land Use. 

4 Aldo Leopold 

4 Conservationists of ecological viewpoint have, T think, tecitly agreed 

4 upon » set of premises from which they messure the phenomena of land-use. | 

| q Ho one man is entitled to write this "constitution" of the conservation nave- 

a ment, but it is necessary for some one to write something in order that — 

| others may register their opinion, I venture the following? 

7 (1) Soll built the flora and faune and wos in turn Pebuilt by them, — : 

| Conservation mst consider the biota as a whole, not ag separate 

a parte. 

4 : (2) Man must aseume that the biota has # value in and of itself, 

. ~ separate from its value as human habitat. The only alternative is 

¥ : to assume it was all built for him, en arrogance hardly compatible 

3 : with the theory of evolution. 

a ; (3) Reevect for this value probably precludes an ethical society from 

a axterminating ite constituent carts. It certainly preelndes their 

s needless extermination. Conservation is respect for biotic values. 

| (4) Self interest, on the other hand, requires any society to alter 

4 and manage the biota on the arees needed for hebitetion. The 

q notivation for such elteretions and management is referable to 

a economics; the techniaue to egriculture; but the obligation to 

if  pestvain these alterations and to respect biotic values underlies 

ah both, and is referable to ethies. The basic motivation for con- 

¥ : servation is therefore not sconomic, but ethical, : 

q E (5) Selence facilitates alteration of the biota, tut this ts not its 

a sole function. It also explains the biotic mechanism, and thus 

4 should enhence both resect for end appreciation of that neghani en, 

ei
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4 In the elaboration of machines there are indications that scientific os 

4 effort nay be subject toe lew of diminishing returns, Wut in the | 
4 illumination of the universe, returns are still proportional te 

7 achievement. > 

ae & belief shared only by dictators and (churchmen , 
a (theologiens. 

a sinplifieetion of flora and feuna - a biotic disease, only temporarily 
q beneficial to the invading organism. 

4 Symbiosis 

=



a Beology and the Arts 

4 Aldo Leopold : : 

a During the drovth of 1934, a neighbor of mine took a notion to plow 

a hie haymeadeow. He raised 2 crov of rye, but in 19395 the rains prevented his ; 

3 resowing the lend,which burgeoned in weeds. In 1936 a million violets 

A occupied the olf furrowe. In 1937 the vielets were replace’ by goldenrod, 

a which this year gave way to vanie erass. “ext year the original bluejoint 

7 neadow, dotted here and there with lilies, srarge, Indian Sweetgrass, and 

a Joyfoathor, will be Pe-established. 
iy Yow many million birthe, strugeles, ond deaths are implied in this 

i & homely history of em abandoned plowing? ‘hat god or emperor ever flung soch 

ae armies into the exeoubion of @ whim-to-conquer? Is this drama, or nerely 

q : botany? 

a These questions enme to mind as I listened to a redio concert: “The 

a ; Sorcerer's Apprentice”. History and mythology, it seemed, had been ran- 

¥ sacked for dramatic themes, so the composer sought a new one in witchoraft, 

7 ; Did he find 1t? YT thought not: the feel of the thing wes spurious. The 

4 composer had never geen & sorcerer. 

a If art mst raneack the sttie for srmrious themes, what ebout ran~ 

4 seeking the meadow, where germine drama ts to be seen in the wake of each 

‘ | cov end vlace, drouth and storm? What if some modern Beethoven com osed 

4 i the surze to rower not of some imaginary sorcerer, but of © million real 

—=s violets? Ts this drama, or merely boteny? 

a f The question is academic. The drama may be there to be seen, dot no 

4 commoser knows enoush botany to see it, and no botanist mows enough msie 

gi to beliave it. Art end selenee are separate piceonholes of God's desk.
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4 Men achieve greatness by guessing the contents of one or the other, tut A Geen 

4 never of both: What would be achieved by guessing the contents of both 8 

4 to be identical? T don't Imow. I'd like to see someone try it. 
— a ‘ 
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* "unfinished nomeortpts" 

/ Beology, Philosophy, and Conservation 

4 Aldo Leopold : , 

i Pre-ecological biology viewed the landscape as a system of competitions. 

; Beological biology views the landscape as a system of cooperations. It 

asserts that the biota is on organism of interdevendent parts. 

i It requires no very deen thought to pereeive thet these two ideas are 

4 not ontagonistic. They are nerely two epots where the fingers of two 

equally blind men touch a single elevhant. The antagenism between them is 

: : the antagoniem of onvosing intervretations, both true. The truth imheres 

f 5 neither in the one nor in the other, but in the coexistence end inter- 

: action of both end nerhans of other interpretations as yet unimown, We have 

j here a close snalogy to Goethe's philosovhiecal principle of volerity. 

WLIALLLe conservation began as a dDkological ides. Conceiving of the 

E diota ag a system of competitions, it sougbt, by human intervention, to 

i : elye a connetitive advantage to certain “desireable” species. These were 

{ desireable either because they were large, rare, or good to eat. The 

honan intervention consisted in large part of "predator control", d 

YAIALA£e conservation is now in ranid transition toward ecology. Con- 

: ceiving of the biota as a system of cooperstions, it sesks, by human inter- 

ae vention, to preserve biotes ss nesrly possible intact. There is 4 growing 

antipathy toward favoring any svecies as more "desireable" then another. 

Homen intervention, now ealled mansgement, relies less and lews on predator 

- controls nore and more on vreservation of habitat. 

Z Tis trend 1s obvious and imown to 11. Far from obvious, however, 

b is the extent to which it can be followed as a true guide to vractice. 

Mo what extent will 1 hold water when apolied to conorete detail? If
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+ trae so far, how much further can it be oushed and still remain true? 

q This ~aner attempts to wrestle with these questions, Certainly it 

* 
4 does not answer then, but even e muddled enalysis may be better than none. t 

¥ 
4 A aritic: has recently eaid: Conservation hes no philosovhy. f agree, and 

| I further assert that without one we shell not get far. 
=f 
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| c “Tide Leope Memsecripts" 

- Conservation Inquiry 

; (Philosophy, Sodnonies, Game) 

5 This inquiry seeks to exsmine the rhilosovhical and economie aspects 

of conservation. 

: The atteched series of “cases” are offered as "raw material" or sample 

problems for analyeis. 

Addition®1 cases are desired from other manbers of the group. After 

a representative accumlation of cases ie in hand, the proposal is to 

4 enelyze and classify them. 

Aldo Leopold 
enc ase nnenennennenartanenieietdt-ianensmnpetetsstmeetennnnintiiiniimne 

- Motivation for Iand Une 

; Host propaganda for changes in lend use proceed unon the aeseumstion 

i that any given prectice must be motivated either by economic profit or personal 

e altruisn, and that a profit motivation exists for most of the rractices 

j 4 collectively hoped for under the name conservation. : 

7 It is further assumed that economic profit ig of only one kind, t.e, 

; individual, end that a sharp line exists between practices profitable or 

L non-rrofiteble to the individual, The logical corollary is thet the loca- 

a tion of this line can be determined by economic commutations, and thie 

= corollery we accept as axiomatic truth, , 

* I have of late years encountered many instances in which it appeared 

le to me thet these basic assumptions were false, end that an entirely now 

i theory of motivation for land-use reforms is needed. This paper presents 

some sample gases. 

: 

" :
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2 Predator Control ; ; 

3 Predecious aninelse destroy livestock, poultry, and game. ‘The pioneer 

. _ deineed from this fact that they should be destroyed, and from the carliest 

2 times hes invested the hunter of "ravening beasts" with a special virtue. 

3 With the invention modern firearms, traps, and poisons a reaction set 

; in. Selentists studied the food habits of predatory species and set up 

4 : categories of good and bed species. A good hawk was one which preyed 

j oecasionelly on game or poultry, bu’ which destroyed so many rodents as 

4 to more than counterbalance the harm done, But these categories are now 

_ seen to be false, for the “worst” hawk is, in the light of ecological 

: : science, by no means e@lways bed, and his presence as a species is essential 

; to the racial health of his prey, and to the equilibrium of the whole delicate 

; mechanism of the plant-enimal commnity. Moreover the "worse" the hawic, 

i i the greater his esthetic value. 

Query: Is it "profitable" for the individual te forgo the destroc- 

; 43 tion of vredetors invading his poultry yard or coverts? 

: I think it is not. The benefits of maintaining a rounded animal 

: commmnity are, in every economic sense, a commnity benefit. The individual 

i : may, by reason of the mobile character of sost vredators, protect himself by 

i : their toleration through the in or abstinence of his neighbors. Not 

k until the whole commnity loses the species does he suffer any penalty for 

if a ruthless attitude of selfprotection. 

f It seems perfectly clear that the desired reform in land-use, namely 

te toleration of threatened predators for their commnity value, has no hope 

[> of individual econonte motivation. Nor {s it, for thet reason, © purely 

4 altruistic vrovosal. Tt consists, in effect, of the willing acceptance, 

; 1 _ within reason, of individual losses in order to insure the continuity of a 

4 commmnity benefit, both economic and esthetic, There is no sharp line between
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a economic and esthetic. There is no individual profit line, either sharp or 

; piurred. The only sharp demarcation is between individual and "social! 

; : conduct. : 

5 Forestry ! gee 

; Thousands of earnest men heve searched diligently for "the profit Line" 

; in silviculture. Dogens of miblie subsidies heve been devised as mubdstitutes 

for their feiluro to find any. Doubtless there are eircunstanees where 

: individual economic returns can be shown, but the almost universal in action 

. of private timberland owners speake all too eloquently the majority conclu- 

Z siont there is no profit. 

: Acting on thet conclusion, an immense investment in lend and plants has 

been allowed to decay, while wood substitutes steadily absorb what was once 

q 2 vast market for wood erops. : 

i sence eosssstnineovane epbintt ip catiinassittesetniinatiitnaiiiliinnnivteinaianinanminnieint 

q : stream atreightening 

34 nosquitoes 

2



"Unfinished Mamecripte” 
: 

November 23, 1938 

, Boonomien, Uatlonerhy and, Lend 
Aldo Leopold : : 

The Package System 
7 Infofmation on ecology is nearly 211 segregated into arbitrary packages. 

Por vrovaganda: forestry, wildlife restoretion, erosion control, 

recreation, ete. : 

Por teaching: animal ecology, plant ecology. (Departments). 

This obseures certain characters of the soil-plant-animal commnity 

which are common to all vackazes, and which are (or should be) of interest to 

: the chilosopher, the economist, or any thinker on land, 

J The obseuration is inereased by the laboratory ecologists! unscholarly 

; taboo on “vractical" problems. Hence the only ecology available to you is 

the effect of tennersture on soctal units of Paramecia, or the effect of 

x crowding on reproductive rate in Drosovhila. ; 

: There sre a few rebels! 

4 Paul B. Searst "This Ts Our World"; Russell Lord: "Ts Hold This Soll* 

, General Smtst "Human Eeology" 

a Cerl Sauer: "Theme of Plant and Animal Destruction in Feonomic 

' History” (Jour. Farm Eeonomies, Vol. XX, No. 4, 

3 November, 1938, po. 765-775). 

b Charles Flton: 

| Seience Inquiry? 

h I shall point ovt a few characters common to the whole sat)-plent-aaienl 

I é complex. 

Definition 

} Conservation: A state of harmony between men end land. 

¥ A. Blotie Semences 
4 Uvery soil has e& fixed seouence of plant commnities, each of which : 

carries a characteristic animel commnity. Agriculture te the ert of arranging 

j "desirable" combinations of these three; it is ecological engineering. All
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‘ .this is vell known. ‘ 

y But there are charactors~-orderly weatsestbieh ie in this system 

i which sre never discussed in homen terms. They exist only as textbook 

; abstractions. Some I have never heard discussed. 

: Slide: Pagweed Patch 
Birds inel, 

4 1870 migrente 100 Memmels 10 Plants 100 

3 1933 (efter drainage Birds 25 " 3 see 
and fire) 

3 1938 ' 50 aN .  s 

; Progressive simplification of commnity till recently. Neither farmer, 

county egent, nor Conservation Department are conscious of long-time sequence. 

’ Slide: Central Wisconsin Marshes 

1840 Birds 5 Mamaals 5 Plents 200 

1870 , 4 * a . 250 

1890 > 5 . 3 . 100 

1938 , 4 . 6 . 200 

4 No net simplification, but strong siift. R.A. dimiy conscious of long- 

4 time sequence. Princivle change is toward unstable animal populations. lest 

or "conservation" stsge is merely a fixation of a radically changed soil. 

Slide: Prairie Coulee 

1840 Birds 6 Mammals 10 Plants 400 

1870 "4 ke " $00 

1930 * 2 . 6 . 200 

1938 x 3 ‘ 6 ‘a 

Pirst stage of exploitation showed gain in complexity. Last stage is 

# merely a fixetion. Con never regain complexity of first or second stage. 

"Grassland agriculture"
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 . Slides _ Tussock Marsh 

q 1890 Birds 9 Mammals § Plants 50 

| 1910, Rf eh $ 7 . 

; 1920 # 6 * 6 * 50 

1930 , ? ® h . ho 

= Mere the first stace of exploitation was the richest. Since drainege 

thus can never be regained. 

Slide: Northern Wiseonsin 

1880 Birds 4& Mammale 12 Plants 300 

1900 . 5 " on m 350 

1920 ha Keg "200 

1938 i , 2 x 7 . 200 

| Here egain the first stage of exrloitation was richest. No fixation-- 

a still movine toward simmlicity. 

t Slide: Preirte Rosdeide 

Deductions: 

4 1. A correlation between soils, fauna, and flora. Trend toward simple 

a comminities. i 

2, What we call conservation is so far the fixation or reterdstion of 

a retrogression. Mo instance of real restoration of complexity. 

: 3. Richest biotas ere those nowly exploited. "Release of acological 

energy." Fixation implies no now releases. 

4. No conservetion of animals as such. Only through plents or soils. 

s 5. Many substitutions of oxotics, Grains, grasses, weeds-—-now trees 

and birds. The role of exotics in future systems is unpredictable. 

; 6. Of the two fixations, both ere governmental. 

é B. BMotle Stretures 
e We have dealt here with 5 terrains of 3-+ stages each: 20 communtiies 

k more or less distinet. What is the structure of a commnityt 

ig (Refer to Pyramid of Numbers Diagram) Where each feeds.



: : , : " , Effect of chenges. Trace examplest | 

7 1. Cows for deer. Change plent and carnivore. 

ig 2. White people for Indians. Knocked off upper 2; now No, 3. 

a Deplete or change all others. 

gE 3. Poultry and pheasant for native gallinacoous birds. Change 
E imects, viants. 

3 lh, Crops and wecds for native plants. Change all others. 

i 5, Soil. 

(Refer now to Food Chain or Dependency Diagram.) Four categories of 

a relettionship: 

1. Bxploitation (using without killing. Primitive). 

; 2. Predation. (Killing but not too many) 

2. 2, 4, Services (or Parasitism. (CHaracteristic of high development). 

Conditioning of "Food Chains” or lines of dependency 

Predetions: Quail by horned owl. Winter. Might flush. Snow. 

if Qpall by fox. Winter. Mice searce (or as juvensls). 

d Mouse by fox. Any time except in deep snow. 

a Rabbit by dog. As juvenels; in deep snow; warm weather 

ie and no woodchucks. 

a Exploitations: Soil ty alfalfa: lime, nurse crop. 

ls Ragweed by quail: fall, winter when not buried. 

i Aphis by enti sumer, tender shoots, 

: Parasitiams: Rabbit by tuleremia; tick for vietor. Wo recent 

4 immunization. 

i Conditioners! weather, other orgenisme. 

f CG. Deductions 

; Theory of Lost Parts. Soll was originally something built by weather - 

E out of roek, but is now a mech more complex entity. ft erected a pyramid of 

: . plants and animals and was rebuilt and modified by them. lend is the soil 

i : plus its vyramid, the vroduct of en immensely complex evolution. Bvery plant 

end animal is a cog in the land machine,
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q The land machine is out of order. 

a We do not yet understand the functions of the cogs. We may never 

i understand all of them. 

4 The first law of intelligent tinkering is to keep all the parts. We 

af might need them. Examples: prairie soil floculation. Spessart. 

| KN Yow keep them: keep samples of all stages in the plant succession. 

Q Channels of Bnergy. We by no means understand the chennels of energy 

in the vyramid. Proof: animal cycles. Endocrinology. Rare element 

; and vitemin nutrition. 

Ye nerceive a “release of energy" as characteristic of the first 

stages of exvloitation. If this reflects itself in animals, why not in man? 

: Puilding human environment may not ultimately consist of hospitals and 

libraries. Stinmmlation by environment mey be as important as a sustenance 

by environment. j 

a Evolution strives to lengthen food-chains; civilization shortens 411 

a cheins but our own. Bvolution complicates the pyramid; civilization 

4 simplifies it. Are these sound tendencies? Would they vrofit by eritical 

. scrutiny? 

. Disease Theory. The vredator is prevented from killing all his prey, 

4 not by voluntary or ethical restraint, but by the highly conditioned nature 

Hof the food chain. Ke wante to but eon! ki32 all. 

k The narasite is likewise prevented from killing his host by a conditioned 

| food chain. When this conditioning breaks down we call it disesse. A 

disease is a "green" parasite learning how not to kill. 

Traly destructive predators or varasites are thus « sign of biotic up- 

4 set, of land-pathology. Man is, in this sense, a disease on the land. 

é ' Estheties. We may postulate that the most complex biota is the most 

7 —- deautiful. 1 think there is mech evidence that it is also the most useful. 

) Certainly 1t 1s the most permanent, i.e. durable. Honce there is little or
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a no distinetion between esthetics and utility in respect of biotic objective. 

Rethetics 1s an aspect of argument about land, not of lend. It is part 

of the vadkage system. We segregste esthetics so as to give farmers none 

4 end women's clubs a lot. In actual practice esthetics and utility are com- 

pletely interwoven. To say we do & thing to land for either reason alone is 

\ prima facie evidence that we do not understend what we are doing, or are 

) doing it wrong, 

Gonelusion! There are virgin fields of inquiry in the zone where economics, 

philosovhy, and land science meet. They are not being explored because the 

people able to reach them think in "packages" ~ they are specialists, 

h 

i
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"unfinished Manuscripts" 

i Aldo Leopold 

; A Modus Vivendi for Conservationists 

It 19 increasingly clear that there is o besic antagonism between the 

philosophy of the industrial age end the philosophy of the conservationist. 

Whet ere necessities to him are luxuries to his neighbors, and vice versa. 

How shall he live in a world whose scale of values are, in important respects, 

; inverse to his own? What are those values? Why the difference in viewpoint? 

What cen be done about it? 1 am not competent to answer these questions, 

wut it is time for somebody to try to answor them. 

* * a 

Bvery animal tries to destroy his habitat. Without machines he does not 

succeed. Regenerative processes rebuild the soil and regrow the plants and 

animals es fast as he usea them. It is important to note that this equilibrium - 

the meh-misunderstood "balance of nature" - holds good for both utility and 

beeuty. In fact meh of the beeuty of & normal lendscape is the beauty of 

a battle - a drawn battle - between destruction and growth. 

A conservationist ig one who sees how and why the landecape is no longer 

normal nor the dettle drawn, and who knows how and why our mechine-made ad- 

vantege is a Phyrric victory. 

This is an exacting definition, but far from sufficient, for there are 

, wide differences between conservationists, 

One kind is interested in commodities only. When Pranklin Roosevelt 

visited the Columbia River Dans last summer he said he hoped to see “another 

Pittsburg" grow up around these new sources of power. He was silent about the 

salmon resource which 1s deing destroyed in order to harness - some think 

d needlessly - the power resource. Quite evidently conservation is, to him, 

1 merely sn assurance poliey on the raw materials needed for industry. The 

. “timber famine" foresters are of like kind, Industry is the end and conserva~ 

| tion the means.
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3 fhere are those of us who reverse this emvhasis. To us the Pittsburgs 

are @ kind of kitchen, a necessity to be accepted but hardly to be enthused 

about, much less to be propagated. To us, the thrift and beauty of the re- 

source is the end, and industry merely the means of preparing and distrituting 

its fruits. 

The destruction is a large one. Comnodity conservation assumes as a 

matter of course thet man-built power is more desireable than salmon, or 

eny other thing that grows of its own accord. This question of priority 

for constructed or synthesized things lies at the bottom of a formidable 

list of moot questionst 

|



4a “Unfinished Mam scripts" 

Sigma Xi ; 

nedioon’ 
Land Pathology 

Aldo Leopold 
: University of Wisconsin 

The properties of animal and plant pomlations are now to some extent 

; known, Their intersections with environment are becoming predictable. Beologi- 

| cel predictions are made with such certainty as to be used daily in farm, 

factory, and hospital. 

The vroperties of human populations and their interactions with lend 

7 are still imperfectly understood. Predictions of behavior are made, tut with 

| much uncertainty, and henee are seldom used. eonomists, conservationists, 

end planners are just beginning to become aware that there is a basic ecology 

involved. 

Philosophers have long since claimed that society is on orgenism, but 

with few exceptions they have failed to understand that the organism includes 

the land which is its medium. The properties of human pommlations, which are 

the joint domain of sociologist, economist, and statesman, are 21] conditioned 

by land. 

We may never mt society and its land into a test tube, but some of their 

interactions are discernible by ordinary observation, ‘This paper attempts to 

define and diseuss those which pertain to land conservation. 

Conservation is a protest against destructive land use. It seeks to 

preserve both the utility and beauty of the landseape. It now invokes the 

aid of science as a means to this end. Selence has never before been asked 

to write = presorivtion for an esthetic ailment of the body politic. fhe 

effort may benefit scientists as well as laymen and land. 

Conservationists sre sherply divided into groups, interested respectively 

in soil fertility, soil erosion, foredts, parks, ranges, water flows, game, 

fish, fur, non-game animals, landscape, wild flowers, ete.
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o These divergent foci of interest elearly erise from individual Limita- 

j tions of taste, knowledge, and experience, They also reflect the age-old 

conflict between utility and beauty. Some believe the two can be integrated, 

on the same land, to mtwal advantage. Others believe their opposing claims 

: mast be fought out and settled by exclusive dedication of each parcel of land 

, to either the one use or the other. 

; This paver proceeds on two assumptions. The first is thet there is only 

one soil, one flora, one fauna, one people, and henee only one conservation 

; problem. Hach acre should produce what it is good for and no two are alike. 

a Hence a certain acre may serve one, or several, or all of the conservation 

; groups. 

. The second is that economic and esthetic land uses can and mst be 

integrated, usually on the same acre. To segregate them wastes lend, and is 

' unsound social philosophy. The ultimate iseue is whether good taste and 

technical skill can both exist in the same landowner. This is a challenge 

to agricultural education. 

When we examine the history of interactions between society and land, 

there emerge at onee & series of observational deductions. We cannot check 

their aceursey by controlled experiments, but they may at that be more de- 

pendable than deductions drawn by historians end statesmen who commonly 

know nothing of ecology in the lower organisms, These are: 

(1) Before the machine age, destructive interactions between society 

and land tended to right themselves by automatic sdjustments 

similar to those now seen to exist in animal comminities. These 

inelude population cycles, emigration, starvation interpredation, etc. 

(2) The early phases of machine civilisation occurred on land especially 

resistant to abuse. Northwestern Zurope, for example, seems to 

possess extraordinary reeuperative capscity, 1.6. capacity, when 

y Aist¥rbea, to establish new and stable equilibria between soil,
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“ plants and animals, 

(3) Destructive interactions probably contributed to the decay of some 

early societies even before the machine age. ‘Semi-arid climates 

. such as the eastern Mediterranean, and continental climates such as 

the Chinese interior, are possibly especially susceptible to upsets 

, of equilibrium. All this, however, is conjectural, due to the 

possible masking effect of climatic change. 

. (+) Ameriea presents the first instance of a society, heavily equipped 

. with machines, invading a terrain in lerge part set on a hair- 

| trigger. The accelerating velocity of destructive interactions is 

unmigtakable and probably unprecedented, Recuperative mechanisms 

either do not exist, or heve not had time to get under way. The 

mechanism of these interactiona in euch resources ae soil, forests, 

ranges, snd wild life has been traced, at least in its grosser 

aspects, and found to be strongly inter-connected, ; 

(5) Not all the destruction is wrought directly by machines. The 

machines release natural forces, such as fire, erosion, floods, and 

disease, and give them an unnetural play, devoid of checke and 

balances. Meehines also, in one way or another, nullify the checks 

and balances on domestic enimals. 

These five assertions may perhaps heve weathered enough history to be 

called deduetions. Of equal interest, however, is e further series of 

opinions based on very recent events. These aret 

(6) Remedial practices are being worked out tat are not being applied ex- 

cept on public land or at public expense. This presents no sufficient 

solution because of the universal geographic dispersion of the des- 

tructive processes, Public action cannot become universal without 

breaking down the tax-base which supports it. 

/ 
7
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; (7) The present legal and economic structure, having been evolved on a 

nore resistant terrain (Zurope) and vefore the machine age, contains 

no suitable ready-nede mechanisns for protecting the mublic interest 

in private land. It evolved at a time when the mblic had no interest 

in land except to help tame it. 

(8) The unprecedented velocity of land-subjugation in America involved 

much hardship, which in turn created traditions which ignore esthetic 

iand uses. The subsequent growth of cities hae permitted a re-birth 

of esthetic culture, but in landless people who have no opportunity 

to apply it to the soll. The large volume and low utility of con- 

servation legislation my ve attributed largely to this maladjust- 

ment; also the @issentious character of the conservation movement. 

(9) Burel education has been preceeuvied with the transplentation of 

machinery end city culture to the rural community, letterly in the 

face of economic conditions so adverse a8 to eviet the oceupants of 

gubmarginal soils. The net result has been to intensify destruc- 

tive forces on the ebandoned land, and to further defer any rebirth 

of land esthetics in landowners, 

With this background, we may now pose the questiont What een the social 

and physical selences, a8 now mobilised in this or other universities, do 

toward hastening the needed adjustment between society as now equipped, and. 

land-use as now practiced? 

We may, perhaps, firet nerrow the field by one exelusion. For the 

moment, at least, 1 would seem safe to conclude that a11 those remedies 

which hinge vipon public yurchase, or the extension of existing types of law 

or administration, need no particular stimistion, Their momentum is already 

grest. 

We may aleo conjecture, from recent history, that it will require the 

\ injection of some new and potent forees to effect any real change.
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4 In my opinion, there are two possible forces which might operate de 

novo, and whieh universities might possibly create by research. One is the 

formation of mechantems for protecting the public interest in private land. 

The other 19 the revival of land esthetics in rural culture. 

The further refinement of remedial practices is equally important, but 

need not here be emphasised because it already has some momentum. 

Ovt of these three forces may eventually emerge a land ethic more 

votent then the sum of the three, but the breeding of ethics is as yet beyond 

our powers, All selence can do is to safeguard the environment in which 

ethical mtations might take place. 

The possible ethic, and the philosophical basis for predicting ite emergence, 

hag been discussed in several recent publications 1+?, Lend esthetics lies out- 

side the scone of this paper. A pPeliminery discussion of vehicles for public 

influence on private land-use hes been published 9, dut will here be restated 

: from a different angle. 

A convenient way to open up the subject i¢ to review the sequence of 

ideas ond exverienece which led to the vresent situation. 

Tt wae at firet assumed thet the profit motive would impe)] landowners 

to conserve. This expectation is so far frustrated, and we can now see ab 

. least three reasons why. 

i. One is that in the presence of excess lend, it was cheaper, or at least 

appeared cheaper, to exploit new lend then to conserve old. 

Another is thet the profit notive operates only during the carly stages 

= of land deterioration, I would often pay the individual omer to reclaim 
fw 

0 I 1] De Bemux, Oscar, 1932, Biologiesl Bthies. ttalian Mail & Tribune, Florence. 
| 2f Leopold, A140. 2933. a Saget 2 Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXxT, 

% Bo. 6, October. pp. 634-643. 
| OT ies SY Coaecey Hon eonsales, Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXXII, 

2 No. 5, May, po. 337~544, 

2 j ;
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slightly damaged land, tut in this early stage he does not yet know it is 

om damaged. By the time he sees the demege, it is beyond his means to eure it. 

Ot : It has become a commnity damage, and thas a cherge against the public treasury. 

< ' Another is that the cometition of synthetic materiale, usually of mineral 

| origin, has destroyed confidence in the future of euch products ae Innber, 

ot When private conservation for profit failed to materialise, legislative 

| compulsion was advanced as an alternative. By this time, however, selence 

ot B hed show good lend.uee to require meh positive skill as well as negative 

gO | abetentation, Commlsion was never tried on any scale. 

de The recent lumber Code was & self-imposed commision of great promise, 

but is now thrown out by the Courts. It collided in some of its implications 

ag with certain older doctrines of great and massive stability. 

ta Confronted by this sucesssion of obstacles, conservetion has now turned 

ot to government ownership and subsidy as the way out. The fallacy inherent in 

? this volicy hae already been pointed out: There is nothing to prevent al), 

our vulnerable land from eventually running through the same sequence of 

BS private deterioration followed by public repairs. . 

The system contains the seeds of its own eventual breakdown: Tt lacks 

ot some way to prevent the beginnings of the landslide--some meghanism for echeok- 

of ing deterioration while costs are still low. This critical point lies ipso 

facto on vrivate holdings; the government holds only the wreeks, It would 

os cost the government less to prevent these wrecks then repair them. But how 

prevent them? A vehicle for rewarding good private practices, and penalizing 

+o bad ones, {2 a possible ansver, and also the only visible way to prevent the 

i mblic repaire volley from dying, like the dinossur, of ite own bigness, 

‘s Incidentally, such o vehicle could also be used to encourage the conserva- 

\¢ _—s tion of landseare beauty. There never hes been even any initiel assumption 

as to how else this could be done. A few parcels of outstanding scenery are 

Be immred ag parks, but under the onslaughts of mase transportation their 

y |
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2 2 possible function as “outdoor universities" 1a being impaired by the very 

is  qumen need which impelled their creation. Parke are over-crowded hospitals 

trying to cope with an epidemi¢ of esthetic rickets; the remedy lies not in 

o hospitals, but in daily dietaries. The vast bulk of land bemnty and land 

life, dispersed a¢ it is over « thousend hills, continues to waste sway under 

‘ the same forces as are underminining lend utility. The private omer who 

r today undertokes to conserve beauty on his land, does eo in defiance of all 

i,  ‘man-nade egonomie forees from taxes down--or up. There is moh beauty left-- 

animate end inanimate--but ite existence, and hence it contimity, is alnost 

id vholly a matter of accident. 

a I plead, in short, for positive end substential public encouregenent, 

economia and moral, fer the landowner who conserves the yublie values-- 

4 economic or esthetie~-of which he is the evstedian. The search for rractic~ 

i sble vehicles to carry that encouragement is a research problem, and i think 

ss & soluble one. A solution apparently calls for a synthesis of piological, 

" legal, and economic skills, or, if you will, a social application of the 

physical seienses of the sort now sought by this university's "Sclence 

4 Inquiry." 

: I might say, defensively, that such a vehicle would not necessarily imply 

i regimentation of vrivate land-use. The private ower would still decide whet 

‘ to use hie land for; the publie would decide merely whether the net result is 

‘ good or bad for ite stake in his holdings. 

" Those charged with the search for such a vehicle met first seek to 

s intellectually encompass the whole situation. I¢ may mean something far more 

profound than I have foreseen. Any remedy mo imply corollery commitments 

" snd changes, 

< One of these I ean see plainly. Every American hae tatooed on his left 

se breast the basic premise that manifestations of economic energy are inherently 

y
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; 
_ -veneficient. Yot here is one which to me seems malignant, not inherently, 

ot out because a good thing has outrun its limits of goodness. We learn, in 

age ecology at least, that all truths hold only within limits. Here is a good 

ze thing--the improvement in economie tools. It has exceeded the speed, or 

od degree, within which it was good. Nauipped with this excess of tools, society 

tf has develoved an unstable adjustment to its environment, from which both mst 

ifs eventually suffer damage or even ruin. Regarding society and land collectively 

of ag en organigm, that organism has suddenly developed pathological syptons, 

aa 4.e. self-necelarating rather than self-compensating departures from normal 

8 functioning. The tools cannot be dropped, hence the brains which created 

ie them, and which are now mostly dedicated to creating still more, mat be 

at least in part diverted to controlling those already in hand. Granted 

£0 that seienee cen invent more and more tools, which might be capable of 

pe squeezing a living even out of a ruined countryside, yet who wants to be a 

da cell in that kind of a body politic? I for one do not. 
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Mr. Jay H. Darling 

ne Des Moines 
I af owa. 

id Dear Jay: 

I am sending you my menuserint, but the more I think about it, the 

ve more I think 1t dose not fit your worvoses as I now understand them. Tf 

lack time to write you a new one for immediate use, tut if you should 

nf decide to vostpone the syllebus until enother occasion, I think I can 
’ write you a better “Survey” for it. 

i I would appreetate your letting me know what you decide to do. If you 

. use the present manuseript, what do you want by way of illustrations? As a 

te minimmm I could send you two or three line cuts, including the illustrative 

7% disgream of the prairie rosdside. As a maximum I could throw in some selected 

’ lantern slide pictures, tut I don't think these would tell their own story 

- without the extemporencous comment which I gave with them. If I inserted 
- this comment in the manuseript, it would be out of harmony with the rest of 

the text, vhich is very much boiled down, To sprinkle it with a lot of 

‘a detailed comments would be awkward, 

Should you decide to postyone the syllebus, I can of Course place the 

ae present menuecript elsewhere and will promise to give you some more suit 
able material when you need it. 

Yours as ever, 

(A des) 
i 

: vh 
ene]. 

f 
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“a A Survey of Conservation 
| Aldo Leopold 

Conservation is a bird which flies faster than the shot we aim at it, 

‘ I can remember the day when I was sure that reforming the Came Commission 

? would give us conservation. A group of us worked like Trojans cleaning house 

¢ at the Capitol. When we got through we found we had just started, We learned 

oy that you can't conserve geme by itself; to relmild the gome resource you mst 

5 - first rebuild the game range, and this means rebuilding the people who use it, 

: and 211 of the things they use it for. The job we aspired to perform with a 

iF dozen volunteers is now baffling a kundred professionals. The job we thought 

4 would teke five years will barely be started in fifty. 

; Our target, then, is a receding one. The task grows greater year by 

: year, but so does its importance. We begin by seeking a few trees or birds; 

: to get them we mst build a new relationship between men and land. 

rey 
s *% * 

{a3 
Conservation is a state of harmony between men ond land. 

j By lend ig meant all of the things on, over, or in the oarth. 

Harmony with land is like harmony with a frbgnd; you cannot cherish 

his right hand and chop off his left. That is to say, you cannot love 

. game end hate predators; you cannot conserve the waters and waste the 

ranges; you cennot build the forest and mine the farm. The lend is one 

organism, Its parts, like our own parts, compete with each other and ' 

cooperate with each other. The competitions are ae moh « part of the inner 

workings as the cooperations. You can regulate them--cautlously--bat not 

abolish them. 

The outstenting scientific discovery of the twentieth century is not 

" television, nor radio, tut rather the complexity of the land-orgenism, Only 

:
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! those who know most about it can aporectate how little we know about it. 

4 The last word in ignorance is the men who says of an animal or plant: "What 

good is it?" Tf the land mechaniam ae a whole is good, then every part is good, 

whether we understand it or not. If the biota, in the sourse of aeons, hes 

oy built something we like but do not understand, then who but a fool would dis- 

ts card seemingly useless perts? To keep every cog and wheel is the first pre- 

ats caution of intelligent tinkering. 

ft e. #.0% 

ne Have we learned this first principle of conservation: to preserve all 

ob the parts of the land mechanism? No, beesuse even the scientist does not yet 

ow recognize all of them. 

In Cormany there {s a mountain called the Spessart. Its south slope 

8% vears the most magnificent oaks in the world. American cabinet-nakers, when 

ot they went the last word in quality, use Spessart oak, The north slope, which 

should be the better, bears an indifferent stand of Scotch pine. Why? Both 

slopes are part of the same state forest; both have been managed with equelly 

2 serumlous care for two centuries. Why the differsnce? 

Kick up the litter under the oaks and you will see that the leaves rot 

Fei almost as fast as they fall. Under the pines, though, the needles pile up 

AN es a thick duff; decay is mch slower. Why? Because in the Middle Ages the 

at | south slope was preserved as & deer forest by a hunting bishop; the north 

a) slope was pastured, plowed and ont by settlers, just as we do with our wood- 

09 lots in Yiseonsin and Towa today, Only after this period of abuse wes the 

oy north slope replated to pines. During this period of abuse something hap- 

fs = pened to the microscopic flora end fauna of the soil. The number of species 

was greatly reduced, t.e., the digestive apparatus of the soil lost some of 

ot its narts. ‘Two centuries of conservation have not sufficed to restore these 

losses. It required the modern microscope, and a century of research in 

y |
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Ad i mois 

‘ soll seience,
 

to discove
r 

the existen
ce 

of these "9mall cogs end wheels"
 

which determi
ne 

harmony
 

or disharm
ony 

between
 

men and land in the Spessar
t. 

a Aneriean
 

conserva
tion 

is, I fear, still concerne
d 

mostly with show-pie
ces. 

e Ye have not yet learned
 

to think in terms of small cogs and wheels,
 

Look at 

_ our own back yard: at the prairies of Iowa and southern Wisconsin
. 

What is 

~s the most valuabl
e 

part of the prairie
? 

The fat black eoil. the chernoz
em. 

ee Who built the chernozo
m? 

Some say the glaciers
, 

but there is black loam fer 

peyond the limits of the ice. The black prairie wae built by the prairie 

plants, a hundred distinct
ive 

especies of grasses,
 

herbs, and shrubs; by the 

ETE vretvie fungi, ineeete, wad veutorta; by the yotyie wuntb sal WON Ul 

= interloc
ked 

in one humming communit
y 

of cooperat
ions 

and competit
ions, 

one 

biota. This biota, through twenty thousand
 

years of living and dying, burning 

= and growing, preying end fleeing, freezing
 

and thawing, built that dark and 

_ bloody ground we call prairie
. 

= Our grandfat
hers 

did not, could not, know the origin of their prairie 

7 empire. They killed off the vrairie feuna and they drove the flora to a 

. . last refuge on railroad embankme
nts 

and roadside
s. 

To our engineers
 

this 

: flora is merely weeds end brush; they rly it with grader and mower, with OCC 

te end WPA. Through processe
s 

of plant successi
on 

predicta
ble 

by any botanist
, 

" the prairie garden becomes a refuge for quack grass. After the garden is 

os gone, the highway departme
nt 

employs landscap
ers 

to dot the quack with elms, 

WME 04 vith artistic elunys of feobeh pine, degunnee besberwy. tad. Selmeak wk 

ee Hopttet. Conserva
tion 

committe
es, 

en route to some important
 

conventio
n, 

“" whi by and appland this zeal for roadside beauty. 

= Some day we may need this prairie flora not only to look at, but to rebuild 

_ the wasting soil of prairie farms, Many species may then be missing. We have 

NTUR our hearts in the pight plase, but wo de ned yet yecogaten the eunll ongt aud 

“7 r wheels.



oo. In our attempts to save the bigger cogs and wheels, we are still pretty 

"4 3 naive, A little repentanee just before a species goes over the brink is 

<a enough to make us feel virtuous. When the species is gone we have @ good 

ery, and repeat the performance. 

a The recent extermination of the grissly from most of the western stock- 

a raising states is a case in point. Yes, we still have griszlies in the 

- Yellowstone. But the species is ridden by imported parasites; the rifles 

. wait on every refuge boundary; new dude ranches and new roads constantly 

shrink the remaining range; every year sees fower grizzlies on fewer ranges 

a in fewer states. We console ourselves with the comfortable fallacy that a 

x i single museum-plece will do, ignoring the elenw dictum of history thata 

_ _ species mst be saved dn mane wiaaes if it is to be saved at all. 

= The lvory-billed woodpecker, the California condor, and the desert sheep 

at are the next candidates for resouc. The rescues will not be effective until 

Tf ve @iscara the idea thet one sample will do; until ve insist on living with 

our flora and fauna in as many places as possible. 

a a oe ® * 

= We need knowledge--publie awareness-- of the small cogs and wheels, but 

ie sometimes I think there is something we need even worse. It is the thing 

ae which "Forest end Stream", on its editorial masthead, once called “a refined 

7 taste in natural objects." Have we made any headway in developing " a re~ 

ry fined taste in natural objects"? 

= In the northern parte of the lake states we have a few wolves left. 

ae _ Hach estate offers e bounty on wolves. In addition, it may invoke the expert 

“—~ services of the U. $, Biological Survey in wolf-eontrol. Yet both the Blologioal 

* Survey anl the severel conservation commissions complain of en tneressing mum- 

7 ber of loeslities where there are too many deer for the availeble feed. 

"y



i 5 Foresters complain of periodic damage from too many ravbits. Why, then 

nme tt contime the public polfey of wolf-extermination? We debate such questions 

~ in terme of economics and blology. The mammalogists assert the wolf is the 

natural check on too many deer. The sportemen reply they will teke care of 

ia excess deer. Another decade of argument and there will be no volves to 

od argue about. One conservation inkpot cancels another until the resource is 

ree gone. Why? Beseuse the basic question has not been debated at all. The 

~ basic question hinges on “a refined taste in nebural objects." Is a wolfless 

aim north woods any north woods at all? 

pr The hawk and owl question seems to me a parallel one. When you band a 

is { ‘hundred hawks in fall, twenty are shot and the bands returned during the 

i subsequent year. No four-egged bird on earth can withstand such @ wi. Our 

raptors are on the toboggan. : 

ote Selence has been trying for e generation to classify havie and owls into 

af "zood" and "bad" species, the good being those which do more economic good 

| then harm. It seems to me 6 mistake to cali the isene on economic sounds, 

even sound ones. The basic tssue transcends economies. The basic question 

ae is whether a hawkless owlless countryside te a livable countryside for 

oa " Americans with eyes to see and ears to hear. Hawkes end owls are a et of the 

— land mechanism. Shall we discard them because they compete with game ond 

a poultry? Can we assume that these competitions, which we perceive, are more 

imvortant then the sooperations which we do not perceive? 

<= The fish predator question is likewise parallel, I worked this summer 

— for a elud which owns (and cherishes) a delectable trout stream, set in a 

| matrix of virgin férest. There are thirty thousand acres of the stuff that 

= dreans are made of. But look more closely smd you fail to see what "a 

= refined taste in natural objects" demands of such o setting. Only once in 

f & great while does a kingfisher rattle his praise of rushing water. Only
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f a here and there does an otter-slide on the bank tell the story of mups 

—7 rollicking in the night. At sunset you may or may not see ® heron; the 

M08 sookery has deen shot out. This elud is in the throes of # genuine educe~ 

x _ tional process, One faation wants simply more trot; another wents trout 

8 sins 211 the trimmings, and hes employed a fish ecologist to find ways and 

fees meens. Suverfielally the issue again is "good" and "bad" predators, vat 

"Mt Masteally the issue is deeper, Any club privileged to own uch o piece df 

8 sand in morally obligated to keep all its parts, even though it means & few 

a lese trout in the creel. 

I In the lake states we are proud of our forest nurseries, and of the 

i progress ve are making in replanting what was once the north woods. But 

a look in these mrseries and you will find no white cedar, no tamerack. Why 

Pie no cedar? It grows too slowly, the deer eat it, the alders choke it. The 

a5 vrospeet of a cedarless north woode does not devress our foresters; cedar 

hes, in effect, deen wurged on grotinds of economic inefficiency. For the 

wa same reason beech hes been purged from the future forests of the Southeast, 

at fo these voluntery exrungements of species from our future flora, we must add 

“"8 ‘the involuntary ones srteing from the importation of diseases: chestmt, 

- persimmon. white pine. Is it sound economics to regard any plant as a 

= serarate entity, to proseribe or encourage it on the grounds of its individual 

65 oerformance? What will be the effect on anime] life, on the soil, and on the 

ed health of the forest as en organism? Is there not an esthetic es well as an 

- economic issue? Is there, at bottom, any real distinction between esthetics 

end economies? Why aid New York State vote "no” on the constitutional anend- 

wy ment to turn over the Adirondack forest preserve to economic forestry! I do 

"< not know the answers, tut I can see in each of these quéstions another re- 

_ ceding target for conservation. 

7" * * x 

~ @ &
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ef I heave # bird dog named Gus. When Gus can't find pheasants he works up 

of an enthusiasm for Sore rails and meadovlarks - This whippedup zeal for 

ot unsatisfactory eubstitutes mesks his failure to find the real thing. It 

tf — aseuages his inner frustration. 

Le We conservationists are like thet. We set out a generation ago to con- 

eet vinee the Americen landowner to control fire, to grow forests, to manoge 

ad wildlife. He ata not respond very well. We have virtually no forestry, and 

et mighty little range managemont, game monegement, wildflower management, 

at pollution control, or erosion control being vracticed voluntarily by private 

lendowners. In many instances the ebuse of private land is worse than it 

or wae to domin with. If you don't believe that, watch the strawstacks burn 

of on the Gansdian prairies; wateh the fertile md flowing down the Rio Grande; 

oa watch the gullies climb the hilleides in the Palouse, in the Ozarks, in the 

<¢  ‘iverbreakics of southern Towe and western Wisconsin. 

ert | To assuage our inner frustration over this failure, we have found us & 

ese neadowlerk. 1 don't kmow which dog first caught the scent; I do mow that it 

ef _—shaprened in 1933, and that every dog on the field whipped into an enthusiastic 

4 dagieingepoint, 1 id myself. The mesdowlark was the idea that if the private 

ced landowmer won't practice conservation, let's build a wureen to do it for him, 

oe Like the nesdowleri, this mbstitute has its good points. It smells 

‘or like suecess. It is satisfactory on poor land which bureaus can my and 

od cover with O¢0a. The trouble is that 1t contains no device for vreventing 

rr) 700d urivate lend from becoming poor public lend. There is danger in the 

es assagenent of honest frustration; it helve us forget we heve not yet found 

rom ry vheasant, 

tom T'm afraid the mendowlark fs not going to remind us. He ts flattered 

89 by his sudden imortence. 

* * * 

ue
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“ Why is {t that conservation is so rarely practiced by those vho mat 

aa ' extract a living from the land? [ft is sald to boil down, in the last analysis, 

yr : to economie obstacles, ‘Take forestry as an example! the lumberman says he 

aa will crop hig timber when sturmare values rise high enough, and when wood 

substitutes quit underselling him. He said this decades ago. In the interin, 

hy stumpage values have gone down, not up; sbdstitues have increased, not de~ 

tte creased. Forest devastation goes on as before. Tf admit the reality of this 

tq «predicament. I suspect that the forces inherent in unguided economic evolu- 

tod tion are not all benefieant. Like the forces inside our own bodies, they may 

~ become malignant, pathogenic. I believe that many of the economic forces in- 

vane side the modern body-politic are pathogenie in respect of harmony with land, 

a6 What to do? Right now there ie a revival of the old idea of legislative 

haw commision. I fear it's another mesdowlark. TI think we should seek some 

tq organic remedy--sonething that works from the inside of the economic structure. 

We have learned to use our votes end our dollare for conservation, Must 

Bar we nerhaps use our purchasing vower also? If exploltation-lumber and forestry- 

vox «slumber were each labelled es such, wold we vrefer to buy the conservation 

pad product? If the wheat threshed from burning strawstacks could be Labelled 

et a$ auch, would we have the courage to ask for conservation-wheet, and pay 

for it? If pollution-paper could be distinguished from clean paper, would 

fbf we pay the extra penny? Over-grazing beef vs. range-nonagement beef? Corn 

06 from chernozem, not subsoil? Butter from pasture slopes ‘wahar twenty per 

non Semt? Célery from ditehless marshes? Broiled whitefich from five-inch nets? 

_ Oranges from unvotsoned groves? A trip to Burope on liners which do not 

-_ ‘inp thelr bilgewater? Gasoline from capned wells? 

The trondle is that we have developed, along with our skill in the 

au exploitation of lend, a prodigious skill in falee advertising. 1 do not 

vant to be told by sdvertisers what is 2 conservation product. The only 

j alternative is a consuner-discrimination unthinksbly perfect, or else 4 new
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 -vateh of bureaus to certify “nts product is clean." The one we can't hope 

a z - for, the other we don't want. Thue does conservation in a democracy grow 

a ever bigger, ever further. 

4 * * * 

fiw) ° 

a ' Hot 211 thdstraws which denote the wind are cause for sadness. There 

— are several which hearten me. In a single decade conservation has become a 

va profession and @ career for hundreds of young “technicians.” 111-trained, 

va nany of them; intellectually tethered by burcaueratic superiors, most of them; 

a but in dead earnest, nearly all of them. I look at these youngsters and be- 

oe lieve they are hungry to learn new cogs and wheels, eager to mild s better 

ste taste in natural objects. They are the first generation of leaders in ¢on- 

servation which ever learned to say "I don't know." After all one can't be 

- ton discouraged about an idea which hundreds of young men believe in and 

‘we Ta live for. 

{ Another hopeful sign: Conservation research, in a single decade, has 

blow its seeds across three continents. Nearly every university from Oxford 

re d to Oregon State has established new research or new teaching in some field of 

‘ conservation. Barriers of language do not prevent the confluence of ideas; 

= Finland, Scandinavia, Germeny andjRusela are turning ovt work remarkably 

~ similar to our owns 

rot 

i Onee poor as a church mouse, American conservation research now dis- 

Be _ penses “federal aid" of several kinds in many ciphers. 

These new foot of cercbration are developing not only new facts, which ~ 

a _ T hone ts important, but aleo a now lend philosophy, which I know is im 

ua portant. Our first ero of conservation prophets followed the evangelice? 

j pattern; their teechings cencrated moh heat wt little light. An entirely 

a _ new group of thinkers is now edintnts It consists of men who first made @ 

4 ss rembation in sefence, and now seck to interpret the lend mechanism in terms 

a i which any scientist ean aporove end eny laymen understand; men like Peul
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tae Sears, Robert Oushmen Murphy, Charles Elton, Fraser Darling. Is it rossible 

woRp ' that selenee, once seeking only easier ways to live off the land, is now to 

eve geek better ways to live with it? 

* * * 

4 We shall never achieve harmony with land, any more then we shall achieve 

on justice or liberty for peorle. In these hi¢her aspirations the important 

©" thing is not to achieve, but to strive. It is only in mechanical enterrrises 

eet thet ve can expect that early or complete fruititon of effort which we eall 

tg “suecess.” | 

rob ts ; The problem, then, is how to bring about a striving for harmony with 

pat land among a people many of whom have forgotten there is any such thing as 

toe land, among whom edueation and culture have becoms almost synonymous with 

oot lendlessness. This is the problem of "conservaticn education." 

vit when we say "striving," we admit at the outsot thet the thing we need 

mast grow from within. No striving for an idea was ever injected wholly 

old from without. 

) 08 When we say "striving," I think we imply an effort of the mind as well 

arr as a disturbance of the emotions. It is inconceivable to me that we can 

<—_ eijust ourselves to the complexities of the land-mechanism without an in- 

ate tense curiosity to understand ite workings and an habitual versonel study 

of those workings. The urge to comprehend mst precede the urge to reform. 

ae When we say "striving," we likewise disqualify at least in part the two 

vehicles which conservation propagandists have most often used: fear and 

ft} indignation. He who, by a lifetime of observation and reflection, has 

x0" _  iearned meh about our maladjustments with land is entitled to fear, and 

tase would be something less than honest if he were not indignant. But for 

ver teaching the fresh mind, these are outmoded tools. They belong to history. 

hee My own gropings come to a dead end when I try to appraise the profit 

Echt y notive. For a full generation the American conservation movement has been
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ade | sudstituting tho profit motive for the feat motive, yat it has failed to 

a  notivate. We can all see profit in conservation practice, but the profit 

 secrues to society tather than to the individuel, This, of course, explains 

the trend, at this moment, to wich the whole job on the government, 

idk f When one considers the prodigious schievements of the profit motive in 

ia wrecking land, one hesitates to rejeet it as a vehicle for restoring lend. 

ing I ineline to believe we have overestimated the scope of the profit motive. 

ja® «Ta it profitable for the individual to build « beautiful home? To give his 

chilaren a higher education? Wo, it is seldom profitable, yet we do both. 

sad These are, in fact, ethical and esthetic vremises which underlie the economic 

aad system. Once accepted, economic forces tend to align the smaller detalles of 

vie soetel organization into harmony with them. 

No such ethical and esthetic premise yet existe for the condition of 

iad the land these children mst live in. Our children are our signature to the 

aid roster of history; our land is merely the place our money was made, There is 

as yet no social stigna in the possession of a guilied farm, a wrecked forest, 

“3 or & polluted stream, vrovided the dividends sufficed to send the youngsters 

gig to college. Whetever ails the land, the government will fix it. 

ee I think we have here the root of the problem. What conservation educa- 

. _. tion ost wild te an ethioal underpinning for land economies and a universal 

curiosity to understand the land-mechenism. Conservation may then follow. 

sev I 
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} Technical Quis Questions 
' — 1. Ys it known just how the microscopic life of the soll affects the growth 7 

ap 4 ; of forests? , | 

Sout No, only part of the mechanism is known. It is mown, for example, 

908 thet certain trees in certain soils require the support of certain fungi 

oft called mycorrhiza. Without these the trees are unable to cleborete nutrients | 

4 from poor soils. A scientific publication which will serve as a sample of | 

oT ; these interdependences is “The Physical Basis of Myeotrophy in Pine" by 

2% A. 3B. Hatch (Bulletin No. 6, Bleck Rock Forest, Wew York, 1937)+ 

el @he only thing known for certain is thet the complexity of the 

iio mleroscovle life is always less on disturbed soils than on undisturbed ones. 

edt 2, How could roadside engineering policy be altered to weserve the prairie 

flora and at the same time attain engineering objectives? 

aft By leaving a strip of undisturbed topsoil, a residual stock of prairie 

at pa flora cold be retained. If good topsoil were then superimposed on ent 

bentrs, there is a chence at least that the prairie vegetation would re- 

a elain the bank provided it be not mowed during the growing season. 

ee ‘ There i¢ no literature. 

= } 3}. Who Atecovered that the nratrie flora tends to reuild wasted soll? ‘hab 
; is the neture of the process involved? 

ot Prof. J. BE. Weaver of the University of Netraske. The process in~ 

volves a phenomenon called floemlation. The effect of vrairie vegetation 

old is to inerease flocculation and of exotie farm plants to decresse it. De- 

29 fective flocculation is basically involved in erosion both by dust and wind. 

h, Wht 48 known of the wolf-deer relationship? Of the effect of overbrowsing 
by deer on the connosition of the forest? 

a Not enough detail is imown about the wolf-deer relationship. There 

g is one good recent raver as follows: "A study in Predatory Relationship 

: With Partioular Reference to the Yolf" br Sigurd F. Olson (Selentific 

3 a Nonthly, Vol. XLVI, Avril, 1938, pp. 323-336). There sre any nasber of 

7 recent panera on overbrowsing by doer. The following is possibly repre- 

i sentative: "Deer and Dauerwald in Germany" by Aldo Leopold (Journal of
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) Forestry, Vol. XXXIV, Nos. 4 and 5, April and May, 1936). 

<5, Why Le waite cedar disappearing from the north voodst By vhat devices 
— could replentings be made a success? ‘ 

; Codar is disappearing beeeuse of intensive cutting followed by 

a excessive deer pressure and inability to reproduce, In all probability 

a either revlentings or netural reproduction oan be brought through only 

; under fence. This would entail either heavy construction costs or the 

2 Sim tenvorary elimination of deer during the reproductive period. There is 

i no literature. 

a Hlenentery Questions for Students 
: l. Wht Ls a good definition of conservation? 

ane 2. What ie "the first law of intelligent tinkering" with land? 

i 5 3, How long may it take to restore a disturbed forest to full productivity? 

so, Wha 4g @ practical test of soll health in @ herdwood forest? 

; ; 3. Why should highway engineers know something about the plant succession? 

4s What 4s the defect in the iden of "good end "bad" predators? 

€ 7 7» Is there danger in *papgtag’ unprofitable trees fron American forests? 

8. What ts the diffieulty in using purchasing power as a lever for conservation? 

9. When did America first learn to say "I don't know"? 

; 10. Mame four actentiste who have started to interpret conservation for the 
1 layman. 

et 
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i The vublie mind is a mirror into which every vocation reflects its 

: a image. Thet image may flatter its mubject, or the contrary, depending 

. ; upon accumilated public impressions of. the group and how its members live, 

F think, and work. 

F A decade ago the public image of lebor was‘s rather pleasing one, 

z  Sinee the advent of CIO it has become moh herder to look at. 

. In the writings of Alexemder Hamilton and Thomas ami~theass Jefferson 

I ye find the word “industrialist” used os e term of high honor. Today one uses 

+S the tern cuardedly. : 

| + 3 The banker's picture has of late quffered an unt iatbertad distortion, ; 

ri " chlminating in the newspaper epithet "bankster" in the carly 1930's. 

2 : Wot long ago the railroads had cloven hooves; now what with rate re- 

Ee ef dnetions, streamliners, end 3$-cent dinners they have acquired merit and 

ae 4 may soon sprout wings. 

-§ 4 It 1s clear that, in general, the underdog tends to be uppermost in 

+e _ mbiie favor. Conversely, when a profession becones important or powerful, 

| Gf | it hes need to look to its laurels. 

f The encineer, from Kitchener to Herbert Hoover, enjoyed a mbiic image 

of ever-inoreasing comeliness. The reasons sre too well imown to neod 

comment. At the present moment, however, the word “engineer” in the ainds 

_ of sone conservationists is associated with an attitude natural resources 

_ vhich they dislike. It evokes in them a mental image of marshes needlessly 

i areined, of rivers sgeravated by stream straightening ond by constricting 

Me levees, of irrigation reservoirs silted before the maturity of their bends,
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. 7 and of ® veritable mycelium of roads at least © vart of which ere built re- . 

: gardless of cost or need. : | 

Thie tendency to challenge the engineer is admittedly confined to that 

| small group vreceeupied with the biological aspects of public policy. Asa 

sent member of this group T here attempt to shed some light on their reactions. 

orth Tat these reactions are just and feir I cannot certify, wut the evowel 

tid that they exist may be a er first stev toward clearing the ise. 

Ye may perhaps strike at the root of the matter by this generalization: 

one the engineer believes, and has taught the public to believe, that a constructed 

nechanism i¢ inherently vreferable to a naturel one. The eonservationist 

tev  delteves the contrary. 

eft All cenerelisetions are inaccurate, ineluding this one, A few cases 

_ may help clarify the intended meaning. 

ntie ” Consider the Columbia River dame. As between abundant power and abundant 

" oalmon, priority eutomatically went to power. The dame were started defor 

donb the probable destruction of the salmon resource was seriosly debated. tt ; 

ma ¥ meade no difference thet the need for power was questionable, the fate of 

the salmon wae nearly certain. By an axiom long in the making, the man- 

reser meade resource met de superior to the naturel one. I do not know whether 

« ¢) the engineers milt the axiom or the axiom built the engineers. The result 

is the same, 

a %e The Migsissippi dams involve s more subtle isme. That the great river 

woe is sick all will agree. Treatment can be applied either to the channel 

2 Yo here the symptoms are most conspiougs, or to the deranged watershed which 

oo} it elves rise to the symptoms. The engineers started to bandage the chennel 

have with steel and concrete before giving ear to the question of what alls the 

oved organism ae a whole. ‘he case of course involves many other issues which
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i I do not here discuss. I point out merely the seeming assumption that skill- 

ada ful structures can solve our water problems, end (by implication) exempt vs 

bra from the penalties of bungling land use. 

The history of irrigation reservoirs in the West presents @ similar 

femi® question. In meny instances the silting life of a storage basin was assumed 

—_ ‘ during the promotion stage to be perpetual. During the construction stage 

tsifd) 4 it would be sealed down to a century, and during the pay-up stage it would 

a finally appear as @ generation. Isolated errors in predicting the life of 

; reservoirs would be natural enough, but their repetition through forty years 

oft: _ of experience forces the observer to conelude that the profession as a whole 

foem™ is not yet conscious of that organte disintegration which has afflicted 

a s nearly 21] semi-arid watersheds since their occupation by livestock. (There 

ake ‘ are brilliant individual exceptions to this rule. Olmstead's report on the 

‘ae i atte River te one such.) 

* E When sone inventor comes out with a new alloy the engineers lose no 

uae, # time making a path to his door. But discoveries outside the engineering 

on, _ field may have an equal bearing on the responsibilities of the engineering 

» Basie, a profession. Take, for example, Lowlermilk's formation, in terms of 

odd q physical chemistry, of the basic mechenism by which plants influence runoff. 

Dat E This reorients the old controversy about the influence of forests and presents 

edt, * challenging opportunity for joint resesrch by soil chemists, engineers, and 

‘ef  dotenists. Sut who ts doing such research? I here eriticise all three 

f parties for inaction. 

pak Agein, take Weaver's discovery that the composition of the plant 

oe, determines the ability of solls to retain thelr graunmlation, and henee 

wis their stability. ff finally verified, this new principle my necessitate 

(thw : the revision of our entire system of thought on flood control and erosion 

rane control. I do not hear it discussed among engincers (nor, for that matter, 

,~ economists, business men, or statesmen). | 
, ‘
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: The cases I have cited all involve big and complex issues of national 

- 7 importance. Gonsider now, for contrast, a small snd local one, In the sand | 

—“— counties of central Wisconsin are many defunct drainage distriets. In 1933 ts 

3 iy the government began to buy out the surviving farmers and convert the sree 

eS into a wildlife reservation. ‘Travel in the area had always followed "sand - 

“a ql tracks." There were hundreds of miles of these tracks; unimproved but ‘ 

‘ 7] 4 passeble routes winding picturesquely through the jack pines and serub cake. 

" t believe it is an engineering fact that in sand a semi-sedded treck : 

a "ts the dest possible roed short of a surfaced turnpike. But the engineers 

3s d could not resist the temptation of soft yardage, sbundant 600s, and govern- 

o ; ment gas. Today the area is geometrically gridironed with graded sandpiles, 

— expensively inferior to the old tracks. It looks as if some new glecier 

“7 hed acquired the imack of laying down eskers vith a transit. The dreinsge — 

a“ of this region was, by hinisight, a mistake, tut now in our effort to give 

A it back to the birds, we met give it one last mtilating gouge with power 

- tools. 

- f a This same propensity for carving soft landsespes perhaps accounts for 

hie the recent irainage of nearly the whole Atlantic tidal marsh from Haine to 

—  Alsbena, This was done with relief labor, in the name of nosquite control, 

= ra over the protests of wildlife interests, These marshes are the wintering 

“= a ercund of many species of migratory waterfowl and the breeding ground of 

”“_ . others. The effectiveness of such drainage as a mosquito control measure 

“aa is at least debatable. Biologicsl methods of mosquito control are known 

aa r but were not tried. The project was not led by engineers and is chargeable 

will to engineering only in the sense that 1t shows what the mechanics] idea of 

* ie landscaping ean do when combined with too mech haste, too meh government 

a an money, & resort-owner's chamber of commerce, and the prevalent unconseious- 

‘2088 of biological oquilibria, I suspect that the real immulse behind the 

- 7. venture is the local realtor's solicitude for silk stockings on his beeches. |
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t I mention last what to me seems the least discussed but most regrettable | 

a {instance of short-sighted engineering--the wholesale straightening of small | 

saa a rivers and ereeks. This is done to hasten the runoff of logal flood waters, 

4 b and of course aggravates the viling up of flood peaks in major streams. It 

4h is, on ite face, a process of yushing trouble downstream, of seeking benefit 

o a4 for the locality at the expense of the commnity. In justice the strean- 

<7 straightener should indemify the public for damsge; in practice I fear the 

ae vublic may at times subsidize hin with relief labor. 

: z & I lmow of at least one engineering group which has foresworn stream- 

on straightening--the Soil Conservstion Service, I salute them. 

a The interpley of engineering and ecological evils is an insidious 

- thing. T imow a locality in western Dane County where erosion is gradually 

a | destroying the upland cornfields, The farmers must have corn; their only 

2 e ‘ recourse is the marshy ereek bottoms. These, however, are subject to flashy 

= pS floods. To raise eorn on the bottoms the floods will have to be prodded 

“a t downstream by straightening, which in turn will aggravate the fleshy runoff 

ee _ ani angnent erosion. Thus the eycle of misuse. 

7 44 Incidentally these marshy bottoms contain the only wildlife cover and 

ae are now good pasture The cover will disappear with straightening, and the 

: 7 | pasture will have to move back to the eroded uplends. 

ee These eases aollectively imply, but I will now specifically admit, 

ee certain qualifieations which, in justice, T met attach to my criticism 

a | of the engineer. 

ts a 
z First of all, let me admit that in some cases the biologicel professions 

“ : “4 seen just as remiss as the engineering group. 

i oA Secondly, lot me admit that the enginser is to me 4 synbol for o state 

el of the mblic mind, as well as & professional man who hag made mistakes. The 

ve cited instances of error are chergeable to voters and politietans as well as 

2A onginoers, The Colunbia dans, the Missiestpp! dems, the irrigation reser- 

oie votre, the needless roads and the mosquito drainage vere backed by strong
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7 jeost vootor ond even pork-barrel tntereste. Srery professions] man mck, a 

a within Lisite, exeaute the jode veorle are willing to pay for, Dut every et 

an npefeseton in the long run writes ite own tieket. It does so through the | 

> San mnargonoe of Lenders who can afford to be skeptien! out loud and in yubliow 

‘a ; crofessors, for example. What T here deory te not 90 moh the prevalence 

S 3 af wblic error in the use of engineering tools #8 the scarcity of engineer- 

| ’ 4 H ing ovltlelsm of och misuse, Perhaps thet eritielam extets ty gameng, vot 

-“_ ib does not reach the Interssted layman. 

: Tt adntt, too, that the enginear ie not the only focus for bielogtess 

a Alacontent. ‘The @hemtet, sesttering new comforts with one bond and now f 

| nollutions with the other, evoles in us the came diemiet. Both professions 

an exouplity vvtority for the synthetic over the natural, a sertain atvorty of , 

i. é 4 a esthetic diserintnation, @ yearning for prosperity and comfort at any coat. 

’ i I 49 not claim that we, the Ateaffected, disdain the prosperity and the eom- 5 

a + | forts. Our only sontridbution is the ides that the coat is large, uansees- 

a7 eerily large. 

| 2 With these qualifying odmiasiona T now sumaarize ay eritiotems the 

“ a engineer hes resveat for mechanical wiedon beseuse he crested it, Be has 

a Aisreaceet for ecologieal wisdon, not because he is contemptuous of it, 

—_ { wb deamnee he ta unaware of it. We havo, in short, two professions whose 

*, _ rosponstbilities for land use overlay umoh, but whose respective sones of 

<— ayaronesa overlen only # Little, What ean «e sey about their future relation 

ae shin? About the direction of possible adjustment at 

e Al) history shows thie: thet civilisation Le not the progressive 

ae slobopation of a single tden, tut the meaessive dominance of & series of 

a ie {deas. Creses, Tone, the Rennalesanee, the industrial age, each hed @ new 

a end laxgely distinet zone of avareness. The people of each Lived not in 

“a i « vetter, nor s worse, but in » new end different intellectual field, Progreta, % 

tea ie 

ce 
:
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onl if there be any, ie the slender hoard of fragments retained from the whole 

‘adie. intellectual snecession, 

vel 4 Ungineering is elearly the dominent idea of the industrial oge. What 

naan I heve here called ecology is perhaps one of the econteniers for o new order. 

ton In any case our problem boils down to inereasing the iiittine of awareness 

sy ‘a 8 patween the two. 

oat 4 ais may prove less difficult than appears on the surface, for the 

b “a 4 ecologist is in many waye an engineer. The biotic mechanism is too complex 

: y to enable him to predict its reactions; therefore he advocates what an | 

— a ongineer would in like caset go slow, eut and try. 4 

item i He feels an engineer's edmiration for this complexity which defies 

sail a selence, and an engineer's aversion for discarding any of its parts. The ; 

en : real difference lies in the ecologist's conviction thet to govern the animate — 

ae vorla it must be led rather than coerced. Yo me this is engineering wisdom; 

~ the reason the engineer does not displey it is unawareness of the animate 

brew: 7 — 
= " The tools which the engineer hes given the mbliic sre so erude and 

a. powerful that they tnvite coercive use. It is not likely that the podlie : 

lb vill ley them down. The only alternative is the pooling of engineering end 

im i ecologies] ekille for wiser use of those tools. Te this pooling unter way? 

= Perhans. We now see engineers ond ecologists jointly attacking the soil 

erosion problem, but only after the resource reached an advanced stage of ae 

| deterioration. Need we always await the willy-nilly pressure of wrecked 

i resources before vrofessional cooperation begins? : 

- cole ife ond, T think, at what might be called the standard varedox of the 

whey twentieth century: our tools arelbetter than we are, ond grow better 

nae faster than we 40. They suffice to crack the atom, to commnd the tides. 

e | —- But they do not guffice for the oldest task in human history: to live on 

' - * plece ofland without spoiling it. | 

s 
|
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" To on Aneriéan conservationist, one of the most insistent impressions 

- yecoived from travel in Germany is the lack of wildness in the German lan(lecape, 

ee ae Forests are there - interminable miles of then, spires of syruce on the : 

vee i skyline, lowering thickets in ravines, and many a quick glinmse “where the . . 

© yellow pines are marching straight and stalwart up the hilleide where they | 

‘Toa 4 gather on the erest? Game is there - the slulking roebuek or even a seurry- 

* “a ing Rudel of red-deer is to be seen any evening, even from a train-window, | 

“Pg 4 Streams and lakes ere there, cleaner of cans and old tires than our own, and 

| 4 no vorse beset with hotels and “bide-a-wee" cottages. But yet, to the eritieal | 

ie oye, there i sonsthing lacking that should not de lacking in # country which 

a4 cetually practiess, in such abundant messure, all of the things we in Amerie 

Exo a preach in the name of "conservation". What is it? | 

- olf a Let me admit to begin with the obvious difference in population density, 

t = ond henee in population pressure on the economic mechanisms of land-use. rT 

4 . -s knew of that difference before coming over, and thin I have made allowance g 

A for it. let it further be clear that I aid not hope to find in Germany any~ 

- thing resembling the great "wilderness areas" which we dream end talk about, 

con and sometimes brhefly set aside, in our National Forests and Parks. Sueh 

too h monuments to wilderness are an esthetic lumry which Germany with its 

. “é ; f timber Aeficlt and the evident land-lmnger of its teeming millions, cannot 

ae efford. 1 speak now of a certain quality vhich should be bot is not found 

a as in the ordinary landseave of producing forests and inhabited farms, & quality 

; | which st{11 in some measure persists tn some of the oquivalent landacapes of 

ial America, and which we T think taettly assume will ve enhanced by rather than 

oa loat in the hoped-for practiee of conservation. 1 speek specifically to the 

. | westion of whether and under what limitations that assumption ts correct. 

a 

‘
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# It may be well to first inouire whether the Germans themselves, who 

wa know and love their rocks ené rills with an intensity long patent to all the | 

1 worl, edmit eny such esthetic deficit in their countryside. "Yes" and "no" 7 

se q are of course worthless s@ criteria of mech & question. I offer in evidence, | 

’ : 3 first, the existence of a very vigorous esthetic discontent, in the form of 

a / a "Waturehute" (nature-vrotection) movement, the emivalent of which pre- | 

ig _ ceded the snercence of the wilderness iden in Anerton. This impulse to save | 

Cae remonts 1@ always, T think, the forerunner of the more important and 

ae 4 complex task of mixing © degree of wildness with utility. I also submit 7 

otf | that the Germans are still reading Cooper's "Leatherstocking" and Parker's 

* on Z “Oregon Trail", and still flock to the wild-vest movies. And when I asked 

a a a forester with @ thilosophical bent why people did not flock to his forest 

#08 to caap out, as in Aneriea, he shrugced his shoulders and renarked thet per 

“ted neve the tree-rows stood too close together for convenient tenting! 411 of 

‘ _ which, of course, does not ansver the question. Or does it? 

a And this ealls to mind what is perhaps the first element in the Germen — 

vocal, é aeriett: their former vasshon for unnccessary outdoor geometry. There is 

4 ‘2 lag in the affaire of men, - the ideas which were seemingly buried with 

a . : |the cold herd minds of the early-industrial era rise up out of the earth 

a7 [ today for us to live with. Most German forests, for oxemplo, though laid 

—— \out over a hundred years ago, would do credit to any cubist. The trees are 

rte a not only in rows end ell of a Ieind, Dut often the various age-dlecks are 

con wt natallelograms, which only an early discovery of the 11l-effects of wind, 

ae 4 saved fron being rectangles. The age-blocks may be in ascending series ~ 

ra 1, 2, 3 - ike the vroverbial stevladder femily. The boundary between wood 

| and field tends to be sharp, straight, and absolute, unbroken by those 

a charming little indecieions in the form of draw, cmlee, end etump-lot, which, 

¥ esvecially in our “shiftless” farming regions, bind wood snd field into an
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“| harmonious whole. The Germans are now making © determined effort to get a 

0 < " away fron cubistie forestry - exvertence has revealed that in about the | 

row third successive crop of conifers in "mre" stends the nicroscopic flora of ; | 

“a the soll decomes upset and the trees quit growing, but it will be another gen- 

tt eration before the new polley emerges in landscape form. | 

a” * : Not so easily, though, will cone eny respite from what the geometrical 

Boe  nind hes done toithé German rivers. If there were only room for them, it : 

ri would be a splendid idea to collect all the highway engineers in the world, 

“08 , and aleo their intellectual kith and kin the Corns of Army Engineers, and 

ot F _ settle them for life upon the perfect curves and tangents of some "tmvroved" 

Salt J Gernen river. YI am aware, of course, thet thete ere weighty commercial ; 

iT 7  recsons for the ganalizetion of the larger rivers, but T-also sew many ® 

» of J creck snd rivalet laid ot straight as e dead snake, and with masonry benke 

sont 1 to boot. T am depressed by euch indignities, and I have black nisgivings 

yay Mi over the swarm of new bureaus now out to improve thejAmerican countryside. 

|) ft ts, T think, an historical fact thet no Anerican burem equipred with 

a money men and mechines ever refused on princinle to straighten a river, seve 

sf &L only one ~ the Soll Conservation Service. 

ie : Another more subtle (and to the averare traveller, impercentibie) elenent 

shod} | in the deficit of wildness is the near-extirpation of birds and animels of 

tue) rey. T think 1 was Stewart Bdvard White who said that the existenae of 

fon. one arizely confined a flavor to a whole county. From the German hills that 

‘ an flavor hee vanished - a vietin tothe misguided zeal of the game-ceeper and 

van | | the herdsmen. Even the ordinary hawks are nearly gone - in four months 

fe trevel T counted only __. And the great ow) or "uh" - without whose vooal 

x - esusterity the winter night becomes a mere dDlasimess- versists only in the 

t fo | forthest marchos of Bast Proasia, Before our American sportsmen and gane 

re { _. keoners and stookmen heve finished their, self-appointed task of extirpating 

3 4
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= qur American predators, I hope that we may begin to realize a truth already | 

seal written bold and clear on the German landscene: that success in most over- 

sail artificialised land-uses is bought at the expense of the mblic interest. 

| ont g he eame-‘eeper buys an unnaturel abundance of pheasants at the expense of = 

ai 4 the yublie's hawks and owls. The fish-culturist buys an unnatural abundance 

: an of fish at the expense of the ‘yublie's herons, mergansers,and terns, The 

finde i forester buys an unnature] increment of wood at the oxpense of the soil, and 

tae in that wood maintains an unnatural abundance of deer at the expense of all 

wa palatable shrubs and herbs, 

y wil This effect of too many deer on the ground flora of the forest deserves 

aan svecial mention beeause it te an iLlusive burglary of esthetic wealth, the 

“ y nore dangerous because unintentional and unseen. Forest undergrowth consists 

ca | of many species, some palatable to deer, others not. Whon too dense a deer 

| a nomination ie ballt un. and there are no natyral predators to trim it down, 

wie the saloteble plants are grazed out, whereupon the deer met be artifically 

} ae fed by the game-ceeper, whereupon next year's pressure on the palatable 

i species ts still further increased, ete. ad infinitum. The od result is the 

at if extirnation of the palatable plents, - that is to say an unnatural simplicity 

a and monotony in the vegetation of the forest floor, which is still further 

+ as egerevated by the toomdense shade cast by the artifically crowded trees, and. 

oil a by the soll-eickness already mentioned as arising from conifers. One is mt 

‘gale 5 in mind of Shealaspeares warning that "virtue, grown into a pleuriay, dies of * 

«i its ow too-mcoh", Be thet as it aay, the forest landaceve is deprived of 

| ae & corbein omberance which arises from a rich variety of plents fighting 

vate F with each other for a place in the sun. It is almost as if the geological 

ia = clock had been set back to those dim ages when there were only pines and 

+ ae ferns, I never realized before that the melodies of neture ore mesic only 

2 ay when »leyed against the undertones of evolutionary history. In the German 

4 forest = thet forest which ineoired the Mail Kent - one now hears only a 

a dienal theue out of the tineless resches of the carboniferous.
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q Means and Ende in Wild Life Menagement 

2 of Aldo Leopold 
; 4 University of Wisconsin 

e a When @ nenber of a sctentific group tries to uproot himself and dos- 

9 j oribe his own undertakings with the objective ven of a spectator, the task 

Ng i is liable to mt quite a strain both on his modesty and on his sense of 

= : if mmor. Sometimes he exceeds the elastic limit of these somewhet friable 

1 2 / mtortals. Henee out of coution, I will eleim no importance for the new 

s x #1 profession of wild-life management save only tniss that its services are 

a vitel to those atavistic few for whom a world without wild things would be 

3 ’ no world at ell, - even though every citizen in it were given e Ford air- 

‘ : plane, a Wright house, and a Townsend pension. I do not kmow how cumerovus 

a ; these staviste are, or how long it will take for them to die out. The 

3 evolu tionery probability would indicate a pretty long time. 

i Pequliarities of Wild Life Research 
iin As & research group we are repeating the history of agriculture, in 

2 that we employ biology to build up @ cultural technique for which trial- 

e i end-error proved too slow,: We are peculiar, though, in thet our tools «re 

d * scientific, whereas our output is weighed in esthetic eaticfactions, rather ‘ 

i | than in eeonomie pounds or dollars. An echelon of wild geese ie economic 

i only in the sense that an aetress is. Both have physical substense, and 

* ; people will pay to see or hoar them. But the measure of their worth is | 

d i
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4 wholly qualitative, and inheres in "“nersonelity." Strangely enough, though, 

ot ” our senses do not differentiete individual personslity in animals. Our | 

mat nercertions of character are of the svectes. In edible game there is an 

oat ie {neidental meat value, but its triviality 1s conveyed by the reflection that 

book \ a sage esa Parekeot, today may be worth more value than a million 

a. 2 edible vheasants. 

‘ i In Andubon's day, before thers were any pheasants, tut with parakeets 

A 4 in every burdock: vateh, the opposite may have been true. It would sppear, 

thon, that the value of wild things {sn parts senreity value, 2tie that 

iF of gold. Tt is also in part an artistie value, like that of a painting. 

a The finel arbiter of both te that elusive entity Imown as "good taste". 

if There is, though the residual difference: a painting might conceivably be 

og | recreated, but an extinct species, never. 

: a In any event, there is no standard scale vherein the wildlife manager 

“a nay veigh his output. Consequently there is the widest conesivable rence 

— 4 of opinion ss to what ts worth trying and as to which of two conflicting 

ual ends is the more important. There seem to be few fields of research where 

“— _ the means are #@ largely of the brain, but the ends largely of the heart. 

| a a In this sense the wild life maneger 1¢ verforce # dual personality. Whether 

“aI he achieves any degree of consistency as between his tools end his objectives, 

: 4 we must leeve for others to judge. 

—. c As in agriculture, the husbendry of snimels deals mostly with the 

= 4 husbendry of plants. In the sonstruction of a plant environment, though we 

; i _ drove a shorter tether, both in the cholee of rients and the methods of 

a _ esrowing them. Cultivated food ond cover are used, for wild animals, tut only 

an within certotn esthetic snd economic limits. Pheasants, quail, end Hungarian 

call _ pertridges conld conceivably be grown in a wholly cultivated plant habitat, 

: a but {t world cost too meh, and moreover Lt would be, by tacit agreement, | 

“~ "unsuitable". On the other hand grig#ly bears and mountain sheep tolorate |



Sted no euitivation at all, unless it be those nearly invisible cultures known. 

3 cit " as extensive forestry and range menagement. The strong esthetic element | 

oom . in our evaluation of wildlife is reflected in the higher untt worth aecorded, 

Stoel ; by common consent, to these intolerant animals or “wilderness geome." 

et Selentifie wild life management, while far younger then scientific 

r¢ibe | sericulture, has perhaps forged chead of it in one point of its philosophy: 

: the recognition of invisible interdependencies in the biotic community - 

ve a ' Ynen some women's club vrotests against the "control" of game-killing hevks, 

aadf or the voisoning of stock-killing carnivores, or of orop-csting rodents, 

on to 4 they are raisingwhether they know it or not - @ new end fundamental issue 

~ off 4 in amen end-use. Agriculture hes aseumed that by the indefinite pyramiding 

sot i of new “controls”, an srtificial plant-animal commnity can be substituted 

coat || for the neturel one. There sre omenss thet this asaumption may be false. 

||) Fests nnd troubles tn nest of control seen to be piling up even faster then 

? ya a new selence and new dollars f6r eontrol work. Beologists like Yeaver are 

<0 %  Miscovertng that on the pleins, the physical structure and moisture regimen 

om of the soil deteriorate under even the best agriculture. Granviation and 

" oat be moisture equilibrium ean be restored, he thinks, by restoring the native 

ie af i vegetation. Perhaps a veriodic reversion to prairie is to ve the prices of 

D2 “| farming the inlend empire. 

7 ow h. Wild life management, however, has already sdmitted ite inability to 

e] replace natural equilibria with artificial ones, and its unwillingness to 

agt 48 80 even If it could. Forestry, renge-management, and lendsoane archi- 

| 3 tecture, - all "semi-wild" cultures - are rapidly falling in line. Like 

ony. ) wild-life management, their dependency on natépal equili wie tonds to rest 

ote on esthetic as well as economic arguments. Bven erosion-control, the newest 

tak and most tnvortant of the ryramid of "fixatives" created by researeh, is | 

tab _ tending te lean on natural technioes cnorever they suffices. How far ogri- 7 

oth culture itself is to be invaded by thie naturalistic philosorhy of land~ i } 

= nse le one of the unanswered isges ad the future. 4
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rel oe 
rell . Our inebility to synthesize wild-life environment earries with it om | 

“i i insbility to isolete variables in resserch. The food of a hen, being | 

_— hend-nade, ean be studies ad ib under controlled leborntory conditions, 

. ql tat the food of a quail cannot. The anmuel dietary of 2 quail may cover : 

a iz a thousand speetes, of which hundreds may de available at a single time and 

fe dl nlege. An individual quail can be kert alive on # diet as sinvle as 2 hen's, ' 

nail but a quail vorulation, in order to display the full complexity of that 

13 a | vattern of behavior which is the subject matter of nen-gement, met epparently 

: a i hove available the whole gamt of its foods, coverts, and enemies. there are 

i s ; now grounds for suspecting that a given item of food may fluctuate seasonally — 

- Fi in value, without eny visible ehange in physionl condition. Thus quail may 

- au riddle a sorgimm patch in November when the cholee of alternetives is large, ; 

= a 7 tt reject the game sorghum in Februsry when the alternative foods sre limited. 

7 Aa The difficulty of isolating variables leeds the gome man ger to place 

: 7a first dependence on observa tion in-the-wild. From these observed behaviors 

aa he tries to select items vhich ore susceptible of exrerimental verifaction, 

J "tt the unnatural simplicity of his controlled tests forces hin to be sus- 

i E pielows of even the most carefully verified results. Few “conclusions” in 

al : wild-life reseorch stay pat for s long period. 

7% The Cycle: A Problen Defying the Ienerimentr1 Method. 

re 4a Heres and grouse in corthern Latitudes display alternating periods of 

a 3] f ebundence and seareity. Until 2 decede ago, these fluctuations were assumed 

de \ to be local and sporedic, and were ascribed to weather or other ordinary 

re 7 . disturbances. 

£| Yhen improving commnientions showed them to be synchronous over lerge 
| | s-*reas, the word “oycle” entered the popular voeatulary, and speculation 

i 4 F degen a8 to “esuses", Invasions of aretic ravtors, parcsites. bacterial ! 

. a diseases, and "sunsvots" were’ mecessively postuleted as cyele-mechanisma. ;



i we i oe 

oat a While all are evidently associated with the eycle, none appears to afford a 

: 4 satisfactory explanation, for in the course of examining them it became ; 

a ‘| ovident that a larce varlety of birds and mannais show cycles of different 

a leneths, and thet migratory movements as well as romlation levels are 

: be affected. While the original searchwas for couses of mortality, the present 

te '” search is for causes of fluctuation in vesoetmins and in mobility. At 

con least for the moment, lethal agents tend to be regarded as effects rather 

a ‘| ; than eauges. ; | 

a 5 Laboratory procedures were of course invoked to study disease, but to 

— * devise a laboratory procedure which will isolate the factors of fluctuation 

* — 4 in reproductive rate is a more difficult matter. Whet speeies shall be 

s 3 used? Grouse are diffienlt to breed et all in ecantivity. The qails and 

a vheasents which breéd easily are, so far ag known, not cyclic. The best 

; ‘- _ chenee for controlled work seems to lie in hares or smell rodents, but even 

aa there the diffienlties sre great. The cycle mochaniom is probably tied in 

tone 4 with food in some way, henee natural foods mst be used. what are they, 

¥ ot and how shall they be fed to simlete nature? Moreover the intolerances 

; ‘7 associated with crowding, which are probdebly not involved in eycles, may 

hie nevertheless mask the factors which are. If we use large enclosures to get 

—_ 4 way from erowding, how is predation by aorial predators to be controlled 

; i or kent down to normal? These unanswered questions represent the present 

a ( impasse of cycle research. They arise from the peculisrity already noteds 

a 9 thet the wild anime] population does not disvly its normal behavior except 

if 4% in the presenee of Its normal environment. 

ve T suppose one way out is to split up the question into smaller parts, 

. * | some which may be tested on domesticated species. A virgin field avaite 

oe | _ the investigator who is able to do this eplitting. It seems to oall for | 

~~ nore and better hyrotheses in a field already surfeited with them. ‘ 

ced |
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_~* Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
setts New Soila Building, 

oh 

ce University of Wisconsin, 

OTHee F Madison, Wisconsin. — ¢ ft 

-a fe 

reset 4 Dear Aldo: 
=f i 

noe be i have just been reading your suggestions for a wildlife conference 

~| sent to Seth Gordon and pause at your paragraph on page 2, top of paget 

“) “Any vrogrem mot de premised’on a revision of the national attitude to~ 

i > werd land *##", Right, bunt - 

siwah | 

* i Your method is to orient the national philosothy that it will transcend 

at ak = the mrely economic use of land and accept as part of humen responsibility : 

gs yp the benevolent administration of lend for ite social attributes. 1 agree ; 

‘Some y) vith you as to the desired objective and this comment is in no way contro- 

_ si versial. On the other hand it is an effort to clarify in my own mind the 

sof vroblens shead end the methods of aprroach, This is made necessary because 

~ of some conclusions f have reached which I cannot solve myself and to which | 

an a your analysis only paints the old stumbling block another color mt does not ; 

dt | remove it from the pathway. 
4 

» Tene - 

bly I have attended perhaps a hundred and fifty conservation conferences 

atf turing the period of my officiel service in the Bureau of Biological Survey. 

a As I look bagk upon those meetings, their philosophic foundations and the 

A Se mental. coneents which have pervaded them I havo a feeling that we have been 

4 theorising about the use of lands to which we hed no title. Seldom do I 

0288 recall that the title holder of lands (any lands) was present at such gather- 

_ ings and so far a T have been able to learnt the latter have been singuler- : 

revel ly unimpressed by our philosophies and conelusions. 

1 we 7 tn other words, we have been planning dresses for another man's wife. 

: Roth the other man end his wife are in most cases unaware of our efforts 

pe oe _ in their behalf and if they by chance decome so he at least looks upon it ‘ 

-—Ss as am invasion of his prerogatives. Sven when he ip male to understand 

a acre | that we profess none tut the mest motives he remains somewhat suspicious ‘ 

a and wants to know why he should buy his wife clothes to suit us. 

fa 

; if You reiterate your statement that men mst wish for his lend to be 

id a romlar with his neighbors as he wishes his wife and children to be smart 

ae. end useful eitigens. I @an see a long way off, in an Bden when birth control 

4 has become a untyersal principle and the strugzle for existence has been 

2 scientifically oliminated and men no longer wring the last penny out of 

“08 their investments to vay for their luxuries, that land may be accorded the 

eee social attributes of hie family. But T can see no more hope for that ideal 

tl now than the reverse thilosophy which would dictate that man should, in the 

a a 

Bie 
:
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he interest of national economics, be taught to commercialize hie wife and femily ed 

3 to build school houses and roads. 

i I can't get away from the idea that you are getting us out into water | 

“| over our depth by your new philosophy of wildlife environment, The end of 

that road leads to soetalization of property which I could only tolerate | 

epi willingly if I could be shown that it would work. 
| 

A Py 

i , 

a 5 Men's possessive rights are born of the instinet of self preservation Ld 

_» and until you can demonstrate that self preservation can better be accom~ 

~ =) plished by community evetodianship of his property than by his own manoge- 

| nent and rossession, he will think of it only as a money producer. One of 

sas the vost terrifying spectacles in nodern socialized states is the rave of 

>) netural resources to raice the level of an otherwise low standard of living. 

 {t is like the 014 avvropriation of natural resources for private profit only 

tneg nore so and by vnenimovs consent with no one contending against it. And 

sya | decause socialization of vroperty is born of desire for equal. economic yriv- 

5 ¥  ileges end because the socialistic mind is completely obsessed with the ob- 

= fective of human equality to the exclusion of all other considerations, it 

>) hes followed in the vast and orobably will in the future that those ninds 

; oth 3 ara as oblivions to the temporary quality of natural resources 88 were our 

; oft forefathers on this continent. : 

dee 
8r : Lord, how IT do ramble! 

ve 3 whet I started out to say was that the old common law of England, which 

so places the title to game in the land on which it exists, is a Bourdon law 

rte } end the host of special privilege. 

‘ 5 The Hapoleonie law, under which Germany operates its wildlife program 

yeu oN which rests the omership of wildlife in the government, seems to me to 

1 ok " ve as near an approach to socialistic control as is practical st this 

jou period of progress in civiligation. 1 had looked for some expression from 

ode ee YOO On this subject upon your return from your trip into Germany. 

i ; Rather than socialization it seems to mo we met proceed on the 

os following linost 

a UE 1. Profit to owner. 

ited a 
t ae 2, Federal responsibility. 

& 98 3. State responsibility. 

Santee 
hoe kh, Delegation of responsibility by gadsidy to owner. 

ae 
a 5, Experimental rentals by land grant colleges and denonstra- 

srogh © tion of production and profit to the lend owner. 

asd _ 1. Profit to omer. Wherevor there is a lerge concentration of popula- 

some i. tion to harvest the gome erop, came manegement at a profit to the land owner 

err es be suecessfilly demonstrated. T'm quite confident of that fact although 

ee : the methods of profit taking are far from settied. “Paid shooting" is the 

“go (OStaele in less populated regions ‘mt free geme is no more logics! than 

Tee free hoy. A compaign of education in the less densely pomlated regions 

ar will be necessary before cooperation between sportenen and land owners can 

ae 
4 

Be
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at a can be expected. My best bet on the way to overcome this "free shooting" idea “4 

MT 1s to prove by demonstration areas that better shooting can be provided for ‘ 

F those who are willing to pay for it. 

mea 2, Federal responsibility, Unless we ean cet out from under the old Bi 

tt thy  aritish common law and by legislation establish the Nspoleonic principle, | 

: the only way the Federal Government can operate is by buying a hereditary 

vance for the major species and maintain thereby perpetual reservoirs of the ‘ 

a sa principal birds and menmals. Maps showing this process have been prepared 

de fe this year in the Bureau end make an interesting picture os well as 4 convine- a 

teen (TE argument for the Federal job. Beyond this maintenance of hereditary 

. ee venges and migratory weterfowyeustody it is difficult for me to figure any- j 

ta thing more in the way of project development that the U. &S. Government may : 

ot it call ite vrerogetives. It should contime its research of course and contri- 

ie | vute to the educstionel function but eventually even the lend grant college ; 

ag | demonstration units should be taken over by the State game commissions and 

onal /@ should have fish added to it. 
, 

” is 3. State responsibilities. These ghould in the end include the lend i 

+S erent college job plus avvlieation of game principles within its borders. 

voxel of This is a dangerous conclusion, but I cen gee no way under present inter- tie 

** vretation of the laws to evoid it. To States velongs the problem of public 

t= shooting grounds if any. Migratory waterfowl should be less and less & 

==) State prerogetive. I doubt if they should even be considered as competent : 

i = edvisers and that notamorthosia should come about as soon as possible. 

al 4 hb, Delegation of responsibility for game. In both upland and water- 

= fowl 1b seems vossible to plan subsidies to land owners for proper custody 

~ ) of geome breeding conditions. Many instances of unyurchaseadle waterfowl 

i areas have cone to my notice whereby & smal) feo for loss of pasturage during 

. ‘4 » nosting seasons would produce the difference between s good reproduction 

‘ ‘nd __ e&ad nothing. : 

> $, The time te coming when we are going to have to face the problem of 

~= @ eiving to duck elubs special privileges in return for activities which con- 

“ = tribuse to an inorease in waterfow] and uplend game. Belgium follows th @& 

: Loe ie vrinciplo. Tor $$00 a duck club might be Licensed as s game breeding agency 

: and to shoot without regard to bag limits or season & proportionate number 

a of the geme birds they produce. This involves difficulties of course but 

ge | 4 T can see it coming. 

2g If sand when we do succeed in getting © national congress of svortemen 

=f 1'4 like to see a program set up that would cover the general analysis as 

i shove stated with elaborate exhibits, maps and disevcsions defining Federal, 

SY State end sportsmen's responsibilities snd commit if vossible the convention 

8 to the support of such @ program. 

ae The rest of the time of the congress should be devoted to 6 technical 

sale | treatment of the problems falling to each group under the sbeve breakdown 

Pee | (ft Tenponstbilities, 

toca 

tLiW
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~ t have written this during @ sleepless night and it may not be of any oe 

{y4gp help tut some schome mst de devised to brebk down our work into group ‘ 

“4 ag resvonsibilities and this may contein a suggestion. . aa 

pare _ Sincerely, 4 

| ja] 3. m. Dasara 7 

i J. H, Darling 2s 

i : 
: 

6) Dictated by Mr. Darling 
: 

tn — Written in hisabsence. 
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a AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE a 
= Incorvorated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

“8 INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C, 
: , 

| | 
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oa November 12, 1935 | 
fs : d 

4 
4 Professor Aldo Leopold 
4 c/o Hotel Astor 
+ | New York, W. ¥. 

i - ‘: 
4 Dear Aldot 

°- I shall ever be indebted to you for your suggestions in connection 
sdodd with the coming Wildlife Conference. Here is a copy, and I am forwarding 
oS ta snother to you at Madison with copy of this letter. I am also sending 

oe copy of your letter so that you may heave that for your files. 

a T'm mighty sorry you can't come on to Washington for @ pow-wow ; 
ae vefore you go to Madison. Lest you shouldimiss it in the press, Jay 
sae tendered his resignation with the Survey, effective November 15. He 

BS will be sueceeded by Tra Gabrielson. This will mean thet Jay undoubdt- 
= odly will give the Institute a lot more time. At least, I hope so. 

4“ I'll write you further sbout the conference program in a few days. 

e By «ll means give us a look at your paper on Sey mone management 
in Sileeia. As you probably know, we have been panned a dit of 

5 introduetion of forefen geme management ideas. But I have a hunch that 
, your paper will be tremendously helpful and that it shouldbe published 

ve in the November-December issue of AMERICAN WILDLI¥Y which will come off 

el the press the beginning of Jamary. If you ean get it to us by December 10, 
gee we gan vlen to use it in that femme, 

> With kindest regards, I am 

: Cordially yours, 

/s/ smut GorDot 

7 Secretary 

% e/> 
: Ene .? 

= Duplicate to Madison, Wisconsin 

a , 

Se Soo
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a Savoy - Hotel : 
a ; 

& Breslau, den Oct. 27, 1935 
is Touontglenplats 12-13 ; 

is 

; 

—- 

_ &f dear seth: 
a'tort 
H olf Your letter of Oct. 7 is a lerge order. Here is a very rough outline 

Y oie of my ideas on Question 1. This is very tentetive and sent you for such | 

“| conebsek, as to the actuel vrogram, as you may feel proper. Many of these 

| con tonics are handled so briefly that the Conference would doubtless fail to 

~ | understand them. Tf you should want me to single out any one for fuller 

- presentation, I would prefer 

a | IT toe 1. The National Inventory idea, or 

8 2. The Reorg. of Migr. Bird Admin. on @ 
oe mess basis. 

oe T'11 de back Mov. 15 in New York - Hotel Astor. Can't cone to 
tf . | Yashington at onee -- too disorganized back Home. 

a Have a paper for you on "Farm Game Management in Silesia", Want it? ‘ 

™ hen? 

~ Yours ag ever A 

Lg . : 

oa P,5. WA) yon:either send me the paper or a copy of it? Ho steno here. 

| if Sorted at Washington, D.C., November 12, 1935. 

ay 
S. ont 

egal | 
< 
e



4 SUGGESTIONS FOR AMURICAY WILDLIFE CONPERETOR 

; Aldo Leopold 

|) 1, Problems of Peramount Importance. ‘The reorganization of the overhead mach= 

4 inory of tho national wildlife movement makes this an aporopriate time to also 

4 reorganize its policy on a newer and broader vesis. The new poltey should 

| = take the general direction of the “American Game Polley" of 1931, wat it 

ve te mat go deeper and proceed on a broater front, with a 50-year instead of a 

otal 2-year outlook into the future. The salient voints of the new policy 

a should be ag follows: 

a Ovjectives 

: The baste objective is the enrichment of the nations] life through eon- 

ig teeta with neture. Of these contacts, hunting and fishing 1s only one, and : 

‘ina not necessarily the most important. The degree of enrichment depends not 

A ? only on the vresorvation of neture, but on the ecneetty of the individual to 

a observe and appreciate. ‘The latter enpacity is, in comparison with whet it 

a night be, almost as impoverished ss the present romnants of nature ere in 

i: conparigon with what they once wore. This orises fron the fact that ecolog- 

ey foal selence hag, in recent years, indefinitely extended its penetration 

4 into naturel phenomena. Daniel Boone, Lewis and Clerk, Wilson, end /uéubon : 

a hed the petvilege of seeing an unspoiled Americ of incomparable richness, 

= ; tut they did not have the privilege of seeing beneath the surface the 

2 ecologi¢al mechanisms from which that richness originated. The wildlife 

¢ movement should heve, therefore, the duel objective of 

- (a) Pervetrating “outdoor Amorien" 

48 (») Building citizens able to appreciate it. 

= It has heretofore been aseuned that a mere apvetite for some form of 

ff itor sport constituted » fulfilinent of the second object, Such transparent 

‘ e Self-flattery is now out of date,
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Maya and Moane 

i Any program, to be effective, mst be premised first of all on a re- 

oe d vision of the national attitude toward land, ite life, and its nroducte, 

veo The baste assumption that land " @ nevely aponomie commodity, end that 

“"""" | iandause Ls governed wholly by eeononle forees, met de definitely discarded. 

“8! | ho omership and use of land entails obligations ond opportunitios of trane- 
‘em | gonomte value and imortanes, Juat as tho estadlishnent of « fontly does. 
eS | vattt this concept of land becomes an integral part of the national philosophy, 

‘ert conservation ean de nothing tut a mereghift. 

‘ ‘gonomie forees, capeeially the forces of a neghanized scolety, tend . 

i constantly te obatmct and defeat euch an attitude toward land. % this 
toad ‘ extent ceonomie dovelonment has decone, fron the viewpoint of conssrvation, — 

som f 2 pathological proeess, The weys ond seans te conservetion, then, met 

ig 4 onl primcrfily with erresting these pathologies! tendencies, and with the 

“© venoval of coonomie obstacles to better land-use. 

“8 | tndividnal has drains oF undorstonding enough to eee clearly al the 

"| pontPtontions of thie problem. The following specific example, however, : 

NT my serve to indteste the Arection fm vhtch to start wort. 

rt MUALLfe on Zara land is deine destroyed by the operation of the followe 
ae | ing forces 

* H (1) The tax syeten penalizes the farmer who devotes part of his 

— farn to wildlife, 

nen (2) The educational system hea taught the farmer to buy hie re- 

oreation, rather than te grow it on the farm, 

(3) The admintatrative ayston for wildlife hae talked only of 

gene end fish, and persiate in the fallacious polley of de-~ 

? manding free public use of the farmer's game and fish erop. 

me (4) The game and figh laws are premised on o constantly shrink- 

F ing virgin supply of wildlife, and allow no liberty for |
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utilisation of a wildlife crop, should a farmer grow one. 

The law mst differentiate between managed and unmanaged 

| wildlife. 

—s (3) Porestry, gameend fish, erosion, protection, and landscape 

| groups have made, both through lew and propegenda, entirely 

_ separate end uncorrelated demands on the farmer. These 

= groups mist fit their programs to each other, and to agri- 

al culture, before they moan anything to the farmers, 

(6) The farm extension system, including the agricultural 

—- colleges, has until very recently take no cognizance of 

oul wildlife, and has helped cultivate the "“eompound interest" 

ited land thilosovhy which is the basia obstacle toconservation 

tae 8 and to other betterments in land-use. 

. (7) Most educational material on ferm wildlife consists of 

sermons rather than technique, and much of it is "poisoned" 

ye by the obvious inference that it secke something for the 

sporteman, rather than for the farmer himself. The sports~ 

a man will ultimately get meh more if he acknowledges to be- 

5 " gin with thet in respect to wildlife, the landless mst "sit 

at second table," at least in populated commnities. 

_/ (8) The current notion thet the way to get conservation on 

forms 19 for the public to buy them mst, except in special 

cases, de dropped as an economic abwurdity. Such a policy 

destroys the tax-base necessary for its own execution. 

The vositive measures which might reverse the operation of these destructive 

forees are partly known, partly unknown, but they can be developed, usually by 

a 8 long-tine process of inwuiry and exverimentation. In no case is any sweeping
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i or immediate remedy to be exvected., A slow, teenkiset, eut-and-try develop- 

ment mst be the rule. The agricultural colleges are the natural agencies 

for such development. 

WiUlalife on Public Lands suffers first of all from "single-track" admini- 

: stration and lack of integration between public agencies. I for one doubt 

| ynether “reorganization” from above offers any remedy. I also doubt, as a 

‘ natter of hindsight, whether anything but ultimate discredit cen come to the 

: wildlife movement if it encourages or participates in orgies of incontinent 

-  mbdlic expenditure on halfbaked plans for wildlife betterment. there the 

line lies I do not pretend to know. 

an Perhaps a sounder start can be made by beginning at the bottom-end of 

3 the problem, and tuilding programs on the specific needs of particular birds 

| end manmals, rather than on the desires, ambitions, and prerogatives of 

& ; bureaus, departments, and public groups. For example: ; 

a (1) Migratory Cam@MBigds as o class obviously require a network of 

marshes and waters of certain kinds and sizes, and managed in 

certain ways. What states and private omers can supply them? 

i What help and whet regulations do they need? After these 

: questions are answered, there will remain certain needs which 

25 the public mst f111 by ite om direct action. Last of all, 

i vhat Bureau or Department een exeoute thet action in the nost 

economical and effective way? This is a different approach to 

/ the marshland problem. (See also wildlife administration.) 

(2) The Grigaly Bear as a species requires the removal of certain 

livestock operations from certain National Forests, the combat- 

“a ing of certain parasites in certain National Parks, the exclusion 

ee of tourists from certain areas, the enlargement of certain 

;
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ad $0 wilderness areas in both National Forests and Parks, ete, 

nes (3) Zhe BinesGeose ae 2 species needs the expropriation of o11 

= 20% holdings from the wintering marshes, the establishment of @ 

refuge on certain definite stopping places, etc. 

tarde These are merely random exemples of @ Hational, Inventory of wildlife 

ited | gpeotee, and o definite Misting of #11 land adjustments nécossary to the 

929% | serpetuation and welfare of each. Any given adjustment, after it is once 

‘oftv | gerined, may call for the extension or alteration of rublic lends, or 1% may 

stéom | be vetter susceptible of section by allocating mblic responsibility to some 

omtt | orivate owner or some locel group, subject to financial and technical help 

from, and periodic inspection by, some public agency. Such allocatio : n of 

r aad, responsibility has never deen tried as an adjunct to (and as a substitute fod 

r bara public ownership of key lands for wildlife. 

omced The Bational Inventory is a 10-year job for the Biological Survey, but 

could be pushed by the Wildlife Conference. The inventory should obviously 

cover all animal species, game or non-geme, and may ultimately also be extended 

to special plante. 

Wildlife Administretion. Some rather radical adjustments of organiza- 

tion, personnel, and organic law are requisite to the execution of such & 

wildlife program. I can foresee only certain examples. 

(1) Migpatomy Bird Administration. By a combination of drouth, 

drainage, and overshooting the resource is at such 6 low ebb 

that, in addition to the habitat progrem already Aisoussed, 

the ghooting system met be mt on an entirely new basis. The 

present system is based on the concert of the string, i.e. @ 

conmaratively large daily kill per hunter. "We need instead 

a new concept of the megs, i.e. a small daily and & gmail) year- 

ly kill per hunter. To enforce this, a tag syaten met be
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a wullt upon the migratory bird stamp. Thie is s problem 

5 in the nechenics of administration, end ean be solved by 

a really determined effort and study. 

The present system of duck olubs, in-so-far as they lle 

— at @ distance from the members and are costly to maintein, 

3 depend on the string goncaut for their support. If we met 

—_ go over to the mess idea, then the poblic mst buy and 

— '  gperate those properties which are unable or unwilling to 

a | peorganize along the lines of the ness idea, and the 

= _ Limitations that go with it. Baiting is simply another 

— manifestation that the string idea has outlived its time. 

a This reorganization of clubs of course ties in with the 

a yublic lend program. 

It ie increasingly obvious that total closure mst 

seit follow if some such radical reorgenization is not carried 

out. 
oVO0 

a (2) WiMdLige Jurisdietion on Federal Lends. A dangerous impasse 

lies shead in state management of game on federal lends, 

ail and perhaps also in federal mangement of stete game. 

The basic vrineiple asserted in the “American Gane 

~~ Policy" that galy the landholder cen umetice managenen’ 

stends unshaken as a technical fact. 

fransfere of jurisdiction, however, may dangerously 

weaken local administrative machinery, end raise political 

iseues even more potent than the issue of technical 

practicality. 

A renedy may lie in the delegation of management to the 

party who is “lendholder", ownership ond ultinete responsi« 

. bility resting as at present. Shooting Preserve Laws
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represent such a delegation to private landholders, 

subject to inspection and resell. Why not try out, on 

@ local seale, a sinllar delegation between government 

units? 

(3) State Denartments. The stabilisation of state depart- 

ments, and their reorganization as technical rather than 

a police bodies, proceeds with almost geologics) leisure. 

7 There are also repeated evidences that such reorganisa- 

" tions when nade do not lest. I have no new suggestions 

as to how this difficulty may be met. 

(4) Pollution. The basic problem here is similar to thet of 

wildlife uses of farm lands, - the progressive operator 

q often places himself at an economic disadvantage, without 

eonteding for a moment that the pollution of yudlic waters 

ig Justifiedle because profitable, it nevertheless behooves 

the yabiie to remove this alibi. This cam be done either 

by requiring, through national lew, 211 operators to take ~ 

the same preventative meamures, or by compensating in 

some way those who voluntarily teke measures. for such 

additional costs as they may incur. 

Mechanisms for either or both of these alternatives are 

obviously a complex question, The Wildlife Conference 

should put suitable groups to work studying such meshenions. 

(3) Zexym Streams. fubdlic management of farm streams is 

probably just as hopeless in the long run, when spread 

over a whole state, es public management of farm game 

ranges. "Only the landholder cen practice management
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cheaply and effectively." 

There has been @ lack of franimess in fadng this 

dilemma. The problem cannot be solved until it is 

faced. How to classify streams as between those to 

be publicly and those to be privately managed’? How 

to safeguard the yublic interest in the latter? How 

to organize the farm commnity to fulfill its naturel 

function as stream manager? These questions require 

careful study by a Fish Polley group. 

% ial
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: 

"running ite course, magnificently indifferent to which buresu is 

mening oh itn bite « tatidtecens tnleet to tether aay tareen tagest 

at all. How long it takes for any burem to impress ave wakbaceey 

upon any landscape, by any means excevt dynamite and tractors! Perhaps | 

, it is this which explains thé haste to build roads, gateways, signvoards 

and other evidences of physical possession. 

The wholesale replacement of
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In the Long Run 

Some Notes on Zoology and Politics 

all Aldo Teo veld 

: ta 

oncil Bvery living thing reprecents an equation of give an‘ take, Man or mouse, 

rr oak or orchid, we tale a livelihood from our land and our fellowa, and give in 

fail retuim an eniless mecesaion of acts and thoughts, each of #hich chenge us, our 

| fellows, our lend, and ite anvacity te nield us a further living, MWitimately 

‘| we give ourselves, ‘that thin collective acesunt between the earth and ite 

creatures ultimately balances ie implicit in the fact thet both contime to live. 

It does net follow’ however, that esch sreties continues to live, Paleon= 

tology is a book of obseqies thr tetinet svsstes, 

- * & 

Mean, for reasone mffictent to hims@if, would ralher see than be one of the 

| defunct. Pear of humen extinetion his been the dram beaten by every srophet, 

from St. John to the Los Aneeles emlts, Ont w™ moderna, aseing sclence deféat 

one after another of St, John's four horsemen, have, until recently, secepted 

| the notion that our continuity fs vredestined and automatic, 

‘there remains n dmbt, however, whether war, fomine, awl pestilence are 

| the only horsemené to be feared, A new one, unnomed tn holy writ} 49 now mach 

in the headlines! a« condition of unstable equilibrium between sofls and waters, 

and their devendent plante ond animels. Woolory te the attempt to understand 

| “ast mikes land stable or unstable, 

The ewergenne of this new arparition foes not man that the originel and 

| Stthentie four are unsaf@led, Yar, famine, ond perhaps pestilence again thunder 

| ross the continents, War 2 ie a “sruption of the give an! tak equation, 

| ‘hat, iz anything, can ecology say about it? 

liet mach, except by analogy with animels, Whether mech analogies are wild 

| 8 anybody's muons, 

; ~ + ©
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Bwery piece of land carries not only characteristic kinds of animals, but charac~ 

— tertstte gusbers of each. ‘hme the charasteristic mmberof Iniians in virgin 

pdr idowenelatéhie wiokd Enbtant cred] dnni hkintheneint ermedbat ehithenboomcc hxceriae 

jmeviga was emall, More Indiens wuld either have starved or killed each other 

$ off; fewer Indians would hove risked ennihilation in some bilzzard, drouth, or 

pute epidemie. Every animal in every lend has its characteristic number, That musber 

= “is the carrying capacity of thet land for that species, 

toe We heve reised the carrying capacity of lant for man by means of toole, 

- “a Tole enable us to extrant more livelihood from fewer acres, 1.@. they change 

a the “take” side of our biotic equation, But in a doing, they alm change our 

nae | tigtve” gide, and the equation ®r every fellow creature. Yechnology has wrought 

marvole in increasing our take, but it bas largely ignored our give, ani it has 

= almat entirely ignored the adjustments foreed on other sntuele end plante, Its 

cota) MMomontal aesamption, soffar, 19 that tills oan be increased indefinitely, and 

ain with 4¢ human populations. 

a It 49 probably true that food ean, by expropriating backward peoples, and 

— by drewing on aerial and geolocieal stores of fertilizer, be increased indefinit- 

| elye Bat At to fur from true, as Darwin once postulated, that animal populations 

|) are limited mainly by food, One of the emphatic lessons of ecolocy ia that 

au anti pomilations areoften self-limiting. ‘the sechanisne for Mmitation are 

+ tp) “verse, oven for a single species, antoften shift inexplicably from one to 

tal another, wut some limitation other than food frequently acts before starvation 

begins. 

osiaat Yor examplet the characteristic number of bobwhites on 3200 nerea near 

oop) Pteirie du Soa, Meconsin, fs 300g Six times in the lest elewm years bobwhites 

val 

na oh 

i 
a
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wreavl 
_» | have inereased beyond 300, only to be cut down, by one thing or another, to | 

a 300 or less. ‘the formes which did the cutting were predation, storms, eviction | 

- | t submarginal habitats, and starvetion, ‘These mechani of Mmitation worked 

a in various combinations, ‘mevor twice the seme, but glyays with the some remite. 

% When they cut the population velew 300, it rebounded, usually in one your, but 

Bi always within two or three, 

ad A at&ll clearor case is prosentedin muskrat marshes, which sometines become 

—-. | overyomlated before nredaters discover that fact. Sugh rots, despite abunient 

“ food, besin te fisht exch other, Their wmnis become infectéd with fungus disease, 

| which premptiy reduces the populetion, 5 

% Such self-limiting mechaniaas weem to be an integral part of the natural 

ies order, and aay be as immutable ag the color, form, and habitea of the individual 

Sah Creature. That is to say, the tendenay for too my muskrats te fight, become 

“| infected, ant die ia probably a evnstent attribute of muslorat pomulationg, just 

on as the tendeney to have red teeth is « constant attribute of the dadividuel make 

“rat. Ye hove not learned to thin’: of popplations as having fixed attributes! they 

r x becom vigible caly in large stretches of timo and space, But these attributes 

% txist, and it is the task: of scology to see aad unterstand them, 

= Return now to mang having mspeniei the lows of carrying capacity by 

7? iaventing toola, he next suspen!ed the laws of intrachuman predation by inventing ; 

“i ethics, Those two meniynlations of the natural order are interdependent. Tools % 

= eahnot be made or used without /peacet peace Gent be sustained without toola, 

| fr con eho are hunmry, ofther for food or other necessities, amtomtically fight. 

. Rthies are without paral} o2 din in animal history. ‘the suecess of ethical 

i) Mstrainte denends on mmtaaltty of anceptande, We know, to cur cost, thet this 

© | mtuantty pertodteatty brenks Avene ami that sch brealtowns are followed by a 

1B Mverston to the sncostral predatory order, Bach such reversion becomes more | 

Pad 

:
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“a destructive than the last, for organized vredation, backed by toola, is fer 

re om more fearsome than the unorgmnized combat prevailing in animale, 

i Come mx back now, to the funtamentel asewaptions of technology. ‘The 

ow ai) technolopiete! owe for was 1s more technology, to the ent thet we my inerense 

. io the tale, thus raise standards of livine, and tims promte ethies, Incidentally, 

me should a neighbor lanse from his acceptance of ethics, the aceretions of tech= 

. nolory (we assume) will help defend us ageinst hig predations. 

ete There are few savages today who are not avere that thie technologies! recipe 

baa for civildgation 49, at least for the moment, axfeilure. Nations ficht over who 

oh) hl take charge of tnovensting the talc, and to whom the better lize shel) sma 

| Fcccrue. ven in yonce-tine the energies of muicind are Grested not toward . 
vote creating the better life, but toward dividing themateriale mpposediy necessary 

son for it. From president to parlor-pink, from economist to stevedore, all are 

oot! preoceupied with dividing the means rather than building the ent, 

3 » As for ethics, each Seems to write his code to fit hie material needa, 

ie rather than vice veran, Nach politieal or economic group hes ech powerfnl tools 

enon that each lives in terror lest his neighbor use them, 

oi * * * 

2 fo appraise the right and wrong of this dilemm is deyon’ my powers, It 

sent tay be fitting, though, for an eaoloriat to seek light on the probable soutliness 

otdih of the assumptions from whieh the dilemma arises, If sefence cannot lead us to 

oc Windom ag well as power, it is surely no acience at all. 

a “8 Ye may admit that the technological formia, in ite early stages, setually 

: meceeded in raleing carrying capacity, standards of living, end ethies. But 

att thle Le not evidence that At will contime to a 0 indefinitely throuch greater 

ewe) nd greater elaborations of the sme idea, All ecology is renlete with laws 

sone!
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mich begin to operate at a threshold, and cease operating at a eeiling. Wo one 

“— lav holds good through the entire gamut of time and circumstance, Religionss 

= teach the existence of absolute lawa, but science cannot find them, 

— fh If there is a doubt about the upperlimits of the technological formula, what, 

OY) he ongthing, an be done to define the Mmit or amend the formla? 

he Over this dilemma I speculate in this wiset tools and ethics are workable 

—_ only within eertain limits of population density. Perhaps the present world- 

fakes revolution is the sign that we hve exceeded that limit, or that we have approached 

it too rapidly, If s0, instead of calling a moratorium on humen increase? Why 

oo: not seck for quality in place of ciyhers ia haan pomlations? Why not bend 

<_? science more toward new underatandings, less toward new machines? 

me But these, I fear, may be were words, Self~limitation of population, like 

— ethics, depends upon unanimity for ite suecess. Hitler and Mussolini are advo~ 

ae tating competitive multiplication, obviously with a view to bigger and better 

OO") yredations. Their remedy for the overpopulation of Burope is more overpopulation 

in Germany and Italy. Such doctirne is illogical without the corollary assump- 

ne tion that alleultural values repose in these expanding and predatory groups. 

me On the other hand, the collapse of France reises the question whether 

‘Yoluntary self-limitation of mumbers ia not sutomatically followed by tam social 

| decay. if go, one is forced to the conclusion that technological civilization 

eh {s inherently self-terminating, ani can exist only temporarily in new and under~ 

- . Wpulated habitats. 

fend 
One arrives at other disquieting thoughts by scrutinizing institutions and 

e : Svermeente from theke ecological angle. It is commonly assumed that men gelect 

“7 thely form of government, It my be argued with equal logic that the form is in 

_ the long run dictated by habitat, by population density, and by pressure of pre~ 

m 

=
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GLE gatory neighbors. Demoerney my, in the long run, depend on plenty of room and 

oat a like ethics, 4¢ my depend on matmility of asceptance, i.e, on absence of attack, - 

dee!) certainty it is militarily inefficient, ani when liberals fear that total defense | 

|) og democracy my destroy dewocrasy, they are voicing this same ayorehension, 

te ‘These puzzles raise the question: do other animils select their "form of 

° goverment" or does chreumatance dictate the form? I am sure only of thist 

ve circumstance may @aase sudden and violent changes in wolal behavior, Thus 

‘TOV many ungulates assume “defense formations" when atteeked, but in some species 

oof ©) tts takespinge only when the herd is of a certain aise, ‘Tus antelope are sald 

°° $8) t ght off wolves by forming a defensive ring, but only when a dozen or so are 

201%) present. Smaller groups do not join in mtual defense, tat simply flee. 

ft o *¢ * 

a ott Returning again to the assumptions of technological culturet we assume, I 

wil] tatne naively, that inofensing the “take” (4,0, more extraction, conversion, and 

Jaber Consumption of resources) always raises standards of living. Sometimes it merely 

x9 # telses population levels. Perhaps this is a bes chasing bis own tail, hen 

aol the British ameliorated the hard xan lot of South African natives ( by medical 

> : service, vetter farming, ete.), the response was mre natives rather than bigher 

taxi’! otendorde, and more strain on an already overcrowded range. Feeding starving 

wae deer ie a Glose analogy. Deer starve becamse their range is overtuxed, end the 

tnt a wieo of ameliorating their lot is more deer, more need of feeding, more damge 

le to the range, end eventual malnutrition and deterioration @f the herd. Perhaps 

; ‘ only animals carable of malitative self-improvement and quantitativeself-lint- 

ae tation gan be eafely ameliorated, 

a4 Again, we overwork the assumption that better Living mkes higher ethtes, 

of aft There {9 mich evidence against, as well au for, this universal thesis of techno- 

© tostent culture. Perhaps ethics are too conmlex to follow qutomatically in the 

aa
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| wake of newer Fords and shinier bathtubs. 

2 ett Sewall Yright's theory of plant and animal verients presents a curious human 

Lepyg) snelogy He postulates that tim survival of a species depends not on the small 

—_* v exigencies which beset it frequently, but on the catastrophes which oceur at 

go TE long intervals, No population ever survives a catastrophe, but rather only those 

era rey individuals whose deviations from "normal" happen to enable them to. Since suse 

app fy| eossive catastrophes are seldom twice alike, it follows that survival depends on 

, vate the constant presence of indigiduals deviating frou "normal" in many respects, 

+ eh Thus a poyulation containing "“Endividualists” in respect of cold, heat, drouth, 

-f | tarvation, predation, and disease may survive, whereas a sisilar population homo- 

vevemy) geneous in these respects may perish, 

I gee in this an evolutionary mandate for individualism. Perhaps the devia= 

» ©] tlons from physical and mental pattern which are tolerated in our social organi- 

geh "mation, bat frowned upon or persecuted in more regimented societies, are an evo~ 

comm) lutionaty "safety device" which may one day determine our continuity. 

sabe » * # 

alt While the ecological view of politics offers no sure and certain path to 

stemge| § better future, md indeed casts doubt on some guide~signs heretofore accepted 

yqoms| 88 veliagle, it nevertheless offers a few assurances on what is the right 2k 

, opt) “rection, There can be little doubt that tx a eociety rooted in the soil is 

eate “re stable than one rooted in pavements, Stability seems to vary inversely to 

se | the mental distance fof 0148 and woods, ‘the @isruptive movements which now 

- sefie threaten the contimity of human culture are born not on the land where the 

gepa| take originates, vat in the factories and offices where it is processed ant 

: | Qstrimted, and in the capitols where the rules of division are written. 

eeestl 

oo bael!



ob Unfinished mamscripts 
Aldo Leopold 

Gonservation Conference : 

“7 When one goes to a conservation aoaference one has to go home, and when 

ne goes home one has to look out of a train window. What one sees on the face 

oie f{ the land is often striking, or even ludicrous contrast to what one has heard 

"a ‘said about the conservation of land. 

a At the eonvention, well fed gentlemen in dinner coats got up and sang with 

ae fervor “God Bless America", ‘The tone was hopeful, and defensive. But looking 

a out of the window at these Tennessee gullies reminds one that Shig part of America, 

" “ at least, is already pretty littered. ‘The best of it already reposes, in the 

7 Gulf of Mexico, quite beyond reach of blessings. 

“ At the convention, we hatched a benevolent conspiracy to set up an 

—_ International Committee for the protection of wildlife. ‘The implied (but un- 

: mentioned) motive 1s to cheek up on commercial sleughter of wildlife among our 

ye "good neighbors", But here is Horseshoe Lake, a state sanctuary for waterfowl, 

SN") shore a conservation official, by the timely cessation of feeding on the 

OMY) sanctuary, sont 10,000 geese to their death on the surrounding “shooting clubs". 

At the convention, a personable young forester told, with movies, how he is 

~ | planting windbreake on the prairie farms, With the help of half a dozen govern- 

total mental gubsidies the young Galahad is persuading farmers to defend themselves 

a against the free sweeps of the winds. But here, under my nose, is farmer 

vont with hie Fordson, pulling his last hedge to gain another row or two of corn. © 

Wr iinavreake will restore wildlife" the forester sald, What he did not say is 

—< that hedge-pulling will destroy what wildlife there is left. 

oe At the convention 
ALB IF ——---ansnenaepnsiniapaianaeeenipeseunateaneienetnceninantinnanansianineinienneitnntimtaainaeasteitinitiniinseinnsnintitenttt 

doth | age hedge ~ windbreaks 
| Horeshoe Lake - International Committee 15,000 geese 
| Tennessee gullies ~ God Bless America 

R prairie - Outdoor Ameri¢a of our ancestors 
ell ou Schaffner & Marx Hoodlum - Coal Strike Hoodlum 

mory ( ) only along landscaped highways. | 

| 
B
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wh One Saturday night a fev weeks ago two middlewaged farmers set the alana 

0 clock for o dork hdur of what proved to be a snowy, blows femday, Milking 

te ts over, they juwayed into a picleup and sped for the gand counties of central 

anak} Wisconsin, a region produative of tax deerd, temaracics, ani wild hay, In 

to te the evening they returned with a truck full of young tawurack trees and a 

$ heart full of high a@ventwre, ‘the last tree sas planted fn the home marah by 

ance lantern= light. There was etill the milicing. 

nodoni In Wiseonsin “man bites dog is stale news compared with “farmer plaite 

+ fom]  tamarack," Our farmera have been erubiding, burning, draining, and ehovping 

, exef «= tamarack eine 1840, In the region where these farmers live the tree is ex- 

neh ost terminated, Why then should they want to replant 1t? Segause after twenty 

yA years they hope to rewintroimee sphagmu moss under the grove, and then 

sddate! lndyetbppers, pitcher clants, and the other nearly-extinet wildflowers of 

Tabi the aboriginal Wisconsin bogs, 

ante No extension bureau had offered these farmers any prise for this 

et Hath utterly quixotic undertaking, Certainly no hope of gain motivated it, 

eeball How then gan one interpret ita waning? I call it Revolt -- revolt against 

A bail the tedium of the merely economic attitude toward Jand, Ye assume that 

& becmse we hid to oubjugate the lend to Livd on it, that therefore the best 

farn is the one mont completely tamed, These two faymore had learned from 

Fon @merience that the wholly temed farm offers not only a slenter livelihood 

“| wut a constricted Lge, Theyhad emght the iden thet there 1s pleasure to 

mt ve had in raising wild crops a3 well os tame ones, ‘They propose to devote
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a little spot of mrsh to growing native wildflowers. Perhaps they wish for 

theiy land what we all widh for our children~-not only a chance to make a 

living, but a chance to express and develop a rich and varied assortment of 

Of. iwherent cavabilities, both wild and teme, What better expresses land than 

= the plants which originally grew on it? 

nae tT om here then to talk about the pleasure to be had in wild things, 

aie about natural history studies as a combination sport and sofence. 

om History hae not conspired to makg my task an easy one. We naturalists 

oh have meh to live down, ‘There was a time when ladies and gentlemen wandered 

afield not go mch to learn how the world is pt together as to sather sub- 

ad ject matter for teastime conversation, This was the era of dickey*bird ornith- 

ed ology,of botany expressed in bad verse, of ejaculatory vapors moh as “ain't 

mt uature grand." But 1f you will sean the amatuer ornithological or botanical 

ae journals of today you will see thet a new attitude is abroad. I shall not 

aul try to define it, but rather to desertbe to you some people who exemplify it. 

ae In selecting these people I shall include only amateurse~that is tosay, I 

exclude all who receive either pay or university eredit for their natural 

? history work, J 

* I know on industrial chemist who spends his spare time in reconstructing 

? the history of the passenger pigeon and ite dramatic denise as a member of 

ud our fauna. The pigeon became extince before this chemist was born, but 

at he has dug up more knowledge of pigeons than any contemporary possesses. 

oe How? By reading every newspaper ever printed an ovr state, as well as con- 

e; temvorary diaries, letters, ani books, I estimate that he has read 100,000 

ad
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3 documents in his search for pégeon data. This gigantic lebor, which would 

e iGll any man undertaking it as a task, £111 him with the keen delight of 

aa a Bunter scouring the hills for scarce deer, of an archedlogist digging © 

ait up Egypt for a scarab. And of course such an undertaking requires more 

sas than digging. After the scarab is found ita interpretation requires thee 

highest skill--a skill not to be learned from others, but rather created 

od by the digger as he digs. Here, then, is a man who bas found adventure, 

exploration, science and sport, all in the backyard of current history 

il where millions of lesser men find only boredom. 

ee Another exploration~-this time literally of a fack yard, is a study : 

- of the Song Sparrow conduct'id by an Ohio housewife. This commonest of 

te birds had been seientifically labelled, pigeon~holedy and hundred years 

inl ago, and forth#ith forgotten. Our Ohio amateur had the notion that in 

it birds, as in people, there are things to be imown over and above name, 

= sex, and clothes. She began trapping the song sparrows in her garden, 

ax marking each with a celluloid anklet, and being thus able to identify 

z each individual by ite colored marker, to observe and record their mi~ 

sy grations, feedings, fightings, singings, matings, nestings and eaths; in 

a short, to decipher the inner workings of the sparrow commmity. In a 

i ten years she knoew more about sparrow society, sparrow politics, sparrow 

a economies, and sparrow psychology than anyone had eves learned about any 

“i bird. Selence beat a path to her door, She has published the first volume 

* of a monograph on her backyard researches. Ornithologists of ali nations 

T seek her counsel.
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These two amateurs happen to have achieved fame, but no thought of 

-— fame motivated their original work. Fame came ex post facto. Theg acheived 

er: personal satisfactions which are more important than fame, and hundreds of 

2 other amateurs are achieving these satisfactions, I now ask: What is our 

sd educational system doing to encourae personal amateur scholarship in the 

wpe natural history field? 

pal ; We can perhaps seek an enswer to this question by drovping in on a 

W typleal class in a typical zoology department, We find there students 

ne ‘emorizing the names of the bumps on the bones of a cat. “t is important, 

ee of course, to study bones, otherwide we should never comprehend the evolu- 

tionary process by which animals came into existence. But why memorize 

ze the bumps? We are told that this is part of biological discipline. 1 ask, 

a though, whether a comprehension of the living anfimml and how it holds its 

o pla¢e in the eun is not an equally important part. Unfortunately the 

be living animal is virtually omitted from the present system of zoological 

4 education. In my own university, for example, we offer no course in ornitho- 

- logy or mammalogye 

a Botanical éducation is in like ease, except perhaps that the displace~ 

2 nent of interest in the living flora has been not quite so extreme. 

” The reasons for this eviction of outdoor studies from the schools goes 

a back into history. laboratory biology came inte existence at about the time 

a when amateur natural histoty was of the dickey-bird variety, and when 

tg professional natural history consisted of labelling species, and amassing 

to facta about food habits without intefipreting them. In short, a growing 

Fe
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at and vitel laboratory technique was at that time placed in competitions 

oe with a stagnated outdoor technique. It was quite natural that laboratory 

+6 weer goon came to be regarded as the superior form of science. As 1 

Ae grew crowded natural history out of the educational pieture. 

aa ‘the present educational merathon in memori sing the geography of bones 

«dg the aftermath of this perfectly logical nrocess of competition. It has, 

vt of course, other justifications: medical students need it. Zoology teachers 

cil need it. But Icontend that the averace citizen does not need it as badly 

ee as he needs some tnderstanding of the living wrild. 

te In the interim, field stidies have developed techniques and ideas 

te quite as scientific as those of the Yadoratory, The amateur student is no 

fig : longer confined to pleasant ambles in the country reshlting merely in 

fa Lists of species, lists of migration dates, and lists of rarities, Bird 

it banding, feather=-mrking, censusing, and experimental manipuletions of 

ib behavior and environment are techniques available to all, and they are 

or quantitative scienge. The amateur can 4f he has imacination and yersistence, 

select and solve actual scientific natural history problems as vitein 

iis as the stratosphere, “ty two amateurs are eases in point. 

5 The modern view ic not to regard labotatory and fleld as competitive, 

as but rather as complementary stidies, Curricula, however, fo not yet 

dike reflect this new situation. It takes money to enlarge currieula, heneé 

rity the average college student who inclines torard natuval history avocations 

itt is rebuffed rather than encouraged by his university. I,stead of being 

tanght to see hisnative countryside with e perectation and intelligence, he 

ig tengit to carve cats, Let him be taucht both if this is possible, but 

&
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4f one mot be omitted let it be the latter. 

To visualize more clearly the lop-sidedness end sterility of plologieal 

” education as a means of building citizons, let's go afield with some typieal 

" Phi Beta Kappa student and ask him some questions. Ye can safely assume 

- he lmows how angiosperms and eats are put together, but let us test his 

comprehension of how Missouri is mt together. 

- We are driving down a country road in northern Missouri. Here is a 

* farmstead. Took at the trees in the yard and the soil in the field and tell 

- ug whether the original settler carved his farm out of prairie or woods? 

" Dla he eat prairie chickens or wild turkey for his Thanksgiving? What 

plants grew here originally which do not not grow here how? Why tid they 

. Aisavpear? What aia-the prairie plants have to do with creating the corn- ; 

sé yielding capacity of this 9011? Why does this soil erode now but not then? 

il Again, suppose we are touring the Ozarks. Here is om abandoned field 

ted in whieh the ragweed is sparse and mort. Dees this tell us mything about 

“ why the mortgage was foreclosed? About how long ago? Woujd this field be 

ia a good place to look for quail? Does short ragweed have any connection 

e with the humen story behind yonder graveyard? I¢ all the ragceed in this 

watershed were short, would that tell us apything about the future of 

oe floods in the etream? Ayout the future prospects for bass or enout? 

si I fear that our Thi Beta Kappa Diologist wuld consider these qrfes= 

“ tionsinsene, but they are not. Any amateur naturalist with a seeing eye 

af should be able to speculate intelligently on all of thes, and have s lot 

# of fun doing 1t, You will see, too, that modern natural history deals only 

> ineidentally with the identity of plants and animals, and only indidentally 

;
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with their habite and behaviors. It deals principally with their relations 

tt to eaeh other, their relation to the soil and water in which they grow, 

and their relations to the human beings who sing about "ay eotntry® but 

che see little or nothing of ite inner workings. Thisnew science of relation- 

def? ships is called ecology, pat what we call it matters nothing. The question 

ert is, does the educated citizen kmow he is only a cog in an ecologies} 

Lon mecheniem? That if he will work #ith thet mechanism his mental wealth 

and his meterial weelth can expand indefinitely. But that if he refuses te 

3% work with that mechanism, it will ultimately grind him te dust, If education 

> does does not teach us these things, then what 4s education for? 

sot You here in fesourt are just reorganizing your conservation depart- 

ste ment, You are hearing about teaching conservation in the schools. The 

th implication is that something is to be added to the curriculun,(I submit 

he there in)Gonservation 4s no new exorescence on an already bulky curriculum, 

It seems to me that if all teaching does not deal with our relation to the 

ae lend, 1¢ is now teaching at all. 

ti Conservationists have, I fear, adopted the pedagogical method of the 

; ; prophets? we mtter darkly about impending doom if people don't mend their 

ii ways. The doom is impending, all right; no one can be an ecologist, oven 

ae an amateur one, without seeing it. But do people mend their mys for fear of 

rf Calamity? I doubt it. Thet are wore likely to do it out of pmme curlocity and 

interest, We shall be ready, I think, to practige conservation when "farmer 

ne plants tamarack" is no longer news. 

to
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ide Of Mice and Men 

» of Some notes on ecology and politics 

bas Aldo Leopold 

eae 

trie Every living thing represents an equation of give end take, Man or mouse, 

«ed oak or orchid, we take a livelihood from our land and our fellows, and give in 

ea return an endless succession of acts and thoughts, each of which changes us, 

bos | our fellows, our land, end its capacity to yield us a further living. Ultimately 

tor ve give ourselves. 

90h That this collective account between the earth and its ereatures ultimately 

| dalances is implicit in the fact that both contimue to live. 

eat It does not follow, however, that each species contimes to live. Paleon- 

gat tology is a book of obsequies for defunct species. 

eit 
ane 

7 Man, for reasons sufficient to himeBlf, would rather see than be one of the 

al defunct, Year of human extinction has been the drum beaten by every prophet, 

from St, John to the Jos Angeles cults, But we moderns, seeing sciences defeat 

Paty one after another of St. John's four horsemen, have, atcépted the notion that our 

ne Continuity is predestined and automatic. 

£8 There remains a doubt, however, whether war, famine, and pestilence are 

ao the only horsemen to be feared, A now ons, unnamed in holy writ, is now making 

st || ™ech ado, in the headlines. He has no name, but the fear of him is called con~ 

a servation. 

We gee the New Year in the brow of prophet andof president. We hear of 

; dens ani dustbowls, guliles and ghost twons. We sprinkle propitiatory alpha= 

dete on hill and dale, It all adds up to one thing: our crediterating in 

the bank of nature is not what it used to be. We have upset the giveeand=take 

t 
3
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R equation between men ani land, and we fear the consequences. 

05 When we fenr pestilence, we wisely aneathatise a rat or a oat to learn 

~ how pestilence does ite work, Why not look to aniwels for light on give~and= 

Of: take equations? Beasuse laboratory animals have no equation with land. ‘They 

ed day| got their meat not from God, wt from the ganitor; they have no give~and=take 

ctreten | prdblem. Bat wild animals 4o, ond it resembles ours. 

ot to there is @ science of give and take, called ecology. Seology looks, not 

wie gv) “} the Ataindefoththeniniividnal snimal cammnity, including the planta, soils, 

By, and waterawhich eapport it. ‘these, collectively, ove the land, Baolozy ie 

owatad) the economice of the land, ‘hat can ecology tell ue about givenane=tale 

Le equations? 

qsoled 
*_ * & 

t On the shores of the aretic seas lies a broad maveresonked prairte of soft 

4 oss ond hard rocks called the tunmtra, In swamer it swarms with arctic flower 

tinted | 4 nosquitées; in winter tt 49 locked in foe. The tundra appears devoid of 

. mom | animels, bat no sere capable of growing plants is ever devoid of animals to 

7) @at them. Burrowed under the tunira moss is 4 large mouset the lewming. He 

etme | Mbernates in winter, and én summer nights fares Zorth to mil an. honey 

, At intervals lemmings become so avundent that the tundra crawls, Then a 

.o off | “tious thing happenet the lemaings one and all abandon their snug burrows 

dome | 1 rod=square homestends, ani meh seross the land toward warts unknown. 

revit they werh, in millions, until they die, or pitch into the sca. 

Yeo logy ean detect in these trraptions neither starvation, insanity, or 

oueb | “isease, Bvolution seems to have planted in the leaming's brain, or perhaps 

eted | (2 Sis toes, an antomatic itch which tmpela him to move when nefghbors get too 

¢ of | ™™erous, caniel Boone moved when he heard sounts of a neighbor's axe; the 

_ ff lemtng moves when he heare a neighbor eat 9 orowberry. Mantel Boone rattonal~
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{red his march; the Lemming just morches, Daniel Boone's automatic signel was 

item) so higher than that of other men, but in lemuings the inner signal is synchewn= 

| dyed; At resvonds to a precise degree of crowding, just as sll fireflies flash 

‘2! their lanterns at a certain degree of darkness. 

1p ola It i9 Ampowbable that ecology misinterprets the lemming's queer behavior, 

2 19) gr several other animals irrupt: sharptailed grouse in Canada, sand=grouse 

iM | sa matcrackers in north Burope, fox ani gray squirrels on the upper Mississippi. 

~~ | 1 imown irraptions are northerly, It might be called a nordic trait. 

auld “es 

ee be! oon the bani: of the Wisconsin River, near the village of Prairie du See, 

0.8) wasonsin, my stutents and I have kept an acourste bi-weekly census of bobuhite 

ri? quail ona tract of 3200 acres for twelve years, Six times during thts period 

| the quail population hae increased in sumer to more than 300 birds; once to 450, 

. ly the following spring the pomilation invariably fell back to the 300 level, or 

* 88°) lower, Guns ¢id not do the trimming, for the area ie closed to shooting. The 

aie surplus did not march out, for we patrol the boundary after every snow, and 

tome acnount for every covey, ‘the snow tells us how the trimaing tales place. 

! 4) 41, 119 Lemmings, have an immer signal. When crowding passes a certain point, 

COMET certain coveys move to nearby submarginal habitats, where they are promptly 

P decimated by predatore, storms, or starvation, Submarginal, in quail language, 

PY neans insufficient cover or food, ‘the mve to submarginal ibitats seems to be 

or, hae impelled by imtolerance of one covey for another, This does not imply acittal 

2 ea fighting. The quail has heard a neighbor's axe; an inner voice tells him "de 

‘| vest young mun, and grow up with the country." Jat history shows that beyond 

000? F the 300 level, there is no West, The 300 level is the garzying eameolty of 

AD ints particular area, 

omy 

Prana!
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diy Mo tw areas display the samo arn capacity, The best tolerate a | 

" Wi quail per acre, or ten tines the capacity of Prairie du Sac, Bat every area . 

hae has gome level, beyond wiich its quail fee] the imer itech for Lebensraun, 

; nd) fare forth, ani die, You can raise the level by improving the food ant cover, 

yt but you cannot raise it beyond a quail per acre, When pomilations increase 

i a beyond this “saturation point", the surplus moves ont ani susewnbe, no matter 

sna fe. how “well-housed, well-fed, and well-elothed", 

» * © 

sak EDA 
; é On the north rim of the Gren’ Cemyon is a high plateau aalled the Kaibab. 

<i Yather Mecalante crossed it in 17» and nearly starved for lank of wild meat. 

al In the late 1800's it became a cattle country, and at about the same time deer 

. ff decane plentiful; during the first decade of thie century all the nearby Indian 

se tribes repaired to the Zaibab each fall to i111 deer, mie Jerky, and tan back 

ae skin, Theodore Roosevelt went there to hunt the sountai lions which hunted the 

a deer. In 1915, Congress apppipriated funds to rid the ranges of predators; the 

a Kaibab was promptly cleared of Lions, By 1922, it became evident that the deer 4 

had inereased out of all bounds, and were about to destroy the wody undergrowths 

i constituting their winter food. In 192! a hard winter destroyed the herd, Ho 

we one will ever lmow how many deer atarved that winter, bat 100,000 would be a | 

= s reasonable estimate. 

4 Daring the process of official fumbling which preceedéd the catastrophe, 

a it was provowed to drive the excess deer agross the Grand Ganyon, where gore 

" a deer would have been weldome. One day o drive was actually organized, and it 

" \ | "ved a large number of deer a few miles eastward toward the Youserock Valley, | 

. 3 vhenes the only available trail crosses the Colorado, There some desperate 

a é buik, homesick for hie overpomulated homeland, broke bagk through the line of | 

7 :
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m 
- 50 ativers, ond all the other deer stameded sfter him, Apparently deer are woolly 

7 fevoid of any immer signal, It 4a their nature te stay home ant starve, “Home® 

vs moans not only a region, wt a porticular spot in 4t, ‘this is attested by the 

"7 gact thot during the veriod of overpomlation, rmiined ranged end untouched ranges 

we existe? on the Kaibeb within a few miles of each other, | 

- = It te clear, then, thit not all animls are eqipped with an automatic same | 

=F device to regulate density, ‘the lemsing evacuabes overpomilated regiona; the | 

“ ©) qail dies of intolerance within thea; deer refuse to be offher evacuated or | 

ou {atolerant; he staya sat and atarves. | 

= » * 

odd a] | 
nd i Aadnee from thase behaviows that some species of aniuals contain on inner 

oe nechanism which autowatieally reduces pom lation density when density grows too 

: “e great, Yoo great for what, for show? Here, of course, We sre guessing; ve infer : 

Pe TP tet the reduetion is for the good of the spectes, that the long milleniums of . 3 

= evolutionary experience have shown that a species, like virtue, aay "aie of ite 

bee own too-magh", volution aust work for the contimrity of species as well as for 

Bil the survival of indivadualss why eloe has it piled up tene of thousands of then ‘ 

i sings those Aim beginnings "shen you were a taftpole and I was » fish"? Infeed 

ng evolution must prefer the contimity of species to the survival of indtvidualag ? 

— why lee ghould it tuspel millions of healthy individuals to oiteh themselves 

- into the sea, or to go weet when there is mo west to go to? | 

ee I deduce seoondly, that the impulses in the ‘ndividual which constitute the | 

3 denstty-control mechanion are not identified as woh by him, It fe self-evie | 

cok dont that the in@ividual lemming, bracing himself on the eyebrow of a chiff for ’ 

* GP kts prince into the sen, Ls umware thot his act te for the benefit of posterity. 4 

= :
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sevlt| the intividuel quail, faring forth te pastures new, is unaware that his act is 

trom for the good of quailéom, Individual awareness is certainly Limited to an inner 

caom| {ton to some feeling of intolerange, either by the individual ageinst too may 

ts ha neighbors, or by too mony neighbors against the individual, or both, 

etl I deduce, thirdly, that the attributes of the individual which constitute 

‘t : the density~control mechaniam ure not visible to an observer; indeed thay are 

ote wholly latent tint4l the immilse is touched off, Yet these attritutes constitute 

fia) ao fixed character of the syecies, and are vresumeably as important to long-time 

‘efojy| survival as the color of feather, the chemistry of digestion, or the topograrhy 

a of bones, Biological mammals tell us nothing about these attributes, for they 

r aye invisible to the eye and the microscope, So are thoee attritmtes of Jom 

da gations which are latent until touched off by a mob, 

4 * * © 

 gcl fe the ecologist who s90a these behaviors in animals, and who te not wholly 

ison | tmisrorent to the behaviors of his own kind, there naturally is posed the 

wt a qestiont are we like the lemutng, the quail, or the deer in our response to 

oe ae overpomiation? Before we can cope with that question, however, ve must first 

; a have sow working hypothesis on what is overpopulation, 

bate Wwery land aarries not anly characteristic species of animals, but character~ 

ae Antte mukers of each, Some species are adapted to exist in high numbers, 

2 oda! (1.0. dense pomulationa), some in low, Many species exhibit mechanisms, both 

, | m the individual and in the pomlation, evidently destqned to keep the density 

ete at levels favorable to them, When a species exhibits mechanisms which keep it : 

9g tal at a low level, we my assum that low levels are favorable t ite contimity. 

sa It te a mictake to acaume that eviiution works for civhers only, ‘the individual
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yabbit works for ciphers, but the hand that guides rabbitdom works for contimity. 

’ A propensity for high numbers ius t not be confused with gregaricusness, ‘The 

a wolf 19 gregarious, but like all carnivores, is built for low-levels, ‘the Chinese 

. proverb “no hil) has two tigers" recoghised anarsity as the characteristic level, 

= of flesh-eaters, 

That some primitive wen were built for low levels is 2 truiam, Virgin 

= Awrica, for example, had few Indias because mre Indians would heve starved or 

7 killed each other off; fewer Indians would have risked annihilation in come 

4 blizsard, drmth, or epidemic, War, famine, and pestilence were the mechani sim 

pd which kept the density of Indians at a level favorable to their contimity, This 

' : level was the carrying capacity or primitive Ameries for this particular species 

= of vrimitive man. 

“9 There are animals adapted to live in dense hordes, and unable to exiat, 

: or at least unable to thrive, at lesser density levels, ‘The passenger pigeén 

| was one, ‘the swift flight of the admit bird almost exoupted it from predation, 

. bat the flimey nests and helpless young were vulnerable, Sy nesting as a horde 

= the pigeon swamped its predatore with such a surfeit of egee and squabs that they 

— were unable to consume any considerable percentage of the whole, By nesting in 

e the norhh, where few predators could winter, ami by shifting location from year 

| to wear, no formidable pomilation of predators could build up at the nesting 

- grounds, ‘The suceess of the pigoon's horde society depended on an exeeptional 

" | wobtlity, on immunity to disease, an absence of belligerence among its members, 

'. and on a now-territorial psychology ( no “private land"), ‘the buffalo was a 

2 roughly similar case, Both species vanished soon after the horde became decimated, 

" {.@, lacked abilgty to persist as scattered groups, 3 

Tt seems clear, than that some animalo thrive only in hordes, others only 

| ** low densities. ‘the devices for pomletion control, when they exist, are evident- 

FY coctgnes to keep the pomlation within the density limits favorable to that 
i barticular species. Me ee ec ee
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x "Unfinished Manuscripts" 

, Aldo Leopold 

. HE YARN WILDLIFE PROGRAM A SELIMSCROTINY 

me Aldo Leopold 

tien vo wildlifers assert that ve axe finding, by reseorch, that vild and | 

vee tame erops oan be grown side by side, to the mtual advantage of oach other, | 

: Ps the farmer, and the public. ; : , : 

i Our use of the term researeh i¢ not quite accurate. Research is supposed 

~ to start with a wishless premise, and to go where the facts lead. Our re- 

tb search ie fer from wishless. Tt degins vith not morely a wish, but with the 3 

citi) positive conviction thet cohabitation of the land by wild and the tane things 

oti 1s good. We thon prove, by research, that it is possible. When we find that 

wt {t ie possible, we conclude it is also advantageous. 

ct As fay as T know, we are scientifically honest in sifting our evidence . 

a on vaya and means, but T think 1t 19 time for sonebody to admit that our | 

“7 objective is a wishful one. Why do we wish for dbobwhite to whistle forever | 

i fron the farm fendes of Wisconsin? let me ask zou onet When it becomes 

ta possible for the lsboratory to unler-sell the ¢ow and the ccrmfield as a 

“ source of bread and meat~-when the tractor finally and completely displeces | 

of the tean as @ source of power--are you renfy to turn over the function of | 

ai footenroduetion to chemist end engineer? Or will you have lingering doubte-~ “al 

RO) unscientific doudte--sbout the fundemental goodness of men living on land 

a with plants and animele? 

‘iden If the Imsbendry of living things {se good, is not the husbandry of # | 

te) renee vapioty of then even better? If 0, we have peshaps tata a finger on | 

wr the fundomental kinship which I fee) extets between scriculture end conserve 2 

ob) tion as human convictions. 

a Admitting, then, that wildlife as 2 form crop is a possible but not an 

" inevitable thing, I turn to a question mch discussed of lete: the inter- | 

oo dependense of various kinds of conservation. To what extent is wildlife-- | 

f NaS
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~ & on ovtional thing--the automatic accompaniment of soil conservation, flood / 

: mrevention, erosion control, and forestry? And are these things in turn | 

Abe optional or nesonessy? 
| 

sp Yo whldlifers have assorted that if you devote land to soll protective | 

‘Ag structures and cover, and to woodlots, that you had just as well let at 

surport wildlife. I think it is strictly true that by slight modifications ) 

we of the kind and pattern of vecetation on reserved lands, you ean increase 

ie the carrying capacity for animals. But thie is a self-serutiny; let it then 

10 be clear that these modifiestions are ovtional. A wootlet may vroduee such 3 

‘ot woot and soll cover, but Uittle game, A check-dam enclosure or a terrace- 

Bf outlet may bear vegetation good for soil wut poor for birds. Moreover there 

a is gross exaggeration of the food-bearing capacity of qmall dite of wild | 

2 vegetation. Winter food, on intensive foyms, comes mostly from weeds, waste ! 

ee grain, end deliberate feeding. Bushes and vines, e¢ winter food, are saled. 

et Deliberate feeding is necessary, and obviously optional. Omit it end 

Lot winter capacity is greatly reduced. Then strike off the agcidental food 

08 on fiolds, end little food is left to balance cover, even gool cover. By 

Ae md lenge, then, wildlife (especially resident wildlife) is only in slight 

m degree the automatic product of farm erosion-control and forestry. 

teed Pinally we face the question of whether the voodlot and other reserved 

he cover are in and of thenselves necessery or optional, Certainly the average . 

* Wisconsin fermer sete as tf his woodlet were bout as vital to the future 

mt |) 2s the horso-and-bugcy or the spinning-wheel. By outting off the old and | 

w@ |) coving off the young trece, he is whittling at both ends of the woodlot | 

oe as a faym institution. Ne is exterminating productive woods a¢ an element 

: in the land-use pattern of the darty belt. Is he doing this deliberately . 

at [becouse he expects, when his woods are gone, to hanl coal oF ware 

of Roosevelt's electricity? Ts he doing it regretfully, 9 & makeshift, inti :
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aay 

he vester times enable him to retrench? Or is he doing it thopehtlessly, 

vm | wavare that he 1s signing checks on capital? I don't know, tnt our self- 

ro scrutiny on wildlife crops squerely raises the qestion of the dispensability 

5 or indispensability of ferm woods. 

ty On flat unspoiled soils 1 think the woodless farm is possible. “e 

te have plenty of such already. We also have, in plenty, the coverless marsh. 

gq | Bot on eroding land, and on all hilly land, it is clear by now that not 

vit even vagture is a safe cover for the steeper slopes. A penalty-~erosion end 

ag floods~-attaghes to the use of vulnerable slopes end banks for tame crops. 

sey That penslty aecrues, inpart, to the omer. It agcrues, in part, to the 

td subjoining owners, tut these social penalties we reserve for leter discussion. 

af The present point is thet wulnerable slopes present the only clear case of 

or land which the individual ower must leave wild. 

23 We may generalize, then, by saying that the dedication of farn land 

o@ | to wild cover is inevitable only where erosion threatens, and even there it 

sy | 1s for the omer to decide whether deliberately to encourage tinder or 

oA animals. 

er The Doatring of Private Profit ani Public Substdy 

ph ‘hat, now, determines whether the farmer exercises his option of 

Sag growing timber or wildlife? We have a doctrine of land-use, and it is 

a0 thist Let the private owner grow What is profitable to him. If the 

a mbdlic needs unprofitable crops, lot the mblic buy submarginal lands and . 

a» | Tse then, or subsidise the farner if they want hin to do it. | 

7] Hy partioular concern tonight is the ademacy of this doctrine. Tet us 

» | try to picture its effects on the landscape of Wisconsin if the farmer end 

4 | the vablie were to follow if until 1975. : 

a Looking down from a high plone, we would see in southeast Wisconsin 

i 2 EEE
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tos Bm agrievltural steppe, substantially treeless save for & few erosive norsaines. | 

a araineble marshes are in corn snd canary. All fencerows ore pare. Along | 

agg | the highways are 8 fow trees ond tushes, arranged in that stiff informality . 

0 yhich betrays the intervention of the landscaper. 

te For fuel and poste the region is on & rabion of coal-and-steel, or ; | 

wad electricity-and-steel . Yor game a few Hungarian partridg:s persist, plus | 

tf rabbits where the woodchucks have dug cover undergrount. There are local 

S78 pheasants near undpainable marshes. such a9 ayound public lakes, tut not | 

eft | clsevhere. Yur animale are gush as can live on drainsge cenals. Quail, | 

ad? |) prairie chickens, roffed grouse, nesting waterfowl and woods wildflowers ore 

dann gone. There are summer birds, tut the vhole bird feuna ie shifted toward | 

aif? the steppe community. 

cat In gouthwest Wisconsin only the larger high prairies present « aimilar 

ie vieture. The ravines have 3s much timber as now, and that in better eondi- 

of tion. Wood is stii2 used for fuel ond posts. The fauna is unchanged. 

el Prom central Wisconsin northward, all submarginel lands are in woods, 

tea probably under government forestry. lmmber from these woods reaches the 

sa dairy farms, wut the vastly greater volume of non-sawlog tinder represents 

ak non-transportadle fuel. Part tat not all of thie is absorbed as pulpwood. 

a] The pulp mille have competed the ruin of the larger streams. ‘The lend feuna 

bff persists about as now, except for the near-extinetion of the tennorery prairle 

for biota new occupying the burns, and the usurpation of hayneadows by scrub es 

Let result of former vost fires. 

z What 16 wrong with this Wisconsin of 1973? ‘The main defect, in my | 

ce opinion, Le the trend toward monotypes. the doctrine of privete profit and | 

silt pblie subsidy pushes constently toward an extreme degree of erop-specialization,- | 

|. toward the grouping of uses in Lares solid blocks, ‘The idea of velf-suffictent | 

is Eterm unite Le submerged. The intorepersion of wild and tone crops approaches .
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vb sero. Such interspersion is the essence of wildlife management, and, Tf 

th think, of forest management. T will comment leber on whether it is good 

salt ferm nanagement . 
3 

ie My present point is thet the doctrine of private profit and public 

gubsidy produces a landscape just as monotonous as the inherent variability 

ols of soil will permit. What with dredge and drain-tile, check-dom, and 

der terrace, it permits a good deal. 

a The Sommatty Iden of Exetit 
ate Let us now examine the soundness of the current doctrine of land-use, 

owe first from the private anf second from the public standpoint. Ie it sound 

509 to relegate to governnent every cropping funetion which showe prospective 

oft red. ink when serutinized os private enterprise? 

aa 1 cleim it is not. The thing thet is lacking from our idea of private 

ote enterprise in conservation is the realiaation that a given action may show 

tt ‘a red balance when attempted by one man, but a black balence, when carried 

‘ out by many. Conversely, a profitable private setion, when widely carried 

9, out, may prove to have costly penalties which fly back and hit the individual. 

ah The {dca of community profit at individual cost is not new. In ongineer- 

an ing onterprises such as good reeds end drainage systems, it is om 014 «8 3 

se the machine age. It remains to apply it to ecological enterprises vinteh | 

on: are less tangible but no less reel in their community benefits. Is the 

ie vind-ewent birdless steppe good commnity agriculture? T doudt it. Con- . 

ot: versoly, the re-establishment of a fencerow or woodlot on such s steppe ‘ 

may show red, but the collective effect, a verlegated countryside, will, f : 

sg | think, show profit, not only to the poet, but to the bookkeeper. 

) There 1g moh to-do ebout predator control. Undoubtedly the former 

“a who hangs the chicken-hawk on the barn door is following current doctrine. 

+ But by the time all the neighbors end ell the sportemen with trigger-Lteh 3 

_ [} teve joined the fray, there are not enough hawks left to balance the founey® ‘ 
= 

i
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“ Hence we s6@ an abandonment of the idea of "good" and "bad" hawks, and other 

it unsound substitutes for ecological thinking. We see instead a straight and 

a honest appeal for toleration, within the limits of reason, for a class of 

, birds which may de individually harmful, but the elimination of which would 

. be still more harmful. | 

* We recognize tle validity of this principle of commnal ecology in 

" individual eases, but we do not yet recognise it as o law of community 

: welfare. Take the question of straightening streams. An individuel farmer 

; may ease his flood problem by taking out the oxbows, just as he may enhance 

8 his gross income by teking out the woodlot. Sut if everybody does it, the 

% subjoining neighborhood is physically injured, end everybody is taxed. 

= Take ground waters. There has, of course, been much nonsense about 

, veter conservation, tut there remains the basic fact that the private 

* profit doctrine, as applied in the past, hastens water downhill. But if 

| . everybody does it, it may be hastened too mich. And ultimately may not the 

o level of wells, streams, and lakes--a rather large asset-~suffer! 

o Take insect pests. The simple thing for the individual farmer is to 

| remove all wild harborege for insects. Yor the individual thie is good 

" enough, ae long as the neighbors furnish cover to keep some birds and 

$ predatory insects in the locality. But if al) the neighbors mopped up on 

* all cover, both for injurious insects and their predators, is there an 

* entomologist ready to say that the community would be as well or better off 

* than now? 

3 All things that make the lend good to look upon follow this law. Wo 

i individual, according to the private-profit rublic-gubsidy doctrine, can : 

‘ afford to donate good land for the old burr-osk, the crabapple thicket, the 

* orchid marsh, or other esthetic lumries, But everybody having followed 

‘ this doctrine, everybody is now taxed te let the lendscspers inetall parkways, ‘ 

4 artificial Lakes, and other move 6 less miserable substitutes fer Landesnpe 1
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a pemty. Who is in the red? 
j 

nel Finally, take erosion. Advanced erosion, everybody admits, is cheaper | 

sug [) for the omer to abandon than to cure. But if all omners did it, could the | 

nod mblie treasury stand the load of re-stabilizing the abandoned screage? 

tig | or if the land’ bureaus ssid "Let her wash," could the water bureaus ultimately | 

ed cope with the damage to navigation, irrigation, power, and flood-eontrol? f | 

opine they couldn't. “ 
| 

be} These are negative instances of public penalty for private thrift. 

law There are also sometimes public rewards for private oxtrevagance, although 

eat I can't find a good instanee in this country. Take substitutes for wood, 

rte the bete noi of American forestry. Oar lumbermen cautiously stay ont of 

S90 tinber cropping, mostly because they fear substitution, bat Germans go 

3 right shead. Consequently no German industry doubts the availability of 

few wood in the future, consequently substitutes make Aistinetly smelier in- 

"ey roads on the German wood market than they do on ours, 

m8 Bogus Indivitualion 
rol So moh for the hidden ecological penalties inherent in our current 

doctrine of land-use. Notice that in most cases & publie subsidy is being 

not paid as a more or less ineffective offset to those penalties, In fact the 

0 greater part of the present vubdlic conservation progrea is @ public pallistive 

at for the doctrine that the private landower has no commnity responsibilities 

ts over and above taxes and personal conduct. I now raise the question: Is 

ino land-abuse anything but a tax on the neighbors? Is there any form of personal 

ult conduct more vitel to society than lend-conduct? Is the biography of & 

: farner or lumberman or stockman, a written on his land, of lesser ethical 

at import than St. Peter's memo of his moral peocadillos? q 

te I think not, and I conelude that the current doctrine of private-profit A 

oil and public-subsidy is defective in these respects! It expects subsidies to ; 

at : 7 
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4 4o more--and the private ower to do less-for the community than they are 

a | capable of doing. We rationalize these defects as individuslisn, but they | 

: inply no reel respect for the landowner as en individual. They merely 

_ condone the ecologies] ignorance which contrasts eo strongly with his pre- | 

cooity in mechanical things. But the finel proof that it is bogue individuel- | 

2 ism lies in the fact that it leade us straight into government ownership. | 

4 An orator could decry it as radical paternalism, as abject dependence upon 

a government televised by the landowners of a free country. T do not decry 

at it, but T hate to see us lean on it as a solution. Quite aside from the 

és erobable insolvency of the "Let Uncle Sam do it” formula, it is, I fear, in 

i“ the long run, ineffective. Husbandry of land is inherently an action calling 

re for continuous synthesis of the ideal and the practical. The governnent 

A cannot furnish the one ingredient while the owner furnishes the other. The 

= government is not around while the things that matter happens . 

2 Tack, now, to wildlife, and to my final conclusion. The progress we can 

.g expect as the sutomatic result of other conservation programs 1s local only. 

“ That whieh we can expect directly from governmental wildlife agencies is 

i hardly great enough to offset the demege we expect from other governmental 

. operations, ~ mosquito control, poisoning, navigation, power,- and from the 

= spread of chemical industries causing pollution.The future of wildlife on 

farme ts contingent, to a peculiar degree, on that ecological consciousness 

: on whieh the varied lendscape is contingent, becmuse that varied landscape 

is the physieal base for the wildlife resource. Kill the economic doctrine 

: vhich makes for aemnrnee and you build not merely @ physical vase for wild- 

- life, but you bulld/farm-mind receptive to the idea of manipulating it for 

s wildlife productivity, i.e. recentive to the idea of manegement. 

: 1 expect, and hope for, a wide range of individuelion in the ultimste | 

. be 
aoe be, farmers not . 

a velonnent of the wildlife idea. There ere, and 
, |
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# at all interested in shooting, but keen on forestry, or wildflowers, or 

a birds in general, There are, and should be, farmers keen about none of these, 3 

= wt hipped on eoons and coon dogs. I foresee, in short, a time when the 

a wildlife on a farm will be the signature of a personality, jost as the crops 

a and stoek already are. The more varied the media of individual expression, 

"| the more the collective total will add to satisfactions of farm life. 
ah 
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‘ An of Mie Revision of 7/31/47 

biVIsION * |) (to de revised ee appendix) 

i S ancuives K 
Z > FOREWORD 

ule These essays deel with the ethics and esthetics of land. 

iad During my lifetime, more land has been destroyed or damaged than ever 

thy before in recorded history. As a field-worker in conservation, I have seen, : 

baa studied, and measured many samples of this process. | 

ot During my lifetine, the stockpile of scientific facts about land has | 

5 grown from @ molehill into a mountain. As a research ecologist, % have 

— f contrttuted to this pile, 

‘ During my lifetime, the thing called conservation has grown from a name-~- | 

: legs idea into a mighty national movement. As a sportsmen and naturalist, 1 | 

q heve helped it grow - in size - but so far it has seemed slmost to shrink in | 

poteney. : 

This concurrent growth in knowledge of land, good intentions toward land, | 

4 and cbuse of land presents a paradox that baffles me, as it does many another | 

thinking @itigen. Selence ought to work the other way, but it doesn't. Why? 

tJ * * 

We regard land as en economic resource, and science as 6 tool for extract- | 

: ing bigeer and better livings from it. Both are obvious facts, but they are | 

‘ not truths, because they tell only half the story. | 

: There ie a basic distinction between the fact that land yields us a 

living, and the inference that it exiats for this purpose. The latter is | 

sbout ae true as to infer that I fathered three sons in order to replenish | 

: 4 the woodpiles 

Selence is, or should de, much more than a lever for easier livings. Selen- | 

ss i tiffe discovery is mtriment for our sénse of wonder, & mach more important | 

|) not-er thon thicker steoks or bigger bathtubs. 

Ayt and letters, ethics and religion, law and folklore, still regard the 

ena things of the lend either as enemies, or as food, or as dolls to be kept { 

eee
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4 ‘tor pretty", This view of land is our inheritance fron Abrsham, whose a 
/ 

a foothold in the land of milk and honey was still a preearions ons, but it is 

ae outmoded for ue, Our foothold is nrecarious, not beceuse it may slip, but 

ee becouse we may kill the land beforevwe learn to use it with love and respect. 

a Conservation is a pipe-dream as long as Homo sapiens is cast in the role of 

: 4 conqueror, and hig land in the role of slave and servant. Conservation be- 

; coucs possible only when man assumes the role of citizen in e community of 

“a yhich soils end waters, plents and animols are fellow members, each dependent 

2 on the others, and each entitled to his place in the sun. 

a These essays are one man's striving to live by and with, rather than on, | 

vd the Ameriecen lend. . 

vie I do not imely that this philosovhy of land was always clear to me. re 

tg rother the end-result of a life-journey, in the course of which f have 

as felt sorrow, anger, yoasienmn’, or confusion over the inability of conserva- 

halt tién to halt the juggernaut of land-sbuse. These essays deseribe particular 

episodes en route. 

* * * 

gel My firet doubt about mon in the role of conqueror arose while I was | 

gen | sti11 in cotlege. ! came home one Christmas to find that land promoters, with 

the help of the Corps of! mngineers, had dyked and drained my boyhood hunting | 

wit erounds on the Mississippi River bottoms. The job was so complete that I . 

oda could not even trace the outlines of my beloved lekes ani sloughs under their | 

od? new blanket of cornstelks. | 

: I liked corn, but not that much. Perhaps no one but e hunter can under- 

tt stand how intense an affection a boy can feel for a piece of marsh. My home ; 

daa town thought the commnity enriched by this change, I thought it impoverished . 

It did not oceur to me to express my sense of loss in writing; my old lake J 

iv had been under corn for forty years before I wrote "Red Legs Kicking". Mor : 

a Rh



ts | 
otf aid I, until years later, formlate the generalization that draineye is bad, 

oot PF onot in and of itself; but whon it becomes so prevalent that « famna:and flore 

i are extinguished. 
i 

aed . * * 

cat 

7 vy first Job was as a forest ranger in the White Mountains of Arizona. 

R08 There ft conecived a large enthusiasm for the free life of the cow country, 

- ena I admired the mounted cowmen, many of whom were uy friends. Through the - | 

ty  vsval process of hazing and horseviay, I - the tenderfoot - acquired some | 

no rodiments of skill as a horseman, packer, and mountaineer. 

Zo When the advent of motor trensport began to shrink the voundaries of : 

tt the horse-eulture, I realized that something valuable wae veing lost, but | 

1 Bf | owed my head to the inevitability of "progress". Years later, I tried to : 

Fh recavture the flover of the cow-country in "The White Mountain". | 

* 
x * * 

fet 
ny It was in the White Mountein country that I had my first experience with 

‘ government predator-control. My friends the cowmen shot bears, wolves, 

_ mountain lions and coyotes on sight; in their eyes. the only good predator 

“ was a dead ones When sone particularly irksone depredation occurred, they 

“i organized a punitive expedition, or even hired a professional trapper for & | 

3 month or two. But the overall outcome was a draw; the predators were kept | 

va down, but they were not extinguished. It ocourred tono one that the country = 

a night eventually become bearless and wolfless. Bveryone assumed that the | 

a fewer varmints the better, and within limits this was (and ies) true. | 

Then eame paid government hunters who worked on selary, took pride | 

Pe in thetr skill, and (in the case of wolves end grizzlies) were often able to | 

‘a trap a given unit of range to the point of eradication. The sum of a dogen 

a loeal eradications was extinguishment in the state, and the sum of a dozen 

* “clean” states was national estobiinet ion. To bo sure, there was » face-soving | 

oe 
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6th portey ebout leaving some nredators in the National Parks, but the sctusl | 

tor B sachs is that there are no wolves, and only a precarious remnant of ertaclies, 

om in the Parkes today. : 7 

sa In "Reeudilla", t relate my own participation in the extinguishment of 

id the grigaly bear from the White Mountain region. At the time I sensed only 

conf a vague uneasiness about the ethics of this action. Tt required the unfold- 

Ava ing of official "predator control" through two decades finally to convince 

jae | no thet IT had helped to extirpate the grizsly from the Southwest, and thus 

Si played the role of accessory in en ecological mrder. 

* * * 
§ 

edt Later, when I had become Chief of Operstions for the Southwestern 

st Hational Forests, I was accessory to the extermination of the lobo wolf 

O97 from Arizona end New Mexico. As a boy, I hat read, with intense sywrathy, 

© Seton's masterly biography of a lobo wolf, but I nevertheless was able to 

rationalige the extermination of the wolf by calling it deer menagenent, 1 

vor had to learn the herd way that excessive maltiplication is a far deadlier 

oon enemy to deer than any wolf, "Thinking Like Mountain" tells what I now 

aa mov (out what most conservationists have still to learn) about doer herds 

aw devrived of their natural enemies. 

so eeice 

wo In 1909, when I first moved to the southwest, there had been six 

ote blocks of roadless mountain country, each enbracing helf a million acres 

wst or more, im the Hationel Forests of Arizons and New Mexico. By the 1920's 

Bnew roads had invaded five of thom and there was only one left; the hend- 

ah waters of the Gila River. I helped to organize 6 national Wilderness 

oat Society, and contrived to get the Gila heodwaters withdraw as 2 wilderness 

oat aren, to be kept as pack country, free from additional roads, "forever". 

tt | 
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tay |) Bt tho Oia door herd, by then wolflese and s11 but Lioness, soon miltiplied | 

os beyond all reason, and by 192 the deer had so eaten out the range that re- 

ft @uetion of the herd wae imperative. Here my sin egeinst the wolves caught | 

¥ up with me. The Forest Service, in the name of range conservation, ordered 

oft the construction of a new roed splitting wy wilderness area in two, so that | 

oH mnters might have access to the top-heavy deer herd. IT was helpless, end | 

sn go was the Wilderness Society. I was hoist of my own petard. | 

“ It was at this time that I wrote several papers, now combined in the 

se essay "Wilderness". 
| 

Ironically enough, this same sequence of proclaiming a wilderness, 

«at erasing the predators to inerease the game, end then erasing the wilderness 

Lif to harvest the gane, is still being repeated in state after hapless state. | 

et The latest instence is the Salmon River, in Idaho. | 

ek ee | 

ot I have always felt & deep love for canoe trivs on wild rivers, In 1922 

vert ny brother Garl and I eseayed the then wildest stretch of river in the South- a 

ee west; the Delta of the Rio Colorado. We were the third varty to navigate | 

eed the Delta, and the first to do it by canoe. Of my many ventures into wild | 

ak country, this was the richest and most satisfying. 1 have tried to recapture | 

} its flavor, in retrospect, in “The Green Lagoons". 

e¢ Twenty five years later, while serving on the Wiseonsin Conservetion | 

fe Commission, I was impressed by the fact that Wisconsin youth were about to 7 

“0 lose one of their last wild rivers: the Planbeau. Most other cenosing | 

~ rivers in the abate had already been hernessed for power. I joined with | 

a Conservation Commissioner ¥.d-P. Aberg and Deputy Director of Conservation | 

om trnest F. Swift in an effort to rebuild a gnall stretch of cottageless river 

ok on the Flambeau State Forest. The defeat of this venture, after it was half 

a Conpleted, by the Wisconsin Legislature, is described in "Flambeau". What ts . 

“a a wild river more or less among farmers thirsty for cheap power? ; 

: eo 8 & —_ —
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1 moved to Madison, Wisconsin, in 192). to become Associate Director of 

. the Forest Products Laboratory. 1 found the industrial potig, of this otherwise 

= sanivable institution so little to my liking that I was moved to set down my | 

9 naturalistic philosovhy in a series of essays: “The Land Bthic", "Conservation 

‘ Isthetio", and others. 
| 

. It vas at this period that I made o series of vacation trips to the Sierre | 

" Madre in Chihuelma, Mexico, in company with my brother Carl, my friend Raymond J, | 

2 Roark, and my son Starker, by then grown. The Sierra Madre was an almost exact 

" counterpart of ay beloved mountains of Arizons and New Mexico, but fear of 

@ Indians had kept the Sierra free from ranches and livestock. It was here that 

. I first clearly realized that land is an organism, that all my life I had 

. seon only sick land, whereas here was 5 biota still in perfect aboriginal 7 

“ health. The term “unspoiled wilderness" took on a new meaning. IT recorded | 

Ff these impressions in "Song of the Gavilan" and “Guscamaja”. | 

' -_ * * i 

5 In 1928 I undertook @ game survey for the sporting arms industry. and 

“7 in 1931 I became Professor of Wildlife Manggewent ot the University of 

. Wisconsin. During the ensuing decade several ventures were undertaken which 

. bear upon this autobiography. 

x During the thirties, in company with my friends Franklin Schaidt, Wallace 

Crange, Frederick Hamerstrom, and Frances Hemerstrom I did mach field work in | 

. central Wisconsin. "Mershlend Elegy”, "The Sand Counties", "Red Lanterns", | 

: and “Smoky Gold" exnress my abiding affection for this region, called poor 

by those who know no better. 
i 

| In 1938, with the help of my friend Hans Albert Hochbaum, f helped to 

: organize a waterfowl research station at Delts, Menitoba. Tidecame acquainted \ 

: f vith the great marshes of the Canadian wheat belt, and I was shocked to learn : i 

ie 
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- how rapidly they were drying up. It was evident that the whole continent 

Cot vas gradually losing its principal mursery for waterfowl. "Clandeboye" is 

cabs 2 descriptive sketch of a part of the Delta marsh that seemed to me particularly 

sithig wild and delightful. I eam told thet Clandeboye still has water, but it has 

aa now ecquired roads, empty bottles, and limit-shooting gunners from the 

“ States. 

ain at ca we 

sag One of the penalties of an ecological education is that one lives alone 

a | in world of wounds. Nuch of the damage inflicted on land is quite invis- 

tint § {ble to laymen. An ecologist mst either harden his shell and make believe 

; a thet the consequences of seience are none of his business, or he mst be the 

= doctor who sees the marke of death in a community that believes itself well, 

‘aa end does not want to be told otherwise. One sometimes envies the ignorance 

pedt of those who rhapsodige about a lovely countryside in process of losing its 

topsoil, or afflicted with some degenerative disease of its water system, 

a feuna, or flora. 

cat A group of sketches written during the period 1935-1945 deal with this 

o¥ thene of lethal illness, visible only to the ecologist, in the still-lovely 

ve landscapes of various states. "Illinois Bus Ride", "Odyssey", "Cheat Tekes 

: Over", ond perheps "On a Nomument to the Pigeon" belong in this group. I 

ast) have been told that "Odyssey" is a complete summary of the fundamentals of ; 

00 ecological conservation. 

ie * a * ¥ R 

ve tn 1935 my education in land ecology was deflected by 6 peculiar and 

fortunate secident. My family and I had become enthusiastic hunters with the 

a bow and arrow, and we needed a shack as @ base-camp from which to hunt deer. 

- To this end I purchased, for a song, an sbandoned farm on the Wisconsin River . 

7 Bf} ‘= sortnern Sou County, only fifty miles fron Madison. .
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Wail Deer-hunting soon proved to be only a minor cireumstance among the de- 

om lights of a landed estate in a semi-wild region, accessible on weeksends. . | 

De) oy realize thet T had elvays wanted to own lend, and to study and enrich | 

tie ite feune and flora by my own effort. My wife, my three sone, and my two | 

wor | {sughters, each in his own individuel manner, heve discovered deep satis- | 

bes factions of one sort or another in the husbandry of wild things on our own | 

acc lend. In the winter we band and feed birde end eut firewood, in soring we | 

ue plant pines and wateh the geese go by, in summer we plant and tend wild- 

th flovers, in fell we hunt pheasants end (in some years) ducks, snd at all 

ne seasons we record rhenology. All of these ventures are family affairs; to us | 

att a lendless family, relying on other peovie's wildlife, hae become an snachron- 

on iem. My experiences at the shack ere recorded in "Great Possessions", and s . 

fm dozen other essays arranged celendar-vise ss "A Sand—Country Almanac". 

a * 6 * 
| 

wet Whetever the thilosonhicsl import, or lack of it, in these sketches, it | 

tt FP nonntne a fact that few writers have dealt with the drama of wild things since | 

7 our vrineipal inetroments for understanding them have come into being. Thorean, | 

oat _ Muir, Burroughs, Hudson, and Seton wrote before ecolony had a name, dvefore the | 

ad sclenee of animal behavior had been born, and before the survival of faunas | 

ovo and floras had become a desperate problem. Fraser Darling and R. M. Lookley | 

vat have expressed, for the British Teles, some fragnents of the wildlife drana . 

ant ag illumined by these new viewpoints, ut in America, parallel attempte have | 

+ been few. I salute Selly Carrighar's "Beetle Rock", heodora Stanwell-Fleteher's | 

€ "Driftwood Valley", and Louis Halles "Spring in Washington” as among the best 

of thess. My hove is that "Great Possessions” may edd something to what they 

ref have ably begun. 
ef 
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we, These esssys were written for peel and my close friends, but T suspect | 

“tt that we are not olone in our discontent with the ecological status quo. If 

von p tbe reader finds here some ocho of his own affections end of his own anxieties, 

_ they will have accomplished wore than was originelly intended. 

ae t take the reoder first on a round of the seasons at my shack in Sauk 

A County, Wisconsin, and next on & hop-skip-and-jump tour of the North American 

nat continent. In both journeys I sketch the observations and experiences which 

ati heve impressed me most deeply. 

+e At the end of the volume I try to sum up, in more coherent form, the 

~ basie logic of the ecological concep! of land. 
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THE DEER SKATE ” 
Aldo Leopold 4 

ay | 
eit One hot afternoon in August I set under the elm, idling, when I saw a 

cody deer pass stross @ small opening 6 quarter-mile east. A deer trail crosses 

ae our farm, and at this point any deer travelling is briefly visible from the 

rg) shack. er, 

'g99 I then realized thet half an hour before I had moved my chair to the 

wad best spot for watehing the deer trail; that I hai done this habitually for 

ie years, without being clearly conscious of it. This led to the thought that 

ond vy cutting some brush, I could widen the sone of visibility. Before night 

the swath was cleared, and within the month I detected several deer which 

sail otherwise could likely have passed unseen. 

fab oa * 

The new deer swath was vointed out to a series of weekend guests for 

a the “urcose of watching their later resetions to it. It was soon clear that 

i nost of them forgot it quickly, while others watched it, as I did, whenever 

2 chance allowed. The upshot was the realization thet there are four categories 

= of outdoors mens deer hunters, duck hunters, bird-hunters, and non-hunters. 

a These categories have nothing to do with eex or ege, or accoutrements; they 

wh represent four diverse habits of the human eye. The deer hunter habitually 

ey watches the next bend; the duck hunter watches the sky line; the bird hunter 

ah watches the dog; the non-hunter does not watch, 

aid When the deer hunter sits dow he sits where he can see sheal, and withh | 

Je his back to something. ‘The duck hunter sits where he can see overhead, and | 

Ps behind something. ‘the non-hunter sits where he is comfortable. None of these | 

_ | watch the dog. The bird-hunter wetehes only the dog, and slways knows where ‘ 

4 the dog is, whether or no visible at the moment. The dog's nose is his eye.
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& Meny hunters who carry a shotgun in season have never learned to watch the 

3 fog, ov to interpret his reactions to scent. 

si There are good outdoorsmen who do not conform to these categories, There 

ooh {s the ornithologist who hunts by ear, and uses the eye only to follow up on 

70 whet hia ear has detected. There is the botanist who hunts by aye, but at moh 

nde) closer range; he is a marvel at finding plents, but seldom sees birds or 

abe nawaols. There is the forester who sees only trees, end the insects and fungi 

bad which prey upon trees; he is oblivious to all else. And finally there is 

50Y the svortsmen who sees only game, and regards all else as of little interest 

eg or value. 

odd Thore 4g one Lllusive mode of bunting which I cannot associate exclusively 

ite vith any of these groups! the search for seats, traoks, feathers, dens, 

oh roostings, rubbings, dustings diggings, feedings, fightings, or prey ing 

collectively known to woodamen as “reading sign". This skill is rare, end 

iid too often seems to be inverse to book-learning. 

1 Of The counternert of animal sign-reading exists in the plant field, but 

so skill 4s equally rare in oscurrence, end illusive in distritution. To prove 

te this T ate the Af~iean oxplorer who detected the former seraichings of & lion 

at on the bark of a tree, twenty feet up. The seratchings, he said, had been | 

at nade when the tree was young. 

‘ ae | 
aM That biological jeck-of-all trade called ecologist tries to be and do 

all of these things. Needless to say, he does not suegeed; the best he can | 

id do is to alternate hie modes of hunting. I find that while hunting plants, j 

od t can give only indifferent attention to animals, and vice versa. The | 

® [| ccologist has. the choice of setting forth with gless, gun, axe, trowel, or 

ab shovel, and adjusting hie eye and mind to the tools at hand, | 

Fe ae se “i
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“fit The common denominator of all hunters is the realization that there is "i 

«Bo always something to hunt. ‘The world teems with creatures, processes, and 

# events which are trying to illude you; there is always a deer, and always 

+91 e svath down which he can be seen. very ground is a hunting ground, 

tary vhether it lies between you and the curbstone, or in those illimitable woods 

nett vhere rolls the Oregon. The final test of the hunter is whether he is keen 

i | to go hunting in a vacant lot. ’ 
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”" "unfinished Mamseripts" 

J 

mae Aldo Leopold : 

whe t 

How can private landowners be induced to use their land conservatively? 

2 Phis question heretofore determined only the choice of method for 

4 executing a conservation progran (for example the chance between education, 

a subsidy, compulsion, or public ownership.) 

ai Now, 4¢ seems to me, it takes rank with technological unemployment as 

: : one of the critical tests of “The American Way". 

= 
* » ** 

e If decent land-use can be brought about by conservation education, 

then the future continuity of land is possible. 

If decent land-use mst be paid for by subsidies, then eventuel insolvency 

is probable, as well as considerable domage to national self-respect. 

: If decent lend-use mst be sought by compilsion, there is greve doubt 

= vhether it will actually be obtained at all, and the damage to national 

self-resvect is great. 

: If decent lend-use mst be sought by public ownership, then private 

; ownership is cdi tabiuieiks for the conservation problem is as wide ao the 

r country. 

, Combinations of the four alternatives sre of course more probable than 

the exclusive use of any one, but to the extent that the last three are 

¥ resorted to, we mst expect mounting costs, growing bureaus, shrinking self- | 

rolicnee, and inelastic and lopsided performance. | 

oe. | 

. The actual trend, st present, is to expand education, subsidy, and 

: mblie ownership. Many educators are gscerting that decent lend use is | 

3 vrofitable; at the some time administrators sre justifying subsidy on the | 

a grounds thet it te not. In short, there te a mddle sbout profits. Uniese 4 

: untangled, it may lead to Aishonest teaching, or to overextension of govern~ . 

ment into private affairs, oF both. 
4
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In the first place, some components of land offer no congeivable profit, ; 

4 finaneially, to the individual private owner. Wildflowers, songbirds, and 

a jendscapes are guch. 

7 Seoondly, profit devends on when, how, by whom, and for whom the land- 

care use is improved. 

sain To retrieve a ruined field is or forest is seldom profitable, but to 

a keoo a good field or forest productive is almost always so. In short, 

an prevention is profitable but cure is not. . 

Thirdly, profit devends on by whom the land-use is improved. Here 

we encounter the fiction that tine is money. For a corporation tesspend 

red? cash to buy plant and protect a forest may be unprofitable, but the seme 

operation for @ farmer, using waste land end spere time, may be profitable. 

+ al Yourthly, vrofit depends on for whom the land use is improved. Many 

operations promise no profit to the owner, neither do they cost anything 

ode except skill, foresight, and labor, but if all the neighbors act, the 

ta collective result is profitable to the community in better living and some- 

times even in gash. Seonery, fishing, hunting, and windbreaks are examples. 

ro * *« 6 | 

uOQ When we attempt to apply these principles to cases, we are met by @ 

confusing welter of fact and opinion, of red ink and black ink. There 

nd emerge, however, a few definite deductions of first-rate reliebility and of 

20% widespread imvortance. 

ot If cash profit be the only valid motive for decent land-use, then 

conservation te headed for catastrovhic failure. Good land-use is a balance | 

: Vetweoen ubility and esthetics. It yields a highly variable mixture of 

‘ont | individual and commnity profits, of cash and imponderable profits, and all | 

ow: accrue from investments which vary fron borrowed cash on the one hend to 

1a) mere loving care on the other. He is a brave man who can say in each case ¥ 

ns vhether it poys, or it doesn't pay.
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>i This being the case, conservation education should rest its argument | 

wan on decency and social behavior, rather than on profits alone. There should 

Saat be no ambiguity on this point. 

The distinction between private cash profit and commnity benefit is 

988 being used to promote subsidy, or even commulsion, on the ground that 

ation government ig the community, and is thus asserting its owm fubaveets There 

“an {s a degree of validity in this, bit when we assert thet the private land- 

vat owner has an obligation to the commnity, the necessity for such govern- 

mental intervention decreases to a considerable degree. 

o ov The disadvantageous position of corporate landowners who mist invest 

daao cash instead of time to practice conservation is being used to promote ; 

mato government compulsion, or governnent scauisition of corporate holdings. — 

sg Why not, instead, promote their subdivision into small ownerships, which 

1870 nay invest time instead of cash? 

er ) The main question "how ean private landowners be induced to use 

£Lo0 their land conservatively", involves far nore than crops, birds, and 

omtt trees. If decent land-use must be bought by governmental intervention on 

de an ever increasing scale, it means the end of vrivate land ownership, the 

i end of governuental solvency, and the end of the present economic system. 
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3 OPENING DAY 

Aldo Leopold 

80) : 

os: In Oetober the guns will pop as usuel in every marsh and woods and | 

fencerow of Wisconsin. Whether or no we should hunt in wartime I am not | 

tay vise enough to say, but at all events, war is a time for self-servtiny. | 

rey If we snortemen could take ® real look at ourselves and our sport, we 

a would see a eurious and mezzling picture. ; | 

“i We would see, on the wildlife chart of Wisconsin, two major curves, | 

a one rising and one falling. oon they will cross. : 

The rising eurve is gun-presmre. War industry (plus, we hove, the 

ai esrly return of the armed forees) will give the eun-nressure curve an ~ | 

peas even sharver up-grade in the near future. 

wi The descending curve is our productive eanoeity for wildlife. Tt | 

= descends because cover and food are shrinking. | 

= tn the sonthern counties cover is the trouble. Woodlot graging, oak- 

std: disease, electric fences, marsh drainage, marsh fires, and the almost : 

< universal death of tamarccks work in vertous combinations to shrink the 

a remaining coverts. , | 

sal In the northern counties, food is the trouble, and closure of the | 

s forest canopy is the main cause. | 

The first real measurements of the decline in productive cap wity | 

e are now coming to hand. On one 3000-aere ares in Columbia County, unlend : 

gene bird eameity hae shrun': fifty ver cent since 1928. The reasons in 

‘ thie case are clearly woodlot grazing and road clearance, | 

‘ The downward trend of over-all vroductive canacity is obseured by | 

j the fact that the actual nroduction of two svecies is going up. These . 

[| two ore vhensants and deer. Both cases may be likened to a factory which | 

a is being bombed at one end whilst mtting on a night-shift at the other. |
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a ; 

; 4 Pheasant production is going up because the species was recently 

a introduced, and has just finished oecupying ite available range. In the _ | 

Pe vicinity of good wintering mershes, there are one $90 many pheasants, ? 

a as evidenced by large-scale corn-rulling last spring. ‘These spots need | 

shy J trinming don, but if vo plotted o11 of them on a men ve would find é | 

a large Dlanks between. As yet we leck any device for shooting the blanks 

wy lightly end the spots heavily. | 

e Deer production is going up beemse the herd outgrew itself during | 

- the tail-end of the lumbering éra, at which time it enjoyed excess winter | 

’ food in the form of felled trees, nearly complete exemption from predators 

which had just been cleaned out, a buck-law newly enforced, and a newly 

i established refuge system. These favorable conditions combined to build | 

2 up the herd just as the second-growth timber, newly protected from fire, 

Ke closed in and shaded out mich winter food. | 

2 like the pheasant map, the deer map is spotty; excess deer exist | 

old only near good wintering swamps. As in pheasants, we lack any device 

ta for shooting the spots heavily and the blanks lightly. In fact the buck- - 

a lav largely vrevents any legal adjustment of the situation. The real | 

: trinuing of the deer herd is done by violators who shoot does illegally. 

“0% There is a grim humor in this predicoment. | 

Bxeess deer preeent a mich more serious problem than excess pheasants. | 

STA 4n overload of pheasants produces only temporary damage to the range; an 

228 overload of decor produces permanent damage. The hungry pheasant scratches 

tae out the exeess seed, but the plante which produce his food grow again the | 

; ; following year. The lmngry deer browses down the whole plent, ine luding 

odt its reproduction, so that 1b can't grow again until the excess deer are | 

of removed. ‘The deer herd has deen “living on capital” for some years now} | 

al — © white ceder or striped maple or ground-homlock has been able to thrust j 

4 & seedling above the snow in any wintering yard. liven the pines lebor- 
ae a



Ff icsly planted by foresters are being browsed down. The longer wo temporize 

7 vith this s{tuation, the longer will be the nearly deerless period which 

bt cust follow the present overload on the renge. Starvation wil] of course | 

" do the trimming for us, but only ater ‘Ge productive capacity of the range | 

“ fas been ruined for years to come. | 

= Does anyone doubt that we ere temporizing? If so, just "listen in" 

“ on any meeting at which the deer vroblem is being discussed. 

The trout situation in southern Wisconsin, particularly in south- 

. western Wiseonsin, presents enother cage in which the slow decline in 

: vroductive eapscity is being nasked by temporary “ghots-in-the-arn." 

be Pasturing of steep slopes is slowly but surely degenerating the streans 

“ end sorings. A single flood, aggravated by such pasturing, may change 

a trout-stream to a carp-stream overnight, not to mention the ruination 

“ of fields, roads, and buildings along its banks. A single stocking with 

f legal-sized trout may seom, to the simple-minded, to mend the situation, 

“a mt no really observant person can escape the conclusion that most 

? watersheds in southwestern Wisconsin are at the mercy of the next really 

. hard rain. So far we sportsmen have let the egriculturists and erosion ) 

+ engineers do the worrying about this aituation, but it is really every- 

< body's funeral. As long as the public is willing to buy milk from eroding 

farms, just so long will erosion continue to eat away the foundations of 

“¢ the future. 

cove 
Some of the heaviest losses in wildlife are falling on non-game 

« species. During the past decade, the blue heron and the kingfisher have 

a“ become scaree on many waters, thanks to the zealous efforts of fishermen 

a to vroteet their hatcheries and plantings. The red-tailed hawk and the 

* marsh hewk heave begome scares, thanks to the combined efforts of poultry- 

' 

a ae mm
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i raisers and pheasant-raisers. How many of these well-intended "fixers" : 

a nave stopped to think whether it is legitimate to conserve sporting wild- 

n life by cleaning out equally valuable non-sporting forms? 

~ Mot all of our wildlife losses can be charged to ony particular group. | 

= Ho one seems to know whether the recent desth of tamaracks in the southern | 

2 counties is due to past droughts or to old drainage operations, or to epizootic | 

mid insects, or to disease. Whatever the cause, they are dead, and the bor 

3 flowers dependent on their shade wil take a heavy beatings 

a Wilalife ta not the only field of human affairs in which hindsight is j 

oa setter than foresight. rrors of foresight are easy to excuse, if followed 

oY vy corrective action. Abuse srising fron plain greed is less easy to forget. 

Ps In the field of waterfowl conservation, the ain abuses erise from plein 

eo greed. If the average non-hunating eitizen ever got his feet wet in a duck- 

a marsh, and if he were able to interpret and understend what goes on there, 

. he might tell us duck-hunters that our avort, instesd of yielding healthful 

“ outdoor reereation. 1s really yielding edmesation in lawlessness. Nearly 

= everybody shoots out of range, lest the other fellow shoot first. Noarly 

o everybody leaves more cripples to die in the nevsh than he tekes home in his 

= coat. Hany shoot everything that flies, I suppose for “vractice”. Few pay 

“ any attention to the laws protecting scarce species; the rule is to kill 

. the duck first end find out afterward whether it is legal; if not, it is 

. thrown into the weeds. 

att 

ae when I hear pious oratory about rising stantapds of snortemanshin, I 

ie long to take the speaker to a duck marsh, plunt him hip-deep in the mad, 

s mull hie vious blinters off, ani tell hin “lookt" 
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Lar: THE HOUSE RAT IN THE WILD | 

vad Aldo Leopold 

RH 

The rat as a pest in human habitations has been thoroughly studied, 

3 mt little attention has been given the rat as a wild animal. The success- 

: ful colonization of woods and fields by rats hangs as 6 threat over all 

2 wildlife. To what extent has the colonisation actually taken place? 

4 In England rats are théroughiy established in the wild, and are con- 

sidered one of the most importent predators on game and songbirds. 

; In many tropical islands the rat has virtually ruined agriculture 

* and done great damage to the native faune and flor. Thus, on Tristan de 

: Curcha, in the south Atlantic, rats were introduced accidentally through a 

> shipwreck. Within e few months they increased greatly and devoured first 

et the potato crop and then the wheat fields. Next, they killed and ate all 

% the rabbits. Not until the exhmstion of this food supply aid they invade 

4 _ the settlements ~ clear evidence that here, st least. they preferred a wild 

; a existence to the rrotection of buildings. Once the rats had invaded dwellings, 

the settlers were forced to import eats to control them, but the intended 

af prey became the vredator: the rate exterminated the cats! This seemingly 

; {neredible fact is vouched for by an eminent English author, and is Quoted 

4 without reservations by Dr. Robert @ashnen Murphy of the American Museum of 

a Natural History. 

By 1912 the rate had subsided somewhat, mt the settlers on Tristan were 

still unable to raise wheat, ond the rats had nearly exterminated a large 

= rookery of retrels, a seabird valuable to the settlers for their egezs. 

_ In southern Wisconsin, my research students have found that rats spread 

; into the woods and fields from dumps and buildings each summer, but each 

| Vinter are foreed back to their strongholds by cold weather and by owls, 

4 pertieularly by horned owls. There ia little doubt in my own mind that
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| the rat, once thoroughly established in the wild, would damage the farmer 

. snd the sportemen far more than all the owls in Christendom. 

Here is some of my evidence for the sbove statements. 

o In 5,000 horned owl pellets containing the indigestible fur and bones 

oa of their prey, rat bones oceurred more frequently than any other mammal 

| the except rabbits. 

: Rat bones occur in owl pellets twice as frequently in summer as in 

5 vinter. This represents the annual “trimming pack" each winter by cold 

weather and by owls. 

- Some owls hed rate in 70% of their pellets. These particular birds 

on lived near dumps or rat-infested buildings. 

tiie Rat trecke around cornshocks are common in early winter but disappear 

ait nost rapidly near woodlots popu) ated by owls. 

at When mice get scarce owls cease to eateh them in any numbers, but no 

sai natter how seerce rats are, the owls contime to score. In this curious 

al and unexolained fact seems to be our main protection against the permanent 

a establishment of rats in the wild. 
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December 5, 19/2 

“ DUCKMARSH DOIWOS 

han Aldo Leopold 

The umpire of all conservation questions is that collective total 

te of thoughts and experience called "public sentiment". 

2 Public sentiment knows little about what goes on in marshes and 

in woods during the open season. Its impression of field sports is gathered 

ox-post-facto at pool halle and luacheon clubs, bare and tea-tables. Here 

at the hunter gives a censored account of his own doings. This account omits 

* some important facts. z 

; It omits, for example, the story of the eight woodducks which flew 

"a across one of the Mississippi veols. Tho pool was well-studded with 

baa blinds. Before the flock had passed out of sight of the observer, the 

"0° TF cignth woodduck had fallen. Needless to say, none of these wooddueke . 

att were picked up. Being a protected species recently in danger of passing 

‘| out, the woodduck is just used for target practice. 

7 It omits, also, the story of the blue herons, cormorants, marehhewks, 

 D vitterns, coots, and guile likewise used for target vractice. 

$i It omite.tha-story of the svorteman who killed his limit of teal, and 

: then the mallards began to fly. The teal, by his ow aecount, were left in 

| the bushes. 

These are simple violations of common decency whieh spesk for then- 

selves, ond which even the non-shooting citizen could appraise-—if he 

tr knew about them. Not all of the worst abuses are 80 simple. 

: By far the most importent sbuse of the duck marsh is long-range 

shooting. Hunters have learned thet by vunching up three or four pumps 

A or eutomaties in @ single blind, the 70-yard duc! will often succumb to
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: a dozen shots, whereas one or two shots would sueceed only once in a dozen 

| tince. The explanation is that by concentrated anti-airoreft fire a wing- 

: pone is eventually broken. 

™ If only singles were thus bombarded, the practice might be defensible. 

; But when one blind opens up on a single at 70 yards, the neighboring 

cov blind, to get ite share of shooting, opens on a flock at 75, the next at 

~xe 80, and so on. The conservative hunter who prefers to wait for 50-yard 

ode shots either goes home disgusted, or forgets his scruples and does as 

OR the Romans do. 

The net result of this mob-behavior is an inordinctely high ratio of 

08 crippled to deed birds, end a general "vurning-out" of all feeding marshes. 

if¢ on the mallard marsh I hunted this fall I om sure thet for every duck 

ate taken home, another was lost in the marsh, and at leest two or three more 

ey flew off carrying leed, eventually to die. To commute the true kill on 

tuo this marsh, the bag mst be mitiplied at least by four. 

After the season had been. open a week, the dueks learned to use this 

the narsh only at night. After two weeks of long-range bombardment, they 

deserted the marsh entirely, and there was no shooting except on days 

pil bringing new birds from the north. These "northerners" had to repeat 

at the costly experience of their predecessors. During the last two weeks 

of open water this marsh was as ducklese as if © drainage ditch had 

foe emptied it. We hunters complain loudly of drainage, and we demend the 

need impoundment of nev waters: We forget that we carry a very effective drainer 

in the erook of our arm. 

yee If the umpire of conservation knew the inside story of duckmarsh doings, 

2 I'm afraid he would call the mateh on @ foul.
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ROADSIDE PRAIRTES 

? Aldo Leopold 
alt 

al A good test of “education” would be to ask a hundred people what is 

" neant vy prairie. 

v4 Most, I fear, would answer that a prairie is s flat monotonous place 

ae good for 60 miles ver hour. 
: 

98 A few, T hope, would know, 

‘ely fall corn and fat herefords are prairie symbols. They epdealive the 

4¢ | greatest mass effort in human history to extract a rich life froma rich 

soil. 

a3 Pasque flower and blazing star are also prairie symbols, They sym- 

20 bolise the greatest mess effort in evolutionary history to create & rich 

ta¥ soil for man to live on. Yet how many farms possess, OF cherish, s remnant 

cy of them? Just as the barbarians burned the libraries which explained the 

ae origins of human culture, #0 have we plowed under the preirie plants which ‘ 

explain the origins of our prairie empire. 

nd Any prairie farm can have & Library of prairie plants, for they are 

oh drouth-proof and fire-proof, and are content with any roadside, rocky 

ae moll, or sandy hillside not needed for cow or plow, Unlike books, which 

Ay divulge their meaning only vhen you dig for it, the prairie plants yearly 

to repeat their story, in technicolor, fron the first pele blooms of pasque : 

6 in Avril to the wine-red plumes of bluestem in the fell. All but the 

et blind may read, end gather from the reading new lessons in the meaning of 

ni America. 

The prairie plents are tough; they ask no quarter of wind or weather, 

‘y remire no pampering with hoe or sprinkler. Nothing cen whip them except 

the overhead shade of trees or svect clover, the creeping stolons of quack
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Ss grass, or the contimal cropping of cows. Just why the prairie plants 

ot stood up under grazing by buffalo and elk, but now suecumbd to cows, is 

vod a mystery. Perhaps the answer is barbed wire, which keeps the cows too 

aon long in one place, 

‘at Any prairie 1s a model cooperative commonwealth. Unlike agricultural 

eo) | plants, which “hog” water at rendom, and devil take the hindmost, each 

fi prairie species draws its sustenance from a different subterrancan level, 

7 so thet feaet and famine are shared by all species alike. The leguminous 

ot7, nowbers of the community (such as prairie clover, trefoil, Baptisia, veteh, 

tos lupine, and lead~plant) menufseture nitrogen for the rest, snd at such e 

a8 rate s¢ to exceed the annuel less by prairie fires, The prairie commnity 

Log collectively enhances the floceulation of soils, vhereas agriculture] 

toe plants deplete it. From these two characters, nitrogen fixation-rate 

“ko and floceulsting esapacity, steme thet vast sevings—bank of fertility 

's0 | vhich made us a rich netion. How many “edueated” Americans know this? 

So The best way to start a library of prairie plants is to find the 

4 spot which conteins » remnent, and then ‘wild up other species eround it. 

th Prairie dock and bluestem grass are commonly the last survivors. Most of 

nt the nrairie species can be grown in the garden from seed and later trans- 

AD | winnted to the wild; the University Arboretum has thus established some 

on thirty of them. Planting stock can also be obtained where highway construc- 

ab tion is destroying wild remnants. It is wasteful to dig wild steck with- 

£¢ out expert adviee, for the roots of some species godown fifteen feet. tt 

wh is a ead commentary on ovr Americanism that the prairie flowers are ignored 

by commercial secd-dealers and nurseries, and there is no litereture on 

ot how to grow them. He who learns how is truly @ pioneer. 

fd
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“= We have thousands of miles of roadside, the outside edges of which 

" are often too steep or rough to mow, already fenced against cows, end kent 

'. cleared of brush te prevent snowdrifts. Most of this potential preirie 

7 garden is being faithfully stirred up by road-building machinery, after 

oS vhich it goes over, for keeps, to quack grass and sweet clover. Why not 

3 let these edges alone and replant them to prairie? 
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‘ Aldo Leopold | 

i PLANNING FOR WILDLIFE 

cite Motives. Wo one can write a plan for accomplishing something until the 

i ressons for desiring to accomplish it are defined. The reasons for 

$ restoring wildlife are two: 

z 1. It adds to the satisfactions of living. 

é 2. Wild plants and animals are parts of the lend-mechanism, and 
tol cannot safely be dispensed with. 

The land-mechanism, like any other mechanism, gets out of order. 

‘ Abnormal erosion, lose of soil fertility, excessive floods and drouths, 

: the spread of plant and animal pests, the replacement of useful by 

useless vegetation, and the dying out of protected species are all dis- 

orders of the lend-mechanism. : : 

Science understands these disorders superficially, but it seldom 

understands why they oceur. Seience, in short, hes subjmgated land, but 

it does not yet understand why some lends get ont of order, others not. 

Stable (1.0. healthy) lend is essential to hunan welfare. Therefore 

it {¢ unwise to discard any part of the lend-mechanism which can be 

kent in existence by care and forethought. These parts might later be 

found to contribute to the stability of land. Most lands were stable 

before they were subjugated. 

Many other motives have been assertet! economic profit, services 

to agriculture, stimlation of tourist business, etc. These hold good for 

some kinds of wildlife in some spots, but they break down in others. There 

is no ceonomie vrofit in a ledyslipper. A peregrine falcon is detrinental 

to agriculture in every direct sense, but nevertheless worth conserving. A 

pheasant attracts more tourists than a prairie chicken, but has e far 

lesser value; he is not part of the native land-mechanism.
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3 Hen and Wildlife. The impact of civilization destroys many species of 

fol | yi1anive, some unavoidably (buffele), many without any real reason (woods 

sor | vildflovers). {t greatly increases others, but a high proportion of 

wot | those become pests, either native (rodents) or imported (carp, sterling). 

E It evicts species from one habitat and encourages them in others (shift 

— of deer from the prairie border to the north woods). 

The net result of these changes is a wild fauna and flora constantly 

—- decreasing in variety of species, in stability of popalations, and in the 

oil ratio of benefits to damages. Another net result is a constantly inereasing 

oa dependence on artificial replenishment from hatcheries and propageting 

on plente, and on artificial control of "yndecivable” species. Artificial 

replenishment and control are olways costly and often ineffective. 

ia The plan-wise adjustment of the impact of civilization can mitigate 

nt the losses and enlarge the gains in wildlife, and reduce the need for 

2 artificial interference. 

Pr Issentials of @ Plan. The plan-wise adjustment is not primarily a matter 

ai of laws, appropriations, or administrative devices, bat rather of modify- 

a ing land-use so as to provide the hsbitat needed by each species. Hence 

as the exeoution of a plan rests with farmers and landowners, rather than 

with government. The function of government is to teach, lead, and en- 

a courage. 

The average farm has, or could have, & hundred resident bird species, 

* & score of mammals, and several hundred plants, Of this total, perhaps 

a & quarter will persist or diseppear according to whether they are ignored 

an or encouraged. These threatened species are usually the most interesting, 

: useful, or besutiful ones. Bach species has ite own habitat requirements. 

Henee the retention of a rich feuna and flora is e rather complex job of
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5 | pabitat-engineering. 

tty {t does not suffice for the farmer to be interested in only one 

IN | croup of species. Exclusive interest in shootable game, for example, often 

eM | noans the deliberate extermination of the equally valucble predators. 

AL Exelusive interest in non-shootable wildlife means the needless elimina- 

% tion of wholesome sport. Exclusive interest in forests hes, in perts of 

Trove, eliminated mostoother wildlife and ultimately damaged the forests 

om) | themselves. 

on To retain any large frection of his votential wildlife, the farmer 

rah mst be willing to use odds and ends of lend for special kinds of food and 

l¢ | cover, and for water-retention. Two or three per cent of the farn acreage 

et tne devoted to wildlife, plus the waste corners present on most farms, 

and eroy residues present on all farms, often spells tje difference be- 

nal tween wildlife riches and poverty. 

ta The farmer met alse be willing to suffer losses, within reason, 

ee rether then eliminate e species from his commnity. The most useful 

to hawks and owls, for example, oecasionally teke poultry; the finest song- 

Maid virds take fruit; game bitds eat grain. 

Above all, the farmer mst retain the fertility of his soil, for e 

he rich fauna end flore, like a bountiful crop, is the direct expression of e 

ve rich end vigorous soil. 

It is apparent that to accomplish these complex adjustments (which we 

is nay call collectively “wildlife management") the farmer mst be moved by 

‘za something more than a vague liking for wild things, He met be moved by 

% | a vositive affection for the fauna and flora as 4 vhole, and he mst take 

* pride in the skill and knowledge exercised in their management. In short, 

of | ccch farner mst build up, and cherish, his social “rating” ss a producer 

of wild as well ae tame animale and plants.



a It is apparent, likewise, that the harvesting of game, fish, end fur 

ce crops mst de the prerogative of the landowner. rather than the prerogative 

i of the self-invited mblic. "Free shooting" in the end means nothing to 

oe choot. 
sof 

ik Wid Jands. Wildlife restoration on forests and ranges, as distinguished 

a fron farms, ie likewise 2 matter of sdjuetments in lend-use. These lands, 

o being cheap, will have = higher vréportion of wublic ownership, ond hence 

4 a greater chance for quick governmental action as distinguished from slow 

= lendowner education. To offset this, they will have a higher proportion of 

- pudlic use, and the public elways abuses common proverty. Hence education 

” met be aimed vrimerily at the yublic. : 

. On wild lend, wildlife management ean tin fact mst) employ the most 

Be inexrensive means to guide natural processes, i.e., mst rely on biological 

7 sktl) rather than on dollars, work, or legisletive edicts. For example, in 

secking to control the excess deer which ere now spoiling their own range 

; in many localities we rely entirely on guns, tee. on legislative policy. 

: Ye vrefer to control deer by shooting, yet experience showe that guns always 

ov underdo or overdo the jod, t.e., the “a is ineffective. It “a vrobd- 

able thet the natural predators which onee stabilised 611 deer hordes mst 

- be reintroduced and managed toswmpilement the function of the guns. 

1 Agein, in seeking to control the excess rodente which now retard the 

recovery of overgrazed ranges, we rely entirely on potvoning; 1.e., om 

4 dollare and work. Thenmethod te ineffeetive decanse it met be constantly 

q rerested, costa are high, and many useful snimals are killed. 1% seene 

. vrobabe that rodents cannot be controlled ty poison or traps alone. They 

: are probably themselves an exvreasion of over-grasing, and can be controlled 

° only by restoring the plants least useful to then, and tost useful to 

a3 

i livestock.
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Completely wild lands have one function which is importent, but as 

wan yet ill-understood. very region should retain revresentative samples 

+ % of its original or wilderness condition, to serve science as a semple of 

vi normality. dust as doctors mst study healthy people to understend disease, 

bey so mst the len@ sciences study the wilderness to understand disorders of 

aa the land-mechanism. 

a Mucntion. A wildlife restoration plan is thus a plon for edueating lend- 

as omers, private and public, to want wildlife, and to unterstand how their 

al vents may be fulfilled. This may sound like propaganda, wut the shoe is 

f fe on the other foot. We must undo the propaganda, drought te bear on lend- 

tem owners for the last century, which teaches that the lend is a factory to 

i be overated solely for profit. The land is a fectory, but it is also a 

ont place to live, and wildlife helps make it a good place. 

ae What took a century to do cannot be undone in a decade. Education 

oil mst degin at the bottom and work upward. The land-philosophy of agri- 

gl cultural schools and extenuion agencies mst be turned inside out. Wild- 

oi life education is no separate thing; it is part and parcel of lend-education, 

frre and of sooial philosophy. 

Ids For example: one of the common denominators of all land problems is 

os the plant succession, i.e., the sequence of plant coverings on a given 

soil. All farming, all forestry, #11 gardening, all lendeceping, and all 

7 wildlife menagement is a manipulation of thie sequence. Botany, geography, 

fob geology, soology, and even history can be understood only if the plant 

a euecession is understood. Yet how many “educated” versons, or even teachers, 

a know the plant succession of their own back yards? Botany, es now taught, 

pe is the nmonvers of hairs e a leaf; soology the innards of « frog: history the 

a dates of battles. Why do the Germans covet the Ukraine? Beceuse its prairie 

i
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| soils favor an annual grass, wheat, as the first etage in its plant suecession. 

toy This face-sdout in land philosohy connot, in o democracy, be imposed 

% on lnndowners from without, either by authority or by presoure-groups. It 

78 | son develop only from within, by self-versusston, and by disillusionment 

@ with previous concepts. Short outs like conservation text books, and con- 

om servotion programs in youth orgentzations, help if they are sound and honest, 

the. wut they are microscopic fractions of a deep end slow process. A wildlife 

ne plen is @ constently shifting array of small moves, infinitely repeated, to 

s% | civo wildlife due representation in shaping of the future minds and future 

® § iendseapes of America. 

ne Aldo Leopold 

od Madison, Wisconsin 

sg September 26, 1941 
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Ho heh University Farm Place 
September 26, 1941 
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alg Mr.P. EB. Middleton 

National Resources Planning Board 

vis 528 Federal Building 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

eat 
Dear Mr. Middleton: 

I wrote the paper you wanted immediately after your 

visit, but have been delayed in getting it typed. A 

cory is attached hereto. 1 am also sending a copy 

to Mr. Kurtenacker. If this does not fit your need, 

and you think I could alter its form to advantage, 

Let me know what you want, and I will go over it 

again. 

: f enjoyed your visit and also hope to get better 

‘ acquainted with Mr. Kurtenacker. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management
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re THE CONSERVATION LEAGUE : 

Aldo Leopold 

Conservation is s house divided. Yew of us realize the extent to which 

m this is true. 

4 The first job of an organization like the new Wisconsin Conservation 

~— T teague is to bring the factions together and insist thet they thresh out 

' | their differences. 

: It would be Utopian to suppose that they can all agree. But the more 

on threshing, the less disagreement. ‘The more threshing, the better the under- 

¥ standing of the other fellow's interests. Mutual respect is often just as 

good as mtual sgreement. What conservationists need is edneation, and 

our opponent is often our dest teacher. 

Let me cite some instances of how deeo and important the cleevages ore. 

Ab a Dluff on the Wisconsin River, there was a duck hawk's nest. [t 

was the delight of ornithologists. One had to walk half a mile to get to ~ 

the bluff. Along came the county planners, and in the name of recreation 

Diasted a road to the bluff, for the use of picnickers. The hawks, of course, 

are now geome. We ornithologists will never forgive this vandalisa, but if 

the Wisconsin Conservation league made the two groups of "conservationists" 

sit down and argue the matter out, it might be less likely to happen again. 

Sinee the building of rearing ponds by local sportemen's organizations, 

the blue heron and the kingfisher have been growing scarce in mony localities. 

; ‘hole rookeries of herons have quietly disappeared. The bird lovers believe 

the fishermen do the killing, and feel deeply egerieved. They are likely 

to oppose any and all sportsman programs, whether related to this matter or 

not. Yet I doubt whether sportsmen know of this cleavage. Again: Why not 

thresh it out? Bach group could probably teach the other something it
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 & doesn't now know. 
| 

forestors, botanists, and scologists foresee that the vegetation in 

neny parts of northern Wiseonsin ie in denger of being wrecked by too many | 

td jeer. ‘The white cedar will disappear. Pine and spruce reproduction will i | 

££ offer. Many wildflowers will grow scarce. Ultimately the deer themselves | 

aed vill deteriorate. Yet the resort owmers and deer hunters, with their cye | 

adi peeled only one year ehead, see no danger. “We will take care of those 

“ excess deer," @ay the deer hunters. Yet those of us who have had the 

eect orivilege of studying decor herds in many regions know thet this is nere 

ate theory. Rifles have never saccessfully regulated a deer herd. They either 

00g overdo or underdo the job. The only successful reguistors are the deer 

i908 wotahein< In northern Wisconsin this means wolves. Yet we are still | 

: exterminating wolver. In farming alstriets ve can't have wolves, but with : 

: the new goning laws there will be many large erens devoid of farms. Again: | 

oie Why not thresh this out vefore it is too late? 

odd Wisconsin Dotanists have been disturbed becense this summer the largest 

atd remaining piece of virgin prairie in Jefferson County vas fenced for cow | 

“a pasture. They have been trying to buy the lend as » wildflower and preirte 

ott chicken refuge. Within a few miles of this spot ie the headquarters of & 

tie “conservetion club,” but no botanist ever thought to tell the club about the 

impending loss of the prairie. Such clubs, as everybody knows, are usuelly | 

oil interested only in pheasants. Yet how ern they gens interested in « broader | 

od! definition of conservation if no one raises the question? Again: ® chance ‘ | 

odd for factions to get acquainted. 
| 

ot I could fill a book with these instences. I do not clain that » live | 

bod active Conservation League, forcing the fections to argue out their conflicts, | 

ad would bring ue a better outdoors. I 4o claim that it is the only chance for |
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eno) | sohieving a better outdoors. I is a question of applying the democratic . 

; srocess to conservation. Maybe it won't work, tut we con't be sure until 

wen ve have tried. 

‘Tag! +e 

Sup 
42h University Farm Place 

ffty 
Oatoder 14, 1980 

tee 

oeate 

vl Nr. Hugh Jackson, Editor 

un The Wisconsin Sportsman 

cadtd 2004 Winnebago Street 

ge Madison, Wisconsin 

ad Dear Hugh: 

i You and Dr. Riegel asked me & couple of weeks ago to write up 

o tte sonething along the lines of my remarks at the meeting. At the moment 

I didn't have time, but I have now scribbled a short article which you 

ert may use if you want it. I am sending ® copy of this to Dr. Riegel. 

wi 
Sincerely yours, 

AOS 
A 

Aldo Leopold 

bea 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

oe enel. 
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shelge THE GRIZZLY--A PROBLEM IN LAND-PIABNINOG 

0 Aldo Leopold 

- In 1909, when I first saw the west, there were grigzlies in every major 

a5 nountain mags, but you could travel for months without meeting « seleried 

oa conservation officer. 

" Today there ie some kind of a conservation officer “behind every bush". 

| ve have half e dogen bureaus interested in wildlife; many of them own wild 

“| iends. Some receive appropriations for wildlife. Most have discretionary 

a authority to ty and exchange land for consolidation of public holdings. ; 

a Yet as wildlife bureas crow, the ost magnificent mammal still at large 

vest |) on their lands shrinks stesdily toward the Canadian border. 

= The tadle shows the officiel statistics since 192). While the total 

Tt munber of U. 8. grigslies hovers around 1000 head, an alarming shrinkage in 

bi distribution has taken place. Two states have just lost their grizzlies: 

Oregon and Uteh. Your have eo few that it's "last call": Arizona, New 

Mexico, Colorado, and Washington. Only three have substantial remnants? 

Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, Only two Nationel Paris heve any, and it 1s common 

one knowledge that the park remants ore not doing vell. Gabricleon, in his 

: new book, “WEldlife Conservation", speaks of "the nesr extinction within the 

United States of the grizzly bear", but offers no comments or plens. 

The atatus of the official mind in respect of the grizzly is even more 

Slarming than the grizzly census. There seems to be @ tacit assumption that | 

| it erigeics survive in Caneda and Alaske, that is good enough. It is not | 

| good enough for me. The big Aleskentbears are specifically distinct. More- 

over, relegating ePisziies to Alaske is about like relegating happiness to 

“a heaven; one may never get there. | 

| 
‘ i
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; Saving the grizzly depends almost wholly on lnnd-planning. Wheat is 

| goeded 18 8 series of large areas, preferably scattered over half © dozen 

"| tates, from which roads end livestock arc excluded, or in which livestock 

men | ganoge Ls compensated for so as to do away with the need for eliminating 

eno bears. Remiseion of grazing fees might be one simple way to compensate for 

pear-losses. Buying out scattered renchos ig likely the best way in nost 

af cases. 

— Orlenly protection is admittedly a subject poksonous to stookmen, but 

‘im only becanee there hes never been any segregetion of stock range from bear 

der range. This is the job lend-planners have failed to notice. I am asking 

SB wy. why can't lend-use planning make room for at least a few grizzly 

| [f ranges within the United States? 

‘nn t have heard recently of one erizsly renge set aside in Montena by the 

seth Forest Service. I salute the Missoula office of the Burema. On the other 

3070 hand, I know of one state where the Forest Service has recently promoted 

teol B sheep-grazing in its only remaining erigsly range. In ite last two reports 

i all this state reported its grizzlies as gone. It required no prophet to fore- 

oocd see this outcome. 

ven The &tffioulties of segregating stock-range from desr-range vary from 

Hi | sero to insuperable, and the longer the delay the fever the eusyjchanees 

for vermanent grizzly ranges. “ith the extension of rosds and erasing 

vale equities easy chances become hard, and hard ones become impossible. Thus a 

5 a does time work to “justify” official evathy. . 

— That an offietal apathy exists is 4 conelusion forced on us by history. 

re hy doas it exist? T don't imow. It is easy, of course, for us to sit ina 

aad hotel and pags indignant resolutions about subjects like this. It is less | 

 f easy to live out in the sticks end retain « national point of view on 

questions of thie sort. Administrators, I fear, tend to do their wildlifing 7



; ig. 

|) in the interest of deer and elk, of which we have a glut in most regions, 

sSieey | bt which furnishe the gunfodder on which public sentiment feeds. The 

tate grizzly as gunfodder is negligible. But I insist that vostertty will not 

ie enile on the loss of the grizzly. The buffalo and the pigeon used good 

iia land and competed with important economic activities. The griszly uses the 

aa poorest land we own; the creation of a dozen grizzly ranges would make no 

ich perceptible dent in the economic output of the west. 

‘ged Permanent grizzly ranges ond permanent wilderness areas are of course 

ih two aspeots of one problem. ‘To enthuse shout either requires a long view 

iat of conservation, and an historical persvective. Only those able to see the 

iv pageant of evolution can be expected to value its theatre, the wilderness, 

sion [J of its outetanding schiovenents the grigely. But if eduction really 

ee educates, there will, in time, be more and more citizens who understand that 

abt relies of the old West add meaning and value to the new, Youth yet unborn 

vn will pole up the Missouri with Lewis and Clarke, or climb the Sierras 

és with James Capen Adams,and each generation in turn will ask: where is 

+ the big white bear? It will be a sorry ansver to say he went under while 

ied conservationiets weren't looking. 
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% Stephens Dinner 
St. Louis 
September 15, 1947 

THE STATESMANSHIP OF B. SYDNEY STEPHENS 

Aldo Leopold 

a What Sydney Stephens has done for conservation in Missouri (and through 

cll wissouri's example, for conservation in North America), is by this time so 

ably expounded that I shall address myself tojthe converse question: What 

: should Missouri do to insure the continuance of Sydney Stepehs' work? 

ool I am sure that deep in his heart, this question of the future interests 

® sydney Stephens as much as the honors here heaped upon him for the past. The 

: very highest honor, after all, is for Missouri to erect the structure for 

sotv) vnich he has laid the foundations. 

¥ In discussing this question, I have the advantage of an impersonal view. 

I know hardly any of the persons now serving officially as commissioners, as 

; governor, or a8 legislators, or those now active as citizens in Missouri's 

hy conservation organisations, or in her political parties. I am able, there- 

fore to speak without personal bias, and in the light of history. 

‘ Frankness compels me, first of all, to voint out that it is not unusual 

oD for a state to fall down on the job after an able leader has retired from 

J sotive service, It is in the nature of leadership to inspire reople to paild 

better than they know. The crucial question is; What are the usual causes of 

ool) falling down? If Missouri ean be on her guard ageinst the errors thet have 

caused recessions of progress in other stetes, she will, to that extent, have 

oa insured the continuance of the Stephens momentun, (1 use that term deliberately, 

for few states have come as fast end as far as Missourii has under his leadership. ) 

- I am too old a hand to think I imow the complete newer, but I will venture 

to list briefly some of the dangers that beset any state which is trying to make 

oU’) conservation a living reality. 

* * o
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of first imvortance is a sustained high average of quality in commissioner 

appointments. It is ineredible how mech harm can arise over @ period of years 

| fron even 10 percent of bad selections. Appointments can average no better than 

eel | the governors who make them, or than the legisletors who confirm them, or than 

UG | the voters who elect both. 

Larpaie * * * 

: Another danger arises from a misconcertion of who is the "conservation 

ecby! | white". Because sportsmen make most of the noise and pay most of the bills, 

wer f it is easy for a commission to forget other groups. One of the earmarks of | 

9 | statesmanship in Sydney Stephens’ regime was his early recognition of the 

landowner and fermer as the ultimate prime mover in conservation. 

pat | * * * 

reves A thira danger arises from insufficient width-between-the-eyes in the 

BNO!) average citizen-conservationist, who is too-often willing to buy success 

eto} (real or fancied) in his own pet resource by selling others down-river. T am 

going to be specific here because my scars still itech. I come from o state 

: to? vhere the dcer hunters and resort-owmers insist on mainteining « top-heevy 

rites deer herd at the expense of the future forest, at the expense of all the 

tte’ | other wildlife that inhabits the deer range, and et the expense of the 

fis | ultimate welfare of the deer themselves, Missouri has equivalent problens -- 

em | every state has them. These problems raise the basic question: should a 

me commission give the public what it wente, or what it needs? Again the ear~ 

we) nerk of statesmanship: Sydney Stevhens always aimed steadfastly at a high 

proportion of actual needs, and somehow made the public want them. (That 

£ of Sounds simple, but if anyone thinks it really is, just try it sometime.) 

ene * * * 

A fourth danger is the tendency, latent in any state, for administration
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ae and research to draw apart, or to lost track of each other. Show me a state | 

‘tog | vhere these two look down their noses at each other, and I show you a state | 

om coasting down e blind alley. To keep knocking these two heads together is one 

4 au | of the most important duties of any commission. To knock heads gracefully, & 

v4 | commissioner mast be a good friend of both, and mst critically aprraise both. 

“Fa Syaney Stephens has always been the good friend of both, and he has never lost 

| his capacity for eritical appraisal, In fact his 1946 speech, "Where Are We, 

tide | and what Time Is It" ts a milestone in conservation statesmanship. 

elt} ° . . 

state I could extend this list mech further, and in each case point out some 

obia! new earmark of sagacity, foresight, and courage in the man we honor tonight. 

: I need not do so, for we who love hin need no convineing. What we do need 

mn fs assurance of Missouri's sagacity, foresight, and courage in the years to 

STG! come, I have mentioned four pitfalls of velicy which Missuuri might step 

tae) into; let me now avow the belief that if conservation can become a living 

sition reality anywhere, it can do so in Missouri. This is because Missourians, in 

moi | wy opinion, are not yet completely industrialized in mind and spirit, and 1 

tee) | hope never will be. 

eto Conservation, at bottom, rests on the conviction that there are things 

tity | in this world more important than doller signs and ciphers. Many of these 

OT other things attach to the lend, and to the life that is on it and in it. 

neo’ People who know these other things have been growing scarcer but less so in 

ses! Missouri than elsewhere. This is why conservetion is possible here. This ' 

rote {a what Sydney Stephens’ teaching adds up to. This is why land-minded 

edt Mesourians can, if they will, build on the foundations Sydney Stephens has | 

oe laid down for them. a
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- 
Midwest wildlife Conference | 

ADVINTURBS OF A CONSERVATION COMMISSIONER 

1” Aldo Leopold | 

Stedy 

aeon After helping to set up several Commissions and serving on one, T have 

ui % Boome to two conclusions. 

1 mn The first is that a good Commission can prevent the conservation progran 

pay? B fron falling below the general level of pomnlee ethics and intelligence. 

1 eli The second is that no Commission can yaise ite program mech above that 

© Ges P level, except in matters to which the public is indifferent. Where the pudlic 

rae hes feelings, traditions, or prejudices, & Commission mst drag its public 

aa along behind it like © ballky milo, tut with thie difference: the mablic, un- 

~ ven | like the mile, kicks both fore and aft. 

vege dn issue may be so clear in outline, go inevitable in logic, 90 imperative 

‘ss of & {0 need, and so universal in importance as to command. immediate support from 

vomeo BP eny reasonable person. Yet that collective person, the public, may take a 

sodet PP decade to see the argument, end another to aequiesee in en effective program. 

Phat The Migratory Bird Law was such an tesue. A handful of national leaders 

oro yt had to drag the mile from 1893, when the firet state prohibited spring shooting, 

-gqot f until 1916, when the federsl law was finally anchored to the Canadian Treaty, 

a total span of 23 years. 

én! One hears mich nowsdays about wbliec relations exverts who know how to 

cedte PP tatx gently to the mle; to beguild him into speedter thinking. If there be 

teow! FP even one such, I invite him to move to Wisconsin. We will turn our pockets 

ceall [| inside out, and give him our shirt besides. 

aie 9! This pudlie we are talking about consists of three groups. Group 1 is 

one the largest; it is indifferent to goneervation questions. Group 2 is the smallest; 

. pial it thinks with ite heed, but ie silent. Group 3 is of intermediate size, and 

doses all ite thinking with mouth or pen. Perhaps a Conservation Commissioner
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se with do better not to try to convert Group 3, but to convince Group 2 that 

a there is on iesue, and that {t should say or do something about it. Perhans 

s this would shorten the 23 years. 

sie) Group 2 always speake eventually, but the question is how soon, and will 

et there by that time be anything left to speak sbout? 

sovt fo illustrate this Ailemma, I select a sample issue that is now current 

£ in 30 states, and is coming up in otherst the isque of excess dear. 

ee! The deer issue, despite tho fact that it deals with too many rather than 

sed | too few, is at bottom similar to the migretory bird issuet we are mementing 

ofs | our vresent sport by oxhausting capital assets needed for the future. In 

iif | nigratory birds the endangered capital was preeding stock; in deer it is food 

i plents. The root of the problem is to convince the vublic that: 

rfid 1. Mot all kinde of “brush” is deer food. 

ye 2. Too many deer, by overbrowsing, axterminete the kinds of brush that 

‘anh are food. 

4 3. The worthless kinds move in. There is still lots of brush, but the 

Sad deer starve. 

ten 4. The remedy is to reduce females before starvation occurs. 

ts Wha I want to discuss is not the biology of deer trruvtione, but the 

: psychology of deer hunters when they are confronted by the unpleasant necessity 

tet of reducing an overlarge herd. I will use Wisconsin as a case history. 

ove Wisconsin ie one of 30 states now efflicted with excess deer. A recent survey* 

eit of these states indicates that they now contain about ae hundred problem ereas. 

‘ Reduction of females hes been started on about half of these, but has been 

ant 

att "Leopold, Aldo, Iyle K. Sowls, and David L. Spencer. A survey of over-poyulated 

deer ranges in the United States. Pending gublication in Journal of wildlife 

ead Management.
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tee carried to the point of relieving overbrowsing on only a tenth. In short, 

cody 90 percent of our irrupting herds, of which the Wisconsin herd is one, are 

ald? still being fed out of capital account. Why? To answer this question I will 

ag begin with a thumbnail sketch of what has happened in Wisconsin. 

seait Wisconsin Chronology. In 1940 it began to be clear that the Wisconsin 

deer herd had become too large for its own good. A research project wes 

Eat | started. 

i In 1942 a herd winter brought starvation to many yards. For the most part 

oct | the deer that died were fawns. The Commission appointed a "Citizen's Deer | 

Tho Committee" to study the problem and recommend action. 

wale In 1943, after an educationel campaign, the Commission opened the season 

aig on antlerless deer. 62,000 were killed, in addition to 66,000 bucks. There 

: had been little sdvance opposition, but on the dey the "slaughter" started. ; 

i Group 3 rose in wrath. It hasn't set down yet. 

In 1944 the usual buck lew obtained. 

In 1945 a special survey of 500 yards showed 5/4 in poor condition. 

Nevertheless the usual buck law obtained. 

In 1946 a proposed opening on one deer of either sex was voted down by 

our "Congress" of svortsmen (mostly Group 3, vartly Group 2). The Commission 

eae acquiesced in this mandate, despite the fact that the research crew reported 

RS ® further increase in the proportion of overbrowsed yards. 

eit So moh for the bare chronology of events. This now brings me to my real 

we subject: the behavior patterns exhibited by Group 3 conservationists since the 

be | reduction of 1943, and their effect on Wisconsin policy and administration. 

F Legislative Reprisals. When Group 3 rose in wrath over the 1943 reduction, 

" it was natural that it should talk loudly to the Legislature. One would suppose 

pis that the Legislature would force the Commission's hand on the deer issue and 

let it go at thet. Not so. The Legislature not only enacted mandatory deer
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tegg [P fooding ant mandatory predator bountied (both reversals of Commission volley), 

 O@ put 1% quietly killed several important forestry bills recommended by the e 

Lite Comaission, and pigeonholed a revision of salary seales that had been vre- 

taad viously approved by legislative leaders. Nothing wae sald pudlicly, of course, 

oe to the effect that these actions were revrisals, but they were just that. 

cash These reprisals had on important effect, not only in blockading progress, 

rage mt in convincing Commissioners thet soft-pedalling the deer issue was the 

price of progress in forestry and other fields of conservation. Hence there 

one has been no follow-up on the 1943 reduction. 

ig: This is ironical, for the deer sre undoubtedly tearing down the forest 

a faster then any legislature, or ony Commission, can rebuild it. In short, 

de Group 3 sportsmen are nullifying a forestry program on whieh the Commission 

had is spending a milifon and a half, and on which the U. 8. Forest Service and 

ond vrivate owners sre spending similar sums. 

Extre—lerel Reduction. The Commission's educational campaign has inevit- 

atly publicized the notion that there are too many deer. The poachers, shiners, 

yak ‘ad bootleggers of venison have seized upon this es justifying « renewal of 

illegal deer killing. The meat shortage has sdded impetus to this trend. The 

7D urshot is that the deer herd is being reduced, in some localities, by extra- 

208 legal means. Its something like prohibition: the state having falied to ~ 

ta provide a legal channel for « reasonable action, the action has cut its own 

illegal chennel, and ts going ahead law or ne law. ; 

fo9 Another wey to look at it is that the state government, by failing to face 

hae the deer issue squarely, has made itself dependent on the violator for the 

performance of a necessary biological function. When the state elected to 

gt Tenove the wolf from the forested counties, it automatically inherited the 

a wolf's job of regulatirig the deer herd. It is now not only shirking that job, 

tof but (ironically) it has renewed the bounty on wolves, and es & consequence
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| nay soon wipe out the remnant of a few dozen wolves thet persists on the 

— Michigan boundary. 
Ying 

Hunter Ethies. Everybody knows that in buck-law states, some hunters 

— shoot everything that might be a buck until they happen to get s buck. The 

= does previously killed ere abandoned in the woods. It is axiomatic that 

— such degraded ethies, to the extent that they exist, cancel out the recrea- 

. tionel values of deer hunting. It is also axiomatic that states like Wisconsin, 

- in doiging the tesue of legalizing éxcess does, are unwittingly encouraging 

be this degredation. The question is: how many hunters do it? 

- This question has always been regarded as unanswerable, tut I submit 

me that the number can de roughly estigated by comparison with other similar 

aa states in which the kill of antlerless deer is legal, and therefore known. 

i Minnesota, for exemple, has a deer herd of similar size, range area, snd 

jak pomlation trend. Minnesota's kill since 1942 has averaged 69,000 doer, half 

of which were bucke. Wisconsin during the same period has averaged 37,000 

“le tueks, close to half of Minnesota's total. It therefore seems highly prob- 

able that Wisconsin's illegal entlerless kill is in the five-figure bracket. 

= This conolusion based on comparison with Minnesota is sustained by 

estinates based on actual post-season counts of abandoned carcasses on 

“ sample areas, msde during the closing days of the CCC. Tims in 1936, on the 

“ Chequamagon National Forest, 3,300 legal bucks were checked out, 400 crippled 

Ze wucke were found dead in the woods (12% crippling loss), and 1,600 does and 

- fayns were found abandoned in the woods (48% of the legal kill). The total 

| wastage was 61% of the legal kill. 

. Three other actual counts made on 10,000 acres in 1939 and 1940 showed a 

= wastage of 1 deer per 136 acres. These ver acre data are not convertible 

zi into percent of lege) kill. 

iat The state of hunter othics, even when both sexes are open, is illustrated 

age
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. by @ 1942 count on the Fishlake Forest in Uteh whore dressed carcasses left in 

ar the woods added up to 28% of the legal kill. Most of the hunters who bbendoned 

cae these G@ressed. deer had vreeumeably killed another one bigger, better, or closer 

2 to the road. 

- Whet I am driving at can be boiled down to two assertions: 

ae 1. The averare deer hunter loses his scruples in the woods. 

i 2. A buck law, maintained desnite a know overpormmlation of deer, en- 

= courages the ki224nmg and sbandonnent of illegal deer on a far larger 

stale then hes heretofore been rubdlicly admitted. 

3. The state, in such s case, ie unwittingly contrituting to the ethical 

- degradation of its deer hunters. 

- The Unshot. Here then are three samples of the human behavior patterns 

. with which a Conservation Commission mst desl. Collectively they seem to 

te reveal the same naturel lew of predation as research is Aigcovering in enimalss 

% vhen there is a surplus, something is going to remove it; if one form of preda- 

wf tion fails snother tekes over; if both fail, starvation steps in and finishes 

« the Jjod. This law operates through political as well as biological channels, 

‘ and it involves both physic: 1 end ethical wastage. A Commission can reduce 

a these wastages only a far and as fast as its mbdlic learns to face fects. 

- When the wblie dioecks a sound and necessary reduction in deer it is all 

. too easy to blame unseru™mlous politicians. While our opposition in Wiseonsin 

i contains some such, it {s clear that the majority consists of solid citizens. 

; Now does one explein this? 

‘ First, a deer irruption cannot de understood at a11 except in terms of ; 

. Dient ecology. The madlic does not know the vlents, mech less how they react 

a 88 a commantty to exeoss deer or other browsers. 

. Second, killing entlerless deer after 2 long period of protection is
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Wd setnally & slanghter, as the opnosition says it is. The alternatives of illegal 

at Kling, or ultimate starvation, are both invisible, and therefore not object- 

edt | ioneble. One can rationalize illegal killing by assuming that only « fow 

° seorle do it, and atarvation by blaming the weather. 

Thirdly (and this 1s where the average citizen gots really confused) 

nany Localities exhibit no increase in deer; they show only & progressive 

decline in food plants. The desline in food is invisible, while the failure 

of deer to increase can de blamed on the sleughter of 1943. 

‘the stage 1s thus set for s complete circle of self-deceptions. It seems 

probable that the Wisconsin irraption will run its course before corrective 

nection is teken. We have not learned from other states, nor will other 

¢ states learn from us. All will end up with impoverished herds, and depleted 

thy forests, and (f hove) enriched by experience. 
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: March 20, 1986 

vote WOLVES 

th Aldo Leopold 

‘#2 (A discussion following the film "Wildlife of Denali” by Adolph Murie.) 

Adolvh Murie was sent to Denali (Mt. McKinley) to answer the questions 

a ‘Are wolves destroying the mountain sheep herd?" He found that in 1940 

ak volves were getting only « few lembs and old broken-toothed sheep, whereas 

‘ a decade previous, when sheep had overgrazed their renge and overflowed 

into smooth topograthy, such heavier mortality from wolves had prevabled. 

oa In short, he found wolf predation on sheep to be automatically adjusted to 

on the sheep herd: when sheep became too numerous those on smooth hille were 

vulnerable and wolves trimmed them down; when sheep became scarce they in- 

a hebited only the "roughs" and hence wore secure. 

: Similar compensatory mechanieme are being discovered in many other 

predator-prey relationships. Vallure to sppreeiate this feet may lead to 

7 serious errors in conservabion policy. 

For examples Wisconsin has now re-enacted a wolf bounty, despite the 

fect that there are probably less than 50 timber wolves left in the state. 

A recent increase in coyotes, with heavy loss in sheep and other livestock, 

practically forced this action. Yet the continuance of the bounty might ; 

7 extirpate the timber wolf. ‘This, in turn, might injure the ultimate. welfare 

{ of the deer herd, which in 1942 had outstripved its suprly of winter food, 

and had to be reduced by an open season on females. 

In the wolf-deer relationship, the wolf tends not only to trim down 

exeess numbers, but also to improve distribution by breaking uv congestions. 

Deer herds subjected to normal vredation never overtaxed their food supply, 

and deer "irruntions" are still unknown in Mexico and Canade. Irruptive 

oe
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ff} ynavior began with federal extirpation of wolves snd cougars in 1915. 

> F tn turope deer troubles Likewise followed the removal of predators. 

on Aptifieisl feeding is no remedy for excess deer, because deer do not 

* & stop eating natural browse when fed on hay and grain. On the contrary, 

the drain on natural foods is increased by artificial feeding. The end 

pat 

hoo result of vrolonged artificial feeding of deer is to psuperize the herd and 

fi 
fs to eliminate those woody plants which yield nutritious browse. These good 

m4 food plants are then replaced by worthless ones. Meanwhile the deer 

soa} 
© D ssteriorate through malnutrition; it hes been proved by experiments] tests 

p nT 
“. — thet deer do not maintain their weight on any winter ration devoid of good 

ast 
ti browse. 

Lee 
= They prey-predator-food relationships are not understood by the public. 

dad 
wet Neny consetentious citizens ara dndignant over the reduction of the Wisconsin 

deer herd, and now claim thet "the remnant is being fed to the wolves". They 

ET 
do not realize that wolves occur in only 8 of 35 deer counties, and that there 

288 
{gs only one wolf for each 2,000 deer hunters. They assume that good deer 

hunting cannot exist on the seme terrain with wolves, whereas history shows 

pat 
the contrary: in fact, Seton estimates that in Pennsylvania a wolf per 

A 
: 2 square miles existed at the time of the best deer hunting. 

AG 2 

‘Yor these reasons, the publication of authoritative vrey-predator studics, 

: like that now given us by Murie, 16 of great importance to sound conservation. 

to 
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= Rough Draft 
November 1, 1944 

. CONSERVATION: I WHOLE OR IN PART? 

‘ Aldo Leopold 

at 
; 

There are two kinds of conservationist, and two systems of thought 

ote on the subject. 

ant One kind feels a primary interest in some one asrect of land (such as 

an soll, forestry, come, or fish) with an incidental interest in the land as 

of Bf a whole. 

20% The other feels a primary interest in the land ss 6 whole, with 

teh tneldental interest in its component resources. 

ot The two approaches lead to quite Aifferent conclusions as to what 

ond constitutes conservative land-use, and how such use is to de achieved. 

* The firet approach is overvhelmingly prevalent. The second approach 

fa has not, to my kmowledge, been clearly described, This paper aims to sketch 

ooh | the concept of land-as-a-whole. 

ob Land-Health 

vt Conservation is a state of health in the land. 

monk The land consists of soil, water, plants, and animals, but health is 

edt nore than a sufficiency of these components. Tt is a state of vicorous 

es self-renewal in each of them, and in #11 collectively. Such collective 

: funetioning of interdenendent rarts for the waintenanee of the whole is f 

ait characteristic of an orgenism. In this sense land is on orgeniem, end 

conservation deals with its functional integrity. or health. 

0 Tig is almost, tut not quite, the same as the fomilior "renewable 

| resource" concert. The latter telle us that a vertloular resource may be 

"| neaithy or stok, tut not thet the steimness of one may unteraine the health 

of all.
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ig Conservation is usually thought of as dealing with the supply of q 

~ |B resources. This "famine concept” is adequate, for a deficit in the supply 

tn any given resource does not necessarily denote lack of health, while 

ge | 2 failure of function always Goes, no matter how ample the supply. Thus 

ant erosion, a malfunction of soil and water, is more serious than "tinder 

tes fanine", because it deteriorates the entire land commaity permanently, 

wae rather than one resource temporarily. 

, Attitudes 

oat Maga man is unconscious of land-health for three reasons. 

A First he wes, until recently, unable to injure it. He lacked the tools. 

765 Secondly, Buropean civilization developed on 6 lendscape extreordinsrily 

resistent to disorganization, i.e. one whieh endures very rough usage end 

net severe modification without derangement of function. Thus the oak forests 

tt of Ingland beeame closely grazed sheep downs without losing their soil. 

The fauna and flora shifted, but did not disintegrate (1). 

e Thirdly, setence could not, until recently, distinguish fact from 

feney in the reaction of land to human use. Thus the Mediterenean countries 

Ont vere permanently deteriorated by overgrazing and erosion before their 

ae inhabitents knew what was happening, or why. 

st As © result of these three historical acciients, the Buropean races 

fis’ acquired machines for dominating land before thoy had evolved the social 

ct inhibitions requisite for their safe use. 

% In short, the power to injure land-health grew faster then the 

ot Consciousness that it can be injured. 

of lend, to the average citizen, is still something to be tamed, rather 

| UW) ¥ierowT TT PT I0eT Pient lite on Beet Anciion heathe. Cambridge 
University Press. 

* g
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than something to be understood, loved, and lived with. Resources sre 

7 still regarded as separate entities, indeed, as commodities, rather than 

' ag our cohabitants in the land-comunity. 

° Diversity and Stability Up to 1840. 

7] The Wisconsin land was stable, i.e. it retained its health, for a long 

s period before 1840. The pollens imbedded in peat bogs show that the aative 

. plants comprising the prairie, the hardwood forest,and the coniferous 

forest are about the same now as they were at the end of the glacial veriod, 

20,000 years ago. Since that time these major plant communities were mehed 

alternately northward and southward several times by long climatic cycles, 

: tut their membership and organization remained intact. Thus, in one 

ie northward push the prairie onee yeached nearly to Lake Superior; in one 

= southward push the Cansdian forest reached to Indiana. 

" The bones of animals show that the fauna shifted with the flora, but its 

< composition or membership likewise remained intact. The soils not only 

: remained intact, but actually gained in depth and fertility with wind-depesits 

- of loessial soils. With this came a gain in the valume of plant and snimal 

a life. 
1 

set 
The native Wisconsin community which thus proved its ability to renew : 

itself for 200 centuries was very diverse. It included 350 species of birds, 

3 90 mammals, 174 fishes, 72 amphibians and reptiles, roughly 20,000 insects, 

about 1500 higher plants, and an unknown wut very great number of lower 

plants and lower animals. 
80 

All these creatures were functional members of the lend, and their 

7 collective setivities constituted its inner workings from the glacial 

epoch to 1840, ; 

a 
od
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These “inner workings" of the commnity included, a¢ everyone knows, & 

a high proportion of tooth and claw competition, varying in degree from mere 

_ jostling to murder. It is hard for the layman, who sees plants and aninels 

= {n pernetuel conflict with each other, to conceive of them as cooperating 

parte of an organism. Yet the fact remains that throughout geologiéal time 

up to 1840, the extinction of one species by another occurred more rerely 

a then the creation of new species by evolution, and that occurred very 

a rarely indeed, for we have little evidence of new species aprearing during 

= the veriod of recorded history. The net trend of the originel commnity was 

“ thus toward more and more diversity of native forms, and more and more 

— complex relations between them. Stability or health was associated with, and 

= perhaps ceused by, this diversity and complexity. 

= Diversity and Stability Since 1840. 

= Since 1840 some members of the native community have been removed. 

Familiar exemples inelude the buffalo, wild turkey, vassenger pigeon, 

— Carolina paroquet, wolverene, marten, and fisher, 

a Others have been added. These include not only imported virde and 

“ mammale like English sparrow, starling, theasant, Norway rat, and house 

; mouse, but algo many wild plants (most weeds are Buropean or Asistie), 

‘a many insects good and bed, and meny diseases. Domesticated plants, mammals 

and birds have also been added, and constitute the bulk of the new community. 

In one messured sample in Columbia County the domestic plus imported wild 

* dirds end mammals constitute 99 percent of the weight of the total present 

— vird and mammal commnity (2). 

sevvevanesenca-econerrr naan snapetsasaarasinaaainintat
ia ttt tO Tt ee 

foo (2) Prairte du Sac Area, Columbia County, unpublished manuscript. 

pce
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tr . Most of the native species which persist have undergone changes in 

a mnerical status or distribution, or both, since 1640. The prairie flora and 

eo 

: fauna oceupled the dest soils, and hence were supplanted early. Later 

& 
‘ 

pressures severly ourtailed and modified the marsh, bog, forest ,and aquatic. 

TAT 
floras and faunas. ‘Zverybody knows of these changes, hence they need not 

oa 

ise be described. 
std 

Losses and Gains 
18% 

od? It is necessary to state at thie point thet this caper is not a nostalgic 

nl rehearsal of the glories of primeval Wisconsin. It is an attempt to approach 

=a odjectively a case of landsiliness which nobedy understands. The changes 

a we have made in the Wisconsin land are not all inherently or necessarily 

out vasteful. Many of them have enriched and exvended certain elements in the 

aa native fauna and flora whilst shrinking others. There is no doudt at all 

nat thet the introduction of sgriculture hes increased the numbers, if not the 

wad diversity, of many native animals and sone native plants. A sketch of these 

changes has been published (3). 

Symptoms of Illness 
nae 

fe Coincident with this period of man-made change in the land commnity, 

ia. many symptoms of impaired land-health have become aprarent. Most of these : 

ae are familiar individually, but they are seldom viewed collectively. or as 

“fl vossibly related to each other and to the land as 2 whole. 

i Of the various symptoms of illness, soil erosion and abnormal floods 

3 ¢ are by far the most important. Most critical observers gree thet both are 

_— getting worse. Much is known of the superficialceauses of both, but little 

(8) | oof the underlying “thysiology” of soil and water. 

& ecmeese-ppcieenennetotantineanseneeintitte- CC ett ACCC NAA NP ADIL A 

(3) Committee on Wildlife Gonservation (Aldo Leapold, Chnm.; L. a, Cole, 

N.C. Fassett, ©. A. Herrick, Chanecey Juday, and Georgdagner) Report. 

The University and conservation of Wisconsin wildlife. Bull. of the 

Univ. of Wis., Selence Inquiry Publication ITI, Madison, Feb. 1°37, 

‘ 39 pp. 
us 

'
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; Less fomiliar are some of the qualitative deteriorations in land crops. 

Pin term crops, it aprears thet better varietios and better cultural 

* nethole heve just about offset the decline in the rroductivity of the soil. 

= the reneon seems to de plain loss of fertility. It hes been discovered 

oe recently that decline in soil fertility reduces not only the gross yields of 

7 crove, but the mtritionsl value of the crops, and the welfare of animals 

a vhich eat them (4). 

The qualitative deterioration of crons applies to trees os well as to : 

agronomic plants. We used to grow hLlog vines; now we do well to crow 

2 2-log pines on the same sites. What, besides fire, has hapvened to soil? 

"@ Similer deterforations have oecurnéd in Purope (5), and are by no means 

2 understood. 
aaa 

| All too familier are those symptoms of land-illness caused by the 

3 imrortation of exotic diseases and nests. There is no mystery about 

a“ mch pains and aflments ss the white pine blister rust, chestnut blight, 

a gyvsy moth,Dutch elm disease, the corn borer, the Norway rat, the etarling, 

the honee monse, the Canada thistle, and the creeping jenny or German carp. 

% Thetr ultimate effect on the land, however, presents many unsolved rvroblems, 

a including the damage done by control onerations. 

ok Lese familiar are the many instanees in which native plonts and 

oe snimale, heretofore vresumebly "well-behaved" citizens of the land community, 

7 heave ageumed all the attributes of vests. The white grub, the esnkerworm, 

: the meadownouse, the fire dlight of osks, and the spruce td-worm are cases 

” int. 

ton th Albrecht, W. A. 1953. Soll and livestock. The land, 2(5)1298-305- 

And other vepers by the same euthor. 

. (5) Leopold, Aldo. 1936. Deer and Deverwald in Germany. Jour. Forestry, 

ai EXAIV(4, 5) 1366-375, 460-166,
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= One of the very recent instances of vest behavior by a heretofore. “well- | 

Yat | wnevet" menbor of the native community te the trrustion of deer in Wisconsin | 

Ae ond many other states (6). While the euverficial "eouses" of this phenomenon 

tnt are well imown to be & coincidence of lumbering, law enforcement, fire-control, | 

re predator-control, and selective harvesting through bee lews, nevertheless . 

04s tt remains a deep mystery why equivalent coincidences never (as far as we 

tots know) produced irrurtions of hoofed mammels previous te hymen interference. | 

In all probability some as yet unknown e-uses lie behind the more suverficial : 

rome P mes: rossibly fluctuations in the vitemin content of foods. 

soled Hew plant and animal diseases sre now aprearing so rapidly that we 

ett do not yet tmow whother they represent somefiative organisn "gone outlaw"), 

soba or some newly imported pest. Thus the new pine disease, now obliterating 

2 plantations of Norway and Jack pine In Oconto end nearby counties, has an 

on! unclassified causative agent of un’mown origin. 

tow Native members of the community cieittee simvly 4iseppear without 

ore visthle cause, and often despite vrotective efforts. Prairie chickens, 

radi P ormes rronse, end certain wildflowers probably belong in this class. 

fad? P lmorted avectes may Likewise disaprear! the Hungarian peryetdge seens to 

com be on the decline in Wiseonsin, after an initial success, without visible 

‘ : omae. . 

ales Finally we heve unexpleined changes in the pomlation behavior of 

owed plants and animale; these behaviors are often of eonsiderabdle economia 

« inportanoe. ‘Thus there is more than a presumntion that porulation cycles 

‘g TW Teopeldy Aides 1903. Door trruptions Wie. Gons. Ball., VITE(@)ii-ul. 

7 

(2) 

; | 
= |
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é have tended to become more violent in a1] hares and rabbits, in all 

evater | rouse, and in foxes. Cyclic population behavior has perhans spread to 

setae theasanta and bobwhite quail. 

B® eh The conservationist who is interested in land as « whole is compelled 

them to view these symptoms collectively, and as probable maladjustments of the 

com 4) | lend commnity. Some of them sre understood suverfieially, but hardly 

fvem f *xy are understood deeply enough to warrant the sesertion thet they are 

‘fe o} | serarate phenomena, unrelated to each other end to the whole. In point of 

tem > time, nearly ell of them are probably new, end fall within the post-1640 

€ period of violent change in the land commnity. Are they causally reisted 

‘ow oh | to the vertod of change, or did the two eoincide by accident? 

“Oe Ye To assert » causal relation would imply that ve understand the mechanism. 

deate — 48 & matter of fact, the land mechonism ie too complex to be understood, 

‘atex; ) %4 probably always will be. We are forced to meke the best quae we can 

a fron elreumstantial evidence. The cirevnstantial evidence is that 

ftoty | Stability and diversity in the native commnity were associated for 20,000 

nome | Years, and presumably denended on each other. Both are now rartly lost, 

joan] presumably because the original commnity has been vartly lost and greatly 

angi] ®ltered. Presumably the greater the losses and alterations, the greater 

apm» | ‘ho risk of impairments end disorganizations. 

ste This leads to the "rule of thumb" which is the basic premise of ecological 

teaty | Conservation: the land should retain as mech of its original nembership as 

com! | {8 compatible with humen land-use. The land mst of course be modified, 

si but it should be modified as cently and as little as poesidie. 

re This difference between gentle snd restrained, as compared with violent 

6 and unrestrained, nodifieation of the land is the difference between organia 

| q
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coved P ni materd-plaster theraneutics in the field of lend-health. 

AO fhere are reasons for gentle land-~use over and above the presumed 

ety | risk to the health of the lend. Sener (7) has pointed out thet the 

a domesticated plants end animale which we use now ere not necessarily those 

¥ ol P we will need » century hence. To the extent thet the native commnity is 

Seal extinguished, the genctical source of new domesticated plents and animals 

yee. iflestroyed. 

BG Oh This general concent of lend-health as an attribute of the original 

emid | native commnity as & whole, and of land-illness as probably related to 

tmeq | violent changes and consequent disorganization, may be called, for short, 

tof § the “unity concert". : 

s Unity and Land-Use ; 

a eh If the commonents of land have « collective as well as = separate 

fig | velfere, then conservation mat deal with then collestively as well as 

sow) | separately. Land-nce cannot be good if it conserves one component and 

fete | injures another. Thus a farmer who conserves his soil tut drains his 

wey f tarsh, grazes his woodlot, and extinguishes the netive fauna and flora is 

so%g not practicing conservation in the ecological sense. He ig merely conserving 

e tla ‘one component of land at the expense of another. 

add The conservation department which seeks to build up game birds by 

extinguishing non-geame predators, or to retain excessive deer porn letions 

sane — at the exvense of the forest, is doing the same thing. 

> af The engineer who constructs dams to conserve water, develon power, or 

dad control floods ia not vrasticing conservation if the setual regimen of 

vater which results, either above or below the dem, destroys more valves 

oo | UY SmerT sri 0. 1098s Theme oF plant and ealue? dectroction In economic 
history. Jour. Ferm Eeonomics, XX(4)3765-775. 

ee :
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m te than it creates. I know of no single impoundment of water in which all 

2 = BP of tho land values affected were weighed in advance. (Unfortunately it met 

‘leh B pe stated in the same breath, that ecologists competent to weigh all of them 

‘Poaoh B ao not yet exist.) 

Degy Ton-sided conservation is encouraged by the fact that most Bureaus 

hie B ond Departments are charged with the custody of a single resource, rather 

peli then with the eustody of the land as a whole. Even when their officilel 

} titles denote a broader mandate, their actual interests and skills ere 

vidm — commonly mich narrower. The torn’ "lend" now brackets a lerger span of 

stay | ‘movledge than one human mind can compass. 

* galt Ironically enough it is the farmer who is, by implieation at least, 

left to unify, as dest he can, the conflicts and overlans of vurecandom. 

: Separatiem im buresne in vrobably a necessary evil, mt this is not the 

a hkow oase in agriculturs1 colleges. If tho arguments of this paper are valid, 

LaKTee the agricultural colleges have a far deeper resvonsibility for unification 

cota! | of land-use practice than they, or the public, have so fer realized. 

ip ea: 1 will sketeh later some of the practical applications of the lqnd-unity 

7 ¢o concept to land-use and lend-users. 

pam Unity and Beonomics | 

es Some components of the land commnity are inherently of economte 

site B Anvortanee (soil, forests, water) while others cannot possibly be, excert 

if de in a very indirect sense (wildflowers, gongbirds. scenery, wilderness areas). 

” Some components are of economie importance to the commnity, but of 

2d dubious profit to the individual owner (moet marshes, most cover on strean- 

1g 4a¥ dans and steev slopes, most windbreaks). 

7 Some are crofitable for the {individual to retain if they are still 

| ina productive state, but of dubious vrofit if they have to bs crested 

de novo, or if they heve to be rebuilt after being damaged (woodlots) .
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iy It follows that if conservation on private lands is to be motivated 

ie % solely by profit, no unified conservation is even renotely possible. 

sot EP Commnity welfere, a sense of unity in the lend, and a sense of personal 

oh — rride tn such unity, met in some degree move the *rivate owner, a6 

| yell ag the public. Conservation cannot possibly "pay" except when the 

te: Pp neaning is restricted to components that hon en to be profitable. Conserva- 

pode tion often pays in the sense that the profitable components cen corry the 

fede unprofitable ones, just as in any industrial enterprise, a unified mrvose 

oO involves carrying profitable and unprofitable component enterprises, each 

wane necessary to the functioning of the whole. 

: The fallecious assumption that each sevarate act of conservation can 

hel or mst de profitable before its practice cen be recommended to farmers 

sr9d is possibly responsible for the meagre fruits of forty years of education, 

S880 extension, and mblie demonstration in the conservation field. It is 

voult undoubtedly responsible for many dubious claims of vroftt which are commonly 

ite mde, or implied, in vregenting the subdject to the mbiic. Tt is presumably 

e oxlomatic thet any “vrogram" eeddled with over-clains will beekfire in the 

aee long run. 

as Sound conservetion vroragenda mst present land health, as well es 

land vroducts, as the objective of "good" land-use. It mst present good 

seat land-use primarily es an obligation to the commnity. Many constituent 

rink parts of 1% are indeed profitable, and where thie te the exse, the fact 

F can end should be emphasized. But many constituent parts of it are not, 

bebe end fatlure to assert this at once subverts education to the intellectual 

oad [| level of a cheap "sales" campaign in which only virtues are mentioned, 

= No one need harbor any illusion that the former will immediately 

te undertake the unvrofitable components of "good" land-use. But it is probably 

a
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a not illusory to assume that fractional truth is no truth, and that one-resource 

‘ a conservation programs are inherently fractional. ; 

” Acts ve. Skills; Law vs. Education ; 
came) 
ohn Conservative land-use consists of « system of acts, motivated by a 

a desire, and executed with skill. 

alle Laws end policies mst deal almost exclusively with acts, because 

a desires and skills are intengible, and cannot be defined in law, nor created 

as by lew. Acts without desire or skill are likely to be futile. Thus, during 

tae the CCC epoch many Wisconsin farmers were induced, byssubsidy, to perform 

- the acts of soil conservation, but those who lacked desire and skill dropped 

i the ects ag goon as the subsidy was withdrawn. 

ik This limitation of conservetion law and policy is inherent and 

a unavoidable. It can be offset only by education, which is not precluded 

iia from dealing with desires ani skills. 

nite Whether education can create these desires and skills is an open 

: question. Certainly it can not do so in time to avoid a mech further 

“ disorgenization of lend health than now exists. Thia peper does not 

“— claim to assess the chances for success of the unity concevt. It clains 

- only to assese the basic logic of the conservation program. 

Farm Preetice 
best 

Some of the attitudes toward farm lend implied in the unity concept ! 

= have already been set forth in powmlor form (8). Summarized in terms of 

3 education, these implications add uc rather simply to this; the farmer 

| i should knew the original as well as the intréduced components of his land, 

a and take a pride in retaining at least a sample of 11 of them. In 

i addition to healthy soil, crops, and livestock,he should know ani feel a 

i vride in a healthy sample of marsh, woodlot, pond, stream, bog, or roadside 

3 Prairie. In addition to being a conscious citizen of his political, social 

e and economic commnity, he should be a conscious citizen of his watershed, 

e his migratory bird flyway, his biotic gone. Wild crops as well as tame '
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ar grops should be & part of his echene of farm management. He should hate 

“* Fy native animal or vient, but only excess or extinction in any one of then. 

ney Onsh outlays for unprofitable comvonents of land are of course not to cis 

al be exncetod, but avin of thought, ani to a reasonable extent of svare 

- tine, should be elven with vride, Just ae they are now given to equivalent 

tok mbtersrises in humen health and civic welfare. 

iw - 
ae Conservation means land-health as well as resource-suprly- Lend-health 

a lo the cepneity for self-renewal in the solls, waters, plants, and aninals 

a thet collectively comprise the land. 

Stedle health wae associated geologically with the full native community 

-*) B vntch existed up to 1840. Impairments are coincident with subsequent changes 

7 in menderehip and distribution. The "inner workings" of land ere not under - 

--* & stood, but a cansal relation between inveirnents and degree of change is 

a probedble. This leads to the rule-of-thumb that ehanges should be as gentle 

oe ni as restrained as compatible with human needs. 

ae Lend-use ts good only when it considers all of the components of lend, 

: - tut its humen organization often tends to conserve one at the expense of others. 

‘ Some eonronents of lend can be conserved nrofitably, bufothers not. All 

~ E wwe vrofitable to the commnity in the long run. Unified conservation most : 

waa therefore be motivated primarily as an obligation to the commnity, rather 

er then as on opportunity for profit. 

ik Acta of conservation without the requisite desires end skills ere 

| a futile. To create these desires and skills, and the commnity motive, is 

a the task of education. : 

i bee 
a BV ESERIES Fs oomeerv tion on the farm, Wiss 

baat Agriculturiet and Farmer Bulletin, Recine, Wis, 2h pp. 

ae 
Le 

r
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‘3 BLORIC LAND USE 

Tot Aldo Leopold 

© On 

Yonngenent ie conserving particular plants or animals by keeping the land — 

9 of orable. 

sett Biotie land-use is conserving land by keeping the plants and animale 

aime yo rable. 

" the biotic ides ie thus an extension of the idea of management, and it 

_ werts the converse of the management theoren. 

tot Both stem from ecology. ‘The biotic idea merely translates ecology for purposes 

ogy Pf eulding land~use. 

the term land ineludes soils, water systems, and wild and tame plants and 

ofrly [pumals. 

4: | Conservation 16 the attempt to understand the interactions of these con 

co Puente of land, and to guide their collective behavior under human dominance, 

fae 
° * * 

figs land“use problems are of two orders. 

We hear most about these problems which hinge on questions of supply and 

tad . Mmber famine, agticultural adjustment, and attempts to husband the 

ly of water and game are foniliar examples. ‘this order is, for present 

“a 68, not very important, because it deals with visible fortes which are 

ott ble to social controle. Solutions are possible and ways and means are inewn. 

a Ye hear least about another omer which ie very important because mys and 

are not Imown, or are ineffective. It consists of @islocations of land 

va ch present no visible cause. ‘Thus some species irmupt as weeds or pests, 

_ay [tile others disappear, both without visible reason. 

: It also includes dislocations of land for which e cause ig visivle, tut for 

eo Yhich the goeial controls so far used are inadequate. ‘hms wo imow, ot Least 

© Poverttetarty, what causes sotl erosion and floods, tut the present program ean 

© Pray ve called a cure. 
ae
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Tere are intermediate land problems. Thus forestry and range manogement, 

Tit applied, oan raise wood anf grags; agronomy oon raise crops: these are of the 

[first order, But the restoration of full soil health and productivity is another 

TD Hatter, ant fa18 An the sesend oxter, 

r" Tus we see that the basic problem in land-use, the problem which directly 

 Puteriies the second orfer and indirectly the first, 1s the stability of the land 

- nechani sm. 

| a7 * ae 

toa 
Stabllity is characteristic of now land. Undisturbed sommnities change 

thelr composition and their internal econony only in geologieal tine, Within 

a the time-seale of human affairs, they are stable. 

Another characteristic of — land is diversity. The biotic community is 

ae diverse in composition, complex in organisation, and tends to become more so. 

" hen the technologies are applied te lend they achiove, each within its om 

7” field, various degrees of suacess. Thore is a tacit assumption that the sun of 

~ | inete successes equals stable land. It is assumed that if good agronomy, erosion 

control, flood contrel, pasture management, forestry, and wildlife management be 

timitaneously applied to a given area, stability will follow. It is admitted 

* that this assumption 1s eonditienal upon sonething which technicians in khaki 

7" tall "goordination." Planner in tweeds call it “integration.” 

™ Many efforts have been made to define and implement coordination, but I revall 

7. 00 effort to examine the walidity of its basic premise. Is it true thet, given 

e004 coordination, the sum of the technologies equals stable land? 

= It is common kmowledge that the technologies are partially competitive. 

“ "ood" agronomy means a coverless countryside devoid of all tut the least 

v tmcting wild species. It means widespread drainage with derangement of water 

| |'ystems; 1% means the extinetion of marsh and bog commnities. "Good" pasture 

yf Mnagement relegntes woods to the poorest slopes. "Good" forestry, until very 

cone! .
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it ' recently, meant artificial monotypes which excluded wildlife and somotines \ 

i sickened the soil itself, "Good" game management, in Burope at least, abolishes ’ 

tin the predatora, which is in turn presumably accountable for irmuptions of rodents. & 

~~ [tan good coordination iron out these conflicts? Perhaps, but it seems aafe to y 

aig] *Y tat there are no instances in whish it hee yet done se. ‘3 

sa Te technologies are usually applied too late, and they are seldom all 

applied with equal intelligence to an entire land unit, We have no evidence on 

~ Tvhat they could do if perfectly balanced and timed, Our only guide is their 

és wllestive performance, so far, on those land units where the largest mumber 

a of them have been applied, for the longest time, with the most earnest attempt 

at coordination. In America, most such attempts are so far governmental rather 

ey than private. I will eite two as examples. 

In Southwestern Wisconsin erosion contrel, fleod control, pagture renovation, 

sion erop rotation, nitrification by legumes, woodlot inpyorenent, and wildlife manage- 

dau! nent haye been applied for a decade. Hach has scored its own success in spots, 

has ad the @isorganisation of the land has doubtless been reduced in its velocity. 

teal Aut this region still displays flashy streams, loss of topsoil, silting of 

jas! tesorvotrs, migration of plowland from upland to marshes and flood~chonnels, 

tts {ruption of white grubs and weed posta, exaggerated drouth deamge, falling 

~ |rater table, and scarcity of upland game, ‘the momentum of erosion started 

ny turing the wheat era and the dairy boom is certainly reduced, probably not 

in wrested, cortainly not reversed. It seems doubtful whether the sumpf the 

~~ [technologies will stabilise this land. 

sect! Againt {in the Southweet, erosion control, range munagement, stock water 

— tevelopment, reclamation by immigstion and puuping, and mountain forestry mve 

ie Yeon applied during o period varying from 10 to 40 years. “seh has scored its 

on 0m guecese in spots, notably national forestry and range management on the 

~~ |iedwaters. But they do not add up to stable land. All game too late, after
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9} erosion due to early overgrazing had gained momentum. The result: silted 

we) rsorvoirs, tearing out of valleys, widespread drainage of alzeady dry sotle by 

va gullies, wholesale conversion of grass to chaparral, wholesale replacement of 

T.%) relatable by unpalatable range plants, irmuption of rodent pests, loss of vul- 
SM) woroble and predactous wild species, falling water tables, dust storms, This 
# land was sot on a hairtrigger, and 1 soems doubtfuljiwhother the oun of the : 

-o [ technologies will ever reclaim it. The disease will run its course and end up 

TEE in new, end Lowen, Levate of yooteattetiey - 
- These are only two instances. As evidence in the court of land science, 

- both are defective in that technology came too late. ut a glance at world ex- 

*? perience indicates that technology usually comes too late. It seews academic, 

HEE] \ueretese, to ony (ne T myself hae oun) Gad Gen Seahesheghay tune pieenteliien, 
a not cures, and that applied in time, they will successfully preserve for land 

ite normal stability of organisation, or health. I¢ seems more realistic to 

ae eonelude that conservation, at bottom, is not to be aecenplished by any mere 

By mstering of technologies. Conservation calls for something which the tech- 

‘me wlogies, individually and collectively, now lack. 

’ . What do they now lack? At this point 1 perforce depart from scientific 

7 logic, for we are beyond the rage of scientific evidence. What I offer is 

om pinion, ox, if you prefer, judgment. 

- They lack, firstly, a collective purpose: stabilization of land ae a whole. 

cd Until the technologies accept qe their common purpose the health of the land as 

= ‘whole, "coordination" is mere window-dressing, and each will contime, in part 

- to caneel the other. ‘The asceptanse of this comaon purpose does not eall for 

© [the surrender of their separate purposes (soil timber, game, ete.) except as 

= these conflict with the common one. 

a They lack, secondly, a collective yardstick for appraising ways and means 

lt Stabilization or land-health. ach technology hae its own yardstioks, : 

. mally yields or profits. ut only commercial land uses have any profit, and 

J of the nose important land uses have only spiritual and csthetio ybelds.
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tee the collective criterion of good land use mist be sonething deeper and more 

9: isportent than either profit or yield. What! 

Ls, Among the ordinary yardsticks, I ean think of Wut one which is obviously 

oa common denominator of sudcess in all technologies: soil fertility. That the 

a mintenance of at least the original fertility is essential to land health is 

bani now a truiem, and needs no further discussion. 

” ‘hat else? ‘hat, in the evolutionary history of this flowering carth, ts 

tal} ost closely associated with stability? ‘the answer, to my mind, is clear: 

2 liversity of fauna and flora. 

Bot tt seems improbable that seience can ever analyze stability and write a 

sang formia for it. ‘The best we can do, is to recognise and cultivate the ¢on~ 

sod ditions which seen to be conducive to it. Stability and diversity are associated. 

tau loth are the end-result of evolution to date. To what extent are they inter- 

© Tiopendent’ Can ve retain stability in used land without retaining diversity 

aavo alao? 
: 

des There are two ways to explore this question: examine the performance of 

ales lands where diversity has been lost, and examine the land mechanism itself for 

Fla. 
ae! Northwestern Burope is the only part of the globe presenting on intensively 

ale wed landscape which seems to have remained stable despite the logs of diversity 

“ in ite fauna and flora. ‘That ite farm soils remain fertile is well know, and 

ts this alone ie an achievenent of world-wide importance. Part of its forest soile 

a tre siek, but the reagon is now mom and in process of correction. Its water 

© | wotens, despite ruthless artifidalization, still produge many fish, fow floods, 

i ad Little oilt. Fest-Like irruptions of plants and animale oecur, but the pest 

028 | yoblem, save for rabbits and forest insects, te perhaps loss serious than with 

% ‘a, The fauna has lost ite large caynivores; wat the game fauna, save for large 

oy tanmale, 49 intact. The flora shows severe shrinkages and possibly some early 

a Iona unrecorted extinctions, ‘he migratory game birds are in a bad way, and are 

‘gan!
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i tained only by replenishment from the Asiatic reservoir. The small bird 

tt} guna 49 warped in ite composition, and some migratory species aro threatened, 

ae wt thie 1s chargeable to the latin nations where they winter. 

os By and large, this part of Jurope has not lost ite stability. Mon hinself 

sim [ iy here far lees stable than his land. ‘That the present human dislocations are, 

‘Salat bottom, the expression of an over-artificialised ecologic mechanism is probable, 

~ Tt beyond the scope of this paper. 

t von The question in hand is whether other parts of the globe gan remain stable 

ewi\lyithout the deliberate retention of diversity, All I sn say is that 1 doubt it. 

~~ fiend is unequally sensitive. All other parts of the globe are either unfeveloped 

| (tne tropies, the Arties) in process of dislocation (most of United States, South 

Hib litries, Australia, China) or already relapsed inte a retrograded stability 

{008 | (lediterranean countries). 

vii ee 

i} what leads can we derive from the land mechanism itself? Wo "Language" 

 fatequate for portraying it exists in any science or art, save only ecology. 4 

baal. ge is imperative, for if we are to guide land~use we mst talk sense to 

bal farmer and eGonomist, ploneer and poet, stocianan and philosopher, lumberjack 

= geographer, engineer and historian. : 

bers The ecological concept is, I think, translatable into common speech. 

t a! A ook decays and forms soil. {Tn the soil grows an oak, which bears an 

188 room, which feeds a squirrel, which feeds an Indien, who lays him down in his 

‘dee Past sleep to grow another oak. 

tag This sequence of stages in the transmission of food is a food chain. I¢ is 

© |\ fixed route or channel, established by evolution. ach link is adapted to 

(90 \wtract food from the preceding link and hand it on to the succeeding one. The 

+ ine roms a cireult. 

al Te epblin is not a closed cirouit. Squirrels do not get all the agorns, nor 

i To maiane get all the squirrels; some return direatly to the soil, The food 
ot
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qhannel leaks at every link; only part of the food reaches its terminus. 

a) = Yood Ag Likewise sidetracked into branch chains. ‘Thus the squirrel drops 

* t) . cmund of his acorn, which feeds o quail, which feeds a horned owl, which feeds 

| aparagite, The chain branehes like a tree. 

“41 me owl eats not only quail, but also mbbit, which 4s a link in another 

PFT noint eoil~susne-rabbit-tularemia. The vaboit eats a hundred other shrubs and 

0) srs. Zach animal and plant is the interseation of as many chains as there 
fare spesies in ite dietary, The whole system ie eross~-connected. 

olds Wor ig food the only link which connects them. The oak grows not only 

put OOS. it grows fuel, browse, hollow dons, leaves, end shade on which many 

ei) secies depend for cover or other services. Tho chains are not only food 

se tins, they are chaine of dependency for a mage of services, competitions, 

bon! piracies, an@ ¢ooperations. ‘This maze 1s complex; no living mam can blueprint 

_ }the biot4e organization of a single acre, yet the organization is clearly thore, 

ped else the member species would disappear. They do not disappear. Fossil bones 

ad pollens tell us that our fauna and flores remined virtually intact since 

es! the ice age, which is 200 centuries. 

‘aaiea' Soll, the repository of food between its successive trips through the 

. thains, tends to wash downhill, but this dowthill movement is slow, ond im healthy 

[44 is offset by the decomposition of rocks. Some animals Lilewise accomplish 

_ J uphill movement of food. 

me Stability is the continuity of this organized circulatory system. Land 

golf's stable when ite food chains are so organized as to be able to circulate the 

[me food an indefinite number of tines. 

iit Stability implies not only characteristic kinds, tut aleopharmoteristic 

ap |™ bere of each species in the food chains. Tus the characteristic number of 

. gil) ®* aboriginal Indian was small; nore Indians would have killed each other or 

pe their hunting ground, lese would have been blotted out by some bligeard, drouth, 

rs epidemic.
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- Ye have now modified both the species-composition of the food chains and the 

_  Ppraretoristic mumbors of their constituent species. Chains now begin with com 

7" ni slfalfa instead of onke and bluestem. The food, instead of flowing into elk, 

7 wer, ond Indians, flows into eows, hogs, and poultry; farmers, flappers, aad 

. Breshmen. ‘The remaining wildlife este tame as well ag wild plants. 

ot These substitutions are, verforee, necompanied by readjustments. To every 
7 ering with every link in every food shin, the whole land noshanism respons 
= Pith » readjustment. We do not understand or see then, for they usually oacur 

<omppithout perceptible diglocations. We are unconselous of them, unless and until 

eogiffte end-effeats turn out to be bd. 

*Laals Along with the deliberate and beneficial substitutions, came many accidental 

petiipues (Japanese beetle, creeping Jenny, Cancda thistle, chestaut blight, blister 

i olifust), most of which are bad, some ruinous. Some sober ecolozists predict that — 

enh few senoraliged plants and animals will ultimstely usurp the whole globe, 

bee * 8 @ 

wtf = The modified land mechantom, thus converted for hmman use, is often 

~ Putadle--i.o. it ean no longer reciroulate the same food an indefinite number 

denM tines, Brosion, floods, pests, loss of species, and other land-troubles with~ 

barlPxt visible eauge are the expressions of this instability. Would the deliberate 

g@ wPtention of both fertility and divorsity reduce instability? 1 think 1t would, 

_ Pt! admit in the same breath that 1 can't provlt, nor disprove it, If the 

ee PMuble 19 in the plant and anim pipelines, I think it would help to keep 

ePron nore nearly intact. This is only « probability based on evolution, but it 

_ ¥8 the only help in sight. : | 

dus eA oe 

# The retention of fertility is already on accepted criterion of good land-use, 

ten theory. 1% needs only conversion inte practice. 

_ 

te |
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5 There remains the question: Is there room, within the existing technologies, 

and without the disruption of our land economy, to retain more diversity of fauna 

lu florat Ip it possible, by deliderate social effort, to reduce the frequency 

el a violence of changes in the land meghanion, and still use the land? 

2 At this point I digress to refute the notion, uuhappily eultivated by 

we) ologists, that the land uochanign was a kind of Dresden china delicssy, and 

}fatls to pieces at a loud noise. The whole history of civilisation shows land 

to be tough. Lends differ initoughness, tut even the most sensitive took several 

$ gmerations of violence to spoil. The pioneer has always striven for violent, 

° not gentle, conversion to human use, and most of the technologies, cspecially 

"| ertoutture and engineering, are still uninhibited in this respect. In fact, 

~ Wwialize management, and to some extent forestry, are the only technologies 

 feonseious of "naturalism" in land-use. 

- Retum now to our question: could the frequency and violence of land changes 

~ be reduced by deliberate social effort? Can changes already made be tempered in 

~ Hvlelencer Gan the technologies agree on stabilization as their collective 

| urpose, and on fertility and diversity as their yardsticke of progress? Do we 

a urselves, a8 a group, believe what we cannot prover that retelning the diversity 

o of cur fauna and flora is conducive to stable lend? ‘These are the questions now 

me to be discussed, 
rapt’ 

a) 

eset ; 

+ 

mie 

; 

sat



: Discussion on 

te tas Game Manager, Fish Manager, Sporteman 

ha Zertilaty 
v inf — sportemen do not yet understand that only fertile soil produces gane. 

| immples Ovaxk mag weed. 

olen) —-¥ighemon do not understand that erosion produces a lethal fruiting of 

tll) tors, Uke apples om @ dying tree. anmplet ‘Trout in 3, W. Wiggonsin. Food. 

a) threshold temper ture. 

ron Perhaps, in 2040, the Midwest Conference will be debating, not only how to 

2%) gor fodder for the guas, tut how to grow a founa which pumps fertility uphill. 

0 lxamplet Red Deer. 

SB Ly Diversity 

een) predators, exotios, and mre species are the three big issues. 

| - ? Predators, Where more g-me means less predators, game mst give way. Both 

° | wortenen and famers mst, within reason, "take" their losses for the good of 

©) the communt ty. 

ot] sage "beneficial" and "injurious" categories mst go; they are out of date. 

W]e long freo~flowing pipeline is beneficial, the short or plugged pipeline is 

®) injurious, Good and ded are not attributes of species, any more then they are 

of “Tl attrimates of mute and bolts in an engine. It's the car, not mut, which is 

good oy bad. 

The losses to be "taken" from predators are gmall, often non-existent. The 

Mley experiment hae raised game fron sero without predator control, 

Sxamples of biotic predator policy: 

1. Restore wolves and lions as deer controls. Agtend the term “hoofed 

locusts" from @fcess sheep to excess deer and ell. Quit paying bounties on wolves 

= Vithone hand, and hauling alfalfa to the deer hortis with the other,
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2, Make public fish stocking contingent on the condition of the heron 

rookeries. 

3. Recognime game farms and fish hatcheries as biotic risks, as well as 

Bote toole. Caneel shooting preserves and game farm licenses for 

may exoessive predator control. 
: 

Exotics Diversity may be welcomed by sportsmen as meaning new exotics. 

sé} ty neans just the opposite. Only diverse netive faunas exhibit stability. 

exif Ygamples of biotic policy on exoties: 

7 1. Open every sportemen's neeting with the story of the carp in dnokica, 

ov | the rabbit in Australia, or the red deer in Hew Zealand. 

ett! 2, Set up a biotic Supreme Court (unpacked) and require ite approval for 

| further importations. 

. 3. Consider yearlong open season on exotics where they overlap threatened 

 |mtive species #111 manageable, Visi pheasant on pmairie chicken range. ‘here 

vec: | mtives are not manageable, aseept the pheasant and Hungarian aa "de facto" 

of | oitigens. 
c 

— 
ee 1. Begin actual management of mre species. We are now shooting deer for 

tal} londors. Why not let the lions alone; let them feed the Gondors as they used to? 

oe | 2s Wathdvaw federal aid from states which let mre species slip avay, 

veiG Waamples Columbian sharptail. 

nL 

is 
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Discussion on 

The Park Executive and Lendscaper 

These technologists accept both fertility and diversity as yarieticks, but 

not of their own work. 

Their yardatick for sudcess 1s tourists; not how moh the tourist learned, 

mt how many Game, saw, and went. 

A Parke should be a school for the contemplation of land; a place to assemble 

"Ol, original Local pipelines, which worked, for comparison with the modified pipe- 

ines, which often do not work. How many such parks have you seen or heard of! 

The first concession needed: Humber of tourists is irrelevant, and should 

WY) stereet only politietans. ‘The real yardstick 4s the mental condition of the 

| tourist before and after visiting a park, or other redreational area. 

“4 Grovelling te tourists accounts for the fact that we have spent hundreds of 

sillions for parks, and have ended up with fewer educational landscapes than we 

Ne) oa pofore. I adcounts for the wholesale destruction of wilderness by governnent 

- wreaus committed to wilderness preservation. tt aecounts for the impending 

” denise of the griszly. It accounts for the inter-departmental war in Washington, 

Of all the land-use professions, recreation engineering has the clearest 

portunity, the foggiest performance, and the most pressing need of new and 

ai better yardsticke for land-use.



Disoussion on 

"The Forester* 

Yertility and diversity are already aceepted by geological foresters; witness 

the Ruerwald movenent in Wurepe, and the general revulsion against the "“gabbage" 

Pornd of silviculture. 

” Bat it's a far ery from ecological forestry to practical forestry and lumber 

oti. 

a The sustained-yield forest, with stands of all ages, is itself a stride 

= ra diversity, for diversity means diverse gugcession:) stages and age~ 

a » a8 well as diverse species Lists. 

Before foresters oan teach the biotic idea to timber omers, they met 

veh teach it to themselves. Mxamplet A sandblow, with the only imow specimen of 

hoxigontalis, found planted to black locust, 6 x §. Hxamplet South- 

i sting bluffs, ready-made for prhiric reservations, planted to ‘ustrian pine for 

= protective covering. 

[ Of course until the famer hae some inkling of the biotic idea, foresters 

Hillcs: conve bin Wette hathe ne ave es All Gepudiend on Gee euheels: ent te 

schools have mo huge a problem that they get nowhere fast. 

— Forestry should be a potent biotic school, for in no other land-use is 

ey Motie stability equally threatened by irruptive pests. Agriculture is inten- 

» [itve enough to combat pests with sheer cash; forestry ie not. I¢ mst, perforce, 

tun the other cheek also. Pests like the chestmut blight and the blister rust 

tre no more local @nlamity; they are biotie revolution; they are the horsemen of 

S new Apolealypse. 1% suah stowaways contime to gain admittance on any ship or 

“plene, what kind of an America ean we expest in 20407 

Forestry faces a peculiar @ilemm in the expansion of chemieal industry and 

_ |the worship of cellulose. Chemianl industry has brought more forestry practice 

into the woods than all our preachments. On the other hand, it threatend to 

_ PXeravate the clash of technologies to new creagendos of reciprogal negation,
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“Pe intion poisons new rivers yearly, in the name of commercial forestry. Cabbage 

_ Piliviculture is translated into new terms; it now meang loblolly and slash pine 

a or alles, inated of hybrid poplars. Sawlogs now sneak a new ting only while : 

ct uo pulp operator 4e tay elscvhere. he woden board threatens to pass from 
; dnerican culture with the horse and the split-rail fenee. I, for one, am 

i bbot hapny adout £8, 1 persiet in the deldef that good estheties, guod economies, 

vafind good bioties are one, 
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at © SE MOPGEAEE OONSERIATION POM 
ooh Lisle Jeffrey 

x 04 The foregoing discussions have clarified our conceptions of our broad land 

4 qm fuse and. conservation problems, tut more important to each of us, they have called 

4 dm} mur attention the unforgettable picture of interdependence between all living 

+ hyp tings, including man. 

If the principles of the biotic ides -~ including that of universal inter 

_ Ptependence =~ are to Kippapplied to the conserve tion of natural resources, it is 

aaah essential that all agencies conterned base their programs on a recognition of the 

a over-lapping of the various interests represented. 

: To the administrator studying this mse of erlas-oroseing “interest chains" 

a” to borrow Mr, Leopold's figure ~- it soon becomes apparent that the individual 

_ |landomer or operator holds the key te all land use problene (pablie agencies are 

coneidew@d lendowmers). His are the interests that touch and continually touch 

again the interests of all agencies dealing with ony phase of land as considered in 

_ [ihe biotic sense, 

Tis paper 4s concerned mainly with tho administrative problems involved in 

Presenting to the farmer the biotic view of the relationships in lend use and con~ 

_ }tervation. To him this idea met be presented in his own language and in concepts 

_ [at appeal to his own normal interests. ‘the landowner's participation in the pro- 

_ [ern of any Federal, state, or local agency can be tmeed in each case to the point 

_ |there hia own interest rubs shoulders with that of the agency seslcing his goopera~ 

Hon, 

Before the farmer aan be expected to understand, accept, and apply the 

Mnetples of biotic farming, the entire personnel of the agency advocating these 

_ | tneiptes mst show an equal aptitude for understanding the farmer's probleme and
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| the progroms of other agencies, as woll as a similar readiness to join in a co- 

a ofination of these various activities. 

Agencies interested in the various parts of the biota mst adjust their 

| technologies to those aaceptable to the Landower and they met pool thelr know 

i. leige with the imowledge of related agencies to meet the needs of the fam family 

yo jf and the rurel commni ty. 

sahis The biotic view hes its greatest value, perhaps, in providing a mecting 

ground for the interesta represented by divergent farming systems anéd a common pure 

noni} 208° for the agencies seeking to conserve certain of our natural resources, 

Ms The essential needs of the farmer, the farm family, and the mural community 

xg) Ms first, to make the farm land more productive and, sesond, to mike the farm 

Commnity a better plaee in which to live. All conservation agendies will readily 

og «| eree that the program which most adequately mests these basic needs also serves 

ofinal best the common interests of society at large. 

em Yet 1% mst be admitted that most agencies have been strongly inclined to 

stage place the gart before the horse, by giving more emphasis in thelr thinting and in 

» auf thelr educational approach to their om direct interest <= (whatever that interest 

}™V be) ~~ than to their indirest interest in the farmer, the farm family, and 

sent the rural communi ty. 

e1 It te from thie serious error that the biotic ides can gave us, teaching us 

gol ]™* our first interest and therefore our best educational approach is the problem 

won|’ those whe opernte the land. Practical experience suports this view. 

vein Take for example the ease of Bill Jones, who operates 200 ares of land, de~ 

oi P™ing very largely for his income on livestock enterprises, His min concern 

fn 1936 to 1939 was the problem of supplying water for his herds, having at 

ot {tes during the drought to haul water from a municipal lake 10 milos away. 

aii |'™Uy Jones asked for help. He was advised by the Agriqultural Extension 

_ /*Vice to taild a well constructed, fenced pond with tank below the dam; the
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ot) |etple-A furnished the money to pay for the dirt moving; and the county wildlife 

my [pub obtained the loan of pond Wilding equipment from the Conservation Commie 

son, which would be used in the entire commmity as well as by Jones. It would 

foe) Pave been useless to talk wildlife conservation to Bill Joneiduring the months 

hel dearth of stock water was his dominant problem; yet the effective assistance 

Sm) ven him in the solution of this problem hag made him an active cooperator with 

Jal the agencies thet helped hin. 

FO Let us not overlook this part of the story -- and this is fundamental; Phe 

pani fegencies which helped Jones get a permanent supply of atoek water could have held 

_. }wordina ting conferences without tangible results, but in angwering the landomer's 

<Ma}oll for help they found the common meeting ground of their interests and achieved 

pO|perfect coordination by the simple device of working together to serve a common 

ory ae + getting Bill Jones stock water. 

dee One practice which stands in the way of progress in conservation and dee- 

_ }irys the interest of the farm family or community in wildlife restoration is the 

amantine invasion of private properties in the harvesting of the wildlife. ~- An 

elfinvasion vy a portion ef the general public which has not as yet been adequately 

lated or controlled. ‘The most important function and objective of the public 

 Whgenoies charged with the responsibility of wildlife conservation is to deal 

_ [ut withildlife directly but with the human element. 

to] fumn vehavior, 4n connection with fishing, bunting, or trapping mst be 

i) Wreminted so that the harvest does not exeeed a reasonable shave of the anmal 

. }trep and thet the interests ef the landowners and operators are not injured. As 

LMYng as the public ageneies dealing withwildlife think in terms of serving the 

rtsmen first, consideration for the larger public interests and the farmers 

a partigular will be limited by the demands of the sportsmen, 

ie] Regulation of humn behavior in relation to the harvesting of a conserya- 

ton']}'ive crop may be accomplished in part by the adoption and enforcement of suitable 

- pave, avery state game department has 9 law euforcoment progrem. ‘he laws and
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‘Gh ye activities of the wardens or agents represent an attempt to avold depletion of 

MP yo ovpital stool dy limiting the harvest. However, state-wide open seasons and 

MD yg limits gonerally represent only what the sportemen will agcept, leaving the 

Mei rest to chance. Such laws are esgential as s general guide mt onhnes be fully 

OP groctive unless supplemented by a further control of the harvest taged on a Imow- 

"78 sage of the removable surplus erop in each region and eagh locality, 

MM Regulation of the harvestable surplus is the firat step in game management. 

~ Tavironnental improvenants are only refinenants which are totally ineffective un- 

‘Tiess the harvest leaves adequate breeding stock. The important point, however, is 

PO) tthe laws represent a direct approach to the gonsorvation of wildlife itself 

Tl ith Little or no regan for the interests of the far: family ana comunity which 

*|enstitute the key to the whole problen, 

- Regulation which honestly and clearly recognizes the farmer as custodian of 

~ [ihe wildlife on his property will at once relieve and my eliminate hunting prac- 

"Pi itece which diacourage the inherent interest of the farmer in having more wildlife 

Th this form ‘That ean be necomplished in part ty requiring all who wish te hunt 

“}to secure permission from the landowner. ‘fo be successful, there can be no 

eupt to regulate the farmer regarding any obligation to permit Ininting on his 

ey form, 

"me American game policy proposed some 10 years ago is based on the prin- 

 Piiple of recognising the farmer as custodian of the wildlife on his farm. For 

“Tne nost part, the xecognition given has been verbal. Fear of offending sportenen 

“ly micing 1t inconvenient for them to hunt has laggely prevented the application 

whe this principle in most states. Yet when the farmers’ rights are recognised 

Tin the polictes employed ty state gaue departments and their field sgents, the key 

Nig in the jan will have been removed, 

. | Tis conception 4s based on the imowledge that most farmers have an inherent 

(M Piterest in wildlize watch oan de easily revived when mJor @iscougenente are 
eg ed. The farmer's interest revived, an opportunity 1s afforded for the
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6D yueational branch of the ctate game department to explain many pmetices re- 

> Ott pqnonded ty the Agricultural Retension Service, theSoil Conservation Service, 
‘Wl ad the Triple-A, which age the pmctices that indirectly benefit wildlife to 

fin the greatest extent, 

>) ag on example, consider the case of Mr. Smith, who lives on the Ozark 

"ulti prder in coutral Missouri. A livestock famer, he had a well fenced farm equipped 

 Teith a good pond wut laeking a good pasture system. Hie native bluegrass pastures 

‘SW Tyre bare during late sumer and early fall -~ when the cattle needed pasture most, 

Oeil Pte nad other sources of income besides the cattle; consequently the shortage of 

‘tad pesture had not yet driven hin to setien, He wos, however, a quail hunting enthu- 

at tiaat and came on his ow initiative to the Conservation Gomaission for help, com- 

bau plaining that this fara no longer had any quail on it. ‘The County Uxtension Agent 

“Tes veought into the discussion and the neasures migsested in response to bie 

# Ullal were those reconmended by the Agricultural Mxtension Service and ineluded 

sellin the ‘triple-A docket; namely, the soving of lespedeze to supply fall and winter 

ua food for quail and which also furnished supplementary pastures for sumer and 

nel fkll graaing. Lime was applied, lespedesa and samall grain pasture rotations 

fore adopted. Quail moved in, the farm was improved profitably and the three 

ici les cooperating gained a staunch supporter who earried the message te his 

—— Peightors and fellow bird hunters. 

"| He moat universal interest, probably, 4s that which all people have in the 

so ing generation. In our schools these children are being treined for useful 

Vives tn woth muzel and urban osqupations, Young minds are open and receptive, 

What the consorvation agendies should see to it that the foundations for better 

a ob use and conservation in the diotie sense are made a part of the eourse of 

tw tudy. Mere again, we mst use the interost chains to avcomplish the fusion of 

- ‘ [Yl technologies in order te avoid the mistakes of the past. 

a0! An empellent exemple of what education of young people ean accomplish is a
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Pie thought and land use of an entire coumnity is illustrated by the following 

sou fmmpl» taken from the files of the Conservation Comaisaion. 

en Through the educational activities of the Agricultural Extension Service, 

“gy fte wilicht Communt ty Yul Club, located in Laclede County, was working on projeote 

Tn entomology, forestry and soils. From these studies they learned many of the 

J|nsic relationships between the plant and animal communities. 

die Sone outside activities were conducted by the meubers in winter feeding and 

jua[the planting of suitable aquatics in existing ponds. Ag the young people became 

4 qpore interosted in the wild flowers and wild animle native to the area, they 

gy Peomed from their parents that where quail, squirrel or rabbits ocourred in any 

wchlauadance on the farma, these forms were subjected to promiscuous trespass and 

gaipuating. The President of the +H Clu» inquired of the Agrigulturel Mxtension Agent 

ag [if ny program could be worked out to protect the landowners interested. he Gounty 

pent in tur ealled on the Commission representative in the district and as a re~ 

q dpmit of the subsement meetings by the landowners and their children, who were 

foilpmbors of the WH C1lub, a coopermtive wildlife mansgoment area of some 12,000 

tpipeires was established. Secause of the difficulty in getting the county sporte- 

joe's oxganigation to act ag sponsor, the Commission agreed that the Yel Club would 

pipet the requirenents of a sponsoring organization. 

gif ‘The members of the 4-H Club, however, seeing the value of an aroused in~ 

rest 4a their area on the part of the county sportemen, asked that organisation 

ofit they might present a program before the group. The meeting waa called and 

onlifthe boys and gi#ik explained in full thelr hopes and desires regarding the manage- 

qujtmt of the aren, At the end of the program, they appealed to the sportemen's 

jel|"eenization to act as co-sponsor in the management of the area, The sportemen's 

jo} nizations became interested and singe that date has been cooperating with the 

, j]timers ond the =H Club nembers in the tuilding and fenoing of ponds, establishment 

ei f bass rearing pools, planting of food patches and any other incidental practices 

el
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. of value to wildlife within the Twilight Community and the county at large. 

Incorporated in the plan of managenent for the area i the provision for 

a controlled harvest and the improvement of the onvironnent of wildlife Desed on 

ne rooomendations of the Agricultural "xtension Service, some of which are contained 

; in the Triple-A docket. 

~~ Yow let us interpret this in the light of the biotie ides. All types of 

faming, ag indicated by Mr. Leopold, involve “violent” use of the land, but there 

Tillie agrees of viaienne ‘hich oan to Lihue heme feline Ge pune peste 

ere parents and the sportsmen in helping them to ereate a better 

~ place in whieh to live, the farmers themselves were reluctant to modify their 

 [faming practices since any inerense in wildlife meant an inerease in abuses dur 

[ing the hunting ae:gons. This objection was removed by the establishment of the 

Pa operative ares with controlled hunting. ‘They became interested in helping 

[their children to obtain their gon) which was more wildlife. Practiaes favorable 

‘ for both wildlife and e011 were adopted for the area and reduged the violence in 

tich a way that a greater diversity of plant and animal life, both wild and 

domesticated, could find the necessary requirements for their continued exist- 

” mee on the farme. 

” Most important of 211, however, was the fact that not only was the wildlife 

ares. but the baste needs of the farmer, the farm family and the rural com 

Pc "nity have been met; namely, making the land sore productive and malcing the com 

tal munity a better place in which to live. 
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Aldo Leopold 
Unfinished manuseript 

Lav ty 

* : Farm Phenology ~ A New Sport 
Aldo Leopold 

bNOD 

nen. Wacts ara like people; they may be dull as individuals, but they become 

.@ | interesting when you can look at a long procession of them and compare one 

i with another. 

bores) In collecting long processions of facts, historians and ‘setentists 

«| wally have the @dge on laymen, But there is one branch of science in 

eo)| Which the farmer has the edze over any and all comers; because he has 

‘esol | libraries and laboratories inescesasble to others. i speak of phenology, 

toi} the prosession of the seasons. 

43 ys! fhe phenology of crops and livestock is the farmer's own profession, 

rage) and needs no elaboration from me, but the phenology of wild plants and 

ciot| animale furnishes ue with so much sport and recreation that I would ike 

| to share it with others, 
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Unfinished mamscript 

The Biotic War 

Alde Leopold 

Beology ie on attempt to see, as 4 whole, the living things which 

at | gomprise the biota, and the actions whereby they exist a2 « conmmuni ty. 

" of the species which comprise the commnity, man ie ae 

far aa we imow, the only one conscious of the eommnity, or of the fact 

e¢ | that bbs actions hive helped to build its past, and are now building its 

de | puvare. 1 here exanine the question: to what degree ie mn conscious of ¢ 

u the cowmunity, andof hia role in ite present status and future destiny? 

da ** « 

When language first evolved, man eoined two words? the noun war, 

-. meaning on organised intraspecific fight, ant the verb to win, meaning 

eo: the vole of top dog. %o win wars mst have hed reality tm those daya, 

a else langusge wuld have evolved som other way of describing intraspeci~ 

fie predation, Jet we are sow confronted by the fact, known at east to 

a fow, that wars are no longer won} the consept of top dog ia now a myth; 

all wars are lost by all who wage them the only difference between parti~ 

clpante is the degree andiind of losses they sustain, ‘The reason for this 

change 1e cbvioust science has s0 sharpened the fighter's sword that it 

is impossible for him to out his eneuy without cutting himself. 

My central thesis is that a pareliel situation existe in our war with 

nature. Sotence has eo sharrened cub tools that it has become tmpossible 

for us to fahtere
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Unfinished mamseript 

Beology and Politics 

Aldo Leopold 

toe There is a large and growing contradiction between what the ecologist 

knows, or thinks he Imows, about animal pomulation, and what the statesman 

2 | gos, or tthes to do, about human vopulations, One or the other must be 

uly wrong. 

| me first axiom of politics ie that an unlimited increase in Iuman popule- 

- tion density is possible and desirable. Wo animal ever increased indefinite- 

ly without wreaking himself, or his enviroment, or both, 

Ouriously enowzh, churches and dictators are the active vrenonents of 

™ "go forth and mitiply*. Heonomists and business man applaud from the side~ 

@ | tines, ALL three are mitivated at least in part, by the prospect of unnamed 

i (t) increments of converts, cannon fodder, and doblars, 

ft The origins of this doctfine are easily traced, In the lower ranges 

6 of population density more people actually nears better standards of living. 

ia What te overlook is that no truth about pomletions ever remainge true 

e through the entire range of possible pomilation densities, ‘Thus where 

” quail are scarce, wore quail means better natunal protection from weather 

P and enewies and probably better reproduction, Sut an indefinite increase 

brings the opeupancy of aub-marginal territories, greatly accelerated pre~ 

. dation and disease, and gives birth to internal frictions, ‘the net result 

: {s the prompt ani automatic reduction of population density to the normal 

or optimum level, which, strangely enough, never exceeds one quail per acre. 

Most people know that wild poyulations reduce themselves, but they 

assume that starvation does the reducing, ‘%¢ humans, having averted starva~ 

tion by inventing tools, are therefore exempt from the leveling forces at
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york im the wild. 

This ie dubious reasoning, supported by few and contradicted by many 

eoological facts. 

No animal other than man has invented tools, wut many have evolved 

i other means of averting starvation, What happens to them shen they become 

too abundant? 
rod 

Rabbits, harés, and grouse, for example, have evolved a digestive 

= system which enables ‘then to subsist on coarse abundant foods such as buds 

a and bark, Squipped with this "tool" they have invaded the subearetic regions 

7 where they maltiply at will, But not for long. ‘ome unlmown mechanism 

= called " the cycle " carries off the excess and they start all over again. 

- Meny rodents hibernate to avert starvetion, but they too are periodieally 

iy reduced by cycles, 

oe Deer, like grouse, subsist on coarse abundant plants, but unlike grouse, 

‘ they are capable of killing the plant by too persistent browsing. Wolves, 

cougar and other predators normally hold deer popletioas in check, but 

te these we have now removed, assuming that the Fifles could do their job. 

: From Pennsylvania to the Kaibab, from Saxony to New Zealand, we have a 

scourge of deer, which will eventually degegetate the range and degenerate 

! the race by malnutrition and disease. 

. The veaver and the muskrat are of peculiar interest because, like 

. humane, they store food and escape weather in houses, When predation fails 

a to hold numbers 4n check the “young people” emigrate to new range, but 

; failing such opportunity, the pomlation, at least in muskrats, reduces 

. itself by internal fighting elone. 

70 
many 

We may generalize by asserting that soomax enimals have developed ways 

to feed denser pomlations, but that abubomally large pomalations never per- 

= aitt. Whenever the usual means of decimation are averted some unusual mans 

* develops, and failing all else, internal fighting does the trick.
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the sitigon vho aspires to something more than miiftaniqwater con 

fe | servation mast first of #11 be aware of land and oll its parts, He must 

26 | tee1 for 2012, water, plants, ant anime the sane affectionate soltci tude 

oil , ag he feels for family and friends, Yamily and friends are often useful, 

/ but affedtion based on utility alone leads to the same pitfalle and contra- 

-, dictions in land as in peopld, 

ote On his own lend, this affectionate solicit tude will express itself 4 

- directly in husbandry of some sort, Your land-use is a portradl you are 

minting of yourself, “You are one of the time-sifted few that leave the 

Set | works, shon they are gone, not the sae place it was, Mark what you leave." 
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Unfinished Mumseript 

She Bound Rivar: 4 Eamble of Conservation 
: Alde Leopeld 

One of the marvels of carly Wisconsin was the Round River, a river 

erey which flowed into itself, and thus sped around anf around in a never-ending 

foet ciroult. Paul Bunyan discovered it, and the Bunyan saga telle how ho floated 

1 on vany & leg dow ita restless waters. 

tid No one has suspeoted Paul of spenlcing in pambles, yet in this instance 

om | he aid. Wisconsin not only had a round river, Wisconsin fg one. The current 
ie the stream of energy which flows out of the soil into plants, thenes 

a into aninnle, thenee beak into the gol] in a never-ending cirault of life. 

sf pe “Mast unt® dust" io a desiocated version of the Round River eondapt. 

Pro ¥e of the gems Hone ride the logs which float dow the Round River, 
and by a Little judiaious "hurling" we hove Leamed to guide their direction 

Z and speed, This fant entitles us to the speeifie appellation sapiens. 

the todhaique of turling {9 onlled economies, the ronenberlng of old routes 

| | 1s cattod Rtstoxy, the adleation of new ones 19 called statesmnship, the 
= Convermation about oncoming witfles and mepide is called polities. Some of 

the orew agpire te tart not only theix own loge, tut the whole Motilla as 

wll. This collective bargaining with nature is culled national planning. 

Tn out educations! syste, the Biotic contimun is seldom pletured te 

v8 aso stronm. From our tenforost years we axe fed with facta about the 

Selle, flema, ani famas which comprise the ghannel of Round River (bology), 

shout their eigine in time (geology and evolution), avout the tedhnique 

of emiotting them (agriculture and onginvoring). But the concept of a 

Current with dyouths and fresheta, baciamters and bare, is left to inference.
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fo loam the hydwology of the blothe strona wo must think at right angles 

to evolution and examine the colleetive behavior of biotic materiale. This 

calle for a revojual of specialisetion; instead of Learning sore and more 

about Less and less, w mist lear moro ond more about the thele biotic 

landscape. 

se ‘ology is a “nev science" which attenpte this feat of thinking in a 

vig | plane perpendicular to Davwins Unology 1s on infant Just Loaming to tality 

om | and Like other infants, 49 engrossed with ite om coinage of big worts. 

| the wortcing days lie in the futuro, Seology 1s destined to become the lore 

at of Round River, a belated attempt to convert our collective knowlege of 

nt diotic mterials inte a collestive wisdom of biotio nevigntions this, in the 

pat last analysio, ia conservation. 

sit eeee i 

the biotia atream is capable of flowing 1m long or short civoults, 

Sgt mpidly or slowly, uniformly er in spurte, in declining or ascending volume. 

seo | Xo one understands these variations, tt they probably depend on the conposi- 

oi tion and arrangement of the solle, founss, and flores which are the conductors 

. a or channole of flow. 

"00 A rook decays and forma soil. In the oll grows on onl, which boars 

ae | 92 noorn, which feode a aquirrel, which feeds an nitian, who ultiantely 

‘tow lays him dow to his net sleep in the gront tomb of mam--to grow Snether oxic: 

vook e082 osk acom squirrel Indien 

5 eH Moology Golle this séquence of tages in the tmnoniecion of energy 

poe & food thain, wut 44 oan be more necurtely envisioned as & pipeline. It 

sede: ia 2 fixed rte or channel, established by evolution, toch joint in the 

» Fe pape is adapted to receive from the prededing joint and trenentt to the 

ou tueceoding Joint. 

The plperline leaks at every joint. Hot all the sock forms oll.
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of? Squirrels do not get all the acorns, nor do Indians get all the squirrels; 

63 some die and hoay and return directly to the soil. Due to this apillage en 

ets route, only part of the energy in any local biota reaches its terminus. 

Su This lose of volume my be dipieted thie: 

al rock soil oaks acorn squirrel Indian 

In addition to losses from spillage, energy is a@ide-tracked into branches. 

Leg Rms tho squirrel drope a crumb of his acorn, which feeds o quail, which 

as foods a horned owl, which feeds a parasite. Thus we see that the piperline 

3% branches like atreo. The owl eats not only quail, tt also rabbit, which 

to is a link in still another line: rock-~s0il~-sunac--rabbi t-~tularemia. 

i fms we see ench aninal and each plant is the “intersection” of many pipe- 

af lines; the whole system is cross-comected. 

Hor is food the only important thing transmitted from one species to 

another. The oak grow not only acorns; it grows fuel for the Indian, browse 

pis for déer, hollow dens for raccoon, salad for June beetles, shade for ferns 

ad and Dlootroots. It fashions domiciles for gall wasps, it cradles the tanager's 

te nest; ite fallen leaves insulate the soil from frost, its unfallen leaves 

20 streem the owl from the orow and the partridge from the fox, and all the 

while its roots are splitting rocks to make more s011 to mike more oaks. 

ne We gee, then, that chains of plants and animale are not merely “food chains", 

ah. but chains of dependency for a maze of services and competitions, of piracies 

and cooperations. This maze is complex; no efficiency engineer could biue~ 

print the biotic organizstion of a single acre. It has grown more complex 

o with time. Paleontology discloses aboriginal chains at firet short and simple, 

at growing longer and more complicated with each revolving century of evolution, 

he Round River, then, in geological tine, grows ever wider, deeper, and longer. 

8 ene ee 

For the Blotic commnity to survive, ite internal processes must balance, 

else its memberspesies would disappear. That particular commnities do
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- survive for long periods is well kmown: Wisconsin, for example, in 1840 

oe had substantially the seme soil, fauna, and flora as at the ond of the ice 

ie agey ile. 20,000 years ago. We kmow this because the bones of its animals 

sh and the pollens of ite plants are preserved in the peat bogs. The successive 

strata of peats, with their differing abundance of pollens, q@ten record the 

weather; thus around 5000 B.C. an abundance of ragweed pollen indicates 

af either a series of drouthe, or a great stamping of buffalo, or severe 

set firea on the prairie. These requrring exigencies did not prevent the survival 

wit of the 350 kinds of birds, 90 mammals, 150 fishes, 70 reptiles, or the 

at thousands of insects and plants. That all these should survive as an internally 

aft balanced commnity for 200 centuries shows an astonishing stability in the 

eee original biota. Saience cannot explain the mechanisms of stalfiily, but 

even & layman can see two of its effects: (1) Fertility, when extracted 

ata from rocks, Giveulated through such elaborate food chaing that it accumlated 

- a8 fast or faster than it walhed away. (2) This geological accwmlation of 

nae fertility pamlieled the diversification of flora and fauna; stability 

pitt and diversity were apperently interdependent. 

- oe ht & & 

ber We have dealt, so fay, with the characteristics of Round River in the 

“ Pre~Banyen eras. What now of that enfant terrible, Paul, and we, his heirs 

put and assigns? What are we doing to the river, and what is the river doing 

fass to us? Are we burling our log of state with siclll, or only with energy? 

ig We have radically modified the bietic stream; we had to. ¥ood chains 

+h now begin with corn and alfalfa instead of oake and biuestemd, flow through 

ong Cows, hogs, and poultry instead of into eld, deer and grouse, thence into 

seh farmers, flappers, and freshmen instead of Indians. That the flow is voluminous 

You can determine by consulting the thhaphone directory, or the AAA. Its 

total volume por unit time is probably much greater than in the pre~Dunyan 

ale
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; 
| sras, Wat curiously enough selenee has never measured this, 

Tome animals and plants have no tenscity as links in the new food chains 

) they are m{ntained, artificially, vy the labor of farmers, aided vy tractors 

and horses, and abetted by 2 new ikind of animals the Professor of agriculture, 

: Pal Bunyan’ burling was seif-teught; now we have @ “pro” standing on the 

vank giving free instruction, 

Bach substitution of a tame plant or animal for a wild one, or an arti+ 

' {Petal waterway for a natural one, is accompanied by « readjustment in the 

cireulating ayetem of the land, We do not understand or Zoresee these read~ 

justments, we are unconscious of them unless the end effect is bad, Whether 

' it be Franiclin Roosevelt rebuilding Florida for a ship Ghyal, or Yarmer 

, Jones revailding a Wisconsin meadow for cow pasture, we are too busy with 

new tinkerings to think of end effects, That so many are painless attests 

the youth and elasticity of the land-organian, 

i, aomak 

Mow to appraise the new order in terms of the two oriteriat (1) does 

‘ it maintain fertility? (2) Mes it maintain e diverse fauna and fiorat 

Bolle in the first stages of exploitation display a burst of plant and 

. animal life. ‘the abundant cropa whieh evoked thankegiving in the pioneers 

is well known, wat there was eleo a burstof wild plants and animale. A 

J seore of imported food-vearing weeds had been added to the native flora, 

. the gotl was still rich, ant Landgcape had been diversified by patches of 

. of plowland and pasture. ‘The abumiance of wildlife reported by the pio- 

: neers was in part the reaponse to this diversity) 

“4 Such high metabolism is characteristic of newsfound lands, It my 

represent normal cirevlation, or it may repre sont the coabustion of stored
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0 fertility, i.e., blotic fever, One cannot distinguish the fever from 

normality by aking the biota to bite a thermometer, It ean only be told 

is ez mst facto by the effect on the soil, What was the effect? The answer 

a is written in gullies on a thousand fields ami COC camps on a thousand 

is hills, Crop ykelds rer acre have remained about stationary, 1.0., the 

‘ vast technological iaprovemente in farming have only offset the wasteage 

in soil, In som regions like the dust bowl, the biotic stream has ale 

fe ready shrunk below the point of navigability, eni Paul's heirs have moved 

sad to California to ferment the rapes of wrath, 

it As for diversity, what remains of our native fauna snd flora remains 

' only becemse erriculture has not-goéten around to destroying it, ‘the present 

do ideal of agriculture is clean-fsrming; ¢lean-farming means a food chain 

FS timed solely at economic promt’ and wurged of all non-conforming links, a 

i sort of Zax Gemaane of the agricultural world, Miversity, on the other hand, 

mans a food chain aimed te harwonize the wild and the tame in the joint 

interest of stability, productivity and beauty, 

ft Clean ferming, to be sure, aspires to remild the soil, sut it employs 

nes to thie end only imported plants, animals, and fertilizers, It sees no 

is need for the mtive flora awl fauna whieh built the soil in the first place. 

ft Can stability be eynthesi,ed out of imported plants and animals? Is fer 

sf tility which comes in sacka sufficient? These are the questions at issue. 

a No iiving man really knows. Testifying for the workability of clean 

8 farming is norBheastern Yurope, where a degree of bictic stability has 

ui been retained (except in lmmans) despite the wholesale artificislisation 

of the landseayve, 

mt Testifying for ite non-morkability are all the other lanis where it
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has ever been tried, including our own, and the tacit evidence of evolution, 

at in vhioh diversity and stabi lity are so closely intertwined as to seem two 

” nemea for one fact. 
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aff CONSHAVATION AND POLITIOS 

if Aldo Leopold 

” How can private land owners be induced to use their land conserva~ 

tively? 

: : This question heretofore determined only the choice of method for 

executing a conservation program, (for example, the choles between educa~ 

: tion, subsidy, compulsion, or public ownership). 

7 iow, it seems to me, it takes rank with technological unemployment 

. as one of the critical tests of “The American ay". 

om tie we 

If decent land-use can ve brought about by conservation edueation, 

+ then the future continuity of land is possible. 

: If decent land-use mst be paid for by subsidies, then eventual 

inselvency is probable, as well as considerable damoge to national self- 

respect. 

IZ decent land-use must be sought by compulsion, there is grave 

doubt whether it will actually be obtained at all, and the damage to 

. national self-respect is great. 

If decent land-use mst be sought by public ownership, then private 
ownership is extinguished, for the conservation problem is as wide ag the 

country. 

Combinations of the four alternatives are of course more probable 

than the exclusive use of any one, but to the extent that the last three 

S are resorted to, we must expect mounting costs, growing mureaug, shrinking 

self-reliance, and inolastic and lopsided performance. 

we * w : 

The actual trend, at present, is te expand education, subsidy, and 

 & vudiie ownership. Many educators are asserting that decent land-use is
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profitable; at the same tine administrators are justifying eubsidy on 

é the grounds that 1% is not. In short, there is a middle about profits. 

é Unless untangled, 1% may lead to dishonest teaching, or to over-extension 

of govermmant into private affairs, or both. 

In the first place, some components of land offer no conceivable 

4 profit, financially, to the individual private owner. Wildflowers, 

songbimis, ond landscapes are guch. 

- Secondly, profit depends on when, how, by whom, and for whom the 

a land-use ig improved. — 

fo retrieve a ruined field or forest is seldom profitable, but 

oe to keep a good field or forest productive is almost always so. In short, 

prevention is profitable, ut cure is not. 

Thirdly, profit depends on by whom the land-use is improved. Here 

ce we encounter the fiction that time is money. Vor a corperation to spend : 

cash to buy, plant, and protect a forest my be unprofitable, tut the 

ak same operation for a farmer, using waste land and spare time, may be 

. profitable. 

Fourthly, profit depends on for whom the land-use is improved. 

= Wany operntions promise no profit to the owner, neither do they cost 

2 anything except akill, foresight, and labor, but 4f all the neighbors 

set, the collective result is profiteble to the commmity in better 

we living, and sometimes even in cash. Seonery, fishing, hunting, and wind- 

0 bresks are examples. 

* i ao 

ult When we attempt to apply these principles to cases, we are met by 

” 4 confusing welter of fact and opinion, of red ink and black ink. There 
Lae 

su :
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emerge, however, a few definite deduetions of first-rate reliability 

and of widespresd importance. 

If eash profit be the only valid motive for decent land-use, then 

‘ conservation is hended for catastrophic failure. Good land-use is a 

: balance between utility and esthetics. It yields a highly variable 

mixture of individual and commmity profits, of eash and unponderable 

' profite, and all accrue from investments which vary from borrowed cagh 

' on the one hand to mere loving care on the other. He is a brave man who 

; can gay in each cage whether it pays, or 1t doesn't pay. 

' This being the case, conservetion edueatien should rest ite argument 

on decency and sotinl behavior, rather than on profits alone. There should 

. be no ambiguity on this point. 

" The distinction between private cash profit and community benefit 

is being used to promote subsidy, or even compulsion, on the ground that 

" government is the commnity, and is thus asserting its own interest. 

: There ig 2 degree of validity in this, tut when we essort that the private 

_ landowner has an obligation to the commnity, the necessity for such 

" governmental intervention decreases to a considerble degree. 

The ‘Gidicategoens position of corporate landowners who mst invest 

_ Gash instead of time to practice conservation ie being used to promote 

" government compulsion, or government sccuisition of corporate holdings, 

Thy not, instead, promote their subdivision into small ownerships, which 

ai my invest time instead of cash? 

the main question, "How can private land owners be induced to use 

ob their land conservatively?" dnvolves far more than erops, birds, and trees. i 

oi If decent land-use must be bought by governmental intervention on an ever 

increasing scale, it means the end of private land ownership, the end of 

S0vernmental solvency, and the end of the present economic system, 

|
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. The Nonning of Conservation 
& 

tor ~ sick patient. Pelle simplified story. Bnongh, wut not too much 

: . apprehension. Usually underestimates patients mentality, and courage in 

. hearing bad news. 

5 servation ~ health of land. Like other doctors, I have given layuen a simpli- 

: fied story. I ahball tell you, not whet I think you should know, tut what 

y I kmow - or think I know, is the mtter with land. 

- re I oan even begin, I met ask you to think of land and everything on it 

(qoil, water, forests, birds, mmuals, wildflowers, erops, Livestoak, 

. farmers) not as separnte things, but as parts - organs - of a body. That 

‘ body I call the land (or if we want a Zaney tem, the diota). 

‘Phen some “doctor” speaks of conservation as a question of more ducks, more and 

! vbettor corn, bigger and better sowlogs, more wildflowers, he is "talking 

. / down" to his patient. He either suspects mental Limitations in his patient, 

7 or else he has them himself. 

A fo returm te the health of this body - this land - the biota, health is a : 

: Characteristic of the whole body. Sickness may be localised in a part, tut 

sickness ig serious because the sick part injures the health of the whole, 

. You can't treat the part intelligently without thinking of the whole, 

. oi: game. Some sportemen want to build up game by Iilling off hawks and 

‘ owls, or by introducing an indefinite mmber of foreign birds. Want us to 

‘. prove that the hawka are necessary, or that chukers are injurious. 

: t Sofi. Seientific farnere want to mild up soil by henna; rotations, 

, fertilizers. In doing so they want to annihilate fencerows and woodlots 

: Vhore our only remaining wildflowers and netive shrubs and trees live, 

, They want us to prove that it would de profitable to leave these = place 

. to oxtet. uy
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| Both parties to these disputes «re in a falee position, betause the argument 

sd begins with a false premises that the organ is more important than the 

| vody. Indeed there is no Gonsclousness of a body. 

Tut's seo if there is one, and whether it is subject to what an M, D. calle health 

ileal and digease. 

P ret eriterion: Is there a cireulatory system? A syetem for the renewal and 

| extengion of life? There is. The “blecdstream® which flows thra the biota 

| ta food. 

a : An oak sucks nutrients out of the soil and sir, ste, 

Soil + oak ~ acorn - squirrel - redteil - parasite. Food chain. 

: This chain is - conduit, a pipe, leaking at the jointt 

, 4 oak acorn soni trol redtail — parssite 

: Sy ee 

The conduit or food chain fortes: 

’ acorn-qusil-fox-trepper-furtrader. ; 

a The chains interlace. Theqail ents 1000 foods, i.e. he is the intersection 

: of 1000 chains. ech of our native Wisconsin plants, _ birde, _. mammals 

; is algo. 

c Is this elaborate mechanism self-sustaining? Yes ~ same for 20,000 years. — 

: flow gustained? Rolling motion of chains. Downhill flew of mtrients. 

‘ Defect met by decay of rocks. Retardation in long chains, soils, and lakes. 

: Mitrogen goes back to air - canblow back uphill. Sut how about saltet 

Apinelg marry them back uphill. 

7 3 kinds of animale in relation to food transport 

. non-noverst 

: uphill movers: 

‘ downhill movers: beaver, mon ( since eewers invented) 

. Suncary diagram of land, water, and nutrients. 

Conclusions land has a eiroulatory system.
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- Soon eriterion: Is land well or sick? Shall make this brief, for most con- 

, | sormtion literture deals with it. 
alas Sollt more topsoil washed into gulf in 100 years than previous 20,000 

; Animals! Many species dying off despite total protection 

. Spree hen (pulp) mt. sheep (sce.b) condor (no Lions), sandhill erane 

> (aspen) trumpeter swan (tourists) 

t Plants} white cedar ~ deer - wolves 

bur oak ~ white grub - overgrosing and drouth 

g Fests: animals or plants "running wild" 

4 carp 

blister rust - Asiatic disease males currant and pine unable to live 

together. 

g Canada thistle 

Conclusions the biota exhibits dezenoration of tissue (loss of species) and 

g 5 escape of invader-species (posts) 

% PNservation, obviously, 1s preventing dise se, not curing it. How? 

7" om never imow how, in the sense of foreseeing every possible danger in public 

: Pealth work, mor do we prove why and how dangerous. In beth cases we: (1) avoid 

4 spreading kmown invaders, or suspected ones, (2) keep the body whole, healthy, 

- and active. 

. ‘@n't keep the biota whole in the senso of “exactly as we found it", nor 

—_—* : 
f Inst clear forests, plow prairies, drain marshes, dam rivers to live. But 

; fan reduce these mtilation’ of the biotic organiem as far as possible. Ye 

: i) unconseiously, make them as severe as possible. 

: Yeamplest Columbia Dans, TVA, Cooper Santee { 

: Boadsidea = quack instead of prairie. hi 
, a 

a
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+ Pat shall be the human motive for this now and different attitude toward 

beet] nd? Conservationists have sought to use the profit motive, 

, Sometimes conservation ig profitable, tit only with an "if" 

BS more profitable to keep soil fertile, if owner intends to stay on it. 

A not if his boys are "graduating" from farm. 

more profitable to prevent floods to cure them, if the whole community 

does likewise. 

{ more profitable to plant windbreaks than let the wind blow goil away, 

tut only if the neighbors do. 

% more profitable to warn free wood than cash coal, 4% the farmer admits 

he has free time he can't sell for cash. He doesn't admit it. 

Rut gome essential agte in conservation are wholly devoid of profit 

Keeping the ladyslippers in mrsh or woodlet by = small fence. 

Keeping the historic oak, or the patch of prairie, or hollow tree 

8 for Qoons and squirrels. 

: Since 1933 we have passed all unprofitable obligations to the government, \ 

pei bat we should kmow by now that govt. can't do everything, and there are 

ee some things it can't do at all, It can’t make us decont in our relations 

lf with each other, in our relations with the land we live on, and bys 

se [Mere mst be some force behind conservation more universal than profit, less 

” mn then govt., leas ephemeral than sport; something that reaches into all 

‘apo Mines and places, where men live on land, something that brackets everything 

av vivers to raindrops, from whales to hummingbirds, from land estates to window 

ti PYenee, 
nod I ean gee only one such foree: a respect for land as an onganiam; a 

ow "Mluntary decency in land-use exercised by every citizen and every landowner 

Wt of a gonse of love for and obligation to that great biota we call Aneri¢a. 

2 Thie 1g the moaning of conservation, and this is the task of conservation 

ae tion.



. "Unfinished Mannseripts" 
f Aldo Leopold 

is dad 

7 Conservation movement has greatest momentum among less critical thinkers 

' Roster of speakers at Conservation meeting, or members of clubs, leagues, ete. 

fow scholars + intellectual discrimination 

few doers - landowners ; 

many *aplifters" + vague and pothering anxiety ebont other 

people's affairs, naive faith in reform by fiat 

Content of conservation programs shows “uplift” chilosophy 

Piret criterion - 2 dragon to slay. very citizen a St. George, Me 

vote a sword 

. Pinehot - lumber barons 

Hornaday - game hog, ammunition mamfacturer, ete. 

Stuart Chase - rape of the soil (dragon not a person, but a process) 

Jay Derling cartoons - uses dragon patterns to teach signifie nt facts 

, Ideology of personal dovil - sheep and goat + blesk and white : 

' After dragon dead ~ who is to do what? Throw in lap of government. 

. Another defect: unnatural divorcee of esthetic & economic motives 

. Forests & parks. Atrocities against good taste. Pandering to esthete. 

(Oak or prairie chicken is both useful and beautiful). 

| Organic synthesis needed. Can't relegate beauty to parlor. 

i Yeod a new aporoach - new theory of conservation - which is 

| 1. Objeetive--at least to extent of omitting the dragon 

nail 2. Fuses the latest thought in both biology and economies 

' 3. Pases beauty and utility. 

o 4, Addressed to thinker and doer, rather than uplifter. 

= You are my "guinea pigs" - or my jury. 
az 

tg!
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‘state of worry” 

Commodity Conservation. Sample: Timber Famine. 

Timber will give oat. At first 20 years, now 60 years. 

Theory! seareity will raise prices, will then pay to grow. 

Practice: seercity depressed prices »eeamse of 

Substitution of synthetics bad esthetics: steel desk 

a superior to wooden. Silk stookings. | 

Result: no private timber cropping (einee Van Hise) 

Timber ie only crop for eutovers, Governuent met do it. Government forests. 

Unsatisfactory: destroys diversity. Concentrates forests where ; 

least needed for: 

wildlife 

erosion control 

piotie education of the farmer (value of a crop is in the 

raising) 
ease of access for recreation, study, ote. 

Relegating conservation to government is like relegeting virtue to the Sebbath 

Turns over to professionals what should de deily work of amatgurs 

; Puts the product where it ie of least use. Day-to-day contact. 

_ > WMidiite - to parke and sanctuaries 

iE Rroston-control ~ right plawe, but farmer paid to do his duty, Like 

10% paying boy for chores. 

~~ | Yeterflowa + Mieelasippl pools. Remedy is at the grass rocts, 

Beluaively governmental conservation Le undenceretic in sense that tt 

“| declines to credit the private citizen with brains, enthusiasm, or pabigie 

of Spirit. Lt sayst it's easier to tap his pooket than to teach him his duty. 

iit
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Hotives for ecological econservetion ~- forestry, game, wildflowers, scenery 

* on every farm, 

Hs I eimit that ecologice] land-use will seldom grow from motive of 

- {individual profit. Heve watehed for 40 years and conclude: 

1. You can demonstrate a profit if you begin early, such as 

ag fertile field 

 wnout forest 

2, But wo adtually begin with wrecked resources. 

But I differentiate detween commnity profit end individual 

Windbreake 

Nearly all conservation is profitable if everybody docs it 

Reduees to a eimple case: modify land use in the interests of 

Commnity welfare 

Personal pleasure ; 

Incidentally, individual revenue. 

fot | The Challenge: Mast we resort to fascism to induce action for the community 

velfare? I gay we must not. We haven't even tried the demoeretic process 

of atmeation. Welve spent our conservation funds and energy on undemocratic 

fi | mbstitutes. We have millions for “gongervation” in northern Wisconsin, we 

ork heve compulsory education law for conservation, but (until 1939) no 

- course in ecology on cur campus. ven now,is esology part of a liberal 

ie education? Wo . it 16 a new way of making specialists more special. 

os 

rae!
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SoH Sequence of stages. Est. by evol. Bach link adapted to extract --- 

: ~ thain not a closed eireuit 

: Not all rock forme soll 

Not all soil grows oaks 

Wot all acorns go to squirrels 

Not all squirrels go to Indians 

: Leaks energy. Spillage. Like a pipe + ameller joints. 

tmorgy sidetrecked into branch chains : 

Squirrel ~ oramb - quail - horned owl ~ parasite 

Branches like a tree 

Owl eate not omly quail. 
rabbit 

rook = soil - sumac / | fox (taleremia) 

shel | Rabdit eats hundred other ahrube, herds. "Intersection" cross-connected. 

Yor is food the only link ete. 

eae ntentenenioreninentuieiaanpte-tnmenyitettetttitntestiaatin titan acnmnratattinetitettenntit 

Rut this ie only a belief. Wor is pest control the only reason for de- 

a siring © diverse lendseape, composed as far as possible of native species. 

azle dn even more impelling reason ie thet vo like it. This Liking ie not 

; % economies it is compounded of ecology and poetry. 

eden * * * 

an Bere are quotations from three ecological poets whose lives span 

aiiie three milleniums: j 

2s "“Rvery coll is in a swirl of enjoyment, humming like # hive, sing- 

ing the old-new song of creation". 

By "The trees of the Lord are full of sap." 

Le ", .wpon the ceders of Lebanon that are high and lifted up, and upon 

DP all the oake of Bashan". 

: But for the mention of cells, ve should herdly kmow which of these 

_ § ‘ts John Muir, which 1s David, and which is Isaiah speaking.
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me Everyone admires these rhapsodies as poetry, but who would heed 

ro then ag adviedon how to conserve trees or hills. ‘who ever heard of 

letting a noet write a polley. Yor serious advice on how to use land wo 

turn to our contemporary economic sobersides who talk in dollar marke md 

sishorst Gifford Pinchot and his timber famine; Stuart Chase and his rape 

of the soil; W. %. Hornaday and his vanishing wildlife. These men have 

: dictated more laws and built more bureaus than 211 the poets in history. 

we | 4m abiding distrust of poets lies deep in every scientific breast. 
ccc nt teeth anna. ntact eaeteceinalaatiatatittt 

Conservation 

tet Hes been presented to us as 2 threat of deficit in naturel resources 

timber famine - soil rave - ext, of wildlife 

st Certainly we are ranning deficits, but the cry of “wolf wolf" is negative 

ot ani incomplete - like frightening children 

anes competitive and partly self-cancelling ~ 

tft hawks and owls - svortsmen trying to destroy : 

bate ornithologists to preserve. 

> A Missiseipp! pools: flood control ve. fish and game. 

1098 Yeologiesl conservation is « positive proposal to learn the art of skill- 

; ful burling. It looks not at timber, or soil, or animals, but st the 

a whole biotic stream. It attempts to learn 

puslt 1. The attributes or propertics of the whole mechanian 

nab as it was 

aa as it is 

: as it might be. 

2. It regerds lumen reee os ag smart animal 

mode wonderful tools bet is clumsy in using them 

skill in use of tools. 

tal
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Hiss University Ciub Lecture Feb. 15. 

.@ | food chains with skins ond food specimens. 

ef stom of blootroot - June dectles (fluke) - browse for deor (twigs) - 
/ coonskin 

itt Rook = soil + — + flat sq. 

rte quail - herned owl - parasite 

to | j 

nib 
$041 - bundle sumac - rabbit NS 

ui fox 

soll « meple or basswood seed ~ deer vrowse / 

Mi hh orsemen - $041 erosion, simplification, economic determinism, ignorance 

ene etl ettt  A CCC LCA CNA O LOL AAALLDCDLL 

x02 Pinchpenny concept (Pinchot etc.) 

3 diotie health 

ses natural resources - a process, not a dank account 

nae wrgeoning biota : 

| | diotic Lipstick (public programs) "adds little more to our biotic youth" 

ae Tesource -solvency vs. sickuces 

volt nonasticiem (sanctuaries) 

of VMotic polities 

wie «| Wiline from p.6 

oH (lopped off food chains (predators) prairie extinct. 
Speeies(lorge mammals and game birds dogs. 

(introduction of exotics and weeds pine & hardwood. 

sd (Pamdy unavoidable. Loss of area vs. loss of specios 
(Clean forming 

Conservation 

# soll - deals mainly ivith fertility 

foreste 

ei 

 & “onservation and culture



f at 

on} * sick watershed may yield more run off then a well one, but it will be 

, destructive rather usable runoff. 

a spoiled forest may be full of trees, 

3 a sick fauna and flora may be abundant, but it will run heavily to pests 

‘ ani diseases needing control. i 

pee 
Metaboliem of theorgante ftin. 

Conservation is « state of worry/ about resources. Soil con- 

servetionists worry about the contimity of farm crops, forest con- 

#! | scrvationists about the contimity of voot crops, wildlife conserve- 
ene 

it tionists about the continuity 
& i ” = ae —aenenneectinte 

od Outline for 

ais The Round River 

esd Properties of the stream. 5 

ont Conservation. Theory of evhaustion vs. theory of dorsngement. 

oot | Instances of derangement: pests, ote. 

see Moties va. economics Break down of profit motive. Substitution of govern- 

oig | Mental inittetive. Biotic linstick (reservations). Subsidies to private 

ie Practice. 

Mret move - diotie awareness. Conservation education. Trpaglating 

ee 
ology. 

4) 
‘ 

20) 

sere! 

2 

|
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tos 
tea Biotie Lipstick 

teeb Aldo Leopold 

in A Bvery prophet of conservation, has emlted in the burgeoning of nature. 

tgs We sAmire these rhapsodies as poetry, wut we hardly heed them as 

* | vies on how to conserve trees or hills. Whoover heard of letting a 

i pot write a poliey? For serious advice on how to use land we turn to cur 

Adon contemporary economia sobersidns who talk in dollar marks ond cirhers! 

Te | citrerd Pinchot wat: his tisber famine, Stosyt Chase and rape of the soll, kame 

visi and W. T. Hornaday and his vanishing wildlife. These men have dictated 

uae | More lews and boilt more bureaus than 91] the poets in history. : 

aid Our ultimate arbiter of land policy is selence. These profits of 

_ toom are not scientists, bet no selentist aspires to their task of telling 

| the ubiie what to do, for thet would interfere with serious work. Se 

a thea de is left to choose between doomsters and seehe,. and as between 

oust these two seience is herdly neutral. An ebiding distrust of poets lies 

| deen in every seientific breast. 

told But history has e taste for irony. By an ironie twist of events the 

toon very latest unfoldinga of bioltieal scicnee now indicate, at least to me, 

ease thet Teaish and John Moir peresived a principle in neture which all the 

ss y¢ | Sonomte sobersides hove overlooked, and which is the very stuff that con- 

foe fervation should be made of, ‘ 

» ah * 

To perceive this principle, it is necessary to think at right angles 

‘to the "old" eetences. The attempt to think in a plane perpendicular to 

i Derwin 1s called ecology. Some ceologists elaim they ere founding a new 

$4 Selenee; a schism vigorously denounced by academle popes. I prefer to
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| claim that ecology is tesching us how to aprraise and use the old selences 

_ | tor wailding a better relation between men and land. This, in the lest 

: analysis, i¢ conservation. 

ao In the mental plane of the old selences, land consists of soil, water, 

ey plente, and enimals. Zach of these “resources” has o history called evolu- 

a tion, a series of component parte called particles or species, and a series 

‘i, of Mamakzpeekexuatiodxan ottribates or modes of behavior. To inventory 

a these verte and'to explore these attributes hes been the task of the 

bs viologiesl selences for two centurics. 

But there ie still another tesk; these "resourees" depend on each 

i other, Soil end water support plants, plants support animals, and voth 

a eventually return, "dust unto dust", in a vorpetual cireult of energy. 

* fo explore this olreult is the varticular task of ecology 

spa 

ses 

wrer 

ded? 

anos 

vIee 

tot 
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Wisconsin Reology 

ats (for Birds of Wisconsin) 

sop | Changes in Man Types 

ex |} Introductions and Losses 

shifts, Retreats, Intrusions, Rarities 

fg | land-use practices in relation to birds 

oht Wandering and fires 

1 Yo Drainage 

ait Dairy cows 

‘old Fences and Power lines 

Feeding 

a est 

oye | Yeather, (probably in Chapter on Topog. ete.) but use “hardness of winters", 

a Yrouth indices", chronology of events affeoting birds. 

~ | thenology. Releting plant, phenomena to birds.
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(Unfinished manuscripts) 

COUNTRY 

Aldo Leopold 

0 
There is much confusion between land and country. Land is the place where 

« m, gullies, and mortgages grow. Country is the personality of land, the 

. Apliective harmony of its soil, life, and weather. Country lmows no mortgages, rn 

. MAA, no fobaeeo road; it is calmly aloof to these petty exigencies of its 

ileged ommers. ‘That the previous occupant of my farm was 4 bootlegger mattered 

ot one whit to ite grouse; they sailed as proudly over the thickets as if they 

re guests of a icing. : 

Poor land may be rich country, and vice vers:. Only economists mistake 

sical opulence for riches. Country may be rich despite a conspicuous poverty 

; of physical endowment, and ite quality may not be apparent at first glance, nor 

ak tt all times. 

" I imow, for example, 4 certain lakeshore, a cool austerity of pines and 

a mye-waghed sinds. All day you see it only as something for the surf to pound, 

dare yibbon that stretches further than you can paddle, a monotony to mark the 

miles by, Byt toward sunset some vagrant breeze may waft a gull facross a head~ 

land, behind which a sudden reoistering of loons reveals the presence of a hidden 

Wy, You are seiged with an impulse to land, to set foot on bearberry carpets, 

h pluck a balsam bed, to pilfer beach plums or blueberries, or perhaps to poach 

‘wrtridge from out those bosky quietudes that lie behind the dunes, A bay? 

Wy uot also a trout streant Incisively the paddles clip Little soughing swirls 

tthwart the gunwale, the vow swinvs sharp shoreward and cleaves the greening 

depths és ‘oeeke 

later, a supper-smoke hangs lazily upon the bay; a fire flickers under : 

teoping boughs. It ie a lean poor land, mt rich country. 

* 8 «
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Some woods, verenmially lush, are notably lacking in charm. {11 clean- 

lod oalts and tulip~poplars may be good to look at, from the road, but inside 

jus my Sind o coarseness of minor vogotation, a turbidity of waters, and 

HM) weity of wildlife. 1 eannot explain why a red rivulet is not a brook. Neither 

1% |r 1, by logieal deduction, prove that a thicket, without the potential roar of 

4%), wail covey, is only a thorny place. Yet every outdoorsman mows that thie is 

Mellie, That wildlife is merely something to shoot at or to look at is the 

© Wlogsest of fallacies. I+ often represents the difference between rich country 

Td mere land. 

There are woods which are plain to look at, tut not to look into. Mothing 

“eVihy visiner than a cormbelt woodlot, yot, if it de August, @ crushed ponnyroyal, — 

a u at over-ripe mayapple, tells you here is a place. October sun on a hickory- 

Het tis irrefutable evidenes of good country; one senses not only hickory, tut a 

a le chain of further sequences: perhaps of oak coals in the dusk, a young 

“°"lirvel browning, and a distant barred owl hilarious over his ow Joke. 

teh * * * 

cil the taste for country displays the same diversity in esthetic competence 

obs individuals as the taste for opera, or oils. ‘there are those who are 

w ling to be herded in droves through "scenic" places; who find nountains 

4 "\moa 4¢ they de proper mountains, with waterfalls, cliffs, and lakes. To sugh 

eng ! Kensag plains are tedious. They ace the endless corn, but not the heave and 

on © grunt of ox teams breaking the prairie. History, for them, grows on campuses. 

“hey go0 the low horison, wut they cannot see it, as de Vaca did, under the 

oH Wties of the wffalo. 

1 

pqnot? i
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cenmeetntaaanesattat crane nance aa titan enttaannentletittns 

’ In country, as in people, a plain exterior often conceals hidden riches, to 

Belo preeive which requires much living in and with. Nothing is plainer than a 

2 MP orndbelt woodlot, until you erush a pennyroyal under foot, or stoop to smell 

# tou (gtober sun on a new-fallen hickory mut, or chance upon a pink flame of wahoo 

‘TMi\yrries just after the first frost. Nothing 4s more monotonous than the juniper 

fem Vothills, until some veteran of a thousand summers, laden blue with berries, 

Hlepiodes in a blue wurst of chattering jays. The drab sogginess of a larch : 

“SO omfield, aoluted by one honker from the ay, is drab no more, 
did 

, Mysie, for them, is heard in ¢ marble halle, wt not in windswept marshes, 

Gly in the play of lightnings among the rimrocks. 

te 4 

af ts They see the corn, but they cannot see the caravan of oxteams which brought 

sale iu wut not the heaving and 

eine nting of ox-teams breaking the prairie. 

ee 
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COUNTRY 

ion Aldo Leopold 

sr 
* Some @ay it will be said that we moderns produced an avalanche of cerebrations 

ps hut land, but were unaware of country. land is the plece where corn, g.lliecs, 

te economists grow. Country is the personality of thet place; the collective 

_ racter of the processes by which soil, plants, animals, people, and weather 

ee 
diem 
i Geograchers call country "the landscape", but this is much too small s word. 

— locists call 1t "the biota", tut few of them seem to know what country is. 

ss sta, by connotation, becomes one of those cold and clammy fictions by which 

; elence seeks to separate truth from beauty. 

tt What is good country? That which yields heavy crops? A cleared jungle, or 

| foarp-pond, are heavy ylation, wut hardly good country. Physieal opulence is 

_ ti frtainly an element in the goodness of certain places, but others are good 

ast tspite the consplevous poverty of their physical endowments. 

| I know, for example, 2 certain lakeshore, a cool austerity of pines and 

: We-washed sands. All day you see thie shore as something to mark the miles 

a \. It offers no vieible game, fish, or berries, no varied wildlife, But 

Rr hard sunset some vagrent breeze wafts a gull across a headland, behind which 

iad tmdden roletering of loans reveals the presence of a hidden bay. You sre Ps 

5 Wized with an irresietible impulse ® lend, to set food on bearberry carpets, to 

sw Duck 2 balgam bed, to explore for blueberries, to pilfer beach plums, or mayhap 

|" roach @ partridge from those boshy quiotudes that lie behind the @anes. A 

fet my not, too, a trout stroan? Incisively the paddles olip little soughing 

hes athwart the gunwale, the bow swings sharp and cleaves the greening depths 

_ }ttr shore. 

later, a supper-smoge hangs lazily upon the bay; a flicker of light reveals 

ee ‘Waning fire. It is a lean poor land, but good country.
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sk Some landscapes, perenially lush, are notably lacking in charm. I am 

pisking of the tall clean-boled woods of tulip poplar and oak of the middle- 

© |\yentie seaboard. They are good to look at, from the road, but inside one 

pei ints & COarseness Of minor vegetation, a turbidity of waters, and a paucity of 

i. \dlife. The open fields likewise suffer under close sorutiny; they lack blue- 

a mss, and "the complaining brooks that make the meadows gremn* run ved, I 

a: wmot explain why a red rivulet is not a brook. Weither ean I, by logieal 

. iiuction, prove that an old field, without the potential roar of a quail covey, 

re ia mere weed-patch. Yet every hunter knows that this is true. Ra 

i The taste for country, as exhibited in individuals,displays ‘the same diversity 

a competence ag the taste for opera, or oils. All tee numerous are those who 

. ive little or none, of their om. fHiguntains are grand, but they mst display 

as ,}e conventional pines and lakes, and are better to leok at than into. By the 

oo token the Kansas plains are tedious, the desert a desolation. Not for their 

ies! {s the fugue of windewept marshes, or the dissonance of drouth. 

ey 

ie Leopold & Hochbaum Paper 

eg lable 

sian! Yarshland Mlegy - L 

ae Meshing Story - L 

oxi | Mel-dtlled Parrot in Chihuahua ~ 1 

gaol : 

og Of mnosed 

“el Song of the Savilon - L : 

sels Youdilia - 

ie 10 “Sountry" - Lb 

: Chronology of Marsh ~ H : 

wo '| Wvembor Comftelas (verse) - 1 
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« Country 2 

adie vs. country 

fines; 

sa + is good country? Opulence? 

beth i sa 
Sierra Madre 

Oat 

doar 

wii ture + book country. 

ms 

cf 
aia | r end Theoretically, science should be the gateway. 

bf ern : 

eoo Fl 

ste (later) By and large, country is unknown to seientists, business men, and 

ot nt itielans. Theoretically, science should be one of the gateways to an aware- 

88 Of country, but few scientists 

i cour 
x Aldo Leopold 

an Some day it will be said that the present generation produced an avalanche 

‘© }eerebrations about land, but that these came to little or nothing because the 

“ebrahts were unaware of country. 

es Iand ig the place where corn, hogs, gullies, and economists grow. 

"| Country 46 the personality of that place, - 4% is the colleotive character 

it the prosesses by which planta, animals, people, soil, and weather co-exist. 

al Good land implies physical opulence; the capacity to yield heavy erops. 

E |" tnetence: a earp-pond, or a piece of cleared jungle. But country my de 

©. |4 despite conspicuous poverty in physieal endowments. 

: I mow of certain lakeshores
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Country 

‘Y*|  mis enquiry, or perhaps I should say the impulse to set it dow, owes ite 

_ forigin to a pretty girl in a dining car. How can she, by reason of being 

*! ‘Vyieulated in a certain way, redden a rose she does not oven see? Is there any 

relation between this, the most fundamental of facts, and the apacity of certain 

scapes, articulated in a certain way, to raise the "tempo" of those privileged 

' look upon them? 

uo’) 1 gay “landscapes”, but 1¢ is much too omall a word. The ecologist has a 

Pigger ones biota. It means the collective total of plants, animale, people, 

‘}oil, and weather comprising the biological organism of a given spot, a unit of 

“© tut “organte film" in which we live and have our being. But despite the accuracy 

: the word, I shall not use "biota". This is not a "scientific" enquiry, and 

are under no obligation to employ those cold and clammy terms with which the 

(70tDtentiet attempts to support his fiction of divorcing truth from beauty. I shall, 

OT teed cay "sountry", in the sense used by cowmen, naturalists, huntem, and other 

¥ ™ riists. 

what is "good" country? That which will with certitude yield heavy erops? 

no means. A piece of cleared jungle, or a carp-pond, will outyield many a 

‘ i which far surpasses either or both of them in goodness. Physical opulence 

ot ‘certainly one element comprising the goodness of certain landscapes, but 

wil thers are good despite the conspicuous poverty of their physical endowments, 

orci mow, for example, certain lakeshores, - a cool austerity of pines and wave- 

on “Psthed sands, ordinarily something to mark miles by, something to see - from 

so! “% They offer no visible game, fish, berries, wood, or wild-life. But let 

_,@ 7 Vagrant breeze but waft a gull across o headland, or let sone sudden 

al \stering of loons reveal the presence of a hidden harbor, and there springs up 

‘ai 0 the traveller an irresistable impulse to camp, to set foot on virgin sands, to 

sill ck balsam, to explore for blueberries, to pilfer beach-pluns, or mayhap to 

ch a partridge from those boeky quietudes that lie behind the dunes. Harbor? 

8 BN rt, too, a trout stream? Incisively the paddles clip their little soughing
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oles athwart the gun wale, the bow swings sharp and ¢leaves the greening depths 

at |jr shore. later, a supper-smoke hangs lazily tipom the fmgrant pines, a flicker 

algiy|of light reveale a waning fire. It ie a lean, poor, land, tut good country. 

toni, Some landscapes perenially lush, are notably lacking in certain elements 

oftalnfof charm. By a serics of comparisons, “goodness” may. in fact be to some degree 

soehulfasoclated with certain definite plants and animale, and topography. Thus the 

seo! g]tll clean-boled forests of poplar and oak of the middle Atlantic seaboard are 

1 |pod to Look at.- from the road ~ but upon entering such a forest one finds a ; 

‘eM |disappointing coarseness of minor vegetation, a turbidity of waters, and a paucity 

© «fejet wild life. The open lands likewise suffer wader close scrutiny < they lack 

of fetiuegrass, and "the complaining brooks that keep the meadows green" are red. I 

eal Wfeannot explain why a red rivulet is not a brook, but just muddy water. Neither 

exe fon I, by logiesl deduction, prove that a ragweed gully, without the potential 

Eioeliijmar of a quail covey, is a mere weed~patch. Yet every hunter imows that this 

Basiel}ls true. 

edasiit The taste for country, as exhibited by individuals, displays the same diver- 

Pity of esthetic covpetence as tho taste for opera or oils. 

wes) All too numerous are those who simply have none - of their om. ‘Their 

oy i0)/"ection to o landscape 1s wholly conventional: thug mountains are grand because 

vaeo "Ul respectable people say they are, which is also the reason why - to some - 

won, Lisa ig a grest painting. To such as these the Kansas plains are tedious, 

stom [Meuse fiat, ~ the desert a desolation, because dry, familiar, country, in 

emMort, plays no msie f¢ of ite own to the esthetically deaf, 

ve) Next eome those whose who can hear melody, but to whom the other msie of 

ov"? eye ig merely noise. Such feel « gemine pleasure in the complacent pretty- 

mepe"Ms of "Landscaped" parts, or even the reserved dignity of a Hew Migland fornstead, 
o@ MPM not for them ie the monotone of wind swept ennthet, or the magnificent 

6 # htonange of 

« @°) The elect who really see the land are themselves radically decided. They 

son ¥) ' eS
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solu fm otther artists in the narrow sense of seeing @ pleasing area of surfaces with 

te qo) |wlore and movenont, or farmers who see, (or feel), beneath those surfaces the 

aff} [emndity of the earth. An artist once told me he regretted to see dams built 

=. |p the arroyas of the New Mexico ~ they love indigenous scen-ry. Ne was unaware 

cio s/t the hidden mechanien by which gullies thegaten to dump Now Mexieo in the sen. 

200gei 

pettal The experience of country is solitary in proportion to its intensity, - 

» bow |mgarious in proportion to superficiality. The willingness to be herded in 

sranth 3 through "scenic" places is in iteelf evidence of undeveloped mentality 

fiw yin respect of this particular entity ~ perhaps of retrogresaive mentality. One 

cpauit {et the most unfounded tenets, of the mechanistic dogma is the assumption that 

tones jtntimmous erowding stimilates the mind, 

plan : 
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P Unfinished manuscripts 

Re ory THE ROLZ OF WILDLIFE IN EDUCATION 

R200 Aldo Leopold 

basis. 
si Why is it that the land we die for in time of war is freely looted of its 

att \ fertility, forests, water and wildlife in time of peace? 

the answor, I think, is quite simple. Land, to the average citizen, means 

; |e people on the land. There is no affection for or loyalty to the land as ‘mh, 

ital "to ite non-humen cohabitants. ‘The concept of land as a commnity, of which wo 

onal only members, is limited to a few ecologists. Winety nine percent of the 

salt tld's brains and votes have never heard of it. The mass mind is devoid of any 

“ay tion that the integrity of the land commnity may depend on its wholeness, that 

a 5 wholeness is needlessly destroyed by present modes of land-use, or that the 

_ Pand-seiences have not yet examined the possibilities of preserving more of it. 

_ | If ond when the ecological idea takes root, it is likely to alter things. 

a t need not be prophets to sense this. very ecologist feels discomfort in 

a ‘ to adjust the world in which he works to that in which he lives. This 

4 scomfort reflects a nonconformity. It may be a serious one. The question 

4 I my brother's keeper?" took 2000 years to answer, ana is not settled yet. 

a I ny land's keeper? ; 

a The professions of forestry, range management, erosion engineering, and 

oa ldife management stand in a peculdar relation to ecological land-use, Hach 

: : Up to perform a rather narrow technical job. We aow find ourselves the 

4 Nint exponents of a broad new concept. We didn't raise our technicians to be 

ta. 

: The laboratory ecologist is in a less trying position, for he deale usually 

: - th species people never saw, and he speaks a language people never heard, The 

- CUlturist is in a less trying position, for he has so far rejected the idea 

aa Yholeness, lake the pioneer, he thinks of plants and animals as cither useful 

2 Weless, and he loses no sleep about the latter. The upshot is that we, the 

Ze ld" professions, carry the tall. What are we going to do with it?
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‘ One thing ia clear: we need better players rather than more of them. ‘The 

_. |uste for numbers was the inevitable result of the spending spree which started 

>) Fin 1933, wat is now at an ond, 

a. How much better players? Pride in our professions should not blind us te 

Alig foot that Wesdraw less than our share of the dest brains. Outstanding 

a Intellectual horsepower still gravitates to the land-conquering professions and 

nea fooations. They are piling up momentum faster than we are, and the war may 

“ Muerease their lead. It 1s ensior to fight for land than to think for it. 

©) our strategy 1s erystal-olear: cease teaching land ecology only to budding 

TN efesstonals; teach 4¢ to whoever will Listen. 
Bolts ._ 8 & 

~ 2] mis tmplics, first of all, a higher grade of teaching. ‘The budding pro- 
© Ttasionel must accept what he ean get, for his intended livelihood is et stake 
: his chetce of schools 1s often dictated by financial aids and geographic 
pons inquity. The non-professional student, on the other hand, is free to reject 

pale tevor teaching lacks vitality. An era of free competition for his attention 

ameenPitt do us 0 lot ef good. 

EETEE tet 4A, be ahiths, though. thei. a. enteiete Perwratent be ek manele: 
Wi eeting, to be vital, met reflect yeceareh, foday's teaching mat present 

E Pouriey's findings in the woods and ficlds, Research findings imply researeh 
Es, whe are usially prefessionis in tvaining, A eunll outiud of deldly 
w SPected professionals thus seems one of the necessary means to better non-~ 

0 dats Messional teaching. 

ae) 10 Ae alear, 00, that in order to got the beat teaching the researcher 
£ Mtofore too busy to teach mst lend « hand; few of us ave co valuable that 

o Cannot afford to translate our work to the laymen, There met also be an 

Ha) vo the overloaded teacher with no Sime for research. Any man not worth 
cat ling a margin of unobdligated time is not worth having at all, 

tad ri All of these changes are rather easily made, because they are superficial, 

8
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ao they do not touch the real problem. ‘he real problem is how to get every botanist, 

* SMG oologist, agronomist, geographer, economist, historian et al. to teach (and 

“EGE WT gunk) ecology. If it be true that ecology offers a new view of the land, then 

08 it is unthinimble that its teaching be relegated to ecologists alone. Nothing 

Sai sl ie than the full edueational machine con do the Job, and nothing short of 3 
#ff0tu generation or two can get the job well-started. 

obteoo! The grooning curriculun alone precludes superimposing large new specialties 

aaere! om the existing structure. 

ie We are warned against wishing new tasks on the schools; the public, we are 

Peet 4.14, met wont the new wares Defore the schools ean deliver then, On the other 

hand the schools mst exhibit them before the publie ean imow whether it wants 

a then or not. ‘This ring-around of reasoning baffles me; I don't pretend to see 

200) wrouch it. 
gia bu 

od a complete modern, duly equipped with a social conscience, a set 

ovei@ll ¢t new tives, © Ph.D. in economies, and a complete ignorance of the land he 
5 10) wang from, ¢apable of forming a stable society? 

et (2) Does the human mind, liberated from drudgery by machines, use its new 

iG" tredon? Or was there unsuspected value in some of our discarded chains; those 

“eT land, for example? 

«bbl (3) Is our dependence on the land a matter of economi¢ expediency only, 

ore is there a cultural dependency also? 
nae to 7 © @& 

n Most Americans have yee of conservation in the above sense. The 
- luger is, not that the conservation idea will lose its intellectual battle, tut 
vies ‘ ‘at {t will never get a hearing. Compared with our opponents we are a feeble 

TEE", featde iA muabere, feadhe tn ager feekle tu tabelTectent horsepower. 

Ee fo 
a 

%
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— The Role of Wildlife in Education 

Aldo Leopold 
eect 

‘s0fde | Ideas, like animals and plants, speciate continuously. Ideas struggle with 

(ole Ipoh other fox dominance, and at the same time cooperate with each other to form 

+ 62 ti iy organic whole, an intellectual biota, 

W oesi| Some ideas compete in the political sphere; in such case dominance may be 

‘et0iey |yiormined, at least temporarily, by wars. 

eo Others compete on non-political battlegrounds. ‘These peaceful competitions 

od w yy involve important issues. It does not occur to us that our selection of 

wv hristmas presents, or of tea-table conversation, or of objectives for a holiday 

Blo represent charges ond retreats, bombings and launchings in a war of ideas. 

ig Daw! No one mind can grasp many of these issues. There are many, but each of us 

:O sell |wes only those arising from his personal experience. One isaue arises from the 

f 00 lmerience common to wildlife managers, foresters and range managers. 

~~ewee} This desue is called conservation, but the term is not definitive. Con- 

‘)  |wration 4¢ spurious taxonomy, for the term includes more variation than it 

wer VJududes, Nevertheless 1t is possible to partially delimit its meaning by three 
ft out |mrlepping questions t 

a} 

oboe! 

saat 01 

} 

gt vs 

yd 

gente! 

fe gs! 
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Unfinished Manuseri pt 
Novenber 2, 1943 

Ugtes for Paver on Writing 

‘s| Commentary vs- Exposition, One of the most frequent (and sometimes the most 

WHI 1s damaging) errors in writing is to forget gust what the reader knows, &s 

2 compared with what you know, and to leunch into commentary before exposition has 

red. been completed. 

po If both you and your reader imow the facts at issue, then you may discuss, 

ol ya] appraise, and interpret them without describing them, Such writing 1s gommentary. 

stelu] It is duiteble for a seminar at which a group is discussing a paper previously 

~or we] read by all, or an experiment previously performed by all. 

sf If only you know the facts at issue, then you must first describe the facts 

so gi] defore you can discuss, appraise,dr interpret them. Such setting forth of facts 

shee] ie exposition. It is a necessary prelude to commentary. 

| fhe longer you have mulled over a géven problem, the more apt you are 

Hew) to forget that your readef{ may never have heard of it, or at least may be 

shel) unfamiliar with the facts you have assembled about it. Hence experienced writers, 

ani) especially those who have thought long and Hard about a given problem, are 

more likely to launch prematurely into commentary than are inexverienced writers. 

A striking example is found in Margaret Nice's two account of Bird Psychology. 

In her first account, written in 193 7 ) she was fully conscious of the fact 

that most of her readers had never heard of the factual basis of her discussion. 

‘ Renee she is at pains toexpose, set forth, describe. ‘ence the 193 paper is 

&@ model of lucidity. 

In her second account (Chapter I, vol. II, of The Song Sparrow) she 

forgets the mental status of her readers and launcheds directly into
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commentary. Hence the second paper is meaningless to all except those few 

390 who happen to know the facte which she discusses, appraises, and interprets. 

al Premature comuentary afflicts not only experienced writers, but also 

‘aii defensive writers. If you have had to fight for the merits of apiece of work, 

onl you are in danzer for forgetting that your reader does not know what the work 

; was uatil you tell him, 

oa 4 dramatic example is found in the pheasant papers of iycks and Buss : 

a respectively. Both hit upon the same ideg at the same timet that trapping and 

oils banding of wild pheasants, in comparison with simultaneous banding of artifi- 

Cial released, promised to yield ecological measurements of théir respective 

sed survival ¥alues. Both worked hard, long, and skillfully at executing this 

a idea in the field. Both found low survival values in artificial birds. Hicks 

| had to defend his findings against hostile criticism; Buss kept his findings 

ad ‘under his hat" until his evidence was complete. "cké developed a defensive 

eink attifiude, Buss did not. When the Hicks manuscript appeared, it forgot to 

wail tell what the author had donj it simply defended the merits of the work. This 

wes was, in essence, premature commentary. 

When Buss" manuscript reached print, it carefully set forth the facts 

at before discussing them. In some rarte it leans over backward the failed to 

ott discuss at alle 

wall Of the t¥o publications, the latter is far more enlightening to the reader. 

is Much of the defensive material in Hicks’ work was edited out before reaching 

print, but the fundamental damage to clarity hed been done, end no editor 

10% Could fully repair, it. The world will never Imow the ture merit of Hicks’ 

3 field performances



We suspect that good form in writing, as in @0lf,isya matter of relaxa- 
= tion. He who twists himetaf into @ mot preperatory to the stroke is pretty 

nile sure to tear up the landscape, rahter than to hit ¢he ball. 

Lob 

sy 
viet Is College English a species of writing, or a genim? We observe it hag 

many formes sowe of which display peculiar Seepgraphic distribution. Thus 

vii Hghbrowiem occurs on campuses; Cireumlocution in convention pavers; prolixity 
neil in symposias and evasion in bureaus, These forme hybridize at their edges, but 

ste the hybrids are all infertile, this would suggest that the whole complex is 

um entitled to generic rank, but for the confusing fact that in Journals the 

ai characters are mexed at random. Ye have examined many thousands of Jjurnal 

~ speciqmens and finds 

“s® Tntrodustion longer than body cavityesseccocsscssccrscecscesssesble If 
ta Acknowledgements include gfipervis ing PPOLERBOT s. ceneceevesesese eI 09 

ted Asknowledgemtnts exclude aunts and GOUGING a sescevcccccccsscoes corte Ns 
at Summary without vertebras.secrecsseeccscscsesccseses secs seecesel Seah 

Map titles read: "IMgure 1, Map showing" go and BOeereceevecene lO.O% 
sa Still more confusing is that little undetstood phenomenon mow as the 
25 thesis, in which indefinite elongation of all body parts often obscures the 

Presence or absence of viscera. Theses have only one predictable characteristics 

sell the extremes anterior title page claims only partial fu¥fillment of the ree 

set QMirements for a degree. 

oe Most theses stay within their home territory: tHe callege library. Some 

2% irrupt after hard winter, 1ile snowy owls, inte editorial offices, where 

eee 

‘euddenly find that they have unwittingly cooperated in undertakings previously 

Tulnown.
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Yor College Mnglish 

ht "The scope of this paper has been purposely limited to woody species 

tine common to the bear~oak type as it seewed desireable to lay particular emphasis 

upon the winter season when woody species were not only heavily utilised in 

general as browse but were een the sole food of déer follewing heavy snows." 

Exobeble meshing: We studied woody plants because deer depend on them 

in winter, and during snow, may eat nothing else. 

et “Browsing of woody plants during other seasons has been regarded as of 

aE particular importance to availability during winter months when herbaceous 

at plents end other foods were sparsely present or covered with snow, because 

alt woody species which were browsed heavily in the summer and fall were apt tol 

id in poor condition to furnish winter food." 

a Probable meaning} Woody plants browsed in swmer are apt to be used before 

oe winter. 

‘Thus, the most desireable type of wody browse plants were those of 

’ relatively high nutritive value, abundantly present within reach of deer, 

| and not browsed excessively ont of the winter season," 

| Exobsble moaning: Hence the best plants for winter are those which ere 

abundant, accessible, and little used in sumer. 
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424 University Farm Place 
; Septenber 3, 1942 

ney itr. Se 7. Dana 
School of Forestry and Conservation 

ogi University of Michigan : 
i: Ann Aybor, #ichigan : 

Dear Sam: 

this ie one of the best deer food studies I have seen in many @ day, but 
al one of the worst nritten pavers. 

The attached gage illustrates the circublocution and ambiguity which 
aif characterize the writing almost throughout. 

No, I do got agree that the months should be luaped by seasons in Table I. 
el@ My own experience convinces me that these sudden attacks on some plants, i 

; which recur at the same season each year, ave the key to the whoedeer food 
ow question, and these boys are the first to point this out. 

at I think that Table I would be mchmsier to read if it were presented graphically, 
thuss 

- Months a5 6 7 € 9 04 8 3 
t. 

Serviceberry 

Jersey~tea 
et 

i This might do away with any need for “igure 2. 

‘ Table 2 is exselient as is. 

the “Discussion” is not a discussion at all, wt a repetition of the text, in 
ts even more ambiguous form. The manggement discussion had better be left out, ag 

nothing is sald. It would be best to say no wi was done on management. 

The paper nowhere makes clear how the tallying was done. This doubtless is 
in one of the references, but a short description of it would save the reader 

bs the labor of looking it upe 

T regret to have to say harsh things about so nice # piece of work. Only the 
iting is at fakdt. Ye should encourage the authors to present their admirable 

ben job simply and clearly. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo eopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

Sek



Abstract of a Vornell Ph.D. thesis: 

a "By way of summary the following conclusions ar’ listed: 

a 1. Birds are fur the most jurt diurnel in their activities. there are, 
mh however, a number of notable exceptions." 
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h "Unfinished Namseripts" 
Aldo Leopold 

Eronertiee of Plante 

. Imortant in UUUslife Yeolosy and Nanagonent 

5 Tt has long been my impression that the kind of botany needed to under. 

iz stand wildlife ecology does not grow on most campuses. Fragments are found 

‘ in various botany courses, but the student has no sure way to identify then. 

: They need to be lifted out of their usual context, and presented in terns 

of their importance to animals. 

This is an attempt to classify the properties or characteristics 

vhich make plants valuable to, vulnerable to, or dependent on animals. Each 

proverty 1s defined by one or more examples. It 1s these properties which 

eg determine the speed and make-up of the plant suecession and the utility of 

Plents for food and cover improvements. 

Authority is cited only for relations not comsonly understood, or 

those developed largely by a single investigator; or those likely to de 

diemted. 

Mote of Reproduction 

1. Seeds. Palatability depends on size, composition, difficulty of extrac- 

et tion, and also perhaps on chemical changes in the seed or in the animal. 

i Srrouted corn is more palatable to pheasants in spring then unsprouted. 

7 Yalne of o palatable seed depends on age and frequency of bearing. Tims 

oak and beeoh bore mast only in alternate years; passenger pigeons nested 

| alternately in Michigan eating beech, and Wiseonsin eating scorns (Schorger) . 

Hoarding of seeds by animals makes them available to some species, un- 

ivallable to others, and may plant seeds. 

Some seede romain viable in the soil for decades, and grow when the 

thence comes. Thus lesser ragweed aprings up in 014 eottonfields which have 

toon in pine forest for 40 years.
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Seeds valuable as winter food in the north become worthless in the south 

by reason of mildewing. ; 

Transport of seed by wind, water, gravity, and animals affects rapidity 

nade of spread. Thus wind-borne aspen or cottonwood seeds spring up on deep 

v al wras in peat, spollbanks, and dumps of quarries. Wind or water-borne 

wod? villow seeds spring up on md-flats and sand bers. Animale transport seed 

+ to in feces (cedar, cherry, poison ivy) or on pelage ae burs (murdock, Bidens, 

tick-trefoll). 

oldy 2 Sprouts. Most hardwoods sprout, especially from young stumps. Among 

TOM evergreens, only redwood, some junipers, and some hard pinos sprout. 

ofe) | Summer-cut stumps sprout less vigorously than winter-cut. Browsing injures 

mole | non-sprouters ike white cedar, may benefit sprouters like sumac. Sprouts 

ere more palatable than o14 wood sprout trees (coppice) die earlier than 

sod? | seedlings beomuse fungi are admitted. 

meld | 3. Runners. Stoloniferous grasses (like quack) and root-sprouting shrubs 

(sumag, agpen, plum, some willows) are spread by root-injuries. Injuries 

1 sf | can be dated by age-classes in the sprouts from a parent stock (clone). 

soll} \. Layering. (reoting of prostrate stems) dopenis on soil, mich, and 

om! | moisture, Important in many vines (grape) ond some shrubs (dewberry). 

tee | 5. Moisture. Competition for moisture is most severe on dry sites: ts 

sable Young pines may whip sed on Sevinnte bat not on nearby uplands. Drouthe 

Tesistant plants may be vulnerable to drouth at certain seasons: thus 

rieve | vholesale death of osage and of western yellow pine may ocour in dry winters 

vith deep frost. Stagnant water may differ from moving water: thus red 

ome | dogvood fails in stagnant bogs tut thrives in springy ones. 
and
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6 Agidity. t9 not understood, Tamaraek, oak, pine, and sphagnum build their 

*W | om aoldity vy dropped foliage. Boech and maple build the opposite by pumpe 

ing basic salts from the subsoil. 

» 0 | 7, Hoaviness. Good supplies of organic matter make sandy soils "heavier" 

“wi | ond clay soils "lighter", tut eome plants need cley as such, end will not 

LEV | prow on the piohest silts (Mt. ash). Heavy soils may kil) animals by mé- 

tt | re110 on foot (Hungarian partridge). Burrowing mammals select sotls of 

dott remisite properties (Mos: The Woodehmek ag a Soil Rxpert; Journal of Wild 

3 | ife Management 414344103). 

move | 8. Organic Matter. ‘The main determiner of erosion, hence of flora, hence 

ww | of feuna. Most burrowing enimals bury vegetation and thus angment organic 

“mee | otter. Bxamples! earthworms ~ull leaves into their burrows; Kangaroo rats 

em | ty localized underground defecation may pile up lethal concentrations of 

Oe | talta; such spots become fertile only after leaching. 

et Organic matter is not merely plant detritus; equally important are the 

we) | nitrogen and mieroflora saad to rot it. Rate of decay (28) 1s « good index 

28° | to organic conditions. Thus nitraéfying legumes in borned, ungrazed southem : 

| otne necumlate organic matter faster than the fire destroys it; without the 

10° TD lemnes undecayed "rough" aceumlates. Prairie, despite fies, accumlated 

nore organic matter than unturned forest. : 

| (See Yan Dersal! Dependence of Sotle on Animal Life; Trans. 2nd Wildlife 

sae Conference 1937%458-u67, Also Taylort Some effects of animale on plonta, 861, 

PO | Vonthiy 431262-271). 

OY 15. Somperature. Some roots tolerate only a narrow range of 901] temperature, 

9 7 ant hence evow in a horigontal plane (tamarack) and are sensitive to changes 

mm | in depth (sprees). Some roots "cook" in hot sun, especially {f not insulated 

| Ymich, or sheded by foliage, Mme transplanted hazel grows well only after
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: {t shades its own roots. Temperature may limit plants as seedlings by 

‘ 4 frost-heoving, damping off, ete. 

‘i Tolerance 
su 10. Of Shade. One of the few universal rules is that ol4 plents tolerate 

hi less shate than young ones. Specles differ from each other even more than 

“i old individuals from young. All speotes intolerant: grasses, clovers, willows, 

_ | poplars, oaks, apples, cherries, pines (except white), junipers, hickeries. 

he All species tolorent: mosses, ferns, maples, beeches, birches, spruces, 

fide henlocks, balsans, yews. Only tolerant species can grow food end cover under 

lk shale. Only tolerant trees have much foliage within the crown, or forn 

8 dense stands when old, or recover when released from sxtenfed suppression 

mt ty shade. Animals, by damage to plants, play a lerge part in keeping ine 

sittin tolerant spectes alive. Ths sottontails mow off dwarf birches 4n narshy 

of % neatows and thus keen white lafyslippers from being shaded out. (Leopold: 

setae iner. Forests June 1939, pp. 295-999 ote.) 

Shade usually decreases palatabtlity, but deer prefer shaded gray dog- 

wdie wood to open~grown. Shade always decreases fruiting in shrubs and trees. 

8 Nl. Winds Hoot, Drowth. These all couse water-loss, and met be considered 

sale Jointly. Wind protection, partial shading, and oultivetion (removal of 

aie competition for water) are often alternatives. Thue a young white pine can 4 

oils dispense with 3 Sf it has 182; 1 ann Alepense with 162 if {t has 3 (nenee 

. | Mreeries). Of a1] competitors, erage ta most sertons (See 35). Wind alon e 

) my 411 plants by abrasion of sand and sleet at ground level, and by broalmge, 

inaee Sumer windfalls are important as cover (See 25) 

see 12, Eiree By encouraging nitrifying legumes, fire enriches prairie soil 

(te md prairie fauna (inoluding prairie under-trees, as in longleaf pine). By 

se Consuming surface duff, fire impoverishes rocky sollelegs sites. By burning 

ee) off oxidized eurface layers, it impoverishes peat marshes. Localized fires
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Peergt 
erich the flora and henee the fanna of most wild lands by varlegating 

oe mecessional stages, but in “cleaned farmed" are as already in weed and 

Of 
aa ford stages, even localised fires may be ruinous. 

aval 
Fire combines with crazing in important ways. Thus longleaf pine 

| Bio 
i vhich is burned and also graze’ loses ite native legumes, end desireable 

" nitrifieation can be maintained only by resorting to exotics, 

1 SEA 
ee Most wild berries bear only after fire. Fire kille tree reproduction 

Lend 
yr exeért in spronters (see 2) and in insulated species (longleaf pine, 

ache 
—o wr oak). Fire sears admit fingi to most trees. 

emt Direet killing of animals by fire is infrequent, tut fire during 

a” the breeding season may destroy many nests and young. 

heck Proverties of Plants 

sonsh Important in Wildlife Keology and Hensgement 

(These properties detormine the speed snd make-up of the plant ert 
the relation of plants to animals, ond the utility of plants for wildlife 

Booy } f00d and cover improvement.) 

off } Troventz. Immortent Variables Affecting Tt, with Nemes. 

rbot I, Mode of Renroduetion 

veges 1. Seeds Palatability. Age end frequeney of bearing 
: (mast eguist Storage by eninals. Storage 

re in 9011 (ragweed). Insect and mildew damage. 
‘ Transport by wind (aspen), water, gravity, 

‘OTM atinals. 

{ ye 2. Sprouts Season and age of cutting. 

rest 3. Runners Wounding (aspen). Agepf olonest (wild plum) 

41 4, Layering Mofeture end mich (red dogwood) 

I be T Soll Requirements 

ant 5. Moisture Stagnont va. moving water (red dogwood) 
: winter vs. sumer drouths (pine) 

| ie
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- 6. Agidity Self-indueea acidity (oak, pine, tamareack, 
ole eyhngnum). Self indmeed alkalinity (beech, maple) 

one) 7. Teaviness 

dee 5. Orgente matter Buriel by earthworms. Sowe seeds demand mineral soil, 

9. Temperature "Cooking" of roots. Temperature zones (spruce, 
tamarack) 

foodie 
fess Itl Resietance to or Tolerance of 

feta - 

10. Shade Decreases with age (maple, ford) Recovery 
from a only in tolerants (balsam, 
hemloel:). 

sages 

EE ll. wind, heat, drouth wind vrotection (pines) mleh. competition (sed) 
> tov 

: 12. Fire age, inewlation, vrevions stars 

13. Mowing, outting seagon, frequency. Principle of “deferred 
S of grazing"; formation of seed. 

: 14, Grazing, browsing Season (elm vs. cedar) Paletability & fertilizer. 
Snow cover. Plimsoll line. Deferred nenalties . 

15, Insects Alternate foods (elm vs. basawond) 2 

207) 16. Disesse Maturity of shrubs (oyster shell scale«re4 do 2- 
¢ oft wood + rabbit) 
Seat 

17. Transplantation Deep (omk) and shallow (pine) roots. Burse crops. 

18. Toxie materiale Death of trees in heron ani sterling rooste. 
Mad Passenger »igeon and ginseng. 

ons 19. Flooding Season, duration (white pine) 

f lV Growth proportion 

: 20. Form Ragweed. : : 

#3 21. Rapidity Age, shade, fertility 

‘ 22, Season of (Juniper vs. pine) 

: 23. Longevity Forde snng trees (western yellow pine) Short 
atl lived trees and woolpeakers (aspen).
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3 
jase Y. Mechantesl] Properties 

a ah. Wind and enowbreak Snow destroys cover (wild plum); makes cover, 
(pines, grane). 

Ped 

25. Cover value Conifer and grape vs other hardwoods, Leaf 
© retention on summer cake. 

‘i 26. Thorniness ‘ge, vigor (erabd, haw, plus, honey looust, ; 
«221 bleckberry). All ages (osage). 

as: 27. Tes and wind breakage 

B. Rate of decay 
aie stens 
tr leaves and twigs 

ef 29. Soil-binding effeot 

er 30. Commstibility - 

: 31. Holeiness 

AL 
32. Perch value 

ft YI. Chemieal Properties 

ee 33. Food value of seeds, bude, bark, ete. 

3h. Toxtetty to animals 

of 
a 35. Toxieity to plants. Paving the way for plants (tobacco). Grase toxin. 

Rr 
Pe Hiseelleneous 

ag 36. alle 

oto ¥! 37. Tfisect poruletion. Plant worthless, imt insect fauna valuable 
(vater milfoll). Both plant and fauna valuable 

of (clover). 

£s 

St 

ce



. "Unfinished vanuseripte* 

Anion) Dens! ty and Mant Survive), 
Aldo Leopold 

oH 4¥ 

aR Most existing information on food habits of plant-eating aninals disregards 

:. de departures from normality in tho number of plants available, or in the 

j ber of animals feeding on them, 

y2 Wide departures from normality are common in the field, particularly when 

7 animal is eyelie, or when the plont is an isolated pioneer or relie, his 

" prer discusses some random observations on the influence of numbers on plant 

vel. Most of the observations wore mode on or near an abandoned farm in 

ie ‘ « County, Wisconsin which I bought in 1936. 

_ Sage}. In the spring of 1934 I planted several Imnadred 2-1 red oak trane- 
’ mts in plow furrows on an open sodded hill used bypottontall mbbite during 

7 | snowless seasons. ‘The oalts grew about 8 inches but in fall were promptly 

’ “Poff by rabbits, which had begun to recover from the cyclie low of 1936. In 
. " HN) the performance was repented, rabbits being still nore mmerous. In 1940 

“ Wonks have again sprouted. ‘The sprouts grow a little taller each year (due 

. ‘Ptoubt tdslowly expanding root systems), tut the number of oaks dwindles as 

: rootstocks lose their capacity to form buds. It ie now clear that these 

— mst await the next low in rabbits (due about 1945) before they ean accumilate 

. leafage to grow rapidly. 

. ; Tamage in this gase is exaggerated beosuse the rabbits use the plow furrows 

tails. Survival, on the other hand, is prolonged because the furrows relieve 

young oaks of grass competition. 

Red-onk seedlings in brueh or timber had, during this game period, the 

_ ‘PMntage of massed numbers but the disadvantage of being vulnerable during snow 

I "ell as during snowless periods. I see no considerable survival except in 

? seedlings, perhaps old enough to have taken advantage of the 1936 low. 

a Lo
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It 18 well kmown that large areas of former Wisconsin prairie sprang up to 

he red oak after the cessation of prairie fires in the 1840's and 1850's; 

. jose engroaghments constitute the bulk of the woodlots of today, Did these 

— ‘ roachments likewise await a low in rabbits before they could grow? What 

~~ ° 1 transported the acorns with such uniformity over such larger areas? 

7 Cage 2. The pesque flower survives today as scattered declining relics on 

_ Jpvelly or sandy ridges too dry to support sod-forming grasses. Such ridges 

77 usually included in pastures because they are too poor to plow. The pasque 

a? either unpalatable to cattle or blooms so early in spring that the cattle are 

am i M11 in the barny at any rate it survives in pastures. Why then should it 

“fy _ Pwline so rapidly? I perhaps found the answer in this observation; of about 

sat pasques seen on May 12, at least 90 percent were without blooms or flower 

ade thly severed, presumably by rabdite, were found. ‘the stalks Ind been ” 

~— red but not eaten. Marlicr, several newly sprouted pasques were found 

pe Upped off. Thies suggests that rabbite or cther rodents may be important in 

ie tributing to the decline of wildflower relics, and in preventing the pleneer~ 

a of new habitats. 
sduob 

Sage 3. Since 1936 I have been underplanting a Moeaere tract of woodland 

a With scattering white pine. Rabbits and deer get nearly all the pines, especially 

a v they emerge above esnow-level. ‘he damage is greatest on and near trails. 

= : excellent growth of oc@asional survivors away from trails shows that the site, 

“a i for browsing by mammls, is favorable. On nearby old fields the damage to 

Pitted white pines from rabbite 4s much less, and from deer considerably less. 

— dently the "massing" of deer and rabbite in the cover of the woodlet is too 

Su h for the scattering pines, whereas on the old fields where there are more 

— 8 and fewor mammals the damage ie not severe enough to inhibit survival. 

5 There 49 one spot in my woodlot which shows good survival: a north-facing : 

_ which runs transverse to the deer trails and which is too cold to be used
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a . dy rabbits in winter, This exception corroborates the general conelusion already 

a6 ; 0 ne 

tes the status of natural white pines in two nearby woodlets suggests that the 

z, a dition of even a few non-cyelic deer my greatly accentuate the damage from eyelic 

_~[ntdits. Both of these woodlots contain pine seed trees, whereas my woodlot has 

at panes They show small reproduction protected by snow and large reproduction be- 

Tana “Id the reach of deer, tut the reproduction of intermediate aise is mined, 

cant dently some of it grew beyond reach of rabbits during the low of 1936, but 

<i an he deer are now killing it. Deer were formerly scarce. With more deer, the 

a we hmer periodic respite from rabbits is no longer effective; all woodlands are 

ete il m lethal to young pines, either natural or planted. 

* ane Gase 4» Deer sometimes kill saplings by using them to rub the velvet off 

I _ a» file antlers in October, and to polish the antlers during the November rut. 

= seul some gurious reason thoy prefer to rub isolated saplings or saplings of 

scl on common species. ‘The rubbod sapling is always injured and sometimes killed. 

i ty marsh was last turned © deoxde ago and 1s being invaded by aspens. The 

ar tposts Gonsist of small thickets, each thicket being a clone from a pioneer 

saad ing. Nearly every such outpost thicket is searred by deer rubbings of 

oa wh ous ages. larger older stands of aspen show few rubbings except on isolated 

ve a lings near treila. wf 

- aot t On Nov. _ 1939, I planted a group of wild-pulled tamareck saplings in an 

- ft pothole several miles from the nearest wild tamaracks. On Nov. __ one of 

a ji ihm had been completely debarked by a deer, 

: <a of 1937 1 planted some jackpines on an old field two miles from the nearest 

a ld jacimine. ‘By 1939 several dogen had reached breast-height. Of these larger 

rs - Mes, § were rubbed or broken by deer during October and November. 

aye In Germany isolated larch or Douglas fir saplings are always "mundled" with
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- Fpmee limbs over winter to prevent demolition by roe and red deer. ven domestic 

SUIT 1s wh3. pus ams te henkated sub onkar bala paataee, x Ol Ge madbding 
— yeattle often prevents the spread of Ponderosa pines into open paris. 

“Sn In general, rubbing by horned mammals is @ minor but constant handicap to 

“ee te spread of pioneering trees of some species, and probably also to the sure 

rival of reproduction from relics. 

3 ae Cage 5. We have transplanted many wild-pulled aspens and a few cottonwoods 

| plums to sorve as a deciquous border for pine plantations in olé fields. 

a help them survive drouths, we froquently mke a large scalp and keep it free 

SPs 08 ty hoeing, Such isolated sealped trees are often killed by aphide on the 

* a leoing parts which are exploited by ants which form colonies in the sealped 
adtel mv 

ma Only these three hardwoods are attached,and they only on sandy soil. Other 

Pettutwots ant conifers similarly handled benefited greatly fron cultivated sealps. 
foe Hverified the cause of death by spraying the aphids, after which the trees 

eae wn normal growth. Previous to spraying the aphids apparently prevented forma<- 

= te ihe of enough leafage for photosynthesis. ‘The experiment, however, was clouded 

‘ vv the sudden death of some trees after recovery, perhaps of toxic accumlations . 

“e ithe cut colonies. 

a4 Magsed stands, of a&pen and plum survive and reproduce on similar nearby 

wn ils, and cottonwceds on nearby sandbars. We suspect thet isolation plus 

BUMEP rod sou {iivemanes the lotta) inert fenton, 
ae Sage 6. Ye have in our woodlot a fow thickets of wahoo or buming bush 

“a i wouyms etropumures). It far exceeds 211 other woody browse plants in palatability 

ee ‘tabbits, mice, and deer, Ag far as we can detect, it is browsed only in winter, 

“a3 whoo thicket in spring looks as if the stems had been whitewashed from snowlevel 

a 4s high as a rabbit can reach. ‘he debarking is often nearly complete
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L e0umy, 
do : Animal Density and Plant Survivel in Wisconsin 

olin 

Bs Isolated plants vs. massed anim1s 
ities y 

; (white pine - deer deer- aspen, tamarack, ete. (rubbing) 
i 

3 (waite pine- rabbit aspen - aphis - ant 
STCe oil! 

et pasque flower - rabbit 
‘to Laviy 

: red oak - rabbit 
es) 

: woody plants - mice 
Sibe bs 

: tax vs. deor 
t qfod of 

i OE Massed plants vs. massed animals 
ff how ' 

sumac ~ rabbit 
{ padwon: 

Jeronica - deer 
obser 

: blackbird - sunflower 
pind 
2 Variables in animal attack 

sh omits! 

—— The 7 
scat eaeigel 

2 sid The plants eaten by mammals and birds wore at first recorded as simple lists 

‘- 4 resenting the diatary of a particular animal species. These dictaries were 
at 
; a ter elaborated to specify the relative quantities eaten, and to distinguish 

uo 
oe seasons and between degrees of palatability of various plants and plant 

B 

é oa 8. A fow observers have reversed the point of view and recorded the animals 
ima § 

ze th feed on a pertiailar plant. : » beeen? * , 
sal Most of these data contain an implied assumption: that the mmber of plants 

pe" lable, and the mumber of animals feeding on them, are “normal”, In the field, 

rm J de departures from normality are common, particularly when the animal is eyolic, 

‘ aay & 7 the plant is an dsolated pioneer. ‘This paper attempts to point out how abnormal 

| ‘jae ities in either plant or anim may affect plant survival. 
oe
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font JOUMIAL OF FORUSTRY — 
Seay Published by the Society of American Foresters 

iy Malis Building 
i 17th Street and Pennsylvania Aveme, N.W, 
} Washington, 0.¢, 

ae May 17, 1940 

ond Professor Aldo Leopold 
: Gollege of Agriculture 

iy University of Wisconsin 
7 Madison, Wisconsin 

pan Dear Aldo: 

. the surplus supply of »anuscripts accepted for publication 
Sake in the Journal of Forestry has now been greatly reduced. Ag 

: a matter of actual fact, we only have enough material on hand 
* | for the dune and July issues. I think it would be highly 

+ desirable if the Agsociate Baitors would use this opportunity 
. to stimilate and encourage workers in their respective fields 

aiea¥ to submit some outstanding papers for publiention in the 
ae Journal of Forestry. It would be particularly desirable if, 

8 by some means or ether, we could increase the contributions 
ee in range management, forest administration, and in general 

foreatry practices. 

1 eof? Ag you undoubtedly know, the Puget Sound Section of the 
Ste ie Society is arranging a meeting to be held in connection with 
t the guumer meeting of the 14.A.A.S, Undoubtedly, I will be ‘ 

ai able to pick up a number of interesting papers presented at 
datd a this meeting, but present plans do not call for devoting a 

a Oe Special issue of the Journal to publish all the papors pre- 
ae sented at that meeting. Within the next eight or 10 months, 

“ae therefore, we shall be able to publish a considerable number 
A oat of mamigcripts. 

soot # Cordially yours, 

teen /a/ Hensy Schmit: 

cefteti Renry Schmits/ad Bai tor-in-Chiaf 

get ; 

nde z 

aertt



¥ “Unfinished Mamseertpte" 
Leopold 

woo 12/21/04 

Motes on Arboretum Quail Censuses ; 

We38-  Peeney's map of eruising radii of 10 known coveys (see Arboretum atlas) 

ows 132 quail on Doe, 21, 1937 and 129 on Feb. 1, 1938. In addition the map 

| Indicates a questionable covey east of théFish Hatchery road in the Jones woods, 

another marked as “missing” at the Dickson duck pond. 

The pheasant censue drive 1937 (date?) mentions 6 doveys flushed, which 

ee eer te ey 

a ‘Pl quail, 4s used for corresting Lot 6. This figure ia listed in my summary 

noo | 1/2h/42 ag a “reliable“ midvinter census. 

_ 1938-39. There is no recorded census. Feeney's letter of 9/6/42 te Alice Harper 

7  |uys he banded 117 quail, inoluding 16 "at the Gyeek's place’ south of Seminole 

sick tT Mloney, ent Cad Sperry Yanked if ethorn. ‘This tedale 135. while Wa bnadinn 

: = weords show 141, hie cheeke fairly closely, and indicates that if the popula- 

— on resendled that of 1937-36, a practically complete banding was ageomplished. 

“= While there ie no recorded census, a consus was certainly mde, for a news 

ye ty written by me and dated "May 1939" says "the annual quail census made by 

“Attn BP Toonsy and %, M. Sperry shoyhd about 200 quail, « gratifying narease over 
— _ }"* previous winter", (The previous fell census wae 131.) While this 200 

sal igure cannot be dated, it 1s probably fall, and relates logically to the 141 

fo Pt onde. 
ie My summary of Arboretum quail censuses and bandings, dated 1/24/41, gives 

sy as a "reliable" midwinter census for 1938-39. This does not check with the 

~cot  f figure, but 126 mst be low, for 142 were actually banded. ‘The same summary 

aa Yes the bandings as 120, which is obviously incomplete. 

‘ The most conservative course seems to be to regard the banding of 141 as 

Pring substantially all the quail present, and hence needing no correction. 

wh ; Wo complete census made, bat Feeney'a letter of Jan. 27, 1941 liste 9 

: coveys plus 4 probables, and estimates 140 quail for Jan. 1940. This was
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ter corrected in red penoil to 170 + with an unsigned footnote "see revision 

28 -f9o) fn wail summary after checking bandings". An accompanying map shows covey 

TL exojfontions but not mumbers in each An inked note vy Feeney, arrowed to the 

.ofapitelfit, says "200 seems a good estimate", 

Yone fof It seems conservative to assume a late fall population of 170 quail, of 

an? ch $1 were banded. The corrections for Lote 7, ond & are Based on 170 

od. ‘yoy sl tions. 

tou WPL Sperry's Letter of Jan. 20, 1941 says: "My figure for the fall of 1940 

S\ig\s yest us say as of Doc. 1, 1940) 1s 5 é¢oveys totalling 65 biris. To date IT have 

rageoimuded 35 of these". My sumary of 1/24/41 gives 65 as a reliable fall census, 

fed @ also mentions 35 bandings to date plus 1 “retake*, 

2 i-4¥2, There is no ¢eneus of record, tut Tom Butaen remembers the following 

: ye sys! 16-20 in pines and Noe foods 

eee al! S 9 mouth of Teal Pond Creek at Lakeshore thicket . ; 

al 4 near intersection Capitol Drive and Rrboretun road. 

re This is probably reliable as a minimum fall census. Catenhusen sanded & 

wet mt there is no record of what govey those came from. le also got 3 re- 

~ ‘Pr from Lot}0, total 12. 

= AN 2-43. There is no ¢engue of record, but Tom Batzen remembers a covey at camp, 

SOA waathar at the mouth of the Fed Fond Creek, 

is Syril Kabat (letter 12/26/44) says in Dec. 192 there were 2 covies of 7 and 

THEE ue tne Artorovun, Cotad 20, of hich Ralason Dente %, falet J, toll Te tar 

MEM ing 1 potnen Alt 7 cuvetvon £01 dpttngy Mos 15 Glenspeneel On eaely 

oft + (The Banding book however shows 10 banded, 6 by Kabat, 4 by Halazon. ) 

< The above does not include a covey of at Turville farm, of which 17 were 

ai ded by Halagon, with 5 later cheeked by Kabat. 

a te'4.13 quail flushed on phensant drive Jan. 9, 1944, at Jones woods. Covey 

E StS ah emmy, sauiaate 80.) tw spt Wadk Siew Ie
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roe meHUENS. Covey of 13 at Dickson Duct Fond, 13 at camp (early Nov.), 12 trapped 

| Lng yt uzphy's Crook 1/1/45. Camp covey noved (1) to mouth Fingza Crest Deo. 15. 
emolteunll conoust 35 quail. 
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glee 4 Decenber 22, 1944 

sean Lf 

Masign Gyril Kabat, USNR 
1.0.9 7 A.T.B. 

Camp Bradford 
i Horfolk 11, Virginia 

§ Dear Oyril: 

. 1 have been working on the banding data which Jesse started by 
abstracting Wagner's records. I find myself stalled for lack of 2 some kind of census for Arboretum quail during the winter of 1942-43, 
This is the winter in which George Halazon trapped at Turville's, a and you later checked his work and also trapped seven birds of your own, evidently elsewhere than Turville's, but on the Arboretum. 
You will remember that Frank Kozlik was doing the pheasants that : winter, 

: 

Some kind of a census is necessary in order to correct the trapping ee returns for untrapped residue. Will you send me the best estimate 
that you can yull out of your mind? I suggest you segregate the 
Tarville covey from the strictly Arboretum covey or coveysi 

the corrected survival series up to the point at which I an stalled 
ave: 3 as follows: 100-9+2-+0, In other words, the shrinkage 
is S98 ver year, whereas the full reproductive potential would admit of about the same percentage. It is, of course, a safe assumption that the full reproductive potential is never realized. 

We are having very good trapping weather, but Bassell Turk hasn't 
been in, and I don't know how things are @0ing at Prairie du Sac. 

Yours as ever, : 

Aldo Leopold
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Bobwhite Returns 

ss University Bay Area 

©) | Source of Data: (a) Errington 1933 Mrd-banding 49111-7 
(>) Brrington 1998 Bull. 201. H. Bobwhites Winter Territory 

1927-28. 17 banded in May by H, Foleum. Mumbers not given (a2) 

or 192829. 506,776 "repeated" 5/21/29 same plage. (Anderson & Gundlach 

— caught 17). . 
rok 1929-30. 506,775 returned 6/6/30 (Qundlach and Brrington eaught 20) 

ed I No later records (a2). Wo recoveries elsewhere (a2). 

aaa Uncorrested series 17+1-1-0, 

ta Conus to correction 

sah 1928-29 Agsume 100 (no census in Bull. 201) coins + ee? 
ate 1 

cant 1929-30 83 (p.365), caught 20. Survival = “y =4 
of 1 

a Corrested series 17~6-1~0-0, 

a 1928-29. 17 banded April and May 1929 by Anderson & Gundladh. Munbers 
a not given (p-2) 
sadt 

a 1929-30 352,306 returned 7/17/30 

sood Wo later records (a2), Wo recoveries eleewhe:e (a2) 

tneorreated series 17-1~0. 

Consus and correation: 

1929-30 Caught 20 out of 83 (b-365) Survival = at ¥ 

Corrected series 17-40, 

1929-30. 20 banded March & April by Gundlach & Brrington, Numbers not given. 

1930-31 352313 returned 7/17/30. Mo later recaptures or recoveries (a~2) 

Ineorrected series 20-1-0 

| Census & correction:
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1930-31 ganght 125 plus 1 return @ 126. Banding complete, 

iil Corrected series 20-1+0 

Note: the one return (352313) had passed through one spring moving season, 

hence is credited as a return. 
CFL tol 
= Jot 4 1930-31 84 banded by Jan. Feb. Mar. by Anderson. no no's. 

22 banded by G, Staneke Apr. and May no no's. 

banded by R. Hal 9/32 (hen 65285 ana 14 - # by pin 7/9/31 65}85 young) 

oli 193i-32 Ab2g7"9 killed by ear 12/5/31 nearby 
quale "pepeated" 2/7/32 same place 

easonal! 651154 “repeated* 6 times up to 7/7/31. 
: 651185 "repeated" ae 

eames. a " 7/22/31 (had passed one moving season) 
a 7/10, a " a « " 

ek Ab27 748 * aie 
mre * — 12/29/5 
AN277 " 12/29/32 

ek 5358 “ 12/26/31 1/% mile distant 
Bip a 2/28/32 a a co 

Re. 5 “ eit o 8 * 
igetzo! 646662 . 4/2 Fa 28 " 

656666 2/7] -_* ° 
651176 killed ato 3 mile distant ef 653008 repeated 6/9/32 $ mile 
ae repeated fall 1931 

9777 repeated 2/20/32 
ath repeated 6/20/32 

ef 19 re’ on or near area.distant returns 4427775, 2 miles phe 1932-33 no banding done, hence series does not reach zero, 

waa Wsorrected series 125 - 19 ~- ? 

oil Consus and correction “totals recorded 1930-31 and 1931-32 not far from total no. 

: ‘esident birds" (b 365). Corrected series 125-19+7 

nail . 1931-32 96 birds banded Dec.-May mostly by Anderson (a:3) This mat 

de over and above the 19 old bands listed above for Lot 4. Hence census 

er mat be 96 $ 19 = 115 

el 

oon" 

asrecie!
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Bobwhite Returns 
or University Arboretun 

21100 1936-37 3¥-N11801 to 806 4/19/37 ~ 5/12/37 by Anderson + + + - 6 banded 

retell Pe-N11621 to 630 2/4/37 - 2/12/37 by Lb. Wooa = - - ~ “f= 

eoned 1937-38 34-411827 by Sperry 1/9/38 

£ gig] 193839 P-Na2627 (same bird) vy Sperry 2/2/39. 
1939-NO Spersy and Feeney tanded 61 now binds but caught none of Lot § 

uncorrected series liK-1-1-0-0-0-0 

census and correction 

: 1937-38 Banded 32 out of 131 (censue by Feeney 12/21/37). Survival 2 24. 

1938-39 Banded 11, which is probably the population, Mo correction 

corrected series 14-li-1-0-0-0-0 

a 1937-38 e-N11661 + 880 12/14/37 3/2/38 wy Sperry + = = + 20 banded 

36-41 2601-812 3/4/38 5/22/38 by Sverry- +--+ = gent 

1938-39 38+12601 returned 12/7/38 
: 38412502 returned 6/13/38 (had stayed 1 spring) 

1939-40 Sperry and Feeney banded 81 now birds but caught none of Let 7 

Wucorrected series 32-2-0-0-0-0 

+ Sensus and correction: 

ae 1938-39 banded 141, which plus 2 returns mst have been nearly the whole 
= population, for the estimates vary from 126 to 200, No correction. 

— Corrected series: 32~2-0+0-0-0 

he 1938-39 38-412813 to 830 18) 
f 39-422701 to 79) WA) by Sperry 10/12/38 - 5/3/39 

36410401 to 406 6 by Sperry 12/7/38 - 1/6/39 
38-Y10416 to 450 35 by Sperry 2/1/3) - 2/22/39 

38-405G41 to 660 20 by Feeney. Dates? (Banding Book) 

38-307766 to 67 2 by Feoney. Dates? (Banding Book) 

38-405608 = 633 ay by Feeney. Dates? (Banding Book) 

Sy =
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1939-40 38-420442 recovered at Cottage Grove July 1939 (10 miles east) 

aE Bites 38-0562 returned by Feensy. Date?) 

38-405626 returned by Feeney. Date?) 3 returns : 

af 38-405618 returned by Feeney. Date?) 

af 1940-41 Sperry banded 64 new birds but caught none of lot 8. 

af weorrected series 141-3-0-0-0 

rrosay | census and correction: 

a 1939-40, Banded 81 out of 170, Survival Aged = 6 

ee corrected series 141-6-0-0-0, 
PE 

owen fuL9. 1939-40 39-h22735 to 750 - - ~ - 16 banded) 10/23/39 = 5/2/40 ty Sperry 
39-h25062 to OS1 - - ~ - 19 bandea)” 

ue 38-4LOKO7 to 415 - - - = 9 banded 7/30/39 ~ 10/23/39 by Sperry 

38-307775 to 776 ---+- 2) 

Df 39-439856 to 863~---- 8) 

39439865 to 891 - - - - 27) by Feeney. Mo dates. Banding book 

er 39139893 - = - = 1) 
ropa animes 

ae 1940-41 Sperry banded 64 now birds and caught one of Feeney's birds from 
: ‘ot 9. The band numbor ie unknown, but his letter of 1/20/42 

aggents the fact. 

oes ighi-42 Catenhusen banded 6 birds but got no returns from Lot 9. (Got 

| fi 3 from Lot 10) 

% corrected series; $1~1-0-0 

tnsus and correction 1940-41 Sperry banded 64 aut of 65, 

corrected series S1+1-0-0
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ek 4, 1940-4 39+425082 te O86 --~-- +5) 

i 4O-343605 to S13 - = - ~~ 9) banded by Sperry 11/26/40 - 3/19/41 

ne MAAG: te O88 oD 

igui-4e 40-343806 returned by Catenhusen 2/24/42 

” No-343807 retamed by Sntendmsen 2/5/2 
we 40-411095 returned by Catenhusen 2/9/42 

— 1942-43 Halagon and Kabat banded 10, but caught none of Lot 10. Thompson 

= lost 67 in trap (by mink) but none carried bm de. 

OTE OD uncorrected seriest 643-0. 

census and corrections: 

. “i 1941-42 Catentusen banded 8 new and got 3 returns out of 34 pop. Survival 

ag? 
corrected geries: 649-0, 

Jit id i94i-le j4-N11951 to 958 ---- 6 banded vy Catenlmsen 2/4/42 - 2/24/42 

1942-43 34411951. recovered 6/10/42 by Neil Conway 5 miles W, on Speedway 

Pi-4211957 returned 1/30/43 (1 return) by Kabat : 

<8 1943-hy MeCabe did no trapping. 

ae 1gWiel5 MeCabe - - - + = 

. uncorrected series 8+1-7?+0 

census and correction 

- 1gha-43 Banded 10 out of 20, 1 return. Survival 20/10 #1- 2 

o correated series 8-2-?-0 

coo @ [¥L12 ighaeky 1333-32----+- 2 dy Kabat 

asra io 1338-41 ----+- 4 by Kabat and Halagon 

pense? AHHH + + + - 7 by Halezon : 

1943-44 No banding done. 

19Wi~-N5 MeCabe banded 

Weorrected series! 10-?+0
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— RE to) corrected series 

gills. 

| prairie éu See Area 
lot, 1942-43. 1347-1398, 52 vanded by Kabat 2/13/43 - 3/24/43. 

1943-44 1362 returned 2/16/44, io other returns or recoveries. 

1ge5 

uncorrected series; 52-l- : 

— census and correction 

ams 1943-44: Banded 69 out of 217. age 1 return = 3 probable survival 

Lgtiels 

| corrected series: 52-3- 

TOS Tot 14H «1 301~1351 ~ - = = ~ FL banded by Kabat 2/12/44 ~ 2/18/44 

a 1399+ 1400 ---- 2 * # &  afig/y 

36-ho7401-4o2 --- 2 " " "  2f1s/ae 

ZO-YOTHORI2=-= 9 * 8 8 2/18/ - 2/19/K% 

: Wistar -+- 5 * § © yo Se 

ya~302621-640 - + = “ o 8 3/9) = 3/30/44 

set? 15 

aie uncorrected series 69- (incomplete) 

; Gengus and correction: 

“sak 19iN-N5: Banded out of 246, 

go Bobwhite Returns (Note in AL's handwriting 
gee Dann County Area (Iyven 0, Buss) says “don't copy this page) 

let 1940-4 Mattison banded 56 new birds 1/20 - 3/9/41. Rand oumbers in 

Buse files. 

lta aren) 1941-42 1 return out of 33 banded (Mattison) 
{ 

rooney
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: - 7 ey 

oor FED 
igha43 

er 
1943-4 

inne > f. 

uncorrected series 56-1 

cengus and corrected series; This area was trapped clean in 1940-1, Irv : 
£ t 

CF ae please advise in subsequent years. 

es 

eL t 1940-42 Mattison banded 7% new birds 1/20 - 3/9/41. Band mumbers in 

s00nut Buse files. 

senoo fiteattered 1941-2 Mattison banded 77 now birds without any return. 
8 covey's) 

Qf» 19h2-h3 

ef 19h yy 

etroo uncorrested series ; 78-0- 

er tt 

soem 

eLOS 
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ff Unfinished Manuscripts : Aldo Leopold 

December 1944 
Pili MOBILITY AND TURHOVER IM WISCONSIN BOBWHITR POPULATIONS 

i (Rough Draft by A.L. to preserve deta for Kabat, Buss, ete.) 

eacur During the winter of 1927-28, Harry 6. Anderson began banding bobwhite quail 
nase }u the University Farns near Madison. After four suecessive winters of banding, 
sol@ Iyml b. Bevington, in assessing the results, wrote: "Peculiarly enough (we) ; 
ae filed to recapture aomingle quail banded during previous years” (1:2). When 
~ domrptng censed at the ond of the fifth winter, @ total of 275 quail had been 
wall waded, 179 for one or more years, Many had repeated during the seagon when 

Re a a4 rot banded, tut only 23 had returned to the traps during any subsequent season, 
: Turing the ensuing decade continuous yearly bendings were begun on three 

ther areas, and have contimed to the present time. The over all resords yield 

a m rates even lower than those reported by 2rrington: 5 

— University Forms: 179 quail banded during 5 years yielded 23 returns, or 13% 
University Arboretums373 "  — * " Sram * 2 8 or 3% 
Menominee Area: oe " " ee # ? § or 

Prairie du Sac Arent --- 4" ® s ya " ? ° or ? 

This paper aims to examine the implications of these data. 

Jaturn Seriee 
Yor the present purpose, each group of quail banded on « given area during 

val elven year ig regarded as a separate sample or "lot". Table 1 presents the 
et Story of 20 lots. 

Yach lot represents a known proportion of the fall population, and its : 
 Pitequent history can be expressed by 3 munorical series. Thus the series 
#PM+1-0-0 represents the history of 17 quail comprising Lot 1, which was banded 

~ F''N27-28, and which yielded one return each during the first two subsequent 
ters, but none for two winters thereafter,
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Mable 1: Banding Aeturns fron Wisconsin Bobwhite Populations 
Tt Area. Winter Wonber Vall  % Series represent- Reaover- 

Banded by Banded popula. banded ing returns on tes 
the area elsovhere 

University Mansh farms, 640 sores Dano County. 
ivf #,G, Anderson et al 1927-28 «=oT ? ? 17-1+1-0-0 x 

EE wun ntree ip oo ae ee * 
_ i Anderson, Steneke, Halpin 1930-31 about 126 1006 125-19+7 1 (2 mi.) 

mt i.G. Anderson 1931-32 about 115 100% 

belie ' 
sehen interven & Yood 1936-3) Ws nm sos 14-1-1-0-0-0-0 

eh, Spersy Na! ,. 2D 0-0-0 
dohel} Sperry & WS. Feeney ee ve about 143 100% inp 2 (20 mi.) 

wa th bey” you & “boa oes 
dee Catentneen igu-k2 6 s ‘234 G-1-1-0 1 (5 mi.) 

eft Q, Halagzon & 0, Kabat 1942-43 * 10 20 107-0 

ei" * ze er Robert MeCabe 1 of. 

=< meh) Dun County Area enominee Lowngnin 1000 aores 

a Irven Buss & Mattison 1940-41-56 about 56 56-1- 1 (1 mt.) 
4 " " igui-ke 33 ? 28~ 

3 * * " 14 2—)h 3 
" ” " 194 3-y ¢) 

Mi 

7 Urairhe gu Sac con, ¥500 eres, daluibia Go. 
t 

0, Kabat & Albert Gastrow 1942-4 353 155 Gael 
ahd? " a "igh “yb % 217 326 = 6 

Russel Mark & Gastrow 195 () 

«ot JWluding 17 bended at Yurville Barn 

~ wow!) 

ay Grote 

dios? 

peo stp 

ye fel| 

cwyael * 

ered”
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The number of figures in each series represents the number of years that trapping 

<M Yatimed, and hence the mmber of years that night have yielded retums, 

vial The initial figure of each series represents only the number of quail newly 

oa + and does not include returns from previous lots. Hence the last banding 

call! each area is in parenthesis, and is not included in the totals, nor used in 

— : ting percentage of returns, for it had no chanes to yield returns. = 

ovhat The use of the fall cenms as the basis for commting the percent banded 

baa jp Ver-conservative, for fall population usually suffered considerable winter 

coin ity before banding operations ceased. As an extreme case, Lot 19 shows 32% 

Tet) pied, tut setually the quedl during that winter refused to enter tmps until 
et rly spring, wy which time » heavy uortolity had cesurred. the actual percent 
waa Was nearer 100% than 32%, 

+ st Table 1 shows that in 20 lots not a single return cecurred beyond the third 

hea , and that most lots yielded returns only during the second year. The wide 
“ 
ni mee of this charmeter indicates that it is significant, i.e. not due to 

; + On the other hant the proportion of second-year returns varied fron 

AEE B19 (156 \to 1-3 (24). hie may be chance distortion. 
HD Survival, Series 

maak the outstanding wealness of Tnble 1 is that few of the bandings sampled the 
sexilo ® population. Thus during the second winter of Let 1, only one return plus 17 

Minis wore trapped out of a population ef 100(7). Aaditienal survivors of 

_ Pl provatly existed in the untrapped residue of 62 birds. ‘The probable total 

: ? of gurvivers 1s expressed by the proportion: 

(17 # 1)11 = 100 , 

: xe 109 = 6 probable survivors on the ares,
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é Table 2: Survival Series in Wisconcin Bobwhite 
Sowittin: 

$1 Returns RY + 44:3 6S og 
t of Correction er ie qa 

lide Survival ly - - - 0 + 6 
ot ; 

2 Returns 7-1-0 - 0 
a Aigo Correation ea 

ee Survival 17 + - 0-0 
t Bets, : 

= 13 Roturns 2-1-0 
fot Correction none none 
oR Survival 2 - 1+ O : 

; (4 Returns 126 -19 = 7 
i yrtiads Correction none 

aaa Survival 125 -19 = 7? 
hae 

ize wiedhte 1-4 Survival 179-3 + & # oO - O 

GSM 
- 6 Returns Wwe Le l- 0+ Of Oe 6 

nidat Correction 131/33 none 
~iheae Survival me = Le Of OH Oe O 

} ban 

17 Returms 32 - 2+0+0+0+0 
One. Correction none 

Survival + 2» 0 #0 + 6 6 6 
7 eon 

#8 = Returns Wil + 3+ 6 = 0 «= 9 
mer} Ul Correction 170 x 3/84 

‘ Survival wa + 6 «= Oo + oO O 

#9 «Returns fi « i = 8 + © 
5s aut Sorraction 65/64 

Survival fl -l1+0+0 
Fsxz09, pf : 

: 10 Roturns Oo - 3 = 0 
e sixid § Correction Be x 3/11 

Survival Or - 9 = O : 
adong f' 

lL. Returns @ * fo 6 2 ag 
a ko 06! Correction o/h 

Survival ; 

— P12 Returns 10 - t + 0 
Sorrection none 
Survival 0 ef 4 @
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Daring the third winter of lot 1, one return plus 20 new birds were trapped 

a 3 | {of a population of 83. The probable total number of survivors is expressed 

ede the proportion: 

or : (20 + 1)tl = 83:x 

me % = §is 4 probable survivors on the area. 

< t Daring the fourth winter of Lot 1, the entire population of 125 binds was 

See diibypet withent yielding cup votuse on let le 
cc: [| the Fotam eertos 171-1-0-0 tims desonen the survival series 17-6%-0-0, 
‘Bitte survival sortos 4s valid only for the area ceneused and tipped. 
Be Hef's In Table 2 each of the return series is converted to a survival series. 

‘ process of conversion assumes only that survivors are distributed in the 

> ’ pped and untrepped components of the population proportionately to the size of 

. component. 
SEE] ‘caste Movertiens euteting/the vibum nerken fed late uae Sun peadenbed 
. the survival series for lots, but since such distortions are as likely to 
2 } plus a8 mims, they should cancel out in the aggregates representing mny 

. 1) The aggregates drawn from Table 2 are as follows: 

“ E Lots Survival Series for the area 

* JP iiversity Farme 1-4 1719 - H-4-0-+0 
= # Iniversity Arboretum 6-13 

: lenononee Area We27 
- *Timirie au Sao Area 18-20 

" If a pair of banded quail raises 1% young, and all survive to the winter 
“ . Npping season, we should have a potential return of 2/16 or & percent. Any 

- [eer survival of young would greatly mise the rate unless mortality fell 

‘{"th equal weight on young and old alike, 

Any assumption of complete survival of young is of course impossible, even 

4 thriving population. ‘The actual populations have declined during the
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De lh 
_ [pried of the study, 

et Any assumption of equal mortality among all ages is likewise imposeible; it 

~ {mlies that the parent bird has no better chance of survival than a newborn 

. , chick. 

ae It 49 evident, therefore, that some other factor enters 

} bee ; 
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; (Unfinished manuscripts) 

Deconber 1, 1946 
, Midwest Wildlife Conference 

ADVENTURES OF A CONSERVATION COMMISSIONER 

te Bons Aldo Leopold 

3 ek 
! eoblel After helping to set up several Commissions and serving on one, I have 

tal to two conclusions. 

2 The first is that a good Commission can prevent the conservation program 

falling below the general level of popular ethies and intelligence. 

, The second is thet no Commiesion can raise its program mach above that 

vel, except in matters to which the public 1a indifferent. Where the public 

7 feclings, traditions, or prejudices, « Commission mat drag ite pudlis 

ong behind it like a baliy mile, mt with this difference: the public, unlike 

a ¢ mule, kicks both fore and «ft. 

- dn iseue may be so clear in outline, so ineviteble in logic, so imperative 

. need, and so universal in importance as to command immediate support from 

; reasonable person. Yet that collective person, the public, may take a 

~~ ‘Thesde to gee the argument, and another to agquiesce in an effective program. ; 

The Migratory Bird Law was such an issue. A handful of national leaders : 

tad to drag the mile from 1893, when the first state prohibited spring shooting, 

til 1916, when the federal law was finally anchored to the Canadian Treaty, 

- total span of 23 years. 

: One hears much nowndays about public relations experts who know how to 

~ fklk gently to the mile; to beguile hin into speedier thinking. If there be 

“Jf one queh, I invite him to move to Wisconsin. We will turn our pockets 

{tstde out, and give him our shirt besides. 

This public we are talking about consists of three groups. Group 2 1s 

. the Inngest; 4% is indifferent to conservation questions. Grow 2 is the smallest; 

© Pttince with its head, but 49 silent, Group 3 49 of intermediate size, and 

[' 2) ite thinking with mouth or pen, Perhaps a Conservation Commissioner 
& {do better not to try to convert Group 3, but to convinces Group 2 that there 

“\ tome, and that 1¢ should say or do something about it. Perhaps this
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fuld shorten the 23 years. 

’ Group 2 always speaks eventually, but the question ie how soon, and will 

re by that time be anything left to speak about? 

PH | ny stiustrate this dilema, I select 2 samle isoue thet is now current 

‘= states, and io coming up in otherss the iseue of excess deer. 

[¢ The deer iaeue, despite the fret that it deals with too many rather than 

— few, ip at bottom similar to the migratory bird iseue: we are ougmenting 

= present sport by exhausting capital assets needed for the future. In 

ee 7] tory birds the endangered capital, ms breeding stock; in deer it 1s food 

FETTsts. the soot of the preblen is 40 convince the publid thetr 

Se wy Not all "brush" 1s deer food. 

HT 4, too many deer, by overbrowsing, exterminate the icinde of brush that are 
t a ead, 

1Be00 Ds the worthless kinds move in, There is still lots of brush, but the 

apie 2i8 deer starve. 

a? 4, The remedy is to -educe fomles before starvation occurs. 

- hat I want to diseuse ie not the biology of deer irrugotions, wat the 

lie logy of deer hunters when they sre confronted by the unpleasant necessity 4 

“¢ teucing an overlarge herd. I will use Wiseonsin as a case history. 

“= toonsin 4s one of 30 states now afflicted with excess deer. A recent survey* 

~ these states indicates that they now contain about a hundred problem areas. 

— ton of females hae been started on about half of these, but has been 

“ tried to the point of relieving overbrowsing on only a tenth. In short, : 

STUEETD eens cf cum Auwapting herds, of whith the Piedoustn hows a end, ane 

a2 ll being fed out of capitel aecount. hy? To answer this question f will 

— in With a thumbnail sketch of what has happened in Wescnein. 

t kia ld, Aldo, lle K. Sowls, and David lL. Spencer. A survey of over-populated 
: i ee in the United States. Pending publication in Joumal offfildlife 

sant
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“7 Waconsin Chronology. In 1940 1% began to be clear that the Wisconsin 

wrTiiiia \avt hed Yenene too lange for ite qin gied.. A pescameh project was 

: = wh ried. 

= a In 1942 a hard winter brought starvation to many yards. Yor the most part 

— ® deer that died wore fawns ‘the Gommission appointed a "Citizen's Deer | 

: a ttee" to study the pesblen and regonnend action. 

EE 15 1963, after am ednsntinnn’ Guupnhén, the Semdantes pened tee Gentle 

MN} atieriess door. 62,000 wore killed, in addition to 66,000 bucks. here had 
| bet little advance opposition, but on the day the “slaughter* started, Group 

: = nee in wrath. It hasn't sat down yet. 

: : In 1944 the usual buck law obtained. 

‘fe In 1945 a special survey of 500 yards showed 545 in poor condition. 

: ial riheless the usual buck law obtained, 

7 s In 1946 a proposed opening on one deer of either gex was voted down by 

. “Congress” of sportsmen (mostly Group 3, partly Group 2). The Conmiseion 

’ Z iesced in this wandate, despite the fact that the research crew reported 

a firther increase in the proportion of overbrowsed yardc. 

we j So mich for the bare chronology of events. This now doings me 0 ny veal 

oe ect: the behavior patterns exhibited by Group 3 conservationists since the 

Ss tion of 1943, and their ef sot on Wisconsin policy and adninietration. 

: be kegislative Reprisals. “hen Group 3 rose in wrath over the 1943 reduation, 

MTEEEEE *s wcturad Sint Ab dhnsiA Sulit Londhy. $0 the, kigtatatases:  Gne MUOd Seeeee 
. 3 tthe Legislature would force the Commission's hand on the deor issue and , 

— {t go at that. Wot so. The Legislature not only enacted mandatory deer 

ee ng and mandatory predator bounties (both reversals of Commission policy), 

ee Nit quietly killed several important forestry bills recomended by the Commission, 

: bis Pigeonholed a revision of ealary scales that had been previously approved 

ho \eetslative leaders. Mothing was said publicly to the effest that these 

oi
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sae ke ons were reprisals, but they were just that. 

si bred These reprisals had an important effect, not only in blockading progress, 

NGA in convincing Commissioners that soft-pedalling the deer issue was the price 

He ai progress in forestry and other fields of conservation. Hence there hag been 

“8 898% followup on the 1943 reduction. 
' “04 mas is ironical, for the deor are undoubtedly tearing down the forest faster 
HCL al Do, any legislature, or any Comiesion, can retuild 4%. In short, Group 3 

ean rtemen are millifying » forestry program on which the Commiesion ie spending 

oa nillion and a half, and on which the U, 8. Forest Service and private omers 

82 OR, spending similar sums. 
Mel al Extra-legel Reduction, The Commission's edueationsl campaign hae inevitably 

“2 @) Ducted the notion that there are too many deer. The poachers, shiners, 

280508) yootleggers of venison have seized upon this as justifying a renewal of 

CL al Bisen door ieklling. the meat shortage hae added impetus to this trend. ‘the 

om Biot ie that the deor herd is being reduced, in some loonlities, by extra- 
* 20087 mons, It's something lilce prohibition: the state having failed to pro- 

pis - 0 & legal¢channel for a recgonabdle action, the action hae out its own illegal 

vane a mel, and is going sheed law or no law, 

a vt Another way to look at it is thet the atate government, by failing to face 

to aoity deer demas squarely, hae made itself dependent on the tiolator for the 

‘£22808 Prtormnes of » necessary biological function, When the state elected to reneve 

= 98 he wig from the forested counties, it outomtioally inherited the wolf's Job 

ae * # romlating the deer her. It is now not only shirking thet job, but 
a om H Tonically) 4% hae renewed the bounty on wolves, and as @ consequence may soon 

all © FP cut the ronnant of a fow dosen wolves that persists on the Michigan 

foiap 8... vy. ene 

oc Hunter Mhics. Uverybody knows thit in buck-law states, some hunters shoot 

2002 Worthing that might be a buck until they happen to get a buck. The does 

# ously killed are abandoned in the woods. It is axiomatic that euch degraded
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ow eeajgipies, to the extent that they exist, cancel out the recreational values of 

ceog? “Wr tunting. It ie also axiomatic that states like Wisconsin, in dodging the 

coo ah jipme of legalizing excess does, are unwittingly encoumging this degradation. 

nero question ist how many hunters do it? 

coffe, ff This question hes always been regarded as unanewerable, but I submit 

ofa at the number oan be rdlighly estimted by comparison with other similar states 

Yo which the icill of sntierlese deer is legal, and therefore imown. Minnesota, 

omntenget example, has a deer herd of similar size, range area, and poywlation trend, 

ee bitis Pmesota's ieil1 since 1942 hrs averaged 69,000 deer, half of which were bucks. 

bhaded ol sconsin during the same period hos averaged 37,000 bucks, close to half of 

opix fmesota's total. It therefore seeus highly probable that Wisconsin's illegal 

hos tali@mlerless kill is in the five-figure bracket. 

sfgeed i] «Tats conclusion is sustained by actual post-season counts of carcasses found 

af tab sample Wisconsin areas during the closing days of the (CC when large crews 

ot fede available. 1 give firet aress on which the legal kill, as well as the illegal 

sae fell, was imown. 

ot cai = Ngomttty Agen Counted agp A. 1ogal matte 
5 ten St. Croix Co. 2060 39361 

trogh * = —-Ghequamagon HF ' ages 
a T. 41 WR. 3 300 27173 

scomgote} 1 give next some counts on which only the area is known. Theae obviously 

: tfow ant be related to the legal kill, which ws unimem, 

otnon MH locality Area Counted Corcasees Ares por carcass 
craatncsp9 Saddle Mound ols 57 7 

» Keel Byfield Co. 2120 lu 192 

ee The state of hunter ethice, even when both sexes are open, is illustrated 

— }’* 1942 count on the Fishlake Forest in Utah where dressed garoasses left in 
inal
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od canyafbe 72008 added up to 28% of the legal i411, Most of the hunters who abandoned 

edoouet qyihit8® SF@a80d door had preaumpably killed another one bigger, better, or closer 

idee _}® the road. 

L2eomp of Yhat I am driving at can be boiled down to two assertions: 

eka 1. The average deer hunter loses his seruples in the woods. 

ae 2. A wack law, maintained despite s mown overpopulation of deer, encoarages 

+ date the killing and abandonment of illegal deer on a far larger scale . 

ss than has heretofore been publicly admitted. 

Gian 3. The state, in such a case, is my ittingly contributing to the ethical 

“ana degradation of its deer hunters. 

Latent The Upshot. Here then are three samples of the human behavior patterns 

«ith which a Conservation Commission mst deal. Collectively they sesm to 

oll the same naturel law of predation as research is discovering in animals; 

| onal ten there is a surplus, something is going to remove it; if one form of predation 

ta tile another takes over; if both fail, starvation steps in and finishes the 

oma 7": This law operates through political as well as biological channela, and 

4 j tinvolves both phystenal and ethical wastace. 4 Commission can reduce these 

_ agpMtages only as far and as fogt as its »ublic learns to face facts, 

go Yhen the public blocks a sound and necessary reduction in deer, it is ell 

sy eesy to blame unscrupulous politicians. “hile our opposition in Wisconsin 

wine ntaing gome such, it is lear that the majority consists of solid citizens. 

ue w does one explain this? 

a Firet, a deer irmuption cannot be understood at all except in terms of 

j a at ecology. ‘the public dos not imow the plants, much less how they react 

Z & Commnity to excess deer or other browsers. 

ge Second, killing antlerlese deer after a long veriod of protection is 

E _ Phally a slaughter, as the opposition says it 1s, The alternatives of illegal 

. oft: ‘ling, or ultimate starvation, are both invisible, and therefore not objection- 

one “®, One con rationalize illegal killing by assuming that only a few people
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eboow qyio it, and starvation by blaming tho weather. 

sorb cult ‘Thirdly (and this ts where the averace citigen gets really confused) 
nil jyfouy localities exhibit no increase in door; they show only a progressive 
goog) [eine in food plants. Me decline in food 1s invieible, while the failure 

Se AIEEE: ice V0 Setenaany: ann. bs: een an. ie: Weceilite a 1943, 
, s . The stage is thus set for a complete cirele of self-decoptions. It seeme | 

; bable that the Wisconsin irruption will run its course before Gorvreative 

; : tion is taken. We have not learned from other states, nor will other states 
* re : Pram fron us. All will end up with impoverished herds, and depleted forests, 

5 “a (I hepe) a fund of painful experience, 
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: "Unfinished mamuseripte" 
Aldo Leopold 

elec SUMMER CARE OF RVERORERY PLANTINGS 

ee ox Many 8n evergreen planting which had e rosy future on Arbor Dey has 

OE Wel ited of arouth or deen choked by sod in mideumer, 
+ oni ‘The smaller your trees, the greater the risk of midsummer losses. 

* 298°) grees less thon a foot high have virtually no chance when surrounded by 

om sod. Keep the sod back at least two feet for the first two years. 

0 Légter Weeds, strangely enough, are less harmful to small evergreens than 

at meam grass; in very intense drouths the shade of weeds may even be an advantage. 

2M) me safest course, though, 1s clean cultivation. 

od. X Evergreens planted under large trees may be handicapped or helped 

depending on the species. White pines end spruces do better under partial 

ie shade them in the open. The ind of tree furnishing the shade makes a 

os difference. Wim is the noorest nurse-tree; elm roots seem to compete 

es heavily with 211 small vegetation. 

2 If your evergreen plantings cen be watered, water deeply or not at all. 

: Frequent superficial waterings are of doubtful velue, since they encourage 

| mverfietal root growth. 

Mulch is a help in drouths, provided the ground is elesn of grass. 

thich which protects grass is worse than none at all.
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7 "unfinished Namseripts* 

Aldo Leopold 

pLoliah Few humen enterprises operate through as vast ranges of time and space 

. a es forestry, and no enterprise in forestry has ever exceeded in this re- 

= spect our Americen system of National Forests. 

e Our District Poresters are formulating policies of administration 

™ that must be applied on scores of millions of acres through decades or 

. ‘ even centuries of time. Hundreds of miles of space often separate the man 

oe who olans and direets from the man who interprets and executes. 

a All enterprises denend for their suecess on the contacts between the 

oe nan who plans end the man who executes. In operating e factory, a farm, or 

Suge even a railroad these contacts are relatively easy, continuous and in- 

; expensive. But in operating National Forests District they are extremely 

3 difficult, scarce, and costly, and corresnondingly important. These 

contacts constitute Forest Insnection. The success of the whole National 

at Forest enterprise depends on good insvection, and inspection is good to the 

degree thet it increases the extent and effectiveness of these contacts. 

For over a decade after the National Forests were established there . 

was no service-wide Pealization that itnsvection was susceptible of systematiza- 

tion and improvement. Forest Officers made or received inspections in what- 

ever manner came naturel to them as iniividuals. There was, to de sure, a 

certain recognition of the fact that there should be lots of time spent in 

the field, that the inspector should be experienced, that some inspections 

: were ineffective because of a lack of mtusl open-mindedness between inspector 

‘nd inspected. But that is as far as it went. Thet the term "insvector" 

often carried a flavor of the detective or Inquisator caused no especial 

: Concern. Mutual teaching or training had not entered the inspector's 

y Vocabulary. Standards of physical es well as mental equipment for inspec- 

5 ’ tion, or the existence of any a definite relation between one inspection
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TP triv and another, between inspection, management plans, and programs of work, 

’ vere but dimly conceived. Inspection reports were a necessary evil to be 

‘ reed or written and safely filed away. ‘ 

bie . Then came (1) the war, (2) the emanciation of a National Forestry Pro- 

2 ron, (3) the conflagrations of 1910 end --, (4) the aprlication of psychology 

. to modern business, (5) the service doctrine of personal accountability, (6) 

« jan the nove for economy in governmental expenditures. The resultent of these 

3 oa new forces was an insistent demand on administrative officers for more and 

a a neasureable results, in a rapidly widening field of activities. At the ‘ 

‘A , same time the appropriations wherewith to cet results grew relatively smaller 

a Bi end smaller. It was no longer possible to buy vrogress out of hand. very 

< wn nen had to be pressed ani every dollar squeezed to a degree hitherto unimown. 

_- the mirror of introsvection was held up to every expenditure sof time or 

oun noney. Ont of this process Forest Inspection hes emerged as 2 self-conscious 

casei art undergoing a continous process of change end improvement. 

oo It is significant that the greatest strides in inspection seem to have 

a been made where administrators are confronting the greatest difficulties in 

: the form of long distances, large units, wide variety of resources, and 

a short funds. Wational Forests seem to have by force of circumstances gone 

: wit further than state or private forests, and the southern Nationel Forest 

: al Ustriets further then the northern or Pacific Coast Districts. 

~ It 1s also noteworthy that so little hes been written on Forest Inspec- 

a tion. Libraries could be filled with the recorded results of experience 

¥ wae and research in forest resources and forest policy, but there is practically 

ais Nothing of record on inspection, which deals with the ways and means of 

, andte amlying the one to thecher. This paver is an attempt to record the salient 

va features of inspection as developed by the Southwestern Wational Forest 

_ Mstrict. 

) It is always difficult to flatten out upon a printed page a system of 

¥
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rhe thoughts and facts which are concentric to a single idea. Their relation- 

ontop ships to that idea and to each other are actually expressible only in 

Baer three-dimensional space. The flattening process inevitably severs many of 

these relationships and leaves them at loose ends. This loss is particulerly 

aa serious in a writing upon a subject like inspection. The only way to really 

2 i gee it is to watch it work on the ground. 

et Specialization. One of the first difficulties encountered in the 

- attempt to improve insnection was over-specializetion. 

wae In a compact enterprise, a growing complexity of work can anmaally be 

aa net by increasing specialization if the personnel, both as to those who 

_ direct and those who execute. , 

. As forest administration became more complex, this natural tendency 

: wn was followed. Hanger specialization never grew out of bounds, but the 

il Suvervisor's staffs end District Office force did. It soon became evident, . 

+ $e | however, that Nationel Forests were not a compact eterprias, and that 

: the cost of over-specialized suvervision was growing all out of proportion 

a to its effectiveness. Cases arose where successive specialists were 

: a travelled long distances to inspect adjacent problems which one all-around 

rote | inspector could have handled, or which ovight to have been handled unaided 

cut by the Ranger and inspected later, or not at all. Moreover, the psychology 

ak of over-svecialization was bad. The age-old tendency to meke a mystery out 

= of exclusive knowledge was beginning to operate. The Renger or Supervisor 

oa who was expected to know and perform e dozen lines of work was beginning to 

a be Judged by atanderds set uv by an inspector who knew only one. The system 

ae tended to draw men of special training into high positions too soon, unduly 

sie suppressing the man of all-around experience. Financial economy was hendi- 

aa capped by travelling long distances for short jobs. Correlation of activities 

a vas handicapped by one specialist's reluctance to tread into the other's 

. | iliwiek. Even where specialization got the work done, it induced ea serims
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odd jack of flexibility in filling vacancies. It became evident that further 

sade specialization was a blind alley which held out no prospects of solving 

ated the fundamental problem of more results from less men. 

east Hence the first move toward better inspection was a reorientation of 

ines the organization in the direction of de-svecialization of the supervisory 

98 force, and the inauguration of special measures for increasing all-around 

.) | competency. Among these measures was a night school in which each District 

adits Officers ought to impart as mch as possible of his specielty to all the 

: otters. Some District Office specialists voluntarily returned to field 

ten positions to fill in the gaps in their line of all-around experience. There 

etl) | yes set up an unvritten but nevertheless effective standard that personal 

se advancement should be stev-by-step up the ladder of administrative exper- 

8 1 tence;that svecial ability might incresse the frequency but not decrease 

acude the number of those stens; thet so fer as reasonably possible no officer 

owed | chould be charged with its inspection of a job which he had not himself 

ed | successfully performed. The net result of de-svecialization in @ period of 

i.et | _ years was a decrease of % in the inspection force (both District Office 

vat | ond Forest), accompanied I think by an increase in both the quality and 

see! | quantity of inepection. 
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Dd February 2, 1925. 
seat 7 supervision 

spection, D~3 , nial Inst 

| 

District Forester, 
et Forest Service, ; 

Albuquerque, N. Mex. 
0 Sit 

Dear Frank: 
astet 

I am returning the inspection reports transmitted with your letter of 
acrme8 

Jamery-10 under separate cover. 
of Yt ; 

ion My feeling after reading these reports is one of pride. To have con- 
te 

; tributed to the building up of such a system of inspection is one of the 

beey 
two or three points in my own Service history which give me the greatest 

° Ae 

satisfaction. I am conscious of the fact that my own contribution has not 
187 BB : 

“a only been lost but is in many respects being improved and expanded. 
aD 

a My own sense of the importance of the District 3 inspection idea has 

reall deen growing steadily as my observations on the Service in general have 

a widened, and reading these revorts has crystalized in my mind the thought 
eo! 

that we have not done whet we ought to have done to record that idea and 
ot 

van nmke it available to other foresters. We have recorded a good many of the 

‘ nore detailed devices and points, but nobody has recorded the general 

: theory and underlying principles in printed form. You may remember that I 

have urged you reveatedly to write on this subject for the Journal of 

Yorestry. If you do not get around to this, I shell feel impelled to do so 

nyself. 

While reading these reports, I have jotted down the following notes as 

to the underlying characteristics of District 3 inspection: 

(1) A personal enthusiasm for conservation on the ground and 2 personal 
embarrassment when it does not exist. 

(2) A ten@ency to measure conservation on the ground by what it ought 
to be rather than whet it would have been if no forests had been 
established.
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coved (3) The constant implication that skill as well as good intentions are 

a needed to accomplish conservation. 

3 (4) The constant implication that conflicting uses demand adjustment 
Sudolt by = thought out system of local priorities rather then by e@ 
“f generalized traditional dogma of precedences. 

wut (5) The constant implication that not merely methods, but also, and 
@ asf especially, results are mensureable by standards. 

I (6) The growing recornition that the Southwest as distinguished from 
other forest regions has an unstable ecological equilibrium and 

‘sumel that use mst be based on the lean year; that basing use on the 
‘ lean year gives more productiveness in the long run. 

s on (7) A growing recognition of that tremendously important "drag" be- 
Suribed tween abuse and damage; remedy and cure. 

2 owl (8) The growing idea that where we cannot sell or use right we will 
not sell or use at all. 

teltee 
5 (9) A growing reaction against the general tendency of foresters to 

4 tno emrhasize business methods and standards to the exclusion of the ; 
naturalist's and woodsman's methods and standards. 

These are a dig order for any District to fill in any synchronized or 
ef 

ee harmonious manner. I would say that these revorts are weakest in their 
iy 

ta progress with respect to No. 9. There are notable exceptions to this 

“ ‘7 criticiem, particularly in certain parts of Marsh's reports. In general, 
it ofan 

: however, the reports are too low on contributions to the “natural history" 
b S08 . 
oe of forest resources, or, to mt it another wey, to the ecology of forests 
oot 

. from the use standpoint. These are Coconine Plateau reports and it is 
, eved 

possible that we already understand the ecology of the Coconino Plateau, 
faeto! 

but as you know, I have elways doubted it. 
tfesy 

I feel most deeply the nrogress that has been made in (1), (2), (5), 
( 

end (6); in fact, it would be quite impossible for me to overstate my 
At of 

eratifieetion at the insistence with which D-3 men are pounding on then. 

Looking st these revorts from the more intimate aspect ag distinguished 

from the aspect of sound general forest policy, T would say that their worst 

felt is thet they seem to represent the conclusions of the insvector rather 

e than the Joint agreement of the insvector and the loeal officers. I realize
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za a tat with respect to certain subjects, notably grazing, there could be no 

eg greement represented, because 2 certain degree of disagreement sactuslly 

_ Boxists. Nevertheless, the criticiem is, I feel, a valid one, and seems to 

hold in instances where such obstacles did not exist. 

My confidence that the eriticiam is worth stating is strengthened by 

a the prevelent lack of anslyses of the personal equations of the field men as 

spplied to thelr work. As you know, T have always taken the vosition that 

Wit is tale to accent the individual “as is", and that we have no hore of 

: wcomplishing such a tremendous program unless we sre able to nel the i 

 ‘Windtvidual rebuild himself. I would mt in a plea that this idea be not 

“. |otlowed to disappear from the D-3 system. Such analyses may heve been made 

~ Tt not reeoried. If euch is the case, they were probebly not made with the 

 Ttelp of the individual in question and their value was diminished aceordingly. 

I still find some reanants of the "bailiwiek" viewpoint as between 

yeoqat [Branches. For responsibility ve mst heave Branches, but for interest and 

“3007 creative thinking they must be anihilated before we can make progress. of 

ie course D-3 hes made, and is still making, tromendously importent strides in 

rowed [viping out the detliviek ides, ond these strides ere apparent throughout all 

ot to of the reports. : 

nok I find an absence of emphasis on the fact that the findings and reports 

tonne of insvectore ere not @ vlan but merely illustrative instences of points 

3 a thet constitute a plan, ‘This of course ties in with the premise of creative 

ee thinking by field men elready commented upon. 

} fwe The revorts are entirely devold of over emphasis of trifling fucte, ani 

on lon gratified to note the successful elimination of thig old evil, which 

had not yet disappeared at the time I left the District. 

sott 

$imet 

oat
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; tat Turning now to the less important question of mechanisms, I regret the 

oily non-use of “Hoadley's “good and bad point” method of summarizing local 

taf) § situstions. To counterbelance this Leveridge has introduced « valuable new 

> Bigg nechanism in his follow-up tabulations of the sction on previous tnspections. 

;  §0f course this follow-up iden is not new, but I do not remember it heving 

<x gj veon previously so effectively applied. 

> fora It is a vrivilege to have seen these reports ani I want to thank you 

el He for serding them to me, 

THOS: Very sincerely yours, 

Iwhdat 

ewotts ALDO LEOPOLD, Asst. Director. 
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8 "unfinished mebuscripte" 

2 stetigg Aldo Leopold 

oltagtle 
In my opinion Gun Clubs are never going to be abolished, neither are 

— they going to be allowed to run rampant and gobble up all the shooting 

— grounds in the country, or in any part of it. Like any other kind of 
ety feed 

nonovoly, they are going to be regul sted. 

“ So far we heve arrived at no workable method of resulnating Gun Clubs. 

—— The object of this article is to sugzest a method which I think would work. 

" when the necessity of regulating corporations arose, new governmental 

agencies, like the Interstate Comnerce Commission and its various state 

counterparts hed to be created to do the job. No doubt there are many who 

think their manner of doing it has left mich to be desired, but there are 

probably few who would seriously advocate abolishing the regulative principle, 

i No new governmental agencies will have to be created, however, to reg- 

"| ulete Gun Clubs. It is Logical and inevitable that the Job de turned over 

to the existing State Game Departments. 

To perform the job the Denartments would of course have to be endowed 

by the severel Legislatures with ample regulatory rowers, and are then held 

responsible for exercising those rowers effectively. The delegetion of 

such powers is necessary anyhow, regardless of the Gun Club question. Hore 

and more of our legialation in geme matters is going to consist of elastic 

s regulations vromlgated by Game Commissions, and less and less of rigid 

laws enacted by Legislatures. 

Wheat kind 6f regulotory rowers are needed for the particular ourvose 

of rermiating Gun Clube? Just one - the nower close any ares in the state 

to hunting at any time. Most rrogressive State Denartnents already heave it. 

s
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i Wow in jnet wheat resvects are Gun Clubs most in need of regulation. 

= First and foremost, every Club should be required to establish refuges. 

i a It is entirely unfair to place upon the non-monorolized areas the entire 

3 oat burden of maintaining e refuge system. The club areas mst do their pert. 

—_— In many anges they are already doing it, in which event fairness demands 

oroneg. thet other Clubs be required to do it algo. Of course a refuge system is 

. | no "burden"if it 1s properly laid out + everybody benefits. It is a burden 

Jo oft only when one party furnishes all the refuges and his neighbor gets the 

" resultant shooting. 

tosens Secondly, every ¢lud should de required to do their share in main- 

8209 | toining feed and coverts. This would sutonctically eliminate the 

} tae "temporary" club which has grown to be quite on evil in some sections. The 

cade lease a piece of good ground for 4 year, pass the hat among 
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oo ‘unfinished Mamseripte" 
€ Aldo Leopold 

What is a Sporteman? 

| PA cvortoman to o (givtdsret ahah esses. 
places uponyhin 

‘ He realizes that his vower to destroy carrys with it the resconsibility 

at 
ri to conserve. 

Ud 

| ks he 
: at. 

adit He respects himself as his 

of He has respect for the land snd its owner 

‘tm He has respect for the game 

FeO He has respect for nature 

He has resvect for the future 

tat 

5 Vote, influence 
of” 

Z Selentific study 
engf ‘ sisqibaecinitiiriacanaattiblenaeinilanibeaidie-tiiaiihaapiaiiaadiile 

What ie a Svortenant 

. A sporteman is a hunter or fisherman who combines his intense enthusiasm 

2 (the hunt 
_ | for (came e decent respect for mon antl nature. 

(wild things 
(the chase 
He realises thet the power to destroy carrys with it the responsibility 

: to conserve. 

ES As his ekill increases, he reduces his armament rather than enlerge 

his bag. 

a As his equipnent becomes more deadly, he 

As his skill increases, he limits his methods 

As his equipment becomes more verfect 

a The game law is the constitution on which he builds his own code of 

*thies, rather than



77 "Unfinishet Manuseripte" 
; Aldo Leopold 

Standards of/ Conservation 

y The setting of standards to correlete methods and preetices has now ‘ 

= pecome a fomiliar and successful feature of administration on the National 

| a Porests. Such stendards have proven a simple and effective means of de- 

| c tecting and ironing out the diserenancies in the intensiveness with which 

- similar work 1s done in separate places, and the relative emphasis given 

© 68 | yerious lines of work. 

i of So fer, however, standards have been applied principally to the mach- 

i on inery of administretion. What would de the probable result if they were 

f o8 aprlied to the objectives of administration, as distinguished from the 

1 off mchinery with which those objectives are to be attained? 

It is believed such an aprlication of stendsrds would result in 

= certain fundamental ond beneficiol dhanges, the nature of which it is the 

a purpose of this paper to discuss. 

At the outset, it may be well to give examples of the two classes of 

stenderds. When an administrative officer is directed to spend at least 

tot | 40 days a year on grazing work or to make at least two general inspections 

per year of each unit of range, there is set up ® machinery standard (here- 

oa tofore veguely called administrative standard, or stendard of performance.) 

On the other hand when there is got un as an objectivecof administration 

an that a certain unit of rence shall be brought to an .& density of grama 

grass capable of carry'ng 1 head per 20 acres, there is established # 

dtendard of conservation for that unit. : 

Before discussing the possible effects of standards of conservation, 

\t may be well to anewer the question of why they need be set. Is it not 

PS axtomatic that every resource should be conserved ss far as possible? To 

be sure, but natural resources are a complex affair, and few men agree on 

vhat 19 possible. Yor example: three aiministrators were examining a 

23m Dece of range, having xbout .5 oak brush and .1 grama grass, with a very
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_. | fev old fire rfilled duntpers. It developed that one was looking forward 

a to @ .5 oak brush and .3 grase objective, another to = .§ oak and .9 

a grass objective, and the third to a stand of Juniper and Pinon woodland 

a vith a little brush and crass mixed in. sch objective was probably obtain 

ae able, but the method of setting about it redically different in each cese. 

fd low could any man edminister this area intelligently without knowing which 

. of the three he was to work toward? 

ca Another example; «4 certain area was withdrawn for vrotection of a ; 

ree reclamation vroject watershed. Previous overgrazing hed thinned the grass 

Hodm | ond dDegun to let in a little Suniver renroduetion, whereas vrevious to the 

| grazing Juniner had been kept out by grass fires, as evidenced by charred 

nak stumps. One man exemining the area wanted to reduce the grazing and restore 

a the grass as watershed cover. Another wanted to tnerense the grazing to 

fill out the catch of Juniper rerroduction as watershed cover. How eoula 

onde sither administer the srea intelligently without !mowine which kind of cover 

oad he was to work toward? 

80 Another example: a certain area on a "watershed" Forest was covered 

otot wth vigorous even eged pine saplings, with = seattering cround cover of 

; “4 toenalatable ceanothus brush and a few weeds. In the course of an inspec- 

add tion it developed that the ranger hed striven for years to stock the area as 

ee heavily as poseible with cattle, with a few to forcing thom te~feretine then 

ate to browse the ceanothue and thus reduce the fire herard. The insvector 

Noticed that this heavy grazing wae destroying #11 the willows in the water- 

oo ft | Mrses, causing heavy silting by tearing out of danke, in spite of the 

otxe cellent nroteetion of the wetershed by the young pines. He wanted to risk 

ae J} ‘te fire hazard and prevent the silting. Here were two men, both anxious 

dade to conserve, but with opnosite ideas as to what most neoded conserving, and 

eal! hence with opposite plens of administration. 

; =
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Tt can be safely seid thet when it comes to actual work on the ground, 

ai the objects of conservation are never exiometic or obvious, but always com- 

Bay olex and usually conflicting. The adjustment of these conflicts not only 

sey talis for the highest order of skill, but involves decisions so weighty in 

ote | their consequence, and so needful of vermanence and correlation, that only 

> in the highest esuthority should make them. And until they are made by competent 

Po authority, the local administrators cannot possibly aprly their efforts 

_ Ij effectively. On the other ed such adjustments when ones decided on, con- 

aloe: stitute atanderds of conservation, toward which generations of local admin- 

- istrators may work with their eyes open, often devising their own nethods 

tan | 7 nschinery and unifying their efforts toward the attalnnent of @ clearly 

ouch: defined ultimate goal. 

a at To return now to the nossible effects of a change of emphasis in 

feyg ttendarde. It is first necessary to ask: why do we standardize machinery 

radgiog *t allt 

aw et Some standardization of methods, practices, procedure, customs, forns, 

= and other machinery is so obviously necessary, especially in any big organize~ 

¢ sat tion, that the point need not be discussed. But is thers not a lot of it 

eral! done for the ~urnose of regulating, correlating, and stimlating effort to- 

2 sgt vard objectives, when a precise etatement of the objective itself would be 

Liyapig * nore effective means of sccomplishing the same murpose? And is not such 

eral 9! standardization of machinery apt imitime to become merely e subterfuge to 

aii cover un the absence of scientific thinking in anslyzing the objectives of 

en igi! conservation, willingness to take the responsibility of deceding them, and 

fg skill in eonelsely defining the decisions? 

2a To illustrate: The Forest Service has pages of grazing manuel, & 

ae si! large part of which is devoted to setting up » stendardized machinery for 

id oa tance conservation. Many thousands of dollars and the efforts of many men 

7 tre invested each year in the Job of keeping this machinery up to date.
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a At this time also the Forest Service, pursuant to the wishes of the Congres- 

a sional Committee, is conducting an apvraisal of the National Forest ranges, 

«a which to speak broadly, will result in the setting up of figures expressing 

- the kind, quality, and quantity of forage now growing on each smoll unit of 

uae range of each Forest. To get these figures requires on examination and 

seal study of each unit by skilled men. During euch oxmaination, why not also 

— set un figures expressing the kind, quality, and quentity of forage which 

~ should grow on each unit? If this were done, we should have a standard of 

date conservation toward which local administrative effort cold be intelligently 

~ directed for years to come. And whet is more, such effort, having a definite 

ri Z goe2l, would not need nearly so meh prodding in the form of machinery 

vail standerds, And the time thet now goes into establishing end maintaining 

o . machinery standards, covld be diverted into the technical education of field 

‘akon ie nen to make their efforts constantly more intelligent. “We don't know where 

tia we're going, but we're on our way" is a laudable sentiment only up to the 

= point where it becomes scientifically possible to state where we ought to 

igo faa 4°’ 
— When does it become scientifically possible to state where we ought to 

<n g0? The big development of recent years in range nansgement knowledge, 

ota coupled with the timely opportunity of range appraisal, hes already been 

ee cited as one example. In forest management, the management plan offers a 

abasil complete opportunity of expressing standards of conservation; in fact it 

ale lergely constitutes a standard, Counted with {t would be standards of loss 

nal by fire (already broached at Mather Field). In lands management, the standard 

see could be expreseed by 
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an A REMEDY FOR THE "SONGBIRD LIST” 

fomode Se 

t dob The estoblichment of a yearlong closed season on quail in such states 

«tt om Pag Ohio and Towa constitutes on interesting (and f delieve temporary) 

> eamet | phese of American game conservation for which no somprehensive remedy has 

o ghate | ag yet been devised. 

‘a ten In the oases mentioned o closed season ia of course wrong in the long 

bisoge ron. Both fowa ond Chic are admirably suited to become quaileproducers. Why 

viesses — then should they be quail mseums? 

egootih Because the sportemen deleted the quail before they thought out the 

w ,facn | two fundamental problems of producing quail, namely (1) protecting the 

~s5nade 9 landowmer, (2) conserving s productive breeding stock. As we sow, so also 

catvoas § shell we reap. And as lone as we sow the farms with vandals who shoot 

of gam — stook and overkill the birds, ve shall reap farmers who post their land 

3 ottey and pass bills for closed seasons. 

w solbeg I have been reading with intense interest ebout farmer-sporteman 

10} f cooperation, such as ia being tried out in Wisconsin and New York. Such 

_ *& efforts may be (and T hope will be) a complete sucsess as a preventative, 

dt Se} } wt it ie ale to think of them ae a cure. In intensively hunted intensively 

belqum fermed seetions, a farner-conservationist sentiment, once exasperated to the 

© betl® | voint of closing the season, is not going to relenb to the extent of giving 

te Lgame free-for-all hunting another trial. Why should itt In most cases the closed 

vfoute! | songon hae effected some inerease of birds (whieh satisfies the bird-lovers) 

oni W | end a large decrease in vandaliom (vhich satisfies the farmers). To both 

od hae flements the "songbird-list" has delivered the desired results. Accordingly 

the sportemen who are not satisfied »mst propose something «beolutely new 

_ | ad different before they ean hope to got even o hearing. 

s Modern methods of game management have proven beyond a doubt that quail, 

ie for instance, thrive as well or even better under limited shooting as under
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: no shooting, and that quail without cover, feed, and vermin-control do 

~. § not thrive at all. In short, to the question: "Gan we heve our quail and 

y & & shoot them too?" game mansgement answers: "It ean be done". Wow when ve 

‘4a gp | syortemen devise a system which guarantees that it will be done, the farmers 

onedts and bird-lovers will fall in line. But not Yefore. 

tae he The problem, then, is to guarantee that it will be done. That is the 

, (o B neat of the whole question. ‘What is the anawer? 

im In the first place, it is idle to deel in whole states or large groups 

» wade J of population. Mo whole state ig in a position to make o watertight gnar- 

oe antee that its quail will be given coverte, feed, vermin-protection, and 

i owt | protection against overshooting. Nor 18 2 whole group - like the hunters 

sobaal | of a state - in a position to make a watertight guarantee of good conduct 

fide | omong ite members. Bven if all game departments were efficient and all 

soude | hunters were sportsmen, it wouldn't work, because the hunting would de 

seofaa | Wnevenly distribeted, and this in itself would make it impossible to 

f(s | mMarantee against ovor-shooting. We may as well forget adopt states and 

-acowy | Classes and get down to farms and individuals. ‘ 

trot Supposing, however, that half « dozen farmers were well sequainted 

+: go] | vith half s dogen sportsmen, and each of the dozen, in addition to possess- 

soot | ike & omtual respect and confidence in oach other, likewise enterteined a 

jatee | Similar feeling for each others dogs and for the Bobwhite pormletion of 
scent | the farmers farma. ("Love me - love my dog" 16 2 wise proverb, bub a futile 

sewers | Me until we also learn to say "Love me - lowe my quail"). 

a he Now asguming that said farmers, sportenen, dogs and quad had all these 

senate f °Mmendable and desireable feelings, let them next organize and agree on the 

on off PF following items: 

+6 Gee Pl) a pond to cover any possible damage to livestock or property. 

. | (2) an anmusl census of the cuail erop (before season opens) and e limite. 

of w Hon of kill for the year,to be fixed by the members at not to exceed, let 
=
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im on | us say, 60% of the cenms. For example: 

i? Sow census shows 30 covies in September 1923 

toda Betimated number per covey 25 birds 

troge 30 x 25 - 750 birds 

«ome = 60% x 750 = ASO birds, nfatiodof kill for 1923. 

© | (3) Bal division of the kil) among the members. Yor example: 

) tae 450 birds + 12 members ~ 37 birds, allotment per member, 1923. i 
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a : : "Unfinished marmseripts" 

“ae ae The Sporteman-Yaturalist 

3 Some commonly overlooked opportunities for 
real econtritutions to naturel history end game management. 

Aldo Leopold 
U.8. Forest Service 

. Bvery real sporteman gets more or less satisfaction out of his cbserva- ‘ 

ee tions and conelusions as an amateur naturalist. But unless he keeps syste- 

natle vecorde - and very few do - his opportunities to contribute enything 

really veluable to natural history, or even really interesting to himself 

ond hie friends, are limited to observing an occasional extraordinary 

occurrence or to drawing from menory 2 few conclusions as to the more myer 

i: ficial or conspicuous habits of game, Of course = few sportsmen sccumlete 

_ | 8 noteworthy stoek of original knowledge simply by close observation and 

nemory, but they do it in spite of rather then beceuse of their primitive 

nethois, 

" Having given doth methods a considersble trial, I shall try to show in 

this article the advantages and satisfactions to be gained by keeping a reel 

honting and fishing Journal. Aleo that keeping such » Journel entails very 

; little labor, and may be made to take rank with family, dog, gun, o14 coat, 

and old memories as one of thdvossessions beyond vrice. In fact the Journal 

{s the old memJortes, but put down so that they can be classified, correlated, 

: and made the basis for conclusions thet the ower never even dreamed of as he 

@redually collected the seemingly insignificent observations on which they 

: are based. : 

A merely narrative Journal will not get usarly as far as one in which 

[certain selected elesses of facts are also recorded, systematically, over 

long period. 

sat
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Tf we poor three-din:nsional humans could be lifted for a moment into 

: the fourth, © lot of mere illmsions like tine, motion, mortality, and 

ether would fall like scales from our cyes. Thus apeak the netephysicians, : 
Z 

tut who has extolled those rather more frequent benefactors which lift us 
anoli 

mt of two dimensions into three? And which of these is more potent than 
olise 

the map? 
yilass 

There is an old negro song which begins "0, I've got a harp, and 
If Baa 4 

you've got a harp + everybody's got e herp", then follow the glories I shall 
TIOOS 

play when IT get to heaven with my harp. Likewise I, you, and everybody has 
isieft : a map» But who has extolled its glories? 

ro tot 2 
"and the good wife's sons came home agaéh, with little into their hands 

‘vrores 
: But the lore of men that have dealt}! with men, in the new and naked 

hoddem 

lande". 
2H 

Those stark white places in which o map ts not a mep, but an enigma, those 
co eiddt 
es dotted rivers where © map is not a paper but a challenge; those ringing 
ast d Serol 

hanes in strange tongues where a map smiles at us with the quigzical con- 
cee 

= tempt of a Sphinx ~ everybody has these things. Before we aspire to be 
ble bas 

lifted into the fourth dimension, it is meet to give thanks that these 
edt st 

things have helped lift us into the third, 

Lebo Thoughts on a Man of Liberia 
aad ot There is an old Negro melody whidh besins - 

A "0 I've got a harp, and you've got a harp 

sisbmee Everybodys cot a harp 

- gaol ¢ 4nd when I get to heaven I'm goin to play on my hazp 

I'm goin to pley all over God's heaven --". 

A deep significance lios im these homely lines. Everybody's cot 2 harp +
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ro 
mt yours is just a herp. Mine, though, is not just a harp, tut the in- 

: strument that shall lift me into everlasting glory. ‘There is many a common 

thing - possessed of all men ~ that 19 common or sublime, only depending 

‘. only on by whom possessed. 

sole One of these things is a map, Any map - of anywhere - just co it be 

. ee of some far lend, across the river, or around the world. 

— Onee in sohool I wes staring st a map of Brasil. 1 was Bored with 

= a schools, end maps, and all thus ilk. My eyes fell on that great blank 

| plage behind the Amazon, ani there I sew a name, 4B) Riodel Medre de Dios - 

TY | niver of the Nother of God! That nano vas electric. It stung 1iko the 

we fall cf a whiplash. It seared my consciousness; the memory of it quickens 

- . ne to this day. Some unknown soldiér of Spsin whose very bones mayhap have 

| _.. | deen devoured by the jungle these four centuries named that river, and left 

sg unnamed the seore of rivers roundabout. Some unknown geoersrher Grew it on 

i amap, in that great blenk thet lies behind the Amagon. And to this map there 

om oves a mental quickening ~ the creetest of all debts. 

— "and the good wife's sons came home again 

— With Little into their honds 

fom Put the lore of men that ha’ dealt with men 

— In the now and naked lands*. 

“— Whore aid Kipling see the new end naked lends? Originally, like as noe, 

5 meamap, To the few it Befalls to see then in fact, tut to the mony it is 

fF only on maps that 

"... namelogs men by nemelese rivers wander 

4 And in strange valleye die strange deaths alone." 

A
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Why did the merchant princes seek the Indies, - for gold? And why 41d 

<i the high-pooped galleons sweep all the seven seas? For power? Wo doubt, 

me | ut why Aid they dare to soek? Maps - the old mediseve) mpe. Hot care 

“a ful conservative maps prepared by timid engineers, but big bare maps that 

’ flaunted their challenge in the face of mankind - bold empty maps that 

| | dared Diego Valdez to the bondage of great deeds, Around the rumored nane 

“2 of a river they flung © continent. And into the empty continent they flung- 

a the River of the Mother of God! 
tore 
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i WHAT NEZDS TO BE DONE YOR THE DUCKS? 

td edt Aldo Leopold 

dw dad 
os En Men must regard ducks with something akin to reel love, else they would 

taal not disagrees so much about their welfare. 

beuil Conserving migfatory waterfowl 1s a big Job, and resolves itself into 

" é nany component problems. ‘Svring shooting and market hunting are the only 

1 a two of these which heve so far been solved with reasonable effectivences. 

ag Drainege, monopoly, refuges and rest days, disease, and overshooting in its 

i various forms continue to be the subject of many debates but little action. 

~ | Possibly the reason is that proposals ere often measured ageinst only one of 

the component problems, rather than against the jov as a whole. 

: Maybe if we could each loo” more thoughtfully st the woodpile, we would 

have less dispute about omr individual sticks. 

x This hope is my justification for attempting to plece together what 

seem to me the best of the various provosels into what might bo called a 

nleratory bird program. 

A PROGRAM POR 
CONSERVATION OF MIGRATORY BIRDS 

Qiective: Yhet ts it that we went to accomplish? 

Some seom to aggume that all we ean hope for is to maintain an anmal 

srop of birds »s long o8 economic development leaves room for them. 

Por me, that is x pt enough. The sight of mal' ards dangling red legs 

into & storm-swept marsh is more important to me than a better car, or a 

theaper safeby razor, or 2 little unearned increment on my vanant lot, or 

wen another eipher on the poyuletion of my town. What 46 mmch more to the 

Wint, my boys feel the same way. I feel it in my bones that there cre many 

’ople who are ve¢inning to share this viewpoint. Some day they will have 

4 be rechoned with. 

Yor present murposes, suffice it to say thet outdoor Americans have no 

a hitent ion of letting the last slough be filled with tin cans, either nov or
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te tater. They want dueks, ond all that goes with them, not only maintained vat 

t inereased and extended. They think, with some justice, that since they are 

wt yilling and able to psy for making a start, that not even Congress should 

> deny them the chance to do so. 

J The chance to make a start ia obviously the Migratory Bird Refuge Bill, 

ve | ow in Congress. The passage of this bill mst be Item Ho. 1 om any real 

2 progrem for conserving nigratory birds. This is why I think so: 

8 | 1, the Micratory Bind Romeo Bit: 
— Remember first of all that migratory game 4iffers from ordinary game 

nent in that the venalties of neglect or ebuse are visited not upon the locality 

- in which they occur, but upon the nation at large. Likewise the benefits 

of conservation fall, es does the rain, alike uvon the just and unjust. By 

“ reason of these facts, the local incentives to conservation arising from 

self-interest are lergely lacking. The nation itself {ts the only unit large 

ws enough to yet the fall proruision of self-interest behind « migratory bird 

~ program. ‘Therefore, the nation mst lead, and lesser units mst follow. 

Pach of the dangers now impending forcibly illustrate the truth of 

gig) | this assertion. 

The most serious present danger to the welfare of migratory birds is 

ote drainage. 

We cannot expect vrivate lendowners to hold land undrained for mblie 

ofa) | Urposes when {ti is against self-interest to do so. The mblic met buy 

neato the land. 

neve Lend-buying by yublic agencies is a job that will surely run amuek 

tortor Unless: i 

teow (a) There te a long-time plan ahead as to areas to be purchased. 

ad of (>) There is a steady stream of moncy for maintaining an expert 

organization, prepared to drive good bargains. 

. : (ec) There is stable administration to develon the lands for the purposes 
for which purchased.
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The permanent anmal income from licenses provided for by the Refuge 

* Bill will meke all thse things possible. Special appropriations will help 

- greatly, but they ere no substitute for » steady annual revenve. They lack 

: the continuity essential to a land-~buying program. 

' The second biggest threat to the welfare of migratory birds is ienorance 

sas of theiy enemies and habits. The answer is research. There is a remedy for 

= the anmal raveges of duck disease end research cen find it. There is a 

a vast lack of information about the breeding grounds, misration routes, 

: foods, and natural enemies of each species. We cannot manage the duck crop 

4 unless we know whence they come and where they go and why. Rerearch will 

: sumply this knowledges, but resesrch cannot be effectively coniucted on a 

7 finaneial shoestring. 

= The Migratory Bird Refuge Bill will permanently endow research in 

a migratory fowl. 

pre fhe third biggest threat to the welfare of migratory birds is the 

we wrned-out condition of the remaining marsh lends. It is amaging that thie 

gt ig not morse generally lmown. It is a cold hard fact that many of the re- : 

naining marshes suitable for ducks and geese sre not used by them, or are 

ne used only under pressure of storms or by night, becouse the birds are shot 

out so nersistently that they simply stay away. 

we It 4s vastly important that we buy marshes to prevent drainage, and 

restore the water to the drained marshes which have proved to be failures 

| : as farms. I perépnelly think we should co further and sctually creste new 

« marghee on weete lends. But surely it 1s even more importent to make sure 

that our present marshes are available for and attractive to the birds. A 

“a wurned-oit marsh hed almost as well be drained as far ae present utility is 

concerned. 

: Refuges ere béyond a doubt the remedy for this burned-out condition. 

op the success of real refuges, properly laid out, is spectaculer. But real
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refuges mean more then a legal proclamation and some "Keep out" signs. 

fa Refuges mean food plants, vermin control, and even decoys and artificial 

og feeding to get the birds started. They, of course, mean absolute enforce- 

oad nent--the whole idea of refuges falls to pieces unless the absolute yeor- 

long prohibition of hunting within the refuge 1s rigidly enforced. 

\ $6 The Nigretory Bird Bill is obviously a way to get started on the agquis i- 

add tion of nationally important marsh lends for refuges. There is no other 

lane vay in sight. 

beat The fourth biggest threat to the welfare of migratory birds is 

fog monopoly. Why do the rank and file in Iurope lock interest in bird con- 

2 servation? Because in Burope the privilege of enjoying birds is largely e 

att private rather than a mublic privilege. This is not complimentary to the 

gems homo, mt it is en incontrovertible fact. Just allow the natural 

roahen process of acquisition of hunting privileges by private clubs to leave the 

average Americon without a place to hunt and he will exhibit the same reaction 

eres in the long run. It is very mech to the interest of hunting clubs, as well 

a al 88 to the interest of the mblic and the birds, to provide mblic shooting 

aiet | grounds on which the average citizen can hunt. 

Seve The Migratory Bird Bill is obviously a way to get started on the ac- 

} Sao quisition of nationeliy important mersh lends and the use of a mitable part 

of ouch areas for public shooting purvoses. There ia no other way in sight. 

gaat We hsve then, four things needful which the Migratory Bird Bill will 

> | in some measure provide: (1) Resoue of lands from drainage; (2) research 

towrt | (3) refuges; (2) yblde shooting grounds. Wheat are their inter-relation- 

doit ships? 

sereced There is & faction which says: "Refuges are all right, but the arorosal 

Soro to establish mblic shooting grounds adjecent to refuges is not conservation, 

{t is slaughter.” 

2 of Will these well-intentioned gentlemen please recall that if a piece of 

ae
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tee the earth's surface is made a refuge, it has got to have something ad- 

rok jacert to it? Unless that something is e public shooting ground, it will 

pat ually be a gun club. Would they advocate that public refuges be establimed 

moe only to let private gun clubs cluster sround them? Of course not. The only 

tof logical alternative to 2 correlated system of refuges end mblic shooting 

grounds 4s to make the whole country one big refuge. We don't need that-~yet. 

att There ie another faction which has the false impression that refuges 

ay are to be opened for shooting, i.e. are to become mblic shooting crounds 

during the open season. That, of course, would defeat the whole idea. This 

me | fection may not be to blame for getting euch a false impression, but it will 

‘08 ve their fanilt if they do not get rid of it, because the revised bil) will 

1% | contain # specific prohibition against permitting any shooting on any land 

8 | classed as refuge at any time. . 

oe Te my mind refuges and mbdile shooting grounds are no more ineonpatible 

eve | then work and rest,.than seed time and harvest. If it is a paradox to com- 

mf | bine them in one bi11 or on one marsh, then the whole of animate creation 

en is Likewise a paradox. They are the two complementary elements of generation 

om | end utilization that mst compose any system of sustained production of 

living things. If the two elements are properly balanced, the system is 

fap | pood. If they ere improperly balanced, the balance ean be corrected. If 

; te either element is lacking, it is no system at all. 

Research, by finding the facts of migration, will show where refuges 

of | ore needed. By learning about foods, it will show what and how to plant 

(©) | to meke the refuces attractive to the birds, By learning about vermin, it 

ie? | vi11 show how the huce annusl loss of eres ond young ean be reduced. By 

learning about disease, it will avert terrific losses, especially in the 

© | clcaline lakes of the West. 

a These, then, are the four main things which the Migratory Bird Refuge
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ont Bill will in some measure accomplish. In what measure? 

bal, It ts estimated that the reveme from the migratory bird bunting 

em licenses required by the bill will be, when once in good running order, 

Eero around a million dollers a year. 

sof There are that many sores of drained and threatened marshes to be 

20% acquired and develoved for the use of migratory birds in my own State 

od alone. 

atte In the West, where lakes are drying uv, and millions of fowl are 

acre dying of disease, waste irrigation water needs to be mrchased and dykes 

Pat Milt to restore normal conditions, 

+ od All along the sea coast, where real estate booms ere esting iato the 

Ho home of the birds, millions of acres of tidal marshes need to be acquired 

rato and permanently established as refuges or as mblic shooting grounds. 

All over the country the drainage dredge is eating its way into 

rete remants of lake and marsh lend which are actually of more public value for 

sckd | reereation then for agriculture. 

i af Is a million # year enough to take care of this situation? It is a 

“be good start, tut is 1¢ enough? 

bit Obviously not. Moreover it would be unsound government to thrust upon 

fot «| federal agenetes jobs which the loesl governments can handle. VYhat are 

ste those jobs? 

2 State and Munteins) Refuses and Shoot ing Grounis! 
ges All refuges ond rublic shooting ground projects are rather plainly of 

a of two kinds, of los] ond national significance, resnectively. Let us examine 

nthe Some samplest 

teat (a) The Upper Miseissippl Refuge is obviously interstate in ite ceogrephy, 

eit) | %4 national in its importance. It 1s one of the creat national highways of 

a the migratory hosts, - 

(o) Klamath Leke was drained, agriculture hes fizzled, ongit now lies
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> 1 vaste. Th Lies in two Staten, 12 necks to de reshived. 

— (c) Great Salt Lele lies in one State, but banded ducks from its 

a marshes heve been found in ten States. Rnongh ducks die of disease in 

these marshes to supply half the West. The fresh water which formerly 

MOT | tot them nen deen diverted fey iprigntion. Santeh wecto iavigntten water 

— nesds to be bought to freshen them during the efitical season. 

‘ho shall 4o these Jobs? Right on the face of thom, they are inter- 

-_ state end therefore Federol. ‘The Migratory Bird Refuge Bill would in the 

“ omrse of a few years make a handsome showing of «rogress on these dis~ 

"7 | \tnetively Peters. presente, 
ened 

But there are inmmerable other projects which ere Just as obviously 

- local. These are just as important, and in the long run will aggregate a { 

disger coat than the federal projects, There sre half a dozen within a 

— half day's drive of my home town. 
SNe 

2 Why then, should not every state get to work and vase its own measures 

for financing refuges and public shooting grounds? Thore are certain : 

se political gentlemen who, when they see the Federal bill rise up and shout 

"| iodty for States’ right. ‘Their usefulness would be greatly enhanced if 

“— they went home and started some State action. Surely there is room enough 

— and to spare for 211 the funds and all the wisdom and energy which the states 

i.” con bring to bear on the migratory bird problem. As for States’ right, it 

= would be a fine thing if these political gentlemen could all be given a 

— free trip out t Klamath, or Salt Lake, and there given a chance to apply 

“ their dootrine, 

" Not only 4s there crying need for the states to suvplement the Federal 

S ‘rogram, but there is likewise need foymnicipalities, counties, corporations, 

oh tluds, end conservation associations to create small local refuges and shoot- 

- {ng grounds supplementing the State systems and correlsted with them. Why
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7 isn't a municipal refuge end ducking ground just as logical a move as a 

odeny mnie¢ipel tennis court or golf links? ‘Think how often such a move would tie 

. . in beautifully with municipal public parks, picnle grounds, fishing waters 

atl or forestat 

onedt The point I am trying to make is that mblie provision fer out-door 

ig fet recreation in the form of seeing or hunting waterfowl is part and parcel 

oben of a national recreational and conservation plan. Such a plen, both in 

; its formalation and in its execution, must represent the joint and cor- 

ota related effort of a11 available agencies, public and private. The effort , 

eal of any one agency is no substitute for the effort of another, any more 

toatt than Dane County marshes are a substitute for the Mississipol River. It seems 

: ee almost a platitude to say this, but there are people who oppose the Federal 

teal Refuge Bill on the grounds that it is a substitute for work which the state» 7 

oil cen dos I suppose there are others who would reverse the logic. Do these 

esas people consider the Yellowstone a substitute for Itascal Do they argue 

| that there is no need for Itasca in view of the Cook County Forest Preserve? 

= cot | Cen't they see thet joint federel, state, and local setion is the only 

2 for nechanigm thue far devieed for getting performance on big Jobs in conservation? 

Sheol Maybe they have a better mechaniem uv» their sleeves. If so, they should pull 

a {t out and let the wblic see it. 

3 bas | 3. Rest Days: 

cf stad Refuges are not practicable in all situations. If you heave an open 

bisow lake a mile across, it is usually not preeticable to draw a paper line 

pee sround a quarter of it and sdminister it a refuge. For such leyouts there 

ated! {s, however, an entirely feasible alternative in the establishment of rest 

deys, 1.@. deys during the reguler open season on which no sheoting is 

wn sllowed on a prtioular area. Certain days of each week are usually 

- losicnated 

a 8
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oan Rest days are local in their very nature. They are not necessarily 

au established by legislation. Many ¢lubs use them effectively in the form 

aa of rules or by-laws. Wherever there cannot be refuges, there should be 

e rest days. All public shooting crounds will eventually need rest days, 

“a 7 even where adjacent refuges are established. 

Rest days offer an enormous field for imuroving the burned-ot con~ 

a dition of our lakes end marsh lands by mrely local action. The field 

— hag barely been touched. Our progress in developing it will be an exe 

a cellent test of the cavacity of our sportsmen for local self-government. 

oa Possibly the atate conservation departments end even federal sgencies 

va “ should temper the exercise of their regmlatory powers in accordance with 

ie the sufficiency of local action in such mattere as rest days. Certainly 

aaa they should exercise lesdership in inducing local agencies to establish rest 

s days. 
ob 180 

in Sveaking of leadership, it must make the angele ween to hear obstrue- 

. a tionists orate about "more federal game wardens" as if they were mere 

yin policemen. In what century do these obstructionists live and think and 

ee have their being? Have thoy ever seen a federal game warden? Tf could show 

ou them wardens who have revolutionized the attitnde of whole states without 

— neking an errest once a year. A game warden in any modern sense is not a 

aus policeman, he is an — a leader who texches neople the objects of 

lew and what they have to gain by cooperating in furtherance of those objects, 

a Even the million dollars provided by the Refuge Bill there wold only 

be about two federel wardens per state; not such an “army" de the obetruc- 

tloniste would have us believe. 

a So far I have dealt mostly with governmental measures ond the necessity 

= for governmental leadership all down the line. But we mst not lose sight 

oun of the besie fact that governmental action is of little avail except as a 

“8 typlement to a private action, and thet leadership by public officials ts 

we host effective when bacied by authority. This leads ue to a new but I think
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necessary item in eny national program for conservation of migratory birds, 

indae namely 

et 6 | bs Regulation of Private Shooting Grounds: 
tear T can best illustrate by citing o certain club which owns a large 

nae and excellent shooting ground surrounded by drained land. 

Several years ago the progressive elements in this club passed a rule 

ebb estadlishing a refuge in the middle of its holdings. ‘The refuge worked 

i oad like a charm. It worked so well that the unprogressive members could not 

atten endure to see the dig rafts of mallards feeding contentedly within its 

texot voundaries., They called a hurry-up meeting, abolished the refuge, and soon 

fuode vurned out the ducks from further use of their erstwhile resting place. ; 

eit Yow this backeliding was a matter of mblic as well of private interest. 

gerd vith nothing but drained lend round about, it meant that all the ducks in 

ows the county had to spend the day in the middle of the Mississippi. The 

little publie shooting which remains in that region was injured. The public 

trot? dnek supply was injured. ‘Why shouldn't the State conservation department 

eitor urge thet elub to re-establish its refuge, and failing response, clap a 

ovad closed season on ite entire grounds? 

, went This is not en anti-clubd argument. It is an argument for the public 

ob het relation of clube which fail to regulate themselves. Especially when the 

ob Lea padlic has established refuges and rest daye and planted food-plants on 

un wal poblic marsh lende, why shouldn't it require private clubs to do at least 

a9 well? 

ia a Obviously {t should, and obviously the job is one for the States. 

tao tt All elubds should be licensed, should de given an annual inspection by a 

tommatent State conservation officer, and closed down if the insvection 

mg Ot Teveale a lock of reasonable regard for the public interest. 

id bid Of course most clubs are actually more progressive then the surrounding 

ace Mblic. It is only the backward ones that weuld ever need to be forced 

an
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femenr | into line. 

£ of | 5. Remlatton of Overshooting: 
: In addition to and sometines independent of the burned-out condition 

9. bas of shooting grounds, there is the important question of regulating the number 

of birds legally killable. The stoppage of spring and market shooting of 

cates course wiped out the major vart of the overshooting problem, but there is a 

evit residual problem still unsolved. It includes but is bizger than the question 

orbs of daily bag limit per person. A group or a locality or a region may be over- 

henet | killing, either in point of mmbers, or in point of season, or in point of 

snesd nethods, or in point of crippling loss. ‘The present problem involves all 

<i these things and in addition is related to the adeouacy of refuges and rest 

athe days in each region. Finding a fair method of regulating overshooting which 

> od? | vill meet the vagaries of ducks, regions, climates, and humans, and which 

fe#2f | will de enforgeable, {s a mmch more intricate muzzle than I myself once 

dos | thought. TI have no specific solution. I am of the opinion, however, that 

mr od there are some remediable defects in our present system. 

eaele One fact stands out clearly: The enormous variability of regional 

end a8 well as loeal conditions. There are whole regions where shooting is much 

Swe | less devendent on storms than others, and usually these regions of steady 

idst shooting have a longer season as well as a greater rrovortion of suitable 

iiget | days in which to shoot. ‘The Southwest 1s an example. Most localities 

ev Bs {n the Southwest have over two months during which roughly half the days 

~ | tre "good", Here in Wisconsin few areas have more than three weeks of compar- 

4 ff4 able season, of which maybe a third of the days are "good". Should both hare 

emo «| the same limitations of !111? 

so et Another of the few questions which stand ont clearly is that of reason- 

sa le federal nexina, vithta yeich the states can regulate bag limits. 

a
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Soe Admitting thet the hunter in an “unateady" region should be given the chance 

f edar to make a relatively big bag when he does finally have the chanee, what is 

of vt a big bag? There seems to me to be » growing conviction that the present 

: Federal maximum of 25 per day is too big. I live in as "unsteady" a place 

ote Yo ag I have ever seen, but I know of few local hunters who ere not satisfied 

tid to to stop at the State limit of 15 on the very occasional "good day® which 

eoTD offers that many ducks. Is it logical for the federal regulations to 

sbi ae’ allow 25 in the regions heving a longer and better season? 

tab? %e This peychology of beg limite is « queer thing. George Shiras IIT 

wiffid |. ¢ites a Michigan County in whieh, up to 1895, about 300 deer licenses were 

bocten issued gach year. There had been no bag limit ur to that time. In 1895 a 

sent? | bag limit of five tucks was established. Immediately the mmber of licenses 

$ wyeb doubled, and everybody tried to "fi11 up" his limit of five male deer. 

» $2 | Doesn't this ease illuminate the mental vrocesses of those hunters are alleged 

e ffty | to oppose the reduction of the present maxim on ducks? Isn't the main 

over? | reason why it takes 25 ducks to make them happy the fact that the Federal 

; empet regalations inadvertently set up 25 ducks ag the definition of e mighty hunter? 

‘o* Regulating limits is in my opinion a pressing question, but less press- 

‘fou BB ing than the peceding items of this program. Moreover it is not so clear 

‘) geet | just what should be done, and who should do it. More states siould institute 

Stoome & compulsory report of game killed from each license holder so that more 

‘f Wem | actual date will be ovallable on just what conditions are. Personally I 

add at think that either a regional differentiation of the foderal maxima, or a 

sy" of | moderate nationwide reduction of the present federal maxiumm, is needed end 

je @% | vata de practionble, tut I realize that T have not enough evidence to ab- 
ze of | solutely prove tt. 

phos EE Of one thing T am sure, and that is the futility of delaying the rest 

st olds
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Cia} of the progrem just becense there is a widespread disagreement on bag limits. 

Ot To oppose the Migratory Bird Refuge Bill, for instance, becense of a person] 

if .@ velief thet the present Foederel bag limits are too high, seeme to me to be 

het an attitude which eon only mean the ultimate suicide of the conservation 

L te novement. é 

t ot Of this else I am sure, that as between cutting bag limits and short- 

ote ening seasons, the bag limit should be eut first. The so¢ial value of water- 

his fowl hunting is measurable in man-days spent in theopen, not in birdse-per-day 

& brought to bag. A three months’ season with a bag limit of five ducks per 

odie. day would be a more valuable social asset than a one month open season with 

eet a bag limit of Steaxtueksxnoxdsapoemds 15 per day, although both would be 

oad theoretically equal with respect to total kill. The point ie that the 

E68 everage citizen can hunt only at intervals much as week-ends, and the right 

aeot veather has an obstinate way of coming during the week. ‘Thus when seasons 

o of are short, the mumber of favorable combinations of duck-liberty and duck- 

snot weather become very few. Moreover the everage citizen seldom has a chanee 

oset to kill @ limit anyhow, - he usually hunts on poorer ground than the man who 

velonge to clubs and who can afford to travel long distances. Long seasons 

get with low limite are, therefore, more denoeratic and more desirable than 

sent short seagone with hich limite. 

wor | 5. MWiseedaneous York: 
ERS Refuges, mublic shooting crounds, rest days, reguistion of monopoly, 

lds end regulation of hunting sre not the ond of our ducking vossibilities, 

a foe There are inmamorable miscellaneous ways in which we cen help the birds 

fee | end inerease the benefits which flow from them. I will mention a few that = 

foe Theve noticed. There mst be many others. 

In the National Forests and in the Indien Reservations, there are 

| hundreds of mountain lakes exeellent for breeding fowl, and also for water- 

* ing stock. The stock trample the nests and eggs. Fencing off the bogey
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ft Yo shore line at intervals, with open gans for watering stock in between, 

A) ie? would greatly increase the anmal duck production on these lakes, and 

alter often Iixewise prevent the bogging of cattle. A steady source of income 

tte like the dollar license required by the Migratory Bird Refuge 3111 would 

re finenee many such a fence, ond send southward many a flock otherwise lost 

fe in infaney. 

aioe Needless burning of grass on marshes destroye meh food and nesting 

Set cover, usually during the crities] spring season, 

sored Timber cutting on shore lines often needlessly removes the nesting 

~ %a) | sites of wood ducks and other treenesting species. 

aed 8 River and harbor worka often affect waterfowl] vrejudicially when a 

soe! | bit of thought would show just ss good e wey not harmful to the birds. 

S5BTE These matters require only educational work. Thia »rogram means 

saeey nore wardens, and more wardens mean more educators - if we pick them and 

in ove | nay them right, and if we once convince the politicians that a warden is 

Ltda not merely a policeman. 

sme | 7+ Zthieel Binestton: 
yroted It is impossible and unnecessary that all duck hunters have the sane 

: dif | ethical code. It 1s possible and likewise necessery, that the mean level 

Soils of that code be progressively raised at a faster rate than unguided evolu- 

ee.) | tion seems able to raise it. 

Peeks Yor one thing, it 1s the mean ethical level of duck banters that deter- 

-~ fe | nines the public attitude toward conservation of duck bunting. 

ated! Furthermore, low ethics mean heavy killing, heavy eripvling, exvensive 

cf DM | law enforcoment, laggerd cooperation, and diffieult leadership. 

avast Mony hunters sre mentally ready for a higher code then has been shown ; 

z them. Good leaders cen exemplify and spread a higher code without making 

sabe | the error of rreaching tt. 

te ae! Bthigel education is to my mind © function not only of conservation =
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Tote associations but of conservation officials. Tf know one federal warden who, 

Low at @ salary one would be ashamed to offer a butcher's boy, end without ever 

cette nentioning the word, reised the ducking ethics of a whole state by several 

onat notehes in a few yeardby sheer personel zeal and example. We need more 

seoP sich, in both the State end Federal service. 

cimt | 8. International Progra: 

Es It has often been pointed out that our migratory birds sre an international 

yaean resource and that Mexico and the Central Americon States, as well ae Canada 

va and the United States, mst ultimately join in their protection. Our sporte- 

oe $e nen's aesociations are working to this end. 

Summary, 

6 tte This program has talked mainly ebout ducks, but merely to simplify : 

. : the sreument. Tho settion hers advocated applies, If think, to all nigratory 

aac waterfowl, geme ond non-game. 

% yer This program starts with the basie assumption thet American marsh 

on | lends ond the wild life thet inhsbits them are an inelienable part of 

® .% | cr national environment; that the opportunity to understend and en- 

joy them is one of our American standerda of living,end that such op- 

oigite | Portunity should be not only preserved as long as possible, but inereased 

dé % | nd extended for all time, 

spo ht This progran calls first of 211 for the passage of the Migratory 

Bird Refuge Bill now before Congress, because the migratory bird problem 

worta |'8 interstate and international, and bceause without federal funds and 

ike ‘esearch and leadershiv there 1s little hope of adequate local funds and 

dat | cal setion. 

ee The Migretory Bird Refuge Bill ts the beginning but not the ond of 

odd this program, Tt celle for state, county, mnicipal, corporate and 

co at 

4
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ae private programs, employing the best devices mown to the art game manage- 

— nent for ineressing the stock of birds, and the best devices known to the 

tia art of recrestional planning to assure their enjoyment by the greatest 

nae mmber of roople. 

aot The execution of this program calls for a little policing, con- 

La siderable funds, meohresearch, a great deal of enlightened leadership,» 

vast amount of edneation, cooperation, and private initiative, and a 

siti: love of outdoor Americs that is absolute and without shadow of turning. 

lac The policing will be - simple matter, notwithstanding the alarms 

s/89% | of those who cannot understand thet it ts merely an incidental duty of 

the policemen. 

baa The funds will be no serious drain ~ the cost of a battleship eadh 

Oe | year wit) do 18. 

bene The research is in competent hands and recuires only a little 

se yublie interest and financial support. 

oe The leadership, cooperation, and love of outdoors are the really 

oe vitel olements, It is our saving grace that these three things reaq t 

“2 to eath other; activate one and the others spring ur full-powered from — 

— that Unknown Source whence came also this fair lend, and men to sojoum — 

. ” and dueks to fly up and dow therein. 

a Bat? ‘ 
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THE RIVER OF THE MOTHER OF GOD 

vie By Aldo Leopold 
tase 

hig T am conscious of » considerable personal debt to the continent of 

a South America. 
> Sat 

eg Tt has given me, for instance, rubber for notor tires, which heve 

abe carried me to lonely places on the face of Mother Zarth where all her 

ouak ways are pleasantness, and all her cathe are peace. 

oe It has given me coffee, and to brew it, many a memorable campfire 

‘ with the dawn-wind rustling in autumnal trees. 

Xe It has given me rare woods, pleasant fruits, leather, medicines, 

a nitrates to make my garden bloom, and books about strange beasts and 

. encient peoples. I am not unaindful of my obligation for these things. 

aan but more than all of these, it has given me The River of The Mother of 

» | God. 

ae The river has been in my mind so long that I cannot recall just 

vhen or how I first heard of it. All that I remember is that long ago 

Lae @ Spanish Captain, wandering in some far Andean height, sent back word 

* * that he had found where a might river falls into the treckleas Amagonimn 

a forest, and disappears. He had named it 2) Bio del Madre de Dios. The 

: a Spanish Captain never came back. Iile the river, he disappeared. But 

: ver since some maps of South America have shown a short heavy line 

_ |mnning eastward beyond the Andes, a river without beginning and without 

- Jed, and labelled it The River of the Mother of God. 

: That short heevy line flung down upon the Blank vastness of tropical 

~ [ilderness has always seemed theberfect symbol of fhe Unknown Places of the 

“rth, And its neme, resonant of the clank of silver armor 2nd the cruel 

-— |"gress of the Cross, yet carrying a hush of reverence end ea mormor of the
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prows of falleons on the seven seas, has always seemed the symbol of 

Conquest, ~ the Conovest that has reduced those unknown Places, one by one, 

until now there are none left. ‘ 

ee And when I read thet MecMillan has planted the Radio among the Eskimos 
| of the furthest polar seas, and that Fverest is all but climbed, and that : 

THIET *oste As founting fisheries Mn: Wranged Sunk, f-teeou ths tem te ant De oft 
hd when there will no more be a short line on the map, without deginning and 

| without end; no might, river to fall from far Andean hoights into the Amazon- 

-— fan wilderness, and disappear. Motor boats will emtter throuch those track- 

lese forests, the clank of steam hoists will be heard in the Mountain of the 

<< Sun, and there will be phonogrerhs and chewing eum uponsthe River of The 

—— fother of God. 

-- No doubt it was "for thie the earth lay provaring quintillions of 
— years, for this the revolving centuries truly and steedily rolled." But 

. it marks a new epoch in the history of mankind, an epoch in which Unknown 

ss Places disarpear as a dominant fact in human life. 

“<< Ever since paleolithie man became consetous that his own home hunting 

‘/? ground was only part of » greater world, Unknown Pleces have been a seeminely 

— fixed facet in humen ntrennais and usually a major influence in human lives. 

“— Sumerian tribes, venturing the Unknown Places, found the valley of the 

_" luphrates and an imperial destiny. Fhoentetan sailors, venturing the un- 

se known seas, found Carthage and Cornwall and established commerce upon the 

EE wn. Honno, Ulysses, Bric, Colutbus ~ history 1s but o succession of 
. dventures into the Unknown. For unmmbered centuries the test of men and 

er tations hee been whether they “ehose rather to live miserably in this realm, 

-_ estered with inhabitants, or to venture forth, as beconeth men, into those 

—— Tenote lands. *
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And now, speaking geogravhically, the end of the Unknown is at hand. 

Otte This fact in our environment, seemingly as fixed ag the wind and the sun- 

meron sot, has ot last reached the vanishing voint. Ie it to be expected thet it 

ter shall be lost from human exvertence without something iikewise being lost 

from humen chereeter? 

{t % I think not. In fact, there 4s an inetinetive human reaction against 

fees the loss of fundamental environmental influences, of which history records 

serie neny examples. ‘The chase, for instances, was a fundamental fact in the life 

odtiv of 211 nomadic tribes. Again end again, when these tribes conquered and todr 

~ mak rossession of s&ricultural rerions, where they settled down and became 

eee! civilized and had no further need of hmnting, they nevertheless continued ir 

om | a8 @ sport, and as euch it persists to thie day, with ten millfon devotees 

edtol in America alone. [ 

It is this same reaction against the loss of adventure into the unknown 

eweey | vhich causes the hundreds of thousands to sally forth each year uron little 

am ¢t expeditions, afoot, by rack train, or by canoe, into the odd bites of wilder- 

eoal® | nese which commerce and “develorment" heave regretfully and temporarily left 

us here and there. Modest adventurers to be sure, compared with Henno, or 

ots | Lewis and Clarke. But so is the svorteman, with his setter dog in wreuit 

bea! of nartridges, a modest adventurer compared with his Meolithie sneestor in 

Pegesrtt single combat with the Auroeh bull. The point is that slong with the neces- 

vutem” | sity for expression of rectal instinets there heppily goes that capacity 

ewer | for {1lusion which enables little boys to fish happily in wesh-tubs. That 

£988 | copreity is a precious thing, If not overworiced. 

t eeowhe But there is a basic difference between the adventures of the chase and 

mold! | the adventures of wilderness trevel. Production of reame for the chase ean, 

sode®” | vith prover skill, ve suverimposed upon agriculture end forestry and ean 

etonet | thus be indefinitely perpetuated. But the wilderness cannot be superimposed 

tpon anything. The wilderness and economies are, in every ordinary sense, 

3
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etat miually exelusive. If the wilderness is to be perpetuated at all, it met 

stot te in sreas exclusively dedicsted p thet purpose. 

foie: We come now to the meetion: Is 1¢ posstble to preserve the element of 

Pott Unknown Places in onr nations] life? Te it preatiasdle to ¢o #0, without 

? 6 undue loss in economte velues? I say “yes” to both questions. But we met 

at} sect vigorously and cutekly, before the remaining bite of wilderness heve dis- 

wits apreared. 

«Fe Like parke end playgrounds and other "useless" things, any system of 

8 oor wilderness ‘areas wonld heve to be owned snd held for mublic use by the 

Pets Government. The fortunste thing is that the Governnent already owns enough 

s 82 of them, scattered here snd there in the voorer and rougher verte of the 

Amt Notionel Forests and Wational Perks, to make e very good stort. The one 

Z thing needful is for the Government to draw a Line around each one and say! 

totie "This is wilderness, snd wlldernese tt shall remain. A place where Americans 

SES my “venture forth, 2 becometh men, into remote lends.” 

ener Such a policy would not subtract even a fraction of one percent from 

88 Imp economte wealth, but would preserve a froction of what has, since first 

siwek | the flight of years began, boen weelth to the hamen spirit. 

ie There is 2 current sfvertisement of Yells’ outline of History which 

fgete ]coys "The unforgivable sin ta stending still, In all Nature, to cease to 

wie |trow is to perish." 1 surpose this »retty accurately summ-rizes the rebuttal 

fe |vhich the Heonomie American would make to the proposal of a national system 

ome | of wilderness pleygrounis. But what te standing sti11? And what constitutes 

~— |fovth? The Beonomie Amerte>n has shown very pisinly thet he thinks growth 

soft |\s the mmber of ctvhers edded yearly to the national pornisation and the : 
HOR [Mtionel denk-roll. But the Gigantossurus tried ont that definition of 

gat
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ee growth for several million years. He was a quantitative economist of the 

— first water. He edded two ciphers to his stature, and a etoggering row of 

“a ] then to his numbers. But he per'shed, the blind vietim of natural and "econ- 

a omic” lews, They made him, and they destroyed him. 

~— There has been just one really new thing since the Gigantoseurus. That 

“—— new thing is Man, the first creature in all the immensities of time and space 

ae: vhose evolution is self-directed. The first creature, in any spiritual 

i sense, to create his own environment. Is it not in that fact, rather than 

a in mere ciphers of dollers or pommletion, that we have grown? 

— The question of wilderness playgrounds is a question in self-control 

2 of environment. If we hed not exercised that control in other ways, we 

—_ vould already be in process of destruction by our own ciphers. Wilderness 

a playgrounds simply represent 2 new need for exercising it in a new direction. 

= Have we grown enough to realize this before it is too late? 

- I sey "too late” because wilderness is the one thing we cannot build 

— to order. When our ciphers remlt in slums, we can tear down enough of 

them to re-establish perks and playgrounds. When they choke traffic , we 

ps can tear dow enoygh of them to build highways end subways. But when our 

a ciphers heve choked out the last vestige of the Unknown Places, we cannot 

: wild new ones. To artifictally create wilderness areas would overwork the 

: a capacity for illusion of even little boys with wash-tubs, 

a Just whet is it that 1s choking out our lost veetiges of wildemescs? 

‘ssi Te {t real economie necd for farmlands? Go out and see them - they contain 

aa n0 farmlands vworkhy of the name, Is it reel economic need for timber? They 

oo Contain timber to be sure, mich of it better to look at than to sew, but 

a intil we start crowing timber on the eighty million acres of fire-gutted 

™ 4 tastes created by our “economic” system we have small ell to begrudge 

as Yhat timber they contain. The thing that is choking out the wilderness de 

® ‘ot true economics at all, but rather thet Frankenstein which our boosters
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vem have bulled, the "Good Roads Movement." 

sont This novenent, entirely sound and beneficial in its inception, hss been 
oan poosted until it resenbles a gold-rush, with about the same regard for ethics a 

“otmo and good oraftemanship. The spilled treasuries of Nature and of the Govern- 

; nent seom to incite about the same kind of stampede in the human mind. “ie 

d ven In this case the yellow lure is the Motor Tourist. Like Memon, he mst 

oui now de spelled with a cavital, and as with Mamon, we grovel at this feet, 

eeeee | and he rules ue with the insolence characteristic of a new god. We offer 

om ef | uw» our groves and our greenswards for him to camp upon, and he litters 

them with cans and with rubbish. We hand hin our wild life ond our wild 

a te | flowers, oak tanbiy continue the gesture after there are none left to hand. 

bfae | Mt of ell offerings foolish roads sre to him the most pleasing sacrifice. 

wale (Sinee they are mostly to be paid for by a distant treasury or by a 

eva distant posterity, they are likewise pleasing to us.) 

[ And of all foolish rosds, the most pleasing is the one that "opens up" 

to of fome last little vestige of virgin wilderness. With the unholy zeal of 

t ead? J fanatics we hunt them ont and pile them upon his altar, while from the 

+¢ ano | throats of 2 thousand luncheon clube and Chambers of Commerce and Greater 

vedelo | Govhor Prairie Associations rises the solemn chent "There is No God tut 

Sfiai |] Cacoline and Motor is his Provhett" 

toate The more denignant aspects of the Great God Motor and the really . 

Rs sound elements of the Good Roads Movement need no defense from me. They 

a? @ are cried from every housetop, and we 21] know them. What I am trying 

<3, e0 to pleture is the tragic ebeurdity of trying to whip the March of Empire 

tagmoe | inte « gallon. 

pier Very specifically, I om pointing out that in thie headlong stammede 

oosile 
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~~ for spéeé and ciphers we sre crushing the last remants of something that 

igi ought to be preserved for the spiritual and physical welfare of future 

Seuee Americans, even at the cost of sequiring » few lees millions of wealth 

bes or vorul tion in the Jong run. Something thet has helped build the race 

: in for such innumernble centuries that we may logically suvpose it will help 

preserve it in the centuries to come. 

é won Failing this, it seems to me we fail in the ultimate test of our 

& Sea vented superiority - the self-control of environment. Ye fall dack 

we ott into the dDlological category of the potato tug which exterminated the 

molt nobeto, ani thereby exterminated itself. 
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* ©) 7 j1ao Leopoia 

om ALMAN'S LEISURE 21108 
Mon | 
iil The text of this sermon is taken from the gospel according to Ariosto. 

‘i " 1 do not know the chapter and verse, but this is what he says: “How 

vail | niserable are the idle hours of the ignorant men!" 

a There are not many texts which T am able to agcept as gospel truths, 

sl tut this is one of them. I am willing to rise up and declare my belief 

ak that thie text 1s literally true; true forwards, true batkwards, true even 

ell vefore breakfast. The man who cen not enjoy his leisure is ignorant, thongs 

; his degrees exheust the alphabet, and the man who does enjoy his leisure is 

to some extent educated, though he never saw the inside of a school. 

It is doubtless my duty, on this occasion, to exhort you as to the 

prudent and profitable use of your leisure hours. But I can not do this 

with a very good grace, because neither prudence nor profit dictate the use 

| I meke of my own, and what I do not practice, I dare not preach, especially 

: to young persons. In fact, I had better come out with it here and now, so 

that you may know what a light-minded fellow stands here before you - 1 

ge confess my own leisure to be spent entirely in search of adventure, without 

4 Tegard to prudence, profit, self improvement, learning, or any other serious 

thing, I find that these serious things are a good deal like heaven; when 

they are too closely vursued as conscious objectives, they are never attained 

and seldom even understood. 

It ia donbtless also my duty, on this oeeasion, to explain to you that 

: to have a little leisure is a more seemly thing than to have a great deal, 

and that the reason for cultivating your hours of leisure intelligently is 

to better recreate yourselves for your hours of work. But I can not do even 

this, being inwardly aware that I myself covet 11 the leisure I can get, 

4 ‘nl as for whether leisure is to fit us for our work, or work to support us 

a :
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‘ for our leisure, I am quite unable to determine - I find each so delightful 

j that to subordinate one to the other would seem ungracious to Him who gives 

Hy us both. So you see that es a preacher on leisure, I eam a confessed failure 

: ond at the outset. Dut I om a great consumer of preachments - in fact, one of 

OEE Tine most unforgettable adventures I know of is to sally forth sone chill 

: winter evening, with a pipe and @ book, to hour what the old Hebrew Prophets, 

e of or those delightful Greeks, or the indefatigable German Philosophers have 

f teat to say on this very subject. 

dpe - There is Herodotus for instance ~- my classmates used to groan over him 

+ id and consume pounds of tobacco in preparing to flunk his dreary pages. But 

woe © | t never "took" Herodotus until ten years out of college, end then at my own 

. sweet will, brazenly, ont of a pony. I find him most delightful. He tells 

— how King Amasis the Pharaoh came back at a bunch of serious-minded courtiers 

— who had been upbraiding him for taking time off to go bunting. Amasis spoke 

—_ vp as follows: "Those who have bows stretch them at such time as they wish 

ee ? to use them « if they were stretched tight always they would break. So 

: aleo is the state of man; if he should always be in earnest and not relax 

sete 1 vinseif for sport at the due tine, he would either go mad or ve struck with 

—— stupor. Knowing this well, I distribute a portion of the time to each of 

ie the two ways of living." 

— Then there was the Son of Sirach, who slips into his stern precepts 

bond this little saying, “that wisdom cometh by opportunity of leisure, and that 

F hath little business shal] become wise." And he wasn't an I.W.W. either! 

ray Nor Socrates, who said that leisure is the fairest of 211 men's possessions. 

{S| ind then Stevenson, who proclains that "it is beyond « doubt that people 

of M | wnoald de a good deal idle in youth" ond that “extrene busyness, vhether at 

oe School or college, kirk or market, is a symptom of deficiont vitality, while 

o2. bas
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= a faculty for idleness implies a catholic apvetite and a strong sense of 

' — personal identity." Some people, he says, “ean not be idle, their nature is 

“ not generous enough." Stevenson, the generous, was a past master in the art 

‘a of idleness, and hie “Apology for Idlers" should be our gospel of leisure. 

a And the most convineing evidence of the anelity of his doctrine is that he 

a 

stnne | nist Rimes to death. 
= But I surely can not convince you of the pleasant adventures locked up 

. = in books by exhuming a few qnotations, eny more then you could convince me 

oa of the nleasres of tennis by showing me a racavet or a bucket of lime. 

ie Moreover, books ere only one little nart of the adventurous universe. Let 

— ue get deol to our original vrovosition, namely, thet leisure should be 

<— spent in search of adventure and inquire why this is so, endighy so few 

a people know it. 
4 woul 

oa The wherefore of adventure is @ question which no morte] can answer, 

“= any nore than he can tell why we need work, love, food, air, or sunshine, 

é 7 which are the other five necessaries of life. All that we know is that the 

a need {¢ born in us, and the more enterprising the race or individual, the 

pe stronger is the instinct. The clam and the turtle do not have it - we do. 

— It is associated with every great wen end great achievement in history. 

— It is essential that adventure, to be real, mst be in vart on untrodden 

: be ground. It {s because the vast majority of people do not have the courage to 

iz venture off the beaten path that they fail to find it, and live lop-sided 

ee lives eccordingly. Ae Sir “umphrey Gilbert seys, they "choose rather to live 

; ‘ail niserably within « reolm pestered with inhabitents, than to adventure forth 

’ x as beconeth men, into these remote lands." 

tia I dislike to admit it, mt it is a fact, that the leck of courage to 

a adventiire into the unknown is common even in our Universities. The man who 

ae spends his leisure in the pursuit of anything outside the “reguler" round of
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a i athletios, societies, dramatics, etc., is likely to be thought more or 

on less “queer”. When thus “queered” he often makes matters worse by beating 

-_? a retreat into the treaimill of regularity, whero, ten to one, he does not 

% »t all Delong. And thus we eraduate each yoar tens of thousands of nice 

' ia voys and girls, cheined for life to a little dusty piece of Tod's green 

an earth bounded on the north by dollars, on the south by movies, on the east 

sf by an automobile, and on the west by clothes. Of course, these things are 

< a all good, and there are even veorle who eke out a tolerable existence on 

. ‘ them, for like the squirrel born in a cage, they know nothing better. But 

aay | 1¢ 18 20 lose o pity, considering the vast untrodden pastures the “ord gave 

us to live in. 
3 oo 

a T do not expect to be particularly convincing at this stage of my argue 

ae nent becense you have not yet seen the tragedy of vroseribed lives. You 

; are Youth, which ie itself edventure. But the time will come when one of 

| ws you, who has chosen the collar-clothes-auto-movie route will tire of these 

hae things, and will need more dollars and more mtos, and then still more, to 

ial aseape boredom, while another, who may be different only in having develoved 

a oe thirst for collecting butterflies, or whittling at a bench, or growing 

4 # dahlise, will een his youth and constantly ougment hie havpiness. And this 

. nan will also somehow achieve many incidental things more imnortent than 

wen either his hapviness or his dahlias. Hie sons will love him beeanse he cen 

sain talk their young language. His fellow-men will respect him beeense he is 

be happy and generous. Hig volities and religion will be sound, beéause he is 

oii tolerant and sane and sympathetic. Dr. Cabot was talking about dahlias and 

7a other apvarently "little" thines when he said: "A specialty ean be a window 

* through which we esn look ont on 11 the world. T have known men, who, 

ak through the mastery of one small vrocess in watch-making, have developed 4 

< \iberal outlook on other difficult arts, a just pride in good workmanship, 

| ta an inventor's energy."
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si I suppose thet consistency demands thet I now point out the location 

‘3 of some of these untrodden pastures I have been talking about. I am con~- 

FS fronted by 4 peculiar hesitancy in doing so, because I have some claims 

4 staxed out in them myself, and I fear lest my few paltry words may fail to 

a convey to you how big they are, and how many fields of breathless interest 

wt they contain. Moreover a man really should “speak the laneuage” in order 

Fe to understand what ie in them. But I will try. 

ag Yesterdey for instance, I read about a man who had found an egg - & 

a plover's egg. He was in an ecstasy of delight and pride because the ogg 

= ves spotted whereas the eae of that particular species of plover should have 

been white. Now most of us would find little to erow over in a spotted ege: 

rot indeed if I should tell you that this spotted egg will go down as 4 erest 

vin discovery in ornithological history, you would be inelined to favor no with 

10%, en indulgent smile, and say “he's got ‘em too". Yet such is the fact; the 

dt discoverer of thie spotted egg will be ousted a hundred years from now by 

vii ornithologiets. The explanation is thie: There is only one species of 

f ; plover in the world that lays a white egg. All other plover's eges are 

a spotted. ‘This anomaly has always thrown @ monkey wrench into the theory of 

tal generic relations. Now it is proven thet even this one species occasionally 

tte lays a spotted egg like the other species. This spotted egg, regarded as a 

‘ 4 "throwback" or an ataviem, indicates that after all the whole gems of plovers 

“i had a common origin. ‘he monkey wrench is removed, and the whole world of 

ot science is indebted to the man who did it. Wow most people would call this 

eg amateur egg-eollector a "mt", But I call him a high adventurer in the 

a nysteries of life. 

std Onee I knew a doetor who worked so hard that he had to start playing or 

at Cash his ehecks. He chose fishing as his hobby. One evening he became so 

- theorbed in a trout pool that he fished until it was piteh dark, and he was
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a amazed to find that even on a pitch black night a trout could consistently 

a pick a black; gneat from « brown hackle. He begen tqstudy, as o hobby, the 

- . optical structures and powers of fish. 4e is finding himself in a new field 

‘nom fairly bristling with miracles. He is learning things that only God knew 

oiade vefore. But timid folks who stir up the dust on the beaten peth merely 

p¥EtOD think of him as a erank on fishing. 

yadd “hen I was a boy, there was an old German merchant who lived in a 

xe Oe little cottage. On Sundays he used to go out and knock ehips off the lime- 

stone ledges along the Mississippi, and he had a great tonnage of these 

svode chips, all labeled and catalogued. The chips contained little fossil back- 

— vones of some defunct water-creatures called chrynoids. The townspeople 

— regerded this gentle old fellow as just a little bit abnormal, wut harmless. 

naked Pretty soon the paper began to report the arrival of certain persons with 

oonkd names of strange lustre, and many titles, It was whispered that these visit - 

nt ma ors were great scientists, some of them from foreign lends, and some were 

walk among the world's leading peleontologists. They came to visit the harmless 

42 otto old man, end to hear his pronouncements on chrynoids, and they accepted these 

ovole pronouncements ag lew. When the old German died, the town awoke to the fact 

ddoge that he was a world-authority on his subject; a creator of knowledge; a maker 

scenes | of scientific history. He was a great man - a men beside whom the local 

| eyed captains of industry were mere wushwhackers. His collection went to a 

ont" Yational Museum, and his name is known in all the nations of the earth. 

a het I knew a dank president, who adventured in roses. Hoses made him a 

wefee | happy man and a better bank president. I know a wheel-nanufacturer who 

eh? adventures in tomatoes. He knows a11 about them, and whether as a result 

bee or as a epee, he elso knows all about wheels. I know a taxi-driver who. 

— Tomances in sweet corn. Once get him wound up, and you will be surprised 

( daa how much he knows, and hardly less at how mech there is to be know. I 

ol knew @ lawyer, who hobbied in the Indian tribes that onee inhabited what ia 

eed.
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— now the site of Chicego. When he died, his obituary called him a leader of 

toly the ber, ond the State's most eminent historian and ethnolociet. And we all 

te know Theodore Roosevelt, who was a stockman, soldier, and statesman by pro- 

HV regsion, but hardly less eminent as an ornithologist, mamelogist, hunter, 

et | iistorten, and geogravher. In estimating the full stature of this great 

‘etal nan it would be hard to eliminate his hobbies - they broadened him for his 

“— Tvork, and his work keyed him for the enjoyment and perfection of his hobbies. 

ake Now the point 1s that this kind of veople sre not born to greetness; 

eee they are mostly Just ordinary intellicent folk, who during their leteure 

tale, hours have the courage to step into untrodden paths, the rersisteney to 

*" ltoliow then, end that natural reverence of the works of Got which Christ 

— deseribed as "eyes to see, and eare to hear”. Of course not one in 2 

ine thousand of euch adventurers attains fame, but everyone of them atteine thet 

mane ttundant life, beside which fame is morely irrelevant. They live in o world 

‘ae of vast horizons, veside which the beeten vaths of conformity are literally 

iiss avrison. They see daily wonders and miracles, beside which the experiences 

eRe Ts nediecrity are self-imposed blindness. Our mortal trials ani ailments 

ee they also met undure, but they do not make mountains out of molehille who 

ead, tee dally a vast universe of which their fellows do not even know the exist- 

Pe FF Vinee, They are the chosen people, not because they are chosen of God, mt 

222° heoonse God ts chosen of them. Indeed they have attained culture, “by 

eME Vien T moan no mere affectation of knowledge, nor any power of glib speech, 

| or {dle command of the fopperies of art and Mitersture, but rather an in- 

vigad telligent interest in the possibilities of living" (Canby). That is 211 thet 

It on tatking about today - an intelligent interest in the possibilities of 

OTE Aitving. 

<_< In the modern world of highly svecteliced vocations, a man's work and 

= woe
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“4 Yon | a mente loleure ere the complementary factors that shape his life. Tt has 

sd eat always struck me fortunate when a professionel man for instance, who works 

Worn! with his brain in a mahogany office, finds his sdventures with his hands in 

5 Paeet a workshop or a garden. To oeensionally swelter or freeze, to suffer hunger 

rodeta end thirst, and cspecially to wea overalls and get the hands dirty, is 

it fen good for the soul. It is also fortunate when a farmer or crafsman ean find 

iow | his adventures in the world of brains and books. These may sound like 

2 platitudes, but the point I am making is that versonal experience is the only 

= yet teacher of other men's viewpoints, and it is limited viewpoint that chokes 

wad off more careers than any other single thing in the modern world. A man 

votfte: | May make a splendid start in life by knowing his business, but before he 

Ixounh climbs the ladder very far it becomes even more imvortent that he know men, - 

ae gant all kinds of men. But in general he can really kmow only as many kinds of 

= Pmde men es he himself is. Hence the thousands of single-track minds thet @]imb 

ine % | ® Tang or two and stop, because they know too mch business and too little 

ie 5 | humanity. 

hen Yo Now of course there are blind alleys whieh look like short euts to 

6 wi | edventure, in which lazy, stupid, and irreverent men have from tine 

a6 see | immemorial gotten their feet mddy, and have come back to the straight and 

sor | narrow path, if at all, with nothing more gained than 2 bad taste in their 

guece! | mouth. These ore the materialists, the jasz-adventurers, of whom Isaiah 

“ght | said that they feed on ashes, deceived hearts have turned them aside, and 

hice | there is a lie in their right hand. Those are the cheaters, who try to see 

mittee the universe without o ticket. That ticket is clean living, without which 

t a I] 20 mortal body may hope to sustain that een appreciation of beauty which 

getet! Job hod, and havvily thousands have had efter him, ¢ince "the morning starts 

+o = Sang together, ond ell the sons of God shouted for joy". 

“ I shall count this day a failure if I leave with you the impression that 

— these paths of high adventure, which T have tried to describe, are open 
a
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se g | only to “highbrowe". On the contrary they are closei pretty tight to euch 

cowta persons, becanse these pursue knowledge and distinetion as objectives, and 

athe. like those that pursue salvation, disqualify themselves at the outset from 

CO even understanding the jobject of their purmit. Neither is it et all tme 

+ bap that only doetors and paleontologists may tread therein; a good healthy 

Boom curtosity is better emipment with which to venture forth then any amount 

p otf of learning or education. Education is attained by and not for these 

hale things. And schooling, which I hold to be an entirely separete thing, is 

foam? | only a period of leisure whose object is to show us where an education 1s 

2% to be found. 
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"Unfinished Namsoripts" 
: te Dos 
2B ov. 6, 1923, 

“a A CRITICISH OF THE BOOSTER SPIRIT 
aie Aldo Leopold 

exit When the historians of the future write the story of our generation, 

ont the growth and spread of the Booster spirit will, I think, rank ag one of 

dealt the outstanding phenomena of the twentieth century. 

bill Boosteriem is not as yet firmly established in any country but our 

o% own. Perhaps it will not be. But it is en undeniable fact thet it touches 

seb the daily lives of a hundred million Americens, and dominates the lives of 

eta some of them. This alone establishes it as one of the great political and 

ne economie forces of our time. 

EB Boosterism is herd to gather uv within the confines of a definition. 

‘ Yrom the viewpoint of a Booster, it wight be called the aprlication to 

# civics of the truism that faith will move mountains. From the viewpoint of 

the critical observer, it might be defined by paravhrasing/ Decatur: "My 

| ut «May she always be right! But right or wrong, my _ WW" Directions: 

; ingert in the blank the name of any lodge, ward, corporation, luncheon club, 

city, county, or state which you own, or which owns you, and Boost! 

S Boosterian is new, at least in its abuses. Civic or sroup loyalty, in 

the more solid sense, is of course as old a6 morelity and civilization, but 

a the (to me) unholy wedlock between the moral principle of loyalty and the 

: ‘ technique of billboard advertising is a recent and not altogether pleasing 

al addition to the things that are under the sun. 

; The uses of Boosterism need no defppke from me. The organiser of the 

Chanber of Commerce extols them adequately when he awakens the civic con- 

. sciousness of our town for forty per cent of the gate receipts. The only 

ak thing about Boosterism that is not expounded to us daily is its abuses end 

_ Pfallactes. These I will attempt to describe. 

The philosovhy of boost is premised on certain tenets, which are 

a | 
ae a
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@ proclaimed every little while by mem cards, convention badges, billboards, 

¥ windshields and civie orators, but which do not apvear to hare yet been 

au collected in a areed. To write such a creed is not an appropriate task for 
23 

we en unbelfever. Possibly I entirely misapprehend the matter, but this is as 1 Gt 

j I understand it: 

1. To be big and grow bigger is the end and aim of cities and citizens. 
+ ine To be small when young is exeusable, tut to stay amall is failure. 

sb eit 2.’ The way to grow big is to advertise advantages and ignore defects, ; 
thereby abolishing them. Self-criticiem is akin to treason. 

Ripa 

3. Growth by labor, frugality, or natural increase is slow and old 
HELLO fashioned. Growth in pommlation is attained by decoying it from 

some other town or state. Growth in weelth is attained by attract- 
ing tourists or capital from elsewhere, or extracting appropriations 
from public treasuries. 

} meet 

4, Barned increment may indicate industry, but unearned inerement 
oives proves vision and brains. 

to galt 5. Unanimity is the only defensible attitude toward public questions. 

Minority opinions merely complicate the situation. 

: 6. Taxes are crushing entervrise, and mst be reduced, but our 
CORR appropriations ere entirely inadequate. 

vob ?. Bribing conventions and setting stool-pireons for tourists are és 
signs of friendly rivalry between cities. ' 

ii 8, The up-end-comingness of 2 town varies directly as the congestion 
St of its billvoards, luncheon clubs, and traffic, and inversely as 

lt its varking space. 

at 9, Haueational institutions, libraries, and parks are valuable 
wa business assets. They attract strangers. 

Sk 10, Skilled craftsmen may move to our town if they want to, but we 
gust have o11 men and motor tourists, for they are the salt of 
uthe earth. 

Suni This may not be all of it, but it is enough. let us examine in detail 

oo/8" | vhethor and why these propositions are true. 

vel First, what, concretely, 1s our ambition as a city? 100,000 by 1930 - 

of | ve heve blazoned it forth like an army with banners. This is well and good - 

&® city has as mech “right” to resolve to attain a phenomenal growth in
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DOT perulation as a citizen has to resolve to have 15 children, if not more so. 

Lorde And how are we going to get the 100,0007 By advertising our climate, by 

i fag craft and strategy in manimmlating the location of institutions, and by 

Sa, increasing tourist traffic. There is nothing necessarily wrong sbout any 

ar | of these things. But none of them are creative effort in any real sense. 

Surposing every city likewise resolved te live and grow by its wits instead 

: of by cresting values? (Most of them are, and maybe that is what is wrong 

with the country), 

Moreover, just why do we wish to grow by uncarned increment instead of 

an earned inorement derived from our own basic resources? Does it ever 

occur to the booster that we have fifty million acres of range in this state 

injured or ruined by overgracing, that could be made into a source of wealth 

and prosperity beside which his tourists and sanstorla are mere tubbles? 

That we have ‘a potential agriculture in this valley, crippled by seepage 

| and threatened by silting, that 1s deelining by neglect while he is playing 

with conventions and brase bands? That the lsck of mbiic interest in these 

reel resonrées is csusing them to deteriorate instead of develor? 

Moreover, just why are we so much more intense about decoying neweomers 

to New Mexico than we are about securing better education, better recrea- 

tional facilities, better mblic health serviec, and cleaner government for 

: the citizens already here? Did anysody ever see 2 boosters! program that 

: dealt with any of these internal bettorments with evon a fraction of the 

earnestness and ingenuity which it devotes to log-rolling for doubtful 

sete sprropriations or entertaining motorists? 

Can anyone deny that the vast fund of time, brains, and money now devoted 

ani to making our city big would sctually make it better if diverted to better- 

ae nent instead of bigness? 

Moreover are we sure that if we effected these ikternal betterments for 

me
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a qur own citizens, that we would have to bribe, threaten ani cajole new 

a people and new institutions to come here? I em afraid we could not keep 

rin | he ever ; ‘ 

nail In boosting, as in the Inquisition, the end justifies the means, Just 

2% now the boosters are lashing the latent patriotism of the Nation to build 

eae by public subscription a huge memorial senatorinm to the War Mothers of . 

of America - in Albuquerque. ‘The sweep and daring of the idea is ss splendid 

ieee ag ite avowed motive is sordid and miserable. Would you want the Merble 

: HNamfaeturer to conceive the splendid idea of passing the hat among your 

: friends, in order that he might build, for cost plus ten percent, a monument 

Ta to your mother? What is the difference? Will this splendid, monstrous 

— scheme find favor where stand the crosses, row on row, in Flanders fields? 

-— But, say the boosters, while the scheme ls selfish for Albuquerque, 1¢ will 

give expression to unselfish and lofty motives throughout the Nation. 

oa Indeed! was the Statue of liberty thus conceived? Did thevostminater 

ie Chanber of Commerce boost the Abbey? And why not charge a fee of admission 

“ to the battleground at Gettysburg? Perhaps we shall accomplishithis thing, 

and its greatness, like the gress, will grow and bury the inglorious memory 

au of its ineeption. 

"Pile the bodies high ay Austerlits and Waterloo 
amoht Shovel them under and let me work - 
~ I am the grass, I cover all." 

sia As Machiavelli, our preceptor since the Great Wer, once said: “Our 

aie experience has been thet those who have done great things have held good 

cum faith of little account". 

o The dooster is intensely provineial. A year ago he demanded a National 

an Park for New Mexieo. He did not know where or how, but he knew Jolly well 

oa why: A National Park would be ea tourist-getter of the first water, and 

‘2 tourists are to be desired sbove all things. They come, they see, they 

| spend, and they are even known to come back.
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s » Now « National Park is nothing more or less than the given word of the 

qq tnited States government that the place so designated is superlative among 

coat ptural wooders. Had Now Mexico places worthy of this high guarentee? If 

_ |}, were they so situated as to comprise a unit that could be encompassed 

¢ won | ty s boundary which would say "Here it is"? If not, was there any danger 

wr W pof car government being induced to certify as superlative something that 

ivomh | yas not so? The booster should worry! Could the (his) government deny that 

$2 ee | my state ovtclassed New Mexico in natural wonders? Could the(his) govern- 

verte’ | nent deny that the other children had been served pie and he had not? The 

asf? | government came rretty near giving ite querulous child 2 bottle of water to 

22 oF | mstlit up. 

aa lOe Ag with the givon word of the “nited States, so with its pocketbook. 

ae The boosbers of Santa Fe and Las Vegas conceived a scenic highway across 

evlj | the Sangre de Cristo Range. To recreate and inspire thelr own citizens? 

ahel [Yo indeed, to fetch tourists. It vee "the wonderland of the 4mericas", and 

jem’ | itce oll wonderlands except that of the refreshing Alice, it far excelled 

3 of | Svitzerlend, with which the boosters are always entirely familiar. what 

‘ BSA |vould this scenic highway cost? "A mere detail, that - find out leter - all 

/i ™® |ve know ie that it would cost too meh for us to build. It's about time the 

fovernment did something for northern New Mexico anyhow." Could the govern 

_ nent, in justige to existing needs for roads elsewhere, afford to anpropriate? 

“Ye are not representing ‘elsewhere! ~ we are building up our city". Should 

cave® | the "wonderland" eontinue under the Agricultural Department as a National 

416™ |Yorest? "It will continue under the department that helpe us get the money. 

lf your department won't, there are plenty of others that will." 

aa Thus is the pork barrel filled ~- and emptied. Thus do we attain “less 

val Governnent in business, and more business in government". Thus ere the buriens 

aot
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t of taxation reduced. Tims do ve tuild cities and attain prosperity. Thus 

sottay also does little Willie kick and squeal when his father denies his un- 

i seesonable demand for a now bicyele. 

iy The booster's yardstock 1s the dollar, and if he recognizes any other 

tea standard of value, or any other agency of accomplishment, he makes it a 

1s point of pride not to admit it. ven works of charity are bought and sold, 

mere like ecbbages or gasoline. Do we want to do something for the Boy Scoute? 

re ge Ye levy & subseription, hire an architect, and build them a cabin in the 

. dean | Mountains (which the Scouts ought to have bull themselves), and proceed to 

TrsyoR forget the Seout movement. We cannot see that what we shonld give toward 

‘ifiem | such esuses is ususlly not much money, but a little human interest. 

; A few months ago somebody discovered that the Bureum Bill reised the 

eet question of possible disintegration of the Paebdlo Indian commnes. A 

2g ws booster editor, commenting on the situation, cooly rointed out that the 

bd ok tourist-getting value of the Indians devended on their distinctive culture, 

etl] vhich should therefore be preserved until our industrial development made 

ne ties it no longer possible to do so. This was, I hope, the ultimate impertinence 

ptvew] of boosterism in the Southwest. That tho Indian eniture and ours should ’ 

veoh gy have been placed in connetition for the peenoneton of this country was 

ery inevitable, but the cool assumption that this lest little fragrent met 

nor necessartly disappear in order that an infinitesimal percentage of soot, 

a bricks, and dollers may be added to our own, detreys 2 fundamental dis- 

jt oat respect for the Creator, who made not only boosters, but mankind, in his 

foot inage. 

a The booster seems almost proud of the ugliness and destruction that 

4 eocompeny industrialiem, That sone of this is inevitable and necessary I 

08 em the first to admit. That 1 cannot de mitigated I emphatically deny. 

a Is there any real economic necessity for the army of billboards that 

4 a narches across the peaceful lendscapes of the Rio Grande Valley, flaunting
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rt its ribeld banners in the face of the eternal hills, and shouting at every 

ei. turn of the road what is the best brand of chewing gum, tires, or tobacco? 

ae And to top off this indignity, there is even a billboard erected by a Business 

; Yonan's Club proclaiming the virtues of our city! "Bt tu, Brute?” : 

ate Whence cometh thie noise? Is it a business necessity? On the contrary, 

£0g it 1s one of those competitive business evils that merely cost money and 

hi vonefit nobody. A zone for billboards at the entrence to the city, ad- 

: wi, vising travellers of the kind and location of its services, would be justi- 

SOE, fiable. But a gauntlet of billboards fifty miles long is not only bad 

ta msincss, but miserably bad taste. 

Oe Is there any sound economic reason why our comely public buildings 

cannot be crouped around a public plaza, instead of cremped into scattered 

SUP: lots where they will shortly be elbowed by such a maze of butcher shops and 

geod five~and-ten-cent stores as to be visible only from an airplane? Wo reason, 

od except that boosters and politicians do not know and will not learn the 

12 he, modern devices of public finance like the "Sxcess Condemnation Plan", which 

tthe would give us a plaza without additional cost. In all this needless ugliness 

30 the booster is not so mech ruthless as clumsy. A hundred percenter in make 

vs. ing the flag fly and the oagle scream, he is awkward in self-government. 

eat Yorshipping commerce, he is slow to regulate its own abuses. 

or The typical booster is entirely out of contact with the most fundamental 

Peed of his boasted resources, the soil. Ask the average one how many bushels 

S6E- | en sere of corn produces in our valley and he doesn't imow, but he will 

eel | quote you yards of statistics on what the touristd spends in our town. Ask 

a hin what is wrong with the livestock industry and he will answer drouth, 

DOS or foreign competition, or other accessories-—after-the-fact. He doesn't 

> | know that the fundamental reason is lack of a stable land tenure to produce 

ake srass, and that his own unintelligent end irresponsible polities is in turn 

© | responsible for this. Knowing nothing of the sofl, he does not have the
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nag | confidence of those who till the soil, and accordingly hie ensemodic efforts 

a drainage or other betterments come to neight. Mapnily there are excep- 

asoe | tions to this. Banks and boosters, in places, are doing a splendid and 

mecessful work in rebuilding thesericulture of the south, where the boll- 

ER woevll wrecked the cotton erop and the boosters had to do something or move 

toned | vt. 

sete Growing away from the soil has spiritual as well as economic consequences 

<¢amy | vhich sometimey lead one to doubt whether the booster's hundred percent 

<head Aneriesnien attaches itself to the contrary, or only to the living which we 

by hook or crook extreet from it. Recently our boosters “discovered” the 

anda Seniias. Since Corenado came, and defore, they have offered cool shades ani 

afer | peece to the inhabitants of this valley, but suddenly we resligze that they 

oh | °° there, and thet they sre beautiful. Do we refotce that our citizens 

swoute shall henceforth enjoy them? No so. "I love thy roeks and rille, thy 

safem | Yoods end templed hills" ~ es tourist bait. 

b teow The booster 1s covetous trifles, dDlissfully devoid of mblic policy, . 

é ond intolersnt of minorities , vathless, unsorupilous, crovincial, and extrave- 

¢get | cent of the government's purse as he is generous of his own, but he is nob 

dexoy | proud, Cleaning the boots of tourists, conventions, prospective investors, 

and other @ispensers of "prosperity" 16 congenial lebor, performed with an 

if te | cbseqiousness worthy of a head-weiter, and with as good an eye for gratuities. 

ss ss | "Ich Dien", but please like our town". Conventions present their demands g 

stem | for civic hospitality in the same ea tegorical imperative as an ultimatum 

~ aff | to the Turks, and the doosters receive it with a polite humility that e Turk 

oye 9 ld never emlate. The ordinary relations of guest and host, premised 

ace | ™ mtuol consideration and self respect, are displaced by « bragen self-int ereat
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F that survives nowhere else but in diplomacy and international relations. 

a Muto tourists demand "service", under nain of blackballing the town, and 

cal they get it. Mew enternrises demand a "bonus", under pain of locating 

: elsewhere. It is a hopeful sign that this "bonus" system is rapidly falling 

ie into disrepute. ' 
aeH 

Tt is characteristic of the"small boy" psychology of the booster that 

- he recognizes no kind of civic service save his own. If ones heard a sub- 

seription committees vehemently berate a dentist for his refusal to sign on 

“7 the dotted line. They charged him with fenoring his civie oblications. As 

am anatter of fact, the highly skilled and utterly conselentious professional 

i services of that partiouler dentist had done mora for the town, even measured 

enil by ite own matefialistic standards, than the now Chamber of Commerce which 

. a the committee purported to revresent. He had lived the rrecept of Carlisle, 

ol who said "The latest gospel in this world is, now thy work and do it". 

kee Likewise characteristic of the small bey ts the booster tendency toward 

mtual admiration societies. The solemn altruism and lofty ethical codes of 

red our four-and-twenty varieties of luncheon clubs ore not - as many outsiders 

sais aver - an hynoerisy. forgotten in the daily vrattice of their members. On 

ponte the contrary, these codes are a uniform, like the plumes and swords of 

i fraternal orders, and worn for a lite mrvose ~ the lifting up of the indi- 

oi vidual out of the treadmill of indvetry. Whether we know it or not, we all 

s Reod and seek this lifting up. 

: M And even boosters are lifted. The full meamre of devotion often civen 

4 to booster movements commands respect end admiration, regardless of the 

3 Present fallacies of the cause. Look back on the birth of volitical and 

3 Teligious liberty, and the more recent birth of internationalism, and see 

. : how each is full of fallacies and extremes ranging from the tragie to the 

a ludicrous. “ut sincerity is never Indicrous. Let us orities, therefore
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dad veware, in ridiculing the fallacies of this new thing "lest we laugh in 

oft the wrong place, and thus commit impiety when we think we ere achieving wit". 

wa One more admission of the possibility that true vitality end greatness 

reele underlies the booster idea. 1 once knew a doetor, who on the completion of 

odd his medical studies, returned to his home town to practice. He soon saw 

that the place was too small for him. "f realised", he says, "that I would 

1% of either have to move to the kind of a town T needed, or else make over ay 

Sage home town into thet kind of a place. I decided to make over my home town", 

b sat And he did. Me did it through a Chamber of Commerce. 

heel & The sweep end daring, the utter simplicity and directness of such 

Serer occasional manifestations of the booster spirit give the lie to any easy 

it yd assumtion thet tt 1s all froth and noise. Somewhers, somehow, it con+ 

etd tains the germ of e better order of things. Bren in our town there are 

> ow symptome of it. 

Every day on my way to my office I mass a booster billboard which 

sos exhorts me as follows: "Cities do not happen - BF A BUILDER - Support your 

+ HD Chamber of Commerce". Splendid truths, the firet two. f detest billboards, 

Owe bot this one interests me. Be a tuilder! Phere is a real ring in those 

5 adt worda., I lock over at the towering beauty of “The Franciscan", and am proud. 

etett "What vigor raised those spires; what joyful hand 
Put strength into those arches, gave the free 

ap hy Rock this immense end grotesque dignity, 
Making the strueture ereater then it nlanned! 

het what leughter shoo!: the builders ae they seanned 
Those grinning gargoyles, and a jubilee 
Spirit enlarged the workers” energy; 

is While laid with love, each stone was made to stand!" 

~@ The boosters built this lovely thing. I reeall the travail of civie 

a spirit, the fight with efvic sloth end inertia, which converted the dream to 

e wor 

9 tbat
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ae reality. I recall the conte t between the mediocrity which wanted “plein 

7 commercial architecture” and the vision which saw a building reflecting the 

va letory end traditions of the Southwest. The vision won. Out of this 

a jnmense, vigorous, unlovely thing called Boosterism, provincial as a carpet- 

= vegger, ruthless ss the Jusgerneut, intolerant as a Prussian, boisterous es 

— Foelleberry Mnn, bet courageous as the Vikings grew "The Prencieéan". Is ft 

= too mech to hore that this force, harnessed to 2 finer ideal, may some day 

— eecomplish good as well as big things? That our future standard of eivie 

= values may even exclude quantity. obtaived at the expense of quality, as 

: ; not worth while? ‘hen this is ageeonnlished shall we vindicete the truth 

— thet "the virtue of a living democracy constats not in ite ability to avoid 

“ nistakes, but in ite abllity to profit by them". 
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cd "Unfinished Memeeripts" 
; Aldo Leovold 

The following conclusions are drawn from this table and from observation: 

(1) Spiral 1s more common toward the southerly limit of the natural 

range than in the commercial redwood belt. 

(2) Spiral 18 more common on slopes than on flats. (The large number 

of Site I cases merely reflect the fact thet second-growth stanis 

on slopes are rare because the carly logging was largely confined 

to flats end fire has destroyed such stands as started on slopes. 

(3) Redwood as a species shows no tendency to spiral in one direction 

nore than in the other. Clockwise and counterclockwise seem 

eqally prevalent and uncorrelated with site or leeality. (Big 

River #11 counter?) 

(4) There ie 2 strong tendency toward concordance both in the menifeste- 

tion of svoiral end in ite orientation as between the svrouts and 

parent and as among the sorouts of a single clump. The excep- 

tions to this tendency are, however, sufficiedly striking to make 

untenable any conclusion that either the manifestation of spiral 

or its orientation are in thenselves a fixed genetic character. 

In other words, there is no strain or race of redwood which 

invariably spirals, or whieh invariably spirals in a given dire tion. 

All the observed facts would, however, be satisfied by the hypothesis 

| that there 1s « strain of redwood with a predisposition to spiral; that the 

nenifestation of spirsl depends uvon the action of environmental stimuli 

which usually affect whole clumps carrying the predisposition; that the 

4 strain predisposed to spiral is hardy but of inferior growth, size, and 

form, and hence tends to occuny voor sites and the outer limits of th france 

of the species; that the strain is not pure but subject to mixture with 

‘ee better strains, the offenrine showing Mendelian variations in all degrees.
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To the extent thet inferior strains exist, 1t becomes desirable to 

‘ eliminate them from the growing stock, especially if it be true that the 

predisposition to spiral is secomnanied by other undesirable characters. 

As already pointed out. opportunities for control already exist to a degree 

equalled by no other AmePicen commercial species. As a first move it would 

seom desirable to take seed only from the best types of trees, even should 

it prove necessary to fell them for the mrporse. The only other move 

clearly called for ie research to throw further light on the questions 

involved, 
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= "unfintéhed Mamseripts" 
= ‘ Aldo Leopold 

There are two principal types of wilderness travel, by cance and by 

pack train. ; 

3 All the large wild areas suitable for canoe trips are already wiped 

He | out this side of the Canedian boundary. There are a few small cemi-wild 

— canoe ares left on the Superior National Forest in Minnesota, and maybe in 

ae Haine, but this is all, These semi-wild spots are worth keeping, but they 

= are 

«i Possible Illustrations for 

rants "HE VANISHING WILpmess* 

towed By Aldo Leopold 

Elm Noe Title 
163759 "In the Gila Wilderness you can drag 2 pack for a month without once 

crossing your back trail" 

26315 "The Gila is poor in dollars wt rich in opportunity for raising 
deer, turkey, antelope, and trout” 

01721 "A Score of odd corners of the western Nationel Forests are the 
last places for wilderness hunting trips" 

38388 "With every entrance-wey guaried by high mountsins or impassable 
(or 304414) box canyons, it is doubtful whether it would pay to build roads 
(or 180965) into the Gila" : 

173159 "Few easternors realize the rate ut which roade are now being 
(or 184233 pushed into the western mountains” 

SL Rte festa 

Yor Outdoor America 

THE VANISHING WILpuRTESS 
Aldo Leopold 

U.S. Forost Service 

A few months ago a sportsman who had just come back from a big fame 

hunt in Alaska boasted that his trip had cost him "only $3,000". 

Tast fall T met an old deer hunter on the street during doer season. 

; Tesked him why he wasn't out in the hills. "Too many Fords", he replied. 

T think a good meny of us kmow what he meent. Gar sign in every canyon, 

far dust on every bush, a parking ground at every waterhole, and Fords on a 

3 q
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—- thougand hilis! That is what the Southwest is beginning to lool like in 

deer season. And $3,000 the cheapest alternative! 

oa In short, the time has come when sportsmen who are not content to do 

oso all their hunting from a car mst face not only the question of our vanish- 

nda ing seme, but also the question of our vanishing wilderness hunting grounds, 

~~ Ten years ego there were st least five big game regions in the South- 

a west where © msn could drag a pack mile for two weeks and see deer every 

day without crossing his back track. Today four of these regions have 

beon motorized, two for summer resorts, and two for lorring operations. The 

atts fifth is still there. It gocs without saying that these develoments are 

Pht all good things in their place - but where is that piece? TUverywhere! Hasn't 

the big game region - the wilderness srea ~ likewise a place in the scheme 

ee of things? Mot yet, apperently. We foolish hmmene who are hopelessly 

S09 addicted to the high hills msy soon have to pay $3,000 for a pack trip or 

go without. 

ae Of course there are sections of the country where the disappeerance of 

; 10) satisfectory wilderness areas is still e long way off. But why weit till : 

— the wilderness ie fone before considering the need for it? In our cities 

ne we can build apartments on vacant lots which the younesters neod to play 

) to ball, and then tear down the apartments to make vlayzrounds, if we have 

Money enough and enjoy spending it needlessly. But we can't fill a wilder- 

Ness full of Fords and sumacr boarders and then restore the wilderness, 10 

natter how meh money we have, or how levishly we spend it. Wilderness 

sen areas are the one kind of playcround we can not tuild at all. If we want 

them, we must save what we want. 

mad The question at issue ie how much our civilisation 1s willing to 

respect the needs of minorities. A majority of Americans undoubtedly have 

5 ia advanced to the stoge where their roereation 1s found somewhere between the
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ia Country Clud end Coney Island. But there remains a minority who can not find 

: recroation (in any true sense) except in the dack of beyond. They mat go 

a there once in so often or they (spiritually) perish. They can subsist a leng 

pe time on the mere hope of going there. But when "progresa"” takes away even 

i the hope, it takes away sonothing vital to their welfare and happiness. 

oe The Hational Parke, of course, now contain and always should retain 

aa large areas where the wilderness-fisherman, or the men who does not need a 

wal rifle under his knee, can lose himself and be haony. But it is unthinkable 

“ that hunting should ever invade the Parks. Accordingly the wilderness~ 

ae hunter mist be accommodated elsewhere. The National Forests mst do it, or 

as it will go undone. 

‘ The greater part of the National Forests must of course be permanently 

= devoted to forestry in the economie sense of tinber-production. Timber 

a production inevitably means roads and veite inevitably mean gasoline and 

= tourists. But meny National Forests contain regions of low economic value, 

: a or of such rovgh topogrerhy that their develovment for economic uses would 

J 5 ve relatively unprofitable. Why not select a number of such regions (at 

pe least one in each State) and save them as wilderness areas? 

‘ . Just es the Sunerior Forest was one of the last places where the man 

a of moderate means could go for a wilderness canoe trip, so are a score of 

a oda corners of the western forests the last places for wilderness hunting 

e trips with a peck train. CGenoeing down a lane of summer cottages is not a 

‘seek cenoe trin, neither is packing down a gravelled highway a pack trip, unless 

an one be equipped with that pathetic capaeity for illusion which enables little 

an Johnny to fish in a washtub. Johnny can't vote. an wet? 

; Wilderness areas are simply a problem of applying the principle of 

ion highest use, which in turn 1s simply a problem of intelligent planning of 

al recreational facilities. The highest use of the great body of National 

= Yorest is commercial timber production, with such grazing, agriculture, and
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di notorized recreation as is compatible therewith. But thet very fact makes 

sp wilderness srens the highest use of a few odd remaining corners, As long 

emed as moh of the National Forests remained wilderness, there was no problem. y 

edt But now that roads are ravidly reducing the available wilderness, we mst 

choose quickly from what aress roads are to be excluded. Few easterners 

ata realise the rate at which roads are now being meshed into the western 

rtbg mountains. In the modern West good roads are dogma. Good reads and more 

doutd roads are needed, and neoded badly, but in their prover place. And their 

dertet proper place is nearly everywhere, but not quite. For the good of our 

w $f schools and our crops and our vocketbooks let us heave good roads, but for 

the sake of our sons ani our souls let us heave a few places - at least one 

oval in each state = where roads are not. 

Aote The sportsmen of New Nexico have pieked out the place where they want 

eet their wildernoss. I% lies on the headwaters of the Gila River, in the Gile 

o 1 National Forest. The choice was simple - it is the only roadiess region 

« 96 left in the State. But 1t 48 also a good chotee. The region is poor in 

soot | dollars tut rich in opportunity for raleing deer, turkey, antelope, and 

trout. With every entranee-way fuerded by high mountains or well-nigh 

© %@ | impassable box canyons, it is doudtful at best if roads would pey. Certain 

Se | Darts of the area dear fine stands of yellow »ine, and this timber would, 

site | to de cure, "go to waste" without  ratlroad. But this is the only known 

gag | Conomic resource, utilization of which would be vrevented by excluding 

‘ego | toads. The area is grazed by three or four frontier type cow-renches but 

cdot | these need by no means be aisturded-~ in feet, they add to the attractive- 

_ [ss of the area, (A non-motorized cow-ranch ie now in itself worth pre~ 

doit ]Wrving - it ts @ lot rerer sight then a buffalo.) 

oe Of course there are fires. The Forest Service has already built a 

. a yetem of lookout tovers, telephone lin-s, and trails sufficient to handle
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a the fire eitention. These improvements are inconspicuous and do not seriously 

ston | detract from the wilderness flevor of the Gile region. 
Sfty Tn the Gila wilderness you can drag a pack mule for a month and see 

11 @R thrillers every day without once eroasing your back trail. Nor need you 

+ tn spend big money doing it. I made a three weeks veck trip there at a lese 

onal cost ver day then one would spend at the cheapest summer hotel. 

Laer Some argue that the wilderness-area idea is self-defeating because of 

oom overcrowding. This is best answered with figures. On the Gila area last 

2 Haagen fall there were 736 hunters by actual count et the entrance points, and I 

ppout | can personally testify that there was room for more. In addition a large 

soles | mmber of summer varties enjoyed the fishing. Of course overcrowding is 

> agg | voseible. Yhon it comes, we will need regulated kill (the limited license 

ee “ft | system) to take eare of the game, and this will mtomaticelly regulate the 

overcrowding. ; 

«ted Wheat 1s lacking to make the Gila Wilderness an established faes in- 

etiam | Stead of a thing hoped-for by a few? Mainly a thorough public discuesion : 

gyet | 80 that the arguments pro and con oan crystallize and thus be usable in : 

<tfeh | laying out and applying a definite national wilderness policy. The wilder- 

gyeet ] nese idea ie new. Weithar the Forest Service nor any other public agoney 

pore! | cen actually apply 1t¢ intellicently until 1t becomes known how many people 

edaee | vant wilderness areas, why, where, and how mch, Administering the Hationel 

od ef | Torests consists basically of the skilifal adjustment and development of a 

moos? | thousand different kinds of existing or potential uses, and when a new use 

-ebeot ] Comes along it eannot be dovetailed in with others until its vroponents 

sped! | “say what". 

o eae As to the Gila area, District Forester Pooler has already directed 

tg | that roads and summer homes be temporarily exeluded, vending an opportunity 

o * , for recreation policy to eryatallize ani fix the plese, if any, of ‘the 

e ‘[Yilderness area idea in our national program. A National Commission on
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at Outdoor Recreation has now been established. Orystallising and correlating 

v these new neede ia their narticular job. If the mblie wants the Gila area, 

7” or other similar anvliestions of the ides in the West, they should go inform 

- the Commiasion. 
aO78 

Sir Humphrey Gilbert, urbraiding his contemporaries, wondered why 

- they should "seek to live in this realm pestered vith inhebitents rather 
then venture forth, as becometh men, into those remote lande"., Little ata 

be he know how soon the shoe would be on the other foot - how soon we would lask 

~ not the spirit to venture forth, but the plece to venture int! May not that 

ae spirit "which becometh men" ~ which heowed a path for the march of empire < ; 

— now be made the means of keeping our empire fit to live in? Or are we | 

— really trying to ermlate John Burroughs’ potate me, which exterminated the 

— potato, and thereby extorminated itself? 
STOO 
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1. . "Unfinished vemuserints" 

(Is this gubetantial enough to warrant 
yadlication or is it just vapor? A.1. 

ston 
a SKILL IY FORESTRY 

Aldo Leopold 
> to U. &,. Forest Service 

act 5 

Not long ago @ well known Sfiviculturiet, after ten years of patient 

- scientific work, published « bulletin giving certain now conclusions about 

2 the fsetors determining reproduction of Yestern Yellow Pine. At the same 

a time a Iumberman, without scientific training, published en article giving 

dan his observations about the same subject. The two men were not previously 

aaa acqueinte?, end no way cen be traced whereby they may have exchanged ideas. 

an Thea Inmberman's “observations”, however, bear such a striking resemblance 

‘taal to conclusions of the Silviculturist, and the content of both involves 

ae subject matter so new and different from ideae heretofore current, thet 

there is foreed into the mind of the observer the question of whether there 

ts ony way to discover and utilize similar “intuitive” Judements in the 

vast flelds wherein scientifie conclusions are needed but not yet avallable. 

Or, to state the question more baldly: ‘The Silviculturist's Jndgment 

, cost $25,000 and took ten years to deliver. ‘The Immbernan's judgment cost 

the use of a pair of sharv eyes and aome spare time, and became available 

upon utterance. Granting the former class of truth to be in every way a 

nore valuable asset to forestry, the fact remains thet if there were 4 way 

to Aiscover and test the latter clase, 1t would give ue “something to go 

by" in @ mltitude of questions wherein we now flounder about, without the 

neans even start 2 scientific analysis, mech less to finish and use it. 

This attempt to shed a little light on so illusive a subject will 

diseuss in turn the fields in need of "something to go dy”, the nature of 

“intuitive judgement", and the possible means of detecting and the possible 

neans of detecting and using it.
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What We Don't Know 

It ie herdly necessary to repeat that the forester charged with the 

; responsibility of administering lands mst pass on many things, of great 

nonent in conserving the productivity of his property, which he never heard 

of in sehool. This is largely a refleation of the fact that no scientific 

nia nowledge of them exists, and the schools could not teach them if they 

a vanted to. Tspeelelly is it true that no localised knowledge existe. 

The body of written scientific knowledge in forestry is really limited 

“a to trees in their various relations, end even there it is limited enough. 

"7 Yet every day foresters are rendering judgments on fire control, range 

7 nanagement, watershed protection, erosion control, game snd fish manage- 

- nent, and recreation, the effects of which may be felt for centugies. Those 

fe effects are as vitel to the permanent productivity of the forest and the 

pe permanent welfare of the nation as the effects of good or bal judgment in 

™ forestry proper. Yet some of these subjects are scarcely yet baptized + 

a witness the babel of names. To be sure inye few eases & general frame- 

ee work of systematic knowledge has become visible in the dusk, tut these 

jad frames are so far from localized, end contain so mech lumber borrowed 

wa from other professions; that the wiee forester is cautious about where he 

cial hengs his hat. Who, for instance, hae set down the laws governing erosion 

4 {n the Southwest? And when will they be seat down? Moybe our grandsons 

cal will have them, but by thet time the best parts of the Southwest bid fair to 

We tepose in the Gulf of California. We met have "something to go by" now, 

oil Are there not, perhaps, some versone with such a “natural skill" ini this 

. martioular subject, that they have anticipated and carry in their mind 

am mbdstantially what the scientists will say when they get around to it a 

an decade or half a dozen decades hence! If such ean be found, it may save 

| tone f4ddling while Rome burns. 
11888
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What ta Natural Skil17 

We often hear that a certain man is a “good all-around forester.” There 

OGrES is no such thing. To be sure 9 forester cen and should "make a hand" in 

bc the atecharge of the greet variety of ordinary duties he is called upon to 

*' "| verform, but his real command of most of them mst slvays remain merely 
‘yom | superficial. In his real knowledge + the fields in which he has the “natuml 

etme | acil1" to dig deep and unravel really diffionlt questions - the forester, 

; like every other men, met remain very much a specialist. 

ot The main reason for this is that the field of any individuel's natural 

fo 98T | 4xi11 seems to de extremely limited. This fect seems to be generally un- 

See | recognined. We hearcof "good grazing men". 1 never saw one, i.e., a man 

i who possessed really deep penetration in both range and livestoek. Many 

poeta nen seem to have an astounding knowledge of stock, and a few are really at 

er home in range management, but I have never seen great capacity in both lines 

ee combined in one individual. A common case is the renger who often possesses 

na an almost uncanny "cow-sense" but knows nothing about renge. Such a man ean 

1 ride past a bunch of cattle and read their complete history for months past 

roma? | 25 voll ae thete vrobadle future movenents anf condition, But he eas ride 
<2 & piece of range for ten years without reading anything. 

ogaes We do not yet hear of "Yrosion Pngineers" but I have been wach im 

nett al pressed with the variation in ability to read eroston problems that exists 

i fhty sven among technical foresters. This brings up the point of what relation 

eve? | exists between natural skil1 and technical training. In my opinion, none. 

“| Yotural skill may be discovered, and is bound to de amplified and made nore 
IS! | useful, through training, wat it can not be generated in schools. 

_ We hear of mon skilled in wild life ~ "good, all-around naturalists". 
obaset "have seen one. This one understands doth animals and birds (a very rare 

* eat’ | case) tut as an administrator of wild life he would not pan out, because 
oe lacking in ability to see tt as a complex resource, rather than se individuals
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and spetfes. I once met a man with a national reputation as a naturalist. 

He probably knows more about lions than any man living, yet he was unusually 

on ef | svkwara in understanding feathered game, The writer, who has made some pre- 

& om? tense at helping to develop the science of wild life management, is keenly 

otter | avare of on entire absence of "naturel skill" in dealing with game animale, 

OCS What he may know in this field met always be a forced knowledge that can , 

Titty never get more than about so far or so deep. 

» edt The point is thet "naturel skill" seems to oceur in very small pieces, 

4 , of which no one man ever hes very many, and usually only one, 

fits Meny men ®re successful and useful foresters, without possessing 

rocet natural skill in anything relating to natural objects. Such men may, how- 

cc onw ever, possess the conservation viewpoint and such organizing ability that 

6 eae | their lack of natural skill is offset by their ability to use that possessed 

| ecm |] by others. Tf ineline to believe that some of the big work in forestry has 

vidos | been Gone by such men. — 

nfe so In the above discussion, the writer hae been forced to choose examples. 

» abte | from fields in which he does not feel wholly at sea. It does not seem un~ 

‘ay g@ |] Teasonable to mupnose, however, that the laws governing the penetration of 

ooiy & | the mind into the problems of forestry are any different in the larger and 

y nore important fields not mentioned. 

ry eett What, now, is the practical conclusion, if I may venture to make one on 

s seve | tuch a subject? The conclusion is that some men possess extraordinary powers 

etnine | of venetrating the unsolved problems of the forester, mt that in seeking to 

eqyial | discover such powers, it is well to remember that the individual usually 

coteew | Possesses them only with respect to a single very limited field. 

e Beyond this, I fear to tread. ; 

oven 
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lg. Detecting and Using Sktl1 

ontee It 19, of course, of no avail to believe that such skill exists, or 

enna to speculate on its allocation among individuals, without offering some 

STAN suggestion on how to find the tndividuel, and on how to test the brand of 

| dade skill which he may be alleged to possess. 

teven T can think of no method except thet of triel and error. But I be- 

lieve that the possibilities of even thie rough method have by no means 

‘the. to deen exhausted, 

Back in Forest School we were told how the estimates of timber cruisers 

ewes of the old school were checked against the actual out, and their proficiency 

Tete thus roughly determined. Later, foresters came along and by checking the 

sled? oruiser's “intuitive” estimate against their analytical, sctentifie estimates, 

toca the field of the cruiser's proficiency was accurately delineated. ‘This is a 

s weed | food analogy to chow the use of the trial and error test of natural skill, 

: pending the availability of scientific methods. It is the possible exten- 

+ waat sion of this test to other fields that is here proposed. 

TOS RET Tt ie, of course, already being used in other fields, mt the results 

tm oft are not preserved in such a way as to build up an actual skill record for 

| erom | each individuel Forest officer. For instance, two men disagree about the 

Wise carrying capacity of a range. One is sustained. Five years leter he is 

« dost | troven to have been either right or wrong. Corrective action is then 

wes to | taken if necessary, and sometimes one or doth men are informed of the result, 

vooetl | but seldom ts the result preserved as personnel record, checked againat 

eonee? | bie other Judgments, and his field of vroficiency thus gradually determined. 

& Another example: For many years overgrazing and fire on the watershed - 

‘ &8 a whole heave been eacepted as the vrime censes of erosion in the Southwest. 

» - | Anumber of men have now dissented. They claim that these are merely con- 

| | inetory factors; that overgrazing of streambeds Le the primary eauge,
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J Administrative treatment will of course be quite different in kind and 

; degree for the one theory as acainst the other. Meny years may elanse 

: vefore any scientific analysis of this problem is available, but mean- 

oat while huge values are st stake. Fifteen years of cumlative records as to 

ae the skill of both the dissenters and their opponents might, if available, 

“Pete help save those values. 

Most problems, to decide which {nvolves naturel skill, are of course 

veut cluttered with a miltitude of appendages extraneous to the mestion of 

wut skill, but probebly more or less potent in affecting the result or the 

standards of judging it. Every decision involves numerous premises with re- 

see snect to this extraneous material, and it is not always possible to state 

outs thet the result proves right or wrong judgment in the first inetance. More- 

eles over, results may take a deeade or a century by which time the naturel skill 

t ont question is probebly of more interest to the viogravher than to the sdminie- 

boos trator in charge. Granting that these difficulties may prevent the accumla- 

baer tion of @ conclusive personnel record, is it not perhaps nevertheless true 

, woke that the reeord will show the direction of a man's skill or absence of . : 

; tk{11? May not conclusive results in o few short-time tests of a man's 

seve | Skill throw light on bigger longer ones? Is it not poseible thet such a 

} deat record might often retrieve the now common mistake of keeping speclelists 

ered indefinitely in fields wherein they have no natural skill and acquire a 4 

1o9O%T superficial and therefore dengerous proficiency only by years of expensive 

eeolat | ffort? Would not the general practice of trying to keen such a record lent 

a tet | Needed dignity and prestige to real forestry, and help differentiate the 

go gif | ™n who shanes the destiny of a forest from the man who locates a renger 

s station, interprets a rogulation, or makes a speech before the Chamber of 

» @ eb | Commerce? 

dvecastt 4 IT am aware that this orticle asks more questions than it answers, The 

gedit? | Mly thing I am sure of is that poliey is being written mech faster than 

|
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stehA research can illumine the path, that huge values are at stake, and that 

tab there are neglected possibilities in personnel management that might be 

toted | found useful in telling us whet to do until research forges abreast of the 

. asd LT I A A A A CL CL LI tt LC A CEE CL LCD tat AN enh 

t (f don't see anything to this “natural skill". It's merely the difference : 
cing vetween inductive and deductive reagoning is it not? Possibly the hypothesis 

is not followed up and proven or disproven by your “natural skill" artist. 
If so he simply grovels in the dark all the time and never aan get past the 
“opinion” stage. In this case he may be @ real hindrance to the advencement 

stale of science. 

‘Lbs One mest continually make decisions in our work based upon an ineuffictent 
mmber of facts but science should take our decisions and find out whether 

Bante they are right or not. The fact that a man may guess wrong is not neces- 
sarily a reason for condomming him. Is there really anything to “naturel 

deere skill" except common eense and close observation?essseesered Cele) 

dedd (A.L. Probably the article will not set well with the scientific invesltga- 
tors. Believe you are on the right track however. It 1s my 014 cry - we 

-reve 7 spend too much time vroving the obvious -- only you will accent it from the 
man of “natural skill" and still prove,the result by collection of data and 

teem | study. My view is that many of these things are so clear to a man of 
"common sense and observation" ~ that it is no less than wasteful to spend 

ogeae time and money to prove them. Of course this is not always true - but 
freqently. 

» edd 

Tam inclined to agree with Joe however that it would be dangerous to con- 
| fe8# 7 Gonna man for his apvarent errors, or vice versa - since the changes are 

that we at the first investigater proves error in 10 to 100 years will be 
dae proven entirely correct by a later school of thought. Mathematics ie the 

eoeccecceceeMeMel, stalk only exact science MMC.) 

(In the example cited by Leopold in hie first paragravh the Iumberman was 
prcoge observing much simpler conditione then the Silviculturist. Many forest 
trebat offieers observing the conditions the Silviculturist was studying made 

opposite conclusions. Was their intuitive ability or power of observation 
— less than the Lumberman's? Would the latter have reached the conclusions he 
784 iid 1f he hed been working around Flagstaff? It took the Silviculturist and 
$<0¥te long study to get the conclusive dope. . 

hi Rundamental research is indispensable. We need more of it. But what we 
yen are suffering from especially is lack of application of what we already 

lmow. 1 conceive our fundamental job to be growing timber. This means 
dy ae forestry. The greatest obstecles to forestry in the Southwest are grazing 

a (as it has been during the past 15 years) end fire. Was the reason we 
old didn't commence to handle sheep grazing from o forestry point of view on 

the Colorado Plateau until 1921 because we didn't know what ought to be 
zeue done? Eight years ago a grazing research man after two yeers study recon 

tended the exclusion of sheep from the bunch grass yellow pine areas. Is 
ee there any doubt that one big cause of erosion in D-3 is overgrazing? Suppose 

ine Wwergrazing in the stream beds ig more serious than on the watershed as a
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% whole, is it praeticable at this tine to prevent grazing in the stream bveds 
bes vhile allowing it on the watersheds ss a whole? We do heve authority however 

to reduce the stocking and require better distribution on the range and 
seo thereby reduce overgrazing everywhere. A few days ago e district ranger in 

this office stated thet from the point of view of prevention of overgrazing, 
sente erosion, ete., he was unable to see that conditions on his district, part of 

which we know is eroded, are a bit better efter 15 years of administration 
—— then they would have been without any administration whatever. 
ob T : 
oer 1 think the innumerable deeistons which the forest officer is continually 
on af making sre administrative and are as to the machinery rather than the funda- 
oe 32 nentals, It doesn't require any nysterious ability to know what our main 
niqo” job is but lots of men don't seem to appreciate what it is. Ability to make 
se % decisions and correct conclusions-in other words, judgment i9 developed by 

experience under the conditions being dealt with. Expert knowledce has to 
pad be based on a certain amount of gray matter it is true but fundamentally it 

eden is, in my opinion, acquired. We give a man a year or two's experience as a 
vant supervisor, a ranger, & logging engineer, and expect him to be an expert. 
ftcea He has only begun to know the game. If I want a quick decision ae to the. 
reise cutting cycle under a new system of cutting in a little studied type, would 

I sendithe silviculturist or the lumberman with "natural ability". The 
a.) former every time. 
.etod 

Armee Yould we think of changing silviculturists {n charge of stations every two 
o gen or three years? Aron't we transferring administrative men a little too 
“yhirte often for securing efficiency on the individual Porest? ‘ 
moot 

eek 1 think Leopold and Tf have the same feeling of something needed. Tf have 
eet? read his paper with great interest. I don't see thet it makes so mmch 

difference in his argument whether there is such a thing as “natural 
wet | ebility" or “intuitive lmowledge”. “het he wants 1s to find out by a recon 

: meh which mest admittedly extend over many years, whose judgment is relisble 
: ted? regardless of how he got it. It strikes me that the difficnities inherent 
ane {n Leopold's proposal listed on hie last page, are very real. Why concen- 
fae trate on a new complicated piece of mechinery while we are not anywhere 

2 near reaching the possibilities of our present equipment?....se.sReBeMs) 
i$ of) 
rgeede | ° 
oivre | Special July 20, 1922. 
Lgo-6 
» seof | Memorandum for Mr. Leopold: 
LEED 
, mos The following random thoughte concern your article "Bkili in Forestry". You 

~ | admit "this article aske more questions than it answers". However, as I read 
vobeyt | Your article, the substance seems to revolve around two distinct withel broad 
ys oun | Mestions. 
«woud 

teers? | Lirst, can we expect a "pair of sharp eyes” (plus a HOTNBOOK) to replace to 
si mea) | Some extent sample plots and test tubes? 
$tnhld 
oO elf | Second, are we realizing fully the tremendous importance of "square pegs..."? 
tom! | U teke 1t thet any comments should be limite’ to the possible useful pur- 

hehaet | Poses served by the questions raised. 

areas 
ey tere 
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As to the first question, I could not very well votcotherwise than "Yes", 
: since Grazing decided two years ago to give the idea a try-out, in addition 

a forte to certain selentifie studies being carried on, singe the bulk of Studies 
n Eddy work last year and this has been and is being handled by this very mebhod. 
at of However, this ides needs defining. The time element is the determining 
aro? factor. The urging of a more wide-spread use of sharp eyes does not discount 
ele or even question the greater accuracy of the quedirat; rather it is a plea 
cote for time saving. Shell we wait for scientific quadrat answers to somo of 
fio babe cor biggest yuszles, or shall we make 9 start with some yardeticke construct ed 
neid out of two years general observations? If we decide in favor of the former, 

we shell heave nothing to guide us during the 10 years--or S--or 25-~except 
fdg 3 gvuinions. If the litter, we would at least have So 
ab ae Ignoring for the moment insistent erguments which always arise at this point, 
aiaex I wish to make my point as I see it; namely, that the wisdom of this choice 
4 dot, of traile to follow hinges on the meg behind the opinions end the man vehind 
sesh | the recorded observations. 
Teck 

ad 0 This brings us to the second broad problem; namely, “The man for the plac«". 
a aad In the light of the last paragraph, it asks also what determines the keen 
T8708 observer, what should be expectedoof him, ete. This forces at the out-set 
ad 08 the acknowledgment that all men are not "erexted equal", Most people hove 
feta distinet "leanings", "talents", "netural skill", or whatever you want to 
aoe I call it for certain sctivities of life, and happiness and cold efficteney 
oro? are doth served the better by placing these people where they fit best. 

The difference between people is especially true in their powers of observa- 
Biaee tion. Ten years measure a longer life span for some then fifty for others. 
ad one Some persons will gee more at a glance than others do from tornidly staring 
ea dte around for half en hour. Also in the placing of mon in positions requiring 

keen percention, one of the underlying principles of psychology should not 
Matt ve forgotten: namely, that "of ell the mental yowers, perception is the most 
[ a diffieult to develop after the sge of twenty". 
att? : 

ade In my Judgment then, I see no reason why the keen observers should not, ina 
Aodelw relatively short time, be able to construct some working principles which 
raget will be "something to go by" along th lines you mention of fire control, 

rent md range management, watershed protection, erosion, game and fish manegemont, 
osant or reecrestion. During the interval while we are forced to walt for sclentific 

r pee snewers to many phases of these problens, much can de accomplished by genere1 
: observation methods, Certain men are, undoubdtedly, better fitted for certain 
a lines of work. However, most of our force have added their bit to our stock 

iee® | of information along somesone line at least end practically every member of 
t the organisation ehowld be able to add some observation of value. Any means 

aromoll of stimiating bettor observation are certainly worth while, tut the limita 
tions should be appreciated. Any ressoneble amount of work done by executives 

er of? | In the attempt to plee employees in the line of work where they best belong 
dim | ts most certainly worth while. ssesesereseleYe) 

5 BG 

Leeawe Duluth, Minn. 
: 6/4/23 

femtl | Dear Leos 
© OOS 

, John Heyes Hammond a few yeare since edited an article in Colliers on the 
-20ntt subject of skill as he has noted its abeenee or mresence in the field of 
oat 
apeot 

as
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oc Le civil engineering. He hit at the same points as your article. I have no 
oo doubt but that the civil engineering profession. @enied the trath of J.H.M. 
oae view point on the subject. The truth however was evident to soue just as 
vowoll you have hit upon it. Bow to make the vrofession of forestry realize it is 

a the problem. It wil) some day and when it doos it will take great sotis- 
va fastion in telling the world of the discovery of the profession. 

‘a Fires popping here. seccevocencessReW eRe) 

. . EO a ee en A RTS CT A A LC A aT AR NR NTN RARE ME RR A 

ie ov 
Lalas A Decade of Development in Game Management. . 
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"Unfinished Manuscripts” me 
Aldo Leopold 

Article . ‘ Boon. Determiniem in Mat. For. 

Ra Timber - compound interset 
dolg 
Gired Prevent Forest Pires -~ "It Pays® | 
wele 
 BOy, Brosion - moral issue : 
eon Wetersheds - Verde and Yest side i 
ee tere 

suas SOONOMIC DETERMINISM IN NATIONAL FORESTRY 

ia "Prevent Forest Pires - It Pays". There wes mech to-do, in the @is- 
pagers cussiona leading up to the adoption of this offtetal slogen of the nation. i 
t al fire vrevention campaign, as to whether "ft Pays" should be added, or 

ba left off. 

now? The fact thet it wos not left off mey be regarded os a straw which 
Reh showa which way the wind blows in national forestry. It seems to indicate 

. economic profit as @ major vremise in national forest policy. Tt seene to 

2 imply that eny voelicy involving expenditure most pay en economic return in 

i order to be justified. That national forest policies are actually premised 
rase® | on some such theory will probebly be gainsaid by no one. The thoory may be 
5 i vague and as yet 111-~defined:; the returns asy be direct or indtrect, present 

s or future; but the economic vrenice exists, and ig so real and substantial 

e | end 80 universally accented that probably few would admit any exseptions to 
f it as tenable in any ease, 

t The purpose of this discussion is to challenge the logic of economic 

2 determinism with Pespect to certain rolicies, and to point out some of the 

: 4 inconsi stenaies arising from the attempt to apply it to #11 questions, re- 

gerdiesa of their nature. 

The most futile attempt to blindly apply theeegonomic criterion is in 

the ense of watershed protection. In the Southwest certain forests were 

; Sreated for the svowed and sole mrnose of protecting the headwaters of 

 |iainages feeding great reclamation projects like Salt River, on which the 

- |bosevelt Reservoir wee then being constructed. The prevention of silting 

as 
"|
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1 tnrough conservation of range and tree grovth on these drainages vas 
bei otvimsly of @irect economie consequence. But in laying out the arene, 

| ono slope of 6 mountain range trained into Salt River; the other side 

| atest feed sone other ctroan on which no reclamation project was bullt 

“e oy intended. Often neither drainage bore enouch timber to Justify with- 

, fraval, Should the Withdrawal stop at the divide? Such an arbitrary 

tide division would be revolting to common sense, although strictly logical under 

e the rurely economic criterion. The action sctually taken was fortunately 

Hat muided by common sense, rather then theory 
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a , "unfinished Nemuseripte" 
e for Bulletin Amer @.P.A. Fe 

vi Aldo. Leopold 
é Secretary, New Mexico Game Protective Association 

amp 

my Dy Tt is to be fervently hoped that by the time this te yblished, Congress 

to will have passed the Public Shooting Ground ~ Game Refuge Bil1, thereby 

emg taking the first end most urgently needed step in conserving our vanishing 

wih mnting grounds. 

ent Tf national conservation and development of wildfow] waters gives as 

hide, good results as national conservation of wildfewl - and therecis every 

reason to believe that 1t will give even better - it is nrobably safe to say 

that barring wholesale enidemics or wholesale spread of the waste of] menace, 

our ducke, and dvekhunters, are for the present safe. 

But how ebont big game, and dig came hunting grounds? In the West, 

thinking sportsmen seem pretty well agrend thet predatory animal control, F 

i pane refuges, end in a few cases rublic provision ofwinter renge and regala- 

tion of annual Irill, will restore our depleted herds to productivity. But 

now before any one of these four remedies has been given a real tryout in 

’ even a single state, it seems to me that we are confronted with a new menace 

almost a8 serious as the depletion of the game, ~ namely, the depletion of 

the hunting crounds. 

tho wants to stalk his buck to the msic of a motor? Or track his 

turkey on thetrail of the knobby tread? Who that is called to the high 

hills for a real pesear wants to wrangle his packs along a gravelled high- 

vay? Yot that is what ve are headed for, at least in the Southwest. Car 

sign in every canyon, cer dust on every bush, @ parking ground at every 

vaterhole, and Yords on a thousand hills!



ed ‘unfinished Nemseripte” 20% Aldo Leopold 

es When the frost 1s on the pumpkin 

ies and the bucks are in the blue - what? Gere 

Hough article ~ which I hope was read twige by every one of those 

two million five hundred thousand purchasers of the Sat. ive. Poot. - 
7” Thus passeth the wilderness. 
tn§ 

"And there shell be no more 

The Rape of the Wilderness. Yert a few comely sleves for their service. 
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4 “UNFINISHED MANUSORIPTS® : ’ Aldo Leopold 

SOME FUNDAMENTALS OF CONSERVATION 
: TH°THE SOUTHWEST 

node ’ 
Aldo Leopold 

’ Sak U. &. Porest Service 

‘3.908 
! 

The future deVolopment of the Southwest must depend lergely on the follow- 

a ing resources and advantages: 

me Minerale: Chiefly copper and coal. 

pe Oxeenia: Farms, renges, forests, waters and water povers. 

ie Climatio: Chiefly health and winter resort possibilities. : 

: Historie: Archaeological and histories] interest. 

Geogravhic: On route to California and Mexico. 

; This discussion 1s confined to the two first named. While the last 

three are of grest value, the Southwest should hardly de satisfied to build 

its future pron then. They ere what might be termed "unearned advantages". : 

Exelm@ting these, it4s aprarent that all of the remaining e¢onomie re- 

sources are of such a nature that their vermanent usefulness ie affected 

: more or less by thet idea or mathod of develonment broadly called "eonserva- 

tion", It 1s the murnose of this vaper to diseuss the extent to which thie 

{s true, and the extent to which unskillful or non-conservative methods of 

exnloitation throaten to limit or destroy thelr permanent usefulness. 

; A brief stetement of some of tho salient facets about each of these re- 

sources ig first nocessary as a background: 

Minerals: Of 6 of the leading Arizona copper mines, the average life 

In sight {s 22 years. This is a short life. Undoubtedly, our mineral 

vealth will be expanded from time to time by new processes, better trans - 

portation, Aiscovery of additionel ore bodies, demand for rate minerals, 

exoloitetion of gross minerals soch es sulphur ani aslt, and possible dis- 

covery of ofl. But the feet remains that with the excertion of coal, the 
tinsel winkte @ibs Southwest, from the standpoint of an sconomic foundation
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h for soclety, is exhoustible. Owr coal will probably always be handteapped 

a by long hauls and ebsence of water transport. 

Ferns % Waters mot be considered together. The late arouth ought 

to have sufficiently redesonstrated that generally speaking, ary farming, ae 

wit & sole dependence for a livelihood, ts = broken reed. Ths outstanding fact 

thet we can never change is that we have roughly twenty million seres of 

water produeing or mountain area end fifty million acres of ares walting 

: for water, Most of the latter ts tilleble. But if 1¢ takes say four feet 

of water per year to till it, whereas less than two feet falls on the 

nountsins, of which only & very smmll percent runs off in streams in useable 

form. Therefore tf we Immounded all the non-flood run-off and hed no evapora. 

evdt tion (both imrossibilitiee) we should stil) have scores of times more land 

ati than water to till {t, Thie 1s vartlally offset by underground storage of 

pert of the wnter which does not run off, but nevertheless we still have an 

TOR overwhelming shortage of water as comvared with land. Therefore the tera 

efor "irrigsble lend" actually represents a combination of ne-tural resources 

‘ehh which is really very rare end accordingly vital to our future. By arti-+ 

rf al fielally {mpounding water we ore steadily adding to our irrigated ares, 

5 feree wut these gains are being of ‘set by erosion losses in the smaller valleys, 

where water was oasily avatlable simply through diversion, Broadly speaking, 

ertaee no net gain is remlting. We are losing the easily irrigeble land and 

"replaeing” it by land reclaimed at great expense. The significant fact 

fe gi | that is not understood ts thet this "replacement" 1s no replacenent at 

¢feey | 211, but rather slicing at one ond of our loaf while the other ond sloughs 

eit’ | vay in waste. Some dey the slicing and sloughing will meet. Then we shall 

y fend Tealige that we needed the vhole loaf, 

royee Heber Powers. Erosion and silting sre likewise detertorating our water 

cenit | pwers, though the silting of a reservoir is not so destructive te its power
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3 possibilities as to its use for irrigation. Also the water powers not 

| dependent upon storage are not yet bedly damaged. 1 ie obvious, however, 

thet anything which demsges the regularity of stream flow and interferes 

i at with storage of waters is depreciating the value of our power resources. 

288 Forests. While _% of our area doers trees, only of this bears 

fads sawtimber, of which the present stand is 35 billion fect. Most of this 

ota sawtimber land is in the National Forests. The management plans of the . 

tot Forest Service indicate that if hendled under proper nethods these saw- 

ve te timber lands will sustain indefinitely a out of 300 million feet per yoar, 

qsrem A larger out will be possible tesporsrily because of the excess proportion 

Erst of mature stands. : 

sob New Nexieo and Arizona now consume about 450 million feet per yoar. 

rest The s@lient fact about our forests, therefore, is this: that in the long 

tat ron the timber yield will only partly suffice to sustain our own agriculture, 

OFG cities,end mines. While its conservation for these parvoses is of course 

Pepeee* absolutely essential, in order that we may not have to depend on exnensive 

tn belie’ inportations. But even with good forestry, the Southwest can not figure 

atott: on tinber export as e future source of wealth. 

+ 4a Ranges: Arigona ond New Mexico are carrying about three million sheep 

eso | and two million cattle, About one-fourth of these are on the National 

of 88 | Forests. It would not mean anything to try to state in figures the original 

icot" carrying eapacity of the two States, because much of the virgin range was 

ged | without water. Great progress hes been made in developing water, wut there 

( ,i® | has alwo taken place a wholesale deterloration in beth the quality and 

yee | quantity of forage. On certain areas of National Forests and privately 

sifae% | owned renge this deterioration has been checked and the productiveness of 

7 | the furean partially restored through range improvements and conservative 

Reet Wethods of handling stock. The remainder contimes to deteriorate under 

ie the system of competitive destruction inherited from frontier days wut now
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* perpetuated by the archaie land polley of the government and some of the 

- several states. It is safe to state that the condition of our range forage 

- hes depreciated 50% and is still going down hill. 

- This overgrazing of our ranges is chiefly responsible for the erosion 

vhich is tearing out our smaller valleys and dusping them into the reservoirs 
- on which our larger valleys are dependent. The sigaificant elenent in this 

oo situation is that cessation of overgraging will usually not check this erosion. 

— Summary: All of our organic resources sre in a run-down condition. 

“— Under existing nethods of management our Forests may be expected to improve, 

7 wut our tote] possible farm areas are dwindling and our waters end ranges, 

ee are still deteriorating. In the ease of our ranges, deterioration could be 

easily checked by conservative handling, and the original produetivenese 

— regained and restored, Dut the deterioration of our fundamental resourees - 

~ land end water ~- is in the nature of permanent destruction, and the vPOC OSS 

e is cumlative and gaining momentum every year. 4 
wot 
aie Srosion and Aridity. 

8 The task of checking the ravages of oresion ond restoring our organic. 

ee Tesourses to & productive condition is so intricate and difficult a problem 

that we aust know something ehont eomiges bofore we can well consider remodios, 

ge: is our Climate Changing? The very first thing to know about causes is 

— vhether we are dealing vith an “aot of God", or merely with the consequences 

of unwise use by man. If this collapse of stable equilibriun in our soil 

= and its cover is being caused or ageravated by a change in climate, the 

ie Possible beneficial results of conservation might be very limited. On the 

“ other hend, if there ia no chenge of ¢limate going on, the possible results 

“" ] °f conservation are limited only by the technioal ekill vhich we can train 

ee upon the problem and the wblic backing available to get it applied. 

"— Tn discuseing climatic changes, a clear differentiation between the |
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bai ceologien! and histories] viewpoints 1s essential. The status of our climate 

Rs from the geologics1 viewpoint has nothing to do with the question in hand. 

a Any such changes that may be taking place would be too slow to have any 

ee bearing on Imman probdlens, 

he Historieally spesking, our climate has recently bean cheeked back with 

a considerable acouraey to 1390 A.D. through study of the grovth rings of 

$30 Yellow Pins in Arizona, ani to 1220 B.C, through the growth rings of Sequoia 

in California. These studies, econdueted vy Dougles and Hunting@on, demon- 

a strate convincingly thet there has been no great increase or decrease in 

dud aridity of the Southwest during the last 3,000 years. 

“a Yellow pines recently excavated at Plagstaff show very large growth 

iene rings, indicating a wetter climate during some recent geological epoch, 

one? but aa previously stated, that has a merely academic bearingvon our problem. 

saad Ancient Indien ditches and ruins in localities now apparently too dry 

% a for either irrigation or dry forming would seem to contradict the eonelusion 

derived fron tree rings, but little is kmown of the age of these relies or 

the habite of the people who left them. Archneologists predict that we may 

seal ‘soon know more sbout the age of the cliff evlture through possible discoy- 

talk eries connecting it with the now accurately determined chronology of the . 

| ye Maye culture in Contral Americas : 

sjede Long straight ceder timbers found in some Southwestern ruins likewise 

sur BO night be taken to indleste © process of Aessieation, but other and unknown 

} a feetors are involved, ouch os the effect of fire on our forests and the 

sale Uistences from which the tinbers were transported. : 

code Changes in the distribution of forest tyres likewise might be inter- 4 

os a weted to throw « little light on the recent tendency of our climate. . In 

‘an the brush forests of southern Arizona there ts strong evidencebOf @n uphill 

SH = Teceasion, such as would sccompeny dessiention, former woodland now being 

“=
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3 j oceupied by brush species and former yellow pine by woodland and brush. 

At the same time, in the region of tho Prescott and Tusayan Yorests, there 

a {s an indisputable encroachment of Juntpor downward into former open parks. 

pss: A similar encroachnent of yellow pine ie taking place in the Sitgreaves and 

wes Apache Forests. Host of these changes, however, can be accounted for through 

parely local causes such as fire and grazing. This fact, and the fact that 

oe aay attempt at a climatic theory of eensation would reglt in controdictory 

A conclusions, makes it seen logical to regard these phenomena either as 

; . shedding no light on the question of climate, or as vossibly somewhat sub- 

ee stantiating the conclusion derived from tree-rings. 

In general, there thus far appears to be no clear evidence of desstea- 

tion during any recent unit of time small enough to be considered from an 

- economic stenipoint, but at least one line of cretty clear evidence es to 

ths general stability of our climate during the last 3,000 yoars. 

— Drouth Creles and Thoir Bffeck. While setence has shown that there is 

saab no general trend in our climate either for better or for worse, it has shown 

= nost conclusively thet there are periodic fluctuations which vitally effect 

1 our prosperity and the methods of handling our resources. The same tree 

“3 rings which assure us that Southwestern climate has been stable for 3,000 

years, warn us plainly that it has been decidedly unstable from year to 

= yoor, and that the drouth now so strongly impressed on overy mind and pooket- 
x book fs not an isolated or an accidental bit of hard luck, but a periodic 

io phenomenon the occurrence of which may be antictpeted with almost the same 

2 certainty as we onticipate the days end the seasons. I+ is cause for aston- 
. {shnont that our attitude toward these drouthe which wreck whole industries, 

an cmse huge wastes of wealth and resources, and even empty the treasures of 

oe Commonweniths should still be that of the Arkansan toward his roof ~ in 

sue fair weather no need to worry, and in foul weather too wet to work. 

a The tree rings show, in short, thet about every 11 yeare we have a
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a drovth. Pvery couple of centuries this li-year interval lengthens or 

Z shortens rather abruptly, running s¢ low as 9 and as high as 14, The 

: ° droughts vary a little in length and intensity and usually there is a 

a : "double crest” to both the hich and low points, t.e., 2 better or worse 
oe . | year interlarded between the bad or good extremes. But always, and as gure 

oan as sunrise, “dust and a bitter wind shall come", : 

| - Tn addition to the ll-year cycle, there ts « curious chop or "sig-sag" 
oui (2-year eyele), and probably a long low groundswell meseured in centuries, 

Sent but the amplitude of all these is too low to have any greet practical present 

‘ale sconomtie sienificanee. The ll-year wave is the one that swamns the boats. 

If there be those who doubt whether the tree rings tell a true story, 

not let them de reminded that history suvports their testimony. The great flood 

al of the Rio Grande in 1680 is recorded in the trees. The famines of 1680-1670 

oil are there - possibly the drouth that vroduced them hal sonething to do with } 

the Medio Rebellion that sent De Vargsa to Santa Fo. The great drouths of 

a 1748, 1780, and 1820-23 are all concurrently reported by trees and historians. 

= | 4nd in the last century came the weather records, which likewise concur, 

a Douglas has tied tn the lleyear cycle of tree rings with sunspots. Manns 

a has tied in the sunspots with lightning, and Forest fires as recorded in k 

an old sears, The chain of avidenca as to the existence of the drouth eyole is 

ame very complete, and its bearing on economic and conservation problems is 

uoe¢ | OVious. But like much other scientific truth, it may remain "embalmed in 

onan hooks, which are interred in University libraries, end then, long after, 

- 3 worked out by rule of thumb, by practical voliticions and business men". 

— The point is that if every 11 years ‘we may expect 6 drouth, why not 

ecumo | “2°re our ranges accordingly? This means either stocking them to only 

a =) thetr drouth capacity, or srranging to move the stock or feed it when the 

stat truth appears. But instead, we stock them to thetr normal capacity, and 

, = ‘ten drouth comes the stock eat up the range, ruin the watershed, ruin the 
ae ,
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}oomeh stockman, wreck the banks, get credits from the treasury of the United 

rode States, and then die. And the silt of their dying moves on down into our 

pret reservoirs to some day dry up the irrigated valleys ~ the only live thing 

faeh* left! 

sis Rautlibrinn of Arid Countries. To complete a background for the under- 
oh BR stending of natural laws and their operation on our resources it ie neces- 

sary to consider briefly the so called “valance of nature". 

su~%) There appears to be a natural lew which governs the resistance of 

+ gtd nature to human abuse, Broadly speaking, the lew is this: the degree 

onene of stability varies inversely to the aridity. 

Of course, this concert of e "balance of nature” compresses into three 

it Yel words an enormously complex ehain of phenomena. But history bears out the 

sit to law ag given. Woolsey* says that decadence hes followed deforestation in 

it ems Palestine, Assyria, Arabia, Greece, Tunisia, Algeria, Ttaly, Spain, Persia, 

yo | Serdinia, and Dalmatia. Note that these are all arid or semi-arid. What 

"| vwell-watered country has ever suffered serious vermanent damnge to all ite 

= | organie resources from human abuse? None thet I know of except China. It 

Coerot night be reasonable to aseribe this one exee tion to the degree of abuse 

© | received. Sheer pressure of millions exerted through uncounted centuries, 

o 2° | vas simply too moh. 

© vest A definite causal relation has long been believed to exist between 

voiv’® | deforestation and decline in vroductiveness of Nations and their lands. 

oe | Bat lt strices me as very curious that s similer causal relation betyeen 

hoo | overgrazing and decadence has never to my knowledge, been positively asserted. 

fe All our existing knowledge in forestry indicates very strongly that over- 

os | Grazing has done far more damage to the Southwest then fires or outtings, 

_ cio) | serious as the latter have been. “Wen the reproduction of Forests has now 

Sige! 

4 * "Studies in French Porestry" by 7, S. Woolsey, » 192.
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been found to be impossible under some conditions without the careful regula- 
tae) 
* tion of grazing, whereas fire was formerly considered the only eneny. 

“— The relative seriousness of destructive agencies may be illustrated 

—_ by an example. Take the Sapello watershed, waich forme a major part of 

the G05 range in the Gila National Forest. Old settlers state that whon 

mate 
thoy game to the country, the Sapello wae e beautiful trout stream lined with 

willows, Yet old burned stumps show beyond a doubt that great fires burned 

in the watershed of the Sapello for at least « century previous to settle- 
rete 

nent. These fires spoiled the timber, but they did not spoil the lend. Since 
te he 

then we have kept the fires out, but livestock has come in. And now the 

watercourse of the Sepello is a vile of boulders. In short, a century of 

pErew ; 
; fires without grasing did not spoil the Sapello, wut a decade of grazing 

svar 
without fires ruined it, as far as the watercourses are concerned. 

polet ; 
Now the remarkable thing about the Sapello is that it has not doen over- 

thea’ 
grazed. The GOS range is pointed to with pride as a shining example of 

fe 
a range conservation. The lesson is that under our veculier Southwestern con- 

aaaey ditions, any grazing at 811, no matter how moderate, is liable to over- 

oigie graze and ruin the watercourses. And the wholesale tearing out of water- 

a courses is sufficient to silt our irrigetion reservoirs, whether or noi it is 

<7 followed by wholesale erosion of the range itself. 

Of course this one example does not prove thst grazing is the outctand- 
rotsd ; 
“ ing factor in upsetting the equilibrium of the Southwest. It is rapidly 

ttt 
3 becoming the opinion of conservationists, however, that euch is the esse, and 

™ that erosion-control worke of some kind are the price we will have to pay if 
yo fh 

ve wish to utilize our renges without ruining our agriculture. 

faeth 
Ramplcs of Destruction: 

po ited 
The effect of unwise renge use on the renge industry, or of unwise 

ate “cutting upon the lumber industry, or of unwise farming on the lend, are all 

eR
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- too obvions to require illustration. What we need to arpreciate is how abuses 

ait in one of these industries in one place may unwittingly injure enother in- 

: ; duetry in another place. 

“7 A census of 30 tynien] agricultural mountain valleys in the Fational 

188 | rorests of tho Southwest shows 4 mined, 8 partly ruined, 15 started to 
we erode, and only 3 undamaged. Of the 27 valleys damaged, every ease may be 
tthe aseribed to grazing or overgraging, supplemented more or less by clearing 

v< of cover from streamben':s, fire, end storting of washes along roads or 

fem | tratte. 

nettd A detailed survey of one mountein valley (Bluo River, Arizona) shows 

metey | 3500 acres of form land washod out, porulation redueed two thirds, and 

sony half @ million paid for a road over the hills beemse there was no longer 

ge any place to mt a road in the valley. This entire lose may be ascribed 

: to overgrazing of cree: bottoms and unnecessary clearing of banks. 

wii. A special study of one cattle ranch shoved that the loss of 60 acres 

onnait of farm land through erosion imposed « permanent tax of $6 per head on the 

“se cost of vroduction. This was a herd of 860 head. : 

one Data on reservoirs shows that Flephant Butte and Roosevelt Lake must 

9 probably be raised prematurely because of silting. One of the vig Pecos 

otto dams (Leake MacMillan) is said to hare silted uv 60% in 15 years. A detailed 

. report on the Zuni Reservoir*, which may be considered typioal of a smaller 

i » tlass, shows that its life will be 21 years, 12 of vhich heve passed. Stlt- 
we ing {9 forcing the amortization of this half-million doller investment at 

< the rate of $7 per irrigated sere per year. Raising the dam ts necessary 

“ to extend its life. tn oll these cases the silting seens to have deen 

a fester than was calculated, and is tending to foree the amortization of the 

~ | ‘Silt Problem of the Zuni Reservoir, H. ¥. Robinson, Aner. Soc. 
cae! 0, B., Vol. 83, p. 968, 1920.
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, 6) | investments during alarmingly short periods. Inexrensive destlting nethods 
© nf | eve not yot been devised. What vill be left of the Southwest If silting 
tse cuts down onr already meagre facilitios for etorage of an alrendy meagre 

vaterflow? 

ovat Here are sone typical flood figures! Cave Oresk, whieh flooded Phoenix 

Some in 1921, destroyed $150,000 in property and forced constrnetion of a dan 

wishes costing $500,000. The Pueblo flood of 1921 coat $17,000,000, A little flood 

50 te in Taos Canyon in 19__ destroyed a new road costing $15,000. Brery year it 

thawte costs $40,000 to clear the diversion plants below Blevhant Butte of allt 

: from side-washes. These are merely random examples. Undoubtedly we always 

onset had floods, but 211 the evidence indicates thet they usually spent then- 

. fart selves without damage while our watercourses were vrotected by plenty of : 

“ae | veretation, and such damage as occurred was quickly healed up by the roots 

vo of remaining in the sround. 

| Summary: Our organic resoureos are not only in e run-down condition, 

aS Se wut in our elimate, bear a delicately balanced inter-relation to each other. 

teas Any upsetting of this balance causes a progressive deterioration tha may 

" not only be felt hundreds of miles away, but may continue after the original 

a doen disturbance 1s removed ond affect pormlations and resources wholly un- 

| oad connected with the original cyfhe. Yrosion eats into our hille like » con- 

~egrot | tagion, and floods bring down the loosened soll upon otr valleys like a 

gents | Scourge. Water, soil, enimels, and plonts - the very fabric of vrosrerity, i 

-} gut | Teact to destroy each other andus. Setence can and mst unrevel those 

.. af | Tecetions, end government mst enforce the findings of science. This ts the 

ca of | %onomie bearing of conservation on the future of théSouthwest. 

aie? Consermbion.o# 0 Nore) Teque 
Thus far we have considered the problem of conservation of land purely 

“y *8 en economic issue. A false front of exclusively economic Aetorninisn ie
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| oa so habitual to Americans in discussing public questions thet one must speek 

a in the language of compound interest to get a hearing. In my opinion, 

a however, one sennot round out a real understanding of the situstion in the 

‘ a Southwest without likewise considering its moral aspects. 

In past and more outspoken days conservation was put in terns of 

tal decency rather than dollars. Who ean not feel the moral scorn and con- 

eane tennt for poor craftsmanship in the voice of Hsekiel vhen he aske: ~eeneth 

2 ah 

ial 
vow | Searwatera, but ye mot foul the reoldne with your foot? 
hal In these two sentences may be found an epitome of the moral question 

viene involved. Hsekiel seems to scorn waste, pollution, and unnecessary damage 

joie as something unworthy - as something denaging not only to the remtation of 

neil the waster, but to the self respect of the Graft and the society of which he 

is a member. We might even draw from his words a broader contept ~- that the 

oa vrivilege of possessing the earth entails the responsibility of passing it 

: a on, the detter for our use, not only to immediate posterity, but to the. 

7 ia Uninown Future, the nature of which is not given us to know. Tt is 

val possible that Mseiciel resvected the soil, not only as a craftsman respects 

— hie material, but ae a moral being respects e@ living thing. 

aaa Many of the world's mnt penetrating minds have regarded ovr so-called 

ile “inanimate nature" ae a living thing, and probably many of us who have 

soi Neither the time nor the ability to reason out conclusions on such matters 

eso by logieal proeesses, have felt intuitively thet there existed between 

name nen and earth a closer and deever relation than would necessarily follow 

#4 the mechanistic coneertion of the earth as our vhyeleal provider and abiding 

a Dleee. . 

= Of course in discussing such motters we are beset on all sides with 

* | the pitfalls of language. The very words "living thing" have an inherited
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fog | end arbitrary neaning derived not from reality, wut from human perceptions 

e nt of tumen affairs, But we mst use them, for better or for worse, 

oil A good expression of this conception of an organized mimete nature ie 

32908 given by the Russian vhilosopher Onpensky, who presents the following 

analogyt 

soeb "Were we to observe, from the inside, one ouble eontimetre of the 
- human body, knowing nothing of the oxistenee of the entire body and of 

onaed man himself, then the phenomena going on in this 310820 onde of flesh 
would seem like elemental phenomena in inanimate noture®. 

ad He then states that it is st lesst not impossible to regerd the earth's 

na parts - goil, mountains, rivers, atmosphere, ste., - os organs, or rarte of 

AAR organs, of @ coordinsted whole, each part with a definite function. And if 

we could see this whole, =s = whole, through a creat period of time, we 

oe might verceive not only organs with coordinates fenetions, mt roseibly 

Se also that process of consunption end replacement which in dlology we oall : 

EARL vs nibilisen, ov gnvvins ta dak has we wend baie tae Wk le 
‘/ attributes of a living thing, which we do not now realize to be sch 

a becense it 19 too big, and ite life processes too slow. and there would 

a &ls0 follow that invisible attribute - a soul, or consciousness - which 

<7 not only Onpensky, but many philosophers of all oges, aseribe to all living 

Bs | things end aggregations thereof, including the "dead" earth. 

a | "There is not much discrepancy, excert in lengusgs, between this con- 

cention of a living earth, and the conception of a dead earth, with enore 

“e nouvly slow, intricate, and inter-related functions 2mong its parte, 2s 

a! Given us by physics, ehemistry, and geology. The essential thing for 

uf present purposes is that both admit the interdopendent functions of the 

MET cienente, Dut “anything inlivicivie te a living being enys Onpenay! 
-— Possibly, in our intuitive verceptions, whieh may be truer then our selence 

oa and lees impeded by words then our vhilosophies, we realize the indivisibllity 

| 2a. 

ee att
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ba of the earth ~ its soil, mountains, rivers, forests, climate, plants, and 
i animals, and respeet it collectively not only ae a useful servant but es 

5 living being, vestly less alive than ourselves in degree, but vastly greater 

vy than ourselves in time and space - @ being that was old vhen the morning 
Laas starts sang together, and when the last of us has been gathered unto his 

fathers, thet will st111 be young. 

Philosovhy, then, sugcests one reason why we can not destroy the carth 

with morel impunity; namely, that the "dead® earth is an organism possessing | 
jane & Certain kind and degree of 1ife, which we intuitively respect as such. 

& ” Possibly, to most men of affairs, this reagon is too intemgible to either 

waa accept or reject as a guide to human conduct. Sut philosophy also offers 

a another ond more easily debatable question; was the carth made for man's 

oan use, or has man merely the privilege of temvorarily possessing an earth 

i nede for other and inscrutable vervoses? The question of what he ean 

oe properly do with 1t most necess-rily be affected by this mestion. 

cal Most religions, in so far as I imow, are premised squarely on the 

a assumption that man is the end and mrpose of creation, and that not only 

ier the dead earth, but all crestures thereon, exist solely for his use. The 

: ua nedhanistic or scientific chilosovhy does not start with this as a premise, 

wut ends with {¢ as = conclusion, and henee may be vlaced in the seme 

reall estegory for the rurpose in hand, This high evinion of hie own importance 

fone in the universe Jeanette Marks stism-tises as "the great human impertinence". 

a John Muir, in defense of rattlesnakes, ~rotests: ® -. as if nothing that 

con does not obviously male for the benofit of man hed any right to exist; as 

oan if our ways were God's ways. But the noblest expression of this anthropo- 

e = norphism is Bryagt's “thenatonsie" 

ef 

#
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* "The hills 
ia Roek-ribbed and ancient as the sun, ~ the vales 

" Stretching in pensive quietness vetween; 
wit The venerable woods ~ rivers that move 

. In majesty, and the comlaining brooke 
coat That make the mesdows groon and, poured round 411 
; 01d oceans gray and melancholy waste, - 

ss 
wee Sinee most of manicind todey profese either one of the anthronorphi¢ 

religions or the selentific school of thought which is likewise anthro~ 

NE | sorphio, f vill not atopute the poink. It Just occurs te me, however, in 
a? anaver to the scientists, that Cod sterted his show a good many million 

“oe years before he had any men for audience - a gad waste of both actors and 

“| mste - and in ensver to doth, that tt just verely possible that Goa 
i himself likes to hear birds sing and see flowers grow. Sut here -gain we ene 

oe counter the insufficiency of words as symbols for realities. 

— Granting thet the earth is for man ~ there is still a question: what 

gk men? Did not the cliff dwellers who tilled and irrigate’ these our valleys 

se think that they were pinnacle of creation - that thece velloys were made for 

—— them? Undoubtedly. And then the Pueblos? Yes. And then the Svantards? 

, ss | Not only thought se, but said so. And now we Anertcens? Ours beyond a 

—_ doudt! (How hammy a definition 4s that one of Hedley's which states, : 
¢ tad 

, “truth ia that which prevails in the long run"t) 

nit Five races - five cultures - have Slourished here. We may truthfully 
se # say of our four predecessors that thoy left the earth alive, undamaged. It 

eF ) i. possibly ® proper question for us to consider that the sixth shall say 

| ae bout ust If we ere logically anthropomorphic, yes. Ve and 
ao 

' 

1 eee
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m * ww. 811 that tread 
The globe are but a handful to the tribes 
Theat slumber in its bosom. Take the wings 

. OF morning; pierce the Barcan wilderness 
Or lose thyself in the contimous woods 
Where rolls the Oregon, and hears no sound 
Save hig own deshings - yet the dead are there, 
And millions in those solitudes, since first 7 
The flight of years Degen, have laid them dow 
In their last sleep." 

And so, in time, shall we. And if there be, indeed, a sneeial nobility 
tier 

inherent in the human race - a special cosmic value, distinstive from and rom 
superior to all other life - by what token shall it be manifest? 

ONE 

By a society decently resnectful of its ow and all other life, 
LOT, 

: capable of inhabiting the earth without defiling it? Or by ® society 
isam 

like that of John Burrough's potato-bug, which exterminated the potato, 
emit 

and thereby exterminated iteelf? As one or the other shall we be judged in 
EOD 

"the derisive silence of eternity”. 
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Brosion : April 17, 1923. 

Memorandum for Mr. Leovold: 

T have read with appreciation your article "Some Fundamentals of Con- 
servetion in the Southwest". It certainly deals with fundamentals both in 
fect and theory and while I am inelined te feel that you heve overdrawn 
the picture in one or two places. I believe that your article is worthy 
of @ permanent place in selentifie literature. You asked me whet use 
should be made of it. It has the scientific and literary quality and the 

; general style which would make it most fitting in my godgment as a mono- 
suk graph and would undoubtedly be so mblished by one of the southwestern 
. educational institutions if they were equipped for that sort of work. The 
sient first part is so localized to the Southwest that I doubt whether 1¢ would i 

ae find place in the national magazines mblished in the Yast, other than 
e American Forestry or some similar publication but the latter part dis- 
ki cussing conservation as a morel issue supvorted by some of the southwestern 

< data and some from other districts would be of national interest and worthy 
of plece in World's York or the International Interpreter. 

= T have mentioned that I think you heave overdrawn the pieture. At the 
sot f bottom of page two you state that "broadly speaking, no net gain is resulting* 

ie by the additions to irrigate areas because of the loss through erosion. Acre 
few for sere, this may be true, although I seriously doubt whether as many acres 
a of really valuable agricultural land heave been destroyed by erosion in the 

aig peat two decades as heave been made svailable for irrigation under private and 
: wblie reclamation projects. Furthermore, the lands being developed are 

usually topographically better adanted to intensive eultivetion. They heve 
superior soil, are better located as to market, and are more adarted to 
economic utiligation than those that are being lost, so there is an economic 
gain. 

‘ On the next page you contime the discussion by a statement thet re- 
i Plasement 1s not replacement, but rather slicing at one end of our loef 

: while the other ond sloughs away in waste, and thet some dey the sloughing 
end slicing will meet. Oratorically, the figure is very nice mt I om 

: inelined to question its accuracy. The ond of the loaf which ts slough- 
ing is not altogether wested and the process at the other end is not 

e "slicing". The only way that the two ends will ever mest t¢ through the 
process of erosion on the one end end aggradation on the other whereby a 
hew sgrionlturel area will gradually be tilt un in the neture of a pene} 
plein all topographically suited, and possibly by that time naturally ; 
watered for agricultural rurposes, since the reconstruction of the surface 
of the earth will change the water table and climatic conditions. You may 
say that I sm looking at the mattor geologically instead of historically 
and through too long a period of time. Nevertheless, it is the process | 
vhich will ultimately overcome the present unfavorable conditions both 
natural and artificial and nothing that man can do will permanently change 
the result. The agricultural voseibilities of the San Simon, Santa Cruz, 
and even the Pecos and Rio Grande Valleys are the remlt of erosion and 
the present generation is the beneficlary to that extent. The world's 
nost outstanding example of the benefite of erosion is the velley of the 
Mile, the wonderful fertility of which ts due to a stit deposit each year 
of allevial soll which, of course, could not cecur without erosion in the 

Seay higher resehes. This soil Ss removed from its location of rough and compare 
% tively worthless insecesstbility to the valley of convenient utilisation
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by the process which you entirely condemn. If am not eure that we yet know aM what erosion is harmful and whet is beneficial, 

On page four you ask whether the "collapse of stable equilibriua in 
rege our soil and its cover is belngocensed or aggravated by & change of 
baat climate". T question whether there is any Collapse, any great increase in = erosion. Zven with no change in climate, erosion is a permanent world 
. wuilding factor. Man's presence on the earth ig one element and man-caused rrosia sbuses aggravate the situation locally end temporarily, wut in the long on08 Tun even such abuses end such temporary destruction tends to ageist nature +e in its ultimate purpose, Jiven so, I edmit that a pragticel present dey *2 | voint of view calis for the prevention of erosion vhere the thing destroyed ot or dsmaged ie more valuable to our vresent civilisation than the thing 26% created. The belief in a creat increase in erosive destruction during the 
t0mh last two decades is not co mch due to & change in conditions as to the 
vem fact that man is now present where he is observing the process which has eb been going on through 211 the ages and that he hag erected valusble improve~ < te nents which need protection. Such investments as the Rio Grande and Salt “ River reclamation projects call for special protection of their watersheds. 

: The existence of inhabited valleys end of large cities lire Phoenix and tio Fl Paso e611 for special neasures of protection. For this purpose the 
i Southwest needs its forest and one of the great functions of the Bational » BOR Forests is conservation of water sheds, but the forests will contime to ve sxist as they are today, if protected against the ravages of man and fire, teat even with the natural processes of erosion unchecked, and our fight against 
FORE erosion is not to maintain forests, but we seek rather the maintenance of [peat the cover as a measure of protection end it does not follow that everywhere 

| ve should seek to maintain the rough bad land formations to stop the deep- ree ening, the lengthening, and the widening of the valleys or the upballding of 
hy the lower reaches by erosion and aggradation. There is an individual econ- 

omic lose in the destruction which has oceurred on the Blue, Perhaps that 
valley should have been protected to maintain the hones. On the other - sostG | hand, it may be that the people who have been driven out are better located 

a fide elsewhere and thet in the long run the best development of the country will : _ Tesult from the process which you deplore. tom 

i ee The sites now used for storage of water power and irrigation purposes — of fe were developed throvgh erosion. Erosive process on the up lends to be -_ irrigated in the lower @ila valley. 

ee The reason that we used to have floods, (as you state on page twelve) <a) | Mt thet they event thenselvcs without damege, vas that man's artificial « ™ | vorks were not there to be damaged. It is only locally that “erosion eats { GS | into our hills like a contagion and floods bring down the loosened soil 
‘an Upon our vallays like a scourge". : 

— You are of course familiar with the more or. less elementary textbook 
+ on geology by Chomberlin and Salisbury. Chapter four, which is @ discussion ro Dae Top streams, considers erosion as a world building process. It shows, ‘be~ ‘i Fo: Ginning on page 114 under the subtitle "lirosive York of Running aber", how a Valleys are built and developed, and'on page 117 under the sub-title "The 0) | Meradationel Work of Bunning Water", come of the beneficial results with —_ the process of alluvial deposits. The Rocky Mountain region is an area of 
[Oe 
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se comparative youth, geologically speaking. Our mountains are young and 
ed perhaps the Sierras are still crowing. The steep slopes, narrow velleys, a rugged formations, all argue youthfulness. 

The mountains of New Mexieo 
‘ end Arizona have not yet ondtired the weathering processes of time and hove 

: not yet reached the ago of gentle slopes, wide valleys filled with alluvial sia deposits and accompanying climatic conditions which constitute an agricultural 4 country, but that age is sure to come. The Anpalachians went through the 
Sete same process and the agricultural possibilities 

of the Atlantic coastal hod plain, the immense agricultural resources of the Mississipp! valley, are the 
ee results of centuries of erosion shown in the gentler slopes, wider valleys 

7 and slower flowing streams of the “ast, ™ventually the rough up lands of 
L New Mexico will be smoothed and worn away until they become mature, gentled nde with age and look down on an imuense area of agrleultural land which hed ite 
b 1 origin from the mountain slope. “he only way the velleys can ever become agit permanently agriculture] is to be cut deeper and longer and then by windings — and changings of channel and the washing away of the areas that might be 
08 temporarily cultivated until they get nearer to a basic lev-l and the flow 
saod of the streams with less fall and wider channels ceases to be destrudtive Desian and furnishes the water for power and agriculture for the newly formed : 
ork velleys. 
ed? 

em Our mountains are usually of @ soil formation partioularly subject to 
‘d sto8 erosion. The rate of flow increases erosion which in turn depends on eradiont, see so the erosion mst continue until thetwo ends do meet through the upbuild- fe 280 ing of the plains and the lowering of the headwaters. 

ete "The first effect of erosion by running water ° to roughen the surface s ot by cutting out valleys, leaving ridges and hills. Me final effect is to 
ic mae it smooth again by cutting the ridges and hills down to the level of 
siti | the valley bottome." 6. & S. FP. 125. . j 
t oat 
ole "A type of topography developed in carly maturity in certain high 

ol iey regions where the rock is but slightly though unequally, resistant, is 
hae tormed bad-land topography. *** A semi-arid olimate, where the precipitation waats is mich concentrated, seems to be most fevorabdle for ite develo;ment. The comet | dad-lend topography is most striking in early maturity." ¢. 8S. P. 134-136. 

“livery shower washes fine sediment down the slopes of the hills, and 
@av | Such of it is left at their bases. *** Material in such positions accumlates sie#i | {n the form of a partial cone, known as an a cone. *** Nearly all 

2 young rivers descending from mountains build fans wharo thay leave the 
+ nountains. Thue, the rivers descending from the Sierras mild great fens 
‘f gat |] et the base of the rango. Most of the rivers deseeriding fram the Rockies 
aed to the plains to the east have done the same thing. The fens of streans ; oY descending from the mountains are ofton many miles seross. The fan of the 

: se Merced River in Californie, for exemple, has a radius of about forty wiles. 
_ | The fane made vy neighboring etreans may grow laterally until they merge. pj he union of several ouch fans mekes @ comvound alluvial fan, or a piedmont 0% MF Alluvial vlain *#*," 0, & 8. 1794181. 

Cin 
Eel The point I make is that there are two sides to the picture. You un- 
“2 fe lobtedly realised this and attemoted to paint only the one side, What I 
come jf fear is that we err in overstating our ease, or in our entlusiaen will point vy (9G cut horrible examples of dostruction which after a1 were mere natural pro- 

_ | fesees not moh affected by man and which im the long run are more beneficial "7 than they are destructive.
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ARMAMENT FOR CONSERVATION 

Ot 
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toa The fight for better land-use has so far employed three weapons: the 

mr 
= dollar, the ballot, and "rblic sentiment” in the colketive sense. 

SAB 

iste Three others rust in their sheaths, untested and untried: purchasing 

soe power, social recognition, and investment power. These are “public senti- 

Ps nent" in the individual sense. 

There is need for using this idle armament, but there is danger in using 

— {t, and there is danger in not using it. I here discuss these needs and 

Z Bs dangers. 

that * * a 

F The native landscape is one of the most valuable and vulnerable compon- 

ra ents of "land", Landscape is wasted in many ways, most of them subtle and 
= 

complex, but some of them simple. 

<= When we lift our eyes unto the hills and are bludgeoned with shaving 

, ead 
soap or cigarette signs, why do we run to the highway department or the. 

Jue legislature for redress? It is mech simpler to boycott the offending 

verted 
ot pd product. The hide of the advertiser is impervious to bemty, but highly 
Labad 

sensitive to sales. 

sieges Not so simple is the case of the farmer who cuts down a monumental 

id ot 
2 EVOY tree, or turns his cows into some last remnant of native flora. Landseape 
ftom 
- te ig not for sale, hence the consumer has no way to reward or punish. His only 

“= availeble weapon is social disapproval, end this mst be exercised locally 

en 
~~ to be effective. The problem can hardly be reached until the farm land- 

oe scape is recornized as belonging, in part, to the commnity. 

m » * * 
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The most important single test of the new weapons is whether they can 

reach abuses of soil. 

In my own region, most soil-abuse arises from too many dairy cows on 

too few seres. Woodlot grazing, plowing of steep slopes, and marsh drainage, 

” the first two followed by erosion and floods, all represent cow-pressure. 

Dairy products are, in large part, consumed locally. The local consumer 

a could discriminate in favor of conservation milk or butter if some tech- 

™ nical agency would certify the degree of soil-sbuse characteristic of an 

y identifiable land-unit. ‘This unit is sometimes the individual farm, more 

= often the dairy-distributor, sometimes the milcshed. Bureaus already 

, certify whether milk is rich and whether the cow is sick; could they not 

also certify whether the soil supporting the cow is sick? Undoubtedly they 

So could, and at a cost mch less than the present soil-conservation subsidies 

aia (AAA, SCS, formerly CCC). The rub seems to be that nobody has that mech 

confidence in the patriotism and intelligence of the consumer. 

Most consumers do not know that the battle for the soil is, in the long 

e ron, as important as the battle for the Solomons. But some know, end might 

: act. Wisconsin, for example, has a new statute which authorises groups of 

e farmers to reguiate abuses of the soil in their own neighborhoods. These 

a: loeal regulations heve the force of law, and are, in effect, a test of 

local gelf-government as a remedy for erosion. Many "Soil Conservation 

a Districts" have been set up, but none has dared to use its reculatory 

j powers, "because public sentiment would not support the attempt". Who 

a knows, then, what might be accomplished by a little public sentiment, 

“ nobilized in the form consumer discrimination against "exploitation milk" 

. 4 and "erosion butter"? . 

Products of soil-abuse which are shipped for long distances, or which 

i
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\ otherwise lose their identity before they reach the consumer, could certainly 

ae not be reached by coneumer discrimination. The steer which chevs up the last 

palatable browse in the Arizona foothills to become a yearling, which 

cod battens on Kansas corn produced by plowing up the dustbowl, end which is 

- then dismembered in a packing plant and again in a butcher shop to become a 
hath porterhouse, is no longer identifiable as exploitation beef. Such a long 

a“ chain of distritution is vulnerable only at the source. If the banker who 

oan finances the stockman knows the différence between grama~grass end snakeweed, 

nee he should know thet his bank will close when snskeweed ueurps the overgrased 
he ranges. Some cow-country bankers already act accordingly. Some do not. 

= While the meat and wool produced by overgrazing are not identifiable 

-— by consumers, overgrazing hes other "products" which leave no doubt of their 

Fe origin. The abnormal floods which pour silt into irrigation reservoirs and 

aa? power dams, and thus thresten the future existence of whole communities, 

tage are usually chargeable to the livestodk on the watershed in question. Stock- 

men, however, receive no revenue from the erosion products which they deliver 

ep to valley farmers, henee no boycott is vossible. 

tos Outright expropriation is perhaps the farmer's only recourse. Conserva- 

wren’ tion mureaus, by their leniency toward livestock, have sometimes contributed 

soo! to such three-cornered ruinations of range, river, and farm. Erosion dangers 

ree! | are Rearned the hard way, 
tuk Wheat, like beef, not only loses its identity before it reaches the 

aver consumer, but it vresents a further diffienity: almost al] wheat is the 

vont produet of soll-exploitation. Few other crops will grow, on the Canadian 

me vheat prairies or on the western bench-lands, hence rotation is aiffienlt 

ad or impossible, henee over-wheating causes yields to go down and down. liven 

the agricultural colleges have no remedy to offer excevt fallowing. In
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ito short, a mechenized wheat farm 1s self-terminating, like a mine. 

ad * * e 

tex What, if anything, can the new weapons do for forestry? 

tad Most forest products move long distances before deing consumed. In 

ot high grade lumber, however, there is a strong trend towerd lsbelled "brands"; 

oe such lumber retains its identity, and might gain or lose from diseriminate 

nha consumption, according to whether the producer attempts forestry, or just 

ms slashes. 

aa The big obstacle is distance. Does the consumer in Maryland care what 

ae happens in the forests of Oregon, Washington, or Idsho? If he does, who 

ig to certify whether claims of “perpetual woods" on a lumber brand are 

a vogus or genuine? Certification by the U. 8. Forest Service might be con- 

ble vineing, even sceross the continent. Perhaps this is a better way to reform 

jee the lumber industry than the comrulsory legislation now in the hopper. 

ste In the case of hardwoods, mech lumber reoches the consumer as furniture, 

a in which case its origin is obliterated. 

oe Railroad ties, telephone poles, and poste pass through treating plants 

which reduce all to a common denominetor of ereosote. The only chance for 

no discriminate consumption in such cases lies with corporations, rather than 

0 6d with individuals. It is probably chimerical to expect a railroad to care 

t ote whether its cross-ties are cropped or mined, 

An alert citizenry might, however, influence such abuses as investors. 

vee At the present moment worse-than-usueal slashings are being made in Wisconsin, 

heed end dondtless elsewhere, as a result of war demands. Farmers let contractors 

tende | “trip their woodlote, and even their fencerows and pastures, of every oak 

“ba large enough to make a tie. Young stands of pine, just entering the stage 

{aa of rapid growth, are being slashed for o negligible yield of mlpwood or
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sede knotty boards. The tamarack bogs of southern Wisconsin have been annihilated 

within two years, partly by disease and partly by slashings. All these 

demands for wood could be met by spreading orderly outtings over a larger 

area. The corporations which are the main ultimate outlet for such wasteful 

Agia operations conld be urged by their stockholders to become discriminate con- 

din tse sumers, but the chance for this seems remote. 

RAOS The pulp and paper industry has a better forestry record than the 

inate lumber industry, but its pollution record is so bad as to constitute a 

separate problem. I will discuss one case only: sulphite pollution. 

ceed Reclaiming sulphite liquor, as against sending it down-river, boils 

1% et down to costs. Yo reclaim sulphite adds a little to cost of production, and 

tod thus places the "reformed" mill at a competitive disadvantage. Disoriminate 

tomty consumption boils down to this: do we went clean streams badly enough to 

t end pay @ little extra for a "clean" newspaper? There is no dif‘iculty about 

origins, for most large newspapers buy their paper direct from a particular 

se sed mill, whidh does or does not pollute its stream. Once this is known the 

public can buy the clean sheet if it wants to, ; 

lo iy Conservationists have thus far side-stepped this simple problem by 

cove kD} attempting legislative compulsion. Most paper states “require” reclamation 

sale of malvhite; few enforce the requirement for the reason that whole commnities 

déedy | depend on paper mills for a livelihood, Mational commision is now discussed 

in Congress; it has the merit of putting the competitive states on an equal 

di fh footing. Prohibition should have teught us, though, that national compulsion 

= Bate without consumer-support is of dubious practicality. 

«inate In my opinion consumer-discrimination is the key to sulphite pollution, 

angel and perhaps to some other industrial pollutions, Municipal pollution is 

at te snother matter; here the consumer is the polluter, and had better see his 

city engineer. 

* * * 

— |
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ncodt In the wildlife field I see no chance for consumer-discrimination in 

tiv sporting animals, for the sporteman is his own consumer. Social pressures, 

web however, have a large potential usefulness as a means of raising ethical 

348 stendards. A few "regrets" for dinner-parties serving ethically-dubdtous 

eth game would awalen many a sleeping conselence. 

Bate: Sportsmen already use consumer-discrimination as a weapon, but they aim 

‘ {t stock outward, with the muzzle against the shoulder. ‘Thus they commonly 

marl, nake life miserable for the farmer who tries to crop his game, and who 

FO8 mst necessarily post his land to control the harvesting process. On the 

other hand many sportsmen feel perfectly free to buy shooting from a commer- 

web) | oie) “duck club" which reaps a crop it had no hand in sowing. In these wrong- 

suet end-to policies sportsmen have the support of most state conservation depart- 

mod nents. 

wr In comner¢ial wildlife, consumer-diserimination is feasible and badly 

S50. needed. For example: Wisconsin recently proposed to relax her sise-of- 

Cr dat nesh standards for Great Lekes fisheries. lverybody knows, or should know, 

oe ene that the whitefish and lake trout yields of the Great Lakes, probably by 

reason of overfishing, are approaching sero as s commercial resource. The 

rt da only feasible way to relieve the pressure is to spere the young fish, hence 

» tee the several Lake States, after years of conpetitivel jockeying, have reached 

sereb a "gentleman's agreement" to restrict net mesh to a standard minimum. Should 

D ak Wisconsin break the agreement, the competitive states will do likewise, and 

foot we shall have chaos followed by federal regulation. (Thus do states, by 

ig ist their own laxity, suffer federal encroachment on their powers.) 

A consumer-threat to boycott Wisconsin whitefish would quickly convince 

das even the commercial fishermen whet to do. . 

sors 

yitio 
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Commercial furs are another case in point. Steel-traps are noiseless 

roe and raw furs easily concealed, henee illegal and unethical travping hangs 

ensont like a sword of Damocles over the oxistence of marten, fisher, otter, and 

ate other rare furbeerers. The women who weer furs could, if they wished, 

ansy mt an end to bootleg fur traffic by the same means they used in 1913 to 

eid kill the millinery trade in wild bird feathers, namely, the boycott. 

so There is danger, though, that this might depress the market for all furs, 

aston and thus destroy the possibility of wild fur cropping. 

ee mee he 
re Tt appears, then, that the deliberate exercise of consumer -diserin- 

tate ination has at least theoretical utility in some fields of conservation, 

pods although admittedly impracticsl] in others. I next examine the possible 

cable dengers inherent in the new weapon. | ; 

"Boycott" 1s a pinkish word, but perhaps this ariass from the fact 

been that boycotts have heretofore been employed only to grat a bigger share 

deed of the spoils. I here propose its use for an opposite purpose: to prevent 

tant spoiliation. "Union-made" and "Buy British" are, at bottom, slogans of 

388% the grab-bag. They seek advantage for pressure-groups, rather than the 

yisto decent use of land. "Buy conservation products" may be radical in the 

2 ord sense of being new, but not in any other sense. Its political complexion 

ena | {s of a much paler hue than the now universal policy of laying all 

sop tt Conservation problems in the lap of government. 

de ow This 1a not to say, however, that the new weapon is harmless. The 

stand vrineipal danger in ites use is that it may vlace too great a strain on 

™mbite intelligence. "o boycott offending billboards or illicit furs 

weve | Tewires only courage, but to distinguish conservation butter, boards, or 

“) | Yewspavers involves an array of technical and economia facts not exelly 

< Cone by. Judgment is seldom a simple yes or no; there are many degrees
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poe of merit or demerit, Often the only choice is the lesser of two abuses. 

i Often the consumer is helpless until government, or some other impartial 

die agency, has instituted a certification system. All these ifs and ands 

‘iis contain the seeds of vossible injustice. ; 

see Consumer pressure offers a wide field for distortion of facts. : 

ade Advertising and publicity experts have already sensed we possibilitios ; 

hie of building pious conservation "fronts" for impious clients. Should 

consumers show a tendency to judge produets by conservation stenderds, _ 

this shabby retinue would increase. 

nied Such dangers, however, are inherent in many reforms impinging on 

per economics, 

assah . . . 

The dangers of not using the new weapons are, to me, impressive. 

todt Without them, conse rvation offers the non-landowner nothing concrete 

+B to do. “Write your congressman" is the lame anti-climax of many en 

‘pola eloquent plea for action. This isn't really action. 

a ; Diseriminate consumption, on the other hand, offers every citizen 

aie a task. 

anak Teaching of conservation, now mandatory in many states, suffers fron 

ea the same lameness. “Nature study" as an end strikes the neovhyte as a 

= milk-and-water affair; nature study a6 a means to intelligent use of lend- 

products challenges the brains and patriotiem of teacher and rupil alike. 

ites Even if everybody wrote his congressman, how much would be eccomplished? 

heats It seems to me unlikely that land-abuses will be stopred by any conceivable 

Lament extension of present conservation policies. They are good as far as they 

ae #0, tut in most eases they fo only far enough to retard, rather than to 

pi Teverse, the retrogression of the land. Something more fundamental is 

ie
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te needed; something which offers everybody a chance to think, judge, work, 

$20 and sacrifice. ; 

ae Just as we tried, during theidefense era, to buy military security 

al by paying high taxes and subsidizing allies, so have we tried, especially 

since 1933, to buy resource-security with conservation subsidies and 

ha bureaus. In neither case has danger yielded to dollars. Willingness to 

. to spend, as distinguished from willingness to do something versonal, seems 

wel to be the dividing line between half-hearted and all-out national effort. 

stad If America {s here to stay, she mst have healthy land to live on, 

f for, and by. Hitler's taunt that no democracy uses its land decently, 

~~ while true of our past, mst be proven untrue in the years to come, 

-——ioahanantetnaeteceltenaemrinpotegpanioareatrabeesiesdnenliatsinsinianilanentieninbaiiiiaanadeitapanpninimanenapiiiulbaiiies 

Land scape 

—— Country billboards 

498 014 cottonwood 

ro 1433 014 elm 

wert | sot 

; 873 too many cows on too few acres (cows) 

“s 1412 plowing of steep slopes (strips) (or 8977) 

1405 “certify the degree of lend-abuse" (glly) 

Bae 140h “erosion butter" (Marysville gully) 
EE teak 

a 1257 “steer which chews up the last palatable browse" (cattle) 

1016 “his benk did close when snakeweed usurped the range” (abandoned ranch) 

on. #4 995 Grama again displacing snekeweed under »rotection 

m0 | heservoirs 

ee 98 This sol is the "product" delivered free by stocknen to irrigation 

= reservobrs in the valley. (The reservoir in this ease is the Hoover dam)
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oul 996 In Coronado's time this wash was a lush cornfield adjoining an 

. oa Indien village. 

heat 

ae 1300 Typical bench adjoining irrigated valley. 

aoa 1304 The end of overwheating on a western benchlend (abandoned dry farm) 

aia Forestry ‘ 

ail 1275 The timberlands of Oregon 

ot an 1283 Does thé consumer in Maryland care what happens here? (Homestesded slash) 

1277 Slash fire svread to uncut timber 

108 12A Burned for sheep pasture 

tia 8h4 Hardwood reaches the consumer as furniture (slash). Hot identifiable. 

ae 1156 Farmers let contractors atriv their woodlots of every oak large 

om enough for a tie. 

a 765 Tamarack bogs are being annhilated. : 

Pollution 

. (new)S207 Do we want clean streams badly enovgh to pay for a clean news- 

tim paper? (dead fish) tas 

| 1151 (a elean stream) 

f Syorting animals 

if 1238 a few "regrets" for dinner parties serving et? feally-dubious 

. game (fodwit) 

= 1236d. A big mesh releases the young fish leaoes 

"| wr 

Mt | S20H Tliegst trepring henge like a sword over the rare fur-bearers (bobeat) 

914 "By the seme meens used to kill the millinery trade in wild bird 

ronal feathers" 

. 9 Seneral 

: 912 (Dowitehers)
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United States 
Department of Agriculture 
S011 Conservation Service : 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
December 16, 1942 

» sft! 
Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of “iialife Management 

‘ University of Wisconsin 
2h University Farm Place 

, Madison, Wiceonsin 
TOT 

mt Dear Professor Leopold: 

T have taken some time to ml over the ideas in your paper "Armament 
for Conservation.” Others in the regionel office also have reviewed 
it and commented. 

The generel opinion is that the scheme you pvrorose wold develop as 
: slowly as, or ever slower than, the plan we have been following. 

7 Hither devends on the process of mblic education which we recognize 
as extremely deficient for quick action. To sveed un either plan for : 
immediate solution would necessitate dictatorial vowers on the part 

‘ of our government. Theat, I'm eure, neither of us want. 

Doubtless you realize that adoption of the "mblic sentiment” {dea would 
remire another set of government controls and regulating agencies, 
Would it be any better than the vresent set, or wouldn't it be even & 

i greater maze? 

ffet 
: I'm not attempting to discredit your entire idea. [In fact, I favor som 

roa) of it--such as “conservation-milk" and eonsurier-diserimination in wood 
: land products. The eduestion should be aimed at the processors, however, 

: and not so much at the final consumer. He is too distant from the source. 

Some parts of your scheme do seem too far-fetched. Yor example, the news- 
é paper reader isn't concerned, and vrobebly couldn't be, over the methods 

rot in producing the newsnrint used. The product he wants in this case is 
news, not newsprint. ¥oods, clothing, and home materials, however, would 
be Judged more on the basis of their physical structure and content. 

From the producers standpoint. I am firmly convineed thet the economic 
venefit is the most potent force. When a farmer can be shown thet the 

“ greatest profit lies in contouring his crovs, in turning under green man- 
“i ure ¢rovs, in keeping livestock out of the woods, etc.--then he undoubtedly 

2% will follow those practices; thousands sre converted. 

A new and logical reason for consumer-discrimination, which is mch along 
‘ the dine you sugcest, is the mitritional value of foods from different 

i Solle, Gome large food-vrocessing compenies have given it considerable 
- attention; doctors have recognized it, and scientists are studying its 

eto! 

a



2-Prof. Leopold-December 16, 1942 

possibilities, The attached article by Dr. Albrecht of Miesouri illus- 
trates thie idea by showing effects of soil mtrient defietenctes on 
horses. Several studies of this nature are now in progress; ve can expect : 
some valuable conclusions from them, ; 

ort 
cot As to specific statemonts {in your veper, we naturally object to your class- 
tod ing SOS as a "subsidy" crogram. There ig no financial ald attached to 
aoa it. Our activities are limited almost entirely to providing technicians 
et for cooperative planning of farms in soil conservation districts. Your 

statement on application of lend-use regulations by districts is generally 
ett true. A few districts in the West, however, have adopted and enforced 

regulations. One enforcement cage in Colorado gained national publielity, 
ff ¥ and the court found in favor of the district. 
tot 

5 at Education, with as little enforcement as plausible, seems still to be our 
best forte. By this gradual process, many social reforms, such as labor 

eat rights, have been brought into the proper position for balance in our 
“ole national economy (although sometimes there mey seen to be an dverbalance). 
i HE Optimistically, perhaps, I fee! certain that conservation will ve given 

ey its prover place, after some of the @rowing pains heve worn off. 
eran 
n te I an returning the covy of your paper which Miss Harper kindly sent to me 

November 27. It bears some editorial marke made in your office and some 
dgod here. Thanks heartily for letting me see it. Your excellent writing 
i ability fs a goal which I should like very moh to attain. If it is 
Lsso8 not too mech trouble, I shall avvreciate receiving nore of your writings. 
89% 

; ml Sincerely yours, 
cam) 

boot /e/ Welter ¥. John 
hee Walter ¥. John 

Head, Regional Seetion of Bducation 
amok : 
rota 
a 
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aaa Mr. Walter John 
Division of Fducetion 

hal U. &. Soil Conservation Service 
aa Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

_ Near My, John: 

— Thanks for your comments. T have no illusions about 
a the workability of wy vlan. It will work only with 

ot people who are really in sarnest, ani these are few. 
vou In many fields of conservation it will not work at all. 

wa On the other hand, I cannot accent your “profit motive” 
sale as more than partially applicable for the simple reason 
2g that not all conservation activities are profitable. 

: There is no profit in most kinds of wildlife or 
‘ wildflowers or landscape, and it is vory dubious in 

; nost kinds of forestry. Shall we therefore throw these 
: out of the window? 

} I, of course, appreciate your interest. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Manegement ;
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ae UNITED STATES 

: DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Soll Conservation Service 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
November 9, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Director of Game Management 

3 University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wiceonsin 

Dear Mr. Leovold: 

I trust that you did not misunderstand the urnose of my statement 
ti following your address at the teachers conservation section Friday 

hy? afternoon. Y gave that dit of current information merely to supple- 
2 i D nent what you had sterted to explein in your talk tut which you hed 
i Sa not covered sufficiently to bring the teachers up to dste. I Imow the 

omission was not intentional; the subject is so broad that it is 
rapt difficult to cover all points in such a short time. 

seat The program of "subsidy," as you called it, certainly has brought some 
and highly beneficial results. You know that perhaps as well as anyone 

708¢ in Wisconsin and you geve credit for those results. I was fearful, 
nm Te however, thet the teschers may got the idee from your remarks that 

most conservation work has been futile. 
3. 29 

8s I could have gone further and challenged your statement that most 
gadd yablications on conservation are "no good," but I did not want to 
coat | usurp any more of your time. The experience we heve had with publications, 
bf ie even though they are general, is that teachers find then quite help- 
feos ful. Naturally, the mblications th+ are put out on a national 
tue or state basis cannot be specific on local conditions, but teeshers are 

learning how to get help in adapting this information to local surround- 
o,f | ings.- 5 

j 1 read your article in the Audubon magazine covering the same ideas 
j that you presented in your address Friday afternoon. These ideas are 

so new to me that it is difficult to understand how they could be worked 
out. You undoubtedly have some more concrete sugcestions though that 
will make them workable, They certainly are worth consideration. 

Very truly yours, 

/s/ Walter¥. John 
Walter W. John 
Head, Regional Section of Xiucation
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YET COME JUNE 

Aldo Leopold : 

Eaptres svread over the continents, destroying the soils, the floras 

a end faunas, and each other. Yet the trees grow. 

fe Philosophies spread over the empires, teaching the good life with 

cased tenk and bomb. Machines crawl over the empires, henling goods. Goods 

re 1 are plowed under, or turned. Goods are hawked over the ether, and slong 

= the lanes where Whitman emelled locust blossoms morning and evening. 

‘on Quarrels over goods are vianted thick as trees along the rivers of Ameriea, 

ae The offal of goods floats down the rivers, settles in the swimming holes. 

ot ¥ish choked with goods float belly-up in the Bhallows. Dykes to grow 

a foods dry un the weterfowl. Dams to make goods tiock the salmon runs, 

aa mt not the barg-s carrying goods. Railroads carrying goods race the 

em t barges. Trucks esrrying goods rece the railroads, Card carrying con- 

ae sumere of goods rece the trucks. Yet the trees grow. 

aaa A foliclore of goods fills the curricule. “sarmers learn the farm is 

<= & feotory. Chemists and vhysicists harness power, biology harnesses , 

“Te cists ot animels, all for goods. Politics 1s the redistribution of 

“7 foods, Literature and the arts portray the drama of the haves and have- 

“i nots. Research is not to decirher the universe, but to step up production. 

ith 
Yet the trees grow. 

A folklore of goods fills the curricula. Farmers learn the farm is 

a factory. Chemists and vhyeicists harness power, biology harnesses 

plants and animals, 211 for goods. Politios is the redistribution of goods. 

Literature and the arts vortray the drama of the haves and have-nots. Re- 

search is not to decivher the universe, but to sten up production. Yet 

the trees grow. 

! The rains which fall on the just and the unjust wash silt from the 

: feotory-farms. The brooke that make the meadows green feed silt to the 

a
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vales. Yet the trees grow. 
——aseeeeenseeretnnenetn etteeeinnetren tne sensninennennenieieninseeemte—mseeeit 

Yet Come June 

58 Empires svread over the continents, rebuilding the faunes and floras 

to grow goods. hilosophies spread over the empires, teaching the good 

ag life. Goods are hawked over the ether, and along the lanés where Whitman 

ma smelled locust blossoms morning and evening. : 

ait The offal of goods floats down the rivers, settles in the swimming 

a6) holes, Fish choked with goods float belly-up in the shallows. Dykes to 

of? grow goods dry up the waterfowl. Dame to make goods block the salmon 

2B: runs, but not the barges carrying goods. Railroads carrying goods race 

pom the barges. Trucks carrying goods race the railroads. Cers carrying 

sont consumers rece the trucks. Quarrels over goods are planted thick as 

cect trees along #11 the rivers of America. 

ee A folk-lore of goods fille the eurricula. Seience seeks to produce 

: goods, and incidentelly to decivher the universe. Politices is the re- 

1% | distribution of goods. Iiternture and the arts rortrey the drema of the 

ats, haves’ and the have-nots. ‘The farms are factories to erow foods. The 

owns raing thet fall on the juet and the unjust wash silt from the factory~- 

ta ferms. The brooks that 

. | — 
Yot Come June 

u Tmpires spread over the continente, destroying the floras and faunas 

2 to make goods. Machines crawl over the empires, heuling goods, eests 

: ; ere hawked over the ether, and along the lanes which smell of locust 

‘ diessoms morning end evening. uarrels over goods are planted thick aa 

“a trees along a1] the rivers of America, ‘The offal of goode floats down 

“a the rivors, settles in the swimaing holes. Fish choked with goods 

“ float be’ly-up in the shallows, Dykes to grow goods dry up the 

+ a
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real A folk-lore of goods fills the curricula. Science is not to de- 

— cipher the universe, but te produce g00ds. Politics is the redistri- 

bution of goods. Literature is the drama of the haves and the have née. 

Goods are hawked. over the ether, and along the lanes which smell of 

of locust blossoms mornings and evenings. Quarrels over goods are planted 

“ thick as trees along all the rivers of America. Yet the trees grow. 
one 

At RNA e ttt att cantante tttienseittti ae 

Yet Come June 
Peet Empires spread over the continents, teaching with tank and bomb 

0% vhat they have learned from history. Machines crew! over the empires, 

saris 5 Yet come June, my pines teach me with green banners what they have 

— learned from sun and rain. 
OD 

ge Enpires over the continents with tank and bomb, teaching 

vhat they have learned from history. Machines crawl over the envires, 

"| teaching with what they have learned from science. 
AE | Tet weno Pune, end panes viii skyward, teaching with green banners. 
-=E, | vhat they have learned from sun and rain. 
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The Ringnecked Parvenu 

Aldo Leopold 

ae The pheasant, among ecologists, is held in low esteem. He is a 

W | vind, yet something less than o bird; he is suoceseful, but in places 
bone too meh so, He is suspected, verhaps justly, of displacing his native 

- counterparts: the quail, the prairle chicken, and the ruffed grouse. 

stat To enthuse about pheasants often bllicits that silent rejoinder, the 

a lifted eyebrow, and implies more interest in gunvowder then in conservation. 

T share all these prejudices, and yet at times I wonder whether they 

haste do not arise from the fact that the pheasant is too moh like ourselves. 

After all he only did what we did: he apnropriated a new lend vy out 

» ee crowing, outeating, and outbreeding its native inhabitants. He, and we, 

be: are parvenus. He, and we, are mongrele. He, and we, are brash, dis- 

mtatious, noisy, too enamored of this world's goods, and too successful 

in aequiring then. 

<— The rheasant has virtues which ve perhaps lack. The mallard, the 
foam wild turkey, and the domestic fowl, in bowing to the necessity of liv~ 

AY | ing Vehind chickenwire, have lost. thele enyectty to live otherwise. Bat 
tae the pheasant is tenacious of his wildaess; endures generations of soft ; 

living without losing his capacity to survive in the wild, or his 

preference for doing so.



4 " Aldo Leopold 
a "Unfinished Manuseripts" 

. ALL IN A CuyTURY 
A vest-pocket history of the Wisconsin deer problem, 1835-1945 

- | On April 18, 1835, the spot in svace now enelosed within Capitol 
aie Room 310 West was occupied by the wide-branching crown of a giant bur oak, 

cof This oak was one of a dozen scattered widely over the prairie knoll which 

io separated Lake Mendota from Leke Monona. Such oak-studded knollse wore 

of known, to the few white men then resident in Wisconsin, as "oak openings". 

sit In April the prairie sod under and between the oaks was dotted with 

clumps of orange miecoon and pale blue pasque flowers. Less conspicuous, 

+ oh but more important to the deer, were clumps of small-flowered crowfoot 

TTA and just-sprouting sviderwort which, in April, were (and still are) the 

a favorite provender of deer in April. 

ena The oak-openings of the southern counties were, in those days, the 

ad ant centre of abundance of the Wisconsin deer herd. We have many evidences 

« mh of this fact. Explorers in the northwoods often went Nits for kek of 

venison. Jonothan Carver in 1796 found deer only as far north as the 

BEM | ~cuth of the Chippewa, viteh was. as far’ ee the patie extenteds On the 
aad other hand the Indians at Fort Winnebago (now Portage) regularly wintered 

odd on venison brought in by their hunters. We know this because in 1832-33, 

Avit during one of those queer snowless winters which st4ll delude us into 

tom thinking of our climate as mild, Mrs. Kinzie, newly arrived at Fort 

Winnebago as the bride of the Indian Agent, remarks in her journal that 

the Indians nearly starved, and had to be issued rations, because the 

\ snow was "searcely enough at any time to permit the Indians to track the 

5 deer." There is a clear inference that given enough snow, the Indians, 

armed largely with bows, ordinarily killed enough deer to support them- 

é Selves. To those modern archers who have since hunted deer in this same 

| region, this will be evidence enough that deer wore uretty thick. 

* * *
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Mrs. Kenzie's house st Portage, née restored as an historical monument 

by , 1s Duilt of clear white vine boards, floated as logs down 

i the Wisconsin River from further north. Pino woods began about 8 miles 

e above Portage, for Lieutenant Jefferson Davis, then an offleer of the Fort 

' Winnebago garrison, had to go & miles up-river in order asad the pine 

= logs needed to build fort hiatus. This necessity for cutting pine (and. 

es later hardwoods) in the north in order to build habitations in the south. 
had an important effect of the Wisconsin deer herd. As plow, axe, and 

ge : gun gradually converted the north woods into habitable deer range. The 

" / dark mossy forests, hitherto the domain of caribou and moose, were oon- 

a verted by slow degrees into brushfields and barrens, and these served as 

" acceptable substitutes for the oak openings and prairies of the original 

i deer range. 
67 

The deer herd shifted northward with the sleshings. By the 1870's 

= it had reached Leke Suverior. By now deer have svresd around the lake 

vy and far into thea moose country of Ontario. 

A Deer did not at once become abundant in northern Wisconsin. Moet 

ts logging caps maintained professional deer-hunters to supply the camps 

re with meat. Settlers, lured into the slashings to meke farms, needed 

- meat even more then the loggers did. Wolves were still plentiful, and 

- kept the herd trimmed down. Protective laws existed only on paper. As 

= ® consequence of mich sunlight and few deer in the slashings, a huge 

= i reserve of palatable deer foods gradually grew upt white cedar, ground 

"HE hemlock, the three dogvoots, the-gyhwes weples, ant the Vhres ebibrics, 
7 Moreover, upto 1919, hunters were allowed to kill deer of either sex. ‘ 

“ This annual trimming of does tended to inhibit inerease. The whole : 

“ { state harvested less than 10,000 deer per year un to 1925. 

_ In 1920, despite bitter oprosition from "practical" deer-hunters,
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the legislature prohibited the killing of does, limiting the harvest to 

Me bucks only. This then-hated buck~lew was the first of a series of 

edt events, spanning the period 1920-1940, each of momentous importance to 

Odes Wisconsin deer and deer-lovers. In 1925 the bucklaw became operative only 

al in alternate years. In 1927 a deer-refuge system was established. By 

got 1930 a sharp roduetion in wolves and coyotes had been made. By 1931 fire- 

tat rroteetion had become good, ani deer-laws began to be enforced in the 

Sat) woods. Tn the early 1930's came a series of mild relatively snowless 

iS winters, which exempted the deer herd from nornal weather~losses. And 

itech all this while the "stocknile" of winter deer foods had been growing and 

bale rrowing. 

POOR ; Deer, like all other plants and animals, are capable of inereasing 

reab with astronomical rapidity whenever there is plenty for them to eat, and 

little to interfere with their eating it. By 1930 the Wisconsin herd 

qd was hooded skyward, and by 1940 it had run throuch its stocknile of re- 

bar serve foods. 

' Winter starvetion in the northern deer yards beran in some localities 

oe with the hard winter of 1935-36. In most localities it afa not vegin un- 

dtiv : til the hard winter of 1902-13, In others it had not yet begun when, in 

sao 1943, the State Conservation Comntasion established an open season on 

iead entlerless deer with the avowed rmrpose of reducing the herd to fit its 

02 8 food supply. During 1943 140,000 deer, half antlerless, were reported 

sect killed. This kill wes three times as large as the buck kill in the yeas 

tanned immediately preeeding 1943. In some spots it wes larger than necessary 

07 ah to re-establish an equilibrium between deer and, deer food; in other spots 

andt it was not large enough. One reason for this spotty reduction is that the 

ate legislature hed never euthorized the Conservation Commission to limit the 

: number of hunters allowed to hunt in a particular locality. Hence it was
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: impossible to adjust the degree of reduction in any given locality to 
. the degree of overdraft in its food supply. j 

bi ee * 

' The antlerless deer season of 1943, now denounced by the public 

? quite as bitterly as was its opposite, the buck-law of 1925. was established 

= because a survey of the winter yards, begun in 1940, had disclaed two facts: 

' (1) There was widespread starvation of fawns in 1942-43, end 

= these fawns were full of balsam, alder, and aspen, which are 

- not deer foods. 

ts (2) The plants comprising the "stock pile" of good foods were 

=" so heavily browsed in many yards as to be dead, dying, or 

incapable of revroduction. 

= In 1944 the usual buck-season allowed, and regsQited in @ kill of 

Ae bucks. During the winter of 19/445, in order to be sure 
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?. "Unfinished Menuseripts" 
= Aldo Leopold 

T Know An Island 
se 

a3 T Imow an island that is too sandy to make a field and too brushy 

to make @ dasture, a shining river divides to wash ite shores, end to 

hold a mirror to ite tall birches. In summer mosquitoes and poison ivy 

BD defend its shores against the #isherman; in winter treacherous ice and 

od wide bars fence out the woodeutter. 

My island has no name, for no one has ever died, fought, camped : 

: or farmed there to give it one. History has rigged it by. 

So did I, until one day T noticed the extraordinary number of 

deer tracks croseng the wide bar to the only ford. If the deer like 

to go there, I thought, I had better take a look. I have often 

noticed that a deer's taste in scenery and solitudes te very much like 

my own. 

sia Years ago the title to my island bounced back to the county, where 

it has reposed very quietly ever since. The county holds it in trust, 

as it were, for the deer and myself. The reculiarity of this arrange- 

ment is that the county knows nothing about it.
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WHAT I8 A WEED? 

Aldo Leopold 

To live in harmony with plants is, or should be, the ideal of good 

| sgriculture, To call every plant a weed which connot be fed to livestock ‘ i 
3 or people is, I fear, the actual practice of agricultural colleges. I am 

led to this baleful conclusion by a recent perusel of "The Weed Flora of 

: Towa", one of the authoritative works on the identification and control 

of weed pests. 

: "Weeds @o an enormous demage to the crops of Iowa" is the opening 

sentence of the book. Granted. "The need of a volume dealing with weeds 
5 

++-hes long been felt by the mblic schools.” I hove this is true. But 
$ 

among the weeds with which the mblie schools feel need of dealing are 

. the following: 

A 
Black-eyed Susan (Rudbeokia —e "succumbs readily to 

eultivetion.* A model weed 

i Partridge pea (Cassia chamaecrista) "grows on clay banks and 
sendy fields", where it may be “resdily destroyed by 

a cutting." 

o The inference is that even clay banka must be kent clean of 
useless blooms. Nothing is said of the outstending velue 
of this plant as a wildlife food, or of its nitrogen-fix- 
ing funetion. 

Flowering spurge (uphorbia eorollate) is “eommon in erevelly 
soils" and "difficult to exterminate. To eradicate this 
plant the ground should de given a shallow plowing and 
the root-stocks exposed to the sun." 

Nothing 1s said of the wisdom of plowing gravelly soils 
at all, or of the fact that this eyurge belonged to the 
preirie flora, and is one of the few comnon relics of Iowa's 
prairie years. Presumably the public schools are not 
interested in this. 

Z 
“The Weed Flora of Towa”. 1926. Bulletin No. 4, Towa Geological 
Survey. 715 pn.
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Prairie goldenrod (§olidago regida), vhich "though often a very 

troublesome weed in pastures, is easily killed by eultivation", 

The locelity troubled by this uncommon and lovely goldenrod 

is Indeed excertioneal. The University of Wisconsin Arboretum, 

in order to provide ite botany classes with a fow specimens to 

look at, hed to propagate this relie of the prairie flora in 

&@ nursery. On my own farm it was extinet, so I hatid-planted two 

specimens, and take pride tn the fact that they have reproduced 

helf a dozen new clum»s. 

Forsemint (Monarda mollis). "This weed is easily exterminated by 

cultivation", and "should not be allowed to produce seeds". 

During an Towa July, human mnihinns likewise, might easily 

be exterminated but for the heartening color-nasses and fragrance 

of this comron (and as far ae I know) harmless survivor of the 

prairie days. 

i Tronweed (Yeronia Baldwini) 1° "frequently a troublesome weed, but 

it te usually not difficult to exterminete in cultivated fields". 

It would be difficult to exterminate fron my mind thdauguet 

landscape in which I took my first mnting trip, trailing efter 

ay father. The dried-up cowtracks in the black mek of an Iowa 

bottomland looked to me like gmall chasms, and the purple-topped 

lronweeds like tall treee. Presumobly there are still school 

children who might have the same impressions, despite indoetrins- 

tion by agricultural authority. 

Peppermint (Montha pipcrita). "This plant te frequently found 

along brooks. The effectual means of killing it 19 to clear the 

: ground of the root-stoeks by digging.” 

4 One is moved to ask whether, in Iowa, nothing useless has 

the right to grow along brooks. Indeed why not abolish the 7
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brook, which wastes many seres of otherwise useful farmland. 

Vater peprer (Polygonum hydroviner) "not very troublesome., .except 

in low places. Fields thet are badly infested should be plowed 

and drained". 

No one can deny that this is a weed, albeit a pretty one. 

But even after drainage, wopld not some anmeal, and verheps a 

nore troublesome one, follow every plowing? Has Towa renesled 

the plant suecession? : 

It is also of interest to note thet the Towa wildlife research 

unit finds Polycom hydropiper to be 

Wild rose (Rose pretincola). "This weed often persists", as a relic 

of the original prairie flora, "in @rain fields of northern Iowa. 

Thorough cultivation for a few seasons will, however, usually 

destroy the weed", 

No comment. 

Blue vervain (Verbena hasteta) and Hoary vervein (Y. stricta). The 

vervains, admittedly weedy, are “easily destroyed by cultivation" 

and are “frequent in pastures", but nothing is said ebont why 

they are frequent. The obvious reasons are soil depletion and 

overgrazing. To tell this vlsin ecological fact to farmers and 

sehool children would seem prover in an euthoritative volume 

on weed control. 

Chicory (Cichorium Intybug) “is not often seen in good farming 

districts excent as a wayside weed. Individual plants may de 

destroyed by close cutting and applying salt to the root in 

Rot dry weather". 

School children might also be reminded that during hot
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dry weather this tough immigrant is the only member of the 

botanical melting-pot courageous enough to decorate with ethereal 

blue the worst mistakes of realtors and engincers. 

If the spirit and attitude of "The weed flora of Towa" were peculiar 

to one book or one state, I would hardly feel impelled to challenge it. 

This rublieation is, however, only one sample of a vowerful propaganda, 

conducted by many forming states, often with the aid of federal subsidy, 

end ineluding not only mublications but also weed laws and specialized 

extension workers, That such a vroDaganda is netesszry to protect 

agriculture ig, I think, obvious to 211 who have ever contended with a 

serious plant pest. Whet I challenge 1s not the pronagenda, but the 

false vremises which seem to be common to this and all other efforts to , 

combat plant or animel vests. 

The first false vremise is that every wild species occasionally 

harmful to agriculture is, by reason of thet fact, to be blacklisted 

for general persecution. Tt 1s ironical that agricultural science is 

now finding thet some of the "worst" weed species perform useful or 

even indispensable functions. Thus the hated ragweed and the seemingly 

worthless horseweed are found to prepare the soil, by some still mysterious 

alohemy, for high-quality high-yteld tobneco crops. Preliminary fellowing 

with these weeds is now recommended to farmers’. 

The second false premise is the emphasis on woed-conthol, as 

ageinst weed-prevention. It is obvious thet most weed problems erise 

from overgrazing, so411 exhavetion, and needless disturbance of more ad- 

vanced successional stages, and that prevention of these misnses is the 

core of the problem. Yet they sre seldom mentioned in weed literature. 

‘ating W. Me, D. B, Brown, J. H. MeMmrtrey, Jr., and W. W. Garner. 1939 
Tovacco following bore and natural weed fallow and pure stands of 
certain weeds. Jour. Agric. Research, Vol. $9, no. 11, pp. 829-846.
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These same false premises characterize public predator-control. Because 

too many cougars or wolves were incompatible with livestock, it was assumed 

that no wolves or cougars would be ideal for livestock. But. the scourge of 

deer and ell which followed theiy removal on meny ranges hes simply trans- 

ferred the role of pest from carnivore to herbivore. Thus we forget that 

no species {is inherently a pest, and any svecies may become one. 

The same falee premises characterize rodent-control, Overgrazing 

is probably the basic omse of some or most outbreaks of range rodents, 

‘ the rodents thriving on the weeds which replace the weskened grasses, 

This relationship is st111 conjectural, and it is slenifieent that no 

rodent-control agency has, to my knowledge, started any research to 

verify or refute it. Still if it 1s time, we may poison rodents t112 

doomsday without effecting a cure. The only eure is range-restoration. 

The same false premises beset the hawk and owl question. Originally 

rated as all "bed", their early defenders sought to remedy the situation 

by reclassifying part of them as "good", Hawkx-heters, and gunners with a 

trigger-itch, have had lots of fun throwing this fallacy back in our faces. 

We should have been better off to assert, in the first place, that good and 

bad are attributes of numbers, not of species; that hawks and owls are 

members of the native fauna, and as such sre entitled to share the lend with 

us; thet no men hes the moral right to kill them excert when susteining injury. 

: Tt seems to me that both agriculture and conservation are in the pro- 

cess of innér conflict. Each hes an ecological school of land-use, and 

what I amy call an "tron heel" school. If it be a fact that the former. is 

| the truer, than both have a comon problem of constructing an ecological 

, lend-prestice. Thus, and not otherwide, will one cease to contradict the 

| other, Thus, and not otherwise, will either »rosper in the long run.



a” oy Aldo Leopold 
e Sportemens Review "Unfinished Mee." 

SAND BURS 

There is just one thing almost as good as going hunting, and that is 

westing a winter evening with a pive and stack of mazazine hunting yarns. 

| There is also just one thing almost as painful watching a "sport" 

perform in the field, and that is to watch him perforn on paver. 

I have just completed one such winter evening with a first-class 

sporting merazine end also the lest issue of a highbrow scientific periodical 

on naturel history. As a resnit I find my "sense of sportsmanship” so full 

of sand-bure that I feol impelled to do a little nieking. 

Witness, Gentle Reader, Exhibit I, which we will lebel "The Nimble 

Conseience". “The pronghorn antelope," says the distinguished writer, "have 

beon diminished to only a few scattering bands, and unless rigidly protected, 

they are in denger of being numbered among the many other wild species which 

have disappeared with the edvance of civilizstion". True! But thie same 

writer, in this same article, was engaged in bunting antelope! 

| This entelope hunt was in Southern California. Presumably there is 

no lew on antelope there. Lawt I'11 wager ten dollars this antelope-_ : 

| killer would be mortally insulted if told thet his brand of "svortsmanship" 

was of that craven kind which is bogotten by fear of the law, instead of 

arising out of an innate respect for the Lord and His works. 

E Mxhibit If. - A selentist 1s writing about the nesting habits of a 

rare species of duck. “An absendoned flicker's hole is usually selected 

. for the nest," he says. "The tree is often eo pen decayed that a single 

: tug at the bark near the hole will remove the whole adjacent surface, ex- 

t nosing the gray green eges where they lie in the clinging soft down." 
‘ ‘ 

0 

S
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| Was it a nedessity to break up this next? No doubt, on the theory 

that al) knowledge say some day be useful. But there have been sporteman- 
naturalists who always made a point of explaining, breifly mt convincingly, 

the necessity for the "taking" of breeding dirde, half-hatched egre and 
rare species. The lack of such explanation sometimes leade the layman 

wonder what all of this exvensive “mowledge"” is used for. : 

The above sre gamples of the sand-vers that have bveen bothering 

me. My hunting partner has just dropped in. T have showed him the antelope 

: story. He replied, very adequately: “We humans have still to learn the 

veal meaning of blasphemy." 

Aldo Leopold 
Alouquerque, New Mexieo 
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Aldo Leopold 

Twenty years ago the game of golf was commonly regarded in this country 

ae @ kind of social ornament, a vretty diversion for the idle rich, but 

hardly worthy of the curtousity, much less of the serions interest, of men 

of effairs. 

Today scores of citics are building municipel golf courses to make golf 

available to the ran’ end file of thelr citizens. 

What has heopened? Golf has not changed, and certainly not golfers. 

The change has-been in the mblic viewpoint. Golf ie no longer regarded 

ag an ornamental s>ort, but os a valuable means of physical, mental (and 

: to the golfer, spiritue!) recreation. Golf has become a valuable part of 

our social economy. Of course it has always been valueble to society, but 

the tventieth century has been the first to realize the fact. 

The some change of viewnoint has oceurred toward most other outdoor 

sports - the frivolities of fifty years ago have become the social neces- 

sities of today. But strangely enough, this change is only just beginning 

to permente our attitude toward the oldest and most universsl of all 

sports, hunting and fishing. 

We heave reelized dimly, of course, that a duy afield was good for the 

tired business man. We hove also realized that the destruetion of wild life 

resoved the incentive for days afield. Tut we have not yet learned to ex- 

vress the value of wild life in terms of social welfare. Some have abtenpted 

to justify wild life conservation in terme of meat, others in terms of ver~ 

sonal pleasure, others in terms of cesh, st111 others in the intercst of 

= selenes, eduestion, egriculture, art, mublic health, and even military pre- 

: i paredness. But few heve so far clearly realised end exnressed the vhole 

4 truth, namely, that all these things are but factors in broad soeiel value,
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and that wild life like golf, is a social asset. 

But to those whose hearts are stirred by the sound of whistling wings 

end guacking mallards, wild life is something even more than this. Golf is 

en acquired taste, but the instinct shiliehs finds delight in the sight and 

pureit of geome is bred into the very fibre of the race. Golf is a delight- 

ful accomplishment, but the love of hunting is almost a vhystological charac- ; 

ter. A men may not care for golf end still be homen, but the man who does 

not like to see, hunt, photogranh or otherwise outwit birds or enimels is 

herdly normal. He ie suver-civilized, and I for one, do not know how to 

desl with him. Bebes do not tremble when they are shown a golf ball, but ‘ 

t should not like to own the boy whose heir does not lift his hat when he 

sees his first deer. We are dealing, therefore, with something thab lies 

pretty deep. Some enn live without oportunity for the exercise and contrel 

p of the hunting instinct, just os I suppose some can live without work, play, 

love, business, or other vital adventure. But in these days we regerd such 

deprivations as unsocial. Opvortunity for exercise of al) the normal in- 

stinds has become to be rogerded more end more ae on inalienable right. The 

nen who ere destroying our wild life are alienating one of these rights, and 

doing a terribly thorough job of it. More than that, they are doing a 

permanent job of it. When the inst corner lot is covered with tenements we 

can still make a playground by tearing them down, but when the last antelope 

foes by the boards, not all the playrround associ ‘tions in Christendom can 

lo «mht to revlace the loss. 

One of the anomalicsoaf wild life conservation is that our social asset 

is being destroyed by the very instinet, for the evercitee of which we seek 

_ | to preserve it. TI have often wonderad why many Ancricans, decent at home, 

_ @ te such barbarians afield. 1 think bay must be exaggerated "throwbacks" 

, to the old days when the gentle art of poaching wes one of the standerd 

, accomplishments of 2 self-respecting yeoman. If the King still owned all
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the game, f think I should make a very good poacher myself. I often feel 

the promptings of breed. {£ own I would rather bill a meses of mallards 

shooting with the hol-rollot just outside the gun elud fence, than to 
kill a backlocd on the baited vreserve. But the King no longer owne the : 

come. I t belongs to my friends and netchbdors. The gontle art of pvosehing, 

therefore, has asenmed a now cormlexiton. The poscher is no longer @ hero, 

but a thief. In time he will cone to realize this. It is the duty of 

the forward-looking citizen to speed the day, end of the lew to regulate 

the roacher's conduct meanwhile. 

If wild birds and animels are a social esset, how much of en asset 

j re they? Tt is ensy to say thet soma of us, afflicted with hereditary 

: hunting fever, cannot live satisfactory lives without them. Sut this does 

not estedlish any comparative value, and in these deys it 1s sometimes 

necessary to choose between necessities. In hort, what is a wild goose 

. worth? As compared with other sources of health end pleasure, what is ite 

f value in the common denominator of dollers? 

| Last week I went to hear Sousa's band. It stood me two iron new They 

were wall apent, but if I had to choose, I would forego the experience tee 

© | the sight, of the dig gander thet sailed honking into my decoys et daybreak 
; thie morning. It wes bitter cold and t was all fingers, so I blithely 

A missed hin. Ent miss or no miss I ecw him, I heard the wind whistle through 

S his sot wings ss he came honking out of the éroay west, and I felt him sa 

E thet even now I tingle at the recollection. I doubt not that this very 

; gender has given ten other men two dollers worth of thrills. Therefore I 

t sey he is worth ot least twenty dollars to the human rece. 

‘ My notes tell me I have geon a Wvsbiad sede this fall. Bvery one 

J ‘| °f these in théceourse of their epic Journey fron the arctic to the gulf, 

2 
y
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has on one oceasion or sive probebdly served man to the equivalent of 

twenty dollars. One flock perhans has thrilled a score of schoolboys, and 

sent them scurrying home with tales of high adventure. Another, passing 

overhead of a dork night, hes serenaded a vhole city with goose mesic, and 

awakened who knows whot questionings and memortes and hoves. A third 

perhaps has given ~ause to some farmer <t his plough, and brought new 

thoughts of far lands and journcyings and peo>las, where before was only 

: dradgery barren of any thought at all. Y am gure those thousand geese 

ere vaying human dividends on a value of twenty dollars each. But the : 

resulting $20,000 ts only an exchenge value, like the sale valne of a 

painting or the coryright of a poem. What shout the rv placement value? 

Supposing there were no longer any painting, or poetry, or goose mesic? 

5 Tt fs a black thought to dwell uron, but it mst be answered. In dire 

necessity somebody might write nother Iliad, or vaint an Angelus, but 

: fashion e goose? "I, the Lord, will answer them. The hand of the Lord 

heath done this, and the Holy One of Esrael created it.” 

Ts {t impfous to weigh goose music and art in the sane seales? I 

think not, because the true hunter is merely a noncreative artist. Who 

painted the first victure on a bone in the caves of France? A hunter. 

Who alone in our modern life so thrills to the sight of living beauty that 

: he will endure Ininger and thirst end cold to feed his eye upon it? The 

¥ hunter. Who ete the ereat hunter's poem about the sheer wonder of the 

; wind, the hall, end the snow, the stars, the lightnings, end the clouds, 

* the lion, the deer, and the wild goat, the raven, the hawk, and the eagle, 

; and above all the eulogy of the horse? Job, the greatest dramatic artist 

, since the beginning of the world. Poets sing and mnters scale the moun- 

; tains vrimerily for one and the seme reason - the thrill to bemty. Orities 

f ; write and hunters outwit their game vrimerfly for one and the same reason - 
|
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the thrill to bemty. Critics write and hunters outwit their game primarily 

for one end the same reason - to reduce that beauty to possession. The 

differences are largely matters of degree, consciousness, and that sly 

arbiter of the classification of human activities, language. If then, we 

can live without goose meic, we may as well do away with stars, or sunsets, 

or Ilfads, But the point 1s that we would be fools to do away with any of 

them, 

What value has wild life from the standpoint of morals and religion? 

I heard of a boy once who was brought up an atheist. He changed his mind 

when he saw that there were a hundred odd species of warblers, each dedecked 

like to the rainbow, and each performing yearly sundry thousands of miles of 

migration about which scientists wrote wisely but did not understand. Mo 

"fortuitous concourse of elements" working blindly through any number of 

millions of years could mite account for why warblers are so beautiful. 

No mechanistic theory, even bolstered by mtations, has ever quite answered 

for the colors of the Ceerulean warbler, or the vesvers of the woodthrush, 

or the swansong, or ~- goose mesic. f dare say this boy's convictions would 

ve harder to shake than those of many inductive theologians. There are yet 

many boys to be born, who like Isaiah "may see, and know, and consider, and 

understand together, that the hand of the Lord hath done this". But where 

shall they see, and know, and consider? In mseuns? 

What is the effect of hunting and fishing on character, as compared 

with other outdoor sports? I have already pointed out that the desire 

lies deeper, that ite somree is a matter of instinct as well as of competi- 

tion. A son of a Robinson Crusoe, having never seen a tennis racket, might 

; set along nicely without one, but he would be pretty sure to hunt or figh 

‘ whether or no he were taught to do so. But this does not establish any 

: superiority as to subjective benefits. Which helvs the more to build a man? 

pre"
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This question (like the one we used to debate in school about whether boys 

or girls are the best scholars) might be argued t111 doomsday. I will not 

attempt it. But there are two points about hunting which deserve special 

emphasis. One is that the ethics of sportsmanship are not a fixed code, but 

must be formlated and practiced by the individual, with no referee but the 

Almighty. The other is that hunting generally involves the handling of dogs 

and horses, and the leek of this experience is one of the most serious de- 

fects of our gasoline-~driven civilisation. There was meh truth in the old 

idea thet any men ignorent of dogs and horses was not a gentleman. In the 

West the abuse of horses is still a universal blackball. This rule of 

thumb was adopted in the cow country long before "character analysis" was 

invented, and for o11 we know, may yet outlive it. ¥ 

But after all it 1s poor business to prove that one good thing is 

better then another. The point is that some siz or eight millions of 

Americans like to tmnt and fish, that the hunting fever is endemic in the 

race, that the race is benefitted by any incentive to get out into the 

open, and is being injured by the destruction of the incentive in this case. 

To combat this destruction is therefore a social issue, 

The difficulty, however, is not 89 mmch in proving this principle in 

the abstract, as in retting people to see and respect its applications. If 

have sean many & womens' Club pass resolutions on bird protection, but the 

“aigrettes" do not come off. TI have seen many & law-abiding citizen sit 

down to a banquet of illegal quail-on-toast, and loudly proclaim his sports- 

| manship or vatriotism. Many of the "best people" at our summer resorts un- 

blushingly buy trout or grouse or venison, and feel delightfully wicked 

) about it, because they see nothing broken but a law. Menbers of the "Four 

; Hundred" in a middle-western town I know of openly flout the spring-shooting 

; 
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regulations, and their friends accept with warm thanks the ducks thus stolen 

from their sons. Nightingales tongues were doubtless merely meat to Nero, 

but it 1s about time to expect enlightened Americans to know angio better 

than he. 

To conelude: T have congenital lmnting fever and three sons. They 

are little tots and spend their time playing with my decoys and scouring 

vacant lots with wooden guns. I hope to leave them good health, an educa- 

tion, and possibly even a competence. But what are they going to do with 

these things if there be no more deer in the hills, and no more quail in 

the coverts? Mo more snipe whistling in the meadow, no more piping of 

widgeons and chattering of teal as darkness covers the marshes; no more 

vidwtiing of swift wings when the morning star pales in the east! And when 

the dawn-wind stirs through the ancient cottonwoods, and the gray light 

steals down from the hills over the old river sliding softly past its wide 

brown sandbars, ~- what if there be no more goose-msic? 

I suppose they will have to play golf. 

)
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SPORTSMAN 

Biitorial Offices: 
, 60 Batterymarch, Boston, Mass. 

May 12, 1933 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

After giving your article and secompanying diagram very serious con- 

sideration we have come to the conclusion that it is impossible even for you, 

with your extensive knowledge and experience, to deal with such an intricate 

and Aiversifiea subject as Game Management within the compass at our dis- 

posal. 

So I am returning enclosed with our best thanks for your kindnees in 

submitting then. 

The contributions which appear in our Country Life Department are 

not paid for. 

T am, 

; Yours truly, 

/s/ Charles S. Bird Jr. 

‘(Charles 8. Bird, Jr, 

Aldo Leopold, Bsq. 
Consulting Forester 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 
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GRAND OPERA GAME - 

Aldo Leopold 

It has veen aptly said that pheasent shooting ts a good show, but 

quail end prairie chicken are grand opera. 

This implies that there 1s a big spread in the price of tickets. 

Sonetines there is, but with the right management on the right land, and 

enough of it, a quail or chicken crop may be quite as inexpensive as one of 

lowly pheasants. 

Our thinking on these questions hes been mddled by the automatic 

assumption that te produce game we mst buy stock and confine it is chicken- 

wire slums for breeding and subsequent release. Pheasants tolerate sluns, 

but queil barely, and the lordly chicken not at all. 

We Americans are just awakening to the fact that there is another and 

intrinsically better way, long practiced on the Scottish moors and English 

menors. That way is to so modify the range that the game produces itself. 

Herbert L. Stoddard, the first American to practice it successfully on a 

lerge scale, calls it "game management." 

Game manerement lubricates the engine we call "Nature," rather then 

building a substitute engine in the form of a propagating plant. The motive 

power is that natural force implied in the Biblical injunction, "Go forth 

and replenish the earth." and which the professors define impersonelly as 

"the tendency of any species to increase to the capacity of its environment." 

The game wanager simply enlarges the capecity of the environment by 

improving cover ani food, and by protecting the game against natural enemies 

and overshooting. The increase follows. 

Artificial rearing 1s, of course, one form of game management, and a 

] very useful one, tut it does not produce "grand opera." 

“
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Of the two alternative forms of vroduction, we mechanized Ameridens 

usually choose artificial rearing, probably because the provagating | 

plent, like our factories, is composed of wire, troughs, bins, hoppers, and 

other things we can touch and see, whereas a plece of land improved for 

eeme is composed of~-well, just land. Somehow, the game-mamfacturing 

plant seems the more likely to work, Our faith in factories, however, is 

somewhat sobered of late. Possibly we are now ready to aporefiate that an 

improved environment is the more conservative of the tvo elternative 

investments, provided (as in all investments) the enterprise be skillfully 

directed. 

Directing the "wild menegement" of geme is on entervrise in botanical 

and zoologies1 engineering. To produce cheaply, the game manager, like 

other engineers, met take advantage of what is alreedy on the ground, and 

build only that which is necessary. Here, for instance, is a typical 

country estrte of less then a hundred seres, locsted on some river bluff or 

lakeshore. The estate corries a covey or two of quail, but the owner 

desires half = dozen coveys. How doses he go about getting them? 

The property, like as not, consists of wooded and uncrazed bluffs 

abutting on grazed or enltivated upland farms. In such event the existing 

covey in winter is almost invariably locsted on the boundary between the 

woods and fields. Why? Because this is the only spot now offering feeding, 

hiding, and sleeving quarters all within a short radius. The covey feeds 

in the corn at la, roosts in the grassy draw et 1b, and on cold days finds 

& safe solarium in the warm, brushy, south slope et le. 

Let me emphasize again that these three daily recuirements--board, 

room, end clubd--met al] lie within a short radius. Bobwhite, let it be 

remembered, does not drive car, and though sound of wind and limd (as 

| your setter knows, and mayhap his owner also), his legs are short.
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This "raison d'etre" for covey No. 1 tg also our weys and means for 

vringing coveys 2, 3, “, $, an@ 6 into existence. Up in the hayfiela, for 

exemple, 1s another gressy, Brushy draw, but no corn to go with 1%. Plant 

some at 2a. The new covey will be there next winter, beemse you have 

expanded the “capacity of environment” by creating one new covey range. 

At "3" Ls some erezed timber offering neither cover nor food. Pence 

the south slope of the draw, let it grow up to haws, hazel, and sumac, and 

then plant a little patch of grain. 

At & end § cover abounds, but food is absent. Supply it, and the 

immtable lews of biology will supply the quail. 

At 6 1s food, but no cover,” Plant it at 6a, with the advice of your 

lendseaper. Some day landscapers will learn not only to @eet the home- 

coming car with that even prettior whistle: "Iebwhite.” : 

This, then, is the technic of the biological engineer. His engine 

is the law of increase, his tools the axe, plow, fence, fieldgless, and, 

1f desired, the dog and gun. What more delightful avocation than to teke . 
& plece of land and, by cautious exverimentation, to prove how it works? 

What more substantial service to conservetion than to practice it on one's 

own land? : 

like eny other engineer, it behooves the eame maneger to know the 

limitations as well as the possibilities of his materials. One cannot bulld 

wo wild quail beyond an average of a bird per acre. Why? I said before 

that grend opera game doesn't tolerate slur’, but that is merely answering 

one question by another. The real answer is that nobody knows. We scientists 

partially conceal our tgnorance by labelling the bird-per-ecre limit a 

"saturation point," and let 1t go at that, 

%
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Having built up a good stand of birds, the owner may shoot, but not — 

over a third or a half. In its results, light shooting is indistingnish- 

able from no shooting. Wext year's crop is determined by the number of 

covey locations, and will be what it will de, regardless of whether the 

owner elects to shoot a few birds in season, or prefers to pin a "sanctuary" 

sign on every tree. But, shot or unshot, the whir of » rising covey tn 

one's own field or covert is a goodly thing to hear, Quail are grand opera



: BIRDS AND CATS 

: Aldo Leopold : 

When talk of the pleasant subject of peace, we have also got to deal 

with the unpleasant subject of war. Likewise when we talk about birds, we 

have got to deal with cats. Nobody kmows exactly how many birds we have in 

the United States, but we do know that we have about twenty-five million 

eats in this country, and that we are acquiring more of them every day. 

The cat has an interesting history. There is no record of any of 

the Kuropean peoples having kept domestic cats until about the year 900 A.D. 

Cats were kevt in Egypt, however, beginning about 1200 B.C. and had their 

origin from the wild cat still to be found in Mgypt and northeastern Africa. 

The great Herodotus mentioned that there was such an abundance of cats on a 

certain mountain in Numidia that no bird was ever known to nest there. 

With the Egyptians, the domestic cat became an object of worship and 

the hundreds of thousands of cats kept in the period of Egyptian civiliza- 

tion is attested to by the great caves found along the Wile, literally filled 

with the embalmed bodies of these animals. These deposits of embalmed cats 

are so extensive that a few years ago a commeréial company undertook their 

removal and the ground up carcasses were sold in Burope as fertilizer at 

$15 per ton. Who knows but what the destruction of Beyptian virds by these 

hordes of cats, and ths possible resulting effect in the increase of insects 

might have been at least in part resnonsible for the periods of crop failures 

and famines which preceded the downfall of Egyptian civilization? 

The principal justification for the keeping of cats has always been 

their alleged good services in checking the increase of rats and mice but 

scientists have now proven that a good mouse trap is worth a half a dozen 

cats and that the effectiveness of cats as mousers has been greatly exaggerated. 

A few years ago, a certain ship's captain boasted how hie cat had deen
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instrumental in keeping his ship clear of rats. It happened that this ahip 

was pot into quarantine, and when fumigated, the cat was unfortunately for- 

gotten and after the captain's cabin was cleaned after fumigation, there 

were found in it twenty-four dead rats and the one cat, side by side. | 

The troudle is this; when you feed a cat she does not catch anything 

and when you do not feed her she lives on birds because birds are easier to 

catch than rats and mice. Actual records have shown at least 12$ species of 

birds whieh are commonly killed by vagabond cats. 

The really alarming feature of the eat situation is thet our bird 

supply is threatened not only by the cats whichstay around home and clean 

out the birds from the garden and orchard, tut especially from the hundreds 

of thousands of cats which have really turned into wild animale and which 

make their living Xe the woods and fielde off of birds alone. Rvery sports- 

men knows that cats which have run wild are commonly found miles distant 

from eny house or farm and every good snorteman who is interested in wild 

life ont here will shoot these wild cats at every opportunity. 

Comnetent mthorities have estimated that there are at least twenty- 

five million of them in the United States and that a very conservative esti- 

nates this entire mmber averace ten birds killed per year, making a total 

of 250,000,000 birds which we met charge against the cat nuisance. 

Nor 1s this the only charge against the cat. All of these cats mat 

consume fool, whether in the form of birds or in the form of tadle seraps 

which ought to go toward the feeding of chickens or other producing amtmals, 

Moreover cats are known to be a serious factor in the dissemination of con- ; 

tazgious diseases. 

This does not mean that we have to deprive cat lovers of their favorite 

pets, but it does mean that every cat which does not serve a useful purpose 

will have to be dispensed with if ws are to adequately protect our wild life
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and our own health. The time will-come when it will be illegal to keep a 

cat without ea license just as we now license a dog, end when all unlicensed 

animals will be disposed of by the wblic authorities. The sooner we got 

such a law in New Mexico the sooner may we hope for adequate protection of 

our birds and wild life. 

am
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THE VIRGIN SOUTHWEST 

Aldo Leopold 

The major premiee of civilization is that the attainments of one 

feneration shall be available to the next. 

Some social setences, by their very nature, east doubt uvon the 

validity of this nremise, Archeology, for example, deseribes an endless 

caraven of societies, now dead, for whom it did not hold true. On the 

other hand the art of government is concerned with bolstering such doubts, 

not wholly, I take it, out of altruistic regard for the unborn, but rather 

out of an imperative need for confidence among the living. The chenging 

"tempo" of the generations, so convincingly described by Ortega in "The 

Revolt of the Masses", consists, perhaps, of fluctuations in their social 

confidence. Ke that as it may, any matter which challenges the validity 

of the major premise is, ipso facto, a matter of concern to all thoughtful 

men. 

Tt is only recently that the biological sciences have hed new occasion 

to challenge it, in their discovery of an sbnormal erosion-rate in some of 

our best soile. The rate ie rapid elsewhere, but in the Southwest and the 

adjoining semi-arid regions it is nothing short of elarming. At the mouth 

of one Utah canyon, for exemple, erdsive denosits display seasonal color- 

layers, from which » chronology similar to that of tree-rings has been 

built. It shows more movement of soil sined the introduction of livestock 

to the watershed fifty years ago than had Wrekibite occurred since the 

recession of the gincial enoch. 

"Discovery" is a slow process. It is almost a feneration since certain 

em@lorists, ranga-managers, foresters, and engineers saw and described the 

present southwestern situation, but it is only a year or two since the social 

Sonsequences of its continuance were given credence by the lay mbdlic. lBven 

statesmen now show signs of being aware that the best soils are slipping, 

_——_.
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sliding, toward the sea, and that the basic cause of this abnormal movement 

is the devegetation of the range through overgrazing by domestic livestock. 

I think, though, that the thoughtful citizen still entertains a mental 

reservation, - he regards this thing as importent, if true. This is only 

natural, since he is unable to veigh personally the technical evidence; he 

mst take the ecologist's word for it. The fect of sbnormal erosion, however, 

can be established on historical as well as ecological evidence. ‘This paper 

aims to present such evidence as gathered from a single document; the Journal 

of Alexander Ohio Pattie, who trapped beaver in this region almost a genera- 

tion before the Santa Fe Trail opened it to wholesale economic exploitation. 

Certain other material of miscellaneous origin, and certain personal observa- 

tions, are interjected to give relief to the Pattie narrative. 

Pattie was a young Missourian of the Boone and Kenton tradition, with 

an eye for game, frass, and timber. Ne travelled down the Rio Grande and 

the Gila, trapping beavers, in 1824. In 1825 (?) he cam’ back up the Grand 

Cenyon of the Colorado. 

On the journey from Santa Fe to San Felipe, Pattie speaks of “a hand- 

some plain, covered with herds of domestic animals". Continuing down the 

Upper Rio Grande Valley to Sosorro, he "traversed the same veautiful viain 

country," on which grazed "the same multitude of domestic animals." There 

met have been heavy crass, not only along the river but on the mesas adjoin- 

ing mesas today; many of them have become bare sand dunes. 

Pattie remarks that the valley floor was not cultivated except at 

San Felipe and above Socorro. At these points the valley is narrow and the 

river has a steep gradient. They ‘would be the easiest places to divert 

irrigation water from an unsilted river channel, deceuse the flatter the 

eradient of a stream, the more work is required to build intake ditches ; 

up its banke,
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While the main valley was used for grazing, the farming, according to 

Pattie, was mostly conducted in side streams like the Puerco. Today the 

reverse is true. The main valley is all farmed, except where seevage (due 

to silting) makes it too wet, while the side streams are fit only for grazing, 

because erosion has gutted all the irrigeble land. 

Gouzens (7°) says that in 1859(?) the channel of the Puerco was only 12 
to 15 feet deep where it crosses the road from Isleta to Acoma and Zuni. 

Abert (51) says that in 1846 it was only 10 or 12 feet deep at a point a few 

miles higher up. Today, at these seme spots, the channel of the Puerco is 

a miniature Grand Canyon carved in clay. I recollect it as over a hundred 

yards wide and thirty feet deep. 

Pattie remarks that st Socorro the valley was thinly timbered, but 

covered with willow and cottonwood brush in which "great numbers of bear, 

deer, and turkey" found refuge. One infers there was little large timber 

anywhere along the upper river. Today the ancient cottonwoods that line its 

irrigation ditches are its principal ornament. Moet of these cottonwoods 

are rooted in the ridges of silt that have resdlted fron the annual clean- 

ing of the ditch channels; in fact the older ditches have raised themselves 

from five to ten feet above the valley floor by gradual siltage. 
What do these seemingly disjointed facts tell us about the virgin 

Southwest? 

They tell us that in Pattie's day the Rio Grande drained a etable 

watershed, devoid of abnormal erosion. Even the sand dunes adjoining the 

river carried a heavy growth of grass. By reason of this graes, prairie 

fires swept across the valley and kept it devoid of large timber. The river 

channel, now so filled with silt that it 1s actually higher then the valley 

floor, was then so far below the floor that irrigation was difficult, except 

a at the points where steep gradients facilitated the building of intakes. In 

Ce
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short we now have scent grass, moh erosion, and a river so choked with 

silt that it bors its own bottoms with seepage and poisons their fertility 

with alkali, In Pattie's day there was grass everywhere, little erosion, 

& normal river, and bottomlands of sweet well-drained soil, 

Pattie's testimony is really superfluous; there is hardly an acre 

that does not tell its own story to those who understand the speech of 

hills and rivers. The Gelisteo, which winds across Pattie's "handsome 

plain" hes since been lived upon. We see the skeletons of ancient fruit 

; trees, toppling one by one into the wes arroyo, which year by year 

gnawe away the loam of whet wes once a farm. 

That farm was irrigated once, -- one can trace the old ditches winding 

across the remants of bottomlend. If irrigated, there mst have been a 

stream. There is no stream now, only a trickle in the eand. 

The stream banks met heave deen shallow end gentle, elee thevwater 

could not have been led upon the land. They are not shallow now. The 

channel is 2 flood-torn chasm. 

If there were ditehes, there mst have deen wide stretches of level 

friendly soil to irrigate. That soil has been dumped as silt into the main 

river; one farm washed away to curse another in the making, somewhere below. 

Pattie's ‘inpihneni plein fe etill green, at times, but it is the kind 

of green which could deceive only a tourist. It is not the ereenness of 

grass, it is the greenness of tumbleweeds end snakeweed and pinque, --worth- 

less substitutes which a denuded nature has invoked to cover her nakedness. 

On this same Galisteo Doniphen, (3°) in 1846, found “grass and water abundant 
and of good quality." 

It might be argued by some that the ferming which once oceupied valleys 

like the Galisteo started the erosion which has since destroyed them. That 

this ts not true is attested by valleys which were farmed before Coronado 

i tial Ra ihc au
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cane, but did not erode until livestock was introdnced. The San Jose is a 

case in point. : 

Everybody observes the lava cliffs which line its valley, black from ; 

centuries of oxidation in the sun. At their base runs a horizontal band 

of gray and red. [It is like the tell-tale whiteness of a school-boy's 

face which shows, by contrast, where he has been washed. ‘These cliffs 

have been washed--by erosion. The gray and red band is the measure of the 

soil which floods hove torn away from the as yet unbieckened rock -~ more 

farms gutted ont to clog rivers and fill reservoirs, somewhere below. 

Nothing hes changed in the watershed of the San Jose exeent Brass. 

Coronado and those who came after him brought sheep and goats and cattle to 

the Indians, and the subsement over-crazing of the whole watershed ts whet 

" upset its equilibrium. Throughout the Southwest the worst erosion ts in the 

regions of the oldest settlements, becanse it is there thet overgrazing has 

been most severe throuch the longest time. 

On the north flank of Mt. Taylor is dramatic proof of the when and why 

of erosion, Winding up and down seross the treeless foothills, threading in 

end out of erpst end hollow, ts an old earth-scar, overgrown with chemise 

end snakeweed, but nevertheless clearly traceable for miles, like the track 

of some great servent. It is the Sante Fe Trail. 

Wherever it crosses & hump the 014 roadbed is worn two and three foot 

deep into the soil. The grades followed, and the manner of winding around 

rocire and obstacles, sre exactly the same as one would select in driving 

8 heavy wagon over the same route today, with this significant excertion: 

at the bottom of every hollow is now a steen-banked arroyo which no wagon 

could nossiblysross. There are more of these arroyos than en army of 

| engineers could bridce in months. There cen be no two ways to read the 

history written on these hills. The story is as plain as a street blocked 

by many deep titehen. If you knew the street had been used in 1849, you 

et
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would know the ditches had been dug since. 

How long since? In the bottoms of the arroyos which eross the o14 

trail are chemise bushes and sometimes sorsggly junipers, svring from the 

duniver forests higher up on the mountain. Cut off the olflest and count 

beak the annual rings of wood. They too will tell you 1890. Overgrazing 

started these srroyos, and in all probability it was overgrazing by the live- 

stock which accompanied the immigrant trains, which thus destroyed this, 

their own wagon road. This probability is strengthened by the fact that the 

erosion is oldest and worst near the water-holes at which the Forty-lNiners 

comped and grazed their thousands of animals. | 

Let us now rejoin Pattie on his trip down the Rio Grande. He left the 

. river near whet is now San Marcial and crossed southwesterly to the copper 

mines at Sante Rita del Cobre. From Santa Rite he went to the head of the 

Gila River to trap beavers. He caught "trout" where the river emerges from 

the mountains, vrobably near the vresent settlement of Cliffs. (If these were 

really trout, rather then 'bony-tails,' then the tront extended fifteen miles 

farther downstream than they do now.) The first night of trapping at this 

point yielded 30 beavers. But the important thing is not so mech the abund. 

enge of beaver, as the fact thet these hardy trappers “were meh fatigued by 

imbered botton." 
Today, at this spot, and for miles above and below, the river is flanked 

by naked bars of sand and cobblestones, and the bottoms, axcent where fenced, 

are as bare of grass, ae naked of timber, as the ton of a billiard tebie. 

Ascending the box of the Gila, Pattie describes "a thick tangle of 

erepevines and underbrush" through which he crawled, sometimes on hands and 

knees. At the forks of the river (now the X8SX cattle ranch), the banks were 

still “very brushy, and frequented by numbers of bears." Here too, there is 

not little brush and many cobble bare. 

a
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Chop down the oldest of the young sycemores end alders that have found 

rootage on the cobble bars which have replaced Pattie's bottoms, and you will 

find that few are older than the cow-business, which invaded these hills in 

the early eighties. 

A year later Pattie followed down the Gila to its junction with the 

Colorado. There on February 26, 1826, he tells in a single sentence more 

of what has befallen the Southwest then could be compressed into 2 volume 

today. This is the sentences "At twelve we started vp the Red River (Rio 

Colorado), which is between two and three hundred yerds wide, a deep bold 

stream, and the water at this voint 1s entirely clear." 
The Colorado today discharges around 12,000 acre feet of silt per 

year, enough to cover half e township with a foot of md. Clear weter in 

the Colorado is unknown, 

Agein Pattie, this time at the mouth of the Little Coloredo sbove the 

Grand Canyon} "On the fifteenth (April) we returned to the banks of the 

Red River, which ig here a clear beantiful stream." 
Pattie’s finding clear water in February might be explained away on the 

grounds that headwater snows wore still intact, mt his report of clear 

water in both February and April, with no intimation of any opposite econ- 

dition during the interim journey along ite course, indicates to me that 

our present Colorado resembles Pattie's only in loestion and name. The 

present river is never clear, ~ not only that tut it is carrying the richest 

soils of Arizona into the Gulf of California, which has become in very faet 

“the vermilliion sea". : 

The foregoing comparisons of what Pattie saw and what we see today are 

nerely random examples of whet hae hanvened, in sone degrea, to almoat every 

watershed in the Southwest. On many of the Wational Forests and on a few 

well-managed private ranches the damage is vartial and confined mainly to 

<a
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; loss of bottomlands. Near many o14 settlements the damage is complete, 

erosion having exposed enough rocks to substitute what might be called a 

mechenical equilibrium for the vegetative one which once existed. In most 

places the damage is still in process, and the vrrocess is cunmmlative, 

It hes been necessary to offer proof of these changes beesuse net people 

do not know that any change hes taken place, and some who do know deny that 

overgrazing is the primary couse. They persist in believing either that 

abnormal erosion was always there, or thet it is somehow an act of God 

instead of an act of soats, sheep, and cows. 

In trying to picture the meaning of the term overrrezing, it is important 

that the realer divest his mind of the assumption that overgrazing constitutes 

a uniformly distributed oxcess of consumption over growth. More often than 

not the excessive utilisation of one plant or tyne of ground is accompanied 

vy the underutilization of another. Yor this reason the very diversity of 

the country has emtributed to its undoing. If a mountain cow on a cold 

winter day has the choice of basking in the warm sun of a hardwood bottom, 

or of climbing upon the wind-swept mesa, or serambling among the rocky slopes 

vetween the two, she will choose the bottom. In fact, she may browse the 

last bottomland willow to death before the bunch grass on the slopes is 

even touched. It seems as if the greater the diversity of types, the less 

uniform their utilization and the quicker the inception of damage. 

The reorder met eran the fact that overgrazing is more then mere lack 

of visible forage. Tt is rather a lack of vigorous roots of desirable forage 

plants. An area is overgrazed to the extent its palatable plants are thinned 

out or weakened 'n growing power. [Tt takes more than 1 few good rains, or a 

temporary renoval of livestock, to eure thie thinning or weakening of 

palatable viante. In some cases it may take yeare of skilifol range
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management to effect a cure; in others erosion has so drained and leached 

the gol] that restoration is a matter of deaedes; again it has removed the 

sotl entirely. In the latter event restoration involves geological periods 

of time, and thus for human purposes mst be dismissed as impossible. - 

There was once a widespread impression that forest fires, ag well as 

overgrazing, were an important ¢ause of watershed damage. Recent evidence 

in other regions supports this belief, but not here. On the contrary, 

observations on their sequence and relative importance in the Arisona brush- 

fields, indicates thet when the cattle came the grass went, the fires dimished, 

and erosion began. : 

The rivers on which we heve built storage reservoirs or rower dens 

deposit their deltas not only in the sea, but behind the dems. We build 

these to store water, and mortgare our irrigated valleys and our industries 

to nay for them, but every year they store a little less water and a little 

more md. Reclamation, which should be for all time, this becomes in rart 

the source of a merely temmorary prosrerity. 

The rivers which get their silt from the hills use it to scour the 

' valleys whieh they once fertilized. Thus The Ofla Valley, a garden since 

the Indian days, stretching elmost across the bresdth of Arizona, hae lost 

6000 acres (32) of natural agricultural land since Pattie trapped deaver 

there, and may lose 33,000 acras more before the demare is complete. Daring 

the same period artificial reclamation has watered only 46,000 aeres in the 

Gila drainage. Yet we think of reclamation as a net addition to the wealth 

of the arid weet. In the Southwest it is more securate to regard it, in 

vart, ae 8 mere offset (ty to our owncclumsy destruction of the natural 

Wwwttome which required no exvenstve dams and reservoirs, and which the 

Indians cultivated before irrieation bonds had a name, and vefore the voice 

of the booster was heard in the land,
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We can say this: Tht what we cell "development" is not a uni-direc- 

tional process, especially in a semi-arid country. To develop this lend 

we have used engines that we could not control, and have started actions 

and reactions far different from those intended. Some of these are proving 

beneficial; most of them harnful. This land is too complex - the simple 

-processes of "the mass-mind” armed with modern tools. To live in real 

harmony with such a country seems to require elther a degree of mblic 

reguiation we will not tolerete, or a degree of private enlightenment we do 

not possess, 

But of course we mst continue to live with 1t secording to our lights. 

Two things hold promise of tnprovimg those lights. One is to apply sefenee 

to land-use. The other is to onltivate a love of country a little less 

spangled with stars, and a little more imbued with that resvect for mother- 

earth the lack of which is, to me, the outstanting attribute of the machine 

age.
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tonmission Honors Aido Leopold in Statement x - 

The following statement prepared by Commissioner W. J. P. Aberg was 

yenimously adopted by the commission honoring the late Commissioner Aldo 

jeopolds 

“In the untimely passing of Aldo Leopold, Wisconsin and the Nation have 

wffered an irreparable loss. He served as a member of this commission, appointed 

ty Governor Goodland, from July, 1943 to the time of his death. His service as 

m official member of the Commission was brief compared to his work many years 

yefore that, in the field of Conservation in this state, culminating in the 

treation of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission in 1927. During those years, 

ind throughout his official service, his untiring and ~nselfish leadership was a 

bright beacon in an uncharted sea. eae 

"As a member of this Commission, it was Aldo Leopold who at all times 
furnished the encouragement and inspiration to younger men coming into positions 
f responsibility. His technical knowledge, his sage advice, and above all things, 

is charm and’ philosophy were always available to them. His inspiration and 

influence permeated the Department from the Madison offices to the remote outposts 

1 the field. This was true in all branches of the Department, for Aldo Leopold 

1s a forester, highly trained and experienced, as well as a naturalist, a botanist 

da game manager of international repute. 

"He loved the beauties of nature and constantly sought to preserve for 
osterity the little that remains of nature's bounty, which could be salvaged. 

is interest encompassed a stray bit of native prairie grass, a hidden clump 

¢ flowers saved from devastating civilization, a bit of virgin forest, or an 

naccessible piece of swamp land, With those who persisted in destroying these 

hings, he was militant. ; 

"Commissioner Leopold's writings were literary gems, while also serving as 

thoritative and scientific masterpieces. He could reduce to poetic prose, 

echnical and statistical treatises. 

"Aldo Leopold has been described as ‘a scientist philosopher who drew 3 

ig pictures with fine lines.’ He combined the qualities of Thoreau and John 

ir with the practical approach acquired from his wide experience in adminis- 

rative fields. At all times a thorough gentleman, where matter# of principle 

ere involved, his quiet, understanding tolerance disguised an adamant firmness 

rom which deviation could not be tolerated or even considered. 

"It is the sense of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission and Department, 

at these policies, principles and ideals pertaining to the far reaching 

roblems of conservation in this state, shall be their guide and aim so that 

ompensation may come in small degree, for his logs, in the creative work of 

onverting his ideals into lesting monuments to his memory." 

bint Beach State Forest Boundary Revise 

C. L. Harrington presented a proposal for the revision of the boundary ; 

f Point Beach State Forest in Manitowoc County and purchase of 250 acres of 
find within the added area. He explained that Mr. Frank Kaufmenn of the 
Fenilton Company in Two Rivers had purchased land in this area years ago 

“Ful kept it in its natural wild condition. Much of the present pine forest 

i ith shoreline on Lake Michigan was purchased from his estate and now this Zi 

‘fest parcel is offered by the estate of his widow, Mrs. Sophie Kaufmann.
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Commissioner Aberg reviewed the history of plans to purchase this land which f 

he called "The finest tract of virgin timber in Wisconsin right now." Ina meeting 

with the Land Commissioners in 1942, an informal program of understanding to 

appraise and sell the lands to the Conservation Commission was worked out. Is 

Evidently, because of lack of personnel, the job had been delayed until now. He pe 

stated, "This is a transfer of funds from one state pocket to another -- our 

forestry fund to the School Fund. It isn't the same asa ‘deal’ with private 

owners. It is a wholesale sale and shoulu receive special consideration on a 2 

wholesale basis." He explained that when the land is cruised it should be done y 

jointly by foresters of both commissions. The land could be purchased in ee 

substantial blocks over a possible five year period and the funds would be he 

available when they are ready to convey. 
_ = ‘ 

Commissioner Aberg also commented on the fact that the need for forestry mone br 

for this purpose presented an excellent reason for asking either the Emergency 

Board or the Legislature to release from custody $300,000 in forestry funds 

which was taken away from the commission in 1939 by the Heil administration in ie 

segregation recommended by the Governor's budget of that year. He felt that pt 

the cruise should be made as speedily as possible and the purchase and payment u 

plan worked out in detail later. " 

Superintendent of Forests and Parks, C. L. Harrington, suggested that the fa 

cruise should be concerned with quantities of timber and not prices. He also 

exPlained that the entire Flambeau State Forest was “built around" this large 

tract of virgin hemlock and Flambeau River frontage along the block had already 

been purchased in 1930. . 

Chairman Smith summarized the commission's reaction to this letter by f 

ordering the Director to reply favorably suggesting a joint cruise of the lands | 

a@s soon as possible and requesting another joint meeting with the Commissioners hh 

of Public Lands and their reaction to the Conservation Commission's policy on 

this matter. nt) 

Se eee eck 

Deer and Bear Damage Claims Break All Records id 

Emil Kaminski, Assistant Legal Counsel, reported that deer and bear damage his 

claims for the fiscal year 1947-48 were more numerous than ever before and. a 

would undoubtedly exceed all previous years in expenditure for payment from pee 

conservation funds. He estimated that the total cost for this fiscal year Pe 

would run between $60,000 and $65,000.. The higest previous year was 1945-46 

when $38,032.78 was spent to pay claims. % i 

The annual budget appropriation for this purpose is $25,000, but this Fob 

year started with $30,799.52 with additional unexpended funds of the previous © 

year, As a result of the commission's action on January 19, the Emergency OY 

Board had already increased this amount by $15,000 to meet claims pending 

and now over $14,000 in additional claims were awaiting payment and could not 

be covered by more than $45,000 already allocated for this purpose. in 

The commission approved submission to the Emergency Board of a request 

for loan of an additional $20,000 to pay these claims and those anticipated ft P, 

before the end of the year. It was explained that this "loan" is later paid and 

pack out of the conservation fund. Commissioner Reigel stated that he ani: 

believed the conservation wardens were doing a good job investigating these ud 

claims and were not allowing any unwarranted payments. Chairman Smith th 

commented on the fact that deer damage is progressively becoming 4 more ‘ est 

- gerious problem and that the operators of muck farms in Oconto County 

are asking for "deer-proof" fences to protect their crops.
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(ommission Honors Aldo Leopold in Statement 
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: The following statement prepared by Commissioner W. J. P. Aberg was 
nanimou8ly adopted by the commission honoring the late Commissioner Aldo 
jeopolds 

"In the untimely passing of Aldo Leopold, Wisconsin and the Nation have 
wuffered an irreparable loss. He served as a member of this commission, appointed 

by Governor Goodland, from July, 1943 to the time of his death. His service as 
m official member of the Commission was brief compared to his work many years 
hefore that, in the field of Conservation in this state, culminating in the 
weation of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission in 1927. During those years, 

d throughout his official service, his untiring and janselfish leadership was a 
: right beacon in an uncharted sea. ; 

“As @ member of this Commission, it was Aldo Leopold who at all times 
urnished the encouragement and inspiration to younger men coming into positions 
f responsibility. His technical knowledge, his sage advice, and above all things, 
is charm and philosophy were always available to them. His inspiration and 

nfluence permeated the Department from the Madison offices to the remote outposts 
n the field. This was true in all branches of the Department, for Aldo Leopold 
as a forester, highly trained and experienced, as well as a naturalist, a botanist 
da game manager of international repute, 

"He loved the beauties of nature and constantly sought to preserve for 
sterity the little that remains of nature's bounty, which could be salvaged. 

is interest encompassed a stray bit of native prairie grass, a hidden clump 
f flowers saved from devastating civilization, a bit of virgin forest, or an 
naccessible piece of swamp land, With those who persisted in destroying these 
hings, he was militant. 

"Commissioner Leopold's writings were literary gems, while also serving as 
thoritative and scientific masterpieces. He could reduce to poetic prose, 
fchnical and statistical treatises. 

"Aldo Leopold has been described as 'a scientist philosopher who drew 
ig pictures with fine lines.’ He combined the qualities of Thoreau and John 
ir with the practical approach acquired from his wide experience in adminis- 
ative fields. At all times 4 thorough gentleman, where matters of principle 
re involved, his quiet, understanding tolerance disguised an adamant firmness 
‘om which deviation could not be tolerated or even considered. 

"It is the sense of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission and Department, 
at these policies, principles and ideals pertaining to the far reaching 
oblems of conservation in this state, shall be their guide and aim so that 

mpensation may come in small degree, for his loss, in the creative work of 
mverting his ideals into lasting monuments to his memory." 

int Beach State Forest Boundary Revised 

C. L. Harrington presented a proposal for the revision of the boundary 
Point Beach State Forest in Manitowoc County and purchase of 250 acres of 

7 within the added area. He explained that Mr. Frank Kaufmenn of the 
f1lton Company in Two Rivers had purchased land in this area years ago 
dkept it in its natural wild condition. Much of the present pine forest 

{th shoreline on Lake Michigan was purchased from his estate and now this } 
fst parcel is offered by the estate of his widow, Mrs. Sophie Kaufmann.
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Commissioner Aberg reviewed the history of plans to purchase this land which f 

he called "The finest tract of virgin timber in Wisconsin right now." In a meetj 

with the Land Commissioners in 1942, an informal program of understanding to 

appraise and sell the lands to the Conservation Commission was worked out. fs 

Evidently, because of lack of personnel, the job had been delayed until now. He i 

stated, "This is a transfer of funds from one state pocket to another -- our 

forestry fund to the School Fund. It isn't the same asa ‘deal’ with private 

owners. It is a wholesale sale and shoulu receive special consideration on a e 

wholesale basis." He explained that when the land is cruised it should be done y 

jointly by foresters of both commissions. The land could be purchased in ay 

substantial blocks over a possible five year period and the funds would be le 

available when they are ready to convey. E 

Commissioner Aberg also commented on the fact that the need for forestry mone; Mg 

for this purpose presented an excellent reason for asking either the Emergency 

Board or the Legislature to release from custody $300,000 in forestry funds fu 

which was taken away from the commission in 1939 by the Heil administration in . 

segregation recommended by the Governor's budget of that year. He felt that nf 

the cruise should be made as speedily as possible and the purchase and payment ip 

plan worked out in detail later. e 

Superintendent of Forests and Parks, C. L. Harrington, suggested that the a 

cruise should be concerned with quantities of timber and not prices. He also 

exPlained that thé entire Flambeau State Forest was “puilt around" this large 

tract of virgin hemlock and Flambeau River frontage along the block had already 3 

been purchased in 1930. * 

Chairman Smith summarized the commission's reaction to this letter by ie 

ordering the Director to reply favorably suggesting a joint cruise of the lands oe 

@s soon as possible and requesting another joint meeting with the Commissioners 4 

of Public Lands and their reaction to the Conservation Commission's policy on 

this matter. tl 

ee eck 

Deer and Bear Damage Claims Break All Records ie 

Emil Kaminski, Assistant Legal Counsel, reported that deer and bear damage it 

claims for the fiscal year 1947-48 were more numerous than ever before and. pa 

would undoubtedly exceed all previous years in expenditure for payment from a 

conservation funds. He estimated that the total cost for this fiscal year es: 

would run between $60,000 and $65,000.. The higest previous year was 1945-46 

when $38,032.78 was spent to pay claims. % ae 

The annual budget appropriation for this purpose is $25,000, but this ee 

year started with $30,799.52 with additional unexpended funds of the previous Pae 

year. As a result of the commission's action on January 19, the Emergency goa 

Board had already increased this amount by $15,000 to meet claims pending 

and now over $14,000 in additional claims were awaiting payment and could not | 

be covered by more than $45,000 already allocated for this purpose. bint 

The commission approved submission to the Emergency Board of a request 

for loan of an additional $20,000 to pay these claims and those anticipated t B 

before the end of the year. It was explained that this "loan" is later paid ind 

back out of the conservation fund. Commissioner Reigel stated that he end] 

believed the conservation wardens were doing a good job investigating these td 

claims and were not allowing any unwarranted payments. Chairman Smith th 

commented on the fact that deer damage is progressively becoming 4 more lest 

> gerious problem and that the operators of muck farms in Oconto County 

are asking for "deer-proof" fences to protect their crops.
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; jommission Honors Aldo Leopold in Statement 
c 

Ast The following statement prepared by Commissioner W. J. P. Aberg was 
yanimously adopted by the commission honoring the late Commissioner Aldo 
Jeopold: . 

le 

"In the untimely passing of Aldo Leopold, Wisconsin and the Nation have 
wffered an irreparable loss. He served as a member of this commission, appointed 
oy Governor Goodland, from July, 1943 to the time of his death. His service as 

? |n official member of the Commission was brief compared to his work many years 
nefore that, in the field of Conservation in this state, culminating in the 
creation of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission in 1927. During those years, 
md throughout his official service, his untiring and Anselfish leadership was a 
bright beacon in an uncharted sea. hid 

none 

“As @ member of this Commission, it was Aldo Leopold who at all times 
urnished the encouragement and inspiration to younger men coming into positions 

: f responsibility. His technical knowledge, his sage advice, and above all things, 
is charm and philosophy were always available to them, His inspiration and 

influence permeated the Department from the Madison offices to the remote outposts 
in the field. This was true in all branches of the Department, for Aldo Leopold 

as a forester, highly trained and experienced, as well as a naturalist, a botanist 
nd a game manager of international repute. 

"He loved the beauties of nature and constantly sought to preserve for 
y osterity the little that remains of nature's bounty, which could be salvaged. 

is interest encompassed a stray bit of native prairie grass, a hidden clump 
f flowers saved from devastating civilization, a bit of virgin forest, or an 

4 naccessible piece of swamp land, With those who persisted in destroying these 
, jhings, he was militant. 

"Commissioner Leopold's writings were literary gems, while also serving as 
thoritative and scientific masterpieces. He could reduce to poetic prose, 
echnical and statistical treatises. 

"Aldo Leopold has been described as 'a scientist philosopher who drew 
ig pictures with fine lines.’ He combined the qualities of Thoreau and John 

s ir with the practical approach acquired from his wide experience in adminis~ 

rative fields. A+ all times a thorough gentleman, where matters of principle 
re involved, his quiet, understanding tolerance disguised an adamant firmness 
tom which deviation could not be tolerated or even considered. 

"It is the sense of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission and Department, 
at these policies, principles and ideals pertaining to the far reaching 

oblems of conservation in this state, shall be their guide and aim so that 

mpensation may come in small degree, for his loss, in the creative work of 
pnverting his ideals into lasting monuments to his memory." 

int Beach State Forest Boundary Revised 

C. L. Harrington presented a proposal for the revision of the boundary 
f Point Beach State Forest in Manitowoc County and purchase of 250 acres of 
tnd within the added area, He explained that Mr. Frank Kaufmenn of the 
t1ton Company in Two Rivers had purchased land in this area years ago 
dkept it in its natural wild condition. Much of the present pine forest 
th shoreline on Lake Michigan was purchased from his estate and now this d 

Rst parcel is offered by the estate of his widow, Mrs. Sophie Kaufmann. 

a
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Commissioner Aberg reviewed the history of plans to purchase this land which a 

he called "The finest tract of virgin timber in Wisconsin right now." Ina meeting 

with the Land Commissioners in 1942, an informal program of understanding to 

appraise and sell the lands to the Conservation Commission was worked out. a 

Evidently, because of lack of personnel, the job had been delayed until now. He le 

stated, "This is a transfer of funds from one state pocket to another -- our 

forestry fund to the School Fund. It isn't the same as a ‘deal’ with private 
owners. It is a wholesale sale and shoulu receive special consideration on a ue 

wholesale basis." He explained that when the land is cruised it should be done by 

jointly by foresters of both commissions. The land could be purchased in . ei 

substantial blocks over a possible five year period and the funds would be f 

available when they are ready to convey. F 

Commissioner Aberg also commented on the fact that the need for forestry mone pr: 

for this purpose presented an excellent reason for asking either the Emergency 

Board or the Legislature to release from custody $300,000 in forestry funds fe 

which was taken away from the commission in 1939 by the Heil administration in 

segregation recommended by the Governor's budget of that year. He felt that pe 

the cruise should be made as speedily as possible and the purchase and payment is 

plan worked out in detail later. . 

Superintendent of Forests and Parks, C. L. Harrington, suggested that the a 

cruise should be concerned with quantities of timber and not prices. He also : 

exPlained tHat thé entire Flembeau State Forest was "“puilt around" this large 

tract of virgin hemlock and Flambeau River frontage along the block had already a 

been purchased in 1930. 

Chairman Smith summarized the commission's reaction to this letter by a 

ordering the Director to reply favorably suggesting a joint cruise of the lands pe 

as soon as possible and requesting another joint meeting with the Commissioners 47 

of Public Lands and their reaction to the Conservation Commission's policy on 

this matter. ath 

Se ees ech 

Deer and Bear Damage Claims Break All Records i 

Emil Kaminski, Assistant Legal Counsel, reported that deer and bear damage ir 

claims for the fiscal year 1947-48 were more numerous than ever before and. rat 

would undoubtedly exceed all previous years in expenditure for payment from * 

conservation funds. He estimated that the total cost for this fiscal year 

would run between $60,000 and $65,000.. The higest previous year was 1945-46 

when $38,032.78 was spent to pay claims. % Z 

The annual budget appropriation for this purpose is $25,000, but this rob! 

year started with $30,799.52 with additional unexpended funds of the previous bee 

year. As a result of the commission's action on January 19, the Emergency a 

Board had already increased this amount by $15,000 to meet claims pending 

and now over $14,000 in additional claims were awaiting payment and could not 

be covered by more than $45,000 already allocated for this purpose. int 

The commission approved submission to the Bmergency Board of a request 

for loan of an additional $20,000 to pay these claims and those anticipated f Pg 

before the end of the year. It was explained that this "loan" is later paid ina 

pack out of the conservation fund. Commissioner Reigel stated that he 41 

believed the conservation wardens were doing a good job investigating these i ke 

claims and were not allowing any unwarranted payments. Chairman Smith th 

commented on the fact that deer damage is progressively becoming 4 more : bet 

- serious problem and that the operators of muck farms in Oconto County 

‘ are asking for "deer-proof" fences to protect their crops. |
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E Commission Honors Aldo Leopold in Statement 

ing The following statement prepared by Commissioner W. J. P. Aberg was 
mmanimously adopted by the commission honoring the late Commissioner Aldo 
Leopold: 

"In the untimely passing of Aldo Leopold, Wisconsin and the Nation have 
uffered an irreparable loss. He served as a member of this commission, appointed 

oy Governor Goodland, from July, 1943 to the time of his death. His service as 
yn official member of the Commission was brief compared to his work many years 
vefore that, in the field of Conservation in this state, culminating in the 
creation of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission in 1927. During those years, 
md throughout his official service, his untiring and janselfish leadership was a 

a sright beacon in an uncharted sea. Z : 

“As a member of this Commission, it was Aldo Leopold who at all times 
urnished the encouragement and inspiration to younger men coming into positions 

of responsibility. His technical knowledge, his sage advice, and above all things, 
iis charm and philosophy were always available to them. His inspiration and 
nfluence permeated the Department from the Madison offices to the remote outposts 
n the field. This was true in all branches of the Department, for Aldo Leopold 

as a forester, highly trained and experienced, as well as a naturalist, a botanist 
dd a game manager of international repute, 

"He loved the beauties of nature and constantly sought to preserve for 
osterity the little that remains of nature's bounty, which could be salvaged. 
is interest encompassed a stray bit of native prairie grass, a hidden clump 
f flowers saved from devastating civilization, a bit of virgin forest, or an 
naccessible piece of swamp land, With those who persisted in destroying these 
hings, he was militant. 

"Commissioner Leopold's writings were literary gems, while also serving as 
thoritative and scientific masterpieces. He could reduce to poetic prose, 
echnical and statistical treatises. 

"Aldo Leopold has been described as 'a scientist philosopher who drew 
ig pictures with fine lines.’ He combined the qualities of Thoreau and John 

_ fur with the practical approach acquired from his wide experience in adminis- 
rative fields. At all times a thorough gentleman, where matters of principle 
re involved, his quiet, understanding tolerance disguised an adamant firmness 

tom which deviation could not be tolerated or even considered. 

"It is the sense of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission and Department, 
at these policies, principles and ideals pertaining to the far reaching 

oblems of conservation in this state, shall be their guide and aim so that 

mpensation may come in small degree, for his logs, in the creative work of 
bnverting his ideals into lesting monuments to his memory." 

int Beach State Forest Boundary Revised . 

C. L. Harrington presented a proposal for the revision of the boundary 
f Point Beach State Forest in Manitowoc County and purchase of 250 acres of 

‘~d within the added area, He explained that Mr. Frank Kaufmenn of the 
y7{lton Company in Two Rivers had purchased land in this area years ago 
dkept it in its natural wild condition. Much of the present pine forest 

‘{'th shoreline on Lake Michigan was purchased from his estate and now this 5 
est parcel is offered by the estate of his widow, Mrs. Sophie Kaufmann.
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Commissioner Aberg reviewed the history of plans to purchase this land which ; 
he called "The finest tract of virgin timber in Wisconsin right now." In a meeti 

with the Land Commissioners in 1942, an informal program of understanding to 
appraise and sell the lands to the Conservation Commission was worked out. E 
Evidently, because of lack of personnel, the job had been delayed until now. He Ml 

stated, "This is a transfer of funds from one state pocket to another -- our 

forestry fund to the School Fund. It isn't the same asa ‘deal’ with private 
owners. It is a wholesale sale and shoulu receive special consideration on a & 

wholesale basis." He explained that when the land is cruised it should be done 4 
jointly by foresters of both commissions. The land could be purchased in i" 
substantial blocks over a possible five year period and the funds would be re 
available when they are ready to convey. bn 

Commissioner Aberg also commented on the fact that the need for forestry mone PY 

for this purpose presented an excellent reason for asking either the Emergency | 

Board or the Legislature to release from custody $300,000 in forestry funds | 

which was taken away from the commission in 1939 by the Heil administration in ik 

segregation recommended by the Governor's budget of that year. He felt that if 

the cruise should be made as speedily as possible and the purchase and payment pl 

plan worked out in detail later. . 

Superintendent of Forests and Farks, C. L. Harrington, suggested that the md 

cruise should be concerned with quantities of timber and not prices. He also 

exPlained that the entire Flambeau State Forest was “built around" this large 

tract of virgin hemlock and Flambeau River frontage along the block had already ; 

been purchased in 1930. * 
oe i 

Chairman Smith summarized the commission's reaction to this letter by ( 1 

ordering the Director to reply favorably suggesting a joint cruise of the lands gE 

as soon as possible and requesting another joint meeting with the Commissioners 4% 

of Public Lands and their reaction to the Conservation Commission's policy on 

this matter. hth 

ca 

22 
Deer and Bear Damage Claims Break All Records i 

Hmil Kaminski, Assistant Legal Counsel, reported that deer and bear damage & 

claims for the fiscal year 1947-48 were more numerous than ever before and. Pe 

would undoubtedly exceed all previous years in expenditure for payment from 

conservation funds. He estimated that the total cost for this fiscal year 

would run between $60,000 and $65,000.. The higest previous year was 1945-46 
when $38,032.78 was spent to pay claims. * a 

r 

The annual budget appropriation for this purpose is $25,000, but this 2 

year started with $30,799.52 with additional unexpended funds of the previous pup 

year. As a result of the commission's action on January 19, the Emergency pay 

Board had already increased this amount by $15,000 to meet claims pending 

and now over $14,000 in additional claims were awaiting payment and could not | 

pe covered by more than $45,000 already allocated for this purpose. bin 

The commission approved submission to the Emergency Board of a request 

for loan of an additional $20,000 to pay these claims and those anticipated I 

before the end of the year. It was explained that this "loan" is later paid ha 

pack out of the conservation fund. Commissioner Reigel stated that he fat] 

believed the conservation wardens were doing a good job investigating these ¥ 

claims and were not allowing any unwarranted payments. Chairman Smith ‘th 

commented on the fact that deer damage is progressively becoming & more ~ lst 

- serious problem and that the operators of muck farms in Oconto County 

are asking for "deer-proof" fences to protect their crops.
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i Commission Honors Aldo Leopold in Statement 

A The following statement prepared by Commissioner W. J. P. Aberg was 
ynanimou8ly adopted by the commission honoring the late Commissioner Aldo 
Leopold: 

"In the untimely passing of Aldo Leopold, Wisconsin and the Nation have 
suffered an irreparable loss. He served as a member of this commission, appointed 
ry Governor Goodland, from July, 1943 to the time of his death. His service as 
on official member of the Commission was brief compared to his work many years 
pefore that, in the field of Conservation in this state, culminating in the 
creation of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission in 1927. During those years, 
and throughout his official service, his untiring and ~nselfish leadership was a 

re bright beacon in an uncharted sea. 3 

"As a member of this Commission, it was Aldo Leopold who at all times 
urnished the encouragement and inspiration to younger men coming into positions 
f responsibility. His technical knowledge, his sage advice, and above all things, 

is charm and philosophy were always available to them, His inspiration and 

influence permeated the Department from the Madison offices to the remote outposts 
n the field. This was true in all branches of the Department, for Aldo Leopold 
as a forester, highly trained and experienced, as well as a naturalist, a botanist 
nd a game manager of international repute. 

"He loved the beauties of nature and constantly sought to preserve for 
osterity the little that remains of nature's bounty, which could be salvaged. 
is interest encompassed a stray bit of native prairie grass, a hidden clump 
f flowers saved from devastating civilization, a bit of virgin forest, or an 

| naccessible piece of swamp land. With those who persisted in destroying these 
: hings, he was militant. 

"Commissioner Leopold's writings were literary gems, while also serving as 
thoritative and scientific masterpieces. He could reduce to poetic prose, 
echnical and statistical treatises. 

"Aldo Leopold has »een described as 'a scientist philosopher who drew 
ig pictures with fine lines.’ He combined the qualities of Thoreau and John 

; ir with the practical approach acquired from his wide experience in adminis- 

rative fields. At all times & thorough gentleman, where matters of principle 
ere involved, his quiet, understanding tolerance disguised an adamant firmness 

tom which deviation could not be tolerated or even considered. 

"It is the sense of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission and Department, 
at these policies, principles and ideals pertaining to the far reaching 

roblems of conservation in this state, shall be their guide and aim so that 

ompensation may come in small degree, for his logs, in the creative work of 

onverting his ideals into lasting monuments to his memory." 

int Beach State Forest Boundary Revised 

C. L. Harrington presented a proposal for the revision of the boundary 
' Point Beach State Forest in Manitowoc County and purchase of 250 acres of 
‘nd within the added area. He explained that Mr. Frank Kaufmann of the 
“tilton Company in Two Rivers had purchased land in this area years ago 
kept it in its natural wild condition. Much of the present pine forest 
th shoreline on Lake Michigan was purchased from his estate and now this ? 
st parcel is offered by the estate of his widow, Mrs. Sophie Kaufmann.
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Commissioner Aberg reviewed the history of plans to purchase this land which a 

he called "The finest tract of virgin timber in Wisconsin right now." In a meeting 

with the Land Commissioners in 1942, an informal program of understanding to 

appraise and sell the lands to the Conservation Commission was worked out. le 

Evidently, because of lack of personnel, the job had been delayed until now. He be 
stated, "This is a transfer of funds from one state pocket to another -- our 
forestry fund to the School Fund. It isn't the same asa ‘deal’ with private 

owners. It is a wholesale sale and shoulu receive special consideration on a = 

wholesale basis." He explained that when the land is cruised it should be done py 
jointly by foresters of both commissions. The land could be purchased in be 

substantial blocks over a possible five year period and the funds would be ia 

available when they are ready to convey. ca 

Commissioner Aberg also commented on the fact that the need for forestry mone; he 

for this purpose presented an excellent reason for asking either the Emergency 

Board or the Legislature to release from custody $300,000 in forestry funds rat 

which was taken away from the commission in 1939 by the Heil administration in I 

segregation recommended by the Governor's budget of that year. He felt that ne 

the cruise should be made as speedily as possible and the purchase and payment pis 

plan worked out in detail later. “ 

Superintendent of Forests and Parks, C. L. Harrington, suggested that the nd 

cruise should be concerned with quantities of timber and not prices. He also a 

exPlained tHat thé entire Flambeau State Forest was "built around" this large 

tract of virgin hemlock and Flambeau River frontage along the block had already 2 

been purchased in 1930. * 

Chairman Smith summarized the commission's reaction to this letter by & 

ordering the Director to reply favorably suggesting a joint cruise of the lands — 

@s soon as possible and requesting another joint meeting with the Commissioners whi 

of Public Lands and their reaction to the Conservation Commission's policy on 

this matter. nth 
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Deer and Bear Damage Claims Break All Records F 

mil Kaminski, Assistant Legal Counsel, reported that deer and bear damage az 

claims for the fiscal year 1947-48 were more numerous than ever before and rs 

would undoubtedly exceed all previous years in expenditure for payment from EtG 

conservation funds. He estimated that the total cost for this fiscal year rom 

would run between $60,000 and $65,000.. The higest previous year was 1945-46 | 

when $38,032.78 was spent to pay claims. % so 

The annual budget appropriation for this purpose is $25,000, but this ie 

year started with $30,799.52 with additional unexpended funds of the previous pane 

year, As a result of the commission's action on January 19, the Emergency pay 

Board had already increased this amount by $15,000 to meet claims pending 

and now over $14,000 in additional claims were awaiting payment and could not | 

be covered by more than $45,000 already allocated for this purpose. bint 

The commission approved submission to the Bmergency Board of a request 

for loan of an additional $20,000 to pay these claims and those anticipated tp 

before the end of the year. It was explained that this "loan" is later paid ae 

back out of the conservation fund. Commissioner Reigel stated that he Rat] 

believed the conservation wardens were doing a good job investigating these ki k 

claims and were not allowing any unwarranted payments. Chairman Smith : ith 

commented on the fact that deer damage is progressively becoming 4 more lest 

- serious problem and that the operators of muck farms in Oconto County | 

are asking for "deer-proof" fences to protect their crops.
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‘ Commission Honors Aldo Leopold in Statement 

ing The following statement prepared by Commissioner W. J. P. Aberg was 
manimously adopted by the commission honoring the late Commissioner Aldo 
Leopold: 

} 

"In the untimely passing of Aldo Leopold, Wisconsin and the Nation have 
suffered an irreparable loss. He served as a member of this commission, appointed 
py Governor Goodland, from July, 1943 to the time of his death. His service as 
an official member of the Commission was brief compared to his work many years 
before that, in the field of Conservation in this state, culminating in the 
creation of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission in 1927. During those years, 
and throughout his official service, his untiring and jAanselfish leadership was a 

Ro bright beacon in an uncharted sea. ee 

"As a member of this Commission, it was Aldo Leopold who at all times 
furnished the encouragement and inspiration to younger men coming into positions 
of responsibility. His technical knowledge, his sage advice, and above all things, 
is charm and philosophy were always available to them. His inspiration and 

influence permeated the Department from the Madison offices to the remote outposts 
in the field. This was true in all branches of the Department, for Aldo Leopold 

as a forester, highly trained and experienced, as well as a naturalist, a botanist 
nd a game manager of international repute. 

"He loved the beauties of nature and constantly sought to preserve for 
sterity the little that remains of nature's bounty, which could be salvaged. 

is interest encompassed a stray bit of native prairie grass, a hidden clump 
f flowers saved from devastating civilization, a bit of virgin forest, or an 
naccessible piece of swamp land. With those who persisted in destroying these 
hings, he was militant. 

"Commissioner Leopold's writings were literary gems, while also serving as 
uthoritative and scientific masterpieces. He could reduce to poetic prose, 
echnical and statistical treatises. 

"Aldo Leopold has been described as 'a scientist philosopher who drew 
ig pictures with fine lines.’ He combined the qualities of Thoreau and John 

_ wir with the practical approach acquired from his wide experience in adminis- 
rative fields. At all times & thorough gentleman, where matters of principle 
ere involved, his quiet, understanding tolerance disguised an adamant firmness 
rom which deviation could not be tolerated or even considered. 

"It is the sense of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission and Department, 
at these policies, principles and ideals pertaining to the far reaching 

roblems of conservation in this state, shall be their guide and aim so that 

ompensation may come in small degree, for his logs, in the creative work of 

onverting his ideals into lasting monuments to his memory." 

bint Beach State Forest Boundary Revise 

C. L. Harrington presented a proposal for the revision of the boundary 
f Point Beach State Forest in Manitowoc County and purchase of 250 acres of 
‘nd within the added area. He explained that Mr. Frank Kaufmenn of the 
“ailton Company in Two Rivers had purchased land in this area years ago 
kept it in its natural wild condition. Much of the present pine forest 

ith shoreline on Lake Michigan was purchased from his estate and now this , 
st parcel is offered by the estate of his widow, Mrs. Sophie Kaufmann.
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Commissioner Aberg reviewed the history of plans to purchase this land which f 

he called "The finest tract of virgin timber in Wisconsin right now." In @ meeting 

with the Land Commissioners in 1942, an informal program of understanding to 

appraise and sell the lands to the Conservation Commission was worked out. i 

Evidently, because of lack of personnel, the job had been delayed until now. He : 

stated, "This is a transfer of funds from one state pocket to another -- our 
forestry fund to the School Fund. It isn't the same as.a ‘deal’ with private | 
owners. It is a wholesale sale and shoulu receive special consideration on a ke 

wholesale basis." He explained that when the land is cruised it should be done 3 

jointly by foresters of both commissions. The land could be purchased in a 

substantial blocks over a possible five year period and the funds would be a 

available when they are ready to convey. 

Commissioner Aberg also commented on the fact that the need for forestry mone; he 

for this purpose presented an excellent reason for asking either the Bmergency 

Board or the Legislature to reJease from custody $300,000 in forestry funds lew 

which was taken away from the commission in 1939 by the Heil administration in f 
segregation recommended by the Governor's budget of that year. He felt that ° 

the cruise should be made as speedily as possible and the purchase and payment i 

plan worked out in detail later. ‘s 

Superintendent of Forests and Parks, C. L. Harrington, suggested that the re 

cruise should be concerned with quantities of timber and not prices. He also ro 

exPlained that thé entire Flambeau State Forest was “built around" this large 

tract of virgin hemlock and Flambeau River frontage along the block had already : 

been purchased in 1930. " 

Chairman Smith summarized the commission's reaction to this letter by @ 

ordering the Director to reply favorably suggesting a joint cruise of the lands ~ 

a@s soon as possible and requesting another joint meeting with the Commissioners wha 

of Public Lands and their reaction to the Conservation Commission's policy on | 

this matter. te 
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Deer and Bear Damage Claims Break All Records F 

Emil Kaminski, Assistant Legal Counsel, reported that deer and bear damage pul 

claims for the fiscal year 1947-48 were more numerous than ever before and. Bay 

would undoubtedly exceed all previous years in expenditure for payment from We 

conservation funds. He estimated that the total cost for this fiscal year eS 

would run between $60,000 and $65,000.. The higest previous year was 1945-46 
when $38,032.78 was spent to pay claims. % het 

The annual budget appropriation for this purpose is $25,000, but this Be 

year started with $30,799.52 with additional unexpended funds of the previous ee 

year. As a result of the commission's action on January 19, the Emergency ea 

Board had already increased this amount by $15,000 to meet claims pending 

and now over $14,000 in additional claims were awaiting payment and could not 

be covered by more than $45,000 already allocated for this purpose. loin 

The commission approved submission to the Emergency Board of a request 

for loan of an additional $20,000 to pay these claims and those anticipated fp 

before the end of the year. It was explained that this "loan" is later peid ind 

pack out of the conservation fund. Commissioner Reigel stated that he fan 

Delieved the conservation wardens were doing a good job investigating these ‘e 

claims and were not allowing any unwarranted payments. Chairman Smith With 

commented on the fact that deer damage is progressively becoming @ more last 

’ serious problem and that the operators of muck farms in Oconto County 

are asking for "deer-proof" fences to protect their crops.
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os mmission Honors Aldo Leopold in Statement 
a 

ati The following statement prepared by Commissioner W. J. P. Aberg was 

animou8ly adopted by the commission honoring the late Commissioner Aldo 
opolds 

le 

"In the untimely passing of Aldo Leopold, Wisconsin and the Nation have 
ffered an irreparable loss. He served as a member of this commission, appointed 

,; Governor Goodland, from July, 1943 to the time of his death. His service as 

4 official member of the Commission was brief compared to his work many years 
fore that, in the field of Conservation in this state, culminating in the 

teation of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission in 1927. During those years, 

4 throughout his official service, his untiring and janselfish leadership was a 

‘a tight beacon in an uncharted sea. ye 

"As a member of this Commission, it was Aldo Leopold who at all times 
wnished the encouragement and inspiration to younger men coming into positions 

2 responsibility. His technical knowledge, his sage advice, and above all things, 

s charm and philosophy were always available to them. His inspiration and 

luence permeated the Department from the Madison offices to the remote outposts 

the field. This was true in all branches of the Department, for Aldo Leopold 

5s a forester, highly trained and experienced, as well as a naturalist, a botanist 

d a game manager of international repute. 

"He loved the beauties of nature and constantly sought to preserve for 

ke sterity the little that remains of nature's bounty, which could be salvaged. 

is interest encompassed a stray bit of native prairie grass, a hidden clump 
‘flowers saved from devastating civilization, a bit of virgin forest, or an 

; accessible piece of swamp land, With those who persisted in destroying these 

; ings, he was militant. 

"Commissioner Leopold's writings were literary gems, while also serving as 
thoritative and scientific masterpieces. He could reduce to poetic prose, 

chnical and statistical treatises. 

"Aldo Leopold has been described as ‘a scientist philosopher who drew 

ig pictures with fine lines.’ He combined the qualities of Thoreau and John 

, juir with the practical approach acquired from his wide experience in adminis- 

tative fields. At all times 4 thorough gentleman, where matters of principle 

ere involved, his quiet, understanding tolerance disguised an adamant firmness 

ron which deviation could not be tolerated or even considered. 

"It is the sense of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission and Department, 

at these policies, principles and ideals pertaining to the far reaching 

roblems of conservation in this state, shall be their guide and aim so that 

moeensation may come in small degree, for his logs, in the creative work of 

onverting his ideals into lasting monuments to his memory." 
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int Beach State Forest Boundary Revised 

C. L. Harrington presented a proposal for the revision of the boundary 
{ Point Beach State Forest in Manitowoc County and purchase of 250 acres of 
ind within the added area. He explained that Mr. Frank Kaufmenn of the 
“wlton Company in Two Rivers had purchased land in this area years ago 
kept it in its natural wild condition. Much of the present pine forest 
th shoreline on Lake Michigan was purchased from his estate and now this ® 

Ast parcel is offered by the estate of his widow, Mrs. Sophie Kaufmann.
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Commissioner Aberg reviewed the history of plans to purchase this land which : 

he called "The finest tract of virgin timber in Wisconsin right now." In a meeti 

with the Land Commissioners in 1942, an informal program of understanding to . 

appraise and sell the lands to the Conservation Commission was worked out. ie 

Evidently, because of lack of personnel, the job had been delayed until now. He Ms 

stated, "This is a transfer of funds from one state pocket to another -- our 

forestry fund to the School Fund. It isn't the same asa ‘deal’ with private 

owners. It is a wholesale sale and shoulu receive special consideration on a & 

wholesale basis." He explained that when the land is cruised it should be done °y 

jointly by foresters of both commissions. The land could be purchased in ¥ 

substantial blocks over a possible five year period and the funds would be fer 

available when they are ready to convey. E 

Commissioner Aberg also commented on the fact that the need for forestry money” 

for this purpose presented an excellent reason for asking either the Emergency i 

Board or the Legislature to release from custody $300,000 in forestry funds he 

which was taken away from the commission in 1939 by the Heil administration in f 

segregation recommended by the Governor's budget of that year. He felt that F 

the cruise should be made as speedily as possible and the purchase and payment pi 

plan worked out in detail later. ls 

Superintendent of Forests and Parks, C. L. Harrington, suggested that the fat 

cruise should be concerned with quantities of timber and not prices. He also. 

exPlained that thé entire Flambeau State Forest was “built around" this large 

tract of virgin hemlock and Flambeau River frontage along the block had already ‘ 

been purchased in 1930. 
i * 

Chairman Smith summarized the commission's reaction to this letter by ef 

ordering the Director to reply favorably suggesting a joint cruise of the lands me 

a@s soon as possible and requesting another joint meeting with the Commissioners whi 

of Public Lands and their reaction to the Conservation Commission's policy on | 

this matter. Lut 
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Deer and Bear Damage Claims Break All Records lie 

Emil Kaminski, Assistant Legal Counsel, reported that deer and bear damage fui 

claims for the fiscal year 1947-48 were more numerous than ever before and, re 

would undoubtedly exceed all previous years in expenditure for payment from & 

conservation funds. He estimated that the total cost for this fiscal year ra 

would run between $60,000 and $65,000.. The higest previous year was 1945-46 

when $38,032.78 was spent to pay claims. % Ine 

The annual budget appropriation for this purpose is $25,000, but this ro 

year started with $30,799.52 with additional unexpended funds of the previous ie 

year, As a result of the commission's action on January 19, the Emergency ye 

Board had already increased this amount by $15,000 to meet claims pending 

and now over $14,000 in additional claims were awaiting payment and could not | 

be covered by more than $45,000 already allocated for this purpose. lotr 

The commission approved submission to the Emergency Board of a request 

for loan of an additional $20,000 to pay these claims and those anticipated f 

before the end of the year. It was explained that this "loan" is later paid hans 

pack out of the conservation fund. Commissioner Reigel stated that he an 

believed the conservation wardens were doing a good job investigating these hng 

claims and were not allowing any unwarranted payments. Chairman Smith : ith 

commented on the fact that deer damage is progressively becoming 4 more lest 

- serious problem and that the operators of muck farms in Oconto County 

are asking for "deer-proof" fences to protect their crops.
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ay Commission Honors Aldo Leopold in Statement ; 
. 

ti The following statement prepared by Commissioner W. J. P. Aberg was 
' \manimously adopted by the commission honoring the late Commissioner Aldo 

Leopold: 
le 

"In the untimely passing of Aldo Leopold, Wisconsin and the Nation have 
suffered an irreparable loss. He served as a member of this commission, appointed 
sy Governor Goodland, from July, 1943 to the time of his death. His service as 

2 m official member of the Commission was brief compared to his work many years 
before that, in the field of Conservation in this state, culminating in the 
creation of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission in 1927. During those years, 
and throughout his official service, his untiring and janselfish leadership was a 

bright beacon in an uncharted sea. iz 
mone; 

"As a member of this Commission, it was Aldo Leopold who at all times 
furnished the encouragement and inspiration to younger men coming into positions 

2 of responsibility. His technical knowledge, his sage advice, and above all things, 

ais charm and philosophy were always available to them, His inspiration and 

influence permeated the Department from the Madison offices to the remote outposts 
in the field. This was true in all branches of the Department, for Aldo Leopold 

as a forester, highly trained and experienced, as well as a naturalist, a botanist 
nd a game manager of international repute. 

"He loved the beauties of nature and constantly sought to preserve for 
y osterity the little that remains of nature's bounty, which could be salvaged. 

is interest encompassed a stray bit of native prairie grass, a hidden clump 
f flowers saved from devastating civilization, a bit of virgin forest, or an 

2 naccessible piece of swamp land. With those who persisted in destroying these | 
5  jhings, he was militant. 

"Commissioner Leopold's writings were literary ems, while also serving as 
uthoritative and scientific masterpieces. He could reduce to poetic prose, 
echnical and statistical treatises. 2 

"Aldo Leopold has been described as ‘a scientist philosopher who drew 
ig pictures with fine lines.’ He combined the qualities of Thoreau and John 

as uir with the practical approach acquired from his widé experience in adminis- 

d rative fields. At all times & thorough gentleman, where matters of principle 
ere involved, his quiet, understanding tolerance disguised an adamant firmness 

rom which deviation could not be tolerated or even considered. 

"It is the sense of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission and Department, 

at these policies, principles and ideals pertaining to the far reaching 

roblems of conservation in this state, shall be their guide and aim so that 

ompensation may come in small degree, for his logs, in the creative work of — 

vonverting his ideals into lasting monuments to his memory." 

cint Beach State Forest Boundary Revise 

C. L. Harrington presented a proposal for the revision of the boundary 

f Point Beach State Forest in Manitowoc County and purchase of 250 acres of 
‘tnd within the added area, He explained that Mr. Frank Kaufmenn of the 
“milton Company in Two Rivers had purchased land in this area years ago 

d kept it in its natural wild condition. Much of the present pine forest 
ith shoreline on Lake Michigan was purchased from his estate and now this : 

Sst parcel is offered by the estate of his widow, Mrs. Sophie Kaufmann.
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Commissioner Aberg reviewed the history of plans to purchase this land which 4 

he called "The finest tract of virgin timber in Wisconsin right now." In a meeti 

with the Land Commissioners in 1942, an informal program of understanding to 

appraise and sell the lands to the Conservation Commission was worked out. Cs 

Evidently, because of lack of personnel, the job had been delayed until now. He 

stated, "This is a transfer of funds from one state pocket to another -- our 

forestry fund to the School Fund. It isn't the same as.a ‘deal' with private a 

owners. It is a wholesale sale and should receive special consideration on a | 

wholesale basis." He explained that when the land is cruised it should be done [Py 

jointly by foresters of both commissions. The land could be purchased in ie 

substantial blocks over a possible five year period and the funds would be é& 

available when they are ready to convey. ke 

Commissioner Aberg also commented on the fact that the need for forestry mone} 

for this purpose presented an excellent reason for asking either the Bmergency 1 

Board or the Legislature to release from custody $300,000 in forestry funds lew 

which was taken away from the commission in 1939 by the Heil administration in le 

segregation recommended by the Governor's budget of that year. He felt that , 

the cruise should be made as speedily as possible and the purchase and payment peti 

plan worked out in detail later. ia 
: | 

Superintendent of Forests and Parks, C. L. Harrington, suggested that the ra 

cruise should be concerned with quantities of timber and not prices. He also é 

exPlained that thé entire Flambeau State Forest was "built around" this large 

tract of virgin hemlock and Flambeau River frontage along the block had already ; 

been purchased in 1930. ig 

Chairman Smith summarized the commission's reaction to this letter by € 

ordering the Director to reply favorably suggesting a joint cruise of the lands | 

@s soon as possible and requesting another joint meeting with the Commissioners thi 

of Public Lands and their reaction to the Conservation Commission's policy on j 

this matter. & 
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Deer and Bear Damage Claims Break All Records lie 

Emil Kaminski, Assistant Legal Counsel, reported that deer and bear damage a 

claims for the fiscal year 1947-48 were more numerous than ever before and. ao 

would undoubtedly exceed all previous years in expenditure for payment from ror 

conservation funds. He estimated that the total cost for this fiscal year i 

would run between $60,000 and $65,000.. The higest previous year was 1945-46 
when $38,032.78 was spent to pay claims. % a 

.The annual budget appropriation for this purpose is $25,000, but this aol 

year started with $30,799.52 with additional unexpended funds of the previous om 

year. As a result of the commission's action on January 19, the Emergency ron" 

Board had already increased this amount by $15,000 to meet claims pending 

and now over $14,000 in additional claims were awaiting payment and could not 

be covered by more than $45,000 already allocated for this purpose. or 

The commission approved submission to the Emergency Board of a request | 

for loan of an additional $20,000 to pay these claims and those anticipated fF 

before the end of the year. It was explained that this "loan" is later paid hang 

back out of the conservation fund. Commissioner Reigel stated that he Sieg; 

believed the conservation wardens were doing a good job investigating these land 

claims and were not allowing any unwarranted payments. Chairman Smith : ith 

commented on the fact that deer damage is progressively becoming & more lest 

- gerious problem and that the operators of muck farms in Oconto County 

are asking for "deer-proof" fences to protect their crops.
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ti The following statement prepared by Commissioner W. J. P. Aberg was 
unanimously adopted by the commission honoring the late Commissioner Aldo 
Leopold: 

e 

“In the untimely passing of Aldo Leopold, Wisconsin and the Nation have 
suffered an irreparable loss. He served as a member of this commission, appointed 
py Governor Goodland, from July, 1943 to the time of his death. His service as 
an official member of the Commission was brief compared to his work many years 
before that, in the field of Conservation in this state, culminating in the 
creation of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission in 1927. During those years, 

and throughout his official service, his untiring and anselfish leadership was a 
bright beacon in an uncharted sea. yoy 

lone; 

“As @ member of this Commission, it was Aldo Leopold who at all times 
furnished the encouragement and inspiration to younger men coming into positions 

: of responsibility. His technical knowledge, his sage advice, and above all things, 
his charm and philosophy were always available to them. His inspiration and 

influence permeated the Department from the Madison offices to the remote outposts 
in the field. This was true in all branches of the Department, for Aldo Leopold 

vas a forester, highly trained and experienced, as well as a naturalist, a botanist 
ind a game manager of international repute. 

"He loved the beauties of nature and constantly sought to preserve for 
: osterity the little that remains of nature's bounty, which could de salvaged. 

is interest encompassed a stray bit of native prairie grass, a hidden clump 
f flowers saved from devastating civilization, a bit of virgin forest, or an 
inaccessible piece of swamp land. With those who persisted in destroying these 

: things, he was militant. 

"Commissioner Leopold's writings were literary gems, while also serving as 
uthoritative and scientific masterpieces. He could reduce to poetic prose, 
echnical and statistical treatises. 

"Aldo Leopold has seen described as 'a scientist philosopher who drew 
ig pictures with fine lines.' He combined the qualities of Thoreau and John 

. uir with the practical approach acquired from his wide experience in adminis- 
rative fields. At all times a@ thorough gentleman, where matters of principle 
ere involved, his quiet, understanding tolerance disguised an adamant firmness 
rom which deviation could not be tolerated or even considered. 

"It is the sense of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission and Department, 
hat these policies, principles and ideals pertaining to the far reaching 

roblems of conservation in this state, shall be their guide and aim so that 

ompensation may come in small degree, for his logs, in the creative work of 

tonverting his ideals into lasting monuments to his memory." 

| eee ewe sonn 

oint Beach State Forest Boundary Revised 

C. L. Harrington presented a proposal for the revision of the boundary 
f Point Beach State Forest in Manitowoc County and purchase of 250 acres of 
tnd within the added area, He explained that Mr. Frank Kaufmenn of the 

Heid ton Company in Two Rivers had purchased land in this area years ago 
td kept it in its natural wild condition, Much of the present pine forest 
“ith shoreline on Lake Michigan was purchased from his estate snd now this ? 
lest parcel is offered by the estate of his widow, Mrs. Sophie Kaufmann. 
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Commissioner Aberg reviewed the history of plans to purchase this land which s 
he called "The finest tract of virgin timber in Wisconsin right now." Ina meeting 

with the Land Commissioners in 1942, an informal program of understanding to 

appraise and sell the lands to the Conservation Commission was worked out. iM 

Evidently, because of lack of personnel, the job had been delayed until now. He he 

stated, "This is a transfer of funds from one state pocket to another -- our 

forestry fund to the School Fund. It isn't the same as a ‘deal’ with private 

owners. It is a wholesale sale and shoulu receive special consideration on a gE 

wholesale basis." He explained that when the land is cruised it should be done ke 

jointly by foresters of both commissions. The land could be purchased in fi 

substantial blocks over a possible five year period and the funds would be es 

available when they are ready to convey. 

Commissioner Aberg also commented on the fact that the need for forestry mone 3 

for this purpose presented an excellent reason for asking either the Emergency 

Board or the Legislature to rejease from custody $300,000 in forestry funds fu 

which was taken away from the commission in 1939 by the Heil administration in f 

segregation recommended by the Governor's budget of that year. He felt that 2 

the cruise should be made as speedily as possible and the purchase and payment nd 

plan worked out in detail later. : 

Superintendent of Forests and Parks, C. L. Harrington, suggested that the we 

cruise should be concerned with quantities of timber and not prices. He also is 

exPlained that thé entire Flambeau State Forest was “puilt around" this large 

tract of virgin hemlock and Flambeau River frontage along the block had already 

been purchased in 1930. 4 

Chairman Smith summarized the commission's reaction to this letter by e 

ordering the Director to reply favorably suggesting a joint cruise of the lands e 

as soon as possible and requesting another joint meeting with the Commissioners ith 

of Public Lands and their reaction to the Conservation Commission's policy on 

this matter. fe 

eee ee tec 

Deer and Bear Damage Claims Break All Records bi 

Emil Kaminski, Assistant Legal Counsel, reported that deer and bear damage fa 

claims for the fiscal year 1947-48 were more numerous than ever before and. Px 

would undoubtedly exceed all previous years in expenditure for payment from ie 

conservation funds. He estimated that the total cost for this fiscal year Ee 

would run between $60,000 and $65,000.. The higest previous year was 1945-46 

when $38,032.78 was spent to pay claims. % : bis 

The annual budget appropriation for this purpose is $25,000, but this prc 
year started with $30,799.52 with additional unexpended funds of the previous Be 
year, As a result of the commission's action on January 19, the Emergency ge 

Board had already increased this amount by $15,000 to meet claims pending 

and now over $14,000 in additional claims were awaiting payment and could not 

be covered by more than $45,000 already allocated for this purpose. Pod 

The commission approved submission to the Emergency Board of a request 

for loan of an additional $20,000 to pay these claims and those anticipated of 

before the end of the year. It was explained that this "loan" is later paid Nes 

back out of the conservation fund. Commissioner Reigel stated that he $Ha, 

believed the conservation wardens were doing a good job investigating these anc 

claims and were not allowing any unwarranted payments. Chairman Smith wit 

commented on the fact that deer damage is progressively becoming 4 more ‘ lag 

- gerious problem and that the operators of muck farms in Oconto County 

are asking for "deer-proof" fences to protect their crops. s |
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2 Commission Honors Aldo Leopold in Statement 

bi The following statement prepared by Commissioner W. J. P. Aberg was 
unanimously adopted by the commission honoring the late Commissioner Aldo 

3 Leopold: 

"In the untimely passing of Aldo Leopold, Wisconsin and the Nation have 
suffered an irreparable loss. He served as a member of this commission, appointed 

py Governor Goodland, from July, 1943 to the time of his death. His service as 

an official member of the Commission was brief compared to his work many years 

pefore that, in the field of Conservation in this state, culminating in the 

creation of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission in 1927. During those years, 

and throughout his official service, his untiring and janselfish leadership was a 
Bie bright beacon in an uncharted sea. fo 

"As a member of this Commission, it was Aldo Leopold who at all times 
furnished the encouragement and inspiration to younger men coming into positions 
of responsibility. His technical knowledge, his sage advice, and above all things, 

his charm and philosophy were always available to them. His inspiration and 

influence permeated the Department from the Madison offices to the remote outposts 

in the field. This was true in all branches of the Department, for Aldo Leopold 

vas a forester, highly trained and experienced, as well as a naturalist, a botanist 

and a game manager of international repute. 

"He loved the beauties of nature and constantly sought to preserve for 

osterity the little that remains of nature's bounty, which could be salvaged. 

is interest encompassed a stray bit of native prairie grass, a hidden clump 

f flowers saved from devastating civilization, a bit of virgin forest, or an 
inaccessible piece of swamp land. With those who persisted in destroying these 

things, he was militant. 

"Commissioner Leopold's writings were literary gems, while also serving as 
uthoritative and scientific masterpieces. He could reduce to poetic prose, 
echnical and statistical treatises. 

"Aldo Leopold has been described as ‘a scientist philosopher who drew 
ig pictures with fine lines.’ He combined the qualities of Thoreau and John 

| uir with the practical approach acquired from his wide experience in adminis- 

rative fields. At all times @ thorough gentleman, where matters of principle 
ere involved, his quiet, understanding tolerance disguised an adamant firmness 

rom which deviation could not be tolv:rated or even considered. 

"It is the sense of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission and Department, 

that these policies, principles and ideals pertaining to the far reaching 

roblems of conservation in this state, shall be their guide and aim so that 

ompensation may come in small degree, for his logg,in the creative work of 
converting his ideals into lasting monuments to his memory." 

Point Beach State Forest Boundary Revise 

C. L. Harrington presented a proposal for the revision of the boundary 
of Point Beach State Forest in Manitowoc County and purchase of 250 acres of 
lend within the added area, He explained that Mr. Frank Kaufmenn of the 

‘Aani1 ton Company in Two Rivers had purchased land in this area years ago 

Snd kept it in its natural wild condition. Much of the present pine forest 
“ith shoreline on Lake Michigan was purchased from his estate and now this : 
last parcel is offered by the estate of his widow, Mrs. Sophie Kaufmann.
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Commissioner Aberg reviewed the history of plans to purchase this land which Q 

he called "The finest tract of virgin timber in Wisconsin right now." In a meeting 

with the Land Commissioners in 1942, an informal program of understanding to 

appraise and sell the lands to the Conservation Commission was worked out. e 

Evidently, because of lack of personnel, the job had been delayed until now. He a 

stated, "This is a transfer of funds from one state pocket to another -- our 

forestry fund to the School Fund. It isn't the same as a ‘deal' with private 
owners. It is a wholesale sale and shoulu receive special consideration on a a 

wholesale basis." He explained that when the land is cruised it should be done |» 

jointly by foresters of both commissions. The land could be purchased in . 

substantial blocks over a possible five year period and the funds would be a 

available when they are ready to convey. ia 

Commissioner Aberg also commented on the fact that the need for forestry money” 
for this purpose presented an excellent reason for asking either the Emergency | 

Board or the Legislature to reJease from custody $300,000 in forestry funds le 

which was taken away from the commission in 1939 by the Heil administration in | 

segregation recommended by the Governor's budget of that year. He felt that |! 

the cruise should be made as speedily as possible and the purchase and payment E 

plan worked out in detail later. i 
: j 

Superintendent of Forests and Parks, C. L. Harrington, suggested that the ee 

cruise should be concerned with quantities of timber and not prices. He also is 

exPlained that thé entire Flgmbeau State Forest was "built around" this large 

tract of virgin hemlock and Flambeau River frontage along the block had already 

been purchased in 1930. 
a 

Chairman Smith summarized the commission's reaction to this letter by of 

ordering the Director to reply favorably suggesting a joint cruise of the lands EE 

@s soon as possible and requesting another joint meeting with the Commissioners jth 

of Public Lands and their reaction to the Conservation Commission's policy on | 

this matter. La 
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Deer and Bear Damage Claims Break All Records bi 

Emil Kaminski, Assistant Legal Counsel, reported that deer and bear damage Mu 

claims for the fiscal year 1947-48 were more numerous than ever before and. tr 

would undoubtedly exceed.all previous years in expenditure for payment from ve 

conservation funds. He estimated that the total cost for this fiscal year ie 

would run between $60,000 and $65,000.. The higest previous year was 1945-46 

when $38,032.78 was spent to pay claims. % th 

The annual budget appropriation for this purpose is $25,000, but this Pe 
year started with $30,799.52 with additional unexpended funds of the previous (oo 

year. As a result of the commission's action on January 19, the Emergency *g 

Board had already increased this amount by $15,000 to meet claims pending 

and now over $14,000 in additional claims were awaiting payment and could not 

be covered by more than $45,000 already allocated for this purpose. Po 

The commission approved submission to the Emergency Board of a request 

for loan of an additional $20,000 to pay these claims and those anticipated of 

before the end of the year. It was explained that this "loan" is later paid i 

pack out of the conservation fund. Commissioner Reigel stated that he Ha 

believed the conservation wardens were doing a good job investigating these an 

claims and were not allowing any unwarranted payments. Chairman Smith wi 

commented on the fact that deer damage is progressively becoming & more Te) 

- serious problem and that the operators of muck farms in Oconto County 

are asking for "deer-proof" fences to protect their crops.
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. Commission Honors Aldo Leopold in Statement 

ing The following statement prepared by Commissioner W. J. P. Aberg was 

unanimously adopted by the commission honoring the late Commissioner Aldo 

| Leopold: 

"In the untimely passing of Aldo Leopold, Wisconsin and the Nation have 
suffered an irreparable loss. He served as a member of this commission, appointed 

\py Governor Goodland, from July, 1943 to the time of his death. His service as 
an official member of the Commission was brief compared to his work many years 
pefore that, in the field of Conservation in this state, culminating in the 
creation of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission in 1927. During those years, 

and throughout his official service, his untiring and unselfish leadership was a 

a bright beacon in an uncharted sea. pote 

"As a member of this Commission, it was Aldo Leopold who at all times 
furnished the encouragement and inspiration to younger men coming into positions 
of responsibility. His technical knowledge, his sage advice, and above all things, 

his charm and philosophy were always available to them. His inspiration and 

influence permeated the Department from the Madison offices to the remote outposts 

in the field. This was true in all branches of the Department, for Aldo Leopold 

was a forester, highly trained and experienced, as well as a naturalist, a botanist 

and a game manager of international repute. 

"He loved the beauties of nature and constantly sought to preserve for 

posterity the little that remains of nature's bounty, which could be salvaged. 

His interest encompassed a stray bit of native prairie grass, a hidden clump 

of flowers saved from devastating civilization, a bit of virgin forest, or an 

inaccessible piece of swamp land, With those who persisted in destroying these 

things, he was militant. 

"Commissioner Leopold's writings were literary gems, while also serving as 
authoritative and scientific masterpieces. He could reduce to poetic prose, 

technical and statistical treatises. 

| "Aldo Leopold has »een described as ‘a scientist philosopher who drew 

ig pictures with fine lines.’ He combined the qualities of Thoreau and John 

Muir with the practical approach acquired from his wide experience in adminis- 

trative fields, At all times a@ thorough gentleman, where matters of principle 

vere involved, his quiet, understanding tolerance disguised an adamant firmness 

trom which deviation could not be tolerated or even considered. 

"It is the sense of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission and Department, 

‘that these policies, principles and ideals perteining to the far reaching 

‘problems of conservation in this state, shall be their guide and aim so that 

‘compensation may come in small degree, for his logg, in the creative work of 

‘converting his ideals into lasting monuments to his memory." 

ae Beach State Forest Boundary Revised 

C. L. Harrington presented a proposal for the revision of the boundary 
of Point Beach State Forest in Manitowoc County and purchase of 250 acres of 
land within the added area, He explained that Mr. Frank Kaufmann of the 

“Hamilton Company in Two Rivers had purchased land in this area years ago 
‘and kept it in its natural wild condition. Much of the present pine forest 

with shoreline on Lake Michigan was purchased from his estate and now this * 

last parcel is offered by the estate of his widow, Mrs. Sophie Kaufmann.
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Commissioner Aberg reviewed the history of plans to purchase this land which 

he called "The finest tract of virgin timber in Wisconsin right now." Ina meeting 

with the Land Commissioners in 1942, an informal program of understanding to 

appraise and sell the lands to the Conservation Commission was worked out. 

Evidently, because of lack of personnel, the job had been delayed until now. He 

stated, "This is a transfer of funds from one state pocket to another -- our 

forestry fund to the School Fund. It isn't the same as.a ‘deal’ with private 
owners. It is a wholesale sale and shoulu receive special consideration on a 

wholesale basis." He explained that when the land is cruised it should be done 

jointly by foresters of both commissions. The land could be purchased in 

substantial blocks over a possible five year period and the funds would be 

available when they are ready to convey. 

Commissioner Aberg also commented on the fact that the need for forestry money 

for this purpose presented an excellent reason for asking either the Emergency 

Board or the Legislature to rejease from custody $300,000 in forestry funds 

which was taken away from the commission in 1939 by the Heil administration in 

segregation recommended by the Governor's budget of that year. He felt that 

the cruise should be made as speedily as possible and the purchase and payment 

plan worked out in detail later. 

Superintendent of Forests and Farks, C. L. Harrington, suggested that the 

cruise should be concerned with quantities of timber and not prices. He also 

exPlained that thé entire Flgmbeau State Forest was "built around" this large 

tract of virgin hemlock and Flambeau River frontage along the block had already 

been purchased in 1930. 

Chairman Smith summarized the commission's reaction to this letter by 

ordering the Director to reply favorably suggesting a joint cruise of the lands 

@s soon as possible and requesting another joint meeting with the Commissioners 

of Public Lands and their reaction to the Conservation Commission's policy on 

this matter. 

Deer and Bear Damage Claims Break All Records 

Emil Kaminski, Assistant Legal Counsel, reported that deer and bear damage 

claims for the fiscal year 1947-48 were more numerous than ever before and. 

would undoubtedly exceed all previous years in expenditure for payment from 

conservation funds. He estimated that the total cost for this fiscal year 

would run between $60,000 and $65,000.. The higest previous year was 1945-46 — 
when $38,032.78 was spent to pay claims. % 

The annual budget appropriation for this purpose is $25,000, but this 

year started with $30,799.52 with additional unexpended funds of the previous 

year. As @ result of the commission's action on January 19, the Emergency : 

Board had already increased this amount by $15,000 to meet claims pending 

and now over $14,000 in additional claims were awaiting payment and could not 

be covered by more than $45,000 already allocated for this purpose. 

The commission approved submission to the Emergency Board of a request 

for loan of an additional $20,000 to pay these claims and those anticipated 

before the end of the year. It was explained that this "loan" is later paid 
pack out of the conservation fund. Commissioner Reigel stated that he e:, 

believed the conservation wardens were doing a good job investigating these 

claims and were not allowing any unwarranted payments. Chairman Smith 

commented on the fact that deer damage is progressively becoming 4 more ; 

- serious problem and that the operators of muck farms in Oconto County 

are asking for “deer-proof" fences to protect their crops.
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THE SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF CONSERVATION 

Aldo Leopold 

Progress is deadlocked in several fields of conservation today because 

various groups of men, all of one mind as to the imperative necessity of 

conserving our outdoor environment, are unable to agree on the ways and 

means to be employed to get actual results. 

There are, for instance, two radically different schools of thought 

as to how to conserve game. 

There is the gunpowder school, which believes that geme will thrive in 

spite of hunting if vrovided with a suiteble environment, and that it will 

disappear in spite of complete protection if a suitable environment is not 

maintained. ‘he gun powder school propges to utilize the love of hunting 

as the incentive to conserve environment and hence conserve game. 

Then there are the wild-lifers, who believe that the basic menace to 

game is hunting, and that with (ib ben tte vomulation hunting must be 

gradually restricted, or where necessary abolished. They maintain that 

; the proposal to conserve game by hunting is basically absurd, and that the 

gunpowler conservationists are hypocrites who would sooner sacrifice wild 

life than forgo their own pleasure in hunting it. 

Ten years of costly experience has shown that the two schools are 

irreconcilable. The vsychology of the ‘eaders has gradually become e war 

psychology, end lost the aspect of friendly débate as to the best way of 

achieving a common end. The situation is extremely serious. Neither 

faction can initiate any action without being attacked by the other, even 

when such action is obviously beneficial. Part of the rank and file have 

kept their heads and refused to follow either school blindly, and it is 

only this that has prevented a blockade. 

Just why is it that our leaders have become bitter-enders over this
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issue? For the present at least, . There are many steos which 

could be taken which ought to be equally agreeable to both factions. 

Initiating a nation-wide system of refuges for waterfowl is an example. 

Surely a refuge system is an unmixed blessing to both the wild lifer and 

the hunter, not to mention the birds. Yetthe wild-lifers will not allow 

the hunters to pass a National Refuge bill, even though they themselves 

ten years ago imitiated the widespread use of refuges as a device for con- 

serving game. 

I repeat: just why is it that our leaders have become bitter-enders 

over this issue? 

In my opinion it is because each fears the ultimate social consequences 

of the other's program. 

Neither as yet admits this fact. Probably they avs only dimly aware of 

it. Yet it is increasingly clear to me that the basic point of difference 

involves a social issue. 

To make this clear it is necessary explain some of the technical as- 

pects of game management and their reletion to social and economic development. 

Burope has been able to conserve game in spite of an expanding vovulation 

by utilizing the love of hunting as an incentive to perpetuate a favorable 

environment. The gunpowder school is unauestionably right in contending 

that America can conserve its game in spite of sn expending porulation by 

utilizing the same fundamental incentive. 

But when population increases beyond a certain point this incentive is 

no longer operative unless the ownership of the game, or the control of the 

hunting privilege (either or both) passes from the public to the landowner. 

Burope has passed this voint, America is avoroaching it. 

When the private lendowner assumes control of game and hunting becomes 

@ commercial commodity, 2 land crop, these is a strong tendency toward
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producing game at the expense of other wild life. Predatory or semi- 

predatory species are rigidly controlled or even exterminated, and there 

is comparatively little incentive to conserve harmless non-game forms. 

Moreover free public hunting tends to disappear, and all hunting becomes 

artificialized to a marked extent. i 

All thinking game conservationists know that these tendencies inhere 

in economic law, and that America is subject to the same economic 

law as Burove. 

But the gunpowder faction believe that the democracy of sport can be 

preserved in spite of economic law by such devices as public shooting 

grounds. They do not see in it any reason for abandoning the self-interest 

of hunters as the fundamental incentive for keeping the game thrifty. The 

implication is that they would rather take a chance on the democracy of 

sport than on the disappearance of game. 

The wild-lifers, on the other hand, deeply resent the prospective 

damage to non-game donation inherent in the deliberate employment of hunting 

as an instrument of conservation. They construe public shooting grounds 

as merely another subterfuge to pervetuate killing. They have no remedy i 

for monopoly in sport, presumeably because they believe that as population 

increases, sport must be restricted and if necessary abolished. 

These briefly are the points of difference. Experience does not throw 

much light on which basic idea works the best in actual practice because 

(1) the point offransference of title has not yet been reached in this country, 

and (2) the actual tests embodied in law have been administered so poorly 

that the results are inconclusive. Wild life has in general continued to 

disappear no matter which basic idea was being tried out. Of course this 

merely proves thet no system of conservation is effective unless actually 

executed on the ground, although each faction maintains that it vroves the
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futility of the other's contentions. 

We are now ready to discuss the real point of this article. Focus 

his mind and his soul on the next statement, because on it depends not only 

the reconciliation of these warring factions, but the whole future of out- 

door America. 

The gunvowder school and the wild-lifers efe in very fact irreconcilable, 

provided an indefinite and uncontrolled increase in population is assumed as 
provided 

a fixed premise. But their viewpoints are easily reconcilable,/we could 

assume the population of America be controlled and kent above certain 

qualitative and below certain quantitative limits. 

The dangers which the wild lifers see in the gunpowder idea, for 

imtance, are solely a matter of population-pressure. No one can deny that 

the gunpowder idea in Europe vroduces game in enormous quantities. Its 

deleterious effects on other wild life and on democracy in sport could be 

largely avoided by supvlementing it with public shooting grounds, provided 

economic pressure does not force it to the point of passing title to the 

landholder. These deleterious effects can be controlled up to that point 

but not beyond it. Beyond that point it is hopeless to try to simltaneous- 

ly raise game, conserve other wild life, and maintain democracy in sport by 

the gunpowder system or any other system. 

The wild lifers policy as a means of conserving game, is basically un- 

sound because it omits control of environment, and because it is biologically 

demonstrable that vrotection without control of environment is usually less 

veneficial than utilization with control of environment, and because it is 

impracticable to secure control of environment on a large scale except through 

the incentives set up by prospective utilization. 

The dangers which the wild lifers see in the gunpowder idea, are, 

however real dangers, not only beyond the point of private game ownership
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(as has already been admitted) but in the immediate present. The gunpowder 

school is prone to discard the protective system as soon es its own system 

has been expressed on paper, but before it has been put into actual effect 

on the ground. We cannot effectively change horses until the new horse 

has arrived. 

The important point is that the two systems can be combined to 

accomplish the objectives of each up to a certain point of pvopulation pressure. 

I am asserting that the objectives of each are so important that their point 

of population pressure should not be exceeded. 

fhées forgoing arguments would lose a great deal of weight if wild life 

conservation were the only field where sound pmblic policy is endangered 

by uncontrolled population. An entirely parallel situation, however, is 

developing in every other field. ; 

Stream vollution, for instance, is a notable example. The wmblic is 

just awekening to the fact science can devise processes which utilize human 

and industrial wastes and thus greatly decrease both the volume and the 

harmful nature of the effluents which are discharged into public waters, or 

in a few cases entirely vrevent their discharge. The mublic is awakening to 

the fact that the employment of these processes is cleaning up streams 

which a mere state of moral indignation failed to clean up. All conserva- 

tionists look forward hopefully to a nation-wide cleanup of the pollution 

evil. 

But do we look forward far enough? Even after scientific pro cesses 

have been employed to reclaim a part of our waste effluents there is usually 

@ remaining part which mst go somewhere, usually into the stream. 

It is a cold hard scientific fact that the ability of the stream to 

"“nurify itself" is limited. Science, in enalyzing the processes of "puri- 

fication" has discovered a series of biological and chemical reactions and
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relationships vastly more delicate and complex than even the most indignant 

anti-pollutionist ever dreamed of. And always science discovers the same 

fact: there is a limit. Up to that limit science can keep the stream 

healthy and relatively pure; beyond that limit even science can do nothing.



"SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES" MATERIAL 

Om Monday the American business man attends a meeting of his Chamber 

of Commerce end feels a genuine vride in having done his bit to meke good 

on the slogan "100,000 by 1935". On Tuesday he sends in his membership 

check to the Izaak Walton League" to preserve for his boy the outdoor America 

of his encestors". He feels not the slightest antithesis between these 

actually more or less irreconcilable ideas. Both are part and parcel of 

the current ritual of good citizenship. He takes a healthy vride in doing 

his bit, and vride becomes him well. 

Yet a moment's reflection makes it clear enough that it is our increas- 

ing human vovulation density and our pell-mell mechanization, not only of 

industry but of outdoor recreation as well, which mekes Izaak Walton Leagues 

necessary. The conservation movement in effect a "protest" against the 

worldly success of its own members. But for that success, the "Outdoor 

America of our ancestors" would vreserve itself. 

There are of course hundreds of parallels in human history for this 

simlteneous fealty to mtually exclusive ideas. It is merely the repeti- 

tion of Beard's forma for all history: thesis, antithesis, and synthesis. 

The thesis of economic expansion is as old as humen history, and in simpler 

form as old as evolution itself, but never before in biological history (in 

so far as we know it) has any species evolved the conscious antithesis that 

its success, like Shakespeare's "virtue grown into a pleurisy" may "die of 

its own too much". In the lower animals, too much success is automatically 

cured by disease or wedators, without eny conscious effort on the part of 

the "patient". The antithesis of expansion in these lower forms ule bee 

3 force, which comes into play automatically. The conservation movement in 

modern America is a new kind of antithesis, arising from an internal force - 

an idea. A snecies for the first time in history foresees and fears the
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consequences of its own success. Can it formulate a synthesis between its 

biologicsl momentum, as expressed in its fear of the going too far, as ex- 

pressed in its Izaek Walton Leagues? Within what limits is that synthesis 

workable? By what devices can ideas of synthesis be executed as fects? Does 

the behavior of conservationists offer any clue to what they really want and 

what sacrifices they are willing to meke to get it? An analysis of these 

questions, however imperfect, may help give significance and direction to 

what is superficially appears to be a hopeless mddle. 
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"SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES" MATERIAL 

The social values which inhere in contacts with wild nature are realized 

in two ways: hunting with intent to kill, and the hunting in various blood- 

less forms collectively known by that hackneyed word "nature study". The 

devotees of each like he consider it the antithesis of the other. The 

nature student is at small pains to conceal that he is superior to mere 

atavistic blood-letting, while the sportsman sees a lack of Roosveltian 

robustness in hunting with field glass or camera. This mtual intolerance 

would be amusing if it were merely personal. “he fact is however, that each 

side is nationally orgmized md that a state of deadlock between the oppos- 

ing factions has more than once prevented action on measures obviously ad- 

vantageous to both, not to mention the develomment of ideas which might 

lessen the apparent conflict of interest. 

No one seems to admit the (to me) evident fact that hunting and nature . 

study are merely the beginning and the end of a cycle normal to advancing 

age in each individual. The desire to hunt, at least in the male, begins 

with puberty. Need of food formerly pervetuated this desire to the end of 

the life-span, but now that this need no longer exists, the desire to kill 

is in a normal case gradually replaced by a "less personal" interest in 

the sheer beauty of the game and its environment. Hunting mey in some cases
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become a mere contest of skill, in which event their normal transition does 

not take place. The bloodthirsty old man is probably a phenomenon of com- 

petition, rather than of normal instinct. The hunting instinct may mother : 

individuals never be activated at all, or it may have ceased to exist. My 

main point, however, is that the killer is the incipient nature-lover. Just 

as the evolution of the species is dered in the pre-natal history of 

each individual, so the evolution of the nature-lover is being reveated in 

each boy keen for the hunt. It is conceivable that the hunting stage could 

eliminated by educational pressure on the youth but it seems equally 

probable that too much pressure of this kind might cut off or subvert the 

whole vrecess, nature-lover included, and thus sever the last personal 

tie which binds the city-dweller to the land.



THE GAME POLICY IN OPERATION 

Aldo Leopold 

This is a minds-eye description of upland game conditions in the North 

Central Region in 1950. 

It is not a prophecy, but an attemot to clarify what the Game Policy 

means by describing my personal impressions of what it might lead to if 

carried out. The volicy is necessarily a list of first moves. Their 

meaning may be clarified vy an exposition of what they are driving toward, 

even if that exposition be imaginary. 

While the ‘exposition may sound positive, it should be kept in mind 

that I omit the "ifs" and "perhapses" merely to save space. No one knows 

better than I how many things might upset the apple cart. 

Let us begin with the deer range in the north Weta. The area will 

be divided, into large units or blocks, each owned and operated for combined 

forestry and game management by the state or county, by a licensed lumber 

| company, or by a licensed club. You will be able to hunt on a state or 

county forest for a small fee, but you will have to draw ae ticket which 

tells you which one. The toll on a lumber holding will be higher, and the 

membership in a club very much higher. All will have more deer than now. 

: The open season will be months instead of days. Hunting accidents will 

force the state to spread the crowd over a long season, and conservation will 

in turn force limiting and allocating the crowd by a ticket system. When- 

ever the year's allotted kill on any one forest has been made, no more 

tickets will be given out for that unit until the next year. 

Buck laws will prevail as atovresent. Periodically, however, the old 

does will be culled out by the administrative force through the use of "mercy 

bullets" which permit revival in case an error has been made. 

Ruffed grouse management will be practiced with great success on some 

holdings, with the result that the cycles on such areas are less severe,
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and recovery quicker. Ruffed grouse will be only periodically abundant 

on the other lands. 

Each unit, public or private, will be under the supervision of 2 resid- 

ent manager technically trained in both game and forestry. Their individual 

success in various phases of each will be widely known to the svorting 

public, just as the batting averages of professional athletes are now none. 

Toward the south edge where the deer country is thin, and in other 

localities where stray bullets are especially dangerous, hunting will be 

confined to bow-end-arrow, or possibly to other short-range projectiles yet 

to be revived or invented. 

The whole deer country will be spattered withfefuges both public and 

private, but these will have more importance as assured eating-vlaces than 

as essured hiding-places. Every wintering yard will be ‘carefully kept. 

Predator control will be moderate on public lands, but private owners 

will tend to make it too stringent, and will have to be controlled through 

their licenses. Control will be regulated by density, more than by species, 

the public policy being to maintain a certain low density of predators in 

some fixed relation to a certain high density of game. 

fhe state will, in short, regulate private enterprise in deer manage- 

ment, partly by law and by license renewal, and partly by the direct competi- 

tion of public ownership. The public vroblem will be not so much to conserve 

deer; but to so regulete the crowd as to keep deer hunting safe and enjoyable. 

The forgoing describes conditions on the better forest soils. The 

poorer soils will be idle both as to game and forestry. © \ 

South of the deer belt will lie the prairie chicken country -- a great 

stretch of mixed prairies, forests, and farms in which the prairie chicken 

crop will be a matter of major interest to every resident and landowner, and 

also to the huge annual influx of sportsmen. Bird dogs will egein be known 

in the northland. As in the deer woods, the country will be divided between
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public shooting grounds (under ticket), private toll grounds, and clubs. 

There will be 2 hundred chickens where there is now one, each holding being 

carefully guarded against over or under shooting, and planted with numerous 

food patches not only to winter the birds but to prevent their drifting 

"eratis" to the neighbors. These petches, made by tractors, will be small 

and numerous to prevent disease. 01d cocks will not count against the k 

hunters permitted kill, hence the most skillful hunters and shots will 

"have the edge". Failing this device for removing the old birds, owners ; 

will be vermitted to tran at feeding stations for the same vurvose. Both 

species of chickens will continue to experience cycles,but menegement will 

decrease their severity and accelerate recovery, so that at least three 

years out of four will be feir to good. In bad years the state will close 

down 211 shooting. 

: Waterfowl (including geese) and fur will be an imnortant secondary 

crop on reflooded drainage districts. The properties on which sandhill 

cranes breed will be charged with their care, under pain of closure of their 

chicken hunting. 

Pheasant planting will not be permitted in the chicken country, and there 

will be a yearlong open season on drift from the South. 

Periodically there will be irruptions of quail, which will be open 

during these irruptions, but otherwise closed. 

The chicken food patches may induce periodic pests of jackrabbits, to 

control which the state will encourage commercial exploitation for meat. 

The forgoing describes probable conditions on the soils not good 

enough for solid farming, but not poor enough to support game. These very 

poor soils will be idte. 

South of the chicken belt, on the richer agricultural lands on both 

sides of the southern border of the leke states, will be the pheasant belt.
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Pheasant management will be practical almost entirely by farmer cooperatives, 

private preserves, and clubs. There will be public shooting grounds on some 

of the larger state-owned marshes, but not enough to accomodate more than a 

fraction of the hunters, the big bulk of whom will find shooting, at a small 

daily toll charge, on the blocks of ferms under farmer-cooperatives. Or else 

the sportsmen will pay the farmers for manegement rather than shooting, in 

which event the term farmer-sportsmen cooperative is more vroper. 

These cooperatives will be licensed by the state and thus subject to 

public control. They will operate on the ticket system. Some will permit 

members to sell tickets. In. such case the state will retain authority to 

fix the oil price, but competition will usually keep the price down of 

its own eccord. Others will not sell, but use the tickets for hospitality 

only. 

Extra large farms may operate as individual toll farms. The state 

will fix a minimum acreage, however, below which shooting cannot be sold. 

Private preserves will occur mostly near lerge cities around estates, 

or toward the borders of the agricultural belt where land is cheap enough 

to hold for shooting alone. 

Clubs leasing blocks of managed farms will be the



BE YOUR OWN EMPEROR 

A report on the progress of wild life cropping in Wisconsin 

Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

It is now five years since this university first began to discuss wild 

life as a possible land crop. It should be time, therefore, to take stock of 

the successes, failures, and trends of the enterprise to date, and its needs 

end possibilities for the future. i 

To do this, we should first understand something of the history of game 

cropping and how the present Wisconsin enterprise differs from that of other 

states, and from its historical counterparts in Burope and Asia. 

History 

Game cropping wes first practiced in the Holy Roman Empire in the 12th 

century. Frederic II, who has been called the first scientist in Europe, had 

an elaborate game cropping system in Sicily. He hunted entirely with hawks, 

and his “king of game birds" was the crane. The descriptions of his opera- 

tions are all in Latin and are widely scattered through a large literature, 

hence no one has dug them out. I wish I could be the graduate student who 

exhumes and reconstructs the Sicilian picture. 

In the 13th century an equally eleborate system was vracticed by the 

Mongol emperors in eastern Asia. Marco Polo has left us a brief but convinc- 

ing account of its methods and results. The methods included food patches, 

feeding stations, closed seasons, wardens, and all the paraphernalia of a 

modern conservation department. The results were an annual hunt by the whole 

imperial court, plus "camel-lods of birds" for the imperial table throughout 

the winter season. 

In the 15th century Edward of York records the beginnings of the present 

European technology. His "little simple book", "Master of Game", dedicated 

to the heir of his sovereign, Henry IV, is a delightfully naive exposition
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of that oldest of all mutual admiration societies--the sporting fraternity. 

Hearken to Edward: 

"This book tresteth of what is to every gentle heart 
the most disportful of all games, that is to say hunting-- 
which is so noble a game, and lasts through all the year 
of divers beasts that grow according to the season for 

the gladdening of man. - - Hunting causeth a man to 

eschew the seven deadly sins. - - When a man is idle, he 

abides in his bed or in his chamber, a thing which draweth 

men to imaginations of fleshly lust and pleasure. Such ... 
men. think in pride, or in avarice, or in wrath, or in sloth, 
or in gluttoning, or in lechery, or in envy. 

"(But) when the hunter riseth in the morning, he heareth 
the song of the small birds, the which sing so sweetly with 
great melody and full of love . . . and when the sun is risen, 

he shall see fresh dew upon the small twigs and grasses, 

end the sun by his virtue shall meke them shine. After when 

he shall go to his cuest---he shall meet anon with the hart, without 

great seeking, --- (which) is great joy and liking to the hunter. 

"And when he cometh home he cometh joyfully. - - He shall 

doff his clothes and his shoes and his hose, and he shall 
wash his thighs and his legs, ard peradventufe all his body. 

4nd in the meanwhile he shell order well his supver, with 

roots, and of the neck of the hart, and of other good meats, 

and good wine or ale. And when he hath well eaten and drunk he 
shall be glad . . and at his ease. - - And then he shall lie 

in his bed in fair fresh clothes, and shall sleep well and 
steadfastly all the night without any evil thoughts. 

" _ — To be idle and to have no vleasure in either hounds or 

hawks is no good token." 

I could prove ffom this many things irrelevant to game cropping. 

In fact, I could prove almost anything, from the fact thet hunters originated 

the bath, to the fact that only woodsmen are virtuous. ut this has been done 

annually in every address to sportsmen from the days of Zenophon, through 

Teddy Roosevelt, to the last national convention of the Izaak Walton League. 

So let us return to our knitting. 

All three of the historic expansions of the art of game cropping--the 

Sicilian, the Mongolian, and the European, are alike in that their techniques 

were empirical, not scientific. Hence no matter how well they worked, the 

techniques could not be translated to other countries. This may answer the 

persistent question: "Why don't you get your game management from Burope?"
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All three were also alike in that game was produced for vrivate pleasure. 

The objective im each case contained not even a trace of the present idea of 

public recreation. The one-gallus hunter dates from the days of Robin Hood, 

but the notion of giving him any political recognition is very modern indeed. 

All three were also alike in that the farmer had no place on game lands-- 

he was either expropriated or overridden. 

; Lastly, wild life other than game did not enter the picture. 

Hence the present attempt to crop game, while suverficially similar, is 

really radically unlike whet Frederic, or Kublai Khan, or feudal Burope did 

in centuries past. It is an attempt to graft together five historically 

separate and hitherto antagonistic elements: the Edwardian idea of wholesome 

svort, the democratic idee of mblic recreation, the esthetic idea of nature- 

study, the economic idee of diversified and mutually supporting crops, and 

the scientific idea of cropping techniques based on biological science. It is, 

in short, an attempt to encourage the American farmer to be his own emperor. 

So much for the pipedream. What progress is it making? 

Between the time of Robin Hood and the Americen Revolution, there germinated, 

grew, and flowered a deep-seated revulsion against special privileges, includ- 

ing hunting privileges. In our pioneer days of abundant game, this idea threw 

out its roots like a green bay tree. When the game played out, the American 

hunter concluded that hunting mst vanish from civilized countries. Even up 

to the time of Roosevelt it clearly was assumed that the game mst eventually 

zo. But vretty soon he had a new idea, wholly original and wholly indigenous 

to this dark and bloody ground we live in. Government, he found, could do 

anything. Why not vass a law to let government perpetuate his game supply? 

We have spent fifty years finding out that game cropping is one of the things 

government cannot do, except on its own landé. 

the idea of free wublic game dies hard. The average conservationist
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still believes that government can, by some waving of legislative wands, 

spontaneously generate a game crop, to be harvested by all comers, on lands 

not owned by them, and on lands increasingly devoid of food and cover fit for 

wild life. As long as the public believes in and supports this legend of an 

official Santa Cleus, our public officers are not likely to suddenly disclaim 

the role. Let us try to reappraise the fable to see what degree of truth it 

may contain. 

Wild Lands 

The salient new fact bearing on this question is the universal admission 

that our low-grade lands not only are wild, but will remain so, and that they 

are coming into miblic ownershiv by the automatic process of reversion for 

taxes. To this extent the fable of free public game is no longer a fable, 

but a very real opportunity. We have or are getting the land--all that re- 

mains to be done is to prepare it for game cropping and to regulate the harvest 

to its productive capacity. Are we ready to do this? k 

In Wisconsin there are two main owners of this wild domain, and we shall 

have to consider them sevarately. 

The first is the county. The average county obviously is not prepared 

to itself engage in a technical land-cropping enterprise. It has two ways out: 

lease the land to private enterprise, or entrust it to the Conservation Commis- 

sion. The latter seems to be favored. There are now evolving two vehicles 

for state cropping of reverted county holdings: the "county forest" and the 

"state conservation district." Both are promising. On a trial area of some 

120,000 acres in Central Wisconsin we heave the somewhat unusual spectacle of 

active federal participation in an enterprise to be run by the state. The 

AAA is buying out the scabtered farms, while the FERA and the CCC are build- 

ing the needed dams to crop game. 

The second modern land-baron is the Forest Service. Unlixe the county,
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the Forest Service has » field force and hence can crop its own holdings. 

Until this year, however, it has entirely neglected its opportunity, resting 

upon the antiquated assumption that game automatically grows wherever silvi- 

culture is practiced. It is now making a very spirited effort to build up 

a game personnel and a cropping techniacue. 

In my opinion there are five weak points which ere most likely to retard 

progress toward the successful cropping of wild public lends: 

(1) The lov-sided and inadequate research program. Neither the state 

nor the Forest Service are spending one cent for laying a scientific foundation 

for this huge venture. The only game research now under way in Wisconsin is 

carried by the university, and deals only with grouse. None of the other 

wild-land species, such as deer, trout, or wild furs, have been studied, here 

or elsewhere. . , 

(2) Conflicting techniques. There is still a sad lack of coordination 

between engineers, foresters, end game men, due not to any lack of mtual good 

will, but simply to lack of mtual understanding. For ex-mple, after having 

completed a gridiron of fire lanes opening nearly every wild spot in the north 

woods to motor travel, it was suddenly realized that these roads threaten to 

deplete our deer. An effort is now being made to mt locked gates on them. 

I hope it will work, but I doubt it. A breachy cow has nothing on an excited 

hunter with a car. 

(3) Lack of technical personnel. The Conservation Commission has virtually 

the same technical overhead as it had five years ago, to carry responsibilities 

easily ten times as great. These men literally have no time to think--a 

dangerous condition when history is being made daily. 

(4) Lack of control of public use. No one has yet devised a way to 

spread’ the public over wublic lands in such a way as not to ruin the land, as 

well as the recreation. The present intolerable concentration of deer- 

hunters, for example, will not be corrected by making the land a county or
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national forest. This problem remains a thorn on the rose of subsidized 

recreation. 

Despite these delays and discouragements, it is a clear fact that the 

idea of free public game has, in respect of wild lands, taken a new lease 

on life. 

(5) Poor Interspersion. The reverse is true of farm game. 

Farm Lands 

Contrary to usual belief, the farm lands of Wisconsin, by reason of their 

richer soil, are capable of producing more man-days of hunting recreation than 

the wild lands. A stand of one game bird per 4 acres and a kill of a bird per 

12 acres, is easily possible. This would yield, on 12,000,000,000 acres of 

ferms, a kill of 1,000,000 birds per year. There are 200,000 licensed 

hunters, so our farms could produce 5 for each licensed‘hunter. The maximum 

stand of wild birds on farms would be only thrice as great, or 15 per hunter. 

The additional yield of wild land birds might double this. Hence those who 

fear future overproduction may forget their worries. The problem is to get 

the crop grown. There is no bugaboo of too mech. 

Our farms as they now stand are overating at perheps a tenth capacity. 

A tally of 600 farms made in the winter of 1932 showed only 1 out of 4 habit- 

able for game. Helf were devoid of both food and cover, a quarter hed only 

the one or the other, and a querter had some of both. But those which had 

both seldom had enough to realize the capscity of the land. Game cannot 

live in quarters provided only with beds, or only with dining rooms, or with 

neither. All animals, including ourselves, need both. When one or both ere 

lecking, reproduction and survival decline. Pomulation shrinks until it fits 

the habitable fraction of its environment. That fraction on Wisconsin farms 

is 10 ver cent or less. 

How vut food and cover on the other 90 ver cent? This is the very
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heart of our problem. All the conservation laws and dollars and commissions 

end wardens and speeches in Christendom cannot vut game, or any other wild 

life,on fields bare of food and cover in winter. 

Many short-cuts to this end have been provosed. Most of them are, I 

think, spurious. One faction would have the state cede vrivate title to the 

geme, and by giving the farmer a wide-open market for both shooting privileges 

and meat, make game so profitable that it could comvete outright with other 

crops. But what would this game be? Mostly pheasants. What would become 

of rare or unprofitable species? They would likely disappear. With open 

markets for resident game, what would become of migratory? I will leave you 

to guess. 

Nevertheless there is an intrinsic merit in the idea of creating ean econ- 

omic incentive for game cropping. The American Game Policy provoses to 

encourage the sale of shooting vrivileges,but not of meat. The state re- 

tains title, but the pias is its custodian, and is encouraged to crop the 

resource, subject to control by the state. This, I think is sound. 

But there are serious obstacles to getting started. One of the most sekious 

is the short seasons made necessary by the progressive failure of the public 

Santa Claus idea. Open seasons on upland svecies in the north central region 

“averaged 60 days in 1905, 45 days in 1915, 29 days in 1925, and 14 days in 

1934. The producing fermer cannot market his shooting in a week or two. 

Neither can the state relax its restrictions on unmanoged farms for the sake 

of encouraging the few managed ones. The way out seems tobe a differential 

season, long for lands on which managed game crops can be shown, short for . 

other lands. 

The Wisconsin Shooting Preserve Law establishes such a differential. It 

is an opening wedge, so far applicable only to artificially raised pheasants. 

The state says: "For every 100 pheasants you turn out, we will let you shoot 

78, and give you 4 months instead of 4 days to do it." We now have 40 such
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preserves. There would be many more, but for the high cost of chicken-wire 

production. It costs $1.50 to raise a chicken-wire pheasant, perhaps 15 cents 

to raise a wild one. The wild bird is superior in quality. 

Why is the differential season limited to liberated pheasants? Because 

they can be counted out by the warden. Our wardens have been too busy chasing 

poachers to learn how to census a wild game crop--a task often tedious and 

ealling for skill, for favorable weather, and for dogs. Iowa, thiueh. is 

‘ doing it on quail. I predict the gradual spread of the differential season 

to all kinds of wild resident game. What it amounts to is that the state ; 

delegates its restrictive functions to the »roducing landowner, subject to 

cancellation for abuse. This is sound principle, and tends to relieve the 

wardens of the perfectly impossible job of policing game single-handed. More- 

over it opens to the farmer, or through him to his hye raaen friends, a power- 

; ful incentive to earn additional shooting privileges by growing a crop capable 

of withstanding them. The old system, on the contrary, makes shooting easier 

to steal than to earn. It contains the seeds of its own death. 

I would not, however, leave the impression that game laws or farmer- 

revenue are the only or even the wiscioa means to wild life restoration. 

The problem is not so simple. An even more basic reason for the modern 

foodless, coverless, lifeless farm is the pioneer tradition that uncut or 

ungrazed brush, weeds, grass or timber bespeak an incomplete victory over the 

wilderness, and that any vestige of them in gully, rockpile, bank, or fence- 

row brand the farmer ss a sloven. It is en indismtable fact that the 

agricultural colleges have aided, abetted and intensified this tradition, 

sometimes with sound scientific reason, but more often out of that same 

blind subservience to fashion which dictates the color of our hats, the 

height of our heels, or the length of our coattails. 

I plead that wild life cover, at least on waste corners and fencerows,
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now become an expression of localized scientific reasoning and the owner's 

personal taste, rather than a badge of compliance to social regimentation. 

I submit that the slick-and-clean countryside is neither more beautiful. nor-- 

in the long run--more useful than that which retains at least some remnants 

of non-domestidated plant and animal life. The brushy fencerow and the 

wild-grown bank, the clean-boled woodlot and the undrained spot of marsh-- 

I heartily agree that the presence of these things on the farm portray the 

cheracter of the owner, but in my view they portray him not as a sloven, but 

as one who, despite the stamvede of his neighbors, has refused to trade his 

birthright as a husbandman of living things for the shoddy imitation of a 

factory. 

It must be confessed, in all fairness, that our tax laws, end incidentally 

our highway engineers, have contributed their auota to the creation of the 

American steppe. The farmer who uses tilleble or grazable land for conserva- 

tion does so at his own cost, but the lumberman who sacrifices the immediate 

versonel venny to the ultimate public good gets a handsome subsidy for public 

services’ verformed. Is not a marsh, a prairie, a food-patch, a grape-tangle, 

a grove of veteran oaks, a patch of ladyslipvvers, or even a conse of flower- 

ing haws a vublic service in the same sense as a commercial forest‘ There 

must be some sound way in which the public which wants these things to exist 

can ease the economic pressure which now tends to wipe them out of existence. 

The public is spending millions to perpetuate such things in public varks 

and reservations, but what kind of "landscaping" is this? These things should 

not be crowded into distant reservations, they belong on farms, where they can 

_ be seen by everybody every day. The esthetic dietary implied in parks is too 

much like that of the starving prosvector who ordered forty dollars worth of 

ham and eggs. Strung out a bit more, they might do more good.
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Game Technology 

We have in Wisconsin five species of farm game, four of wild land 

geme, half a dozen fur-bearers, and a dozen of migratory birds; total 

about 25 species. 

Most of these are as distinct in their cultural requirements as alfalfa 

is distinct from corn or oats. Each has its distinctive kinds of food and 

cover, in certain proportions, at various seasons. Each has its diseases and 

enemies. It takes a good research man four years to discover the rudiments 

of a technology for each. This adds up to a total liability of 100 man-years 

of research to get started in Wisconsin game cropping. 

We have so far had ebout 10 man-years of research. Fortunately they 

heve been effectively spent. We now know the rudiments about quail and 

preirie chickens. Michigan has done something on banake. Minnesota on 

ruffed grouse. Iowa has made a start on two ducks. We can borrow this 

information until we have better. But of deer, cottontail, all the fur- 

bearers, and most of the waterfowl, we know, biometrically speaking, nothing. 

What little we do kmow has neatly upset many time-honored beliefs, 

among them the belief that one less hawk means several more game birds. I 

am beginning to believe that Errington's discoveries in predation, largely 

based on his Wisconsin quail data, are of general importance to science as 

well es to game management. He finds, in short, that predators trim down the 

quail pormulation to the capacity of the food and cover, but no further,and 

that this shrinkage occurs anyhow, regardless of whether predators are 

abundant or scarce, or of what kinds they are. In other words, the only 

effective predator control is food and cover improvement. "Vermin" baiting 

is, apparently, a needless waste. These indications, if substantiated, are 

a fundamental contribution, not only to conservation policy, but to ecological 

science.
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Game cropying is under way in a slowly increasing list of definite tracts 

of Wisconsin lend. These include: 

Coon Valley Project 92,000 acres 

6 University Demonstrations 10,000.» 

40 shooting preserves 40,000 " (40,000?) 

Upper Mississippi Refuge 50,000 

190,000 acres or 1% of state 

It is pretty definitely in the offing on a much larger area: 

Central Wisconsin Conservation District 120,000 

National Forests 2,500,000 

Horicon Marsh 30,000 
2,650,000 or 10 percent of state 

Perhaps one of the most severe handicans we work under is that no one is 

against it. Farmers are very clearly favorable. All resvectable public agen- 

cies are for it, as a matter of course. If we had a good thinking contro- 

versy maybe more people would actually practice it. I am not »vromising that 

there will be none such. 

As for the contribution of the University, nothing has given me more 

encouragement than the voluntary participation of other Departments, even 

to the extent of spending funds. Thus agronomy and botany are using e@ 

fellowship to study the ecology of marsh plants. The updovilding of a tech- 

nology lies not in the chair of Cons., not in Zoology, but in the biological 

devts. collectively. All the chair cen do is cooperate and support. 

Only crop can't overproduce 

\



; "Unfinished Manyiscripts" 5 

Aldo Leopold 
(no title listed) 

Most of us are dots on the census-tally. Such a dot becomes'a person- 

age only when he combines personalities ordinarily distinct. Some country 

is like that. In Central Wisconsin there are half a dozen counties which 

combine the flavor of the north: white pines, trout streams, blackberries, 

deer, sharvtails, partridges, and veat - with the full essence of the corn- 

belt hills: quail and oaks, hickory nuts, and pvennyroyal. In such a 

synthesis there is usually achieved something over end above the sum of the 

components. 

I have long searched for this: supernumerary element in Central Wisconsin. 

One day this summer I found it. I was sitting on an oak-shaded knoll, gazing 

across @ great neat bog. The summer breeze blew rolling combers across the 

sea of grass and cane. Along a highway on the far horizon. cars scudded by 

like nervous fleas, each doubtless full of north-bound vacstionists yewning 

over the monotony of this dreary marsh. Non-existent to them were the 

myried tiger lilies, yellow cone flowers, and blazing stars which studded 

this verdant meedow, or the pink orchids hiding under its scattered copses 

of tamerack. Non-existent to them the geological drama which in ten brief 

milleniums, converted this glacial leke into thet stuvendous library of 

botanical artifacts which goes by the lowly name of peat. Non-existent to 

me too, until that moment, was the living creature which epitomizes the 

eentrel Wisconsin country, - the Sendhill Crane. With a blare of trumpetings 

which seemed to almost knock the dewdrops off the nodding lilies, a pair of 

these incredible birds took wing from the foot of the knoll. Like a pair of 

pxiaeielteen airplanes they scaled the sky, still voicing their defiance 

of my invasion. Some dey a drainage-ditch will destroy this last of their 

encestral pastures. On that day something destructive in the versonality 

of the central counties will die. There will still be oaks and vennyroyal;
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there will still be peat and vartridges, ‘but to those who understand the 

speech of hills and rivers, these will be but living molds upon @ cornse. 

It is the ery of the crane, echoing throvgh ten thousand dewns, which fuses 

these heterogenous components into a living country. 

It is our tacit assumption that we can intervret the human drama alone 

and call it art. It is our tacit assumption that we can raise corn and 

hogs and call it agriculture. It is our tacit assumption that we can build 

tools to this end and call it industry. Whatever other beauty has been 

achieved by organic evolution is pleasant to see, unless and until it 

happens to be crushed under the juggernaut of progress. It is these assump- 

tions which constitute the ultimate impertinence of "civilization".



ECONOMICS OF THE WILD 

Aldo Leopold 

Many conscientious citizens ere losing sleep over whet they take to be 

@ socialistic or vaternalistic trend in the general current of economic 

thought. They do not seem to have noticed one field of activity in which 

the very ovvosite is taking place. 

In this field state ownership and overetion hes been tried and found 

wanting; as a consequence a deliberate effort is being made to develop 

private initiative as a means of getting production. 

The leaders in this field are unaware that they have been conducting 

an experiment in statecraft. It has never occurred to them that their former ‘ 

policy was "radical", and that their present trend is conservative. Their 

present action is impelled by e far simpler, more netural, and more cogent 

reason: experience has shown that state operations did not get results. 

To push the anomaly farther: some of the very "bureaucrats" who have 

been operating state plants, and who are supposed never to let go of a 

government function, are trying to develop private initiative in order to 

relieve themselves of a task they find they cannot fulfill. Meanwhile at 

least vart of the consuming "proletariat," although supvosed to dote on 

government hand-outs, is realizing that free-and-equal distribution is 

academic unless and until there is something to distribute. 

The whole show makes one suspect that veople might be less easily 

stampeded if all the vre-existing labels which mark our political and 

economic factions were cut off, and each individual had to base his behavior 

on what his neighbor actually did, rather than on what his label said he 

might do. 

The field of activity of which I am speaking is no piddling matter, so 

small and unimportant that in it peovle can afford to reverse their normal
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conduct. It deals with the production, distribution, and consumption of 

e@ land crop worth, according to government experts, $150,000,000 annually. 

One-tenth of the population are consumers, and these consumers pay an 

additional $170,000,000 for the privilege of going out in the country and 

; picking their share of the crop in person. The demand is so insistent that 

salability is little affected either by depression or prosperity. I refer 

to the crop of wild fish, game, and fur produced annually by our farms, 

forests, and streams. 

Ever since we exhausted the virgin abundance of game which swarmed 

about the wilderness clearings of the pioneers, wild life production has 

been a highly paternalistic enterprise. The state taxed the hunter (in the 

form of a doller license), and used the money to hire wardens and plant - 

hieke, on the condition, tacitly implied, that the farmer on whose lend 

the birds were planted would let the vpublic hunt free of charge. 

This "gentlemen's agreement" worked for a while, but there came a 

time when the hunting public included fewer and fewer gentlemen. It 

acquired numbers, autos, and automatics faster than it learned manners or 

moderation. ‘The present-dey farmer is thoroughly "burnt out" on free public 

trespass on his premises. 

So is the game. It is inconceivable that a breeding stock can be 

maintained without some restraint on killing more effective than that 

efforded by the game laws, which merely prescribe that it cease on a certain 

legal date. As well kill all the chickens anybody can find on the farm in 

November, and then exnect eggs in March. That is exactly what we have been 

expecting of farm game. We are now in process of a belated realization that 

somebody has to provide food and cover, and call a halt on shooting as soon 

as the surplus has been killed.
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Of course, when we say that the present 150 million dolbr game crop 

is "yroduced" by human hands, we are stretching the term. Game, like Topsy, 

just grows up, but so far it has had a chance to grow up only where tough 

old nature was able to take edvantage of economic accident. What has "pro- 

duced" our game crop is not so much the expensive birds released by the 

state with its paternal blessing, as the cover which the fermer neglects 

to cut or graze, the grain accidentally spilled in the fields, snd the weed 

seeds accidentally missed by the cultivator. 

No one of these elements of a habitable game range is effective without ; 

the other two. Thus the reverted farms of New England have millions of 

acres of cover, but no grain and few edible weeds. Hence there is little 

game. On the other hand the cornbelt has vast quantities of waste grain 

and weeds, but no cover. Hence there is little game. The great gamefields 

of the South all lie where cover and food come together. Millions of acres 

of southern farms lack food, and hence game. 

Whet would hapven if the cornbelt fermer deliberately left brush and 

weeds of the right kind on every waste spot, to balance the waste grain in 

his fields? A prodigious increase in game would hapnen. I have made counts 

of all the game, cover spots, and food svots on nearly a thousand farms in 

helf a dozen cornbelt states, and can certify to the fect that the game 

population is proportional to the cover and food available to house and feed 

it in winter, and this is usually true regardless of whether it is shot or 

unshot. 

This proportionality between game abundance and game living conditions ‘ 

holds good up to an upver limit of about a bird ver acre. The average 

stend now is around e bird ver ten acres. Therefore the deliberate vro- 

vision of cover and food would at least ouintuple the stand of game, especially 

where the shooting is conducted with due regard to leaving seed-stock.
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Why not, therefore, leave to the private initiative of the farmer the f 

whole job of vroviding food, cover and protection for game, and let him 

charge the costs to the varticular hunters with whom he shares the result? 

This is the "new idea" in farm game conservation, promulgated in "The 

American Game Policy" of 1931. Many leading game officials are signers of 

i that policy, despite the fact that it relegates them to the position of 

teachers of geame-production techniaue, as distinguished from their former 

(hypothetical) status of state game-menufacturers. As I said before, 

experience hes shown these officials that state game operations on private 

farms have usually failed to operate. 

It must not be supvosed, however, thet anyone proposes to discard 

the old system in toto, without regard to its good points. The state still 

owns the game, and hence can and should regulate any abuses which mayarise 

out of the proposed farmer-custodianship of its vroverty. Some farmers may 

over-charge for shooting privileges. If competition feils to bring down 

their vrices, let the state close un the offending property. Some farmers 

may be short-sighted enough to cash in on the breeding stock, as well as 

the survlus. The same remedy apnlies. These are samples of the future 

function of game officials: they must insvect and study private practice, 

and exercise regulatory authority over it when it becomes necessary to step 

in and>vrotect the public interest. 

FPish-production is in different case, because most fish grow in public 

waters tather than on private farms. The state will have to continue to be 

the owner and operator of the aquatic producing plant, but some states are 

taking @ leaf out of the game book and are vroviding their streams with 

cover and food, as well as with plantings of brood stock. Michigen has 

proven that a trout-stream can be "rebuilt," to the vast enhancement of its 

trout population, and that such rebuilding is often a cheaper means to more 

fish than the annual dumping of millions of fry, which hes so far constituted
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fish culture in most states. The motive-power used in rebuilding streams 

is the current. The material is the snags, logs, and rocks which lie on 

the bank. The fish-manager furnishes only wire and brains. 

All state fish-culture is paid for by licenses. More money is needed. 

Shell this "more money" come from higher licenses, or maybe from an entrance 

fee to certain streams? Pay-as-you-enter fishing on public streams is an 

unheard-of innovation, but it has its points, like vay-as-you-enter hunting. 

One point is that it taxes the citizen who fishes once a week heavier than 

the man who fishes once a year. Reasonable, isn't it? d 

A knottier problem than fish is that of ducks and waterfowl. At dawn 

2. flock of mallards may be reposing on a public lake, at noon they are 

guzzling in Farmer Jones' cornfield, et evening they are winging the far 

reaches of the sky, sizing up prospects of guns vs. one’ in some neighboring 

state. Who will take care of ducks? 

The government, says the Supreme Court. Right,-the government is doing 

it as far as restrictive laws on seasons, bag limits, etc. can take care of 

anything. But what the ducks need worst of all is the reflooding of thousands 

of lakes and marshes drained in the boom days to grow two-dollar corn, and 

now growing mostly tax bills. Whose job is it to restore these marshlands? 

Most states have answered by passing the buck to the federal government, and 

then loudly boo-ing every federal bill to tax duck-hunters for the purpose. 

Congress, to be sure, passed one bill which called for no tax, but then, by 

failing to apvropriate anything to carry it out, effectively passed the ball 

back to the states. The states are now lining up behind &@ bill which calls 

the proposed federal tax a stamp instead of a license. I hope it will pass, 

put I hope conservationists will also appreciate what a first-rate ball game 

they have been watching for the past ten years. 

A few states have actually buckled down to business, and are preparing
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to "up" their own license schedules, to let their duck hunters and fishermen 

pay for restoring their own waters on a big scale. Towa is the most notable 

exemple. Some others have restored a marsh or two out of ordinary revenues, 

and are now clucking like a hen which has laid "a" egg while a dozen egeless 

men are waiting for breakfast. A egg is admirable, but two dozen would be 

more so. 

Knottier and tougher still is the problem of wild-land game, such as 

deer and grouse. Where wild lands are mblicly owned and taken care of, 

such as on National Forests, there is little to worry about. But the trouble , 

with most wild lands is that nobody wants to own them. Millions of acres 

are being laid on the doorsteps of our counties and states, which usually 

lack either funds or ideas as to what to do with them. Nevertheless Mr. 

Babbitt expects them to be stocked with game, fish, and forests when he 

visits the back country on his annual vacation. 

Previous to the debacle, most states had fond hopes of developing their 

new public domain as a free mblic recreation ground. But where are the 

funds to do anything free in these days? Why not try, as an experiment, to 

practice conservation on some of these lands and let those who wish to 

camp, hunt, fish, or trap on them vay et the gate? By this means something 

might be accomplished. The alternative is to let them burn up. As I write 

the smell of burning veat-bogs is in the air,-an ominous warning that the 

practice of conservation is not a luxury to be vostpvoned till better times. 

It is an immediate problem of either taking care of certain living property, 

or throwing it away. Why not let that vroverty earn its keep by putting i 

its development and use on a revenue basis?



COVEY PATTERNS 

Aldo Leopold 

A good shotgun throws 70 percent of the shot charge into a thirty- 

inch circle at forty yards. The number and distribution of the shot within 

this circle is the "pattern" by which you decide whether you have a good or 

@ poor een. ! 

: Nowadeys, however, most guns are good. What we lack is not guns, but 

birds to use them on. Some sportsmen are beginning to catch the idea that 

the stand of birds, as well as the pattern of guns, can be improved by 

skillful tinkering. A few are actually trying their hand at improving 

the food and cover which determine the bird crop. 

But whet is a good stand? We need a standard, corresponding to that 

for shotgun performence. What "pattern" of quail coveys can we throw on 

a section of land? 

For smaller areas of farm size a standard is already available, in 

the form of nearly 700 sample covey counts, each representing the pomlation 

of a single farm. These figures indicate that "Perfect" is a bird per acre, 

or a covey per 15 acres, or about 10 coveys per quarter-section. Any farm 

which averages half of thet, or 5 coveys per quarter-section, is very good. 

Any farm which averages a tenth of that, or one covey per farm, is poor. 

But these densities cannot be applied to a large blOck of ten con- 

tiguous farms, or to a township, or a county, for the reason that as the 

size of the area increases, it usually contains more and more "blanks" 

consisting of bare fields, solid woods, villages, marshes, rivers, or other 

quail-less places. This is exactly analogous to selecting a 12-inch sample 

out of a shotgun pattern. An invisible force moves your hand away from the 

"holes" or blanks. 

The average hunting "unit" covers mech more than one farm. What is a 

good stand for large blocks of ground? How much mst the standard for small
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blocks of farm size be "knocked down" when applied to large blocks in the 

same region? 

Theory is of small avail in answering such a question. What we need 

is the actual density or “covey pattern" which quail actually attain on 

representative large blocks of "good quail country". If numerous observers 

will turn in their actual results, a stendard or a series of standards will 

formulate themselves. The "70 per cent" rule in shotguns is simply the 

approximate common level of good performance, as reported by many observers. 

Just as we know the number of shot in an ounce, so do we have the "quail 

per acre" mle as a "perfect" datum against which to score our actual range. 

For the last three consecutive years I have had the privilege of 

shooting quail near the Doniwali Cabin in southern Missouri. That this is 

“eood" quail range will be readily attested by many a well-known sportsman, 

including Ozark Ripley. Senator Harry B. Hawes, and Andrew Brooks. 

The set-up happened to be ideal for getting a covey-pattern on quail. 

Bach year we hunted in the same township, at the same time (Christmas 

holidays), for the same veriod (5 days), with the same dogs (ineluding Ray 

Roark's Tuck), by the same method (on foot from the cabin), in the same kind 

of weather (no snow or severe cold, plenty of sun and md). Each successive 

year we re-hunted enough of the previous year's ground to double-check many 

covies, but also enough new ground to extend our census into new territory. 

Being afoot, there was little temptation to scatter ourselves over the County. 

Except for a few posted farms, canebrakes, and cockle-burr heavens, we left 

no gaps. 

On‘e rough map tacked on the cabin wall we recorded the location of 

each covey as found. We have now censused seven square miles. We have 

found a total of 58 coveys (20 per year or 4 per day, not allowing for 

occasional days dedicated to rain or cabin chores), 51 of which lie within the
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: seven square miles. The location or pattern appears in Fig. 1. About a 

dozen covies were found in the same location in two or sometimes three suc- 

cessive years. These double-checked coveys appear on the map as only one 

"pellet" each. 

Yes, dear reader, I hear the question that makes the tip of your 

tongue ache for utterance. "Did we find them all?" No, of course not, 

especially in those years, like 1932, when many coveys were using the woods, 

eating acorns. What proportion did we find? I don't know. Possibly as 

high as three-quarters; certainly not less than half. I am going to dis- 

regard this problematical and evasive residue of unfound birds, because 

every other observer who is going to contribute data for a standerd, includ- 

ing the scientific game investigator, is up against the same difficulty. 

The unmeasured residue inheres in every quail census on large areas, except 

in those rare cases where a big crew cen turn out immediately after a new 

snow in weather mild enough to encourage the birds to make tracks. If the 

reader insists on correcting for the residue, add a third to all the birds- 

per-souare-mile figures, end subtract a third from all the acres-per-bird 

figures. 

To resume our pattern count: We found 51 coveys on seven square 

miles. But certain spots, by reason of posting, cockleburrs, etc., were not 

hunted (see shading, Fig. 1). Throwing these out leaves 51 coveys found on 

5.8 souere miles, or 11.4 coveys per square mile. There are lots of un- 

shaded holes in the pattern. Our map (see article in previous issue) tells 

' us that these ere solid woods, coverless fields, foodless sedge patches, 

and other true blanks. The net result is a density of 73 acres per covey. 

Assuming 15 birds per covey (they were smaller than this in the poor year 

1931 and bigger in the good year 1932) gives a round average figure of a
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quail per 5 acres. I propose this as standard for findable coveys in "zood" 

Ozark-foothill quail country in blocks of 1 to 10 square miles. 

I might add that there had been little or no previous shooting on 

our grounds, so that these figures would hold good at either end of the open 

season. 

To illustrate the contrast between big and little blocks: The heaviest 

quarter-section on this map contains five (and part of the sixth) coveys, or 

say 80 birds, or a quail per 2 ecres. This checks with the definition of 

"good" already given for areas of farm size. 

' The contrast between big and little blocks would be greater in Iowa, 

Illinois, or Indiana, where quail tend to be confined to narrow zones of 

cover along creeks, but within such zones are often more abundant than on 

"eood" southern range. In fact, most southern quail range is "good" by 

virtue of the tremendous continuity of inhebited range, rather than by 

virtue of densely inhabited spots. 

This homely truth, perceived but not articulated by thinking sportsmen, 

is unknown to many ornithologists. They walk down e draw in a closed 

state like Iowa, see a lot of quail, and solemnly affirm in the scientific 

prints that the closed season is actually increasing the birds. I measured 

the shrinkage in the number of habitable draws and found half hed been 

grazed out in the last decade. Of course an open season would not restore 

cover, but an open season granted only on those hunting units showing plenty 

of both birds and cover would put a2 vremium on ection, and let us earn our 

right to choot. 

Back to our knitting: If we lay out the actual average covey-pattern 

of 11 ver square mile on a circle of that area, and compare it with a similar 

circle stocked at the rate of 1 bird per acre (42 coveys) we get the compari- 

son depicted in Fig. 2. Of course no such quail range actually exists this 

side of the Blysien Fields (where, let us hove, al] good setters 69, with
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the privilege of taking their owners along, end don't forget the gun and the 

coffee pot). Neither, for that matter, does there exist any shotgun which 

throws 160 ver cent of the shot into a 30-inch circle. (We don't need such 

shotguns, even in Elysium, if the birds are there. It will be more fun 

without them.) Our covey vattern, in short, is 20 per cent of "perfect". 

Now this is for renge wholly innocent of that new-fangled device for 

improving pattern-density now generally known as "game management". I 

object to better shotguns, but I like better covey patterns. What could 

management do for these Ozark foothills? 

Ask Herbert Stoddard - he is the only man who has so far actually 

improved the pattern on large "standard" circles of a square mile or better. 

In my opinion, a few food vatches would work wonders. If our farmers would 

install them, we would cheerfully pey for our methane. Until they do, we 

like it free. 

I say food because agriculture is declining in this Missouri foothill 

country. One reason is the exhaustion of the soil by erosion. Eroded soil 

won't grow food-bearing weeds, any more than it will grow corn or cotton or 

big miles. Broom-sedge, sassafras, and versimmon on old fields, which are : 

commonly regarded as the very stuff quail-heaven is made of, are as a matter 

of fact the symptoms of a destructive agriculture, a disrespectful attitude 

toward the earth, which is the common enemy of real farming, real game manage- 

ment, or real culture of any sort. The fancy concrete roads with which we 

have leced these ancient hills, end the Chambers of Commerce boosting the 

tourist trade for these decrepit villages, sre, if we knew it, only a mockery 

of vrogress. The very life-blood of this land, hard-won for us since the day 

of the Natchitoches Trace, is passing yearly down each creek and river, to 

the ultimate impoverishment, not only of the quail-pattern, but of that larger 

and more intrigate man-pattern which we call civilization.
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sat ae Aldo Leopold 

Dear Friend Botts: 

How does a hound follow trail? What is scent? By what alchemy of 

nose does a dog know back<trail from forward? Does a f6x, or a quail, or a 

fawn, withhold? Thesé age-old cuestiohs, which we/Pondered at our a ibe 

ing, have sudde: struck me in a new light. We svortsmen, of unl cannot 

answer them, ut why not unleash on them tWe hounds of science? They are the 

perfect otest. 

Nes tiie 
I mst tell you first, my specifications of a perfect research enterprise. 

First and foremost, the field of inquiry must promise to yield no gainful 

knowledge. Any field holding out a prospect of new facts which some inventor 

might patent and sell, or some manufacturer use to build a new machine, or 

some Chamber of Commerce endorse as a contribution to progress, or some 

preacher hail as uplifting, or some editor headline in an extra, or some 

advertiser blazon upon a billboard, is disqualified thereby. The perfect 

quest must seek something entirely useless to all vractical men, such as why 

a sunset is redfd, or how a dog finds a covey. 

Second, and of like importance, the quest mst be so difficult, and 

promise such long and devious paths, as to hold out no assurance of ultimate 

success. It must demand the keenest research nose, set in the stoutest and 

most and highly trained and persistent hounds of science. 

Thirdly, the quest mst lie in no single field of science. Like a cold 

trail laid at random across a thousand hills, it must transect with contemptu- 

ous abandon all those little patches which the vriests of lmowledge have 

labelled, fenced, and preempted as separate "sciences". Should by eny chance 

the fox be one day run to earth, no bureau or depart ent or learned society
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mast strut or crow as the successful master of hounds. Rather should men 

marvel at how little each has known or done over what wide horizons a 

single quest can lead, and even then be but a single svider's skein, laid 

on the panorama of the unknown hills.



Article for f 
x “American Forests & Forest Life" 

THE TREND OF GAME MANAGEMENT 
IN THE NATIONAL FORESTS 

Aldo Leopold 

The National Forests were placed under management in 1905. Up to that 

time, the game conservation movement had given birth to only two major ideas. 

The first was the reservation or park idee--withdrawing samples of game 

range from economic develooment with a view to the verpetuation of threatened 

species. 

The second was the idea of limiting the annual kill on hunting grounds 

to the ennuel increment or "natural increase" of the game thereon. This 

idea of bathing of kill was really contemporaneous with National Forests, 

and nart of its development may be credited to the foresters who had them 

in charge. l 

In the interim, however, one additional major idea has emerged. 

This idea is corollary to the idea of limiting the kill to the annual 

increment. It asserts that the annual increment of any given game pomletion 

may be increased at will by manipulating its environment. Such increase is 

limited only by the cerrying capacity of the range, or (more rarely) by the 

unimpeded increase rate or "breeding potential" of the species. 

For instance, a herd of 20 deer may now be holding its own under a 

kill of one buck per year. Under the "limitation of kill" idea, the killing 

of only one would be allowed. But under the idea of “environmental control" 

some factor such as food, cover, predators, disease, or parasites would be 

menivalated so as to allow of killing two or more bucks. However, no manip- 

ulation of factors can make it safe to exceed, or even approach, the breed- 

ing potential, which for 20 deer is about 5 bucks. (We do not yet know 

enough about deer to determine this theoretical potential with certainty.) 

Environmental control, in its essence, and as applied to hunting grounds,
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is in effect the shifting of mortality from natural enemies to human hunters. 

It is not a new idea. In various empirical forms it has been practiced 

in Burope since the Middle Ages, and in Asia since the days of Ghengis Khan. 

The biological equation responsible for its success was probably not under- 

stood, but this did not worry the Great Khen as long as his hunting was good. 

It should, however, worry us. Environmental control, like every other 

really potent idea, is a two-edged sword. It is the only possible way of 

keeping alive the sport of hunting in the face of unregulated human pomla- 

tion growth. This is one edge of the sword. The other is that over-control 

is open to many abuses. The bitterness which European nature-lovers feel 

toward the excessive and indiscriminate predator-control vractices on private 

hunting vreserves is a case in point, and should be a lesson to menagers of 

both private and public hunting grounds in this country. ‘Moreover, excessive 

manipulation of environment tends to artificialize sport, and thus destroy 

the very social values which the conservation movement seeks to retain. 

By and large, these abuses, as far as America is concerned, are in and 

of the future. For the present. controls are not practiced at all, except 

as the incidental result of other activities. The question to be here dis- 

cussed is: how do they, and the other basic mechanisms of game management, 

bear on the future of geme on the National Forests? 

It should first of all be observed that while the "old" ideas of reserva- 

tion and limitation can be mt into effect through legislative enactments, 

the idea of controlled environments has little or nothing to do with law. 

Laws cannot restore life to the over-grazed forage plants of the Kaibab. 

It is these dead mahogany bushes, and not the edicts of legislatures or 

conservation societies, which will shortly limit the deer vomlation of the 

Kaibab, and this limit will hold for several decades to come.
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The over-grezing of the Kaibab, though foreseen years ago by experts, 

at this time represents the restoration of something gone. A much better 

example of the need for environmental control is to be found on the Gila 

and Datil Forests, where the deer carrying capacity is now in process of 

veing badly reduced by deer and cattle grazing, not through the destruction : 

of the forage as @ whole. but by the elimination of two particular forage 

plants, live oak and mountain mahogany. The same grazing has let in a vast 

amount of coniferous revroduction, which will make splendid additional deer 

coverts. Forest Service protection has restored the grass to a large vart 

of this range, but not the browse. The net result a decade hence will be 

an unbalanced range, offering deer (and to a lesser extent, cattle) an ex- 

cess of coverts coupled with a deficiency of winter feed. Here is a threat - 

ening situation so complex thet even trained foresters may fail to aoe it. 

Successful restoration of grass and conifers may seem to then a sufficient 

accomplishment, as indeed it would be on any ordinary Forest. But this 

region is so rough end insecessible that its recreational value seems to 

me to far exceed its timber-nroducing value. It is at least debatable whether 

creating a balenced environment for game should not be a primary objective 

of Netional Forest administration on such lands. 

One already familiar aspect of environmental manivuletion in the 

interest of game is the predator control work undertaken by the Biological 

Survey in cooperation with the states. Of course, the primary interest is 

livestock, but this does not change the biological effect. Much of the re- 

ported recent increase in National Forest game may safely be ascribed to 

this work. The future, however, must bring 2 greater recognition of the 

needs of game, as distinct fro1 those of livestock. A case in point; coyotes 

heve recently invaded the "roughs" or box canyons of the upper Gils basin, 

where they are seriously devleting the Sonoran Whitetail Deer, @ dward form 

of outstanding end distinctive recreational and scientific value. No voice
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is as yet heard in protest. A similar raid on livestock would be loudly 

heard from, but with less reason. 

The coyote's invasion of Alaska is another case, by this time well 

known, but by no means adequately acted upon. 

By and large, future predator control mst be localized and discriminate, 

with game management as one of its primary objectives. There should prob- 

ably, in most localities, be more control of small and perhaps less of large 

predators. It is possible that the low net productivity of many deer herds 

is due to the non-removal of superannuated females coupled with ‘high fown- 

mortality. Continuation of such a tendency might easily over-graze a 

range with but a small net production of killable bucks to show for it. 

Intelligent menivulation of game environments is impossible without 

research. In only a few cases are the main fectors affecting National 

Forest game as yet known. This is no reason for a do-nothing attitude, but 

it is a powerful reason for a radical exvansion in the present game research. 

program, esvecially that authorized (but not yet financed) under the McSweeney- 

MeNary Act. 

The foregoing sketch tries to show the potentialities (and dangers) of 

environmental manipulation as a means of enhencing the crop of game on the 

National Forests. It is possibly ae very convincing, but this is because 

research has yet to disclose what to manipulate. It is true, because the 

inexorable laws of mathematics decree thet environmental factors alone pre- 

vent the realization of the enormous breeding potential inherent in each 

species. The only question is: What are they? Which ones can be bene- 

ficially controlled? These ouestions research mst answer. 

The "reservation" idea has enjoyed a satisfactory growth, and requires 

no lengthy comment. A far-flung system of refuges is gredually being 

built up. These, to be sure, differ somewhat from the original idea of
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preserving a sample. Refuges are a mechine to feed breeding stock to the 

adjoining range; reservations are a museum specimen set away for safe- 

keeping. Both are needed. 

The limitation-of-kill idea has not developed rapidly. Since its 

inception, a new need for it has come to light, namely, the need of regulat- 

ing the mob of hunters as well as limiting the kill of game. There are al- 

ready meny localities in the National Forests where the hunters are thick 

enough to destroy the recreational value of the hunting ground, quite re- 

gerdless of their effect on the game. This is true even on some of the 

"wilderness areas" set aside for wilderness recreetion. Unfortunately many 

hunters are too iulek Weluned to be annoyed. Nevertheless it is unthinkeble 

that the public-service value of the national property should be allowed to 

progressively deteriorate from overcrowding. Until we advance enough to 

regulate human populations, the only remedy is for the Forest Service, or 

the state, to spread the same crowd over a longer period (or possibly to re- 

duce the crowd) through a lottery or turn-about system of hunting privileges. 

The same will be even more necessery on public shooting grounds operated by 

the states. 

One basic question affecting the future is whether the state Conserve- 

tion Departments will improve rapidly enough to merit continuance of their 

primary control over National Forest game resources. There has been im- 

provement, but it is spotty and slow, and sometimes offset by relavses. 

If National Forest game alone were at stake, I wold say the evidence better 

supports a negative than a positive answer. But the game resources outside 

the National Forests demand a revolution in the quality of state leadership 

in any event. 

In conclusion, it may fairly be said that geme management has made a . 

fair start in the National Forests; that the status of game in the gross
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in 
or quantitative sense is less discouraging than/the country at large, and 

that game activities on the National Forests have spread a valuable leaven 

of ideas into the surrounding territories. The National Forests are the 

largest mblic shooting grounds operated by any nation. Neither their 

present nor their potential sociel value as such are as yet appreciated. 

Their management is beset by many perplexing difficulties, due to acceler- 

ating human vopulation vressure and to lack of knowledge. The first cannot 

as yet be helped. The second demands facts, and yet more facts. A relent- 

less search for facts, backed by a relentless determination to apply them 

to game management, is the chief future need. 

The next most important need, in my opinion, is a more flexible con- 

ception of the relative importance of game.and timber production respectively. 

The National Forests were founded on the assumption of impending timber- 

famine. Under this assumotion nearly every acre of National Forest land, 

no matter how much or what quality of timber it would grow, has been dedi- 

cated to timber production, with all other vossible "crops" relegated to i 

second place. 

The ensuing 25 years of so¢ial and economic evaluation have not under- 

mined the validity of the timber-famine idea, but they have split it up 

~ into certain component parts which differ from each other, and they have 

added certain new ideas unheard of in 1905. The present situation in my 

mind sums up @s follows: 

1. Timver-famine is more a matter of quality than quantity. It is the 

large high-grade timber which will be scarce, and which will be least likely 

to be produced: on private lands. e 

2. Timber-competition is as importent as timber-famine. Wood must 

battle for merkets against a growing host of wood-substitutes. 

3. In this battle, a complete re-alignment of wood-uses may take 

place. The ultimate place of various kind and quélities of wood in the
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national economy will be largely determined by the skill with which wood is 

grown, advertised, harvested, and used. 

4, No one can predict the outcome, but it is daily clearer that in 

this battle, wood grown on rich accessible land under intensive forestry will 

have a competitive advantage over that grown on poor rough lend. As in 

agriculture, marginal land will have to drov out of the race, or be used 

for other purposes. 

5. Meanwhile, the existence of a recreation-famine, especially of a 

wilderness-recreation famine, has emerged as an incontrovertible fact. 

6. The logical deduction is to concentrate silvicultural operations 

on the richer and more accessible portions of the National Forests with 

emphasis on high-auelity timber, and to dedicate the remaining portions 

primarily to recreational functions. These functions include game manage- 

ment, and various forms of recreation varying from wilderness areas on the 

one hand to tourist-ereas on the other. 

‘



DUCK LIMITS 

: Aldo Leopold 

The Federal bag limit is not so much a question of what is a fair 

day's limit as it is a question of whet limit will fit the enormous varia- 

tion in conditions. 

Regions like the South and the West which have relatively continuous 

shooting could justly stand a lower limit than the middle West which usually 

has only a single flight of a few dsys duration when the November storm 

comes down. 

The local hunter who lives near his shooting could justly stand a lower 

limit than the hunter who must travel such a long distance to a shooting 

ground that he can only go once a year. 

The man of leisure who can hunt for weeks at a stretch could justly 

stand a mech lower limit then the working man whose leisure is measured 

by occasional half-deys. 

All taken together, these variables seem to me to argue for a rether 

liberal daily bag limit to take care of the man of restricted opportunities 

with a rather severe possession limit and also a season limit to restrain 

the man who enjoys many opportunities. 

Supposing, for instance, we had: 

Daily bag 15 ducks 
Possession limit 30 ducks 
Season limit 100 ducks 

Under such a system the "one-gallus man" in a poor region could take 

advantage of a really good day, when he happened to strike it right, by 

killing 15 ducks, - & generous ellowence for anybody anywhere. 

The city man who has to travel 2 long wey for a single annual hunt 

could bring back 30 ducks and spend four or five eventful days getting 

them, without resorting to the sometimes dubious expedient of interim shipments.
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On the other hand, the day-efter-day hunter (and he is the one that 

j gets away with the duck supply) would be up against the season limit of 100 

birds or about 6-2/3 full limits. One hundred birds, even under the most 

favorable conditions, ought to be good for a dozen days of hunting. It 

means a mess of ducks for a family every three days for three months. Who 

could reasonably ask for more then that? Yet, there are many men who now 

legally kill several times and even many times 100 ducks yearly. They 

consist principally of two classes: (1) well-to-do club members, and (2) 

men who for one reason or enother have leisure and live in favorable 

localities. The second category includes many "one-gallus" hunters. I 

repeat that they are the men who put the dent in the duck supply. 

Of course, the above system hinges on whether e& season limit is 

enforcible. I admit that a season limit would overate &s a moral standard 

rather than as a rigidly enforcible legal requirement. But even in relatively 

unprogressive commnities every hunter has a vretty definite impression of 

how often his neighbor has gone hunting end whet luck he had each time. 

Mental calculations of his own and his neighbor's beg to date would quickly 

become a habit, and no man could flagrantly over-run the season limit with- 

out his neighbor knowing it. Accordingly, if the commnity were possessed 

of sort of conception of sporting ethics, the season hunt would be pretty 

substantially enforced by moral pressure. If it were not, néither the 

season limit or any other limit or law would be enforcible in any real sense. 

A nation-wide season limit on migratory birds would be enormously 

helped by 2 compulsory report by each state dicense-welder of his season's 

bag. Such a report should, of course, be required by each state as a condi- 

tion for obtaining a new license. Its falsification should be punishable 

by revocation of the license privilege for a year or more. Each state will 

eventually have to adopt a report system anyhow. Why not do it now?
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Such a reporting system would likewise furnish a real basis for future 

regulation of seasons and limits, end for 2 program of acquisition of 

refuges and shooting grounds by both state and national governments. It 

is the logicel follow-up of the Migratory Bird Law, the Public Shooting 

Ground Bill, and the various supporting measures which have been or will 

be adopted by the several states. ' 

The reporting system is no untried exveriment. Minnesota has demon- 

strated its workability and value. 

The season limit is likewise rapidly passing out of the experimental 

stage. The last ten years have seen 2 steady growth of season limits as 

applied to upland and big game. If they work for ruffed grouse, they ought 

to work even better on ducks, because of the more restricted nature of 

their haunts and the more conspicuous nature of the duck hunters equipment 

and results.



REORGANIZING OUR NATIONAL GAME FACTORY 

Aldo Leopold - United States Forest Service. 

When a manufacturing concern with a splendid plant, a highly desirable 

product, and an unlimited market begins to fall in arrears, the stockholders 

generally call a meeting to find out what is the matter. Sometimes they 

find that in spite of tolerable efficiency in all departments, the business is 

in arrears because poorly orgenized. In such case they do the obvious thing - 

reorganize the business. 

It is time to call a meeting of the stockholders of the National Forests, 

the Big Gamefactory of America. In the opinion of the writer, it is time to 

reorganize at least one branch of the business. In spite of tolerable 

efficiency in all departments, and notable success in producing range, 

timber, and such major lines, the denvartment devoted Si suis lne and 

raising big game is not Aeridiolen the goods. Under existing organization, 

it cannot. And 5,000,000 Americans are clamoring for more game. 

The National Forest Game Plant consists of ____ acres of the roughest 

parts of East Africa, it is, by natural endowment, probably the finest game 

country in the world. With the exception of quite limited areas it is, as 

a metter of present fact, almost gameless. Millions of acres are actually 

devoid of big game, and millions more retain a mere sprinkling - not 

enough to be called a "factory" at ell in that sense of the word which 

implies an annual production of large numbers of killeble game animals. 

The National Forests of Arizona and New Mexico, for example, are pro- 

ducing, according to figures collected by the Forest Service, less than 

2,000 deer and about 1,000 wild turkey per year. Their area is twenty 

million acres, an area as large as most of which, as far as concerns both 

veriety and quentity is almost the finest natural game country in the West. 

These varticular Forests ovght to be producing at least 20,000 deer, 30,000 

turkey, 100 elk, 1,000 mountain sheep, 1,000 antelope, and 1,000 Javelinas 4
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per year. No other industry or interest would suffer through maintaining a 

breeding stock adequate to turn out such an animel product, and its produc- 

tion would net the two states hundreds of thousands of dollars in cash, not 

to mention ean even greater return in health and recreation for the mblic. 

Conditions on these Forests are essentially typical of all the others. 

j Why ere these Forests running, as « geme factory, at less than one-tenth 

capacity? Because of the exhaustion of the breeding stock. If you wish to 

raise ten calves a year, you mst maintain fifteen cows end a bull to do it. 

It cennot be done otherwise. If the Southwest wants to raise 20,000 buck a 

yeer, it must maintain 200,000 deer as breeding stock. It cannot be done 

otherwise. 

This, of course, is all very obvious and simple. The question is: 

Why has the big game of our Forests been so managed as to allow the exhaus- 

tion of the breeding stock, and why is it now so managed that immediate and 

effective steps cannot be taken to restore it? 

To begin with, the game supply of the Rocky Mountains was badly re- 

duced before the National Forests were established. Its destruction was an 

unnecessary but nevertheless actual incident » the conquest of the West. As 

is well known, it is our custom to consider the abuse of natural resources 

as one of the essential forerunners of the march of progress. We now pre- 

tend to have learned better, but we are doing it again, just the same, with 

the geme of Alaska. But that is somewhat aside from the story. 

When the National Forests were established, it seemed desirable to 

make a reasonable effort to save the game from further depletion. But Forest 

Officers were confronted with the fact that the game was the vroperty of the 

state, and its administration mst be under state laws,which they, as federal 

officers had, no authority to amend, improve, or enforce. Neither was the 

expenditure of Forest Service funds for game work legally possible.
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There was adopted what was probably the best possible makeshift at 

thet time. The Forest Service entered into. agreements with the various 

States, which provided thet Forest officers would hold commissions as 

depaty state game wardens, and would enforce the game lews as far as they 

could without interferences with their other duties. In return, the Stete 

would pay dnett expenses while doing so. The agreements also provided that 

Forest Officers would report Gases they could not handle to the local depu- ; 

ties for action. But in general there were no locel demties who would do 

anything - so that the important pert of the egreement was mostly ornemental. 

These agreements ere still in effect. They have worked out as well as 

could heve been expected - which is not very well. Their fundamental de- 

fects are dual authority and dual responsibility, with the attendant handi- 

cans of red tape, lack of initiative, and ebsence of constructive evolution 

of the work. It is really a huge task. The Forest Officers of the Southwest, 

for instance, have managed to eke out 15 convictions per year during the last 

two years. Most of the results have been educational. Sufficient has been 

done in this line to lay the foundations for a better system. 

Little has been done, but there is much to do. The general requirements 

of the situation are as follows: 

(a) Law Enforcement. The writer has repeatedly made the public state- 

ment that the game laws in the Southwest are violated 100 times for every 

offense that is brought to book. The assertion has never been contradicted, 

and is believed to be a fact. It speaks for itself. 

The duty of locating and arresting an offender and taking him to court 

is not a pleasant one. The average man, will avoid it if he can, and particul- 

erly if he has plenty of other work, which by various degrees of interpreta- 

tion might be interfered with. With the Forest Ranger there is plenty of 

other work. s
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| (Contents Confidential) 

Vol. IX, No. 9. Washington, D. C. March 2, 1925. 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN GAME MANAGEMENT 
By Aldo Leopold, Forest Products Lab. 

By all odds the most important thing from the standpoint of the Forester 

who cooperates with game officials is the recent impetus toward merit as 

distinguished from patronage appointments in various State game departments. 

New Mexico sportsmen, after 8 years of uphill fighting, seem about to 

pess their bill authorizing the Commission (unneid, composed of sportsmen), 

rather than the Governor, to employ the State Game Warden. 

Governor Hyde of Missouri hes broken the precedent of decades of 

political game wardens by appointing Mr. Wielandy, a conservation worker and 

officer of the Izaak Walton League, as State Game Warden, 

Oklahoma claims to have its department out of politics. At the 

National Game Conference there was @ surprising proportion of game officials 

who thought, spoke, ete, and slept ways to accomplish game production, as 

; distinguished from ways to meke a noise like it. 

In some of the less progressive States the reactionary groups are 

going to such extremes and the progressive groups getting so impatient 

that reforms may be safely predicted to be in the offing. The ferment is 

spreading. Outdoor America is coming to realize that there is no use con- 

versing about game production without competent and enthusiastic official 

leadership to pt it into effect on the ground. 

The next most significant thing to foresters is the growth of the 

public shooting ground idee. I say “idea” rather than "bill", because the 

bill now in Congress, important as it is, is only one of many of the inevi- ‘ 

table ramificationsbf the principle of mublic acmisition of recreation 

areas, their dedication to some Specialized forms of recreation. and
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their administration as units of a system offering many specialized forms 

of play to each community. Of course there is nothing new about the prin- 

ciple. Landscave and recreation engineers have urged it for decades, and 

the Forest Service has actually used it up to a certain point. But now the 

public has discovered it and wants it pushed mech’ further. Right now 

drainege and clubs heve pushed the "one-gallus" duck hunter off the map, 

end in the Public Shooting Grounds Bill he is serving notice that he wants 

back on, and is willing to pay collectively for the privilege. His wishes 

should, and will, prevail. 

But there are other sorts of "one-gallus" men in Outdoor America. 

There is the man who likes to make wilderness hunting trios, and who means : 

canoes and vack mules, not motor and golf stockings, when he says "wilder- 

ness." There is not a doubt in the world that good roads, gasoline, and ’ 

summer resorts sre pushing him off ther»map. Yet he mst be reckoned with 

in all far-sighted plans of development. The public in its entirely com- 

mendable zeal for motorized recreation grounds to accommodate the golf 

stockings mst not entirely overlook the idea hunter. He could be 

accommodated very nicely in regions best suited for that murpose and not 

really adapted to the motorized form of development, "up-on-edge" regions 

that weren't laid out for roads anyhow. And I mean regions, not merely 

a bush to sit behind and practice the diamond hitch. 

Forgetting the wilderness man is such an easy end natural mistake 

to make, because for centuries he has needed no attention - there was al- 

ways plenty of room for him out on the edge of things. But now our rail- 

roads have pushed the edge of things off into the Pacific, and our motor 

roads are pushing the remnants up over the timber line. All I 2m arguing 

for is to demotorize our plans for those remnants before it is too late. 

'



; HISTORY OF GAME PROTECTION IN NEW MEXICO 

Aldo Leopold 

Formerly Secretery, New Mexico Game Protective Association 

Previous to 1914, game vrotection in New Mexico followed closely the 

ideas and activities then prevalent in most States. The State Game Depart- 

ment was directed by a politically appointed game warden, with a meager 

force of vaid deputies and little or no accountability to any superior officer 

and little or no support from the public. Any efforts at constructive work 

were hopelessly handicapped by unstable tenure of office, limited authority, 

insufficient funds, and leck of any concrete program or cooperation on the 

pert of the sportsmen and conservationists of the State. Several local or- 

ganizations of sportsmen had been formed from time to time, but their efforts 

towerd improvement of conditions were sporadic and consisted principally of 

minor legislative tinkering. ; 

In 1914, under the leadership of Miles W. Burford, a strong s»vortsmen's 

association was formed at Silver City, and soon after a similar one was 

formed at Albuoqueraue. The efforts of these two associations to work with 

each other and with the State Game Department soon demonstrated the need for 

a state-wide organization, which was dully organized early in 1916 with the 

Uuetiathditen of the State Game Department. It was cAlled the New Mexico 

Game Protection Association. 

The first few years of the essociation's activities were confined to a 

general educational campaign to arouse public sentiment and to crystallize 

public thought on the concrete problems in need of action. This educational 

work was conducted largely through the association's quarterly paper, "The 

Pine Cone", toward the support of which the Permanent Wild Life Protection 

Fund contributed valuable financial aid. 

The association attempted from the start to improve the machinery of 

the State Game Department, but this attempt was not very fruitful by reason
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of the fact that it failed to grapple with the fundamental question of 

reorganizing the department from the bottom up, by removing it from the 

field of political patronage and remodeling it for the performence of a 

technical service in addition to mere police duties. 

In 1920 the Game Protective Association matured a plan for the re- 

organization of the State Game Department, and embodied that plan in a bill 

which was presented to the Legisleture early in 1921. The bill provided 

for an unpeid commission of three men who were to constitute a Board of 

Directors in full charge of the game resources of the State. It conferred 

on this Board full authority to hire their own executive officers, full 

regulatory powers to declare suiteble open or closed seasons in any locality 

at any time, authority to establish a system of game and bird refuges by 

proclamation, authority to establish and operate fish hatcheries, authority 

to manage the funds of the Game Department, and, in general, to make such 

rules and regulations and establish such service as might be necessary for 

the manegement of the game and fish resources of the State. The Bill pro- 

vided for a graduated change of personnel, each incoming Governor appoint- 

ing one Commissioner. This was aimed to secure continuity of policy. 

By this time the Association was able to bring to beer the united 

supvort of fourteen local orgenizetions comprising over 1000 members. The 

new bill became a campaign issue and was indorsed in the platform of both 

parties. The Legislature duly passed it, but with one vital amendment. 

This amendment retained the state game warden as an appointee of the Governor 

rather than of the Commission, thus, of course depriving the Commission of 

the full authority necessary to execute its policies. This amendment re- 

tained the pvolitical patronage of the paid offices of the Department in the 

hends of the party in power, and was only accepted by the sportsmen as a 

temporary concession to the old order. ;
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While the new bill failed to change the complexion of the paid officers 

of the Devartment, it must be said to the credit of both political varties 

that the calibre of the unvaid commissioners appointed under the new bill 

has been gratifyingly high from the outset. The new commissioners, with the 

assistance of the local associations, proceeded immediately to establish a 

system of big game refuges in the mountainous sections of the State and a 

system of waterfowl refuges along the Rio Grande. Valusble cooperation 

from the U. S. Forest Service was obtained in the selection and operation 

of the big game refuges within the National Forests. 

At each successive Legislature the Association renewed its attempt to 

repeal the vitiating amendment which pervetueted political control of the 

state game warden's office, but these attempts were not successful until 

\ 1925, when the appointment of the state game werden was finally placed in 

the hands of the State Game Commission. 

Meanwhile the Commission had made steady progress in building the 

foundations of a system of game management. The refuge system is by now 

fairly complete, consisting of about forty big seme and a dozen waterfowl 

refuges. A centrel fish hatchery has been established on the Pecos River, 

and is being supplemented by a system of small one-man hatcheries in the 

inaccessible districts, together with a system of rearing ponds on many of 

the important streams. Law enforcement, with the backing of the local 

associations, has improved to the extent. of trebling the revenues of the 

Department. In the Silver City region there hes been in successful opera- 

tion for three years a special form of cooverative patrol in which the 

State, the local associations, and the Forest Service all pool their resources 

in @ common plan for handling the big-game season. It-has worked so successfully 

that it is being extended to the other big-game regions of the. State. Predatory- 

enimal control conducted by the Biological Survey in cooveration with the State 

and live-stock interests has contributed greatly to the actual improvement of
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game conditions. 

In general, New Mexico has built solid foundations for a system of 

wild-life management. While a few of the rare or badly depleted species 

like Antelope, Mountain Sheep, and Ptarmigan have continued to decrease, 

the principal game species have probably held their own during the last 

decade. Wild-life management is confronted by four almost insuperable 

hendicaps: (1) the tremendous area to ve administered, (2) extremely 

meager funds, (3) the almost universal deterioration of vegetable cover due 

to over-grazing, and (4) the almost universal extension of good roads. On 

the other hand, New Mexico probably has a more active, intelligent body of 

organized sportsmen than any other State in the West. In spite of her 

handicaps, there is a reasonable hope that with the continuance of past 

efforts by Federal, State, and private agencies the State's wild life can 

be fairly well conserved.
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2 Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce 

by Aldo Leopold, Secretary. 

THE BIRD LIFE OF NEW MEXICO 

New Mexico is not only a state full of bird life - it is a veritable 

aviary. It is a bird-garden, in which are gathered, under one roof, as it 

were, representatives of bird life from the four corners of the earth. The 

reason for this extraordinary variety is not hard to find. It arises from 

the fact that New Mexico embraces so many different kinds of country. Birds 

of the arctic tundra - birds of the Mexican jungle; birds of the treeless 

plains - birds of the farm and orchard; birds of the piney woods - birds of 

the sagebrush and send; birds of the lakes end rivers - birds of the barren 

hills; birds of the ocean and air - birds that burrow underground, - all 

these, and more, find a congenial home womewhere in New Mexico. Scientists 

tell us there are over three hundred and twenty bird species native to the 

state. If New Mexicans are wise, they will not suffer the destruction of a 

single species of this rich heritage. 

Is New Mexico a waterless desert? Looking down on the state, as it 

were, from above, it is a little white bird which conclusively gives the 

lie to this very common assumption. This little white bird is the arctic 

ptarmigan. Even the seasoned traveller naturally associates the ptarmigan 

wich aim wastes of Alaskan tundra, - with midnight suns and caribou; with 

the great white reaches of the "land of little sticks". But New Mexico 

also has her land of little sticks: Ask the mountaineer of Sangre de 

Christo Range, end he will take you there. High uv on the naked timberline 

: peaks beside little snow-fed lakes fringed with arctic wild flowers, you 

will find the ptarmigan. Only a few to be sure, and those rigidly vrotected 

by game lews, and by rewards offered by the New Mexico Game Protective Assoc- 

iation for the apprehension of vandals who molest them. But still they are 

ptarmigan, - snow white in winter as they cruise about on feathery snowshoes; 

brown-white in summer as they make their nests among the lichen-covered
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grenite crags. And with them you will find the little rabbit-eared cony, 

the whistling marmot, the little drawfish conifers, the scant grasses and 

willow bushes, and 411 the proper settings for a little arctic island in the 

sky. 

In flat countries a thousend miles of transitional territory separates 

the home of the ptarmigan from the pine woods. In New Mexico the two are 

hardly more than a stone's throw apart. Flanking every mountain range of 

the state is a broad belt of coniferous timber, which lies mostly within 

the National Forests, and is endowed with its own collection of netive birds, 

including dozens of esvecially interesting species. 

The characteristic bird of the New Mexico pvineries is the wild turkey. 

These Southwestern pineries are, in fact, the only place where this typically 

American bird, so vermanently interwoven with our National history and 

traditions, is still to be found in sufficient numbers to afford the 

ordinary traveller or vecationist even a slender chance of seeing one. 

"Turkies", as Lewis and Clarke called them, are scarce enough, even in 

New Mexico, but if the efforts of the State's bird-conservationists ere 

successful they will remain for all time an interesting feature of the 

Southwestern National Forests. A flock of wild gobblers is a splendid 

sight, and well worth many days travel to see. 

fo the eastern bird-lover, the most amezing performer among the 

pinery birds is the little gray water ousel. The ousel frequents the cold 

gushing trout-streams of the mountain slopes. He freouents them literally. 

He lives not by, but in the ice-cold snow water of the Alpine torrents. He 

does not even swim - but walks among the dripning boulders, quite indifferent 

as to whether his circumambient medium is the water or the air. But the 

final touch the astonishment of his beholder comes when he flies "spat!" 

inte hea oiwe Ghat ne Fos bene Eb HS heat divenes? srbear etait Galenkse
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cold wet rocks behind the wall of water - safe from every vreying thing that 

creeps or swims or flies. 

Hundreds of other birds likewise frequent the pineries. Faintly 

cheeping flocks of vygmy nuthatches animate the vine boughs; gaily painted 

hummingbirds dart like little meteors above the flowered carpet of the woods; 

band-tailed pigeons boom and coo in the tops of the towering fir-trees, and 

maybe a splendid blue-grouse will thunder out from under the stroller's feet 

and disappear into quivering curtain of aspen leaves. And in the evening 

the ringing melody of the thrush echoes from out some still abyss against 

the hushed thickets of the mountain sides. 

Below the vineries lies an ocean of rolling cedar-covered foothills. 

Autumn is the time to see the foothills of New Mexico, and the Pinion Jay 

is the bird whose memory is indelibly associated in the mind of the bird- 

lover with the foothill country. Great flocks of these rollicking fellows 

wander about among the spicy groves of cedar and pinion, rending the crisp 

eutumn air with their merry cries, and conducting themselves for all the 

world like a flock of shouting schoolboys out on a nutting tour of a sunny 

Saturday afternoon. PinSneros they are called by the native veople. The 

i name has a ring to it which is singularly appropriate. Spanish names possess 

this quality of msical description to an extraordinary degree - witness also 

the cadomices, or little blue-gray foothill quail, known to science as the 

scaled partridge. The word has no particular literal meaning, but it some- 

how fits these swift-footed little fellows as they dart to cover among the 

sage bushes with raised crests and soft whistles of alarm. 

Fanning out from the foothills in great graceful sweeps, measured not 

in miles, but in scores of miles, lie the New Mexico plains. Even these 

great reaches of treeless country have their distinctive birds, - mostly 

quiet little svarrows, threshers, end lars that flit noiselessly from one
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little clump of snakeweed or pingue to enother. The most characteristic 

bird of the plains is the burrowing owl. He often inhabits the prairie-dog 

towns, where he sits solemnly blinking at the mouth of his burrow. The 

real relation, or lack of relation, between this little owl and his prairie- 

dog neighbors presents an interesting field for ornithological study which 

has by no means been exhausted. 

The nearly birdless plains are a fitting interlude to prevare the 

traveller for that real paradise of birds - the river valley. Flanked by 

miles of treeless mesas, these valleys are like ribbons of oasis, threading 

the state in every direction, end crowded with birds of a hundred varieties. 

In the spring the grassy vegas ring with meadowlark music. Along the edges 

of the cotton wood bosque flash red and yellow tanagers, bright blue gros- ‘ 

beaks, and long-tailed megpies resplendent in black and white. Noisy chats 

scold from the willow thickets, and in the hedgerow and orchard theawestern 

mockingbird sings all day and all night. Sleek waterfowl splash and play 

on every pond, and swift winged doves dart in and out of the gnarled old 

cotton woods that line the roadside end the banks of the irrigation ditches. 

In the valleys of the southern part of the state the traveller also finds many 

unfamiliar species that belong to Old Mexico. The rose-colored vyrrhuloxia, 

the vermillion flycatcher, the white-necked raven, the white-winged dove, the 

i dimunitive ground dove, snd a dozen other semi-tropical species furnish a 

real treat to the bird-lover. And occesionally,in the southern foothills, 

the persistent observer may even find several species of parotts and 

paroquets, so rare that the scientists are not yet ready to recognize them 

as duly euthenticeted visitors on our side of the international boundary. 

But they ere there, and who knows how many other species not yet scientifically 

recorded. It is a rich field for the ornithologist - this bordér country - 

and truly thrilling discoveries are yet to be made in it.
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New Mexico is one of the few western states which has ewakened to the 

interest and value of her bird life. National Bird Refuges have been 

established on the weters impounded by the Elephant Butte Dam and the 

Carlsbad Dam, and the New Mexico Game Protective Association is now cam- 

paigning for the establishment of a third Refuge at Stinking Lake, which 

is one of the most wonderful breeding grounds for waterfowl in the whole 

west. The bird-lovers and real sportsmen of New Mexico are making e really 

earnest effort to prevent the destruction of the wonderful variety of wild 

life with which nature has endowed their state. They have begun by eliminat- 

ing partisan politics from their state game department, which has resulted 

in a much better enforcement of the game laws. Forging ahead under their 

slogan "Remember the Buffalo", the outlook for the actual practice of wild 

life euneierabion in the state is a particularly favorable one.
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THE CONSERVATION PRESS 

Aldo Leopold 

A generation ago the function of a svortsman's magazine was to tell 

its readers how to hunt game. 

Today, whether we like it or not, that function has changed. The 

present job is to tell how to provide game to hunt and how to provide a 

place-to hunt it. The snorting magazine has become the conservation press. 

We readers are ready enough to admit that time has thus handed the 

magazine a new and heavy job. But do we realize that by the same token time 

has handed us a new job too? Do we sense the fact that the title of "sports- 

! man", which could once be earned by exhibiting a modicum of enthusiasm, 

ethics and skill as a member of a mutual admiration society, (I speak 

humorously end include myself) now requires in addition the willingness 

and the ability to help steer a vast cooverative entervrise? 

; Once when my finencial shell-vest was a bit empty I cancelled my sub- 

scription to a certain sporting magezine. The editor came back with a 

friendly inquiry asking why. I replied: "Becamse I am interested in game 

mangement and your magazine runs almost entirely to hunting yarns". "Yes," 

he said, "that true, but my readers want the yarns. They won't pay for 

anything else." 

His reply contains the basic issue of conservation, esnecially game 

conservation. The basic issue is this: Do we want outdoor recreation as 

long as it "comes easy", or do we need outdoor recreation even though we 

have to work and think for it? 

I suppose some would add: "and pay for it". I omit the pay as in- 

cidental. Certainly we must pay, but cash alone is never going to conserve 

the opportunity to hunt es part of an all-American standard of living. 

Game conservation in the American sense is really a new thing in human
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history. It is a great social experiment. It proposes to make every acre 

of land, regardless of ownership, produce two simultaneous crons; first a 

crop of economic materials, second a crop of human exverience, and this in 

spite of the obvious fact that any direct personal economic incentive to 

produce the second will often be lacking. It is a highly technical job to 

grow even & single crop on land, witness agronomy, animal husbandry, forestry. 

It is a still more technical job to grow two and dovetail both to mutual 

advantage. 

Now the conservation press is really the technical journal of the Amer- 

ican sportsman. It is the medium through which he must teach and learn game 

management. He is like other technical men in that he cannot possibly do 

his job without such a medium. He is unlike other technical men in that he 

pays instead of being paid for his work. He is a new thing under the sun, - 

a non-profit cooverative technician. 

Of course he will have to employ a few full-time managers for his 

cooperative organization and full-time researchers to untengle the scientific 

knots. It is high time he established schools to trein such men. Can you 

imagine a cooperative group of engineers entrusting their leadership and 

their research to untrained laymen? 

Let no sportsman think for a minute that game management because a 

technical subject is therefore a dry one. It has in it as meny adventures, 

mental end vhysical, as hunting itself. It raises woodcreft from the status 

of a versonal ornament to that of an implement of progress. The search for 

knowledge of life histories takes on the dignity of true research. lIvery 

hunting or fishing trip becomes a scientific expedition. 

The consolidation of two of our important sportsmen's magazines seems 

a suitable occasion to reflect upon these things. Outdoor life has already
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shown a strong tendency in the direction of game management. This is 

simply my personel plea, as one of its readers, that we support and en- 

courage this tendency.
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GAME MANAGEMENT - A NEW FIELD FOR SCIENCE 

Aldo Leopold 

The flood of science which hes inundated the affeirs of everyday life, 

has, like any other swift current, exhibited certain! back-washes or eddies. 

For a long time one of these "slow spots" was agriculture, - the art of pro- 

ducing crops of domesticated plents and animals. There is still another 

"slow spot" which has just begun to feel the impetuous onset of the scientific 

method. This is game management--the art of producing crops of wild animals 

for recreational use. 

The "best" geme crop is of course that which has produced itself, with- 

out human aid or interference. It is incressingly evident, however, that 

in settled countries the entire leck of human aid means the ultimate oblitera- 

tion of wild geme, and also the obliteration of the various field sports and 

recreations involved in its pureuit. ; 

Some kinds of game can, of course, be confined and artificially vropa- 

gated, but the costs ver head are high, while the product, even after release 

to the fields and woods, lacks "that something" which the American sports- 

man demands in his ouarry. Hence artificial provagation, while an invalu- 

able source of "seed stock", is not by itself a sufficient answer to the 

guestion of game shortage. 

Wild animals, umder ideally favorable conditions, increase with incred- 

ible repidity. Is there not some way in which a part of the tremendous 

"breeding potential" can be realized, - some way in which, by increasing 

the wild survival, an abundant annual crop of wild game can be restored? 

To search for an answer to this question, some of the industries 

affected by the decline in the game supply have financed a "Geme Survey." 

A modern Solomon might say "of the making of surveys there is no end," 

but label it what you will, this Survey is en attempt to apnraise the 

chances for geme restoration in America. It has so far examined a block
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of eight states in the tipper Mississippi Valley. A report of its findings 

has been recently pudlishea.? 

The fundamental reason for game scarcity in this region, the report 

says, is a new entity without a name. A name for it has been borrowed from 

the physicist and the electrical engineer. It is "environmental resistance." 

The meaning is this: "Slick and clean" agriculture has removed the game 

food and cover, and thus increased the resistance which the environment 

offers to natural increase. Hence a lesser fraction of the breeding potential 

is realized; hediek game is decreasing. 

A sample of the evidence on which the findings of the Game Survey are 

based is the analysis of ouail "density" (pomlation per unit area) in 

various states. A ouail census was made of nearly 400 sample ranges, each 

about the size of an ordinary farm, and the density of each computed by 

dividing the quail population by the area. A map of these densities shows 

low ebundance to prevail in the prairie farming regions, whether shot or 

unshot, and especially where farming custom has decreed the removal of hedge 

fences and fencerows which serve as quail cover. The map shows high den- 

sities to prevail in the semifarmed Ozark foothills, and along the river- 

breaks of the prairie states, where brushy woodlots, draws, and fencerows 

are still found, but where grain is also available for winter food. Low 

densities, on the other hand, vcrevail in the high Ozarks, where there is 

endless cover but little grain. 

The conclusion indicated is that environmental resistance to quail 

increase: is least where agricultural methods happen to provide food and 

cover in close juxtaposition, but that the resistance rises where either factor 

‘ane Survey of the North Central States," American Game Association, 
Washington, D. C. 1931.
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gets "out of balance" with the other. 

The same "low" is apparent from an historical study of food and 

cover changes on a single farm through a long veriod of time. The Report 

: cites the Phil M.,Smith farm in Missouri (see diagram) which, in 1923, 

supported over 200 quail. At that time it was a "backward" farm, with plenty 

of brushy draws, hedges, and en ungrazed woodlot. For the next five years 

its owner, who had just graduated from an agricultural college, subjected it 

to the vrocess of "modernization." As the livestock, brush-grubbing, and 

fence-clearing on this farm increased, the quail decreased. In 1929 less 

than half the original ouail pomlation remained. The Report says: 

"There has undoubtedly been a large incresse in the sale value of the 

farm, due to the enhanced working capital of livestock, fertility, and 
pasture area. 

"The question is, however, whether this enhenced value of the farm as 

a productive agricultural unit could not have been attained without so 

heavy a sacrifice of its game-producing capecity. 

"There can be no absolute yes or no answer to this auestion. The 
answer is a matter of degree. 

"The question is statewide, because thousands of farmers are doing, 
or will eventually do, the same thing. A powerful snd extremely effective 
machinery is maintained in each county at governmental expense to hasten the 
process, and to show the farmer how. Could not this same machinery show him 
how to conserve at least a part of his game-producing capacity, if he cares 
to do so for either pleasure or profit? 

"To illustrate concretely what is meant by ‘conserving game-vroducing 
capacity' on an improved farm, the map depicts an imaginary reconstruction 
of the quail coverts on the Smith ferm, and the hypothetical response in 
quail population. The intent is to show how 'concentrated' coverts can be 
squeezed into odd corners without sacrifice of valuable acreage. Whether 
agriculture] experts would approve this particular reconstruction is not 
known. Probably not. The major plea is that they start experiments on this 
question, and tell the fermers whet particular measures for the benefit of 
geme would meet with their approval, end what response in game might be 
expected." 

The technical process of adapting agriculture and geme production to 

each other, - this art of raising game as a wild by-product of the land, 

the report calls "Game Manogement." It offers an almost virgin field for 

the practical application of biological science. Its techniques are just 

beginning to be developed. To hasten their development, and start the
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training of a professional class competent to apoly them, the ammnition 

industry has set uv a series of research fellowships at severel universities 

or agricultural colleges. One in Minnesota is studying the management of 

Ruffed Grouse, at Wisconsin the management of Bobwhite Quail, at Michigan 

of Hungarian Partridge, at Arizona of Gembel Quail. Under the eye of the 

agricultural authorities, and with the advisory guidance of the U.S. Biological 

Survey, these "Game Fellows" are amassing a body of skill on how to raise 

wild game on modern farms and in modern forests. The keynote of the whole 

venture is to find out what slight modifications in methods of managing the 

primary crop will decrease the environmental resistance to the increase of 

game. 

That agricultural crops are overproduced is now universally admitted. 

It would seem to follow that the dedication of the poorer parts of thousands 

of farms to valueble game crops would be an economic move for the farmer, and 

a substantial answer to the unsolved question of game conservation. Game is 

the only land crop in which there is no present or prospective overproduc- 

tion. An unlimited market for hunting vrivileges exists in the form of five 

million hunters, annually licensed by our various states to hunt a game 

crop which in many regions is gradually vassing out of existence.
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Nov. 28, 1932 

THE AMERICAN GAME POLICY ON PREDATORS 

Aldo Leopold 

The Game Policy passed by this Conference in 1930 is, of course, not 

binding on its members as individuals, but when many members, in their 

capacity as game officials, pursue policies in contravention of it, it is 

binding upon the Policy Committee to call public attention to that fact, 

and to urge that either the national or the local policy be amended. 

One of the seven "standards" for vredator control suggested by the 

national policy is that rare predators should not be controlled, and no 

species should be exterminated over large areas. Yet on pege 31 of the 

1931 Proceedings of this Conference, a speaker points with pride to a 

state which offers cash prizes to farm boys in a vermin-control contest 

conducted on the lines of the old-feshioned Netdeduus,* with 15 points 

allowed on Ducikhawks. 

Is it necessary for me to exvlain that the duckhawk is one of the 

rarest end most beautiful of our raptors, and being rare, is worth far more 

to the public then the game it may destroy? One ornithologist estimates 

there are two nesting pairs left in the state in question. A few more are 

seen during migretion. 

We have in predator control moot questions by the dozen, in which any 

one of a dozen opinions may be right, but there can hardly be more than 

one opinion on offering sportsien's money as a prize for the extermination 

of a rare species. 

The point at issue is no mere biological pecadillo. There happens to 

be a minority of citizens, including myself, who get as much thrill out of 

seeing a duckhawk as in seeing a swan or an entelope. There is a larger 

majority who cannot distinguish a ducihawk from an airplene, and who
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neither know nor care whether the species exists. Both groups have the 

same constitutional right to their respective personal attitudes. But when 

the majority, in disregard of the growing volume of minority protests, 

attempts to use public money end public officers to steamroller a species 

out of existence, then we suffer the tyranny of the mob. 

Duckhawks are so rare that if every one in the United States were 

annihilated today, it could not vossibly ciheoe next year's game crop by 

one-tenth of one per cent. Hence we cannot condone such actions by pleading 

that biologists dissgree over the destructiveness of the species. What- 

ever damage the duckhawk inflicts cannot be material. 

If the ethics of this matter be not understood, maybe the politics 

will be clearer. I know of three states in which the sportsmen are sub- 

mitting to this winter's legislatures novel but promising solutions of the 

problem of total closure on quail. The future of quail shooting devends 

k on their enactment. These solutions are too new and unfemiliar to vass in 

the face of substantial objection. Need we be surprised if the bird-lovers, 

smarting under the lash of our majority whip in the metter of predators, re- 

fuse to entrust us with new powers and responsibilities in the matter of 

quail? 

I admit I have chosen an extreme case to illustrate my point, end that 

for each case there are a hundred others the merits of which are biologically 

debatable. For once, however, I am not talking biology, but rather human 

attitudes. The danger lies not in debates--for these signify that somebody 

is learning something--but rather in our often ruthless assumption that there 

is nothing to debate about, our frequent disresvect for dissenting opinion, 

our tacit belief that because we as sportsmen pay the bills and constitute 

a majority, we are free to follow what we conceive to be our interest, and
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let the long-haired naturalists weep if they will! 

These attitudes have been aggravated during the past year by the un- 

fortunate attempts of news-mongers to induce Jack Miner and other practicing 

conservationists to pontificate on this predator question. It is time for 

somebody to say flatly that little as the scientist knows about it, the 

woodsman tyne of naturalist knows even less: Hech is familiar with certain 

bolts, wheels, and belts of the biological engine which we call Nature, but 

that does mot mean that either is competent to change its design, or to 

discard and destroy what he conceives to be unneeded parts. Nobody is, yet. 

It is not his engine, anyhow. and once stalled, we cannot buy a new one. 

All through history tyrannical majorities have condoned their acts of 

} violence on the grounds of punishing "wickedness." The hawk which kills 

my vheasant is wicked and ervel, and hence must die. Soe hawkxs in some 

: situations doubtless should die, but let us at least admit that we kill 

the hawk out of self-interest, and in doing so we act on exactly the same 

motives as the hawk did. 

Bird-lovers would have scant complaint if predator-control were resorted 

to reluctantly, selectively, end only efter other measures fail to restore 

the game. As a matter of fact, however, predator -control campaigns are 

usually indiscriminate, and are resorted to before anything else has been 

tried. I could name a dozen states using public money for wholesale "vermin" 

campaigns which have never lifted e finger to bring about wholesale food or 

cover improvements. 

Conferences like this present a danger, as well as an opportunity. As 

we sit in our compact circle of mutual understanding, we may possibly forget 

that there is such a thing as a snorting attitude toward other grouns, as 

well as toward game and toward each other. Above all, it is the essence of 

both sportsmanship end science habitually to doubt our own ability to truly 

understand all that we see in nature.



MEMORANDUM FOR MR.IKEMOTO 

September 13, 1918. 

Bird Plen for University Camms 

As a result of an inspection of the University campus yesterday morning 

by Ikemoto and myself, I recommend the following measures to increase the 

attractiveness of the University grounds from the standpoint of birds. 

Cover and Food Plants. Northwest of Rodey Hall, near the clump of wild 

bamboos, and north of the garden where it adjoins the golf course, are two: 

erroyas or sinks, which have been dammed and where water collects. Both of 

these places should be planted thickly next March with the native gray 

willow at the rate of at least one or two cuttings per square yard. These 

cuttings may be obtained anywhere along the Rio Grande and should ve 18 

inches long, thrust about 16 inches into the ground. By cutting the ditch 

bank, the ground can be previously softened for this aimless Within a 

year these cuttings will produce a dense thicket and afford admirable cover 

for birds. I do not advocate these bush willows along the ditches them- 

selves for fear of clogging them, and spoiling their accessibility for garden 

work. 

The outside edges of the ditches which surround the garden should be 

planted with yellow willow cuttings approximately 20 feet apart with the 

idea of training them to a single stem and to about the height of 6 feet 

and then pollarding them. These pollarded willows will be very effective 

from a landscaping standpoint and will also furnish good cover for birds 

without spoiling the ditches. Cuttings may be used from the size of small 

switches such as recommended for gray willows to the size of limbs 8 or 10 

feet long sunk into the ground like fence posts. The larger the cuttings, 

the quicker results will be obtained. There is one yellow willow on the 

R. E. Dietz farm from which these cuttings could be obtained. Some nursery 

houses also handle these willows.
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Scattered in among the willows in places as widely separate as possible, 

there should also be half a dozen mulberry trees planted as summer feed for 

birds. Mulberry trees can te bought for about 50 cents each from any nursery. 

By selecting several varieties, a succession of berry crops can be obtained. 

At various places on the campus, and especially around the walls of 

4 buildings, the following food and cover crops could be planted to very good 

advantage: 

Berberis Thunbdergii, shrub, 2 feet high, berries are good winter ; 

feed. Obtained from any nursery. 

Algerita, evergreen shrub, 10 feet high, berries are good winter 

feed. Can be dug up at certain places in the Mountains. 

Red berried Elder, shrub, 10 feet high, berries are excellent 
summer feed. Can be dug up almost anywhere in the mountains. 

Mountain Chokecherry, shrub, 10 feet high, fruit is excellent 
summer feed. Can be dug up almost anywhere in the mountains. 

Hackberry, tree, the eastern variety can be obtained from some 
nursery, and the western variety can be dug up at certain places 
in the foothills. The berries are excellent winter feed for birds. 

Persian Rose. This is the common yellow rose, and can be obtained 
from any nursery or st various places throughout Albuqueroue. Very 

hardy, and makes excellent cover for birds. 

Wild Rose. While not suitable for the campus, itself, it would 

do well along ditches, and other places where trees or large 

shrubs would not be desirable. Excellent cover for birds and 
the fruits are also eaten during winter by robins. 

Virginia Creeper, Japanese Ivy, and English Ivy are also excellent 
vines to plant on buildings, and furnish berries which are relished 

by robins, blue birds and wood peckers during the winter months. 

The Virginia Creeper reaquires special support, but the other two 

climb on a bare wall. 

Native honeysuckle, which can be dug up anywhere in the mountains 
is also an excellent cover for birds and can be trained en old 
dead trees, fences, etc. 

All of the foregoing plants are recommended in the belief that they 

will thrive in the soil and moisture conditions around the University. 

Bird Houses. The campus already has almost as many bird houses as it 

cen successfully carry, but they are poorly placed.
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All of the wren houses should be removed from the trees in which they 

are now pleced, and placed near to thickéts and vines such as are found 

around the swimming pool, on the dining hall, and near the pine plantation. 

They should not be hung from a limb but should be hung on a house among vines 

or on trees among thick limbs so as to be at least partially screened. 

The blue bird houses will do in their present locations as nesting sites 

for linnets. They will not, however, attract blue birds as this species does 

not nest in so low an elevation. 

Three or four wood pecker houses could be profitably added to the 

existing collection, and should be vlaced high uv on the trunks of the 

larger trees, such as are found north of Rodey Hall, and surrounding the , 

pine plantation. ; 

Only a very limited success need be expected with the wren houses until 

a larger amount of vines and shrubbery have been provided. 

It would be en interesting experiment, although by no means an assured 

success, to erect a martin house somewhere on the campus. This should be 

placed on the top of a special vole 20 feet from the ground and clear from 

trees or other obstructions. Martins have so fer not been successfully attracted 

in Albuouergue, but if they could once be started byes they would return every 

year afterward and constantly increase in numbers. The nearest nesting colony 

that I kmow of are near Flagstaff, Arizona. 

Bird Feeding. Suet cases should be hung about six feet from the cround 

on the south side of the larger cotton wood trees near the pine plantation. 

Additional suet for creepers and nut hatches should be rubbed on the bark of 

trees in the seme general locality. The feeding twxes should already at hand, 

should be hung 6 or 8 feet from the ground on one of the larger trees in the 

same locality. In addition, it might be possible to attract a few jays from 

the foothills by nailing ears of corn to trees near the feeding station.
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The feeding boxes will be found somewhat more convenient but not nearly 

so successful as the scattering of feed at a certain fixed place on the 

ground. This place should preferably be among the young pines on the south 

slope, west of the main hall. In this way a large number of juncoes can 

doubtless be fed. 

Sparrow Control. The establishment of a feeding station would natur~- 

ally encourage sperrows, and in addition they will try to nest in the linnet 

boxes, blue bird boxes, and wood vecker boxes. Accordingly control measures 

will be advisable. The automatic sparrow traps, erected vy Mr. Cline last 

year have evidently not proved satisfactory. The wire sparrow tren may be 

found practicable but the sparrows should first be baited &t some point, 

preferably near the pig pens, ee to get them accustomed to the feeding 

places and to the trap. I do not believe, however, that any trapping 

measures will prove adequate. It will be best to conduct poisoning opera- 

tions during the winter months in accordance with the general plan for the 

town which is now being worked by the U. S. Biologics1 Survey. The poison 

material should be placed on roofs of buildings, out of reach of juncoes and 

other valuable birds, and should be in cherge of one man resvonsible for 

the operation. One good voisoning would doubtless remove the svarrows 

from the neighborhood end would relieve the campus for et least a year. 

The details of the method to be recommended by the Biological Survey are 

not yet known to me, but will be obtainable during the carly part of the 

coming winter. 

ALBUQUERQUE GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION 

By Aldo Leopold
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, j Outdoor America 

QUAIL FOOD AND COVER IN THE CORNEERLT 

Aldo Leopold 

In Charge Game Survey. Sporting Arms & Ammunition Mfgrs' Institute 

Before embarking on any venture in game management it is often 

necessary to decide which of two or more tracts of land is the best 

range for a certain species of game. If both tracts are small or if one 

tract is much better than the other, that fact can be easily ascertained by 

just looking at them. But if, on the other hand, it is a "nip and tuck" 

choice, end especially if the tracts are large,some more accurate basis of 

comparison is needed as a check against visual impressions. Two field trial 

grounds which are nearly elike are a case in point. 

Assuming that the food and cover preferences of the game are known, 

such a comparison involves two questions: : 

1. Which tract now offers the highest percentage of habitable range? 

2. How much and how easily can the carrying capecity of each tract 

be improved? 

I know of no way to lay a yardstick on a piece of land for the purpose 

of answering the second question. We must rely on opinion, backed by as 

much bird-sense, business judgment, and imagination as we can muster. 

The first question, however, can, I believe, be measured with a yard- 

stick. This paper describes an attempt to develop one. I hope that others 

will use it, check the conclusions for themselves, and improve it for applica- 

tion to other regions. Its use requires no technical knowledge, but it does 

require an understanding of game, what it eats, and where it harbors. 

What I tried to measure is the habitability for quail of various verts . 

of northern Missouri, southeast Iowa, and northwest Illinois. Qneil manage- 

ment cannot begin to produce a crop until the renge is habitable, i.e. in 

good enough shape to support at least a few birds. The real job of menegement 

lies in the subsequent process of altering the range so that it will produce
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more than a few birds. It is of vresent importence, however, to know what 

proportion is hsbitable to begin with. 

The habitability of any given spot is determined usually by whether it 

offers both food and cover, or, if only one of these is present, whether the 

other is available within a quail's daily "cruising radius." 

By food and cover is meant those kinds or quantities of vegetation 

usable during the critical season, which in the cornbelt is usually late 

winter or early spring. 

At that season all the quail food and cover within a radius of one- 

quarter mile is usually visible from the window of a railway or motor cer. 

Its kind can be determined at a glance by noting its color or position. Thus 

a red weed gtch in a low spot is smartweed ; a gray or black aftermath in a 

stubble is ragweed; a black fencerow is wild plum; @ brown one is sumec, 

etc. You can also estimate the quality of the cover of the probable amount 

of food with fair accuracy by noting the vigor of the growth and degree of 

grazing. 

The method used consisted of taking samples of the food and cover by 

eye, from the window of a Pullman car, at intervals of 30 seconds. If the 

train is traveling 40-50 miles an hour, this makes the samples fell about 

1/3 mile apart. Each such sample I will call a "station." Sampling ceased 

whenever the train slowed down, or whenever it was running through a deep 

eut which rendered the country invisible. Each sample considered only the 

ground beyond the right-of-way fence, since that inside the fence represents 

an abnormal ungrazed, unvlowed condition not representative of the range as 

a whole. 

About 400 "stations" were tallied in March, 1931, in developing a method, 

and 789 more were tallied in applying it to arrive at the basis for this 

paper.
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At each station the range immediately outside the right-of-way was 

tallied as falling into one of ten tyves of game food, arranged at the 

head. of the vertical columns on the tally sheet, and arranged in decreasing 

order of food value, 2s follows: 1, shocked corn; 2, standing corn; 3, 

weeds; 4, weedy stubble; 5, feedlot or barnyard; 6, winter wheat; 7, weed- 

less or hey stubble; 8, pasture; 9, plowed, 10, towns. 

Before the tally mark was put dow, the country within a quarter of a 

mile of the "station" was exemined for cover. This distance is about the 

daily cruising radius of a quail, which means that for cover to be effective 

it must usually be within one quarter mile of food. Bach tally mark fell 

into one of ten tyves of cover, arranged at the left of the horizontal 

columns of the tally sheet, and also in decreasing order of value, as follows: 

1, ungrazed woods or brush; 2, thick hedge; 3, cover draw; 4, heavy grass or 

weed patch; 5, grazed woods; 6, thin hedge; 7, fencerow;'8, coniferous 

shelterbelt; 9, bare draw; 10, none. 

If the combination of food and cover at the station was judged to be 

habitable for quail, the tally mark was made with a black pencil. If the 

combination was judged to be too poor to be habitable for ouail, the mark 

was mede with a red vencil. This is the only "personal judgment" used in 

the method. Every quail hunter will understand that while ungrazed woods, 

for instance, is usually the best of cover, there are occasional instances 

where such woods are too wet, or too small, or too devoid of ground vegeta- 

tion to be any good. Again, grazed woods is poor cover after the grazing 

has continued for a long time, but a freshly-cleared pasture full of hazel- 

tush and briar may for some years ve the best of cover, even though grazed. 

Likewise weeds are usually high-class food if they consist of ragweed, 

smartweed, Digweed, or pigeon grass, but on the other hand if the patch is 

of some other species it may have no food value at all. Allowance for all 

these variables was made at the time that they were under the oye, and the
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red or black tally mark denotes the verdict. Its vosition denotes the 

combination of food and cover tyves. The number of merks in each vosition 

indicates its frequency. i 

When in doubt, the station was tallied as habitable. Undoubtedly the 

resulting conclusions are more optimistic then they would be if each sta- 

tion had been worked on foot with a bird dog. 

Now for the results of the telly. Table 1 compares the h-bitability 

of five "routes." Table 2 summarizes all of them. The most important 

conclusions are: 

Present Conditions 

1. In the region as a whole, 33 ver cent of the renge is 

habitable, while 67 per cent is non-habitable. This 2/3 

represents "idle plant ~-awaiting repairs." ‘ 

2. Northern Missouri and eastern Kensas routes contain 5-10 

ver cent more habitable ouail range then the northwestern 

Illinois route. 

3. The per cent of samples falling into "usually foodless" 

types is less than the perccent showing "deficient cover" : 

on all routes except eastern Kansas, where the opposite 

is the case. 

4, The most freouent habitable combination is standing corn 

with a cover draw (6 per cent), with thick hedge (2 ver 

cent), or with woods (7 ver cent). Standing corn constitutes 

the food for half the total habitable samples (17 ver cent of 

total). 

5. The most frequent combination non-habitable because of de- 

ficient cover is standing corn with too thin = hedge (5 per 

cent) or with no cover at all (5 per cent), or with a bare 

draw (2 per cent). Total, 20 per cent.
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6. The most frequent combination non-habitable because of deficient 

food is a cover draw in pasture with no food near, but all such 

combinations are very infrequent, totalling only 4 ver cent. 

7. Twenty-one per cent of 211 samples contain woods, 2/3 of which 

is grazed. Nearly all the ungrazed woods are hebitable while 

only half the grazed woods are. ' 

8. Wineteen per cent of all samples contain hedges, 3/4 of which 

are too thin (clipped down or vruned un) to be valueble. Three- 

fourths of the thick hedges are habitable while only 1/14 of the 

thin ones are. 

9. Twenty-eight per cent of all samples contain draws (gullies or 

drainage channels), half of which bear vegetative cover end the 

other half are bare. None of the bare draws ure habitable for 

quail, but easily could be so because they represent waste land 

which is usually eroding. Six-sévenths of the cover draws are 

habitable. (It might here be interjected that these draws are 

peculiar to the riverbreak type of the Illinoian glaciation. They 

do not occur on the Wisconsin glaciation, or Till Plain, and seldom 

in the Prairie Tyne.) 

10. Cover types comprise only 15 ver cent of the totel area Standing 

corn covers 31 ver cent of the entire land; pasture, 24 ver cent. 

Possible Conditions 

11. The habitable quail range could be increased uv to 20 ver cent by 

letting bare draws come up to brush, 14 ver cent by letting 

hedges thicken, and 7 per cent by letting woods go ungrazed; 

total, 41 ver cent. This would more than double the area of the 

vresent range. (Notice these actions merely involve letting 

nature work, end not verforming work outselves.)
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12. The habitable quail range might be increased 3 per cent by plenting 

food patches in the better pastures, but this is less conclusive 

than (11). 

) 13. If the corn borer ever forces the farmer to cut his cornstalks in 

fall, the present habitable range will be cut in half. 

A special tally was made on the route from Fort Madison, Iowa, to 

Marceline, Missouri, on the frequency of visible erosion. Thirty-four per 

cent of all the stations showed erosion so fresh and so severe as to strike 

the eye painfully and unmistakebly. This erosion takes the form of gullies 

in the drainage channels, and also lendslips on the hillsides. It is as 

plain es daylight to anyone who has ever hed his hands in the soil that a 

large proportion of the northern Missouri vastures will some day be so 

gutted by erosion as to force their reversion to scrub timber. I suppose 

in a sense this will be favorable to game, but only from a short-time and 

superficial point of view. In the long run the vroductivity of the land 

for any kind of crop, including game, depends on its fertility. and this we 

are destroying at a rate which is almost appalling. There may be good 

economie reasons for clean fencerows, but there can be no good reason for 

the heavy percentage of bare draws which are washing millions of tons of 

fertile soil into the Mississippi, there to be dealt with by vast appro- 

priations for river and herbor improvement and flood control. 

Another special tally was made of freshly pulled hedges from Fort 

Medison to Chillicothe. Sixteen rows of brushpiles and fresh osage fence- 

posts indicated the mortality in this strip 103 mil-s long and 1/4 mile 

wide, or 26 square miles. Since such brushpiles lie on plowland, they are 

promptly burned. The tally doubtless is less than half of this winter's 

loss, which would therefore appear to be a hedge ver section per year. 

Some of these hedges carry a covey each. Thus do we get nowhere faster
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and faster in game conservation. 

This tally deals with quail, but by and large the cover and food nec- 

essary for other game is similar. Even rabbits cannot versist in numbers 

where cover or food are deficient. Raovits have a short cruising radius, 

and their needs in this region reduce to the same fundamental formula: Corn 

or wands near ungrazed timber, hedges, or draws. 

The protectionist may see in this presentation an unwarranted omis- 

sion of the fector of shooting, while the game-farmer will wonder whet 

about predators. The answer to the one is that even an inviolate sanctuary 

as big as a state could not restore game to a coverless cornfield or a 

foodless woods. The answer to the other is the same. Much of this country 

is undoubtedly overshot, and will be until the farmer personally sees to it 

thet his farm retains its seed birds. ut in the face of all but the most 

flagrant overshooting, I can say from thirty years' experience in quail hunt- 

ing in this very region that wherever there is cover ond feed together, there, 

in a normal, year, you will find birds. Maybe not as many as there ought 

to be, but nevertheless birds. 

This whole investigstion raises again the fundamental question dis- 

cussed repeatedly in the report of the Gime Survey: What is the use of 

legisleting, releasing, and agitating "more" game unless the farmer is given 

an incentive for keeping the range habitable for game? I do not know just 

how to go about it to give the farmer an incentive to take care of his game. 

the Game Policy makes some suggestions worth trying. I do know, however, 

that it must be done, and done soon, and that the continuance of the vresent 

effort of doing it direct, without the cooperation of the farmer, is 2 foot- 

less gesture which cannot vossibly succeed.
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WHEREFORE WILDLIFE ECOLOGY? 

Aldo Leopold 

At the beginning of this course I did not try to define its object, 

because any attempt at definition would at that time have consisted of mean- 

ingless words. I shell now confide in you what the course is driving at. 

The object is to teach you how to read land. Land is soil, water, plants 

and animals. Each of these "organs" of land has meaning as a separate entity, 

just as fingers, toes, and teeth have. But each has a much larger meaning 

as the component part of the organism. No one can understand an animal by 

learning only its parts, yet when we attempt to say that an animal is "use- 

ful", "ugly", or "cruel" we are failing to see it as part of the land. We 

do not make the error of calling a carburetor "greedy." We see it as part 

of a functioning motor. : 

Much can be learned sbout land with amateur equipment, vrovided one 

learns how to think in scientific terms. Hence I am asking you to read the 

best vrofessional literature, but in the field to use only the eyes, ears, 

and notebook which everybody carries. The lectures try to connect the two. 

What I hope to teach is perhaps ecological research as an outdoor 

"snort." Yet "sport" is hardly accurate, because in sport one tries to do i 

well what thousands have done better. In ecology one tries to do well 

what few heve ever done at all, at least not in one's li, region. The 

thing I am teaching, then, is amateur exploration, research for fun, in the 

field of lend. | 

I have an ulterior motive, as everyone has. I am interested in the 

thing called "conservation". For this I have two reasons: (1) without it, 

our economy will ultimately fall apart; (2) without it many plants, animals, 

and places of entrancing interest to me as an explorer will cease to exist. 

I do not like to think of economic bankruptcy, nor do I see much object in
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continuing the human enterprise in a habitat stripved of what interests 

me most. 

i That there is some basic fallecy in present-day conservation is shown 

by our response to it. Instead of living it, we turn it over to bureaus. 

Even the landowner, who has the best opportunity to practice it, thinks 

of it as something for government to worry about. 

I think I know what the fallacy is. It is the assumption, clearly 

borrowed from modern science, that the human relation to lend is only 

economic. It is, or should be, esthetic as well. In this resvect our 

present culture, and especially our science, is false, ignoble, and self- 

destructive. 

If the individual hes a warm versonal understanding of land, he will 

perceive of his own accord that it is something more than a breadbasket. He 

will see land as a community of which he is only a member, albeit now the 

dominant one. He will see the beauty, as well as the utility, of the 

whole, and know the two cannot be sevarated. We love (and make intelligent 

use of) what we have learned to understand. 

Hence this course. I am trying to teach you that this alphabet of 

"natural objects" (soils and rivers, birds and beasts) spells out a 

story, which he who runs may read - if he knows how. Once you learn to 

read the land, I have no feer of whet you will do to it, or with it, and 

I know many pleasant things it will do to you.
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Land as a Circulatory System 

I provose to describe the workings of land by following the known 

history of a series of landscapes or communities. First, however, we mst 

enlarge the conventional concept of a landscave. 

A landscape is nutrients in motion. The nutrients result from the 

decay of rock. They are sucked out of the soil by plants and combined 

with sunlight to produce growth. The plants are eaten by animals, which 

in turn are eaten by other animals in certain fixed sequences ‘called 

food-chains. Thus: 

soil - alfalfa - cow - man, ’ 

soil ‘ oak - squirrel - hawk - parasite. 

The nutrients inten! dae @ food-chain are spilled back into the soil, 

both at its terminus and enroute, as waste products and as dead bodies. 

Once back in the soil, they decay and reenter other food-chains. The 

plant-animel commnity, then, is a kind of circulatory system for nutrients, 

and food-chains are the channels of flow. We shall later explore the 

routes, speeds, and other attributes of this system. 

Animals carry nutrients from one spot to another, but most of these 

movements are short in length and random in direction. Hence each landscave 

was originally self-contained in respect of animal transportation of its 

nutrients. At present, this local autonomy has of course been broken up 

ty the wholessle transport of fertilizers, plants, and animals. 

Water also moves nutrients between each trin through the food-chains. 

These water-movements may be short in length, but they are never random in 

direction: they always proceed downhill. The circulatory system of any 

large landscane may be visualized as a continuous rolling process in 

which gravity is pulling nutrients downhill but plents and animals are 

resisting thet mill by impounding them for food-chains.
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The speed of this downhill roll is of the utmost importance to the 

continuity of land. It Ns determined by the relative strengths of the 

downhill pull of grevity and the retarding pull of plants and animals. 

Gravity mills continuously, whereas plants end animels relax their retarding 

action between rolls. Hence gravity always wins, but by how much? 

If by @ small margin, the deficit in nutrients is met by the decay of 

rocks, and the land has continuity in any time-scale short of geological. 

If by a large margin, the deficit accumlates and the lend lacks 

continuity. 

In either case nutrients move from ridgetop to valley, and thence 

through pond, leke and river to the sea (Figure 1). Conservation is a matter 

of the size of the deficit in the circulatory system. Land is healthy 

when its nutrient deficit is met by "new earnings". 4 

The deficit is too complex to be measured in its entirety, but two 

partial expressions of it have been measured at the LaCrosse (Wisconsin) 

Experiment Station since 1933. These indices will suffice to give the 

reader some notion of the range of magnitudes involved. On six sample 

areas strung along a hillside with a 16 ver cent slove, each with a different 

plant cover, the following occurred: 

Plant cover Index 1: Per cent of Index 2: Tons of 
Annual Rainfall Not Topsoil Lost Per Acre 
Absorbed (Runoff) Per Year. 

1 Continuous corn 18-20% 62-100 

2 Continuous barley 154 14 ? 

3 Corn-barley-clover rotation 12% 25 

4 Grazed vasture 

5 Ungrazed bluegrass 0 3 

6 Ungrazed woods 

Index 2 sows thet the downhill wash of nutrients is 20 times as rapid
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in corn as in ungrazed grass, and times as rapid in corn as in ungrazed 

woods. 

The six areas feed into one common food chain, which ends not on the 

hillside, but in the milk and butter delivered at city doorsteps. To 

measure its collective retarding effect is difficult, but some of the 

minor chains end locally and may be compared: The longest possible retarda- 

tion of a nutrient particle is the sum of the life-svans of the links in 

these minor chains; thus: 

Area 1: corn 1 year + fieldmouse 1 year + fox 3 years - about 5 years) 

) ratio 1:20 
Area 6: oak 100 years } souirrel 1 year } 2 years - 103 years) 

This tells us that the length of a trip through the local food chain is 

much greater in woods than in fields, due mainly to impoundment in long-lived 

trees. ; 

The reason for the retarded wash in the ungrazed woods, as compared 

with rapid wash in the cornfield, is a peculiarity of soil and water which 

(3, Chap. VIII) 
I will call Lowdermilk's Law (2) It seems to me almost as 

| fundamental to humen continuity as the law of gravity, but for some curious 

reason it is never taught in schools. Hence I mst digress to describe 

it briefly. 

When a raindrop strikes soil, its subsequent history depends on the 

plant and animal residues present on and in the soil. If these residues 

are abundant the rain water remains clear and is quickly absorbed. If 

they are scarce, it becomes maddy , and this md filters out at or near the 

surface to form a thin muddy film, which chokes the vores of the soil. As 

@ result, only part of the rainfall is absorbed; the remainder flows over 

the surface, downhill (3, p. 85), and carries with it both soluble nutrients 

and tovsoil.
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In southwestern Wisconsin, about half the original topsoil has disappeared 

since farming began a century ago. To replece this by rock-decay might take 

500 centuries (4). We mst conclude, then, that the present nutrient deficit 

is large and cummlative, and that land continuity is by no means achieved. 

Continuity must have existed up to the time of settlement, for the 

pollens inbediied in peat bogs indicate a stable flora (seve for a gradual 

warning) since the ice age (5). The fossil vones of animals likewise indicate 

@ substantially stable fauna during the same period. Indeed it seems 

probable that nutrients accumulated during the pre-settlement period, and 

that this accounts for the large cron yields of the newly-broken pioneer 

ferm (6). Modern agriculture has eae the pump whilst drying up the well. 

The status of the nutrient deficit in other North American regions 

differs from southwestern Wisconsin in degree, out not in trend. A regional 

review of it, in terms of erosion, is given by Bennett (3), and a world-review 

by Jacks and Whyte (7). 

. The Channels of Flow 

Paleontology tells us that food-chains were at first short and 

simple, and that the whole trend of evolution has been to make them 

longer and more complex. When a lendscape is taken over by modern agriculture, 

domestic plants and animals are substituted for wild ones, and the bifurca- 

tion of chains tends either to disappear, or to be routed back to man as 

the terminal animal. Thus: 

hawk 

s ee 1 Osea pig 

soil - az - deer - Indian becomes soil - wie cor pe 

Ae wolf a 
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There is also little impoundment in long-lived plants, such as trees. 

Forestry impounds nutrients in trees, but for briefer periods than in 

wild woods, and only on soils too poor for farm crops. 

As agricultural countries become crowded, there is a tendency to 

shorten food-cheains by direct human consumption of crops, and by using 

only short=lived livestock such as poultry, mtton, or veal. Only a 

"high standard of living" can afford the "leakeges" incident to feeding 

erops to long-lived meat-animals, such as beef steers. 

In either case what matters most to conservation is whether the animals 

(livestock and people) return their intake to the soil, or to rivers and 

lakes via sewers. In the latter case the circulatory system suffers a 

short-circuit which must ultimately impoverish the land. 

What happens to wild animals and plants when they are no longer needed 

as links in the human food-chain is a complex subject, which will be de- 

veloped historically in the following chapter. Some of them tend to be 

deliberately killed off (predators); others disapvear despite protection 

(prairie grouse, many wildflowers); others are relegated to soils submarginal 

for agriculture (deer and turkey); others vrofit by agricultural plants and 

remain abundant (nheasant); others profit so much as to become pests, es- 

pecially when transplanted to new regions (plent weeds and also animal 

weeds like carp, sterling, English sparrow). Regarded collectively, the 

adjustments in flora and fauna consequent to civilization are vrolonged, 

radical, and complex. The conservationist knows meny of them as facts, 

but previous attempts to explain those facts have been unsatisfactory, 

because our ecology was too rudimentary to cope with them. Attempts to 

guide these adjustments (conservation) have been largely unsuccessful for the 

reason. This book is en attempt to explain and guide these adjustments in 

the light of recent advances in ecological knowledge. .



A HAWK AND HERON TALLY FOR SAUK COUNTY, 1938-1944 

Aldo Leopold 

For several years prior to 1938 ornithologists in the Madison region 

had noted a rapid decrease in hawks and great blue herons. With a view to 

measuring any further chenge in population levels which might occur I 

began, in November 1938, to record all hawks and herons seen during week- 

end visits to my farm on the Wisconsin River in Fairfield Township, Sauk 

County. 

The river at this point runs east along the northerly leg of a twenty- 

mile bend. Migrants following the river northward or southward probably 

cut across the bend, and thus are not seen at my farm. The locality, there- 

fore, reflects the status of resident hawks, or of those migrants temporarily 

localized; in any event it does not reflect the status of non-stop migrants. 

The nearest heron rookery is five miles to the northeast. 

A summary of the record through 1945 is presented in Table 1. Hawks 

other than marsh hawk are grouped into "buteos" and accipiters" in order to 

avoid separate categories for distant birds which could not be identified 

as to species. 

Table 1: Hawks and Herons seen, 1938-1944 
1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 194 t6bS1 1945 

Days tallied 6 78 89 76 90 75 72 486 

Hawks, marsh 0 63 1) 2h 16 32 45 255 

Buteo Bi ep nee Ou ee Rest cg. es 

tee Oe Oey as ee ee 
total 7 106 132 47 36 67 65 460 

per day 

Herens, Greet Blue 0 61 100 48 56 53 5h ae 

Per day . ; 

t



| Divide and Rule 

Aldo Leopold 

: In the last issue of Field and Stream, Ray Nolland describes the sport 

of organized hawk-hunting by the use of an owl decoy set out on @ migratory 

flightline. Mr. Holland enjoys shooting hawks, but he enjoys still more 

heaping contempt on those bird-lovers and biologists who disapprove of it, 

and sey¢ so: 

In the last issue of Audubon Magazine, John Baker reports to the Audubon 

Society on his efforts to nullify the "more ammnition" campaign. Between 

every line is written the tacit assumption that sportsmen are not to be 

trusted in any conservation issue involving gunpowder. Mr. Holland's article 

goes to prove thet this is true. 

Meanwhile events of common concern to both these wildlife conservationists 

are quietly taking shape. Agriculture, under pressure of war, is making the 

biggest reid in history on the soil. The forest industries ere slashing at ; 

@ rate heretofore unheard of. New vollutions go unchallenged. Post-war 

planners are blueprinting new dams and new roads. The Alaskan highway has 

exposed the soft underside of the last large wilderness on the continent. 

Air transport is abolishing isolation even in the arctic. Most of these new 

things are threats to wildlife. Most of them are unavoidable. All of them 

present wildlife problems of staggering difficulty and complexity. Are Mr. 

Hollend and Mr. Baker thinking about these problems? No, they are busy with 

the internal wer emong conservation groups. 

The war books are wrong in asserting that "divide and rule" is a Nazi 

technique. To divide is the natural and automatic tendency of all human 

groups, including the conservation grouv. It is based on the simple fect 

that it takes less work to sneer than to think; less work to cast contempt 

se your allies than to analyze your differences with them and to organize a 

united front.
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Predators 

No issue pops up so frequently as a cause of inter-conservationist 

quarrels as predator-control. Those who lead the quarrelling seldom have 

time to keep up-to-date on the facts. Here are some of the new facts 

about predators. 

Case 1. The total removal of predators is now clearly visible as a 

catastrophe, at least to all cloven-hoofed game. A substantial fraction of 

the big game ranges are being ruined by excess deer and elk. These irrup- 

tions were unknown before 1910, when organized predator-control began. The 

formula for catastrophe seems to be predator removal plus buck laws plus 

refuges plus law enforcement. Given this combination, and you have the ; 

makings of biological explosion. 

When an irruption starts, the sportsmen invariebly' say: "Don't worry, 

we'll do the trimming." But they invariably fail. I challenge anybody to 

show a single instance in which rifles alone have "trimmed" an irrupting 

herd so as to ‘areil deterioration of either the range or the herd or both. 

Apparently rifles plus predators are the only combination that works with 

sufficient precision to protect the deer tribe against itself. — 

Incidentally in Mexico, where rifles plus predators are still at work, 

irruptions ere unimown and hunting is excellent. 

Case 2. The removal of predators is now known to be unnecessary to the 

building up of abundant small game, at least of some species. On 1000 acres 

of small game refuge near here I have carefully protected all game and all 

predators, and censused the game each year since 1932. This winter there 

were present about 2 horned owls, 2 redtails, 1 Coopers hawk, 4 gray foxes, 

25 long-eared owls, 10 mink, 25 weasels, 10 opossums, 10 feral cats, 25 

feral dogs. The vheasants, first stocked in the 1920's, now stand at 400. 

They are so thick that the surrounding farmers are demanding relief, and
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we are removing 200. We have been unable to census the rabbits, but we 

have removed 700 this winter, and there are still enough left to eat up 

our planting, and most gardens round about. About 100 mallards and 60 

woodcocks nest successfully each summer,-- at least they must be success- 

ful, for they increase year by year. 

Mr. Holland's assumption that you must shoot predators to have game is 

pure theory. I admit it sounds reasonable, but it fails to stand uv under 

actual test. 

One thing that Mr. Holland overlooks is the vrinciple of inversity in 

breeding gains, now known to hold for ouail, ruffed grouse, and snowshoe 

hares on certain areas, and probably holding good for other small game 

species on all areas. The inversity principle is as follows: the larger 

the breeding pomlation, the less the per cent of successful reproduction. 

Cutting down the breeders is compensated by added success in reproduction. 

This is the same character in game populations as permits them to be shot, 

in moderation, without diminution of next year's crop. 

Another thing that Mr. Holland overlooks is the threshold of predation, 

now known to hold for queil in this region, and vossibly for other game birds. 

It works this way: birds in excess of the threshold level are vulnerable 

both to predators and to weather; birds below it are vulnerable to weather 

but only to nominal predation rates. The net effect is that barring killing 

weather, enough birds are secure from predation to "cash in" on the inversity 

law and make a big crop next summer. 

; Inversity plus thresholds are an amazingly perfect mechanism for safe- 

guarding the game crop from diminution by predators. I am not going to 

reverse Mr. Hollend's error by claiming that all game birds are verfectly 

protected by natural devices and never need help from natural enemies. I 

do claim that shooting hawks on the supposition that to do so saves game is 

a perfectly transparent rationalization, and a thin disguise for plain
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trigger-itch. 

Principles 

The thing which really irks me, and which is the real barrier between 

ganvowder and non-gunpowder conservationists, is Mr. Holland's assumption 

that game birds are more valuable than other wildlife. ( 

Mr. Holland may not know it, but hawks and owls are getting scarce. 

They are just as severely threatened by gunnowder as many of the rare game 

birds. Yes, they still concentrate during their migratory flights, but so 

did ducks in 1933. Many naturalists, including myself, are just as much 

worried about the duckhawk as we are about the trumpeter swan. When we read 

of "sportsmen" like Mr. Holland travelling 400 miles for an organized hawk 

shoot, we see red. The underlying assumption that his kind of wildlife is 

priceless, but that our kind of wildlife is of no alnes! isa einen of 

arrogance dangerously similar to that emanating from Berlin in recent years. 

Until the sportsmen themselves challenge such attitudes by their leaders, 

there can be no cooperation in the conservation camp. 

The non-gunpowder group has contributed plenty to the universal dis- 

harmony which now prevails. One of its worst dishonesties is clinging to 

the outmoded notion that some predators are "good" game and "bad" enemies 

of game. All predators are wildlife, and as such entitled to existence. 

As in game, powletion levels may need regulating, and not all svecies can 

be tolerated in all habitats, but to shoot certain species on sight because 

somebody forty years ago classified them as "bad" is an untenable philosophy 

that will stir up discord until it is discarded.



COWS AND CONTOURS 

THE PROBLEM OF STEEP FARMS IN SOUTHWEST WISCONSIN 

Aldo Leopold and Joseph Hickey 

When the whistle blew quits for the ice age, the Wisconsin glacier had 

not finished its job. Its giant bull-dozers, with blades of ice a mile 

deep and as wide as a county, had levelled off all stee> hills in the eastern 

and northern parts of the state, leaving a terrain either flat, or with 

gentle slopes convenient for the plow. It even mixed fresh-ground limestone 

with the soil, as if anticivating the needs of alfalfa and Holsteins, then 

20,000 years in the offing. 

Preoccupied with their gigantic task in the east and north, the ice- 

sheets never reached the southwestern counties. From Madison, Baraboo, and 

Black River Falls westwerd, the original hills remain as in ages past, 

meny of them as steep as the roof of a house, Some of the valleys, however, 

served as gutters for the melting ice, for there were cubic miles of cold 

debris-laden water which, in blind obedience to gravity, had to reach the 

Mississippi somehow. Such valleys were scoured out, and then left choked 

with deep sands and gravels. 

Science, with characteristic understatement, calls this region the 

driftless area. 

Despite its steep slopes, the driftless area developed rich soils for 

prairie sod on the ridges and oak forests in the coulees gave the raiy little 

chance to wash fertility away. When the settlers broke the flatter lands ~ 

in the 1840's erosion was unknown, for the accumulated stores of organic 

matter absorbed the rain. Not until the wheat boom of the 1870's did the 

stores give out. Then the fields begen to wash. Rows of "wheat gullies", 

eventually anchored by cottonwoods and elms now up to 70 years old, still 

streak many a hillside in the southwestern counties. Like the Greek
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goatherd who sees the relics of the golden age only es rocks, so the modern 

dairy farmer sees these relics of his own past merely as inconvenient gashes 

in his pastures. The city-dweller, whizzing by in search of scenery, sees 

even less. 

The wheat boom collapsed when the prairie states to the westward out- 

did us in overwheating their lends, and when chinch bugs came as the venalty 

for our debauch. 

The wheat boom gave the soils of southwestern Wisconsin a brief pre- i 

liminary push downhill, but the dairy boom gave them a sustained relentless 

battering which continues to this day. 

It is important to understand that there is nothing inherently destruc- 

tive in either wheat or cows. Cows, in fact, are inherently conservors of 

soil, for they give back most of what they take. Cows become destructive 

only when there are too many, or when their pasture is too steep. Cows 

are slowly wrecking southwest Wisconsin because there are too many, and 

because the pastures have been extended too far up the hill. 

There are three reasons for this. 

Modern dairying requires a heavy investment in buildings and machinery. 

This cost is easier to vay off when spread over more cows. 

Dairying resuires much corn and grain. When the farmer extends his 

plowland uphill to raise this feed, he vushes his haylend uphill into the 

pasture, and his vasture uvhill into his timber. 

A third reason is the auadrangular land survey, which was and is a 

misfit for rough country. Many farm units never did include enough flat 

plowland to balance their haylend and vastureland. Others, by plowing 

slopes too steev for vlowing, heve lost by erosion even thet which they 

had. 

Thus we have two economic trends plus an historical accident combining
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to distort the landscane of “America's Dairyland". 

This net result is to msh all three land-crops requisite to dairying: 

plow, hay, and pasture, a notch higher up the slope than they shoulf be, 

while the fourth leand-crop, timber, requisite to hold the steepest slopes 

egainst wash, is being crowded off the farm-map. 

Many farmsteads. are situated on flat ridges, and crowd their operations 

downhill instead of up. The result is the same: every crov tends to usurp 

ground too steep for it. Often the farmer in the coulee, crowding his opera- 

tions uphill, meets the farmer from the ridge, crowding down. The result 

is worse. 

Some farms ere "two-storied", i.e. they cultivate flat lands both on 

ridge and in the valley. The time and sweat wasted climbing up and down 

"stairs" is the theme of much locel humor. , 

The superficial observer, motoring through this region, sees mech 

timber still growing on the sloves. What he does not see is that 87 per 

cent of it is pastured, therefore it cannot revroduce, therefore it must 

disappear as the mature trees are cut, or blow down, or die of the drouths 

and diseases that all wood is heir to. 

* * * 

Erosion, like voison-ivy, is spread vy its own irritations; one sore 

spot begets another. Thus the farmer who has cleared a slope just a little 

too steep, must, when it begins to go down the creek on him, clear another 

still steeper in order thet his cows may eat. We have personally measured 

formerly timbered slopes of 75 per cent (75 feet of rise four ten-feet of 

horizontal distance), clean-cut to make pasture. ___ per cent is ordinarily 

considered the limit of sefety.



ECOLOGY AS AN ETHICAL SYSTEM 

Aldo Leopold 

The conservation professions, at the present moment in history, 

occupy @ veculiar and interesting position. They are something like the frog 

in a railroad switch, which "sterted out in life", so to speak, to be just a 

plain end humble piece of steel, but which later, by accident of placement, 

finds itself responsible for routing the world's traffic. 

The reasons for this accident, and the nature of the traffic to be 

routed, are the subject of this paper. 

By the term "conservetion professions", I mean all of those callings 

which deal with land use, from agriculture and forestry to wildlife manege- 

ment, including their base eeiaaher ecology. The term "lend" includes not 

only soil, but also water, plants, animals, and areal space. 

* * * 

We must begin with the premise, perhaps unpalatable to many, that the 

possible "species" of human society are much more numerous than those which 

heve so far evolved. By "species" is meant systems of ethics, economics, 

government, and genersl culture. 

For example, at the present moment we say (and perhaps really think) thet 

"democracy", "communism", and "fascism" are three alternatives which collect - 

; ively comprise the entire range of possible choice in human organization at 

' this time. This seems to me to be a pure assumption, and a very improbable 

one. It may be true if the underlying premises are considered immutable, 

but they are not. The underlying premises are: an industrial economy, an 

ethic dealing solely with the man-men relation, and certain innate human be- 

havior patterns. 

Of these three premises, only the behavior-patterns are immuteble, and 

those only in en historic time-scale, and for the races now dominant. Other
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races, now suppressed, might have somewhat different behavior patterns. 

Whether an industrial economy is the only possible economy hinges on 

‘ questions of definition which I will not here debate. What I wish particular- 

ly to point out is that an ethic dealing solely with
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(Popular Form) 

Wildlife Food end Cover Handbook for Wisconsin 

Introduction: Why food and cover? Principally winter. Palatability 

sequence. Seasonal cover needs. (State in terms of 

common species, i.e. pheasant, quail, deer, rabbit). 

; (Query: How give lay reader rudiments of plant 
succession? Give examples, or omit and bring out 

in case material?) 

Chap. I. Sample farm layouts with diagrams, such as used in 

Fermers' Short Course. Results in increased vopulations. 

Chap IL. Food pyatches and feeding. 

Hi. Cover plantings. Artificial cover. Sources of stock. 

LV. Improvement of natural food and cover. YFencerows, woodlots, etc. 

v. Wisconsin food and cover plants. (Treatment by species) 

VI. Plant lists. Palatability lists for common species. 

Disease risks. Tolerance lists (drouth, shade, livestock, 
: etc.) 

| 

Vit. Plants important to particular animals. 

YII1.. Protection and use of managed farms. Posting. Trespass. 
Neighborhood organization.
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(Technical Form) 

Game Managers' Hendboolk for the Lake States 

Introduction: Need of technioues. Regional in scope. 

Part I. Food and Cover 

Chap. I. Food Patches and Feeding 

II. Cover Plantings 

III. Food and Cover Silviculture. Wild Yields 

‘IV. Food and Cover Species 

V. Plant Lists. Palatability Lists for Animal Species. 

VI. Food and Cover Designs 

VII. Plents Important to Particular Animals. 

Part II. Other Techniaqnes 

VIII. Census 

Ix. esting Studies 4 

X. Trepping 

XI. Banding and Marking 

XII. Food Habits Studies. Pellet Analyses 

XIII. Surveys and Maps? (or in Part III) 

Part III. Classified References 

Collections Designs for structures 

Herbaria Teaching materials) 
Surveys and Maps Animal species (prin. publ. in region) 

Technical writing Climatic records 

Pert IV. Bibliography 

(For easy reference in all preceding chapters)
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OUTLINE OF HANDBOOKS* 

To ve treated in: 

Technical Farmers! 
Chapter Handbook Hendbook 

fraps iand Grapping . =~ 20s « © 6 = ss eis we ss «KES No 

Banding and Feather-marking. Poe sunching te) ere) es Partly 

Feeding and Food Patches ...........-.. Yes Yes é 

Food and Cover Plantings, Layouts, Maintenance .. Yes Yes 

Food Habits Study--Birds, Mammals, Ravtors .... Yes Pertly 

Conmmagiet ss sire ments) (a0 es lee ttcstl tke Rofuel (alticmncr se etiGS Partly 

Surveys anol Mapa 2 6 se st wwe we ee eee we Fee No 

Reference GColleetions . «©: «© + «4's - +++. Yes No 

Artificial Cover and Nests .........-... Yes Yes 

Nesting Studies). . 20. Wie cy. a) se 31 Yes Partly 

Predation Studies ©) 9 i peu 8 «en els ie Les! Partly 

Phenological Records .. 3. 2. 5 + «s+ +. se « « Yes No 

Reference Literature .- «++ «e+ «© +s+s # «© « Yea No 

Sex and Age Determination. ............ Yes No 

Artiticlel brepagetion \: 95... & Siew 1 2s 6) OY Per. By ref. 

Gamesourvey@! 02 c\ las os ee ee ke eo ee) Wes No 

Welghte and Trepnies «35%. 5 626.6. 2 «we s Yes Yes 

Supplies and Howlpmant?.~. . . . + «- «0+.» - Yes No 

PODLOR sce) i ple teens ws Ss a we cwl sis a eae | =YOS Partly 

Orgenizetion Problems? . . .-.-+ +--+ ++ ««s « Yes Yes 

*As I now see it, we are headed for thefproduction of two handbooks, one technical 

and the other for farmers. The basic information needed is identical for both 
projects. Hach handbook would be a "translation" from a special point of view. 
The yes and no columns indicate apnroximately the allocation of the subject matter. 

Please give me your suggestions the next time we confer. As soon as I have time, 

a binder will be set up in the office under the revised cheanter headings to 

receive basic material. 
ALL.
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Rules for Planting Conifers for Game Cover 

Planting Stock is obtainable from the Conservation Department at cost, or 

from private nurseries at commercial prices. Wild-dug stock is sometimes 

obtainable from overstocked stands of natural reproduction. 

Never use stock smaller than 2-1 (2 years in seed-ved, 1 year in transplant 

bed). 2-2 stock is better. (Excevtions: Jack pine may be used as small as 2-0. 

Temarack must be higher than the growth in which planted; usually 24" is the 

minimum usable height.) 

If your stock is smaller than this, hold it in a transplant bed until it 

reaches the reouired size. 

When to Plant. The best time is before growth starts in spring. Fair results 

are sometimes obtained by plenting in fall after growth hes ceased but before 

frost. After frost the roots fail to "take hold." Wet heavy soils should : 

never be planted in fell because of the danger of "frost-heaving." 

Plent ing Sites. To secure the greatest chance of success with the least 

labor, it is very important to fit the requirements of the tree to the 

character of the planting site and the method of planting. ven with the 

most careful fitting, an element of chance enters any planting operation. 

A site which is right for a drouth year may ve too wet or shady for a normal 

year, while a site which is right for a normal year may ve too hot and dry 

for a drouth year. 

The table gives the tolerance of each coniferous species commonly 

available in Wisconsin in terms of soil acidity, soil moisture, shade, and 

special disease risks. 

Soil Acidity. In case of a large planting job it is best to have soil acid- 

ity actually measured by a soils exvert. :
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In the absence of soil tests, the following soils may be assumed to be 

limey and hence suited only to red cedar, creeping juniper, white cedar, or 

Austrian pine: 

(a) Glacial drift bearing fragments of limestone. 

(>) Former prairie. 

“  (e) Soils underlain by merl. 

Other conifers may thrive temporarily, especial ly Scotch vine or white 

spruce, but no acid-loving conifer will long retain its thrift on limey 

soils, nor will they eventually make timber. 

Any soil which originally grew acid-loving conifers may be assumed to 

be still suitable for them. 

Soil Moisture and Shade. These are partially interdependent, and together 

determine the degree of competition from other plants. Within the acidity 

limits already discussed, these three considerations determine both the 

species to plant and the method of vlanting. 

Any species will endure more shade when smell than later on. 

The light-demanding species, once suppressed by too much shade, will 

not recover on later release, but the shede-tolerant species will recover. 

Method of Planting. This is determined by the size of the stock, the cros- 

pective competition from other plents, and the shade tolerance. 

Conifers may be planted on "scalns" in plow furrows, or by "slits." 

Slits should be used only on dry sands where the competition of other 

plants is light, or in the bottom of furrows for smell stock. 

Furrows are good for any site except in very heavy sod where they are 

too narrow, or in very dry sand where they are too hot and where slits ere 

better.
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Scalns are recuired for heavy sod. The radius of the scalp should equal 

the height of the grass seithat the grass, when lodged, will not smother the 

tree. 

The interplay of moisture-tolerence, shade tolerance, competition, re- 

covery from suppression, and method of vlanting is complex, and may best be 

described species by species. 

White Pine. Never plant in full sun except on sub-irrigated soils. Never plant 

in full shade except under brush which can be progressively opened, beginning 

at the time of planting. White pine is best in half-shede, but the right degree 

of shade for starting it is too great later on, so that gradual release of each 

tree should be kept in mind from the outset. This means it should not be planted 

under or close to valuable growths which must later be secrificed. 

These considerations reduce themselves to two vossible sites: (1) plant 

on the north side of but not too close to mature trees where there is shade 

part of the day, or (2) plant under aspen, hazel, sumac, prickly ash or other 

abundent brush, and open progressively by release cuttings. 

White pine thus implies maintenance, and should not be used where main- 

tenance is not available. 

Norway Pine endures little overhead shade at the outset, end none efter a few 

years. It is the best ell-around conifer for game cover in Wisconsin. A 

typical cover-plenting job often calls for white pine or spruce in shady ; 

spots, jack pine, red cedar, or creeping juniper in the hot dry svots, and 

Norway pine elsewhere. 

Jack Pine makes faster initial growth then any other conifer, but is recommended 

only on sites too dry for more valuable timber species. 

Red Cedar and Creeving Juniper. These do not survive transplanting as easily 

as the pines and svruces, and since they are not grown wholesale for forestry
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wurposes, are expensive to buy. On open limey soils, however, they are the 

only native species available. 

White and Norway Spruce. White spruce lives longer on limey soils and hes denser 

foliage than Norway spruce, and is preferable where spruce is to be used. On 

rich, moist bottoms competing growth is so heavy that only spruce survives. 

White Cedar and Tamarack are recommended for limey and acid marshes respectively. 

The big problem in marshes is the renkness of the competing growth. Stock must 

be large enough to stand above the competing weeds and grass. 

Scotch Pine has about the same characteristics as Norway pine, hence where 

either is suitable the native Norway pine is preferred. 

Austrian Pine has the same characteristics as Norway and Scotch, but tolerates 

more limey soils. Hence on limey soils it is the best of the three. 

Don'ts. Never plant any conifer-- 

(1) Near grape, bittersweet, or other climbing vine, because without 

constant attention the vine will strangle it. 

(2) Near poison ivy, beceuse the ivy may prevent cleaning when it is 

most needed. 

(3) In nettles. They cast too ovick and dark a shade. 

(4) In ploughed furrows which are not fresh. The weed growth in old 

furrows is too heavy. 

(5) On lend subject to flooding or standing water (tamerack will 

endure the standing water common in bogs in spring). 

(6) In quack grass, without carefully removing every particle of 

quack roots for a distance at least the height of the grass. 

(7) In a hole more than 3" below the level of the surrounding surface. 

Never set the tree near the grassy edge of a furrow or scalp except
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on poor sandy soil which bears only a thin sod. 

Never use red ceder or creeping juniper near apple, crab, thornapple, 

serviceberry or any other member of the apple family. The cedar-rust disease 

may eventually kill both. Radius of danger } mile. 

Never use white pine near currant or gooseberry. The blister rust 

disease may eventually kill them. Radius of danger 1 mile.
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Site Requirements of Conifers 
Shade while young 

Soil Acidity Soil Moisture Full Half Must not be near 
Native Species Acid Limey Bry Moist sun shade 

White Pine XXXXXX XXXXXXXXXX XXXXX currant, gooseberry 

Norwey Pine pewees 4 XXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX : 

; Jack Pine XXXXXX xxx XXXXXX 

Red Cedar XXXXXXXXXXXXXX xXxxxx beseeeue 4 apple, crab 

Creeping Juniper XXXXXXXXXKXXXK =x XXXXXXXX apple, crab 

White Svruce XXXXXXXKXXX XERREREEEE. XXXXXXXXXXXX 

White Cedar XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXxX 

Tamarack XXXXXX XxxxX XXXXXXXX 

Exotics 

Scotch Pine XXXXXXXX XXXXX XXXXXx 

Austrian Pine XXXXXXXXXX XXXXX XXXxXX 

Norway Svruce XXXXXX XXxXXXXXX XXXXXKX
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Letter to J. G. Moore, Horticulture Dept., from G. W. Keitt, Plant Path. Dept., 

April 6; 1937: 

"Tn secordence with your request of this morning, I am sending 
you a list of the alternate (telial) hosts that have been reported for 

the common apple rust fungi. 

For Gymnosporangium juniveri-virginianae (apple rust); Juniperus 

virginiana, J. barvadensis, J. communis, J. horizontalis, J. scomularun, 

and J. sabina var. fastigiata. 

For Gymnosporengium globosum (hawthorn rust, which also affects 

apple): Juniverus virginiana, J. barbedensis, J. horizontalis, 

J. sabinoides, and J. scronularun. 

These records are taken from A. B. Seymour's host index of the 

fungi of North America (Harvard University Press, 1929) and D. E. 

Bliss' "The nathogenicity and seasonal development of Gymmosporangium 
in Iowa" (Ia. Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bul. 166, 1933). I have not listed 
the several varieties of J. virginiana recorded by Bliss, thinking 
that you will wish to exclude the entire species." 

Prof. J. G. Dickson says; 

Juniperus communis spp. with leaves tending toward J. virginiana i 

tends to be alternate host for both rusts mentioned in Keitt letter. 
That Commnis spp. with the true Communis leaves are not so susceptible 

as alternate host--varticularly to the Haws. 

Junipers can be planted with fair safety 1000 feet away from 

apples or haws. A distance of 20-40 acre erea is fairly safe if there 

is some cover between to sift out and stop spores. 

Spores less viable on dry days--killed in few seconds. Viable for 

longer period depending on increased humidity. 

References: 

Dietz, S. M. The role: of the genus Rhamnus in the dissemination 

of crown rust. U..8. D. A. Dept. Bal. 1162; 1923. 

Malnus, I. B., S. M. Dietz, and F. Willey. Alternate hosts and 
biologic specialization of crown rust in America, Ia. Agr. 

! Exp. Sta. Res. Bul. 72, 1922.



Chair of Game Management hi 
University of Wisconsin 

June 15, 1937 

Preliminary Outline of Nest Study Technique 

Students and Cooperators: Attached is a supply of Nest Record Cards. Please 

carry these in the field and make out for all 1937 game bird and raptor nests 

encountered in your work. File a copy with me. The cards do not take the 

place of your more detailed notes. 

Also please revise, extend, and refine the following outline for dis- 

cussion at the first seminar this fall. Object: To collect for future use of 

the group all usable technique which can be expressed on paper. 

Possible Deductions from Nest Cards : 

ss Phenology. Disversion of nesting dates; relation to environment. 

2. Predation losses. 

3. Hayfield losses: relation to other cover. 

4. Specifications for disturbance ceusing desertion. 

5. Cycles in clutch size. fertility, phenology. 

6. Re-nesting. 

Phenology. In a successful nest the sequence of dates can be directly 

observed by repeated visits. In a broken nest they can often be interpolated , 

quite accurately. For example: If a hayfield nest was mowed over on June 16 

end shows 4 hatched shells and 4 vipved eges, undisturbed by the rake (as 

often happens if the nest is in a depression), it is certain that hatching was 

-in process June 16. Subtracting 22 days for incubation, we intervolate May 23 

as the beginning of incubation, May 22 as the interval, May 21 es the date of 

the last egg, and 21 - 8 equals May 13 as the date of the first egg. 

Such deductions rest, however, on the assumption thet neither the 

rake nor vredators have removed any eggs. If shells should be found nearby, 

the clutch number must be corrected, or--more likely--no deductions made beyond 

/ the date of hetching.
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Deductions should usually end where a vrobable error of more than 

three days begins. 

Suppose now thet the same nest of eggs shows partial incubation in- 

stead of being part vipped and part hatched. You would know, then, that 

the clutch was complete and could enter its size on the card, but you could 

not interpolate a phenology unless you can judge degree of incubation with- 

-in 3 days. 

Again you may find a eutover nest, vart scattered by the rake, be- 

cause not in a depression, but showing the same mixture of hatched and 

pipping eggs. At the nest lie mower-clipped tail feathers of the hen, but 

no legs, wings, head, or other sign that she wes killed. It is certain that 

she was brooding the hatching eggs, so the date of mowing is the date of 

hatching. Sut the size of the clutch is uncertain, and since clutches vary 

by more than 3 eggs, hence no pre-hatching phenology accurete within 3 days 

can be intervolated. 

Again you find a mowed-over nest of 3 fresh undisturbed eggs. This 

could not be a clutch, and if there is no predator sign you may safely 

interpolate June 16 - 3 equals 13 as the date of the first egg. 

Suvpose, however, that these 3 eggs are flecked with md, faded, 

and on opening, are decayed. You then have a clear case of vre-haying 

desertion from which no phendlesy can be intervolated. 

Sut if there has been no rain for 10 days, you can infer the eggs 

vre-date June 16 - 10 equals June 6. ; 

Again you might find undisturbed eggs mddy, faded, and lying in 

a matted nest which has all but disapveared. On opening them they prove 

to be eges of the previous year. Year-old eges in shade may show little 

fading, but the state of the nest is diagnostic.
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Supvose you find a deserted undisturbed nest of 12 eggs, but are 

uncertain whether the clutch is complete. If the eggs line the nest 

cavity, they are being incubated; if they are piled several deen, there 

were more to come. In the former case slight traces of blood vessels may 

show incubetion had just begun, in which event phenology mey be intervolated 

with less than 3 days error. In the latter case, phenology is intervolated 

directly. 

Predation Losses (a suggestive sketch to be written by Hawkins). 

Hayfield Losses. One imoortant question is why birds nest in hayfields. 

Are they first or second choice nesting cover? You may throw light on this 

by: 

(a) Comparing the number of hay nest on a given area for 

a series of years during which pomletion density is 

chenging. 

(ob) Comparing the number of hay and non-hay nests on a given 

area during a single year. (The weak point here is to 

' find the non-hay nests.) 

(c) Comparing the dates of hay and non-hay nests (see vhenology). 

(a) Comparing the proportion of hey nests for areas of known 

pomulation but variable outside cover. 

(e) Comparing the nesting density for hay and other cover. 

These ere all studies requiring mass-—data. 

Another important question is nest and hen mortality in hay as 

compared with other cover. Nest mortality in hay is mainly a question of 

phenology: How many broods come off before the hay is cut? 

Another is the possible reduction of mortality by flushing devices. 

It is not to be assumed, of course, that nests found and marked previous to 

haying and left in an uncut island are therefore safe. Desertion and
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predation are heavy in uncut islands. 

Desertion. The rule that the intensity of disturbence needed for desertion 

increases as incubation advences is only a general rule. Its variations as 

to species, nature and duration of disturbance, time of day, etc. remain to 

be worked out. © 

Cycles. King found clutch size to vary inversely to the cycle in ruffed 

grouse. Schmidt found no such variation in either ruffed grouse, prairie 

chicken, or sharptail. It is highly importent to collect mass data on 

clutch size so these questions can be resolved. 

There may also be fluctuations in fertility. Comnvarisons of 

fertility in wild end confined birds of the seme species are needed. Fer- 

tility should be measured in all nests known to represent 2 complete clutch. 

An infertile egg can be distinguished from an 01d but fertile egg by 

Since migration dates may be cyclic, it-is not «improbable that 

nesting dates are. 

Renesting. The persistence of each species in re-nesting after destruction 

, of an earlier nest needs definite comparative measurement. Some ducks and 

shorebirds mey not re-nest. 

The demarkation date before which re-nesting occurs, but after which 

it does not occur, needs to be definitely established for each species. 

Thet the hatching date is the date of demarkation is only a rough preliminary 

assumption. 

All re-nesting studies call for banded or marked birds.
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Wild Life and Soils 

Aldo Leopold 
i University of Wisconsin 

In both derioureails and forestry we recognize, as between regions, a dis- 

parity in the richness of the farm end forest flora and their responsiveness 

to cultural effort. This is over and above the details of suitebility for 

varticuler crops. Thus the cornbelt is richand New England is poor farmland; 

the Pacific northwest is rich and the vrairies are poor forest land. 

We also recognize that within a given region and as between similar 

soils, responsiveness to culture varies with certain "invisible" conditions. 

Previous handling and previous crops introduce beneficial or injurious organ- 

isms, or produce chemical or physical changes, which spell the difference be- 

tween a large crop or none. 

This paper aims to speculate on the differences in ridiness and in re- 

sponse to cultural effort which are beginning to be discernible in a new 

form of culture: wild life management. 

By whet yerdsticks do we compare the "fertility" of two localities for 

wild life? For the vurposes of this paper I will arbitrarily define it as 

a composite of: 

1. The variety and beauty of their larger birds, mammals, and fishes, 

especially game, and especially resident species (richness). 

2. The natural density of their pomlations (abundence). t 

3. The resistance of such vowletions to use or sbuse (toughness). 

4, The ease with which population levels are raised by cultural 
measures or management (responsiveness). 

Richness and abundance are criteria, not only of the amount but also of 

the quality of esthetic satisfactions available to the sportsman-naturalist. 

Toughness and responsiveness determine whether these satisfactions may be 

made permanent by management. Collectively these four proverties of the 

fauna determine the rewards of conservation.
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A disparity in resvect to these properties has long been recognized in 

the traditions of the chase. The Indian ideal of a "happy hunting grounds" 

postulated an ethereal region perfect in such properties. The "sportsman's' 

paradise" of the outdoor press is its earthy counterpart, its flavor staled by 

the injection of poker chins, outboard motors, and automatic guns. 

To what extent are such disparities in fertility confirmed by biological 

science? Richness; Toughness 

That isa exist admits of little doubt. Compare, for example, the 

richness of the upland geme fauna of the four largest blocks of semi-wild 

land within a day's travel of Chicago: 

Central Central Ohio River 
Wisconsin Michigan Hills Ozarks 

Quail z < x x 

Wild Turkey --- < ete ee 

Prairie Chicken = --- mee x 

Sharptail Grouse x --- eee ne 

Ruffed Grouse e x x x 

Deer x x ee x 

a RG ran ey, 

Central Wisconsin, with whatever similer area it be compared, has the 

advantage of vrairie chicken, or sharntail, or both, - a fact which adds nota 

little to its inherent value in the eyes of the svortsman or naturelist. 

Disvarities in toughness are more striking: Bobwhite and cottontail on 

the east central seaboard must be (or at least are) constantly pampered by 

artificial restocking, whereas in the cornbelt, under equally hard shooting, 

they cling with the utmost tenacity to every little shred of cover. Compare 

cottontails, for example, in Wisconsin and Pennsylvania, both about half farm 

and half forest:
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Wisconsin Pennsylvania 

Artificial restocking, 1931... 126+ ses none 59,207 

Retineted kLi1\'in 1992 3. fe el ese) ss) By O80, 800 3,126,512 

Months of open season . +--+ +++ + ees o3 1 

Bee Limit per Gags 6c we ele be kee 8 5 5 

over 

Gover on ferme 3). fess eal ok lel oes lovengraged seldom/grazed 

HOGG) OR SSrmsiio te. ee riet epee e. eure sree Stiga wuce poor poor 

In general, Wisconsin shoots nearly as hard and twice as long on poorer 

cover with no restocking, and still has rabbits. A comvarison of Pennsylvania 

with, let us say, Missouri, would be ever so much more striking, but cannot be 

made for lack of statistics. All we know is that Missouri shoots raboits all 

year with no bag limit, and after exnorting verhaps 3,000,000 over and above ; 

her own kill, still has more rabbits than Pennsylvania, - probably more than 

Wisconsin and Pennsylvania combined. 

Another exemple of toughness in Minnesota quail. For years totally sur- 

rounded by closed states and periodically beset by killing winters, Minnesota 

has persisted in an open auail season, despite the continual and progressive 

shrinkage of her coverts under the onslaughts of dairy cows and intensive farm- 

ing. There has been no restocking, and no menagement beyond desultory feeding. 

By all the rules of the game, Minnesota quail ought to have been extinct long 

ago, but they are not. Only a pert of the southwestern quarter is queil range, 

but here is how that part stacks up ageinst the whole of Pennsylvania: 

Part of 
Minnesota Pennsylvania 

Artificial restocking, 1932 none 12,000 

Estimated kill, 1931 11,024 45,552 

Months of open season 1-1/6 1 

: Bag limit per day 10 6
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It is herd to elude the thought that both bobwhite and cottontail show 

increasing toughness, or resistance to use and abuse, as one proceeds westward 

from the central Atlentic seaboard to the Mississippi and the great plains. 

It is also common knowledge that agricultural fertility gradually increases 

from east tofrest. Is toughness in farm game associated with agricultural 

fertility? We may leave this cuestion in abeyance until we have examined re- 

sponsiveness. 

It seems probable that a game fauna which resists destructive use will 

be correspondingly responsive to cultural measures. Such measures are still 

too new, and the results are still too imperfectly measured, to adduce figures 

as evidence, but a general comparison between pheasant management in Michigan 

and Iowa may shed some light on the question. On nvarts of the Williamston 

Area Wight has brought about, by fencing and planting, a seemingly perfect 

combination of food and cover. There mst be sections which run as high as 

20 percent F
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j WILD LIFE AND SOILS 

Aldo Leopold 

Our comprehension of wild life conservation exhibits four stages. 

The first stage sees blood-lust and gunpowder as limiting wild life. 

The second sees the plant and animal environment as also limiting wild 

life. 

The third sees industry as limiting the plant and animal environment. 

The fourth sees soil as limiting all three, and being in turn limited 

by them. 

Doubtless there is a fifth (and a fiftieth) stage, but the immediate 

task is to make the fourth concept the common property of all those minds 

not yet too civilized to care whether wild things nersist or verish. This 

is the task of research. 

In the last decade the minds of a majority of conservation leaders 

have reached stage three. Not yet comprehending the ultimate dependence on 

soil, they are in danger of making certain errors. 

One very prevalent error is to suppose that the reversion of lands after 

they heve been skinned by economic exploitation is a penefit to wild life. ( 

We look out of the train window at the endless stretches of broom-sedge in 

the southern cutovers, or at that empire of popple brush which was once the 

north woods, and feel a secret glee that here the wild things dispossessed 

by itinerant industry may once agein find haven and refuge. But our gratifice- 

tion is ninety percent illusion. 

Take the southern cutovers: Stoddard has vroven conclusively that they 

will support geme only while in process of abandonment. When the broom-sedge h 

stage is reached, and thenceforward until a new forest has grown and opened 

up, the ground is barren of those weeds and herbs which supply food for game. 

When a sedge-field loses its quail, Stoddard plows strips through it to re- 

start the plant succession, whereupon agricultural weeds reappear for a few
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years, and with them quail. That is, they reapnear if there is enovgh 

fertility left in the soil to support the weeds. 

In Wood County, Wisconsin, we have at this moment an incredible abund- 

ance of grouse, -- vinnated, sharvtail, ruffed. Have the good old days come 

; back? Hardly. ‘There was a huge fire here in 1930, which burned enough peat 

to re-fertilize this lend, abandoned as hoveless first by lumbermen, later 

by farmers. From the ashes of this fire hsve sprung unnumbered acres of 

ragweed end smartweed, both virtually unknown since the farm-boom days. The 

fire, in short, was an ecological "shot in the arm". It hapnened to coincide 

with the "high" of the game cycle, hence the grouse. 

On the Iowa prairies the plant succession of whole counties starts each 

year from scratch on the day when spring plowing is over. Here are several 

dozen demonstrations where the stand of quail and vheasants increased as soon 

as one or. two percent of the area was left unplowed end ungrazed to resume its 

upward climb toward climax. On certain demonstrations in Michigan pheasents 

doubled, and on others in Wisconsin ouail increased tenfold, after two or 

three years of feeding plus regrowth of small vatches of cover. 

What do these things mean? What principle lies behind their successful 

restoration of game? What is the ecological definition of a range conducive Y 

to a rich and abundant wild life? I will venture an answer to these ques- 

tions, admittedly based only on impressions and opinion. it may vrovoke 

somebody to venture a more thorough answer based on measured facts. 

Granted that evolution supplied species and that civilization has 

failed to exterminate their seed, a rich and abundent feuna is in om mind very 

; definitely associated with two concurrent conditions: 

(1) An upward thrust of the plant succession. 

(2) Sufficient soil fertility to sustain that thrust.
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That is to say, rich wild life is associated with the healing of 

ecological wounds, but the wounding mst not be too severe, and the soil 

must be strong enough to make the healing vigorous. Rich vlant life is, I 

think, likewise associated with the same conditions. The plants induce the 

animals. 

All this pertains to small units of terrain. When we consider larger 

units, two other factors enter the eauation. For maximum variety, and to 

some extent for maximum density, the terrain should show a varied dad uae: 

This may be called the geological factor; it is relatively stable, and (ex- 

cept for drainage) little subject to human control. Secondly, for both 

variety and density, the wounds should be small, and each unit of terrain 

should represent many stages of recovery. This second factor is determined 

f largely by the prevailing system of agriculture or forestry. 

; Assuming tovography and available species to be fixed, all these vari- 

ables are summed up in three concevts of game management: 

f 1. Variety of range types 
2. Interspersion of range types 
3. Cruising radii of game species 

, Broadly sneaking, the richest fayine occurs where the largest variety 

of tyves are so interspersed as to be accessible within the cruising radii 

characteristic of the available svecies. 

Let us now try to apply the test of experience to these hypothetical 

relationshins. 

The southwestern faunes are shrinking because the wounding has been 

too violent and widespread. Erosion is sapping the strength of the soil, and 

in the mountain valleys has virtually eliminated the riverbottom tyne which 

was once the heart of the ecological orgenism. Grazing wounds have, in this 

region, ‘proved vastly more severe than fire wounds, possibly becamse of the 

continuity of their incidence. lestgnbed soils end deltas are an exception 

to the vrevalent deterioration. These are, in effect, saprophytic faunas.
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Consider now the cornbelt. When settlements first diversified the game 

types and its wounds showed all stages of plant succession, game, and prob- : 

i ably other wild life, rose to unprecedented heights of abundance. Clean- 

farming and drainege destroyed this diversity, reducing whole counties to a 

nearly homogenous intersversion of plowland and vasture. Consequently, game 

disappeared. Very recently game management has again diversified the types 

on a few sample areas, with prompt faunal response. The little fenced areas 

employed for this purpose ere upward thrusts of the plant succession. The 

soil, though slipping, is still strong. It is my impression that the per- 

cent of diversification needed to restore a covey of quail to the black soil 

of Iowa is smaller than that needed on Wisconsin drift, or Ozark flints, or 

Indiana sand dunes. This represents the greater vigor of the thrust on the 

richer soils. 

I have heard many sportsmen say that the decline of agriculture in 

the Ozarks, in southern Indiana, and in southeastern Ohio. assured a quail 

crop for future years. This is because they find covies in newly-abandoned 

fields, by reason of the ragweed which persists there for several years. 

But this land erodes end much of it is already too poor for heavy ragweed 

seed crops; moreover by the time it reaches the sassafras-persimnon-broomsedge 

stage the ragweed is crowded out. I anticipate a shrinkage, not an increase, 

in the quail crop, except where food-patches are maintained, and even food- 

patches are impracticable. where the soil has become too poor to raise grain. 

The astonishing faunal poverty of the reverted farms of the upper Atlantic 

seaboard is, I suspect, a phenomen of soil-depletion and undue simplification 

of range types, but since I know less about this region, I will make no 

assertion.
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I said there will be a fifth stage of comprehension in wild-life 

ecology. The next will, I think, pertain to soil chemistry and bacteriology. 

We game managers find occasional pieces of range which seem to meet all the | 

eriteria here discussed, but which certain species refuse to enter, or to stay 

in if planted. The bacterial flora or mineral content or vitamin content of 

the soil or plants may be temporarily or vermanently wrong. One I know is 

an ungrazed woodlot adjacent to a swamp which has not been "wounded" for 

decades. This winter the woodlot is being cut. I susnect the healing, $f 

allowed to follow its normal course, may bring in some game.
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WILDERNESS 

Aldo Leopold 

The two great cultural edvences of the past century were the Darwinian 

theory, and the development of geology. The one explained how and the other 

where we live. Compared with such ideas, the whole gemut of mechanical and 

chemical invention pales into a mere matter of current ways and means. 

Just as imvortant, however, 2s the origin of plants. animals, and 

soil is the mestion of how they operate as e commnity. 

Darwin lacked time to unravel the more than the beginnings of en answer. 

That task has fallen to the new science of ecology, which is daily uncovering 

a web of interdependencies so intricate as to amaze - were he here - even 

Darwin himself, who, of al] men, should heave the least cause to tremble 
i 

before the veil. 

One of the anamolies of modern ecology is that it is the creation of 

two groups, each of which seems barely aware of the existence of the other. 

The. one studies the human commnity almost es if it were a separate entity, 

and calls its findings soeiology, economics, and history. The other studies 

the plant and animel commnity, comfortably relegetes the hodge-vodge of 

politics to "the liberal arts". The inevitable fusion of these two lines 

of thought will, verhans, constitute the outstanding advance of the present 

century.
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Wildlife Research Institute. 

(for consideration of Jay Derling, Dean Russell, 
Dean Christenson, Herbert Stoddard, P. S. Lovejoy) 

The scarcest element in wild-life conservation is trained brains. 

All brains heretofore available are largely self-made and more or less 

devoid of reel scientific training. In the next decade, however, there will 

be a hatch of scientific wild life managers, a few of whom will have out- 

standing ability end experience, each along some particular line. A few 

of these few will have the ability to transmit knowledge end insvire those ‘ 

to whom they transmit. These will be the "key men" who will make or break 

the wild-life movement. 

Much depends on what mechanism, if any, is set up to make them avail- 

able to the country at large. They will not be fully available if continaous- 

ly confined to a mrely local station. Neither will they retain their "spark" 

if continuously engaged by a Bureau or Department or Association. The better 

the man and the longer he stays in one place, the surer he is to become over- 

loaded with extreneous obligations. i 

I here broach the need for pooling of interests in building and using 

such men. The pool might be called an "Institute" or what-not, but its j 

object would be to preserve the fluidity of the human assets in the conserva- 

tion bank. 

For example, according to my own limited viewpoint, two such men have 

already emerged: Paul Brrington on the basic mechanism of vredation, and i 

Franklin Schmidt on prairie chickens and related grouse. 

The proposed "Institute" would see to it that such men are periodically 

"out in circulation" emong whoever needs them. There need not be any large 

cost as whoever borrows them should ordinarily pay for them. 

Take Schnidt for examole. Without question he has forgotten more about 

chickens than most game men know. He will comolete his Ph.D. here in 1936,
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and can then take some job where he can continue some kind of work on 

chickens. But he should not continue indefinitely on such a job. Every 

few years he should be borrowed by the Institute and "booked" for a year's 

round of the agencies needing coaching on chickens. Right now, whether they 

know it or not, this would include: 

1. The USFS for "The Windbreak" 

2. The SCS for their plains erosion projects. 

3. The USBS for their new research units in "chicken" states, 
and fori marsh restoration projects involving chickens. 

4, Wisconsin for her game areas being acouired in chicken 

country, and her prairie restoration project on her University 

Arboretum. 

5. Wyoming for her sage-hen study. 

6. Michigan for her sharptail study. 

7. Kansas for her Davidson Ranch chicken project. 

8. Wew York for her sharvtail stocking vroject. 

9. Towa for her chicken refuges. 

10. Illinois for her chicken refuge and prairie restoration project. 

11. New Mexico for her chicken and sage-hen restocking project and 
grazing districts (Taylor Bill). 

It ought not be difficult to "book" » year's services for Schmidt if | 

\ even a ouarter of the agencies which need him would sign up. The Institute 

need. carry only his keep during the "cracks" in his schedule, - it would be 

the underwriter and promoter, rather than the supporter of his consulting 

work. Automatically it would, of course, ve enhancing the value of his 

services by snowballing his exveriences. 

Eventually each such man should nublish a monogreph on his subject. 

Here again the Institute should loan its sponsorship, or otherwise facilitate f 

the job. : 

The Institute should be a pnool of the agencies most interested, but ,
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would have to be finenced at the outset by a substantial gift or bequest. 

It might properly be attached to some university, or to the National 

Research Council, or to the USBS. The main point would be the availability 

of the contributed time of on executive competent to run it. Its operations 

should be reviewed annually by all members of the pool. The members might 

include: 

‘ 1. The Bureaus interested in game 

2. American Game Assoc. 

3. Audubon Society 

4. TWLA 

5. &£.0.0. 

6. Soc. of Mammalogists 

The prpose of this memo is to ask your judgement as to the soundness ; 

of this idea, and if ‘sound, your help in thinking out the details and in 

keeping a lookout for possible donors of the requisite funds. 

Aldo Leovold
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Aldo Leopold. 

The Wisconsin Idea in Game Conservation 

Shrinkage in wild life and expension in liesure and desire to hunt. 

Shrinkage greater than usually credited: Tally of 161 farms - La Crosse 

j to Madison - showed only 10% with food and cover. 20% had cover but no food, 

20% had food but no cover; 50% had neither. Plent working at 10% canecity, 

demand eoual to full capacity. If every farm produced at rate which repre- 

: sents max. economy - state could only supply 10-20 birds per hunter per year. 

No denger of overproduction. 

Why does production leg behind demand? ‘Because of outworn tradition 

thet production is a public function. We are restocking farms with state 

birds at $2.00 each when farmer can produce them in the wild for 20 cents. 

Why? Political unvomlerity of giving farmer custodianshipy of game. Free 

hunting. 

Farmer-custodian idea not impossible, given 

1. Time to demonstrate ) 

2. Knowledge of technique (Research) ) also Iowa and Michigan 

3. Leadership (trained men) ) ik 

W.A.R.F. - chair of Game Manegement. } 

Research and treining are one and the same overation. Not necessary 

to found a school. Plenty of Univ. training in basic subjects. Take biol. 

grad. - turn into game managers by giving him a proodlem to solve and 3 years 

to do it. Thus: 4 

Quail man - Errington, Hawkins 

P. C. man - Schmidt 

eycles - Wing 

Also beser problems - tryouts of human material 

food patches - Arboretum 

Univ. farms
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also courses | 

Survey course - 20 

Farmers Short Course -' 20 last, 100 this year. 

also related problems in other fields, thus: 

Botany. Ecology of marshes. Frolik 

Economics (hoped for) 

Vitamin nutrition as affecting disease and reprod. . hoped for | 

Demonstration | 

1. "It has been done". Demon. Areas - Riley. Lake Mills, Monroe 

Centre, Arboretun 

2. Farmer Handbook. "Teach it in Schools". 

3. Govt. Demonstration - Coon Valley, Cent. Wis. Game Area, USBS 

refuges, Nat'l. Forests. 

: Pitfalls and Difficulties 

1. Duplication. ? of Ornith. Bot. Populations - cycle - irruption. 

Humen analogy. Mobs. 

2. Funds. Game researchers must travel. 500-1000 ian year. 

Cons. not yet a "respectable" profession. 

Racine-Kenosha-Mil. fellowship 

Univ. Fellowship 

Needs Demon. Areas 

3. The Farmer Mind. Econ. Incentive? 4uild fortune vs. build enjoy- 

ments. .Farm boys don't know game. 

4, Tradition of "slicking-up". Esthetic standards. 

5. Combining Research & Organ. Functions. Separate training not recognized. 

6. Private Initiative at a time everything is going public. 

7. Game not a separate problem. forestry, erosion, water-resources, 

recreation.
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Proposal to Mr. Darling for 

Coordinated Game Research in Michigen and Wisconsin 

Premises ( 

1. It is the expressed turvose of the USBS to coordinate as well as | 

stimulate game cropping as a land-use. 

2. The needed coordination is: (1) geographic (as between states); 

(2) internal (as between various categories of research and various educa- ; 

tional activities; (3) external (as between geme and other land crops). 

3. It is wise to start this intricate 3-way process on @ modest scale, 

so the attempt will not bog down of its own complexity. 

4. Michigan-Wisconsin would be @ suitable geographic unit. It happens 

also to be one of the few units which is ready to train manvower to start 

the process in other units. 

Orgenization. In setting up the Michigan-Wisconsin unit, the specifications 

to be met are: 

(a) The set-up should be loose, flexible, and suitable for receiving 

not only game funds but also other funds for developing other land-uses 

i bearing on conservation, should such become available. 

(b) The set-up should gear up or be capable of gearing up not only all 

the existing research institutions in the two states, but also the adminis-— 

trative devertments, federallbureaus and planning boards. 

(ce) The federal coordination mentioned in Mr. Darling's letters should 

be limited to (1) the vower to discontinue federal money contributions, (2) 

‘the power to arrange for federal servicing; end (3) the resvonsibility for 

advising es to what is being done or what is known elsewhere. The actual 

initietive in positively coordinating end doing research should rest with the 

states themselves. " 

It is suggested that a 3-man committee on wild life in each state,
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attached to the State Planning Board, would be suitable. Such already 

exists in Michigan. The supervisor of the system, travelling out of the 

USBS in Washington, is the only overhead personnel needed. The committee 

chairmen should deal directly with him as to setting up projects. The 

institution in which a project is placed should deal directly with him as 

to executing vrojects. (See Diagram attached). 

Before either state embarks on any further game research project, the 

two chairmen should inventory 211 research work done or under way, and all 

exnert versonnel available for consultation. The future work should "tie in" 

to these pre-existing facilities. A rough vreliminery inventory of this sort 

is attached. 

Categories of Game Work. One of the vrime objects of coordination is to seek 

a balance, not only between states, but between the various stages or cate- 

gories of research in each state. These include the following: 

} (A) Research 

1. Life History Studies. The Stoddard tyne of vreliminary evaluation 

of factors in a single species. Examples: Errington quail study, Yeatter 

Hungarian study, Schmidt Grouse Study. This includes leboratory tests of 

field deductions: viz: Brrington's starvation experiments. 

2. Miscellaneous Field Studies. Usually a follow-un on No. 1 dealing 

with groups of species on their joint habitat. Examples: Kellogg Sanctuary 

studies, Central Wisconsin Area Development Plan, George Preserve studies. 

3. Demonstration Areas. Testing the findings of No. 1 on a viece of 

land. Examples: Williemston Pheasant Area, Leke Mills Hungarian Area. 

4, Field Ecological Studies. Usually a follow-up on No. 1, dealing with 

special aspects of species or groups. Examples: Grange and Wing Cycle Study, 

Hawkins Quail Irruvtion Study; Green Disease Study; Pirnie Duck-banding Study. 

5. Non-Geme Studies. Ramifications of game projects extending into
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fields not especially concerned with game, but having specialized personnel 

able to contribute valueble work. Example: cycle study is blocked until 

certain work in astrophysics, endocrinology, and physiological chemistry is 

done. 

6. Laboratory Investigations of the standard tyne. Exemple: lung 

worm studies by O'Roke and ; Cahalane study of criteria for 

determining age in deer. 

(B) Bducation 

2. Extension Work. Educational, public relations, and publicity work 

of the usual sort, aimed at rudimentary education of the general public or 

of special groups. 

8. Orientation Courses.
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A February 9, 1943 
/ N.A. Wildlife Conference Y) 

MISTAKES I HAVE MADE 
IN WILDLIFE RESEARCH 

Aldo Leopold 

All of the errors listed below I have made, but some I am now cured 

of. Others I am still making, but hope some day to learn better. 

1. EASY SHORT-CUTS IN RESEARCH. In 1923 it was possible to learn 

something new about almost any species by simple observation. In 1943 

this "easy money" is seldom available. Most species now yield only to @ 

combination of banding, census, and sex and age classification applied to 

a unit population through a period of years. 

The cost of failure to realize this runs into at least six figures ; 

annually. 

It follows that most research projects set up to end in three years 

are not research, and that the absence of banding, censuses, and sex and 

age criteria from a research program labels it as a noble experiment. 

2. OVER-PLANNING. All research is cut-and-try. It is good to draw 

blueprints for the future, but futile to expect a good man to adhere to 

them for long. The best way to test whether a blueprint is out of date 

is to write up the project as if for publication. Usually such a test 

write-uv reveals holes large enough to throw a cat through. 

The mistake is to postpone writing until the project is "finished". 

Every research project should be written uv at least every two years. 

3. MISCELLANEOUS. The following miscellaneous errors are frecuent 

enough to deserve listing: 

(a) \Feiling to digest the literature until field work 

is well along. One never finds all of it, but to search 

the literature ex post facto is to find too little of 

\ it too late. 

.
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(») Ignoring statistical cautions. Most "old-timers" lack 

statistical training, but we are not for that reason 

excused from developing at least home-made rules of 

statistical safety. 

(c) Failing to "trenslate" research for the layman. There 

is no research job so complex that it cannot be described 

in non-technical terms. Searching for these terms is 

part of the job. 

(a) Leaving a field worker "out in the sticks" for protracted 

periods without a break. 

| 

|
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. Rough draft of Technical Note 

WOOD FOR ARROWS 

Properties Required in Arrow Shafts 

The properties required in arrow shafts are: (1) "spine", (2) re- 

sistance to shock, (3) low warpage, (4) resistance to splitting, (5) hardness, 

(6) gluability, (7) ability to make a smooth finish. 

The first three are essential; the last four are desirable but of lesser 

importance. No one wood combines them all in high degree. The problem is 

to combine the essential proverties and as many of the others as possible. 

An arrow is vronelled by the bowstring toward the axis of the bow, 

whereas it actually moves past the edge of the bow. Accordingly, the arrow, 

to fly true, mst whip around the bow. "Spine" is the property which en- 

ables the arrow to whip around the bow with a small horizontal deflection 

against it and a ouick return to straightness after leaving it. Without 

spine an arrow "wobbles" in flight. Spine is a composite of stiffness per 

unit weight and resiliency. A strong bow reouires more spine than a weak 

one, but in selecting arrow wood maximum spine should be sought regardless 

of the weight of the bow. The arrows can then be adjusted to the perticular 

bow in which they are to be used by varying their diameter. 

Shock resistance prevents shattering behind the head uvon impact. 

| Low warpage enables a straight arrow to stay straight in spite of 

| fluctuating atmospheric moisture. 

| Resistance to splitting prevents the string from splitting the nock; 
4 

hardness reduces abrasion; gluability holds feathers and foobings; a smooth 

finish reduces the air friction in flight and facilitates removal of md 

and dirt. 

In addition to these properties, arrow wood must obviously be well 

(
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seasoned and free from cross grain and visible defects. Straight grain is 

easier to find in conifers than in hardwoods. In hardwoods the sheft should 

be rejected if the grain crosses it in less than 6 or 8 inches. In conifers 

the shaft should be rejected if the grain crosses it in less than 18 inches. 

Selecting Shafts for Essential Proverties 

Selection cannot begin until the pieces have been cut to rough size and 

stored for a few weeks under the atmospheric conditions in which they will 

be stored after manufacture. Such storage brings out any latent warvage. 

Warpage up to 1/8 inch can be planed out with reasoneble assurance that it 

will not reappear in the finished shaft. 

Species elone is an insufficient criterion of good essential properties. 

It is necessary not only to choose the proper snecies, but also to select 

the right wood of the species chosen. 

No one species combines the three essential properties in high degree. 

Selected shafts of the best hardwoods are high in shock resistance but only 

feir in spine and warnege. Welected shafts of the best conifers are high as 

to spine and warpage, but low as to shock resistance. Hence all coniferous 

shafts mst be spliced with hardwood "footings" to prevent shattering behind 

the head. In addition, coniferous shafts are usually reinforced with a horn 

or fibre nock to prevent splitting, or else are wrapped at the nock with 

bindings laid in glue. 

, The best hardwood species ere yellow birch, hickory, and cucumber 

megnolia. Other birches can be used but Le utisis to contain good wood. 

In selecting birch and hickory, shock resistance may be assumed 

satisfactory in all pieces. The best criterion of low warpage is that the 

shaft be straight to begin with. Spine is the important thing, and may be 

selected by feel in bending the shaft in the hand, or by the use of the de- 

flector leter described. Contrary to the usual assumption, the dark
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heartwood of birch and hickory is often better than sarnwood. Wo color 

criterion should be used. 

In selecting cucumber shock resistance may be assumed to be somewhat 

weak in all pieces, warvage mey be assumed satisfactory in all pieces and 

spine may be selected by feel or by the deflector. 

Good arrow wood may be found in most of the coniferous species but is 

most commonly found in the hard pines (Norway pine, European Scotch pine or 

"yed deal" or the southern pine), Douglas fir, the spruces, and Port Orford | 

cedar. Since all conifers must be footed to give them shock resistance, se- 

lection involves only spine and warpage. Warpage may be assumed satisfactory 

if the viece is straight in the rough and devoid of "compression wood." (For 

a description of this abnormal wood see Technical Note No. a 

The best spine conifers is found in wood which has (a) the clearest, 

sharvest demarcation between springwood and summerwood, (>) svringwood bands 

on the cross section not more then 2 or 2-1/2 times as wide as the summer- 

wood bands, (¢) rings on cross section 16 per inch or more (a) summerwood 

bands continuous and of uniform thickness in longitudinal section. Coniferous 

shafts should be made only from wood of this type. The deflector can then be 

employed to compare the spine of the individual shafts. 

In selecting spruce special care is necessary to reject wood containing 

compression failures (see Technical Note ). These failures pre-exist in 

the living tree, and are marked by fine hair-lines running transverse to the 

grain. When compression failures are present the shaft will usually break 

when carved 3 inches in the hand. 

Selecting Shafts for Other Properties 

All of the hardwood listed in this note are reasonably safe against 

splitting, but none of the conifers are safe unless reinforced with either 

horn nocks or bindings.
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All of the woods listed are hard enough to resist ordinary abrasion. 

The softest are Port Orford cedar, spruce, and cucumber magnolia. ; 

All of the woods listed glue readily. All take a smooth finish easily 

except spruce and Port Orford cedar. These should be shellacked and sanded 

before varnishing, and the varnish should be brushed thin. 

Deflector for Selecting Spine 

This comprises a clamp capable of holding one end of the shaft firmly 

in a horizontal position, a pound weight, and a vertical scale to show de- 

flection when the weight is hung from the shaft 24 inches from the clamp 

support. 

The following table indicates what constitutes satisfactory arrow 

shafts as measured by the deflector after storage in a heated house: 

Svecies Diameter Weight of Deflection not 
28 -inch more than 

eee nnne e+ +--+ +--+ --------- sha ft-------+-------- ----+-+-------- 

Inches Grams Inches 
Yellow birch De eyLe 25 3 

11/92 35 SL) 2 
3/8 39 2 

Sitka spruce and 
Port Orford cedar 11/32 22 3 

Douglas fir 11/32 on 3 
3/8 30 2-1/2 

Cucumber 11/32 30 3 

Use of Deflector for Matching Sets 

The deflector may be employed not only to reject unsatisfactory shafts 

but, in conjunction with a weighing scale, to bring satisfactory shafts to 

uniform spine and weight. In a given lot of shafts of uniform dimensions 

the heaviest will almost always be the stiffest. By alternately sanding, 

deflecting, and weighing the heaviest and stiffest pieces the whole lot can 

be brought down to the same weight and deflection. The lot will then constitute
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a matched set. 

Footings 

The proverties required in footings for arrow shafts are shock re- 

sistance, gluability, and ability to take a smooth finish. Species is a 

sufficient criterion of suitable material. Beefwood is usually regarded 

es standard, but many tough hardwoods are usable. Some hardwoods high in 

extractives. such as greenheart and osage orange, do not take glue readily 

and require extra care in gluing to assure a strong joint. 

General Characteristics of Snecies 

In the following summery by species all coiferous shafts are assumed 

to be footed and reinforced at the nock. 

Birch has the merit of combining all the properties in some degree 

without recourse to footings. Its demerit is its variability and hence its 

high percentage of cull for cross grain, crook, and limberness. The heaviest 

birch is likely to be the best. 

Hickory has the same merits as birch. Its demerit is its tendency to 

remain crooked after deflection. There is hickory which stays straight, 

but it is hard to find. The heaviest hickory, such as is sought for handles, 

is not good for arrows. 

Cucumber magnolia has the merit of uniformity and low warpage. It is 

a little too light, requiring lerge diamters to get the requisite stiffness, 

shock resistance, and split resistance. Hence the heaviest cucumber is the 

best. 

The hard pines and Douglas fir heave the merit of good svine, and of 

uniformity if cut from one block. The spine is not as good as the best 

spruce or Port Orford cedar. 

Spruce and Port Orford ceder excel all species in spine, but both lack 

hardness and require special care to assure a smooth finish. Both are subject 

to compression failures, especially spruce, and to compression wood, especially 

cedar.
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i Mid-American Resources, Inc. 
231 South La Salle Street 

Chicago, Illinois 
12/12/40 

OPPORTUNITIES IN WILDLIFE RESEARCH AND EDUCATION 

' Joint Report by Russell W. Cumley and Aldo Leopold 

‘ Our Past 

We Americans have been dynamic destroyers. Within the few generations 

of our national existence, we have managed successfully to wipe out vast 
trects of virgin forest, devastate millions of acres of fine soil, pollute 
innumerable streams with human refuse and industrial waste, recklessly 

destroy our mineral resources, and obliterate the native animal life with- 

out the slightest compunction. 

Some years ago various scientific groups and individuals expressed 

doubts as to the desirability of our traditional policy of exploitation. 
But at that time we lived in a land of plenty, - or thought we did, - and 

the far-sighted individual was scorned. Not until 1934, when the dust storms 

svevt the country from the Great Plains to the Atlantic, did the public 

aweken to the veril of our plight. Today the American people are acutely 

aware of the necessity of messures designed to protect our natural resources, 

of which our native wildlife is one. 

But before we came to our senses, we had exterminated the great auk, 

the Pallas cormorant, the Labrador duck, the passenger pigeon, the heath 

hen, the English curlew, and the Carolina varoauet. The giant mink is gone; 
the buffelo barely survives; and in the United States the grizzly bear is 
nearly extinct. There are many other svecies, too, which are threatened 

with extinction. The trumpeter swan, the canvasback duck, the redhead, the 

upland plover, the whooping crane, the golden plover, and the ivory billed 

woodpecker are but a few of our geme birds which sare going fast and whose 

decline we seem imvotent to prevent. Even if those species of which we 

still have relatively large numbers, the decline has been strikingly ob- 

vious. Compare the breeding range of a species today with the original 

breeding range, and the facts are brought clearly home. The following three 
maps show these ranges for the long-billed curlew, the Canada goose, and the 

Wilson snipe. See how broad the breeding ranges of these species once were. 

See how restricted their ranges now are. 

The Situation Today 

We have come to our senses. The public has pretty well decided that 

it wants wildlife restored. But the truth is that we actually do not know 
how to restore wildlife or how to preserve what we now have. And there is 
@ good reason, viz.: The science of wildlife conservation is still very, 

very young. Most of our sciences date from antiquity; by the dawn of history 
a great mass of information was available to mankind in the form of practical 

and theoretical knowledge. Other sciences erose during or after the Renais- 

sance, and heve been developing for over two centuries. There are relatively 

few lines of endeavor, today, that are less than 50 years old. 

f But the science of conservation, in America, is different. Gifford 

Pinchot, who is still living, was America's first forester; and Theodore
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Roosevelt was the first statesman to bring forcibly before the wmblic the 

necessity of conservation of our natural endowments. These men were ahead 

of their time, and it has been only within the last decade that a dynemic 

program of conservation has been undertaken. In five to ten years, there- 
fore, America has attempted not only to create a science, but to realize a 

profit on it. 

Naturally, in our embryonic efforts at wildlife control, we have made 
many mistekes. In the main, these mistakes have been due to our ignorance 
of fundementel natural laws. These laws can be understood or detected only 

through the medium of research. In order to leern how to restore our wild- 

life, then, we must employ the same methods used in agriculture and industry. | 
We mst study fundamentals. 

Up to three years ago there was a great scarcity of research funds | 

throughout the wildlife field. Congress then passed the Pittman-Robertson 

Act which diverts the ammunition excise tax and makes it available to states 
as federal aid for research and for the purchase of wildlife lands. 

There is, therefore, considerable research money availeble, but the | 

distribution of the funds is exceedingly uneven and unsatisfactory. The 
state conservation departments have the last word in deciding what funds 

are to be used for, and they naturally give preference to "»vractical" pro- 
jects. There is still no money for basic scientific research in wildlife, | 

and the experiences of agriculture and industry show clearly that unless | 
such scientific work keeps pace with practical work, we end up in a blind 

alley. There are still no funds £efor exploring new fields such as wild- 

life chysiology and psychology. There is also a great wastage of funds due 

to the cutting off of important university projects when the graduate student 

has received his degree. Instances of these defects will be cited later. 

That the right kind of wildlife research can actually result in restora- 

tion of abundance is proven in the southeastern states, H. L. Stoddard began 

in 1924 a research study of bobwhite quail. There was at that time no 
appreciable success in cropping or management of ouail. He learned by re- | 

search how to crop and manage this species, and today a highly successful | 
system of quail menagement is in operation on hundreds of thousands of ecres | 

throughout the southeastern states. 

Ways to Work | 

Any new enterprise set up with private funds should be supervised by a | 
smell board of trustees, carefully selected for their knowledge of biological 

science and their achievements in wildlife research and management. The 

services of such a board will be readily available for any enterprise set 

up on sound lines. 

There are four mechanisms through which new work in wildlife research 

and education can be accomplished, namely: 
1. Research grants 

2. Chairs in universities 
3. Laboratories for éducation and extension work 
4. Research laboratories. 

1. Research Grants 

This is the most flexible and least risky of the four ways to work and 

j
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is the stendard method in other scientific foundations. The board decides 

where the best brains are being applied on the most important subjects, and 

aids such enterprises by a grent of funds. The grants are continued only so 

long as the brain work continues and the subject remains important. Research 

grants totalling millions per yeer ere available for general science, for 

education, for art, for medicine, etc., but THERE ARE NO RESEARCH FOUNDA= 

TIONS WITH UNENCUMBERED PRIVATE FUNDS FOR RESEARCH GRANTS IN WILDLIFE. 

There is one foundation local to Missouri (the Edward K. Love Foundation). 

The American Wildlife Institute has a small fund from which research grants 

are made, but it has no continuity and may give out at any time. None of the 

standard scientific foundations have ever given a CENT to wildlife, because 

they do not consider this field to be sciance. 

2. Chairs in Universities 

While interest centers in a particular state, both research and educa- 

tion can be stimulated by setting up a chair for wildlife in the state 

university. Thus, the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation set up @ chair 

of wildlife management in the University of Wisconsin in 1933. They sup- 

vorted this chair until last year when support was taken over by the university. 

Chairs are, of course, inadvisable except where outstanding talent 

exists in a state which has outstanding need end which is not likely to get 

started in any other way. Chairs can cover reseerch and teaching or any 

combination of the two. i | 

3. Leboratories for Education and Extension 

The education of the general mblic in the meaning of wildlife has 

not employed the most modern tools. For example, the various museums 

heve developed a technique for teaching natural history through habitat 

groups. This technique is equally applicable to wildlife management but 

hes never been used, because few museums know what wildlife management is, 

and wildlife managers do not have the funds for habitat groups. A further 

development could result in the preparation of portable habitat groups which 

would have enormous educetional value. There are thousands of 4H and Conserva- 

tion Clubs, for exemple, which need such portable exhibits but have no access 

to them. They would be gled to vay trensportation end even rental on such 

materials if they were available. This idea has been broached both to the 

Field Museum end to the Milwaukee Public Museum, but there are no funds to 

execute it. 

4. Research Laboratories 

It is possible to construct and finance lsboratories for wildlife 

research, but this method is somewhat riskier then number 1 and number 2. 

Permanently well-finenced research entervrises seem to go to seed. However, 

obviously, that is not necessary if the organization is properly managed. 

A research laboratory for wildlife vhysiology and psychology is badly needed, 

and if some university would put up the building. it could be financed with- 

i out great risk, the understanding being thet funds would be withdrewn when 

»vroduction ceases. There has been one such laboratory, the Baldwin Bird 

Research Leboratory in Cleveland, but it came to an end with the death of 

Mr. Baldwin because his family was not in sympathy with it. 

,
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Scale of Operations 

A set-un of funds could cover one or more of the four ways to work. 

A minimum set-un would attempt only research grants and might operate 

on an annual budget es low es five or ten thousand ver year. Naturally, 

on such a restricted budget, the grants would necessarily be small. However, 

one should remember that throughout this country there are dozens of scienti- 
fic workers with interests in the wildlife field, who are without sufficient 
funds to carry forward a program of wildlife rescarch. These men are most 

often supported by some school or coll-ge which has little if any money for 

research. To these men, then, the difference between victory and defeat 

generally means $200 to $500 ver year. 

As to the other ways to work: the minimum budget for a chair would 

be eight thousand ver year. The minimum budget for an educational and ex- 

tension laboratory would be about ten thousand ver year. The minimum budget 
for a research laboratory where the university furnished the building would 

be the same as for a chair, nemely, eight thousand 2 year. 

Sample Problems 

In the following paragraphs are set forth some pertinent problems, of 

a fundamental biological nature. whose solution would well be within the 
scope of a reasonably well endowed organization. 

Sex Ratio in Ducks 

The decrease in breeding range of the mallard duck is shown on the 
following map. 

The decline of the duck supply has clearly had three causes: over- 

shooting, drouth, and distortion of the sex ratio. Distortion as high as 

70 males to 30 females occurs in'some species. Overshooting and drouth are 

not within the province of research, but the diagnosis of sex distortion is. 

In the 17th century Fabricius discovered that birds of the year could 
be distinguished from older birds by the presence of a blind sack at the 

end of the intestine called the bursa. Three years 2go Carl Gower of 
Michigan revived the use of the bursa as a means of aging birds, but he 
applied it only to dead birds in the laboratory. Two years ego Albert 

Hochbaum of Wisconsin found he could examine the bursa in live ducks and 
could readily tell both their sex and their age in one overation and with- 

out injuring the bird. 

Since that time Hochbeum end also Hawkins of Illinois have sexed and 
aged thousands of ducks, both alive and dead and found that: i 

1. Botulism, which hits the breeding marshes in August, falls dif- 

ferentBlly on sex end age classes. It tends to kill the old females and 

the young, because their moult is deferred, and they cannot fly when botulism 

hits. The drakes moult earlier and thus escape disease. 

2. Shooting fells differentially on sexes and ages. Early pot-hole
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shooting is hardest on the 01d hens. The old hens, furthermore, constitute 

the most important class of ducks, because they possess the instinct to re- 
turn to their original breeding ground. 

3. Migration shows differences as to sex and age. The hens and young 

come down first end get hit hardest by the hunters. 

If these vreliminary indications can be verified and extended to the 

_whole continent, it might be possible to cure the distortion of the sex 

ratio by manipulation of seasons and without decreasing the total kill. 
What is needed is funds to start a system of sex and age tallies of duck 

bags throughout the country, especially the migratory zone, end wholesale 

banding on the breeding grounds. The Biological Survey and the various 
states and duck clubs would carry most of the cost once the preliminary re- 

search is completed. All that is needed is a little "yeast" to start the 
vrocess. 

Research grants would be the best, although a chair for the permanent 
study of duck bending is needed in some Canadian university. Pittman- 
Robertson funds cannot flow across the border into Canada where the need 
for work is greatest. 

Breeding Mechanism of Prairie Grouse 

The continental decline of the prairie chicken and sharvtailed grouse 

is known to all, and is a threat to the future of all svorts based on the 
work of bird dogs. : 

These two grouse have a unique breeding mechanism known as booming. 
A booming ground was long regarded es the fighting place of males ready to 

breed. Hamerstrom of Wisconsin, by the use of modern research methods, has 
now proven this supposition to be false. The whole booming performance is 

evidently @ preparation for breeding, and the decline of the prairie grouse 
may be ascribed to the fact that their numbers are no longer sufficient. 

Adequate preparation depends on intensity of booming, and intensity depends 

on numbers. Mating takes place only when preparation is completed in both 
males and females end when their veriod of readiness overlaps. The well- 

known cycle in numbers of grouse may likewise depend upon disturbance of 
the breeding mechenism. 

Similer studies by Devidson in Oklahoma, Lehmann, in Texas, and Schwartz 
in Missouri point to similar conclusions. All of these investigations face 

discontinuance because the students involved have completed their doctor's 
degrees. A small fund would serve to msh one of these projects to the 

point where the value of the new appraisals of the grouse problem could be 
proven or disproven. A reseerch grant would be the vroper mechanism for 

temporary work, but a chair of grouse msnegement either in this country or 

in Canads would be 2 more adequate provision for long time action. 

Improvement of Wild Turkey Stocks 

The decrease in wild turkey range is shown on the accompanying map. 

A dozen states have spent large sums on the restoration of the wild 

turkey, but in no case have such efforts proved entirely successful. Up 

to five years ago the cause of failure was obvious because of the use of
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mongrel stocks which had crossed with domestic breeds. Since that time 

breeding has produced by selection a bird which looks like the wild turkey, 

but recent studies in Missouri show that even these improved birds lack the 
power to spread and recolonize the turkey range. Their cruising redius in 

a year is often less than the daily cruising radius of genuine wild turkey ‘ 

stock. This indicates that while these improved birds look like wild turkey 
stock, they actually lack the inner equipment for wild survival. In a word, 
they are not wild turkeys "at heart", 

We now know how to study this inner equipment, both in the laboratory 
and in the field. If research can show that the best available game farm 
stocks are defective, a complete about-face in methods will be necessary. 
The defective stock on the range will have to be eradicated and the range 

will have to be repomlated by allowing genuine wild nuclei to spread. 

This will be a elower but perhaps e sounder technique. 

The only large population of genuine wild birds is in the southeast 

and in Mexico. A mch more intensive study of these genuine wild remnants 
is needed. Pittman-Robertson funds cannot be used across the border. A 
private foundation could do a lot of good in hastening the further work of 

the wild turkey restoration program. Temporary work could best be carried 

out through research grants, but long-time work through a chair of wild 

turkey management. 
* * * 

The above are merely sample problems. There are dozens of others of 

equal merit and in equal need of action, and in most cases, there is equal 
need of unencumbered private funds to undertake jobs which mblic funds 
are inhibited from undertaking.
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The Role of the Federal Government 
in Game Conservation 

(A) Outline of Jobs 

Need of Definition. Recent years have brought about a radical change in the 

public viewnoint toward wild life resources. In the vast, wild life was re- 

garded as a public property which mst be protected from diminution through 

misuse. A logical allocation of this protective function had been worked 

out. 

At the vresent moment there is a rapidly spreading realization that 

the exercise of this protective function is not sufficient; that wild life 

resources must not only be protected, but must also be expanded and built 

up through a cultural operation which has come to be known as game manage- 

ment. In short, wild life has become a land crop, and its conservation 

has become a problem in agriculture, forestry, and range management. 

This re-orientation hes thrown into temporary confusion the pre-existing 

allocation of protective functions. It calls for a re-definition of functions, 

and a radical revision and expansion of vrogreams for their execution. 

What is the role of the Federal government inthis new order? 

Guiding Principles. In the case of forest and farm crops, history has 

evolved, and experience has vindicated, two vrinciples now applicable to 

geme. (a &bd). To these may be added (c) which is already thoroughly 

recognized. d 

i (e) The Federal government's function in connection with crovs grown 

on vrivate or state land is to help the states and vrivate land- 

. owners work out better cropping methods. In short, the Federal 

function is research end hinkicaseniiin. (Viz: agricultural 

colleges and extension service.)
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(>) On Federal lands the Federal government should conduct its own 

cropping operations. (Viz: National Forests.) 

(c) In wild life we have in migratory birds an interstate crop not 

encountered in other forms of land use. 

The Federal government's snecial function in relation to migratory 

birds has already been recognized and defined by Congress and by the courts. 

Federel Jobs Relating to Particular Classes of Game. Some specific jobs 

now visible are listed in the following outline, in a manner to conform to 

the foregoing principles. Hach job will be described in more detail later. 

The jobs so far recognized by Congressional apvrovriations, or started 

without appropriations by the Department of Agriculture, are underlined. The 

jobs not yet recognized or started are not underlined. Of 15 Federal jobs 

which seem importent, only 7 are as yet acted on in any degree. i 

Farm Game. 

1. Loan trained men to conduct fact-finding projects financed by 
private parties. 

2. Helv the states organize fact-finding. Advisory service. 

3. Help the states organize demonstration areas. Loan (or furnish) 
trained men to operate such areas, just as the Bureau of Fish- 

eries furnishes trained men to operate hatcheries. 

Forest and Range Game. 

1. Furnish biologists to Forest Exveriment Stations to conduct fact- 

5. In cooperation with the states, place more of the National 
Forests under game management. Work out cooperative plans 

for limiting and allocating the anmal kill. 

6. Game management on the Public Domain. 

Migratory Game. 

7. Fact-finding under the Morbeck-Andreson Act. 

8. Refuges under the Morbeck-Andreson Act. Interstate Refuge Plans.
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9. International program. 

Wilderness Game. 

10. More Wilderness Areas. Congressional recognition of areas set 
aside for wilderness recreation. 

ll. Fact-finding on wilderness game species. 

Game in General. 

12. Game Surveys. Loan game exverts to states wishing to reorganize 
their game vrogrems, and desiring e preliminary orientation. 

13. Game extension. Furnish game exverts to sgricultural colleges 

presenting satisfactory vrogrems for game fact-finding and 
extension work, or else hely finance such men. 

14. Huropeen Geme Survey. Send selected exverts to Hurove to gather 
information, through end with the existing foréign service, on 

Eurorean practice applicable to American conditions. 

15. Fundamental Research. Request the President to interest private 
funds in a program of research in the physiology and ecology of 

geme, to serve as a foundation for the exnanding program of 

practical fact-finding, or applied research. 

(B) xplanatory Comment 

1&2. Cooperative Investigations. In 192) the Biological Survey loaned 

a trained game expert (H. L. Stoddard) to a groun of private quail pre- 

serves in Georgia, to conduct a quail investigation at their.expense. 

This project was so successful that it has already deeply influenced all 

subsecuent developments in game conservation, even though its findings 

are only recently available in printed form. 

For instance, the financing of five game research fellowships in 

various agricultural colleges by the sporting arms and ammunition industry 

is the direct ovtgrowth of the Georgia Quail Investigation. Most of the 1? 

other game investigations now being conducted independently by the various 

states and associations are likewise efforts to emlate the Georgia idea. 

All these new activities constitute convincing vroof of how useful the loan 

of treined Biological Survey men cen be in stimulating state and private
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iniative in farm game research. They show that the true function of the 

Federal government in relation to farm game is to help the states and 

orivate grouns to helv themselves. 

In spite of the extraoriinery success of this venture, however, the 

Biological Survey still has only one man available for similar cooperative 

investigations. It should have more. : 

3. Demonstration Areas. Life history investigations have now in many in- 

stances progressed far enough to call for the large scale application of 

their findings in the actual management of demonstration areas. Demonstra- 

tion areas have long been an outstanding success in extension of agricultura} 

resesrch. They are cqually applicable to geme. One such area is already 

organized in Michigan. The Biological Survey should have sufficient trained 

personnel so that it could loan or furnish men to states or other parties 

to operate such areas, just as the Bureau of Fisheries furnishes trained : 

men to operate state or association hatcheries and rearing ponds. 

h, Forest Biologists. The McSweeney-McNary Act authorizes the Biological 

Survey to furnish biologists to forest exveriment stations for the rurpose 

of conducting research necessary to coordinate forest management and game 

menagement. The tresent appropriations, however, suffice for only four 

such men, whereas a larger number is needed. 

An even greater need exists to coordinate game management with farm 

management. Project 13, to be covered later, would constitute in effect 

an extension of the McSweeney-McNary Act from forestry to both forestry 

and egriculture. 

5. National Forest Game Management. It is clearly the function of the 

Federal government to vractice game management on the National Forests 

which are already under Federal edministration. National Forest game
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is aay concurrent jurisdiction of the states. Progress has been hampered 

by the fact that attention to game on the vart of forest officers involved 

a subtraction of attention from other activities. If Congress would 

finance on game manager for each National Forest region, it would stimlate 

the wider practice of game management on the National Forests. One function 

of such game managers would be the working out of plans, in cooperation 

with the states, for limiting and allocating the annual kill. The Federal 

government should set an example on its own forests to show that the control 

of the kill, es well as the control of environment, is necessary for proper 

game managemen t. 

6. Public Domain. Until the ouestions vertaining to the future ownership 

and management of the public domain are answered, no suggestions can be 

offered. 

7, 8, and 9. Migratory Game. The existing Federal activities under the 

various migratory bird acts need no comment, except to urge their more 

adequate support, and to point out that even with such support they con- 

stitute but a fraction of what needs to be done. More state and local 

cooperation is the outstending need. Local action might be stimlated 

if the Biological Survey laid out plans, state by state, indicating the 

kind of local cooperation needed. For instence, when a Federal refuge 

is established, a pretty thorough survey of migratory bird conditions 

in the surrounding region is usually made. If the Biological Survey 

would express its findings on the surrounding region in the form of a plan 

or program of the needed state, county, municival, and private refuges, i 

it nieat help stimlete popular interest in the locel refuges necessary 

to back uv the Federsl refuges. 

10 &11. Wilderness Geme. There hes been administrative recognition
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of the fact that a number of areas in the National Forests and National 

Parks are more valuable for wilderness recreation than for other purposes. 

Congressional recognition of these areas, and Congressional sanction for 

the policy which they represent, might afford some additional safeguard 

against the inevitable local pressure for their economic exvloitation. 

Life history research work on ais game is also thus far 

entirely inadequate. 

12. Game Surveys. At least a dozen states are looking for game experts 

to appraise their respective situations and to formulate state game 

progrems. Many of them wish to train selected men to remsin in their . 

employ, end assist in executing their vrograms. One of the most effective 

ways for the Federal government to stimulate state activity would be to 

finance the development of a corps of game experts in the Biological 

Survey to be loaned to states to make game surveys, and to train state 

employees to undertake their execution. 

13. Game Extension. It is the custom of the Department of Agriculture 

to station at avvropriate agricultural colleges exnerts in various 

biological subjects relating to domesticated plant and animal crons. 

Many agricultural colleges now desire to assume their natural 

function as technical advisors to state game departments and to landowners. 

The Devartment of Agriculture should cooperate with such colleges by fur- | 

nishing men to assist them, both in game research and game extension 

‘ activities. There sre not sufficient cualified men in the country to 

stert this service at once on a large scale, but a small-scale start is 

badly needed. 

14. Buropean Game Survey. In svite of the fact that game management has 

been. practiced in most European countries for centuries, it is a fact that
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only a small part of the accumulated European exverience is available for 

the guidance of en American game program. 

Most of the literature on European geme management is in foreign 

languages. Much Eurovean practice is not written uv in any language, 

being an empirical art not yet expressed in writing. Most of the 

Huropeans who have written about game in American periodicals are game- 

keepers or estate owners Skins Hidhedeed training, hence their opinions 

on what will work in this country cannot be safely accepted. Unless some 

provision is male to give American game administrators and scientists 

ready access to the results of Huropean experience, it is inevitable that 

much time and money will be wasted in needless work. ; 

The existing corns of agricultural representatives in the foreign 

service constitutes a usable foundation. The Biological Survey should 

have funds to send selected experts to Europe to gather information on 

the respective fields in which their exnertness lies, with the help and 

cooperation of the existing foreign service. 

15. Fundemental Research. The accumlated experience of the past century 

has shown again and again that whenever any form of applied science is 

developed and expanded, without = corresponding development and expansion 

in the pure science on which it is based, mmk the applied researches end up 

in blind alleys, from which they cannot extricate themselves until the funda- 

mentel researches have ceught un. 

At the present moment we are evidently on the threshold of a vigorous 

expansion of research in that part of applied biology which we call game 

management. It has already made wonderful strides in showing how to in- 

crease yields and decrease costs. This, however, should not blind us to 

the fact that the ecology, and especially the thysiology, of wild animals 

remain obscured in almost total darkness.
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Experience in other biological fields shows that governmental devart- 

ments are not usually well adapted for researches in pure biology. Private 

endowments are carrying the bulk of the best work in these fields. It would 

seem highly appropriate for this Committee to recommend that the President 

use his good offices to interest private funds in a program of research in 

the physiology and ecology of game mammals and birds, in the same manner 

as he has already effectively done in other scientific fields. Unless the 

scientific foundation grows 2s fast as the suverstructure of vractical fact- 

finding, progress must ultimately be halted until the foundational work 

catches up.
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ih yf Game Policy Symposium " 
i American Game Conference 

: Nov. 28, 1932 

THE AMERICAN GAME POLICY OW PREDATORS 

Aldo Leopold 

The Game Policy passed by this Conference in 1930, is, of course, not 

binding on its members as individuals, but when many members, in their 

capacity as game officials, pursue nolicies in contravention of it, it is 

binding upon the Policy Committee to call wublic attention to that fact, 

and to urge that either the national or the local volicy be amended. 

One of the seven "stendards" for predator control suggested by the 

national policy is that rare vredators should not be controlled, and no 

Aebsldu ahoetd be exterminated over large areas. Yet on page 31 of the 1931 

Proceedings of this Conference, a speaker points with pride to a state which 

offers cash prizes to farm boys in e vermin-control contest conducted on the 

lines of the old-fashioned "side-hunt," with 15 points allowed on Duckhawks. 

Is it necessary for me to explain that the duckhawk is one of the 

rarest and most beautiful of our raptors, end being rare, is worth far more 

to the public than the game it may destroy? One ornithologist estimates 

there are two nesting vairs left in the state in question. A few more are 

seen during migration. 

We have in predator control moot questions by the dozen, in which any 

one of a dozen opinions may be right, but there can hardly be more than one 

opinion on offering sportsmen's money as a prize for the extermination of a 

rare species. 

The point at issue is no mere biological pecadillo. There havpens to 

be @ minority of citizens, including myself, who get as much thrill out of 

seeing a duckhawk as in seeing a swan or an antelope. There is a larger 

majority who cannot distinguish a duckhawk from an airplane, and who neither 

know nor care whether the species exists. Both groups have the same consti- 

tutional right to their respective personal attitudes. But when the majority,
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in disregard of the growing volume of minority protests, attempts to use 

public money and public officers to steamroller a species out of existence, 

then we suffer the tyranny of the mob. 

Duckhawks are in rare thet if every one in the United States were 

annihilated today, it could not vossibly enlarge next year's game crop by 

one-tenth of one per cent. Hence we cannot condone such actions by plead- 

ing that biologists disagree over the destructiveness of the svecies. What- 

ever damage the duckhawk inflicts cannot be material. 

If the ethics of this matter be not understood, maybe the politics will 

be clearer. I know of three states in which the sportsmen are submitting 

to this winter's legislatures novel but promising solutions of the problem 

of total closure on quail. The future of cuail shooting depends on their 

enactment. These solutions are too new and unfamiliar to pass in the face 

of substantial objection. Need we be surprised if the bird-lovers, smarting 

under the lash of our majority whip in the matter of predators, refuse to 

entrust us with new rowers =nd resvonsibilities in the matter of quail? 

_I admit I have chosen an extreme case to illustrate my point, and 

that for each case there are a hundred others the merits of which are , 

biologically debatable. For once, however, I am not talking biology, but 

rather human attitudes. The danger lies not in debates--for these signify 

that somebody is learning something--but rather in our often ruthless assump- 

tion that there is nothing to debate about, our frequent disrespect for 

dissenting opinion, our tacit belief that becsuse we as sportsmen pay the 

bills and constitute a majority, we are free to follow what we conceive to 

be our interest, and let the long-haired naturalists weep if they will! 

These attitudes have been aggravated during the past year by the 

unfortunate attempts of news-mongers to induce Jack Miner end other practic- 

ing conservationists to pontificate on this predator auestion. It is time 

for somebogty to say flatly that little as the scientist knows about it, the
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woodsman type of naturalist knows even less. Hach is familiar with certain 

bolts, wheels, and belts of the biological engine which we call Nature, but 

that does not mean that either is competent to change its design, or to dis- 

card and destroy what he conceives to be unneeded parts. Nobody is, yet. 

It is not his engine, anyhow, and once stalled, we cannot buy a new one. 

All through history tyrannical majorities have condoned their acts of 

violence on the grounds of punishing "wickedness." The hawk which kills 

my pheasant is wicked and cruel, and hence must die. Some hawks in some 

situations doubtless should die, but let us at least admit that we kill the 

hawk out of self-interest, and in doing so we act on exactly the same motives 

as the hawk did. 

Bird-lovers would have scant complaint if vredator-control were re- 

sorted to reluctantly, selectively, and only after other measures fail to 

restore the game. As a matter of fact, however, vredator-control campaigns 

; are usually indiscriminate, and are resorted to before anything else has been 

tried. I could name a dozen states using public money for wholesale "Vermin" 

campaigns which have never lifted « finger to bring about wholesale food or 

cover improvements. 

Conferences like this present a danger, as well as an opportunity. As 

we sit in our compact circle of mutual understanding, we may possibly for- 

get that there is such a thing es a sporting attitude toward other groups, x 

as well as toward game end toward each other. Above all, it is the essence 

of both sportsmanship and science habitually to doubt our own ability to 

truly understand all that we see in nature.
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An Outline of a 

WISCONSIN GAME DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

Prepared at the request of the Wisconsin Izaek 
Walton League by 

Aldo Leopold, Consulting Forester 

Need. An aggressive development plan is needed because 

1. The present policy of restocking and uncontrolled open seasons 

: cannot further exvand the game supply. It is necessary to increase 

food and cover and limit the kill on each farm. 

2. This cannot be done at state exvense. The job is too big, and the 

funds are not available. The farmer must be given the custodian- 

ship of farm game, end encouraged to develop it at his own expense 

for his own profit. 

3. There is at this moment an exceptionally good stock of game birds 

which will be lost during the next normal winter unless farmers 

are definitely given a chance to profit by providing food and cover. 

Depression. An aggressive development plan is justified in spite of current 

economic conditions because: 

4. Game crons vromise a small but sure source of new revenue to 

farmers. Game is the only farm crom for which the demand fer 

exceeds the supply. 

5. The installation of game food and cover promises a small but worth- 

while reduction in marginal acreage of staples now over-produced. 

6. Unemployment hes forced abnormal leisure on many citizens. If 

this can be absorbed by wholesome outdoor sports which cost little, 

end incidentally yield food, the effect is socially desirable. 

7. Game production in the past has been almost wholly ea state activity. 

Its own future success now demands thet it be shifted, at least on 

ferm lands, to a basis of vcrivate initiative under state leadership
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and regulation. This will ultimetely largely do away with the 

need for state restocking expenses now running to $50,000 ver year. 

I. Farm Game 

Status. Pheassnts, quail, and (in southeast Wisconsin) Hungarian vartridges 

have now been built up, partly by reason of a vigorous planting policy end 

partly by reason of two extra-mild winters, to an abundance as great as 

the available food and cover will support. In the case of ouail, the abund- 

ance is far greater then what the available food and cover will support. 

The next normal winter will kill most of them, in spite of the state's best 

efforts to feed. 

Nevertheless it is a moot question whether these species are abundant 

enough to justify a widespread onen season. It is a certainty that a 

liberal open season followed by a hard winter will bring calamity. 

Further plantings, unless accompanied by imvrovement of the range, 

will cost much money without doing any good. 

Why not use this opportunity to induce farmers to practice game manage- 

ment, end thus enable the birds permanently to withstand both shooting and 

hard winters, and ultimately do away, in large part, with the need for 

extensive state vlantines? All that the farmer needs to do to insure an 

j annuel crop from now on is to: 

1. Provide food 

2. Provide cover 

3. Stop shooting on his farm as soon as the birds have been reduced 
to a certain level. 

It is probably too late in the year to attempt immediate statewide 

salvage measures on an adequate scale, but it is not too late to organize 

certain test areas where game management can be given a trial. If it works i 

on these areas to the satisfaction of farmers, sportsmen, and the public, 

it will ultimately spread of its own accord to the rest of the farm territory.
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The following tests are suggested for immediate organization: 

Public Pheasant Areas. Organize four test areas, two in the southeast end 

two in the southwest, both selected to represent the best pheasant stands 

and pheasant range. 

On each pair of tests, organize the farmers to try out (1) straight 

fee shooting grounds, as compared with (2) free shooting with state-leased 

refuges. Class (1) would be equivalent to fee golf courses, oven to the 

public at 2 fixed fee, but operated by private landowners. Class (2) 

would be the Pennsylvania system of free public hunting. 

Let the state vrovide each of the four groups of farmers with technical 

advice on methods of installing food and cover, and methods of regulating 

shooting. 

Two such areas are already partly organized, but are not being 

aggressively pushed. 

Pheasant Preserves. Encourage farmer groups who prefer to operate under 

the "Shooting Preserve Law" to do so. Provide them with technical advice. 

At the next Legislature amend the lew so as to credit wild-raised as well 

as pen-raised birds, in order to reduce costs. Wild-raised birds cen be 

produced for 50 cents or less; nen-raised birds cost $1.50-$2.00. To safe- 

guard egainst abuse, however, the state will have to train its wardens to 

census wild-raised stock. 

Hungarian Stock Area. All favorable districts need to be stocked with this 

fine bird, but in these times of devression the state is not justified in 

paying $9 for imported stock, or some lesser but nevertheless high price 

for pen-raised stock of its own, when superior stock can be produced in the 

wild, end trapped un for replanting, for less then a ouarter of the price 

of imported birds. All that is needed is to 

1. Make some group of farmers a standing offer for their surplus.
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2. Furnish them technicel advice on how to produce a surplus. 

The game officers of the Department have been proposing to organize 

such a stock-producing area for the last three or four years, but the 

Commission has withdrawn the funds once set up for the purpose. 

The methods of management worked out on such a stock area will auto- 

matically apply to farm-groups which may wish to manage this bird for 

shooting purposes. 

Quail Areas. If an open season is to be allowed, it should preferably be 

confined to areas organized for permanent care of the ouail resource. The 

general assurances that quail will be fed, proposed in the circular of 

June 15, are not what I mean by an organized area. 

Now is the opportunity of a generation for Wisconsin to get the quail 

resource back on a self-sustaining basis. 

The next Legisleture ule also be asked to extend the present shoot- 

ing vreserve law to wild-raised cuail. Quail are not suscentible of manage- 

ment under free public shooting in any form. 

Rabbits are getting scarce in varts of Wisconsin. Rabbit PO Oe should 

i be an incidental objective on the areas organized for game birds. 

II. Grouse 

Status. In the semi-agricultural districts of central and northern Wisconsin 

there is now a heavier stand of sharptail grouse end wrairie chickens than 

has existed since 1927. The Commission has wisely financed e study of these 

birds, so that we now know something of their reouirements. 

The game cycle will again thin down this stock, probably in about 1935 

or 1936. There is an excellent chance anes management can speed up the 

rate of recovery of normal numbers if it pre started before the cycle hits. 

If Wisconsin grouse can te thus stabilized, landowners can derive a small cash
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revenue from millions of acres of marginal land, the precarious status of 

which is now a major economic problem in this stete. Game revenue will not 

make the owners prosperous, but it can help tide them over until other 

economic uses, such as forestry, have time to develop. 

Grouse Areas. The state should at once install two test areas, one in the 

north for sharptail, and the other in the central sand srea for vrairie 

chickens, to try out management methods. The game officers of the Department 

have been subilawsttag such areas for several years, but the Commission has 

not yet financed them. The basic svecifications end plans are already in 

rough form. 

III. Waterfowl 

Status. The mershlands of the ueaty suitable for waterfowl vroduction have 

been largely drained, but often without subsequent successful use for agri- 

culture. i 

The remaining undreined marshlands (except public lakes) are vrivately 

held for private shooting, but almost invariably without any compensating 

effort by the owners to add to the public waterfowl supply. The public lakes 

are lergely overshot, and the food end cover is often suffering deterioration 

through carp. 

The state has started to restore one marsh but Yas not completed the 

restoration. The insufficiency of this one exception simply accentuates the 

rule that Wisconsin has no marshland vrogram. 

Restoration Plan. The situation demands the following consecutive steps: 

1. A survey to all lakes end marshlands, drained and undrained, 
to determine the status and needs of each. 

2. A comprehensive plan for state ownership, restoration and improve- 

ment of all lakes end marshlands offering good opportunity. 

3. A 50 cent increase in the license fees, to be devoted exclusively to 
the execution of this plan through a 10-year veriod.
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Iowe has already drawn such a plan. There is no evidence that Iowa 

snortsmen object to an increased license fee, even in these times, once they 

are convinced that it will be economically used for a svecified purpose. 

The general plan should include for each lake and marsh @ map, an 

engineering plan and cost estimates for vroper water levels, = biological 

plan for food, cover, and nesting facilities, and a management plan for natrol, 

refuges. end regulétion of hunting. 

Regulation of Private Areas. Experiments to determine methods of restoring 

breeding stock to idle breeding grounds, and how to improve annual breeding 

output by management of food, cover, etc. should be started by the state. 

As soon as vrecticable methods are known, they should be put into practice 

on public lakes and marshlands, and private lakes end marshes should be 

licensed, and if necessery required to cooverate to the degree that their 

lands allow, under penalty of closure. Most progressive private clubs will 

cooperate, once the: methods are develoned. 

Iv. Big Game 

Status. Sig game is in a mch less precarious situation. The present 

methods end trends of sdministration are mainly sound, and require no 

emergency revairs. 

ae Execution 

The detailed development end execution of this plan requires: 

1. Technical Personnel. Some experienced men will be needed over and 

above those already available in the Department for a period of a year or 

more. Such men can possibly be borrowed from the U. S. Biolagical Survey, 

the University, and from the national conservation organizations, provided 

the state is able to show thet it will be use loaned men to advantage, and 

act on their findings. 

2. Training. The existing field force will need organized training. by the
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borrowed personnel, so that the local men may be able to carry on after the 

borrowed men leave. Such training cen take place "on the job," but in addition 

an outdoor treining camp will be advisable. Some kind of orientation will 

also be needed for county agricultural agents end other public officers, to 

tell them whet game management “a and how the Devartment hopes to get it 

started. To this end the Department should arrange a "short course" with the 

cooperation of the university. 

3. Handbook. An illustrated vamphlet summarizing in simple terms the best 

known methods of providing food, cover, end protection for each Wisconsin 

game species, should be compiled. This should deal exclusively with Wisconsin 

conditions, and be written for Wisconsin farmers =nd sportsmen. Joint svon- 

sorship by the Department and the University would hel» assure the imvartial- 

ity of its recommendations. 

4, Public Information. This plan embodies certain new principles with which 

the public is not familiar. Its execution mst be paralleled by 2 campaign 

of public information to make sure that it does: aot outstrip the growth of 

public ideas. The bulk of this educational work should be volunteered by 

existing state conservation organizations, farmer orgenizations, etc. 

% Possibly the agricultural extension force could be asked to take a part. 

4 certain residual function of correlation and leadershipy, however, would 

have to be assumed by the Department. 

5. Funds. Except for a limited sum to start immediate work, the execution 

of this plen calls more for a re-allocation of existing revenues then for 

large new expenditures. Exact costs cannot be foreseen until the coopera- 

tion available from outside the state has been determined. A rough estimate 

of the foreseen cost is as follows:
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Item Cost Per Year WNo. Years Source 

(a) Expenses of organizers 

and technical advisors for 
farm game test areas $10,000 2 7 

(v0) Publications, training camp, 
and educational work 5,000 2 ? 

(c) Preparation of marshland re- 
storation vlan 10,000 2 ) 

) 50 cent 
(4d) Exeaution of marshland re- ) license 

storation plan 200,000 10 ) increase 

(e) Grouse test areas and research 10,000 5 ? 

This pronosed budget is heavy, but the big items are all "self-sustaining" 

in that the 50 cent license increase will carry them, and the public will grant 

the increase when prover plans for these big items are laid before it. 

There is no real lack of funds to embark on an aggressive game progran, - 

since heavy expenditures are now being mede for game farms end wardens which 

' are of no avail for farm game unless and until farmer-initistive in game 

production gets started. Diverting a part of those funds to get fermer- 

production started is necessary insurance to prevent the ultimate failure of 

the entire present outlay. 

I am proposing, in short, a long time vrogram for the Game Division 

to work itself out of a job as far as farm game rroduction expenditures are 

concerned. I cannot but construe the vresent farm game program as one of 

short outlook, and one which can never be exvanded except through expansion of 

revenues or appropriations.
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. Report to the Izaak Welton League of America on 

VISUAL EDUCATION IN GAM MANAGEMENT 

Aldo Leopold 

The Problem. The history of this winter's legislative sessions proves be- 

yond a doubt that the educational mission of the Izaak Walton Leegue must 

be carried out among its own members, as well as among the public at large. 

The almost universal preoccuvation with controversies and unimportant 

detail indicates that the conservation problem is being attached from the 

top down instead of from the bottom up. The "vottom" consists of an accum- 

lating store of biological facts and actual experiments in their application 

to land. This bottom layer of non-controversial facts offers a foundation 

on which a sound structure can be built. An understanding of these facts, 

disseminated widely among the public at large, should be the vresent objective 

of the conservetion movement. 

Educational Media. All conservation agencies have so far relied on speeches 

and printed matter for telling the public about the biology of geme and the 

experiments in raising game as a crop. Experience has vroved that these 

media are insufficient. Only persons already more or less familiar with 

the subject grasp the meaning of the printed or spoken word to an extent 

which enables them to differentiate the importent from the unimportant. 

Other more experienced wublic movements have long since ceased to 

rely on the spoken or printed word for educating the general public. They 

have found by experience at least two much more successful media: (1) exhibits, 

and (2) motion pictures. Agriculture, Good Roads, and the Red Cross are ex- 

amples in point. 

Exhibits. This term is here used to indicate an artificial scene built up 

in an illuminated portable case or box in such a way as graphically to vor- 

tray what an idea looks like when translated into vhysical action. Public 

museums, for instance, have developed an amazing skill in teaching natural
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history through the reproduction of typical landscapes and their indigenous 

wild life. 

Natural history, however, is not conservation or management. It seems 

to me more important to use exhibits to teach people how to conserve than to 

teach them what needs conserving. 

Exhibits are either suverlative or worthless, depending on the skill 

with which they are executed. The only exhibit worth showing at all is one 

that has been executed with such skill as to hold the eye by its beauty, 

and the mind by its significance. 

So far all exhibits consist of a combination of taxidermy, photography, 

painting, and the synthetic construction of vegetation, water, etc. Skill 

in these arts, however, would not be sufficient to portray the idee of game 

menagement. The artist, in order to do a good job, must himself understand 

game management. 

Movies. Moving pictures are already widely used to entertain conservation 

gatherings, but there are es yet no films which teach anything except 

academic natural history facts. The reason for this is that the expert 

photographers and naturalists who are entrusted with the job of making 

these films do not themselves understand what management is, or whet it is 

for. It seems almost obvious thet motion picture films portraying not only 

wild life, but the process of making its environment favorable for its per- ; 

petvation, will prove to be a very valuable educational medium. 

Examples. At the back of this report is a description of a sample game 

manegement exhibit, and the rough scenario of a sample game management film. 

It goes without saying that both media can be used with emual success 

for teaching fish management, pollution, watershed conservation, and other 

conservation subjects. They are already being used to teach fire control
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and forestry (see Appendix) but these exhibits are not portable and hence 

cannot be easily shown to many people. 

Need of Demonstration. At least a dozen state conservation departments al- 

ready maintain motion picture photographers who would probably switch their 

emphasis from entertainment to education if somebody demonstrates that there 

is such a thing as an educational film. At present their films merely vro- 

vide entertainment. Half a dozen sporting magazines also show films°of the 

entertainment type. 

Probably a hundred museums are already using exhibits to teach natural 

history. They would vrobably extend their activities to teach conservation 

methods if someone demonstrated how to go about it. 

In addition large sums are being expended in ordinary "publicity cam- 

vaigns" which propagate material a large vart of which is of little actual 

value. Publicity men fight shy of valuable material because the mblic 

cannot understand it when it is expressed in words instead of visual images. 

Much of this large pre-existing expenditure of energy can be directed 

into more useful channels if someone demonstrates the possibilities of 

visual education. 

Costs of Demonstration. The costs of moving victure films to visualize game 

management would vary so widely with local difficulties and circumstances 

that no cost estimates can be given. It is possible, however, to set down 

the approximate cost of « demonstration in game management exhibits. A 

triel exhibit consisting of two or three portable cases, such as described 

in the appendix of this report, would cost: 

9 months salary at $6,000 per year... . $4,500 , 
rent of workshop at $40 ver month .... 360 

travel to gather facts and material. ... 750 

Diducoe et 75 Cbek bk ela iis oh eee a is 225 
3 painted backgrounds at $40 each .... 120 
tools and miscellaneous materials .... Ire >
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Some of these items, such as rent, might be avoided or reduced if coopera- 

tive facilities were made available. 

Expert Services. At the outset it would likely be impracticeble to take on 

more than one man to feel out the vossibilities of visual education. If both 

exhibits and movies were to be tried, his versonel cualifications would have 

to include exvertness in: 

Photography 
Taxidermy 
Sculpture 

Building uv synthetic materials 
Natural History 

Game Manegement 
Creative ability to synthesize all of the above 

There are probably @ dozen men in the country who possess exvert 

knowledge in part of these fields, but probably only one or two who possess 

fairly expert knowledge of all of them. Any action on this recommendation 

should be preceded by a most painstaking man hunt, since anything short of 

i the very highest skill would not be a profitable investment. Advice in the 

selection of the very best man could be obtained from universities, museuns, 

and agencies which have applied this techniaue to other fields. 

Recommendation. The real need ite this demonstration is not merely 2 sum 

of money, but rather the intelligent leadership of a single individual who 

appreciates the possibilities of the idee, and vossesses not only the means 

to give it a trial, but the steering ability to see that the trial is made 

in the right way at the right scoele under the right auspices and that the 

results come to the attention of the right people. The project needs to be 

underwritten both finencially and "morally" in the same sense that the game 

management end the fish management projects of the Michigen Division have 

been underwritten. There is already strong evidence that these vrojects 

will promptly be copied in the surrounding states. The spreading power of 

this visual education idea ought to be emally great or greater.
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It will, I think be the part of wisdom to safeguard the disinterested- 

ness of the messages conveyed, in the same manner that educational institu- 

tions safeguard the disinterestedness of their research findings. One way 

to do this would be to work through the Izaak Walton Foundation. 

It is recommended that the Izaak Welton League bring this opportunity 

to the attention of e few selected leaders in its strongest state divisions, 

in the hope that one of them might take it up. 

Whoever takes this up can have full use of the biological facts being 

developed by the game fellowships, ‘on I am certain that the Biological 

Survey and all other game research institutions would likewise contribute 

their results and cooperation. 

Photographs of exhibits built by Paul Fair for the U. S. Forest Service ; 

end the California State Museum are presented in the appendix. The ommission 

of color of course fails to do justice to their real merit. 

If the triel were successful, then its sponsors should work toward 

putting the findings of 211 the most important game work into visualized 

form. Such findings ae ths geme and fish field ere available from: 

1. The Georgia Quail Investigation. 

2. The Williamston Project. ‘ 

3. The Kalkaska Project. 

4, The Institute Fellowships on Quail, Ruffed Grouse, 
Hungerian Partridge, and Gambel Quail.
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APPENDIX 

Semple Exhibit 

Pheasant Management on a Michigan Farm 

General Idea. Prepare two portable cases illustrating conditions on the 

seme farm, before and after improvement for pheasants. The foreground would 

show a typical pot-hole swamp surrounded by fields with a woodlot and farm- 

house in the distance. 

Case I. Before Management. Show a single cock pheasant on the edge of the 

swamp picking at a scanty food supply of wild fruits. A stubble of eut corn 

partially covered with snow and devoid of either food or cover adjoins the 

swemp. The pheasent's tracks show his recent return from an unsuccessful 

foreging trip. The fencerow of this and other surrounding fields is bere. 

On a nearby tree is a "No Trespass" sign. A series of explanatory labels 

around the exterior of the case connect by barely visible threads to the 

various features of the landscape which account for the scarcity of pheasants. 

A single rabbit track also appears in the foreground. A general lebel ex- 

plains thet the swamp is wintering only three or four birds, because there 

is not enough food to go with the cover. 

Case Il. After Management. “he same swemp, but bordered by a food-patch 

of unevt corn in which several pheasents sre feeding, and the tracks show 

that more have been there. On the further edge of the swamp is 2 conifer 

plantation where several birds are visible in the background on a snow- 

covered opening, while another bird on the wing is headed for the conifer 

cover. The formerly care fencerows now show a thin fringe of cover and 

food plents, and the formerly bare hayfield shows the outer swathe of the 

lest cutting during the vreceding eutumn left to eatch the early spring
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nests and thus avoid haying mortality. On the tree which formerly bore 

the "No Trespass" sign anvears the sign of the Williamston Farmers Cooper- 

etive. ‘racks in the snow show how the fence line and food patch imorove- 

ments have been heavily used by vheasents, and numerous rabbit tracks show 

' thet they, too, heve been making use of the pheasant food. Avpropriate 

exterior labels, egain connected with the various points of interest with 

barely visible threads, explain the function of each item in the improved 

environment and the eugmented potulation of pheasants wintering in the 

swamp. Possibly a man's track could be added to show thet the farmer is 

keeping his eye on the, birds. 

Other Possible Subjects. This pair of exhibits to explain food and cover 

improvements are by no means.the only asnects of vheasant management which 

could be vortreyed by exhibits. The improvement end dispersion of “crowing ; 

areas" would meke an equally good or better exhibit. In such cese a crow- 

ing cock in the foreground could be the center of interest.
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Sample Film 

Farmer-Svortsman Game Management in Michigan ° 

General Idea. Prepare a film showing chronologically the transition from 

unregulated "free shooting" to the present system of cooperative game manage- 

ment and regulation of hunting. 

Seene I. Before Management. A farmer wakes up in the early morning on the 

opening day of the shooting season and finds his farm full of trespassing 

hunters who are having no luck. He goes out to talk to them and finds some 

appreciative of their position as guests and others not so. He also finds 

evidences of the abuse of the trespass privilege, such as trempled grain or 

broken fences. He finally decides to post his farm, but while in the act of 

doing so falls into a conversation with a sportsman who tells him about the 

Michigan plan. 

Scene Il. After Management. This shows the same farmer taking care of his 

birds in winter, marking nests during the haying, and finally going out to 

hunt himself on opening day after issuing tickets to several visiting sports- 

men and declining permission for others after his allotment of tickets has 

been exhausted. In the course of his hunt the various provisions for the 

welfare of game are filmed and explained. 

Comment. This sample has intentionally been made very brief since the use 

of movies to portray this subject is so obvious es hardly to require explana- 

tion. The value of the film would depend on the skill with which the subject 

matter is selected and the various basic ideas implied by the film and by the 

titles.
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; IZAAG WALTON LRAGUE AND ITS RELATION TO 

FORESTRY IN WISCONSIN 

Aldo Leopold 

It is, I think, an affront to the intelligence of any except a blind 

men to assert that forestry is needed in Wisconsin. 

There are, however, 2 number of unsettled questions pertaining to the 

best weys of encouraging the tractice of forestry in this state, and the 

time when we may reasonably expect to see actual forestry practiced in the 

woods. This paper attempts to answer some of these questions, and set 

forth their relation to the Izaac Walton League. 

Question 1. When will the time be rive for forestry? There is 2 widely 

accepted theory to the effect that es timber values go up due to scarcity, 

they will some day reach a point at which forestry shows a margin of profit. 

( Theat point, according to the theory, is the time to begin to vractice 

forestry. Before thet point is reached it does not vay to invest time or 

money in the regrowth of timber as a crop. That point having not yet been 

reached in Wisconsin, it is assumed that the time is not yet ripe to expect i 

forestry to be practiced, at least on vrivete lands. 

It is a perfectly good theory, but is liable to be very misleading to 

the citizen-conservetionist who accents the phrase "margin of profit" as 

having a fixed end readily calculable meaning, and who is unaware of the 

fact that the costs of not vracticing forestry may be quite as real and 

quite as heavy as the costs of practicing it. 

let me illustrate what I mean by the costs of not practicing forestry: 

Suppose thet a land-owner has some standing timber worth $8.00 per thousand 

feet on the stump. He wants to harvest this timber. He wonders whether he 

can afford to vractice conservative logsing and hold his land for future 

crops, or whether economic conditions are such that he mst slash it in the 

usual way. After correctly calculating all his costs, he concludes that
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stumpage must be worth at least $10.00 ver thousand before he can afford 

even the most rudimentary forestry. Therefore he decides to slash. 

i Let us now make the not unreasonable assumption that the time of 

$10.00 stumpage is only a few years off, and examine the situation in which 

the landowner has placed himself: 

First, by slashing his timber he has destroyed any residual value ex- 

cevt that of practically bare lend, which will yield no revenue for many 

years to come. Therefore, when the time does come for forestry, his costs 

for protection or planting or taxes mst be compounded against the future 

crop because there is no current income to charge them to. If, on the other 

hand, the land had been properly cut it might have yielded enough to absorb 

these costs year by year as they come up. The enormous difference between 

simple and compound interest on carrying charges needs no explanation. 

Secondly, at least part of the carrying charges have been increased by 

Slashing. There would be no planting charge if the land hed been cut con- 

servatively, because such land usually revroduces itself. The charge for 

fire protection Meni’ have been less under conservetive cutting, because 

slashing lets in the grass and weeds, which involve a much heavier fire 

liability than does forest cover, because they are dry through a longer sea- 

son and over wider areas. 

Thirdly, in slashing, the landowner almost invariably removes 2 lot of 

small end low-grade wood et a loss, which if left to grow or increase in 

value could with rising stumpage have been later removed at a vrofit. This 

is the material which ought to have been left to absorb the carrying charges 

first referred to. The timber overations at Cloouet, Minnesota, for instance, 

are being carried almost entirely out of this left-over wood. Standards of 

merchantability go down «nd utilization methods improve as stumpage goes up, 

end it is just as safe for the landowner to bank on them as for him to bank 

on rising stumpage.
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Fourthly, in slashing, the landowner has deteriorated the capacity of 

the land for vroducing incidental revenue from recreational uses. I know 

of one compeny actually growing hardwoods in the overflow lands along the 

Mississippi which pays 2 considerable part of its carrying charges from 

recreational leases. 

To sum up: By slashing his land just before the time arrives for 

profitable forestry, the landowner has to run up his carrying costs and run 

down his current revenues that he cannot practice forestry even when the 

time is rive for it. This is what I oui by "the costs of not vracticing 

forestry." I eam inclined to believe that excessive conservatism in judging 

whether forestry pays has been more costly than excessive ontimism, and is 

one of the underlying reasons why everybody wants to sell but nobody wants 

to own cutover lands. 

Of course, the hypothetical case I have cited treats the various factors 

entering into forest finance very sketchily. I claim nothing for it except 

that it illustrates a principle that works counter to the usvel "margin of 

profit" theory. This principle is commonly overlooked. 

There is an actual case in the southern pineries of = company which 

began practicing forestry 15 years ago, before the theoreticsl time was 

ripe. To-day this company is ready to harvest its second crop, while its 

neighbors are just plenting theirs. It has made no noise about its early 

venture in conservation, but it certainly does not show any evidence of 

repenting its rashness. 

It seems to me that the biggest single obstacle to forestry in Wisconsin 

is not the value of stumnage, or cost of fire vrotection, oreven the mal- 

adjustment of taxation. These obstacles are serious, but they are removable 

in a short time. The fundamental obstacle is the run-down condition of our 

cutover lands. Most of them have been so deteriorated in their growing 

stock that they yield no current revenue, end hence the costs of starting
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forestry must be carried at compound interest. Most of them are vrogressively ; 

deteriorating in fertility by reason of reneated fires, so that the first 

erov or two will be below normal in both volume and ouality. The further it 

progresses, the harder it will be to profitably grow forests. 

Now let us answer the question: When will the time be rive for forestry? 

The state's answer should be: now. I mean by this that while stumpage 

values might indicate that some future time would be better, the facts which 

I have described would indicate that some time in the past might heve been 

better. Of course there is no single answer for any and all conditions. 

: If high taxes, or lack of State aid in fire protection, or the arti- 

ficial competition of egricultural promotions, or the difficulty of auspertine 

counties, prevent practicing forestry now, let us not delude ourselves by 

assuming thet the future removal of these obstacles will give us a clear 

slate, because the single obstacle of deterioration of cutover lands is 

piling up while the other obstacles are being torn down. Time, in other 

words, is working ogeinst forestry through deterioration, while working for 

it in rising stumpare and public supnort. . 

The bearing of this on the attitude of the Izaak Walton League is ; 

obvious. It means thet the League's demands for action on the forestry 

problem cannot be answered by the pious hove that time alone will solve the 

forest problem of this State. It means thet the State may actually be losing 

rather than gaining ground by a "watchful waiting" volicy. It means that 

if we hope that time alone is going to establish commercial incentives to 

forestry without any decisive State aid in taxation and fire, we may be 

deluding ourselves badly. 

Question 2. Who shall write a forestry policy for Wisconsin? When a 

citizens" organization like this League gets behind a big and difficult task 

for the public benefit, there is a strong tendency to confuse the pushing of
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that task with the execution of it. 

It is a pretty safe rule to remember that while groups of men can in- 

sist on and criticize plans, only individuals can create them. This is true 

in our privete professions and business, end I think it is just as true in 

public affairs. 

I have often thought that I detected = tendency to confuse the League's 

insistence on an aggressive forest policy with some vague assumption that 

the Leegue is going to write one. There was certainly a tendency in the 

Legislature toward confusion of thought on this very importent distinction. 

I do not think thet I em merely juggling words when I recommend that we keep 

the distinction between urging and creating a forest policy very carefully 

in mind. Being a forester, the job of creating a forest nolicy probably 

looks bigger and harder to me than to you. Our job in the League is to in- 

sist on an aggressive forest nolicy. It is the state government's job to 

secure the leaders who can write it, and who will call on the public to dis- 

euss it, criticize it, approve it, and back it up with public sentiment and 

proper laws. 

’ Question 3. How are forests grown? So little forestry has actuelly 

been practiced in this country that there is a widespread tendency to assume 

that there is no existing knowledge of how to do the things which need do- 

ing in Wisconsin I would like to point out that while this is largely true, 

it is by no means always true. We are facing many jobs in Wisconsin about 

which there is a lot of knowledge elsewhere if we will go out and look for it. 

In recent years, for instance, the State has been organizing fire dis- 

tricts in the northern part of the State. These districts are necessary for 

exectly the same reason as fire departments are necessary in cities, namely, 

that the cost of individual fire protection in large aggregations of vrivate 

holdings is prohibitive. Collective fire protection is the only available
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recourse. It so havpens that in cities the ‘protective organization is main- 

tained entirely at public expense, while in forests it is maintained wholly 

or in part at vrivete expense. Now if a city were organizing a new system 

of fire protection, it should certainly utilize the experience of other 

cities with similar problems. In fact, there is a national organization to 

make that experience available. So 2lso should Wisconsin utilize the exper- 

ience of other states in organizing its fire control activities. I cannot 

find that this has been done, due no-doubt to the usual short-sighted 

policy of discouraging state officers from travelling in other states. Out 

in the Northwest end in California, for instance, organized collective fire 

vrotection on lands of mixed ownership has been develoved to a high state of 

perfection. They have tried out and developed the fairest methods of assess- 

ing costs against the several landowners; they have worked out fair cost 

i differentials between cut and uncut acreage and between the acreage of 

" absentees and operators; they have learned how to spread out the costs 

without spreading out the responsibility for making the fire machine work; 

they have tested and standardized ake supplies, and transportation and 

communication facilities end issued manuals for their Mada tenende and use. 

In the Southwest and in Coloredo they are developing training camps for the 

instruction of fire guards and rangers, and ere enormously improving the 

inspection methods whereby fire organizations are made to function smoothly 

and effectively. Again in Arkansas they are developing a "Chinese Doctor" 

plan of paying fire guards for the fires that don't havpen, instead of for 

those that do. Certainly our leaders in the State Conservation Department 

should be encouraged to keen un with these developments, so that they can 

adapt them to our Wisconsin problems if they are applicable. I can assure 

you from experience that nobody can do it without travelling to inspect 

them on the ground.
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I have mentioned here verhavs a dozen items pertaining to the single 

problem of fire organization. It would take an able man a dozen years to 

really absorb the gist of what has been learned about them in the last few 

years. Consider now that fire organization is only one of many fields of 

forestry in which Wisconsin can learn from other regions, and I think you 

will get my point that we must borrow freely from all available sources in 

working out our answer to the question "How are forests grown?" 

The job of the Izaak Walton League is to insist on such leadershinv in 

forestry as will seek the best available kmowledge, and to insist thet our 

leaders be given the authority, compensation, and tenure of office which 

will enable them to embody such knowledge in a real forest policy. 

Here I think we have in a nutshell the potential usefulness of our 

League, both in this state and elsewhere. The League's biggest task all ; 

over the nation is to make Conservation Devartments sefe for conservationists. 

They are seldom so at vresent. I am not criticizing the men now holding down 

those Devartments here or elsewhere; I am criticizing the voters who shout 

for results in conserving natural resources without giving to their official 

\ leaders the confidence, authority, and security indisnensible to leadership. 

Results in conservation are hard enough to get with these things. Theyrare 

impossible to get without them.
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: Madison 

Pathological Forces in Lend Use 

Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

The properties of animal and plant povulations, and their interactions 

with environment, are now the domain of science. Predictions of behavior 

are made with certainty and used daily in farm, factory, and hospital by 

laymen who know nothing of the basic ecology involved. y 

The properties of human populations, and their interactions with land, 

are the domain of politics. Predictions of behavior are made, but with mch 

uncertainty, and hence are seldom used by legislators. Economists, conser- 

vationists, and planners are just aciladale to decipher the basic ecology 

involved. 

Philosophers have long since pointed out that society is en organism 

and that land is its medium. The properties of humen pomlations, end their 

interactions with land, are the joint domain of sociologist, economist, and 

statesman. We may never put society and land in a test tube, but certain 

of their interactions are discernible by ordinary observation. This vaner 

‘attempts to define and discuss those which pertain to land conservation. 

Conservation is @ protest against destructive lend use. It seeks to 

preserve both the utility and beauty of the landscane. It now invokes the 

aid of science as a means to this end. Science has never before been asked 

to write a prescription for en esthetic ailment of the body politic. The 

effort may benefit scientists as well as land. 

Conservationists, to their own detriment, are sharply divided into 

grouvs, interested resvectively in soil fertility, soil erosion, forests, parks, 

renges, water flows, geme, fish, fur, non-game animals, landscape, wild flowers, 

etc. These divergent foci of interest clearly arise from individual
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limitations of taste, knowledge, nih exverience. They also reflect the age- 

old conflict between utility end besuty. Some conservationists believe the 

two can be integrated, on the same lend, to mtual advantage. Others believe 

their opposing claims must be fought out and settled by exclusive dedication 

of each parcel of land to either the one use or the other. 

This peper proceeds on two assumptions. The first is that there is only 

one soil, one flora, one fauna, one people, and hence only one conservation 

problem. Each acfe should produce what it is good for, hence it may serve 

one, or several, or all of the svecial groups. 

The second is that economic and esthetic land uses can and must be 

integrated, usually on the same acre. To segregate them wastes land, and is 

unsound social philosophy. The ultimate issue is whether good taste and 

technical skill can both exist in the same landowner. This is a challenge 

to agricultural education. 

When we exemine the history of interactions between society and lend, 

there emerge et once a series of observational deductions. We cannot check 

their accuracy by controlled experiments, but they may at that be more dependable 

than deductions drawn by historians and stetesmen who commonly know nothing 

of ecology in the lower organisms. These are: 

(1) Before the machine age, destructive interactions between society 

. and land tended to right themselves by automatic adjustments 

similar to those now seen to exist in animal communities. These 

include population cycles, emigration, interpredation, etc. 

(2) The early phases of machine civilization occurred on land especially 

resistant to abuse. Northwestern Burope, for example, seems to 

‘ possess in its plant and animal successions extraordinary recuperative 

capacity, i.e. capacity, when disturbed, to establish new and relatively
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stable equilibria between soil, vlants, and animals. 

(3) Destructive interactions probably contributed to the decay of some 

early societies even before the machine age. Semi-arid climates 

such as the eastern Mediterranean, and continental climates such as 

the Chinese interior, are possibly especially susceptible to upsets 

of equilibrium. All this, however, is conjectural, due to the 

possible masking effect of climatic change. 

(4) America presents the first instance of a society, heavily equipped 

with mechines, invading a terrain in large part set on a hair-trigger. 

The accelerating velocity of destructive interactions is unmistakeble 

and probably unprecedented. Recuverative mechanisms either do not f 

exist or have not had time to get under way. The mechanism of these 

interactinns in such resources as soil, forests, ranges, and wild life 

has been traced, at least in its grosser aspects, and found to be 

strongly inter-conne ted. 

(5) Not all the destruction is wrought directly by machines. The machines 

rather release natural forces, such as fire, erosion, floods, and 

disease, and give them an unnatural play, devoid of checks and belances. ; 

Machines also, in one way or another, nullify the checks and balences 

on domestic animals. 

(6) Remedial practices are being worked out but are not being applied 

except on public land at mublic expense. Public conservation presents j 

no sufficient solution because of the universal geographic dispersion 

of the destructive processes. Public action cannot become universal 

without breaking down the tax-base. Moreover it fails to provide for 

the intelligent day-to-day cooperation of those who occupy the land. 

(7) The present legal end economic structure, having been evolved on a 

more resistant terrein (Europe) and before the Mechine age, contains
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no suitable ready-made mechanisms for protecting the public interest 

in private land. It evolved at a time when the public had no interest 

in lend excevt to help tame it. 

(8) The unprecedented velocity of lend-subjugetion in America involved 

: much hardship, which in turn created traditions which ignore esthetic 

land uses. The subsequent growth of cities has permitted a re-birth - 

of esthetic culture, but in lendless people who have no opportunity 

to apply it to the soil. The large volume and low utility of con- 

servation legislation may be attributed largely to this maladjustment; 

elso the dissentious character of the conservation movement. 

(9) Rural education has been vreoceunied with the transplantation of 

machinery and city culture to the rurel community, latterly in the 

face of economic conditions which are evicting the occupants of 

submarginal soils. The net result has been to intensify destructive 

forces on the abandoned land, and to further defer any rebirth of 

land esthetics in landowners. 

With this background, we may now pose the question: What can the social 

and physical sciences, as now mobilized in this or other universities, do 

toward hastening the needed adjustment between society as now equipved and 

land-use @s now practiced? 

We may first, perhaps, nerrow the field by exclusion. For the moment, 

at least, it would seem sefe to conclude that all those remedies which hinge 

upon mublic purchase or the extension of existing tyves of law or administration 

need no particular stimlation. Their momentum is already almost abnormal. 

We may also conjecture, from recent history, thet it will require the 

injection of some new and potent forces to effect any real change. 

In my opinion, there are two possible forces which might operate de novo, 

and which universities might vossibly create by research. One is the formlation
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of mechanisms for protecting the public interest in private land. The other 

is the revival of land esthetics in rural culture. 

The further refinement of remedial practices is equally important, but 

need not here be emphasized because it alresdy has some momentum. Out of these 

three forces may eventually emerge a lend ethic more potent than the sum of 

the three, but the breeding of ethics is as yet beyond our powers. All 

science can do is to safeguard the environment in which ethical mutations might 

take place. 

The possible ethic, and the philosophical basis for predicting its emergence, 

has been discussed in several recent publications (1, 2). land esthetics lies 

outside the scone of this paper. A preliminary discussion of vehicles for 

public influence on private land-use has been wmblished (3), but will here 

be reviewed from e different light. 

A chronology of recent experience is @ convenient way to onen un the 

subject. 

It was at first assumed that the profit motive would impel landowners 

to conserve. This expectation is so far frustrated, and we can now see at 

least appeared cheaper, to exploit new land than to conserve old. 

Another is the vrofit motive operates only during the carly stages of 

lend deterioration. It often pays the individual owners to reclaim slightly 

damaged land, but in these early stages he does not yet know it is damaged. 

by the time he sees the demage, it is beyond his meens to cure it. It has 

become a community damage, end thus becomes a charge against the oublic 

treasury. : 

Another is that the competition of synthetic materials, usually of mineral 

(1) De Beaux, Oscar. 1932. Biological Ethics. Italien Mail end Tribune, Florence. 
(2) Leopold, Aldo. 1933. The Conservation Ethic. Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXXI, 

No. 6, October, pp. 634-643. 
—___.- 1934. Conservation Economics. Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXXII, No. 5, 

May, 537-5M4.
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origin, has destroyed confidence in the future of such products as lumber. 

Confronted by these obstacles, conservation has turned to governement 

ownership and subsidy on a large scale. The fallacy inherent in this policy 

has already been pointed out: There is nothing to prevent all our vulnerable 

land from eventually running through the same seauence of private deteriora- 

tion followed by mblic repeirs. The system contains the seeds of its own 

eventual breakdown. 

It lacks some way to prevent the beginnings of the landslide--some mechanism 

for checking deterioration while costs are still low. This critical point lies 

ipso facto on private holdings; the government holds only the wrecks. We may ha 

also derive the corollary that it would cost the government less to prevent 

than repair them. 

Incidentally, there never was even any initial assumption as to how 

esthetic resources were to be conserved. A few parcels of outstanding 

scenery are immured as parks, but under the onslaughts of mess transporta-— 

tion their possible function as "outdoor universities" is rapidly being im- 

paired by the very forces impelling their creation. The vast bulk of land 

beauty and land life, dispersed as it is over e thousand hills, continues to 

waste away under the same forces as are undermining land utility. A few 

feeble attempts at legal prohibition only emphasize the futility of present 

policies. The private owner who undertakes to conserve beauty on his land, 

does so in defiance of all man-made economic forces from taxes down--or up. 

There is much beauty lieth —aeladts and inanimete-- but its existence, and 

hence its continuity, is almost wholly e matter of economic accident. 

I plead, in short, for positive end substantial mblic encouragement, 

economic and morel, for the landowner who conserves the public values-- 

economic ar esthetic--of which he is the custodian. The search for practic- 

able vehicles for that encouragement is a research problem, and I think a
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soluble one. Those charged with such research, to specify a vehicle, mst 

also seek to intellectually encompass this whole situation. It mst mean 

something far more trofound than has yet found expression in either written ’ 

or spoken words. If we can comprehend how it came to be, we might the 

better influence its future course. 

The whole thing is clearly a misapplication of social energy, brought 

about, at least in part, by a too-sudden improvement in economic tools, 

applied with the same sudden accession of zeal as effected the improvements. 

Equipped with those tools, society has developed an unstable adjustment to j 

its environment, from which both mst eventually suffer demage or even ruin. 

Regarding society and land collectively as an organism, that organism has 

suddenly developed pathological symptoms, i.e. self-accelerating rather 

than self-compensating devartures from normal functioning. Granted that 

science can invent more and more tools, which might be capable of squeezing 

a living even out of ruined countryside, yet who wants to be a cell in that 

kind of a body politic? I for one do not.
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FARM FORESTRY AND THE GAME PROGRAM 

Aldo Leopold 

There are available so many generalized discussions of the forest-game 

relationship that I am going to make this vaper very particular, specific, 

and local to this region. I will dismiss generalizations by saying that the 

usual assumption, "raise forests and you will have plenty of game," is not 

true. It all devends on what kind and age and condition of forest, how big, 

was lies adjacent, and what kind of game. 

First, let us consider the forest-game ecology of this central region. 

Waiving squirrels and rabbits, which seem to do pretty well in spite of our 

worst efforts at conservation, what is the influence of woody growth on the 

4 stands and yields of our valuable species: quail, wild turkey, and pheasant? 

‘ A quarter-section farm with 20 acres of timber can have from zero to 

160 quail, depending on the condition and dispersion of that timber. If it 

is all in one block and grazed out, there will be no quail. If it is all 

in one block, ungrazed selection forest, it will have one covey; if one- 

block, ungrazed coppice (or group selection), two coveys; if this but broken 

into blocks or stringers along ravines and creek banks, it may have as many 

coveys as there are blocks and stringers, up to the saturation point of one 

bird per acre. In short, the disposition of the woody growth varies the 

quail stand 1,000 ver cent. 

All this assumes that there is corn or ragweed adjacent. If not, the 

potential stand is reduced from 50 to 100 ver cent. Cut corn would mean 

the end of shootable quail in this region. 

So meh for quail stands. The safe yield or kill from the full stand 

of 10 coveys might be 75 birds; the safe yield from the thin stand of one 

: covey might be zero. Few conservationists as yet comprehend that as the 

density of any kind of game goes up, the safe percentage of kill goes up
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faster still, and the total kill yet still faster. On this farm the spread 

in per cent is, say, 5 to 50, or 1,000 per cent; the spread in head of 

quail 5 to 75, or 1,500 per cent. "To him that hath dense quail shall be 

given; from him thet heth not shall be taken away even that which he hath." 

Towe, Ohio, and Wisconsin please notice. 

Now for the ecology of pheasants: except on the wind-leid soils of 

northwest Iowa, there are none, and probably will be none, south of the 

Wisconsin and Iowan drifts. The Illinoian and Kansan ‘avitis, and points 

south, are quail, not pheasant, country. As well try to grow beech in 

Kansas. On these newer drifts, the pheasant does not extend north beyond 

the corn line. His timber requirements, curiously enough, vary geographically. 

They are zero in Dakota, and increase steadily eastward, especially where 

heavy grass is absent. In Michigan the pheasant's timber relation is roughly 

that of queil. The outstanding forest-pheasant relation centers around the 

"srove" or windbreak. Half the pheasents in Iowa winter in maple groves 

hogged, grazed and scratched bare enough to pley marbles under. Lacking 

ai. the birds winter in the lee of the chicken coop, or hide behind a 

fencepost, with a barbed wire for "forest cover." This ability to winter 

on nothing (save only stending corn, which the steers are progressively 

thinning down) is a biological miracle. When we are given one miracle, we 

always expect two. We expect these lee-of-a-fencepost pheasants to breed 

vigorously. They don't, any more than would poultry given like treatment. 

They are slipping under a 2-day open season, when they should stand up 

under a month of pounding. The poywlar remedy: shorter seasons. Some 

mnethematician should anticipate what our game policy is headed for: he 

should examine the theory of minus quantities of time. Or maybe the pheasant 

is a songbird. 

Pheasant density limits and the sliding scale of yield and density, are
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about the same as quail (or a little better, since the bird is polygamous 

and if overshot can be more cheaply replanted). Let us see then, whet 

revenues @ quarter section can realize in either species. 

Shooting privileges ere worlth, roughly, from 50 cents to a dollar a 

bird. The farm with its 10 acres of cover properly disposed in relation to 

food can safely kill 75 birds, or take in $40 to $75 either in cash or in 

sport for the owner. The same farm, with its cover improperly disposed, can 

safely kill 5 birds, or take in $2.50 to $5. The same farm, without cover, 

can kill nothing, and take in nothing. 

All these revenues are virtually net, unless the owner considers that 

his incidental attention mst draw wages (which it does not), or that his 

waste corners (now idle) cost rent and taxes. That such net revenues are 

worth while, when added to the value of forest products (and in many cases 

soil conservation end erosion control) needs no argument. ( 

I am omitting intangibles, such as keeving-the-boy-on-the-farm, lend- 

scane beauty, end insectivorous service of game and songbirds. These are 

more important than cash revenue; hence harder to measure, hence our law- 

givers laugh at them. We have to be serious in talking to these men. 

: This brings us to the meat of the game cuestion: under what kind of a 

legislative and humen set-un can these biologic and economic potentialities 

be realized? 

The first obstacle is the songbird list, and its forerunner, the short 

season. A 2-day open season for golf would kill the revenue-value of a links. 

dust so does it inhibit the revenve-value of a farm for game. 

‘Next week there meets in this town a special committee of conservation- 

ists, to pick a new exotic game bird for the hill country of southeastern 

Ohio, southern Indiana, and Kentucky. The pheasant hes failed, and the 

queail-is closed or closing, in this region. Therefore we must import a 

foreigner.
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It is difficult for me to speak with proper restraint on this proposal. 

I wonder how the bird-lovers like it, as the culminetion of their efforts at 

"vrotection." It is saddening to think thet fifty years of "mablic educa- 

tion" have come to this. The only consolation is that whatever foreign 

birds are tried, they will probably fail. 

The mental hurdle which these good people are trying to walk around 

is the same as the obstacle which prevents the cropping of farms for game 

everywhere: failure to recognize that only the landholder can produce game 

crops, and that he will begin to function as the custodian of the state's 

game only when he is encouraged to regulete the harvest. Do you imagine that 

eny foreign bird is going to thrive in these hills without management by 

. the landholder? If we must have management, why not manage our native quail 

and turkeys? 

A planket relaxation of shooting restrictions is of course unthinkable. 

There will be farmers willing to "cash in" on their capitel assets the 

minute it is legal to do so. We foresters know this. Why not, then, re- 

lax the restrictions only on organized blocks of farms which have shown 

evidence of readiness to vractice conservation management? ‘Such dlocks 

could be licensed, and the license promptly revoked for: 

1. Excessive rates 

2. Overkilling 

3. Failure to provide food and cover 

4, Any other abuse of the public interest. 

This would be dangerous in states with politically minded game depart — 

ments. In all other states it ought to constitute a fundamental remedy for 

the present unsatisfactory conditions in uplend geme on farms. It is the 

same principle as the forest tax law of Indiane and the shooting uw eserve 

laws of Michigan and Wisconsin: let that farmer reap who first sows, and
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‘keep the lid on the rest. Isn't this solution better for the protectionist, 

the sportsman, the farmer, and the wikis than any other yet in sight? 

This principle of rewarding management subject to good behavior directly 

links game with forestry, because ungrazed cover is the principle criterion 

of good behavior, and ungrazed cover is potential forest. It may be regarded 

as away of making game pay the initial expenses of the transition from the 

pioneer land-use philosophy, end the conservation land-use philosophy. We 

have overproduction of ferm crops for the same reason. The reduction in 

plowlend acreage which the proposal implies would be a direct contribution 

to a remedy for overproduction. It is a way to keep living on marginal 

farms, and to enrich living on good farms.
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Whither Missouri? 

Aldo Leopold 

The conservation movement in Missouri at this moment is like a fisher- 

man wading a swift and deep bess stream. To get ecross without wetting his 

feet he has to step on four slippery rocks. Missouri has reached the third 

rock and is still right side up. Where is the fourth? 

I here try to show it to you. I speak as one with wet feet who hopes 

you can keep yours dry. 

* * * 

The first step in bonedived Lex is to want it. You, and may other 

states, have taken that step. 

The second step is to create competent authority. You have done an 

extra good job on that. I speak not so mch of your new law (after all, it 

is not rare for states to pass good laws) as of the quality of your leader- 

ship. Rarely has any state enlisted the sagacity, openmindedness, and 

foresight displeyed in your present leaders. If you know a good thing when 

you see it, you will give them your confidence, your suvport, and your ft 

thoughtful criticism. 

The third step is to learn how to develop the technical specifications 

as to just what shall be done to make your fields, woods, and waters vro- 

ductive. You have landed right side un on this rock, but don't think you 

are across the creek. 

Have you read Bennitt and Nagel's "Geme Survey of Missouri"? If so, 

you. will realize how mich remains to be found out about cropping quail, : 

turkey, deer, fur in your coverts. You will realize that this finding out 

how to grow wild crops in coverts is mech like finding out how to grow corn, ~ 

cotton, hogs in the fields. It is a job calling for research, then testing 3 

in practice, then more research.
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The wild cropving system mst dovetail with the tame cropping system. 

Therefore the Agricultural College is the proper vlece to build both: You 

have set up, at your agricultural college, a new Research Unit in which, 

with the help of the Biological Survey. the technical process can and will 

be worked out. 

The fourth step is to practice conservation on the land. The first three 

steps ere of little use unless we can take the fourth. We are not yet across 

the creek. 

Who is going to practice conservation on the lend? I am afraid that 

the average conservationist thinks that the government is going to do it. 

By government I mean the Conservation Department, the Biological Survey, 

the Forest Service, the Park Service, and the other governmental agencies. 

These agencies are going to do it, but only on the lands which they own. 

How much of Missouri will they eventuelly own? I would call it an optimistic 

guess to say one-fifth of Missoyri, that is to say, the combined area of 

national forests, state forests, parks, refuges, etc., can hardly exceed 

even in the remote future more than a fifth of the area of the state. We 

can't produce outdoor facilities for five-fifths of our people on one-fifth 

of our area. Let's buy lend by all means, but let's not delude ourselves 

with the thought that buying land is 2 comprehensive solution. There can be 

no solution until conservation practices are habitual on the private farms 

of the state. 

Just how much practice of conservation is as yet habitual on Missouri 

farms? In the search for some sort of an answer I yesterday made a tally of 

100 farms strung along the highway through north-central Missouri from the 

Towa line to Columbia. 

Of these 100 farms, 40 had cover enough for quail, 12 had bird houses
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at the farmstead, 12 had den trees in the woodlot fit for coon and soauirrel. 

Only 40 out of the 100 had any woodlot, and of these 40 woodlots 39 ; 

were grazed and thus doomed to ultimate extinction. 

Of the 60 farms without woodlots, only 3 had tree plentations and only 

12 had planted windbreaks in good order. 

Forty farms had hedges still standing. | 

Of the 160 farms, 62 showed raw gullies or ox-bowing watercourses 

visible from the road. It is unthinkable, of course to sustain any perman- 

ent conservation practice on any farm in processoof active erosion. Wildlife 

is an expression of fertility, and a farm which is losing its fertility is 

necessarily losing its wildlife in the long run. 

Of the 100 farms, 23 showed fields recently abandoned because the 

fertility had been exheusted by erosion. Many more abandoned fields have ; 

been converted to pasture and could not be recognized with certainty and 

hence could not be tallied. 

Of the 100 farms only 4 had vonds or mershes big enough for waterfowl. 

Of course, the region in question is not a marsh region. 

I passed 10 creeks, 5 of which showéd artificial straightening, a 

practice subversive of 211 conservation principles. 

I am afraid one is forced to conclude that there is as yet very little 

visible conservation practice on Missouri ferms. Why? Because wildlife 

productivity is not yet one of our points of pride in land. “he farmer 

i takes pride in his gadgets, that is, his radio, car, icebox, tractor, 

milker, etc. This is as it should be. He takes prides in his tame crops, 

and this is as it should be. 

But how often do we find a farmer who takes pride in his wild crops,
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his woodlot, his stand of quail, his coon dens, the fish in his creek or 

pond? Until a majority of our farmers are as proud of heving a flock of 

prairie chickens eas of owning a new cer, we shall not have the chickens. 

Conservation cannot come until the gemeless farm is considered as unbalanced, 

until a farmer would no more tolerate erosion in his fields than he now 

tolerates a contagious disease in his flocks and herds. 

Farmers do not yet have this attitude, mither do we who are not 

farmers. We still regard the farm as a place to retire from instead of 

to. We look upon farming as a livelihood, not a life. Our present wild 

erops are, I fear, an expression of neglect, not of care and forethought. 

When they have become an expression of pride in land, then and not until 

then will we have conservation in Missouri.
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The Basis of Conservation Education 

Aldo Leopold 

Conservation is living on lend without spoiling it. 

Whet is lend? What is spoilage? The sportsman is content if there are 

plenty of pheasants and trout. It doesn't worry him if all the hawks and 

owls are sacrificed in producing the pheasants, or all the kingfishers and 

herons for the trout. 

Farmer--soil. Cover and food for wildlife gone. 

Esthetes--here and there a park. Rest of country a shambles. 

: Conservationists collectively seem to worry about distant problems 

but don't even see what is under their nose. Hence content to vass laws 

and spend money. Not critical of whether laws are doing any good, or 

expenditure alan any change in the landscane. 

; * * * 

Only one way out of this confusion: For the average citizen to 

have a wider appreciation of land, a more critical understanding of it, 

especially his own land. 

You who are business men can doubtless ride past a store or a 

factory and make, at a glance, pretty sound deductions as to its mode of 

operating and its condition. 

You who are professional men can walk through a hospital or a court 

of law and make, at a glance, sound deductions as to what is going on. 

Can you do this with land? Who can? ’ 

Until thinking citizens become critical readers of landscape, we can 

have no sound development of conservation policy. m 

Our colleges teach lots of science, but can their graduates read the 

land? President Dykstra remarked to me that John Muir as a young student 

probably saw more in looking at Wisconsin landscave then the average professor 

of natural sciences does today.
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Slide Dead Tamaracks ‘ 

483) Tamarack swemp Many have died this summer. No obituary in papers. 

) 
511) Not discussed in conservation meetings. Nobody trying to find cause. 

X-103 The plants living on a bog (not the laws passed in Madison) determine 
what other plants and what enimals can live there. History of the 
ragweed patch. 

Weed stage (1933). Wothing can live except meadow mice and blackbirds. 

Intermediate stage (dogwood). Pheasants and rabbits can live. 

Climax stage (tamarack). Waterfowl, long-eared owl, woodcock, 
red-backed mouse, and a rich bog flora can live. 

"Nekes all kinds of people to make a world." 

Probable ratio of plant and animal svecies 5, 10, 100. 

Tamarack, then, is the signal flag that denotes a swamp still habitable 

for a rich variety of wildlife. Let's examine some of it in detail. 

456) lLadyslippers. Can grow only in live moss, which (in this latitude) can 
) 

674) grow only under tameracks. Dead temaracks meen dead orchids. 

764, Under live moss, the soil is so cold it is actually "dry". That's why 
the roots of a tamerack run so close to the surface. 

819 Pitcher plent (only "vredatory" plant we have) and leatherleaf, both 
Canadian forms, found here only in tamerack. Deed tamerack means the 

eviction of these forms from S. Wis. 

452 Long-eared owl denends on tamarecks and pine groves. 

635 When a swamp loses its tamaracks it is usually dried out, and hence 

burns. (Pitted peat) _ 

681 After burning, you get a desert of nettles, in which nothing can live. 

(Yet we burn nettles to get rid of them.) 

362 Why do pheasants, quail, and rabbits avoid a nettle swamp? We don't 
know. We simply keep dumping pheasants into them. History of ragweed patch. 

687 For one thing, there is nothing to eat. (Jewel weed) 

688 Skunk cabbage. Another food. 

395 Also, there is no cover in deep snow. Bushes are essential as snow : 
cover, and occur only in the unper stages of the plant succession. 

765 Tamarack is regarded by foresters es of no economic importance. Most 
farmers ere clearing their temaracks to make room for canary -grass.
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Commentary _ ; 

Fallecy in this is to regard any plent or animal as a "separate" 

thing. There are plenty of varts of your industrial plant "of no economic 

importance." Do you tear them out? No--not if they are varts of the organism. 

In conservation we don't yet realize that every living thing is part of the 

organism. To the conservationist, the spar of a dying tamsrack is not merely 

a dead tree--it is the symbol of a countryside which is losing its wholeness, 

its integrity as an organism. We "love its rocks and rills," but are not even 

aware thet it is sick. 

Dead Bur Oaks 

872 Old bur oek. Many of these are dying since the drouths of the 1930s. 
"Too bad--let's plant an elm." 

X-100 Again I have to trace some history to explain the meaning of a dead 
tree. A mr oak is a monument to commemorate a battle which began 

20,000 years ago. It is a battle between forest and prairie. Southern 

Wisconsin is the battleground. 

Prairies were maintained by fire, and occupied the level ridges over 
which fires could:sweep. Forest occupnied the ravines end moraines. 
Bur oaks grew on the edge of the prairies--the point of conflict. 

864 Why? One reason: cork-insulator bark. Drouth-resistance. 

470 These edge trees grew in open orchard-like stands called "oak openings." 

425 Remnants of "openings" frequent on lmolls. 

42h When you see a farmstead with a white oak in yard, you can be sure that 
farm was carved out of the woods. 

419 When a farm is shaded by cottonwood. maple, or Norway spruce you can 
be sure it was a prairie farm, treeless. Shade was planted. 

946 But when a farm is shaded by bur oaks, it was on prairie edge. 

518 When there was enough plowland to check fires, the old edge trees 

were soon swallowed up in thickets of young red oaks. These have since 

been opened by grazing. 

703 Another edge monument now surrounded by young growth. 

303 Same. Count back the rings, and you cen find the veterans always pre- 
date 1840; the youngsters sre elways of later origin.
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The bur oak, then, is an historical monument. The fact that few can 
read its inscription is simply our hard luck, our biological illiteracy. 
(A few writers heve tried to teach us reading--Peattie's "Prairie Grove." 
How many read it?) 

971 Defoliated bur oak in June. Eaten by June beetles. 

973 Beetles also eat other plants (hazel) but prefer oaks. 

972 June beetles come from white grubs, which spoil pastures. Why? 

873 Because pastures are overgrazed. This is also why they erode, and 
why we spend @ billion or so per year to hold our wasting soils. Why 

do farmers over-graze? Agricultural economics—-depressions-—-mecheniza- 

tion of dairy industry. 

410 A dead bur oak, then, is a monument to 20,000 years of vast history, 

and also to that insanity we call depression. 

* * * 

Land Wash. 
360 Buried topsoil. Did this hapven since settlement? 

359 Oxbowing creek. This farmer's sheep got caught in this stream in 1840's. 
Contained large trout. Stacked hay on bank. 

367 How old is this gully? (Bore into cottonwood.) 

, 776 How fast is this one advancing? (Pace to hickory tree--make note) 

j * * * 

We have a law compelling schools to teach conservation. Just what is 

to be taught? 

At present, about all we are ready to teach is the names of plants and 

animals, and somebody's pesca that such end such 2 bureau has a good 

policy, and ought to heave more money. The first is mere memorizing; the second 

is propaganda. Neither is worthy of being called education. 

I see no way out except to teach the voting citizen to make his ow 

anpreisal of the lendscane, and then decide for himself what he wents done 

about it. This is a long slow process, but a sound one. Quite aside from 

its practical results. it will quintuple the pleasure and interest of a day 

in thelfield. ‘
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The Farm Conservation Program 
A Self-Scerutiny 

d Aldo Leopold 

We wildlifers assert that we are finding, by research, that wild and 

tame crops cen be grown side by side, to the mtual advantage of each 

other, the farmer, and the public. 

Our use of the term research is not quite accurate. Research is supposed 

to start with a wishless premise, ond to go where the facts lead. Our re- 

search is far from wishless. It begins with not merely a wish, but with the 

positive conviction that cohabitation of the land by wild and the tame 

i things is good. We then vrove, by research, that it is possible. When we 

find that it is possible, we conclude it is elso advantegeous. 

As fer as I know, we are scientifically honest in sifting our evidence 

on ways and meens, but I think it is time for somebody to admit that our 

objective is a wishful one. Why do we wish for bobwhite to whistle forever 

from the farm fences of Wisconsin? Let me ask you one: When it becomes 

possible for the laboratory to under-sell the cow and the cornfield as a 

source of bread and meat--when the tractor finelly and completely displaces 

the team as a source of power--are you ready to turn over the function of 

food-production to chemist and engineer? on you have lingering doubts-- 

unscientific doubts--ebout the fundemental goodness of men living on land 

with and by plants end animals? 

If the husbandry of living things is good, is not the husbandry of a 

large variety of them even better? I em here pointing out the fundemental 

kinship between agriculture and conservation as human eevtalous 

Admitting, then, that wildlife as a farm crop is a possible but not an 

inevitable thing, I turn to a question much discussed of late: the
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interdenendence of various kinds of conservation. To what extent is wildlife-- 

an optional thing--the evtomatic accompaniment of soil conservation, flood 

prevention, erosion control, and forestry? And are these things in turn 

optional or necessary! 

We wildlifers have asserted that if you devote land to soil protective { 

structures and cover, and to woodlots, that you had just es well let it 

support wildlife. I think it is strictly true that by slight modifications 

of the kind and pattern of vegetation on reserved lands, you can increase 

the carrying capacity of the farm for animals. Sut this is a self-scrutiny; 

let it then be clear that these modifications are optionel. A woodlot may 

produce much wood and soil cover, but little game. A check-dam enclosure 

or a@ terrace-outlet may bear vegetation good for soil but poor for birds. 

Moreover there is gross exaggeration of the food-bearing capacity of small 

bits of wild vegetation. Winter food, on intensive farms, comes mostly from 

weeds, waste grain, end deliberate feeding. ‘Sushes end vines, as winter 

food, are salad. Deliberate feeding is necessary, and obviously optional. 

Omit it and winter cavacity is greatly reduced. Then strike off the accid- 

ental food on fields, and little food is left to balance cover, even good 

cover. By and large, then, wildlife (especially resident wildlife) is only 

in slight degree the sutomatic product of farm erosion-control and forestry. 

; Finally we ch the question of whether the woodlot end other reserved 

cover are in and of themselves necessary or optional. Certainly the average 

Wisconsin farmer acts as if his woodlot were about as vital to the future 

as the horse-and-buggy or the spinning-wheel. By cutting off the old and 

carving off the young trees, he is whittling at both ends of the woodlot as 

a farm institution. He is exterminating productive woods es an element in 

the land-use pattern of the dairy belt. Is he doing this delibderately be- 

cause he expects, when his woods are gone, to haul coal or to burn Mr.
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Roosevelt's electricity? Is he doing it regretfully, as a makeshift, 

until better times enable him to retrench? Or is he doing it thoughtless- 

ly, unaware that he is signing checks on capital? I don't know, but our 

self-scrutiny on wildlife crops squarely raises the question of the dispens-— 

ability or indispensability of farm woods and other wild cover areas. 

On flat unspoiled soils I think the woodless farm is possible. We have 

plenty of such already. We elso have, in plenty, the coverless marsh. But 

on eroding land, and on all hilly land, it is clear by now that not even 

pasture is a sefe cover for the steeper slopes. A nenalty+-erosion and 

floods--attaches to the use of vulnerable slopes and banks for tame crops. 

That venalty enbeene! in part, to the owner. It accrues, in vart, to the 

subjoining owners, but these social venalties we reserve for later discus- 

sion. The vresent point is that vulnerable slopes present the first clear 

ease of land which the individuel owner must leave wild. He has no option. 

Whether he elects to encourage timber or animals on it is, as we have seen, 

largely optional. : 

We may generalize, then, by saying that the dedication of farm land 

to wild cover is inevitable only where erosion threatens, and even there 

it is, from the viewpoint of the owner, optional whether he deliberately F 

encourages timber or animals. 

The Doctrine of Private Profit and Public Subsidy 

What, now, determines whether the farmer exercises his option of 

growing timber or wildlife? We have a doctrine of land-use, and it is 

this: Let the private owner grow what is profitable to him. If the public 

needs unprofitable crops, let the public buy submarginal lends and raise 

them, or subsidize the farmer if they want him to do it. 

My particular concern tonight is the adequacy of this doctrine. Let
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us try to picture its effects on the landscane of Wisconsin if the farmer 

and the public were to follow it until 1975. f 

Looking down from a high plane, we would see in southeast Wisconsin 

an agricultural stenne, substantially treeless save for a few erosive 

moraines. All draineble marshes are in corn and canary. All fencerows 

are bare. Along the highways ere a few trees 2nd bushes, arranged in that 

stiff informality which betrays the intervention of the landscaper. 

For fuel and posts the region is on a coal-and-steel, or electricity- 

and-steel basis. For game a few Hungarian partridges persist, nlus rabbits 

where the woodchucks have dug cover underground. There are local pheasants 

near undrainable marshes, such as around mblic lekes, but not elsewhere. 

Far animals are such as can liveoon drainage canals. Quail, prairie chickens, 

ruffed grouse, nesting weterfowl and woods wildflowers are gone. There are 

summer birds, but the whole bird fauna is shifted toward the steppe community. 

In southwest Wisconsin only the larger high prairies present a similar 

picture. The ravines have as much timber as now, and that in better condi- 

tion. Wood is still used for fuel and posts. The fauna is unchenged. 

From central Wisconsin northward, all submarginal lands are in woods, 

probably under government forestry. lumber from these woods reaches the 

dairy farms, but the vastly greater volume of non-sawlog timber represents 

non-transportable fuel. Part but not all of this is, absorbed as nulpwood. 

The mlp mills have competed the ruin of the lerger streams. The land fauna 

persists about as now, excevt for the neer-extinction of the temporary 

prairie biote now occunying the burns, and the usurpation of haymeadows by 

serub as result of. former fires. 

What is wrong with this Wisconsin of 1975? The main deficit, in my 

opinion, is the trend toward monotynes. The doctrine of vrivate profit and 

public subsidy pushes constantly toward an extreme degree of crop-snecialization,-—
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toward the grouving of uses in large solid blocks, The idea of self- 

sufficient farm units is submerged. The intersversion of wild and tame 

crops apyroeches zero. Such intersversion is the essence of wildlife maenage- 

ment, and, I think, of forest mansgement. I will comment later on whether 

it is good farm management. 

My present point is that the doctrine of vrivate profit and mublic 

subsidy produces a landscane just as monotonous as the inherent variability 

of soil will permit. Whet with dredge and drain-tile, check-dam and ter- 

race, it vermits a good deal. 

The Commnity Idea of Profit 

Let us now examine the soundness of the current doctrine of land-use, i 

first from the private and second from the tmblic standpoint. Is it sound 

to relegate to government every cropping function which shows prospective 

red ink when scrutinized as private enterprise? 

I claim it is not. The thing that is lecking from our idea of private 

enterprise in conservation is the realization that a given action may show 

a red private balance when attempted by one man, but a black balance, both 

, private and public, when carried out by many. Conversely, a profitable pri- 

vate action, when widely carried out, may prove to have costly penalties 

which reach back to the individual. 

The idea of community profit at individuel cost is not new. In engineer- 

ing enterprises such as good roads and drainage systems, it is es old as the 

machine age. It remains to apply it to ecological enterprises which are 

less tangible but no less real in their commnity benefits. Is the wind- 

swept birdless steppe good commnity agriculture? I doubt it. Conversely, 

the re-establishment of a fencerow or woodlot on such 2 stevpe may show red, 

but the collective ef*ect, a variegated countryside, will, I think, show
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profit, not only to the poet, but to the bookkeeper. 

We recognize the validity of this principle of communal ecology in 

individual cases, but we do not yet recognize it as a law of commnity wel- 

fare. Take the cuestion of straightening streams. An individual farmer 

may ease his flood problem by taking out the oxbows, just as he may enhance 

his gross income by talking out the woodlot. But if everybody does it, the 

neighborhood is injured. 

Take ground waters. There has, of course, been mech nonsense about 

water, but there remains the basic fact thet the vrivate profit doctrine, 

as apolied in the past, hastens water downhill. Sut if everybody does it, 

it may be hastened too mich. And ultimately may not the level of wells, 

streams, and lakes--a rather lerge asset--suffer? 

Take insect pests. The simple thing for the individual farmer is to 

remove all wild harborage for insects. For the individual this is good ; 

enough, as long as the neighbors furnish cover to keen some birds and 

predatory insects in the locality. But ir all the neighbors mopped up on 

811 cover, both for injurious insects and their vredstors, is there ean 

‘ entomologist ready to say that the comminity would be as well or better off 

than now? 

All things thet make the land good to look unon follow this law. Wo 

individual, according to the private-profit mublic subsidy doctrine, can 

afford to donate good land for the 01d burr-oak, the crab-apple thicket, 

the orchid marsh, or other esthetic luxuries. But everybody having followed 

this doctrine, everybody is now taxed to let the landscapers install vark- 

ways, artificial lakes, and other more or less miserable substitutes for ; 

landscane beauty. -Who is in the red? 

Finally, teke erosion. Advenced erosion, everybody admits,is cheaper
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to abandon then to cure. But if everybody did it, could the mbliec treasury 

stand the load of re-stabilizing the abandoned acreage? Or if the lend 

bureaus said "let her wash," could the water bureaus ultimstely cone with 

the damage to navigation, irrigation, vower, end flood-control? I opine they 

couldn't. 

These are negetive instances of mblic penalty for private thrift. 

There are also public rewards for vrivate extravagance, although I .cen't 

find e good instance in this country. Take substitutes for wood. the bete 

noir of Americen forestry. Our lumbermen cautiously stay out of timber 

cropping, mostly because they fear substitution, but Germans go right ahead. 

Consequently no German industry doubts the aveilability of wood in the future, 

consequently substitutes make distinctly smaller inroads on the German wood 

market then on ours. 

The Bogus Individualism of Our Lend Doctrine 

So much for the hidden ecological penalties inherent in our current 

doctrine of land-use. Notice that in most cases = public subsidy is being 

paid as a more or less ineffective offset to those venalties. In fact the 

greater part of the present public conservation program is a public palliative 

for the doctrine that the private lendower has no commnity responsibilities 

over and above taxes and personal conduct. I now raise the question: Is 

land -abuse anything but a tax on the neighbors? Is there any form of per- 

sonal conduct more vital to society than land-conduct? Is the biography 

of a farmer or lumberman or stockman, as written on his land, of lesser 

ethical import than St. Peter's memo of his noral pacdadthiest 

I think not, and I conclude that the current doctrine of vrivate profit 

end public subsidy is defective in these resnects: It expects subsidies to
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do more--and the privete owner to do less-for the community than they are 

caneble of doing. We rationalize these defects as individualism, but they 

imply no real respect for the landowner as an individual. They merely condone 

the ecological ignorance which contrasts so strongly withhis precocity in 

mechanical things. But the final proof that it is bogus individualism lies 

in the fact that it leads us straight into the most radical paternalism, the 

most abject dependence uvon government, ever tolerated by the landowners of 

any free country. Quite aside from the probable insolvency of the "Let 

Uncle Sam) do it" formls, it is, ! fear, in the long run, ineffective. 

Husbandry of lend is inherently an action calling for continuous synthesis 

of the ideel and the practical. The government cannot furnish the one in- 

gredient while the owner furnishes the other. The government is not around 

while the things that matter happen.
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WILDLIFE IN LAND-USE PLANNING 

Aldo Leopold 

One trouble with land-use planning is that it has "gone high-brow". 

All kinds of abstruse ventures, many impossible of execution, are discussed, 

while obvious practical opportunities are overlooked. 

Land-use plenning is vractical to the extent that the vlanner owns 

the land. or has some tangible control over the fellow who does own it. 

The federal government owns much land and has scores of planners, but 

they have overlooked many obvious needs of wildlife. Take the grizzly bear, 

which is fast disannearing from the national forests and parks, mainly for 

lack of a few large areas free of livestock and ranches, and hence free of 

predator-control. How many wilderness areas have been cleared of ranches 

and reserved for grizzlies? One, that I know of. That one is in Montana, 

and I salute the Forest Service for creating it. Meanwhile the grizzly is 

almost gone from New Mexico, Arizona, and Utah, to my personal knowledge, and 

I think the same is true of most western states. The salaries paid land-planners 

would by now have cleared a system of grizzly ranges from Canada to Mexico. 

Much wildlife land-planning is a laudable effort to induce the private 

landowner to do something he has not yet heard of. We can't expect a high : 

score from such efforts until conservation education catches up. The wildlife 

planning carried as a "rider" on Soil Conservation plans, for example, has 

come to little in most regions. In the southeast, however, an exception 

seems to exist; farmers are really edovting the idea of edge-strivs of food 

and cover on fields. Let's continue the "rider" plan by a11 means, but let's 

also remember that we are trying to reverse in a decade a full century of 

land-owmer education which ignored and condemned all wildlife velues. 

K =
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i Some land-planning has mixed effects on wildlife. Thus the County 

Zoning Plen, now in vigorous growth in the Lake States, benefits wildlife ' 

by pulling submarginel poachers out of back districts, but also injures it 

by reducing the intersversion of cultivated fields. Deer probably benefit 

from zoning; sharpteil grouse, prairie chickens, end ruffed grouse are in- 

jured. Zoning, of course, is justified on economic srounds: its impingement 

on wildlife is incidental. 

Broadly sveaking, planning cannot help wildlife mech until the landowner 

wants it to. Where the landowner happens to be the government, it can help 

a lot, and right away. I am impressed by the fact that government officers 

in beckwoods districts seldom take a broad national view of wildlife. They 

care too much about improving hunting end fishing for the local sportsmen; 

not enough ebout preserving the integrity of the biota. Deer, elk, and 

other shootable species interest them; grizzlies and other species too scarce 

to show in tabulations of kill do not interest them enough. I myself, while 

: serving "in the sticks", have felt this tendency toward provincialism in 

thought. I feel at liberty, therefore, to warn others against it. 

X
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Scope. The early efforts of the committee envisaged the preparation of a 

report so comprehensive and farseeing as to furnish, for some years to come, 

@ groove down which policy ections might vrofitably run. 

The last two years, however, have brought increasing confusion of thought 

to the entire conservation field. An intellectual revolution seems to be in 

process, the net effect of which is to vastly expand both the importance and 

the difficulty of the conservation ides. During this process, it is difficult 

to see far ahead. At any rate, it is difficult for us. 

This report, then, is in no sense comprehensive. It is rather a collec- 

tionof fragments of policy sug-ested by current events. It supplements the 

preliminary report published in the Journal for March, 1935. 

The Complexity of Multiple Use. One misteke, probably made by us as individ- 

uals as often as by others, is the notion that coordination of land uses is 

easy. In the enthusiasm of trying to get both game management and silvi- 

culture started, both professions have adopted the uncritical assumption that 

they fit beautifully together. 

They do fit beautifully, but ai always easily. Nor em the fitting be 

accomplished without mtual concessions. It should occasion no surprise when 

the hiring of a game technician to argue wildlife interests with the timber 

stand imorovement crew raises more questions than it answers. Fitting uses 

is inherently e complex and difficult job, and cen be accomplished only in 

the course of time. Exactly anelagous difficulties and delays are being 

experienced in fitting together the sciences underlying land-uses. (1) 

Such game-forestry frictions (2) as those arising out of the silviculturel
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operations of the CCC are, in this light, the inevitable penalty of abnormally 

rapid expansion. 

It seems to us of chief importance at this time: 

To persist in the effort to fit, despite the fact that the job 

has proven to be difficult. 

To expand the local researches, especially in food habits, which 

mast form the basis for e good job. Some examples (3) of such 

researches appear in the bibliography. 

Game vs. Wildlife. Foresters have usually avoided, in thought and word, the 

sportsman's error of assigning to non-game wildlife a lesser value than to 

5 the killeble svecies. In action, however, non-killsble wildlife has been 

consistently neglected by all. It is hard to find instances in which the 

new end powerful tools now available have been deliberately employed in the 

interest of non-game, rare, or threatened species, either by foresters or by 

anyone else. 

For example: It is now common to employ lend-exhcange, land purchase, 

relocation of settlers, stock exclusions, wilderness ereas, life-history research, 

continuous census. and administretive treaties in the interest of elk or ducks. 

But how often have these new tools been employed in the interest of such forest 

species as the grizzly bear? The desert sheep? The Mearns quail? The Calif- 

ornia condor? The ivory-bill woodpecker? Thespruce hen? The fisher, otter, 

marten, and wolverine? 

This is an important hiatus in forest game policy. (4) It presents an 

attractive opportunity for the forest sdministrator to assume a positive role 

as custodian of these nationeal resources. Some vromising beginnings have been 

meade during the past year, but the bulk of the field remains untouched. 

Philosothy of Public Access. This committee feels deeply disturbed about what 

seems to it an erroneous cremise underlying the current philosovhy of recrea- 

tional use.
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It is commonly assumed that where the public pays for the administration 

of miblic lands, it is necessary to give the mblic unconditional and even 

effortless access to each and every recreational feature on such land. 

We ‘submit that no public library or mublic museum gives unconditional 

access to the rarer and more verishable of its books, papers, or specimens. 

It recognizes that preservation is in some cases ean even higher public 

obligation than use. It holds its technicians responsible for xnowing more 

then the public knows about the values and rerishability of the objects in 

its care, and it holds its technicians responsible for building a policy of 

public use in accordance with such suverior knowledge. 

The fallacy of unconditionel access to rare or perisheble feetures has 

of course been vartially recognized in the case of official wilderness areas, 

but the principle extends much further. The whole current tendency to measure 

recreational service in terms of thousands of users and ease of use is, in 

our view, a dangerous one. There must be brought into the picture three 

equally importent but opposing principles, namely: 

(1) Letting the user earn his recreation by virtue of some degree of 

mental or physical work. : 

(2) Recognizing the biologics1 limit beyond which mass-use destroys 
either the quality or the vroductivity of the resource. 

(3) Recognizing that the responsibility for preservation is on the 
administrator, and that exhorting the mblic to be decent does 

not absolve him of responsibility for damage done. 

Stated in another way, there is an absentee wmblic, including not only 

those who do not use vmublic vroperties but also those yet unborn whose tastes 

. end vreferences may differ from those of the user. This absentee tublic has a 

vroverty right in national resources equal to that of the user. t 

The ramifications of this question in mblic forests and varks policy 

have been recently discussed, directly or by implication, by Wright and Thomp- 

son (5), Marshall (6), Smith (7), and Clerk (8).
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Game Jurisdiction and Land Ownership. On the National Forests, on the Public 

Domain, and to a partial degree on state migratory bird refuges, we have game 

under one jurisdiction occupying rublic land administered by another. Mutual 

confusions, and delays are increasingly common on such areas. 

The only basic remedy so far proposed is to cede jurisdiction over the 

game to the land-owning avency. In some states, however, the federal lands 

are so extensive that such a policy might ultimately weeken state geme adminis- 

tration, and thus leave outside game virtually unmanaged. 

A newer and verhaps sounder remedy may lie in delegating responsibility 

for details of management to the land-owning agency, without changing ownership 

or jurisdiction, in much the same manner as states now delegate to private 

landowners certein authority over geme on licensed shooting preserves. 

On a shooting preserve the state delegates to the licensee the task of 

vroducing game on his land, and also of limiting his own kill by means of 

tags. The latter is in lieu of the state's usual attempt to do the same 

thing by seasons and bag limits. The renewal of the license is contingent 

upon satisfactory performance of the delegated task, es determined by periodic 

reports and inspections. The net result is that the licensee is given an 

incentive to do constructive work, in exchange for unusual vrivileges, and 

without any actual transfer of ownership or of ultimate responsibility. 

What prevents the extension of this same vrinciple to mblic landowners 

who now have no authority over their own geme, end who are now impeded in 

their efforts to do constructive work by the delays incident to cooverative 

effort? 

The proposal is, of course, at this stage = theoretical onc, but one 

possibly worth derivai discussion and a local try-out. Many important details, 

such as an allocation of revenues and costs, ere not here discussed. 

Ratio of Research to Operations. It was pointed out in the first revort that 

the then-prevailing ratio between vublic outlays for game manazement operations and
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outlays for game management research was probebly 100:1 or greater. 

Daring the past year the public outlay for game research has grown by 

nearly $100,000, but game operations have probably increased in equal proportion. 

It would be conservative to estimate that half of the operations expend- 

itures were used up in flounderings due primarily to lack of facts and lack 

of trained experienced men to apply them. 

If so, then the diversion of funds from operations to research would, up 

to the voint that research agencies know how to use them, be profitable. 

What bureaus and departments are aware of this fact? Of those aware of 

it, how many have disclosed it to their appropriations committees? The con- 

, tinued acceptance of appropriations for enterovrises popular with legislators 

but otherwise unimportant, to the detriment or neglect of sounder end more 

urgent work, has emerged as @ real problem in professionel ethics. ' 

The outlines of a national wildlife research program are now, for the 

first time, availeble in print (9). 

Penalties of Owerstocking; Mammals vs. Birds. The current year has seen the 

emergence of a biological principle, perhaps long realized, but not previously 

asserted as a positive and generslized rule for guidance in wildlife administra- 

tion. It is this: overstocking range with game birds carries no invariable 

penalty in loss of future carrying capacity, but overstocking range with 6 

browsing mammals does. Hence greater administrative caution in avoiding 

overstocking is called for in the latter case. 

The reasons are of course evident: seed-eating birds seldom destroy next 

year's crop of food-plents becamse there is usually ean excess of seed, and often 

a reserve in soil-storage; browsing mammals on the other hand may readily destroy 

their future food supply because they usually weaken the palatable species, in- 

hibit their reproduction, and thus allow usurpation of the soil by non-palatable 

species.
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Whether or no biologists have been guided by this rule, it is certain 

the public knows nothing of it. The public clamor for winter-feeding or 

predator-control on an overstocked deer range is just as insistent, sincere, 

and uncritical as on an understocked quail, turkey, or vheasant renge. 

A transfer of emphasis is needed from "more game" to "more carrying 

capacity" (10). 

Game on Public Domain. One of the least-known assets of the avproximately 

162,188,000 acres of the unallotted and unapprovriated public lands is the wild- 

life which exists or might exist uvon it. Happily an able and up-to-date analy- 

sis of the condition of the western range, including the oublic domain and its 

wildlife, is now available (11). 

The public domain is in worse condition than any other part of the western 

range (namely 67 per cent depleted, 95 ver cent still depreciating, 2 per cent 

improving). It is suggested that other forms of use than livestock grazing 

must be found for much of it. Some of the most interesting and valuable of 

species of wildlife ere found, in part, on the public domain. These include 

antelope, desert mule deer, pveccary, various forms of bighorn sheep, Gambel 

quail, sage hen, Mearns quail, scaled ouail, mountain lion, coyote, ring- 

tailed cat, badger, and desert fox, also such interesting reptiles as 

chuckwalla and Gila monster. 

Why not epply the "simple naturalistic method" of leaving most of this 

lend to game, recreational, wilderness, end watershed uses? Note the follow- 

ing euthoritative statement: "Before white settlement, the range was used 

only by geme, the great numbers of which ere attested by the revorts of all 

the early explorers. Despite these numbers and climatic cycles, end drought 

periods which were undoubtedly as severe as any of recent years, the range 

did maintain itself, except for natural variation and for localized and 

temporery overgrazing, and would have continued to do so if the white man 

had not upset its neturel and fairly steble equilibrium. Truly, man has
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shown less wisdom and vision in the use of the range resource than did un- 

controlled nature. His greatest achievement seems to have been the removal 

of the naturel checks and balences which had maintained the virgin range over 

thousands of years." (The Western Range, 1936, p. 8). 

It seems to the committee that to save something from the wreck of this 

vast area, there must be a swift and effective reduction of livestock to a 

point where the renge cen begin to improve. This alone would bring about a 

fundementel benefit to its remaining wildlife. Steady improvement of the 

range and a considerable quantity of wildlife will go together. 

An inventory of the resources of the public domain should be made. A 

scientific land classification will show much of it good for naught but 

wildlife. Common sense dictates that a large part of these lands be set 

aside for wildlife purposes.
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New; Soils Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

January 19, 1935 

Committee on Forest Game Policy 

Cc. E. Rachford, U. S. Forest Service, Washington, D. C. 

P. S. Lovejoy, Conservation Department, Lansing, Mich. 

Ralph T. King, University Farm, St. Peul, Minnesota 
Walter P. Taylor, U. S. Biological Survey, Tucson, Ariz. 

if Gentlemen: _ 

President H. H. Chaoman has requested our committee to submit a preliminary 

report on January 29 at the meeting of the Society of American Foresters. 

Attached is a draft of a proposed preliminary report based largely on the 

replies to my memo of July 9, 1934. I have been remiss in not sending this 

sooner. I have not appended our names because I am not sure this will reach 

you in time to reply. 

I cannot attend the meeting, hence I am designating Rachford as acting 

chairman to present the report, and to act for the committee at the meeting. 

If you object to any part of the report, please wire heohenrd to withhold | 

that part, or send him any additional material you want him to informally pre- 

sent. 

Yours sincerely, 

/s/ Aldo Leopold 

Aldo Leopold 
Chairman 

vh 

Enel.
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Jan. 29, 1935 

Preliminary Report to the Society of American 

Foresters on Forestry and Game Management 

Field. This Committee conceives it to be its function to criticize, apply, and 

extend the work of the pre-existing bodies dealing with wild life policy, in 

so far as such work applies to forests end forest lands. These bodies include: 

Game Policy Committee American Game Conference 

Committee on Wild Life Studies National Research Council 

Fish Policy Committee American Fisheries Society 

Coordination. Such committees as these exist because antecedent lend-uses, 

especially agriculture, have until recently ignored wild life as a land=crop. 

In developing wild life policy, we must avoid the opposite error of ignoring 

other land uses. 

Real coordination cannot be grafted upon pre-existing practices--it must 

be built into them. This implies a reorganization and synthesis of all land- 

relationships, including the professions which lead them, the schools which 

teach them, the research which guides them, and the laws which regulate and 

support them. Since the purpose of wild life cropping is recreation rather 

than utility, there is implied a gradual recasting of the esthetic as well as 

the aside relation between land and veople. 

A forest game policy, then, is not something to be attained byffiat in a 

single generation. It is a small fraction of a vast process in social and 

economic evolution. Such a report as this can present only the first gropings 

toward a distant end. 

Such gropings may logically stert with the machinery for finding end inter- 

preting a distant end. 

Such gropings may logically start with the machinery for finding end inter- 

i preting facts and training manpower. 

The Trend of Research and Education. Research cannot vrecede practice, neither
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should it leg unduly behind. The present situation is that it legs very badly. 

Relief programs have suddenly accelerated the public outlay for game vrojects, 

with no corresponding resecrch outlay. For example, geme expenditures in 1934 

rose to well above 30 million, but less than one per cent of this went for 

‘ research in improved technique. This disproportion is especially aggravated in 

forest game. Important forest species, such as whitetail deer and turkey, re- 

main almost untouched by ecological studies. This is tatamount to launching 

a national program of silviculture without any silvical knowledge of white 

oak and yellow pine, and without making any attempt to get any. . 

; Legislative bodies should either increase research appropriations, or 

else authorize the use of a fixed percentage of other appropriations. 

Universities, including forest schools, show an unhealthy tendency to 

undertake the teaching of game management without any vrovision for augment- 

ing by research, their fund of teachable knowledge. 

Game Jurisdiction and Land Ownership. On the National Forests, on the Public 

Domain, and to a partial degree on state migratory bird refuges, we heve game 

under one jurisdiction occupying public land administered by another. 

The only basic remedy so far proposed is to cede jurisdiction over the 

gameto the land-owning agency. In some states, however, the federal lands 

are so extensive that such a policy might ultimately weaken state game adminis-— 

tdration, and thus leave outside game virtually unmanaged. 

A newer and perhaps sounder remedy may lie in delegating resvonsibility 

for details of management to the land-owning agency, without changing own- 

ership or jurisdiction, in much the same manner as states now delegate to 

private landowners certain suthority over game on licensed shooting preserves. 

On a shooting preserve the state delegates to the licensee the task of 

producing game on his land, and also of limiting his own kill by means of 

tags. “he latter is in lieu of the state's usual-attempt to do the same thing
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by seasons and bag limits. The continuation of the arrangement is contingent 

upon satisfactory performence of the delegated task, as determined by period- 

ic reports and inspections. The net result is that the licensee is given an 

incentive to do constructive work, in exchange for unusual privileges, and 

without any actual transfer of ownership or ultimate resvonsibility. 

What prevents the extension of this same principle to public landowners 

who now have no euthority over their own game, and are now impeded in their 

efforts to do ashi lebieteien work by the delays incident to cooperative effort? 

The preposal. is, of course, a this stage a theoretical one, but one 

possibly worth serious discussion and later a locel try-out. Many important 

details, such as allocation of revenues and costs, ere not here discussed. 

Organization Charts. Most legislators and conservationists share the naive 

conviction that feulty administration of wild life and other resources can be 

cured by shifting bureaus or changing organization charts, without changing 

either personnel, plans, or methods. In view of the impending annual drive 

for such makeshifts, it seems timely to point out this fallacy. 

Multiple Use. Nearly all maladjustments in land have one thing in common: 

the difficulty of adjusting two or more simultaneous uses for the same soil. 

Yet land warranting exclusive dedication to a single use is exceptional, es- 

pecially in forest regions. Diversity of use inheres in diversity of soil, 

vegetation, and tovography. 

The rarity of harmonized and balenced uses doubtless harks back to the 

rarity of harmonized and balanced users. 

A vert of the remedy seems to lie in the development of a keener ecological 

percevtion in foresters and other land technicians. Courses in ecology may 

or may not impart this perception. Those which do may have become more im- 

portant to foresters than silviculture. 

The present prevalence of overgrazing and erosion, even on public forests, 

is a threat not merely to game, but to the whole idea the. technical men know how
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to conserve land. Continued overgrazing of public properties which have been 

under technical administration free from politics can be ascribed only to two 

things: lack of courage, or lack of ecological perception (ability to "read 

country"). Of the two, the latter seems by far the most probable. If this 

is true, it constitutes a challenge which the forest schools and the Society 

of American Foresters mst meet. 

This is relevant to game policy because the greater part of our present 

game troubles in the West hark back to overgrazing, and because deficiencies 

in ecological perception are the principal obstacle to the development of 

game management. 

Game and Ranch Properties. Isolated private ranch properties surrounded by 

National Forest land often constitute an important obstacle to game manage- 

ment and land conservation. After reducing the grazing preference attaching 

to such a ranch to the minimum subsistence level, it cannot be reduced further 

without virtual confiscation, and hence is often continued indefinitely. On 

overgrazed renges, however, the damege to forage, watershed; and game resources 

may continue until the cost of repairs, plus the deterioration in natural 

resources, vastly exceeds the economic value of the ranch. The logical remedy 

is to buy out such ranches so as to put all the land under actual public control. 

Local Game Techniques-. Scientific game literature is seldom useful as a guide 

to non-specialized local administrators or private landowners. Only a small 

portion of it applies to local problems. To fill this need local or regional 

compilations of biological information and policy are needed, such as recently 

started by the Game Committee of the New Englend Section, and earlier by severel 

Nationel Forest Regions.
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Ticks and Deer 

A Lesson in Conservation 

A preface written for a report by Roy Komarek on tick and.deer research. 

Underneath every law, regulation, policy, platform, directive, manifesto, 

code, creed, and crusade lies an assumption about comparative values. All 

such commitments assume that one thing is better then enother. 

These assumptions, which Wilson called "the decent opinion of mankind", 

are very stable. If they were not, there could be no culture and no social 

growth. But like a11 forms of truth, they are relative, and once in a while 

one becomes obsolete. 

From the beginnings of civilization it has been assumed that any domestic 

beast is more valuable than any wild one, and that any man-made thing is 

more valueble than the natural thing which it replaces or destroys. Thus : 

a fowl is better than a fox, a field than a forest, a highway than a 

wilderness, a power dem than a naturel river. 

This assumed priority for the man-made or the man-kept was entirely 

logical, i.e. "true", during the centuries when man was the "under dog", 

struggling for survival against an ubiquitous wilderness. It is becoming 

obsolete now that the wilderness is “under dog", struggling for survival 

against an ubiquitous mankind. Civilization and wilderness now show a 

common danger: too many people heedless of the real values of both, 

The idea called conservation might well be defined as a state of 

doubt about the automatic superiority of the man-made and the man-kept. 

* * * 

This report tells the story of a government bureau on the last lap 

of @ campaign to free the southern states of ticks dangerous to cattle. 

In Florida, it encountered a new tick that was dangerous’ to cattle, and 

also carried by deer.
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When the bureau decided, in 1937, to kill off the deer as a tick-eradica- 

tion measure, it was only carrying out the heretofore universally accepted 

dictum that man-kept cows are more valuable, regardless of the circumstances. 

This decision followed a deep groove of historical precedent. Govern- 

ment bureaus had just finished eradicating the erizzly and the wolf from 

the western range, ellowing no exceptions, even on the poorest ranges. On 

these poor ranges the cost of eradication sometimes exceeded the value of 

the livestock, and the cost of erosion-control made necessary by the live- 

stock was often ten times as great. Yet no bureau jumped its groove of 

precedent; no bureau suggested that a dependable grizzly on an unused range 

might be more valuable than a problematical cow on a ruined one. 

To return to Florida: The deer killing program spread over the range, 

virtually unopposed, until it encountered the Big Cypress Seminole Indian 

Reservation. There it was challenged by the Commissioner of Indian affairs. 

This report tells the rest of the story. 

* * * 

The thoughtful reader will discern that the importance of this episode 

lies not in its details, nor in its dramatic personnae, nor in its somewhat 

anti-climatic eventual outcome, but in-the challenge itself. To doubt the 

superior value of a man-kept animal is something new in history. 

Some of the circumstances bearing on the question of value are worthy 

of special mention. 

In the first place, the cattle industry in this locality is new and 

of dubious economic soundness, whereas the deer herd is a dependable natural 

resource which has fed the Seminole Indians for centuries. Yet a dubious 

cow was eutomatically considered the more valuable of the two.
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Secondly, the cattle-culture, which in Florida was born day before 

yesterday, was automatically considered more veluable than the Seminole 

culture, which was old when Columbus landed. 

Thirdly, the deer-extirpation edict was sugar-coated with the promise 

that efter the tick had been cleaned up, the range would be restocked with 

deer. Restocked with what deer? The deer of the Florida jungles is in all 

probability a specialized race, adapted to survive the insect scourges 

characteristic of its habitat. It is improbable that deer of outside origin 

would thrive, and even if they did, the esthetic value would be on a par 

with the Yellowstone elk herds now thriving in Wisconsin, West Virginie, 

and points east, the Wisconsin beaver now thriving in the Ozarks, and the 

barnyard turkeys now polluting native stocks from Texas to Pennsylvania. 

The proposed liberation in Florida of American deer not adapted to 

Florida is bad enough, but it appears from this report that Asiatic deer 

were actually liberated in at least one instance. That this could occur 

without public protest, either from the Fish end Wildlife Service or the 

Florida Game Commission, speaks volumes for the quality of thought behind 

the restocking program. As Mr. Komarek points out, the only defmsible 

restocking in this case is to protect the remnants of native deer so as 

to allow them to reoccupy their former hinted . 

Lastly, this episode shows that a scientific bureau, confronted with 

a question of wildlife eradication, may prefer to lose the wildlife than to 

lose time in scientific research for alternatives. In one sense this is 

water over the dam, but in another it carries a lesson for the future. At 

best, the scientific base in this case was sketchy, and no imagination had 

been used in searching for less destructive alternatives.
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It is appropriate that Florida should have furnished the stage for this 

little drama. Florida harbors not only ticks, but that post-pioneer ailment 

of the mind in which the only sin is not to be developing something. 

It is also appropriate that this challenge to old assumptions should 

arise during the war. What will hapven to wild values after the war when 

the fruits of military chemistry and military engineering fall into the 

eager lap of modern man? DDT, capable of eradicating everything from 

mosquitoes up and down? Family airplanes, ready to eradicate solitude 

from the face of the map? Power machinery capable of rebuilding the earth 

on @ scale almost comparable to the ice-age? If such tools are to fall 

short of achieving our ecologicel suicide, it is time for us to learn 

caution and restraint in our power to eradicate wild things. 

} Aldo Leopold
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IOWA CONSERVATION PLAN 

i REFUGE POLICY 

Aldo Leopold 

DEFINITIONS: 

The word refuge, as herein used, means enerea closed to shooting at all 

seasons, and so managed that it may produce an out-flow of game for the 

benefit of the surrounding erea. Improvement of shooting on the surrounding 

area is usually en object. 

The word senctuary means the same thing, except that it may be used 

where en outflow is not necessarily expected or where the area deals with 

non-shootable or non-game svecies. 

For brevity, the word refuge is used inclusively in this policy where 

both categories are being discussed, but the principles apply to sanctuaries 

2s well as refuges. i 

HISTORY: 

Various states have built uv systems of state "refuges" which consist 

merely of the signs tacked up on their boundaries. They perform no function, 

either by virtue of their terrain or their administration, which could not 

be performed by 2 good tresnass law, or good game laws adequately enforced. — 

Such practice, while often well intended, actually subverts the meaning of 

the word refuge, and damages conservation by beclouding the inadequacy of 

the trespass or game laws or the inadecuacy of their enforcement. ; 

FUNCTIONS: 

The policy in Iowa will be to give state recognition only to such 

refuges as perform e definite and useful function or service for a verticular 

species or group of species. 

The various species differ greatly in the degree to which they are
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susceptible of being benefited by refuges. Outflow, for instance, depends 

largely on mobility. Mobility is very great in migratory birds, moderate in 

Prairie Chickens and Pheasant, low in Hungarian Partridge and Ruffed Grouse, 

and very low in quail or cottontail rabbit. 

Outflow also depends on population pressure within the refuge, due to 

favorable environment and resulting natural increase. 

Possible density of vovpvlation also greatly limits the feasibility of 

refuges. Upland game does not usually tolerate densities in excess of one 

bird ber acre, excent in winter concentration areas. It is usually un- 

profitable, therefore, tobuy expensive lend as refuges for sedentary upland 

game species. 

The functions justifying a refuge are: 

(a) Outflow by reason of mobility of the svecies served. 

(>) Outflow by reason of environmental improvement. 

(ce) Protection of seed stock. 

(a) Terrain either inherently more favorable than the surrounding 

land, or made so by improving food, cover, etc. 

IOWA REFUGES: 

The foregoing principles as applied to Iowa snecies and conditions 

hs usually justify state recognition only in the following cases: 

1. Waterfowl Breeding or Rest Areas: Waterfowl are so mobile, and 

breeding or rest areas so inadequate, that almost any paeinias or water 

used for breeding or resting to any notable extent will quelify, provided 

the refuge can be enforced. Breeding areas, in order to qualify, should be 

protected from heavy grazing and fire. Large open waters which cannot be 

shot in any event qualify only when the shore, as well as the water, is 

included. 

2. Sanctuaries for Rare Snecies or Breeding Colonies: Any area con- 

taining ruffed grouse, resident prairie chickens, wild turkeys or other
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rare species, or breeding colonies of gregarious birds like herons or gulls, 

usually qualifies as a refuge by reason of the desirability excluding guns 

end shooting from the vicinity. It is desirable, however, to stipulate 

reasonable enforcement and control of grazing, fire,ete., where needed. 

3. Pheasent Refuges: Areas of heavy cover especially adapted to con- 

serving 2 seed stock of vheasants deserve recognition as state refuges, up ; 

to the limit of the state's ability to patrol snd improve them, and vro- 

viding the surrounding area is open to public shooting on reasonable i ieias 

Provision of nesting cover, wintering cover, or winter food on such 

refuges is usuelly of even greater importance than protecting seed stock 

from shooting. 

Waterfowl refuges can frequently function as Pheasant refuges. 

The state cannot afford to own more than a skeleton system including 

the larger and more important pheasant refuges. The maximum state ownershio 

should usually be one per township. The state can, however, proverly recog- 

nize privately owned refuges provided they constitute part of an organized 

game management demonstration area. 

OWNERSHIP OF AUXILIARY REFUGES: 

The state has full euthority to establish refuges whether or not it 

owns the land. It should own the land only when it already belongs to the 

state, or when ownership is the most feasible way to accomplish the purpose 

of the refuge. 

Refuges not owned by the state, but established by its authority, may. 

be called "Auxiliary". 

THE IWASED AUXILIARIES, which are now in effect should be continved until 

each has been examined by the administrative force to see whether they 

quelify, under this policy. It should-be explained to owners who do not
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qualify, how they cen accomplish their legitimate purposes under the tres- 

vass laws. 

STATE, COUNTY, OR MUNICIPAL PARKS: 

There are probably many areas which need to be closed to shooting for 

general purposes, but which do not qualify under the specific purposes 

recognized in this policy. The desired closure may, if the area is other- 

wise qualified, be obtained by establishing a park.
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Game Surveys 

Aldo Leopold 

Definition. The term "game survey" is used to designate two quite different 

things: (1) current annval "crop reporting" as a basis for current regula-— 

tory measures; (2) an avvraisal of the trend of productivity factors, and 

a forecast of policy measures necessary for game restoration. 

The term is here used in the latter sense. "Crop reporting" is 

covered in Chapter VI. 

In the sense here used, and at the present time, a game survey is an 

attempt to change the orientation of thought and action on wild life con- 

servation from the old concept of retarding the diminution of a dwindling 

i resource to the new concent of cropping and building un that resource 

through environmental controls. However mch individual ideas may differ 

on questions of method, there remains 2 fundamental distinction between 

the old idea of hoarding, end the new idee of building. Obviously no 

"came survey" can transform the public mind, but it can, if rightly executed, 

mobilize and activate the forces which hasten the rate of change, and in- 

fluence their direction. i 

Functions. Any useful change in public attitude toward game mst be built 

upon @ better mublic understanding of wheat determines game abundance. The 

average citizen still thinks that 

Abundance - (laws } artificial restocking | vermin control) - shooting. 

The first function of a game survey is not only to weigh these factors, 

but also to seek actual historical evidence on whether egricultural and 

: forest practice, by influencing food, cover, and other factors, are not 

even more powerful. The pest history of the land, the game, and the laws 

must be reconstructed, and their trends projected into the future. 

A second and more difficult function is to show what would happen
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if lendowners regulated shooting and took care of game environment. To 

remove this question from the realm of mere conjecture, places must be 

found where one or both of these things herbenndl accidentally, and some 

kind of comparative measurements of their effect sisi built up. 

Who is the future landowmer? The surveyor must vroject into the future 

the trend of economic changes in the land-owning industries, and the land 

vrogram of related conservation activities such as forestry end perks. From 

these he must forecast some give-and-take adjustment which will fit each of 

them end also the needs of game. His mind, if not his report, must contain 

some sort of picture of a future system of land use. 

A fourth end mech easier function is to Seiwa our present biolog- 

ical ignorance. Actual cases of mis-avnraisal of conservation questions due 

to misunderstanding of the relative strength of biologicsl forces can be 

found by the dozen in any state, together with the historical evidence to 

prove them. 

More difficult is the plenting of a conviction that research can 

gradually dissolve this ignorance, and that local institutions can and 

should undertake such research. The surrounding territory may furnish 

ectual examples. 

The local public almost invariably expects a survey to recommend 

changes in appropriations and administrative organization. It is usually 

necessary to show that what administrators think about is more important 

than how they are orgenized or how mech money they heave. 

Demonstrations. Surveys are usually exnected to recommend policies 

rather than to initiate actions. In the field of game, however, it seems 

doubtful whether theories and vlens alone, no matter how well supported 

by evidence, are anywhere nearly as useful as samples or demonstrations of 

how those theories and plans work.
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The effect of environmentel controls by the landowner, for instance, 

can be tested by actual trial on 2 lend unit typical of the area being 

surveyed. The utility of research can likewise be tested. Both kinds of i 

demonstrations commonly begin to yield significant results within a couple 

of years. A real game survey should be given (or should seek out) the 

funds necessary to initiate such demonstrations as its findings call for. 

The public, within a short period, can thus judge those findings by the way 

in which they work in actual test. 

Personnel. It is usually footless to make a geme survey without at the same 

time training personnel whte will know how it was made, which will know 

what it means, and which will remain in the locality to follow up and ex- 

ecute its findings. If the locality is a state, this means that the sur- 

veyor should have as his "first lieutenant" a carefully selected man who 

will continue in a position of leadership in that state. 

Lechnique. The history of game and of changes in land-use can be partly 

reconstructed from the locel biological and agricultural literature, which 

mist be pretty thoroughly reviewed in advance. A wealth of less accurate 

but nevertheless useful detail can be hung unon the framework by compiling 

the recollections of local veople. Diaries and journals of sportsmen and 

naturalists, the books of former commercial game dealers, official reports 

on various lend industries, weather records, statutes, old files of sport- 

ing and agricultural periodicals, and a multitude of other sources:of in- 

formation lie ready-to-hand. The problem is to make a good guess as to 

which are worth skimming. ; 

All of this bears on reconstructing the past. Probable future trends 

in land industries are usually quite definitely forecast by agricultural 

colleges, forest schools, official devartments, and private organizations
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for the promotion of this or that activity. 

The surveyor, however, cannot afford to be merely a "lute on which all 

winds can play." His historical conclusions and his estimate of trends 

must be constantly checked against that greatest but least-read of all books: 

the face of the land. It is astonishing how many naturalists read the present 

page only. The stumps in a woodlot, the species, ege, and form of fencerow 

trees, the plough+furrows in a reverted field, the location and age of an 

old orchard, the height of the bank of an irrigation ditch, the vegetation 

in a gully, the fire-scars in a sawlog--these and e thousand other road- 

side objects spell out words of history, and of destiny, of game and of 

peoples. They are the final authority on the recent past and the immediate 

future. 

Finally, a vracticel understanding of the lews,customs, prejudices, 

enthusiasms, and social outlook of the people mst be vicked up in the 

course of the survey, end the immovable points carefully charted. The 

future course to be recommended mst steer around and between these 

; fixed voints, or end up as merely “a new book for the library."
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A WILDERNESS AREA PROGRAM 

: Aldo Leopold 

Need for Program. 

In order to focus discussion and thought, and in order to give both 

; the provonents and opponents of the Widedtons Idea something definite to : 

defend or atteck, a vrogram of propnosed action is needed. 

The following draft leys no claim to representing the convictions of 

even the proponents of the idea, and certainly no claim to finality. It 

is placed before you for your versonal criticism and comment, in the hope 

thet we can arrive at something which cen in due time be presented to the 

mublic as representing the opinion of those in favor of wilderness areas. 

Whet_is a Wilderness? 

A wilderness, within the meening of this vrogram, is an area vublicly 

owned and-permanently dedicated to mblic use for some distinctive form of 

outdoor Léasaablen or study requiring primitive means of subsistence and 

travel in a wild environment. 

Examples: Foot, canoe or animal pack trivs for hunting, fishing, 

vhotogravhy. mountain climbing or general exploration purposes. 

Sufficient trails, telephone lines, towers and cabins for fire control 

and administrative purposes must in all cases be allowed. 

Motor roads and motors to be excluded, excent in excentional cases 

where a limited mileage of low-class roads is absolutely necessary for fire 

control. 

All cottages, hotels and permanent improvements to be excluded. 

timber cutting and grazing under forestry principles are alloweble 

(except if within a Park), provided no permanent roads accompany them, and 

provided that vrecautions to protect recreational values are observed. 

Hunting end fishing, subject to existing laws, to be allowed if the
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area is within a Forest, but fishing only if within a Park. 

Lands of the lowest possible economic value and the highest available 

recreational value to be used for wilderness purnoses. . 

Program of Wilderness Areas. 

A. In the Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast States and Alaska. 

1. At least one area in the National Forests of each state of 

from one fourth to one million acres. 

2. In addition, at least one area of similar size in each of 

the larger National Parks. 

3. A similar program for Alaska, but larger areas. 

B. In the Lake States. ; 

1. At least one area in each state, vreferably in National Forests, 

of one fourth million acres if vossible. 

C. In the Atlentic States. 

1. At least one area in each of the northern and southern mountain 

tyves, preferably in National Forests, of one fourth million 

i acres if possible. 4 

D. In the Southern States. 

1. At Least two areas in the coastal swamps and one in the Ozarks 

of one fourth million acres each if possible. Preferably in 

National Forests. 

EH. In all States, lila in conjunction with the above or separately, 

relatively small areas sufficient to preserve a sample of virgin conditions 

suitable for: 

1. General public education and recreation. 

2. Seientifie study, as recommended by the American Hcological 

Society.
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a Sumnery of Discussion Before 

the Get-Away-Club by Aldo Leopold, 
f 2-19-27. 

THE CONSERVATION OF WILDERNESS RECRBATION AREAS 

There has been a rapid shrinkege in both the number and size of the re- 

maining areas suitable for wilderness recreation, especially since the 

initiation of the good roads movement and the wholesale finencing of roads 

for recreational purposes. 

Economic need for the utilization of resources has not been the usual 

reason for this shrinkege. In the Southwest, for instance, there were six 

large areas in 1910, of which only one remains today. Of the five which 

have been opened un, only two have been snenek because of the need for 

timber. 

With regard to the provision of facilities, there are two kinds of 

recreation: (1) the kind that tends to be self pervetuating under the 

operation of economic laws, and (2) the kind that tends to disappear under 

the operation of economic lews. All ordinary sports, and even fishing and 

hunting, are of the first kind. Wilderness recreation, such as canoe and 

pack trips, are of the second. So far, all governmental provisions for the 

conservation of recreational facilities have dealt with the first kind, 

whereas the re@l need for governmental intervention is actually in the 

second. 

The comparative social value of the two kinds of recreation may be 

summarized as follows: The first is imitative, competitive, eregerious, 

and suitable for mass enjoyment. The second is individual, solitary, non- 

competitive, and less suitable for mass enjoyment. It also tends to become 

expensive when suitable areas are too distant from centers of population. 

This hamdicap, however, could be overcome by the prover distribution of 

suitable areas. In general, wilderness recreation is cualitatively a better
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antidote for ean industrialized society than is the first class. On the 

other hand, only a minority are inclined to desire it. In view of its 

qualitative value, however, that minority should be provided for at least . 

in vroportion to its relative weight in the pomlation. It seems illogical 

that e11 of the land area and 211 of the funds should be devoted to the self- 

perpetuating types. 

While there is a legitimate place for all degrees of wilderness in any 

national recreation program, it is the extreme degree of large wilderness 

areas that especially needs governmentel seed: Such provision could 

be made by the designation of suitable large areas in the National Forests 

and Netional Parks, and the exclusion of roads, hotels, summer homes,and f 

like improvements from such areas. Treils, televhone lines, lookout towers, 

and other improvements necessary for their patrol and protection should not 

be excluded. 

Wilderness areas have been tentatively set aside within the Gila and 

Superior National Forests and in a few other cases. 

The timber vroductive cavacity of the National Forests would not be 

meterially lowered by a well selected iiladini of wilderness areas for the i 

reason that the poorest sites would be chosen. The economic situstion 

indicates that forestry will be intensified on the better sites rather than 

extensified over all sites. This is analogous to the tendency in egri- 

culture. where the economic trend is toward intensification on the better 

lands. In agriculture the reason for this trend is over competition. In 

forestry the reason is the competition of substitute materials. 

Wilderness areas like the Suverior exist merely on vaver until the 

numerous alienations are cleaned up by the process of exchenge. lHven 

areas like the Gila are in grave danger until the Government owns all the 

lend. Y
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Partial utilization of resources within wilderness areas is often 

possible. On the Superior, for instance, the timber can be beeen out over 

the lakes, while on the Gile grazing does not necessitate roads. 

Wilderness areas constitute a reversal of the normel economic process 

and an assertion of the national eas against the locel interest. The reversal 

is not more radical, however, than in the case of a city park where local 

interests ere subordinated to the general welfare and the economic vrocess 

reversed, often on very valuable land. 

A national system of wilderness areas should include at least one area 

in each of the western States possessing suitable locations on National 

Forests or National Parks, one area in the Lake States, one in the Ozerks, 

i one in the coastal swamps on the Gulf of Mexico, one in the southern 

Apralachians, one in the northern Appalachians, and one in northern Maine. 

Mere vublic accuiescence in such a program will never get anywhere 

because of the normal pressure of economic development and the above-normal 

vressure of recreational wildcatting. An aggressive public movement in 

favor of such a system is necessary to its successful establishment.
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A PLEA FOR WILDERNESS HUNTING GROUNDS 

Aldo Leopold 

This article is a plea for establishing in each of the Rocky Mountain 

states at least one area in which there shall be a permanent closed season 

on roads. 

It would, of course, be an absurdity to ask whether we need more and 

vetter roads in any state. Obviously we do. But where we need them is 

another question. We need them almost but not quite everywhere. I believe 

thet every state needs at least one roadless hunting ground, just es every 

city needs a factoryless vark, every community a clubless fishing water, and - 

every summer playground a cottageless camping ground. Factories, fishing 

clubs, and summer cottages are good things - to those that profit by them - 

but that is no reason why they should be allowed to exclude other good 

things incompatible with then. 

The practical point is that good roads are being pushed into the 

western mountains so ravidly that in some states at least there will soon 

be no place left for the wilderness hunter whose recreation comes from 

getting out into a wild roadless area. It seems to me just as importent, 

(end infinitely less expensive), to vrovide the wilderness hunter with his 

roedless pleyground, as it is to provide the motor tourist with his surfaced 

highways and free public camps. 

As long as there remained a roadless frontier, the wilderness hunter 

was of course "well heeled." But the roadless frontier is Just ebout gone. 

The well-to-do sportsman is already going to British Columbia, Alaska, 

Africa, and Siberia instead of to the Mogollons or Jackson's Hole. But the ; 

expense of such trins mts them out of the question for the citizen of 

moderate means, and he is the man I am talking about. I am trying to make
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it clear that a wilderness hunting trip is by way of becoming @ rich man's 

privilege, whereas it has always been a poor man's right. Are we prepared 

to accent the conseouences of the change? Do we really realize its possible 

effect on the nation's character and happiness? 

Now if our remaining frontter consisted of $200 corn land there would 

not be much excent theory to argue about. The point is that it consists 

mostly of the Nationel Forests - rough mountain lends embracing here and 

there particular areas of such crumpled topogrephy and high altitude as to 

make the customary development of roads, Fords, and summer boarders of very 

questionable practicability. One would think that the ordinary lews of 

economics would automatically tend to exclude roads from such areas. But 

mark this well:- the lews of economics are the last thing the roads booster 

is thinking about. Roads are going to continue to be built into such areas, 

unless the public at large thinks it is best not to, end unless the public 

says what it thinks. 

To illustrate: ten years ago there were six big areas of exclusively 

"nack" country in the two states of Arizona and New Mexico. Let us see 

whet has happened. 

First, there was the White Mountain and Blue Range Country of Arizona, - 

"the cream of the Southwest. The Forest Service, in cooperation with the 

local counties, is about to comolete the Clifton-Springerville road right i 

through the heart of this magnificent region. Stub roads to develop the 

various recreations] facilities will undoubtedly follow. There is a good 

deel of logic in "sacrificing" this area, since the big copner-mining 

centers in the hot valleys to the southward need the timber and the opvor- 

tunity to eseave from the summer heat for week-ends in the cool mountains. 

Second, there was the Jemez division of the Santa Fe National Forest
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of northern New Mexico, - a splendid wilderness, but with too much valuable 

timber and range and of too smooth topography to justify exclusion of roads. 

A railroad is now tapping the timber, and the Forest Service - wisely I j 

think - is building the trans-Jemez road which will open it to motor recree- 

tionists. ‘ 

Third, there was the Pecos division of the same National Forest. Its 

foothills contain many Spanish-American villages which make very intensive 

; use of the higher mountains for grazing. It would have been impracticable | 

to avoid the roed which the Forest Service has recently built uv the Pecos 

River. Moreover, the surrounding cities needed summer home facilities on 

the Pecos, and the only way to provide them was to build a road up the P 

Pecos River. 

Fourth, there was the Tonto Basin of Arizona, famous in cowboy song 

and story. Into the crumpled hills of the Tonto are set many little green 

valleys, which filled up with settlers away back in covered-wagon days. 

Obviously these existing settlements could not be kent locked uv by lack : 

of roads, which the several counties and the Forest Service are trying to 

build as rapidly and as well as the crumpled hills will let them. 

Fifth, there was - and is - the Kaibab. Obviously the Kaibab contains 

two predominant values, the scenery of the north rin of the Grand Canyon and 

the Kaibab Deer Herd. It so happens that both need at least a limited 

amount of roads. In the case of the scenic values of the Canyon, the reason 

is plain. In the case of the deer herd, the reeson is this: the Kaibab 

is a country of limited water-holes. Apparently it will require somewhere 

around 000 hunters each year to utilize the natural increase of the deer 

(would this were true elsewhere!) To camp 2000 hunters one couvle of dozen 

water-holes would entirely destroy the recreational value of the hunting.
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These hunters will have to camp dry; dry camps are vracticable on such 

@ scale only with motors; and motor camps mean at least some roads. Hence 

the Kaibab is not adanted by neture to be a roadless hunting ground. 

Sixth there was - and is - the head of the Gila, in the Gila National 

Forest. The Creator mast have foreseen the vresent plight of the wilderness 

hunter, for in this precious remnent of the old frontier he piled up the 3 

hills “high, wide, and handsome". At every voint where roads might enter 

is set a rugged mountain. Wherever e foaming trout-stream has cut its 

way through the mountain wall a jagged box canyon says "They shall not 

vass". Agricultural valleys are few. and these the merest shoe-strings, ‘ 

from which prescient floods have torn out the little fields as if to say 

"This is the last stand - these hills are meant to play, not to live in". 

There are three or four frontier cow-ranches tucked away in the Gila hills - f 

but somehow they decorate the wilderness, rather than detract from it. The 

dedication of the Gila heedwaters as a wilderness hunting ground need in no 

wise interfere with the continuance of their grazing privileges. 

To sum up: Our six big wilderness areas of a decade ago have been, 

for good and sufficient reasons, reduced to one. Are those reesons good 

end sufficient to "develop" that one also? I say no reason is good enough 

to justify opening up the Gila. I sey that to open up the Gila Wilderness 

is not development, but blindness. The very fact that it is the last wild- 

erness is in itself proof that its highest use is to remain so. 

What I am trying to meke clear is that if in a city we had six vacant 

lots available to the youngsters of a certain neighborhood for playing ball, 

it might be "develovment" to build houses on the first, and the second, and 

‘the third, and the fourth, and even the fifth, but when we build houses on 

the last one, we forget whet houses sre for. The sixth house would not be 

development at ell, but rather it would be mere short-sighted stupidity.
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"Development" is like Shakesneare's virtue, "which grown into a pleurisy, 

dies of its own too-mch". 

In objection to the dedication of the Gila as a permanent wilderness 

hunting ground, it has been truly said that a vart of area which would be 

"locked up" bears valuable stands of timber. I edmit thet this is true. 

Likewise might our sixth lot be a corner lot, and hence very valuable for 

@ grocery store or a filling station. I still insist it is the lest lot 

for a needed playground, and this being the case, I am not interested in 

grocery stores or filling stations, of which we have a fair to middling 

supply elsewhere. 

It has been likewise objected that to keen roads out of the Gile would 

cripple the fire control system. The Gila fire fighting organization was 

put to & pretty severe test in the big fires of 1922, and the result would 

seem to indicate that the present system of Forest Service trails, telephone- 

. lines, and lookout towers will handle the fire situation, even in a bad year. 

In fact to build roads into this kind of country might introduce quite as 

mach new fire risk as they would help combat. 

Now the question is this: Why should not the Gila aree, and other 

similar areas, if possible one in each western state, be declared permanently 

: roadless, end dedicated to that particular form of public recreation beloved 

by the wilderness hunter? The necessary euthority would seem to already 

exist, the Forest Service already having discretionary power to determine 

what constitutes the highest use of each resource in the National Forest, 

and if any area has its highest use in wilderness hunting, the Service should 

: dedicate it to thet murpose, just as it dedicates particuler areas for mill- 

sites, summer-home sites, and public camping grounds. It certainly would 

require no additional appropriations, the wilderness is the one thing on 

earth which was furnished us complete and perfect. The one thing required
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is a sufficient expression of public sentiment to assure the Forest Service 

that the thinking citizens of the country would back up such a policy when 

subjected to the acid test. The acid test would surely come, even on an 

area of as low economic value as the Gila. Some day somebody will promote 

a railroad into the Gila timber, and the tengible benefits of exploiting it 

will have to be weighed against the intangible benefits of keeping it. For 

‘unnumbered centuries of human history the wilderness has given way. The 

priority of industry has become dogma. Are we as yet sufficiently enlightened 

to realize that we mst now challenge that dogma, or do without our wilder- 

ness? Do we realize that industry, which has been our good servent, might 

make a poor master? Let no man expect thet one lone government Bureau is 

able - even though it be willing - to thrash out this question alone. 

It so havpens that an agency suitable for exvressing public opinion i 

on such questions has now been established, namely the President's Commission 

on Outdoor Recreation. If the public wants wilderness areas established 

in the rougher, less valuable varts of the National Forests, the Commission 

; is the agency through which to express the went. 

It should recuire no exvlenation that this proposal of wilderness 

ereas is not, primarily, a game conservation measure. Certainly ninety-nine 

per cent, figuratively speaking, of our country should and mst have roads. 

We mst learn to raise game and build roads on the same ground, or go game- 

less. It so hanvens, however, that the establishment of wilderness areas 

would provide an opportunity to produce and hunt certain kinds of geme, 

such as elk, sheep, end bear, which do not always "mix well" with eerhihenal, 

but the majority of game species can and must be produced on 211 the grounds 

suitable for them. : 

Wilderness areas are primarily a vroposal to conserve at least a sample 

of a certain kind of recreationel environment, of which, game and hunting is
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an essential part, but nevertheless only a part. Who shall say that the 

diamond hitch end the tumpline are not as much worth conserving as the 

blacktail buck or the moose? Who shall say thet the opportunity to disappear 

into the trackless wild is not as valuable as the opportunity to hang up 4 

trophy? Who shall say thet we have not room enough in this huge country to 

earn a living without destroying the opportunity to enjoy it after it is 

earned, each after his own taste? 

Some centuries 2go that conqueror of the wilderness, Sir Humphrey 

Gilbert, naively remarked: "The countries lying north of Florida God hath 

reserved to ve reduced into Christian civility by the English Nation". But 

even old Sir Humphrey might turn uneasily in his grave if he could know at 

what rate they have been "reduced". and with whet profligate waste of 

their beauty and their resources. The question now is not whether they 

will be "reduced", but whet constitutes that 'Christian Civility! for which 

'God heth reserved' them. There are some of us who challenge the prevalent 

assumption thet Christian civility is to be measured wholly by the roar of 

industry, and the assumptioh that the destruction of the wild places is the 

objective of civilization, rather than merely a means providing it with a 

livelihood. Our remnants of wilderness will yield bigger values to the 

nation's character and health than they will to its pocketbook, and to des- 

troy them will be to admit that the letter are the only values that interest us. 

Fig. 1. Every state needs at least one roadless Hunting Ground. 
Fig. 2. Roads are being pushed into the western mountains so ravidly that 

in some States at least there will soon be no place left for the 

wilderness hunter. 

Fig. 3. At every point where roads might enter is set a rugged mountain. 
Fig. 4. Wherever a foaming trout stream has cut its way through the mountein 

wall, a jagged bom canyong says, "They shall not vass." 

Fig. 5. Who shall say that the diamond hitch and the tumpline are not worth 

conserving?
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THE WILDERNESS FALLACY 

Aldo Leopold - United States Forest Service 

When the nioneer hewed a path for vrogress through the American wilder- 

ness, there wes bred into the American people the idea that civilization and 

forests were two mutually exclusive propositions. Develovment and forest de- 

struction want hend in hand; we therefore adopted the fallecy that they were 

synonymous. A stump was our symbol of progress. 

We have since learned, with some pains, thet extensive forests are not 

only compatible with civilization, but absolutely essential to its highest 

develovment. 

The seme fallacy as characterized our idea of forests was bred into our 

attitude towerd game and wild life. and unfortunately it hes not yet dis- 

epveared. There are still mitiiens of people whose opinions on wild life 

conservation, if they have any, are based in some degree on the essumption 

that the sbundence of game mst bear an inverse ratio to degree of settle- 

ment, and that the cuestion of how long our game will hold out mst be 

measured by the time it will take for man to completely occupy the land. 

It is the writer's belief that this assum»tion is not only incorrect, 

but thet it is exerting an incalculably mischievous influence against the 

progress of the movement for wild life conservation. To let the public think 

that economic progress srells the disannearance of wild life, is to let them 

believe that wild life conservation is ultimately hopeless. 

It is true that the settlement and economic development of the United 

States has inevitably brought into operation many factors inimical to wild 

life, but a careful analysis of each will almost invariebly reveal an accom- 

panying counter-influence, decidedly beneficial to wild life perpetuation. 

Hunting, for instence, destroys millions of game animals and birds yearly. 

But at the same time hunting has destroyed millions of sidabal anaied of
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game. The destruction of predatory animels should enable man to take 

yearly, for his pleasure and food, the enormous amounts of game which, in 

a stete of nature, were the food of "varmints". 

Agriculture, for instance, has usurped a lerge part of the former 

haunts of game. Sut at the same time it has added greatly to its food 

supply and has to some extent at least supplanted the natural coverts with 

artificial ones. At least in the case of small game, a square mile of farm- 

ing country has just as great a capecity for raising wild life as a square 

mile of the wilderness which was destroyed to create it. In some cesses, 

i agricultural development has done more than this - it has literally created 

a@ game supply. In eastern New Mexico, for example, there is a large area 

which has recently been homesteaded by dry-farmers. It formerly had little 

or no small game. Today it is abundently stocked with Prairie Chickens. 

They come by natural migration, attracted by the stubblefields, and are 

rapidly svreading westward with agriculture. Nature was actually improved 

unon by civilization. 

Artificial Antwan has destroyed many marshes end lakes which were 

formerly the feeding and breeding grounds of myriads of waterfowl. But at 

the seme time man is building yearly hundreds of artificiel lakes which are 

quite as good. A good example is the huge swamp created by the Keokuk Dam 

across the Mississippi. This is now one of the best shooting grounds in the 

Central West and by way of becoming en imvortant breeding plece for wood 

duck. Moreover it is permanent, whereas the natural swamps along the i 

Mississippi often dried up. In the end. we will probably give the wildfowl 

as many waters as we are taking away from them. 

Overgrazing of the public domain of the West no doubt was a powerful 

fector in the destruction of the antelope. mountain sheep, mule deer, turkey, 

and sage-grouse. But now these seme grazing ranges are coming to be dotted
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with thousands of artificial reservoirs for watering stock. Millions of 

acres of "dry range", - waterless deserts almost devoid of life - are being 

made usable for stock, and, incidentally, for game. And at least on the 

Netional Forests and on the holdings of progressive stockmen, overgrazing 

has ceased and the renges sre recovering. Without any doubt, tate ieank 

use of the western ranges for grezing purposes can be made an improvement 

on nature with respect to all our western big game except the buffalo. 

While there was no excuse for the wholesele extermination of this splendid 

enimal, the ultimate disappearance of the huge migratory herds was inevitable. 

Forest fires end prairie fires incident to the early stages of settle- 

ment burned up or starved out 2 great deal of game. But today these destroy- 

ers are on the wane. Under the influence of man they are approaching zero, 

whereas many fires raveged the aboriginal wilderness, set by lightning and 

by the Indians. The time will come when there will be much less destruction 

; by fires than took place before the coming of the white man. A sign of the 

times is found in the National Forests, where except in extremely dry years 

fires are being held down to the almost negligible average of a few acres 

each. 

A few diseases of game are supposed to have been induced by settlement, - 

though probably to a lesser extent than is generally believed. Scabies is 

alleged to have spread from domestic to mountain sheep but the latest re- 

searches indicate that this is not the case. It is also doubtful whether 

the actinosis (lumpy jaw) of antelove wes derived from domestic cattle. The 

enemies of the game have vrobably suffered from imported diseases just as 

badly as the geome itself. Western coyotes have died by thousands of rabies. 

Moreover man is to an increasing degree sble to check the ravages of natural 

epidemics among same. He is studying the wild duck disease. He has prohibited 

1 the importetion of the quail disease from Mexico. Some day civilization will
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vrevent more diseases of wild life than it introduced. 

Finally, a great and ever-increasing area of game range has been 

actually occupied by railroads, dwellings, and cities. In part, such areas 

are lost to wild life. Sut our native birds, at least. have readily adapted 

themselves to the new conditions. Dozens of svecies like the chimney swift, 

the house finch, and the eastern robin now actually prefer the haunts of 

man. It has become a common achievement to have 20 vairs of birds make 

their home on a half-ecre city lot. Who shall say that a square mile of 

suburben dwellings, with nodern methods of bird feeding and housing, cannot 

raise more wild life, though of a pertly different kind, than the original 

wilderness? 

Notable instances ere not lacking in which the abundance of game seems 

to bear a direct rather then en inverse retio to the degree of settlement. 

Comvare, for example, the National Forests of New Mexico - comparatively 

speaking a wilderness - with the thickly settled New England states. In 

1915, according to estimates vrepared by the New Mexico Forest rangers, 656 

deer were killed on 13,000 souare miles of mountain forests; roughly one 

per 20 square miles. Maine, Vermont, Michigan, and New York, in the same or 

immediately preceding years, averaged roughly one deer killed ver 2 souare 

miles - @ preponderance in productiveness of ten to one for thick settlements 

as compared with wild mountains. Who shell say thet only a wilderness can 

reise deer? ? 

It has often been contended that the fencing of the western ranges has 

destroyed the antelope: As far as concerns the occupation of the range by 

solid blocks of homesteads, this is vrobeably true But this is not the 

whole story. A r@ent analysis of figures collected by the Forest Service 

on the remnants of antelope in New Mexico show that of the 38 herds now 

existing, 32 are found on the open range and 6 in large fenced pastures.
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The open range herds average 30 head.each, but the pasture herds 127 head 

; each. Three-fourths of the herds revorted as increasing are in fenced 

pastures, and all but one of the herds reported as decreasing are on the 

: open range. The pasture herds average 4 times as large and 15 times as 

thrifty as the open range herds. Who shall say that only an unfenced 

wilderness can raise antelope? 

Even those who do not believe that a wilderness is essential to a 

supply of game are likely to assume that where there is a real wilderness 

left, the game supply is comparatively safe. Alaska, the greatest remaining 

wilderness in North America, is by way of contradicting even this assumption. 

It appears to be a fact that wick ae remotest regioncof Alaska indiscriminate 

slaughter is spelling the doom of the game supply. No wilderness seems: vast 

enough to protect wild life - no countryside thickly populated enough to 

exclude it. 

It seems safe to call the idea that civilization excludes wild life a 

fallacy. It is time for the American public to realize this. Progress is 

no longer an excuse for the destruction of our netive animals and birds, dat 

on the contrary, implies not only anpbligation, but an opportunity for their 

verpetuation. American wild life is confronted by only one unmitigated 

menace - indiscriminate slaughter. Its future as ea part of our permanent 

netional environment is in our hands ~ or its blood will be on our hands - 

j as the case may de.
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What Shrinks Wilderness? 

Aldo Leopold , 

Every year we have bigger and better enthusiasms for wilderness, and 

fewer and smaller areas likely to remain wild. Why? 

If the dragons who prey on wilderness were the main reason why, then 

we could be optimistic, for the crop of St. Georges goes up and up. The 

real reasons sometimes walk on legs, but they are seldom satisfactory dragons. 

Private lands lying within wilderness areas are one of the common rea- 

sons for dismemberment. This is one of the basic troubles on the Superior. 

Until we make more headway in cleaning up alienations, we mst continue to 

lose wilderness. . 

Here is a new one: @ road is being built through the Salmon River 

country because there are too many deer and elk. This in turn is because 

the deer and elk have been rushed uv out of their normal winter range by 

ranches, and are thus being forced to winter where they don't belong. I 

have not seen the salmon and cennot vouch for the correctness of the 

diagnosis, but the story has the ring of possibility. It implies, of course, 

that the modern sportsman will not hunt where he can't hunt froma car. This, 

too, has the ring of fact. 

The Gila wilderness was originally split with a road because of too 

many deer. There were too many deer because of half a century of too many 

cattle vlus a decade of too much predator control. 

These losses involve no dragons. In each case the loss harks back to 

old mistakes in land use arising from their graves to form new and unforeseen 

combinations. 

A large wild area at the mouth of the Little Colorado is threatened
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by new roads. The danger lies in the fact that this is desert country set 

on end. It does not conform at all to the classical picture of pine-bordered 

lakes hence nobody thinks of it as having any wilderness value. The reason 

here is plain lack of education in esthetics. We are still in the stage of 

evaluating wild land by its prettiness. 

Another trouble with our wilderness policy is lack of functional plan- 

ning. Thus state after state is losing its last grizzlies despite a growing 

system of national forests, parks, and wildlife reservations. How many 

times have you seen a groupv of bureaus and state departments sit down to a 

y map and say: "Here is a grizzly range; what jobs need to be done by what 

agencies to consolidate the area and to regulate and buffer the bears?" With 

all the easy money since 1933, this should have been possible. Without it 

we shall lose all of our mobile rare species. 

Another evidence of the lack of any functional concept of wilderness 

is that when you get into areas smaller than a national forest or park, 

the idea of wilderness disapvears. Surely there is room for some degree 

of wilderness in any tract of wild land, however small. Is it any wonder 

that some of us would rather leave our favorite wild spot to the dragons 

than to have it fall into a state park? Or thet Kenneth Reid is proposing 

a third category of public land which shall be neither forest nor park?
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HOW TO BUILD BIRD HOUSES 

Aldo Leopold 
Albuquerque Game Protective Association 

The first lesson the builder of bird-houses mst learn is the same 

as the first lesson the real estate man must learn, namely - that houses must 

be built, to suit the tenant. 

The second lesson is that there are tenants and tenants, each whith his 

own notion of what is a house. Hach species of bird demands a different 

plan of dwelling. 

! All birds are alike, however, in their vehement distrust of ginger- 

bread trimmings and brand-spanking-newness. In this respect they set many 

humans a lesson in good taste. Avoid therefore new lumber, bright paints, 

and "fixings". Stick to weathered boards, slabs, bark, or round wood for 

material. 

The beginner must also keep in mind that not all birds will occupy 

houses. Robins, orioles, grosbeaks, warblers, vireos, hummingbirds, and 

hundreds of other species never do. The following species, however, will 

accept houses here in Albuquerque, if properly made and placed: wrens, 

linnets, phoebes, and the various woodpeckers. With patience and ingenuity, 

we may some day hope to add martins, tree swallows, screech owls, barn owls, 

bluebirds, and possible robins to this list. 

Linnet - Houses. These cheerful little songsters are easy to attract. 

Any old box with the upper half of the front open about six inches souare 

inside, and with a kind of shelf vrojecting inward for a couple of inches 

from the bottom of the opening, so as to hide the nest, will be speedily 

occupied. The houses should be inconspicuously pleced in a tangle of vines. 

A good place is under the eaves of a vine-clad porch. Linnets also nest in 

vines and trees. The thick sprouts on the trunks of Lombardy Poplars are a
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favorite situation. Keep the sparrows away. 

Wren Houses. The sine qua non of the wren house is an entrance hole 

exactly one and one sixteenth inch in diameter. This is just large 

enough to admit wrens,and just too small to admit English sparrows. Build 

the house about five inches square inside and sbout seven inches deep. Put 

the hole in the unver part of the front side, with a small verch just below 

it. Bore a ouarter-inch hole in the bottom for drainage of rain water and 

@ couple of the same under the eaves for ventilation. Place inconsnicuously 

under low eaves, or on a pole or tree, from eight to twelve feet about the 

ground. There mst be shrubbery or vines near. Wrens make their living by 

eating the hidden insects which make life miserable for the gardener. Cats 

are the wren's worst enemy. These annuals in their hypothetical function as 

"mousers", destroy 25,000,000 birds yearly. You cannot have both cats and 

birds. 

Phoebe Shelves. Phoebes do not want houses. They nest naturally on _ 

little shelves on the faces of cliffs, but will acce™ artificial shelves, 

about six inches square, if inconspicuously placed on the walls of houses in 

gebdle-ends or under eaves. Use a rough board, otherwise the winds will blow 

the nest off, or the sparrows will push it down. If you can't find e really 

rough one, drive in a few tacks or small nails for the birds to tie the nest 

to. Phoebes eat mosquitoes and flies. Encourage them. They arrive in March. 

Have your shelf ready on time. 

Woodpecker Houses. Woodveckers drill their homes in hollow snags. 

The closer such snags are imitated, the greater the chances of having your 

"for rent" sign responded to. 

The best woodpecker house is a genuine hollow snag imported from the 

woods. The cavity should be about fifteen inches deep, six inches in 

diameter at the bottom, and the hole two or two and one half inches in diameter.
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Put on a roof to exclude rain, and leave the inside rough so that the little 

tots can climb out. 

The next best woodvecker house is a solid section of log, split, 

gouged out, and then wired together again. To make one of these is real 

work, and requires good tools. 

The next best is a tube built of old boards. This will sometimes work. 

Always place the house in a tree, fifteen to twenty five feet above 

the ground, and always place a few handfuls of fresh sawdust in the bottom 

to imitate the chips resulting from natural excavation. The woodpeckers 

build no nest, but lay their eggs directly on these chips. 

There are two species of woodpecker which nest here - the small, 

black and white downy, and the flicker or yellowhemmer. The solemn little 

dowmy is the particular friend of the orchardist. His specialty is boring 

insects. The flicker is a clownish bird, with en exaggerated sense of humor, 

but he is death on ants, and withal a useful and liveable neighbor. 

Adventuring in Bird Houses. For those who like to achieve something 

new and difficult, there are many special vroblems in bird-housing whose 

solution is both interesting and important. The rurvle martin, for instance, 

has never been successfully lured into making his home in artificial quarters 

in this state. In the Hast, martin colonies are very successful, meny dozen 

vairs of birds often nesting in a single house. These houses are built on 

the apartment plan. We have mertins here in the Southwest, but so far they 

cling to their ancestral houses in hollow snags, preferably over water. 

Martin houses should be tried here. The Albuquerque Game Protective Associa- 

tion will furnish plans on request. 

New Mexico is Building Bird Houses for the first time in her long 

history, New Mexico is awakening to the possibilities of bird houses. The
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Sante Fe Boy Scouts, the Boys Club of the Albucueraue Game Protective Associa- 

tion, and the Manuel Training classes of the Albuquerque High School are 

meking the chips fly this spring. These boys are doing valuable pioneer 

work in attracting more birds to the vicinity of our homes, where we can 

enjoy them, and where, the value of their work in destroying noxious insects 

will soon be better appreciated.
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October 23, 1933 

: A Conservation Plan for Wisconsin Farms 

Aldo Leopold 

Conservation is the integration of economic with esthetic land use. 

The over-expansion of economic land-use is a prime factor in, if not a 

basic cause of, the disturbed conditions which now prevail. 

It is at least doubtful whether the sudden contraction of economic land 

uses by fiat or subsidy is feasible. A complex mechanism which took centuries 

to evolve must taken decades to "devolve." 

A more natural, though slower, remedy is to encourage the expansion of 

“competing” esthetic uses, which, in a broad sense, may be called conservation. 

These uses do not, of course, compete in the ordinary sense. They ere the com- 

plementary parts of one harmonious social and economic whole. They have--to 

our present cost--been momentarily subordinated, both on the average farmstead 

and in the mblic mind. To speed their catching up is a sound but neglected 

opportunity for mblic service. 

This fact was sensed in the early days of the Farm Board, when farmers 

were urged to convert excess grain acreage into woodlots. Such adjustments, 

however, are confronted by obstacles which only time and effort can dissolve. 

For instance: 

1. The excess grainland may not be the logical place for a woodlot. 
If so, the fence system and the physical layout of the farm 

must be reorganized. 

2. The tax structure, excent in a very few states, does not encourage 

devoting grainland to forestry. 

3. A woodlot ought to do more than grow wood. It ought to vroduce 

‘ game, fur, end "scenery." It ought to control erosion end 
improve the regimen of streams. The techniaues for these secondary 

: functions were not ready, nor did the farmer realize that some of 

them could be made to yield a revenue. The laws in some cases 
discouraged the orderly marketing of conservation products. 

4, The profitable marketing of woodlot vroducts often requires 

community organization which does not yet exist.
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In short, this verfectly sound suggestion fell flat because, like other 

land changes, it was too complex to be accomplished “ont of hand." Such 

changes take time, they must evolve, they require steering end the running 

down of side issues. Often they require research, or the demonstration of 

‘ research findings. ; 

There is at this time every prospect of a plethora of research and its 

concomitants in all the economic phases of land-use. Hundreds of state and 

federal bureaus, university departments, legislative committees, and vrivate 

foundations are seizing the present opportunity to investigate, plan, and 

report whet should be done to, by, or for the land industries. Many of them 

will seek to develop the esthetic uses of lands. Those that do will probably 

follow existing grooves end centre their ettention on public development of 

"recreational resources" on wild lands by conservation bureaus at nubdlic 

expense, rather than private development of esthetic values on going farms by 

the farmer, for the enrichment of farm life end ferm income. i 

It is the purpose of this paper to broach the need for an organization 

devoted to this neglected field. 

The Iowa Conservation Plan ‘ 

One vrevious attempt to execute a nearly identical idea is available for 

guidance. The "Iowa Conservation Plan" (drawn 1931-32, mblished 1933) was 

Similar in objective, but differed in these resvects: 

1. It was sponsored by the state government, hence an immediate | 
"showing" was necessary in all lines of thought, whether 
ready for action or wholly immature, and whether or no the 
public was ready to support the action recommended. 

2. It necessarily carried a heavy flavor of "public works." 

3. It carried no funds for follow-up research, and inadequate funds 
for initial compilation. | 

4. It was vrevared by a staff of technicians imported for the pur- 
pose, but not participating in its execution. 

|
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A short way to describe the idea here proposed is to evolve, in some 

sample state, a "Conservation Plan," rather than to write one out-of-hand; 

to import no staff for the rurpose of compiling end publishing a conservation 

"blueprint," but rather to encourage, by financial help and otherwise, all 

forces in thet state holding promise of speeding the harmonious integration 

of esthetic with economic land-uses. In short, it is proposed to help some 

sample state solve its own land-problem, in the hope that others may follow 

suit. | 

The Iowa staff did its best to approach this method, but under severe 

limitations of time, funds, and persnnnel. 

} The Forces of Integration 

Wisconsin vresents a sample arrey of the forces which might be utilized 

for evolving e "Conservation Plan" in the special sense here defined. The 

following sketch of their status and plans will indicate how, by skillful guid- 

ence, @ sponsoring orgenizetion, might act as the leaven rather than the flour 

for the loaf. (This aphorism holds good in a financial es well as en intel- 

lectual sense.) The inventory includes both the agencies which are likely 

and those which are unlikely to do original work toward the end here under dis- 

cussion. In the latter event the inventory indicates the reason why. 

Public Agencies 

Conservation Department. This body is soundly organized, and has most of the 

legislative foundations for a constructive vrogram. It will cooperate to launch 

proven ideas, but will not pioneer new ones of the sort here in question. 

Forest Service. The same comment applies as to the Conservation Department. 

The Forest Products Laboratory is of great ultimate imnortence. If, for instance, 

it could invent a farm gas plant using wood as fuel a large acreage would probably 

at once go over from overproduced gras to woodlot in a sound and natural way,
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to the joint benefit of all the land uses. A mere request from the right 

source might suffice to get this vroject started, at Forest Service expense. 

Soil Brosion Service. The la Crosse Project (see Exhibit A) is the most 

ambitious for 13 years, but will inevitably give insufficient emphesis to 

research, and to social and esthetic aspects of land, end to follow-up 

observations. 

University of Wisconsin. The university has amassed a great volume of f 

scientific data on aquaculture, but there is a large hiatus between these data 

and their use on lend. Help in bridging this gen is needed. The nature of 

this help is indicated in Project VIII, Exhibit B. Use of land for aquaculture 

(fur, fish, waterfowl, and other marshland crons) is one of the most direct 

and promising means of reducing competitive acreage in "standard" crops, and 

et the same time enriching farm life and serving the public interest in the 

regimen of streams. 

A biological technique for aquaculture can never develop to the fullest 

extent without an adjustment of the tax status of marshes. This is a virgin | 

field in which the university is the only agency qualified to design new 

policies (see Exhibit C). 

A Chair of Game Management has been finenced by the Alumni Research 

Foundation, but its research program is hampered by lack of funds. (See 

Exhibit B.) Game crops offer a direct way to reduce competitive acreage 5% 

on every farm in the state, without loss of farm revenue, and to the enrich- 

ment of farm life. 

The university's "short course" for young farmers offers an ideal medium 

for dissemination of the above ideas to farm owners. 

Meny kinds of trained men, not now availeble, are needed for this vrogran. 

A supply of the needed kinds of men could be created by the usual device of 

greduete research fellowships. For instance, there is no such thing as e supply
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of men equally skilled in forestry, erosion control, and game management. There 

are no fish managers. There are no men equally skilled in landscaping and wild 

life. 

Milwaukee Public Miseum. Conservetion uses of land require "visual education." 

The university has no facilities for biological exhibits, but the Milwaukee 

Public Museum has. It lacks, however, any manpower in land manegement, and any 

funds to construct exhibits. A small sum, plus the advisory services of 

university land-menagers, would eneble it to fill this new function. Conserva- 

tion exhibits and movies could be made partially self-supporting by charging’ 

out-of-stete egencies for their use. 

Private Agencies 

Izaak Walton League. This once influential organization is about to become 

defunct, probebly because its vrogram is written in terms of legislation rather 

than land vractice. No more legislation is needed, hence it "has no jov." It 

could be very useful in develoving patronage for conservation enterprises on 

farms, and could be easily turned into this channel. It could also sponsor the 

training of young men for conservation practice, and give valuable community 

recognition to farmers avvlying the ideas here in question. 

Friends of Our Native Lendscape. This is an idealistic orgenization without a 

program. It includes, happily, a considerable number of farmers. It could 

serve the same functions as the I.W.L.A., but from the landscaving anvroach 

rather than field svorts approach. It could easily be induced to svonsor the 

idea of training men in "landscaping" for animals as well as for plants. 

Foundations. Exhibit C shows a sample of how local wealth might be enlisted 

in local conservation vrograms. 

The foregoing is merely a suggestive sketch of the opportunities now oven 

to contract economic land-cropping by expending esthetic lend-cropping. The 

sketch deals with only one state, but a parallel situstion exists in all states.
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If left to themselves these opportunities will develop slowly, and with 

the usuel false starts and loss of energy. If steered and encouraged, they 

will develop rapidly, with a lesser loss. There is a grave question whether 

the vresent social and economic set-up will await the slow vrocesses of un- 

guided evolution. What devices can be set up to sveed the re-balancing of 

land-uses without resort to the political technique of fiat and subsidy? 

Proposed Organization 

In my opinion a small board of picked men, with the funds to apnly help 

et those svots which seem to be developing promising leads, could vastly 

accelerate the processes of adjustment in land-use. Such a board could either 

centre its effort in a sample state, or otherwise. No existing foundation 

occupies this field. Most existing foundations are dedicated either to 

science as an end, or to science as a means to general economic expansion. 

This proposal deals with science as 2 means to @ specific economic and 

social adjustment.
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B. What should be done about it? 

6. Develop private game management. 

There is no chance to develop game on shotgunned private cutover 

holdings until the owners pool their holdings into units or blocks. Once 

a unit is blocked out, and posted so that hunting is under control, then 

it becomes possible to develop the deer, prairie chickens, ruffed grouse, 

fishing, fur, etc., as a crop. Take the deer, for exemple. 

What Are the Objectives? First, to build up the carrying capacity 

of the range. Second, to regulate the deer pomlation, by increasing or 

decreasing the annual kill, so that it is as high as possible but safely 

within the capacity. 

When is 2 Range Overstocked? How to judge whether a deer range is over 

or understocked cannot be described on paper. The guiding principle is 

that the deer mst not be allowed to kill the most palatable food plants. 

Thus if all the white cedar seedlings which project above the snow are 

eaten off, the range is overstocked, even though plenty of hazel, aspen, 

or ironwood browse remains untouched. 

How Build Up Capacity? By refraining from cutting or burning the 

white cedars or other palateble winter foods which dear evaileable foliage, 

or are needed to produce seed for reproduction. By encouraging raspberry, 

blackberry, bog birch, maple, oak end other naturel growths which consti- 

tute winter foods. By raising food patches of corn or soybeans to supple- 

ment natural browse foods. By establishing white or red clover patches 

to supplement summer foods, end winter rye patches for fall and svring | 

use. By using salt or food patches to distribute the deer as evenly as- | 

possible during spring, summer, and fall. 

It is dangerous to feed deer artificially without at the same time 

watching the natural foods and trimming down the deer whenever the load 

|
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of browsing induces signs of distress in pelatable plant species. 

How Regulate the Kill? It is important to control not only the size 

of the herd but the sex and age classes in it. Less than 1 mature buck to 

2 mature does is, in the long run, not conducive to vigor and health. On 

the average, the northern renge should not carry more than 1 deer per 

25-40 acres. If the average buck killed hes less than 6-8 voints ver 

antler, it is a sign of shortage either in the quality of bucks, the 

quentity, or both. If the fawning dates, the antler-shedding dates, or the 

dates of color change in pelage are widely dispersed, or unduly late, it is 

a sign of malnutrition, and a signal to reduce the herd radically in size. 

. Usually the symptoms of malnutrition do not appear until after the range 

has been spoiled. 

Predators. A few coyotes, wolves, and vobcats are good for any wild 

deer herd. These naturel enemies keep the deer on their toes, cull out 

weaklings, and especially they tend to prevent the deer from bunching up 

unduly on favored spots and killing the feed there, to the neglect of 

other good spots. They thus help the game manager to keep a healthy 

herd well distributed and to prevent overloading the range. 

On the other hand over-abundant predators may unduly reduce population. 

The o jective is to keen vredators at 2 reasonable level, not to exterminate 

them. This can usuallybe accomplished by ordinary trapping for fur. 

Hunting Revenue. The landowners who are members of a pool or game unit 

will often wish to do their own hunting. If so, this constitutes their 

"revenue" from such a venture. 

If they do not, then they are justified in charging for hunting privi- 

; leges, and in regulating the kind, number and behavior of hunters to whom 

privileges are given. There is no doubt that the crowding, danger, wastage 

end lawlessness which constently increase on unregulated hunting grounds 

makes it worth money to have the privilege of hunting on a regulated area,
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where these abuses can be guaranteed not to spoil the hunter's pleasure. 

In order to keen the good will of the local commnity, however, it is 

important for any pool not to ston at mere posting, but also to practice 

the constructive measures hereinbefore described. To merely post is to de- 

prive the public of a privilege heretofore unchallenged, without eny corres- 

ponding public service in the better development of natural resources. 

Qther Game. For each other svecies there is a technicue, more or less ! 

developed, similar to the deer technique here summarized. Many of the 

measures taken for deer are also useful to other species. Thus the food 

patches are useful to prairie chickens,and the clover patches to ruffed 

grouse. 

/f
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iz May 29, 1934 

Memorandum for Mr. C. P. Winslow: 

THE SILVICULTURE OF EROSION AND GAME VEGETATION 

I promised to send you a sketch of field exveriments needed in connec- 
tion with the development of vegetation for erosion control and game manage- 

ment in this region. This kind of work might be done on an experimental 
area for the joint use of the Forest Products Laboratory and the Lake States 
Experiment Station, and would constitute an addition to the genetical research 

field which has already been discussed. 

Root Binding Proverties of Plants. In using vegetation to retard the advance 

of a gully head, a combination of deep and shallow rootage is needed. Ordinary 
timber trees when used alone vrobably tend to give good deep rootage, but poor 

shallow rootage, whereas grass or shrubbery used alone probably tend to give 

good shallow rootege, but defective deen rootage. There must be some combin- 

ation of grass, shrubs, and trees which on any given soil vroduces en ovtimmn. 

This optimum should be determinable by experimentation. Only a few trees ad- 
mit enough light to allow a growth of grass. Locust seems to be one of these. 

In stream bank control there is a question of how far above and below 

the weter table a dense rooteage cen be produced by the use of willow or other 
plants. 

For exverimentation in root binding, an artificial water supply is prob- 
ably necessary for use in simlating rainfall and floods. 

Any search for the best species must, of course, be predicated not only 

on the mechanical properties of their root systems, but also on the ease of 

provegetion, the commercial value of wood vroducts, if any, game cover value 

and general desirability on the farm. 

Sprouting and Succering Properties. The sudden growth of erosion control has 

disclosed a lamentable lack of knowledge concerning the capacity of various 

species to grow from cuttings and the capacity of such cuttings to spread. up 
banks of streams and gullies by root succers. 

Hundreds of thousands of willows of some half-dozen species are this year 
being planted for erosion and game cover purposes without eny certainty that 
we are choosing the best species for the perticular local purpose or even that 
the cuttings will grow et all. We know little or nothing about the season at 

which cuttings should be made, the manner of storage, if any, the season for 
plenting or the sites on which they can be planted. Neither do we know the 
age of the wood which should be selected for cuttings. We know still less 

about the pruning or other treatment which the plants should receive to accom- 

plish the particular purpose of holding banks, impeding floods, retarding 

gully heads, making game cover, etc. I am eware that there are fragments of 

information concerning particular species such es the basket willow, but this 

was gathered for an entirely different vurvose. It remains a fact that large 
investments are being made without technical guidance. 

I personally am also convinced that there are important things still 
unknown about the succering vroverties of species. I notice esvecially in 
plum and willow thet vigor of succering is a spasmodic affair in point of time. 

A large thicket of either species will be all of one or two ages; in other
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words, succering proceeded with great vigor for a year or two and then ceased. 

Why? We cannot use these plants intelligently until these things are known 

and they are coming to be of equal importance with the silvical cheracter- 

istics of forest trees. 

Grazing-resistant Plants. In the unglaciated area there are numerous pastures 

so shaped that incipient erosion cannot be fenced without destroying the 

pasture. For such spots a grazing-resistant erosion control plant is badly 

needed. There is need to search for svecies which are unpalatable to stock, 

chean to propagate, and vlant, and which spread vigorously but not too 
vigorously, so as to be a nuisance on the farm. Prickly ash, lilac, Symphori- 
carpos, and possibly some of the roses are vossibilities. The plant should 
also, if possible, have game cover value. 

Erosion Cover for Dry Slopes. On the Coon Valley project large investments are 
veing made in planting Scotch pine and cedar on steen south slopes heretofore 

pastured. There is a grave question whether the Scotch vine under such condi- 

tions has any timber value whatever, and even a question whether it offers 

any better erosion control than the ordinary broom sedge grass which would 

come in without planting or which might be provageted. 

Cedar presents the difficulty of precarious survival. 

The whole broad auestion of what to do on such slopes needs to be re- 

exemined, if necessery dropping entirely the idea of vroducing forest vroducts 

of commercial value. Creeping juniver, or the vrocumbent form of ordinary 

cedar or even the native grasses might be a better bet than the species now used. 

General Discussion. The foregoing are merely samples illustrating a heretofore 
neglected field which might be called "The Silviculture of Erosion and Game 
Vegetation." This field, of course, extends over into agronomy, horticulture, 

and animal husbandry, but the Forest Service, should stake its claim on allthat 
part of the field touching upon woody vegetation and range management. My rea- 

son for this statement is that the Forest Service has the personnel for start- 
ing this work. It is already clear, however, thot if a start is delayed, the 
initiative will fell more and more to the other organizations. 

Most of this field reovired local exnerimentation. The problems of southern 

Wisconsin cannot be solved at St. Paul or Trout Lake. My mental picture is a 
central area at Madison with branch exneriments at numerous scattered points 

throughout the state. 

A realistic victure of these problems as they have come uv on a single 
farm is indicated by the attached mimeograthed "Manual" which I extemporized 

last fall for the CCC erosion camps. 

There is an equivalent series of questions in connection with marsh 

vegetetion, and another series in connection with aquatic vegetation, which 

I have not mentioned because they are aprarently outside the field of the 
Forest Service. 

Aldo Leopold
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Submitted to Mr. Dan H. Otis 
Room 522 

First National Bank Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Wild Life Crops in a Land Conservation Program 

Fortunstely the changes in land-use needed for soil and moisture conser- 

vation can also, in many cases, ve made to produce annual crops of desirable 

wild life. Thus the vegetation needed to prevent erosion of terrace+outlets, 

gully banks, steep slones and creek banks can, if properly laid out, also 

serve as cover and sometimes as food for crovs of upland game and fur. Water 

impounded for any purpose can usually be made to produce waterfowl, fur, or 

fish. 

The expenditures required to produce these wild crops is usually one of 

forethought and skill rather than of cash. Wild crops can in some cases be 

made to yield a cash revenue through the sale of shooting or fishing vrivi- 

leges or raw furs. In all cases they tend to yield sport or food for the 

farmer, and thus make for a more satisfactory farm life. 

Cropping Methods. As in regular farm crops, success in wild=life cropping 

depends on selecting the species best adapted to the soil, and applying to 

them the right methods of culture. This technique is celled "game manage- 

ment." ‘It usually consists of altering the food and cover to allow the game 

to accomplish rapid natural increase, and then limiting the kill or harvest 

so as to leave ample breeding stocks. Where an initial breeding stock is 

lacking, it mst of course be artificially planted. 

Agricultural colleges are beginning to build up game menegement techniques 

suiteble for their resnective states, and to sunply interested farmers with 

literature and personal consultation on cropping methods. Conservation com- 

missions are beginning to supply interested farmers with breeding stock and 

with nursery stock for cover pnlantings, and to pass legislation aimed to en- 

courage farmers to crop their wild life. There is a growing realization that 

in farming country the public can accomplish more wild-life conservation
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indirectly through the farmer than directly through the effort of mblic 

agencies. Wild life ecmnot increase without food, cover, and vrotection. 

These can be supplied cheaply and effectively only by the man who lives on 

the land. 

Examples of Wild-life Cropping. The farmers of Williamston township, 

Ingham County, Michigan, organized themselves in 1930 for the double purpose 

of controlling trespass and building up game, especially pheasants. The ; \ 

University, the Conservation Department, and the Izaak Walton League furnished 

technical service, seed for food vatches, and planting stock for cover. No 

birds were planted, but within two years the pheasant povulation had quadrupled, 

and this despite the continuance of controlled shooting. ; 

A group of nine farmers near Riley, Dane County, Wisconsin, organized 

themselves as a game cooperative in 1931, at which time they had a few quail 

but no pheasants. In 1934, 52 pheasants were killed, with plenty of seed 

stock left over. Quail are not shot, but have quintupled in number. 

In 1933 many farmers on the Coon Valley Soil Erosion Project, near 

La Crosse, Wisconsin, began a winter-feeding and cover-improvement program 

on their farms in cooperation with the Soil Erosion Service. Quail doubled 

and pheasants quadrupled in one year. Wo shooting is done as yet.
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Improving the Wildlife Program of the 

Soil Conservation Service 

Aldo Leopold 

Premise. The attempt to justify this program in terms of individual profit 

economics is false and should be discontinued. There are particular items, 

such as a fur marsh, which may "vay" and can be demonstrated to pay, but 

most of the things to be done for and with wildlife on Wisconsin farms rest 

upon either: 

(a) the pleasure to be derived from them 

(b) the benefit or profit to the commnity (rather than the 
individual) 

(c) an appreciation of benefits which are usually indirect, 

often small, often long deferred, and always interlaced 
with farming, forestry, and other "activities". 

In either event, the creation of 4 motive for a wildlife conservation 

program demands an antecedent process of education which is not yet started. 

This proeess of education mst be genuine and spontaneous else it will 

fail, and it mst be addressed to the "teachers" (i.e., the S.C.S. personnel, 

the county agent, the school teacher) as well as the "mpils" (the farmer, 

his family, the local banker, merchant, etc.). 

Content of the Education Program. The mere propagation of biological facts, 

however interesting, is sterile unless those facts are woven into the cultural 

pattern of the commnity. There are other new "threads" which mst be woven 

in at the same time, else the wildlife threads lose mch of their significence. 

Some of these are 

1. A sense of history 

2. A sense of art 

These are dangerous words because, in the sterile educational system ¢ 

today, they convey the idea that the farmer should be reading history and
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should be taught esthetics. The exact opposite is truth. Every farmer, 

willy-nilly, is writing history, and painting a new lendscape for Wisconsin. 

fhe only question is whether he is aware of it, and whether he is critical 

of the result. 

Once a new pattern is started, there are many satisfactions to be 

derived from it, and few of them need be of a "highbrow" nature For 

example, there are dozens of rural sports, from coon-dog field trials to 

wildflower vicnics, which are now passing out because their physical basis 

is disappearing, but which can regain vitality when their vhysicel basis 

exvands with a good wildlife vrogrem. A good wildlife program reduces itself, 

in essence, to the deliberate pervetuation of a diverse landscape, and to 

its integration with economic and cultural land-use. Before we can get the 

farmer to create such a landscane, he mst taste the satisfactions it offers 

et all seasons to all ages and all degrees of intellectual advancement. Who 

is to show him how? 

Parties to the Job. The professional wildlifers in the S.C.S., the university, 

end the Conservation Department certainly cannot undertake this alone. Why 

not mobilize the help of those who are equally interested in the result, 

and who can contribute what we can't? 

It would be good for the historians as well as the farmers if they (the 

historians) were called upon, whenever a new S.C.S. project, district or 

what-not gets under way, to inventory the historical values within its 

boundaries. Here, let us say, is the hill from which the Illinois militia 

shot at Blackhawk's scuaws when they attempted to raft across the Wisconsin. 

All right, here is an old bur oak which may have witnessed that little 

drama. Let the botanists and foresters bore for its age, and tell us how big { 

' it was at that time, and whet lendscape surrounded it. Then let the S.C.S.
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contrect with the farmer who owns the oak to designate it as an historical 

monument of which he (the farmer) is the custodian. Let the S.C.S. furnish 

the teacher of the nearby school with the whole story in written form, with 

pictures, for use in class. Let the historians list the books needed for 

historical background; the botanists those needed for biological background; 

: let the school board add these books to the library. Perhaps the teacher 

will read them. If "bur oak" carries no vital connotation to the teacher, 

advise her quietly to read Peattie's "Prairie Grove" and Muir's "Boyhood 

and Youth". 

Here, then, is at least one vossible local "backdrop" against which 

the wildlifer can portray the significance of bur oak to coon, fox squirrel, 

flying squirrel, owl, and scarlet tanager, and while he is at it, to white 

grub, pasture, and cows. So can the artist and the landscaper now raise 

the question of the role of bur oak in painting, photography, and landscape 

design. Without the backdrop, all these elaborations would perish in vacuo. 

Likewise the S.C.S. wildlifer can now raise the question of whether 

the foresters, in their "timber stand improvement" operations, are doing 

unnecessary violence to bur oaks. Without the backdrop, all these 

elaborations perish.
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VEGETATION FOR EROSION CONTROL IN THE CCC CAMPS 

OF SOUTHWESTERN WISCONSIN 

Aldo Leopold 

A. THEORY 

Functions. Vegetation is most effective for erosion control when combined 

with engineering structures, and conversely engineering structures ere most 

effective when supported by apvropriate vegetation. Hence in building en- 

gineering structures on farms at public expense, it is reasonable to ask the 

farmer, by contract svecification or otherwise, to plant or let grow such 

vegetation as will augment the function of the structure and serve the mblic 

interest. 

In southwestern Wisconsin the following opportunities to establish new 

or different vegetation seem to be the most frequent: 

1. Rootbinding earth fills and abutments of dams and spillways. 

2. Rootbinding raw spots representing incipient gullies. 

3. Rootbinding banks of gullies in the sector just below a dam 

where the delta of the subjoining dem (if any) will not cover. 

4. Rootbinding and preventing the deepening, elongation, or finger- 

ing of small gullies too steep to make dams feasible, or too 

;, rocky to require them. 

5. Rootbinding gully-heads or lips which are 

(a) Not too deep to be held by rootage. 

(o>) Deep large heads or lips which have advanced so fer up a 

slope that there is little land left to save, and which 

accordingly do not justify expensive structures. 

6. Rootbinding the discharge channels of terraces. 

7. Rootbinding deltas behind dams where not to be used for grass crops. 

8. Desilting flood flows on outwash areas or fans by the mechanical 

obstruction offered by the stems.
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9. Rootbinding streem-banks and deflecting (by means of tree trunks) 

the currents undercutting such banks. 

10. Rootbinding road fills, road cuts, culvert discharge, and pro- 

tection ditches. 

Incidental to these functions, certain species of vegetation supply commer- 

cial sawlogs, fencevosts, valuable fuel, food or cover for game and insectivor- 

ous birds, or wild fruit or nuts. 

Even when not necessary for the safety and permanence of local engineering 

structures, vegetation may often decrease the silt load which passes through 

them, and thus augment their usefulness to public streams below. 

Classes of Vegetation. Trees, shrubs, grasses, or vines may be used, or com- 

binations of them, devending on the mechanical effect desired. 

Trees are approvriate where deep rootage'is needed, and where the lever- 

age of the tree top presents no objection Some species of trees have ultimate 

commercial value. 

Shrubs or vines give deep rootage without the leverage of a tall top. 

Thus shrubs are preferable to trees for holding the caving lip of a gully or 

a steep bank. Shrubs are usually more valuable as game cover than trees. 

Grass is appropriate where shallow rootage will suffice, where very small 

spots need protection, or where agricultural implements must be moved across 

the area. 

Selection of Species; Relation to Grazing. Choice of species is limited 

chiefly by: 

1. Whether the site is to be grazed. 

2. Whether the vegetation is to be planted, or allowed to come uv 

naturally. : 

3. Whether the leverage of tree tops is objectionable. 

4, Danger of suckers spreading into adjacent fields.
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All Wisconsin soils not subject to reveated fires automatically stock 

themselves with shrubs and trees when relieved from grazing. Only a few 

species of shrubs and almost no trees, however, can be established on closely 

grazed pastures, even by artificial planting. Natural restocking seldom occurs 

on pastures, and cannot be relied upon. 

Within field fences many trees end shrubs reproduce naturally, or can be 

planted, since such ground is grazed only in fall after crops are harvested. 

The proverties of species likely to be useful for erosion control in 

this region are summarized in Chart I. (chart and map not copied) 

Methods of Establishment. Vegetation may be established by: 

1. Natural reproduction. 

2. Planting seed. 

3. Planting cuttings or rooted stems obtained from wild stands. 

4. Planting seedlings dug from wild stands or nursery-grown. 

5. Planting sods. 

The choice of method depends on the species and quantity desired, the 

limits of permissible cost in labor and materials, whether ultimate commercial 

products are wanted, and how quickly a stand is needed. 

In natural reproduction, it is uncertain just what species will come in, 

and the process may take several years, but otherwise it is cheap and sure. 

It is the best method for ungrazed land where any kind of shrub or tree will 

do, and where no ultimate yield of commercial products is expected. 

Planting seed is uncertain excet for oaks, walnuts, or other large 

viable seeds. 

Planting cuttings is cheap, rapid, and sure, but only willows and cotton- 

woods grow from cuttings. Plum, dogwood, rose, and other suckering species 

grow from rooted suckers or root-sprouts, which may often be dug in quantity 

from wild stands.
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Planting seedlings is feasible only in species produced in quantity by 

nurseries, or wild seedlings which can be transplanted. 

All planting of seedlings, cuttings, or rooted stems must be done during 

the dormant season: i.e., between the time the leaves fall in autumn and the 

buds open in spring. 

Sod vlants may be established by plenting seed, or by setting sods. The 

latter is best for small spots in immediate danger of erosion. The former is 

cheaper for large areas. Areas to be sodded should be first smoothed and com- 

pacted to avoid the formation of gully "lips" or heads which might enlarge. 

B. SAMPLE FARM 

The attached layout of a sample farm (Map I) (not copied) illustrates 

how to take advantage of the varying vroperties of vegetation to support 

engineering works. The soil of the farm is loess. 

The deep gully (A) in the southwest forty is being controlled by two 

structures: a spillway-to prevent the advance of the gully through the 

farmyard, and a soil-saving dam lower down. Just below each structure, 

steep banks of the gully will remain exposed. Such banks can be root-bound 

by plenting at their base some shrub or tree with the capacity to spread up 

banks by suckering. This gully lics in pasture, hence it will either have 

to be inclosed or else planted to a grazing-resistant species. | 

It can be inclosed by moving the present fence from the west to the east 

bank of the gully, thus throwing it from the vasture to the tobacco field. If 

this is done, the base of the exposed bank should be planted to willow cuttings 

or plum suckers. These species, as indicated by Chart I, have all the desired 

properties except grazing-resistance. 

If left uninclosed, the base of the exposed bank should be planted to lo- 

cust seedlings. If there are any "shelves" on the bank, plant them also. 

Locust as indicated on Chart I, tends to resist grazing, and as explained
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later, thrives on loess banks end will climb up their faces by suckers. 

The dam-fill which the contract recuires to be fenced in any event, 

should be planted to grass or sodded. 

There are three raw spots (B) on the hillside south of the dam which could 

be planted to walnuts. These raw spots are too small to fence and a locust 

thicket on good vasture would be undesirable, so a grazing-resistant, lumber- 

producing tree is selected. The nuts must be protected as specified later. 

Even walnut trees are better fenced, because they do not thrive where the soil 

is tramped es it is in a pasture. 

In the south-centrel part of the farm a gully-head (C) is advancing south- 

eastward up the fence, while several raw spots in the old road adjacent threaten 

to form fingers. This series of bad spots happens to lie bunched in a corner 

of the pasture which cen be fenced off without loss, excevt that the old road 

will need two gates instead of one. The fenced triangle should be planted to 

plum, sumac, crab, or haw, or better still, a mixture of all. The addition of 

a few grape vines or red cedars would meke this an excellent winter quail cover. 

The plantings should extend 50 feet above the lip of the gully. The sodded 

spot above the liv should never be plowed. No diversion is recommended for 

the lip of this gully because there is no vlace to which to lead the water 

without forming a new lin. 

The raw gully banks (D) in the pasture below the fenced triangle should 

be planted to grazing-resistant locust, or (where shaded) to prickly ash. 

Chart I explains that prickly ash tolerates shade. ‘his sector of the gully 

contains rocks and will not be hard to hold. 

Just north of the gully heading in the fenced triangle is another gully 

(E) containing raw spots. Its head is now sodded, but threatening to cut. 

This head is within the field fence and hence ungrazed. In the field above
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are several strings of raw spots or stubble. All of these should be sodded by 

seeding. The vasture sector (D) should be planted to locust and prickly ash. 

Northeast of the farmhouse end just east of the road a bad gully-head (F) 

is advancing into the field. A diversion dam should be built, and the whole 

head of the gully, including the diversion terrace, planted or allowed to re- 

produce naturally to brush.. No fencing will be needed since the area lies 

within a field and is ungrazed. The raw svots on the slopes of the field above 

should be sodded by seeding. The raw banks in the pasture sector below should 

be planted to locust or prickly ash, preferably the latter as this is a shady 

piace. 

West of the road and north of the house a raw gully bank (G) parallels the 

cornfield fence. The fence should be moved to throw the gully out of the pas- 

ture, after which it can be planted to plum, sumac, or willow, or it can be 

allowed to reproduce naturally to whatever species volunteers. 

Where this same draw first enters the farm, just north of the road, isa 

raw spot (H) which should be planted to locust or prickly ash. The latter is 

preferable as this ground is partly shaded by scattering tres, and a shade- 

tolerant species is needed. This planting, in conjunction with the thicket on 

the adjoining farm, will furnish winter cover fof a covey of quail. A few 

cedar or grape tangles would strengthen it for this purpose. 

The small remaining raw spots near the north boundary of the farm are in 

or near timber, while those just north of the house are on a gentle grade; 

hence, these remaining spots cen be left untreated. 

This plan for the use of vegetation calls for the sacrifice of about 2 

acres of pasture, or 1.6 ver cent of the 120 acres in the farm. It also calls 

for the moving of 100 rods of old fence and the construction of 10 rods of new 

fence. This is regarded as reasonable insurance to safeguard the future sta- 

bility of the soil and add safety to the dems already built.
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C. MAINTENANCE OF VEGETATION: GRAZING OF WOODLOTS 

There is no maintenance problem in any of the kinds of vegetation here 

mentioned, provided it be ungrazed end unburned. Cutting if not followed by 

grazing does no harm from the erosion control standvoint, since all of the 

species listed in Chart I (excent Red Cedar and White Pine) sprout promptly 

after cutting, and their roots remain alive and intact. Grazing following 

cutting, however, kills the sprouts. Hence the combination of cutting and 

grazing is ultimately fatal to all tree end shrub cover excent the few graz- 

ing-resistant species listed on Chart I. 

Where grazed woodlots are situated on a watershed subject to rapid run- 

off, it may be well to specify the exclusion of grazing from the woodlot by 

fencing it. The loss of pasture incident to such fencing is often offset by 

the greater yield of wood and the greater stability of the soil. Ungrazed 

woodlots reproduce promptly even if clean-cut, whereas grazed woodlots are 

eventually wiped out by cutting due to lack of reproduction. 

D. PROPERTIES OF SPECIES 

This caption explains in more det2il the salient properties of each 

species indicated in Chart I. 

Bleck Locust is particularly valuable because of its ability to sucker up steep 

banks, and its non-palatability to stock. It grow vigorously on loess soils, 

but its suitability for the sandy soils of glacial terraces is doubtful. It 

makes excellent fence posts but ofter attaining vost size is subject to at- 

tack by borers. 

Locust seedlings are available from the Conservation Department Nurseries. 

A full stand need not be planted, since it spreads by suckers. 

Where locust is planted in pasture, it mst be covered by stiff brush to 

prevent trampling, unless situated on a steep bank where there is no passage 

of livestock.
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Black Walnut makes valuable sawtimber and is unpalatable to stock. It is 

suited, therefore, to vlanting in vastures, but is injured by the tramping 

of cattle and will not attain commercial size excent on rich deep alluvial 

or loess soils. Do not use walnut on sandy terraces. 

Walnut secdlings are obtainable from nurseries, but they are expensive to 

plant because of the deep tap-root. For small jobs, it is better to plant nuts 

which have been stored so as to be ready to germinate. The planting spot (a 

foot or two square) mst be deeply cultivated before planting, and after plant- 

ing mst be covered by stiff brush to prevent trampling. If within 100 yards 

of squirrel woods, the nuts mst be further protected by placing them under 

@ tin lid in which an axe-cut has been made to allow the sprout to emerge. 

If this is not done, squirrels will dig out the nuts. Use half a dozen mts 

per planting spot. Where commercial logs are desired, interplant with other 

trees or shrubs to force the walnuts upward. For small jobs, it is better to 

plent nuts by vressing them into the ground with the heel. Plant 10 times as 

many nuts as the number of seedlings desired; or, if nuts are sprouted, plant 

only two for each seedling wented. This is the better method. 

Tree Willows. Bush willows are better than tree willows except for stream- 

bank work, where the trunks are used to deflect flood currents. Tree willows 

are vropagated by planting cuttings, which may be anything from a short section 

of branch to a whole trunk. Where trunk cuttings need to be braced against 

floods, drive a pipe alongside and tie the willow trunk to it. 

Stock for cuttings is obtainable locally almost anywhere. 

Cottonwood. This has the same properties as the tree willows and may be 

used in the same way for the same purposes. 

For planting near dwellings, select the cuttings from male trees so they 

will not bear cotton. 

Birch and Alder. White birch often seeds in naturally on ungrazed ground, 

especially on steep sandy banks. Tag alder seeds in on moist bottoms or seeps
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if ungrazed. Artificial planting is not recommended. f 

White Pine. Good for planting sandy land where commercial sawlogs are de- 

sired. Natural reproduction is uncertain. It is best to plant nursery seed- 

lings, which are obtainable in quantity from the State Conservation Department. 

White pine is subject to the probable future invasion of blister rust. 

Red Cedar. Wild seedlings are often obtainable locally in small numbers. 

This species is good for dry, rocky or sandy banks. A few cedars or vines 

mixed with other shrubs enhance their value as game cover. 

Wild Plum. This has the same property of suckering up banks as locust. 

Planting stock in small amounts is obtainable from wild thickets. Dig up the 

suckers with a small piece of root attached to each. A plum thicket makes 

valuable game cover. A full stand need not be planted; a few plants soon fill 

up the intervening speces. 

Red Haw and Crab Apple. ‘These are like plum, except that they lack suck- 

ering capecity. 

Sumac, even more than locust and walnut, is cattle-proof, and hence is 

valuable for pasture plantings. Wild suckers with roots attached are easily 

obtainable locally. 

Prickly Ash, a thorny shrub characteristic of southwestern Wisconsin, is 

nearly as cattle-proof as sumac, and has the additional property of tolerating 

partial shade. It is especially adapted for holding rocky gullies in partly 

timbered pastures. Wild seedlings or suckers are obtainable locally from wild 

thickets. 

Bush willow. There are several species which differ in suckering capacity. 

The ordinary sendbar willow sends out vigorous suckers, but the "Pussy" willows 

sucker less freely.. The non-suckering kinds must be planted more thickly to 

make a stand. 

All bush willows are easily propagated by sticking cuttings into the 

ground, but competing weeds mst be cut away during the first year, lest the
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new sprouts be choked out. No willow withstands grazing, but any ungrazed spot, 

if not extremely dry. can be quickly end permanently root-bound with willows. 

A row of cuttings at the base of a bank will ouickly climb to the top. 

Bush willows are by far the best plant for desilting floods which spread 

in a sheet over wide flat channels. Where such a channel is eedelas sand on a 

field, the sand load can be arrested by plantinga dense willow thicket above 

the field where the water mst flow through it. 

All suckering trees and shrubs may tend to svread into land where they are 

not needed or wanted. If this is plowlends, cultivation usually is a sufficient 

check. If pasture, occasional cutting back mey be necessary. It is usually 

better to risk the need for a brushhook then the loss of valuable acreage by 

erosion. 

Dogwoods. these bushes are propagated by plenting rooted suckers, as in 

wild plum. The red osier dogwood is best for wet ground and the ranicled dog- 

wood for dry ground. 

Wild Rose, Blackberry. Where something deeper-rooted than grass, but of 

less height than shrubs is desired, use rose or blackberry. Wild suckers with 

roots are readily obtainable. Both species have value as game cover and food. 

Wild Grane has no special erosion value, but a few grapes running over a 

thicket of shrubs add greatly to its value as geme cover in winter. Grape 

grows from cuttings, but the small numbers needed are best obtained by trans- 

planting wild seedlings. 

All Grasses are propagated eithr by seeding or planting sods. Root density 

is probably enhanced when the grass grows ungrazed, but mowing does not affect 

root density. Bluegrass, timothy are already in common use, and are excellent 

for erosion purposes. Native prairie grass, being deeper rooted, is even better, 

out it does not withstand grazing and sods are hard to move. It is suited only 

to black prairie soils. Clovers are an acceptable substitute for grass, espe- 

cially sweet clover, but they grow vigorously only where the soil bears lime.
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The Crow as a Game Predator in Southern Wisconsin } 

Aldo Leopold 

That crows eat eggs when they can find them is admitted by all. They 

doubtless also eat chicks, but this loss is less thoroughly established, and 

has not been measured. 

The debatable ouestions are: How many nests do crows find? What effect 

do these losses have on the game bird powlation? 

In 1931 Paul Errington followed through on 69 quail nests near Prairie 

du Sac. Of these 69 nestings, 35 failed, and of these failures 5 were due to 

oredators, of which none were crows. 

In 1933-35 F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. followed through on 445 pheasant nests 

in Iowa. Of these 79 per cent failed, and of these failures 8 per cent were 

due to crows. 

In 1935-38 Arthur Hawkins and Irven Buss studied several hundred pheasant, 

Hungarian partridge, and uplend plover nests near Lake Mills. The results are 

not yet compiled, but the crow loss was similar to that found by Hamerstrom. 

In 1938 Albert Hochbaum sterted a duck nesting study at Delte, Manitoba. 

So far he has followed only 30 nests, 5 ver cent of which were robbed by crows. 

On this area, crows had been controlled. In the other cases, there was no control. 

These measurements give some idea of the size of the crow loss. It might 

of course be larger or smaller elsewhere. 

The next question is: if we have, let us say, a 10 ver cent nest loss from 

crows, whet effect does this have on the game crop? 

The naturel supposition is that the game crop will be 10 ver cent less. 

Five years ago I would myself have supposed this to be true. Some recent 

exveriment, though, now lead me to doubt it. 

One of these exveriments deals with pheasent vomlations on the 

University Arboretum. We began these five years ego with only a few birds.
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They have been steadily building up each year. None have been planted. Our 

last census drive shows a population of at least 300. 

Each year we have removed, by trapping, about a third or a half of the 

populetion (100 to 150 birds). These were released at a distance. This is 

probably equivalent to the removal by hunting on open range So we can say 

that on the Arboretum refuge, pheasants heve steadily increased, desvite an 

annual removal equivalent to hunting: 

I now direct your attention to the range on which this increase took place. 

The cover is perfect. The area is well fed. The predator conditions are what 

@ game keeper would call "very bad," i.e., the area is heavily pomulated with 

owls, foxes. minks, skunks, weasels, possums, housecats, and self-hunting dogs. 

To be sure there are few crows. I have no figures from heavy crow areas. 

In short the Arboretum pheasants have become abundant, and have stood up 

under a heavy "kill," despite the depredations of numerous natural enemies. 

Most people would say this is impossible, out it is nevertheless a fact. 

Similar experiments, but in much poorer cover, are under way with pheasants 

at Lake Mills and Riley. Here tne povuleations are mech lower, but good in- 

creases have deen ontained despite the absence of predator control. 

I do not lkmow why pomlations benave in this way. I am not sure the same 

would be true of other species or other localities. My guess is that vorwlation 

levels in southern Wisconsin are set by food and cover, not by predators, and 

that the only way to raise the levels is to improve food and cover. Removing 

predators, I suspect. has little or no effect on pheasants because the population 

level tends to come back to what the food and cover can carry, no more, no less. 

I think the best support for this theory comes from our own hunting. 

Observing sportsmen know, from experience, that limited hunting does not change 

next year's crop of game birds. Whether the birds are hunted a little, or not 

at all, makes no difference in the population. Isn't it reason ble to think
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that limited predation acts the same way? 

This theory can also be applied to crow hunting. I hunt crows during the 

winter when there is nothing else available. It is good sport. I doubt whether 

ordinary hunting has any effect on the crow pomletion. I suspect that like 

pheasants, the crow population tends to come back to what the renge can carry. 

I would opvose highly organized or mechanized crow control, such as the 

dynamiting of roosts in Illinois, for the same reason that I oppose excessive 

destruction of any wildlife. The crow is a part of the naturel mechanism of 

wildlife populations, and we know so little about that mechanism that we would 

be foolish to discerd or remove any part of it. 

There are varts of the duck breeding belt in western Canada where the crow 

is not native, but has come in recently as an invader. IT do not oppose stringent 

crow control there. ‘he crow is not part of the natural mechanism there. ‘I 

doubt, though, whether radical crow control in Wisconsin in winter is justified 

on the grounds that our crows summer on the duck grounds. The duck grounds are 

far west of here, and unless our crows migrate northwest they do not reach the 

duck grounds. If they migrate north, they would nest in the woods of Ontario, 

which is not duck breeding ground. Banding work to locate these migration 

routes is bedly needed, but has not been undertaken.
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WHAT DATE FOR DUCK SHOOTING? 

Aldo Leopold 

The federal authorities offered Wisconsin the choice of October 7 and 

October 21 for opening the duck season. From the standpoint of getting our 

share of the kill, October 7 is, beyond cuestion, the "best" date. 

The Commission chose October 21 for an entirely different reason: to con- 

serve our "locals", or breeders. : 

7 It is now an established fact that ducks tend to return year after year to 

the same breeding grounds, and that once a local stock is depleted, it may take 

years to restore it. Under the early openings of the vast decade, Wisconsin's 

locals have been shot out, and are anproaching zero. 

Experience shows clearly that "flight" ducks often pass us up entirely; 

locals are the only known method of rebuilding our local stocks. 

The argument that a late opening merely passes our locals to Illinois is not 

@ sound one. Every duckhunter knows that migrating ducks behave differently from 

locals on their home area. When we oven early, half the locals on a marsh may be 

killed during the first 30 minutes. When we open late these locals have migrated 

south and have mixed with large gatherings of other migrants that sit safely on 

big lakes by day, and feed in the corn by night. The total number killed from 

such gatherings may be large, but the proportion killed is small. But for this 

fact, the continental duck supply would heave been exhausted long ago. 

In selecting the later opening, the Commission was guided solely by the need 

of making a start in rebuilding our locals. It may take five years of lete oven- 

ings to rebuild a satisfactory stock. 

Wisconsin vn a large investment in public marshes, vaid for out of dollar 

duck stamps, by the 50 cents tacked on licenses for public hunting grounds, and 

by Pittman-Robertson federal aid. This investment wil] shortly run into millions. 

These public marshes are the core of our waterfowl conservation policy. But if
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we took the carrying charge on these marshes and divided by the number of 

local ducks they now produce, each such duck might cost a hundred dollars. 

It is imperative that production of locals be stepped uv. Does anyone know 

how to step it uv without rebuilding breeding stocks? 

I personally regret that the Fish and Wildlife Service offered us the 

choice of such extreme dates. October 15 would have been a sensible date; 

it would have given our locals a chance, and it would have given us our 

share of the flight birds. But October 7 would be ruinous to our local birds. 

The conservation of our locals is a responsibility we cannot pass to the 

federal government; it is the responsibility of this Commission. I had 

hoped that Wisconsin duck hunters would suvport the Commission in its effort 

to take care of our local birds, but it is evident that they have been 

stampeded by the ususl] grab-bag argument: “if we don't kill them, somebody 

else will". As long as we think of duck shooting in terms of a grab-beg, 

the conservation of ducks is impossible.
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: For Evening Herald 
(Mrs. Strumquist) 

HOW TO MAKE THE HOME PLACH ATTRACTIVE FOR BIRDS 

Aldo Leopold, Secretary 
Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce 

In previous articles the writer has given suggestions as to the why end 

how of bird houses. Bird houses are not effective, however, without attrac- 

tive grounds where birds may find safety, cover, water and food. 

To attract birds, first of all banish the cat. Cats are very generally 

overrated as mouse-catchers, and under rated as destroyers of beneficial 

birds. Any one who doubts this statement should read the report of the 

State Ornithologist of Massachusetts on the House Cat He shows that use- 

less cats kill twenty-five million birds ver year in the United States, and 

that as a mouser the average cat is a failure. 

Secondly, plent trees, shrubs, and vines that furnish cover, nesting 

places, and food. Nothing is more attractive to birds than masses of ever- 

green vines,and of these the common honeysuckle is the best for Albuquerque. 

The English ivy and the Virginia creever are equally good, and furnish 

quantities of berries of which robins and bluebirds are esvecially fond 

during the winter months. 

Thorny berry-bearing shrubs, planted in masses or as a hedge, are also 

esvecially attractive. Of such shrubs, the native New Mexico barberry is 

by far the best. The Japanese barberry, which is the common kind obtainable 

from nurseries, does not stand our summers well. Native barberry grows in 

all our mountain ranges, and any quantity can be obtained there. It grows 

easily and bears a large handsome holly-red fruit which is very pretty in 

the fall and winter. Ordinary privet also furnishes good cover. f 

The best trees for birds are evergreens for cover and a mlberry for 

food. The best eversreens for small grounds are the native ceder, native 

vinon, and the Arizona cypress. The latter is obtaineble from nurseries, 

while cedar and vinon seedlings can be picked uy» anywhere along the foot of
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the mountains. 

Malberries are a better protection for orchards than trans, poison end 

guns. Fruit eating birds are so fond of mlberries that they will leave 

the finest cherries, apples, or pears to feast in the mulberry tree. By 

planting early and late varieties, a supvly of mulberries can be kept on 

hand throughout the summer. 

Water is a daily necessity for most birds, and a bath is a luxury which 

they especially eppreciate. A bird bath is easy to make. Construct a 

shallow basin of stones, two feet wide over all under the drip of the 

hydrant, and cover with portlend cement so as to make a receptacle not over 

one inch deep at the deep end and tavering to nothing at the other. Leave 

the cement rovgh, so that the birds will not slip on it, and you will have 

dozens of customers all summer. Let the water drip a drop at a time to keep 

; the supply fresh. 

It stands to reason, of course, that guns and air rifles in the hands 

of irresponsible persons will exclude birds from any premises, no matter how 

attractive. There is no excuse for shooting around houses to clean out 

English sparrows, and even they are better controlled by the wire sparrow 

traps that can now be obtained from most large dealers in garden seeds and 

supplies.
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Paper for American Fisheries Society, , 

47th Annual Meeting, St. Paul, 8/29/17. 

MIXING TROUT IN WESTERN WATERS y 

Aldo Leopold, U. S. Forest Service, 
Albuqueroue, New Mexico 

If a trout stream is stocked with 10,000 natives, 10,000 eastern 

brook, and 10,000 rainbow, and granting that the conditions are suited to 

each, will that stream produce more or less pounds of trout ver year than 

if stocked with 30,000 of either one of the three? - 

In the West, at least, this is a live question which does not seem 

to have received serious study. It is the object of this vaver to summarize 

such data as the United States Forest Service has been able to collect with 

the object of arriving at an answer. At least a tentative answer is needed 

as @ guide to present practice. 

First, the question obviously involves variable local factors whose 

reactions are not susceptible of generalization. These variable factors 

may even preclude a general "yes" or "no" in answer to the question. 

Second, too little is known about the actual relations of the species 

to their environment and to each other to allow of reaching an answer by 

inductive reasoning. 

Third, the question seems to involve’the law of hybrids, from which 

importent conclusions bearing on rules of practice can easily be deduced. 

Fourth, the question can in some degree be illuminated empirically 

from actual observations. 

The United States Bureau of Fisheries is authority for the statement 

that trout hybrids so far studied have been fertile, but decreasingly so ' 

with successive generations. ‘The Bureau believes, however, that hybridiza- 

tion is rare, but states that nobody knows exactly how rare. 

The law of hybrids would indicatdthat any trout hybrids which do occur
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ere infertile, or at least less fertile than the pure stock. In either 

case the existence of hybrids would reduce the productive capacity of the 

water in which they occur. They mst necessarily consume food which might 

be feeding fertile fish. 

The actual observations of the writer, though meagre and confined to 

the Southwest, are as follows: 

1. Réinbow, eastern brook, cutthroat, and German brown trout have 

been indiscriminately mixed with the native bleck-spotted trout of our 

southwestern streams. 

2. Where so mixed, it is commonly believed by fishermen that (a) the 

rainbows and natives have crossed extensively, although the alleged hybrids 

have never been scientifically identified as such; (b) the German vrown has 

not hybridized but is preying extensively on the others and is becoming vre- 

dominant; (c) the eastern brooks have not hybridized (for the obvious reason 

that they spawn in the fall and cannot hyoridize with spring-spewning species). 

3. It is the writer's impression that the streams stocked with several 

species do not "stand un" under the drain of heavy fishing quite as well as 

those with only one species. One of the most resistant streams known to 

the writer is Sabino Canyon on the Coronado National Forest, almost on the 

Mexican boundary. It was stocked once with eastern brook trout in 1908, 

has been heavily fished ever since, and showed no sign of giving out until 

this year. Much less resistant is the Pecos River on the Santa Fe National 

Forest, a much lerger stream. It has been stocked every year with natives, 

rainbows, and German brown, and is no more heavily fished, in vrovortion to 

its size, than the Sabino. These impressions are, of course, merely 

indicative. 

It appears therefore that available knowledge on the question of mixing 

species may be summarized as follows:
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1. Species of trout spawning at the same time may hybridize. More 

knowledge is needed on when and to what extent. 

2. These hybrids are less productive, and therefore less desirable, 

than pure stock. More knowledge is needed on how much their reproductive 

capacity is reduced. : 

From the foregoing conclusions the Southwestern District of the Forest 

Service has arrived at and is now adhering to the following rules of 

practice in stocking trout waters in the National Forests of Arizona and 

New Mexico. 

RULES FOR STOCKING PRACTICE 

1. Nature, in stocking trout waters, sticks to one species. The Forest 

Service will do likewise where mixing has not already occurred. 

2. Empty waters will be stocked with the species that seems most suit- 

able. Where there is danger of depletion through heavy fishing, avoid rain- 

vows. Where there is danger of the water being too warm, avoid natives and 

eastern brook. Where a lake is large or md-bottomed or warm or otherwise 

liable to produce large logy non-rising fish, avoid natives. 

3. Stocked waters will not be further mixed. Restock with the best 

adapted species, natives always vreferred.
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THE 1944 GAME SITUATION 

Aldo Leopold 

The present winter in Wisconsin shows @ puzzling situation. There is 

a high in foxes, especially red foxes, and a low in pheasants, rabbits, 

prairie chickens, and sharptail grouse. These changes in small game 

coincide with an irruption of deer, widespread winter-feeding of deer, last 

fall's open season on deer of all sexes and ages, and a discontinuance of 

the usual wolf bounty. They also follow a recent extension of limited pro- 

tection to hawks and owls. 

Citizens quite naturally search for cause-and-effect relationships 

among these events. Some of them undoubtedly are related, others might 

possibly be. The question is: What cause-and-effect relationships are 

sustained by evidence, and what can be done about it? 

Foxes and Pheasants. Many insist that foxes are accountable for this 

year's shortage of pheasants. 

Let me say first of all thet in my opinion no one can prove, or disprove, 

this widely held opinion. There is, however, considerable evidence which, 

while falling short of vroof, throws some light on the vrobabilities. 

The strongest evidence is shown on the accompanying map. The seven 

darkened counties have been nearly foxless during the last five years, 

i.e. they have reported a kill of less than 50 foxes per year. Nevertheless, 

they report a 1943 shortege of pheasants of 50 per cent or more. 

The final 1943-44 kill figures are not yet in, and may of course modify 

these figures in some degree. 

If foxes were the cause of the pheasant shortage, it seems improbable 

that these nearly foxless counties would show the same shortage as counties 

“Written for the Wisconsin Conservation Dept. to refute agitation about 
predators. Not used.
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with many foxes. 

Wisconsin had a previous high in foxes in 1935. The pheasant kill 

climbed steadily through this fox high with no sign of faltering. The 

foxes subsided in 1936 and returned to normal after 1937. The present fox 

high will probably do likewise. 

Michigan reports a shortage in pheasants without any chenge in foxes; 

Minnesota a shortage in pheasants and a notable increase in foxes. 

All of the states which are short on pheasants had a wet cold: nesting 

season. This unfavorable nesting weather occurred everywhere, while excess 

foxes did not. It therefore seems a more probable explanation of the pheas- 

ant shortage. 

It of course stands to reason thet an abundent fox population will kill 

a good many vheasants. It does not follow, however, that all pheasants are 

vulnerable to foxes at all times; thus one series of 15 red fox stomachs 

taken in Dunn County this winter contained no pheasants. Neither does it 

follow that such killing necessarily depresses the pheasant population; we 

now have vroof that something (probably mostly predators) kills 70 per cent 

of the pheasants on the University Arboretum Refuge each year, yet the 

population is so high that in 1943 a reduction had to be made to reduce crop 

damage to surrounding farms. In short, a high predation rate does not 

necessarily mean scarcity. 

The practical question, of course, is whether pheasents will recover 

normal levels in 1945. If they do not, it should be remembered that this 

winter has brought not only mild weather, but a discouraging revival of 

wholesale marsh-burning. Pheasants without cover are helpless not only 

against foxes, but against all other enemies. These fires may well hurt 

next year's crop more than the mild winter has helped it.
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Foxes, Hawks, Rabbits, Grouse, and Mice. Some Wisconsin hunters 

see & connection between the grouse and rabbit low and the fox high. A few 

also allege that hawk protection has injured grouse. 

The present low in grouse is in all probability a recurrence of the 

10-year cycle. The ocrevious lows hit in 1935, 1927 about 1918, and about 

1908. Cottontail lows heave coincided with the grouse lows, at least during 

the last two grouse cycles. - 

As to hawks, it is theunanimous trend of 211 actual counts that hawks 

are still decreasing, desvite the belated protection extended to them. The 

hawk decline probably presents a more urgent conservation problem than the 

pheasant shortage, because the first is a sustained trend, while the second 

is a temporary one. 

Wisconsin prairie chickens and sharptails are undoubtedly suffering a 

decline, in that each successive cycle veak is lower than the last. This 

decline has continued through 211 the recent ups and downs of foxes. Its 

causes undoubtedly lie in the habitat, and are probably much more closely 

related to forest fire protection than to predatory enemies. 

There seems to be little public realization of the fact that there 

was a high in meadowmice during the winter of 1942-43. This might conceivably 

be related to the vresent high in foxes. There is much more evidence for the 

principle that prey populetion levels determine the abundance of predators 

than vice versa. 

Wolves. The timber wolf is a threatened species. Government hunters 

plus bounties have recently extirvated the wolf from many states. The 

Wisconsin timber wolf vovulation in 1943 was down to a few dozen individuals. 

It is probably no accident that the near-extirpation of the timber wolf 

and the cougar was followed, in most big-game states, by a plague of excess 

deer and elk, and the threatened extirpation of their winter browse foods. 

This situation was described in the Conservation Bulletin of August, 1943.
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Copies are available on reaviest. 

The Conservation Commission acauiesced inthe temporary abandonment of 

wolf bounties in 1943 because the timber wolf was ebout to disanvear from 

the stete, and because, in our opinion, the wilder counties need a few timber 

wolves to help keep the deer herd in check. It is all very well, in theory, 

to say that guns will regulate the deer, but no state has ever succeeded 

in regulating its deer herd satisfactorily by guns alone. Open seasons 

are a crude instrument. and usually kill either too many deer or too few. 

The wolf is, by comparison, a precision instrument he regulates not only 

the number, but also the distribution, of deer. In thickly settled counties 

we cannot have wolves, but in parts of the north we can and should. 

Much of the present confusion over wolves arises from failure to dis- 

tinguish the timber wolf, which is rare, from the coyote or brush wolf, 

which is common and in no danger. The coyote is less effective as a 

deer-regulator, but he too has his place in the native fauna. 

there is, of course, no intent to build up either wolf or coyotes to 

high levels. Control measures should be resumed when the timber wolf is 

out of danger of extirpation. 

Game, Forestry, and Farming. Behind mich of the debete over the 

Commission's predator policy lies the tacit assumption that the Commission's 

sole job is to furnish more shootable game for hunters. A little reflection 

should show the fallacy of any such view. 

In parts of the southern counties, pheasants, uo to 1943, had increased 

to the voint of inflicting serious demage on crops, while cottontails 

threatened the reproduction of desirable trees in woodlots. There is only 

one way to increase the shootable supvly of pheasants and cottontails 

without increasing the damage: create new winter cover on farms now gameless, 

and thugspread game production over a wider area. Most farms in southern
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Wisconsin are now devoid of cover capable of wintering game, and this idle 

area is increasing year by year. 

Even if predator-control were an effective way to increase pheasants 

and rabbits, its effect would be to intensify the concentrations which are 

the source of damage to crops and woodlots. 

In the northern counties deer have already mede forestry impossible in 

many areas. Excess deer are eating up many of the forest plantations made 

by the CCC. Deer damage to natural forest reproduction, and to natural” 

deer food plents. is very serious, and is piled on top of snowshoe hare damage, 

which occurs at each high of the cycle. Snowshoe hares cannot be controlled 

with guns. for few people hunt them. For the Commission deliberately to 

sacrifice what help it can get from wolves, coyotes, foxes, and bobcats 

would be not only poor conservation, but in the long run would ruin the 

forest hebitat of the deer and the health of the herd. 

Winter-feeding of deer is no answer, bec-use it has been the universal 

experience that fed deer browse just as much as unfed ones. The vresent 

feeding policy is an exvedient, whereby survlus deer whichwould otherwise 

starve are held over until they can be utilized by hunters. 

Whet_is known and not known about predation? There is, of course, a 

seeming inconsistency between the Commission's reluctance to believe that 

foxes caused the pheasant shortage, and its provosed use of wolves to help 

control deer and rabbits. 

The answer is that most predation is automatically regulated to fall 

heaviest on surplus prey. In upland game birds, at least, the predation 

rate is known to decline as the vrey declines, and to become nominel when 

the pvrey porulation has shrunk to the permanent carrying capacity of the 

range. 

It is not known whether any such automatic control exists as between
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deer and wolves, but it makes no practical difference, because the wolf 

population can be reduced at will whenever the deer-level has been 

sufficiently reduced. 

It is not known whether predators are actually effective in trimming 

off surpluses in very fast breeders like rabbits and mice, but predators 

are the only tool at hand, especially in the case of snowshoe heres and 

mice. Their use, in moderation, might helv; their removal would certainly 

aggravate an already bad situation. 

It should be clearly understood that when we try to manage the inner 

workings of the fauna and flora, we deal with few knowns and many unknowns. 

In arriving at the policies here outlined, the Commission claims only that 

it has used all the knowns that are available.
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te ; Unfinished manuscript 

Diary of a Duck Marsh 

Aldo Leopold 

There are two kinds of marshes, those that hold water, and those that 

hold ducks, Every duckhunter Jmows that some marshes are no good some 

years, but he seldom knows why. I didn#t, until I bought one, andlived 

with it. 

The story goes back to June 13, 1940, when the river rose from a 

rain on the headwaters, and spilled water into my marsh. After the water 

dried up, I noticed that the sedse in the lower swamps (7), where water 

: stood longest, had been killed. Here was a new wrinkle: this tough and 

worthless "ripgut" can't stand wet feet in June. On guly 20 I wrote in my 

Journal "Carex has been killed over large areas. What will invade the vacant 

ground? Smartweed?" (i. 

By June, 1941, my question was answered. The dead spots produced a " 

q jangle of smartwedds (polyganun punctatum and P, G8) mixed with i 

Spanish needle (Bidens ). By August the marsh was splashed with acres 

of pink and yellow bollms. I now had assurance of ample pheasant food, but 

hardly of ducks. My Journal for Sept, 1 says "Water lowest yet; marsh bone 

dry. Not even a msmito." 

But even before I wrote these wrds, the dice had fallen duckwise, 

Great rains flooded northern Wisconsin on Aug. 29 and 30, and an Sept, 5 

the river spilled into my smartweed beds, flooding them with acres of deep 

cool water. 

By the time I arrived on Sept. 7 the teal were already in possession, 

They raced over the meadows, stunted against the high-piled thunderheads, 

and at times nearly brushed the roof of my shack,
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I think a September flood on'my river channelizes the fall migration, 

each successive species folléwing in the track of the preceeding one, At 

any rate by Sept. 11 the pintails had joined the teal, By Sept. 17 the 

teal had gone, but a hundred milards had replaced them, The first jack- 

snipe had also arrived, All was set for opening day. 

I had better explain here that I ow only a third of the marsh; two 

; neighbors own the best parts, All three of us post, but.each honors the 

other's guests, When one has ducks, guests have a way of getting numerous 

and the problem is how to avoid having more guests than ducks, lvery fellow 

you ever borrowed a match from expects an invitation to shoot, and when you 

say yes for one day, that fellow is holding down your blind for you the rest 

of the season, 

Business tool me elsewhere on opening day, mt when I returned a week 

later, there were hatfuls of empty shells in each of a dozen blinds. Of 

the 100 original mallards, 50 were still using the warsh. ((Oumitted): but 

only after closing hour. They had already learned to spend the day on the 

river bars ond even after four were circumspect in approaching the smertweed 

beds.) Of the other fifty I surmise half were dead and the other half had 

departed for Illinois, where the season had not opened, 

This selitied ident was calm and bright. The fifty using birds sat 

on the river bars all day; then came in to the marsh to feed after closing 

hour. Nothing was killed save a single scratched down as the birds went 

out at daylight. There were 6 hunters but they qait before noon. 

The third weekend was rainy, and might have been hard on the ducks
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but for the opening of pheasant season, The remnant of 20 went out before 

daylight, without casualties, and the pheasant bombardment kent them on the 

bars alll day. 

The fourth weekend was duck weather. A flight of northerns had re- 

plenished the using (?) flock, which again mumbered a hundred mallards, 

They seemed bigger than their predecessors, and were obviously less familiar 

with the marsh, but more trustful of bushes and blinds, By closing hour 

their repeated attempts to return to the marsh had cost them dearly, Here 

is a typical attempt: a passing motorboat...
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Conservation Education: A Revolution in Philosophy 

Aldo Leopold 

"If the public were told how much harm ensues from unwise land-use, 

it would mend its ways." This was once my credo, and I think still is a 

fairly accurate definition of what is called "conservation education." 

Behind this deceptively simple logic he three unspoken but important 

assumptions: (1) that the punlic is listening, or can be made to listen; : 

(2) that the public responds, or can be made to respond, to fear of harm; 

(3) that ways can be mended without any important change in the public itself. 

None of the three assumptions is, in my opinion, valid.
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Ecological Haves and Have-Nots 

Aldo Leopold 

The basic question in conservation is not the condition»ofcthe’ land, 

but the proportion of people who love it. 

There are people who see the land - if they see it al all - as an 

enemy to be subjugated and put to work. To them, outdoor life is a string 

of hardships, non-commercial plants are weeds, mammals and birds are either 

meat or potential pests. To them, the yardstick of culture is the distance 

from the realities of land. These are the ecological have-nots. 

There are people who see the land as the opposite of all these things - 

they are the ecological haves. : 

I have always supposed that the have-nots are a new breed who had no 

survival value until buffered by civilization, but I now doubt this. ? 

Apparently the two categories have always existed, - at least I encounter 

type specimens of each far back into history. I here compare two such who 

marched from Fort Leavenworth to Fort Vancouver in the fateful year 134
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Wilderness \ 

Rare species 

Respect for minority experience ; 

"oreserving the variability of the human species" 

"The Trees" 

Conrad Richter 

Scarcity Values in Conservation 

Aldo Leopold * 

Nostelgia for the good old days when everything was abundant is almost 

universal among conservationists. Comparison between the then and the now 

furnishes the pattern for most of our books, talks, and dreams. We lament i 

the lost thunder of galloping buffalo, the*sky-darkening clouds of pigeons 

and waterfowl, the flowery sea of vrairie, the velvet silence of the virgin 

woods. Yet nothing is clearer than this: our grendfathers, who had the 

opportunity to see these things did not value them, as personal experience, ‘ 

as highly as we think we would heve. 

There are two possible explanations. Appreciation may have been en- 

henced by the intervening geins in education, or we may be incapable of 

appreciating anything until it has grown scarce. 

The first explanation flatters us, the second does not, so we usually 

H admit the one and ignore the other. This paper attempts to shed light on 

both, for both undoubtedly play important roles in conservation thought. 

‘ % a 
i 

Wilderness, by common consent, has value as a human experience. That 

consent became common, however, only when the last remnants of wilderness 

.in this country were about to disappear under the onslaught of good roads. 

Daniel Boone valued the wilderness mainly as an outlet for his personal 

prowess in destroying it. Nothing can be clearer than the fact that scarcity
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has created a vart of the value which we now attech to wilderness. 

Did education elso create a nart? Perhavs in the case of a few 

ecologists and evolutionists who hanpen to be also woodsmen, but these men 

are scarce. The average proponent of wilderness areas in the National 

Forests and Parks hes little more appreciation of ecology and evolution than 

Daniel Boone did. His biological education, if any, dealt’ with the anatomy ; 

and physiology of frogs, not with the anetomy and vhysiology of biotas. He 

appreciates wilderness because it is an outlet for his personal prowess in 

wilderness bebpank hain He differs from Boone in only two respects: his 

gadgets fill a pack train rather than a pocket, and he has the notion that 

if he sets no fires, leaves no cans, and obeys the game laws, that he can 

come back and do it all again. That is to say his mind has grasped the 

idea of repeated use of wild land, or (as a forester would say) sustained 

wield of wilderness values. , 

It would be idle to belittle the votency of this idea of reneated use, 

yet I think we have jumped from it to one further idea which needs belittling. 

I refer to the all but universal assumption that the more people use a 

wilderness area, the more benefit society reaps from its establishment. 

As a matter of practical administration this doctrine that wilderness 

must be used by ule in order to be useful to many will one day defeat the 

whole system of wilderness conservation. An earnest young technician 

writes, in substance: If you show the trumpeter swans to the public they 

can't breed; if you don't show they they have no value. A zealous game 

official said to me: the caribou are too searce to hunt, and the bogs 

, prevent showing them to tourists, so what good are they? A conscientious 

forest supervisor said: the elk and deer are getting too thick in the 

wilderness erea; few hutiters will go in after them; what can we do but 

build the roads needed to let the hunters in? When I mildly suggested that
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amnesty for wolves and lions might dispense with the road, my remark seemed 

irrelevant. What value is a game herd, the increase of which benefits only 

wolves and lions? 

WS he : 

In politics, a few advanced thinkers in a few advanced countries have 

developed a respect for minorities. A rare viewpoint, creed, or culture is 

perhaps not wholly unlike a rare kind of country, bird, or mammal in its 

possible contribution to the good life. Certainly both have the common 

denominator of possible extinguishment. ' 

Just why do we respect politicel minorities, and accord them a value 

worth preserving? Perhaps the answer would shed light on the value of 

ecological "minorities" such as wild country or threatened species of 

wildlife. ;
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Ecology and Economics in Land Use. \ 

Aldo Leopold 

Conservationists of ecological viewpoint have, I think, tecitly agreed 

upon a set of premises from which they measure the phenomena of land-use. 

No one man is entitled to write this "constitution" of the conservation move- 

‘ment, but it is necessary for some one to write something in order that 

others may register their opinion. I venture the following: 

(1) Soil built the flora and fauna and was in turn rebuilt by then. 

Conservation must consider the biota as a whole, not as separate 

parts. | 

(2) Man mast assume that the biota has a value in and of itself, 

separate from its velue as human habitat. The only alternative is 

to assume it was all built for him, en arrogance hardly compatible 

with the theory of evolution. 

(3) Resvect for this value probably precludes an ethical society from 

exterminating its constituent parts. It certainly precludes their 

needless extermination. Conservation is respect for biotic Lanta 

(4) Self interest, on the other hand, requires any society to alter 

and manage the biota on the areas needed for habitation. The ’ 

motivation for such elterations and management is referable to 

economics; the technicue to agriculture; but the obligation to ; 

restrain these alterations and to respect biotic values underlies 

coth, and is referable to ethics. The basic motivation for con- 

1 servation is therefore not economic, but ethical. 

(5) Science facilitates alteration of the biota, but this is not its 

sole function. It also explains the biotic mechanism, and thus 

should enhance both resvect for and appreciation of that mechanism.
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In the elaboration of machines there are indications that scientific 

effort may be subject to a law of diminishing returns, but in the 

illumination of the universe, returns are still proportional to / 

achievement. 

. @ belief shared only by dictators end (churchmen 

(theologiens. 

y simplification of flora and feune - a biotic disease, only temporarily 

beneficial to the invading organism. } 

Symbiosis
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Ecology and the Arts 

Aldo Leopold 

During the drovth of 1934, a neighbor of mine took a notion to plow 

his haymeadow. He raised a crop of rye, but in 1935 the rains prevented his 

resowing the land,which burgeoned in weeds. In 1936 a million violets 

occupied the old furrows. In 1937 the violets were replaced by goldenrod, 

which this year gave way to panic grass. Next year the original bluejoint 

meadow, dotted here and there with lilies, spurge, Indian Sweetgrass, and 

Jayfeather, will be re-established. ; 

How many million births, struggles, and deaths are implied in this : 

. homely history of an abandoned plowing? What god or emperor ever flung such 

armies into the execution of a whim-to-conover? Is this drama, or merely 

botany? ; 

These questions came to mind as I listened to 2 redio concert: "The 

Sorcerer's Apprentice". History and mythology, it seemed, had been ran- 

sacked for dramatic themes, so the composer sought ea new one in witchereft. - 

Did he find it? I thought not: the feel of the thing was spurious. The 

composer had never seen @ sorcerer. 

If art mst ransack the attic for spurious themes, oie about ran- 

sacking the meadow, where genuine drama is to be seen in the wake of each 

cow end place, drouth and storm? What if sia modern Beethoven comnosed 

the surge to power not of some imaginary sorcerer, but of a million real 

violets? Is this drama, or merely botany? 

The question is academic. The drama may be there to be seen, but no 

composer knows enough botany to see it, and no botanist lmows enough msic 

to believe it. Art and science are separate vigeonholes of God's desk. 

|
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Men achieve greatness by guessing the contents of one or the other, but 

never of both: What would be achieved by guessing the contents of both 

to be identical? I don't know. I'd like to see someone try it. 

: * * * 

Ecology
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Ecology, Philosophy, and Conservation 

) Aldo Leopold 

Pre-ecological biology viewed the landscape as a system of competitions. 

Ecological biology views the landscape as a system of cooperations. It 

asserts that the biota is an organism of interdevendent parts. 

It requires no very deen thought to perceive thet these two ideas are 

: not antagonistic. They are merely two spots where the fingers of two 

equally blind men touch a single elephant. The antagenism between them is 

the Nidan ce of opposing interpretations, both true. The truth imheres 

neither in the one nor in the other, but in the coexistence and inter- 

askin of both and nerhans of other interpretations as yet unknown. We have 

here @ close anelogy to Goethe's philosopvhical vrincipvle of volerity. 

Wildlife conservation began as a biological idee. Conceiving of the 

biota as a system of competitions, it sought, by human intervention, to 

give a competitive advantege to certain "desireable" species. These were 

desireable either because they were large, rare, or good to eat. The 

humen intervention consisted in large part of "predetor control". 

: Wildlife conservation is now in rapid transition toward ecology. Con- 

ceiving of the biota as a system of cooperations, it seeks, by human inter- 

vention, to preserve biotas as nearly possible intact. There is a growing 

antipathy toward favoring any species eas more "desireable" than another. 

Humen intervention, now called management, relies less and lews on predator 

control; more and more on preservation of habitat. 

This trend is obvious and kmown to all. Fer from obvious, however, 

is the extent to which it can be followed as a true guide to practice. f 

To what extent will it hold water when applied to concrete detail? If
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true so far, how much further can it be mshed and still remain true? 

This vaver attempts HA wrestle with these ouestions. Certainly it 

does not answer them, but even @ muddled analysis may be better than none. 

A critic! hes recently said: Conservation has no philosophy. I agree, and 

I further assert that without one we shall not get far. 

' ! 

. Innis ---
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Conservation Inquiry 

(Philosovhy, Economics, Game) . . 

This inquiry seeks to examine the philosorhical and economic aspects 

of conservation. 

The atteched series of "cases" are offered as "raw material" or sample 

problems for analysis. 

Additional cases ere desired from other members of the group. After 

@ representative accumlation of cases is in hand, the proposal is to 

analyze and classify them. 

i Aldo Leopold 

sciatica niiaeeiaiesndeieeinnninlediiohinnetinisiininlintbananincahncile 

i Motivation for Land Use 4 

Most propaganda for changes in lend use proceed uponithe assumption 

thet any given practice must be motivated either by economic profit or personal 

altruism, and that ea profit motivetion exists for most of the nractices 

‘collectively hoped for under the name conservation. 

It is further assumed that ecottomic profit is of only one kind, i.e. 

individual, and that a sharp line exists between practices profitable or 

non-profitable to the individual. The logical corollary is that the dent 

tion of this line can be determined by economic computations, and this 

corollery we eccept as axiomatic truth. 

I heve of late years encountered many instances in which it appeared 

to me that these basic assumptions were false, end that an entirely new 

theory of motivation for land-use reforms is needed. This paper presents 

some sample ceases. ’
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Predator Control 

Predecious animals destroy livestock, poultry, and game. The pioneer 

deduced from this fect that they should be destroyed, and from the earliest 

times has invested the hunter of "ravening beests" with a special virtue. 

With the invention modern firearms, traps, and poisons a reaction set 

in. Scientists studied the food habits of vredatory species and set up 

categories of good and bed species. A good hewl was one which preyed 

occasionally on game or voultry, but which destroyed so many'rodents as 

to more than counterbalance the harm done. But these categories are now 

seen to be false, for the "worst" hawk is, in the light of ecological 

science, by no means always bad, and his presence as @ species is essential 

to the racial health of his prey, and to the equilibrium of the whole delicate 

mechanism of the plant-animal community. Moreover the "worse" the hawk, 

the greater his esthetic value. 

: Query: Is it "profiteble" for the individual to forgo the destruc- 

tion of predators invading his poultry yerd or coverts? 

I think it is not, The benefits of maintaining a rounded animal 

commnity are, in every economic sense, a community benefit. The individual ‘ 

may, by reason of the mobile character of most predators, protect himself by 

their toleretion through the in or abstinence of his neighbors. Not 

until the whole commnity loses the species does he suffer any venalty for 

@ ruthless attitude of self-protection. 

It seems perfectly clear that the desired reform in land-use, namely 

toleration of threatened predetors for their community value, has no hope - 

of individuel economic motivation. Nor is it, for that reason, a purely 

altruistic proposal. It consists, in effect, of the willing acceptance, 

within reason, of individual losses in order to insure the continuity of a 

community benefit, both economic and esthetic. There is no sharp line between i
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economic and esthetic. There is no individual profit line, either sharp or 

plurred. The only sharp demarcation is between individual and "social" 

conduct. 

Forestry 

Thousands of earnest men have searched diligently for "the profit line" 

in silviculture. Dozens of public subsidies heve been devised as substitutes 

for their failure to find any. Doubtless there are circumstances where 

individual economic returns cen be shown, but the almost universel in action ' 

of private timberland owners speaks all too eloquently the majority conclu- 

sion: there is no profit. ; 

Acting on that conclusion, an immense investment in lend and plants has 

been ellowed to decay, while wood substitutes steadily absorb what was once 

a vast market for wood crops. 

Cee ee eee a a a a eee eae 

stream streightening ; 

mosquitoes 

|
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Economics, Philosophy and Lend 

Aldo Leopold 

The Package System ; 

-Infofmation on ecology is nearly all segregated into arbitrary packages. 

For vropaganda: forestry, wildlife restoration, erosion control, 

recreation, etc. 

For ieneniae: animal ecology, plant ecology. (Redeetment#) . 

This obscures certain characters of the soil-plant-enimal community 

which are common to ell packages, and which are (or should be) of interest to 

the philosopher, the economist, or any thinker on land. 

The obscuration is increased by the leboratory ecologists' unscholerly 

teboo on "practical" problems. Hence the only ecology available to you is 

the effect of temnereture on social units of Paramecia, or the effect of 

crowding on reproductive rate in Drosovhila. 

There are a few rebels: 

Paul B. Sears: "This Is Our World": Russell Lord: "To Hold This Soil" 

General Smuts: "Human Ecology" 

Carl Sauer: "Theme of Plant and Animal Destruction in Economic 
History" (Jour. Farm Economics, Vol. XX, No. 4, 
November, 1938, pv. 765-775) « , 

Charles Elton: 

Science Inquiry? 

I shall point out a few characters common to the whole soil-plant-animal 

complex. 

Definition 

Conservation: A state of harmony between men and land. 

; A. Biotic Sequences 

Every soil has a fixed sequence of vlant commnities, each of which 

carries @ characteristic animal community. Agriculture is the art of arranging 

"desirable" combinations of these three; it is ecological engineering. All
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this is well known. 

But there are characters--orderly vrocesses--visible in this system 

which are never discussed in human terms. They exist only as textbook 

ebstractions. Some I have never heard discussed. 

Slide: Ragweed Patch 
Birds incl. 

1870 migrants 100 Memmals 10 Plants 100 

1933 (after drainage Sirds 25 & 3 " 10 
end fire) 

1938 " 50 wa we 
Progressive simplification of comminity till recently. Neither farmer, . 

county agent, nor Conservation Department are conscious of long-time sequence. 

Slide: Central Wisconsin Marshes 

1840 Birds: 5 Mammals 5 Plants 200 

1870 " 4 " 3 . 250 

5; 1890 x 5 ‘ 3 ‘ 100 

} 1938 ba Mai " 200 

No net simplification, but strong shift. R.A. dimly conscious of long- 

time sequence. Principle change is toward unstable animal populations. Last 

or "conservation" stage is merely a fixation of a radically changed soil. 

Slide: Prairie Coulee 

1840 Birds 6 Mammals 10 Plants 400 

1870 n 4 ‘ 8 - 500 

1930 " 2 * 6 rf 200 4 

1938 3 " 6 * 250 

First stage of exploitation showed gain in comvlexity. Last stege is 

merely a fixation. Can never regain complexity of first or second stage. 

"Grassland agriculture"
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Slide: Tussock Marsh 

1890 Birds 9 Mammals 5 Plents 50 

1910 A 11 " 7 Oy Oo 

1920 " 6 " 6 " 50 

1930 " 2 " 4 " ho 

Here the first stage of exploitation was the richest. Since drainage 

thus can never be regained. 

) Slide: Northern Wisconsin 

1880 Birds 4 Mammals 12 Plants 300 

1900 " 5 if i. i 350 

1920 x 3 bi 5 f 200 

1938 * 2 : in ae 200 

Here again the first stage of exploitation was richest. No fixation-- 

still moving toward simplicity. 

Slide: Prairie Roadside , 

Deductions: { 

1. A correlation between soils, fauna, and flora. Trend toward simple 

communities. ; 

ioe: 2. What we call conservation is so far the fixation or retardation of 
@ retrogression. No instance of real restoration of complexity. 

3. Richest biotas ere those newly exploited. "Release of ecological 

energy." Fixation implies no new releases. 

4, Wo conservation of animals as such. Only through plants or soils. 

5. Many substitutions of exotics. Grains, grasses, weeds--now trees 

; and birds. The role of exotics in future systems is unpredictable. 

6. Of the two fixations, both are governmental. 

B, Biotic Strictures 

We have dealt here with 5 terrains of 3-4 stages each: 20 communities 

more or less distinct. Wheat is the structure of a commnity? 

(Refer to Pyramid of Numbers Diagram) Where each feeds.
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Effect of changes. Trace examples: 

1. Cows for deer. Change plant and carnivore. 

2. White people for Indians. Knocked off upper 2; now No. 3. 

Devlete or change 211 others. 

3. Poultry and pheasant for native gallinaceous birds. Change 

imects, plants. 

4. Crops and weeds for native plants. Change all others. 

5. Soll, 

_ (Refer now to Food Chain or Dependency Diagram.) Four categories of 
relationship: 

1. Exploitation (using without killing. Primitive). 

2. Predation. (Killing but not too many) 

3, 4. Services (or Parasitism. (Characteristic of high development). 

Conditioning of "Food Chains" or lines of dependency 

Predetions: Quail by horned owl. Winter. Night flush. Snow. 

Quail by fox. Winter. Mice scarce (or as juvenals). 

Mouse by fox. Any time except in deep snow. \ 

Rabbit by dog. As juvenals; in deep snow; warm weather 

and no woodchucks. 

Exploitations: Soil by alfalfa: lime, nurse crop. 

Ragweed by quail: fall, winter when not buried. 

Avhis by ant: summer, tender shoots. 

Parasitisms: Rabbit by tularemia: tick for victor. No recent 

immunization. 

Conditioners: weather, other organisms. 

C. Deductions 

Theory of Lost Parts. Soil was originally something built by weather 

out of rock, but is now a much more complex entity. It erected a pyramid of 

plants and animals and was rebuilt and modified by them. Land is the soil 

plus its pyramid, the product of an immensely complex evolution. Every plant 

and animal is a cog in the land machine. ;
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The land machine is out of order. 

We do not yet understand the functions of the cogs. We may never 

understand all of then. 

The first law of intelligent tinkering is to keep all the parts. We 

might need them. Examples: vrairie soil floculation. Spessart. 

i ys How keep them: keep samples of a11 stages in the plant succession. 

2 of Channels of Energy. We by no means understand the channels of energy 

y ? in the pyramid. Proof: animal cycles. Endocrinology. Rare element 

vy and vitamin nutrition. 

We perceive a "release of energy" as characteristic of the first 

stages of exploitetion. If this reflects itself in animals, why not in man? 

Building human environment mey not ultimately consist of hospitals and 

libraries. Stinmlation by environment may be as important as a sustenance 

by environment. 

Evolution strives to lengthen food-chains; civilization shortens all 

chains but our own. Evolution complicates the pnyramid; civilization 

simplifies it. Are these sound tendencies? Would they profit by critical 

scrutiny? ; 

Disease Theory. The predator is prevented from killing all his. prey, 

not by voluntary or ethical restreint, but by the highly conditioned neture 

of the food chain. He wants to but can't kill all. 

The parasite is likewise vrevented from killing his host by a conditioned 

food chain. When this conditioning breaks down we call it disease. A 

disease is a "green" narasite learning how not to kill. 

Truly destructive predators or varasites are thus a sign of biotic up- 

set, of land-pathology. Man is, in this sense, 2 disease on the land. 

Esthetics. We may postulate that the most complex biota is the most 

beautiful. I think there is mech evidence that it is also the most useful. 

Certainly it is the most permanent, i.e. durable. Hence there is little or
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no distinction between esthetics and utility in respect of biotic objective. 

Esthetics is an aspect of argument about land, not of land. It is vart 

of the vackage system. We segregate esthetics so as to give farmers none 

and women's clubs a lot. In actual vractice esthetics and utility ere com- 

pletely interwoven. To say we do a thing to land for either reason alone is 

prima facie evidence that we do not understand what we are doing, or are 

doing it wrong. , 

Conclusion: There are virgin fields of incuiry in the zone where economics, 

philosophy, and land science meet. They are not being explored because the 

people able to reach them think in "vackeges" - they are specialists.
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; Aldo Leopold 

A Modus Vivendi for Conservationists 

It is increasingly clear that there is a basic antagonism between the 

philosophy of the industriel age end the philosophy of the conservationist. 

What are necessities to him are luxuries to his neighbors, and vice versa. 

How shall he live in a world whose scale of values are, in important resvects, 

inverse to his own? What are those values? Why the difference in viewpoint? 

What can be done about it? I am not competent to answer these questions, 

but it is time for somebody to try to answer then. 

Ed * Eg 

Every enimal tries to destroy his habitat. Without machines he does not 

succeed. Regenerative processes rebuild the soil and regrow the plants and 

' animals as fast as he uses them. It is important to note that this equilibrium - 

the mch-misunderstood "balance of nature" - holds good for both utility and 

beauty. In fact mech of the beauty of a normal landscave is the beauty of 

a battle - a drawn battle - between destruction and growth. 

A conservationist is one who sees how and why the landscave is no longer 

normal nor the bettle drawn, and who knows how and why our mechine-made ad- 

vantage is a Phyrric victory. si 

This is an execting definition, but far from sufficient, for there are 

wide differences between conservationists. 

One kind is interested in commodities only. When Franklin Roosevelt : 

visited the Columbia River Dams last summer he said he hoped to see "another 

Pittsburg" grow up around these new sources of power. He was silent about the 

salmon resource which is being destroyed in order to harness - some think 

needlessly - the power resource. Quite evidently Vinberiasia is, to hin, : 

merely an assurance policy on the raw materials needed for industry. The 

"timber famine" foresters are of like kind. Industry is the end and conserva- 

tion the means.
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There are those of us who reverse this emphasis. To us the Pittsburgs 

are a kind of kitchen, a necessity to be accepted but hardly to be enthused 

about, much less to be propagated. To us, the thrift and beauty of the re- 

source is the end, and industry merely the means of preparing and distributing 

its fruits. 

The destruction is a lerge one. Comnodity conservation assumes as a 

matter of course thet man-built power is more desireable than salmon, or 

any other thing that grows of its own accord. This question of priority 

for constructed or synthesized things lies at the bottom of a formidable 

list of moot questions:
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Land Pathology 

Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

The properties of animal and vlant pomleations are now to some extent 

known. Their inter@ctions: with environment are becoming predictable. Ecologi- 

eel predictions are made with such certainty es to be used daily in farm, 

factory, and hospital. 

The properties of human populations and their interactions with land 

are still imperfectly understood. Predictions of behevior are made, but with 

mach uneertainty, and hence are seldom used. Economists, conservationists, 

and plenners are just beginning to become aware that there is a basic ecology 

involved. 

Philosovhers heve long since claimed that society is en organism, but 

with few exceptions they heve failed to understand thet the organism includes 

the land which is its medium. The properties of human pomlations, which are 

the joint domain of sociologist, economist, and statesman, are all conditioned 

by land. 

; We may never vut society and its land into a test tube, but some of their 

interactions are discernible by ordinary observation. This vaver attempts to 

define and discuss those which pertain to land conservation. 

Conservation is a protest against destructive land use. It seeks to 

preserve both the utility and beauty of the landscave. It now invokes the 

aid of science as a means to this end. Science has never before been asked 

‘ to write a prescrivtion for an esthetic ailment of the body politic. Phe 

effort may benefit scientists as well as laymen and land. 

Conservationists ere sherply divided into groups, interested resvectively 

in soil fertility, soil erosion, forests, varks, ranges, water flows, game, : 

fish, fur, non-game animals, landscape, wild flowers, etc. 

|
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These divergent foci of interest clearly arise from individual limita- 

tions of taste, lmowledze, and experience. They also reflect the age-old 

conflict between utility end beauty. Some believe the two can be integrated, 

on the same land, to mtuel advantage. Others believe their opnosing claims 

must be fought out and settled by exclusive dedication of each parcel of land 

to either the one use or the other. 

This vaver proceeds on two assumptions. The first is that there is only 

one soil, one flore, one fauna, one veonvle, awa hence only one conservation 

' problem. Each acre should produce whet it is good for and no two are alike. 

Hence a certain acre may serve one, or several, or all of the conservation 

groups. 

The second is that economic and esthetic land uses can and must be 

integrated, usually on the same acre. To segregate them wastes land, and is 

unsound social philosophy. The ultimate issue is whether good taste and 

technical skill can both exist in the same landowner. This is a challenge 

to agricultural education. 

When we examine the history of interactions hetween society and land, 

there emerge at once a series of observational deductions. We cannot check 

their accuracy by controlled experiments, but they may at that be more de- 

pendable than deductions drawn by historians and siabbeiia who commonly 

kmow nothing of ecology in the lower organisms. These are: 

(1) Before the machine age, destructive interactions between society 

and land tended to right themselves by automatic adjustments 

similer to those now seen to exist in animal comminities. These 

include pomlation cycles, emigration, starvation interpredation, etc. 

(2) The early phases of machine civilization occurred on lend especially 

resistant to abuse. Northwestern Burone, for example, seems to 

possess extraordinary recuperative cap-city, i.e. capacity, when 

disturbed, to establish new and stable equilibrie between soil,
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plants and animals. 

(3) Destructive interactions probably contributed to the decay of some 

early societies even before the machine age. Semi-arid climates 

such as the eastern Mediterranean, and continental climates such as 

; the Chinese interior, are possibly especially suscevtible to upsets 

of eovilibrium. All this, however, is conjectural, due to the 

possible masking effect of climatic change. 

(4) America presents the first instance of a society, heavily equipped 

with machines, invading a terrain in large vart set on a hair- 

trigger. The accelerating velocity of destructive interactions is 

unmistakable and probably unprecedented. Recuperative mechanisms 

either do not exist, or have not had time to get under way. The 

mechenism of these interactions in such resources as soil, forests, 

renges, and wild life has been traced, at least in its grosser 

aspects, and found to be strongly inter-connected. 

(5) Not all the destruction is wrought directly by mechines. The 

machines release natural forces, such as fire, erosion, floods, and 

disease, and give them an unnetural play, devoid of checks and 

balances. Mechines also, in one way or another, nullify the checks 

and balances on domestic enimals. 

These five assertions may perhavs have weathered enough history to be 

celled deductions. Of equal interest, however, is a further series of 

opinions based on very recent events. These ere: 

(6) Remedial practices are being worked out tut are not being apolied ex- 

F cept on public land or et public exvense. This presents no sufficient 

solution because of the universal geographic dispersion of the des- 

tructive processes. Public action cannot become universal without 

breaking down the tax-base which supports it.
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; (7) The present legal and economic structure, having been evolved on a 

more resistant terrain (Zurope) and before the machine age, contains 

no suitable ready-made mechanisms for vrotecting the public interest 

in private land. It evolved at a time when the public had no interest 

in land except to help tame it. 

(8) The unprecedented velocity of lend-subjugation in America involved 

mach hardship, which in turn created traditions which ignore bethatia 

land uses. The subsequent growth of cities has permitted a re-birth 

of esthetic culture, but in landless veople who have no opportunity 

to epply it to the soil. The large volume and low utility of con- 

servation legislation my be ettributed largely to this maladjust- 

ment; also the dissentious cheracter of the conservation movement. 

(9) Rurel education has been preoccuvied with the transplantation of 

machinery and city culture to the rural community, latterly in the 

face of economic conditions so adverse 2s to evict the occupants of 

submarginal soils. The net result has been to intensify destruc- 

tive forces on the abandoned land, and to further defer any rebirth 

of land esthetics in landowners. 

With this background, we may now pose the question: What can the social 

and physical sciences, as now mobibized in this or other universities, do 

toward hastening the needed adjustment between society as now equipped, and 

land-use as now vracticed? 

We may, perhaps, first narrow the field by one exclusion. For the 

moment, at least, it would seem safe to conclude that all those remedies 

which hinge upon public purchase, or the extension of existing types of law ; 

or administration, need no particular stimletion. Their momentum is elready 

great. 

We may also conjecture, from recent history, that it will require the 

injection of some new and potent forces to effect any real change. |
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In my opinion, there are two possible forces which might operate de 

novo, and which universities might possibly create by research. One is the 

formulation of mechanisms for protecting the public interest in private land. 

The other is the revival of land esthetics in rural culture. 

The farther refinement of remedial practices is equally important, but 

need not here be emphasized because it already has some momentum. 

Out of these three forces may eventually emerge a land ethic more 

potent then the sum of the three, but the breeding of ethics is as yet beyond 

our powers. All science can do is to safeguard the environment in which 

. ethical mtations might take plece. 

The vossible ethic, and the vhilosovhical basis for predicting its emergence, 

has been discussed in several recent publications 1,2, tend esthetics lies out- 

side the scope of this paper. A preliminary discussion of vehicles for public 

influence on private land-use has been published 3, but will here be restated 

from a different angle. 

é A convenient way to open up the subject is to review the sequence of 

; ideas and experiences which led to the present situation. 

It was at first assumed that the profit motive would impel landowners 

to conserve. This expectation is so far frustrated, and we can now see at 

least three reasons why. 

Qne is that in the presence of excess land, it was cheaper, or at least 

appeared cheaper, to exploit new land then to conserve old. 

Another is that the profit motive overates only dirbae the early stages 

of land deterioration. It would often my the individual owner to reclaim 

T/ De Bex, Oscar. 1932. Biological Bthies. Italian Neil & Tribune, Florence. 
2/ Leopold, Aldo. 1933. The Conservation Ethic. Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXXI, 

No. 6, October, pp. 634-643. 
3/ - 1934. Conservation Economics, Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXXII, 

No. 5, May, pp. 537-544.
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slightly damaged land, but in this early stage he does not yet kmow it is 

damaged. By the time he sees the damage, it is beyond his means to cure it. 

It has become a community damage, and thus a charge against the public treasury. 

Another is that the competition of synthetic materials, usually of mineral 

origin, has destroyed confidence in the future of such products as lumber. 

When private conservation for profit failed to materialize, legislative 

compulsion was advanced as an alternative. By this time, however, science 

hed shown good land-use to require much positive skill as well as negative 

abstentation. Cinna even was never tried on any scale. 

The recent Lumber Code was a self-imposed scnih abe of great promise, 

but is now thrown out by the Courts. It collided in some of its implicetions 

with certein older doctrines of great and massive stability. 

Confronted by this succession of obstacles, conservation has now turned 

to government ownership and subsidy as the way out. The fallacy inherent in 

this policy has already been pointed out: There is nothing to prevent all * 

our vulnerable land from eventually running through the same sequence of 

. private deterioration followed by public repairs. 

The system contains the seeds of its own eventual breakdown. It lacks 

some way to prevent the beginnings of the lendslide--some mechanism for check- 

ing deterioration while costs are still low. This critical point lies ipso 

facto on private holdings; the government holds only the wrecks. It would 

cost the government less to prevent these wrecks than revair them. But how 

prevent them? A vehicle for rewarding good private practices, and penalizing 

bad ones, is a possible answer, and also the only visible way to prevent the 

publie repairs policy from dying, like the dinosaur, of its own bigness. 

Incidentally, such a vehicle could also be used to encourage the conserva- 

tion of landscape beauty. There never has been even any initial assumption 

as to how else this could be done. A few vercels of ovitstanding scenery are © 

immred as varks, but under the onslaughts of mass transportation their
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possible function as “outdoor universities" is being impaired by the very 

humen need which impelled their creation. Parks are over-crowded hospitals ; 

trying to cope with an epidemi¢e of esthetic rickets; the remedy lies not in 

hospitals, but in daily dietaries. The vast bulk of land beauty and land 

life, dispersed as it is over a thousand hills, continues to waste away under 

the same forces as are underminining land utility. The private owner who 

today undertakes to conserve besuty on his land, does so in defiance of all 

man-made economic forces from taxes down--or up. There is much beauty left-- 

animate and inanimete--but its existence, and hence it continuity, is almost 

wholly a matter of accident. 

i I plead, in short, for vositive and substantial public encouragement, 

economic end moral, for the landowner who conserves the rublic values-- 

economic or esthetic--of which he is the custodian. The search for vractic- 

able vehicles to carry that encouragement is a research problem, and I think 

a soluble one. A solution apparently calls for a synthesis of biological, 

legal, and economic skills, or, if you will, a social application of the 

physical sciences of the sort now sought by this university's "Science 

Inquiry." 

I might say, defensively, that such a vehicle would not necessarily imply 

regimentation of private lend-use. The private owner would still decide what 

to use his lend for; the public would decide merely whether the net result is 

good or bad for its stake in his holdings. : : 

Those charged with the search for such a vehicle must first seek to 

intellectually encompass the whole situation. It may mean something far more 

profound than I heve foreseen. Any remedy may imply corollery commitments 

and changés. 

One of these I can see plainly. Every American has tatooed on his left 

preast the basic premise that manifestations of economic energy are inherently 

’
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beneficient. Yet here is one which to me seems malignant, not inherently, 

but because a good thing hes outrun its limits of goodness. We learn, in 

ecology at least, that all truths hold only within limits. Here is a good 

thing--the improvement in economic tools. qt has exceeded the sneed, or 

degree, within which it was good. Equipped with this excess of tools, society 

has develoved an unstable adjustment to its environment, from which both mst 

eventually suffer damage or even ruin. Regerding society and land collectively 

as an organism, that organism has suddenly developed pathological symptoms, 

i.e. self-accelerating rather than self-compensating departures from ‘normal 

functioning. The tools cannot be dropved, hence the brains which created 

them, and which are now mostly dedicated to creating still more, must be 

at least in part diverted to controlling those already in hand. Granted 

that science can invent more and more tools, which might be capable of 

squeezing a living even out of 2 ruined countryside, yet who wants to be a 

cell in that kind of a body politic? I for one do not. : 

\
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Technical Quiz Questions 

1. Is it known just how the microscopic life of the soil affects the growth 
of forests? 

No, only part of the mechanism is know. It is kmown, for example, 

that certain trees in certain soils require the support of certain fungi 

called mycorrhiza. Without these the trees are unable to elaborate nutrients 

from poor soils. A scientific mblication which will serve as a sample of 

these interdependences is "The Physical Basis of Mycotrophy in Pinus" by 

A. B. Hatch (Bulletin No. 6, Bleck Rock Forest, New York, 1937). 

The only thing known for certain is that the complexity of the 

microscopic life is always less on disturbed soils than on undisturbed ones. 

2. How could roadside engineering policy be altered to wreserve the vrairie 

flora and at the same time attain engineering objectives? 

By leaving @ strip of undisturbed topsoil, a residuel stock of prairie 

flora could be retained. If good topsoil were then suverimposed on cut 

banks, there is a chance at least that the prairie vegetation would re- 

claim the bank provided it be not mowed during the growing season. 

There is no literature. 

3. Who discovered that the wairie flora tends to rebuild wasted soil? What 
: is the nature of the vrocess involved? 

Prof. J. EH. Weaver of the University of Nebraske. The process in- 

volves a phenomenon called flocculation. The effect of prairie vegetation 

is to increase flocculation end of exotic farm plants to decrease it. De- 

fective flocculation is basically involved in erosion both by dust end wind. 

4. Whet is known of the wolf-deer relationship? Of the effect of overbrowsing 
by deer on the composition of the forest? 

Not enough detail is kmown about the wolf-deer relationship. There | 

is one good recent paver as follows: "A study in Predatory Relationship 

With Particuler Reference to the Wolf" by Sigurd F. Olson (Scientific 

Monthly, Vol. XLVI, Avril, 1938, ppv. 323-336). There are any number of 

recent janis on overbrowsing by deer. The following is possibly repre- | 

sentative: "Deer and Dauerwald in Germany" by Aldo Leopold (Journal of 

: /
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Forestry, Vol. XXXIV, Nos. 4 and 5, April and May, 1936). i 

5. Why is white cedar disapnrearing from the north woods? By what devices 

could replantings be made a success? 

Cedar is disappearing beceuse of intensive cutting followed by 

excessive deer pressure and inability to reproduce. In all probability 

either replentings or netural reproduction can be brought through only 

‘under fence. This would entail ak vier heavy construction costs or the 

temporary elimination of deer during the reproductive period. There is 

no literature. 

Elementary Questions for Students 

1. Whet isa good definition of conservation? 

2. What is "the first law of intelligent tinkering" with lend? 

3. How long may it take to restore a disturbed forest to full productivity? 

4, What is a practical test of soil health in a hardwood forest? 

5. Why should highway engineers know something about the vlant succession? 

6. What is the defect in the idea of "good" and "bad" predators? 

7. Is there danger in "purging" unprofitable trees from American forests? 

8. What is the difficulty in using purchasing vower as a lever for conservation? 

9. When did America first learn to say "I don't know"? 

16. oe four scientists who have bibiintina to interpret conservation for the 
eyman.
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ENGINEERING AND CONSERVATION 

Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

The vublic mind is a mirror into which every vocation reflects its 

image. That image may flatter its subject, or the contrary, devending 

upon accumulated public impressions of the group and how its members live, 

think, and work. \ , 

A decade ago the pblic image of lebor was a rather pleasing one. 

Since the advent of CIO it has become much harder to look at. 

In the writings of Alexender Hamilton and Thomas ené—Skemes Jefferson 

we find the word "industrialist" used as a term of high honor. Today one uses 

the term guardedly. 

The banker's picture has of late suffered an unflattering distortion, 

culminating in the newspaper epithet "bankster" in the carly 1930's. 

Not long ago the railroads had cloven hooves; now what with rate re- 

ductions, streamliners, and 35-cent dinners they have acquired merit and 

may soon sprout wings. 

It is clear thet, in general, the underdog tends to be uppermost in 

wublic fevor. Conversely, when a profession becomes important or powerful, 

it hes need to look to its laurels. 

The encineer, from Kitchener to Herbert Hoover, enjoyed a public image 

of ever-increasing comeliness. The reasons are too well mown to need : 

comment. At the present moment, however, the word “engineer” in the minds 

of some conservationists is associated with an attitude natural resources 

which they dislike. It evokes in them a mental image of marshes needlessly 

drained, of rivers egeravated by stream straightening end by constricting 

levees, of irrigation reservoirs silted before the maturity of their bonds,
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and of a veritable mycelium of roads at least a nart of which ere built re- 

} gardless of cost or need. 

This tendency to challenge the engineer is admittedly confined to that 

small group preoccupied with the biological aspects of public policy. Asa 

member of this group I here attempt to shed some light on their reactions. 

That these reactions are just and fair I cannot certify, but the avowal 

that they exist may be @ useful first sten toward clearing the issue. 

We may perhaps strike at the root of the matter by this generalization: 

the engineer believes, and has taught the public to believe, that a constructed 

mechanism is inherently preferable to a natural one. The conservationist 

believes the contrary. 

All generalizations are inaccurate, including this one. A few cases 

may help clarify the intended meaning. 

Consider the Columbia River dams. As between abundant power and ebundant 

salmon, priority automatically went to power. The dams were started before 

the probable destruction of the salmon resource was seriously debated. It 

made no difference thet the need for power was gueutiunaie, the fate of 

the salmon was nearly certain. By an axiom long in the making, the man- 

made resource must be superior to the natural one. I do not know whether 

the engineers built the axiom or the axiom built the engineers. The result 

is the same. 

The Mississippi dams involve a more subtle issue. That' the great river 

is sick all will agree. Treatment can be anvlied either to the channel 

where the symptoms are most conspicuous, or to the deranged watershed which 

: gives rise to the symptoms. The engineers started to bandage the channel 

with steel and concrete before giving ear to the question of what ails the 

organism as a whole. The case of course involves many other issues which
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I do not here discuss. I point out merely the seeming assumption that skill- 

ful structures cen solve our weter problems, and (by implication) exempt us 

from the penalties of bungling land use. : 

The history of irrigation reservoirs in the West presents @ similar 

avuestion. In many instances the silting life of a storage basin was assumed 

during the promotion stage to be vervetuel. During the construction stage 

it would be scaled down to a century, and during the vay-up stage it would 

finally appear as a generation. Isolated errors in predicting the life of 

reservoirs would be natural enough, but their renetition through forty years 

of experience forces the observer to conclude that the profession as a whole 

is not yet conscious of that organic disintegration which has afflicted 

nearly all semi-arid watersheds since their occupation by livestock. (There 

are brilliant individual exceptions to this rule. Olmstead's report on the 

Gile River is one such.) 

When some inventor comes out with a new alloy the engineers lose no 

time making a path to his door. But discoveries outside the engineering 

field may have an equal sinetae on the responsibilities of the engineering 

profession. Take, for example, Lowdermilk's formulation, in terms of 

physical chemistry, of the basic mechanism by which plants influence runoff. 

This reorients the old controversy about the influence of forests and presents 

@ challenging opportunity for joint research by soil chemists, engineers, and 

botanists. But who is doing such research? I here criticise all three 

parties for inaction. 

Again, take Weaver's Pacey that the composition of the plant _ 

determines the ability of soils to retain their graunulation, and hence ) 

their stability. If finally verified, this new principle may necessitate 

i the revision of our entire system of thought on flood control and erosion 

control. I do not hear it discussed emong engineers (nor, for that matter, 

among economists, business men, or statesmen).
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The cases I have cited all involve big and complex issues of national 

importance. Consider now, for contrast, e small and local one. In the sand 

counties of central Wisconsin are many defunct drainage districts. In 1933 

the government began to buy out the surviving fermers and convert the area 

into a wildlife reservation. Travel in the area had always followed "sand- 

tracks." There were hundreds of miles of these tracks; unimproved but 

passable routes winding victuresouely through the jack pines and scrub oaks. 

I believe it is an engineering fact thet in sand a semi-sodded treck 

is the best possible road short of a surfaced turnpike. But the engineers 

could not resist the temptetion of soft yardage, abundant CCCs, and govern- 

ment gas. Today the area is geometrically gridironed with graded sandpiles, 

expensively inferior to the old tracks. It looks as if some new glacier 

had ecocuired the knack of laying down eskers with a transit. The drainage 

of this chiclien. Wale: by hindsight, @ mistake, but now in our effort to give 

it back to the birds, we must give it one last mtilating gouge with power 

tools. 

This same propensity for carving soft landscapes perhans accounts for 

the recent drainage of nearly the whole Atlantic tidal marsh from Maine to ; 

Alebama. This was done with relief labor, in the name of mosquito control, 

over the protests of wildlife interests. These marshes are the wintering 

ground of many species of migratory waterfowl and the breeding ground of 

others. The effectiveness of such drainage as a mosouito control measure 

is at least debatable. Biological methods of mosauito control are known 

but were not tried. The project was not led by engineers and is chargeable 

to engineering only in the sense that it shows what the mechanicesl idea of 

landscaping can do when combined with too much haste, too mech government 

money, @ resort-owner's chamber of commerce, and the prevalent unconscious- 

ness of biological equilibria. I susvect thet the real immulse behind the 

whole venture is the locel realtor's solicitude for silk stockings on his beaches.
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I mention last what to me seems the least discussed but most regrettable 

instance of short-sighted engineering--the wholesale straightening of small 

rivers and creeks. This is done to hasten the runoff of locsl flood waters, 

and of course aggravates the piling up of flood peaks in major streams. It 

is, on its fsece, a process of mshing trouble downstream, of seeking benefit 

for the locality at the expense of the commnity. In justice the stream- 

straightener should indemnify the public for demege; in practice I fear the 

public may at times subsidize him with relief labor. 

I know of at least one engineering group which hes foresworn stream- 

stroightening--the Soil Conservation Service. I salute them. 

The interplay of engineering and ecological evils is an insidious 

thing. I know a locality in western Dane County where erosion is gradually 

destroying the upland cornfields. The farmers must have corn; their only 

recourse is the marshy creek bottoms. These, however, are subject to flashy 

floods. To raise corn on the bottoms the floods will have to be prodded 

downstream by straightening, which in turn will aggravate the flashy runoff 

and augment erosion. Thus the eycle of misuse. 

Incidentally these marshy bottoms contain the only wildlife cover and 

are now good pasture. The cover will disapvear with straightening, and the 

pasture will have to move back to the eroded unlands. 

These cases aotledtihaly imply, but I will now svecifically admit, 

certain qualifications which, in justice, I mst attach to my criticism 

of the engineer. h 

First of all, let me admit that in some cases the biological professions 

seem just as remiss as the engineering group. ‘ 

Secondly, let me admit that the engineer is to me a symbol for a state 

of the public mind, as well as a professional man who has made mistakes. The 

; cited instances of error are chargeable to voters and politicians as well as 

engineers. The Columbia dams, the Mississippi dams, the irrigetion reser- 

: voirs, the needless roeds and the mosquito drainage were becked by strong :
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local booster and even pork-barrel interests. Every professional man mst, 

within limits, execute the jobs people are willing to vay for. But every 

profession in the long run writes its own ticket. It does so through the 

emergence of leaders who can afford to be skeptkeal out loud and in puoblic-- 

professors, for exemple. What I here decry is not so much the prevalence 

of mublic error in the use of engineering tools as the scarcity of engineer- 

ing criticism of such misuse. Perhaps that criticism exists in cemera, but 

it does not reach the interested layman. 

I admit, too, that the engineer is not the only focus for biological 

discontent. The ehemist, scattering new comforts with one hand and new 

pollutions with the other, evokes in us the same disouiet. Both professions 

exemplify priority for the synthetic over the natural, a certain atrophy of 

esthetic discriminetion, a yearning for prosperity and comfort at any cost. 

I do not claim that we, the disaffected, disdain the prosperity and the com- 

forts. Our only contribution is the idea that the cost is large; unneces- 

sarily large. 

With these aualifying edmissions I now summarize my criticism: The 

engineer hes respect for mechanical wisdom because he created it. He has 

disrespect for ecological wisdom, not because he is contemptuous of it, 

but because he is unaware of it. We have, in short, two professions whose 

responsibilities for land use overlap much, but whose respective zones of 

awareness overlap only a little. Wheat can we say about their future relation- 

ship? About the direction of possible adjustments? 

All history shows this: that civilization is not the progressive 

elaboration of a single idee, but the successive dominance of a series of 

ideas. Greece, Rome, the Rennaissance, the industrial age, each had a new 

and largely distinct zone of awareness. The neonle of each lived not in 

@ better, nor a worse, but in @ new and different intellectual field. Progress,
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if there be any, is the slender hoard of fragments retained from the whole 

intellectual succession. 

Engineering is clearly the dominent idea of the industrial ege. What 

I heve here called ecology is perheps one of the contenders for 2 new order. 

In any case our problem boils down to increasing the overlap of awareness 

between the two. 4 

: This may prove less difficult than appnears on the surfece, for the 

ecologist is in many ways en engineer. The biotic mechenism is too complex ’ 

to enable him to predict its reactions; therefore he advocates what an ~ 

engineer would in like case: go slow, cut and try. 

He feels an engineer's admiration for this complexity which defies 

science, and an engineer's aversion for discarding any of its parts. The 

real difference lies in the ecologist's conviction that to govern the animete 

world it must be led rather than coerced. To me this is engineering wisdom; 

the reason the engineer does not displey it is unawareness of the animate 

world. 

The tools which the engineer hes given the public are so crude and 

powerful that they invite coercive use. It is not likely that the public 

will lay them down. The only alternative is the pooling of engineering and 

ecological skills for wiser use of those tools. Is this pooling under way? 

Perhaps. We now see engincers and ecologists jointly attacking the soil 

. erosion vroblem, but only after the resource reached an advanced stage of 

deterioration. Need we always await the willy-nilly pressure of wrecked 

resources before professional cooperation begins? 

We end, I think, at what might be called the standard varadox of the 

twentieth century: our tools are better than we are, and grow better 

faster than we do. They suffice to crack the atom, to command the tides. 

But they do not suffice for the oldest task in human history: to live on 

a piece ofland without spoiling it.
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WILDERNESS 

Aldo Leopnold 

To an Ameridan conservationist, one of the most insistent impressions 

received from travel in Germeny is the lack of wildness in the German landscape. 

at Forests are there - interminable miles of them, spires of spruce on the 

skyline, glowering thickets in ravines, and many a quick glimpse "where the 

yellow pines are marching straight and stalwart up the hillside where they 

gether on the crest! Game is there - the skulking roebuck or even a scurry- 

ing Budel of red-deer is to be seen any evening, even from a train-window, 

Streams and lakes are there, cleaner of cans and old tires than our own, and 

no worse beset with hotels and "bide-a-wee" cottages. But yet, to the critical 

eye, there is something lacking thet should not be lacking in a country which 

eetually practices, in such abundent measure, all of the things we in America . 

preach in the name of "conservation". What is it? 

Let me admit to begin with the obvious difference in population density, 

end hence in population pressure on the economic mechanisms of land-use. I 

i ; knew of that difference before coming over, and think I have made allowance 

jo" for it. Let it further be clear that I did not hope to find in Germany any- 

thing resembling the great "wilderness areas" which we dream end talk about, 

uaa sometimes briefly set aside, in our National Forests end Parks. Such 

monuments to wilderness are an esthetic luxury which Germany with its 

_ timber deficit and the evident land-hunger of its teeming millions, cannot 

afford. I speak now of a certain quality which should be but is not found 

in the ordinary landscane of producing forests and inhebited farms, a auality 

which still in some measure persists in some of the equivalent landscapes of 

America, end which we I think tacitly assume will be enhenced by rather then 

lost in the hoved-for practice of conservation. I speak specifically to the 

question of whether end under what limitations thst assumption is correct.
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It may be well to first inauire whether the Germans themselves, who ; 

know and love their rocks end rills with an intensity long patent to all the 

1 world, edmit any such esthetic deficit in their countryside. "Yes" and "no" 

are of course worthless 2s criteria of such a question. I offer in evidence, 

first, the existence of a very vigorous esthetic discontent, in the form of 

a “Naturshutz" (nature-protection) movement, the eouivalent of which pre- - 

, ceded the emergence of the wilderness idee in America. This impulse to seve 

om wild remnants is always, I think, the forerunner of the more important and 

ue oh complex task of mixing a degree of wildness with utility. I also submit 

\ that the Germans are still reading Coover's "Leatherstocking" and Parker's 

“Oregon Trail", and still flock to the wild-west movies. And when I asked 

a forester with a philosophical bent why people did not flock to his forest 

to camp out, as in America, he shrugzed his shoulders and remarked that per- 

haps the tree-rows stood too close together for convenient tenting! All of 

{ which, of course, does not answer the question. Or does it? 

: And this calls to mind what is perhans the first element in the German 

deficit: their former passion for unnecessary outdoor geometry. There is 

es a lag in the effairs of men, - the ideas which were seemingly buried with 

“* + the cold hard minds of the early-industrial ere rise up out of the earth 

+ | todey for us to live with. Most German forests, for exemple, though laid 

| out over a hundred years ago, would do credit to any cubist. The trees are , 

wi only in rows and all of a kind, but often the various ege-blocks are 

verellelograms, which only an early discovery of the ill-effects of wind 

saved from being rectangles. The age-blocks may be in ascending series - 

1, 2, 3 - like the proverbial stepladder femily. The boundary between wood 

and field tends to be sharp, straight, and sbsolute, unbroken by those 

charming little indecisions in the form of draw, coulee, and stump-lot, which, 

especially in our "shiftless" farming regions, bind wood and field into an
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harmonious whole. The Germans are now making a determined effort to get 

away from cubistic forestry - experience has revealed thet in about ‘the 

third suecessive crop of conifers in "mare" stands the microscopic flora of 

the soil becomes upset and the trees quit growing, but it will be another gen- 

eration before the new policy emerges in lendscape form. 

' Not so easily, though, will come eny respite from what the geometrical 

mind hes done to’the German rivers. If there were only room for them, it 

would be a splendid idea to collect all the highway engineers in the world, 

wy and also their intellectual kith and kin the Corvs of Army Engineers, and 

*) t settle them for life upon the verfect curves and tangents of some "improved" 

Germen river. I am aware, of course, that thefe are weighty commercial 

reesons for the canalization of the larger rivers, but I also sew many a 

creek end rivulet leid out straight es a dead snake, and with masonry benks 

to boot. I am depressed by such indignities, and I have black misgivings 

over the swarm of new bureaus now out to improve the.American countryside. 

It is, I think, an historical fact thet no American bureau eauipped with 

money men and machines ever refused on Yrineiple to straighten e river, save 

only one - the Soil Conservation Service. 

Another more subtle (end to the average traveller, imoercevtible) element 

in the deficit of wildness is the near-extirnetion of birds and animals of 

prey. I think it was Stewart Edward White who said that the existence of 

: as grizzly confined a flavor to a whole county. From the German hills that 

flavor hes vanished - a victim tothe misguided zeal of the game-keeper and x 

the herdsman.. -Even the ordinary hawks are nearly gone - in four months 

travel I counted only __. And the great owl or "uhu" - without whose vocal 

eusterity the winter night becomes 2 mere blackness -~ persists only in the 

farthest marches of Hast Prussia. Before our American sportsmen and game 

keevers and stockmen heave finished their self-appointed task of extirpating
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our American predators, I hope that we may begin to realize a truth already 

written bold and clear on the German landscave: that success in most over- 

artificielized land-uses is bought et the expense of the public interest. 

The game-keever buys an unnatural abundance of pheasants et the expense of _ ; 

the pblic's hawks and owls. The fish-culturist buys an unnatural abundance 

of fish at the expense of the vublic's herons, mergansers,and terns. The 

forester buys an unnatural increment of wood at the expense of the soil, and 

in that wood maintains an unnatural abungance of deer at the expense of all 

delateble shrubs and herbs. 

This effect of too many deer on the ground flora of the forest deserves 

special mention beceuse it is an illusive burglary of esthetic wealth, the 

more dengerous becouse unintentional and unseen. Forest undergrowth consists 

of many species, some palatable to deer, others not. When too dense e deer 

population is built up, and there are no natyral predators to trim it down, 

the valetable plants are grazed out, whereupon the deer must be artificeally 

fed by the game-keenver, viahikaan next year's vressure on the palatable 

species is still further increased, etc. ad infinitum. The end result is the 

extirpation of the valatable plents, - thet is to say an unnatural simplicity 

and monotony in the vegetation of the forest floor, which is still further 

ageravated by the too-dense shade cast by the artifically crowded trees, and 

by the soil-sickness already mentioned as arising from conifers. One is mt 

in mind of Shskespeares warning thet "virtue, grown into a pleurisy, dies of 

its own too-mch". Be thet as it may, the forest landscave is deprived of 

& certain exuberance which arises from e rich variety of plants fighting 

with each other for a place in the sun. It is almost as if the geological 

clock had been set back to those dim ages when there were only pines and 

ferns. I never realized before that the melodies of nature are mesic only ; 

when pleyed against the undertones of evolutionery history. In the German 

forest = thet forest which inspired the Ehil Kénig - one now hears only 2 

dismal fugue out of the timeless reaches of the carboniferous.
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Meand and Ends in Wildlife Conservation 

Wild and semi-wild cultures in land use. 

Peculiarities of Wild Life Research 

The cycle - an experimental impasse 

Food selection - an experimental puzzle. 

Beloit College 
Chamberlain Science Club 

May 5, 1936 

Means and Ends in Wild Life Management 

Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

When a member of a scientific group tries to uproot himself and des- 

cribe his own undertakings with the objective ven of a spectator, the task 

‘ is liable to mt quite a strain both on his modesty and on his sense of 

humor. Sometimes he exceeds the elastic limit of these somewhat friable 

materials. Hence out of caution, I will claim no importance for the new 

professién of wild-life management save only this: that its services are 

vital to those atavistic few for whom a world without wild things would be 

no world at all, - even though every citizen in it were given a Ford air- 

plane, a Wright house, and a Townsend pension. I do not know how numerous 

these atavists are, or how long it will take for them to die out. The 

evolutionary probability would indicate a pretty long time. 
Peculiarities of Wild Life Research 

As a research group we are repeating the history of agriculture, in 

that we employ biology to build up a cultural techniaue for which trial- 

and-error proved too slow.’ We are peculiar, though, in that our tools are 

scientific, whereas our output is weighed in esthetic satisfactions, rather 

than in economic pounds or dollars. An echelon of wild geese is economic 

only in the sense that an actress is. Both have physical substance, and 

people will pay to see or hear them. But the measure of their worth is
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wholly qualitative, and inheres in "personality." Strangely enough, though, 

our senses do not differentiate individual personality in animals. Our 

perceptions of character are of the species. In edible game there is an 

incidental meat value, but its triviality is conveyed by the reflection that 
inedible 

a single/Carolina Parakeet, today mey be worth more value than 2 million 

edible pheasants. 

In Audubon's day, before there were any pheasants, but with parakeets 

in every burdock patch, the opposite may have been true. It would appear, 

then, that the value of wild things is in part a scarcity value, like that 

of gold. It is also in part an artistic value, like that of a painting. 

The final arbiter of both is that elusive entity known as "good taste". 

There is, though the residual difference: a painting might conceivably be 

recreated, but an extinct species, never. 

In any event, there is no standard scale wherein the wildlife manager 

may weigh his output. Consequently there is the widest conceivable range 

of opinion as to what is worth trying and as to which of two conflicting 

ends is the more important. There seem to be few fields of research where 

the means are so largely of the brain, but the ends largely of the heart. 

In this sense the wild life maneger is perforce a dual personality. Whether 

he achieves any degree of consistency as between his tools and his objectives, 

we must leave for others to judge. 

As in agriculture, the husbendry of animals deals mostly with the 

husbandry of plants. In the eonstruction of a plant environment, though we 

drove a shorter tether, both in the choice of plents and the methods of 

growing them. Cultivated food and cover are used, for wild animals, but only 

within certain esthetic and economic limits. Pheasants, ouail, and Hungarian 

partridges could conceivably be grown in a wholly cultivated plant habitat, 

out it would cost too mch, and moreover it would be, by tacit agreement, 

"unsuitable". On the other hand grizzly bears and decibels sheev tolerate
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no cultivation at all, unless it be those nearly invisible cultures known 

as extensive forestry and range management. The strong esthetic element 

in our evaluation of wildlife is reflected in the higher unit worth accorded, 

by common consent, to these intolerant animals or "wilderness game." 

Scientific wild life management, while far younger than scientific 

agriculture, has verhaps forged shead of it in one point of its philosophy: 

the recognition of invisible interdependencies in the biotic community. 

When some women's club protests against the "control" of game-killing hawks, 

or the poisoning of stock-killing carnivores, or of crop-eating rodents, 

they are raising-whether they know it or not - a new and fundamental issue 

in humen land-use. Agriculture has assumed that by the indefinite pyramiding 

of new "controls", an artificial plant-animal community can be substituted 

for the natural one. There sre omens: that this assumption may be false. 

Pests and troubles in need of control seem to be piling up even faster than 

new science and new dollars for control work. UEcologists like Weaver are 

discovering that on the plains, the physical structure and moisture regimen 

of the soil deteriorate under even the best agriculture. Granulation and 

moisture equilibrium can be restored, he thinks, by restoring the native 

vegetation. Perhaps a periodic reversion to prairie is to be the orice of 

farming the inland empire. 

Wild life management, however, has already admitted its inability to 

replace natural equilibria with artificial ones, and its unwillingness to 

do so even if it could. Forestry, range-manegement, and landscape archi- 

tecture, - all "semi-wild" cultures - are rapidly falling in line. Like 

wild-life management, their dependency on natural equilitria tends to rest 

on esthetic as well as economic arguments. Even erosion-control, the newest 

and most important of the pyramid of "fixatives" created by research, is 

tending to lean on natural techniques wherever they suffice. How far agri- 

culture itself is to be invaded by this naturalistic philosophy of land- 

use is one of the unanswered issues of the future.
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Our inability to synthesize wild-life environment carries with it an 

inability to isolete variables in research. The food of a hen, being 

hand-made, can be studies ad lib under controlled leboratory conditions, 

but the food of a quail penis; The annual dietary of a quail may cover 

a thousand species, of which hundreds may be available at a single time and 

place. An individuel ouail can be kept alive on @ diet as simple as a hen's, 

put a auail pomlation, in order to display the full complexity of that 

pattern of behavior which is the subject matter of manegement, mst apparently 

have available the whole gamt of its foods, coverts, and enemies. Phere are 

now grounds for suspecting that a given item of food may fluctuate seasonally 

in velue, without any visible change in physical condition. Thus quail may 

riddle a sorghum patch in November when the choice of alternatives is large, 

but reject the same sorghum in Februery when the alternative foods are limited. 

The difficulty of isolating variables leads the game man ger to place 

first dependence on observa tion in-the-wild. From these observed behaviors 

he tries to select items which are susceptible of experimental verifaction, 

but the unnatural simplicity of his controlled tests forces him to be sus- 

picious of even the most carefully verified results. Few "conclusions" in 

wild-life research stay put for a sane period. 

The Cycle: A Problem Defying the Experimentsl Method. 

Hares and grouse in northern latitudes display alternating periods of 

abundence and scarcity. Until a decade ago, these fluctuations were assumed 

to be local and sporadic, and were ascribed to weather or wines ordinary 

disturbances. 

When improving communications showed them to be synchronous over large 

areas, the word "cycle" entered the vopular vocabulary, and speculation 

began as to "causes". Invasions of arctic raptors, parasites. bacterial 

diseases, and "sunspots" were successively postulated as cycle-mechanisms.
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While all are evidently associated with the cycle, none appears to afford a 

satisfactory explanation, for in the course of examining them it became 

evident thet a large variety of birds and mammals show cycles of different 

lengths, and that migratory movements as well as pormlation levels are 

affected. While the original searchjwas for causes of mortality, the present 

search is for causes of fluctuation in reproduction and in mobility. At 

least for the moment, lethal agents tend to be regarded as effects rather 

than causes. 

Laboratory procedures were of course invoked to study disease, but to 

devise a laboratory procedure which will isolate the factors of fluctuation 

in reproductive rate is a more difficult matter. What species shell be 

used? Grouse are difficult to breed at all in cavtivity. The qails and 

pheasants which breed easily are, so fer as known, not cyclic. The best 

chence for controlled work seems to lie in hares or small rodents, but even 

there the difficulties sre great. The cycle mechanism is probably tied in 

with food in some way, hence natural foods mst be used. What are they, 

and how shall they be fed to simlate nature? Moreover the intolerances 

associated with crowding, which are probably not involved in cycles, may 

nevertheless mask the factors which are. If we use large enclosures to get 

way from crowding, how is predation by aerial predators to be controlled 

. or kept down to normal? These unenswered questions represent the present 

impasse of cycle research. They arise from the peculierity already noted: 

that the wild animel vopulation does not disply its normel behavior except 

in the presence of its normel environment. 

I suppose one wey out is to split up the ouestion into smaller parts, 

some which may be tested on domesticated species. A virgin field awaits 

the investigator who is able to do this splitting. It seems to call for 

more and better hypotheses in a field already surfeited with them.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Washington, D.C. 

November 20, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have just been reading your suggestions for a wildlife conference 
sent to Seth Gordon. and pause at your paragraph on page 2, top of page: 
"Any program must be premised on a revision of the national attitude to- 
ward land ***", Right, but - 

Your method is to orient the national philosophy that it will transcend 
the purely economic use of land and accept as part of human responsibility 
the benevolent administration of land for its social attributes. I agree 
with you as to the desired objective and this comment is in no way contro- 
versial. On the other hand it is an effort to clarify in my own mind the 
problems ahead and the methods of approach. This is made necessary because 

of some conclusions I have reached which I cannot solve myself and to which 
your analysis only paints the old stumbling block another color tut does not 
remove it from the pathway. 

I have attended perhaps a hundred and fifty conservation conferences 
during the period of my official service in the Bureau of Biological Survey. 
As I look back upon those meetings, their philosophic foundations and the 
mental concepts which have pervaded them I have a feeling that we have been 
theorizing about the use of lands to which we had no title. Seldom do I 
recall that the title holder of lands (any lands) was present at such gather- 

ings end so far as I have been able to learn’ the latter have been singular- 
ly unimpressed by our philosophies and conclusions. 

In other words, we have been planning dresses for another man's wife. 
Both the other man and his wife are in most cases unaware of our efforts 
in their behalf and if they by chance become so he at least looks upon it 
as an invasion of his prerogatives. Even when he is made to understand 
that we profess none but the vurest motives he remains somewhat suspicious 

and wants to know why he should buy his wife clothes to suit us. 

You reiterate your statement that man must wish for his land to be 
pomular with his neighbors as he wishes his wife and children to be smart 
and useful citizens. I can see a long way off, in an Eden when birth control 
has become @ universal principle and the struggle for existence has been 
scientifically eliminated and men no longer wring the last penny out of 
their investments to pay for their luxuries, that land may be accorded the 

social attributes of his family. But I can see no more hope for that ideal 
now than the reverse philosophy which would dictate that man should, in the
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interest of national economics, be taught to commercialize his wife and family 
to build school houses and roads. 

I can't get away from the idea that you are getting us out into water 
over our depth by your new philosophy of wildlife environment. The end of 
that road leads to socialization of property which I could only tolerate 
willingly if I could be shown that it would work. 

Man's possessive rights are born of the instinct of self preservation 
and until you can demonstrate that self preservation can better be accom- 
plished by commnity custodianship of his property than by his own manege- 
ment and possession, he will think of it only as a money producer. One of 
the most terrifying spectacles in modern socialized states is the rape of 
natural resources to raise the level of an otherwise low standard of living. 

It is like the old appropriation of natural resources for private profit only 
more so and by unanimovs consent with no one contending against it. And 

because socialization of property is born of desire for equal economic criv- 
ileges and because the socialistic mind is completely obsessed with the ob- 
jective of human equality to the exclusion of all other considerations, it 
has followed in the past and probably will in the future that those minds 
are as oblivious to the temporery quality of natural resources as were our 
forefathers on this continent. 

Lord, how I do ramble! 

What I started out to say was that the old common law of England, which 
places the title to game in the land on which it exists, is a Bourbon law 

and the host of special privilege. 

The Napoleonic lew, under which Germany operates its wildlife program 
and which rests the ownership of wildlife in the government, seems to me to 
be as near an approach to socialistic control as is practical at this 

period of progress in civilization. I had looked for some expression from 

you on this subject upon your return from your trip into Germany. 

Rather than socialization it seems to me we must proceed on the 
following lines: 

1. Profit to owner. 

2. Federal responsibility. 
3. State responsibility. 

4. Delegation of responsibility by subsidy to owner. 

5. Experimental rentals by land grant colleges and demonstra- 

tion of production and profit to the land owner. 

1. Profit to owner. Wherever there is a large concentration of pomla- 
tion to harvest the game crop, game management at a profit to the land owner 
can be successfully demonstrated. I'm quite confident of that fact although 
the methods of profit taking are far from settled. "Paid shooting" is the 
obstacle in less populated regions but free game is no more logical than 
free hay. A campaign of education in the less densely pomlated regions 

will be necessary before cooperation between sportsmen and land owners can
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can be expected. My best bet on the way to overcome this "free shooting" idea 
is to prove by demonstration areas that better shooting can be vrovided for 
those who are willing to pay for it. 

2. Federal responsibility. Unless we can get out from under the old 
British common law and by legislation establish the Napoleonic principle, 
the only way the Federal Government can operate is by buying a hereditary 
range for the major species and maintain thereby perpetual reservoirs of the 
principal birds and mammals. Maps showing this process have been prepared 
this year in the Bureau and meke an interesting picture es well as a convinc- 
ing argument for the Federal job. Beyond this maintenance of hereditary 
ranges and migratory waterfow]feustody it is difficult for me to figure any- 
thing more in the way of project development that the U. S. Government may 
call its prerogatives. It should continwe its research of course and contri- 
bute to the educational function but eventually even the land grant college 
demonstration units should be taken over by the State game commissions and 
should have fish added to it. 

3. Stete responsibilities. These should in the end include the land 
grant college job plus application of game principles within its borders. 
This is a dangerous conclusion, but I can see no way under present inter- 
pretation of the laws to avoid it. To States belongs the problem of public 
shooting grounds if any. Migratory waterfowl should be less and less a 
State prerogative. I doubt if they should even be considered as competent 
advisers and that metamorphosis should come about as soon as possible. 

4. Delegation of responsibility for game. In both upland and water- 
fowl it seems possible to plan subsidies to land owners for proper custody 
of game breeding conditions. Many instances of unyurchaseable waterfowl 
areas have come to my notice whereby a small fee for loss of pasturage during 
nesting seasons would produce the difference between a good reproduction 
and nothing. 

5. The time is coming when we are going to have to face the problem of 
giving to duck clubs special privileges in return for activities which con- 
tribute to an increase in waterfowl and uplend game. Belgium follows tha 
principle. For $500 a duck club might be licensed as a game breeding agency 
and to shoot without regard to bag limits or season a proportionate number 
of the game birds they produce. This involves difficulties of course but 
I can see it coming. 

If and when we do succeed in getting a national congress of svortsmen 
I'd like to see a progrem set up that would cover the general analysis as 
above stated with elaborate exhibits, maps and discussions defining Federal, 
State end sportsmen's responsibilities and commit if possible the convention 
to the support of such a program. 

The rest of the time of the congress should be devoted to a technical 
treatment of the problems falling to each group under the above breakdown 
of responsibilities.
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I have written this during a sleepless night and it may not be of any 
help but some scheme mst be devised to break down our work into group 
responsibilities and this mey contain a suggestion. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ J. N. DARLING 
J. 

J. MN. Darling 

Dictated by Mr. Darling 
Written in hisabsence.
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AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

November 12, 1935 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
c/o Hotel Astor 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Aldo: 

I shall ever be indebted to you for your suggestions in connection 
with the coming Wildlife Conference. Here is a copy, and I am forwarding 
another to you at Madison with copy of this letter. I am also sending 
copy of your letter so that-you may heve that for your files. 

I'm mighty sorry you can't come on to Washington for a pow-wow 
before you go to Madison. Lest you should:miss it in the press, Jay 
tendered his resignation with the Survey, effective November 15. He 
will be succeeded by Ira Gabrielson. This will mean that Jay undoubt- 
edly will give the Institute a lot more time. At least, I hope so. 

I'll write you further about the conference program in a few days. 

By ell means give us a look at your paper on farm game management 
in Silesia. As you probably know, we have been panned a bit orf the 
introduction of foreign game management ideas. But I have a hunch that 
your paper will be tremendously helpful and that it should be published 
in the November-December issue of AMERICAN WILDLIF" which will come off 
the press the beginning of January. If you can get it to us by December 10, 
we can plan to use it in that issue. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Cordially yours, 

/s/ SETH GORDON 

Secretary 

g/> 
Ene.2 

Duplicate to Madison, Wisconsin
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Savoy - Hotel 

Breslau, den Oct. 27, 1935 
Tauentzienplatz 12-13 

Dear Seth: 

Your letter of Oct. 7 is a large order. Here is a very rough outline 

of my ideas on Question 1. This is very tentative and sent you for such 

comeback, as to the actual program, as you may feel proper. Many of these 

topics are handled so briefly that the Conference would doubtless fail to 

understand them. If you should want me to single out any one for fuller 

presentation, I would prefer 

1. The National Inventory idea, or 

2. The Reorg. of Migr. Bird Admin. on a 
mess basis. 

I'll be back Nov. 15 in New York - Hotel Astor. Can't come to 

; Washington at once -- too disorganized back Home. 

Have a paper for you on "Farm Game Management in Silesia". Want it? 

When? 

Yours as ever 

Aldo 

P.S. Will you either send me the paper or a copy of it? No steno here. 

Copied at Washington, D.C., November 12, 1935.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE 

Aldo Leopold 

1. Problems of Paramount Importance. The reorganization of the overhead mach- 

inery of the national wildlife movement makes this an appropriate time to also 

reorganize its policy on a newer and broader basis. The new policy should 

take the general direction of the "American Game Policy" of 1931, but it 

mast go deeper and proceed on a broaier front, with a 50-year instead of a 

25-year outlook into the future. The salient points of the new policy 

should be as follows: 

Objectives 

The basic objective is the enrichment of the national life through con- 

tacts with nature. Of these contacts, hunting and fishing is only one, and 

not necessarily the most important. The degree of enrichment depends not 

only on the preservation of nature, but on the cepacity of the individual to 

observe and appreciate. The latter capacity is, in comparison with what it 

might be, almost as impoverished as the present remnants of nature are in 

comparison with what they once were. This arises from the fact that ecolog- 

ical science hag, in recent years, indefinitely extended its penetration 

into natural phenomena. Daniel Boone, Lewis and Clark, Wilson, and Audubon 

had the privilege of seeing an unspoiled America of incomparable richness, 

but they did not have the privilege of seeing beneath the surface the 

ecological mechanisms from which that richness weteldated, The wildlife 

movement should have, therefore, the dual objective of 

(a) Perpetrating "outdoor America" 

(bo) Building citizens eble to appreciate it. 

It has heretofore been assumed that a mere appetite for some form of 

outdoor sport constituted a fulfillment of the second object. Such transparent 

self-flattery is now out of date.
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Ways and Means 

Any program, to be effective, must be premised first of all on a re- 

vision of the national attitude toward land, its life, and its products. 

The basic assumotion that land is a merely economic commodity, end that 

land-use is governed wholly by economic forces, must be definitely discarded. 

The ownership and use of land entails obligations and opportunities of trans- 

economic value and importance, just as the establishment of a family does. 

Until this concept of land becomes an integral part of the national philosophy, 

conservation can be nothing but a makeshift. 

Eeonomic forces, especially the forces of a mechanized society, tend 

constantly to obstruct and defeat such en attitude toward land. To this 

extent economic development has become, from the viewpoint of conservation, 

a pathological process. The ways and means to conservation, then, mst 

deal primarily with arresting these pathological tendencies, and with the 

removal of economic obstacles to better land-use. 

No individual has brains or understanding enough to see clearly all the 

remifications of this problem. The following specific example, however, 

may serve to indicate the direction in which to start work. 

Wildlife on Farm Land is being destroyed by the operation of the follow- 

ing forces: 

(1) The tax system penalizes the farmer who devotes part of his 

farm to wildlife. 

(2) The educational system has taught the farmer to buy his re- 

creation, rather than to grow it on the farm. 

(3) The administrative system for wildlife has talked only of 

game and fish, and persists in the fallacious policy of de- 

manding free public use of the farmer's game and fish crop. 

(4) The game and fish laws are premised on a constantly shrink- 

ing virgin supply of wildlife, and allow no liberty for
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utilization of a wildlife crop, should a farmer grow one. 

The law mst differentiate between managed and unmanaged 

wildlife. 

(5) Forestry, gamqend fish, erosion, protection, and landscape 

groups have made, both through law and propaganda, entirely 

separate and uncorrelated demands on the farmer. These 

groups mist fit their programs to each other, and to agri- 

culture, before they meen anything to the farmers. 

(6) The farm extension system, including the agricultural 

colleges, has until very recently take no cognizance of 

wildlife, and has helped cultivate the "compound interest" 

land vhilosophy which is the basic obstacle toconservation 

and to other betterments in land-use. 

(7) Most educational material on farm wildlife consists of 

eee rather than technique, and mich of it is "poisoned" 

‘by the obvious inference that it seeks something for the 

sportsman, rather than for the farmer himself. The sports- 

man will ultimately get much more if he acknowledges to be- 

gin with thet in respect to wildlife, the landless mst "sit 

at second table," at least in populated commnities. 

(8) The current notion that the way to get conservation on 

farms is for the public to buy them mst, excevt in special 

cases, be dropped as an economic absurdity. Such a policy 

destroys the tax-base necessary for its own execution. 

The positive measures which might reverse the operation of these destructive 

forces are partly known, vartly unknown, but they can be developed, usually by 

a long-time process of incuiry and experimentation. In no case is any sweeping
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or immediate remedy to be exnected. A slow, localized, cut-and-try develop- 

ment must be the rule. The agricultural colleges are the natural agencies 

for such development. 

Wildlife on Public Lands suffers first of all from "single-track" admini- 

stration and lack of integration between public agencies. I for one doubt 

whether "reorganization" from above offers any remedy. I also doubt, as a 

matter of hindsight, whether anything but ultimate discredit can come to the 

wildlife movement if it encourages or participates in orgies of incontinent 

public expenditure on halfbaked plans for wildlife betterment. Where the 

line lies I do not pretend to kmow. 

Perhaps a sounder start can be made by beginning at the bottom-end of 

the problem, and building programs on the specific needs of particular birds 

and mammals, rather than on the desires, ambitions, and prerogatives of \ 

bureaus, departments, and public groups. For example: 

(1) Migratory Game Bivds as a class obviously require a network of 

marshes and waters of certain kinds and sizes, and managed in 

certain ways. What states and private owners can supply them? 

Whet help and whet regulations do they need? After these 

questions are answered, there will remain certain needs which 

the public must fill by its own direct action. Lest of all, 

what Bureau or Department can execute that action in the most 

economical and effective way? This is a different approach to 

the marshland problem. (See also wildlife administration.) 

(2) The Grizzly Bear as a species requires the removal of certain 

livestock operations from certain National Forests, the combat- 

ing of certain parasites in certain National Parks, the exclusion 

of tourists from certain areas, the enlargement of certain
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wilderness areas in both Netional Forests and Parks, etc. 

(3) The Blue Goose as a species needs the expropriation of oil 

holdings from the wintering marshes, the establishment of a 

refuge on certain definite stopping places, etc. 

These are merely random examples of a National Inventory of wildlife 

species, and a definite listing of 211 lend adjustments necessary to the 

perpetuation and welfare of each. Any given adjustment, after it is once 

: defined, may call for the extension or alteration of rmublic lends, or it may 

be better susceptible of action by allocating public responsibility to some 

private owner or some local group, subject to financial and technical help 

from, and periodic inspection by, some public agency. Such allocatio.n of 

responsibility has never been tried as an adjunct to (and as a substitute fo 

public ownership of key lands for wildlife. 

The National Inventory is a 10-year job for the Biological Survey, but . 

could be pushed by the Wildlife Conference. The inventory should obviously 

cover all animal species, game or non-geme, and may ultimately also be extended 

to special plants. 

Wildlife Administration. Some rather radical adjustments of organiza- 

tion, personnel, and organic law are requisite to the execution of such a 

wildlife program. I can foresee only certain exemples. 

: (1) Migratory Bird Administration. By a combination of drouth, 

drainage, and overshooting the resource is at such a low ebb 

that, in addition to the hebitat program already discussed, 

the shooting system must be put on an entirely new basis. The 

present system is based on the concept of the string, i.e. a 

comparatively large daily kill per hunter. We need instead 

a new concept of the mess, i.e. a small daily and a small year- 

ly kill per hunter. To enforce this, a tag system mst be
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built upon the migratory bird stamp. This is a problem 

in the mechanics of administration, and can be solved by 

a really determined effort and study. 

The present system of duck clubs, in-so-far as they lie 

at a distance from the members and are costly to maintain, 

depend on the string concert for their support. If we mst 

go over to the mess idea, then the public mst buy and 

operate those properties which are unable or unwilling to 

reorganize along the lines of the mess idea, and the 

limitations that go with it. Baiting is simply another , 

manifestation that the string idea has outlived its time. 

This reorganization of clubs of course ties in with the 

public land program. 

It is increasingly obvious that total closure mst 

follow if some such radicel reorganization is not carried 

out. 

(2) Wildlife Jurisdiction on Federal Lands. A dangerous impasse 

lies ahead in state management of game on federal lends, 

and perhaps also in federal manegement of state game. 

The basic principle asserted in the "American Game 

Policy" that only the landholder can practice management 

stands unsheken as a technical fact. 

Transfers of jurisdiction, however, may dangerously 

weaken local administrative machinery, and raise political 

issues even more potent than the issue of technical 

practicality. 

A remedy may lie in the delegation of management to the 

party who is "lendholder", ownership and ultimate responsi- 

bility resting as at present. Shooting Preserve Laws
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represent such a delegation to private landholders, 

subject to inspection and recall. Why not try out, on 

a local scale, a similar delegation between government 

units? . 

(3) State Departments. The stabilization of state depart- 

ments, and their reorganization as technical rather than 

police bodies, proceeds with almost geological leisure. 

There are also repeated evidences that such reorganiza- 

tions when made do not last. I have no new suggestions 

as to how this difficulty may be met. 

(4) Pollution. The basic problem here is similar to that of 

wildlife uses of farm lands, - the progressive operator 

often places himself at an economic disadvantage, without 

conceding for a moment that the vollution of public waters 

is justifiable because profitable, it nevertheless behooves 

the public to remove this alibi. This can be done either 

by requiring, through national law, all operators to take 

the same preventative measures, or by compensating in 

some way those who voluntarily take anand for such 

additional costs as they may incur. 

Mechanisms for either or both of these alternatives are 

obviously @ complex question. The Wildlife Conference 

should put suitable groups to work studying such mechanisms. 

(5) Farm Streams. Public management of farm streams is 

probably just as hopeless in the long run, when spread 

over a whole state, as public manegement of farm game 

renges. "Only the landholder can practice management
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cheaply and effectively." 

There has been a lack of franimess in facng this 

dilemma. The problem cannot be solved until it is 

faced. How to classify streams as between those to 

be publicly and those to be privately managed? How 

to safeguard the public interest in the latter? How 

to organize the farm commnity to fulfill its natural 

function as stream manager? These questions require 

careful study by a Fish Policy group.
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"yonning its course, magnificently indifferent to which bureau is 

tugging at its bits - indifferent indeed to whether any bureau tugged 

et all. How long it takes for any bureau to impress its philosophy 

upon any landscape, by any means except dynamite and tractors! Perhaps 

it is this which explains the haste to build roads, gateways, signboards 

and other evidences of physical possession. 

The wholesale replacement of
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In the long Run 

Some Notes on Ecology and Politics 

Aldo Leo rola 

very living thing represents an equation of give and take, Man or mouse, 

oak or orchid, we take a livelihood from our land and our fellows, and give in 

retuhn an endless seccession of acts and thoughts, each of which change us, our 

fellows, our lend, and its cavacity to uield us a further living, Ultimately 

we give ourselves, ‘That this collective account between the earth and its 

creatures ultimately balances is implicit in the fact that both contime to live. 

It does not follow however, that each species continues to live. Paleon- 

tology is a book of obsequies for defunct species, \ 

i * * # 

Man, for reasons sufficient to hims@1f, would rather see then be one of the 

defunct, Fear of human extinction hes been the drum beaten by every vrophet, 

: from St, John to the Los Angeles cults. But we moderns, bine science deféat 

one after another of St. John's four horsemen, have, until recently, accepted 

the notion that our continuity is predestined and automatic, ) 

There remains a doubt, however, whether war, famine, em pestilence are 

the only horsemenf to be feared. A new one, unnamed in holy writ is now mech 

in the headlines: a condition of unstable equilibrium between soils and waters, 

and their dependent plants and animals. Ecology is the attempt to understand 

what mkes land stable or unstable, 

The emergence of this new avparition does not mean that the original and 

authentic four are unsesddled. War, famine, and perhaps pestilence again thunder 

across the continents. War = is a disruption of the give and take equation, 

What, if anything, can ecology say about it? 

Not much, excevt by analogy with enimls, Whether such anslogies are valid 

is anybody's guess, y * % 

;
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Every piece of land carries not ony characteristic kinds of animals, but charac- 

teristic numbers of each, Tims the characteristic numberof Indians in virgin 

AfiépidewensInmtis whotd Hatéantskodldnsihhintheneintsrmedbar krtiadxexchxokher 

America wes small. More Indians would either have starved or killed each other 

off; fewer Indians would have risked annihilation in some bilzzard, drouth, or 

epidemic, Every animal in every land has its characteristic number, That number 

is the carrying capacity of that lend for that species. 

We have raised the carrying capacity of land for man by means of tools, 

fools enable us to extract more livelihood from fewer acres, i.e. they change 

the "take" side of our biotic equation, But in so doing, they als) change our 

Notve" gide, and the equation fr every fellow creature, ‘Technology has wrought 

marvels in increasing our teke, but it has lergely ignored our give, and it has 

almost entirely ignored the adjustments forced on other animals end plants, Its 

fundamental assumption, soffar, is that take can be increased indefinitely, and 

with it human popleations. 

It is probably true that food can, by expropriating backward peoples, and 

by drawing on aerial and geological stores of fertilizer, be increased indefinit- 

ely. But it is far from true, as Darwin once postulated, that animal populations 

are limited mainly by food. One of the emphatic lessons of ecology is that 

animal pomlations areoften self-limiting, The mechanisms for limitation are 

aiaeun even for a single species, andoften shift inexplicably from one to 

another, but some limitation other than food frequently acts before starvation 

begins. 

For example: the characteristic number of bobwhites on 3200 acrea near 

Preirie du Sac, Wisconsin, is 300; Six times in the last eleven years bobwhites
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have increased beyond 300, only to be cut down, by one thing or another, to 

‘300 or less. ‘The forces which did the cutting were predation, storms, eviction 

to submar ginal habitats, and starvation, These mechanisms of limitation worked 

in various combinations, mever twice the same, but always with the same results. 

When they cut the populetion below 300, it rebounded, usually in one year, but 

always within two or three, ’ 

A still clearer case is presentedin muskrat marshes, which sometimes become 

overpopubated before predators discover that fact. Such rots, despite abundant 

food, begin to fight each other. Their wounds become infectéd with fungas disease, 

which promptly reduces the population, 

Such self-limiting mechanisms weem to be an integral part of the natural : 

order, and may be as immutable as the color, form, and habits of the individual 

creature. That is to say, the tendency for too many muskrats to fight, become 

infected, and die is probably a constant attribute of mskrat populations, just 

as the tendency to have red teeth is a constant attribute of the individual msk- 

rat, We have not learned to thin: of popplations as having fixed attributes; they 

’ ‘becomd visible only in large stretches of time and space. But these attributes 

exist, and' it is the task of ecology to see and understand them. 

Return now to mang having suspended the laws of carrying capacity by 

inventing tools, he next suspended the laws of intra~human predation by inventing 

ethics. These two manimletions of the natural order are interdependent. Tools 

cannot be made or used without peace; peace cannot be sustained without tools, 

for men who are hungry, either for food or other necessities, automatically fight. 

Ethics are without parallel in in animal history. The success of ethical 

restraints depends on mtuality AF intuiionne , We know, to our cost, that this 

mutuality periodically breaks down, and that such breakdowns are followed by a 

reversion to the ancestral predatory order, Hach such.reversion becomes more
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destructive than the last, for organized predation, ackind by tools, is far i 

more fearsome than the unorganized combat prevailing in animals, 

Come um back now, to the fundamental assumptions of technology, ‘The 

technologists! cure for wasp is more technology, to the end thet we may increase 

the take, thus raise standards of living, and thus promote ethics, Incidentally, 

should a neighbor lapse from his acceptance of ethics, the accretions of tech- 

f nology (we assume) will help defend us against his predations. 

There are few savages today who are. not aware that this technological recipe 

for civilization is, at least for the moment, axfailure. Nations fight over who 

shal}. take charge of increasing the take, mnd to whom the better life shall calbiieeec 

accrues Rven in veace-time the energies of mankind are directed not toward 

creating the better life, but toward dividing thiamterials supposedly necessary 

for it.. From president to parlor-pink, from economist to stevedore, all are 

preoccupied with dividing the means rather than building the end, 

As for ethics, each @eems to write his code to fit his material needs, 

rather than vice versa, Hach political or economic group has such powerful tools 

that each lives in terror lest his neighbor use them, 

* oe f 

To apvraise die right and wrong of this dilemma is beyond my powers, It 

may be fitting, thowgh, for an ecologist to seek light on thé probable sourdness 

of the assumptions from which the dilemma arises. If science cannot lead us to 

wisdom as well as power, it is surely no science at all. 

We may admit that the technological forma, in its early stages, actually 

succeeded in raising carrying capacity, standards of living, amd ethics, But 

this is-not evidence that it will continue to do so indefinitely through greater 

and greater elaborations of the same idea, All ecology is replete with laws
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which begin to operate at a threshold, and cease operating at a ceiling. No one 

Jaw holds good through the entire gamt of time and circumstance. Religionst 

teach the existence of absolute laws, but science cannot find then, 

h If there is a doubt about the upperlimits of the technological formula, what, 

if angthing, can be done to define the limit or amend the formula? ; 

Over this dilemma I speculate in this wise: tools and ethics are workable 

only within certain limits of population density. Perhaps the present world- 

revolution is the sign that we have exceeded that limit, or that we have approached 

it too rapidly. If so, instead of calling a moratorium on human increase? Why 

not sede for quality in place of ciphers in human pomilations? Why not bend 

science more toward new understandings, less toward new machines? 

_ But these, I fear, may be mere words, Self-limitation of population, like 

ethics, depends upon unanimity for its success. Hitler and Mussolini are advo- ! 

vating competitive maisaplababion, obviously with a view to bigger and better 

predations. Their remedy for the overpopulation of Europe is more overpomlation 

in Germany and Italy. Such doctirne is illogical without the corollary assump- 

tion that allcultural values repose in these expanding and predatory groups. 

On the other hand, the collapse of Frence raises the question whether 

voluntary self-limitation of mumbers is not automatically followed by mmm social 

decay. Hf so, one is forced to the conclusion that technological civilization 

is inherently seli-terminating, and can exist only temporarily in new and under- 

populated habitats, 

One arrives-at other disquieting thoughts by scrutinizing insbitutions and 

t governments from theke ecological angle. It is commonly asswned that men select 

their form of government, It my be argued with equal logic that the form is in 

the long run dictated by habitat, by population density, and by pressure of pre=-
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datory neighbors. Democracy may, in the long run, depend on plenty of room and 

like ethics, it may depend on mtmlity of acceptance, i.e, on absence of attack 

Certainly it is militarily inefficient, and when liberals fear that total defense 

of democracy mey destroy democrary, they are voicing this same anorehension, 

These puzzles raise the question: do other animals select their "form of 

government" or does cbhreumstance dictate the form? I am sure only of this: 

circumstance may couse sudden and violent changes in social behavior. Thus 

' many ungulates assume "defense formations" when attacked, but in some species 

this takesplace only when the herd is of a certain size, Thus antelope are said 

to fight off wolves by forming a defensive ring, but only when a dozen or so are 

present. Smaller groups do not join in mtual defense, but simply flee. 

* oe om 

Returning again to the assumptions of technological culture: we assume, I 

think naively, that inefeasing the "take" (i.e. more extraction, conversion, and 

consumption of resources) always raises standards of living, Sometimes it merely 

raises population levels, Perhaps this is a bear chasing his own tail. When 

the British ameliorated the hard xam lot of South African natives ( by medical 

service, better farming, etc.), the response was more natives rather than higher 

standards, and more strain on an already overcrowded range. Feeding starving 

deer is a close analogy. Deer starve because their range is overtaxed, and the 

price of ameliorating their lot is. more deer, more need of feeding, more damage 

to the range, and eventual malnutrition and deterioration @f the herd, Perhaps 

only animals capable of malitative self-improvement and quantitativeself-limi- 

tation can be safely ameliorated, 

Agein, we overwork the assumption that better living makes higher ethics, 

There is mach evidence against, as well as for, this universal thesis of techno- 

logical culture. Perhaps ethics are too complex to follow qutomatically in the
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wake of newer Fords and shinier bathtubs. 

Sewall Wright's theory of plant and animal variants presents a curious human 

anelogy. He postulates that xm survival of a species depends not on the small 

exigencies which beset it frequently, but on the catastrophes which occur at 

long intervals, No population ever survives a catastrophe, but rather only those 

individuals whose deviations from "normal" happen to enable them to, Since suc~ 

cessive catastrophes are seldom twice alike, it follows that survival depends on 

the constant presence of individuals deviating from "normal" in many respects. 

Thus a vomlation containing "individualists" in respect of cold, heat, drouth, 

starvation, predation, and disease may survive, whereas a similar population homo~ 

geneous in these respects may perish, 

I see in this an evolutionary mandate for individualism. Perhaps the devia- 

tions from physical and mental pattern which are tolerated in our social organi~ 

gation, but frowned upon or persecuted in more regimented societies, are an evo- 

‘jutienasy” "gafety device" which may one day determine our continuity. 

5 x oe om 

While the ecological view of nolitics offers no sure and certain path to 

a better future, and indeed casts doubt on some euide-sighs heretofore accepted 

as reliazle, it nevertheless offers a few assurances on what is the right kc 

direction. There can be little’ doubt that sa a society rooted in the soil is 

more stable than one rooted in pavements, Stability seems to vary inversely to 

the mntal distance fom 04s end woods. ‘The @isruptive movements which now 

threaten the contimaity of human culture are born not on the land where the i 

take originates, but in the factories and offices where it is processed and 

distributed, and in the capitols where the rules of division are written.
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Conservation Conference 

When one goes to a conservation conference one has to go home, and when 

one goes home one has to look out of a train window. What one sees on the face 

of the land is often striking, or even ludicrous contrast to what one has heard 

said about the conservation of land. 

At the convention, well fed gentlemen in dinner coats got up and sang with 

fervor "God Bless America", The tone was hopeful, and defensive. But looking 

out of the window at these Tennessee gullies reminds one that this part of America, 

at least, is already pretty littered. The best of it already reposes, in the 

Gulf of Mexico, quite beyond reach of blessings. 

At the convention, we hatched a benevolent conspiracy to set up an 

International Committee for the protection of wildlife. The implied (but un- 

mentioned) motive is to check up on commercial bhsieabhay of wildlife among our 

"good neighbors". But here is Horseshoe Lake, a state sanctuary for waterfowl, 

where a conservation official, by the timely cessation of feeding on the 

sanctuary, sent 10,000 geese to their death on the surrounding "shooting clubs", 

At the convention, a personable wiliak forester told, with movies, how he is 

planting windbreaks on the prairie farms. With the help of half a dozen govern- 

mental subsidies the young Galahad is persuading farmers to defend themselves 

against the free sweepf of the winds. But here, under my nose, is a farmer 

with his Fordson, pulling his last hedge to gain another row or two of corn. 

"Windbreaks will restore wildlife" the forester said. What he did not say is 

that hedge-pulling will destroy what wildlife there is left. 

At the convention 

ee eee 

Osage hedge - windbreaks 

Horeehoe Lake - International Committee 15,000 geese 
Tennessee gullies - God Bless America 
RR prairie - Outdoor America of our ancestors 
Hart Schaffner & Marx Hoodlum - Coak Strike Hoodlum 
Scenery ( ) only along landscaped highways.
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Natural History, the Forgotten Science 

Aldo Leopold 

; One Saturday night a fev weeks ago two middle-aged farmers set the alarm 

clock for a dark hdur of what proved to be a snowy, blowy Sunday. Miliding 

over, they jumped into a pick-up and sped for the sand counties of central 

Wisconsin, a region productive of tax deerd, tamaracks, and wild hay. In 

the evening they returned with a truck full of young tamarack trees and a 

heart full of high adventure, The last tree was planted in the home marsh by 

lantern-light, There was still the milking, 

In Wisconsin "man bites dog" is stale news compared with "farmer plants 

tamarack," Our farmers have been grubbing, burning, draining, and chopping 

tamarack since 1840, In the region where these farmers live the tree is ex- 

terminated. Why then should they ee to replant it? Because after twenty } 

years they hope to re-introduce sphagnum moss under the grove, and then 

ladysitippers, pitcher plants, and the other nearly-extinct wildflowers of 

the aboriginal Wisconsin bogs, ‘ 

No extension bureau had offered these farmers any prize for this 

utterly quixotic undertaking. Certainly no hope of gain motivated it, 

How then cen one interpret its meaning? I call it Revolt -- revolt against 

the tedium of the merely economic attitude toward land. We assume that 

because we hed to subjugate the lend to livd on it, that therefore the best 

farm. is the one most completely tamed, These two farmers had learned from 

experience that the wholly tamed farm offers not only a slender livelihood 

but a constricted life. ‘Theyhad caught the idea that there is pleasure to 

be had in raising wild crops as well as tame ones, They propose to devote
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a little spot of mrsh to growing native wildflowers. Perhaps they wish for 

their land what we all wigh for our children--not only a chance to make a 

living, but a chance to express and develop a rich and varied assortment of 

inherent capabilities, both wild and teme. What better expresses land than 

the plants which originally grew on it? 

I am here then to talk about the pleasure to be had in wild things, 

about natural history studies as a combination sport and science. 

History has not conspired to mke my task an easy one. We naturalists 

have much to live down, There was a time when ladies and gentlemen wandered 

afield not so much to learn how the world is put together as to gather sub- 

ject matter for tea-time conversation, This was the era of dickey-bird ornith- 

ology,of botany expressed in bad verse, of ejaculatory vapors such as “ain't 

nature grand." But it you will scan the amatetr ornithological or botanical 

journals of today you will see that a new attitude is abroad, I shall not 

try to define it, but rather to describe to you some people who exemplify it. 

In selecting these people I shall include only amateurs=-that is tosay, I 

exclude all who receive either pay or university credit for their natural 

history work, : 

I know an industrial chemist who spends his spare time in reconstructing 

the history of the passenger pigeon and its dramatic demise as a member of 

our fauna. The pigeon became extince before this chemist was born, but 

he has dug up more Imowledge of pigeons than eny contemporary possesses, 

Howt By reading every newspaper ever vrinted in our state, as well as con- 

temporary diaries, letters, and books, I estimate that he has read 100,000
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documents in his search for pégeon data. This gigantic labor, which would 

kill any man undertaking it as a task, fill him with the keen delight of 

@ Bunter scouring the hills for scarce deer, of an archedlogist digging 

up Egypt for a scarab. And of course such an undertaking requires more 

than digging. After the scarab is found its interpretation requires thee 

highest skill--a skill in to be learned from others, but rather created 

by the digger as he digs. Here, then, is a man who has found adventure, 

exploration, science and sport, all in the backyard of current history 

where millions of lesser men find only boredom. 

Another exploration--this time literally of a fack yard, is a study 

of the Song Sparrow conductid by an Ohio housewife. This commonest of 

birds had been scientifically labelled, pigeon-holedy am. hundred years 

ago, and forthwith forgotten. Our Ohio amateur had the notion that in 

birds, as in people, there are things to be kmown over and above name, 

sex, and clothes. She began trapping the song sparrows in her garden, 

marking each with a celluloid anklet, and being thus able to identify 

each individual by its colored marker, to observe and record their mi- 

grations, feedings, fightings, singings, matings, nestings and eaths; in 

short, to decipher the inner workings of the sparrow commnity. In ¢ . 

ten years she knoew more about sparrow society, sparrow politics, sparrow 

economics, and sparrow psychology than anyone had ever learned about any 

pird. Science beat a path to her door, She has mblished the first volume 

of a monograph on her backyard researches. Ornithologists of all nations 

seek her counsel.
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: These two amateurs happen to have achieved fame, but no thought of 

feme motivated their original work. Fame came ex post facto. They acheived 

personal satisfactions which are more important than fame, and hundreds of 

other amateurs are achieving these satisfactions. I now ask: What is our 

educational system doing to encourave personal amateur scholarship in the 

natural history field? 

We can perhaps seek an enswer to this question by dropping in on a 

typical class in a typical zoology department. We find there students 

‘Smorizing the names of the bumps on the bones of a cate ty is important, 

of course, to study bones, otherwide we should never comprehend the evolu- 

tionary process by which animals came into existence. But why memorize 

the bumps? We are told that this is part of biological discipline. lask, 

though, whether a comprehension of the living anithal and how it holds its 

place in the sun is not an equally importent part. Unfortunately the 

living animal is virtually omitted from the present system of zoological 

education. In my own university, for example, we offer no course in ornitho~ 

} logy or mamnalogy. 

Botanical education is in like case, except perhaps that the displace- 

ment of interest in the living flora has been not quite so extreme. 

The reasons for this eviction of outdoor studies from the schools goes 

back into history. Laboratory biology came into existence at about the time 

when amateur natural histoty was of the dickey-bird variety, and when 

professional natural history consisted of labelling species, and amassing 

facts about food habits without intefipreting them. In short, a growing
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and vital laboratory technique was at that time placed in competitiong 

with a stagnated outdoor technique. It was quite natural that laboratory 

biology soon came to be Waid as the superior form of science, As it 

Pa A natural history out of the educational picture. 

The present educationel marathon in memorizing the geography of bones 

is the aftermath of this perfectly logical process of competition. It has, 

of course, other justifications: medical students need it. Zoology teachers 

need ite But Icontend that the averaze citizen does not need it as badly 

as he needs some tnderstanding of the living wrld. 

In the interim, field studies have developed techniques and ideas 

quite as scientific as those of the laboratory, The amateur student is no 

longer confined to pleasant ambles in the country resitlting merely in 

lists of species, lists of migration dates, and lists of rarities. Bird 

banding, feather-marking, censusing, and experimental manipulations of 

behavior and environment are techniques available to all, and they are 

quantitative science. The amateur can if he has imagination and persistence, 

select and solve actual scientific natural history problems as virgin 

as the stratosphere. “My two amateurs are cases in point. 

The modern view is not to regard labotatory and field as competitive, 

but rather as complementary studies, Curricula, however, do not yet 

reflect this new situation. It takes money to enlarge curricula, hencé 

the average college student who inclines toward natural history avocations 

is rebuffed rather than encouraged by his university. Instead of being 

taught to see hishative countryside with e ppreciation and Ladelitpense, he 

is taught to carve cats. Let him be taught both if this is possible, but
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if one mst be omitted let it be the latter. 

To visuelize more clearly the lop-sidedness and sterility of biological 

education as a means of building citizens, let's go afield with some typical 

Phi Beta Kappa student and ask him some questions. We can safely assume 

he kmows how angiosperms and cats are put together, but let us test his 

comprehension of how Missouri is mt together. 

We are driving down a comtry road in northern Missouri. Here is a 

farmstead. Look at the trees in the yard and the soil in the field and tell 

us whether the original settler carved his farm out of prairie or woods? 

Did he eat prairie chickens or wild turkey for his Thanksgiving? What 

plents grew here originally which do not not grow here how? Why did they 

disappear? What did the prairie plants have to do with creating the corn~ i 

yielding capacity of this soil? Why does this soil erode now but not then? 

Again, suppose we are touring the Ozarks. Here is m abandoned field 

in which the ragweed is sparse and mort. Does this tell us mything about 

why the mortgage was foreclosed? About how long ago? Woujd this field be 

a@ good place to look for quail? Does short ragweed have or connection 

with the human story behind yonder graveyard? If all the ragceed in this 

watershed were short, would that tell us agything about the future of , 

floods in the stream? Ap,out the future prospects for bass or bnout? 

I fear that our Phi Beta Kappa biologist would consider these ades= 

tionstinsene, but they are not. Any amateur naturalist with a seeing eye 

should be able to speculate intelligently on all of them, and have a lot 

of fun doing it. You will see, too, that modern natural history deals only 

incidentally with the identity of plants and snimals, and only indidentally 

'
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with their habits and behaviors. It deals principally with their relations 

to eqch other, their relation to the soil and water in which they grow, 

and their relations to the human beings who sing about "my country" but 

see little or nothing of its inner workings. Thisnew science of relation~ 

ships is called ecology, but what we call it matters nothing. The question 

is, does the educated citizen mow he is only a cog in an ecological 

mechenism? That if he will work with that mechanism his mental wealth 

and his material wealth can expand indefinitely. But that if he refuses to 

work with that mechanism, it will ultimately grind him to dust, If education 

does does not teach us these things, then what is education for? 

You here in ii ssourt are just reorganizing your conservation depart~ 

ment, You are hearing about teaching conservation in the schools. The 

implication is that something is to be added to the curriculum.(I submit 

there is)@onservation is no new excrescence on an @lready bulky curriculum, 

It seems to me that if all teaching does not deal with our relation to the 

land, it is now teaching at all. 

Conservationists have, I fear, adopted the pedagogical method of the 

prophets: we mtter darkly about impending doom if people don't mend their 

ways. The doom is impending, all right; no one can be an ecologist, even 

an amateur one, without seeing it. But do people mend their ways for fear of 

calamity? I doubt it. Thet are mre likely to do it out of mme curiosity and 

interest. We shall be ready, I think, to practiwe conservation when "farmer 

plants tamarack" is no longer newse
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Of Mice and Men 

Some notes on ecology and politics 

Aldo Leopold 

Every living thing represents an equation of give and take, Man or mouse, 

oak or orchid, we take a livelihood from our land and our fellows, and give in 

return an endless succession of acts and thoughts, each of which changes us, 

our fellows, our lend, and its capacity to yield us a further living. Ultimately 

we give ourselves. 

That this collective account between the earth and its creatures ultimately 

balances is implicit in the fact that both continue to live. 

It does not follow, however, that each species continues to live. Paleon- 

tology is a book of obsequies for defunct species. 

ee 

Man, for reasons sufficient to himsélf, would rather see than be one of the 

defunct, ear of human extinction has been the drum beaten by every prophet, 

from St, John to the Ios Angeles cults. But we moderns, seeing science defeat 

one after another of St. John's four horsemen, have, accépted the notion that our 

continuity is predestined and automatic. 

There remains a doubt, however, whether war, famine, and pestilence are 

the only horsemen to be feared. A new one, unnamed in holy writ, is now making 

mach ado, in the headlines. He has no name, but the fear of him is called con- 

servation. 

We see the New Fear in the brow of prophet andof president. We hear of 

dams and dustbowls, gullies and ghost twons. We sprinkle propitiatory alpha- 

bets on hill and dale, It all adds up to one thing: our eredit-rating in 

the bank of nature is not what it used to be. We have upset the give~and-take
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equation between men and land, and we fear the consequences, 

When we fear pestilence, we wisely anesthatize a rat or a cat to learn 

how pestilence does its work, Why not look to animals for light on give-and- 

take equations? Because laboratory animals have no equation with Yand. They 

get their meat not from God, mt from the janitor; they have no give-and-take 

préblem. But wild animals do, and it resembles ours. 

There is a science of give and take, called ecology. Ecology looks, not 

at the daéndrds ofothenindividual animal cmmmnity, including the plants, soils, 

and watersfihich support it. These, collectively, are the land. JZcology is 

the economice of the land. What can ecology tell us about give-ane~take 

equations? 

* * & 

On the shores of the arctic seas lies a broad water-soaked prairie of soft 

moss and hard rocks called the tundra, In summer it swarms with arctic flower 

and mosquitées; in winter it is locked in ice. The tundra appears devoid of 

animals, but no atre capable of growing plants is ever devoid of animals to 

eat them. Burrowed under the tundra moss is a large mouse: the lemming. He 

hibernates in winter, and 6n summer nights fares forth to milk and honey. 

At intervals lemmings become so abundant that the tundra crawls. Then a 

curious thing happens: the lemmings one and all abandon their snug burrows 

and rod-square homesteads, and march across the land toward parts unknown, 

They march, in millions, until they die, or pitch into the sea, 

. Ecology can detect in these irruptions neither starvation, insanity, or 

; disease. Evolution seems to have planted in the lemming's brain, or perhaps 

in his toes, an automatic itch which impels him to move when neighbors get too 

numerous, Daniel Boone moved when he heard sounds of a neighbor's axe; the 

lemming moves when he hears a neighbor eat a crowberry. Daniel Boone rational-
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ized his march; the lemming just marches, Daniel Boone's automatic signal was 

set higher than that of other men, but in lemmings the inner signal is synchron- 

ized; it responds to a precise degree of crowding, just as all fireflies flash 

their lanterns at a certain degree of darkness. ‘ 

It is t#mprobable that ecology misinterprets the lemming's queer behavior, 

for several otner animals irrupt: sharptailed grouse in Canada, sand-grouse 

_ and mutcrackers in north Europe, fox and grey squirrels wa the upper Mississippi .. 

" All known irruptions are northerly, It might be called a nordic trait. 

ea 

On the bani of the Wisconsin River, near the village of Prairie du Sac, 

Widconsin, my students and I have kept an dedinabia bi-weekly census of bobwhite 

quail ona tract of 3200 acres for twelve years, Six times during thts period 

the quail population has increased in summer to more than 300 birds; once to 450, 

By the following spring the population invariably fell back to the 300 level, or 

lower, Guns did not do the trimming, for the area is closed to shooting. The 

surplus did not march out, for we patrol the boundary after every snow, and 

account for every covey. ‘The snow tells us how the trimming takes place, 

Quail, like lemmings, have an immer signal. When crowding passes a certain point, 

certain coveys move to nearby submarginal habitats, where they are promptly 

decimated by predators, storms, or starvation, Submarginal, in quail language, 

means insufficient cover or food. The move to submarginal bitats seems to be 

impelled by intolerance of one covey for another, This does not imply actual 

fighting. The quail has heard a neighbor's axe; an inner voice tells him "Go 

West young man, and grow up with the country." But history shows that beyond 

the 300 level, there is no West. The 300 level is the carrying capacity of 

this particular area.
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No tw areas display the same carrying capacity, ‘The best tolerate a 

quail per acre, or ten times the capacity of Prairie du Sac. But every area 

has some level, beyond which its quail feel the inner itch for Lebensraum, 

fare forth, and die, You can raise the level by improving the food and cover, 

but you cannot raise it beyond a quail per acre. When pomletions increase 

beyond this "saturation point", the surplus moves out and succumbe, no matter 

how "well-housed, well-fed, and well-clothed", 

+ om 

On the north rim of the Grand Camyon is a high plateau called the Kaibab. 

Father Escalante crossed it in 17_, and nearly starved for lack of wild meat, 

In the late 1800's it became a cattle country, and at about the same time deer 

became plentiful; during the first decade of this century all the nearby Indian 

tribes repaired to the Kaibab each fall to kill deer, mke jerky, and tan buck 

skin, Theodore Roosevelt went there to hunt the mountaih lions which hunted the 

deer. In 1915, Congress apprépriated funds to rid the ranges of predators; the 

Kaibab was promptly cleared of lions, By 1922, it became evident that the deer 

had increased out of all bounds, and were about to destroy the woody undergrowths 

constituting their winter food. In 192 a hard winter destroyed the herd, No 

one will ever lmow how many deer starved that winter, but 100,000 would be a 

reasonable estimate. 

During the process of officia&l fumbling which preceedéd the catastrophe, 

' 4t was propowed to drive the excess deer across the Grand @anyon, where more 

deer would have been weldome. One day a drive was actually organized, and it 

moved a large number of deer a few miles eastward toward the Houserock Valley, 

whence the only available trail crosses the Colorado, There some desperate 

pudk, homesick for his overpomlsated homeland, broke back through the line of } 

r 

| 
3 |
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dtivers, and all the other deer stampeded after him, Apparently deer are wholly 

devoid of any imer signal, It is their nature to stay home and starve. "Hom" 

means not only a region, but a particular spot in it. This is attested by the 

fact thet during the period of overoomlation, ruined rangeg@ and untoucheé ranges 

existed on the Kaibab within a few miles of each other, 

It is clear, then, that not all animals are equipped with an automatic taxae 

device to regulate density. ‘The lemming evacuétes overponulated regions; the ‘ 

quail dies of intolerance within them; deer refuse to be either evacuated or 

intolerant; he stays mt and starves. i 

soe oR 

I deduce from these behavions that some species of animals contain an inner 

mechanism which automatically reduces population density when density grows too 

great, Too great for what, for whom? Here, of course, we are guessing; we' infer 

that the reduction is for the good of the species, that the long milleniums of 

evolutionary experience have shown that a species, like virtue, may "die of its 

own too-much", Evolution must work for the continuity of species as well as for 

the survivel of individuals; why else has it piled up tens of thousands of them 

since those dim beginnings "when you were a tadpole and I was a fish"? Indeed 

evolution must prefer the continuity of species to the survival of individuals; 

why else should it impel millions of healthy individuals to pitch themselves 

into the sea, or to go west when there is no west to go to? 

I deduce secondly, that the impulses in the individual which constitute the 

density-control mechanism are not identified as such by him. It is self-evi- 

dent that the individuel lemming, bracing himself on the eyebrow of a cliff for 

his plunge ihto the sea, is unaware that his act is for the benefit of posterity.
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The individual quail, faring forth to pastures new, is unaware that his act is 

for the good of quaildom, Individual awareness is certainly limited to an inner 

itch, to some feeling of intolerance, either by the individual against too many 

neighbors, or by too many neighbors against the individual, or both, 

I deduce, thirdly, that the attributes of the individual which constitute 

the density-control mechanism are not visible to an observer; indeed thay are 

wholly latent tintil the impulse is touched off, Yet these attributes constitute : 

e@ fixed character of the svecies, and are presumeably as important to long-time 

survival as the color of feather, the chemistry of digestion, or the tonography 

of bones, Biological mamaals tell us nothing about these attributes, for they 

are invisible to the eye and the microscope, So are those attribtes of Home 

sapiens which are latent until touched off by a mob, 

* oe om . 

To the ecologist who sees these behaviors in animals, and who is not wholly 

indifferent to the behaviors of his own kind, there naturally is posed the 

question: are we like the lemming, the quail, or the deer in our response to 

overpopulation? Before we can cope with that question, however, we must first 

have some working hynothesis on what is overpomalation, 

Every land carries not @nly characteristic species of animals, but character- 

istic mumbers of each. Some species are adapted to exist in high numbers, 

(i.e. dense pomlations), some in low, Many species exhibit mechanisms, both 

in the individual and in the population, evidently designed to keep the density 

at levels favorable to them. When a species exhibits mechanisms which keep it 

at a low level, we my assume thet low levels are favorable to its continuity, 

It is a mistake to assume that evdlution works for ciphers only. The individual
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; rabbit works for ciphers, but the hand that guides rabbitdom works for contimity. 

A propensity for high numbers mst not be confused with gregariousness. The 

wolf is gregarious, but like ell carnivores, is built for low-levels. The Chinese 

proverb "no hill has two tigers" recoghized sparsity as the characteristic level 

of flesh-eaters,. j 

j That some primitive men were built for low levels is a truism, “Virgin 

America, for exemble, had few Indians because more Indians would heve starved or 

' killed each other off; fewer Indians would have risked annihilatioh in some 

i blizzard, drouth, or epidemic, War, famine, and pestilence were the mechanisms 

which kept the density of Indians at a level favorable to their contimity. This 

level was the carrying capacity or primitive America for this particular species 

of primitive man. } 

There are animals adavted to live in dense hordes, and unable to exist, 

or at least unable to thrive, at lesser density levels, The passenger pigeon 

was one, The swift flight of the adult bird elmost exempted it from predation, 

‘but the flimsy nests and helpless young were vulnerable. By nesting as a horde 

the pigeon swamped its predatore with such a surfeit of eges and squabs that they f 

were unable to consume any considerable percentage of the whole, By nesting in 

the north, where few predators could winter, ani by shifting location from year ! 

to year, no formidable population of predators could build up at the nesting 

grounds. The suceess of the pigeon's horde society depended on an expeptional 

mobility, on immunity to disease, an absence of belligerence emong its members, 

and on a non-territorial psychology ( no "private land"), ‘he buffalo was a 

roughly similar case. Both species vanished soon after the horde became decimated, 

i.e. lacked ability to abvink ae as scattered groups, : 

It seems clear, then that some animals thrive only in hordes, others only 

at low densities. The devices for population control, when they exist, are evident- 

ly designed to keep the pomletion within the density limits favorable to that 

particular speciese {
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Aldo Leopold 

THE FARM WILDLIFE PROGRAM A SELF-SCRUTINY 

Aldo Leopold 

We wildlifers assert that we are finding, by research, that wild and 

tame crops can be grown side by side, to the mtual advantage of each other, 

: the farmer, and the public. 

Our use of the term research is not quite accurate. Research is supposed 

to start with a wishless premise, and to go where the facts lead. Our re- 

search is far from wishless. It begins with not merely a wish, but with the 

positive conviction that cohabitation of the land by wild and the tame things 

is good. We then prove, by research, that it is possible. When we find that 

it is possible, we conclude it is also advantageous. 

As far as I kmow, we are scientifically honest in sifting our evidence 

on ways and means, but I think it is time for somebody to admit that our 

objective is a wishful one. Why do we wish for bobwhite to whistle forever 

from the farm fences of Wisconsin? Let me ask you one: When it becomes 

possible for the laboratory to under-sell the cow and the cornfield as a 

source of bread and meat--when the tractor finally and completely displaces 

the team as a source of power--are you ready to turn over the function of 

food-production to chemist and engineer? Or will you have lingering doubts-- 

unscientific doubts--about the fundamental goodness of men living on land 

with plants and animals? 

If the husbandry of living things is good, is not the husbandry of a 

lerge variety of them even better? If so, we have perhaps laid a finger on 

the fundamental kinship which I feel exists between agriculture and conserva- 

tion as human convictions. 

Admitting, then, that wildlife as a farm crop is a possible but not an 

inevitable thing, I turn to a question much discussed of late: the inter- 

dependence of various kinds of conservation. To what extent is wildlife--
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an optional thing--the automatic accompaniment of soil conservation, flood 

; prevention, erosion control, and forestry? And are these things in turn 

optional or necessary? 

We wildlifers have asserted that if you devote land to soil protective 

structures and cover, and to woodlots, thet you had just as well let it 

support wildlife. I think it is strictly true that by slight modifications 

of the kind and pattern of vegetation on reserved lands, you can increase 

the carrying capacity for animals. But this is a self-scrutiny; let it then 

be clear that these modifications are optionel. A woodlot may produce mech 

wood end soil cover, but little game. A check-dam enclosure or a terrace- 

outlet may bear vegetation good for soil but poor for birds. Moreover there 

is gross exaggeration of the food-vearing capacity of small bits of wild 

vegetation. Winter food, on intensive farms, comes mostly from weeds, waste 

grain, and deliberate feeding. ‘ushes and vines, eas winter food, are salad. 

Deliberate feeding is necessary, and obviously optional. Omit it and 

winter capacity is greatly reduced. Then strike off the accidental food 

on fields, and little food is left to balance cover, even good cover. By 

and large, then, wildlife (especially resident wildlife) is only in slight 

degree the automatic product of farm erosion-control and forestry. 

Finally we face the question of whether the woodlot and other reserved 

cover are in and of themselves necessary or optional. Certainly the average 

Wisconsin farmer acts as if his woodlot were chout as vital to the future 

as the Meith sikct Neaiey or the spinning-wheel. By cutting off the old and 

cowing off the young trees, he is whittling at both ends of the woodlot 

as a farm institution. He is exterminating productive woods as an element 

in the land-use pattern of the dariy belt. Is he doing this deliberately 

because he expects, when his woods are gone, to haul coal or to burn Mr. 

Roosevelt's electricity? Is he doing it regretfully, as a makeshift, until
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better times enable him to retrench? Or is he doing it thoughtlessly, 

unaware that he is signing checks on capital? I don't kmow, but our self- 

serutiny on wildlife crops squarely raises the question of the disvensability 

or indisvensability of farm woods. 

On flat unspoiled soils I think the woodless farm is possible. We 

have plenty of such already. We also have, in plenty, the coverless marsh. 

But on eroding land, and on all hilly land, it is clear by now that not 

even pasture is a safe cover for the steeper slopes. A penalty--erosion and 

floods--attaches to the use of vulnerable slopes and banks for tame crops. 

That penalty accrues, in part, to the omer. It accrues, in part, to the 

subjoining owners, but these social penalties we reserve for leter discussion. 

The present point is that vulnerable slopes present the only clear case of 

land which the individual owner must leave wild. 

We may generalize, then, by saying that the dedication of farm land 

to wild cover is inevitable only where erosion threatens, and even there it 

is for the owner to decide whether deliberately to encourage timber or 

animals. 

The Doctrine of Private Profit and Public Subsidy 

What, now, determines whether the farmer exercises his option of 

growing timber or wildlife? We have a doctrine of lend-use, and it is 

this: Let the private owner grow what is profitable to him. If the f 

public needs unprofitable crops, let the public buy submarginal lands and 

raise them, or subsidize the farmer if they want him to do it. 

My particular concern tonight is the adequacy of this doctrine. Let us 

try to picture its effects on the landscape of Wisconsin if the farmer and 

the public were to follow if until 1975. 

Looking down from a high plane, we would see in southeast Wisconsin
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an agricultural steppe, substantially treeless save for a few erosive moraines. 

All draineble marshes are in corn and canary. All fencerows are bare. Along 

the highways are a few trees and bushes, arranged in that stiff informality 

which betrays the intervention of the landscaper. 

For fuel and posts the region is on a ration of coal-and-steel, or 

electricity-and-steel. For game a few Hungarian partridges persist, plus 

rabbits where the woodchucks have dug cover underground. There are local 

pheasants near undrainable marshes, such as around public lakes, but not 

elsewhere. Fur animals are such as can live on drainage canals. Quail, 

prairie chickens, ruffed grouse, nesting waterfowl and woods wildflowers are 

gone. There are summer birds, but the whole bird fauna is shifted toward 

the steppe community. : 

In southwest Wisconsin only the larger high prairies present a similer : 

picture. The ravines have as mech timber as now, and that in better condi- 

tion. Wood is still used for fuel and posts. “he fauna is unchanged. j 

From central Wisconsin northward, all submarginal lands are in woods, 

probably undér government forestry. lumber from these woods reaches the 

dairy farms, but the vastly greater volume of non-sawlog timber represents 

non-transportable fuel. Part but not all of this is absorbed as pulpwood. 

The pulp mills have competed the ruin of the larger streams. The land feuna 

persists about as now, except for the near-extinction of the temporary prairie 

biota now occupying the burns, and the usurpation of haymeadows by scrub as 

result of former peat fires. 

What is wrong with this Wisconsin of 1975? The main defect, in my 

opinion, is the trend toward monotypes. The doctrine of private profit and 

public subsidy pushes constantly toward an extreme degree of crop-specialization, - 

toward the grouping of uses in large solid blocks. The idea of self-sufficient 

farm units is submerged. The interspersion of wild and tame crops approaches
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zero. Such intersversion is the essence of wildlife management, and, I 

think, of forest management. I will comment later on whether it is good 

farm management. 

My present point is that the doctrine of private profit and public 

subsidy produces a landscape just as monotonous as the inherent variability 

of soil will permit. What with dredge and drain-tile, check-dam, and 

terrace, it permits a good deal. 

| ‘The Community Idea of Profit 
Let us now examine the soundness of the current doctrine of land-use, 

first from the private and second from the public standpoint. Is it sound 

to relegate to government every cropping function which shows prospective 

red ink when scrutinized as private enterprise? 

I claim it is not. The thing that is lacking from our idea of vrivate 

enterprise in conservation is the realization that a given action may show 

a red balance when attempted by one man, but a black balance, when carried 

out by many. Conversely, a profitable private action, when widely carried 

out, may prove to have costly penalties which fly back and hit the individual. 

The idea of community profit at individual cost is not new. In engineer- 

ing enterprises such as good roads and drainage systems, it is am old as 

the mechine age. It remains to apply it to ecological enterprises which 

are less tangible but no less real in their community benefits. Is the 

wind-swept birdless steppe good community agriculture? I doubt it. Con- 

versely, the re-establishment of a fencerow or woodlot on such a steppe 

may show red, but the collective effect, a variegated countryside, will, I 

think, show profit, not only to the noet, but to the bookkeeper. 

There is much to-do about predator control. Undoubtedly the farmer 

who hangs the chicken-hawk on the barn door is following current doctrine. 

But by the time all the neighbors and all the sportsmen with trigger-itch 

have joined the fray, there are not enough hewks left to balance the fauna.
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Hence we see an abandonment of the idea of "good" and "bad" hawks, end other 

‘ unsound substitutes for ecological thinking. We see instead a straight and 

honest appeal for toleration, within the limits of reason, for a class of 

birds which may be individually harmful, but the elimination of which would 

be still more harmful. 4 

We recognize the validity of this principle of communal ecology in 

individual cases, but we do not yet recognize it as a law of commnity 

welfare. Take the question of straightening streams. An individual farmer 

may ease his flood problem by taking out the oxbows, just as he may enhance 

his gross income by taking out the woodlot. But if everybody does it, the 

subjoining neighborhood is physically injured, and everybody is taxed. 

Take ground waters. There has, of course, been much nonsense about 

water conservation, but there remains the basic fact that the private 

profit doctrine, as applied in the past, hastens water downhill. But if 

everybody does it, it may be hastened too mch. And ultimately may not the 

level of wells, streams, and lakes--a rather large asset--suffer? 

Take insect pests. The simple thing for the individual farmer is to 

remove all wild harborage for insects. For the individual this is good 

enough, as long as the neighbors furnish cover to keep some birds and 

predatory insects in the locality. But if all the neighbors mopped up on 

all cover, both for injurious insects and their predators, is there an 

entomologist ready to say that the commnity would be as well or better off 

than now? 

All things that make the land good to look upon follow this law. Wo 

individual, according to the vrivate-profit mblic-subsidy doctrine, can 

afford to donate good land for the old burr-oak, the crabapple thicket, the 

orchid marsh, or other esthetic luxuries. But everybody having followed 

this doctrine, everybody is now taxed to let the landscapers install parkways, 

artificial lakes, and other more or less miserable substitutes for landscape
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beauty. Who is in the red? 

Finally, take erosion. Advanced erosion, everybody admits, is cheaper 

for the owner to abandon than to cure. But if all owners did it, could the 

public treasury stand the load of fe-stabilizing the abandoned acreage? 

Or if the lend bureaus said "let her wash," could the water bureaus ultimately 

cope with the damage to navigation, irrigation, power, and flood-control? I 

opine they couldn't. 

These are negetive instances of public penalty for private thrift. 

There are also sometimes public rewards for private extravagance, although 

I can't find a good instance in this country. Take substitutes for wood, 

the bete noir of American forestry. Our lumbermen cautiously stay out of 

timber cropping, mostly because they fear substitution, but Germans go 

right ahead. Conseouently no German industry doubts the availability of 

wood in the future, consequently substitutes make distinctly smaller in- 

roads on the German wood market than they do on ours. 

Bogus Individualism 

So mech for the hidden ecological penalties inherent in our current 

doctrine of land-use. Notice that in most cases a public subsidy is being 

paid as a more or less ineffective offset to those penalties. In fact the 

greater part of the present public conservation program is a public palliative 

for the doctrine that the private landowner has no commnity responsibilities 

over and above taxes and personal conduct. I now raise the question: Is 

land-abuse anything but a tax on the neighbors? Is there any form of personal 

conduct more vital to society than land-conduct? Is the biography of a 

farmer or lumberman or stockman, as written on his land, of lesser ethical 

import than St. Peter's memo of his moral peccadillos? 

I think not, and I conclude that the current doctrine of private-profit 

and public-subsidy is defective in these respects: It expects subsidies to
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do more--and the private owner to do less-for the community than they are 

capable of doing. We rationalize these defects as individualism, but they 

imply no reel respect for the landowner as an individual. They merely 

condone the ecological ignorance which contrasts so strongly with his pre- 

cocity in mechanical things. But the final proof that it is bogus individual- 

ism lies in the fact that it leads us straight into government ownership. 

An orator could decry it as radical paternalism, as abject dependence upon 

government tolerated by the landowners of a free country. ! do not decry 

it, but I hate to see us lean on it as a solution. Quite aside from the 

probable insolvency of the "Let Uncle Sam do it" formula, it is, I fear, in 

the long run, ineffective. Husbandry of land is inherently an action calling 

for continuous synthesis of the ideal and the practical. The government 

cannot furnish the one ingredient while the owner furnishes the other. The 

government is not around while the things that matter happen. 

Back, now, to wildlife, and to my final conclusion. The progress we can 

expect as the eutomatic result of other conservation programs is local only. 

That which we can expect directly from governmental wildlife agencies is 

hardly great enough to offset the damage we expect from other governmental 

operations, - mosquito control, poisoning, navigation, power,- and from the 

spread of chemical industries causing pollution.The future of wildlife on 

farms is contingent, to a peculiar degree, on that ecological consciousness 

on which the varied landscape is contingent, beceuse that varied landscape 

is the physical base for the wildlife resource. Kill the economic doctrine 

which makes for monotypes and you build not merely a physical base for wild- 

life, but you vattd taba receptive to the idea of manipulating it for 

wildlife productivity, i.e. receptive to the idea of management. 

I expect, and hope for, ea wide range of individualism in the ultimate 

development of the wildlife idea. There are, and should be, farmers not
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at all interested in shooting, but keen on forestry, or wildflowers, or 

birds in general. There are, and should be, farmers keen about none of these, 

but hipped on coons and coon dogs. I foresee, in short, a time when the 

wildlife on a farm will be the signature of a personality, just as the crops 

and stock already are. The more varied the media of individual expression, 

the more the collective total will add to setisfactions of farm life.
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(to be revised as appendix) 

FOREWORD 

These essays deal with the ethics and esthetics of land. 

During my lifetime, more land has been destroyed or damaged than ever — 

before in recorded history. As a field-worker in conservation, I have seen, 

studied, and measured many samples of this process. 

During my lifetime, the stockpile of scientific facts about land has 

grown from a molehill into a mountain. As a research ecologist, I have 

contributed to this pile. 

During my lifetime, the thing called conservation has grown from a name- 

less idea into a mighty national movement. As a sportsman and naturalist, I 

have helped it grow - in size - but so far it has seemed almost to shrink in 

potency. 

This concurrent growth in knowledge of land, good intentions toward land, 

and abuse of land presents a paradox that baffles me, as it does many another 

thinking citizen. Science ought to work the other way, but it doesn't. Why? 

cee 1 

We regard land as an economic resource, and science as a tool for extract- 

ing bigger and better livings from it. Both are obvious facts, but they are 

not truths, because they tell only half the story. 

There is a basic distinction between the fact that land yields us a 

living, and the inference that it exists for this purpose. The latter is 

about as true as to infer that I fathered three sons in order to replenish 

the woodpile. 

Science is, or should be, much more than a lever for easier livings. Scien- 

tific discovery is nutriment for our sénse of wonder, a much more important 

matter than thicker steaks or bigger bathtubs. 

Art and letters, ethics and religion, law and folklore, still regard the 

wild things of the land either as enemies, or as food, or as dolls to be kept |
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"for pretty". This view of land is our inheritance from Abraham, whose 

foothéld in the land of milk and honey was still a precarious onc, but it is | 

outmoded for us. Our foothold is wrecarious, not because it may slip, but 

because we may kill the land before we learn to use it with love and respect. 

Conservation is a pipe-dream as long as Homo sapiens is cast in the role of 

conqueror, and his land in the role of slave and servant. Conservation be- ; 

comes possible only when man assumes the role of citizen in a community of \ 

which soils and waters, plants and animals are fellow members, each dependent : 

on the others, and each entitled to his place in the sun. 

These essays are one man's striving to live by and with, rather than on, 

the Americen land. 

I do not imely that this vhilosovhy of land was always clear to me. It 

is rather the end-result of a life-journey, in the course of which I have | 

felt sorrow, anger, puzzlement, or confusion over the inability of conserva- 

tion to halt the juggernaut of land-abuse. These essays describe particular | 

episodes en route. 

gos 

My first doubt about man in the role of conqueror arose while I was 

still in college. 1 came home one Christmas to find that land promoters, with 

the help of the Corps of Engineers, had dyked and drained my boyhood hunting 

grounds on the Mississippi River bottoms. Tle job was so complete that I 

could not even trace the outlines of my beloved lekes and sloughs under their 

new blanket of cornstalks. 

I liked corn, but not that mich. Perhaps no one but a hunter can under- 

stand how intense an affection a boy can feel for a piece of marsh. My home 

town thought the community enriched by this change, I thought it impoverished. 

It did not occur to me to express my sense of loss in writing; my old lake 

had been under corn for forty years before I wrote "Red Legs Kicking". Nor
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did I, until years later, formulate the generalization that drainage is bad, 

not in and of itself; but when it becomes so prevalent that a fauna-and flora 

are extinguished. 

ee 

My first job was as a forest ranger in the White Mountains of Arizona. 

There I conceived 2 large enthusiasm for the free life of the cow country, 

and I admired the mounted cowmen, many of whom were my friends. Throvgh the 

usuel process of hazing and horsevlay, I - the tenderfoot - acauired some 

rudiments of skill as a horseman, packer, and mountaineer. 

When the advent of motor transport began to shrink the boundaries of 

the horse-culture, I realized that something valuable was being lost, but 

I bowed my head to the inevitability of "progress". Years later, I tried to 

recapture the flevor of the cow-country in "The White Mountain". 

* * % } 

It was in the White Mountain country that I had my first experience with 

government predator-control. My friends the cowmen shot bears, wolves, 

mountain lions and coyotes on sight; in their eyes, the only good predator 

was e dead one. When some particularly irksome depredation occurred, they 

organized a punitive expedition, or even hired a professional trapper for a 

month or two. But the overall outcome was a draw; the predators were kept 

down, but they were not extinguished. It occurred tono one that the country 

might eventually become bearless and wolfless. Everyone assumed that the 

fewer varmints the better, and within limits this was (and is) true. 

Then came paid government hunters who worked on salary, took pride 

in their skill, and (in the case of wolves and grizzlies) were often able to 

trav a given unit of range to the voint of eradication. The sum of a dozen 

local eradications was extinguishment in the state, and the sum of a dozen 

"olean" states was national extermination. To be sure, there wes a face-saving
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policy about leaving some predators in the National Parks, but the actual 

fact: is that there are no wolves, and only a precarious remnant of grizzlies, 

in the Perks today. 

In "Escudilla", I relate my own varticipation in the extinguishment of 

the grizzly bear from the White Mountain region. At the time I sensed only 

@ vague uneasiness about the ethics of this action. It required the unfold- 

ing of official "predator control" through two decades finally to convince 

me that I had helped to extirpate the grizzly from the Southwest, and thus 

played the role of accessory in an ecological murder. 

Gia ale 

Later, when I had become Chief of Operations for the Southwestern 

National Forests, I was accessory to the extermination of the lobo wolf 

from Arizone and New Mexico. As a boy, I had read, with intense sympathy, 

Seton's masterly biography of a lobo wolf, but I nevertheless was able to 

rationalize the extermination of the wolf by calling it deer management. I 

had to learn the herd way thet excessive mi1tiplication is a far deadlier 

enemy to deer than any wolf. "Thinking Like a Mountain" tells what I now 

know (but what most conservationists have still to learn) about deer herds 

deprived of their natural enemies. 

ee 

; In 1909, when I first moved to the southwest, there had been six 

blocks of roadless mountain country, each embracing half a million acres 

or more, in the National Forests of Arizona and New Mexico. By the 1920's 

new roads had invaded five of them and there was only one left: the head- 

waters of the Gila River. I helped to organize a national Wilderness 

Society, and contrived to get the Gila headwaters withdrawn as a wilderness 

area, to be kept as pack country, free from additional roads, "forever"..
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But the Gila deer herd, by then wolfless and all but lionless, soon mltiplied 

beyond all reason, and by 1924 the deer had so eaten out the range that re- 

duction of the herd was imperative. Here my sin against the wolves caught 

up with me. The Forest Service, in the name of range conservation, ordered 

the construction of a new road splitting my wilderness area in two, so that 

hunters might heave access to the top-heavy deer herd. I was helpless, and 

so was the Wilderness Society. I was hoist of my own petard. 

It was at this time that I wrote several papers, now combined in the 

essay "Wilderness". 

Ironically enough, this same sequence of proclaiming a wilderness, 

erasing the predators to increase the game, and then erasing the wilderness 

to harvest the game, is still being repeated in state after hapless state. 

The latest instence is the Salmon River, in Idaho. 

Oe 

I have always felt a deep love for canoe trips on wild rivers. In 1922 

my brother Carl and I essayed the then wildest stretch of river in the South- 

west: the Delta of the Rio Colorado. We were the third party to navigate 

the Delta, and the first to do it by canoe. Of my many ventures into wild 

country, this was the richest and most satisfying. I have tried to recapture 

its flavor, in retrospect, in "The Green Lagoons". 

Twenty five years later, while serving on the Wisconsin Conservation 

Commission, I was impressed by the fact that Wisconsin youth were about to 

lose one of their last wild rivers: the Flambeau. Most other canoeing 

rivers in the state had already been harnessed for power. I joined with 

Conservation Commissioner W.J.P. Aberg end Depity Director of Conservation 

Ernest F. Swift in an effort to rebuild a small stretch of cottageless river 

on the Flambeau State Forest. The defeat of this venture, after it was half 

completed, by the Wisconsin Legislature, is described in "Flambeau". What is 

a wild river more or less among farmers thirsty for cheap power? 

eae hme
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I moved to Madison, Wisconsin, in 1924, to become Associate Director of 

the Forest Products Laboratory. I found the industrial motif of this otherwise 

admirable institution so little to my lixing that I was moved to set down my 

naturalistic philosophy in e series of essays: "The Land Bthic", "Conservation 

Esthetic", and others. 

It was at this period that I made a series of vacation trips to the Sierra 

Madre in Chihuahua, Mexico, in company with my brother Carl, my friend Raymond J. 

Roark, and my son Starker, by then grown. The Sierra Madre was an almost exact 

counterpart of my beloved mountains of Arizona and New Mexico, but fear of 

Indians had kept the Sierra free from ranches and livestock. It was here that 

I first clearly realized that land is an organism, that all my life I had 

seen only sick land, whereas here was a biota still in perfect aboriginal 

health. The term "unspoiled wilderness" took on a new meaning. I recorded 

these impressions in "Song of the Gavilan" and "Guacamaja". 

* Eo % 

In 1928 I undertook a game survey for the sporting arms industry, and 

3 in 1931 I became Professor of Wildlife Management at the University of 

Wisconsin. During the ensuing decade several ventures were undertaken which 

bear upon this autobiography. 

During the thirties, in company with my friends Franklin Schmidt, Wallace 

Grange, Frederick Hamerstrom, and Frances Hamerstrom I did much field work in 

central Wisconsin. "Mershland Elegy", "The Sand Counties", "Red Lanterns", 

and "Smoky Gold" express my abiding affection for this region, called poor 

by those who know no better. 

In 1938, with the help of my friend Hans Albert Hochbaum, I helped to 

organize a waterfowl research station et Delta, Manitoba. Itbecame acquainted 

with the greet marshes of the Canadian wheat belt, and I was shocked to learn
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Deer-hunting soon proved to be only a minor circumstance among the de- 

lights of a landed estate in a semi-wild region, accessible on weeksends. I 

now realize that I had always wanted to own land, and to study and enrich 

its fauna and flora by my own effort. My wife, my three sons, and my two 

daughters, each in his own individual manner, have discovered deep satis- 

factions of one sort or another in the husbandry of wild things on our ow 

lend. In the winter we band and feed birds and cut firewood, in spring we 

plant pines and watch the geese go by, in summer we plant and tend wild- 

flowers, in fall we hunt pheasants end (in some years) ducks, and at all 

seasons we record phenology. All of these ventures are family affairs; to us 

a landless family, relying on other people's wildlife, has become an anachron- 

ism. My exveriences at the shack are recorded in "Great Possessions", and a 

dozen other essays arranged calendar-wise as "A Sand-Country Almanac". 

* * * 

Whatever the philosophical import, or lack of it, in these sketches, it 

remains a fact that few writers have dealt with fhe drama of wild things since 

our principal instruments for understanding them have come into being. Thoreau, 

Muir, Burroughs, Hudson, and Seton wrote before ecology had a name, before the 

science of animal behavior had been born, and before the survivel of faunas 

and floras had become a desperate problem. Fraser Darling and R. M. Lockley 

have expressed, for the British Isles, some fragments of the wildlife drama 

as illumined by these new viewpoints, but in America, parallel attempts have 

been few. I selute Selly Carrighar's "Beetle Rock", Theodora Stanwell-Fletcher's 

"Driftwood Valley", and Louis Halle's "Spring in Washington" as among the best 

of these. My hope is that "Great Possessions" may add something to what they 

have ably begun.
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These essays were written for myself and my close friends, but I suspect 

that we are not alone in our discontent with the ecological status quo. If 

the reader finds here some echo of his own affections and of his own anxieties, 

they will heave eccomplished more than was originally intended. 

I take the reader first on a round of the seasons at my shack in Sauk 

County, Wisconsin, and next on 2 hop-skiv-and-jumo tour of the North American 

continent. In both journeys I sketch the observations and experiences which 

have impressed me most deeply. 

At the end of the volume I try to sum up, in more coherent form, the 

basic logic of the ecological concept of land. 

Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 
July 31, 1947
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Conservation and Politics 

Aldo Leopold 

How can private landowners be induced to use their land conservatively? 

This question heretofore determined only the choice of method for 

executing a conservation program (for example the chance between education, 

subsidy, compulsion, or public ownership.) 

Now, it seems to me, it takes rank with technological unemployment as 

_ one of the critical tests of "The American Way". 

* * * 

If decent land-use can be brought about by conservation education, 

then the future continuity of land is possible. 

If decent land-use mst be paid for by subsidies,then eventual insolvency 

is probable, as well as considerable damage to national self-respect. 

If decent land-use must be sought by compilsion, there is grave doubt 

whether it will actually be obtained at all, and the damage to national 

self-resvect is great. 

If decent land-use mst be sought by public ownership, then private 

ownership is extinguished, for the conservation problem is as wide as the 

country. 

Combinations of the four alternatives are of course more probable than 

the exclusive use of any one, but to the extent that the last three are 

resorted to, we mst expect mounting costs, growing bureaus, shrinking self- 

reliance, and inelastic and lopsided performance. 

* * * 

The actuel trend, at present, is to expand education, subsidy, and 

yablic ownership. Many educators are asserting that decent land-use is 

profitable; at the same time administrators are justifying subsidy on the 

grounds that it is not. In short, there is a muddle about profits. Unless 

untangled, it may lead to dishonest teaching, or to overextension of govern- 

- ment into private affairs, or both. ;
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In the first place, some components of lend offer no conceivable profit, 

financially, to the individual private owner. Wildflowers, songbirds, end 

landscapes are such. 

Secondly, profit depends on when, how, by whom, and for whom the land- 

use is improved. 

To retrieve a ruined field is or forest is seldom profitable, but to 

keep a good field or forest productive is almost always so. In short, 

prevention is profitable but cure is not. 

Thirdly, profit depends on by whom the land-use is improved. Here 

we encounter the fiction that time is money. For a corporation to spend 

cash to buy plant and protect a forest may be unprofitable, but the same 

operation for a farmer, using waste land and spare time, may be profitable. 

Fourthly, profit depends on for whom the land use is improved. Many 

operations promise no profit to the owner, neither do they cost anything 

except skill, foresight, and labor, but if all the neighbors act, the 

collective result is profitable to the commnity in better living and some- 

times even in cash. Scenery, fishing, hunting, and windbreaks are examples. 

a Ge 

When we attempt to apply these principles to cases, we are met by a 

confusing welter of fact and opinion, of red ink and black ink. There 

emerge, however, a few definite deductions of first-rate reliability and of 

widespread importance. 

If cash profit be the only valid motive for decent land-use, then 

conservation is headed for catastrovhic failure. Good land-use is a balance 

between utility and esthetics. It yields a highly variable mixture of 

individual and cicnaasltily profits, of cash and imponderable profits, and all 

accrue from investments which vary from borrowed cash on the one hand to 

mere loving care on the other. He is a brave man who can say in each case 

whether it vays, or it doesn't pay.
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This being the case, conservation education should rest its argument 

on decency and social behavior, rather than on profits alone. There should 

be no ambiguity on this voint. 

The distinction between private cash profit and community benefit is 

being used to promote subsidy, or even commulsion, on the ground that 

government is the commnity, and is thus asserting its own interest. There 

is a degree of validity in this, but when we assert that the private land- 

owner has an obligetion to the community, the necessity for such govern- 

mental intervention decreases to a considerable degree. 

The disadvantageous position of corporate landowners who must invest 

cash instead of time to practice conservation is being used to promote 

government compulsion, or government acquisition of corporate holdings. 

Why not, instead, vromote their subdivision into small ownerships, which 

may invest time instead of cash? 

The main question "how can private landowners be induced to use 

their land conservatively", involves far more than crops, birds, and 

trees. If decent land-use mst be bought by governmental intervention on 

an ever increasing scale, it means the end of private land ownership, the 

end of governmental solvency, and the end of the present economic system.
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n OPENING DAY 

Aldo Leopold 

In October the guns will pop as usual in every marsh and woods and 

fencerow of Wisconsin. Whether or no we should hunt in wartime I am not 

wise enough to say, but at all events, war is a time for self-scrutiny. 

If we sportsmen could take @ real look at ourselves and our sport, we 

would see a curious and puzzling picture. 

We would see, on the wildlife chart of Wisconsin, two major curves, 

one rising and one falling. Soon they will cross. 

The rising curve is gun-pressure. War industry (plus, we hope, the 

early return of the armed forces) will give the gun-pressure curve an 

even sharper up-grade in the near future. 

The descending curve is our productive cavecity for wildlife. It 

descends because cover and food are shrinking. 

In the southern counties cover is the trouble. Woodlot grazing, oak- 

disease, electric fences, marsh drainage, marsh fires, and the almost 

universal death of tamarscks work in various combinations to shrink the 

remaining coverts. 

In the northern counties, food is the trouble, and closure of the 

forest cenopy is the main cause. 

The first real measurements of the decline in productive cap ccity 

are now coming to hand. On one 3000-acre area in Cotumbin County, upland 

geme bird capacity hes shrun! fifty per cent since 1928. The reasons in 

this case are clearly woodlot grazing and road clearance. 

The downward trend of over-all vroductive capacity is obscured by 

the fact that the actual production of two species is going up. These 

two are pheasants and deer. Both cases may be likened to a factory which 

is being bombed at one end whilst mtting on a night-shift at the other.
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Pheasant production is going up because the species was recently 

introduced, and has just finished occupying its availsble range. In the 

vicinity of good wintering marshes, there are now too many pheasants, 

as evidenced by hue deute corn-rulling last spring. These spots need 

trimming down, but if we plotted all of them on a map we would find 

large blanks between. As yet we lack any device for shooting the blanks y 

lightly and the spots heavily. 

Deer production is going up because the herd outgrew itself during 

the tail-end of the lumbering era, at which time it enjoyed excess winter 

food in the form of felled trees, nearly complete exemption from predators 

which had just been cleaned out, a buck-law newly enforced, and a newly 

established refuge system. These favorable conditions combined to build 

up the herd just as the second-growth timber, newly protected from fire, 

closed in and shaded out much winter food. 

Like the pheasant map, the deer map is spotty; excess deer exist | 

only near good wintering swamps. As in pheasants, we lack any device 

for shooting the spots heavily and the blanks lightly. In fact the buck- 

law largely vrevents any legal adjustment of the situation. The real 

trimming of the deer herd is done by violators who shoot does illegelly. 

There is a grim humor in this predicoment. : 

Excess deer present a much more serious problem than excess pheasants. 

An overload of pheasants vroduces only temporary damage to the range; an 

overload of deer produces permanent damage. The hungry pheasant scratches 

out the excess seed, but the plants which produce his food grow again the 

following year. The hungry deer browses down the whole plant, including i 

its reproduction, so that it can't grow again until the excess deer are 

removed. The deer herd has been "living on capital" for some years now; 

no white cedar or striped maple or ground-hemlock has been able to thrust 

a seedling above the snow in any wintering yard. ven the pines labor-
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iously planted by foresters are being browsed down. The longer we temporize 

with this situation, the longer will be the nearly deerless period which 

mst follow the present overload on the range. Starvetion will of course 

do the trimming for us, but only after the productive capacity of the range 

fas been ruined for years to come. 

Does anyone doubt that we are temporizing? If so, just "listen in" 

on any meeting eat which the deer problem is being discussed. 

: The trout situetion in southern Wisconsin, particularly in south- 

western Wisconsin, presents another case in which the slow decline in 

productive capacity is being masked by temporary "shots-in-the-arm." 

Pasturing of steep slopes is slowly but surely degenerating the streams 

and sorings. A single flood, aggravated by such vasturing, may change 

a trout-stream to a carp-stream overnight, not to mention the ruination 

of fields, roads, and buildings along its banks. A single stocking with 

legal-sized trout may seem, to the simple-minded, to mend the situation, 

but no really observant person can escape the conclusion that most 

watersheds in southwestern Wisconsin are at the mercy of the next really 

hard rain. So far we sportsmen have let the agriculturists and erosion 

engineers do the worrying about this situation, but it is really every- 

body's funeral. As long as the public is willing to buy milk from eroding 

farms, just so long will erosion continue to eat away the foundations of 

the future. 

Some of the heaviest losses in wildlife are falling on non-game q 

species. During the past decade, the blue heron and the kingfisher have 

become scarce on many waters, thanks to the zealous efforts of fishermen 

to vrotect their hatcheries and plantings. The red-tailed hawk and the 

marsh hewk have become scarce, thanks to the combined efforts of poultry-
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raisers and pheasant-raisers. How many of these well-intended "fixers" 

have stopped to think whether it is legitimate to conserve sporting wild- 

life by cleaning out equally valuable non-sporting forms? 

Not all of our wildlife losses can be charged to any particular group. 

No one seems to know whether the recent death of temaracks in the southern 

counties is due to past droughts or to old drainage operations, or to epizootic 

insects, or to disease. Whatever the cause, they are deed, and the bog 

flowers dependent on their shade will take a heavy beating. 

Wildlife is not the only field of human affairs in which hindsight is 

better then foresight. Errors of foresight are easy to excuse, if followed 

by corrective action. Abuse arising from plain greed is less easy to forget. 

In the field of waterfowl conservation, the main abuses arise from plain 

greed. If the average non-hunting citizen ever got his feet wet in a duck- 

marsh, and if he were able to interpret and understand what goes on there, 

he might tell us duck-hunters that our svort, instead of yielding healthful 

outdoor recreation. is really yielding education in lawlessness. Nearly 

everybody shoots out of range, lest the other fellow shoot first. Nearly 

everybody leaves more cripples to die in the marsh than he takes home in his 

coat. Many shoot everything that flies, I suppose for "practice". Few pay 

any attention to the laws protecting scarce species; the rule is to kill 

the duck first and find out afterward whether it is legal; if not, it is 

thrown into the weeds. 

When I hear pious oratory about rising standards of sportsmanship, I 

long to take the speaker to a duck marsh, plunk him hip-deep in the md, 

yull his pious blinkers off, and tell him "look!"
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THE HOUSE RAT IN THE WILD 

Aldo Leopold 

The rat as a pest in human habitations has been thoroughly studied, 

put little attention has been given the rat as a wild animal. The success- 

ful colonization of woods and fields by rats hangs as a threat over all 

wildlife. To what extent has the colonization actually taken place? 

In Englend rats are thoroughly established in the wild, and are con- 

sidered one of the most important predators on game and songbirds. 

In many tropical islands the rat has virtually ruined agriculture 

and done great damage to the native fauna and flore. Thus, on Tristan de 

Curche, in the south Atlantic, rats were introduced accidentally through a 

shipwreck. Within a few months they increased greatly and devoured first 

the potato crop and then the wheat fields. Next, they killed and ate all 

the rabbits. Not until the exhaustion of this food supply did they invade 

the settlements - clear evidence that here, eat least, they preferred a wild 

existence to the vrotection of buildings. Once the rats had invaded dwellings, 

the settlers were forced to impvort cats to control them, but the intended 

prey became the vredator: the rats exterminated the cats! This iobnlaniy 

incredible fact is vouched for by an eminent English author, and is duoted 

without reservations by Dr. Robert Gushman Murphy of the American Museum of 

Natural History. 

By 1912 the rats hed subsided somewhat, but the settlers on Tristan were 

still unable to raise wheat, end the rats had nearly exterminated a large 

rookery of wtrels, a sea-bird valuable to the settlers for their eggs. 

In southern Wisconsin, my research students have found that rats spread 

into the woods and fields from dumps and buildings each summer, but each 

winter are forced back to their strongholds by cold weather and by owls, 

particularly by horned owls. There is little doubt in my own mind that
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the ret, once thoroughly established in the wild, would damege the farmer 

and the sportsmen far more than all the owls in Christendom. 

Here is some of my evidence for the above statements. 

In 5,000 horned owl vellets containing the indigestible fur and bones 

of their prey, rat bones occurred more frequently than any other memmal 

except rabbits. 

Rat bones occur in owl pellets twice as frequently in summer as in 

winter. This represents the annual "trimming back" each winter by cold 

weather and by owls. 

Some owls had rats in 70% of their pellets. These particular birds 

lived near dumps or rat-infested buildings. 

Rat tracks around cornshocks are common in early winter but disappear 

most rapidly near woodlots populated by owls. 

When mice get scarce owls cease to catch them in any numbers, but no 

matter how scarce rats ere, the owls continue to score. In this curious 

and unexvlained fact seems to be our main protection against the permanent 

establishment of rats in the wild.
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DUCKMARSH DOINGS 

Aldo Leopold 

The umpire of all conservation questions is that collective totel 

of thoughts and experience called "mblic sentiment". 

Public sentiment knows little about whet goes on in marshes and 

woods during the open season. Its impression of field sports is gathered 

ex-post-facto at pool halls and luncheon clubs, bars and tea-tables. Here 

the hunter gives a censored account of his own doings. This account omits 

some important facts. 

It omits, for example, the story of the eight woodducks which flew 

across one of the Mississippi pools. The pool was well-studded with 

blinds. Before the flock had passed out of sight of the observer, the 

eighth woodduck had fallen. Weedless to say, none of these woodducks 

were picked up. Being a protected species recently in danger of passing 

out, the woodduck is just used for target practice. 

It omits, also, the story of the blue herons, cormorants, marshhawks, 

bitterns, coots, and gulls likewise used for target vractice. 

It omits the story of the sportsman who killed his limit of teal, and 

then the mallards began to fly. The teal, by his own account, were left in 

the bushes. 

These are simple violations of common decency which speak for them- 

selves, and which even the non-shooting citizen could appraise--if he 

knew about them. Not all of the worst abuses are so simple. 

By far the most important abuse of the duck marsh is long-range 

shooting. Hunters have learned thet by bunching up three or four pumps 

or automatics in e single blind, the 70-yard duck will often succumb to
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a dozen shots, whereas one or two shots would succeed only once in a dozen 

times. The explanation is that by concentrated anti-aircreft fire a wing- 

bone is eventually broken. 

If only singles were thus bombarded, the practice might be defensible. 

But when one blind opens up on a single at 70 yards, the neighboring 

blind, to get its share of shooting, opens on a flock at 75, the next at 

80, and so on. The conservetive hunter who prefers to wait for 50-yard 

shots either goes home disgusted, or forgets his scruples and does as 

the Romans do. 

The net result of this mob-behavior is an inordinately high ratio of 

crippled to dead birds, and a general "ourning-out" of all feeding marshes. 

On the mallard marsh I hunted this fall I eam sure that for every duck 

teken home, enother was lost in the marsh, and at least two or three more 

flew off carrying lead, eventually to die. To commte the true kill on 

this marsh, the bag mst be miltiplied at least by four. 

After the season had been open a week, the ducks learned to use this 

marsh only at night. After two weeks of long-range bombardment, they 

deserted the marsh entirely, and there was no shooting except on days 

bringing new birds from the north. These "northerners" had to repeat 

the costly experience of their vredecessors. During the last two weeks 

of open water this marsh was as duckless as if a drainage ditch had 

emptied it. We hunters complain loudly of drainage, and we demand the 

impoundment of new waters. We forget that we carry a very effective drainer 

in the crook of our arm. 

If the umpire of conservation knew the inside story of duckmarsh doings, 

I'm afraid he would call the match on a foul.
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ROADSIDE PRAIRIES 

Aldo Leopold 

A good test of "education" would be to ask a hundred people what is 

meant by prairie. 

Most, I fear, would answer that a prairie is a flat monotonous place 

good for 60 miles per hour. 

A few, I hope, would know. 

Tall corn and fat herefords are prairie symbols. They symbolize the 

greatest mass effort in human history to extract a rich life from a rich 

soil. 

Pasque flower and blazing star are also prairie symbols. They sym- 

bolize the greatest mass effort in evolutionary history to create a rich 

soil for man to live on. Yet how many farms possess, or cherish, a remnant 

of them? Just as the barbarians burned the libraries which explained the 

origins of human culture, so have we plowed under the prairie plants which 

explain the origins of our prairie empire. 

‘Any prairie farm can have a library of prairie plants, for they are 

drouth-proof and fire-proof, and are content with any roadside, rocky 

knoll, or sandy hillside not needed for cow or plow. Unlike books, which 

divulge their meaning only when you dig for it, the prairie plants yearly 

repeat their story, in technicolor, from the first pale blooms of pasque 

in April to the wine red plumes of bluestem in the fall. All but the 

blind may read, end gather from the reading new lessons in the meaning of 

America. 

The preirie plants are tough; they ask no quarter of wind or weather, 

reouire no pampering with hoe or sprinkler. Nothing can whip them except 

the overhead shade of trees or sweet clover, the creeping stolons of quack
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gress, or the continual cropping of cows. Just why the prairie plants 

stood up under grazing by buffalo and elk, but now succumb to cows, is 

a mystery. Perhaps the answer is barbed wire, which keeps the cows too 

long in one place. 

Any prairie is a model cooperative commonwealth. Unlike agricultural 

plants, which "hog" water at random, and devil take the hindmost, each 

prairie species draws its sustenance from a different subterranean level, 

so that feast and famine are shared by all species alike. The leguminous 

members of the community (such as prairie clover, trefoil, Baptisia, vetch, 

lupine, and lead-plant) manufacture nitrogen for the rest, and at such a 

rate as to exceed the annual loss by prairie fires. The prairie community 

collectively enhances the flocculation of soils, whereas agriculturel 

plants deplete it. From these two characters, nitrogen fixation-rate 

and flocculeting capacity, stems that vast savings-bank of fertility 

which made us a rich nation. How meny "educated" Americans kmow this? 

The best way to start a library of prairie plants is to find the 

spot which contains a remnant, and then build up other species around it. 

Prairie dock and bluestem grass are commonly the last survivors. Most of 

the prairie species can be grown in the garden from seed and later trans- 

planted to the wild; the University Arboretum has thus established some 

thirty of them. Planting stock can also be obtained where highway construc- 

tion is destroying wild remnants. It is wasteful to dig wild stock with- 

out expert advice, for the roots of some species go down fifteen feet. It 

is a sad commentary on our Americenism that the prairie flowers are ignored 

by commercial seed-dealers and nurseries, and there is no literature on 

how to grow them. He who learns how is truly a pioneer.
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We have thousands of miles of roadside, the outside edges of which 

are often too steep or rough to mow, already fenced egainst cows, and kept 

cleared of brush to prevent snowdrifts. Most of this potential prairie 

garden is being faithfully stirred up by road-building machinery, after 

which it goes over, for keeps, to quack grass and sweet clover. Why not 

let these edges alone and replant them to prairie? 

|
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PLANNING FOR WILDLIFE 

Motives. No one can write a plen for accomplishing something until the 

reasons for desiring to accomplish it are defined. The reasons for 

restoring wildlife are two: 

1. It addg& to the satisfactions of living. 

2. Wild plants and animals are parts of the land-mechanism, and 

cannot safely be dispensed with. 

The land-mechanism, like any other mechanism, gets out of order. 

Abnormal erosion, loss of soil fertility, excessive floods and drouths, 

the spread of plant and animal pests, the replacement of useful by 

useless vegetation, and the dying out of protected species are all dis- 

orders of the land-mechanism. 

Science understands these disorders superficially, but it seldom 

understands why they occur. Science, in short, hes sudjugated land, but 

it does not yet understand why some lands get out of order, others not. 

Stable (i.e. healthy) land is essential to human welfare. Therefore 

it is unwise to discard any part of the land-mechanism which cen be 

kevt in existence by care and forethought. These parts might later be 

found to contribute to the stability of land. Most lands were stable 

before they were subjugated. 

Many other motives have been asserted: economic profit, services 

to agriculture, stimletion of tourist business, etc. These hold good for 

some kinds of wildlife in some spots, but they break down in others. There 

is no economic vrofit in a ladyslivper. A peregrine falcon is detrimental 

to agriculture in every direct sense, but nevertheless worth conserving. A 

pheasant attracts more tourists than a prairie chicken, but has a far 

lesser value; he is not vart of the native land-mechanism.
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Men and Wildlife. The impact of civilization destroys many species of 

wildlife, some unavoidably (buffalo), many without any real reason (woods 

wildflowers). it greatly increases others, but a high proportion of 

these become pests, either native (rodents) or imported (carp, starling) . 

It evicts species from one habitat and encourages them in others (shift 

of deer from the prairie border to the north woods). 

The net result of these changes is a wild fauna and flora constently 

decreasing in variety of species, in stability of poywlations, and in the 

ratio of benefits to damages. Another net result is a constantly increasing 

dependence on artificial replenishment from hatcheries and propagating 

plants, and on artificial control of “undesirable” species. Artificial 

replenishment and control are always costly and often ineffective. 

The plan-wise adjustment of the impact of civilization can mitigate 

the losses and enlarge the gains in wildlife, and reduce the need for 

artificial interference. 

Essentials of a Plan. The plan-wise adjustment is not vrimarily a metter 

of laws, appropriations, or administrative devices, but rather of modify- 

ing land-use so as to provide the habitat needed by each species. Hence 

the execution of a plan rests with farmers and landowners, rather than 

with government. The function of government is to teach, lead, and en- 

courage. 

The average farm has, or could have, a hundred resident bird species, 

@ score of mammals, and several hundred plants. Of this total, perhaps 

a quarter will persist or disappear according to whether they are ignored 

or encouraged. These threatened species are usually the most interesting, 

useful, or beautiful ones. Each species has its own habitat requirements. 

Hence the retention of a rich fauna and flora is a rather complex job of
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habitat-engineering. 

It does not suffice for the farmer to be interested in only one 

group of species. Exclusive interest in shootable game, for example, often 

means the deliberate extermination of the equally valueble predators. 

Exclusive interest in non-shootable wildlife means the needless elimina- 

tion of wholesome sport. Exclusive interest in forests hes, in parts of 

Europe, eliminated most: other wildlife and ultimately damaged the forests 

themselves. 

To retain any large fraction of his votential wildlife, the farmer 

mast be willing to use odds and ends of land for special kinds of food and 

cover, and for water-retention. Two or three per cent of the farm acreage 

thus devoted to wildlife, plus the waste corners present on most farms, 

end crop residues present on all farms, often spells tje difference be- 

tween wildlife riches and poverty. 

The farmer mst also be willing to suffer losses,within reason, , 

rather than eliminate a species from his commnity. The most useful 

hawks and owls, for example, occasionally take poultry; the finest song- 

birds take fruit; game birds eat grain. 

Above all, the farmer must retain the fertility of his soil, for a 

rich fauna and flora, like a bountiful crop, is the direct expression of a 

rich and vigorous soil. 

It is apparent. that to accomplish these complex adjustments (which we 

may call collectively "wildlife management") the farmer must be moved by 

something more than a vague liking for wild things. He mst be moved by 

a vositive affection for the fauna and flora as a whole, and he mst take 

pride in the skill and knowledge exercised in their management. In short, 

each farmer mst build up, and cherish, his social "rating" as a producer 

of wild as well es tame animals and plants.
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It is apparent, likewise, that the harvesting of game, fish, and fur 

crops must be the prerogative of the landowner, rather than the prerogative 

of the self-invited public. "Free shooting" in the end means nothing to 

shoot. 

Wild Lands. Wildlife restoration on forests and ranges, es distinguished 

from farms, is likewise a matter of adjustments in land-use. These lands, 

being cheap, will have a higher vroportion of public ownership, and hence 

@ greater chance for quick governmental action as distinguished from slow 

landowner education. To offset this, they will heve a higher proportion of 

public use, and the public always abuses common property. Hence education 

must be aimed primerily at the public. l 

On wild land, wildlife management can fin fact must) employ the most 

inexpensive means to guide natural processes, i.e., must rely on biological 

skill rather than on dollars, work, or legislative edicts. For example, in 

seeking to control the excess deer which are now svoiling their own range 

in many localities we rely entirely on guns, i.e. on legislative policy. 

We prefer to control deer by shooting, yet experience shows that guns always 

underdo or overdo the job, i.e., the method is ineffective. It seems prob- 

able that the natural predators which once stabilized all deer herds mst 

be reintroduced and managed to:supdlement the function of the guns. 

Again, in seeking to control the excess rodents which now retard the 

recovery of overgrazed ranges, we rely entirely on poisoning; i.e., on 

dollars and work. The method is ineffective because it mst be constantly 

repeated, costs are high, and many useful animals are killed. It seems 

probable that rodents cannot be controlled by poison or traps alone. They 

are probably themselves an expression of over-grazing, and can be controlled 

only by restoring the plants least useful to them, and most useful to 

livestock.
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Completely wild lands have one function which is important, but as 

yet ill-understood. Every region should retain representative samples 

of its original or wilderness condition, to serve science as a sample of 

normality. Just as doctors mst study healthy people to understand disease, 

so must the land sciences study the wilderness to understand disorders of 

the land-mechanism. 

Education. <A wildlife restoration plan is thus a plen for educating land- 

owners, private end public, to want wildlife, and to understand how their 

wants may be fulfilled. This may sound like propeganda, but the shoe is 

on the other foot. We mst undo the propaganda, brought to bear on land- 

owners for the last century, which teaches that the land is a factory to 

be operated solely for profit. The land is a factory, but it is also a 

place to live, and wildlife helps make it a good place. 

What took a century to do cannot be undone in a decade. Education 

mast begin at the bottom and work upward. The land-philosophy of agri- 

cultural schools and extension agencies mst be turned inside out. Wild- 

life education is no separate thing; it is part and parcel of land-education, 

and of social dadencear. 

For example: one of the common denominators of all land problems is 

the plant succession, i.e., the sequence of plant coverings on a given 

soil. All farming, e11 forestry, all gardening, all lendscaping, and all 

wildlife management is a menipulation of this sequence. Botany, geogravhy, 

geology, zoology, and even history can be understood only if the plant : 

succession is understood. Yet how many "educated" persons, or even teachers, 

know the plant succession of their ow back yards? Botany, as now taught, 

is the numbers of hairs on a leaf; zoology the innards of a frog; history the 

dates of battles. Why do the Germans covet the Ukraine? Because its prairie
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soils favor an annual grass, wheat, as the first stage in its plant succession. 

This face-about in land philosophy cannot, in a democracy, be imposed 

on landowners from without, either by authority or by pressure-groups. It 

can develop only from within, by self-versuasion, and by disillusionment 

with previous concepts. Short cuts lixe conservation text books, and con- 

servation programs in youth orgenizations, help if they are sound and honest, 

but they are microscopic fractions of a deep and slow process. A wildlife 

plan is a constantly shifting array of small moves, infinitely repeated, to 

give wildlife due representation in shaving of the future minds and future 

landscapes of America. 

Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

September 26, 1941
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42h University Farm Place 
September 26, 1941 

Mr.P, E. Middleton 
National Resources Planning Board 
528 Federal Building 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

Dear Mr. Middleton: 

I wrote the paper you wanted immediately after your 
visit, but have been delayed in getting it typed. A 
covy is attached hereto. I am also sending a copy 
to Mr. Kurtenacker. If this does not fit your need, 
end you think I could alter its form to advantage, 

let me know what you want, end I will go over it 

again. 

I enjoyed your visit and also hove to get better 
acquainted with Mr. Kurtenacker. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management
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THE CONSERVATION LEAGUE 

Aldo Leopold 

Conservation is @ house divided. Few of us realize the extent to which 

this is true. 

The first job of an organization like the new Wisconsin Conservation 

League is to bring the factions together and insist that they thresh out 

their differences. 

It would be Utopian to suppose that they can all agree. But the more 

threshing, the less disagreement. The more threshing, the better the under- 

standing of the other fellow's interests. Mutual respect is often just as 

good as mtual agreement. What conservationists need is education, and 

our opponent is often our best teacher. 

Let me cite some instances of how deep and important the cleavages are. 

At a bluff on the Wisconsin River, there was a duck hawk's nest. It 

was the delight of ornithologists. One had to walk half a mile to get to 

the bluff. Along came the county planners, and in the name of recreation 

blasted a road to the bluff, for the use of picnickers. The hawks, of course, 

are now gone. We ornithologists will never forgive this vandalism, but if 

the Wisconsin Conservation League made the two groups of "conservationists"® 

sit down and argue the matter out, it might be less likely to happen again. 

Since the building of rearing vonds by local sportsmen's organizations, 

the blue heron and the kingfisher have been growing scarce in meny localities. 

Whole rookeries of herons have quietly disappeared. The bird lovers believe 

the fishermen do the killing, and feel deeply aggrieved. They are likely 

to oppose any and all sportsman programs, whether related to this matter or 

not. Yet I doubt whether sportsmen know of this cleavage. Again: Why not 

thresh it out? Each group could probably teach the other something it
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doesn't now know. 

Foresters, botanists, and ecologists foresee that the vegetation in 

meny parts of northern Wisconsin is in danger of being wrecked by too many 

deer. The white ceder will disappear. Pine and spruce reproduction will 

suffer. Many wildflowers will grow scarce. Ultimately the deer themselves 

will deteriorate. Yet the resort owners and deer hunters, with their eye 

peeled only one year ahead, see no danger. "We will take care of those 

excess deer," Say the deer hunters. Yet those of us who have had the 

privilege of studying deer herds in many regions know that this is mere 

theory. Rifles have never successfully regulated a deer herd. They either 

overdo or underdo the job. The only successful regulators are the deer 

predators. In northern Wisconsin this means wolves. Yet we are still 

exterminating wolves. In farming districts we can't have wolves, but with 

the new zoning laws there will be many large areas devoid of farms. Again: 

Why not thresh this ovit before it is too late? 

Wisconsin botanists have been disturbed because this summer the largest 

remaining piece of virgin prairie in Jefferson County was fenced for cow 

pasture. They have been trying to buy the lend as a wildflower and prairie ; 

chicken refuge. Within a few miles of this snot is the headquarters of a 

, "conservation club," but no botanist ever thought to tell the club about the 

impending loss of the prairie. Such clubs, as everybody knows, are usually 

interested only in pheasants. Yet how can they become interested in a broader 

definition of cénvebvabtion if no one raises the question? Again: a chance 

for factions to get acquainted. 

I could fill a book with these instances. I do not claim that a live 

active Conservation League, forcing the factions to argue out their conflicts, 

would bring us a better outdoors. I do claim that it is the only chance for
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achieving a better outdoors. It is a question of applying the democratic 

process to conservation. Maybe it won't work, but we can't be sure until 

we have tried. 

He 

42h University Farm Place 
October 14, 1940 

Mr. Hugh Jackson, Editor 
The Wisconsin Sportsman 
2004 Winnebago Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Hugh: 

You and Dr. Riegel asked me a couple of weeks ago to write up 

something along the lines of my remarks at the meeting. At the moment 

I didn't have time, but I have now scribbled a short article which you 
may use if you want it. I am sending @ copy of this to Dr. Riegel. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold , 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

encl.
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THE GRIZZLY--A PROBLEM IN LAND-PLANNING 

Aldo Leopold 

In 1909, when I first saw the west, there were grizzlies in every major 

mountain mass, but you could travel for months without meeting a salaried 

conservation officer. 

Today there is some kind of a conservation officer "behind every bush". 

We have half a dozen bureaus interested in wildlife; many of them own wild 

lands. Some receive appropriations for wildlife. Most have discretionary 

authority to buy and exchange land for consolidation of public holdings. 

Yet as wildlife bureaus grow, the most magnificent mammal still at large 

on their lands shrinks steadily toward the Canadian border. 

The table shows the official statistics since 1924. While the total 

number of U. S. grizzlies hovers around 1000 head, an alarming shrinkage in 

‘distribution has taken place. Two states have just lost their grizzlies: 

Oregon and Utah. Four have so few thet it's "last cell": Arizona, New 

Mexico, Colorado, and Washington. Only three have substantial remnants: 

Montana, Wyoming, Idaho. Only two National Parks have any, and it is common 

knowledge that the park remnants are not doing well. Gebrielson, in his 

new book, "Wildlife Conservation", speaks of "the near extinction within the 

United States of the grizzly bear", but offers no comments or plans. 

The status of the official mind in respect of the grizzly is even more 

alarming than the grizzly census. There seems to be a tacit assumption that 

if grizzlies survive in Canada and Alaska, that is good enough. It is not 

good enough for me. The big Alasken bears are specifically distinct. More- 

over, relegating grizzlies to Alaska is about like relegating happiness to 

heaven; one may never get there.
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Saving the grizzly depends almost wholly on land-planning. What is ‘ 

needed is a series of large areas, preferably scattered over half a dozen 

states, from which roads and livestock are excluded, or in which livestock 

damage is compensated for so as to do away with the need for eliminating 

bears. Remission of grazing fees might be one simple way to compensate for 

bear-losses. Buying out scattered ranches is likely the best way in most 

; cases. 

Grizzly protection is admittedly a subject poisonous to stockmen, but 

only because there has never been any segregetion of stock range from bear 

range. This is the job land-planners heve failed to notice. I am asking 

why. Why can't land-use planning make room for at least a few grizzly 

ranges within the United States? 

I have heard recently of one grizzly range set aside in Montana by the 

Forest Service. I salute the Missoula office of the Bureau. On the other 

hand, I kmow of one state where the Forest Service has recently promoted ; 

sheep-grazing in its only remaining grizzly range. In its last two reports 

this state reported its grizzlies es gone. It required no prophet to fore- 

see this outcome. : : 

The difficulties of segregating stock-range from bear-range vary from 

zero to insupereble, and the longer the delay the fewer the easy chances 

for permanent grizzly ranges. With the extension of roads and grazing 

eouities easy inion become hard, and hard ones become impossible. Thus: 

does time work to "justify" official evathy. 

That an official avathy exists is a conclusion forced on us by history. 

Why does it exist? I don't know. It is easy, of course, for us to sit ina 

hotel and pass indignant resolutions about subjects like this. It is less 

easy to live out in the sticks and retain a national point of view on 

auestions of this sort. Administrators, I fear, tend to do their wildlifing
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in the interest of deer and elk, of which we have a glut in most regions, 

but which furnishe the gunfodder on which public sentiment feeds. The 

grizzly as gunfodder is negligible. But I insist that vosterity will not 

smile on the loss of the grizzly. The buffalo and the pigeon used good 

land and competed with important economic activities. The grizzly uses the 

poorest land we own; the creation of a dozen grizzly ranges would make no 

perceptible dent in the economic outrmut of the west. 

Permanent grizzly ranges and permanent wilderness areas are of course 

two aspects of one problem. To enthuse about either requires a long view 

of conservation, and an historical perspective. Only those able to see the 

pageant of evolution can be expected to value its theatre, the wilderness, 

or its outstanding achievement: the grizzly. But if education really 

: educates, there will, in time, be more and more citizens who understand that 

relics of the old West add meaning and value to the new. Youth yet unborn 

will pole up the Missouri with Lewis and Clarke, or climb the Sierras 

with James Capen Adams,and each generation in turn will ask: where is 

the big white bear? It will be a sorry answer to say he went under while 

conservationists weren't looking. fi
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STATUS OF GRIZZLY BEAR, 1924-1940 

Year om 1927 1930-1932, s«1938_ = :1939 1g 
(A) National Forest of U.S. 

Arizona 20 9 1 4 

Colorado 27 19 17 9 26 10 5 

Idaho 7 142 110 58 55 Ab 38 

Montana 458 433 526 435 4ho 470 480 

New Mexico 21 18 4 3 2 e 

Oregon i 

Utah 13 i z 

Washington 22 98 17 5 9 9 6 

Wyoming OR MER eR ABO i USS) iG! 266. fh) 2a8 
643 880 870 671 691 703 74 

(B) National Parks 

Montana 118 126 100 122 

Wyoming 300 280 310 330 
418 406 410 452 

(C) Indian Reservations 

Montana 61 

Wyoming 3 3 3 

Arizona 6 

New Mexico ee 4O cae 
5 49 64 

(D) Other Lands 

New Mexico i 

Idaho 20 20 

Montane. ae ad a 
20 au 2 

Total in United States 1109 1121 1162 1258
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a? Stephens Dinner 

‘ r St. Louis 
September 15, 1947 

THE STATESMANSHIP OF E. SYDNEY STEPHENS 

Aldo Leopold 

What Sydney Stephens has done for conservation in Missouri (and through 

Missouri's example, for conservation in North America), is by this time so 

ably expounded that I shall address myself totthe suniunes question: What 

should Missouri do to insure the continuance of Sydney Stepens' work? 

I am sure that deep in his heart, this question of the future interests 

Sydney Stephens as much as the honors here heaped upon him for the past. The 

very highest honor, after all, is for Missouri to erect the structure for 

which he has laid the foundations. 

In discussing this question, I have the advantage of an impersonal view. 

I know hardly any of the persons now serving officially as commissioners, as 

governor, or as legislators, or those now active as citizens in Missouri's 

conservation organizations, or in her political parties. I am able, there- 

fore to speak without personal bias, and in the light of history. 

Frankness compels me, first of all, to point out that it is not unusual 

for a state to fall down on the job after an able leader has retired from 

active service. It is in the nature of leadership to inspire people to build 

better than they know. The crucial question is: What are the usual causes of 

falling down? If Missouri can be on her guard ageinst the errors that have 

caused recessions of progress in other states, she will, to that extent, have 

insured the continuance of the Stephens momentum. (I use that term deliberately, 

for few states have come as fast and as far as Missouri has under his leadership.) 

I am too old a hand to think I know the complete answer, but I will venture 

to list briefly some of the dangers that beset any state which is trying to make 

conservation a living reality. 

* * *
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Of first importance is a sustained high average of quality in commissioner 

appointments. It is incredible how mech harm can arise over a period of years 

from even 10 percent of bad selections. Appointments can average no better than 

the governors who make them, or than the legislators who confirm them, or than 

the voters who elect both. 

% * * 

Another danger arises from @ misconception of who is the "conservation 

public". Because sportsmen make most of the noise end pay most of the bills, 

it is easy for a commission to forget other groups. One of the earmarks of 

statesmanshiv in Sydney Stephens' regime was his early recognition of the 

landowner and farmer as the ultimate prime mover in conservation. 

* * * 

A third danger arises from insufficient width-between-the-eyes in the 

average citizen-conservationist, who is too-often willing to buy success 

(real or fancied) in his own pet resource by selling others down-river. I am 

going to be specific here because my scars still itch. I come from a state 

where the deer hunters and resort-owners insist on maintaining a tov-heavy 

deer herd at the expense of the future forest, at the expense of all the 

other wildlife that inhabits the deer range, and et the expense of the 

' ultimate welfare of the deer themselves. Missouri has equivalent problems -- 

every state hes them. These vroblems raise the basic question: should a 

commission give the public what it w°nts, or what it needs? Again the ear- 

mark of statesmanship: Sydney Stephens always aimed steadfastly at a high 

provortion of actual needs, and somehow made the mblic want them. (That 

sounds simple, but if enyone dhtate it really is, just try it sometime.) 

* * * 

A fourth danger is the tendency, latent in any state, for administration
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and research to draw apart, or to lost track of each other. Show me a state 

where these two look down their noses at each other, and I show you a state 

coasting down a blind alley. To keep knocking these two heads together is one 

‘ of the most important duties of dines commission. To knock heads gracefully, a 

commissioner must be a good friend of both, and mst critically appraise both. 

Sydney Stephens has always been the good friend of both, and he has never lost 

his capacity for critical appraisal. In fact his 1946 speech, "Where Are We, 

and What Time Is It" is a milestone in conservation statesmanship. 

* * * 

I could extend this list much further, and in each case point out some 

new eermark of sagacity, foresight, and courage in the man we honor tonight. 

I need not do so, for we who love him need no convincing. Wheat we do need 

is assurence of Missouri's sagacity, foresight, and courage in the years to 

‘ come. I have mentioned four pitfalls of policy which Missouri might step 

into; let me now avow the belief that if conservation can become a living 

reality anywhere, it can do so in Missouri. This is because Missourians, in 

my opinion, are not yet completely industrialized in mind and spirit, and I 

hope never will be. 

Conservation, at bottom, rests on the conviction that there are things 

‘ in this world more important than dollar signs and ciphers. Many of these 

other things attach to the land, and to the life that is on it and in it. 

People who know these other things have been growing scarcer but less so in 

Missouri than elsewhere. This is why conservation is possible here. This 

is what Sydney Stephens' teaching adds up to. This is why land-minded 

Missourians can, if they will, build on the foundations Sydney Stephens has 

laid down for them.
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; Midwest Wildlife Conference 

ADVENTURES OF A CONSERVATION COMMISSIONER 

Aldo Leopold 

After helping to set up several Commissions and serving on one, I have 

come to two conclusions. 

The first is that a good Commission can prevent the conservation program 

from falling below the general level of powler ethics and intelligence. 

The second is that no Commission can raise its program much above that 

level, except in matters to which the mblic is indifferent. Where the public 

has feelings, traditions, or prejudices, a Commission must drag its public 

along behind it like a balky mle, but with this difference: the mblic, un- 

like the mile, kicks both fore and aft. 

An issue mey be so clear in outline, so inevitable in logic, so imperative 

in need, and so universal in importance as to command immediate support from 

any reasonable person. Yet that collective person, the public, may take a 

decade to see the argument, and another to acquiesce in an effective program. 

The Migratory Bird Law was such an issue. A handful of national leaders 

had to drag the mle from 1893, when the first state prohibited spring shooting, 

until 1916, when the federal law was finally anchored to the Canadian Treaty, 

a total span of 23 years. 

One hears much nowadays about mblic relations experts who know how to 

talk gently to the mle; to beguild him into speedier thinking. If there be 

even one such, I invite him to move to Wisconsin. We will turn our pockets 

inside out, and give him our shirt besides. 

This public we are talking about consists of three groups. Group 1 is 

the largest; it is indifferent to conservation questions. Groun 2 is the smallest; 

it thinks with its head, but is silent. Group 3 is of intermediate size, and 

does all its thinking with mouth or pen. Perhaps a Conservation Commissioner
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would do better not to try to convert Group 3, but to convince Group 2 that 

there is an issue, and that it should say or do something about it. Perhaps 

this would shorten the 23 years. 

Group 2 always speaks eventually, but the question is how soon, and will 

there by that time be anything left to speak about? 

To illustrate this dilemma, I select a sample issue that is now current 

in 30 states, and is coming up in others: the issue of excess deer. 

The deer issue, despite the fact that it deals with too many rather than 

too few, is at bottom similar to the migratory bird issue: we are augmenting 

our vresent sport by exhausting capital assets needed for the future. In 

migratory birds the endangered capital was breeding stock; in deer it is food 

plents. The root of the problem is to convince the mblic that: 

1. Not all kinds of "brush" is deer food. 

2. Too many deer, by overbrowsing, exterminate the kinds of brush that 

are food. 

3. The worthless kinds move in. There is still lots of brush, but the 

deer siaere . 

4. The remedy is to reduce females before starvation occurs. 

Wheat I want to discuss is not the biology of deer irruvtions, but the 

psychology of deer hunters when they are confronted by the unpleasant necessity 

of reducing an overlarge herd. I will use Wisconsin as a case history. 

Wisconsin is one of 30, states now afflicted with excess deer. A recent survey* 

of these states bnlcoahes that they now contain about a hundred problem areas. 

Reduction of females has been started on about half of these, but has been 

*Leopold, Aldo, Lyle K. Sowls, and David L. Spencer. A survey of over-populated 

deer ranges in the United States. Pending publication in Journal of Wildlife 

Management.
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carried to the voint of relieving overbrowsing on only a tenth. In short, 

90 percent of our irrupting herds, of which the Wisconsin herd is one, are 

still being fed out of capital account. Why? To answer this question I will 

begin with a thumbnail sketch of what has happened in Wisconsin. 

Wisconsin Chronology. In 1940 it began to be clear that the Wisconsin 

deer herd had become too large for its own good. A research project was 

started. 

In 1942 a herd winter brought starvation to many yards. For the most part 

the deer thet died were fewns. The Commission avpointed a "Citizen's Deer 

Committee" to study the problem and recommend action. 

In 1943, after an educetional campaign, the Commission ovened the season 

on antlerless deer. 62,000 were killed, in addition to 66,000 bucks. There 

had been little advance opposition, but on the day the "slaughter" started. 

Group 3 rose in wrath. It hasn't sat down yet. 

In 1944 the usual buck lew obtained. 

In 1945 a special survey of 500 yards showed 54% in poor condition. 

Nevertheless the usual buck lew obtained. 

In 1946 a proposed opening on one deer of either sex was voted down by 

our "Congress" of soortsmen (mostly Group 3, partly Group 2). The Commission 

acquiesced in this mandate, despite the fact that the research crew reported 

a further increase in the proportion of overbrowsed yards. 

So much for the bare chronology of events. This now brings me to my real 

subject: the behavior patterns exhibited by Group 3 conservationists since the 

reduction of 1943, and their effect on Wisconsin policy and administration. 

Legislative Reprisals. When Grouv 3 rose in wrath over the 1943 reduction, ; 

it was natural that it should talk loudly to the Legislature. One would suppose 

that the Legislature would force the Commission's hand on the deer issue and 

let it go at that. Not so. The Legislature not only enacted mandatory deer
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feeding and mandatory predator bountied (both reversals of Commission policy), 

but it quietly killed several important forestry bills recommended by the 

Commission, and pigeonholed a revision of salary scales that had been pre- 

viously approved by legislative leaders. Nothing was said publicly, of course, 

to the effect that these actions were bavehaile. but they were just that. 

These reprisals had an important effect, not only in blockading progress, 

but in convincing Commissioners thet soft-vedalling the deer issue was the 

prtes of progress in forestry end other fields of conservation. Hence there 

has been no follow-up on the 1943 reduction. 

This is ironical, for the deer are undoubtedly tearing down the forest 

faster than any legislature, or any Commission, can rebuild it. In short, 

Group 3 sportsmen ere nullifying a forestry program on which the Commission 

is spending a million and a half, end on which the U. S. Forest Service and 

private owners are spending similar sums. 

Extra Legal Reduction. The Commission's educational campaign has inevit- 

ably publicized the notion that there are too many deer. The poachers, shiners, 

end bootleggers of venison have seized upon this es justifying a renewal of 

illegal deer killing. The meat shortege has added impetus to this trend. The 

upshot is that the deer herd is being reduced, in some localities, by extra- 

legal means. Its something like prohibition: the state having failed to 

provide a legal channel for 2 reasonable action, the action has cut its own 

illegal channel, and jis going ahead lew or no law. 

Another wey to Leek at it is that the state governnent, by failing to face 

the deer issue squarely, has mede itself devendent on the violator for the 

performance of a necessary biological function. When the state elected to 

remove the wolf from the forested counties, it automatically inherited the 

wolf's job of regulating the deer herd. It is now not only shirking that job, 

put (ironically) it hes renewed the bounty on wolves, and as a consequence
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may soon wipe out the remnant of a few dozen wolves that persists on the 

Michigan boundary. 

Hunter Ethics. Everybody knows that in buck-law states, some hunters 

shoot everything that might be a buck until they happen to get a buck. The 

does previously killed are abandoned in the woods. It is axiomatic that 

such degraded ethics, to the extent that they exist, cancel out the recrea- 

tionel values of deer hunting. It is also axiomatic that states like Wisconsin, 

in dodging the issue of legalizing éxcess does, are unwittingly encouraging 

this degradation. The question is: how many hunters do it? 

This question has always been regarded as unanswerable, but I submit 

that the number can be roughly estimated by comparison with other similar 

states in which the kill of ahtlerless deer is legal, and therefore known. 

Minnesota, for example, has a deer herd of similar size, range area, and 

population trend. Minnesote's kill since 1942 has averaged 69,000 deer, half 

of which were bucks. Wisconsin during the same period has averaged 37,000 

pucks, close to half of Minnesota's total. It therefore seems highly prob- 

able thet Wisconsin's illegal entlerless kill is in the five-figure bracket. 

This conclusion based on comparison with Minnesota is sustained by 

estimates based on actual post-season counts of abandoned carcasses on 

sample ereas, made during the closing days of the CCC. Thus in 1938, on the 

Chequamagon National Forest, 3,300 legal bucks were checked out, 400 crippled 

bucks were found dead in the woods (12% crippling loss), and 1,600 does and 

fawns were found abandoned in the woods (48% of the legal kill). The total 

wastage was 61% of the legal kill. 

Three other actual ¢ounts made on 10,000 acres in 1939 and 1940 showed a 

wastage of 1 deer per 136 acres. These ver acre data are not convertible 

into percent of legal kill. 

The state of hunter ethics, even when both sexes are open, is illustrated
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by 2 1942 count on the Fishlake Forest in Utah where dressed carcasses left in 

the woods added up to 28% of the legal kill. Most of the hunters who Abandoned 

these dressed deer had presumeably killed another one bigger, better, or closer 

to the road. 

What I am driving at can be boiled down to two assertions: 

1. The average deer hunter loses his scruples in the woods. 

2. <A buck law, maintained despite a known overpomletion of deer, en- 

courages the killing and abandonment of illegal deer on a far larger 

scele than has heretofore been publicly admitted. 

3. The state, in such a case, is unwittingly contributing to the ethical 

degradation of its deer hunters. 

The Upshot. Here then are three samples of the human behavior patterns 

with which a Conservation Commission must deal. Collectively they seem to 

reveal the same natural lew of predation as research is diScovering in animals: 

when there is a surplus, something is going to remove it; if one form of preda- 

tion fails another takes over; if both fail, starvation steps in and finishef 

the job. This law operates through political as well as biological channels, 

and it involves both physic-1 and ethical westage. A Commission can reduce 

these wastages only as far end as fast as its mblic learns to face facts. 

When the public blocks a sound and necessary reduction in deer. it is all 

too easy to blame unscrupulous politicians. While our opposition in Wisconsin 

contains some such, it is clear that the majority consists of solid citizens. 

How does one explain this? 

First, a deer irruvtion cannot be understood at all except in terms of 

plant ecology. The public does not know the vlants, much less how they react 

as a commnity to excess deer or other browsers. 

Second, killing antlerless deer after a long period of protection is
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actually a slaughter, as the opposition says it is. The alternatives of illegal 

killing, or ultimate starvation, are both invisible, and therefore not object- 

ionable. One can rationalize illegal killing by assuming that only a few 

people do it, and starvation by blaming the weather. 

Thirdly (and this is where the average citizen gets really confused) 

many localities exhibit no increase in deer; they show only a progressive 

decline in food plants. The decline in food is invisible, while the failure 

of deer to increase can be blamed on the sleughter of 1943. 

ithe stage is thus set for a complete circle of self-deceptions. It seems 

probable that the Wisconsin irruption will run its course before corrective 

action is teken. We have not learned from other states, nor will other 

states learn from us. All will end uy with impoverished herds, and depleted 

forests, and (I hove) enriched by experience.
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WOLVES 

Aldo Leopold 

(A discussion following the film "Wildlife of Denali" by Adolph Murie.) 

Adolph Murie was sent to Denali (Mt. McKinley) to answer the qestion: 

"Are wolves destroying the mountain sheep herd?" He found that in 1940 

wolves were getting only a few lembs and old broken-toothed sheep, whereas 

@ decade previous, when sheep had overgrazed their range snd overflowed 

into smooth topogravhy, much heavier mortality from wolves had vrevailed. 

In short, he found wolf predation on sheep to be automatically adjusted to 

the sheep herd: when sheep became too numerous those on smooth hills were 

vulnerable end wolves trimmed them down; when sheep became scarce they in- 

habited only the "roughs" end hence were secure. 

Similar compensatory mechanisms are being discovered in many other 

predator-prey relationships. Failure to appreciate this fact may lead to 

serious errors in conservation policy. 

For example: Wisconsin has now re-enacted a wolf bounty, despite the 

fact that there are probably less than 50 timber wolves left in the state. 

A recent increase in coyotes, with heavy loss in sheep and other livestock, 

practically forced this action. Yet the continuance of the bounty might 

extirpate the timber wolf. This, in turn, might injure the ultimate welfare 

of the deer herd, which in 1942 had outstripved its supply of winter food, 

and had to be cobinet by an open season on females. 

In the wolf-deer relationshiv, the wolf tends not only to trim down 

excess numbers, but also to improve distribablen by breaking uv congestions. ; 

Deer herds subjected to normal predation never overtaxed their food supply, 

and deer "irruvtions" are still unknown in Mexico and Canada. Irruptive
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behavior began with federal extirpation of wolves and cougars in 1915. 

In Europe deer troubles likewise followed the removal of predators. 

Artificiel feeding is no remedy for excess deer, because deer do not 

stop eating natural browse when fed on hay and grain. On the contrary, 

the drain on natural foods is increased by artificial feeding. The end 

result of prolonged artificial feeding of deer is to pauperize the herd and 

to eliminate those woody plents which yield nutritious browse. These good 

food plants are then replaced by worthless ones. Meanwhile the deer 

deteriorate through malnutrition; it has been proved by experimental tests 

that deer do not maintain their weight on any winter ration devoid of good 

browse. 

They prey-predator-food relationships are not understood by the public. 

Meny conscientious citizens are indignant over the reduction of the Wisconsin 

deer herd, and now claim that "the remnant is being fed to the wolves". They 

do not realize that wolves occur in only 8 of 35 deer counties, and thet there 

is only one wolf for each 2,000 deer hunters. They assume that good deer 

hunting cannot exist on the same terrain with wolves, whereas history shows 

the contrary: in fact, Seton estimates that in Pennsylvania a wolf per 

2 square miles existed at the time of the best deer hunting. 

For these reasons, the publication of authoritative vrey-predator studies, 

like that now given us by Murie, is of great importance to sound conservation. 

ec Dean Russell 
Mr. Swift 
Mr. Feeney
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CONSERVATION: IN WHOLE OR IN PART? 

Aldo Leopold 

There are two kinds of conservationist, and two systems of thought 

on the subject. 

One kind feels a primary interest in some one aspect of land (such as 

; soil, forestry, game, or fish) with an incidental interest in the land as 

a whole. 

The other feels a primary interest in the land as a whole, with 

incidental interest in its component resources. 

The two approaches lead to quite different conclusions as to what 

constitutes conservative land-use, and how such use is to be achieved. 

The first approach is overwhelmingly prevalent. The second approach 

has not, to my knowledge, been clearly described. This paper aims to sketch 

the concept of land-as-a-whole. 

Land-Health 

Conservation is a state of health in the land. 

The land consists of soil, water, plants, and animals, but health is 

more than a sufficiency of these components. It is a state of vigorous 

self-renewal in each of them, and in all collectively. Such collective 

functioning of interdenendent varts for the maintenance of the whole is 

characteristic of ean organism. In this sense land is en orgenism, and 

conservation deals with its functional integrity, or health. 

This is almost, — not quite, the same as the familiar "renewable 

resource" concept. The latter tells us that a particular resource may be 

healthy or sick, but not thet the sickness of one may undermine the health 

of all.
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Conservation is usually thought of as dealing with the supply of 

resources. This "famine concept" is adequate, for a deficit in the supply 

, in any given resource does not necessarily denote lack of health, while 

a failure of function always does, no matter how ample the supply. Thus 

erosion, a malfunction of soil and water, is more serious than "timber 

famine", because it deteriorates the entire land community permanently, 

rather than one resource temporarily. 

Attitudes 

Mass men is unconscious of land-health for three reasons. 

First he was, until recently, unable to injure it. He lacked the tools. 

Secondly, Buropean civilization developed on a landscape extraordinarily 

resistant to disorganization, i.e. one which endures very rough usage end 

severe modification without derangement of function. Thus the oak forests 

of England became closely grazed sheep downs without losing their soil. 

The fauna and flora shifted, but did not disintegrate (1). 

; Thirdly, science could not, until recently, distinguish fact from 

fancy in the reaction of land to human use. Thus the Mediteranean countries 

were permanently deteriorated by overgrazing and erosion before their 

inhabitants knew what was happening, or why. 

As a result of these three historical accidents, the European races 

acquired machines for dominating land before they hed evolved the social 

inhibitions requisite for their safe use. 

In short, the power to injure land-health grew faster than the 

consciousness that it can be injured. 

Land, to the average citizen, is still something to be tamed, rather } 

(i) Farrow, 8. P. 1925. Plent life on Bast Anglian heaths. Cambridge 
University Press.
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than something to be understood, loved, and lived with. Resources are 

still regarded as separate entities, indeed, as nimedision, rather than 

as our cohabitants in the land-community. 

Diversity and Stability Up to 1840. 

The Wisconsin land was stable, i.e. it retained its health, for a long 

period before 1840. The pollens imbedded in peat bogs show that the native 

plents comprising the prairie, the hardwood forest,and the coniferous 

forest are about the same now as they were at the end of the glacial period, 

20,000 years ago. Since that time these major plant commnities were mehed 

alternately northward and southward several times by long climatic cycles, 

but their membership and organization remained intact. Thus, in one 

northward push the prairie once reached nearly to Lake Superior; in one 

southward push the Canedian forest reached to Indiana. 

The bones of animals show that the fauna shifted with the flora, but its 

composition or membership likewise remained intact. The soils not only 

remained intact, but actually gained in depth and fertility with wind-deposits 

of loessial soils. With this came a gain in the volume of plant and animal 

life. 

The native Wisconsin community which thus proved its ability to renew 

itself for 200 centuries was very diverse. It included 350 species of birds, 

90 mammals, 174 fishes, 72 amphibians and reptiles, roughly 20,000 insects, 

about 1500 higher plaate, and an unknown but very great number of lower 

plants and lower animals. 

All these creatures were functional members of the land, and their 

collective activities constituted its inner workings from the glacial 

epoch to 1840.
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These “inner workings" of the community included, as everyone knows, a 

high proportion of tooth and claw competition, varying in degree from mere 

jostling to mrder. It is hard for the layman, who sees plants and animals 

in perpetual conflict with each other, to conceive of them as cooperating 

parts of an organism. Yet the fact remains that throughout geological time 

up to 1840, the extinction of one species by another occurred more rarely 

then the creation of new species by evolution, and that occurred very 

rarely indeed, for we have little evidence of new species avpearing during 

the veriod of recorded history. The net trend of the originel community was 

thus toward more and more diversity of native forms, and more and more 

complex relations between them. Stability or health was associated with, and 

perhaps caused by, this diversity and complexity. 

Diversity and Stability Since 1840. 

Since 1840 some members of the native community have been removed. 

Familiar examples include the buffalo, wild turkey, vassenger vigeon, 

Carolina varoquet, wolverene, marten, and fisher. 

Others have been added. These include not only imported birds and 

mammals like English sparrow, starling, pheasant, Norway rat, and house 

mouse, but also many wild plants (most weeds are European or Asiatic), 

many insects good and bed, and many diseases. Domesticated plants, mannals 

and birds have also been added, and constitute the bulk of the new community. 

In one measured sample in Columbia County the domestic plus imported wild 

birds and mammals beni tate 99 percent of the weight of the total present 

bird and mammal community (2). 

ne ra 

(2) Prairie du Sac Area, Columbia County, unpublished manuscript.
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Most of the native species which persist have undergone changes in ' 

numerical status or distribution, or both, since 1840. The vrairie flora and 

fauna occupied the best soils, and hence were supplanted early. Later 

pressures severly curtailed and modified the marsh, bog, forest,and aquatic 

floras end feunas. Everybody knows of these changes, hence they need not 

be described. 

Losses and Gains 

It is necessary to state at this point that this vaver is not a nostalgic 

rehearsal of the glories of primeval Wisconsin. It is an attempt to approach 

objectively a case of land=illness which nobody understands. The changes 

we have made in the Wisconsin land are not all inherently or necessarily 

wasteful. Many of them have enriched and ‘peeaelae certain elements in the 

native fauna and flora whilst shrinking others. There is no doubt at all . 

that the introduction of sericulture has increased the numbers, if not the 

diversity, of many native animals and some native aaa. A sketch of these 

changes has been published (3). 

Symptoms of Illness 

Coincident with this period of man-made change in the land community, 

many symptoms of impaired land-health have become apparent. Most of these 

are familiar individually, but they are seldom viewed collectively, or as 

possibly related to each other and to the lend as a whole. 

Of the various byaptone of illness, soil erosion and abnormel floods 

are by far the most important. Most critical observers egree that both are 

getting worse. Much is known of the superficial: causes of both, but little 

of the underlying "vhysiology" of soil and water. 

ec en 

(3) Committee on Wildlife Conservation (Aldo Leopold, Chm.; L. J. Cole, 
N.C. Fassett, C. A. Herrick, Chancey Juday, and Seorgéjfagner ) Revort. 
The University and conservation of Wisconsin wildlife. Bull. of the 
Univ. of Wis., Seience Inquiry Publication III, Madison, Feb. 1937, 

39 pp.
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Less familiar are some of the qualitative deteriorations in land crops. 

In farm crops, it apvears thet better varieties and better cultural 

methods have just about offset the decline in the productivity of the soil. 

The reason seems to be plain loss of fertility. It has been discovered 

recently that decline in soil fertility reduces not only the gross yields of 

crops, but the nutritional value of the crops, and the welfere of animals 

which eat them (4). 

The qualitative deterioration of crops applies to trees as well as to 

agronomic plants. We used to grow 4-log pines; now we do well to grow 

2-log pines on the same sites. What, besides fire, has happened to soil? 

Similar deteriorations have occurréd in Burope (5), and are by no means 

understood. 

All too familiar are those symptoms of land-illness caused by the 

importation of exotic diseases and pests. There is no mystery about } 

such pains and ailments as the white pine blister rust, chestnut blight, 

gypsy moth,Dutch elm disease, the corn borer, the Norway rat, the starling, 

the house mouse, the Canada thistle, and the creeping jenny or German carp. 

Their ultimate effect on the land, however, presents many unsolved problems, 

including the damege done by control overations. 

Less familiar are the many instances in which native plants and ' 

animals, heretofore presumably "well-behaved" citizens of the land commnity, 

have assumed all the attrioutes of vests. The white grub, the cankerworn, 

the meadowmouse, the ‘fire blight of o#ks, and the spruce bud-worm are cases 

in point. 

And other papers by the same esuthor. 

(5) Leopold, Aldo. 1936. Deer and Daverwald in Germany. Jour. Forestry, 
XXKIV(4,5):366-375, 460-466.
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One of the very recent instances of vest behavior by a heretofore “well- 

behaved" member of the native community is the irruption of deer in Wisconsin 

and many other states (6). While the superficial "causes" of this phenomenon 

are well known to be @ coincidence of lumbering, law enforcement, fire-control, 

predator-control, and selective harvesting through buck lews, nevertheless 

it remains a deev mystery why equivalent coincidences never (as far as we 

know) produced irruvtions of hoofed mammals previous to human interference. 

In all probability some as yet unknown ceuses lie behind the more suverficial 

ones; possibly fluctuations in the vitamin content of foods. 

New plant end enimel diseases are now apvearing so rapidly that we 

do not yet know whether they represent som@hetive organism "gone outlaw";, 

or some newly imvorted pest. Thus the new pine disease, now obliterating 

plantations of Norway and Jack pine in Oconto and nearby counties, has an 

unclassified causative agent of unknown origin. 

Native members of the commnity sometimes simply disappear without 

visible cause, and often despite protective efforts. Prairie chickens, 

spruce grouse, end certain wildflowers vrobably belong in this class. 

Imported species may likewise disappear: the Hungarian partridge seems to 

be on the decline in Wisconsin, after an initial success, without visible 

cause. 

Finelly we have unexplained changes in the pomlation behavior of 

plants and animals; these behaviors are often of considerable economic 

importance. Thus there is more than a presumption that pomlation cycles 

(6) Leopold, Aldo. 1943. Deer irruptions. Wis. Cons. Bull., VITI(6):1-11.
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have tended to become more violent in all hares and rabbits, in all 

grouse, and in foxes. Cyclic pomlation behavior has perhaps spread to 

pheasants and bobwhite quail. 

The conservationist who is interested in land as ea whole is compelled 

to view these symptoms collectively, and as probable maladjustments of the 

land commnity. Some of them are understood superficially, but hardly 

any are understood deeply enough to warrant the assertion that they are 

separate phenomena, unrelated to each other end to the whole. In point of 

time, nearly all of them are probably new, end fall within the post-1840 

period of violent change in the land commnity. Are they causally related 

to the period of change, or did the two coincide by accident? 

To assert a causal relation would imply that we understand the mechanism. 

As a matter of fact, the land mechanism is too complex to be understood, 

and probably always will be. We ere forced to make the best guess we can 

from circumstantial evidence. ‘The circumstantial evidence is that 

stability and diversity in the native community were associated for 20,000 

years, and vresumably depended on each other. Both are now vartly lost, 

presumably because the original community has been partly lost and greatly 

altered. Presumably the greater the losses and alterations, the greater 

the risk of impairments end disorganizations. 

This leads to the "rule of thumb" which is the basic premise of ecological 

conservation: the land should retain as much of its original membership as 

is compatible with init land-use. The land mst of course be modified, 

but it should be modified as gently and as little as possible. 

This difference between gentle and restrained, as comvared with violent 

and unrestrained, modification of the land is the difference between organic
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and mstard-plaster therapneutics in the field of land-health. 

There are reasons for gentle land-use over and above the presumed 

risk to the health of the lend. Sauer (7) has pointed out that the 

domesticated plents and enimals which we use now ere not necessarily those 

we will need a century hence. To the extent that the native community is 

extinguished, the genetical source of new domesticated plants and animals 

isflestroyed. 

This general concevt of land-health as an attribute of the original 

native commnity as a whole, end of land-illness as probebly related to 

violent chenges end consequent disorganization, may be called, for short, 

the "unity concept": 

Unity and Land-Use 

If the components of land have a collective as well as a separate 

welfare, then conservation must deal with them collectively as well as 

separately. lLand-use cannot be good if it conserves one component and 

injures another. Thus a farmer who conserves his soil but drains his 

marsh, grazes his woodlot, and extinguishes the native fauna end flora is 

not practicing conservation in the ecological sense. He is merely conserving 

one component of land at the expense of another. 

The conservation department which seeks to build up game birds by 

extinguishing non-game predators, or to retain excessive deer pomlations 

at the expense of the forest, is doing the same thing. 

The engineer wie constructs dams to conserve water, develop power, or 

control floods is not practicing conservation if the actual regimen of 

water which results, either above or below the dam, destroys more values 

(7) Smer, Carl 0. 1938. Theme of plent and animal destruction in economic 
history. Jour. Farm Economics, XX(4):765-775.
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than it creates. I know of no single impoundment of water in which all 

of the land values affected were weighed in advance. (Unfortunately it mst 

be stated in the same breath, that ecologists competent to weigh all of them 

do not yet exist.) 

Lop-sided conservation is encouraged by the fact that most Bureaus 

and Departments are charged with the custody of a single resource, rather 

then with the custody of the land as a whole. Even when their official 

titles denote a broader mandate, their actual interests and skills are 

commonly much narrower. The term "lend" now brackets a lerger span of 

knowledge than one human mind can compass. 

Ironically enough it is the farmer who is, by implication at least, 

left to unify, as best he can, the conflicts and overlaps of bureaudom. 

Separatism in bureaus is probably a necessary evil, but this is not the 

case in agricultural colleges. If the arguments of this paper are valid, 

the agricultural colleges have a far deeper responsibility for unification 

of land-use practice than they, or the public, have so far realized. 

I will sketch later some of the practical applications of the land-unity 

concept to land-use and land-users. 

Unity and Economics ‘ 

Some components of the land commnity are inherently of economic 

importance (soil, forests, water) while others cennot possibly be, excevt 

in a very indirect sense (wildflowers, songbirds, scenery, wilderness areas). 

Some components are of economic importance to the community, but of 

dubious profit to the individuel owner (most marshes, most cover on stream- 

banks and steep slopes, most windbreaks). 

Some are profitable for the individual to retain if they are still 

in a productive state, but of dubious profit if they have to be created 

de novo, or if they have to be rebuilt after being demeged (woodlots).
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It follows that if conservation on private lands is to be motivated 

solely by profit, no unified conservation is even remotely possible. 

Community welfare, a sense of unity in the land, and a sense of personal 

pride in such unity, mst in some degree move the ~rivate owner, as 

well as the public. Conservation cannot possibly "pay" except when the 

meaning is restricted to components that haven to be vrofitable. Conserva- 

tion often pays in the sense that the profitable components can cerry the 

; unprofitable ones, just as in any industrial enterprise, a unified mrvose 

involves carrying profitable and unprofitable component enterprises, each 

necessary to the functioning of the whole. 

The fallacious assumption that each sevarate act of conservation can 

or must be profitable before its practice can be recommended to farmers 

is possibly responsible for the meagre fruits of forty years of education, 

extension, and public Lain in the conservation field. It is 

undoubtedly responsible for many dubious claims of profit which are commonly 

meade, or implied, in vresenting the subject to the public. It is presumably 

axiomatic that any "program" saddled with over-claims will backfire in the 

long run. 

Sound conservation propaganda mst present land health, as well as 

land products, as the objective of "good" land-use. It must present good 

land-use primarily as an obligation to the community. Many constituent 

parts of it are indeed profitable, and where this is the case, the fact 

can and should be emphasized. But many constituent parts of it are not, 

and failure to assert this at once subverts education to the intellectual } 

level of a cheap "sales" campaign in which only virtues are mentioned. 

No one need harbor any illusion that the farmer will immediately 

undertake the unvrofitable components of "good" land-use. But it is probably
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not illusory to assume that fractional truth is no truth, and that one-resource 

conservation programs are inherently fractional. 

Acts vs. Skills; Law vs. Education 

Conservative land-use consists of a system of acts, motivated by a 

desire, and executed with skill. 

Laws and policies must deal almost exclusively with acts, because 

desires and skills are intengible, end cannot be defined in law, nor created 

by law. Acts without desire or skill are likely to be futile. Thus, during 

the CCC epoch many Wisconsin farmers were induced, by subsidy, to perform 

the acts of soil conservation, but those who lacked desire and skill dropped 

the acts as soon as the subsidy was withdrawn. 

This limitation of conservetion law and policy is inherent and 

unavoidable. It can be offset only by education, which is not precluded 

from dealing with desires and skills. 

Whether education can create these desires and skills is an oven 

question. Certainly it can not do so in time to avoid a much further 

disorganization of land health than now exists. This paper does not 

claim to assess the chances for success of the unity concept. It claims 

only to assess the basic logic of the conservation program. 

Farm Practice 

Some of the attitudes toward farm land implied in the unity concept 

have already been set forth in pomlar form (8). Summarized in terms of 

education, these dau tin iatons add up rather simply to this; the farmer 

should know the original as well as the introduced components of his land, 

and take a pride in retaining at least a sample of sll of them. In 

addition to healthy soil, crops, and livestock,he should know and feel a 

pride in a healthy sample of marsh, woodlot, pond, stream, bog, or roadside 

prairie. In addition to being @ conscious citizen of his political, social 

and economic commnity, he should be a conscious citizen of his watershed, 

his migratory bird flyway, his biotic zone. Wild crops as well as tame
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crops should be a part of his scheme of farm management. He should hate 

no native animal or plant, but only excess or extinction in any one of them. 

Cash outlays for unprofitable components of land are of course not to 

be expected, but outlays of thought, and to a reasoneble extent of svare 

time, should be given with pride, just 2s they are now given to equivalent 

enterprises in human health and civic welfare. 

Summary 

Conservation means land-health as well as resource-supvly. Land-health 

is the cepacity for self-renewal in the soils, waters, plants, and animals 

that collectively comprise the land. 

Stable health was associated geologically with the full native commnity 

which existed up to 1840. Impairments are coincident with subsequent changes 

in membership and distribution. The "inner workings" of land are not under - 

stood, but a causal relation between impairments and degree of change is 

probable. This leads to the rule-of-thumb that changes should be as gentle 

and as restrained as compatible with human needs. ae 

Land-use is good only when it considers all of the components of land, 

but its human organization often tends to conserve one at the expense of others. 

Some components of land can be conserved profitably, butothers not. All 

are profitable to the community in the long run. Unified conservation mst 

therefore be motivated primarily as an obligation to the commnity, rather 

then as en opportunity for profit. 

Acts of conservation without the requisite desires and skills ere 

futile. To create these desires and skills, and the community motive, is 

the task of education. 

(8) Leopold, Aldo. 1941. Wildlife conservation on the farm. Wis. 
Agriculturist and Farmer Bulletin, Racine, Wis., 24 pp.
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BIOTIC LAND USE 
Aldo Leopold 

Management is conserving particular plents or animals by keeping the land 

favorable. 

Biotic land-use is conserving land by keeping the plants and animals 

favorable. 

The biotic idea is thus an extension of the idea of management, and it 

asserts the converse of the management theorem. 

Both stem from ecology. The biotic idea merely translates ecology for purposes 

of guiding land-use. 

The term land includes soils, water systems, and wild and tame plants and 

animals. 

Conservation is the attempt to understand the interactions of these com- 

ponents of land, and to guide their collective behavior under human dominance. 

eae 

Land-use problems are of two orders. 

We hear most about those problems which hinge on questions of supply and 

demand. Timber famine, agricultural adjustment, and attempts to husband the 

supply of water and game are familiar examples. This order is, for present 

purposes, not very important, because it deals with visible forces which are 

amenable to social controls. Solutions are possible and ways and means are known. 

We hear least about another order which is very important because ways and 

means are not known, or are ineffective. It consists of dislocations of land 

which present no visible cause. Thus some species irrupt as weeds or pests, 

while others disappear, both without visible reason. 

. It also includes dislocations of land for which a cause is visible, but for 

which the social controls so far used are inadequate. Thus we kmow, at least 

superficially, what causes soil erosion and floods, but the present program can 

hardly be called a cure.
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There are intermediate land problems. Thus forestry and range management, 

\ if applied, can reise wood and grass; agronomy can raise crops; these are of the 

first order. But the restoration of full soil health and productivity is another 

matter, and falls in the second order. 

Thus we see that the basic problem in land-use, the problem which directly 

underlies the second order and indirectly the first, is the stability of the land 

mechanism. 

ee ae 

Stability is characteristic of new land. Undisturbed commnities change 

their composition end their internal economy only in geological time. Within 

the time-scale of human affairs, they are stable. 

Another characteristic of new land is diversity. The biotic community is 

diverse in composition, complex in organization, and tends to become more so. 

When the technologies are applied to land they achieve, each within its own 

field, various degrees of success. There is a tacit assumption that the sum of 

their successes equals: stable land. It is assumed that if good agronomy, erosion 

control, flood control, pasture management, forestry, and wildlife manegement be 

simultaneously applied to a given area, stability will follow. It is admitted 

that this assumption is conditional upon something which technicians in khaki 

call "coordination." Planners in tweeds call it "integration." 

Many efforts have been made to define and implement coordination, but I reeall 

no effort to examine the validity of its basic premise. Is it true that, given 

good coordination, the sum of the technologies equals stable land? 

It is common lmowledge that the technologies are partially cémpetitive. 

"Good" agronomy means a coverless countryside devoid of all mt the least 

exacting wild species. It means widespread drainage with derangement of water 

systems; it means the extinction of marsh and bog commnities. "Good" pasture 

management relegates woods to the poorest slopes. "Good" forestry, until very
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recently, meant artificial monotypes which excluded wildlife and sometimes i 

sickened the soil itself. "Good" game management, in Europe at least, abolishes ) 

the predators, which is in turn presumably accountable for irruptions of rodents. 

Can good coordination iron out these conflicts? Perhaps, but it seems safe to y 

say that there are no instances in which it has yet done so. N 

The technologies are usually applied too late, and they are seldom all 

applied with equal intelligence to an entire land unit. We have no evidence on 

what they could do if perfectly balanced and timed. Our only guide is their 

collective performance, so far, on those land units where the largest number 

of them have been applied, for the longest time, with the most earnest attempt 

at coordination. In America, most such attempts are so far governmental rather 

than private. I will cite two as examples. 

In Southwestern Wisconsin erosion control, flood control, pagture renovation, 

crop rotation, nitrification by legumes, woodlot improvement, and wildlife manage- 

ment hawe been applied for a decade. Hach has scored its own success in spots, 

and the disorganization of the land has doubtless been reduced in its velocity. 

But this region still displays flashy streams, loss of topsoil, silting of 

reservoirs, migration of plowland from upland to marshes and flood-channels, 

irruption of white grubs and weed pests, exaggerated drouth damage, falling 

water table, and scarcity of upland game. The momentum of erosion started 

during the wheat era and the dairy boom is certainly reduced, probably not 

arrested, certainly not | reversed. It seems doubtful whether the sumof the 

technologies will stabilize this land. 

Again: in the Southwest, erosion control, range management, stock water 

development, reclamation by irrigation and pumping, and mountain forestry mve 

been applied davies a period varying from 10 to 40 years. Each has scored its 

own success in spots, notably national forestry and range management on the 

headwaters. But they do not add up to stable land. All came too late, after
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erosion due to early overgrazing had gained momentum. The result: silted 

reservoirs, tearing out of valleys, widespread drainage of already dry soils by 

gullies, wholesale conversion of grass to chaparral, wholesale replacement of 

palatable by unpalatable range plants, irruption of rodent pests, loss of vul- 

nerable and predacious wild species, falling water tables, dust storms. This 

land was set on a hair-trigger, and it seems doubtful whether the sum of the 

technologies will ever reclaim it. The disease will run its course and end up 

in new, and lower, levels of productivity. 

These are only two instances. As evidence in the court of land science, 

both are defective in that technology came too late. But a glance at world ex- 

perience indicates that technology usually comes too late. It seems academic, 

therefore, to say (as I myself have done) that the technologies are preventatives, 

not cures, and that applied in time, they will qnacenafully preserve for land 

its normal stability of organization, or health. It seems more realistic to 

conclude that conservation, at bottom, is not to be accomplished by any mere 

mastering of technologies. Conservation cells for something which the tech- 

nologies, individually and collectively, now lack. 

What do they now lack? At this point I perforce depart from scientific 

logic, for we are beyond the rmge of scientific evidence. What I offer is 

opinion, or, if you prefer, judgment. 

They lack, firstly, a collective purpose: stabilization of land as a whole. 

Until the technologies accept gs their common purpose the health of the land as 

a whole, "coordination" is mere window-dressing, and each will continue, in part 

to cancel the other. The acceptance of this common purpose does not call for 

the surrender of their separate purposes (soil timber, game, etc.) except as 

these conflict with the common one. 

They lack, secondly, a collective yardstick for appraising ways and means 

to stabilization or land-health. Each technology has its own yardsticks, 

usually yields or profits. Byt only commercial land uses have any profit, and 

sone of the most important land uses have only spiritual and esthetic ybelds.
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The collective criterion of good land use mst be something deeper and more 

important than either profit or yield. What? 

Among the ordinary yardsticks, I can think of but one which is obviously 

@ common denominator of success in all technologies: soil fertility. That the 

maintenance of at least the original fertility is essential to land health is 

now a truism, and needs no further discussion. 

What else? What, in the evolutionary history of this flowering earth, is 

most closely associated with stability? The answer, to my mind, is clear: 

diversity of fauna and flora. 

It seems improbable that science can ever analyze stability and write a 

forma for it. The best we can do, is to recognize and cultivate the con- 

ditions which seem to be conducive to it. Stability and diversity are associated. 

Both are the end-result of evolution to date. To what extent are they inter- 

dependent! Can we retain stability in used land without retaining diversity 

also? | 

There are two ways to explore this question: examine the performance of 

lands where diversity has been lost, and examine the land mechanism itself for 

leads. 

Northwestern Zarope is the only part of the globe presenting an intensively 

used landscape which seems to have remained stable despite the loss of diversity 

in its feuna and flora. That its farm soils remain fertile is well known, and 

this alone is an achievement of world-wide importance. Part of its forest soils 

are sick, but the reason is now kmown and in process of correction. Its water 

systems, despite ruthless artifidalization, still produce many fish, few floods, 

and little silt. Pest-like irruptions of plants and animals occur, but the pest 

problem, save for rabbits and forest insects, is perhaps less serious than with 

us. The fauna has lost its large carnivores, but the game fauna, save for large 

mammals, is intact. The flora shows severe shrinkages and possibly some early 

and unrecorded extinctions. The migratory game birds are in a bad way, and are
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maintained only by replenishment from the Asiatic reservoir. The small bird 

fauna is warped in its composition, and some migratory species are threatened, 

but this is chargeable to the latin nations where they winter. rf 

By and large, this part of Europe has not lost its stability. Man himself 

is here far less stable than his land. That the present human dislocations are, 

at bottom, the expressién of an over-artificialized ecologic mechanism is probable, 

but beyond the scope of this paper. 

The question in hand is whether other parts of the globe can remain stable 

without the deliberate retention of diversity. All I can say is that I doubt it. 

Land is unequally sensitive. All other parts of the globe are either undeveloped 

(the tropics, the Arties) in process of dislocation (most of United States, South 

Africa, Australia, China) or already relapsed into a retrograded stability 

(Mediterranean countries). 

+ * «* 

What leads can we derive from the land mechanism itself? Wo "language" 

adequate for portraying it exists in any science or art, save only ecology. A 

language is imperative, for if we are to guide land-use we mst talk sense to 

farmer and economist, pioneer and poet, stockman and philosopher, lumberjack 

and geographer, engineer and historian. 

The ecological concept is, I think, translatable into common speech. 

4A rock decays and forms soil. [Tn the soil grows an oak, which bears an 

acorn, which feeds a squirrel, which feeds an Indian, who lays him down in his 

last sleep to grow another oak. 

This sequence of stages in the transmission of food is a food chain. It is 

a fixed route or channel, established by evolution. Hach link is adapted to 

extract food from the preceding link and hand it on to the succeeding one. The 

link forms a circuit. 

The ediin is not a closed circuit. Squirrels do not get all the acorns, nor 

do Indians get all the squirrels; some return directly to the soil. The food
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Channel leaks at every link; only part of the food reaches its terminus. 

Food is likewise sidetracked into branch chains. Thus the squirrel drops 

a crumb of his acorn, which feeds a quail, which feeds a horned owl, which feeds 

@ parasite. The chain branches like a tree. 

The owl eats not only quail, but also rabbit, which is a link in another 

chain: soil-sumac-rabbit-tularemia. The rabbit eats a hundred other shrubs and 

“herbs. Each animal and plant is the intersection of as many chains as there 

are species in its dietary. The whole system is cross-connected. 

i Nor is food the only link which connects them. The oak grows not only 

acorns, it grows fuel, browse, hollow dens, leaves, and shade on which many 

species depend for cover or other services. The chains are not only food 

chains, they are chains of dependency for a maze of services, competitions, 

piracies, and cooperations. This maze is complex; no living man can blueprint 

the biotic organization of a single acre, yet the organization is clearly there, 

else the member species would disapvear. They do not disappear. Fossil bones 

and pollens tell us that our fauna and flora remained virtually intact since 

the ice age, which is 200 centuries. 

Soil, the repository of food between its successive trips through the 

chains, tends to wash downhill, but this downhill movement is slow, and in healthy 

land is offset by the decomposition of rocks. ‘Some animals Likewise accomplish 

an uphill movement of food. 

Stability is the continuity of this organized circulatory system. Land 

is stable when its food chains are so organized as to be able to circulate the 

same food an indefinite number of times. 

Stability implies not only characteristic kinds, but alsdcharacteristic 

numbers of each species in the food chains. ‘hus the characteristic number of 

the aboriginal Indian was small; more Indians would have killed each other or 

their hunting ground, less would have been blotted out by some blizzard, drouth, 

or epidemic.
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We have now modified both the species-composition of the food chains and the 

characteristic numbers of their constituent species. Chains now begin with corn 

and alfalfa instead of oaks and bluestem. The food, instead of flowing into elk, 

deer, and Indians, flows into cows, hogs, and poultry; farmers, flappers, and 

freshmen. The remaining wildlife eats tame as well as wild plants. 

These substitutions are, perforce, accompanied by readjustments. To every { 

tinkering with every link in every food chain, the whole land mechanism responds 

with a readjustment. We do not understand or see them, for they usually occur 

without perceptible dislocations. We are unconscious of them, unless and until 

the end-effects turn out to be bad. 

Along with the deliberate and beneficial substitutions, came many accidental 

ones (Japanese beetle, creeping Jenny, Canada thistle, chestnut blight, blister 

rust), most of which are bad, some ruinous. Some sober ecologists predict that 

a few generalized plants and animals will ultimately usurp the whole globe. 

cd * * 

The modified land mechanism, thus converted for human use, is often 

unstable--i.e. it can no longer recireulate the same food an indefinite number 

of times. Hrosion, floods, pests, loss of species, and other land-troubles with- 

out visible cause are the expressions of this instability. Would the deliberate 

retention of both fertility and diversity reduce instability? I think it would. 

But I admit in the same breath that I can't provait, nor disprove it. If the 

trouble is in the plant and animal pipelines, I think it would help to keep 

them more nearly intact. This is only a probability based on evolution, but it 

is the only help in sight. 

Cae ae 

The retention of fertility is already an accepted criterion of good land-use, 

in theory. It needs only conversion into practice.
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There remains the question: Is there room, within the existing technologies, 

and without the disruption of our land economy, to retain more diversity of fauna 

and flora? Is it possible, by deliberate social effort, to reduce the frequency 

and violence of changes in the land mechanism, and still use the land? 

At this point I digress to refute the notion, unhappily cultivated by 

ecologists, that the land mechanism was a kind of Dresden china delicacy, and 

falls to pieces at a loud noise. The whole history of civilization shows land 

to be tough. Lands differ in toughness, but even the most sensitive took several 

generations of violence to spoil. The pioneer has always striven for violent, 

not gentle, conversion to human use, and most of the technologies, especially 

agriculture and engineering, are still uninhibited in this respect. In fact, 

wildlife management, and to some extent forestry, are the only technologies 

conscious of "naturalism" in land-use. 

Return now to our question: could the frequency and violence of land changes 

be reduced by deliberate social effort? Can changes already made be tempered in 

violence? Can the technologies agree on stabilization as their collective 

purpose, and on fertility and diversity as their yardsticke of progress? Do we 

ourselves, as a group, believe what we cannot prove: that retaining the diversity 

of our feuna and flora is conducive to stable land? These are the questions now 

to be discussed.
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Discussion on 

Game Manager, Fish Meneger, Sportsman 

Fertility 

Sportsmen do not yet understand that only fertile soil produces game. 

Example: Ozark rag weed. F 

Fishermen do not understand that erosion produces a lethal fruiting of 

waters, like apples om a dying tree. Example: Trout in S. W. Wisconsin. Food. 

Threshold temperature. 

Perhaps, in 2040, the Midwest Conference will be debating, not only how to 

grow fodder for the guns, but how to grow a fauna which pumps fertility uvhill. 

Example: Red Deer. 

Diversity 
Predators, exotics, and rare species are the three big issues. 

De Predators. Where more game means less predators, game mst give way. Both 

ut Ka ne sportsmen and farmers mst, within reason, "take" their losses for the good of 

oh - the community. 

The "beneficial" and Nihtuntos® categories mst go; they are out of date. 

The long free-flowing pipeline is beneficial, the short or plugged pipeline is 

injurious. Good and bad are not attributes of species, any more than they are 

attributes of nuts and bolts in an engine. It's the car, not nut, which is 

good or bad. 

The losses to be "taken" from predators are small, often non-existent. The 

Riley experiment has reised game from zero without predator control. 

_ Examples of biotic predator policy: 

1. Restore wolves and lions as deer controls. Extend the term "hoofed 

locusts" from egcess sheep to excess deer and elk. Quit paying bounties on wolves 

withone hand, and hauling alfalfa to the deer herds with the other.
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2. Make public fish stocking contingent on the condition of the heron 

rookeries. 

3%. Recognize game farms and fish hatcheries as biotic risks, as well as 

biotic tools. Cancel shooting preserves and game farm licenses for 

excessive predator control. 

Exotics Diversity may be welcomed by sportsmen as meaning new exotics. 

It means just the opposite. Only diverse native faunas exhibit stability. 

Examples of biotic policy on exotics: 

1. Open every sportsmen's meeting with the story of the carp in Amefica, 

the rabbit in Australia, or the red deer in New Zealand. 

2. Set up a biotic Supreme Court (unpacked) and require its approval for 

further importations. 

3. Consider year-long open season on exotics where they overlap threatened 

native species till manageable. Viz: pheasant on prairie chicken range. Where 

natives are not manageable, accept the pheasant and Hungarian as "de facto" 

citizens. 4 

Rare Species 
1. Begin actual management of rare species. We are now shooting deer for 

Condors. Why not let the lions alone; let them feed the Condors as they used to? 

2. Withdraw federal aid from states which let rere species slip away. 

Example: Columbian sharptail.
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Discussion on 

The Park Executive and Landscaper 

These technologists accept both fertility and diversity as yardsticks, but 

not of their own work. : 

Their yardstick for success is tourists; not how much the tourist learned, 

but how many came, saw, and went. 

A Park should be a school for the contemplation of land; a place to assemble 

the original local pipelines, which worked, for comparison with the modified pipe- 

lines, which often do not work. How many such parks have you seen or heard of? 

The first concession needed: Number of tourists is irrelevant, and should 

interest only politicians. The real yardstick is the mental condition of the 

tourist before and after visiting a park, or other recreational area. 

Grovelling to tourists accounts for the fact that we have spent hundreds of 

millions for parks, and have ended up with fewer educational landscapes than we 

had before. It accounts for the wholesale destruction of wilderness by government 

bureaus committed to wilderness preservation. It accounts for the impending 

demise of the grizzly. It accounts for the inter-departmental war in Washington. 

Of all the land-use professions, recreation engineering has the clearest 

opportunity, the foggiest performance, and the most pressing need of new and 

better yardsticks for land-use.
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Discussion on 

"The Forester" 

Fertility and diversity are already accepted by ecological foresters; witness 

the Daverwald movement in Byrope, and the general revulsion against the "cabbage" 

brand of silviculture. 

But it's a far ery from ecological forestry to practical forestry and lumber- 

ing. 

The sustained-yield forest, with stands of all ages, is itself a stride 

toward diversity, for diversity means diverse successional stages and age- 

classes, as well as diverse species lists. 

Before foresters can teach the biotic idea to timber owners, they mst 

teach it to themselves. Example: A sandblow, with the only kmown specimen of 

Juniperus horizontalis, found planted to black locust, 8 x 8. Example: South- 

facing bluffs, ready-made for prairie reservations, planted to Austrian pine for 

protective covering. 

Of course until the farmer has some inkling of the biotic idea, foresters 

must serve him biotic hash. Thus are we all dependent on the schools, and the 

schools have so huge a problem that they get nowhere fast. 

Forestry should be a potent biotic school, for in no other land-use is 

biotic stability equally threatened by irruptive pests. Agriculture is inten- 

sive enough to combat pests with sheer cash; forestry is not. I+ mst, perforce, 

turn the other cheek also. Pests like the chestnut blight and the blister rust 

are no mere local calamity; they are biotic revolution; they are the horsemen of 

a new Apolealypse. If such stowaways continue to gain admittance on any ship or 

plane, what kind of an America can we expect in 20407 ‘ 

Forestry faces a peculiar dilemma in the expansion of chemical industry and 

the worship of cellulose. Chemical industry has brought more forestry practice 

into the woods than all our preachments. On the other hand, it threatend to 

aggravate the clash of technologies to new crescendos of reciprocal negation.
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Pollution poisons new rivers yearly, in the name of commercial forestry. Cabbage 

silviculture is translated into new terms; it now means loblolly and slash pine 

uber alles, instead of hybrid poplars. Sawlogs now sneak a new ring only while 

the pulp operator is busy elsewhere. The wooden board threatens to pass from 

our American culture with the horse and the split-rail fence. I, for one, am 

not happy about it. I persist in the belief that good esthetics, good economics, 

and good bioties are one.
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THE BIOTIC IDEA IN RELATION TO A COORDINATED 
STATE CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

Lisle Jeffrey 

The foregoing discussions have clarified our conceptions of our broad land 

use and conservation problems, but more important to each of us, they have called 

to our attention the unforgettable picture of interdependence between all living 

things, including man. 

If the principles of the biotic idea -- including that of universal inter- 

dependence -- are to be-applied to the conservation of natural resources, it is 

essential that all agencies concerned base their programs on a recognition of the 

over-lapping of the various interests represented. 

To the administrator studying this maze of criss-crossing "interest chains" 

-- to borrow Mr. Leopold's figure -- it soon becomes apparent that the individual 

landowner or operator holds the key to all land use problems (public agencies are 

consideréd landowners). His are the interests that touch and continually touch 

again the interests of all agencies dealing with any phase of land as considered in 

the biotic sense. 

This paper is concerned mainly with the administrative problems involved in 

presenting to the farmer the biotic view of the relationships in land use and con- 

servation. To him this idea mst be presented in his own language and in concepts 

that appeal to his own normal interests. The landowner's participation in the pro- 

gram of any Federal, state, or local agency can be traced in each case to the point 

where his own interest rubs shoulders with that of the agency seeking his coopera- 

tion. 

Before the farmer can be expected to understand, accept, and apply the 

principles of biotic farming, the entire personnel of the agency advocating these 

principles mst show an equal aptitude for understanding the farmer's problems and
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the programs of other agencies, as well a a similar readiness to join in a co- 

ordination of these various activities. 

Agencies interested in the various parts of the biota must adjust their 

technologies to those acceptable to the landowner and they must pool their know. 

ledge with the knowledge of related agencies to meet the needs of the farm family 

and the rural community. 

The biotic view has its greatest value, perhaps, in providing a meeting 

ground for the interests represented by divergent farming systems and a common pur- 

pose for the agencies seeking to conserve certain of our natural resources. 

The essential needs of the farmer, the farm family, and the rural community 

are, first, to make the farm land more productive and, second, to make the farm 

community a better place in which to live. All conservation agencies will readily 

agree that the program which most adequately meets these basic needs also serves 

best the common interests of society at large. 

Yet it mst be admitted that most agencies have been strongly inclined to 

place the cart before the horse, by giving more emphasis in their thinking and in 

their educational approach to their own direct interest -- (whatever that interest 

may be) -- than to their indirect interest in the farmer, the farm family, and 

the rural community. 

It is from this serious error that the biotic idee can save us, teaching us 

that our first interest and therefore our best educational approach is the problem 

of those who operate the land. Practical experience supports this view. 

; Take for example the case of Bill Jones, who operates 200 acres of land, de- 

pending very largely for his income on livestock enterprises. His main concern 

from 1936 to 1939 was the problem of supplying water for his herds, having at 

times during the drought to haul water from a municipal lake 10 miles away. 

Finally Jones asked for help. He was advised by the Agricultural Extension 

Service to build a well constructed, fenced pond with tank below the dam; the
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Triple-A furnished the money to pay for the dirt moving; and the county wildlife 

club obtained the loan of pond building equipment from the Conservation Commis- 

sion, which would be used in the entire commnity as well as by Jones. It would 

have been useless to talk wildlife conservation to Bill Jones;during the months 

when dearth of stock water was his dominant problem; yet the effective assistance 

given him in the solution of this problem hes made him an active cooperator with 

all the agencies that helped hin. 

Let us not overlook this part of the story -- and this is fundamental: The 

agencies which helped Jones get a permanent supply of stock water could have held 

coordinating conferences without tangible results, but in answering the landowmer's 

call for help they foumd the common meeting ground of their interests and achieved 

perfect coordination by the simple device of working together to serve a common 

purpose -- getting Bill Jones stock water. 

One practice which stands in the way of progress in conservation and des- 

troys the interest of the farm family or community in wildlife restoration is the 

destructive invasion of private properties in the harvesting of the wildlife. - An 

invasion by a portion of the general public which has not as yet been adequately 

regulated or controlled. The most important function and objective of the public 

agencies charged with the responsibility of wildlife conservation is to deal 

not witHwildlife directly but with the human element. 

Human behavior, in connection with fishing, hunting, or trapping must be 

regulated so that the harvest does not exceed a reasonable share of the annual 

crop and that the interests of the landowners and operators are not injured. As 

long as the public agencies dealing withwildlife think in terms of serving the 

sportsmen first, consideration for the larger public interests and the farmers 

in particular will be Limited by the demands of the sportsmen. 

: Regulation of human behavior in relation to the harvesting of a conserva- 

tive crop may be accomplished in part by the adoption and enforcement of suitable 

laws. very state game department has a law enforcement program. The laws and
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the activities of the wardens or agents represent an attempt to avoid depletion of 

the capital stock by limiting the harvest. However, state-wide open seasons and 

bag limits generally represent only what the sportsmen will accept, leaving the 

rest to chance. Such laws are essential as a general guide but cannot be fully 

effective unless supplemented by a further control of the harvest based on a imow- 

ledge of the removable surplus crop in each region and each locality. 

Regulation of the harvestable surplus is the first step in game management. 

Meri veabenbal improvements are only refinements which are totally ineffective un- 

less the harvest leaves adequate breeding stock. The important point, however, is 

that the laws represent a direct appreach to the conservation of wildlife itself 

with little or no regard for the interests of the farm family and commnity which 

constitute the key to the whole problem. f 

Regulation which honestly and clearly recognizes the farmer as custodian of 

the wildlife on his property will at once relieve and may eliminate fealh aia prac- 

tices which discourage the inherent interest of the farmer in having more wildlife 

on this farm. That can be accomplished in part by requiring all who wish to hunt 

to secure permission from the landowner. To be successful, there can be no 

attempt to regulate the farmer regarding any obligation to permit minting on his 

‘ farn. 

The American game policy proposed some 10 years ago is based on the prin- 

ciple of recognizing the farmer as custodian of the wildlife on his farm. For 

the most part, the recognition given has been verbal. Fear of offending sportsmen 

by making it inconvenient for them to hunt has largely prevented the application 

of this principle in most states. Yet when the farmers' rights are recognized 

in the policies employed by state game departments and their field agents, the key 

leg in the jam will have been removed. 

This conception is based on the knowledge that most farmers have an inherent 

interest in wildlife which can be easily revived when m jor discouragements are 

removed. The farmer's interest revived, an opportunity is afforded for the
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educational branch of the state game department to explain many practices re- 

commended by the Agricultural Extension Service, theSoil Conservation Service, 

and the Triple-A, which are the practices that indirectly benefit wildlife to 

the greatint extent. 

As an example, consider the case of Mr. Smith, who lives on the Ozark 

Border in central Missouri. A livestock farmer, he had a well fenced farm equipped 

with a good pond but lacking a good pasture system. His native bluegrass pastures 

were bare during late summer and early fall -- when the cattle needed pasture most. 

He had other sources of income besides the cattle; consequently the shortage of 

pasture had not yet driven him to action. He was, however, a quail hunting enthu- 

siast and came on his own initiative to the Conservation Commission for help, com- 

plaining that this farm no longer had any quail on it. The County Extension Agent 

was brought into the discussion and the measures suggested in response to his 

appeal were those recommended by the Agricultural Extension Service and included 

in the Triple-A docket; namely, the sowing of lespedeza to supply fall and winter 

food for quail and which also furnished supplementary pastures for summer and 

fall grazing. Lime was applied, lespedeza and samall grain pasture rotations 

were adopted. Quail moved in, the farm was improved profitably and the three 

agencies cooperating gained a staunch supporter who carried the message to his 

neighbors and fellow bird hunters. 

the most universal interest, probably, is that which all people have in the 

oncoming generation. In our schools these children are being trained for useful 

lives in both rural and urban occupations. Young minds are open and receptive, 

and the conservation agencies should see to it that the foundations for better 

land use and conservation in the biotic sense are made a part of the course of 

study. Here again, we mst use the interest chains to accomplish the fusion of 

all technologies in order to avoid the mistakes of the past. 

An excellent example of what education of young people can accomplish is
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the thought and land use of an entire commnity is illustrated by the following 

example taken from the files of the Masalvakiun Commission. 

Through the educational activities of the Agricultural Extension Service, 

the Twilight Commnity 4-H Club, located in Laclede County, was working on projects 

on entomology, forestry and soils. From these studies they learned many of the 

basic relationships between the plant and animal communities. 

Some outside activities were conducted by the members in winter feeding and 

the planting of suitable aquatics in existing ponds. Ag the young people became 

more interested in the wild flowers and wild animals native to the area, they 

learned from their parents that where quail, squirrel or rabbits occurred in any 

abundance on the farms, these farms were subjected to promiscuous trespass and 

hunting. The President of the 4-H Club inquired of the Agricultural Extension Agent 

if any program could be worked out to protect the landowners interested. The County 

Agent in turn called on the Commission representative in the district and as a re- 

sult of the subsequent meetings by the landowners and their children, who were 

members of the 4-H Club, a cooperative wildlife management area of some 12,000 

acres was established. Because of the difficulty in getting the county sports- 

men's organization to act as sponsor, the Commission agreed that the 4-H Club would 

meet the requirements of a sponsoring organization. 

The members of the 4-H Club, however, seeing the value of an aroused in- 

terest in their area on the part of the county sportsmen, asked that organization 

if they might present a program before the group. The meeting was called and 

the boys and girls explained in full their hopes and desires regarding the manage- 

ment of the area. At the end of the program, they appealed to the sportsmen's 

orgenization to act as co-sponsor in the management of the area. The sportsmen's 

organizations became interested and since that date has been cooperating with the 

farmers and the 4-H Club members in the building and fencing of ponds, establishment 

of bass rearing pools, planting of food patches and any other incidental practices
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of value to wildlife within the Twilight Community and the county at large. 

Incorporated in the plan of management for the area is the provision for 

a controlled harvest and the improvement of the environment of wildlife based on 

recommendations of the Agricultural Extension Service, some of which are contained 

in the Triple-A docket. 

Now let us interpret this in the light of the biotic idea. All types of 

farming, as indicated by Mr. Leopold, involve "violent" use of the land, but there 

are degrees of violence which can be illustrated here. Before the young people 

interested their parents and the sportsmen in helping them to create a better 

place in which to live, the farmers themselves were reluctant to modify their 

farming practices since any increase in wildlife meant an increase in abuses dur- 

ing the hunting sessons. This objection was removed by the establishment of the 

cooperative area with controlled hunting. They became interested in helping 

their children to obtain their goal which was more wildlife. Practices favorable 

for both wildlife and soil were adopted for the area and reduced the violence in 

such a way that a greater diversity of plant and animal life, both wild and 

domesticated, could find the necessary requirements for their continued exist- 

ence on the farms. 

Most important of all, however, was the fact that not only was the wildlife 

encouraged, but the basic needs of the farmer, the farm family and the rural com- 

munity have been met; namely, making the land more productive and making the com- 

manity a better place in which to live.
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Unfinished manuscript 

Farm Phenology - A New Sport 
Aldo Leopold i 

Facts are like people; they may be dull as individuals, but they become 

interesting when you can look at a long procession df them and compare one 

with another, 

In collecting long processions of facts, historians and scientists 

usually have the édge on laymen. But there is one branch of science in 

which the farmer has the edge over any and all comers; because he has 

libraries and laboratories inaccessa@ble to others. I speak of phenology, 

the procession of the seasons. 

The phenology of crops and livestock is the farmer's own profession, 

and needs no elaboration from me, but the phenology of wild plants and 

animals furnishes me with so mich sport and recreation that I would like 

to share it with others, f 

{
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The Biotic War 
Aldo Leopold 

Ecology is an attempt to see, as a whole, the living things which 

comprise the biota, and the actions whereby they exist as a community. 

Of the species which comprise the commmity, man is as 

far as we know, the only one conscious of the community, or. of the fact 

that his actions have helped to build its past, and are now building its 

future. I here examine the question: to what degree is mn conscious of t 

the community, andof his role in its present status and future destiny? 

x om 

When dichsetcrs first evolved, man coined two words? the noun war, 

meaning an organized intraspecific fight, and the verb to win, meaning 

the role of top dog. To win wars mst have had reality in those days, 

else language wuld have evolved some other way of describing intraspeci- 

fic predation, Yet we are now confronted by the fact, kmown at least to 

a few, that wars are no longer won; the concent of top dog is now a myth; 

4 all wars are lost by all who wage them; the only difference between parti- 

cipants is the degree andkind of losses they sustain. The reason for this 

change is obvious: science has so sharpened the fighter's sword that it 

is impossible for him to cut his enemy without cutting himself, 

My central thesis is that a parallel situation exists in our war with 

nature. Science as so sharpened out tools that it has become impossible 

for us to fight...
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Ecology and Politics 

Aldo Leopold 

There is a large and growing contradiction between what the ecologist 

knows, or thinks he knows, about animal pomlation, and what the statesman 

does, or trhes to do, ebout hunan populations. One or the other must be 

wrong. 

The first axiom of politics is that an umlimited increase in human popula- 

tion density is possible and desirable. No animal ever increased indefinite- 

ly without wrecking himself, or his environment, or both. 

Curiously enough, churches and dictators are the active vrononents of 

"eo forth and miltiply", Economists and business men applaud from the side- 

lines. All three are motivated at least in part, by the prospect of unnamed 

(?) increments of converts, cannon fodder, and doblars. 

The origins of this doctrine are easily traced. In the lower ranges 

of population density more people actually nears better standards of living. 

\ What we overlook is that no truth about populations ever remains true 

through the entire range of possible pomlation densities, Thus where 

quail are scarce, more quail means better natumal protection from weather ! 

and enemies end probably better reproduction, But an indefinite increase 

brings the occupancy of sub-marginal territories, greatly accelerated pre- 

dation and disease, and gives birth to internal frictions, The net result 

is the prompt and automatic reduction of population density to the normal 

or optimum level, which, strangely enough, never exceeds one quail per acre. 

Most people know that wild populations reduce themselves, but they | 

assume that starvation does the reducing, We humens, having averted starva- 

tion by inventing tools, are therefore exempt from the leveling forces at 

¢ |
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work in the wild. 

This is dubious reasoning, suvported by few and contradicted by many | 

ecological facts, 

No snimal other than man has invented tools, but many have evolved 

other means of averting starvation. What havpens to them shen they become 

too abundant? 

Rabbits, harés, and grouse, for example, have evolved a digestive 

sy#tem which enables them to subsist on coarse abundant foods such as buds 

and bark, Equipped with this "tool" they have invaded the sub-arctic regions 

where they multiply at will. But not for long. Some unknown mechanism 

called " the cycle " carries off the excess and they start all over again. 

Many rodents hibernate to avert starvation, but they too are periodiaally 

reduced by cycles, \ 

Deer, like grouse, subsist on coarse abundant plants, but unlike grouse, 

they are capable of killing the plant by too persistent browsing. Wolves, 

cougar and other predators normally hold deer populations in check, but 

these we have now removed, assuming that the rifles could do their job. 

From Pennsylvania to the Kaibab, from Saxony to New Zealand, we have a 

scourge of deer, which will eventually devegetate the range and degenerate 

the race by malnutrition and disease, 

The beaver and the muskrat ere of peculiar interest because, like 

humans, they store food and escape weather in houses, When predation fails 

to hold numbers in ia the "young people" emigrate to new range, but 

failing such ovportunity, the pomlation, at least in muskrats, reduces 

itself by internal fighting alone. 

many 
We may generalize by asserting that xmxmmx animals have developed ways 

to feed denser populations, but that abnormally large pomlations never per- 

sist, Whenever the usual means of decimation are averted some unusual mans 

develops, and failing all else, internal fighting does the trick,
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The citizen who aspires to something more than milpCend-water con- 

servation must first of all be aware of land and all its parts. He must 

feel for soil, water, plants, ani animals the same affectionate solicitude 

as he feels for family and friends. Family and friends are often useful, 

but affedtion based on utility alone leads to the same pitfalls and contra- 

dictions in land as in peopld, 

On his own land, this affectionate solicitude will express itself d 

directly in husbandry of some sort. Your land-use is a portrail you are 

painting of yourself, "You are one of the time-sifted few that leave the 

workd, when they are gone, not the same place it was. Mark what you leave." 

t 

|
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CONSERVATION AND POLITICS 

Aldo Leopold 

How can private land owners be induced to use their land conserva- 

tively? 

This question heretofore determined only the choice of method for 

. executing a conservation program, (for example, the choice between educa- 

tion, subsidy, compulsion, or public ownership). 

Now, it seems to me, it takes rank with technological unemployment 

as one of the critical tests of "The American Way". 

* * * 

If decent land-use can be brought about by conservation education, 

then the future continuity of land is possible. 

& If decent land-use must be paid for by subsidies, then eventual 

insolvency is probable, as well as considerable damage to national self- 

respect. 

If decent land-use mst be sought by compulsion, there is grave 

doubt whether it will actually be obtained at all, and the damage to 

national self-respect is great. 

If decent land-use mst be sought by public ownership, then private 

ownership is extinguished, for the conservation problem is as wide as the 

country. 

Combinations of the four alternatives are of course more probable 

than the exclusive use of any one, but to the extent that the last three 

are resorted to, we must expect mounting costs, growing bureaus, shrinking 

self-reliance, and inelastic and lopsided performance. 

* * * 

The actual trend, at present, is to expand education, subsidy, and 

public ownership. Many educators are asserting that decent land-use is
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profitable; at the same time administrators are justifying subsidy on 

the grounds that it is not. In short, there is a mddle about profits. 

Unless untangled, it may lead to dishonest teaching, or to over-extension 

of government into private affairs, or both. 

In the first place, some components of land offer no conceivable 

profit, financially, to the individual private owner. Wildflowers, 

songbirds, and landscapes are such. 

Secondly, profit depends on when, how, by whom, and for whom the 

land-use is improved. 

To retrieve a ruined field or forest is seldom profitable, but 

to keep a good field or forest productive is almost always so. In short, 

‘ prevention is profitable, but cure is not. 

Thirdly, profit depends on by whom the land-use is improved. Here 

we encounter the fiction that time is money. For a corporation to spend 

cash to buy, plant, and protect a forest my be unprofitable, bt the 

same operation for a farmer, using waste land and spare time, may be 

profitable. 

Fourthly, profit depends on for whom the land-use is improved. 

Many operations promise no profit to the owner, neither do they cost 

anything except skill, foresight, and labor, but if all the neighbors 

act, the collective result is profitable to the community in better 

living, and sometimes even in cash. Scenery, fishing, hunting, and wind- 

breaks are examples. 

* * * 

When we attempt to apply these principles to cases, we are met by 

a confusing welter of fact and opinion, of red ink and black ink. There
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emerge, however, a few definite deductions of first-rate reliability 

and of widespread importance. 

If cash profit be the only valid motive for decent land-use, then 

conservation is headed for catastrophic failure. Good land-use is a 

balance between utility and esthetics. It yields a highly variable 

mixture of individual and commnity profits, of cash and unponderable 

' profits, and all accrue from investments which vary from borrowed cash 

on the one hand to mere loving care on the other. He is a brave man who 

can say in each case whether it pays, or it doesn't pay. 

This being the case, conservation education should rest its argument 

on decency and social behavior, rather than on profits alone. There should 

be no ambiguity on this point. 

The distinction between private cash profit and commnity benefit 

is being used to promote subsidy, or even compulsion, on the ground that 

government is the community, and is thus asserting its own interest. 

There is a degree of validity in this, but when we assert that the private 

landowmmer has an obligation to the community, the necessity for such 

governmental intervention decreases to a considerable degree. 

The disadvantageous position of corporate landowners who must invest 

cash instead of time to practice conservation is being used to promote 

government compulsion, or government acquisition of corporate holdings, 

Why not, instead, promote their subdivision into small ownerships, which 

may invest time instead of cash? 

The main question, "How can private land owners be induced to use 

their land conservatively?" involves far more than crops, birds, and trees. 

If decent land-use mst be bought by governmental intervention on an ever 

increasing scale, it means the end of private land ownership, the end of 

governmental solvency, and the end of the present economic system.
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The Meaning of Conservation 

Doctor - sick patient. Tells simplified story. Tnough, but not too mech 

apprehension. Usually underestimates patients mentality, and courege in 

hearing bad news. 

Conservation - health of land. Like other doctors, I have given laymen a simpli- 

fied story. I ahall tell you, not what I think you should know, but what 

I kmow - or think I imow, is the matter with land. 

Before I can even begin, I must ask you to think of land and everything on it 

(soil, water, forests, birds, mammals, wildflowers, crops, livestock, 

farmers) not as separate things, but as parts - organs - of a body. That 

body I call the land (or if we want a fancy term, the biota). 

When some "doctor" speaks of conservation as a question of more ducks, more and 

: better corn, bigger and better sawlogs, more wildflowers, he is "talking 

down" to his patient. He either suspects mental limitations in his patient, 

or else he has them himself. 

To return to the heaith of this body - this land - the biota, health is a 

characteristic of the whole body. Sickness may be localized in a part, but 

\ sickness is serious because the sick part injures the health of the whole. 

You can't treat the part intelligently without thinking of the whole. 

Example 1: game. Some sportsmen want to build up game by killing off hawks and 

owls, or by introducing an indefinite number of foreign birds. Want us to 

prove that the hawks are necessary, or that chukars are injurious. 

Example 2: Soil. Scientific farmers want to build up soil by legumes, rotations, 

fertilizers. In doing so they want to annihilate fencerows and woodlots 

where our only remaining wildflowers and native shrubs and trees live. 

They want us to prove that it would be profitable to leave these a place 

to exist.
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Both parties to these disputes are in a false position, because the argument 

begins with a false premise: that the organ is more important than the 

pody. Indeed there is no consciousness of a body. 

Let's see if there is one, and whether it is subject to what an M. D. calls health 

and disease. 

First criterion: Is there a circulatory system? A system for the renewal and 

extension of life? There is. The "bloodstream" which flows thru the biota 

is food. : 

Example 3: An oak sucks nutrients out of the soil and air, etc. 

Soil - oak - acorn - squirrel - redtail - parasite. Food chain. 

This chain is a conduit, a pipe, leaking at the joint: 

oak acorn squirrel redtail ——? 

arte cet we 
The conduit or food chain forks: 

acorn-quail-fox-trapper-furtrader. 

The chains interlace. Theqiail eats 1000 foods, i.e. he is the intersection 

of 1000 chains. Each of our native Wisconsin plants, ___ birds, ___ mammals 

is also. j 

Is this elaborate mechanism self-sustaining? Yes - same for 20,000 years. 

How sustained? Folling motion of chains. Downhill flow of mtrients. 

Defect met by decay of rocks. Retardation in long chains, soils, and lakes. 

Nitrogen goes back to air - carlblow back uphill. But how about salts? 

Animals marry them back uphill. 

3 kinds of animals in relation to food transport 

non-movers: 

uphill movers: 

downhill movers: beaver, man ( since sewers invented) 

Summary diagram of land, water, and nutrients. 

Conclusion: land has a circulatory system.
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Second criterion: Is land well or sick? Shall make this brief, for most con- 

servation literature deals with it. 

Soil: more topsoil washed into gulf in 100 years than previous 20,000 

Animals: Many species dying off despite total protection 

Spruce hen (pulp) mt. sheep (sc.b) condor (no lions), sandhill crane 

(aspen) trumpeter swan (tourists) 

Plants: white cedar - deer - wolves 

bur oak - white grub - overgrazing and drouth 

Pests: animals or plants "running wild" 

carp 

blister rust - Asiatic disease makes currant and pine unable to live 

together. 

i ‘Canada thistle 

Conclusion: the biota exhibits degeneration of tissue (loss of species) and 

escape of invader-species (pests) 

Conservation, obviously, is preventing disease, not curing it. How? 

We can never know how, in the sense of foreseeing every possible danger in public 

health work, nor do we prove why and how dangerous. In both cases we: (1) avoid 

spreading mown invaders, or suspected ones, (2) keep the body whole, healthy, 

and active. 

We can't keep the biota whole in the sense of "exactly as we found it", nor 

need we. 

Must clear forests, plow prairies, drain marshes, dam rivers to live. But 

we can reduce these mutiletions of the biotic organism as fer as possible. We 

now, unconsciously, make them as severe as possible. 

Examples: Columbia Dams, TVA, Cooper Santee 

Roadsides - quack instead of prairie.
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What shall be the human motive for this new and different attitude toward 

land? Conservationists have sought to use the profit motive. 

Sometimes conservation is profitable, bit only with an "if" 

more profitable to keep soil fertile, if owner intends to stay on it. 

not if his boys are "graduating" from farm. 

more profitable to prevent floods to cure them, if the whole commnity 

does likewise. 

more profitable to plant windbreaks than let the wind blow soil away, 

but only if the neighbors do. 

more profitable to burn free wood than cash coal, if the farmer admits 

he has free time he can't sell for cash. He doesn't admit it. 

But some essential acts in conservation are wholly devoid of profit 

Keeping the lagyslippers in marsh or woodlot by a small fence. 

Keeping the historic oak, or the patch of prairie, or hollow tree 

for coons and squirrels. 

Since 1933 we have Saeed all unprofitable obligations to the government, 

but we should Imow by now that govt. can't do everything, and there are 

some things it can't do at all. It can't meke us decent in our relations 

with each other, in our relations with the land we live on, and by. 

There must be some force behind conservation more universal than profit, less 

awkward than govt., less ephemeral than sport; something that reaches into all 

times and places, where men live on land, something that brackets everything 

from rivers to raindrops, from whales to hummingbirds, from land estates to window- 

boxes. 

I can see only one such force: a respect for land as an organism; a 

voluntary decency in land-use exercised by every citizen and every landowner 

out of a sense of love for and obligation to that great biota we call America. 

This is the meaning of conservation, and this is the task of conservation 

education.
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‘ INTRODUCTION 

Conservation movement has greatest momentum among less critical thinkers 

Roster of speakers at Conservation meeting, or members of clubs, leagues, etc. 

f few scholars - intellectual discrimination 

few doers - landowners 

many “uplifters" - vague and pothering anxiety about other 

people's affairs, naive faith in reform by fiat 

Content of conservation programs shows "uplift" philosophy 

. First criterion - a dragon to slay. Every citizen a St. George, his 

vote a sword | 

| Pinchot - lumber barons 

Hornaday - game hog, ammunition manufacturer, etc. 

Stuart Chase - rape of the soil (dragon not a person, but a process) 

Jay Darling cartoons - uses dragon patterns to teach significent facts 

Ideology of personal devil - sheen and goat - black and white 

After dragon dead - who is to do what? Throw in lap of government. 

Another defect: unnatural divorce of esthetic & economic motives 

Forests & varks. Atrocities against good taste. Pendering to esthete. 

) i (Oak or prairie chicken is both useful end beautiful). 

Organic synthesis needed. Can't relegate beauty to parlor. 

Need a new eprroach = new theory of conservation 4 which is 

a. Objective--at least to extent of omitting the dragon 

2. Fuses the latest thought in both biology and economics 

3. Fuses beauty and utility. 

4. Addressed to thinker and doer, rather than uplifter. 

You are my "guinea pigs" - or my jury.
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"State of worry" 

Commodity Gonservation. Sample: Timber Famine. 

Timber will give out. At first 20 years, now 60 years. 

Theory: scarcity will raise prices, will then pay to grow. 

Practice: scarcity depressed prices because of 

Substitution of synthetics bad esthetics: steel desk 

: superior to wooden. Silk stockings. 

Result: no private timber cropping (since Van Hise) 

Timber is only crop for cutovers. Government must do it. Government forests. 

Unsatisfactory: destroys diversity. Concentrates forests where 

i least needed for: 

t wildlife 

erosion control j 

biotic education of the farmer (value of a crop is in the 
raising) 

ease of access for recreation, study, etc. 

Relegating conservation to government is like relegating virtue to the Sabbath 

Turns over to professionels what should be daily work of amateurs 

Puts the product where it is of least use. Day-to-day contact. : 

Wildlife - to parks and sanctuaries 

Erosion-control - right plave, but farmer paid to do his duty. Like 

paying boy for chores. 

Waterflows - Misetesibpt pools. Remedy is at the grass roots. 

Exclusively governmental conservation is undemocratic in sense that it 

declines to credit the private citizen with brains, enthusiasm, or public 

spirit. It says: it's easier to tap his pocket than to teach him his duty.
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Motives for ecological conservation - forestry, game, wildflowers, scenery 

on every farm. 

I admit that ecological land-use will seldom grow from motive of 

'. individual profit. Have watched for 40 years and conclude: 

1. You can demonstrate a profit if you begin early, such as 

a fertile field 

uncut forest ‘ 

2. But we actually begin with wrecked resources. 

But I differentiate between commnity profit and individual 

Windbreaks 

Nearly ell conservation is profitable if everybody does it 

Reduces to a simple case: modify land use in the interests of 

Commnity welfare 

Personal pleasure i 

Incidentally, individual revenue. 

The Challenge: Must we resort to fascism to induce action for the community 

welfare? I say we must not. We haven't even tried the democratic process 

of education. We've spent our conservation funds and energy on undemocratic 

substitutes. We have millions for "conservation" in northern Wisconsin, we 

have a compulsory education law for conservation, but (until 1939) no 

course in ecology on,;our campus. fiven now,is ecology part of a liberal 

education? No - it ls @ new way of making specialists more special.
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Sequence of stages. Est. by evol. Hach link adapted to extract --- 

Chain not a closed circuit 

Not all rock forms soil 

Not all soil grows oaks 

Not all acorns go to squirrels 

Not all squirrels go to Indians 

Leaks energy. Spillage. Like a pipe - smaller Joints. 

Energy sidetracked into branch chains 

Squirrel - crumb - quail - horned owl - parasite 

Branches like a tree 

Owl eats not only quail. 

rabbit 
rock - soil - sumac / / fox (tularemia) 

Rabbit eats hundred other shrubs, herbs. "Intersection" cross-connected. 

Nor is food the only link etc. 

See ee ooo a ee ee 

But this is only a belief. Nor is pest control the only reason for de- 

siring a diverse landscape, composed as far as possible of native species. 

An even more impelling reason is that we like it. This liking is not 

economic; it is compounded of ecology and poetry. 

a 

Here are quotations from three ecological poets whose lives svan 

three mlleniuns: | 

"Every cell is in a swirl of enjoyment, humming like a hive, sing- 

ing the old-new song of creation". 

"The trees of the Lord are full of sap." 

". upon the cedars of Lebanon that are high and lifted up, and upon 

all the oaks of Bashan". 

But for the mention of cells, we should hardly know which of these 

is John Muir, which is David, and which is Isaiah speaking.
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Everyone admires these rhapsodies as poetry. but who would heed 

them as adviceon how to conserve trees or hills. Who ever heard of 

letting a poet write a policy. For serious advice on how to use land we 

turn to our contemporary economic sobersides who talk in dollar marks md 

ciphers: Gifford Pinchot and his timber famine; Stuart Chase and his reme 

of the soil; W. T. Hornaday and his vanishing wildlife. These men have 

dictated more laws and built more bureaus then all the poets in history. 

An abiding distrust of poets lies deep in every scientific breast. 

Conservation 

Has been presented to us as a threat of deficit in natural resources 

timber famine - soil rave - ext. of wildlife 

Certainly we are running deficits, but the cry of "wolf wolf" is negative 

and incomplete - like frightening children | 

competitive and partly self-cancelling - 

hawks and owls - syortsmen trying to destroy 

ornithologists to preserve. 

Mississippi pools: flood control vs. fish and game. 

Ecological conservation is a positive proposal to learn the art of skill- 

ful burling. It looks not at timber, or soil, or animals, but at the 

whole biotic stream. It attempts to learn : 

1. The attributes or proverties of the whole mechanism 

as it da ' 

as it is 

as it might be. 

2. It regards humen rece as ad smart animal 

made wonderful tools but is clumsy in using them 

skill in use of tools.
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University Club Lecture Feb. 15. ‘ 

Food chains with skins and food specimens. 

stem of bloodroot - June beetles (fluke) - browse for deer (twigs) - 

/ coonskin 
Rock - soil - acorn - flat sq. 

pa, - hprned owl - parasite 

Soil - bundle sumac - ny ~ 
fox 

soil - meple or basswood seed - deer browse / 

ly horsemen - soil erosion, simplification, economic determinism, ignorence 

Sree ee eee eee eet 

Pinchpenny concent (Pinchot etc.) 

biotic health 

naturel resources - a process, not a bank eccount 

burgeoning biota / 

piotic lipstick (mblic programs) "adds little more to our biotic youth" 

resource -solvency vs. sickness 

monasticism (sanctueries) 

biotic politics 

Qutline from p.6 

(lopped off food chains (predators) prairie extinct. 

Species(lerge mammals énd.game birds bogs. 

(introduction of exotics and weeds opine & hardwood. 

(Pexdy unavoidable. Loss of area vs. loss of species 

(Clean farming 

Conservation 

soil - deals mainly with fertility 

i forests 

Conservation and culture
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Not deficits 

a sick watershed may yield more run off then a well one, but it will be 

destructive rather usable runoff. : 

A spoiled forest may be full of trees, 

@ sick fauna and flora may be abundant, but it will run heavily to pests 

and diseases needing control. 

Metabolism of theorganic film. 

SESE 

Conservation is = stete of worry/ about resources. Soil con- 

servationists worry about the contimity of farm crops, forest con- 

servationists about the continuity of wood crops, wildlife conserva- 

tionists about the continuity 

Mee eee eee eee ee te ater ei 

Outline for 
The Round River 

Properties of the stream. 

Conservation. Theory of evhaustion vs. theory of derangement. 

Instances of derangement: pests, etc. . 

Biotics vs. economics Break down of profit motive. Substitution of govern- 

mental initiative. Biotic livstick (reservatians). Subsides to private 

practice. 

First move - biotic awereness. Conservation education. Trfaslating 

ecology.
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| Biotic Lipstick 

Aldo Leopold 

Every prophet of conservation, has exulted in the burgeoning of nature. 

We admire these rhapsodies as poetry, but we hardly heed them es 

advice on how to conserve ‘trees or hills. Whoever heard of letting a 

poet write a policy? For serious advice on how to use land we turn to our 

kaa economic sobersides who talk in dollar marks and civhers: 

Gifford Pinchot and his timber famine, Stuart Chase and rape of the soil, mxuz 

and W. T. Hornaday and his vanishing wildlife. These men have dictated 

more laws and built more bureaus than all the poets in history. 

Our ultimate arbiter of land policy is science. These profits of 

doom are not scientists, but no scientist aspires to their task of telling 

d the wblic what to do, for that would interfere with serious work. So 

thebub1ic is left to choose between doomsters and noets, and as between 

these two science is hardly neutral. An abiding distrust of poets lies 

deep in every scientific breast. ' i 

But history has a taste for irony. By an ironic twist of events the 

very latest unfoldings of bioltical science now indicate, at least to me, 

that Isaiah and John Muir perceived a principle in nature which all the 

_economic sobersides have overlooked, and which is the very stuff that con- 

; servation should be meee of. 

: * * * 

To perceive this principle, it is necessary to think at right angles 

Arrlutio 7 to the "old" sciences. The attempt to think in a plane perpendicular to 

’ Darwin is called ecology. Some ecologists claim they are founding a new 

science; a schism vigorously denounced by academic popes. I prefer to
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claim that ecology is teaching us how to appraise and use the old sciences 

for building a better relation between men and land. This, in the last 

enalysis, is conservation. 

In the mentel plane of the old sciences, land consists of soil, water, 

plants, and animals. Each of these "resources" has a history called evolu- 

tion, a series of component parts called particles or species, and a series 

of mumgnnenkxnarkexeatioiomm attributes or modes of behavior. To inventory 

these parts and to explore these attributes hes been the task of the 

biological sciences for two centuries. 

But there is still another tesk; these "resources" depend on each 

other. Soil and water support plants, plants support animals, and both 

eventually return, "dust unto dust", in a vervetual circuit of energy. 

To explore this circuit is the varticular task of ecology. 

f
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ag NE Aldo Leopold 

Wisconsin Hcology 

; (for Birds of Wisconsin) 

Changes in Man Types 

Introductions and Losses 

Shifts, Retreats, Intrusions, Rarities 

Land-use practices in relation to birds 

Iumbéring and fires 

Dreinage 

Dairy cows ; 

Fences and Power lines 

Feeding 

2 8) oT, 

Weather (probably in Chapter on Topog. etc.) but use "hardness of winters", 

“drouth indices", chronology of events affecting birds. 

Phenology. Relating plant phenomena to birds. 

{
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COUNTRY 

Aldo Leopold j 

Some day it will be said that we moderns produced an avalanche of cerebrations 

about land, but were unaware of country. Land is the place where corn, gullies, 

and economists grow. Country is the personality of that place; the collective 

character of the processes by which soil, plants, animals, people, and weather 

co-exist. 

Geographers call country "the landscape", but this is much too small a word. 

Ecologists call it "the biota", but few of them seem to know what country is. 

Biota, by connotation, becomes one of those cold and clammy fictions by which 

science seeks to separate truth from beauty. 

What is good country? That which yields heavy crops? A cleared jungle, or 

a carp-pond, are heavy yielders, but hardly good country. Physical oplence is 

certainly an element in the goodness of certain places, but others are good 

despite the conspicuous poverty of their physical endowments. 

I imow, for example, a certain lakeshore, a cool austerity of pines and 

wave-washed sands. All day you see this shore as something to mark the miles 

by. It offers no visible game, fish, or berries, no varied wildlife. But 

toward sunset some vagrant breeze wafts a gull across a headland, behind which 

a sudden roistering of loans reveals the presence of a hidden bay. You are 

seized with an irresistible impulse land, to set food on bearberry carpets, to 

pluck a balsam bed, to explore for blueberries, to pilfer beach plums, or mayhap 

to poach a partridge from those boshy quietudes that lie behind the dunes. A 

bay? Why not, too, a trout stream? Incisively the paddles clip little soughing 

holes athwart the gunwale, the bow swings sharp and cleaves the greening depths 

for shore. 

Later, a supper-smoke hangs lazily upon the bay; a flickar of light reveals 

a waning fire. It is a lean poor land, but good country.
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Some landscapes, perenially lush, are notably lacking in charm. I am 

thinking of the tall clean-boled woods of tulip poplar and oak of the middle- 

Atlantic seaboard. They are good to look at, from the road, but inside one 

finds a coarseness of minor vegetation, a turbidity of waters, and a paucity of 

wildlife. The open fields likewise suffer under close scrutiny; they lack blue- 

grass, and "the complaining brooks that make the meadows green" run red. I 

cannot explain why a red rivulet is not a brook. Neither can I, by logical 

deduction, prove that an old field, without the potential roar of a quail covey, 

is a mere weed-patch. Yet every hunter knows that this is true. 

The taste for country, as exhibited in individuals,displays the same diversity 

of competence as the taste for opera, or oils. All too numerous are those who 

‘ have little or none, of their om. Mountains are grand, but they mst display 

the conventional pines and lakes, and are better to look at than into. By the 

same token the Kansas plains are tedious, the desert a desolation. Not for their 

ears is the fugue of windswept marshes, or the dissonance of drouth. 

Ft cei taper tates elation oa eto ctor gelato 

Leopold & Hochbaum Paper 

available 

Marshland Elegy - L 

Fishing Story - L 

Thick-billed Parrot in Chihuahua - L 

proposed 

Song of the Gavilan - L 

Escudilla - L 

"Country" - L 

Chronology of Marsh - H 

November Cornfields (verse) - L 2
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Country 

Land vs. country 

What is good country? Opulence? 

northwards 

Sierra Madre 

Picture - book country. 

near end Theoretically, science should be the gateway. 

(Later) By and large, country is unknowm to scientists, business men, and 

politicians. Theoretically, science should be one of the gateways to an aware- 

ness of country, but few scientists 

COUNTRY 

Aldo Leopold 

Some day it will be said that the present generation produced an avalanche 

of cerebrations about land, but that these came to little or nothing because the 

cerebrahts were unaware of country. i 

Land is the place where corn, hogs, gullies, and economists grow. 

Country is the personality of that place, - it is the collective character 

of the processes by which plants, animals, people, soil, and weather co-exist. ; 

Good land implies physical opulence; the capacity to yield heavy crops. 

For instance: a carp-pond, or a piece of cleared jungle. But country may be 

good despite conspicuous poverty in physical endowments. 

i I kmow of certain lakeshores
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Country 

This enquiry, or perhaps I should say the impulse to set it down, owes its 

origin to a pretty girl in a dining car. How can she, by reason of being 

articulated in a certain way, redden a rose she does not even see? Is there any 

relation between this, the most fundamental of facts, and the capacity of certain 

landscapes, articulated in a certain way, to raise the "tempo" of those privileged 

to look upon them? 

I say "landscapes", but it is mich too small a word. The ecologist has a 

bigger one: biota. It means the collective total of plants, animals, people, 

soil, and weather comprising the biological organism of a given spot, a unit of 

that "organic film" in which we live and have our being. But despite the accuracy 

of the word, I shall not use "biota". This is not a "scientific" enquiry, and 

we are under no obligation to employ those cold and clammy terms with which the 

scientist attempts to support his fiction of divorcing truth from beauty. I shall, 

instead say "country", in the sense used by cowmen, naturalists, hunters, and other 

artists. 

What is "good" country? That which will with certitude yield heavy crops? 

By no means. A piece of cleared jungle, or a carp-pond, will outyield many a 

spot which far surpasses either or both of them in goodness. Physical opulence 

is certainly one element comprising the goodness of certain landscapes, but 

others are good despite the conspicuous poverty of their physical endowments. 

I imow, for example, certain lakeshores, - a cool austerity of pines and wave- 

washed sands, ordinarily something to mark miles by, something to see - from 

afar, They offer no visible game, fish, berries, wood, or wild-life. But let 

some vagrant breeze but waft a gull across a headland, or let some‘sudden 

roistering of loons reveal the presence of a hidden harbor, and there springs up 

in the traveller an irresistable impulse to die to set foot on virgin sands, to 

pluck balsam, to explore for blueberries, to pilfer beach-plums, or mayhap to 

poach a partridge from those bosky quietudes that lie behind the dunes. Harbor? 

Why not, too, a trout stream? Incisively the paddles clip their little soughing
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holes athwart the gun wale, the bow swings sharp and cleaves the greening depths 

for shore. Later, a supper-smoke hangs lazily upom the fragrant pines, a flicker 

of light reveals a waning fire. It is a lean, poor, land, but good country. 

Some landscapes,perenially lush, are notably lacking in certain elements 

of charm. By a series of comparisons, "goodness" may in fact be to some degree 

associated with certain definite plants and animals, and topography. Thus the 

tall clean-boled forests of poplar and oak of the middle Atlantic seaboard are 

good to look at - from the road - vat upon entering such a forest one finds a 

disappointing coarseness of minor vegetation, a turbidity of waters, and a paucity 

of wild life. The open lands likewise suffer under close scrutiny - they lack 

bluegrass, and "the complaining brooks that keep the meadows green" are red. I 

cannot explain why a red rivulet is not a brook, but just muddy water. Neither 

can I, by logical deduction, prove that a ragweed gully, without the potential f i 

roar of a quail covey, is a mere weed-patch. Yet every hunter imows that this 

is true. 

The taste for country, as exhibited by individuals, displays the same diver- 

sity of esthetic competence as the taste for opera or oils. 

All too numerous are those who simply have none - of their own. Their 

reaction to a landscape is wholly conventional: thus mountains are grand because 

all respectable people say they are, which is also the reason why - to some - 

Mona Lisa is a greet painting. To such as these the Kansas plains are tedious, 

because flat, - the desert a desolation, because dry, familiar, country, in 

short, plays no msic td of its own to the esthetically deaf. 

Next come those whose who can hear melody, but to whom the other msic of 

they eye is merely noise. Such feel a genuine pleasure in the complacent pretty- 

ness of "landscaped" parts, or even the reserved dignity of a Hew England farmstead, 

but not for them is the monotone of wind swept marshes, or the magnificent 

\iilssonance of ‘ 

The elect who really see the land are themselves radically decided. They
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are either artists in the narrow sense of seeing a pleasing area of surfaces with 

colors and movement, or farmers who see, {or feel), beneath those surfaces the 

fecundity of the earth. An artist once told me he regretted to see dams built 

in the arroyas of the New Mexico - they love indigenous scenery. He was unaware 

of the hidden mechanism by which gullies threaten to dump New Mexico in the sea. 

The experience of country is solitary in proportion to its intensity, - 

gregarious in proportion to superficiality. ‘he willingness to be herded in 

droves through "scenic" places is in itself evidence of undeveloped mentality 

in respect of this particular entity - perhaps of retrogressive mentality. One 

of the most unfounded tenets, of the mechanistic dogma is the assumption that 

continuous crowding stimlates the mind.
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THE ROLE OF WILDLIFE IN EDUCATION 

Aldo Leopold 

Why is it that the land we die for in time of war is freely looted of its 

fertility, forests, water and wildlife in time of peace? 

The answer, I think, is quite simple. Land, to the average citizen, means 

the people on the land. There is no affection for or loyalty to the land as such, 

or to its non-human cohabitants. The concept of land as a community, of which we 

are only members, is limited to a few ecologists. Ninety nine percent of the 

world's brains and votes have never heard of it. The mass mind is devoid of any 

notion that the integrity of the land commnity may depend on its wholeness, that 

this wholeness is needlessly destroyed by present modes of land-use, or that the 

land-sciences have not yet examined the possibilities 6f preserving more of it. 

If and when the ecological idea takes root, it is likely to alter things. 

We need not be prophets to sense this. Every ecologist feels discomfort in 

trying to adjust the world in which he works to that in which he lives. This 

discomfort reflects a noncomformity. It may be a serious one. The question 

"am I my brother's keeper?" took 2000 years to answer, and is not settled yet. 

' Am I my land's keeper? 

The professions of forestry, range management, erosion engineering, and 

wildlife management stand in a peculiar relation to ecological land-use. Each 

grew up to perform a rather narrow technical job. We now find ourselves the 

joint exponents of a broad new concept. We didn't raise our technicians to be 

exponents. 

The laboratory ecologist is in a less trying position, for he deals usually 

with species people never saw, and he speaks a language people never heard. The 

agriculturist is in a less trying position, for he has so far rejected the idea 

of wholeness. Like the pioneer, he thinks of plants and animals aa either useful 

and useless, and he loses no sleep about the latter. The upshot is that we, the 

"wild" professions, carry the ball. What are we going to do with it?
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One thing is clear: we need better players rather than more of them. The 

haste for numbers was the inevitable result of the spending spree which started 

in 1933, but is now at an end. 

How much better players? Pride in our professions should not blind us to 

the fact that we-draw less than our share of the best brains. Outstanding 

intellectual horsepower still gravitates to the land-conquering professions and 

vocations. They are piling up momentum faster than we are, and the war may 

increase their lead. It is easier to fight for land than to think for it. 

Our strategy is crystal-clear: cease teaching land ecology only to budding 

professionals; teach it to whoever will listen. 

* * * 

This implies, first of all, a higher grade of teaching. The budding pro- 

fessional mst accept what he can get, for his intended livelihood is at stake 

and his choice of schools is often dictated by financial aids and geographic | 

propinquity. The non-professional student, on the other hand, is free to reject 

whatever teaching lacks vitality. An era of free competition for his attention 

might do us a lot of good. 

Let it be clear, though, that a complete face-about is not recommended. 

Teaching, to be vital, mst reflect research. Today's teaching mst present 

yesterday's findings in the woods and fields. Research findings imply research 

aides, who are usually professionals in training. A small output of rigidly 

selected professionals thus seems one of the necessary means to better non- 

professional teaching. ‘ 

It is clear, too, that in order to get the best teaching the researcher 

heretofore too busy to teach mst lend a hand; few of us are so valuable that 

we cannot afford to translate our work to the laymen. There mst also be an 

end to the overloaded teacher with no time for research. Any man not worth 

allowing a margin of unobligated time is not worth having at all. 

All of these changes are rather easily made, because they are superficial.
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They do not touch the real problem. ‘The real problem is how to get every botanist, 

zoologist, agronomist, geographer, economist, historian et al. to teach (and 

think) ecology. If it be true that ecology offers a new view of the land, then 

it is unthinkable that its teaching be relegated to ecologists alone. Nothing 

less than the full educational machine can do the job, and nothing short of a 

generation or two can get the job well-started. 

The groaning curriculum alone precludes superimposing large new specialties 

on the existing structure. 

We are warned against wishing new tasks on the schools; the public, we are 

told, must want the new wares before the schools can deliver them. On the other 

hand the schools mst exhibit them before the public can kmow whether it wants 

them or not. This ring-around of reasoning beffles me; I don't pretend to see 

through it. 

(1) Is the complete modern, duly equipped with a social conscience, a set 

of new tires, a Ph.D. in economics, and a complete ignorance of the land he 

wo came from, capable of forming a stable society? 

“a (2) Does the human mind, liberated from drudgery by machines, use its new 

i freedom? Or was there unsuspected value in some of our discarded chains; those 

i. to land, for example? 

PN (3) Is our dependence on the land a matter of economic expediency only, 

or is there a cultural dependency also? 

ee ee 

Most Americans have re of conservation in the above sense. The 

danger is, not that the conservation idea will lose its intellectual battle, but 

that it will never get a hearing. Compared with our opponents we are a feeble 

crowd; feeble in numbers, feeble in age, feeble in intellectual horsepower.
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The Role of Wildlife in Eaucation 

Aldo Leopold 

Ideas, like animals and plants, speciate continuously. Ideas struggle with 

each other for dominance, and at the same time cooperate with each other to form 

an organic whole, an intellectual biota. 

Some ideas compete in the political sphere; in such cases dominance may be 

determined, at least temporarily, by wars. 

Others compete on non-political battlegrounds. These peaceful competitions 

may involve important issues. It does not occur to us that our selection of 

Christmas presents, or of tea-table conversation, or of objectives for a holiday 

may represent charges and retreats, bombings and launchings in a war of ideas. 

No one mind can grasp many of these issues. There are many, but each of us 

sees only those arising from his personal experience. One issue arises from the 

experience common to wildlife managers, foresters and range managers. 

This issue is called conservation, but the term is not definitive. Con- 

servation is spurious taxonomy, for the term includes more variation than it 

excludes. Nevertheless it is possible to partially delimit its meaning by three ‘ 

overlapping questions:
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& Unfinished Manuscript 
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Notes for Paper on Writing 

Commentary vs. Exposition. One of the most frequent (and sometimes the most 

damaging) errors inwriting is to forget gust what the reader lmows, 48 

compared with what you kmow, and to leunch into commentary before exposition has 

been completed. ; 

If both you and your reader know the facts at issue, then you may discuss, 

appreise, and interpret them without describing them. Such writing is commentary. 

It is duitable for a seminar at which a group is discussing a paper previously 

read by all, or an experiment previously performed by all. 

: If only you know the facts at issue, then you must first describe the facts 

before you can discuss, appraise,or interpret them. Such setting forth of facts 

is exposition. It is a necessary prelude to comnentary. 

The longer you have mulled over a gtven problem, the more apt you are 

to forget that your readef may never heve heard of it, or at least may be 

unfamiliar with the facts you have assembled about it. Hence experienced writers, 

especially those who have thought long and Hard about a given problem, are 

more likely to launch prematurely into commentary than are inexperienced writers. 

A striking example is found in Margeret Nice's two account of Bird Psychology. 

In her first account, written in 193 ik ) she was fully conscious of the fact 

that most of her readers had never heard of the factual basis of her discussion. 

Hence she is at vains toexpose, set forth, describe. Hence the 193 paper is 

a medel of lucidity. 

In her second account (Chapter I, vol. II, of The Song Sparrow) she 

forgets the mental status of her readers - launcheds directly into
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commentarye Hence the second paper is meaningless to all except those few 

Wao happen to know the facts which she discusses, appraises, and interprets. 

Premature commentary afflicts not only experienced writers, but also 

defensive writers. If you have had to fight for the merits of apiece of work, 

you are in danzer for forgetting that your reader does not Imow what the work 

was until you tell him. 

A dramatic example is found in the pheasant papers of Hycks and Buss 

respectively. Both hit upon the same idea at the same time: that trapping and 

banding of wild pheasants, in comparison with simultaneous banding of artifi- 

cial released, promised to yield ecological measurements of théir respective 

survival Values. Both worked hard, long, and skillfully at executing this 

idea in the field. Both found low survival values in artificial birds. Hicks 

had to defend his findings against hostile criticism; Buss kept his findings 

"under his hat" until his evidence was complete. Hické developed a defensive 

attifude, Buss did not. When the Hicks manuscript appeared, it forgot to 

tell what the author had dor it simply defended the merits of the work. This 

was, in essence, premature commentary. ‘ 

When Buss manuscript reached print, it carefully set forth the facts 

before discussing them. In some rerts it leans over backward the failed to 

discuss at all. 7 

Of the tio publications, the latter is far more enlightening to the reager. 

Much of the defensive material in Hicks! work was edited out before reaching 

print, but the fundamental damage to clarity had been done, and no editor 

could fully repairf it. The world will never lmow the tate merit of Hicks! 

field performance.
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We suspect that good form in writing, as in golf,isya matter of relaxa- 

tion. He who twists himsékf into a knot preparatory to the stroke is pretty 

sure to tear up the landscape, rahter than to hit she ball. 

ie ie eC 

Is college English a species of writing, or a gemas? We observe it has 

many forms~ some of which display peculiar geopgraphic distribution. Thus 

Highbrowism occurs on campuses; Circumlocution in convention papers; prolixity 

in symposia; and evasion in bureaus, These forms hybridize at their edges, but 

the hybrids are all infertile. This would suggest that the whole complex is 

entitled to generic rank, but for the confusing fact that in Journals the 

characters are mexed at random, We have examined many thousands of Journal 

speci¢mens end find: 

Introduction longer than body Cavityeccosssceecsessecceteresere 061.34 

Acknowledgements include stipervising Seb tenhoks.vuncsks bao 0e89Ie9® 

Acknowledgements exclude aunts and GOUGINGS somecews becesconsauece bony 

Sumary without War COLPAL Un esUatcerucawelesou le cele ebbioe beaseeekouer 

Map titles read: "Figure 1. Map showing" so and HOL4d hale canoes ob0 Om l 

_ Still more confusing is that little undetstood phenomenon known as the 

thesis, in-which indefinite elongation of all body pabts often obscures the 

presence or absence of viscera. Theses have only one predictable characteristic: 

the extreme anterior title page alainn only partial fu¥fillment of the re- 

quirements for a hasan < 

Most theses stay within their home territory: tWe college library. Some 

irrupt after hard winter, like snowy owls, into editorial offices, where 

»esuddenly find that they have unwittingly cooperated in undertakings previously 

unknown. :
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e For College English 
{ 

"The scope of this paper has been purposely limited to woody species 

common to the bear-oak type as it seemed desireable to lay particular emphasis 

upon the winter season when woody species were not only heavily utilized in 

general as browse but were even the sole food of déer follewing heavy snows.! . 

Probable meehi ng: We studied woody plants because deer depend on them 

in winter, and during snow, may eat nothing else. 

"Browsing of woody plants during other seasons has been regarded as of 

particular importance to availability during winter months when herbaceous 

plents and other foods were sparsely present or covered with snow, because 

woody species which were browsed heavily in the summer and fell were apt tote 

in poor condition to furnish winter food." 

Probable meaning! Woody plants browsed in summer are apt to be used before 

winter. 

‘Thus, the most desireable type of woody browse plants were those of 

relatively high nutritive value, abundantly present within reach of deer, 

and not browsed excessively out of the winter season," 

Probable meaning: Hence the best plants for winter are those which are 

abundant, accessible, and little used in summr. 

t
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f Yel University Farm Place 
September 3, 1942 

Mr. S. T. Dana 
School of Forestry and Conservation 
University of Michigan 

Ann Aybor, 4ichigan 

Dear Sam: 

This is one of the best deer food studies I have seen in many a day, but 

one of the worst written papers. 

The attached gage illustrates the circwhlocution and ambiguity which 
characterize the writing almost throughout. 

No, I do not agree that the months should be lumped by seasons in Table I. | 
My own experience convinces me that these sudden attacks on some plants, 

which recur at the same season each year, are the key to the whokdeer food 

question, and these boys are the first to point this out. 

I think that Table I would be muche@sier to read if it were presented graphically, 

thus: 

: Month: NB Gl Ty Sha 28) MSS) eT iy 

Serviceberry 

Jersey-tea i 

This might do away with any need for Sigure 2. 

' Table 2 is exvellent as is. 

The "Discussion" is not a discussion at all, but a repetition of the text, in 

even more ambiguous form. The manggement discussion had better be left out, as 
nothing is said. It would be best to say no wk was done on manggement. 

The paper nowhere makes clear how the tallying was done. This doubiless is 
in one of the references, but a short description of it would save the reader 

the labor of looking it un. 

I regret to have to say harsh things about so nice a piece of work. Only the 
writing is at fatt. We should encourage the authors to present their admirable 

job simply and clearly. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo “eopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Abstract of a Cornell Ph.D. thesis: 

"By wey of summary the following conclusions aré listed: 

1. Birds are for the most part diurnal in their activities. There are, 

however, a number of notable exceptions." 

{
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Pett a i "Unfinished Manuscrivts" 

: Aldo Leopold 

Properties of Plants 

Important in Wildlife Ecology and Management 

It has long been my impression that the kind of botany needed to under- 

stand wildlife ecology does not grow on most campuses. Fragments are found 

in various botany courses, but the student has no sure way to identify them. 

They need to be lifted out of their usual context, and presented in terms 

of their importance to animals. 

This is an attempt to classify the properties or characteristics 

which make plants valuable to, vulnerable to, or dependent on animals. Each 

proverty is defined by one or more examples. It is these properties which 

determine the speed and make-up of the plant succession and the utility of 

plents for food and cover improvements. 

Authority is cited only for relations not commonly understood, or 

those developed largely by a single investigators or those likely to be 

disputed. : 

Mode of Reproduction 

1. Seeds. Palatability depends on size, composition, difficulty of extrac- 

tion, and also perhaps on chemical changes in the seed or in the animal. 

Sprouted corn is more palatable to pheasants in spring than unsprouted. 

Value of a palatable seed depends on age and frequency of bearing. Tms 

oak and beech bore mast only in alternate years; passenger pigeons nested 

alternately in Michigan eating beech, and Wisconsin eating acorns (aekaeees) . 

Hoarding of seeds by animals makes them available to some species, un- 

available to others, and may plant seeds. 

Some seeds remain viable in the soil for decades, and grow when the 

chence comes. Thus lesser ragweed. springs up in old cottonfields which have 

been in pine forest for 40 years.
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Seeds valuable as winter food in the north become worthless in the south 

by reason of mildewing. 

Transport of seed by wind, water, gravity, and animals affects rapidity 

of spread. Thus wind-borne aspen or cottonwood seeds spring up on deep 

burns in peat, spoilbanks, and dumps of quarries. Wind or water-borne 

willow seeds spring up on md-flats and sand bars. Animals transport seed 

in feces (cedar, cherry, poison ivy) or on pelage as burs (burdock, Bidens, 

tick-trefoil). 

2. Sprouts. Most hardwoods sprout, especially from young stumys. Among 

evergreens, only redwood, some junipers, and some hard pines sprout. : 

Summer -cut stumps sprout less vigorously than winter-cut. Browsing injures 

non-sprouters like white cedar, may benefit svrouters like sumac. Sprouts 

are more valatable than old wood sprout trees (coppice) die earlier than 

seedlings because fungi are admitted. 

3. Runners. Stoloniferous grasses (like quad) and root-sprouting shrubs 

(sumec, aspen, plum, some willows) are spread by root-injuries. Injuries 

can be dated by age-classes in the sprouts from a parent stock (clone). 

4. Layering. (rooting of prostrate stems) depends on soil, mulch, and 

moisture. Important in many vines (grape) and some shrubs (dewberry). 

Soil Requirements 

5. Moisture. Competition for moisture is most severe on dry sites: thus 

young pines may whip bi on lowlands but not on nearby uplands. Drouth- 

resistant plants may be vulnerable to drouth at certain seasons: thus 

wholesale death of osage and of western yellow pine may occur in dry winters 

with deep frost. Stagnant water mey differ from moving water: thus red 

dogwood fails in stagnant bogs but thrives in springy ones.
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6. Acidity. is not understood. Tamarack, oak, pine, and sphagnum build their 

own acidity by dropped foliage. Beech and maple build the opposite by pump- 

ing basic salts from the subsoil. 

7. Heaviness. Good supplies of organic matter make sandy soils "heavier" 

and clay soils "lighter", but some plants need clay as such, and will not 

grow on the richest silts (Mt. ash). taes soils may kill animals by md- 

palls on feet (Hungarian partridge). Burrowing mammals select soils of 

requisite properties (Moss: The Woodchuck as a Soil Expert; Journal of Wild- 

life Management 4:4:441-W43). 

8. Organic Matter. The main determiner of erosion, hence of flora, hence 

of feune. Most burrowing animals bury vegetation and thus augment organic 

matter. Examples: earthworms pull leaves into their burrows; Kangaroo rats 

by localized underground defecetion may pile up lethal concentrations of 

salts; such spots become fertile only after leaching. 

Orgenic matter is not merely plant detritus; equally important are the 

nitrogen and microflora win, rot it. Rate of decay (28) is a good index 

to organic conditions. Thus nitréfying legumes in burned, ungrazed southern 

pine accumulate organic matter faster than the fire destroys it; without the 

' legumes undecayed "rough" accumlates. Prairie, despite fifes, accumulated 

more organic matter than unburned forest. 

(See Van Dersal: ;Dependence of Soils on Animal Life; Trans. 2nd Wildlife 

Conference 1937:458-L67. Also Taylor: Some effects of animals on plants, Sci. 

Monthly 43:262-271). 

9. Temperature. Some roots tolerate only a narrow range of soil temperature, 

and hence grow in a horizontal plane (tamarack) and are sensitive to changes 

in depth (sprites). Some roots "cook" in hot sun, especially if not insulated 

by mich, or shaded by foliage. Thus transplanted hazel grows well only after
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it shades its own roots. Temperature may limit plants as seedlings by 

frost-heaving, damping off, etc. 

Tolerance 

10. Of Shade. One of the few universal rules is that old plants tolerate 

less shade than young ones. Species differ from each other even more than 

old individuals from young. All species intolerant: grasses, clovers, willows, 

poplars, oaks, apples, cherries, pines (except white), junipers, hickories. 

All species tolerant: mosses, ferns, maples, beeches, birches, spruces, 

hemlocks, balsams, yews. Only tolerant species can grow food end cover under 

shade. Only tolerant trees have mech foliage within the crown, or form 

dense stands when old, or recover when released from extended suppression 

by shade. Animals, by damage to plants, play a large part in keeping in- 

tolerant species alive. Thus cottontails mow off dwarf birches in marshy 

meadows and thus keep white ladyslippers from being shaded out. (Leopold: 

Amer. Forests June 1939, pp. 295-299 etc.) 

Shade usually decreases palatability, but deer prefer shaded gray dog- 

wood to open-grown. Shade always decreases fruiting in shrubs and trees. 

11. Wind, Heat, Drouth. These all ceuse water-loss, and must be considered 

jointly. Wind protection, partial shading, and cultivetion (removal of 

competition for water) are often alternatives. Thus a young white pine can 

dispense with 3 if it has 182; it aan dispense with 1&2 if it has 3 (hence 

nurseries). Of all competitors, grass is most serious (See 35). Wind alon e 

may kill plents by abrasion of sand and sleet at ground level, and by breakage. 

Summer windfalls are important as cover (See 25) 

12. Fire. By encouraging nitrifying legumes, fire enriches prairie soil 

and prairie fauna (including prairie under-trees, as in longleaf pine). By 

consuming surface duff, fire impoverishes rocky soil-less sites. By burning ; 

; off oxidized surface layers, it impoverishes peat marshes. Localized fires
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enrich the flora and hence the fauna of most wild lands by variegating 

successional stages, but in "cleaned farmed" are as already in weed and 

forb stages, even localized fires may be ruinous. 

Fire combines with grazing in imvortant ways. Thus longleaf pine 

which is burned and also grazed loses its native legumes, end desireable 

nitrification can be maintained only by resorting to exotics. 

Most wild berries bear only after fire. Fire kills tree reproduction 

except in sprouters (see 2) and in insulated species (longleaf pine, 

bur oak). Fire scars admit fungi to most trees. 

, Direct killing of animals by fire is infrequent, but fire during 

the breeding season may destroy many nests and young. 

Properties of Plants 

Important in Wildlife Ecology and Management 

(These properties determine the speed end make-up of the plant succession, 

the relation of plants to animals, and the utility of plants for wildlife 

food and cover improvement.) 

Property. Important Variables Affecting It, with Examples. 

I. Mode of Reproduction 

1. Seeds Palatability. Age and frequency of bearing 
(mast cycle). Storage by animals. Storage 
in soil (ragweed). Insect and mildew damage. 
Transport by wind (aspen), water, gravity, 
ahimals. 

2. Sprouts Season and age of cutting. 

3. Runners Wounding (aspen). hedot clones? (wild plum) 

4, Layering Moisture and mulch (red dogwood) 

II Soil Requirements 

5. Moisture Stagnent vs. moving water (red dogwood) 
e winter vs. summer drouths (pine)
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6. Acidity Self-induced acidity (oak, pine, tamarack, 

sphagnum). Self induced alkalinity (beech, maple) 

7. Heaviness 

8. Organic matter Burial by earthworms. Some seeds demand mineral soil. 

9. Temperature "Cooking" of roots. Temperature zones (spruce, 

tamarack) 

III Resistance to or Tolerance of 

10. Shade Decreases with age (maple, forbs) Recovery 

from suppression only in tolerants (balsan, 

hemlock). 

ll.‘wind,heat,drouth wind vrotection (vines) mulch. competition (sod) 

12. Fire age, insulation, previous scars 

13. Mowing, cutting season, frequency. Principle of "deferred 

grazing"; formation of seed. 

14. Grazing, browsing Season (elm vs. cedar) Palatability & fertilizer. 

: Snow cover. Plimsoll line. Deferred penalties . 

15. Insects Alternate foods (elm vs. basswood) 

16. Disease Maturity of shrubs (oyster shell scale-red dog- 

wood - rabbit) 

17. Transplantation Deev (oak) and shallow (pine) roots. Nurse crops. 

18. Toxic materials Death of trees in heron and starling roosts. 

Pessenger pigeon and ginseng. 

19. Flooding Season, duration (white pine) \ 

IV Growth properties 

20. Form Ragweed. 
t 

21. Rapidity ’ Age, shade, fertility 

22. Season of (Juniper vs. pine) 

23. Longevity Forbs sneg trees (western yellow vine) Short— 

lived trees and woodpeckers (aspen).
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V. Mechanical Properties 

24. Wind and snowbreak Snow destroys cover (wild plum); makes cover 

(pines, grape). 

25. Cover value Conifer and grape vs other hardwoods. Leaf 

retention on summer oaks. 

26. Thorniness Age, vigor (crab, haw, plum, honey locust, 
plackberry). All ages (osage). 

27. Ice and wind breakage 

28. Rate of decay 

stems 

leaves and twigs 

29. Soil-binding effect 

30. Combustibility , 

31. Noisiness 

32. Perch value 

VI. Chemical Properties 

33. Food value of seeds, buds, bark, etc. 

34. Toxicity to animals 

35. Toxicity to plants. Paving the way for plants (tobacco). Grass toxin. 

Miscellaneous 

36. Galls 

37. Ifisect population. Plant worthless, but insect fauna valuable 

(water milfoil). Both plant and fauna valuable 
(clover). 

{ 

/
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Animal Density and Plant Survival 
Aldo Leopold 

Most existing information on food habits of plant-eating animals disregards 

wide departures from normality in the number of plants available, or in the 

number of animals feeding on them. 

Wide departures from normality are common in the field, particularly when 

the animal is cyclic, or when the plant is an isolated pioneer or relic. This 

paper discusses some random observations on the influence of numbers on plant 

survival. Most of the observations were made on or near an abandoned farm in 

Sauk County, Wisconsin which I bought in 1936. 

Case 1. In the spring of 1938 I planted several hundred 2-1 red oak trans- 

plants in plow furrows on an open sodded hill used byfottontail rabbits during 

all snowless seasons. The oaks grew about 8 inches but in fall were promptly 

cut off by rabbits, which had begun to recover from the cyclic low of 1936. In 

1939 the performance was repeated, rabbits being still more numerous. In 1940 

the oaks have again sprouted. ‘The sprouts grow a little taller each year (due 

no doubt tdslowly expanding root systems), but the number of oaks dwindles as 

some rootstocks lose their capacity to form buds. It is now clear that these 

oaks mst await the next low in rabbits (due about 1945) before they can accumlate 

enough leafage to grow rapidly. 

Damage in this case is exaggerated because the rabbits use the plow furrows 

as trails. Survival, on the other hand, is prolonged because the furrows relieve 

the young oaks of grass competition. 

Red-oak seedlings in brush or timber had, during this same period, the 

advantage of massed numbers but the disadvantage of being vulnerable during snow 

as well as during snowless periods. I see no considerable survival except in 

older seedlings, perhaps old enough to have taken advantage of the 1936 low.
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It is well kmown that large areas of former Wisconsin prairie sprang up to 

even-aged red oak after the cessation of prairie fires in the 1840's and 1850's; 

these encroachments constitute the bulk of the woodlots of today. Did these 

encroachments likewise await a low in rabbits before they could grow? What 

animal transported the acorns with such uniformity over such larger areas? 

Case 2. The pasque flower survives today as scattered declining relics on 

gravelly or sandy ridges too dry to support sod-forming grasses. Such ridges 

are usually included in pastures because they are too poor to plow. The pasque 

is either unp2latable to cattle or blooms so early in spring that the cattle are 

still in the barn; at any rate it survives in pastures. Why then should it 

decline so rapidly? I perhaps found the answer in this observation: of about 

100 pasques seen on May 13, at least 90 percent were without blooms or flower 

freshly severed, presumably by rabbits, were found. The stalks had been 

severed but not eaten. THarlier, several newly sprouted pasques were found 

nipped off. This suggests that rabbits or other rodents may be important in 

contributing to the decline of wildflower relics, and in preventing the pioneer- 

ing of new habitats. 

Case 3. Since 1936 I have been underplanting a 40-acre tract of woodland 

with scattering white pine. Rabbits and deer get nearly all the pines, especially 

after they emerge above snow-level. The damage is greatest on and near trails. 

The excellent growth of occasional survivors away from trails shows that the site, 

but for browsing by mammals, is favorable. On nearby old fields the damage to 

planted white pines from rabbits is much less, and from deer considerably less. 

Evidently the "massing" of deer and rabbits in the cover of the woodlot is too 

mach for the scattering pines, whereas on the old fields where there are more 

pines and fewer mammals the damage is not severe enough to inhibit survival. 

There is one spot in my woodlot which shows good survival: a north-facing 

bank which runs trensverse to the deer trails and which is too cold to be used
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by rabbits in winter. This exception corroborates the general conclusion already 

stated. 

The status of natural white pines in two nearby woodlots suggests that the 

addition of even a few non-cyclic deer may greatly accentuate the damage from cyclic 

rabbits. Both of these woodlots contain pine seed trees, whereas my woodlot has 

none. They show small reproduction protected by snow and large reproduction be- 

yond the reach of deer, but the reproduction of intermediate size is ruined. 

Evidently some of it grew beyond reach of rabbits during the low of 1936, bt 

the deer are now killing it. Deer were formerly scarce. With more deer, the 

former periodic respite from rabbits is no longer effective; all woodlands are 

now lethal to young pines, either natural or planted. 

Case 4. Deer sometimes kill saplings by using them to rub the velvet off 

their antlers in October, and to polish sek antlers during the November rut. 

For some curious reason they prefer to rub isolated saplings or saplings of 

uncommon species. The rubbed sapling is always injured and sometimes killed. 

My marsh was last burned a decade ago and is being invaded by aspens. The 

outposts consist of small thickets, each thicket being a clone from a pioneer 

seedling. Nearly every such outpost thicket is scarred by deer rubbings of 

various ages. larger older stands of aspen show few rubbings except on isolated 

saplings near trails. 

On Nov. __ 1939, I planted a group of wild-pulled tamarack saplings in an 

open pothole several miles from the nearest wild tamaracks. On Nov. __ one of 

them had been completely debarked by a deer. 

In 1937 I planted some jackpines on an old field two miles from the nearest 

wild jackpine. By 1939 several dozen had reached breast-height. Of these larger 

trees, 8 were rubbed or broken by deer during October and November. 

In Germany isolated larch or Douglas fir saplings are always "bundled" with
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spruce limbs over winter to prevent demolition by roe and red deer. Even domestic 

bulls will rub on an isolated red cedar in a pasture. In the southwest rubbing 

by cattle often prevents the spread of Ponderosa pines into open parks. 

In general, rubbing by horned mammals is a minor but constant handicap to 

the spread of pioneering trees of some species, and probably also to the sur- 

vival of reproduction from relics. 

Case 5. We have transplanted many wild-pulled aspens and a few cottonwoods 

and wild plums to serve as a deciduous border for pine plantations in old fields. 

To help them survive drouths, we frequently make a large’ scalp and keep it free 

of sod by hoeing. Such isolated scalped trees are often killed by aphids on the 

growing parts which are exploited by ants ive form colonies in the scalped 

sand. 

Only these three hardwoods are attached,and they only on sandy soil. Other 

hardwoods and conifers similarly handled benefited greatly from cultivated scalps. 

We verified the cause of death by spreying the aphids, after which the trees 

began normal growth. Previous to spraying the aphids apparently prevented forma- 

tion of enough leafage for photosynthesis. The experiment, however, was clouded 

by the sudden death of some trees after recovery, perhaps of toxic accumulations 

in the cut colonies. 

Massed stands, of aspen and plum survive and reproduce on similar nearby 

soils, and cottonwoods on nearby sandbars. We suspect that isolation plus 

exposed sand introduces the lethal insect factor. 

Case 6. We have in our woodlot a few thickets of wahoo or burning bush 

(Evonyms atropurpurea). It far exceeds all other woody browse plants in palatability 

to rabbits, mice, and deer. 4As far as we can detect, it is browsed only in winter. 

A wahoo thicket in spring looks as if the stems had been whitewashed from snowlevel 

to as high as a rabbit can reach. The debarking is often nearly complete
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Animal Density and Plant Survival in Wisconsin 

Isolated plants vs. massed animals 

white pine - deer deer- aspen, tamarack, etc. (rubbing) 

Le pine- rabbit aspen - aphis - ant 

pasque flower - rabbit 

red oak - rabbit 

woody plants - mice 

tax vs. deer 

Massed plants vs. massed animals 

sumac - rabbit 

Veronica - deer 

blackbird - sunflower 

Variables in animal attack 

snow stage 

The plants eaten by mammals and birds were at first recorded as simple lists 

representing the dietary of a particular animal species. These dietaries were 

later elaborated to specify the relative quantities eaten, and to distinguish 

between seasons and between degrees of palatability of various plants and plant 

parts. <A few observers have reversed the point of view and recorded the animals 

which feed on a particular plant. 

Most of these data contain an implied assumption: that the number of plants 

available, and the number of animals feeding on them, are "normal", In the field, 

wide departures from normality are common, particularly when the animal is cyclic, 

or the plant is an isolated pioneer. This paper attempts to point out how abnormal 

densities in either plant or animal may affect plant survival.
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Published by the Society of American Foresters 

Mills Building 
17th Street and Pennsylvania Aveme, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 

May 17, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

The surplus supply of manuscripts accepted for publication 

in the Journal of Forestry has now been greatly reduced. As 
a matter of actual fact, we only have enough material on hand 
for the June and July issues. I think it would be highly 
desirable if the Associate Eaitors would use this opportunity 

to stimulate and encourage workers in their respective fields 

to submit some outstanding papers for publication in the 
Journal of Forestry. It would be particularly desirable if, 
by some means or other, we could increase the contributions 
in range management, forest administration, and in general 
forestry practices. 

As you undoubtedly know, the Puget Sound Section of the 
Society is arranging a meeting to be held in connection with 
the summer meeting of the A.A.A.S. Undoubtedly, I will be 

able to pick up a number of interesting papers presented at 
this meeting, but present plans do not call for devoting a 
special issue of the Journal to publish all the papers pre- : 
sented at that meeting. Within the next eight or 10 months, 

therefore, we shall be able to publish a considerable number 
of mamuscripts. 

Cordially yours, 

/s/ Henry Schmitz 

Henry Schmitz/dd Eaitor-in-Chief
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Notes on Arboretum Quail Censuses 

1937-38. Feeney's map of cruising radii of 10 known coveys (see Arboretum atlas) 

shows 131 quail on Dec. 21, 1937 and 129 on Feb. 1, 1938. In addition the map 

indicates a questionable covey east of thdFish Hatchery road in the Jones woods, 

and another marked as "missing" at the Dickson duck pond. 

The pheasant census drive 1937 (date?) mentions 6 goveys flushed, which 

would be about 100. This supports Feeney's census. Feeney's Dec. 21 census, 

131 quail, is used for correcting Lot 6. This figure is listed in my summary 

of 1/24/42 as a "reliable" midwinter census. 

1938-39. There is no recorded census. Feeney's letter of 9/6/42 to Alice Harper 

says he banded 117 quail, including 16 "at the Greek's place" south of Seminole 

Highway, and that Sperry banded 18 others. This totals 135, while the banding 

records show 141. This checks fairly closely, and indicates that if the povula- 

tion resembled that of 1937-38, a practically complete banding was accomplished. 

While there is no recorded census, a census was certainly made, for a news 

story written by me and dated "May 1939" says "the annual quail census made by 

W. S. Feeney and T. M. Sperry showed about 200 quail, a gratifying increase over 

the previous winter". (The previous fall census was 131.) While this 200 

figure cannot be dated, it is probably fall, and relates logically to the 141 

quail banded. 

My summary of Arboretum quail censuses and bandings, dated 1/24/41, gives 

126 as a "reliable' nidwinter census for 1938-39. This does not check with the 

200 figure, but 126 mst ie low, for 141 were actually banded. The same summary 

gives the bandings as 120, which is obviously incomplete. 

The most conservative course seems to be to regard the banding of 141 as 

covering substantially all the quail present, and hence needing no correction. 

1939-40. No complete census made, but Feeney's letter of Jan. 27, 1941 lists 9 

known coveys plus 4 probables, and estimates 140 quail for Jan. 1940. This was
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later corrected in red pencil to 170 + with an unsigned footnote "see revision 

on quail summary after checking bandings". An accompanying map shows covey 

locations but not numbers in each. An inked note by Feeney, arrowed to the 

170+, says "200 seems a good estimate". 

It seems conservative to assume a late fall population of 170 quail, of 

which $l were banded. The corrections for Lots 7, and & are based on 170 

populations. 

1940-41. Sperry's letter of Jan. 20, 1941 says: "My figure for the fall of 1940 

(let us say as of Dec. 1, 1940) is 5 doveys totalling 65 birds. To date I have 

banded 35 of these". My summary of 1/24/41 gives 65 as a reliable fall census, 

and also mentions 35 bandings to date plus 1 "retake". 

1g41-he. There is no census of record, but Tom Butzen remembers the following 

coveys: 18-20 in pines and Noe Woods 

8- 9 mouth of Teal Pond Creek at Lakeshore thicket 

“st near intersection Capitol Drive and Rrboretum road. ~ 

This is probably reliable as a minimum fall census. Catenhusen banded & 

new but there is no record of what covey these came from. He also got 3 re- 

turns from Lof10, total 11. 

1942-43. There is no census of record, but Tom Butzen remembers a covey at camp, . 

and another at the mouth of the Teal Pond Creek. 

Cyril Kabat (letter 12/26/44) says in Dec. 1942 there were 2 covies of 7 and 

13 on the Arboretum, total 20, of which Halazon banded 4, Kabat 3, total 7, in- 

cluding 1 return. All 7 survived till spring. The 13 disappeared in early 

January. (The banding book however shows 10 banded, 6 by Kabat, 4 by Halazon.) 

The above does not include a covey of at Turville farm, of which 17 were 

banded by Halazon, with 5 later checked by Kabat. 

19h 3-H4.13 quail flushed on pheasant drive Jan. 9, 1944, at Jones woods. Covey 

of 15 at cemp, shrunk to 3 by spring. Fall census 27.
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1ghu-45. Covey of 13 at Dickson Duck Pond, 13 at camp (early Nov.), 12 trapped 

at Murphy's Creek 1/1/45. Camp covey moved (7) to mouth Wingra Creek Dec. 15. 

Fall census: 35 quail.
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December 22, 1944 

Ensign Cyril Kabat, USNR 
750.0. 7 A. t. Be 
Camp Bradford 
Norfolk 11, Virginia 

Dear Cyril: 

I have been working on the banding data which Jesse started by 
abstracting Wagner's records. I find myself stalled for lack of 
some kind of census for Arboretum quail during the winter of 1942-43. 
This is the winter in which George Halazon trapped at Turville's, 
and you later checked his work and also trapped seven birds of 
your own, evidently elsewhere than Turville's, but on the Arboretun. 
¥You will remember that Frank Kozlik was doing the pheasants that 
winter. 

Some kind of a census is necessary in order to correct the trapping 
returns for untrapped residue. Will you send me the best estimate 
that you can pull out of your mind? I suggest you segregate the 
Turville covey from the strictly Arboretum covey or coveys? 

The corrected survival series up to the point at which I am stalled 
averages as follows: 100 - 9-2-0. In other words, the shrinkage 

is 89% per year, whereas the full reproductive potential would admit 
of about the same percentage. It is, of course, a safe assumption 
that the full reproductive potential is never realized. 

We are having very good trapping weather, but Russell Turk hasn't 
been in, and I don't kmow how things are going at Prairie du Sac. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

{
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Bobwhite Returns 
University Bay Area 

Source of Data: (a) Errington 1933 Bird-banding 4:1:1-7 
(b) Errington 1936 Bull. 201. N. Bobwhites Winter Territory 

Lot 1 1927-28. 17 banded in May by H. Folsum. Numbers not given (a2) 

| 1928-29. 506,776 "repeated" 5/21/29 same place. (Anderson & Gundlach 

caught 17). 

1929-30. 506,775 returned 6/3/30 (Gundlach and Errington caught 20) 

No later records (a2). No recoveries elsewhere (a2). 

Uncorrected series 17-1-1-0. 

Census to correction 

1928-29 Assume 100 (no census in Bull. 201) Survival = 100 = 6 
\ 17# 1 

1929-30 83 (p.365), caught 20. Survival = 83 - 4 
20F 1 . 

Corrected series 17-6-4-0-0. 

Lot 2 1928-29. 17 banded April and May 1929 by Anderson & Gundlach. Mumbers 

not given (p.2) 

1929-30 352,306 returned 7/17/30 

No later records (a2). No recoveries elsewhere (a2) 

Uncorrected series 17-1-0. 

Census and correction: 

1929-30 Caught 20 out of 83 (b-365) Survival = 83 = 4 
{ 204 1 

Corrected series 17-4-0. 

PUSAN VE TLIC DA ELUTE ERR SOIR ERB Secor Ua tC a eA eee Se OOS 

Lot_3 1929-30. 20 banded March & April by Gundlach & Errington. Numbers not given. 

1930-31 352313 returned 7/17/30. No later recaptures or recoveries (a-2) - 

Uncorrected series 20-1-0 

Census & correction:
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1930-31 aught 125 plus 1 return = 126. Banding complete. 

Corrected series 20-1-0 

Note: the one return (352313) had passed through one spring moving season, 

hence is credited as a return. 

Lot 4 1930-31 88 banded by Jan. Feb. Mar. by Anderson. no no's. 

_ 22 banded by G. Staneke Apr. and May no no's. 

_15 banded by R. Halpin 7/9/31 (hen 65185 and 14 young) 
125 

‘ 1931-32 A29749 killed by car 12/5/31 nearby : 
aie "yepeated" 2/7/32 same place 
651154 "repeated" 3 times up to 7/7/31. 
651185 "repeated" 2/7/32 
651188 " 7/22/31 (nad passed one moving season) 

Au27780 : 7/10/s1" 8 " " " . 
Ay27748 Oo" 12/28/31 
Au2TTH9 : 12/29/31 

ANOTTO4 " 12/29/31 
525358 . 12/28/31 1/4 mile distant 
651153 " 2/28/32 We c 
646665 " ene a he " 
646662 " 4/14/32 ihmnle x 
646666 a 2/7/32 git ® 
651176 killed 2/10/32 4 mile distant 
653008 repeated 6/9/32 $ mile 
651182 repeated fall 1931 
AN29777 repeated 2/20/32 
AUZ7844 repeated 6/20/32 A 
19 returns on or near area.distant returns A427775, 2 miles 

1932-33 no banding done, hence series does not reach zero. 

uncorrected series 125 - 19 - ? 

census and correction "totals recorded 1930-31 and 1931-32 not far from total no. . 

resident birds" (b 365). Corrected series 125-19-? 

Lot 5. 1931-32 96 birds banded Dec.-Mey mostly by Anderson (a:3) This mst 

be over and above the 19 old bands listed above for Lot 4. Hence census 

mst be 96 ¢ 19 - 115
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Bobwhite Returns 
University Arboretum 

Lot 6 1936-37 34411801 to 806 4/19/37 - 5/12/37 by Anderson ~ - - - 6 banded 

Z4-411821 to 830 2/4/37 - 2/11/37 by L. Wood - - - - “£ banded 

1937-38 34-411827. by Sperry 1/9/38 

1938-39 34-H11827 (same bird) by Sperry 2/2/39. 

1939-40 Sperry and Feeney banded 81 new birds but caught none of Lot 6 

uncorrected series 14-1-1-0-0-0-0 

census and correction ; 

1937-38 Banded 32 out of 131 (census by Feeney 12/21/37). Survival 131 - 4. 

1938-39 Banded 141, which is probably the population. No correction ‘ 

corrected series 14-4-1-0-0-0-0 

Hau Lot_7 1937-38 34-411861 - 880 12/14/37 3/2/38 by Sperry - - - - 20 banded 

38-412801-812 3/4/38 5/22/38 by Sperry ---- - = banded 

1938-39 38-412801 returned 12/7/38 

i 38-412802 returned 6/13/33 (had stayed 1 spring) 

1939-40 Sperry and Feeney banded $1 “ne birds but caught none of Lot 7. 

uncorrected series 32-2-0-0-0-0 

census and correction: 

1938-39 banded 141, which plus 2 returns mst have been nearly the whole 

population, for the estimates vary from 126 to 200. No correction. 

corrected series: 32-2-0-0-0-0 

Lot 8 1938-39 38-412813 to 830 18) 

Bs iia ony by Sperry 10/12/38 - 5/3/39 | 

38-410401 to 406 6 by Sperry 12/7/38 - 1/6/39 

38-410416 to 450 35 by Sperry 2/1/39 - 2/22/39 

38-405641 to 660 20 by Feeney. Dates? (Banding Book) 

38-307766 to 67 2 by Feeney. Dates? (Banding Book) 

38-405608 - 633 _26 by Feeney. Dates? (Banding Book) 
Tar
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1939-40 38-410442 recovered at Cottage Grove July 1939 (10 miles east) 

38-405624 returned by Feeney. Date?) 

38-4.05616 returned by Feeney. Date?) 3 returns 

38-405618 returned by Feeney. Date?) 

1940-41 Sperry banded 64 new birds but caught none of Iot 8. 

uncorrected series 141-3-0-0-0 | 

census and correction: : 

1939-40. Banded 81 out of 170. Survival 1924 = 6 

corrected series 141-6-0-0-0. 
SE eee eee eee cae etcetera) 

Lot 9. 1939-40 39-422735 to 750 - - - - 16 banded) 10/23/39 - 5/2/40 by Sperry 

39-425062 to OS1 - - - - 19 evaaty” 

38-410407 to 415 - - - - 9 banded 7/30/39 - 10/23/39 by Sperry 

SSOTTTS te TIG'+ + >= 2) 

39-439856 to 863 ---- 8) 

39-439865 to 891 - - - - 27) by Feeney. No dates. Banding book 

SOEN S05 = tric erm jaca) 

On SON S13 = eye ie =i ee) 
81 

1940-41 Sperry banded 64 new birds and caught one of Feeney's birds from 

Lot 9. ‘The band number is unknom, but his letter of 1/20/41 

assents the fact. 

1941-42 Catenhusen banded 8 birds but got no returns from Lot 9. (Got 

3 from Lot 10) 

on corrected series: $81-1-0-0 

census and correction 1940-41 Sperry banded 64 out of 65. 

corrected series: 81-1-0-0
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Lot 10 1940-41 39-425082 to 086 - - - - - 5) 

: 40-343805 to 813 - - - - - 9) banded by Sperry 11/26/40 - 3/19/41 

40-H11051 to 100 - - - - 

1941-42 40-343806 returned by Catenhusen 2/24/42 

. 40-343807 returned by Catenhusen 2/5/42 

40-411095 returned by Catenhusen 2/9/42 

1942-3 Halezon and Kabat banded 10, but caught none of Lot 10. Thompson 

lost 67 in trap (by mink) but none carried bax de. 

uncorrected series: 64-3-0. 

census and corrections: 

1941-42 Catenhusen banded & new and got 3 returns out of 34 pop. Survival 

Bix3=9 
11 

corrected series: 6-9-0. 

Lot 11 1941-42 34-H11951 to 958 - - - - 8 banded by Catenmusen 2/4/ye - 2/2k/4e 

1942-43 34-H11951 recovered 6/10/42 by Neil Conway 5 miles W. on Speedway 

34-4.11957 returned 1/30/43 (1 réturn) by Kabat 

1943-44 McCabe did no trapping. 

19Uu-45 McCabe - - - - - 

uncorrected series 8-1-?-0 

census and correction 

1942-43 Banded 10 out of 20, 1 return. Survival 20/10 +1 - 2 

corrected series 8/2-7-0 

a a eee ee Bet 

Lot 12 1942-43 1333-32 - ---- 2 dy Kabat 

1338-41 - - - - - 4 by Kabat and Halazon 

1334-37 - - - - -_4_ by Halazon 

1943-44 No banding done. ' 

1944-5 McCabe banded 

uncorrected series: 10-?-0
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corrected series 

19h, 

Bobwhite Returns 
Prairie du Sac Area 

Lot __ 1942-43. 1347-1398, 52 banded by Kabat 2/13/43 - 3/24/43. 

1943-4 1381 returned 2/18/44. No other returns or recoveries. 

19-5 

uncorrected series: 52-1~ 

census and correction 

1943-44: Banded 69 out of 217. at x 1 return = 3 probable survival 

1944—h5 

corrected series: 52-3- 

Lot __ 1943-4} 1301-1331 - - - - - 31 banded by Kabat 2/12/44 - 2/18/U4 

1399 - lloo---- 2 © " © 2/18/44 

36-4o7HO1-4o2 --- 2 " " © 2/18/44 

36-oTHON-2 = -- 9 " © © a/igfy - 2/19/ah 

S9-US6{OL-705 = - = 5 *® 7 No va/s0/ Ma = 5/32) 

4e-302621-640 -- - 20 " " m 3/9/4h - 3/30/44 

1gh-hs " 

uncorrected series 69- (incomplete) 

census and correction: 

1944-45: Banded out of 246, 

be ce IS gous) “St LN Sess, 
Lot __ 1940-41 Mattison banded 56 new birds 1/20 - 3/9/41. Band numbers in 

Buss files. 

(Solid area) 1941-42 1 return out of 33 banded (Mattison)
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1942-43 

1943-hYy 

uncorrected series 56-1- 

census and corrected series: This area was trapped clean in 1940-41. Irv 

please advise in subsequent years. 

* Lot __ 1940-41 Mattison banded 78 new birds 1/20 - 3/9/41. Band numbers in | 

Buss files. 

(Scattered 1941-42 Mattison banded 77 new birds without any return. 
coveys) 

1942-13 

1943-4 

uncorrected series : 78-0-
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MOBILITY AND TURNOVER IN WISCONSIN BOBWHITE POPULATIONS 

(Rough Draft by A.L. to preserve data for Kabat, Buss, etc.) 

During the winter of 1927-28, Harry G. Anderson began banding bobwhite quail 

on the University Farms near Madison. After four successive winters of banding, 

Paul L. Errington, in assessing the results, wrote: "Peculiarly enough (we) 

failed to recapture a»single quail banded during previous years" (1:2). When 

trapping ceased at the end of the fifth winter, a total of 275 quail had been 

banded, 179 for one or more years. Many had repeated during the season when 

first banded, but only 23 had returned to the traps during any subsequent season. 

During the ensuing decade continuous yearly bandings were begun on three 

other areas, and have continued to the present time. The over all records yield 

return rates even lower than those reported by Errington: 

University Farms: 179 quail banded during 5 years yielded 23 returns, or 13% 

University Arboretum:373 " ql " 9 years " 12 " or 3% 

Menominee Area: ore " 8 oe 1d ? " or 7? 

Prairie du Sac Are,: --- " " " t " " ? " or ? 

This paper aims to examine the implications of these data. 

; Return Series 

For the present purpose, each group of quail banded on a given area during 

a given year is regarded as a separate sample or "lot". Table 1 presents the ‘ 

history of 20 lots. 

Each lot represents. a known proportion of the fall population, and its 

subsequent history can be expressed by a numerical series. Thus the series 

17-1-1-0-0 represents the history of 17 quail comprising lot 1, which was banded 

in 1927-28, and which yielded one return each during the first two subsequent 

winters, but none for two winters thereafter.
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Table 1: Banding Heturns from Wisconsin Bobwhite Populations 

Lot Area Winter Number Fall % Series represent- Recover- 
i Banded by Banded popula. banded ing returns on ies 

the area elsewhere 

University Marsh farms, 640 acres, Dane County. : 

1 H.G. Anderson et al 1927-28 27 ? ? 1]7-1-1-0-6 < 
2 " non 1928-29 17 1007 17% = -17-1-0-0 x 
é Gundlach & Errington 1929-30 20 83 24% 20-1-0 x 

Anderson, Steaneke, Halpin 1930-31 125 about 126 100% 125-19-? 1 (2 mi.) 
5  H.G. Anderson 1931-32 (96) about 115 100% 

179 
University Arboretum, 1000 acres, Dane County 

6 Anderson & Wood 1936-37 14+ 70? 20% 14-1-1-0-0-0-0 
7 T.N, Sperry 1937-38 2 131 25%  32-2-0-0-0-0 
8 Sperry & W.S. Feeney 1938-39 141 about 143 100% 141-3-0-0-0 1 (10 mi.) 
9 Sperry & Feeney eg 81 170 48% 81-1-0-0 

10 =: T.N. Sperry igho-4r 64 a 99% G4-3-0 
11 John Catenmmsen 1gui-42 sg 3 23% 8-1-7-0 1 (5 mi.) 
12 G, Halazon & C, Kabat 1942-43 * 10 20 10-7-0 

rN 0 27 0% 
13 Robert McCabe 1g4iels () 

37 : 
Dunn County Area, Menominee Township, is acres 

4 Irven Buss & Mattison 1940-41 56 about 56 ‘61s (mie) 
15 " " " igui-he 33 ? 28- 
16 f " " eu 
17 " " " 1943 ( } 

Prairie du Sac Area, 4500 acres, Columbia Co. 

18 C, Kabat & Albert Gastrow ae 52 353 15% 5e-1- 
19 * ‘ ij i 69 217 32% 69- 
20 Russel Turk & Gastrow 14-45 (+) kb 

* excluding 17 banded at Turville Farm
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The number of figures in each series represents the number of years that trapping 

continued, and hence the number of years that might have yielded returns. 

The initial figure of each series represents only the number of quail newly 

i banded, and does not include returns from previous lots. Hence the last banding 

; for each area is in parenthesis, and is not included in the totals, nor used in 

computing percentage of returns, for it had no chance to yteld returns. 

The use of the fall census as the basis for computing the percent banded 

is over-conservative, for fall population usually suffered considerable winter 

mortality before banding operations ceased. As an extreme case, Lot 19 shows 32% 

banded, but actually the quail during that winter refused to enter traps until 

nearly spring, by which time a heavy mortality had occurred. The actual percent 

banded was nearer 100% than 32%. ; 

Table 1 shows that in 20 lots not a single return occurred beyond the third 

year, and that most lots yielded returns only during the second year. The wide 

prevalence of this character indicates that it is significant, i.e. not due to 

chance. On the other hand the proportion of second-year returns varied from 

125-19 (154) to 141-3 (2%). This may be chance distortion. 

Survival Series 

The outstanding weakness of Table 1 is that few of the bandings sampled the 

whole population. Thus during the second winter of Lot 1, only one return plus 17 

new birds were trapped out of a population of 100(7). Additional survivors of 

Lot 1 probably existed in the untrapped residue of 82 birds. ‘The probable total 

number of survivors is expressed by the proportion: 

(17 #.1):1 = 100:x 

xs oe = 6 probable survivors on the area.
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Table 2: Survival Series in Wisconsin Bobwhite 

Lot 1 Returns DO ieee te 40) @ 
Correction 100/18 don 
Survival 7 - 6 - - 0-0 

Lot 2 Returns 17 = 1 = 0 = 6 
Correction oe 
Survival 17 i= - 0 - 0 

Lot 3 Returns 2 = 2-8 
Correction none none 
Survival 2 - 1 = 6 

Lot 4 Returns 125 -19 - 7? 
Correction none 

Survival 125 -19 - ? 

Lots 1-4 Survival 179-30 - 4& - O - 0 

Lot 6 Returns Wie dole =) 6 = 8+ 8 =e | 
Correction 131/33 none 
Survival wy-- &#- 1-0 - 0 - O - O 

Lot 7 Returns 3 -2-0-0-+-0-0 
Correction none 

Survival 32 - 2-0-+0-+0-0 

Lot 8 Returns Ww. - 3-0-+0- 0 
Correction 170 x 3/34 
Survival mi - 6 -0- 0-0 

Lot 9 Returns €. * 2-68 = 6 
Correction 65/64 
Survival Sl =) 1) =) 0 =e 

Lot 10 Returns oh - 3 - O 
Correction 34 x 3/11 
Survival 6 - 9 - O 

Lot 11 Returns Sl aeie eDoedeeee cet pee oe] | 
Correction { --/34 
Survival 

Lot 12 Returns LO ie P=! 

Correction none 

Survival 10. - = 0
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During the third winter of Lot 1, one return plus 20 new birds were trapped 

out of a population of 83. The probable total mumber of survivors is expressed 

by the proportion: 

(20 # 1):1 = 83:x 

x = 83 = 4 probable survivors on the area. 

During the de dave of Lot 1, the entire population of 125 birds was 

trapped without yielding any return on lot 1. 

The return series 17-1-1-0-0 thus becomes the survival series 17-6-4-0-0, 

but the survival series is valid only for the area censused and trapped. 

In Table 2 each of the return series is converted to a survival series. 

The process of conversion assumes only that survivors are distributed in the 

trapped and untrapped components of the population proportionately to the size of 

each component. 
in 

Chance distortions existing/the return series for lots are thus projected 

into the survival series for lots, but since such distortions are as likely to 

be plus as minus, they should cancel out in the aggregates representing many 

lots. The aggregates drawn from Table 2 are as follows: 

Area, Lots Survival Series for the area 

University Farms 1-4 179) 38-4 - 0 = 6 

University “rboretum 6-13 

Menomonée Area W-17 

Brairie du Sac Area — 18-20 i 

If a pair of banded quail raises 14 young, and all survive to the winter 

trapping season, we should have a potential return of 2/16 or 8 percent. Any 

lesser survival of young would greatly reise the rate unless mortality fell : 

with equal weight on young and old alike. 

Any assumption of complete survival of young is of course impossible, even 

in a thriving population. The actual populations have declined during the
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period of the study. 

Any assumption of equal mortality among all ages is likewise impossible; it 

implies that the parent bird has no better chance of survival than a newborn 

chick. 

It is evident, therefore, that some other factor enters
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* : December 1, 1946 
Midwest Wildlife Conference 

ADVENTURES OF A CONSERVATION COMMISSIONER 

Aldo Leopold 

After helping to set up several Commissions and serving on one, I have 

i come to two conclusions. 

The first is that a good Commission can prevent the conservation program 

from falling below the general level of popular ethics and intelligence. 

The second is that no Commission can raise its program mich above that 

level, except in matters to which the public is indifferent. Where the public 

has feelings, traditions, or prejudices, a Commission mst drag its public 

along behind it like ‘ balky mile, but with this difference: the public, unlike 

the mle, kicks both fore and aft. 

An issue may be so clear in outline, so inevitable in logic, so imperative 

in need, and so universal in importance as to command immediate support from 

any reasonable person. Yet that collective person, the public, may take a 

decade to see the argument, and another to acquiesce in an effective program. 

The Migratory Bird Law was such an issue. A handful of national leaders 

had to drag the mle from 1893, when the first state prohibited spring shooting, 

until 1916, when the federal law was finally anchored to the Canadian Treaty, 

a total span of 23 years. 

One hears much nowadays about public relations experts who know how to 

talk gently to the mle; to beguile him into speedier thinking. If there be 

even one such, I invite him to move to Wisconsin. We will turn our pockets 

inside out, and give him our shirt besides. 

. This public we are talking about consists of three groups. Group 1 is 

the largest; it is indifferent to conservation questions. Group 2 is the smallest; 

it thinks with its head, but is silent. Group 3 is of intermediate size, and 

does all its thinking with mouth or pen. Perhaps a Conservation Commissioner 

would do better not to try to convert Group 3, but to convince Group 2 that there 

is an issue, and that it should say or do something about it. Perhaps this
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would shorten the 23 years. 

Group 2 always speaks eventually, but the question is how soon, and will 

there by that time be anything left to speak about? 

To illustrate this dilemma, I select a sample issue that is now current 

in 30 states, and is coming up in others$; the issue of excess deer. 

The deer issue, despite the fact that it deals with too many rather than 

too few, is at bottom similar to the migratory bird issue: we are augmenting 

our present sport by exhausting capital assets needed for the future. In 

migratory birds the endangered capital was breeding stock; in deer it is food 

plants. The root of the problem is to convince the public that: 

1. Not all "brush" is deer food. 

2. Too many deer, by overbrowsing, exterminate the kinds of brush that are 

food. 

3. The worthless kinds move in. There is still lots of brush, but the 

deer starve. 

4, The remedy is to reduce females before starvation occurs. 

What I want to discuss is not the biology of deer irrugptions, but the 

psychology of deer hunters when they are confronted by the unpleasant necessity 

of reducing an overlarge herd. I will use Wisconsin as a case history. 

Wisconsin is one of 30 states now afflicted with excess deer. A recent survey* 

of these states indicates that they now contain about a hundred problem areas. 

Reduction of females has been started on about half of these, but has been 

carried to the point of al dere overbrowsing on Only a tenth. In short, f 

90 percent of our irrupting herds, of which the Wisconsin herd is one, are 

still being fed out of capital account. Why? To answer this question I will 

begin with a thumbnail sketch of what has happened in Wisconsin. 

“Leopold, Aldo, Lyle K. Sowls, and David L. Spencer. A survey of over-populated 
deer ranges in the United States. Pending publication in Journal ofWildlife 
Management.
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Wisconsin Chronology. In 1940 it began to be clear that the Wisconsin 

deer herd had become too large for its own good. A research project was 

started. 

In 1942 a hard winter brought starvation to many yards. For the most part 

the deer that died were Pinus. The Commission appointed a "Citizen's Deer 

Committee" to study the problem and recommend action. 

In 1943, after an educational campaign, the Commission opened the season 

on antlerless deer. 62,000 were killed, in addition to 66,000 bucks. There had 

been little advance opposition, but on the day the "slaughter" started, Group 

3 rose in wrath. It hasn't sat down yet. 

In 1944 the usual buck law obtained. 

In 1945 a special survey of 500 yards showed 54% in poor condition. 

Nevertheless the usual buck law obtained. \ 

In 1946 a proposed opening on one deer of either sex was voted down by 

our "Congress" of sportsmen (mostly Group 3, partly Group 2). The Commission 

acquiesced in this mandate, despite the fact that the research crew reported 

a further increase in the proportion of overbrowsed yards. 

So mch for the bare chronology of events. This now brings me to my real 

subject: the behavior patterns exhibited by Group 3 conservationists since the 

reduction of 1943, and their effect on Wisconsin policy and administration. 

Legislative Reprisals. When Group 3 rose in wrath over the 1943 reduction, 

it was natural that it should talk loudly to the Legislature. One would suppose 

that the Legislature would force the Commission's hand on the deer issue and 

let it go at that. Wot so. The Legislature not only enacted mandatory deer 

feeding and mandatory predator bounties (both reversals of Commission policy), 

but it quietly killed several important forestry bills recommended by the Commission, 

and pigeonholed a revision of salary scales that had been previously approved 

by legislative leaders. Nothing was said publicly to the effect that these 

‘
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actions were reprisals, but they were just that. 

These reprisals had an important effect, not only in blockading progress, 

but in convincing Commissioners that soft-pedalling the deer issue was the price 

of progress in forestry and other fields of conservation. Hence there has been 

no follow-up on the 1943 reduction. 

This is ironical, for the deer are undoubtedly tearing down the forest faster 

than any legislature, or any Commission, can rebuild it. In short, Group 3 

sportsmen are nullifying a forestry program on which the Commission is spending 

a million and a half, and on which the U. S, Forest Service and private owners 

are spending similar sums. 

Extra-Legal Reduction. The Commission's educational campaign has inevitably 

publicized the notion that there are too many deer. The poachers, shiners, 

and bootleggers of venison have seized upon this as justifying a renewal of 

illegal deer killing. The meat shortage has added impetus to this trend. The 

upshot is that the deer herd is being reduced, in some localities, by extra- 

legal means. It's something like prohibition: the state having failed to pro- 

vide a legal:channel for a reasonable action, the action has cut its own illegal 

channel, and is going sheed law or no law. 

Another way to look at it is that the state government, by failing to face 

the deer issue scuarely, has made itself dependent on the violator for the 

performance of a necessary biological function. When the state elected to remove 

the wolf from the forested counties, it automatically inherited the wolf's job 

of regulating the deer herd. It is now not only shirking that job, but 

(ironically) it has renewed the bounty on wolves, and as a consequence may soon 

wipe out the remnant of a few dozen wolves that persists on the Michigan 

boundary. 

Hunter Ethics. Everybody knows that in buck-law states, some hunters shoot 

everything that might be a buck until they happen to get a buck. The does 

previously killed are abandoned in the woods. It is axiomatic that such degraded
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te ethics, to the extent that they exist, cancel out the recreational values of 

deer hunting. It is also axiomatic that states like Wisconsin, in dodging the 

issue of legalizing excess does, are unwittingly saccuraeingt this degradation. 

The question is: how many hunters do it? 

This question has always been regarded as unanswerable, but I submit 

that the number can be roughly estimated by comparison with other similar states 

in which the kill of antlerless deer is legal, and therefore imown. Minnesota, 

for example, has a deer herd of similar size, range area, and population trend. 

Minnesota's kill since 1942 has averaged 69,000 deer, half of which were bucks. 

Wisconsin during the same period has averaged 37,000 bucks, close to half of 

Minnesota's total. It therefore seems highly probable that Wisconsin's illegal 

antlerless kill is in the five-figure bracket. 

This conclusion is sustained by actual post-season counts of carcasses found 

on sample Wisconsin areas during the closing days of the CCC when large crews 

were available. I give first areas on which the legal kill, as well as the illegal 

kill, was known. 

Year Locality Area Counted Legal: illegal ratio 

1942 St. Croix Co. 2060 39:61 

1938 Chequamagon NF ? 49351 

1928 T. 41 NR.3W 300 27:73 

I give next some counts on which only the area is known. These obviously 

cannot be related to the,legal kill, which was unknown. 

Year Locality | Area Counted Carcasses Acres per carcass 

1939 Saddle Mound hobs 57 71 

? Bayfield Co. : 2110 11 192 

1940 Flambeau. 4566 dy 5 
10721 19 13 

The state of hunter ethics, even when both sexes are open, is illustrated 

by a 1942 count on the Fishlake Forest in Utah where dressed carcasses left in
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the woods added up to 28% of the legal kill. Most of the hunters who abandoned 

these dressed deer had presumpably killed another one bigger, better, or closer 

to the road. 

What I am driving at can be boiled down to two assertions: 

1. The average deer hunter loses his scruples in the woods. 

2. A buck law, maintained despite a imown overpopulation of deer, encourages 

the killing and abandonment of illegal deer on a far larger scale 

than has heretofore been publicly admitted. 

3. The state, in such a case, is mw ittingly contributing to the ethical 

degradation of its deer hunters. 

The Upshot. Here then are three samples of the human behavior patterns 

' with which a Conservation Commission mst deal. Collectively they seem to 

reveal the same natural law of predation as research is discovering in animals: 

when there is a surplus, something is going to remove it; if one form of predation 

fails another takes over; if both fail, starvation steps in and finishes the 

job. This law operates through political as well as biological channels, and 

it involves both physical and ethical wastage. A Commission can reduce these 

: wastages only as far and as fasf as its public learns to face facts. 

When the public blocks a-sound and necessary reduction in deer, it is all 

too easy to blame unscrupulous politicians. While our opposition in Wisconsin 

contains some such, it is clear that the majority consists of solid citizens. 

How does one explain this? ~ 

First, a deer ieraphien cannot be understood at all except in terms of 

plant ecology. The public does not imow the plants, mech less how they react 

as a commnity to excess deer or other browsers. 

Second, killing antlerless deer after a long period of protection is 

actually a slaughter, as the opposition says it is. The alternatives of illegal 

killing, or ultimate starvation, are both invisible, and therefore not objection- 

able. One can rationalize illegal killing by assuming that only a few people
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do it, and starvation by blaming the weather. : 

Thirdly (and this is where the average citizen gets really confused) 

many localities exhibit no increase in deer; they show only a progressive 

decline in food plants. The decline in food is invisible, while the failure 

of deer to increase can be blamed on the alaughter of 1943. 

The stage is thus set for a complete circle of self-deceptions. It seems 

probable that the Wisconsin irruption will run its course before corrective 

action is taken. We have not learned from other states, nor will other states 

learn from us. All will end up with imporerished herds, and depleted forests, 

and (I hope) a fund of painful experience.
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£ Aldo Leopold 

i : SUMMER CARE OF EVERGREEN PLANTINGS 

Many an evergreen planting which had a rosy future on Arbor Day has 

died of drouth or been choked by sod in midsummer. 

The smaller your trees, the greater the risk of midsummer losses. 

Trees less than a foot high have virtually no chance when surrounded by 

sod. Keep the sod back at least two feet for the first two years. 

Weeds, strangely enough, are less harmful to small evergreens than 

grass; in very intense drouths the shade of weeds may even be an advantage. 

The safest course, though, is clean cultivation. 

Evergreens planted under large trees may be handicapped or helped 

depending on the species. White pines and spruces do better under partial 

shade then in the open. The kind of tree furnishing the shade makes a 

difference. Elm is the poorest nurse-tree; elm roots seem to compete 

heavily with all small vegetation. 

If your evergreen plantings can be watered, water deeply or not at all. 

Freovent superficial waterings are of doubtful value, since they encourage 

suverficial root growth. 

Mulch is a help in drouths, provided the ground is clean of grass. 

Mulch which protects grass is worse than none at all. 

t
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WILDLIFE HANDBOOK 

The Farmstead -- bird box, bird feeding : 

The Woodlot -- deer trees, wildflowers 

The Marsh -- pheas., ladysl. 

The Farm Pond -- ducks and geese, fish, muskrat and fur 

Fields and Fencerwos -- nest covey, vrairie rem., spec. trees 

Kinds of WL \ 

Pheas. ; 

Quail 

Cottontail 

Hungarian 

Sauirrels ‘ 

Ruffed Gr. 

Hawks and Owls ‘ 

‘ Neighborhood Org. 

Posting 

Reg. of Kill
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WILDERNESS ARBA 

Articles 

: Closed Sierra. Reproduction 

Acouisition within areas 

Timber cutting within areas 

Permits for Roads. (Mt. Whitney case but don't mention name) 

Article by Butler? 

Secretarial Withdrawals. 

Approval by Sierra Club, Nat. Pk. Assoc., Alpine Club.
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FOREST INSPECTION AS DEVELOPED IN THE SOUTHWEST 

Aldo Leopold 

Few human enterprises operate through as vast ranges of time and space 

as forestry, and no enterprise in forestry has ever exceeded in this re- 

spect our American system of National Forests. 

Our District Foresters are formulating policies of administration 

that must be applied on scores of millions of acres through decades or 

3 even centuries of time. Hundreds of miles of snace often separate the man 

who plans and directs from the man who interprets and executes. 

All enterprises devend for their success on the contacts between the 

man who plans and the man who executes. In operating a factory, a farm, or 

even @ railroad these contacts are relatively easy, continuous end in- 

exvensive. But in operating National Forests District they are extremely 

difficult, scarce, and costly, and correspondingly important. These 

contacts constitute Forest Inspection. The success of the whole National 

Forest entervrise devends on good insvection, and insvection is good to the 

degree that it increases the extent and effectiveness of these contacts. 

For over a decade after the National Forests were established there 

was no service-wide realization that inversion was susceptible of systematiza- 

tion and improvement. Forest Officers made or received inspections in what- 

ever manner came natural to them as individuals. There was, to be sure, a 

certain recognition of the fact that there should be lots of time spent in 

the field, that the insvector should be experienced, that some inspections 

were ineffective because of a lack of mutual open-mindedness between insvector 

and inspected. But that is as far as it went. That the term "inspector" 

often carried a flavor of the detective or Inquisator caused no especial 

concern. Mutual teaching or training had not entered the insvector's 

vocabulary. Standards of physical as well as mental equipment for inspec- 

tion, or‘the existence of any a definite relation between one inspection
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trip and another, between inspection, management plans, and programs of work, 

were but dimly conceived. Inspection reports were a necessary evil to be 

read or written and safely filed away. . 

Then came (1) the war, (2) the enunciation of a National Forestry Pro- 

gram, (3) the conflagrations of ‘1910 and --, (4) the apvlication of psychology 

to modern business, (5) the service doctrine of personal accountability, (6) 

the move for economy in governmental expenditures. The resultant of these 

new forces was an insistent demand on administrative officers for more and 

measureable results, in a rapidly widening field of activities. At the 

same time the avvropriations wherewith to get results grew reletively smaller 

and smaller. It was no longer vossible to buy vrogress out of hand. very 

man had to be vressed and every dollar squeezed to a degree hitherto unknown. 

The mirror of introsvection was held up to every expenditure of time or 

money. Out of this vrocess Forest Inspection has emerged as a self-conscious 

art undergoing a continuous process of change and improvement. 

It is significant that the greatest strides in inspection seem to have 

been made where administrators are confronting the greatest difficulties in 

the form of long distances, large units, wide variety of resources, and 

short funds. National Forests seem to have by force of circumstances gone 

further then state or private forests, and the southern National Forest 

Districts further then the northern or Pacific Coast Districts. 

It is also noteworthy that so little has been written on Forest Inspec- 

tion. Libraries could be filled with the recorded results of experience 

and research in forest resources and forest policy, but there is practically 

nothing of record on inspection, which deals with the ways and means of 

applying the one to thecher. This paver is en attempt to record the salient 

features of inspection as developed by the Southwestern National Forest 

District. 

It is always difficult to flatten out uvon a printed page a system of
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thoughts and facts which are concentric to a single idea. Their relation- 

ships to that idea and to each other are actually expressible only in 

three-dimensional space. The flattening vrocess inevitably severs mary of 

these reletionships and leaves them at loose ends. This loss is particulerly 

serious in a writing upon a subject like inspection. The only way to really 

see it is to watch it work on the ground. 

Specialization. One of the first difficulties encountered in the 

attempt to improve inspection was over-srecialization. 2 

Ina compact enterprise, a growing complexity of work can annually be 

met by increasing specialization in the vergsonnel, both as to those who 

direct and those who execute. 

As forest administration became more complex, this natural tendency 

was followed. Ranger specialization never grew out of bounds, but the 

Supervisor's staffs and District Office force did. It soon became evident, 

however, that National Forests were not a compact enterprise, and that 

the cost of over-specialized suvervision was growing all out of proportion 

to its effectiveness. Cases arose where successive svecialists were 

travelled fone distances to inspect adjacent problems which one all-around 

inspector could have handled, or which ovight to have been handled unaided 

by the Ranger and inspected later, or not at all. Moreover, the psychology 

of over-svecialization was bad. The ege-old tendency to meke a mystery out 

of exclusive knowledge was beginning to operete. The Ranger or Supervisor 

who was expected to know and perform a dozen lines of work was beginning to 

be judged by standards set un by inspector who knew only one. The systen 

tended to draw men of special training into high positions too soon, unduly 

suppressing the man of all-around experience. Financial economy was handi- 

capped by travelling long distances for short jobs. Correlation of activities 

was handicapped by one specialist's reluctance to tread into the other's 

vailiwick. Even where specialization got the work done, it induced a serious
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lack of flexibility in filling vacancies. It became evident that further 

svecializetion was a blind alley which held out no prospects of solving 

the fundamental problem of more results from less men. 

Hence the first move toward better inspection was a reorientation of 

the organization in the direction of de-specialization of the suvervisory 

force, and the inauguration of special measures for increasing all-around 

competency. Among these measures was a night school in which each District 

Officers ought to impart as much as possible of his specielty to all the 

others. Some District Office specislists voluntarily returned to field 

positions to fill in the gaps in their line of all-around experience. There 

was set up an unwritten but nevertheless effective standard thet versonal 

advancement should be step-by-step up the ladder of administrative exper- 

jence;that svecial ability might increase the frequency but not decrease 

the number of those stens; that so far as reasonably possible no officer 

should be charged with its inspection of a job which he had not himself 

successfully verformed. The net result of de-svecialization in a period of 

_ years was 2 decrease of % in the inspection force (both District Office 

and Forest), accompanied I think by an increase in both the quality and 

quantity of inspection.
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D February 2, 1925. 

Supervision 
Inspection, D-3 

District Forester, 

Forest Service, 
Albuauerque, N. Mex. 

Dear Frank: 

I am returning the inspection reports transmitted with your letter of 

Jamary 10 under separate cover. . 

My feeling after reading these reports is one of pride. To have con- 

tributed to the building up of such a auton of inspection is one of the 

two or three points in my own Service history which give me the greatest 

satisfaction. I em conscious of the fact that my own contribution has not 

only been lost but is in many respects being improved and expanded. . 

My own sense of the importance of the District 3 inspection idea has 

i been growing steadily as my observations on the Service in general have 

widened, and reading these revorts has crystalized in my mind the thought 

that we have not done what we ought to have done to record that idea and 

make it available to other foresters. We have recorded a good many of the 

more detailed devices and points, but nobody has recorded the general 

theory and underlying principles in printed form. You may remember that I ; 

have urged you repeatedly to write on this subject for the Journal of 

Forestry. If you do not get around to this, I shall feel impelled to do so 

myself. 

While reading these revorts, I have jotted down the following notes as 

to the underlying characteristics of District 3 inspection: 

(1) A personal enthusiasm for conservation on the ground and a personal 
embarrassment when it does not exist. 

(2) A tendency to measure conservation on the ground by what it ought 
to be rather than what it would have been if no forests had been 

established.
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(3) The constant implication that skill as well as good intentions are 
needed to accomplish conservation. | 

- (4) The constant implication that conflicting uses demand adjustment 
by a thought out system of local priorities rather then by a 

generalized traditional dogma of precedences. 

(5) The constent implication that not merely methods, but also, and 

: especially, results are measureable by standards. 

(6) The growing recognition that the Southwest as distinguished from 

other forest regions has an unstable ecological equilibrium and 

that use mst be based on the lean year; that basing use on the 

lean year gives more productiveness in the long run. 

(7) A growing recognition of that tremendously important "drag" be- 

tween abuse and damage; remedy and cure. 

(8) The growing idea that where we cannot sell or use right we will 

not sell or use at all. 

(9) A growing reaction against the general tendency of foresters to 
emphasize business methods and stendards to the exclusion of the 
naturalist's and woodsman's methods and standards. 

2 These are a big order for any District to fill in any synchronized or 

harmonious manner. I would say that these reports are weakest in their 

vrogress with resvect to No. 9. There are noteble exceptions to this 

eriticism, particularly in certain parts of Marsh's reports. In general, 

however, the reports are too low on contributions to the "natural history" ’ 

of forest resources, or, to mt it another way, to the ecology of forests 

from the use standpoint. These are Coconine Plateau reports and it is 

possible that we already understand the ecology of the Coconino Plateau, 

but as you know, I have always doubted it. 

I feel most deeply the progress that has been made in (1), (2), (5), © 

and (6); in fact, it would be quite impossible for me to overstate my 

gratification at the insistence with which D-3 men are pounding on then. 

Looking et these revorts from the more intimate aspect as distinguished 

from the aspect of sound general forest policy, I would say that their worst 

fault is that they seem to represent the conclusions of the insvector rather 

than the joint egreement of the inspector and the local officers. I realize
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that with respect to certain subjects, notably grazing, there could be no 

agreement represented, because a certain degree of disagreement actually 

exists. Nevertheless, the criticism is, I feel, a valid one, and seems to 

hold in instances where such obstacles did not exist. 

My confidence that the criticism is worth stating is strengthened by 

the prevalent lack of analyses of the versonal equations of the field men as 

applied to their work. As you know, I have always taken the position that 

it is idle to accept the individual "as is", and that we have no hove of 

accomplishing such a tremendous program unless we are able to help the 

individual rebuild himself. I would mt in a vlea thet this idee be not 

allowed to disappear from the D-3 system. Such analyses may heve been made 

but not recorded. If such is the case, they were vrobably not made with the 

help of the individual in question and their value was diminished accordingly. 

I still find some remnants of the "bailiwick" viewpoint as between 

Branches. For responsibility we mst have Branches, but for interest and i : 

creative thinking they mst be anihilated before we can make progress. Of 

course D-3 has made, and is still making, tremendously important strides in 

wiping out the bailiwick idea, and these strides are appsrent throughout all 

of the reports. 

; I find an absence of emphasis on the fact that the findings and reports 

t of inspectors are not a plan but merely illustrative instances of points 

- that constitute a vlan. This of course ties in with the premise of creative 

thinking by field men already commented upon. 

The reports are entirely devoid of over emphasis of trifling facts, and 

I em gratified to note the successful elimination of this old evil, which 

had not yet disappeared at the time I left the District.
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Turning now to the less important question of mechanisms, I regret the 

‘ non-use of "Headley's "good and bad point" method of summarizing local 

situations. To counterbalance this Leveridge has introduced a valuable new 

mechanism in his follow-up tabulations of the action on previous inspections. 

Of course this follow-up idea is not new, but I do not remember it having 

been previously so effectively applied. 

It is a privilege to have seen these reports and I want to thank you 

for sending them to me. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, Asst. Director.
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THE GUN CLUB OF THE FUTURE 

Aldo Leopold 

In my opinion Gun Clubs are never going to be abolished, neither are 

they going to be allowed to run rampant and gobble up all the shooting 

grounds in the country, or in any part of it. Like any other kind of 

monopoly, they are going to be reguleted. 

So far we heve arrived at no workable method of sarees Gun Clubs. 

The object of this article is to suggest a method which I think would work. 

When the necessity of regulating corporations arose, new governmental 

A agencies, like the Interstate Commerce Commission and its various state 

counterparts had to be created to do the job. No doubt there are many who 

think their manner of doing it has left mich to be desired, but there are 

probably few who would seriously advocate abolishing the regulative principle. 

No new governmental agencies will have to be created, however, to reg- 

ulate Gun Clubs. It is Logical and inevitable that the job be turned over 

to the existing State Game Departments. 

To verform the job the Departments would of course have to be endowed 

by the several Legislatures with ample regulatory powers, and are then held 

responsible for exercising those powers effectively. The delegetion of 

such powers is necessary anyhow, regardless of the Gun Club question. More 

F and more of our legislation in game matters is going to consist of elastic 

regulations promlgated by Game Commissions, and less and less of rigid 

laws enacted by Legislatures. , 

What kind of regulatory powers are needed for the particular wrpose 

of regulating Gun Clubs? Just one - the vower to close any atee in the state 

to hunting at any time. Most progressive State Devartments already have it.
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Now in just what respects are Gun Clubs most in need of regulation. 

First and foremost, every Club should be required to establish refuges. 

It is entirely unfair to place uvon the non-monopolized areas the entire 

burden of maintaining e refuge system. The club areas mist do their part. 

In many cases they are already doing it, in which event fairness demands 

that other Clubs be required to do it also. Of course a refuge system is 

no "burden"if it is proverly laid out - everybody benefits. It is a burden 

. only when one party furnishes all the refuges and his neighbor gets the 

resultant shooting. 

Secondly, every club should be required to do their share in main- 

taining feed and coverts. This would automatically eliminate the 

"temporery" club which has grown to be quite en evil in some sections. They 

lease a piece of good ground for a year, pass the hat among
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} Aldo Leopold 

; Standards of Conservation 

The setting of standards to correlate methods and practices hes now 

become a familiar and successful feature of administration on the National 

Forests. Such standards have proven ea simple and effective means of de- 

tecting and ironing out the discrevancies in the intensiveness with which 

similar work is done in senarate places, and the reletive emphasis given 

various lines of work. 

So fer, however, standards have been applied principally to the mach- 

inery of administretion. What would be the probable result if they were 

applied to the objectives of administration, as distinguished from the 

machinery with which those objectives are to be attained? 

It is believed such an application of standards would result in 

certain fundamental and beneficial changes, the nature of which it is the 

purpose of this paper to discuss. 

At.the outset, it may be well to give examples of the two classes of 

standerds. When an administrative officer is directed to spend at least 

40 days a year on grazing work or to make at least two general inspections 

per year of each unit of range, there is set up @ machinery standard (here- 

) tofore vaguely called administrative standard, or standard of performance.) 

On the other hand when there is set un as an objective cof administration 

that a certain unit of range shall be brought to an .8 density of grama 

grass capable of carrying 1 head ver 20 acres, there is established a 

stendard of conservation for that unit. 

Before discussing the possible effects of standards of conservation, 

it may be well to answer the cuestion of why they need be set. Is it not 

axiomatic that every resource should be conserved as far as possible? To 

be sure, but natural resources ere a complex affair, and few men agree on 

whet is possible. For example: three administrators were examining a 

piece of range, heving about .5 oak brush nr -1 grama grass, with a very
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few 01d fire killed Junipers. It developed that’ one was looking forward 

to a .5 oak brush and .3 grass objective, another to a .5 oak and .9 

grass objective, and the third to a stand of Juniper and Pinon woodland 

with a little brush and grass mixed in. Hach objective was probably obtain- 

able, but the method of setting about it redically different in each case. 

How could any man administer this erea intelligently without knowing which 

of the three he was to work toward? 

Another example: a certain area was withdrawn for protection of a 

reclamation vroject watershed. Previous overgrazing had thinned the grass 

and begun to let in a little Juniper revroduction, whereas previous to the 

_ grazing Juniper had been kept out by grass fires, as evidenced by charred 

stumps. One man examining the area wanted to reduce the grazing and restore 

the grass as watershed cover. Another wanted to increase the grazing to 

fill out the catch of Juniper reproduction as watershed cover. How could 

either administer the area intelligently without mowing which kind of cover 

he was to work towerd? 

Another exemple: a certain area on a "watershed" Forest was covered 

with vigorous even aged pine saplings, with a scattering cround cover of 

non-palateble ceanothus brush and a few weeds. In the course of an inspec- 

tion it developed that the ranger had striven for years to stock the erea as 

heavily as possible with cattle, with a few to forcing them te—fereine—then 

to browse the ceanothus and thus reduce the fire hazard. The inspector 

noticed thet this heavy grazing wes destroying ell the willows in the water- 

courses, causing heavy silting by tearing out of banks, in svite of the 

excellent vrotection of the watershed by the young pines. He wanted to risk i 

the fire hazerd and prevent the silting. Here were two men, both anxious 

to aug are but with opnosite ideas as to what most needed conserving, and 

hence with opposite plans of administration.
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It can be safely said thet when it comes to actual work on the ground, 

the objects of conservation are never axiomatic or obvious, but always com- 

plex and usually conflicting. The adjustment of these conflicts not only 

calls for the highest order of skill, but here yres decisions so veighty in 

their consequence, and so needful of vermanence and correlation, that only 

the highest authority should make them. And until they are made by competent 

authority, the local: administrators cannot possibly apply their efforts 

effectively. Or the other hand such adjustments when once decided on, con- 

stitute standerds of conservation, toward which generations of local admin- 

istrators may work with their eyes open, often devising their own methods 

or mechinery and unifying their efforts toward the attainment of a clearly 

defined ultimate goal. 

To return now to the possible effects of a change of emphasis in 

standards. It is first necessary to ask: why do we standardize machinery 

at all? 

Some standardizetion of methods, practices, procedure, customs, forms, 

and other machinery is so obviously necessary, especially in any big organiza- 

tion, that the point need not be discussed. But is there not a lot of it 

done for the mrpose of Perit tne| correlating, and stimalating effort to- 

ward objectives, when a precise statement of the objective itself would be - 

amore effective means of eccomplishing the same vurpose? And is not such 

standardization of machinery apt imitime to become merely a wiiberdiae to 

cover up the absence of scientific thinking in analyzing the objectives of 

conservation, willingness to take the responsibility of deceding them, and 

skill in concisely defining the decisions? 

To illustrate: The Forest Service has pages of grazing manuel, a 

lerge part of which is devoted to setting up a standardized machinery for 

renge conservation. Many thousands of dollars and the efforts of many men 

are invested each year in the job of keeping this machinery up to date.
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At this time also the Forest Service, pursuant to the wishes of the Congres— 

sionel Committee, is conducting an apvraisal of the National Forest ranges, 

which to speak broadly, will result in the setting up of figures exvressing 

the kind, quality, and quantity of forage now growing on each smell unit of 

range of each Forest. To get these figures recuires an examination and 

study of each unit by skilled men. During such exmaination, why not also 

set uv figures expressing the kind, quality, and quantity of forege which 

should grow on each unit? If this were done, we should have a standard of 

conservetion towerd which local administrative effort could be intelligently 

directed for years to come. And whet is more, such effort, heving a definite 

goal, would not need nearly so mech prodding in the form of machinery 

standards. And the time that now goes into establishing and maintaining 

machinery standards, could be diverted into the technical education of field 

men to meke their efforts constantly more intelligent. "We don't know where 

we're going, but we're on our way" is a laudable sentiment only up to the 

point where it becomes scientifically possible to state where we ought to 

£0. 

When does it become belantiticelty possible to state where we ought to 

“go? The big development of recent years in range management knowledge, 

coupled with the timely opportunity of range appraisal, has already been 

cited as one exemple. In forest management, the management plan offers a 

complete opportunity of expressing standards of conservation; in fact it 

lergely constitutes a standard. Coupled with it would be standards of loss 

py fire (already broached at Mather Field). In lands management, the standard 

could be expressed by
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A REMEDY FOR THE "SONGBIRD LIST" 

Aldo Leovold 

The establishment of a yearlong closed season on quail in such states 

as Ohio and Iowa constitutes an interesting (and I believe temporary) 

phase of American game conservation for which no comprehensive remedy has 

as yet been devised. 

In the cases mentioned a closed season is of course wrong in the long 

run. Both Iowa and Ohio are admirably suited to become quail-=producers. Why 

then should they be quail mseums? 

Because the sportsmen depleted the quail before they thought out the : 

two fundamental problems of producing quail, namely (1) protecting the 

landowner, (2) conserving a productive breeding stock. As we sow, so also 

shall we reap. And as long as we sow the farms with vandals who shoot 

stock and overkill the birds, we shall reap farmers who post their land 

and pass bills for closed seasons. 

I have been reading with intense interest about farmer-sportsman 

cooperation, such as is being tried out in Wisconsin and New York. ‘Such 

efforts may be (and I hope will be) a complete success as a preventative, 

but it is idle to think of them as a cure. In intensively hunted intensively 

ferned sections, a farmer-conservationist sentiment, once exasperated to the 

point of closing the season, is not going to relent to the extent of giving 

free-for-all hunting another trial. Why should it? In most cases the closed 

season has effected some increase of birds (which satisfies the bird-lovers) 

and a large decrease in vandalism (which satisfies the farmers). To both 

elements the "songbird-list" has delivered the desired results. Accordingly 

the sportsmen who are not satisfied mst propose something absolutely new 

and different before they can hope to get even a hearing. “fn 

Modern methods of game management have proven beyond a doubt that quail, 

for instance, thrive es well or even better under limited shooting as under
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no shooting, and that quail without cover, feed, and vermin-control do 

not thrive at all. In short, to the question: "Can we have our quail and 

shoot them too?" game management answers: "It can be done". Now when we 

sportsmen devise a system which guarantees that it will be done, the farmers 

and bird-lovers will fall in line. But not before. 

The problem, then, is to guarantee that it will be done. That is the 

meat of the whole question. Whet is the answer? 

In the first place, it is idle to deal in whole states or large groups 

of population. No whole state is in a position to make a watertight guar- 

antee that its quail will be given coverts, feed, vermin-protection, and 

protection against overshooting. Nor is a whole group - like the hunters 

of a state - in a position to make a watertight guarantee of good conduct 

among its members. Even if all game departments were efficient and all 

hunters were sportsmen, it wouldn't work, because the hunting would be 

unevenly distributed, and this in itself would make it impossible to 

guarantee against over-shooting. We may as well forget abot states and 

classes and get down to farms and individuals. 

Supposing, however, that half a dozen farmers were well acquainted 

with half a dozen sportsmen, and each of the dozen, in addition to possess-— 

ing a mutual respect and confidence in cash other, likewise entertained a 

similar feeling for each others dogs and for the Bob-white pomlation of 

the farmers farms. ("Love me - love my dog" is 2 wise proverb, but a futile 

one until we also learn to say "Love me - love my quail"). 

Now assuming that said farmers, sportsmen, dogs and quail had all these 

commendable and desireable feelings, let them next organize and agree on the 

following items: 

(1) a bond to cover any possible damage to livestock or vroverty. 

(2) an annual census of the quail crop (before season opens) and a limita- 1 

tion of kill for the year,to be fixed by the members at not to exceed, let
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us say, 60% of the census. For example: i 

census shows 30 covies in September 1923 

Estimated number per covey 25 birds 

30 x 25 - 750 birds 

- 60% x 750 - 450 birds, limtationpf kill for 1923. 

(3) Eoual division of the kill among the members. For example: 

450 birds = 12 members - 37 birds, allotment per member, 1923.
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Thoughts on a Map of Liberia 

If we poor three-dimensional humans could be lifted for a moment into 

the fourth, @ lot of mere illusions like time, motion, mortality, and 

ether would fall like seales from our cyes. Thus speak the metaphysicians. | 
\ 

But who has extolled those rather more frequent benefactors which lift us | 

out of two dimensions dete three? And which of these is more potent than 

the map? 

There is an old negro song which begins "0, I've got a herp, and 

you've got a harp - everybody's got a herv", then follow the glories I shall 

play when I get to heaven with my harp. Likewise I, you, and everybody has 

&map.- But who has extolled its glories? 

"And the good wife's sons came home again, with little into their hands 

But the lore of men that have dealt with men, in the new and naked 

lands". 

Those stark white places in which a map is not a map, but an enigma, those 

dotted rivers where a map is not a paper but a challenge; those ringing 

names in strange tongues where a map smiles at us with the ouizical con- 

tempt of = Sphinx - everybody has these things. Before we aspire to be 

lifted into the fourth dimension, it is meet to give thanks that these 

things have helped lift us into the third. 

: Thoughts on a Map of Liberia 

There is an old Negro melody whith begins - 

"0 I've got a harp, and you've got a harp 

Everybodys got a harp 

4nd when I get to heaven I'm goin to play on my herp 

I'm goin to play all over God's heaven --". 

A deep significance lies im these homely lines. Everybody's got a harp -
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but yours is just a harp. Mine, though, is not just a harp, but the in- 

strument thet shall lift me into everlasting glory. There is many a common 

thing - possessed of all men - that is common or sublime, only depending 

only on by whom possessed. 

One of these things is a map. Any map - of anywhere - just so it be 

of some far land, across the river, or around the world. 

Onee in school I was staring at a map of Brazil. I was Bored with 

schools, and maps, and all thus ilk. My eyes fell on that great blank 

place behind the Amazon, and there I saw a neme. El Riodel Madre de Dios - 

River of the Mother of God! That name was electric. It stung like the 

fall of 2 whiplash. It seared my consciousness; the memory of it quickens 

me to this day. Some unknown soldiér of Syein whose very bones mayhap have 

been devoured by the jungle these four centuries named that river, and left 

unnamed the score of rivers roundabout. ‘Some unknown geographer Grew it on | 

a map, in that great blank that lies behind the Amazon. And to this map there 

owes a mental auickening - the greatest of all debts. 

"And the good wife's sons came home egain 

With little into their hands 

But the lore of men tHat ha! dealt with men 

In the new and naked lands". 

Where did Kipling see the new and naked lands? Originally, like as no}, 

on amap. To the few it befalls to see them in fact, but to the many it is 

only on maps that 

"... nameless men by nameless rivers wander 

And in strange whe ine die strange deaths alone."
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Why did the merchant princes seek the Indies, - for gold? And why did 

the high-pooped galleons sweep all the seven seas? For power? Wo doubt, 

but why did they dare to seek? Maps - the old mediaeval maps. Not care- 

ful conservative maps prepared by timid engineers, but big bare maps that 

flaunted their challenge in the face of mankind - bold empty maps that 

dared Diego Valdez to the bondage of great deeds. Around the rumored name 

of a river they flung 2 continent. And into the empty continent they flung 

the River of the Mother of God!
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; "Unfinished manuscripts" 

WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE FOR THE DUCKS? 

Aldo Leopold 

i Men mast regard ducks with something akin to real love, else they would 

not disagree so much about their welfare. 

Conserving migfatory waterfowl is a big job, and resolves itself into 

many component problems. Svring shooting and market hunting are the only 

two of these which have so far been solved with reasonable effectiveness. 

Drainege, monopoly, refuges and rest days, disease, and overshooting in its 

various forms continue to be the subject of many debates but little action. 

Possibly the reason is that proposals ere often measured against only one of 

the component problems, rather than against the job as a whole. 

Maybe if we could each look more thoughtfully at the woodpvile, we would 

have less dispute about our individual sticks. 

This hope is my justification for attempting to piece together what 

seem to me the best of the various proposals into what might be called a t 

migratory bird progran. : 

4A PROGRAM FOR 
CONSERVATION OF MIGRATORY BIRDS 

Objective: Whet is it that we want to accomplish? 

' Some seem to assume that all we can hope for is to maintain an annual 

icehien of birds 2s long as economic develovment leaves room for them. 

For me, that is not enovgh. The sight of mallards dangling red legs 

into a storm-swept marsh is more important to me than a better cer, or a 

cheaper safety razor, or 2 little unearned increment on my vacant lot, or 

even another cipher on the pomlation of my town. What is much more to the 

point, my boys feel the same way. I feel it in my bones that there are many 

people who are beginning to share this viewpoint. Some day they will have 

to be reckoned with. | 

For present purposes, suffice it to say that outdoor Americans have no 

intention of letting the last slough be filled with tin cans, either now or
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later. They want ducks, and all that goes with them, not only maintained bat 

increased and extended. They think, with some justice, that since they are 

willing and able to pay for making a start, that not even Congress should 

deny them the chance to do so. 

The chance to make a start is obviously the Migratory Bird Refuge Bill, 

now in Cangress. The passage of this bill mst be Item No. 1 on any real 

program for conserving migratory birds. ‘This is why I think so: 

1. The Migratory Bird Refuge Bill: 

Remember first of all that migratory game differs from ordinary game 

in that the penalties of neglect or ebuse are visited not upon the locality 

in which they occur, but upon the nation at large. Likewise the benefits 

of conservation fall, as does the rain, alike uvon the just and unjust. By 

reason of these facts, the local incentives to conservation arising from 

self-interest are largely lacking. The nation itself is the only unit large 

enough to put the full promision of self-interest behind a migratory bird 

vrogram. Therefore, the nation must lead, and lesser units must follow. n 

Each of the dengers now impending forcibly illustrate the truth of 

this assertion. - 

The most serious present danger to the welfare of migratory birds is 

drainage. 

We cannot expect private landowners to hold land undrained for mblic 

purposes when it is against self-interest to do so. The mblic must buy 

the land. 

Land-buying by public agencies is a job that will surely run emuck 

unless: 

(a) There is a long-time plan ahead as to areas to be purchased. 

(d) There is a steady stream of money for Loach da wena! an expert 
orgenization, prepared to drive good bargains. 

(c) There is stable administration to develop the lands for the purposes 

for which purchased.
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The permanent annual income from licenses provided for by the Refuge 

Bill will make all thse things vossible. Special appropriations will help 

greatly, but they are no substitute for a steady annual revenue. They lack 

the continuity essential to a land-buying program. 

The second biggest threat to the welfare of migratory birds is ignorance 

of their enemies and habits. The answer is research. There is a remedy for 

the annual ravages of duck disease and research can find it. There is a 

vast lack of information about the breeding grounds, migration routes, 

foods, and natural enemies of each species. We cannot mane the duck crop 

i unless we know whence they come and where they go and why. Research will 

suvoly this knowledge, but resesrch cannot be effectively conducted on a 

financial shoestring. 

The Migratory Bird Refuge Bill will permanently endow research in 

migratory fowl. 

The third biggest threat to the welfare of migratory birds is the 

burned-out condition of the remaining marsh lands. It is amazing that this 

is not more generally known. It is a cold herd fact that many of the re- 

maining mershes suitable for ducks and geese are not used by them, or are 

used only under pressure of storms or by night, because the birds are shot 

out so persistently that they simply stay away. 

It is vastly important that we buy marshes to prevent drainage, and 

restore the water to the drained marshes which have proved to be failures 

as farms. I personally think we should go further and actually create new 

marshes on waste lends. Sut surely it is even more important to make sure 

that our present marshes are available for and attractive to the birds. A 

burned-owt marsh had almost as well be drained as far as present utility is 

concerned. 

f Refuges are béyond a doubt the remedy for this burned-out condition. 

The success of real refuges, properly laid out, is spectacular. But real
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refuges mean more then a legal proclamation and some "Keep out" signs. 

Refuges mean food plants, vermin control, and even decoys and artificial 

feeding to get the birds started. They, of course, mean absolute enforce- 

ment--the whole idea of refuges falls to pieces unless the absolute year- 

long srchihidiin of hunting within the refuge is rigidly enforced. 

The Migretory Bird Bill is obviously a way to get started on the acquis i- 

tion of nationally important marsh lends for refuges. There is no other 

way in sight. : 

; The fourth biggest threat to the welfare of migratory birds is \ 

monopoly. Why do the rank and file in Europe lack interest in bird con- 

servation? Because in Furope the privilege of enjoying birds is lergely a 

private rather than a public privilege. This is not complimentary to the 

genus homo, but it is an incontrovertible fact. Just allow the natural 

process of acquisition of hunting privileges by private cluvs to leave the 

average Americen without a place to hunt and he will exhibit the same reaction 

in the long run. te 4s very much to the interest of hunting clubs, as well 

as to the interest of the public and the birds, to provide public shooting 

grounds on which the average citizen can hunt. 

. The Migratory Bird Bill is obviously a way to get started on the ac- 

quisition of nationelly importent marsh lands and the use of a suitable part 

of such areas for public shooting purposes. There is no other way in sight. 

We heve-then, four things needful which the Migratory Bird Bill will 

in some measure vrovide: (1) Rescue of lands from drainage; (2). research 

(3) refuges; (4) mblic shooting grounds. What are their inter-relation- 

ships? 

There is a faction which says: "Refuges are all right, but the trovosal 

to establish public shooting grounds adjacent to refuges is not conservation, 

it is slaughter." 

Will these well-intentioned gentlemen please recall thet if a piece of
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the earth's surface is made a refuge, it has got to have something ad- 

i jacent to it? Unless that something is a public shooting ground, it will 

usually be a gun club. Would they advocate that public refuges be established 

only to let private gun clubs cluster around them? of course not. The only 

logical alternative to a correlated system of refuges and miblic shooting 

grounds is to make the whole country one big refuge. We don't need that—-yet. 

There is another faction which has the false impression that refuges 

are to be opened for shooting, i.e. are to become mublic shooting grounds 

during the open season. That, of course, would defeat the whole cian. This 

faction may not be to blame for getting such a false impression, but it will 

be their fault if they do not get rid of it, beceuse the revised bill will 

contain a specific prohibition against permitting any shooting on any land 

classed as refuge at any time. 

To my mind refuges and public shooting grounds are no more inconvatible 

than work and rest,,than seed time and harvest. If it is a paradox to com- 

bine them in one bill or on one marsh, then the whole of animate creation 

is likewise a paradox. They are the two complementary elements of generatinn 

and utilization that must compose any system of sustained production of 

living things. If the two elements are properly balanced, the system is 

Bood. If they are improperly balanced, the balance can be corrected. If 

either element is lacking, it is no system at all. 

Research, by finding the facts of migration, will show where refuges 

are needed. ty learning about foods, it will show what end how to plant 

to make the refuges attractive to the birds. By learning about vermin, it 

will show how the huge annual loss of eggs and young cen be reduced. By 

learning about disease, it will avert terrific losses, especially in the 

alkaline lakes of the West. 

These, then, are the four main things which the Migratory Bird Refuge
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Bill will in some measure accomplish. In what measure? 

It is estimated that the revenue from the migratory bird hunting 

! : licenses required by the bill will be, when once in good running order, 

around a million dollars a year. 

There are that many ecres of drained and threatened marshes to be 

acquired and developed for the use of mdiabery birds in my own State 

alone. 

In the West, where lakes are drying uv, and millions of fowl are 

dying of disease, waste irrigation water needs to be purchased and dykes ; 

bWilt to restore normal conditions. ; 

All along the sea coast, where real estate booms ere eating into the 

home of the birds, millions of acres of tidal marshes need to be acquired 

and permanently established as refuges or as vublic shooting grounds. 

All over the country the drainage dredge is eating its way into 

remnants of lake and marsh land which are actually of more mblic value for 

recreation than for agriculture. 

Is a million a year enough to take care of this situation? It isa 

good start, but is it enough? 

Ooviously not. Moreover it would be unsound government to thrust upon 

; federal agencies jobs which the local governments can handle. What are 

those jobs? 

2. State and Municipal Refuges and Shooting Grounds: 

All refuges and mblic shooting ground projects are rather plainly of 

two kinds, of local end national significance, respectively. et us examine 

some samples: 

(a) The Upper Mississippi Refuge is obviously interstate in its geography, 

and national in its importance. It is one of the great national highways of 

the migratory hosts. 

} (>) Klamath Lake was drained, agriculture has fizzled, end|it now lies
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waste. It lies in two States. It needs to be restored. 

(c) Great Salt Lake lies in one State, but banded ducks from its 

marshes have been found in ten Stetes. Enough ducks die of disease in 

these marshes to supply half the West. The fresh water which formerly 

fed them has been diverted for irrigation. Enojgh waste irrigation water 

needs to be bought to freshen them during the critical season. 

Who shall do these jobs? Right on the face of them, they are inter- 

state and therefore Federal. The Migratory Bird Refuge Bill would in the 

course of a few years make a handsome showing of wrogress on these dis- 

tinctively federal projects. 

But there are innumerable other projects which are just as obviously 

‘ local. These are just as important, and in the long run will aggregate a 

bigger cost than the federal projects. There are half a dozen within a 

half day's drive of my home town. 

Why then, should not every state get to work and vass its own measures 

for financing refuges and public shooting grounds? There are certain 

political gentlemen who, when they see the Federal bill. rise uv and shout 

loudly for States' right. Their usefulness would be greatly enhanced if 

they went home and started some State action. Surely there is room enough 

and to spare for all the funds and all the wisdom and energy which the states 

can bring to bear on the migratory bird problem. As for States' right, it 

would be a fine thing if these political gentlemen could all be given a 

free trip out t Klamath, or Salt Lake, and there given a chance to avply 

their doctrine. : 

Not only is there crying need for the states to suvplement the Federal 

program, but there is likewise need forfmnicipalities, counties, nieaeu iiede 

wlubs, ané conservation associations to create small local refuges and shoot- 

ing grounds supplementing the State systems end correlated with them. Why
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isn't a municipal refuge and ducking ground just as logical a move as a 

municipal tennis court or golf links? Think how often such a move would tie 

in beautifully with mnicipal public parks, picnic grounds, fishing waters 

or forests! ; 

The point I am trying to make is that public provision for out-door 

recreation in the form of seeing or hunting waterfowl is part and parcel 

of a national recreational and conservation plan. Such a plan, both in 

its formlation and in its execution, must represent the joint and cor- 

related effort of all available agencies, public and vrivate. The effort 

of any one egency is no substitute for the effort of another, any more 

than Dane County marshes are a substitute for the Mississippi River. It seems 

almost a platitude to say this, but there are people who oppose the Federal 

Refuge Bill on the grounds that it is a substitute for work which the state § 

can do. I suppose there are others who would reverse the logic. Do these 

people consider the Yellowstone a substitute for Itasca? Do they argue 

that there is no need for Itasca in view of the Cook County Forest Preserve? 

Can't they see that joint federal, state, and local action is the only 

mechanism thus far devised for getting performance on big jobs in conservation? 

Maybe they have a better mechanism up their sleeves. If so, they should pull 

it out and let the public see it. 

3. Rest Days: 

Refuges are not practiceble in all situations. If you have an open 

.  leke a mile across, it is usually not practicable to draw a vaper line 

around a quarter of it and administer it a refuge. For such layouts there 

is, however, an entirely feasible alternative in the establishment of rest 

days, i.e. days during the regular open season on which no shooting is 

allowed on a varticular area. Certain deys of each week are usually 

designated.
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Rest days are local in their very nature. They are not necessarily 

established by legislation. Many clubs use them netect ively in the form 

of rules or by-laws. Wherever there cannot be refuges, there should be 

rest days. All mblic shooting grounds will eventually need rest days, 

even where adjacent refuges are established. 

Rest days offer an enormous field for improving the burned-out con- 

dition of our lakes and marsh lands by pmurely local action. The field 

has barely been touched. Our progress in developing it will be an ex- 

cellent test of the capacity of our sportsmen for local self-government. 

Possibly the state conservation devartments and even federal egencies 

should temper the exercise of their regulatory powers in accordance with 

the sufficiency of local action in such matters as rest deys. Certainly 

they should exercise leadership in inducing local agencies to establish rest 

days. 

Speaking of leadership, it mst make the angels ween to hear obstruc- 

tionists orate about "nore federal game wardens" as if they were mere 

policemen. In what century do these obstructionists live and think and 

have their being? Have they ever seen a federal game warden? I could show 

them wardens who have revolutionized the attitude of whole states without 

making an arrest once a year. A game warden in any modern sense is not a 

policeman, he is an educator, a leader who tesches people the objects of 

law and what they have to gain by cooperating in furtherance of those objects. 

Even the million dollars provided by the Refuge Bill there would only 

be about two federal wardens per state; not such an "army" ds the obstruc- 

tionists would have us believe. 

So far I have dealt mostly with governmental measures end the necessity 

for governmental leadership all down the line. But we mst not lose sight 

of the basic fact that governmental action is of little avail except as a 

supplement to a private action, and that leadershiv by public officials is 

most effective when backed by authority. This leads us to a new but I think
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necessary item in any national program for conservation of migratory birds, 

nemely: 

4, Regulation of Private Shooting Grounds: ; 

I can best illustrate by citing a certain club which owns a large 

and excellent shooting ground surrounded by drained land. 

Several years ago the progressive elements in this club passed a rule 

establishing a refuge in the middle of its holdings. The refuge worked 

like a charm. It worked so well thet the unprogressive members could not 

endure to see the big rafts of mallards feeding contentedly within its 

boundaries. They called a hurry-up meeting, abolished the refuge, and soon 

burned out the ducks from further use of their erstwhile resting place. 

Now this backsliding was a matter of public as well of private interest. 

With nothing but drained land round about, it meant that all the ducks in 

the county had to spend the day in the middle of the Mississippi. The 

little public shooting which remains in that region was injured. The public 

duck supply was injured. Why shouldn't the State conservation department 

urge that club to re-establish its refuge, and failing response, clap a 

closed season on its entire grounds? 

This is not an anti-club argument. It is an argument for the public 

regulation of clubs which fail to regulate themselves. Especially when the 

public has established refuges and rest days and planted food-plants on 

public marsh lands, why shouldn't it require private clubs to do at least 

as well? 

Obviously it should, and obviously the job is one for the States. 

All clubs should be licensed, should be given an annual inspection by a 

competent State conservation officer, and closed down if the inspection 

reveals a lack of reasonable regard for the public interest. 

Of course most clubs are actually more vrogressive than the surrounding 

public. It is only the beckward ones that would ever need to be forced :
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into line. 

5. Regulation of Overshooting: 

In addition to and sometimes independent of the burned-out condition 

of shooting grounds, there is the important question of regulating the number 

of birds legelly killeble. The stoppage of spring and market shooting of 

course wiped out the major vart of the overshooting problem, but there is a 

residual problem still unsolved. It includes but is bigger then the question 

of daily beg limit per person. A group or a locality or a region may be over- 

killing, either in point of numbers, or in point of season, or in point of 

methods, or in point of crippling loss. The present bic oa involves all 

these things and in addition is related to the edeouacy of refuges and rest 

days in each region. Finding a fair method of regulating overshooting which 

will meet the vagaries “ ducks, regions, climates, and humans, and which 

will be enforceable, is a mech more intricate puzzle than I myself once 

thought. I have no specific solution. I am of ‘the opinion, however, that 

there are some remediable defects in our present system. 

One fact stends out clearly: The enormous variability of regional 

as well as local conditions. There are whole regions where shooting is much 

less dependent on storms then others, end usually these regions of steady 

shooting have a longer season as well as a greater vroportion of suitable 

deys in which to shoot. The Southwest is an example. Most localities 

in the Southwest have over two months during which roughly half the days 

are "good". Here in Wisconsin few areas have more than three weeks of compar- 

; able season, of which maybe a third of the days are "good". Should both hare 

the same limitations of ill? 

Another of the few questions which stand out clearly is that of reason 

. e@ble federal maxima, within which the states can regulate bag limits.
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Admitting that the hunter in an "unsteady" region should be given the chance 

to make a relatively big beg when he does finally have the chance, what is 

a big bag? There seems to me to be a growing conviction that the present 

' Federal maximum of 25 per day is too big. I live in as "unsteady" a place 

as I have ever seen, but I know of few local hunters who are not satisfied 

to stop at the State limit of 15 on the very occasional "good day" which 

E offers that many ducks. Is it logical for the federal regulations to 

allow 25 in the regions having a longer and better season? 

This psychology of beg limits is 2 queer thing. George Shiras IIT 

cites a Michigan County in which, up to 1895, about 300 deer licenses were 

issued each year. There had been no bag limit uv to that time. In 1895 a 

bag limit of five bucks was established. Immediately the number of licenses 

doubled, and everybody tried to "fill up" his limit of five male deer. 

Doesn't this case illuminate the mental processes of those hunters are alleged 

to oppose the reduction of the present maximum on ducks? Isn't the main 

reason why it takes 25 ducks to make them hapoy the fact that the Federal 

regulations inadvertently set up 25 ducks as the definition of a mighty hunter? 

Regulating limits is in my opinion a pressing question, but less press- 

ing than the veceding items of this program. Moreover it is not so clear 

just what should ve done, and who should do it. More states should institute 

a compulsory report of game killed from each license holder so that more 

actuel data will be available on just what conditions are. Personally I 

think that either a regional differentiation of the federal maximm, or 2 

moderate nationwide reduction of the present federal maximum, is needed and 

would be practicable, but I realize that I have not enough evidence to ab- 

solutely prove it. 

; Of one thing I am sure, and that is the futility of delaying the rest
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of the program just because there is ea widespread disagreement on bag limits. 

To oppose the Migratory Bird Refuge Bill, for instance, because of a persoml 

belief that the present Federal bag limits are too high, seems to me to be 

an attitude which can only mean the ultimate suicide of the conservation 

movement. 

Of this also I am sure, that as between cutting beg limits and short- 

ening seasons, the bag limit should be cut first. The social value of water- 

fowl hunting is measurable in man-deys spent in thqopen, not in birds-ver-day 

brought to bag. A three months' season with a bag Limit of five ducks per 

day would be a more valuable social asset than a one month open season with 

a bag limit of fkivextucksxxorxiagommtt 15 per day, although both would be 

theoretically equal with respect to totel kill. The point is that the 

average citizen can hunt only at intervals such as week-ends, and the right 

weather has an obstinate way of coming during the week. Thus when seasons 

are short, the number of favorable combinations of duck-liberty and duck- 

weather become very few. Moreover the average citizen seldom has a chance 

to kill a limit anyhow, - he usually hunts on poorer ground than the man who 

belongs to clubs and who can afford to travel long distances. Long seasons 

with low limits sre, therefore, more democratic and more desirable than 

short seasons with high limits. 

6. Miscellaneous Work: 

Refuges, public shooting grounds, rest days, regulation of monopoly, 

and regulation of hunting are not the end of our ducking possibilities. 

There are innumerable miscellaneous ways in which we cen help the birds 

and increase the benefits which flow from them. I will mention a few that 

I have noticed. There mst be many others. 

In the National Forests and in the Indian Reservations, there are i 

hundreds of mountain lakes excellent for breeding fowl, and also for water- 

ing stock. The stock trample the nests and eggs. Fencing off the boggy
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shore line at intervals, with open gaps for watering stock in between, 

would greatly increase the anmal duck production on these lakes, and 

often likewise prevent the bogging of cattle. A steady source of income 

like the dollar license required by the Migratory Bird Refuge Bill would 

finance many such a fence, and send southward many a flock otherwise lost 

in infancy. 

Needless burning of grass on marshes destroys much food and nesting 

cover, usually during the critical svring season. 

Timber cutting on shore lines often needlessly removes the nesting 

sites of wood ducks and other treenesting snrecies. 

River and harbor works often effect waterfowl prejudicially when a 

bit of thought would show just as good 2 way not harmful to the birds. 

These matters require only educational work. This vrogram means 

more wardens, and more wardens mean more educators - if we pick them and 

pay them right, and if we once convince the politicians that a warden is 

not merely 2 policeman. 

7. Ethical Education: 

It is impossible and unnecessary that all duck hunters have the same 

ethical code. It is possible end likewise necessary, that the mean level 

: of that code be progressively raised at a faster rate than unguided evolu- 

tion seems able to raise it. 

For eae thing, it is the mean ethical level of duck hunters that deter- 

mines the public attitude toward conservation of duck hunting. 

Furthermore, low ethics mean heavy killing, heavy crippling, expensive 

law enforcement, laggard cooperation, and difficult leadershin. 

Meny hunters are mentally ready for a higher code then has been shown 

them. Good leaders can exemplify and spread a higher code without making 

_ the error of preaching it. 

a Ethicel education is to my mind a function not only of conservation
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associations but of conservation officials. I kmow one federal warden who, 

at a salary one would be ashamed to offer a butcher's boy, end without ever 

mentioning the word, raised the ducking ethics of a whole state by several 

notches in a few yeardby sheer personal zeal and example. We need more 

such, in both the State and Federal service. 

8. International Program: 

It has often been pointed out that our migratory birds ere an international 

resource and that Mexico and the Central American States, as well as Canada 

end the United States, must ultimately join in their protection. Our sporte- 

men's associations are working to this end. 

Summary : 

This program has talked mainly about ducks, but merely to simplify 

the orgument. The dais here advocated applies, I think, to all migr@tory 

waterfowl, game and non-game. 

This progrem starts with the basic assumption that American marsh 

lands and the wild life that inhabits them are an inalienable part of 

our national environment; that the opportunity to understand and en- 

joy them is one of our American standards of living,and that such op- 

portunity should be not only preserved as long as possible, but increased 

and extended for all time. 

This program calls first of all for the passage of the Migratory 

Bird Refuge Bill now before Congress, because the migratory bird problem 

is interstate and international, and because without federal funds and 

research and leadershiv there is little hope of adequate local funds and 

local action. 

The Migratory Bird Refuge Bill is the beginning but not the end of 

this program. It calls for state, county, mnicipal, corporate and i ‘
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private vrograms, employing the best devices mown to the art game manage- 

ment for increasing the stock of birds, and the best devices known to the 

art of recreational planning to assure their enjoyment by the greatest 

number of veople. Y 

The execution of this program calls for a little policing, con- 

siderable funds, mchbesearch, @ great deal of enlightened leadership,a 

vast amount of education, cooperation, and private initiative, and a 

love of outdoor Americe that is absolute and without shadow of turning. 

The policing will be a simple matter, notwithstanding the alzrms 

of those who cannot understand that it is merely an incidental duty of 

the policemen. ‘ 

The funds will be no serious drain - the cost of a battleship each 

year will do it. 

The research is in competent hands and requires only a little 

public interest and financial support. 

The leadershiv, cooperation, and love of outdoers are the really 

vital elements. It is our saving grace that these three things reac } 

to each other; activate one and the others spring uv full-powered from 

that Unknown Source whence came also this fair lend, and men to sojoum 

and ducks to fly up and down therein.
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Gh 2 "Unfinished manuscripts" 

THE RIVER OF THE MOTHER OF GOD 

By Aldo Leopold 

I am conscious of a considerable personal debt to the continent of 

South, America. 

It has given me, for instance, rubber for motor tires, which have 

carried me to lonely places on the face of Mother Harth where all her 

ways are pleasantness, and all her paths are peace. 

It has given me coffee, and to brew it, many a memorable campfire 

with the dawn-wind rustling in autumnal trees. 

It has given me rare woods, pleasant fruits, leather, medicines, 

nitrates to make my garden bloom, and books about strange beasts and 

ancient peoples. I am not unmindful of my obligation for these things. 

But more than all of these, it has given me The River of The Mother of 

God. 

The river hes been in my mind so long that I cannot recall just 

when or how I first heard of it. All that I remember is that long ago 

a Spanish Captain, wandering in some far Andeen height, sent back word 

that he had found where a might river falls into the trackless Amazonian 

forest, and disappears. He had named it Hl Rio del Madre de Dios. The ; 

Spanish Captain never came back. Like the river, he disappeared. But 

ever since some maps of South America have shown a short heavy line 

running eastward beyond the Andes, a river without beginning and without : 

end, and labelled it The River of the Mother of God. 

That short heavy line flung down upon the blank vastness of tropical 

wilderness hes always seemed theberfect symbol of Fhe Unknown Places of the 

earth. And its name, resonant of the clank of silver armor and the cruel 

progress of the Cross, yet carrying a hush of reverence and a murmur of the —
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prows of galleons on the seven seas, has always seemed the symbol of 

Conquest, - the Conovest thet has reduced those unknown Places, one by one, 

until now there are none left. 

And when I read that MacMillan has planted the Radio among the Eskimos 

of the furthest polar seas, and that Everest is all but climbed, and that 

Russia is founding fisheries in Wrangel Land, I know the time is not far off 

when there will no more be a short line on the map, without beginning and 

without end; no mg, river to fall from fer Andean heights into the Amazon- 

ian wilderness, and disappear. Motor boats will sputter through those track 

less forests, the clank of steam hoists will be heard in the Mountain of the 

Sun, and there will be phonograths and chewing gum upon the River of The 

Mother of God. 

No doubt it was "for this the earth lay preparing ouintillions of 

years, for this the revolving centuries truly and steadily rolled." But 

it marks a new epoch in the history of mankind, an epoch in which Unknown 

Places disappear as a dominant fact in human life. . 

Ever since paleolithic men became conscious that his own home hunting 

ground was only part of a greater world, Unknown Places have been a seemingly 

fixed fact in human environment, and usually a major influence in human lives. 

Sumerian tribes, venturing the Unknown Places, found the valley of the 

Euphrates end an imperial destiny. Phoenician sailors, venturing the un- 

known seas, found Carthage and Cornwall and established commerce upon the 

earth. Hanno, Ulysses, Eric, Columbus - history is but a succession of 

adventures into the Unknown. For unnumbered centuries the test of men and 

nations has been whether they "chose rather to live miserably in this realm, 

pestered with inhabitants, or to venture forth, as becometh men, into those 

remote lands." i
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And now, speaking geogravhically, the end of the Unknown is at hand. 

This fact in our environment, seemingly as fixed as the wind and the sun- 

set, has at last reached the vanishing point. Is it to be expected that it { 

shall be lost from humen experience without something likewise being lost 

from human character? i : 

I think not. In fact, there is an instinctive human reaction against 

the loss of fundamental environmental influences, of which history records 

many examples. The chase, for instance, was a fundamental fact in the life 

of all nomadic tribes. Again and again, when these tribes conauered and toaok 

possession of agricultural regions, where they settled down and became 

civilized and had no further need of hunting, they nevertheless continued it 

as a sport, and as such it persists to this day, with ten million devotees 

in America alone. 

It is this same reaction against the loss of adventure into the unknown 

which causes the hundreds of thousands to sally forth each year uvon little 

expeditions, afoot, by vack train, or by canoe, into the odd bits of wilder- 

ness which commerce wal "development" have regretfully and temporarily left 

us here and there. Modest adventurers to be sure, compared with Hanno, or 

Lewis and Clarke. But so is the sportsman, with his setter dog in vurauit 

of partridges, a modest adventurer compared with his Neolithic encestor in 

single combat with the Auroch bull. The point is thet along with the neces- 

sity for expression of racial instincts there happily goes that capacity 

for illusion which enables little boys to fish happily in wash-tubs. That 

capecity is a precious thing, if not overworked. 

i But there is a basic difference between the adventures of the chase and 

the adventures of wilderness trevel. Production of game for the chase can, 

with proper skill, be superimposed upon agriculture and forestry and can 

thus be indefinitely perpetuated. But the wilderness cannot be superimposed 

upon anything. The wilderness and economics are, in every ordinary sense,
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mutually exclusive. If the wilderness is to be perpetuated at all, it mst 

be in areas exclusively dedicated » that rurvose. 

We come now to the question: Is it possible to preserve the element of 

Unknown Places in our national life? Is it practicable to do so, without 

indk loss in economic values? I say "yes" to both questions. But we mst 

act vigorously and quickly, before the remaining bits of wilderness have dis— } 

appeared. 

Like parks and playgrounds and other "useless" things, any system of 

wilderness areas would have to be iodine end held for mblic use by the 

Government. The fortunate thing is that the Government already owns enough 

of them, scattered here ond there in the poorer and rougher verts of the 

National Forests and National Barks, to make a very good start. The one 

thing needful is for the Government to draw a line around each one and say: 

"This is wilderness, and wilderness it shall remain. A place where Americans 

may "venture forth, as becometh men, into remote lands." 

Such a policy would not subtract even a fraction of one vercent from 

our economic wealth, but would preserve a fraction of what has, since first 

the flight of years began, been wealth to the human spirit. 

There is 2 current advertisement of Wells! Outline of History which 

says "The unforgivable sin is standing still. In ell Nature, to cease to 

grow is to perish." I suppose this vretty accurately summarizes the rebuttal 

which the Economic American would make to the proposal of a national systen 

of wilderness playgrounds. But what is standing still? And what constitutes 

growth? The Economic Americen has shown very plainly that he thinks growth 

is the number of ciphers added yearly to the nahi eel, population and the 

national bank-roll. But the Gigantosaurus tried out that definition of
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growth for several million years. He was a quantitative economist of the 

first water. He added two ciphers to his stature, and a staggering row of 

them to his numbers. But he verished, ‘he blind victim of natural and "econ- 

omic" laws. They made him, and they destroyed hin. 

There has been just one really new thing since the Gigantosaurus. That 

new thing is Man, the first creature in all the immensities of time and space 

whose evolution is self-directed. The first creature, in any spiritual 

sense, to create his own environment. Is it not in that fact, rather than 

in mere ciphers of dollars or population, that we have grown? 

The question of wilderness playgrounds is a question in self-control 

of environment. If we hed not exercised that control in other ways, we 

would already be in process of destruction by our own ciphers. Wilderness 

playgrounds simply represent a new need for exercising it in a new direction. 

Have we grown enough to realize this before it is too late? 

I say "too late" because wilderness is the one thing we cannot build 

to order. When our ciphers result in slums, we ‘can tear down enough of c 

them to hudbanrten perks and playgrounds. When they choke traffic , we 

‘can tear down enotigh of them to build highways and subways. But when our 

ciphers heave choked out the last vestige of the Unkmown Places, we cannot 

build new ones. To artificially create wilderness areas would overwork the 

capacity for illusion of even little boys with wash-tubs. 

Just what is it that is choking out our last vestiges of wilderness? 

Is it real economic need for farmlands? Go out and see them - they contain 

; no farmlands worthy of the name. Is it real economic need for timber? They 

contain timber to be sure, much of it better to look at then to saw, but 

until we start growing timber on the eighty million acres of Heecmabted 

wastes created by our "economic" system we have small call to begrudge 

what timber they contain. The thing that is choking out the wilderness is 

not true economics at all, but rather that Frankenstein which our boosters
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have builed, the "Good Roads Movement." 

This movement, entirely sound and beneficial in its inception, has been 

boosted until it resembles a gold-rush, with about the same regard for ethics 

and good craftsmanship. The spilled treasuries of Nature and of the Govern- 

ment seem to incite about the same kind of stampede in the human mind. 

In this case the yellow lure is the Motor Tourist. Like Mamon, he must 

now be spelled with a capital, and as with Mamon, we grovel at this feet, 

and he rules us with the insolence characteristic of a new god. We offer 

up our groves and our greenswards for him to camp upon, and he litters 

them with cans and with rubbish. We hand him our wild life and our wild 

flowers, and humbly continue the gesture after there are none left to hand. ; 

But of all offerings foolish roads are to him the most pleasing sacrifice. 

(Sinee they are mostly to be paid for by a distant treasury or by a 

distant vosterity, they are likewise pleasing to us.) 

And of all foolish roads, the most pleasing is the one that “ovens up" 

Some last little vestige of virgin wilderness. With the unholy zeal of 

fanatics we hunt them out and pile them upon his altar, while from the 

throats of a thousand luncheon clubs and Chambers of Commerce and Greater j 

Govher Prairie Associations rises the pica, eee "There is No God but 

Gasoline and Motor is his Provhet!" 

The more benignant aspects of the Great God Motor and the really 

sound elements of the Good Roads Movement need no defense from me. They 

are cried from every housetop, and we all know them. What I am trying 

to picture is the tragic ebsurdity of trying to whip the March of Empire 1 

into a gallop. 

Very specifically, I am pointing out that in this headlong stampede !
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for speed and ciphers we are crushing the last remmants of something that 

ought to be preserved for the spiritual and physical welfare of future 

Americans, even at the cost of acauiring a few less millions of wealth 

or popul:tion in the long run. Something that has helped build the race 

for such innumerable centuries that we may logically suppose it will help 

preserve it in the centuries to come. 

Failing this, it seems to me we fail in the ultimate test of our 

vaunted superiority - the self-control of environment. We fall back 

into the biologicel category of the potato bug which exterminated the 

potato, and thereby exterminated itself.
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A MAN'S LEISURE TIME 

The text of this sermon is taken from the gospel according to Ariosto. | 

I do not know the chapter and verse, but this is what he says: "How | 

miserable are the idle hours of the ignorant man!" 

; There are not many texts which I am able to accent as gospel truths, | 

but this is one of them. I am willing to rise up and declare my belief | 

that this text is literally true; true forwards, true backwards, true even 

before breakfast. The man who can not sole or his leisure is ignorant, though f 

his degrees exheust the alphabet, and the man who does enjoy his leisure is 

to some extent educated, though he never saw the inside of a school. | 

It is doubtless my duty, on this occasion, to exhort you as to the , 

prudent and profitable use of your leisure hours. But I can not do this 

with a very good grace, because neither prudence nor profit dictate the use 

I meke of my own, and what I do not vractice, I dare not preach, especially 

to young persons. In fact, I had better come out with it here and now, so 

that you may know what a light-minded fellow stands here before you - I 4 

confess my own leisure to be spent entirely in search of adventure, without 

regard to prudence, vrofit, self improvement, learning, or any other serious 

thing. I find that these serious things are a good deal like heaven; when 

they are too closely vursued as conscious objectives, they are never attained 

and seldom even understood. 

It is doubtless also my duty, on this occasion, to explain to you that 

to have a little leisure is a more seemly thing than to have a great deal, | 

end that the reason for cultivating your hours of leisure intelligently is | 

to better recreate yourselves for your hours of work. But I can not do even 

this, being inwardly aware that I myself covet all the leisure I can get, 

and as for whether leisure is to fit us for our work, or work to support us
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for our leisure, I am quite unable to determine - I find each so delightful ik 

that to subordinate one to the other would seem ungracious to Him who gives 

us both. So you see that as a preacher on leisure, I am a confessed failure 

at the outset. But I em a great consumer of vreachments - in fact, one of 

the most unforgettable adventures I know of is to sally forth some chill 

winter evening, with a pipe and 2 book, to hear what the old Hebrew Prophets, 

or those delightful Greeks, or the indefatigable German Philosophers have 

to say on this very subject. 

There is Herodotus for instance - my classmates used to groan over him 

and consume pounds of tobacco in preparing to flunk his dreary pages. But 

I never "took" Herodotus until ten years out of college, and then at my own 

sweet will, brazenly, out of a pony. I find him most delightful. He tells 

how King Amasis the Pharaoh came back at a bunch of serious-minded courtiers 

who had been upbraiding him for taking time off to go hunting. Amasis spoke 

up as follows: "Those who have bows stretch them at such time as they wish 

to use them - if they were stretched tight always they would break. So 

also is the state of man; if he should always be in earnest and not ek 

himself for sport at the due time, he would either go mad or be struck with 

stupor. Knowing this well, I distribute a portion of the time to each of 

the two. ways of living." 

: Then there was the Son of Sirach, who slips into his stern precepts 

this little saying, "that wisdom cometh by opportunity of leisure, and that 

hath little business shall become wise." And he wasn't an I.W.W. either! 

Nor Socrates, who said that leisure is the fairest of all men's possessions. 

And then Stevenson, who proclaims that "it is beyond a doubt that people 

should be a good deal idle in youth" end that "extreme busyness, whether at 

school or college, kirk or market, is a symptom of deficient vitality, while
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a faculty for idleness implies a catholic apnetite and a strong sense of 

personal identity." Some peovle, he says, "can not be idle, their nature is , 

not generous enough." Stevenson, the generous, was a past master in the art 

of idleness, and his "Avology for Idlers" should be our gospel of leisure. 

And the most convincing evidence of the quality of-his doctrine is that he 

worked himself to death. 

But I surely can not convince you of the pleasant adventures locked up f 

in books by exhuming a few quotations, any more than you could convince me 

of the pleasures of tennis by showing me a racouet or a bucket of lime. 

Moreover, books are only one little »v,rt of the adventurous universe. Let 

us get back to our original vrovosition, namely, that leisure should be 

spent in search of adventure and inquire why this is so, and mhy so few 

people know it. 

The wherefore of adventure is a question which no mortal can answer, 

any more than he can tell why we need work, love, food, air, or sunshine, 

which are the other five necessaries of life. All that we know is that the 

need is born in us, and the more enterprising the race or ciatanmcat’ wad 

stronger is the instinct. The clam and the turtle do not have it - we do. 

It is associated with every great man and great achievement in history. 

It is essential that adventure, to be real, mst be in part on untrodden 

ground. It is because the vast majority of veople do not have the courage to 

venture off the beaten path that they fail to find it, and live lop-sided 

lives accordingly. As Sir “umphrey Gilbert says, they "choose rather to live 

miserably within a realm pestered with inhabitants, than to adventure forth 

as becometh men, into these remote lands." 

I dislike to admit it, but it is a fact, that the lack of courage to 

adventure into the unknown is common even in our Universities. The man who 

spends his leisure in the pursuit of anything outside the "regular" round of
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athletics, societies, dramatics, etc., is likely to be thought more or 

less "queer". When thus "queered" he often makes matters worse by beating 

a retreat into the treadmill of regularity, where, ten to one, he does not 

at ot belong. And thus we graduate each year tens of thousands of nice 

boys and girls, chained for life to a little dusty piece of God's green 

earth bounded on the north by dollars, on the south by movies, on the east 

by an automobile, and on the west by clothes. Of course, these things are 

all good, and there are even people who eke out a tolerable existence on 

them, for like the squirrel born in a cage, they know nothing better. But 

it is no less a pity, considering the vast untrodden pastures the ord gave 

us to live in. 

I do not expect to be varticularly convincing at this stage of my argu- 

ment because you have not yet seen the tragedy of vroscribed lives. You 

are Youth, which is itself adventure. But the time will come when one of 

you, who has chosen the collar-clothés-auto-movie route will tire of these 

things, and will need more dollars and more autos, and then still more, to 

escape boredom, while another, who mey be different only in having developed 

a thirst for collecting butterflies, or whittling at a bench, or growing 

dahlies, will keen his youth and constently augment his happiness. And this 

man will also somehow achieve many incidental things more important than 

either his happiness or his dahlias. His sons will love him because he can 

talk their young language. His fellow-men will respect him because he is 

happy and generous. His volitics and religion will be sound, beéause he is 

tolerant and sane and sympathetic. Dr. Cabot was talking about dahlias and 

other apparently "little" things when he said: "A specialty can be a window 

through which we can look out on all the world. I have known men, who, 

through the mastery of one small process in watch-making, heve developed a 

liberal outlook on other difficult arts, a just pride in good workmanship, 

and an inventor's energy." i
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I suppose that consistency demands that I now point out the location 

of some of these untrodden pastures I have been talking about. I am con- jl 

fronted by & peculiar hesitancy in doing so, because I have some claims 

staked out in them myself, and I fear lest my few paltry words may fail to 

convey to you how big they are, and how many fields of breathless interest 

they contain. Moreover a man really should "speak the lenguage" in order 

to understand what is in them. But I will try. 

Yesterday for instance, I read about a man who had found an egg - a 

plover's egg. He was in an ecstasy of delight and pride because the egg 

was spotted whereas the egg of that verticular species of plover should have 

been white. Now most of us would find little to crow over in a spotted egg; 

indeed if I should tell you that this spotted egg will go down as a great 

discovery in ornithological history, you would be inclined to favor me with 

an indulgent smile, and say "he's got 'em too". Yet such is the fact; the 

discoverer of this spotted egg will be quoted a hundred years from now by 

ornithologists. The explenation is this: There is only one species of 

plover in the world that lays a white egg. All other plover's eggs are 

spotted. This anomaly hes always thrown a monkey wrench into the theory of 

generic relations. Now it is proven that even this one species occasionally 

lays a spotted egg like the other species. This spotted egg, regarded as a 

"throwback" or an atavism, indicates that after all the whole genus of vlovers 

had a common origin. The monkey wrench is removed, and the whole world of 

science is indebted to the man who did it. Now most people would call this 

amateur egg-collector a "nut". But I call him a high adventurer in the 

mysteries of life. 

Once I Imew a doctor who worked so hard that he had to start playing or 

eash his checks. He chose fishing as his hobby. One evening he became so 

absorbed in a trout pool that he fished until it was pitch dark, and he was
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amazed to find that even on a pitch black night a trout could consistently j 

pick a bleck gnat from e brown hackle. He began tos tudy, as a hobby, the 

optical structures and powers of fish. 4e is finding himself in a new field 

fairly bristling with miracles. He is learning things that only God knew 

‘before. But timid folks who stir uv the dust on the beaten path merely 

think of him as a crank on fishing. 

When I was a boy, there was an old German merchant who lived in a 

little cottage. On Sundays he used to go out and kmock chips off the lime- 

stone ledges along the Mississippi, and he had 2 great tonnage of these 

chips, all labeled and catalogued. The chips contained little fossil back- 

bones of some defunct water-creatures called chrynoids. The townsveople 

regarded this gentle old fellow as just a little bit abnormal, but harmless. 

Pretty soon the paper began to report the arrival of certain persons with 

nemes of strange lustre, and many titles. It was whispered that these visit - 

ors were great scientists, some of them from foreign lands, and some were 

among the world's leading paleontologists. They came to visit the harmless 

old man, and to hear his pronouncements on chrynoids, and they accepted these 

pronouncements as lew. When the old German died, the town awoke to the fact 

that he was a world-authority on his subject; a creator of knowledge; a maker 

of scientific history. He was a great man - a man beside whom the local 

captains of industry were mere tushwhackers. His collection went to a 

National Museum, and his name is mown in all the nations of the earth. 

I kmew a bank president, who adventured in roses. Roses made him a 

happy man and a better bank president. I know a wheel-manufacturer who 

adventures in tomatoes. He knows all about them, and whether as a result t 

or as 2 dufse, he also knows 211 about wheels. I lmow e« taxi-driver who 4 

romences in sweet corn. Once get him wound up, and you will be survrised 

how much he knows, and hardly less at how much there is to be known. I 

knew a lawyer, who hobbied in the Indian tribes that once inhabited what is
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now the site of Chicago. When he died, his obituary called him a leader of hs Loita 

the bar, and the State's most eminent historian and ethnologist. And we all 

know Theodore Roosevelt, who was a stockman, soldier, and statesman by pro- 

fession, but hardly less eminent as an ornithologist, mammalogist, hunter, 

historian, and geographer. In estimating the full stature of this great 

man it would be hard to eliminate his hobbies - they broadened him for his 

work, and his work keyed him for the enjoyment and perfection of his hobbies. 

Now the point is that this kind of peovle are not born to grestness; 

they are mostly just ordinary intelligent folk, who during their leisure 

hours have the courage to step into untrodden paths, the versistency to 

follow them, and that natural reverence of the works of God which Christ 

described as "eyes to see, ond ears to hear". Of course not one in 2 

thousand of such adventurers attains fame, but everyone of them attains that 

abundant life, beside which fame is merely irrelevant. They live in a world 

of vast horizons, beside which the beaten vaths of conformity are literally 

aoprison. They see daily wonders and miracles, beside which the exveriences 

of mediocrity are self-imposed blindness. Our mortal trials and ailments 

_ they also must undure, but they do not make mountains out of molehills who } 

see daily a vast universe of which their fellows do not even know the exist- 

ence. They are the chosen people, not because they are chosen of God, but 

because God is chosen of them. Indeed they have attained culture, "by 

whieh I mean no mere affectation of knowledge, nor any power of glib speech, 

or idle command of the fopperies of art and literature, but rather an in- ; 

telligent interest in the possibilities of living" (Canby). That is all tmt 

‘ I am talking about today - an intelligent interest in the possibilities of 

living. ; 

In the modern world of highly specialized vocations, a man's work and
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a man's leisure are the complementary factors that shape his life. It has 9 et ; 

always struck me fortunate when a professional man for instance, who works 

with his brain in a mahogany office, finds his adventures with his hands in 

a workshop or a garden. To o¢casionally swelter or freeze, to suffer hunger 

end thirst, and especially to weat’overalls and get the hands dirty, is 

good for the soul. It is also fortunate when a farmer or crafisman can find 

his adventures in the world of brains and books. These may sound like 

platitudes, but the point I em making is that versonal experience is the only 

teacher of other men's viewpoints, and it is limited viewpoint that chokes 

off more careers than any other single thing in the modern world. A man 

may make a splendid start in life by knowing his business, but before he 

climbs the ladder very far it becomes even more important that he know men, - 

“all kinds of men. But in general he can really kmow only as many kinds of 

men as he himself is. Hence the thousands of single-track minds that dlimb 

@ rung or two and stop, because they know too much business and too little 

humanity. | 

Now of course there are blind alleys which look like short cuts to | 
| 

adventure, in which lazy, stupid, and irreverent men have from time 

immemorial gotten their feet muddy, and have come back to the straight and 

narrow path, if at all, with nothing more gained than a bad taste in their 

mouth. These are the meterialists, the jazz-adventurers, of whom Isaiah 

said that they feed on ashes, deceived hearts heave turned them aside, and 

there is a lie in their right hand. These are the cheaters, who try to see 

the universe without e ticket. That ticket is clean living, without which 

no mortal body may hope to sustain that keen appreciation of beauty which 
{ 

Job had, and happily thousands have had after him, since "the morning starts 

sang together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy". 

I shall count this day a failure if I leave with you the impression that 

these paths of high adventure, which I have tried to describe, are open
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only to “highbrows". On the contrary they are closed pretty tight to such a 

persons, because these pursue kmowledge and distinction as objectives, and if | 

like those thet pursue salvation, disqualify themselves at the outset from if | 

even understanding the fovdject of their pursuit. Neither is it at all true ) ' 

that only doctors and valeontologists may tread therein; a.good healthy | | 

curiosity is better equipment with which to venture forth then any amount A | 

of learning or education. Education is attained by and not for these | | 

things. And schooling, which I hold to be an entirely separate thing, is \ 

only a veriod of leisure whose object is to show us where an education is ' 
A 

to be found.
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A MAN'S LEISURE TIME 

The text of this sermon is taken from the gospel according to Ariosto. 

I do not know the chapter and verse, but this is what he says: "How 

miserable are the idle hours of the ignorant man!" 

There are not many texts which I am able to accept as gospel truths, 

but this is one of them. I am willing to rise up and declare my belief 

that this text is literally true; true forwards, true backwards, true even 

before breakfast. The man who cannot enjoy his leisure is ignorant, though 

his degrees exhaust the alphabet, and the man who does enjoy his leisure is 

to some extent educated, thagh he never saw the inside of a school.
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If this be true, then we may also say that every hobbyist is inherently a 

radical, and that his tribe is inherently a minority. 

This, however, is serious, which is a grievous fault in hobbyists. It is 

an axiom that no hobby should either seek or need rational justification. To 

BI wish to do it is reason enough. To find reasons why it is useful or beneficial 

2 converts it at once from an avocation into an industry--lowers it at once to 

e the ignbieione eategory of an "exercise" undertaken for health, power, or 

profit. Lifting dumbbells is not a hobby. It is a confession of subservience, 

" not an assertion of liberty. | 

I suppose that A, slings Aaiinds cae I now point ot the 1 

off so of these Atrodden tures I hav¢ been talking te 

onted by a “ *igr hesifancy in doing so, secase I fave some claims 

staked out in bin myself, and I fear lest my few pa ry wor may fail to 

convey how big hey are, and fow many fields/of breathless interest 

they gontaih. Moreover a man rea y shaild "speal¥ the language" in order 

to erstand what in them. But I will try. i
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A CRITICISM OF THE BOOSTER SPIRIT 

Aldo Leovold 

When the historiens of the future.write the story of our generation, 

the growth and spread of the Booster spirit will, I think, rank as one of 

the outstending phenomena of the twentieth century. 

Boosterism is not as yet firmly established in any country but our 

own. Perhaps it will not be. But it is an undeniable fact that it touches 

the daily lives of a hundred million Americans, and dominates the lives of 

some of them. This alone establishes it as one of the great political and 

economic forces of our time. 

Boosterism is hard to gather uv within the confines of a definition. 

From the viewpoint of a Booster, it might be called the application to 

civics of the truism that faith will move mountains. From the viewpoint of 

the critical observer, it might be defined by varavhrasing/ Decatur: "My 

___! May she always be right! But right or wrong, my ____" Directions: 

insert in the blank the name of any lodge, ward, corporation, luncheon club, 

city, county, or state which you own, or which owns you, and Boost! ; 

Boosterism is new, at least in its abuses. Civie or group loyalty, in 

the more solid sense, is of course as old as morality and civilization, but 

the (to me) unholy wedlock between the moral principle of loyalty and the 

technique of billboard advertising is a recent and not altogether pleasing 

addition to the things that are under the sun. 

The uses of Boosterism need no deffyése from me. The organizer of the 

Chamber of Commerce extols them adequately when he awakens the civic con- 

sciousness of our town for forty per cent of the gate receipts. The only 

thing about Boosterism that is not expounded to us daily is its abuses and 

fallecies. These I will attempt to deseribe. 

The philosophy of boost is premised on certain tenets, which are
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proclaimed every little while by menu cards, convention badges, billboards, 

windshields and civie orators, but which do not apvear to have yet been 

collected in a creed. To write such a creed is not an appropriate task for 

an unbeliever. Possibly I entirely misepprehend the matter, but this is as 

I understand it: 

1. To be big and grow bigger is the end and aim of cities and citizens. 

To be small when young is excusable, but to stay small is failure. 

2. The way to grow big is to advertise advantages end ignore defects, 
thereby abolishing them. Self-criticism is akin to treason. 

3. Growth by labor, frugality, or natural increase is slow and old 
fashioned. Growth in powlation is attained by decoying it from 
some other town or state. Growth in wealth is attained by attract- 
ing tourists or capitel from elsewhere, or extracting appropriatios 

from public treasuries. 

4, Eerned increment may indicate industry, but unearned increment 

proves vision and brains. 

5. Unanimity is the only defensible attitude toward public questions. 

Minority opinions merely complicate the situation. 

6. Taxes are.crushing enterprise, and mst be reduced, but our 

appropriations ere entirely inadequate. 

7. Bribing conventions and setting stool-pigeons for tourists are 
signs of friendly rivalry between cities. 

8. The up-end-comingness of 2 town varies directly as the congestion 

of its billboards, luncheon clubs, and traffic, and inversely as 

its parking space. 

9. Educational institutions, libraries, and parks are valuable 

business assets. They attract strangers. 

10. Skilled craftsmen may move to our town if they want to, but we 
must have oil men and motor tourists, for they are the salt of i 
‘the earth. 

This may not be all of it, but it is enough. Let us examine in detail 

whether and why these propositions ere true. 

First, what, concretely, is our ambition as a city? "100,000 by 1930 - 

we have blazoned it forth like an army with banners. This is well and good - 

a city has as mech "right" to resolve to attain a phenomenal growth in
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population as a citizen has to resolve to have 15 children, if not more so. 

And how are we going to get the 100,000? By advertising our climate, by 

craft and strategy in menivildating the location of institutions, and by i 

increasing tourist traffic. There is nothing necessarily wrong about any 

of these things. But none of them are creative effort in any real sense. 

Supposing every city likewise resolved to live and grow by its wits instead 

of by creating values? (Most of them are, and maybe thet is what is wrong | 

with the country). 

Moreover, just why do we wish to grow by unearned increment instead of 

an earned increment derived from our own basic resources? Does it ever 

occur to the booster thet we have fifty million acres of range in this state 

injured or ruined by overgrazing, that could be made into a source of wealth 

and prosperity beside which his tourists and sanetoria are mere bubbles? 

That we have a potential agriculture in this valley, crippled by seepage 

and threatened by silting, that is declining by neglect while he is pleying 

with conventions and brass bands? That the lack of mblic interest in these 

: reel resources is causing them to deteriorate instead of develop? 

Moreover, just why are we so much more intense about decoying newcomers 

to New Mexico than we are ebout securing better education, better recrea- 

tional facilities, better mublic health service, and cleaner government for 

the citizens already here? Did anyfody ever see a boosters! vrogram that 

dealt with any of these internal betterments with even a fraction of the 

earnestness and ingenuity which it devotes to log-rolling for doubtful 

apvropriations or entertaining motorists? 

Can anyone deny that the vast fund of time, brains, and money now devoted 

to making our city big would actually make it better if diverted to better- 

ment instead of bigness? 

Moreover are we sure that if we effected these internal betterments for
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our own citizens, that we would have to bribe, threaten and cajole new 

people and new institutions to come here? I am afraid we could not keep 

them away. 

In boosting, as in the Inquisition, the end justifies the means. Just 

now the boosters are lashing the latent patriotism of the Nation to build 

by public subscription a huge memorial sanatorium to the War Mothers of 

America - in Albuquerque. The sweep and daring of the idea is as splendid 

as its avowed motive is sordid and miserable. Would you want the Marble 

Manufacturer to conceive the splendid idea of passing the hat among your 

i friends, in order that he might build, for cost plus ten percent, a monument 

to your mother? Whet is the difference? Will this splendid, monstrous 

scheme find favor where stand the crosses, row on row, in Flanders fields? 

But, say the boosters, while the scheme is selfish for Albuqueroue, it will 

give expression to unselfish and lofty motives throughout the Nation. 

Indeed! Was the Statue of Liberty thus conceived? Did thdiestminster 

; Chamber of Commerce boost the Abbey? And why not charge a fee of admission 

to the battleground at Gettysburg? Perhaps we shall accomplishthis thing, 

and its greatness, like the grass, will grow and bury the inglorious memory 

of its inception. 

"Pile the badioe high af Austerlitz and Waterloo 
Shovel them under and let me work - i 
I am the grass, I cover all." 

As Mechiavelli, our preceptor since the Great War, once said: "Our 

experience has been that those who have done great things have held good 

faith of little account". 

The booster is intensely provincial. A year ago he demanded a National 

Park for New Mexico. He did not know where or how, but he knew jolly well 

why: A National Park would be a tourist-getter of the first water, and 

tourists are to be desired above all things. They come, they see, they 

spend, and they are even known to come back.



Now a National Park is nothing more or less than the given word of the 

United States government that the place so designated is superlative among 

natural wonders. Hed New Mexico pleces worthy of this high suarantee? If 

so, were they so situated as to comprise a unit that could be encompassed 

by a boundary which would say "Here it is"? If not, was there any danger 

of our government being induced to certify as superlative something that 

was not so? The booster should worry! Could the (his) government deny that 

any state outclassed New Mexico in natural wonders? Could the(his) govern- 

ment deny that the other children had been served vie and he had not? The 

government came pretty near giving its overulous child a bottle of water to 

mn shit up. 

As with the given word of the “nited States, so with its pocketbook. 

The boosters of Santa Fe and Las Vegas conceived a scenic highway across 

the Sangre de Cristo Range. To recreate and inspire their own citizens? 

No indeed, to fetch tourists. It was "the wonderlend of the Americas", and 

like ell wonderlands except that of the refreshing Alice, it far excelled 

Switzerland, with which the boosters are always entirely familiar. What 

would this scenic highway cost? "A mere detail, that - find ovt leter - all 

we know is that it would cost too mech for us to build. It's about time the 

government did something for northern New Mexico anyhow." Could the govern 

ment, in justi@e to existing needs for roads elsewhere, afford to appropriate? 

"We are not representing ‘elsewhere! - we are building up our city". Should 

the "wonderland" continue under the Agricultural Department as a National 

Forest? "It will continue under the department that helps us get the money. 

If your depertment won't, there are vlenty of others that will." 

Thus is the pork barrel filled - and emptied. ‘Thus do we attain "less 

government in business, and more business in government". Thus ere the burdens
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of taxation reduced. Thus do we build cities and attain prosperity. Thus 

@lso does little Willie kick and squeal when his father denies his un- 

seasonable demand for a new bicycle. 

The booster's yardstock is the dollar, and if he recognizes any other 

standard of value, or any other agency of accomplishment, he makes it a 

point of pride not to admit it. Hven works of charity are bought and sold, 

like cabbages or gasoline. Do we want to do something for the Boy Scouts? 

We levy a subscription, hire an architect, and build them a cabin in the 

mountains (which the Scouts ought to have builg’ themselves), and proceed to 

forget the Scout movement. We cannot see that what we should give toward 

: such ceuses is usually not much money, but a little human interest. 

A few months ago soneueae discovered that the Bursum Bill raised the 

question of nossible disintegration of the Pueblo Indian commnes. A 

booster editor, commenting on the situation, cooly pointed out that the 

tourist-getting value of the Indians depended on their distinctive culture, 

which should therefore be preserved until our industrial development nede 

it no longer possible to do so. This was, I hope, the ultimate aia sia | 

of boosterism in the Southwest. That the Indian culture and ours should 

have been placed in competition for the possession of this country was 

inevitable, but the cool assumption that this lest little fragment mst l 

necessarily disaypear in order that an infinitesimal percentage of soot, 

bricks, and dollars may be added to our own, betrays a fundamental dis- 

respect for the Creator, who mede not only boosters, but mankind, in his 

image. 

The booster seems almost proud of the ugliness and destruction that : 

accompany industrialism. That some of this is inevitable and necessary I 

am the first to admit. That it cannot be mitigated I emphatically deny. 

Is there eny real economic necessity for the army of billboards that 

merches across the peaceful landscapes of the Rio Grande Valley, flaunting
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its ribald banners in the face of the eternal hills, and shouting at every 

turn of the road what A the best brand of chewing gum, tires, or tobacco? 

3 And to top off this indignity, there is even a billboard erected by a Business 

Women's Club procleiming the virtues of our city! "Et tu, Brute?" 

Whence cometh this noise? Is it a business necessity? On the contrary, 

it is one of those competitive business. evils that merely cost money and 

benefit nobody. A zone for billboards at the entrance to the city, ad- 

vising travellers of the kind and location of its services, would be justi- 

fiable. But a gauntlet of billboards fifty miles long is not only bad 

business, but miserably bad taste. 

Is there any sound economic reason why our comely public buildings 

cannot be grouped around a public plaza, instead of cramped into scattered 

lots where they will shortly be elbowed by such a maze of butcher shops and 

five-and-ten-cent stores as to be visible only from an airplane? No reason, 

except thet boosters and politicians do not know and will not learn the 

modern devices of public finance like the "Excess Condemnation Plan", which 

would give us a plaza without ddditional cost. In all this needless ugliness 

the booster is not so mech ruthless as clumsy. A hundred percenter in mek- 

ing the fleg fly and the eagle scream, he is awkward in self-government. 

Worshipping commerce, he is slow to regulete its own abuses. 

The typical booster is entirely out of contact with the most dinkoasansat: 

of his boasted resources, the soil. Ask the average one how many bushels 

an acre of corn produces in our valley and he doesn't kmow, but he will 

quote you yards of statistics on whet the touristd spends in our town. Ask 

him what is wrong with the livestock industry and he will answer drouth, 

or foreign competition, or other eccessories-after-the-fact. He doesn't 

; know that the fundamental reason is lack of a stable land tenure to produce 

grass, and that his own unintelligent and irresponsible politics is in turn 

responsible for this. Knowing nothing of the soil, he does not have the
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confidence of those who till the soil, end accordingly his spasmodic efforts 

at drainage or other betterments come to naught. Hapoily there are excep- 

: tions to this. Banks and boosters, in places, are doing a splendid and 

successful work in rebuilding theagriculture of the south, where the boll- 

weevil wrecked the cotton crop and the boosters had to do something or move 

out. 

Growing away from the soil has spiritual as well as economic consequences — 

which sometimes lead one to doubt whether the booster's hundred percent 

Americanism attaches itself to the contrary, or only to the living which we 

: by hook or crook extract from it. Recently our boosters "discovered" the 

Sandias. Since Coronado came, and before, they have offered cool shades and 

peace to the inhabitants of this valley, but suddenly we realize that they 

are there, and thet they are beautiful. Do we rejoice that our citizens 

shall henceforth enjoy them? No so. "I love thy rocks and rills, thy 

woods and templed hills" - as tourist bait. i 

The booster is covetous trifles, blissfully devoid of public policy; 

intolerent of minorities , ruthless, unscrupulous, provincial, and extrave- 

gent of the government's purse as he is generous of his own, but he is not 

proud. Cleaning the boots of tourists, conventions, prospective investors, 

and other dispensers of "prosperity" is congenial labor, verformed with an 

obsegiousness worthy of a head-waiter, and with as good an eye for gratuities. 

"Ich Dien", but please like our town". Conventions present their demends 

for civie hospitality in the same ce tezorical imperative as an ultimatum 

to the Turks, and the boosters receive it with e volite humility that e Turk 

could never emulate. The ordinary relatians of guest and host, premised 

on mutual consideration and self respect, are displaced by a brazen self-interest
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that survives nowhere else but in diplomacy and international relations. 

4uto tourists demand "service", under pain of bleckballing the town, and 

they get it. New enterprises demand a "boms", under pain of locating 

elsewhere. It is a hopeful sign that this "bonus" system is rapidly falling 

into disrepute. ; 

It is characteristic of the"small boy" psychology of the booster that 

he recognizes no kind of civic service save his own. I once heard a sub- 

scription committee vehemently berate a dentist for his refusal to sign on 

the dotted line. They charged him with ignoring his civic obligations. As 

a matter of fact, the highly skilled and utterly conscientious professional 

services of that particular dentist had done more for the town, even measured 

by its own matefialistic standards, than the new Chamber of Commerce which 

the committee purported to represent. He had lived the vrecept of Carlisle, 

who said "The latest gospel in this world is, Know thy work and do it". 

Likewise characteristic of the small boy is the booster tendency toward 

matual admiration societies. The solemn altruism and lofty ethical codes of 

our four-and-twenty varieties of luncheon clubs are not - as many outsiders 

aver - an hypocrisy, forgotten in the daily practice of their members. On 

the contrary, these codes are a uniform, like the plumes and swords of 

fraternal orders, and worn for a like purpose - the lifting up of the indi- 

vidual out of the treadmill of industry. Whether we kmow it or not, we all 

need and seek this lifting up. 

And even boosters are lifted. The full measure of devotion often given 

to booster movements commands respect and admiration, regardless of the 

present fallacies of the cause. Look back on the birth of political and 

religious liberty, and the more recent birth of internationalism, and see 

how each is full of fallacies and extremes ranging from the tragic to the 

ludicrous. “ut sincerity “i never ludicrous. Let us crities, therefore
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beware, in ridiculing the fallacies of this new thing "lest we laugh in 

the wrong place, and thus commit impiety when we think we are achieving wit". : 

One more admission of the possibility that true vitality and greatness 

underlies the booster idea. I once knew a doctor, who on the completion of 

his medical studies, returned to his home town to practice. He soon saw 

that the place was too small for him. "I realized", he says, "that I would 

either have to move to the kind of a town I needed, or eles make over my 

home town into thet kind of a place. I decided to make over my home town". 

And he did. He did it through a Chamber of Commerce. 

The sweep and daring, the utter simplicity and directness of such 

occasional manifestations of the booster spirit give the lie to any easy 

assumption that it is all froth and noise. Somewhere, somehow, it con- 

tains the germ of a better order of things. Even in our town there are 

symptoms of it. 

Every day on my way to my office I pass a booster billboard which 

exhorts me as follows: "Cities do not happen - BE A BUILDER - Sunvort your 

Chamber of Commerce". Splendid truths, the first two. I detest billboards, 

but this one interests me. Be a builder! There is a real ring in those 

words. I look over at the towering beauty of "The Franciscan", and am proud. 

"What vigor raised those spires; what joyful hand 

Put strength into those arches, gave the free 

Rock this immense and grotesque dignity, 

Meking the structure greater than it planned! 

What leughter shook the builders as they scanned 
Those grinning gargoyles, and a jubilee 

Spirit enlarged the workers* energy; 
While laid with love, each stone was made to stand!” 

The boosters built this lovely thing. I recall the travail of civic 

spirit, the fight with civic sloth and inertia, which converted the dream to
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reality. I recall the contest between the mediocrity which wanted "plain 

commercial erchitecture" and the vision which saw a building reflecting the , 

history and traditions of the Southwest. The vision won. Out of this 

‘ immense, vigorous, unlovely thing called Boosterism, provincial as a carpet- 

bagger, ruthless as the Juggernaut. intolerant as a a laean., boisterous as 

Huckleberry Finn, but courageous as the Vikings grew "The Franciséan". Is it 

too mch to hove that this force, harnessed to a finer ideal, may some day 

accomplish good as well as big things? That our future standard of civic 

values may even exclude quantity, obtained at the expense of quality. as 

not worth while? When this is accomplished shall we vindicate the truth 

that "the virtue of a living democracy consists not in its ability to avoid 

mistakes, but in its ability to profit by them". 

/



3 Transmission of spiral in redwood sprouts. 

Parent stump j 
Speci- Ring or tree Concordance. Discordences 

men County Locality Site Between Between 

No. Number Size With Clearly Kind Among sprouts Among  sfrouts 
sprouts D.B.H. spiral without Kind Size of sprouts and sprouts and 

spiral D.B.H. -spiral tree tree 

San Big I 9 2.§ ft. 4 a Counter Gone x Yes x No x 
Mateo Basin I 6 1-6 ft. 2 — Glock a x # x ss x 

II 3 3-5 ft. 3 -- 0} nt x No x Yes = 
II Z 3 ft. 0 a ee 6 rt. Geanter aes . Mo No Yes 

z 3 3-6 ft. 1 -- Counter Gone x No x ? x 
r 2 3-4 ft. 2 -- Clock i. * Yes x No x 

II 2 3-4 ft. 2 eu f Cloci " x No ox Yes x 
II 3 153 £4, 2 ae HegReee 5 rt. counter Yes Yes No Wo 

I 2 4-5 ft. . -- Clock Gone x ? x ? x 
I 3 2-6 ft. 3 -- Counter . x Yes x No x 
I 2 2-8 ft. 1 -- Counter " x ? x ? x 
I 6 Ze oe: 4 —— Clock " = Yes x No x 
I S 2-8 ft. 3 2 Clock . x No x Yes x 

II 10 1-5 ft: 8 — Counter " x Yes z No x 
7 5 3-6 ft. 5 = Counter " x Yes x No x 

Mendo- Dimmick I 11 Ten sGetec 9 -- Counter 12 ft. Counter Yes Yes No No 
cino Grove ce 8 122 Fy 7 eae Counter 10 ft. Counter Yes Yes No No 

f.1 Mendo- Big Tit 4 1-1-5 $t. 4 -- Counter 6 ft. Counter Yes Yes No No 
P19 cino River 4 1-5-2 ft. 0 4 x 4 ft. Clock Yes Hio No Yes 
T-18 2 1.5-2 ft. 0 2 x ? Clock Yes Ho No Yes 

Note: All Big Basin sites were estimeted. The Big River sites were 

checked by height and age measurements. 

u
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The following conclusions are drawn from this table and from observation: 

(1) Spiral is more common toward the southerly limit of the natural 

renge than in the commercial redwood belt. 

(2) Spiral is more common on slopes than on flats. (The large number ; 

of Site I cases merely reflect the fact that second-growth stanis 

on slopes are rare because the carly logging was largely confined 

to flats end fire has destroyed such stands as started on slopes. 

(3) Redwood as a species shows no tendency to spiral in one direction 

more than in the other. Clockwise and counterclockwise seem 

equally prevalent and uncorrelated with site or locality. (Big 

River all counter?) 

(4) There is a strong tendency toward concordance both in the manifeste- 

) tion of spiral and in its orientation as between the sprouts and 

parent and as among the sprouts of a single clump. The excep- 

tions to this tendency are, however, sufficiently striking to make 

untenable any conclusion that either the manifestation of spiral H 

or its orientation are in themselves a fixed genetic character. 

In other words, there is no strain or race of redwood which 

invariably svirals, or which invariably spirals in a given direction. 

All the observed facts would, however, be satisfied by the hypothesis 

that there is a strain of redwood with a predisposition to spiral; that the 

menifestation of spirel depends uvon the action of environmental stimli 

which usually affect whole clumps carrying the predisposition; that the 

strain predisposed to spiral is hardy but of inferior growth, size, and 

form, and hence tends to occupy poor sites and the outer limits of therange 

of the svecies; thet the strain is not pure but subject to mixture with 

better strains, the offspring showing Mendelian variations in all degrees.
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To the extent that inferior strains exist, it becomes desirable to 

eliminate them from the growing stock, especially if it be true that the 

predisposition to spiral is accompanied by other undesirable characters. 

As already vointed out, opportunities for control already exist to ea degree 

equalled by no other Amefican commercial species. As a first move it would 

seem desirable to take seed only from the best types of trees, even should 

it prove necessary to fell them for the purpose. The only other move 

clearly celled for is research mn throw further light on the questions 

involved.
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ok Aldo Leopold 

There are two principal types of wilderness travel, by canoe and by 

pack train. 

All the large wild areas suitable for canoe trips are already wiped 

out this side of the Canedian boundary. There are a few small semi-wild 

canoe aress left on the Superior National Forest in Minnesota, and maybe in 

Maine, but this is all. These semi-wild spots are worth keeping, but they 

are 

Possible Illustrations for 

“THE VANISHING WILDERNESS" 

By Aldo Leopold 

Film No. Title 

163759 "In the Gila Wilderness you can drag a pack for a month without omce 
crossing your back trail" 

26315 "The Gila is poor in dollars but rich in opportunity for raising 
deer, turkey, antelope, and trout" 

01721 "A score of odd corners of the western National Forests are the 

last places for wilderness hunting trips" 

38388 "With every entrance-way guarded by high mountains or impassable 
(or 30441A) box canyons, it is doubtful whether it would pay to build roads 
(or 180965) into the Gila" 

173159 "Few easterners realize the rate at which roads are now being 

(or 184233 wushed into the western mountains" 

For Outdoor America f 
THE VANISHING WILDERNESS 

Aldo Leopold 

U.S. Forest Service 

A few months 2go a sportsman who had just come back from a big game 

hunt in Alaska boasted that his trip had cost him “only $3,000". 

Last fall I met an old deer hunter on the street during deer season. 

I asked him why he wasn't out in the hills. "Too many Fords", he replied. 

I think a good meny of us kmow what he meant. Car sign in every canyon, 

car dust on every bush, a perking ground at every waterhole, end Fords on a
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thousand hills! That is what the Southwest is beginning to look like in 

deer season. And $3,000 the cheapest alternative! 

In short, the time has come when svortsmen who are not content to do 

all their hunting from a car mst face not only the question of our vanish- 

ing game, but also the ouestion of our vanishing wilderness hunting grounds. 

Ten years ego there were at least five big game regions in the South- 

west where a man could drag ea pack mule for two weeks and see deer every 

day without crossing his back track. Today four of these regions have 

been motorized, two for summer resorts, and two for logsing operations. The 

fifth is still there. It goes without saying that hide develormments are 

all good things in their vlace - but where is that plece? Everywhere? Hasn't 

the big game region - the wilderness area - likewise a place in the scheme 

' of things? Not yet, anperently. We foolish humens who are hopelessly 

addicted to the high hills may soon have to pay $3,000 for a pack trip or 

go without. 

Of course there are sections of the country where the disappearance of 

satisfactory wilderness areas is still a long way off. But why wait till 

the wilderness is gone before considering the need for it? In our cities 

we can build epartments on vacant lots which the youngsters need to play 

ball, and then tear down the apartments to make playgrounds, if we have 

money enough and enjoy spending it needlessly. But we can't fill a wilder- 

ness full of Fords and summer boarders and then restore the wilderness, no 

matter how much money we have, or how lavishly we spend it. Wilderness 

areas are the one kind of playground we can not build at all. If we want 

them, we must save what we want. 

, The auestion at issue is how much our civilization is willing to 

t respect the needs of minorities. A majority of Americans undoubtedly have 

advanced to the stege where their recreation is found somewhere between the
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Country Club and Coney Island. Sut there remains a minority who can not find 

recreation (in any true sense) except in the back of beyond. They must go 

there once in so often or they (spiritually) perish. They can subsist a long 

time on the mere hope of going there. But when "progress" takes away even 

the hope, it takes away something vital to their welfare and havviness. 

The National Parks, of course, now contain and always should retain 

large areas where the wilderness-fisherman, or the men who does not need a 

rifle under his knee, can lose himself and be hanvy. But it is unthinkable 

that hunting should ever invade the Parks. Accordingly the wilderness- 

hunter mist be accommodated elsewhere. The National Forests mst do it, or 

it will go undone. 

The greater part of the National Forests must of course be permanently 

devoted to forestry in the economic sense of timber-production. Timber 

production inevitably means roads and roads inevitably mean gasoline and 

tourists. But many National Forests contain regions of low economic value, 

or of such rough topography that their development for economic uses would 

be relatively unprofitable. Why not select a number of such regions (at 

least one in each State) and save them as wilderness areas? ~ 

Just as the Suverior Forest was one of the last places where the man 

of moderate means could go for a wilderness canoe trip, so are a score of 

odd corners of the western forests the last places for wilderness hunting 

trips with a pack train. Canoeing down a lane of summer cottages is not a 

canoe trip, neither is packing down a gravelled highway a pack trip, unless 

one be equipped with that pathetic capacity for illusion which enables little 

Johnny to fish in a washtub. Johnny can't vote. Cen we? 

Wilderness areas sre simply a vroblem of applying the vrinciple of 

highest use, which in turn is simply a problem of intelligent planning of 

recreationel facilities. The highest use of the great body of National \ 

Forest is commercial timber production, with such grazing, agriculture, and
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motorized recreation as is compatible therewith. But that very fact makes 

wilderness areas the highest use of a few odd remaining corners. As long 

as much of the Nationel Forests remained wilderness, there was no problen. 

But now that roads are rapidly reducing the available wilderness, we mst 

choose quickly from what areas roads ere to be excluded. Few easterners 

realize the rate at which roafs are now being mushed into the western 

mountains. In the modern West good roads are dogma. Good reads and more 

roads are needed, and needed badly, but in their vroper place. And their 

proper place is nearly everywhere, but not quite. For the good of our 

schools end our crops and our pocketbooks let us heve good roads, but for 

the sake of our sons and our souls let us have a few wibwes - at least one 

in each state = where roads are not. 

The sportsmen of New Mexico have pieked out the place where they want 

their wilderness. It lies on the headwaters of the Gila River, in the Gila é 

National Forest. The choice was simple - it is the only roadless region 

left in the State. But it is also a good choice. The region is poor in 

dollars but rich in opportunity for raising deer, turkey, antelope, and 

trout. With every entrance-way guarded by high mountains or well-nigh 

impassable box canyons, it is doubtful at best if roads would vay. Certain 

varts of the area beer fine stands of yellow vine, end this timber would, 

to be sure, "go to waste" without a railroad. But this is the ‘only known 

economic resource, utilization of which would be urevented by excluding 

roads. The area is grazed by three or four frontier type cow-renches but 

these need by no means be disturbed- in fact, they add to the attractive- 

ness of the area. (A non-motorized cow-ranch is now in itself worth pre- 

serving - it is a lot rarer sight than a buffalo.) 

Of course there are fires. The Forest Service has already built a : 

system of lookout towers, televhone lines, and trails sufficient to handle
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the fire situation. These improvements are inconspicuous and do not seriously 

detract from the wilderness flevor of the Gila region. f 

In the Gila wilderness you can drag a pack mle for a month and see 

thrillers every day without once crossing your back trail. Nor need you 

spend big money doing it. I made a three weeks vack trip there at a less 

cost ver day then one would spend at the cheapest summer hotel. 

Some argue that the wilderness-area idea is self-defeating because of 

; overcrowding. This is best answered with figures.. On the Gila area last 

fall there were 736 hunters by Yaad count at the entrance points, and I 

can personally testify that there was room for more. In addition a large 

number of summer parties enjoyed the fishing. Of course overcrowding is 

possible. When it comes, we will need regulated kill (the limited license : 

system) to take care of the game, and this will automatically regulate: the 

overcrowding. 

Whet is lacking to meke the Gila Wilderness an established fact in- 

stead of a thing hoped-for by a few? Mainly a thorough public discussion 

so that the arguments pro and con can crystallize and thus be usable in 

laying out and applying a definite national wilderness policy. The wilder- 

ness idea is new. Neither the Forest Service nor any other public agency 

cen actually apvly it intellicently until it becomes known how many people 

want wilderness areas, why, where, and how mich. Administering the National 

Forests consists basically of the skillful adjustment and development of a 

: thousand different kinds of existing or potential uses, and when a new use 

comes along it cannot be dovetailed in with others until its proponents 

"say what". 

As to the Gila area, District Forester Pooler has already directed 

that roads and summer homes be temporarily excluded, vending an opportunity 

for recreation pvolicy to crystallize and fix the place, if any, of the 

wilderness area idea in our national program. A National Commission on
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Outdoor Recreation has now been established. Crystellizing and correlating 

these new needs is their varticular job. If the public wants the Gila area, 

or other similer avvlications of the idea in the West, they should so inform 

the Commission. 

Sir Humphrey Gilbert, upbraiding his contemporaries, wondered why 

they should "seek to live in this realm pestered with inhabitants rather 

than venture forth, as becometh men, into those remote lands". Little did 

he know how soon the shoe would be on the other foot - how soon we would lack 

not the spirit to venture forth, but the place to venture in! May not that 

spirit "which becometh men" - which hewed a path for the march of empire - 

now be mede the means of keeping our empire fit to live in? Or:are we 

really trying to emlete John Burroughs! poteto bug, which exterminated the 

potato, and thereby exterminated itself? ; i
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y ; (Is this substantial enough to warrant 
publication or is it just vapor? A.L. 

SKILL IN FORESTRY 

Aldo Leopold 

U. &. Forest Service 

Not long ago a well known Silviculturist, after ten years of patient 

scientific work, published a bulletin giving certain new conclusions about 

the fectors determining reproduction of Western Yellow Pine. At the same 

time a lumberman, without scientific training, published an article giving 

his observations about the same subject. The two men were not previously 

acquainted, and no way can be traced whereby they may have exchanged ideas. 

The lumberman's "observations", however, bear such a striking resemblance 

to conclusions of the Silviculturist, and the content of both involves 

subject matter so new and different from ideas heretofore current, that 

there is forced into the mind of the observer the question of whether there 

is any way to discover and utilize similar "intuitive" judements in the 

vast fields wherein scientific conclusions are needed but not yet available. 

Or, to state the question more baldly: The Silviculturist's judgment \ 

cost $25,000 and took ten years to deliver. The Lumberman's judgment cost 

the use of a pair of sharp eyes and some spare time, and became available 

upon utterance. Granting the former class of truth to be in every wey 2 f 

more valuable asset to forestry, the fact remains that if there were a way 

to discover and test the letter class, it would give us "something to go 

by" in a miltitude of questions wherein we now flounder ebout, without the 

means i even start a scientific analysis, much less to finish and use it. 

This attempt to shed a little light on so illusive a subject will 

discuss in turn the fields in need of "something to go by", the nature of 1 

“intuitive judgment", end the vossible means of detecting and the possible 

means of detecting and using it.
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What We Don't Know 

It is hardly necessary to repeat that the forester charged with the 

responsibility of administering lands must pass on many things, of great 

moment in conserving the vroductivity of his property, which he never heard 

of in school. This is largely a reflection of the fact that no scientific 

lmowledge of them exists, and the schools cold not teach them if they 

wanted to. Especially is it true thet no localized knowledge exists. | 

The body of written scientific knowledge in forestry is really limited 

to trees in their various relations, and even there it is limited enough. 

Yet every day foresters are rendering judgments on fire control, range 

manegement, watershed vrotection, erosion control, game and fish manage- 

ment, and recreation, the effects of which may be felt for centuries. Those 

effects are as vital to the permanent productivity of the forest and the 

permanent welfare of the netion as the effects of good or bad judgment in 

forestry prover. Yet some of these subjects are scarcely yet vaptized - 

witness the babel of names. To be sure in a few cases a2 general frame- 

work of systematic knowledge has become visible in the dusk, but these 

f frames ere so far from localized, end contain so mich lumber borrowed 

from other professions, that the wise ties is cautious about where he 

hangs his hat. Who, for instance, has set down the laws governing erosion 

in the Southwest? And when will they be set down? Maybe our grandsons 

will have them, but by that time the best parts of the Southwest bid fair to | 

repose in the Gulf of Colifornia. We mst have "something to go by" now. 

Are there not, verhans, some persons with such a "natural skill" in’ this 

particular subject, that they have anticipated and carry in their mind. 

substantially what the scientists will say when they get around to it a 

decade or half a dozen decades hence? If such can be found, it may save 

some fiddling while Rome burns. 

'
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What is Natural Skill? 

We often hear thet a certain man is a "good all-around forester." There 

is no such thing. To be sure & forester cen and should "make a hand" in 

the discharge of the great variety of ordinary duties he is called upon to 

perform, but his real command of most of them mst always remain merely 

superficial. In his real knowledge = the fields in which he has the "naturel 

skill" to dig deep and unravel really difficult questions - the forester, 

like every other men, must remain very much a specialist. 

The main reason for this is that the field of any individual's natural 

skill seems to be extremely limited. This fect seems to be generally un- 

recognized. We hear of "good grazing men". I never saw one, i-e., a man 

who vossessed really deep penetration in both renge and livestock. Many 

men seem to have an astounding lmowledge of stock, and a few are really et 

home in range management, but I have never seen great capacity in both lines 

combined in one individual. A common case is the ranger who often possesses 

en elmost uncenny "cow-sense" but kmows nothing about range. Such & man can 

{ ride vast a bunch of cattle and read their complete history for months past 4 

as well as their- probable future movements end condition. But he can ride 

a piece of range for ten years without reading anything. 

We do not yet hear of "Erosion Engineers" but I have been mech in- 

pressed with the variation in ability to read erosion problems that exists 

even among technical foresters. This brings up the point of what relation 

exists between natural skill and technical training. In my opinion, none. 

Natural skill may be discovered, and is bound to be amplified and meade more 

useful, through training, but it can not be generated in schools. 

We hear of men skilled ken wild life - "good, all-around naturalists". 

T have seen one. This one understands both animals and birds (a very rare 

case) but as an administrator of wild life he would not pan out, because 

lacking in ability to see it as a complex resource, rather than as individuals
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and species. I once met a man with ea national reputation as a naturalist. 

He probably knows more about lions than any man living, yet he was unusually 

awkward in understanding feathered game. The writer, who has made some pre- ; 

tense at helping to develop the science of wild life management, is keenly 

aware of en entire absence of "naturel skill" in dealing with game animals. ! 

What he may know in this field mst alweys be a forced knowledge that can 

never get sailahe than about so far or so deep. 

The point is that "natural skill" seems to occur in very smell pieces, 

of which no one man ever hes very many, and deually only one. 

Many men @re successful end useful foresters without possessing 

natural skill in anything relating to natural objects. Such men may, how- 

; ever, possess the conservation viewpoint and such organizing ability that 

their lack of natural skill is offset by their ebility to use that possessed 

by others. I incline to believe that some of the big work in forestry has 

been done by such men. . 

In the above discussion, the writer has been forced to choose examples 

from fields in which he does not feel wholly at sea. It does not seem un- 

reasonable to suppose, however, thet the laws governing the penetration of 

the mind into the problems of forestry are any different in the lerger and 

more important fields not mentioned. { i 

What, now, is the practical conclusion, if I may venture to make one on 

such @ subject? The conclusion is that some men possess extraordinary powers 

of venetrating the unsolved problems of the forester, but that in seeking to 

discover such powers, it is well to remember that the individual usually 

possesses them only with respect to a single very limited field. 

Beyond this, I fear to tread. H
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Detecting and Using Skill f 

It is, of course, of no avail to believe that such skill exists, or 

to speculate on its allocation among individuals, without offering some 

suggestion on how to find the individual, and on how to test the brand of 

skill which he may be alleged to possess. 

I can think of no method except thet of trial and error. But I be- 

lieve that the possibilities of even this rough method have by no means 

been exhausted. 

Back in Forest School we were told how the estimates of timber cruisers 

of the old school were checked against the actual cut, and their proficiency 

thus roughly determined. Later, foresters came along and by checking the 

eruiser's "intuitive" estimate egainst their analytical, scientific estimates, 

the field of the cruiser's proficiency was accurately delineated. This is a 

good analogy to show the use of the trial and error test of natural skill, 

pending the availability of scientific methods. It is the possible exten- 

sion of this test to other fields that is here proposed. 

It is, of course, already being used in other fields, but the results 

are not preserved in such a way as to build up an actual skill record for 

each individual Forest officer. For instance, two men disagree about the 

cerrying cepecity of a range. One is sustained. Five years later he is 

proven to have been either right or wrong. Corrective action is then 

taken if necessary, and sometimes one or both men are tatorwed of the result, 

but seldom is the result preserved es a personnel record, checked against 

his other judgments, and his field of vroficiency thus eradually determined. 

Another exemple: For many years overgrazing and fire on PEe ray oneney: 

as a whole heve been accepted as the vrime causes of erosion in the Southwest. 

A number of men have now dissented. They cleim that these are merely con- 

tributory factors; thet overgrazing of streambeds is the primary cause.
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Administrative treatment will of course be quite different in kind and 

degree for the one theory as against the other. Many years may elavse 

before any scientific’ analysis of this problem is available, but mean- 

while huge values are et stake. Fifteen years of cumlative records as to 

the skill of both the dissenters and their opponents might, if available, 

help save those values. 

Most problems, to decide which involves naturel skill, are of course 

cluttered with a miltitude of appendages extraneous to the auestion of 

skill, but probsbly more or less potent in affecting the result or the 

stendards of judging it. Every decision involves numerous premises with re- 

spect to this extraneous material, and it is not always possible to state 

thet the result proves right or wrong judgment in the first instance. More- 

over, results may take 2 decade or a century by which time the natural skill 

auestion is ‘probebly of more interest to the biographer than to the adminis- 

trator in charge. Granting that these difficulties may prevent the accumla- 

tion of a conelusive personnel record, is it not perhaps nevertheless true 

that the record will show the direction of a man's skill or absence of 

skill? Mey not conclusive results in ea few short-time tests of a man's 

skill throw light on bigger longer ones? Is it not possible that such a 

; record might often retrieve the now common mistake of keeping specialists 

indefinitely in fields wherein. they have no natural skill and acquire a 

superficial and therefore dangerous proficiency only by years of expensive 

effort? Would not the general practice of trying to keep such a record lend 

needed dignity and prestige to real forestry, and help differentiate the 

man who shapes the destiny of a forest from the man who locates a ranger 

station, interprets a regulation, or makes a speech before the Chamber of 

Commerce? 

I am aware that this article asks more questions than it enswers. The 

only thing I am sure of is thet policy is being written mech faster than
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research cen illumine the path, that huge values ere at stake, and thet 

there are neglected possibilities in personnel management that might be 

found useful in telling us what to do until research forges abreast of the 

times. 
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(I don't see anything to this "natural skill". It's merely the difference 
between inductive and deductive reasoning is it not? Possibly the hypothesis 
is not followed up and proven or disvroven by your "natural skill" ertist. 
If so he simply grovels in the dark all the time and never cen get past the 

"opinion" stage. In this case he may be a real hindrance to the advancement 
of science. 

One mst continually make decisions in our work based upon an insufficient 

number of facts but science should take our decisions and find out whether 
they are right or not. The fact that a man may guess wrong is not neces- 

sarily a reason for condemning him. Is there really anything to "natural 
skill" except common sense and close observation?..........d-C.K.) 

(A.L. Probably the article will not set well with the scientific invesitge- 

tors. Believe you are on the right track however. It is my old cry - we 

spend too much time proving the obvious -- only you will accent it from the 
man of "natural skill" and still prove .the result by collection of data and 
study. My view is that many of these things are so clear to a man of 

"common sense and observation" - that it is no less than wasteful to spend 
time and money to prove them. Of course this is not always true - but 

frequently. 

I am inclined to agree with Joe however that it would be dangerous to con- 
demn a men for his apparent errors, or vice versa - since the chances are 

that we at the first investigater proves error in 10 to 100 years will be 

vroven entirely correct by a later school of thought. Mathematics is the 

only exact science............M.M.C.) 

(In the example cited by Leopold in his first paragrath the Iumberman was 
observing much simpler conditions then the Silviculturist. Many forest 

officers observing the conditions the Silviculturist was studying made 

opvosite conclusions. Was their intuitive ability or power of observation 
less than the Lumberman's? Would the latter have reached the conclusions he 

did if he hed been working sround Flagstaff? It took the Silviculturist and 
long study to get the conclusive dove. 

Fundamental research is indispensable. We necd more of it. But what we 
ere suffering from especially is lack of application of what we already 

know. I conceive our fundamental job to be growing timber. This means 
forestry. The greatest obstacles to forestry in the Southwest are grazing 

(as. it has been during the vast 15 years) and fire. Was the reason we 

didn't commence to handle sheep grazing from a forestry point of view on 

the Colorado Plateau until 1921 because we didn't know what ought to be 

done? Eight years 2go a grazing research man after two years study recom- 
mended the exclusion of sheep from the bunch grass yellow pine areas. Is 

there any doubt that one big cause of erosion in D-3 is overgrazing? Suppose 

overgrazing in the stream beds is more serious than on the watershed as a
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whole, is it practicable at this time to vrevent grazing in the stream beds 

while allowing it on the watersheds as a whole? We do have authority however 
to reduce the stocking and require better distribution on the range and 
thereby reduce overgrazing everywhere. A few days ago a district ranger in 
this office stated that from the voint of view of prevention of overgrazing, 

erosion, etc., he was unable to see that conditions on his district, part of 

which we know is eroded, ere a bit better after 15 years of administration 

than they would have been without any administration whatever. 

I think the innumerable decisions which the forest officer is continually 

making ere edministrative and are as to the machinery rather then the funda- 
mentals. It doesn't require any mysterious ability to know whet our main 
job is but lots of men don't seem to appreciate what it is. Ability to make , 
decisions and correct conclusions-in other words, judgment is developed by 

experience under the conditions being dealt with. Expert kmowledce has to 

be based on a certain amount of gray matter it is true but fundamentally it 
is, in my opinion, acquired. We give a man a year or two's experience-as a 
supervisor, a ranger, a logeing engineer, and expect him to be an expert. 

He has only begun to know the game. If I want a quick decision as to the 
cutting cycle under a new system of cutting in a little studied type, would 

I sendithe silviculturist or the lumberman with "natural ability". The 
former every time. 

Would we think of changing silviculturists in charge of stations every two 

or three years? Aren't we transferring administrative men a little too 
often for securing efficiency on the individual Forest? 

I think Leopold and I have the same feeling of something needed. I have 

read his paper with great interest. I don't see that it makes so much 
difference in his ergument whether there is such a thing as "natural 
ability" or "intuitive knowledge". What he wants is to find out by a record 
which mst admittedly extend over many years, whose judgment is reliable 

regardless of how he got it. It strikes me that the difficulties inherent 
in Leopold's proposal listed on his last page, are very real. Why concen- 
trate on a new complicated piece of machinery while we are not anywhere 
near reaching the possibilities of our present equipment?........R.E.M.) 

0 
Special July 20, 1922. 

Memorandum for Mr. Leopold: 

The following random thoughts concern your article "Skill in Forestry". You 
admit "this article asks more questions than it enswers". However, as I reed 
your article, the substance seems to revolve around two distinct withal broad 
guestions. 

First, can we expect a "pair of sharp eyes" (plus 2 NOTEBOOK) to replace to 
some extent sample plots and test tubes? 

Second, are we realizing fully the tremendous importance of "square pegs..."7 
I take it that any comments should be limited to the possible useful pur- 
poses served by the questions raised.
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As to the first ouestion, I could not very well vote otherwise than "Yes", 
since Grazing decided two years ago to give the idea a try-out, in addition 

to certain scientific studies being carried on, since the bulk of Studies 

work last year end this has been and is being handled by this very method. 
However, this idea needs defining. The time element is the determining 

factor. The urging of a more wide-spread use of sharp eyes does not discoumt 
} or even question the greater accuracy of the quadrat; rather it is a plea 

for time saving. Shall we wait for scientific quadrat answers to some of 

our biggest puzzles, or shall we make a start with some yardsticks constructed 
out of two years general observations? If we decide in favor of the former, 
we shall have nothing to guide us during the 10 years--or 5--or 25--except 

opinions. If the letter, we would et least have recorded observations. 
Ignoring for the moment insistent srguments which always arise at this point, 

I wish to make my point as I see it; namely, that the wisdom of this choice 

of trails to follow hinges on the man behind the oninions end the man behind 

the recorded observations. 

This brings us to the second broad problem; namely, "The man for the place". 

In the light of the last paragravh, it asks also what determines the keen 

observer, whst should be expnectedsof him, etc. This forces at the out-set 

the acknowledgment that all men are not "crested equal". Most veople have 
distinct "leanings", "talents", "natural skill", or whatever you want to 
call it for certain activities of life, and happiness and cold efficiency 

are both served the better by plecing these people where they fit best. 
The difference between people is especially true in their powers of observa- 
tion. Ten years measure a longer life span for some than fifty for others. 

Some persons will see more at a glance than others do from tornidly stering 

around for half an hour. Also in the placing of men in positions requiring 
keen perception, one of the underlying principles of psychology should not 

be forgotten; nemely, thet "of 211 the mental powers, percention is the most 

difficult to develop after the sge of twenty". 

In my judgment then, I see no reason why the keen observers should not, ina 
relatively short time, be able to construct some working principles which 
will be "something to go by" along th> lines you mention of fire control, 
range management, watershed protection, erosion, game and fish menegement, 

or recreation. During the interval while we are forced to wait for scientific 

answers to many phases of these problems, much can ve accomplished by genere1 

observation methods. Certain men are, undoubtedly, better fitted for certain i 
lines of work. However, most of our force have added their bit to our stock 

of information along somecone line at least and practically every member of 

the organization should be able to add some observation of value. Any means 
of stimaleting better observation are certainly worth while, but the limite- 

tions should be appreciated. Any reasonable amount of work done by executives 

in the attempt to pice employees in the line of work where they best belong 

is most certainly worth while. ...........M.Y.) 

Duluth, Minn. 

6/4/23 
Dear Leo: 

John Hayes Hammond a few years since edited an article in Colliers on the 

subject of skill as he has noted its absence or nresence in the field of
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civil engineering. He hit at the same points as your article. I have no 

doubt but that the civil engineering profession denied the truth of J.H.M. 

view point on the subject. The truth however was evident to some just as 

you have hit upon it. How to make the profession of forestry realize it is y 
the vroblem. It will some day and when it does it will take great satis- , 

faction in telling the world of the discovery of the profession. 

Fires popping here.) ......5.06+00+B.W.K.) 
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A Decade of Development in Game Management. 

Protection i 

Laws 

Education 

Organization 

Regulatory powers 

Removal from politics 

Svortsmen's Association - self govt. 

Federal control. 

Technique 
4 

Natural enemies 

Game Refuges 
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Local closed seasons 
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tad . Aldo Leopold 
1 Article 

Econ. Determinism in Nat. For. 

Timber - compound interest 

Prevent Forest Fires -- "It Pays" 

Erosion - moral issue 

Watersheds - Verde and West side i 

ECONOMIC DETERMINISM IN NATIONAL FORESTRY 

"Prevent Forest Fires - It Pays". There was mich to-do, in the dis- 

cussions leading up to the edovtion of this official slogen of the nation- 

al fire vrevention cempaign, as to whether "It Pays" should be added, or 

left off. 

The fact that it wes not left off may be regarded as a straw which 

shows which wey the wind blows in national forestry. It seems to indicate 

economic vrofit as a major premise in national forest policy. It seems to 

imply that any volicy involving expenditure must vay an economic return in 

order to be justified. Theat national forest policies are actually premised 

on some such theory will probably be gainsaid by no one. The theory may be 

; vague and as yet ill-defined; the returns may be direct or indirect, present 

or future; but the economic premise exists, and is so reel and substantial 

and so universally accepted that probably few would admit any exceptions to 

it as tenable in any case. 

The purpose of this discussion is to challenge the logic of economic 

determinism with respect to certain policies, and to point out some of the 

inconsistencies arising from the debe to apply it to all questions, re- 

gardless of their nature. 

The most futile attempt to blindly apply thececonomic criterion is in 

the case of watershed vrotection. In the Southwest certain forests were 

ereated for the avowed and sole mrnose of protecting the udisinedn of 

drainages feeding great reclamation projects like Salt River, om which the 

Roosevelt eservoir was then being constructed. The prevention of silting
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through conservation of range and tree growth on these drainages was 

obviously of direct economic consequence. But in laying out the areas, 

one slope of a mountain range drained into Salt River; the other side 

might feed some other stream on which no reclamation vroject was built 

or intended. Often neither drainage bore enough timber to justify with- 

drawal. Should the withdrawal stop at the divide? Such en arbitrary 

division would be revolting to common sense, although strictly logical under 

the purely economic criterion. The action actually taken was fortunately 

guided by common sense, rather than theory
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The Next Move in Public Shooting Grotinds i 

F Aldo Leopold 

f Secretary, New Mexico Game Protective Association 

It is ke be fervently hoped that by the time this is published, Congress 

will have passed the Public Shooting Ground - Game Refuge Bill, thereby 

taking the first end most urgently needed step in conserving our vanishing 

hunting grounds. 

If netional conservation and development of wildfowl waters gives as 

good results as national conservation of wildfowl - and there is every 

reason to believe that it will give even better - it is probably safe to say 

thet barring wholesale epidemics or wholesale spread of the waste oil menace, 

our ducks, and duckhunters, are for the present sefe. 

But how about big game, and big game hunting grounds? In the West, ’ 

thinking sportsmen seem pretty well agreed that predatory animal control, 

game refuges, end in a few cases mublic provision ofwinter range and reguls- 

tion of annual kill, will restore our depleted herds he productivity. But 

now before any one of these four remedies has been given @ real tryout in 

even 2 single state, it seems to me that we are confronted with a new menace ‘ 

almost as serious as the depletion of the game, - whale, the depletion of 

the hunting grounds. 

Who wants to stall his buck to the msic of a motor? Or track his 

i turkey on thetrail of the knobby tread? Who that is called to the high 

hills for a real pasear wants to wrangle his packs along a gravelled high- 

way? Yet that is what we are headed for, at least in the Southwest. Car 

sign in every canyon, car dust on every bush, a parking ground at every 

waterhole, and Fords on a thousand hills!
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When the frost is on the pumpkin | i 

And the bucks are in the blue - what? Cars 

Hough article - which I hope was read twice by every one of those 

two million five hundred thousand purchasers of the Sat. Eve. Post. - 

Thus passeth the wilderness. 

"And there shall be no more 

The Rape of the Wilderness. Kept a few comely sleves for their service.
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SOME FUNDAMENTALS OF CONSERVATION 

IN THE SOUTHWEST 

Aldo Leopold 
} U. &. Forest Service 

The future develonment of the Southwest mst depend largely on the follow- 

ing resources and advantages: 

Minerals: Chiefly copper and coal. 

Organic: Farms, renges, forests, waters and water powers. 

Climatic: Chiefly health and winter resort possibilities. 

Historic: Archaeological and historical interest. 

Geographic: On route to California and Mexico. 

This discussion is confined.to the two first named. While the last 

three ere of great value, the Southwest should hardly be satisfied to build 

t its future upon them. They are what might be termed "unearned advantages". 

Excluding these, itis apparent thet all of the remaining economic re- 

sources are of such a nature that their permanent usefulness is affected 

more or less vy that idea or method of development broadly called "conserva- 

tion". It is the murvose of this paver to discuss the extent to which this 

is true, end the extent to which unskillful or non-conservative methods of 

exploitation threaten to limit or destroy their permanent usefulness. 

A brief statement of some of the salient fects about each of these re- 

sources is first necessary as a background: 

Minerals: Of 6 of the leading Arizona copper mines, the average life 

in sight is 22 years. This is a short life. Undoubtedly, our minerel 

wealth will be expanded from time to time by new processes, better trans- 

portation, discovery of additional ore bodies, demand for rate minerels, 

exploitetion of gross minerals such as sulphur and salt, and possible dis- 

covery of oil. But the fect remains that with the excevtion of coal, the 

mineral wealth of the Southwest, from the standpoint of an economic foundation
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for society, is exhaustible. Our coal will vrobably always be handicapped 

\ by long hauls and absence of water transvort. , 

Farms & Waters must be considered together. The late drouth ought : 

to have sufficiently redemonstrated that generally speaking, dry farming, as 

@ sole dependence for a livelihood, is a broken reed. The outstanding fact 

that we can never change is that we have roughly twenty million acres of 

water vroducing or mountain erea end fifty million acres of area waiting 

for water. Most of the latter is tilleble. But if it takes say four feet 

of water per year to till it, whereas less than two feet fells on the 

mountains, of which only @ very small vercent runs off in streams in useable 

form. Therefore if we imvounded 211 the non-flood run-off and had no evapore- 

tion (both impossibilities) we should still have scores of times more land 

than water to till it. This is vartially offset by underground storage of 

rart of the water which does not run off, but nevertheless we still have an 

overwhelming shortage of water as compared with land. Therefore the term 

'  “Sprigable land" actually represents a combination of natural resources 

which is really very rare and accordingly vital to our future. By arti- 

ficially impounding weter we sre steadily adding to our irrigated ares, 

but these geins are being offset by erosion losses in the smaller valleys, 

where water was easily available simply through diversion. Broadly speeking, 

no net gain is resulting. We are losing the easily irrigable land and 

"replacing" it by land reclaimed st great expense. The significant fact 

that is not understood is thet this "replacement" is no replacement at 

all, but rather slicing at one end of our loaf while the other end sloughs 

away in waste. Some dey the slicing and sloughing will meet. Then we shall 

realize that we needed the whole loaf. 

Weter Powers. Erosion and silting ere likewise deteriorating our water 

powers, though the silting of 2 reservoir is not so destructive to its power
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possibilities as to-its use for irrigation. Also the water powers not 

devendent upon storage are not yet badly damaged. It is obvious, however, 

that anything which damages the regularity of stream flow and interferes 

with storage of waters is depreciating the value of our power resources. 

Forests. While _% of our area bears trees, only ____—iof'_ this bears 

sawtimber, of which the present stand is 35 billion feet. Most of this 

sawtimber land is in the National Forests. The management plans of the 

- Forest Service indicate thet if handled under proper methods these saw- 

dave lends will sustain indefinitely a cut of 300 million feet per year. 

A larger cut will be possible temporarily because of the excess proportion 

of mature stands. 

New Mexico and Arizona now consume about 450 million feet per year. 

The salient fact about our forests, therefore, is this: that in the’ long 

run the timber yield will only partly suffice to sustain our own agriculture, 

4 cities,and mines. While its conservation for these purposes is of course 

absolutely essential, in order that we may not have to depend on exvensive 

importations. But even with good forestry, the Southwest can not figure 

on timber export as a future source of wealth. 

Renges: Arizona and New Mexico are carrying about three million sheep 

and two million cattle. About one-fourth of these are on the National 

Forests. It would not mean anything to try to state in figures the original 

aN carrying capacity of the two States, because much of the virgin range was 

without water. Great progress has been made in developing water, but there 

has also taken place a wholesale deterioration in both the quality and 

quantity of forage. On certain areas of National Forests and privately 

owned renge this deterioration has been checked and the productiveness of 

the forage partially restored through range improvements and conservative 

methods of handling stock. The remainder continues to deteriorate under 

the system of competitive destruction inherited from frontier days but now /
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perpetuated by the archaic land policy of the government and some of the 

several states. It is safe to state that the condition of our range forage 

has depreciated 50% and is still going down hill. 

This overgrazing of our ranges is chiefly responsible for the erosion 

which is tearing out our smaller valleys and dumping them into the reservoirs 

on which our larger valleys are dependent. The significant element in this 

situation is that cessation of overgrazing will usually not check this erosion. 

Summary: All of our organic resources are in a run-down condition. 

Under existing methods of management our Forests may be expected to improve, 

but our total possible farm areas are dwindling and our waters and ranges, 

are still deteriorating. In the case of our ranges, deterioration could be 

easily checked by conservative handling, and the original productiveness 

regained end restored. But the deterioration of our fundamental resources - 

land and water 4 is in the ashes of permanent destruction, and the process 

is cumulative and gaining momentum every year. 

Erosion and Aridity. 

The task of checking the ravages of erosion and dating our organic 

resources to a productive condition is so intricate and difficult a problem 

that we must know something about causes before we can well consider remedies. 

Is our Climate Changing? The very first thing to know about causes is 

whether we are dealing with an “act of God", or merely with the consequences 

of unwise use by man. If this collapse of stable equilibrium in our soil 

and its cover is being caused or aggravated by a change in climate, the 

possible beneficial results of conservation might be very limited. On the 

other hand, if there is no change of climete going on, the vossible results 

of conservetion are limited only by the technical skill which we can train 

upon the problem and the vublic backing available to get it applied. 

In discussing climatic changes, a clear differentiation between the
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geologicel and historical viewpoints is essential. The status of our climate 

from the geological viewpoint has nothing to do with the question in hand. 

Any such changes that may be taking place would be too slow to have any 

bearing on human problems. 

Historically speaking, our climate has recently been checked back with 

considerable accuracy to 1390 A.D. through study of the growth rings of 

Yellow Pine in Arizona, and to 1220 B.C. through the growth rings of Sequoia 

; in California. These studies, conducted by Douglas and Huntingdon, demon- 

strate convincingly thet there has been no great increase or decrease in 

aridity of the Southwest during the last 3,000 years. 

Yellow pines recently excavated at Flagstaff show very large growth 

rings, indicating a wetter climate during some recent geological epoch, 

but as previously stated, that has a merely academic bearing on our problem. 

; Ancient Indian ditches and ruins in localities now apparently too dry 

for either irrigation or dry farming would seem to contradict the conclusion 

derived from tree rings, but little is known of the age of these relics or 

the habits of the people who left them. Archaeologists vredict that we may j 

soon know more about the age of the cliff culture through possible discov- 

eries Ldasbaiiae it with the now accurately determined chronology of the 

Maya culture in Central America. 

Long streight ceder timbers found in some Southwestern ruins likewise 

might be taken to indicate a process of dessication, but other and unlmown 

factors are involved, such as the effect of fire on our forests and the 

distances from which the timbers were transported. 

Chenges in the distribution of forest tyres likewise might be inter- 

preted to throw e jittle light on the recent tendency of our climate. In 

the brush forests of southern Arizona there is strong evidence of an uphill 

recession, such as would accompany dessication, former woodland now being
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occupied by brush species and former yellow pine by woodland and brush. 

At the same time, in the region of the Prescott and Tusayan Forests, there 

is en indisputable encroachment of Juniver downward into former open parks. 

A similar encroachment of yellow pine is taking place in the Sitgreaves and 

Apache Forests. Most of these changes, however, can be accounted for through 

purely local ceuses such as fire and grazing. This fact, and the fact that 

any attempt at a climatic theory of causation would result in contradictory 

conclusions, makes it seem logical to regard these phenomena either as ! 

shedding no light on the question of climate, or as possibly somewhat sub- 

stantiating the conclusion derived from tree-rings. 

In general, there thus fer appears to be no clear evidence of dessica- 

tion during any recent unit of time small enough to be considered from an 

economic standpoint, but at least one line of vretty clear evidence es to 

the general stability of our climate during the last 3,000 years. 

Drouth Cycles and Their Effect. While science has shown that there is 

no general trend in our climate either for better or for worse, it has shown 

most conclusively that there are periodic fluctuations which vitelly effect 

our prosperity and the methods of handling our resources. The same tree 

rings which assure us that Southwestern climate has been stable for 3,000 

years, warn us plainly that it has been decidedly unstable from year to 

year, and thet the droth now so strongly impressed on every mind and pocket- 

book is not an isolated or an accidental bit of hard luck, but a periodic 

phenomenon the occurrence of which may be anticipated with almost the same 

certainty as we enticipate the days and the seasons. It is cause for aston- 

ishment that our attitude toward these drouths which wreck whole industries, 

ceuse huge wastes of wealth and resources, and even empty the treasures of 

commonwealths ahonta still be that of the Arkansan toward his roof - in 

fair weather no need to worry, and in foul weather tae wet to work. 

The tree rings show, in short, that about every 11 years we have a
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drouth. Every couple of centuries this ll-year interval lengthens or 

shortens rather abruptly, running as low as 9 and as high as 14. The 

droughts vary a little in length and intensity and usually there is a 

“double crest" to both the high and low points, i.e., a better or worse 

year interlarded between the bad or good extremes. “But always, and as sure 

as sunrise, "dust and e bitter wind shall come". 

In addition to the ll-year cycle, there is 2 curious chop or "zig-zag" 

(2-year cycle), and probably a long low groundswell measured in centuries, 

but the amplitude of all these is too low to have any great practical present 

economic significance. The ll-year wave is the one that swamps the boats. ~ 

If there be those who doubt whether the tree rings tell a true story, 

let them be reminded that history supports their testimony. The great flood 

of the Rio Grande in 1680 is recorded in the trees. The famines of 1680-1690 

are there - possibly the drouth that produced them had something to do with 

the Pueblo Rebellion that sent De Varges to Santa Fe. The great drouths of 

1748, 1780, and 1820-23 are all concurrently reported by trees and historians. 

And in the last century came the weather records, which likewise concur. 

Douglas has tied in the ll-year cycle of tree rings with sunspots. Munns 

has tied in the sunspots with lightning, and Forest fires as recorded in 

old scars. The chain of evidence es to the existence of the drouth cycle is 

very complete, and its bearing on economic end conservetion problems is 

obvious. But like mech other scientific truth, it mey remain "embalmed in 

books, which: are interred in University libraries, and then, long after, 

worked out by rule of thumb, by vracticeal politicians and business men". 

The voint is that if every 11 years we may expect a drouth, why not 

manoge our ranges accordingly? This means either stocking them to only 

their drouth capscity, or erranging to move the stock or feed it when the 

drouth apvears. But instead, we stock them to their normal capecity, and 

when drouth comes the stock eat up the range, ruin the watershed, ruin the
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stockmen, wreck the banks, get credits from the treasury of the United 

States, and then die. And the silt of their dying moves on down into our 

reservoirs to some dey dry up the irrigated valleys - the only live thing 

left! 

Equilibrium of Arid Countries. To complete a background for the under- 

standing of natural laws and their overation on our resources it is neces- 

sary to consider briefly the so called "balance of nature". 

There appears to be a natural law which governs the resistance of 

nature to human abuse. ; Broadly sneaking, the law is this: the degree 

of stability varies inversely to the aridity. 

Of course, this concent of a "balance of nature" compresses into three 

words an enormously complex ehain of phenomena. But history bears out the 

: law as given. Woolsey* says that decadence has followed deforestation in , 

Palestine, Assyria, Arabia, Greece, Tunisia, Algeria, Italy, Svain, Persia, f 

Sardinia, and Dalmatia. Note that these are all arid or semi-arid. What 

well-watered country has ever suffered serious vermanent damege to all its 

organic resources from human abuse? None that I kmow of except China. It 

might be reasonable to ascribe this one excestion to the degree of abuse 

f received. Sheer pressure of millions exerted through uncounted centuries, 

was simply too much. ‘ 

_ A definite causal relation has long been believed to exist between 

deforestation and decline in productiveness of Nations ané their lands. 

But it strikes me as very curious that se similer causal relation between 

overgrazing and decadence hes never to my knowledge, been positively asserted. 

All our existing !mowledge in forestry indicates very strongly that over- [ 

grazing has done far more demage to the Southwest than fires or cuttings, ( 

serious as the latter have been. ven the reproduction of Forests has now 

* "Studies in French Forestry" by T. S. Woolsey, 5, LO).
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been found to be impossible under some conditions without the careful regula- 

tion of grazing, whereas fire was formerly considered the only enemy. 

The relative seriousness of destructive egencies mex be illustrated 

by an example. Take the Sapello watershed, which forms a major part of 

the GOS range in the Gila National Forest. Old settlers state that when i 

they came to the country, the Sapello was e beautiful trout stream lined with 

willows. Yet old burned stumps show beyond a doubt that great fires burned 

in the watershed of the Sapello for at least e century previous to settle- 

ment. These fires spoiled the timber, but they did not spoil the land. Since i 

then we heve kept the fires out, but livestock hes come in. And now the 

$ watercourse of the Sepello is a pile of boulders. In short, a century of 

fires without grazing did not spoil the Sapello, but a decade of grazing 

without fires ruined it, as fer as the watercourses are concerned. 

: Now the remarkable thing about the Sapello is that it has not been over- 

grazed. The GOS range is pointed to with pride as a shining example of 

renge conservetion. The lesson is that under our Hae dae Southwestern con- 

ditions, any grazing at all, no matter how moderate, is liable to over- 

graze and ruin the watercourses. And the wholesale tearing out of water- 

courses is sufficient to silt our irrigetion reservoirs, whether or no it is 

followed by wholesale erosion of the range itself. 

Of course this one example does not prove that grazing is the outstand- 

ing factor in upsetting the equilibrium of the Southwest. It is rapidly : 

becoming the opinion of conservationists, however, that such is the case, and 

thet erosion-control works of some kind are the price we will have to pay if 

we wish to utilize our ranges without ruining our agriculture. 

Examples of Destruction: 

The effect of unwise renge use on the range industry, or of unwise 

cutting upon the lumber industry, or of unwise farming on the land, are all
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too obvious to require illustration. What we need to appreciate is how abuses 

in one of these industries in one place may unwittingly injure another in- 

dustry in another place. 

A census of 30 typical agricultural mountain valleys in the National 

Forests of the Southwest shows 4 ruined, 8 partly ruined, 15 started to 

erode, and only 3 undamaged. Of the 27 valleys damaged, every case may be 

ascribed to grazing or overgrazing, sii AA Aa more or less by clearing 

of cover from streambenks, fire, and sterting of washes along bane or 

trails. 

A detailed survey of one mountain valley (Blue River, Arizona) shows 

3500 acres of farm land washed out, vovnulation reduced two thirds, and 

half a million paid for a road over the hills becmuse there was no longer 

any vlece to put e road in the valley. This entire loss may be ascribed 

to overgrazing of creek bottoms and unnecessary clearing of banks. t 

A special study of one cattle ranch showed that the loss of 60 acres 

of ferm lend through erosion imposed 2 permanent tax of $6 per head on the 

cost of production. This was a herd of 860 head. 

‘ Data on reservoirs shows that Plephant Butte and Roosevelt Lake mst 

' probably be raised prematurely techs at silting. One of the big Pecos 

dams (Leke MacMillan) is said to have silted un 60% in 15 years. A detailed 

report on the Zuni Reservoir*, which may be considered typical of a smaller 

class, shows that its life will be 21 years, 12 of which have passed. Silt- 

ing is forcing the amortization of this half-million doller investment at 

the rate of $7 per irrigated acre per year. Raising the dam is necessary 

to extend its life. In all these ceses the silting seems to have been & 

faster than wes calculated, and is tending to force the amortization of the 

*Silt Problem of the Zuni Reservoir, H. F. Robinson, Amer. Soc. 

Com.  VOl. 69, p- 86d, 1920.
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investments during alarmingly short veriods. Inexpensive desilting methods 

have not yet been devised. What will be left of the Southwest if silting 

cuts down our already meagre facilities for storage of an already meagre . 

waterflow? 

Here are some typical flood figures: Cave Creek, which flooded Phoenix 

in 1921, destroyed $150,000 in property and forced construction of a dam 

awosting $500,000. The Pueblo flood of 1921 cost $17,000,000. A little flood 

in Taos Canyon in 19__ destroyed a new road costing $15,000. Every year it 

costs $40,000 to clear the diversion plents below Blephant Butte of silt 

from side-washes. These are merely random examples. Undoubtedly we always 

had floods, but all the evidence indicates that they usually spent them- 

selves without demsge while our watercourses were protected by plenty of 

vegetation, and such damege as occurred was quickly healed up by the roots 

remaining in the ground. : 

Summary: Our shall resources are not only in @ run-down condition, 

but in our climete, bear a delicately balanced inter-relation to each other. 

Any upsetting of this balance causes @ progressive deterioration thet may f 

not only be felt hundreds of miles away, but may continue after the original 

disturbance is removed end affect porulations and resources wholly un- 

connected with the original dy@ge. Erosion eats into our hills like a con- 

tagion, and floods bring down the loosened soil uvon our valleys like a 

scourge. Water, soil, animals, and plants - the very fabric of prosperity, ' 

react to destroy each other and us. Science can and mst unrevel those 

reactions, and government must enforce the findings of science. This is the 

economic bearing of conservation on the future of thefouthwest. 

Conservation as a Moral Issue 

Thus far we have comsidered the problem of conservation of land purely 

@s an economic issue. A false front of exclusively economic determinism is
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so habitual to Americans in discussing public ouestions that one mst speak i 

in the language of compound interest to get a hearing. In my opinion, 

however, one cannot round out 2 real understanding of the situation in the 

Southwest without likewise considering its moral aspects. 

In past and more outspoken days conservation was put in terms of 

decency rather than dollars. Who can not feel the moral scorn and con- 

tempt for poor craftsmanship in the voice of Esekiel when he asks: _Seemeth 

it_a small thing unto you to have fed uvon good pasture, but ye mst tread 

down with your feet the residue of your pasture? And to heve drunk of the 

clear waters, but ye mst foul the residue with your feet? 

In these two sentences may be found an evitome of the moral question 

involved. Esekiel seems to scorn waste, pollution, and unnecessary damage 

as something unworthy - as something damaging not only to the reputation of 

the waster, but to the self respect of the éraft and the society of which he 

is a member. We might even draw from his words a broader concept - that the 

privilege of possessing the earth entails the responsibility of passing it 

on, the better for our use, not only to immediate posterity, but to the 

Unknown Future, the nature of which is not given us to know. It is 

possible that Esekiel respected the soil, not only as a craftsman respects 

his material, but as @ moral being respects a living thing. 

Meany of the world's most penetrating minds fave regarded our so-called 

"inanimate nature" as a living thing, and probsbly many of us who have 

neither the time nor the ability to reason out conclusions on such matters 

by logical processes, have felt intuitively that there existed between 

man and earth a closer and deeper relation than would necessarily follow 

the mechanistic conception of the earth as our physicel provider and abiding 

i place. 

Of course in discussing such metters we ere beset on all sides with 

the pitfalls of languege. The very words "living thing" have an inherited
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and arbitrary meaning derived not from reality, but from human perceptions 

of humen affairs. But we must use them, for better or for worse. 

A good expression of this conception of an organized enimate nature is 

given by the Russian philosopher Onnensky, who presents the following 

enalogy: { 

"Were we to observe, from the inside, one cubic centimetre of the 
humen body, knowing nothing of the existence of the entire body and of 
man himself, then the phenomena going on in this little cube of flesh 
would seem like elemental phenomena in inanimate nature". 

He then states that it is et least not impossible to regard the earth's 

parts - soil, mountains, rivers, atmosphere, ¢tc., - as organs, or parts of 

\ orgens, of a coordinated whole, each part with a definite function. And if 

we could see this whole, as a whole, through a great veriod of time, we 

might perceive not only organs with coordinated functions, but vossibly 

also thet process of consumption and replacement which in biology we call 

the metabolism, or growth. In such case we would heave all the visible 

attributes of a living thing, which we do not now realize to be such 

because it is too big, and its life processes too slow. And there would 

also follow that invisible attribute - a soul, or consciousness - which 

not only Onpensky, but meny philosophers of all ages, ascribe to all living 

things and aggregations thereof, including the "dead" earth. 

"There is not much discrepancy, except in lenguage, between this con- 

ception of a living earth, and the conception of a dead earth, with enor- 

mously slow, intricate, and inter-related functions among its parts, as 

i given us by iat; ehemistry, and geology. The essential thing for 

' present purposes is that both admit the interdenendent functions of the 

elements. But "anything indivisible is a living being" says Onvensky. 

Possibly, in our intuitive perceptions, which may be truer than our science 

and less impeded by words than our vhilosophies, we realize the indivisibility
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of the earth - its soil, mounteins, rivers, forests, climate, plants, and 

animals, and respect it collectively not only as a useful servant but as a 

living being, vastly less alive then ourselves in degree, but vastly greater 

than ourselves in time and space - a being that was old when the morning 

starts sang together, and when the last of us hes been gathered unto his ' 

fathers, that will still be young. 

Philosophy, then, sugsests one reason why we can not destroy the earth 

with moral impunity; namely, that the "dead" earth is an organism possessing 

a certain kind and degree of life, which we intuitively respect es such. 

Possibly, to most men of affairs, this reason is too intangible to either 

4 accept or reject as a guide to human conduct. ut philosophy also offers 

F another end more easily debatable question; was the carth made for men's 

-use, or has man merely the privilege of temporarily possessing en earth 

mede for other and inscruteble wurposes? The question of what he can 

properly do with it mst necessarily be affected by this question. 

Most religions, in so fer as I know, are premised squarely on the 

assumption that man is the end and purpose of creation, and that not only 

the dead earth, but all creatures thereon, exist solely for his use. The 

mechanistic or scientific philosovhy does not start with this as a premise, 

but ends with it as a conclusion, and hence may be placed in the seme 

category for the purpose in hand. This high opinion of his own importance M 

in the universe Jeanette Marks stigmatizes as "the great human impertinence". 

John Muir, in defense of rattlesnakes, protests: " -- as if nothing that 

does not obviously make for the benefit of man had any right to exist; as 

if our ways were God's ways. But the noblest expression of this anthropo- 

morphism is Bryant's "Thanatopsis"
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f "__he hills 
f Rock-ribbed end ancient as the sun, - the vales 

Stretching in pensive quietness between; 

The venerable woods - rivers that move 
In majesty, and the complaining brooks 

That meke the meadows green and, poured round all 

Old oceans gray and melancholy waste, - 
Are but the solemn decorations all 
Of the great tomb of man". 

i Since most of mankind today profess either one of the anthromorphic 

religions or the scientific sthool of thought which is likewise anthro- 

morphic, I will not dispute the point. It just occurs to me, however, in 

answer to the scientists, thet God started his show a good many million 

yeers before he had any men for eudience - a sad waste of both actors and 

music - and in answer to both, that it just berely possible that God 

é 
himself likes to hear birds sing and see flowers grow. ut here sgain we en- 

counter the insufficiency of words as symbols for realities. 

Granting thet the earth is for man - there is still a question: what 

men? Did not the cliff dwellers who tilled and irrigated these our valleys 

think that they were pinnacle of creation - that these valleys were made for 

them? Undoubtedly. And then the Pueblos? Yes. And then the Svaniards? 

_ Not only thought so, but said so. And now we Americens? Ours beyond a 

doubt! (How happy a definition is that one of Hedley's which states, 

"Truth is that which prevails in the long run"!) 

Five races - five cultures - have flourished here. We may truthfully 

say of our four predecessors that they left the earth alive, undamaged. It 

‘is possibly a proper question for us to consider that the sixth shall say 

about us? If we are logically anthropomorphic, yes. We and
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" ... all that tread 
The globe are but a handful to the tribes 
That slumber in its bosom. Teke the wings 

Of morning; pierce the Barcan wilderness 

Or lose thyself in the continuous woods } 

Where rolls the Oregon, and hears no sound 

Save his own dashings - yet the dead are there, 

And millions in those solitudes, since first 

The flight of years began, have laid them down 
In their lest sleep." 

Ané so, in time, shall we. And if there be, indeed, a special nobility 

inherent in the human race - a special cosmic value, distinctive from and 

superior to 211 other life - by what token shall it be manifest? 

By a society decently respectful of its own and all other life, 

capable of inhabiting the earth without defiling it? Or by a society 

like that of John Burrough's potato-bug, which exterminated the votato, 

and thereby exterminated itself? As one or the other shall we be judged in 

"the derisive silence of eternity".
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Erosion April 17, 1923. 

Memorandum for Mr. Leopold: 

I have read with appreciation your article "Some Fundamentals of Con- 
servation in the Southwest". It certainly deals with fundamentals both in 
fact and theory and while I am inclined to feel that you have overdrawn 
the picture in one or two places. I believe that your article is worthy 
of a permanent vlace in scientific literature. You asked me whet use 

should be made of it. It has the scientific and literary auality and the 
general style which would make it most fitting in my judgment as a mono- 
graph and would undoubtedly be so published by one of the southwestern 

educational institutions if they were equipped for that sort of work. The 
first vart is so localized to the Southwest that I doubt whether it would 

: find place in the national megezines published in the East, other than 

American Forestry or some similar publication but the latter part dis- : 

cussing conservation as a moral issue supported by some of the southwestern 

data and some from other districts would be of national interest and worthy 
of place in World's Work or the International Interpreter. 

I have mentioned that I think you have overdrawn the picture. At the 

pottom of page two you state that "broadly speaking, no net gain is resulting" 

by the additions to irrigate ereas because of the loss through erosion. Acre 
for acre, this may be true, although I seriously doubt whether as many acres 

of really valuable agricultural land have been destroyed by erosion in the 

past two decades es heve been made evaileble for irrigation under private and 

public reclamation projects. Furthermore, the lands being develoved are 

usually topographically better adented to intensive cultivation. They have 

superior soil, are better located as to market, and are more adapted to 

economic utilization then those that are being lost, so there is an economic 

gain. 7 

On the next vege you continue the discussion by 2 statement thet re- 
placement is not replacement, but rather slicing at one end of our loaf 

while the other end sloughs away in waste, and that some day the sloughing 
and slicing will meet. Oratorically, the figure is very nice but I am } 
inclined to question its accuracy. The end of the loaf which is slough- 

ing is not altogether wasted and the process at the other end is not 

"slicing". The only way that the two ends will ever meet is through the 
process of erosion on the one end end aggradation on the other whereby a 

new agricultural area will gradually be built up in the nature of a pene- 
plain all topographically suited, and possibly by that time naturally 

watered for agricultural vurposes, since the reconstruction of the surface 

of the earth will change the water table and climatié conditions. You may 

say that I am looking at the matter geologically instead of historically 
and through too long @ period of time. Nevertheless, it is the process 
which will ultimately overcome the present unfavorable conditions both 
natural and artificial and nothing that man can do will permanently change 

the result. The agricultural possibilities of the San Simon, Santa Cruz, 

and even the Pecos and Rio Grande Valleys are the result of erosion and 
the present generation is the beneficiary to that extent. The world's 

most outstanding example of the benefits of erosion is the valley of the 

Nile, the wonderful fertility of which is due to a silt deposit each year 

of alluviel soil which, of course, could not occur without erosion in the 
higher reaches. This soil is removed from its location of rough and compar- 

atively worthless inaccessibility to the valley of convenient utilization
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by the process which you entirely condemn. I am not sure that we yet kmow 

whet erosion is harmful and whet is beneficial. 

On page four you ask whether the "collapse of stable equilibrium in 
our soil and its cover is being caused or aggravated by a change of ; 
climate". I question whether there is any collapse, any great increase in 

erosion. Even with no change in climete, erosion is a permanent world 

. building factor. Man's presence on the earth is one element and man-caused 

abuses aggravate the situation locally and temporarily, but in the long 
run even such abuses and such temporary destruction tends to assist nature 
in its ultimate purpose. Ten so, I admit thet a practical present day 
point of view calls for the prevention of erosion where the thing destroyed 
or damaged is more valuable to our vresent civilization than the thing 

created. The belief in a great increase in erosive destruction during the 

last two decades is not so mich due to a change in conditions as to the ‘ 
fact that man is now present where he is observing the process which has 
been going on through all the ages and that he has erected valuable imorove- 

ments which need protection. Such investments as the Rio Grande and Salt 

River reclamation projects call for special protection of their watersheds. 

The existence of inhabited valleys and of large cities like Phoenix and 
El Paso call for special measures of protection. For this vurpose the 

Southwest needs its forest and one of the great functions of the National 
Forests is conservation of water sheds, but the forests will continue to 
exist as they are today, if protected against the ravages of man and fire, 

even with the natural processes of erosion unchecked, and our fight against 

erosion is not to maintain forests, but we seek rather the maintenance of 
the cover as a measure of protection and it does not follow that everywhere 

, we should seek to maintain the rough bad land formetions to stop the deen- 

ening, the lengthening, and the widening of the valleys or the unbuilding of 

the lower reaches by erosion and aggradation. There is an individual econ- 

omic loss in the destruction which has occurred on the Blue. Perhaps that P 

valley should have been protected to maintain the homes. On the other 

hand, it may be that the people who have been driven out ere better located 
elsewhere and that in the long run the best development of the country will 

result from the process which you deplore. 

The sites now used for storage of water vower and irrigation purposes 

were developed through erosion. Erosive process on the up lands to be 

irrigated in the lower Gila valley. 

The reason that we used to have floods, (as you state on page twelve) : 
but that they spent themselves without damage, was that man's artificial 

works were not there to be damaged. It is only locally that "erosion eats 
into our hills like a contagion and floods bring down the loosened soil 
upon our valleys like a scourge". 

You are of course familiar with the more or less elementary textbook 

on geology by Chamberlin and Salisbury. Chanter four, which is a discussion 
of streams, considers erosion as a world-building process. It shows, be- 
ginning on page 114 under the subtitle "Erosive Work of Running Water", how 
valleys are built and developed, end on page 117 under the sub-title "The 
Aggradationel Work of Running Water", some of the beneficial results with A 
the process of alluvial deposits. The Rocky Mountain region is an area of
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comparative youth, geologically speaking. Our mountains are young and 

perhaps the Sierras are still growing. The steep slopes, narrow valleys, 
rugged formations, all argue youthfulness. The mountains of New Mexico 

and Arizona have not yet endured the weathering processes of time and have 
not yet reached the age of gentle slopes, wide valleys filled with alluvial 

deposits and accompanying climatic conditions which constitute an agricultural 

country, but that age is sure to come. The Annalachians went through the 

seme process and the agricultural possibilitics of the Atlantic coastal 

plain, the immense agricultural resources of the Mississippi valley, are the 
results of centuries of erosion shown in the gentler slopes, wider valleys 

and slower flowing streams of the Hast. Eventually the rough up lands of 

New Mexico will be smoothed end worn away until they become mature, gentled 
with age and look down on an immense area of agricultural land which had its 

origin from the mountain slove. The only way the valleys can ever become 

permanently agricultural is to be cut deeper and longer and then by windings 

and changings of channel and the washing away of the areas that might be 

temporarily cultivated until they get nearer to a basic level and the flow 
of the streams with less fall and wider channels ceases to be destructive 
and furnishes the water for power end agriculture for the newly formed 

velleys. 

Our mountains are usually of a soil formation varticularly subject to 
erosion. The rate of flow increases erosion which in turn depends on eradient, 
so the erosion mst continue until thetwo ends do meet through the upbuild- 

ing of the plains and the lowering of the headwaters. 

"The first effect of erosion by running water is to roughen the surface 
by cutting out valleys, leaving ridges and hills. Pue final effect is to 
make it smooth again by cutting the ridges and hills down to the level of 
the valley bottoms." C.&S. P. 125. 

: "A type of topography developed in early maturity in certain high 
regions where the rock is but slightly though unequally, resistant, is 

termed bad-land topography. *** A semi-arid climate, where the precipitation 

is much concentrated, seems to be most fevorable for its develormment. The 

bad-land topography is most striking in early meturity." C. &S. P. 134-136. 

"Every shower washes fine sediment down the sloves of the hills, and 
much of it is left et their bases. *** Material in such positions accumlates 
in the form of a partial cone, mown as en alluviel cone. *** Nearly all 

young rivers descending from mountains build fans where they leave the 

mountains. Thus, the rivers descending from the Sierras build great fans 

at the base of the range. Most of the rivers descending from the Rockies 

to the plains to the east have done the same thing. ‘The fans of streams 
descending from the mountains are often many miles across. The fan of the ‘ 
Merced River in California, for exemple, has a radius of about forty miles. 

The fans made by neighboring streams may grow laterally until they merge. 
The union of several such fans makes e comvound alluvial fan, or a piedmont 

alluvial plain ***." ¢. & S. 179-181. 

The point I make is that there are two sides to the picture. You un- 
doubtedly realized this and attempted to paint only the one side. What I 
fear is that we err in overstating our case, or in our enthusiasm will point 

out horrible examples of destruction which after all were mere natural pro- 

cesses not much affected by man and which in the long run are more beneficial 

than they are destructive. } .
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ARMAMENT FOR CONSERVATION 

Aldo Leopold 

The fight for better land-use has so far employed three weapons: the 

dollar, the ballot, and "mblic sentiment" in the colkctive sense. 

Three others rust in their sheaths, untested and untried: purchasing 

power, social recognition, and investment power. These are "public senti- 

ment" in the individual sense. 

There is need for using this idle armament, but there is danger in using 

it, and there is danger in not using it. I here discuss these needs and 

dangers. 

* * * 

The native landscape is one of the most valuable and vulnerable compon- 

ents of "land". Landscape is wasted in many ways, most of them subtle and 

complex, but some of them simple. 

When we lift our eyes unto the hills and are bludgeoned with shaving 

soap or cigarette signs, why do we run to the highway department or the 

legislature for redress? It is mch simpler to boycott the offending 

product. The hide of the advertiser is impervious to beauty, but highly 

sensitive to sales. 

Not so simple is the case of the farmer who cuts down 2 momumental 

tree, or turns his cows into some last remnant of native flora. Landscape 

is not for sele, hence the consumer has no way to reward or punish. His only 

availeble weapon is social disapproval, and this mst be exercised locally 

to be effective. The problem can hardly be reached until the farm land- 

scape is recognized as belonging, in part, to the community. 

* * *
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The most important single test of the new weapons is whether they can 

reach abuses of soil. 

In my own region, most soil-abuse arises from too many dairy cows on 

too few acres. Woodlot grazing, plowing of steep slopes, and marsh drainage, 

the first two followed by erosion and floods, all represent cow-pressure. : 

Dairy products are, in large part, consumed locally. The local consumer 

could discriminate in favor of conservation milk or butter if some tech- 

nical agency would certify the degree of soil-sbuse characteristic of an 

identifiable land-unit. This unit is sometimes the individual farm, more 

often the dairy-distributor, sometimes the milkshed. Bureaus already 

certify whether milk is rich and whether the cow is sick; could they not 

also certify whether the soil supporting the cow is sick? Undoubtedly they 

could, and at a cost mech less than the present soil-conservation subsidies 

(AAA, SCS, formerly CCC). The rub seems to be that nobody has that much 

confidence in the patriotism and intelligence of the consumer. 

‘ Most consumers do not know that the battle for the soil is, in the long 

ron, as important as the battle for the Solomons. But some know, end might 

act. Wisconsin, for example, has a new statute which authorizes groups of 

farmers to regulate abuses of the soil in their own neighborhoods. These 

local regulations have the force of law, end are, in effect, a test of 

local self-government as a remedy for erosion. Many "Soil Conservation 

Districts" have been set up, but none has dared to use its regulatory 

powers, "because public sentiment would not support the attempt". Who 

knows, then, whet might be accomplished by a little public sentiment, 

mobilized in the form consumer discrimination against "exploitation milk" 

and “erosion butter"? 

Products of soil-abuse which are shipped for long distances, or which
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otherwise lose their identity before they reach the consumer, could certainly 

not be reached by consumer discrimination. The steer which chews up the last 

palatable browse in the Arizona foothills to become a yearling, which 

battens on Kansas corn produced by plowing up the dustbowl, and which is 

then dismembered in a packing plant and again in a butcher shop to become a 

porterhouse, is no longer identifiable as exploitation beef. Such a long 

chain of distribution is vulnerable only at the source. If the banker who 

finences the stockman knows the différence between grama-grass and snakeweed, 

he should know thet his bank will close when snakeweed usurps the overgrazed 

ranges. Some cow-country bankers already act accordingly. Some do not. 

While the meat and wool produced by overgrazing are not identifiable 

by consumers, overgrazing has other "vroducts" which leave no doudt of their 

origin. The abnormal floods which pour silt into irrigation reservoirs and 

power dams, and thus threaten the future existence of whole communities, 

are usuelly chargeable to the livestock on the watershed in question. Stock- 

men, however, receive no revenue from the erosion products which they deliver 

to valley farmers, hence no boycott is vossible. 

Outright expropriation is perhaps the farmer's only recourse. Conserva- 

tion bureaus, by their leniency toward.livestock, have sometimes contributed 

to such three-cornered ruinations of range, river, and farm. Erosion dangers 

are learned the hard way. 

Wheat, like beef, not only loses its identity before it reaches the 

consumer, but it vresents a further difficulty: almost all wheat is the 

product of soil-exploitation. Few other crops will grow, on the Canadian 

wheat prairies or on the western bench-lands, hence rotation is difficult 

or impossible, hence over-wheating causes yields to go down and down. [ven ; 

the agricultural colleges have no remedy to offer excevt fallowing. In
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short, a mechanized wheat farm is self-terminating, like a mine. 

* * * 

What, if anything, can the new weapons do for forestry? 

Most forest products move long distances before being consumed. In 

high grade lumber, however, there is a strong trend toward labelled "brands"; 

such lumber retains its identity, and might gain or lose from discriminate 

consumption, according to whether the vroducer attempts forestry, or just 

slashes. 

The big obstacle is distance. Does the consumer in Maryland care what 

happens in the forests of Oregon, Washington, or Idaho? If he does, who 

is to certify whether claims of "perpetual woods" on a lumber brand are 

bogus or genuine? Certification by the U. S. Forest Service might be con- 

vincing, even across the continent. Perhaps this is a better way to reform 

the lumber industry than the compulsory legislation now in the hopper. 

In the case of hardwoods, mch lumber reaches the consumer as furniture, 

in which case its origin is obliterated. 

Railroad ties, ‘uhewhine poles, and posts pass through treating plants 

which reduce all to a common denominator of creosote. The only chance for 

discriminate consumption in such cases lies with corporations, rather than 

with individuals. It is probably chimerical to exvect a railroad to care 

whether its cross-ties are cropped or mined. 

An alert citizenry might, however, influence such abuses as investors. 

At the present moment worse-than-usual slashings are being made in Wisconsin, 

and doubtless elsewhere, as a result of war demands. Farmers let contractors 

strip their woodlots, and even their fencerows and pastures, of every oak 

large enough to make a tie. Young stands of pine, just entering the stage 

of rapid growth, are being slashed for a negligible yield of rulpwood or
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knotty boards. The tamerack bogs of southern Wisconsin have been annihilated 

within two years, partly by disease and partly by slashings. All these i 

demands for wood could be met by spreading orderly cuttings over a larger 

area. The corporations which ere the main ultimate outlet for such wasteful 

operations could be urged by their stockholders to become discriminate con- 

sumers, but the chance for this seems remote. 

The pulp and paper industry has a better forestry record than the 

lumber industry, but its pollution record is so bad as to constitute a 

separate problem. I will discuss one case only: sulphite pollution. 

Reclaiming sulphite liquor, as against sending it down-river, boils 

down to costs. To reclaim sulphite adds a little to cost of production, and 

thus places the "reformed" mill at a competitive disadvantage. Discriminate 

consumption boils down to this: do we want clean streams badly enough to 

pay a little extra for a "clean" newspaper? There is no difficulty about 

origins, for most large newspapers buy their paper direct from a particular 

mill, which does or does not pollute its stream. Once this is known the 

public can buy the clean sheet if it wants to. 

Conservationists have thus far side-stepped this simple problem by 

attempting legislative compulsion. Most paper states "require" reclamation 

of sulphite; few enforce the requirement for the reason that whole communities 

depend on paper mills for a livelihood. National compulsion is now discussed 

\ in Congress; it has the merit of putting the competitive states on an equal 

footing. Prohibition should have taught us, though, that national compulsion 

without consumer-support is of dubious practicality. 

In my opinion consumer-discrimination is the key to sulphite pollution, 

and perhaps to some other industrial pollutions. Municipal pollution is 

another matter; here the consumer is the polluter, and had better see his 

city engineer. 

* * *
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In the wildlife field I see no chance for consumer-—discrimination in 

sporting animals, for the sportsman is his own consumer. Social pressures, 

however, have a large potential usefulness as a means of raising ethical 

standerds. A few "regrets" for dinner-parties serving ethically-—dubious 

game would awaken many a sleeping conscience. 

Sportsmen already use consumer-discrimination as a weapon, but they aim 

it stock outward, with the muzzle against the shoulder. Thus they commonly 

make life miserable for the farmer who tries to crop his gome, and who 

must necesserily post his land to control the harvesting process. On the 

other hand many sportsmen feel perfectly free to buy shooting from a commer- 

cial "duck club" which reaps a crop it had no hand in sowing. In these wrong- 

end-to policies sportsmen have the sunvort of most state conservation depart- 

ments. 

In commer¢ial wildlife, consumer-discrimination is feasible and badly 

needed. For example: Wisconsin recently proposed to relax her size-of- 

mesh standards for Great Lakes fisheries. Everybody knows, or should know, 

that the whitefish and lake trout yields of the Great Lakes, probably by 

reason of overfishing, are approaching zero as a commercial resource. The 

only feasible way to relieve the pressure is to spare the young fish, hence 

the several Lake States, after years of competitive jockeying, have reached 

a "gentleman's agreement" to restrict net mesh to a standard minimum. Should 

Wisconsin break the agreement, the competitive states will do likewise, and 

we shall have chaos followed by federal regulation. (Thus do states, by 

their own laxity, suffer federal encroachment on their powers.) 

A consumer-threat to boycott Wisconsin whitefish would quickly convince 

even the commercial fishermen what to do.
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Commercial furs are another case in point. Steel-traps are noiseless 

and raw furs easily concealed, hence illegal and unethical travping hangs 

like a sword of Damocles over the existence of marten, fisher, otter, and 

other rare furbearers. The women who wear furs could, if they wished, 

put an end to bootleg fur traffic by the same means they used in 1913 to 

kill the millinery trade in wild bird feathers, namely, the boycott. 

There is danger, though, that this might depress the market for all furs, 

and thus destroy the possibility of wild fur cropping. 

* * * 

It appears, then, that the deliberate exercise of consumer-discrim- 

ination has at least theoretical utility in some fields of conservation, 

although admittedly impractical in others. I next examine the possible 

dangers inherent in the new weapon. 

"Boycott" is a pinkish word, but perhaps this arises from the fact 

that boycotts have heretofore been employed only to grab a bigger share 

of the spoils. I here vropose its use fér an opposite purpose: to prevent 

spoiliation. "Union-made" and "Buy British" are, at bottom, slogans of 

the grab-bag. They seek advantage for pressure-groups, rather than the 

decent use of land. "Buy conservation products" may be radical in the 

sense of, being new, but not in any other sense. Its political complexion 

is of a much paler hue than the now universal policy of laying all 

conservation problems in the lap of government. ; 

This is not to say, however, that the new weapon is harmless. The 

principal danger in its use is that it may vlace too great a strain on 

public intelligence. To boycott offending billboards or illicit furs 

requires only courage, but to distinguish conservation butter, boards, or 

newspavers involves en array of technical and economic facts not easily 

come by. Judgment is seldom @ simple yes or no; there are many degrees
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of merit or demerit. Often the only choice is the lesser of two abuses. 

Often the consumer is helpless until government, or some other impartial 

agency, has instituted a certification system. All these ifs and ands 

contain the seeds of vossible injustice. 

Consumer pressure offers a wide field for distortion of facts. 

Advertising and wblicity experts have already sensed the possibilities 

of building pious conservation "fronts" for impious clients. Should 

consumers show a tendency to judge products by conservation standards, 

this shabby retinue would increase. 

Such dangers, however, are inherent in many reforms impinging on 

economics. 

* * * 

The dangers of not using the new weapons are, to me, impressive. 

Without them, conse rvation offers the non-landowner nothing concrete 

to do. "Write your congressman" is the leme anti-climax of many an 

eloquent plea for action. This isn't really action. 

Discriminate consumption, on the other hand, offers every citizen 

a task. 

Teaching of conservetion, now mandatory in many states, suffers from 

the same lameness. "Nature study" as en end strikes the neophyte as a 

milk-end-water affair; nature study as a means to intelligent use of land- 

products challenges the brains and patriotism of teacher and pupil alike. 

Even if everybody wrote his congressman, how much would be accomplished? 

It seems to me unlikely that land-abuses will be stopped by any conceivable 

extension of present conservation policies. They are good as far as they 

go, but in most cases they go only far enough to retard, rather than to 

reverse, the retrogression of the land. Something more fundamental is
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needed; something which offers everybody a chance to think, judge, work, 

and sacrifice. } 

Just as we tried, during the detunke era, to buy military security 

by paying high taxes and subsidizing allies, so have we tried, especially 

since 1933, to buy resource-security with conservation subsidies and 

bureaus. In neither case has danger yielded to dollars. Willingness to 

spend, as distinguished from willingness to do something personal, seems 

to be the dividing line between half-hearted and all-out national effort. 

If America is here to stay, she must have healthy land to live on, 

for, end by. Hitler's taunt that no democracy uses its land decently, 

while true of our past, mst be proven untrue in the years to come. 

Landscape 

__._. country billboards 

478 old cottonwood 

1433 old elm 

Soil 

873 too many cows on too few acres (cows) 

1412 plowing of steep slopes (strivs) (or 8977?) 

1405 "certify the degree of lend-abuse" (gully) 

1404 "erosion butter" (Marysville gully) 

beef 

1257 "steer which chews up the last palatable browse" (cattle) 

1016 "his ban: did close when snakeweed usurped the range" (abandoned ranch) 

995 Grama again displacing snakeweed under vrotection 

Reservoirs 

984 This soil is the "product" delivered free by stockmen to irrigation 

reservobrs in the valley. (The reservoir in this case is the Hoover dam)
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996 In Coronado's time this wash was a lush cornfield adjoining an 

Indian village. 

Wheat 

1300 Typicel bench adjoining irrigated valley. 

1304 The end of overwheating on a western benchland (abandoned dry farm) 

Forestry 

1275 The timberlands of Oregon 

1283 Does the consumer in Maryland care what happens here? (Homesteaded slash) 

1277 Slash fire spread to uncut timber 

1284 Burned for sheep pasture 

844 Hardwood reaches the consumer as furniture (slash). Not identifiable. 

1156 Farmers let contractors striv their woodlots of every oak large 

enough for a tie. 

765 Tamarack bogs are being annhilated. f 

Pollution 

(new)S207 Do we want clean streams bedly enovgh to pay for a clean news- 

paper? (dead fish) 

1151 (2 clean stream) 

Sporting animals 

1238 a few "regrets" for dinner parties serving ethically-dubious 

game (godwit) ; 

1236b. A big mesh releases the young fish (carp} 

Far 

$204 Illegal trapping hangs like a sword over the rare fur-bearers (bobcat) 

914 "By the same means used to kill the millinery trade in wild bird 

feathers" Y 

General 

912 (Dowitchers)
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United States 
Department of Agriculture 
Soil Conservation Service 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

December 16, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wiiaiife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: ‘ 

I have taken some time to mull over the ideas in your paper "Armament 
for Conservation." Others in the regional office also have reviewed 
it and commented. 

The general opinion is that the scheme you propose would develop as 

slowly as, or even slower than, the plan we have been following. 

Hither depends on the process of wublic education which we recognize 
as extremely deficient for quick action. To sveed up either plan for 

immediate solution would necessitate dictatorial vowers on the part 
of our government. That, I'm sure, neither of us want. 

Doubtless you realize that adoption of the "mblic sentiment" idea would 
remire another set of government controls and regulating agencies. 
Would it be any better than the present set, or wouldn't it be even a 
greater maze? 

I'm not attempting to discredit your entire idea. In fact, I favor som 
of it--such as "conservation-milk" and consumer-discrimination in wood- 
lend products. The educstion should be aimed at the processors, however, 
and not so much at the finel consumer. He is too distant from the source. 

Some parts of your scheme do seem too far-fetched. For example, the news- 
paper reader isn't concerned, and probably couldn't be, over the methods 
in producing the newsprint used. The product he wants in this case is 
news, not newsprint. Foods, clothing, and home materials, however, would 

be judged more on the basis of their physical structure and content. 

From the producers standpoint, I am firmly convinced that the economic 

benefit is the most potent force. When a farmer can be shown that the 

greatest profit lies in contowring his crops, in turning under green man- 
ure crops, in keeping livestock out of the woods, etc.--then he undoubtedly 
will follow those practices; thousands are converted. 

A new and logical reason for consumer-discrimination, which is much along 
the line you suggest, is the nmitritional value of foods from different 
soils. Some large food-processing companies have given it considerable 
attention; doctors have recognized it, and scientists are studying its
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possibilities. The attached article by Dr. Albrecht of Missouri illus- 

trates this idea by showing effects of soil nutrient deficiencies on 
horses. Several studies of this nature are now in progress; we can expect 

some valuable conclusions from them. 

As to specific statements in your vepver, we naturally object to your class- 
ing SCS as a "subsidy" trogram. There is no financial aid attached to 
it. Our activities are limited almost entirely to providing technicians 

for cooperative planning of farms in soil conservation districts. Your 

statement on application of land-use regulations by districts is generally 

true. A few districts in the West, however; have adopted and enforced 

regulations. One enforcement case in Colorado gained national mbdlicity, 
and the court found in favor of the district. 

Education, with as little enforcement as plausible, seems still to be our 

best forte. By this gradual process, many social reforms, such as labor 

rights, have been brought into the proper pvosition for balance in our 

national economy (although sometimes there may seem to be an Overbalence). 

Optimistically, perhaps, I feel certain that conservation will be given 
its prover place, after some of the growing pains have worn off. 

I am returning the covy of your paper which Miss Harper kindly sent to me 

November 27. It bears some editorial marks made in your office and some 

here. Thanks heartily for letting me see it. Your excellent writing 

ability is a goal which I should like very much to attain. If it is 
not too mech trouble, I shall appreciate receiving more of your writings. 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Walter W. John 
Walter W. John 
Head, Regional Section of Education
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42h University Farm Place 
December 21, 1942 

Mr. Walter John 
Division of Education 
U. S. Soil Conservation Service 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. John: 

Thanks for your comments. I have no illusions about 
the workability of my plan. It will work only with 
people who are really in earnest, and these are few. 

In many fields of conservation it will not work at all. 

On the other hand, I cannot accept your "vrofit motive" 
as more than pertially applicable for the simole reason 

that not all conservation activities are profitable. 
There is no profit in most kinds of wildlife or 
wildflowers or landscape, and it is very dubious in 
most kinds of forestry. Shall we therefore throw these 
out of the window? 

I, of course, appreciate your interest. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Soil Conservation Service 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
November 9, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Director of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I trust that you did not misunderstand the mrvose of my statement 

following your address at the teachers conservation section Friday 
afternoon. I gave that bit of current information merely to supple- 

ment what you had started to explain in your talk but which you had 
not covered sufficiently to bring the teachers up to date. I know the 

omission was not intentional; the subject is so broad that it is 

difficult to cover all voints in such a short time. 

The vrogrem of "subsidy," as you called it, certainly has brought some 

highly beneficial results. You know that perhaps as well as anyone 

in Wisconsin and you gave credit for those results. I was fearful, i 

however, thet the teachers may get the idea from your remarks that 
most conservation work has been futile. 

I could have gone further and challenged your statement that most 

publications on conservation are "no good," but I did not want to 

usurp any more of your time. The experience we heve had with publications, 

even though they are general, is that teachers find them quite help- 
ful. Naturally, the poblications tha are mt out on a national 

or state basis cannot be specific on local conditions, but teachers are 

learning how to get help in adapting this information to local surround- 

ings. 

I read your article in the Audubon magazine covering the same ideas 

that you presented in your address Friday afternoon. These ideas are 
so new to me that it is difficult to understand how they could be worked 
out. You undoubtedly have some more concrete suggestions though that 

will make them workable. They certainly are worth consideration. 

Very truly yours, 

; /s/ WalterW. John 
Walter W. John 
Head, Regional Section of Education
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YET COME JUNE 

Aldo Leopold 

Empires spread over the continents, destroying the soils, the floras 

end faunas, and each other. Yet the trees grow. 

Philosophies spread over the empires, teaching the good life with 

tank and bomb. Machines crawl over the empires, hauling goods. Goods 

are plowed under, or burned. Goods are hewked over the ether, and along 

the lanes where Whitman smelled locust blossoms morning and evening. 

Quarrels over goods are planted thick as trees along the rivers of America. 

The offal of goods floats down the rivers, settles in the swimming holes. 

Fish choked with goods float belly-up in the BShallows. Dykes to grow 

goods dry up the weterfowl. Dams to make goods block the salmon runs, 

but not the barges carrying goods. Railroads carrying goods race the 

barges. Trucks carrying goods rece the railroads. Cars carrying con- 

sumers of goods race the trucks. Yet the trees grow. 

A folklore of goods fills the curricule. “‘armers learn the farm is 

& factory. Chemists and physicists harness power, biology harnesses 

plants and animels, all for goods. Politics is the redistribution of 

goods. Literature and the arts portray the drama of the haves and have- 

nots. Research is not to decivher the universe, but to step up production. 

Yet the trees grow. 

A folklore of goods fills the curricula. Farmers learn the farm is 

a factory. Chemists and vhysicists harness power, biology harnesses 

plants and animals, all for goods. Politics is the redistribution of goods. 

Literature and the arts vortray the drama of the haves and have-nots. Re- 

search is not to decipher the universe, but to step uv production. Yet 

the trees grow. 5 

The rains which fall on the just and the unjust wash silt from the 

factory-farms. The brooks that make the meadows green feed silt to the
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vales. Yet the trees grow. 

Yet Come June 

Empires spread over the continents, rebuilding the faunas and floras 

to grow goods. Philosophies spread over the emvires, teaching the good 

life. Goods are hawked over the ether, and along the lanés where Whitman 

smelled locust blossoms morning and evening. 

The offal of goods floats down the rivers, settles in the swimming 

holes. Fish choked with goods float belly-up in the shallows. Dykes to 

grow goods dry up the waterfowl. Dams to make goods block the salmon 

runs, but not the barges carrying goods. Railroads carrying goods race 

the barges. Trucks carrying goods race the railroads. Cers carrying 

consumers race the trucks. Quarrels over goods are planted thick as 

trees along all the rivers of Americe. 

A folk-lore of goods fills the curricula. Science seeks to produce 

goods, and incidentally to decivher the universe. Politics is the re- 

distribution of goods. Literature and the arts vortray the drema of the 

haves and the have-nots. The farms are factories to grow goods. The 

rains thet fall on the just and the unjust wash silt from the factory- 

farms. The brooks that i 

Yet Come June 

Empires spread over the continents, destroying the floras and faunas 

to make goods. Machines crawl over the empires, hauling goQds. Goods 

are hawked over the ether, and along the lanes which smell of locust 

blossoms morning and evening. Quarrels over goods are planted thick as 

trees along all the rivers of America. The offal of goods floats down 

the rivers, settles in the swimming holes. Fish choked with goods 

float belly-up in the shallows. Dykes to grow goods dry up the
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A folk-lore of goods fills the curricula. Science is not to de- 

cipher the universe, but to produce goods. Politics is the redistri- 

bution of goods. Literature is the drama of the haves and the have nots. 

Goods are hawked over the ether, and along the lanes which smell of 

locust blossoms mornings and evenings. Quarrels over goods are planted 

thick as trees along all the rivers of America. Yet the trees grow. 

Yet Come June 

Empires spread over the continents, teaching with tank and bomb 

what they have learned from history. Machines crawl over the empires, 

Yet come June, my pines teach me with green banners what they have 

\ learned from sun and réin. 

Empires over the continents with tank and bomb, teaching 

what they have learned from history. Machines crawl over the empires, 

teaching with what they have learned from science. 

Yet come June, and pines will skyward, teaching with green banners 

what they have learned from sun and rain. }
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: The Ringnecked Parvenu 

Aldo Leopold 

The pheasant, among ecologists, is held in low esteem. He is a 

bird, yet something less than a bird; he is successful, but in places 

too much so. He is suspected, perhaps justly, of displacing his native 

counterparts: the quail, the prairie chicken, and the ruffed grouse. 

To enthuse about pheasants often illicits that silent rejoinder, the 

lifted eyebrow, and implies more interest in gunvowder than in conservation. 

I share all these prejudices, and yet at times I wonder whether they 

do not arise from the fact that the pheasant is too much like ourselves. 

After all he only did what we did: he appropriated a new land by out- 

crowing, outeating, and outbreeding its native inhabitants. He, and we, 

are parvenus. He, and we, are mongrels. He, and we, are brash, dis- 

vatatious, noisy, too enamored of this world's goods, and too successful 

in acquiring then. 

The pheasant has virtues which we verhaps lack. The mallard, the 

wild turkey, and the domestic fowl, in bowing to the necessity of liv- 

ing behind chickenwire, have lost their capacity to live otherwise. But 

the pheasant is tenacious of his wildiess; endures generations of soft 

living without losing his capacity to survive in the wild, or his 

preference for doing so.
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' "Unfinished Manuscripts" 

ALL IN A CENTURY i 
A vest-pocket history of the Wisconsin deer problem, 1835-1945 

On April 18, 1835, the spot in space now enclosed within Capitol 

Room 310 West was occuvied by the wide-branching crown of a giant bur oak. 

This oak was one of a dozen scattered widely over the prairie knoll which 

separated Lake Mendota from Lake Monona. Such oak-studded knolls were 

known, to the few white men then resident in Wisconsin, as “oak openings". 

In April the vrairie sod under and between the oaks was dotted with 

clumps of orange puccoon and pale blue pasque flowers. Less conspicuous, 

but more important to the deer, were clumps of small-flowered crowfoot 

and just-sprouting spiderwort which, in Avril, were (and still are) the 

favorite provender of deer in April. 

The oak-openings of the southern counties were, in those days, the 

centre of abundance of the Wisconsin deer herd. We have many evidences 

of this fact. Explorers in the northwoods often went hungry for bck of 

venison. Jonothan Carver in 1796 found deer only as far north as the 

mouth of the Chippewe, which was as fer as the prairie extended. On the 

other hand the Indians at Fort Winnebago (now Portage) regularly wintered 

on venison brought in by their hunters. We know this because in 1832-33, 

during one of those queer snowless winters which still delude us into 

thinking of our climate as mild, Mrs. Kinzie, newly arrived at Fort 

Winnebago as the bride of the Indian Agent, remarks in her journal that 

the Indians nearly starved, and had to be issued rations, because the 

snow was "scarcely enough at any time to permit the Indiens to track the 

deer." There is a clear inference that given enough snow, the Indians, 

armed largely with bows, ordinarily killed enough deer to support them- 

selves. To those modern archers who have since hunted deer in this same 

region, this will be evidence enough that deer were vretty thick. 

* * Eg
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Mrs. Kenzie's house at Portage, now restored as an historical monument 

by » is built of clear white vine boards, floated as logs down 

the Wisconsin River from further north. Pine woods began about 8 miles 

above Portege, for Lieutenant Jefferson Davis, then an officer of the Fort 

Winnebago garrison, had to go 8 miles up-river in order to cut the pine 

logs needed to build fort hiatus. This necessity for cutting pine (and 

later hardwoods) in the north in order to build habitations in the south 

had an important effect of the Wisconsin deer herd. As plow, axe, and 

gan gradually converted the north woods into habitable deer range. The 

dark mossy forests, hitherto the domain of caribou and moose, were con- 

verted by slow degrees into brushfields and barrens, and these served as 

acceptable substitutes for the oak openings and prairies of the original 

deer range. 

The deer herd shifted northward with the slashings. By the 1870's 

it had reached Lake Suverior. By now deer have spresd around the lake 

and far into the moose country of Ontario. 

Deer did not at once become abundant in northern Wisconsin. Most 

logging camps maintained professional deer-hunters to supply the camps 

with meat. Settlers, lured into the slashings to make farms, needed 

meet even more then the loggers did. Wolves were still plentiful, and 

kept the herd trimmed down. Protective laws existed only on paper. As 

@ consequence of much sunlight and few deer in the slashings, a huge 

reserve of palatable deer foods gradually grew up: white cedar, ground 

hemlock, the three dogwoods, the three maples, and the three cherries. 

Moreover, upto 1919, hunters were allowed to kill deer of either sex. 

This annual trimming of does tended to inhibit increase. The whole 

state harvested less than 10,000 deer per year un to 1925. 

In 1920, despite bitter opposition from "practical" deer-hunters,
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the legislature prohibited the killing of does, limiting the harvest to 

bucks only. This then-hated buck-law was the first of a series of 

events, spanning the period 1920-1940, each of momentous importance to 

Wisconsin deer and deer-lovers. In 1925 the bucklaw became operative only 

in alternate years. In 1927 a deer-refuge system was established. By 

1930 a sharp reduction in wolves and coyotes had been made. By 1931 fire- 

protection had become good, am deer-laws began to be enforced in the 

woods. In the early 1930's came a series of mild relatively snowless 

winters, which exempted the deer herd from normal weether-losses. And 

all this while the "stockpile" of winter deer foods had been growing and 

growing. 

. Deer, like all other plants and animals, are capable of increasing 

with astronomical rapidity whenever there is plenty for them to eat, and 

little to interfere with their eating it. By 1930 the Wisconsin herd 

was headed skyward, and by 1940 it had run through its stockpile of re- 

serve foods. 

Winter starvetion in the northern deer yards began in some localities 

with the hard winter of 1935-36. In most localities it did not begin un- 

til the hard winter of 1942-43. In others it had not yet begun when, in 

1943, the State Conservation Commission established an open season on 

antlerless deer with the avowed purpose of reducing the herd to fit its 

food supply. During 1943 140,000 deer, half antlerless, were reported 

killed. This kill was three times as large as the buck kill in the yeags 

immediately preceding 1943. In some svots it was larger than necessary 

to re-establish an equilibrium between deer and deer food; in other spots 

it was not large enough. One reason for this spotty reduction is that the 

Legislature had never authorized the Conservation Commission to limit the 

‘ number of hunters allowed to hunt in a particular locality. Hence it was
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impossible to adjust the degree of reduction in any given locality to 

the degree of overdraft in its food supply. 

* * * 

The antlerless deer season of 1943, now denounced by the public 

quite as bitterly as was its opposite, the buck-law of 1925, was established 

because a survey of the winter yards, begun in 1940, had disclaed two facts: 

(1) There was widespread starvation of fawns in 1942-43, and 

these fawns were full of balsam, alder, and aspen, which are 

not deer foods. ‘ 

(2) The plants comprising the "stock pile" of good foods were 

so heavily browsed in many yards as to be dead, dying, or 

incapable of revroduction. 

In 1944 the usual buck-season allowed, and restited in a kill of 

bucks. During the winter of 1944-45, in order to be sure
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I know an islend that is too sandy to make a field and too brushy 

to make a penne’: a shining river divides to wash its shores, and to 

hold a mirror to its tall birches. In summer mosquitoes and poison ivy 

defend its shores egainst the fisherman; in winter treacherous ice and 

wide bars fence out the woodcutter. 

. My island has no name, for no one has ever died, fought, camped 

or farmed there to give it one. History has passed it by. 

“So did I, until one day I noticed the extraordinary number of 

deer tracks crossmg the wide bar to the only ford. If the deer like 

to go there, I thought, I had better take a sain. I have often 

noticed that a deer's taste in scenery and solitudes is very much like 

my own. 

“Years ago the title to my island bounced back to the county, where 

it has reposed very quietly ever since. The county holds it in trust, 

as it were, for the deer and myself. The veculiarity of this arrange- 

ment is that the county knows nothing about it x ;
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WHAT IS A WEED? 

Aldo Leopold 

To live in harmony with plants is, or should be, the ideal of good 

agriculture. To call every plant a weed which cannot be fed to livestock 

or people is, I fear, the actual practice of agricultural colleges. I am 

led to this baleful conclusion by a recént perusal of "The Weed Flora of 

Iowa", one of the authoritative works on the identification and control 

of weed pests=. 

“Weeds do an enormous demage to the crops of Iowa" is the opening 

sentence of the book. Granted. "The need of a volume dealing with weeds 

-.-has long been felt by the mblic schools." I hope this is true. But 

among the weeds with which the public schools feel need of dealing are 

the following: 

Black-eyed Susan (Rudbeckia hirta) "succumbs readily to 
cultivation." A model weed! 

Partridge pea (Cassia chemaecrista) "grows on clay banks and 

sandy fields", where it may be "readily destroyed by 
cutting." 

The inference is that even clay banks must be kept clean of 
useless blooms. Nothing is said of the outstanding value 

of this plant as a wildlife food, or of its nitrogen-fix- 
ing function. 

Flowering spurge (Euphorbia corollate) is "common in gravelly 

soils" and "difficult to exterminate. To eradicate this 
plant the ground should be given a shallow plowing and 
the root-stocks exposed to the sun." 

Nothing is said of the wisdom of plowing gravelly soils 4 

at all, or of the fact that this sourge belonged to the 

prairie flora, and is one of the few common relics of Iowa's 
prairie years. Presumably the public schools are not 
interested in this. 

1 
"The Weed Flora of Iowa". 1926. Bulletin No. 4%, Iowa Geological 
Survey. 715 pp.
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Prairie goldenrod (Solidago regida), which "though often a very 

troublesome weed in pastures, is easily killed by cultivation". 

The locality troubled by this uncommon and lovely goldenrod 

is biahied exceptional. The University of Wisconsin Arboretun, 

in order to provide its botany classes with a few specimens to 

look at, had to propagete this relic of the prairie flora in 

‘ a nursery. On my own farm it was extinct, so I harid-planted two 

specimens, and take vride in the fact that they have reproduced 

half a dozen new clumps. 

Horsemint (Monarda mollis). "This weed is easily exterminated by 

cultivation", and "should not be allowed to produce seeds". 

During an Iowa July, human courage, likewise, might easily 

be exterminated but for the heartening color-masses and fragrance 

of this common (and as far as I know) harmless survivor of the 

prairie days. 

Ironweed (Veronia Baldwini) is "frequently a troublesome weed, but 

it is usually not difficult to exterminate in cultivated fields". 

It would be difficult to exterminate from my mind thehugust 

landscape in which I took my first hunting trip, trailing after 

my father. The dried-uv cowtracks in the black muck of an Iowa 

pottomland looked to me like small chasms, and the vurple-topped 

ironweeds like tall trees. Presumably there are still school 

children who might have the same impressions, desvite indoctrina- 

tion by agriculturel authority. 

Peppermint (Mentha piperite). "This plant is frequently found 

along brooks. The effectual means of killing it is to clear the 

ground of the root-stocks by digging." 

One is moved to ask whether, in Iowa, nothing useless hes : 

the right to grow along brooks. Indeed why not abolish the
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brook, which wastes many acres of otherwise useful farmland. 

Water vepver (Polygonum hydroviper) "not very troublesome...except 

in low places. Fields that are badly infested should be vlowed 

and drained". } 

No one can deny that this is a weed, albeit a pretty one. 

But even after drainage, would not some annual, and verheps a 

more troublesome one, follow every plowing? Has Iowa repealed 

the plent succession? 

It is also of interest to note thet the Iowa wildlife research 

unit finds Polygonum hydropiper to be 

Wild rose (Rosa pratincole). "This weed often persists", as a relic 

of the original prairie flore, "in grain fields of northern Iowa. 

Thorough cultivation for a few seasons will, however, usually 

destroy the weed". 

f No comment. 

Blue vervain (Verbena hastata) and Hoary vervain (Y¥. stricta). The 

vervains, admittedly weedy, are “easily destroyed by cultivation" 

and are "frequent in pastures", but nothing is said about why 

they are frequent. The obvious reasons are soil depletion and 

overgrazing. To tell this plain ecological fact to farmers and 

school children would seem proper in an euthoritative volume 

on weed-control. 

Chicory (Cichorium Intybus) "is not often seen in good farming 

districts except as a wayside weed. Individual plants may be 

destroyed by close cutting and applying salt to the root in 

Wot dry weather". — 

School children might also be reminded that during hot
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dry weather this tough immigrant is the only member of the 

botanical melting-pot courageous enough to decorate with ethereal 

blue the worst mistakes of realtors and engineers. 

If the spirit and attitude of "The weed flora of Iowa" were peculiar 

to one book or one state, I would hardly feel impelled to challenge it. 

This vublication is, however, only one semple of a vowerful propaganda, 

conducted by many farming states, often with the aid of federal subsidy, 

end including not only vublications but also weed laws and specialized 

extension workers. That such a vropagands is necessary to protect 

agriculture is, I think, obvious to all who heve ever contended with a 4 

serious plant pest. Whet I challenge is not the vropagande, but the 

false premises which seem to be common to this end all other efforts to 

combat plant or animal pests. 

The first false premise is that every wild species occasionally 

harmful to agriculture is, by reason of that fact, to be blacklisted 

for general persecution. It is ironical that agricultural science is 

now finding thet some of the "worst" weed species perform useful or 

even indispensable functions. Thus the hated ragweed end the seemingly 

worthless horseweed are found to prepare the soil, by some still mysterious 

alchemy, for high-quality high-yield tobacco crops. Preliminary fallowing 

with these weeds is now recommended to farmers”. 

The second false premise is the emphasis on weed-control, as 

against weed-prevention. It is obvious that most weed problems arise 

from overgrazing, soil exhaustion, and needless disturbance of more ad- 

vanced successional stages, and that prevention of these misuses is the 

core of the problem. Yet they ere seldom mentioned in weed literature. 

Pin. W. M., D. E. Brown, J. EB. MeMmrtrey, Jr., and W. W. Garner. 1939 
Tobacco following bere and natural weed fallow and pure stands of 
certain weeds. Jour. Agric. Research, Vol. 59, no. 11, pp. 829-846.
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These same false premises characterize public predator-control. Because 

too many cougars or wolves were incompatible with livestock, it was assumed 

‘thn no wolves or cougers would be ideal for livestock. But the scourge of 

deer and elk which followed their removal on many ranges has simply trans- 

ferred the role of vest from carnivore to herbivore. Thus we forget that 

no species is inherently a pest, and any species may become one. 

The same false premises characterize rodent-control. Overgrazing 

is probably the basic cause of some or most outbreaks of range rodents, 

the rodents thriving on the weeds which replace the weakened grasses. 

This relationship is still conjectural, and it is significent that no 

rodent-control agency has, to my knowledge, started any research to h 

, verify or refute it. Still if it is true, we may poison rodents till 

doomsday without effecting a cure. The only cure is range-restoration. 

The same false premises beset the hewk and owl question. Originally 

rated as all "bad", their early defenders sought to remedy the situation 

by reclassifying part of them as "good". Hewk-haters, and gunners with a 

trigger-itch, have had lots of fun throwing this fallacy back in our faces. 

We should have been better off to assert, in the first place, that good and ? 

bad are attributes of numbers, not of species; that hawks end owls are 

members of the native fauna, and as such *re entitled to share the land with 

us; thet no man has the moral right to kill them excevt when sustaining injury. 

It seems to me that both agriculture and conservation are in the pro- 

cess of inner conflict. Each has an ecological school of land-use, and 

what I amy call an "iron heel" school. If it be a fact that the former is 

the truer, than both have a common problem of constructing an ecological 

lend-practice. Thus, and not otherwise, will one cease to contradict the 

other. Thus, and not otherwise, will either vrosper in the long run.
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% Sportsmens Review "Unfinished Mss." 

SAND BURS 

There is just one thing almost as good as going hunting, and that is 

wasting a winter evening with a pive and stack of magazine hunting yarns. 

There is also just one thing almost as painful watching a "sport" 

perform in the field, and that is to watch him perform on paper. 

I have just completed one such winter evening with a first-class 

sporting magazine and also the lest issue of a highbrow scientific veriodical 

on natural history. As a result I find my "sense of svortsmanship" so full 

of sand-burs that I feel impelled to do a little picking. 

Witness, Gentle Reader, Exhibit I, which we will label "The Nimble 

Conscience". "The pronghorn antelope," says the distinguished writer, "have 

been diminished to only a few scattering bands, and unless rigidly protected, 

they are in danger of being numbered among the many other wild species which 

have disappeared with the advance of civilization". True! But this same 

writer, in this same article, was engaged in hunting entelope! 

This antelope hunt was in Southern California. Presumably there is 

no law on antelope there. Law? I'll wager ten dollars this antelope- 

killer would be mortelly insulted if told that his brand of "sportsmanship" 

was of that craven kind which is begotten by fear of the law, instead of 

arising out of an innate respect for the Lord and His works. 

Exhibit II. - A scientist is writing about the nesting habits of a 

rare species of duck. "An abandoned flicker's hole is usually selected 

for the nest," he says. "The tree is often so much decayed that a single 

tug at the bark near the hole will remove the whole adjacent surface, ex- 

posing the gray green eggs where they lie in the clinging soft down."
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Was it a necessity to break uv this next? No doubt, on the theory . 

thet all knowledge may some day be useful. But there have been sportsman- 

naturalists who always made a point of exvleining, breifly but convincingly, 

the necessity for the "taking" of breeding birds, half-hatched eges and 

rare species. The lack of such explanation sometimes leads the layman 

wonder what all of this expensive "knowledge" is used for. 

The above are samples of the sand-bars that have been bothering 

me. My hunting partner has just dropped in. I have showed him the antelope 

story. He replied, very adequately: "We humans have still to learn the 

real meaning of blasphemy." 

Aldo Leopold 
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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THE 
SPORTSMAN 

Editorial Offices: 
60 Batterymarch, Boston, Mass. 

May 12, 1933 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

After giving your article and accompanying diagram very serious con- 

sideration we have come to the conclusion that it is impossible even for you, 

with your extensive knowledge and experience, to deal with such an intricate 

and diversified subject as Game Management within the compass at our dis- 

posal. 

So I am returning enclosed with our best thanks for your kindness in 

submitting them. 

The contributions which appear in our Country Life Department are 

not paid for. 

I am, 

Yours truly, 

/s/ Charles S. Bird Jr. 

(Charles S. Bird, Jr. 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
Consulting Forester 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin
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GRAND OPERA GAME r 

Aldo Leopold 

It has been aptly said that pheasant shooting is a good show, but 

quail and prairie chicken are grand opera. 

This implies that there is a big spread in the price of tickets. 

Sometimes there is, but with the right management on the right land, and 

enough of it, a quail or chicken crop may be quite as inexpensive as one of 

lowly pheasants. . 

Our thinking on these questions has been muddled by the automatic 

assumption that to produce game we mst buy stock and confine it is chicken- 

wire slums for breeding and subsequent release. Pheasants tolerate slums, 

but quail barely, and the lordly chicken not at all. 

We Americans are just awakening to the fact that there is another and 

intrinsically better way, long practiced on the Scottish moors and English 

menors. That way is to so modify the range that the game produces itself. 

Herbert L. Stoddard, the first American to practice it successfully on a 

lerge scale, cells-it "game management." 

Game management lubricates the engine we call "Nature," rather than 

building a substitute engine in the form of a propagating plant. The motive 

power is that netural force implied in the Biblical injunction, "Go forth 

and replenish the earth," and which the professors define impersonally as 

"the tendency of any species to increase to the capacity of its environment." 

The game maneger simply enlarges the capacity of the environment by 

improving cover and food, and by protecting the game against natural enemies 

and overshooting. The increase follows. 

Artificial rearing is, of course, one form of game management, and a 

very useful one, but it does not produce "grand opera."
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Of the two alternative forms of vroduction, we mechanized Americans 

usually choose artificial rearing, probably because the provagating 

plent, like our factories, is composed of wire, troughs, bins, hoppers, and 

other things we can touch and see, whereas a piece of land improved for 

game is composed of--well, just land. Somehow, the game-manufacturing 

plant seems the more likely to work. Our faith in factories, however, is 

somewhat sobered of late. Possibly we are now ready to appreciate that an 

improved environment is the more conservative of the two alternative 

investments, provided (as in all investments) the enterprise be skillfully 

directed. 

Directing the "wild menagement" of geme is an enterprise in botanical 

and zoological engineering. To produce cheaply, the game manager, like 

other engineers, must take advantage of what is already on the ground, end 

build only that which is necessary. Here, for instance, is a typical 

country estste of less then a hundred acres, located on some river bluff or 

lakeshore. The estate cerries a covey or two of quail, but the owner 

desires half a dozen coveys. How does he go about getting them? 

The property, like as not, consists of wooded and ungrazed bluffs 

abutting on grazed or cultivated upland farms. In such event the existing 

covey in winter is almost inveriably located on the boundary between the 

woods and fields. Why? Because this is the only spot now offering feeding, 

hiding, and sleeping quarters all within a short radius. The covey feeds 

in the corn at la, roosts in the grassy draw at lb, and on cold days finds 

a safe solarium in the warm, brushy, south slope at lc. 

Let me emphasize again that these three daily recuirements--board, 

room, and club--must all lie within a short radius. Bobwhite, let it be 

" remembered, does not drive a cer, and though sound of wind and limb (as 

your setter knows, and mayhap his owner also), his legs are short.
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This "raison d'etre" for covey No. 1 is also our ways and means for 

bringing coveys 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 into existence. Up in the hayfield, for 

exemple, is another grassy, brushy draw, but no corn to go with it. Plant 

some at 2a. The new covey will be there next winter, becsuse you have 

expanded the "capacity of environment" by creating one new covey range. 

At’ "3" is some grazed timber offering neither cover nor food. Fence 

the south slope of the draw, let it grow up to haws, hazel, and sumac, and 

then vlant a little patch of grain. 

At 4 and 5 cover abounds, but food is absent. Supply it, end the 

immtable laws of biology will supply the quail. 

At 6 is food, but no cover. Plant it at 6a, with the advice of your 

landscaper. Some day lendscapers will learn not only to greet the home- 

coming ear with that even prettier whistle: "Pobwhite." 

This, then, is the technic of the biological engineer. His engine 

is the lew of increase, his tools the axe, plow, fence, fieldglass, and, 

if desired, the dog end gun. What more delightful avocation than to take 

@ piece of land and, by cautious exverimentation, to prove how it works? 

What more substantial service to conservation than to practice it on one's 

own land? 

Like any other engineer, it behooves the ue manager to know the 

limitations as well as the possibilities of his materials. One cannot build 

uv wild quail beyond an average of a bird ver acre. Why? I said before 

that grand opera game doesn't tolerate slums, but thet is merely answering 

one question by another. The real answer is that nobody knows. We scientists 

partially conceal our ignorance by labelling the bird-per-acre limit a 

"saturation point," and let it go at that.
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Having built up a good stand of birds, the owner may shoot, but not 

over a third or a helf. In its results, light shooting is indistinguish- 

able from no shooting. Next year's crop is determined by the number of 

covey locations, and will be what it will be, regardless of whether the 

owner elects to shoot a few birds in season, or prefers to pin a "sanctuary" 

sign i every tree. But, shot or unshot, the whir of a rising covey in 

one's own field or covert is a goodly thing to hear. Quail are grand opera 

game.
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BIRDS AND CATS 

Aldo Leopold 

When talk of the pleasant subject of veace, we have also got to deal 

with the unpleasant subject of war. Likewise when we talk ebout birds, we 

heave got to. deal with cats. Nobody knows exactly how many birds we have in 

the United States, but we do know that we have about twenty-five million 

cats in this hactaes and that we are acquiring more of them every day. 

The cat has an interesting history. There is no record of any of j 

the European peovles having kept domestic cats until about the year 900 A.D. 

Cats were kevt in Egypt, however, beginning about 1200 B.C. and had their 

origin from the wild cat still to be found in Egypt and northeastern Africa. 

The great Herodotus mentioned that there was such an abundance of cats on a 

certain mountain in Numidia that no bird was ever known to nest there. 

With the Eeyptiens, the domestic cat became an object of worship and 

the hundreds of thousands of cats kept in the period of Heyptian civiliza- 

tion is attested to by the great caves found along the Nile, literally filled 

with the embalmed bodies of these animals. These deposits of embalmed cats 

are so extensive that a few years ago a commer¢ial company undertook their 

removal and the ground up carcasses were sold in Burope as fertilizer at 

$15 ver ton. Who knows but what the destruction of Egyptian birds by these 

hordes of cats, and ths possible resulting effect in the increase of insects 

might have been et least in part responsible for the veriods of erop failures 

end famines which preceded the downfall of Egyptian civilization? 

The vrincipal justification for the keeping of cats has always been 

their alleged good services in checking the increase of rats and mice but 

scientists have now proven that a good mouse trap is worth a half a dozen 

cats and that the effectiveness of cats as mousers has been greatly exaggerated. 

A few years ego, a certain ship's captain boasted how his cat had been
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instrumental in keeping his ship clear of rats. It hapvened that this ship 

was put into quarantine, and when fumigated, the cat was unfortunately for- 

gotten and after the captain's cabin was cleaned after fumigation, there 

were found in it twenty-four dead rats and the one cat, side by side. 

The trouble is this; when you feed a cet she does not catch anything 

end when you do not feed her she lives on birds because birds are easier to 

catch than rats and mice. Actual records have shown at least 125 species of 

birds which are commonly killed by vagabond cats. 

The really alarming feature of the cat situetion is thet our bird 

supply is threatened not only by the cats whichstay around home and clean 

out the birds from the garden and orchard, but especially from the hundreds 

of thousands of cats which have really turned into wild animals and which 

make their living in the woods and fields off of birds alone. Every sports- 

man knows that cats which have run wild are commonly found miles distant 

from any house or farm and every good sportsman who is interested in wild 

life out here will shoot these wild cats at every opportunity. 

Competent authorities heve estimated that there are at least twenty- 

five million of them in the United States and that ea very conservative esti- 

R mates this entire number average ten birds killed per year, making 2 total 

of 250,000,000 birds which we mst charge against the cat nuisance. 

Nor is this the only charge against the cat. All of these cats mst 

consume food, whether in the form of birds or in the form of table scraps 

which ought to go toward the feeding of chickens or other producing amimals. 

Moreover cats are known to be a serious factor in the dissemination of con- 

tagious diseases. 

This does not mean that we have to deprive cat lovers of their favorite 

pets, but it does mean that every cat which does not serve a useful purpose 

will have to be dispensed with if we are to adequately protect our wild life
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and our own health. The time will. come when it will be illegal to keep a 

cat without a license just as we now license a dog, end when all unlicensed 

animals will be disposed of by the mblic euthorities. The sooner we get 

such a law in New Mexico the sooner may we hope for adequate protection of 

our birds and wild life.
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THE VIRGIN SOUTHWEST 

Aldo Leopold 

The major premise of civilization is that the attainments of one 

generation shall be available to the next. 

4 Some social sciences, by their very nature, cast doubt unon the 

validity of this premise. Archeology, for example, describes an endless 

caravan of societies, now dead, for whom it did not hold true. On the 

other hand the art of government is concerned with bolstering such doubts, 

not wholly, I take it, out of altruistic regard for the unborn, but rather 

out of an imperative need for confidence among the living. The changing 

"tempo" of the generations, so convincingly described by Ortega in "The 

Revolt of the Masses", consists, perhaps, of fluctuations in their social 

confidence. Be that as it may, any matter which challenges the validity 

of the major premise te ipso facto, a matter of concern to all thoughtful 

men. 

It is only recently that the biological sciences have had new occasion 

to challenge it, in their discovery of an abnormal erosion-rate in some of 

our best soils. The rate is rapid elsewhere, but in the Southwest and the 

adjoining semi-arid regions it is nothing short of elarming. At the mouth 

of one Utah canyon, for example, erosive devosits disvlay seasonal color- 

layers, from which a chronology similar to that of tree-rings has been 

built. It shows more movement of soil sincé the introduction of livestock 

to the watershed fifty years ago than had previously occurred since the - 

recession of the glacial epoch. 

"Discovery" is a slow process. It is almost a generation since certain 

ecologists, range-managers, foresters, and engineers saw and described the 

present southwestern situation, but it is only a year or two since the social 

consequences of its continuance were given credence by the lay public. Even 

statesmen now show signs of being aware that the best soils are slipping,
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sliding, toward the sea, and that the basic cause of this abnormel movement 

is the devegetation of the range through overgrazing by domestic livestock. 

I think, though, that the thoughtful citizen still entertains a mental 

reservation, - he regerds this thing as important, if true. This is only 

natural, since he is unable to weigh personally the technical evidence; he 

must take the ecologist's word for it. The fact of sbnormal erosion, however, 

can be established on historical as well as ecological evidence. ‘This paper 

aims to present such evidence es gethered from a single document: the journal 

of Alexander Ohio Pattie, who trapped beaver in this region almost a genera- 

tion before the Santa Fe Trail opened it to wholesale economic exploitation. 

Certain other material of miscellaneous origin, and certain personal observa- 

tions, are interjected to give relief to the Pattie narrative. i 

Pattie was a young Missourian of the Boone and Kenton tradition, with 

an eye for game, grass, and timber. He travelled down the Rio Grande and 

the Gila, trapping beavers, in 1824. In 1825 (?) he came back up the Grand 

Canyon of the Colorado. 

On the journey from Santa Fe to San Felipe, Pattie speaks of "a hand- 

some plain, covered with herds of domestic animals". Continuing down the ‘ 

Upper Rio Grande Valley to Soeorro, he "traversed the same veautiful vlain 

country," on which grazed "the same mltitude of domestic animals." There 

must have been heavy grass, not only along the river but on the mesas adjoin- 

ing mesas today; many of them have become bere sand dunes. 

Pattie remarks that the valley floor was not cultivated except at 

San Felipe and above Socorro. At these points the valley is narrow and the 

river has a steep gradient. They would be the easiest places to divert 

irrigation water from an unsilted river channel, beceuse the flatter the 

gradient of a stream, the more work is required to build intake ditches 

up its banks.
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While the main valley was used for grazing, the farming, according to 

Pattie, was mostly conducted in side streams like the Puerco. Today the 

reverse is true. The main valley is all farmed, excevt where seevage (due 

to silting) makes it too wet, while the side streams are fit only for grazing, 

because erosion has gutted all the irrigable land. 

Couzens (28) says that in 1859(?) the channel of the Puerco was only 12 

to 15 feet deep where it crosses the road from Isletea to Acoma and Zuni. 

Abert (5+) says that in 1846 it was only 10 or 12 feet deep at a point a few 

miles higher up. Today, at these same spots, the channel of the Puerco is 

a miniature Grand Canyon carved in clay. I recollect it as over a hundred 

yards wide and thirty feet deep. 

Pattie remarks that at Socorro the valley was thinly timbered, but 

covered with willow and cottonwood brush in which "great numbers of beer, 

deer, and turkey" found refuge. One infers there was little large timber 

anywhere along the upper river. Today the ancient cottonwoods that line its 

irrigation ditches are its principal ornement. Most of these cottonwoods 

are rooted in the ridges of silt that have resulted from the annual clean- 

ing of the ditch channels; in fact the older ditches have raised themselves 

from five to ten feet above the valley floor by gradual siltage. 

; Whet do these seemingly disjointed facts tell us about the virgin 

Southwest? 

They tell us that in Pattie's day the Rio Grande drained a stable 

watershed, devoid of abnormal erosion. Even the sand dunes adjoining the 

river carried a neaey growth of grass. By reason of this grass, prairie 

fires swept across the valley and kept it devoid of large timber. The river 

chennel, now so filled with silt that it is actually higher than the valley 

floor, was then so far below the floor that irrigation was difficult, except 

at the points where steep gradients facilitated the building of intekes. In
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short we now have scant grass, much erosion, and a river so choked with 

silt that it bogs its own bottoms with seepage and poisons their fertility 

with alkali. In Pattie's day there was grass everywhere, little erosion, 

a normal river, and bottomlands of sweet well-drained soil. y 

Pattie's testimony is really superfluous; there is hardly an acre 

that does not tell its own story to those who understand the speech of 

hills and rivers. The Galisteo, which winds across Pattie's "handsome 

plain" has since been lived upon. We see the skeletons of ancient fruit 

trees, toppling one by one into the parched arroyo, which year by year 

gnaws away the loam of what was once a farm. 

That farm was irrigated once, -- one can trace the old ditches winding 

across the remnants of bottomland. If irrigated, there must have been a 

stream. There is no stream now, only a trickle in the sand. 

The stream banks mst have been shallow and gentle, else the water 

could not have been led upon the land. They are not shallow now. The 

channel is a flood-torn chasm. 

If there were ditches, there must have been wide stretches of level 

friendly soil to irrigate. That soil has been dumped as silt into the main 

river; one farm washed away to curse another in the making, somewhere below. 

Pattie's handsome plain is still green, at times, but it is the kind 

of green which could deceive only a tourist. It is not the greenness of 

gress, it is the greenness of tumbleweeds and snekeweed and pingue, --worth- 

less substitutes which a denuded nature has invoked to cover her nakedness. 

On this same Galisteo Doniphan, (39) in 1846, found "grass and water abundant 

and of good quality." 

It might be argued by some that the farming which once occupied valleys 

like the Galisteo started the erosion which has since destroyed them. That 

this is not true is attested by valleys which were farmed before Coronado
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came, but did not erode until livestock was introduced. The San Jose isa 

case in point. 

Everybody observes the lava cliffs which line its valley, black from 

centuries of oxidation in the sun. At their base runs a horizontal band 

of gray and red. It is like the tell-tale whiteness of a school-boy's 

face which shows, by contrast, where he has been washed. These cliffs 

have been washed--by erosion. The gray and red band is the measure of the 

soil which floods have torn away from the as yet unbdlackened rock -- more 

farms gutted out to clog rivers and fill reservoirs, somewhere below. 

Nothing has changed in the watershed of the Sen Jose excevt grass. 

Coronado and those who came after him brought sheep and goats and cattle to 

the Indians, and the subsequent over-grazing of the whole watershed is what 

upset its equilibrium. Throughout the Southwest the worst erosion is in the 

regions of the oldest settlements, because it is there that overgrazing has 

been most severe through the longest time. 

On the north flank of Mt. Taylor is dramatic proof of the when and why 

of erosion. Winding up and down across the treeless foothills, threading in 

end out of crest and hollow, is an old earth-scar, overgrown with chemise 

end snakeweed, but nevertheless clearly traceable for miles, like the track 

of some great serpent. It is the Santa Fe Trail. 

Wherever it crosses a hump the 014 roadbed is worn two and three foot 

deep into the soil. The grades followed, and the manner of winding around 

rocks and obstacles, are exactly the same as one would select in driving 

a heavy wagon over the same route today, with this significant excevtion: 

at the bottom of every hollow is now a steep-banked arroyo which no wagon 

could possiblyeross. There are more of these arroyos than an army of 

iaatiaies could bridge in months. There can be no two ways to read the 

history written on these hills. The story is as plain as a street blocked 

by many deep ditches. If you knew the street had been used in 1849, you
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would know the ditches had been dug since. 

How long since? In the bottoms of the arroyos which cross the old 

trail are chemise bushes and sometimes scraggly junipers, spring from the 

Juniper forests higher up on the mountain. Out off the olf@est and count 

back the annual rings of wood. They too will tell you 1850. Overgrazing 

started these arroyos, and in all probability it was overgrazing by the live- 

stock which accompanied the immigrant trains, which thus destroyed this, — 

their own wagon road. This probability is strengthened by the fact thet the 

erosion is oldest and worst near the water-holes at which the Forty-Niners 

camped and grazed their thousands of animals. 

Let us now rejoin Pattie on his trip down the Rio Grande. He left the 

river near what is now San Marcial and crossed southwesterly to the copper 

mines at Santa Rita del Cobre. From Santa Rita he went to the head of the 

Gila River to trap beavers. He caught "trout" where the river emerges from 

the mountains, probably near the vresent settlement of Cliffs. (If these were ; 

really trout, rather than 'bony-tails,' then the trout extended fifteen miles 

ferther downstream than they do now.) The first night of trapping at this 

point yielded 30 beavers. But the important thing is not so much the abund- 

ence of beaver, as the fact that these hardy trappers "were moch fatigued by 

¢ the difficulty of getting through the high grass which covered the heavily 

timbered bottom." 

Today, at this snot, and for miles above and below, the river is flanked 

by naked bers of sand and cobblestones, and the bottoms, except where fenced, 

are as bere of grass, as naked of timber, as the top of a billiard table. 

Ascending the box of the Gila, Pattie describes "a thick tangle of 

grapevines end underbrush" through which he crawled, sometimes on hands and 

knees. At the forks of the river (now the XSX cattle ranch), the banks were 

still "very brushy, and frequented by numbers of bears." Here too, there is 

not little brush and meny cobble bars.
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Chop down the oldest of the young sycamores and alders that have found 

rootage on the cobble bars which have replaced Pattie's bottoms, and you will 

find that few are older than the cow-business, which invaded these hills in 

the early eighties. 

A year later Pattie followed down the Gila to its junction with the 

Colorado. There on February 26, 1825, he tells in a single sentence more 

of what has befallen the Southwest than could be compressed into a volume 

today. This is the sentence: "At twelve we started up the Red River (Rio 

Colorado), which is between two and three hundred yards wide, a deep bold 

streem, and the water at this point is entirely clear." 

The Colorado today discharges around 12,000 acre feet of silt ver 

year, enough to cover half a township with a foot of md. Clear water in 

the Colorado is unknown. is 

Again Pattie, this time at the mouth of the Little Colorado above the 

Grand Canyon: "On the fifteenth (April) we returned to the banks of the 

Red River, which is here a clear beautiful stream." 

Pattie's finding clear water in February might be explained away on the 

grounds that headwater snows were still intact, but his report of clear 

water in both February and April, with no intimation of any opposite con- 

dition during the interim journey along its course, indicates to me that : 

our present Colorado resembles Pattie's only in location and name. The 

present river is never clear, - not only that but it is carrying the richest 

soils of Arizone into the Gulf of California, which has become in very fact 

"the vermillion sea". 

The foregoing comparisons of what Pattie saw and whet we see today are 

merely random examples of what has henvened, in some degree, to almost every 

watershed in the Southwest. On many of the National Forests and on a few 

well-managed private ranches the damage is vartial and confined mainly to
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loss of bottomlands. Wear meny 01d settlements the damage is complete, 

erosion having exposed enough rocks to substitute what might be called a 

mechenical equilibrium for the vegetative one Daliachane existed. In most 

places the damage is still in process, and the process is cumlative. 

It has been necessary to offer proof of these changes because most people 

do not know that any change has taken place, and some who do know deny that 

overgrazing is the primary cause. They versist in believing either that 

abnormal erosion was always there, or that it is somehow an act of God 

instead of an act of goats, sheep, and cows. 

In trying to picture the meaning of the term overgrazing, it is important 

that the reader divest his mind of the assumption that overgrazing constitutes 

a uniformly distributed excess of consumption over growth. More often than 

not the excessive utilization of one plant or tyve of ground is accompanied 

by the underutilization of another. For this reason the very diversity of 

the country has contributed to its undoing. If a mountain cow on @ cold 

winter day has the choice of basking in the warm sun of a hardwood bottom, 

or of climbing upon the wind-swept mesa, or scrambling among the rocky slopes 

between the two, she will choose the bottom. In fact, she may browse the 

lest bottomland willow to death before the bunch grass on the slopes is 

even touched. It seems as if the greeter the diversity of types, the less 

uniform their utilization and the ouicker the inception of damage. 

The reader mast erasp the fact that overgrazing is more than mere lack 

of visible forage. It is rather a lack of vigorous roots of desirable forage 

plants. An sik is overgrazed to the extent its palatable plants are thinned 

out or weakened in growing power. It takes more than a few good rains, or a 

temporary removal of livestock, to cure this thinning or weakening of 

palatable plants. In some cases it may take years of skillful range
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management to effect a cure; in others erosion has so drained and leached 

the soil that restoration is a matter of decades; again it has removed the 

soil entirely. In the latter event restoration involves geological periods 

of time, and thus for human vurvoses must be dismissed as impossible. 

There was once a widespread impression that forest fires, as well as 

overgrazing, were an important Cause of watershed damage. Recent evidence 

in other regions supports this belief, but not here. On the contrary, 

observations on their sequence and relative importance in the Arizona brush- 

fields, indicates that when the cattle came the grass went, the fires dimished, 

and erosion began. 

The rivers on which we heve built storage reservoirs or power dams 

deposit their deltas not only in the sea, but behind the dams. We build 

these to store water, and mortgage our irrigated valleys and our industries 

to vay for them, but every year they store a little less water and a little 

more mud. Reclamation, which should be for all time, thus becomes in part 

the source of a merely temoorary prosperity. { 

The rivers which get their silt from the hills use it to scour the 

valleys which they once fertilized. Thus The Gila Valley, a garden since 

the Indian days, stretching almost across the breadth of Arizona, has lost 

6000 acres (32) of natural agricultural land since Pattie trapped beaver 

there, and may lose 33,000 acres more before the damege is complete. During 

the same period artificial reclamation has watered only 46,000 acres in the 

Gila drainage. Yet we think of reclamation as a net addition to the wealth 

of the arid west. In the Southwest it is more accurate to regard it, in f 

part, as a mere offset (4) $0 our owncclumsy destruction of the natural 

bottoms which required no expensive dams and reservoirs, and which the 

Indians cultivated before irrigation bonds had a name, and before the voice 

of the booster was heard in the lend.
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We can say this: Tht what we call "development" is not a uni-direc- 

tional process, especially in e semi-arid country. To develop this land 

we have used engines that we could not control, and have cal actions 

and reactions far different from those intended. Some of these are vroving 

beneficial; most of them harmful. This land is too complex - the simple 

processes of "the mass-mind" armed with modern tools. To live in real 

harmony with such a country seems to require either a degree of public 

regulation we will not tolerate, or a degree of private enlightenment we do 

not possess. 

But of course we must continue to live with it according to our lights. 

Two things hold promise of improving those lights. One is to apply science 

to land-use. The other is to cultivate a love of country a little less 

spangled with stars, and a little more imbued with that resvect for mother- 

earth the lack of which is, to me, the outstanding attribute of the machine 

age.
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